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PREFACE.

The present volume is number fourteen, part two, of the Alphabetical Index of the Births, Marriages and Deaths recorded in the City of Providence, and is the first of a set of three volumes to contain an index of the births, marriages and deaths recorded in this city for the years 1901 to 1910, inclusive.

It is an index of the births recorded for the above named years. It is printed from a card index which is made as the births are recorded.

The record of births in Providence is, as in all cities of the United States, not complete, and it also contains many errors. The cause of these defects, and the reason why the same name often appears with different spellings, are explained in the preface of volume IX.

The following table shows the number of births recorded each year from 1901 to 1910, inclusive, and also the birth rate, i.e., the number of living born to each 1,000 of the population:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Living Children</th>
<th>Stillborn</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Living Birth Rate (Per 1,000 of population)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>4,694</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>4,910</td>
<td>26.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>4,746</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>4,962</td>
<td>26.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>4,935</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>5,187</td>
<td>26.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td>5,158</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>5,418</td>
<td>26.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905</td>
<td>5,210</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>5,425</td>
<td>26.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1906</td>
<td>5,456</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>5,678</td>
<td>26.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>5,876</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>6,115</td>
<td>28.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>5,832</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>6,101</td>
<td>27.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>5,698</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>5,937</td>
<td>25.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>5,727</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>5,960</td>
<td>25.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The records from which the above table was made are contained in the bound volumes of Records of Births, and extend from page 125 of volume XVII to page 152, volume XX.
The following table shows the number of names in the present volume, parts one and two, under each letter of the alphabet:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1,806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>4,702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>5,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>4,378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>2,707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>3,128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2,918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>1,063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>1,782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>2,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>6,806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>1,087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>3,149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>2,877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>4,566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>1,945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>2,183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 57,370

The number of names in the above table does not correspond with the number in the preceding table, owing to the fact that additions have been made to the records since the publication of the Registration Reports from which the data in the first table were taken, and that names are sometimes entered under different spellings, and finally because since 1891 children born to parents temporarily away from the city have not been reckoned under the births in the Registration Reports, although they have been entered upon the records.

CHARLES V. CHAPIN,
City Registrar.

Providence, January, 1915.
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Kourhi Anthony of Kalil and Rosa May 15 1903........... A-1: 62
Kourhi John K of Kalil and Rosa June 17 1901........... 17: 172
Kourhi Sadie of Kalil and Rosa Dec 4 1906........... A-1: 62
Kouri Wardy of Halig and Zalia Mar 1 1905........... 18: 162
Kovaleski Francis of John and Paulina Mar 31 1907........... 19: 36
Kovalski Mary of John and Lena Jan 18 1905........... 18: 146
Kovalski Wladislav of Joseph and Veronica Oct 10 1910........... 20: 117
Kovolchik Leopold J of Francis and Veronica Nov 15 1904........... 18: 118
Kovolchik Machislof of Joseph and Veronica May 1 1907........... 19: 47
Kovstovski — d of Thomas and Mary Mar 23 1907........... 19: 32
Kowaleski John A of John and Pauline July 7 1909........... 19: 390
Kowalewski JUDWIGO of Michael and Mary June 11 1909........... 19: 374
KowaIOWSKI Magdalena of Michael and Mary Aug 7 1907........... 19: 93
Kowalski Joseph of August and Mary Mar 24 1906........... 18: 308
Kowalski Ludwik of Joseph and Maryanna Sept 14 1902........... 17: 375
Kowadowsz Mary of Jozef and Katie Dec 5 1905........... 18: 263
Kowry Bedea K of Halig and Zalia Apr 16 1906........... 18: 317
Kowry Maria of Amos and Lizzie Nov 30 1906........... 18: 401
Koyce Anna M of Thomas J and Annie July 15 1908........... 19: 241
Kozdras Statia of Wojcieck and Annie May 5 1903........... 17: 422
Kozikowski Antoni of William and Josepha June 12 1905........... 18: 197
Kraeler Richard J of Augustus F and Mary X Nov 24 1909........... 19: 444
Krajewski Mary of Adam and Kostanzia July 12 1910........... 20: 82
Krakovitch Stephanie of Louis and Michalena Mar 17 1907........... 19: 30
Krackowitz Benjamin of Alexander and Etta Oct 14 1910........... 20: 118
Krallic Annie of Joseph and Mary Mar 15 1904........... 18: 27
Kralik Kathrina of Joseph and Mary May 16 1910........... 20: 53
Kralik Stenris of Joe and Sophie May 18 1905........... 18: 188
Krallik Mary of Joseph and Sophia May 6 1901........... 17: 161
Kramer Abraham of Nathan and Rosie Apr 3 1910........... 20: 37
Kramer Charles of Charles and Antonia Nov 2 1904........... 18: 114
Kramer Erwin E of Alwin and Annie May 12 1907........... 19: 50
Kramer Freda of Morris and Esther June 14 1908........... 19: 223
Kramer Helen P of Alvin and Annie F May 30 1908........... 19: 216
Kranz Madeline of Simon S and Lena Sept 28 1903........... 17: 475
Kranz Maria of Amel and Rosalia Apr 25 1908........... 19: 203
Krapf THEODORO of Andreas and Elizabeth Jan 11 1907........... 19: 4
Krapf — s of Andreas and Elizabeth May 21 1904........... 18: 68
Krasnoff David of Morris and Annie July 21 1910........... 20: 86
Krasnoff — s William and Minnie Dec 9 1910........... 20: 152
Krasnow Julius H of Jacob and Mary Nov 6 1907........... 19: 130
Kraus Joseph of Philip and Pauline Jan 17 1901........... 17: 129
Kraus Sadie of Charles and Lena May 31 1901........... 17: 167
Krause Bruno H of Andreas W and Annie Sept 29 1903........... 17: 476
Krause Carl W of Andreas W and Annie Sept 29 1903........... 17: 476
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIRTHS</th>
<th>PROVIDENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krause Helen V of Joseph and Agnes Jan 5 1902</td>
<td>17: 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krause Stanislaus of Joseph and Agnes July 10 1903</td>
<td>18: 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krause Walter F S of Joseph and Agnes July 26 1903</td>
<td>17: 455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreimeier Elia of Philip and Annie Sept 2 1908</td>
<td>19: 260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreitch Wadislof of John and Teofila Nov 13 1903</td>
<td>17: 491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krekorian Victoria of Sarkis and Annie June 10 1901</td>
<td>17: 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krekorian Quercens of Maderas and Mary Mar 8 1909</td>
<td>19: 340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremer Isaac of Louis and Gussie May 26 1907</td>
<td>19: 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreps Wladislaw of Mathus and Alexandria Feb 28 1908</td>
<td>19: 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kresge —— of George and Cora June 4 1901</td>
<td>17: 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreslin Rosa of Louis and Hersa July 1 1905</td>
<td>18: 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kress Margaret E of Albert and Josephine July 4 1904</td>
<td>18: 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krest Michael of Joseph and Marie Sept 22 1905</td>
<td>18: 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kresteky Meimi of John and Sealomcia June 11 1908</td>
<td>19: 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krichebaum Ruth M of Leo and Hattie L Dec 18 1909</td>
<td>19: 452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkorian Annie S of Sarkis and Zaronhey Feb 27 1908</td>
<td>19: 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkorian Zabel of Markar and Zarouhi Aug 23 1905</td>
<td>18: 274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krinsky Charles of Morris and Fannie Nov 17 1908</td>
<td>19: 288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriska Stanis of Ludvic and Sophia Jan 15 1910</td>
<td>20: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kritcher Max of Harry and Fannie Feb 25 1901</td>
<td>17: 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kritz Annie of Julius and Mary May 2 1909</td>
<td>19: 359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kritz Isidor of Jenlens and Malie Nov 4 1906</td>
<td>18: 392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriweyczk Sophie of Joseph and Frances May 15 1903</td>
<td>17: 425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krizan John of Alexander and Elizabeth Oct 7 1909</td>
<td>19: 427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krohn Bertal W of Frank G and Anna Feb 19 1903</td>
<td>17: 397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krohn Gilbert W of Carl and Charlotte G July 12 1909</td>
<td>19: 392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krohn Gladys A of Frank G and Anna L Aug 4 1907</td>
<td>19: 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krohn Harold of Oskar H and Alma May 4 1907</td>
<td>19: 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krohn Ruth A of Carl and Josephine C Dec 7 1906</td>
<td>18: 404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krohn Edward of Edward and Vander Feb 1 1906</td>
<td>18: 291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krohnson Jeannette of Herman and Rose Sept 2 1905</td>
<td>18: 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krom Emlin of Abel and Lydia Feb 2 1906</td>
<td>18: 291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krom Howell of Asbury E and Margaret S Jan 2 1909</td>
<td>19: 315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kropis Tony of Antonio and Macei Dec 24 1908</td>
<td>19: 303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kropis Victoria of Maciej and Antonia Dec 29 1910</td>
<td>20: 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krostek Romaldi of John and Salomia Feb 28 1904</td>
<td>18: 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krostick Alexander of John and Calahma Nov 17 1905</td>
<td>18: 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krostick Valdick of Felix and Annie May 1 1906</td>
<td>18: 322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krostofsky Charles of Joseph and Anastasia Jan 22 1901</td>
<td>17: 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krostofsky Veronica of Joseph and Anastasia Jan 22 1901</td>
<td>17: 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krouse —— s of Joseph and Agnes June 26 1903</td>
<td>17: 436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kruger James W of William M and Annetta R Mar 12 1906</td>
<td>18: 305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kruger Marie J M of Henry F and Marie L H Dec 25 1902</td>
<td>17: 371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kruger Mary L of William M and Anna R Nov 23 1903</td>
<td>17: 494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krugon Anthony of Charles and Veronica Sept 26 1909</td>
<td>19: 423</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Krupka Leona of Theophil and Rosalia Mar 27 1903...........17:410
Krusyna — d of Antony and Dora Jan 20 1907...........19:74
Kruszyna Celina of Antonio and Teodora Aug 27 1905.......18:230
Kruszyna Genowefa of Antonie and Theodora Jan 14 1902.17:257
Kruszyna Victoria of Antonio and Theodora Nov 15 1903..17:492
Krysienski Lena of Ludwig and Sophie Aug 25 1908........19:257
Ksepka Benny of Matthew and Alexandria Feb 16 1904.....18:17
Kuber Albert of Harry and Ida Nov 11 1910..............20:128
Kuber Dorothy P of Harry and Ida 8 Nov 12 1908.........19:286
Kuber Elta of Harry and Ida 8 May 2 1907.................19:47
Kubiak Josephine of Joseph and Mary Feb 28 1905........18:161
Kucala Irene of Jacob and Marie July 2 1902...........17:315
Kudyewski Agnieszka of Bronislau and Stefania Jan 1 1909.19:315
Kudzin — s of Annie Aug 8 1905......................18:223
Kudzma John of John and Theresa Jan 28 1909...........19:324
Kudzma Vladislav of John and Teresia Jan 22 1910.....20:9
Kuhlthau Raymond A of Adam and Annie P Dec 28 1901..17:244
Kuhn Frederick of Gustav and Ida Oct 11 1909.........19:428
Kuhn George of Gustave and Ida July 4 1907.............19:79
Kukla — d of Tony and Amelia Mar 30 1903..............17:411
Kukler Annie of Toney and Nellie Aug 25 1904.........18:138
Kulberg John of Fred A and Mary E May 22 1904........18:50
Kulick Clara of Cheritan and Marina July 23 1907....19:87
Kulick Stessa of Laurence and Mary Apr 17 1905.......18:178
Kulik Wilhelm of Wawrzyniec and Marya May 16 1906...18:327
Kulkin Leo of Leo and Matilda Nov 29 1909.............19:445
Kullberg Alice of Ferdinand A and Mary E Feb 27 1906...18:300
Kullberg Edwin T of Oscar E and Hulda Aug 17 1901....17:201
Kullberg Eva C of Ferdinand A and Mary E Aug 10 1901...17:198
Kullberg Sidney F of Ferdinand and Mary July 14 1909...19:393
Kulman Aaron of Robert and Rosa Feb 27 1905........18:204
Kulman Nellie of Louis and Rosa Dec 30 1906.........18:411
Kuhn Anastasia of John and Mary Jan 11 1905...........18:144
Kuludjian Tenin of Krikor and Marie Nov 21 1905.....18:260
Kulz — s of Philip and Isabella Aug 6 1908...........19:249
Kuntz Ana M of Frank and Rose Feb 25 1909..............19:335
Kuntz John F of Frank and Roselia May 24 1907.......19:55
Kuottack Stanislaw of Andrew and Karolina Nov 4 1909...19:437
Kureatkowski Helen of John and Amelia May 17 1907.....19:53
Kürgerian Harry of Persick and Almas Aug 23 1903......17:464
Kurman Dorothy of Benjamin and Mary Jan 27 1908......19:168
Kurman Estella of Benjamin and Mary Dec 21 1910......20:143
Kurman Helen L of Benjamin and Mary Dec 21 1910.......20:143
Kurman Norman of Benjamin and Mary Aug 9 1909........19:403
Kurtz Rose of Samuel and Annie Feb 16 1905............18:157
Kurzrock Emma M of Fred J and Emma A July 15 1908... .19: 241
Kusecnsky Mary of Bazalian and Julia June 26 1909........ .19: 380
Kushi Margaret of John J and Helen A Feb 23 1908... .19: 178
Kushner Beatrice of Jacob and Dora Nov 7 1909........ .19: 438
Kushner Samuel of Jacob and Dora Jan 1 1908........ .19: 158
Kutniefski Statia of Julian and Mary Dec 3 1909........ .19: 447
Kutniefski John of Julian and Marya Apr 3 1906........ .18: 312
Kutniefski Ludwig of Julius and Mary Feb 19 1908..... .19: 177
Kuziemski Joseph of Ignacz and Stanisava Mar 15 1909... .19: 343
Kuzirian Araxsy of Krikor and Tokoohi Nov 15 1908... .19: 287
Kuzirian Caven of Nishan and Sarah July 19 1909..... .19: 395
Kuzirian —- d of Krikor and Queen Aug 20 1905......... .18: 276
Kuzirian —- d of Elia and Novart Apr 24 1909........ .19: 386
Kzyirsy Zella of Zignan and Eva Dec 18 1910........... .20: 142
Kwalska Vatislauf of John and Amelia Mar 28 1910...... .20: 35
Kwasha Charlotte of Barney and Lena Feb 13 1909...... .19: 331
Kwasha Hattie of Barnet and Lena July 1 1903........ .17: 446
Kwasha Herman of Bernan and Lena Dec 2 1906......... .18: 402
Kwasha Isadore of Isadore and Mary Mar 28 1908....... .19: 191
Kwelberg Joseph of Jacob and Etta Apr 25 1906........ .18: 320
Kwelberg Lina of Jacob and Etta Jan 25 1904........... .18: 9
Kwelberg Rebecca of Jacob and Etta Aug 28 1908........ .19: 258
Kwiatkonzka Maryanna of Charles and Veronica Feb 2 1904, 18: 12
Kwiatkowsky John of Andrew and Ludviska Nov 3 1910... .20: 125
Kwiatkowsky Zedwiga of Charles and Veronica June 19 1907, 19: 67
Kwiatkowski —— d of Kazimierz and Weronika Mar 7 1906, 18: 303
Kyrwin —— s of John A and Sarah J Mar 15 1908........ .19: 186
Kytczen William E of Joseph H and Mabel V May 17 1901... .17: 164
Laaksa Lilja S of Wilha and Sofia Mar 19 1905........ .18: 168
Laaksa Wienna H of Wilha and Sofia Mar 19 1905....... .18: 168
Laaksa Wilha E of Wilha and Sofia Dec 4 1907......... .19: 140
LaBagnara Benjaimno of Filomeno and Maria July 30 1907, 19: 90
LaBagnara Raffaela of Filippo and Rosa May 17 1910..... .20: 53
LaBagniarde Raffaela of Filomeno and Maria Dec 3 1909... .19: 447
LaBagnora Michelino of Filoppo and Rosa Nov 24 1908..... .19: 291
LaBanca Brigida of Giovanni and Angela Aug 17 1904..... .18: 88
LaBanca Olindo R V of Giovanni and Angela Sept 21 1906... .18: 376
LaBanca Olga A M of Giovanni and Angela Aug 15 1910... .20: 97
LaBanca Rosina of Giovanni and Angelina July 3 1902........ .17: 315
Labataglia Filomena of Egidio and Colomba Oct 21 1908... .19: 278
Labbee Elizabeth of Joseph A and Mary G July 10 1905... .18: 213
Labbee Florence G of Joseph and Mary July 28 1903........ .17: 455
Labbee Helen F of Joseph A and Mary Jan 23 1901.......... .17: 131
Labella Conceetta of Vito and Caterina Sept 3 1909........ .19: 443
Labella Felice G of Michele and Carmela Nov 10 1903..... .17: 490
Labella Nicoletta of Vito and Catarina Oct 4 1910.......... .20: 115
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

LaBelle Agnes M of James and Agnes Apr 12 1907 .......... A: 51
LaBelle James J of James and Agnes Jan 25 1909 .......... A: 323
Labelle —— twin ds of James and Agnes Sept 28 1910 .......... 20: 151
Labetti Giulia of Romolo and Consiglia Feb 18 1908 .......... 19: 176
LaBianca Anna of Francesco and Assunta July 21 1909 .......... 19: 458
Labience Stanislaw of Stefan and Michalina Oct 29 1910 .......... 20: 124
Labienie Stephanie of Stephen and Michalina Oct 14 1908 .......... 19: 276
Laboissonniere Eva of Joseph and Emma Sept 1 1902 .......... 17: 335
Laboissonniere Alice of Panteleon and Alice Feb 22 1907 .......... 19: 72
Laboissonniere Lawrence J of Phigime and Loretta M Apr 30
1908. .......... 19: 205
Laboissonniere Marie I of Armand and Agnes Nov 24 1908 .......... 19: 291
LaBoissonniere Rose M M of Panteleon and Alice Aug 21 1908 .......... 19: 255
Labonte Joseph P of Joseph E and Marie L June 7 1907 .......... 19: 61
Labonte Marie F P of Joseph E and Maria L May 19 1905 .......... 18: 189
Labonte Ovila of Joseph and Nancy Apr 14 1908 .......... 19: 198
Labor Alice A of William W and Mary A June 3 1908 .......... 19: 218
Labord Harold B (c) of George and Mary L Oct 11 1910 .......... 20: 117
Labosinska Antoinina of Alexander and Rose June 13 1910 .......... 20: 64
Labovich Samuel of Benjamin and Sarah Mar 11 1901 .......... 17: 177
Labrie Aurel of Alexander and Amelia Feb 26 1908 .......... 19: 250
Labrie —— s of George and Mary May 12 1910 .......... 20: 76
Lachance Louisa E of George and Lillian L Nov 14 1910 .......... 20: 130
Lachance Yvonne of Vilda and Clara Sept 26 1905 .......... 18: 210
Lachapelle Dennis E of Adolph and Ophelma May 31 1904 .......... 18: 52
Lachapelle —— d of Domina and Rose Oct 5 1902 .......... 17: 378
Lachinski Fannie of Frank and Frances Feb 18 1902 .......... 17: 267
Lachinsky Julius of Mary Jan 18 1909 .......... 19: 324
LaClairre Everett L of Charles L and Mary E May 16 1908 .......... 19: 211
Lacockie Henri of Fardina and Rosa July 31 1901 .......... 17: 195
LaCour Edward F of August and Hermine Oct 3 1905 .......... 18: 242
LaCourt Louise M of August and Hermione Sept 13 1901 .......... 17: 210
Lacoy Mabel B of Napoleon and Sarah A Jan 29 1903 .......... 17: 390
Lacroix Ernest of Moise and Mary Mar 10 1910 .......... 20: 72
Lacroix Jeannette F of Narcisse and Eva E June 30 1908 .......... 19: 229
Lacroix Joseph W of Alfred and Exilina Dec 8 1901 .......... 18: 125
Lacroix Laura A of Alfred and Exilina June 10 1902 .......... 17: 301
Lacroix William N of Napoleon and Maud M Oct 14 1905 .......... 18: 245
Lacroix —— d of George and Josephine May 27 1901 .......... 17: 166
LaCroix —— d of Napoleon and Maud June 2 1907 .......... 19: 150
Lacroix —— d of Napoleon and Maud Feb 16 1910 .......... 20: 18
Lacross William J of William S and Alice B July 12 1903 .......... 17: 450
Lacrosse Frederick of Thomas A and Celia Sept 11 1901 .......... 17: 209
LaCrosse — s of Joseph and Mary Feb 24 1908.......... 19:178
Lacrosse — s of John and Jennie Apr 4 1909.......... 19:350
Lacy Peter E of Richard and Harriet L June 18 1901..... 17:172
Lacy Richard E of Richard E and Theresa A Feb 7 1907.... 19:15
Ladd — d of William I and Fannie L June 22 1904........ 18:68
Ladley George H of George H and Elizabeth A Oct 13 1903.. 17:481
Ladley Grace M of George H and Elizabeth A Sept 17 1905.. 18:237
Ladley Mildred of George H and Elizabeth A Sept 21 1910... 20:110
Ladouceur Albert of Alphonse and Sarah Apr 3 1905....... 18:173
Ladouceur Arthur of Alphonse and Sarah Sept 11 1908..... 19:264
Ladouceur Clara M of Alphonse and Sarah Nov 2 1906..... 18:391
Ladouceur Edward A of Alphonse and Sarah July 1 1902..... 17:315
Ladouceur Joseph A of Henri and Victoria Mar 9 1902...... 17:273
Ladouceur Joseph L of Henri and Victoria Nov 25 1903..... 17:495
Ladouceur Joseph T R of Henri and Victoria Sept 25 1908... 19:269
Ladouceur Marie L of Henri and Victoria Feb 5 1906....... 18:292
LaFauci Antonetta of Bernardo and Antonia Jan 24 1906...... 18:288
LaFauci Catarina of Bernardo and Antonia May 11 1904...... 18:46
LaFauci Giovanni of Bernardo and Antonia Apr 14 1901..... 17:384
LaFauci Lelia of Bernardo and Antonia Dec 8 1909......... 19:449
LaFauci Orazio of Bernardo and Antonia June 28 1902....... 17:307
LaFauci Tomas A of Giovanni M and Giuseppina Aug 15 1909 ... 19:406
LaFaucia — s of Tomaso and Giuseppa June 15 1910......... 20:76
LaFazia Americo of Domenico and Maria Oct 19 1902....... 17:350
LaFazia Antonio of Domenico and Filomena Mar 11 1905..... 18:165
LaFazia Antonio of Ferdinando and Maria G Nov 26 1908.... 19:292
LaFazia Eva M of Domenico and Maria Mar 26 1910......... 20:34
LaFazia Francesca T of Ferdinando and Maria G Oct 21 1910... 20:121
LaFazia Lucia of Domenico and Filomena Feb 25 1902........ 17:269
LaFazia Vincenzo of Domenico and Filomena Dec 19 1903.... 17:502
LaFazia — d of Domenico and Filomena Aug 25 1906......... 18:420
LaFazia — s of Domenico and Filomena Aug 22 1907......... 19:154
LaFenowski Joseph of Lawrence and Statia Mar 20 1907..... 19:31
Laferriere — d of Albertine Jan 9 1901.................. 17:179
Laferriere Joseph A H of Louis G and Maria Feb 27 1907..... 19:23
Lafrey William E of Thomas and Annie A Nov 3 1907........ 19:128
Laferriere Alfred A of Henri and Marie L Aug 8 1901......... 17:197
LaFerlery Charles of Martin T and Annie T Nov 4 1903....... 17:488
LaFerlery Edward F of William F and Mary E June 21 1906... 18:349
LaFerlery John of Martin T and Annie T Nov 4 1903.......... 17:488
LaFerlery Thomas F of Sarah A Aug 8 1903.................. 17:459
LaFerlery — s of Martin T and Annie T Jan 11 1907.......... 19:74
LaFey John E of Thomas and Annie M Mar 3 1910............. 20:25
LaFlamme Jessie E of Joseph E and Amanda D Mar 5 1905...... 18:163
LaFlamme Joseph F of Silas and Louisa Oct 26 1909........... 19:434
Laflamme Raymond M of Joseph E and Amanda M Apr 16 1907. 19: 42
Lafler Mary E of John T and Ellen V Dec 9 1910. 20: 139
Laflanne Rose P of Oliver A and Valida Apr 20 1905. 18: 179
Laflanne Anna G G of J Hormidas and Marie D Sept 2 1906. 18: 368
Laflanne Florence E of Wilfred F and Ella M May 27 1907. 19: 57
LaFlamme Florence L of Hormidas and Marie D Jan 25 1903. 17: 389
Laflanne Freeman H and Catherine F Dec 12 1905. 18: 266
Laflanne Helene of Wilfred F and Ella M Oct 9 1908. 19: 275
Laflanne Joseph A H of Hormidas and Marie D May 8 1901. 17: 161
Laflanne Kenner C A of J Hormidas and M Delia Aug 5 1910. 20: 93
LaFlamme Marie A L L of Hormidas and Maria D Sept 9 1904. 18: 96
Laflanne Raymond of Achille and Marie J Aug 19 1907. 19: 152
Laflanne Rolland Z M of Hormidas and Maria D Oct 25 1907. 19: 125
Laflanne — — d of Freeman and Catherine E Jan 24 1901. 17: 179
LaFleur Arthur H of Alonzo E and Laura Sept 4 1902. 17: 336
LaFleur Ernest E of Edward and Laura June 7 1904. 18: 55
LaFleur Joseph of Octave and Exilda June 11 1909. 19: 386
LaFleur Raymond L of Edward A and Laura Apr 2 1909. 19: 349
LaFleur William D of Asa and Eliza Feb 13 1910. 20: 17
LaFontaine Adolphe of George and Rose Dec 17 1902. 17: 369
LaFontaine Arthur H of Xavier J and Maria Apr 10 1904. 18: 36
LaFontaine Joseph M A of George and Rosa Jan 17 1903. 17: 386
LaFontaine — — (c) s of Oliver and Gladys Mar 22 1909. 19: 345
LaForrest Marie L G A of Joseph and Marie L Nov 14 1906. 18: 395
Lafrance Marion M of Francois and Ora Nov 24 1901. 17: 233
LaFredo Rosina of Michele and Maria Aug 3 1908. 19: 248
Lafreneve Stanislaus P O of Stanislaus and Alexina May 16 1908. 19: 211
Lafrereve Silvio J of Ulricie and Edodie M Dec 4 1901. 17: 236
Lagace Joseph A L of Wilbrod and Leona Mar 18 1905. 18: 168
Lagasse Leo of Wilbrod and Leona Jan 10 1903. 17: 440
Lagergren Thora A of Pontus and Anna June 17 1903. 17: 434
Lagerquist Carl O H of Oscar W and Hilma C May 21 1907. 19: 54
Lagerquist Edith P I of Oscar W and Hilma C Oct 3 1904. 18: 105
Lahaine Joseph T of Donat and Denise Apr 29 1909. 19: 358
Lahey Ellen F of Michael and Margaret V Sept 1 1903. 17: 467
Lahey Gertrude of Michael and Margaret Mar 26 1902. 17: 279
Lahiff Gertrude M of Thomas H and Susan J Jan 27 1904. 18: 10
Lahiff Raymond of Thomas H and Susan Aug 28 1909. 19: 411
Lahiff — — d of Thomas H and Susan J Aug 24 1901. 17: 204
Lahue Kathleen of Esther June 2 1907. 19: 59
Laidlow Dorothy P of Guy and Geannie G Apr 29 1904. 18: 42
Lajeunesse Ernest A of Amadec and Rose Sept 10 1904. 18: 97
Lajeunesse Remond J of Moise and Fannie Oct 4 1903..............17:478
Lajoie Aurore of Alfred and Marie July 16 1910..................20: 84
Lajoie Joseph A of David and Marie L Feb 19 1906.............18: 297
Lajoie Marie R of Arthur and Julie Mar 29 1906.................18:310
Lajoie Mathilde of Alfred and Emelie Feb 1 1908................19:170
Lake Charles H of Charles B and Jennie M Dec 9 1908..........19:297
Lake Clarence E of Ezekial and Sarah J Mar 27 1905............18:205
Lake Frances of Edward and Bertha July 2 1910 ..................20: 78
Lake Hazel M of Jesse and Clara A Sept 25 1909 ...............19:423
Lake Henry B of Jesse and Clara A Sept 30 1907 ................19:115
Lake Kenneth of George W and Ella J Feb 19 1907 ..............19: 20
Lake Laura M of Christopher and Emma June 28 1903 ...........17:437
Lake Leslie A of Arthur L and Rose C Apr 5 1901 ...............17:153
Lake Llewellyn V of Llewellyn R and Harriet E June 7 1902....17:310
Lake Richard B of Llewellyn R and Harriet Feb 11 1904 .......18: 15
Lake Vera M of Arthur L and Rose C July 7 1903 ...............17:448
Lake Walter S of George W and Ella J June 20 1905 .............18:200
Lake —— s of Albert and Lillian Feb 15 1910 .......20: 74
Lakey Douglas T of Ernest W and Estella G Dec 23 1903 .......17:504
Lakey Edgar C of Frank E and Sadie R Sept 7 1902 ..........17:337
Lakocokvitz Charles of Alfred Antonie and Frances Apr 26 1908.19:203
Lakos —— d of Theros and Costantina Dec 4 1908 .............19:295
Laliberte Alfred of Alfred J and Philanor L July 3 1908 ....19:237
Laliberte Alfred L of Alfred J and Philanor Sept 5 1909 ....19:414
Lalime Joseph of Levi and Adeline June 21 1902 ...............17:305
Lalime Joseph L G of Joseph and Cecille Nov 5 1910 ........20:126
Lalio Lucia of Pietro and Sabatina Dec 13 1906 .................18:405
Lally John D of Thomas J and Mary J Oct 6 1906 ..............18:381
Lally Madeline of David H and Bridget M Nov 3 1901 .........17:226
Lally Mary E of Patrick J and Catherine June 16 1910 .......20: 65
Lally Vincent J of Patrick J and Catherine A Aug 16 1908 ....19:254
Lalonde Alice M of Charles and Mary A Feb 6 1907 .............19: 15
Lalonde Grace E of Frederick G and Mabel M Dec 1 1907 .......19:138
LaLake —— d of Ida Apr 7 1910 ..................20: 39
LaMagnia Alberto of Giovanni and Teresa June 1 1905 .......18:193
LaMagnia Armando of Giovanni and Teresa Dec 19 1907 .......19:145
LaMagnia Maria A of Giovanni and Teresa Apr 6 1910 .......20: 38
LaMagnia Mario of Giovanni and Teresa Dec 20 1906 ...........18:407
Lamairre Robert E of Mary L Aug 12 1904 .................18: 86
Lamante Antonio of Giovanni and Antonia Oct 29 1910 .......20:124
LaMantia Carmela of Cosmo and Providence Sept 30 1909 ....19:424
LaMantia Maria of Giovanni and Antonia Jan 17 1909 ..........19:321
LaMarche —— s of Philip and Ida Apr 22 1901 ...............17:157
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lamarr Pasquale of Enrico and Giulia</td>
<td>Apr 4 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamarsh Russell J of John B and Ida</td>
<td>July 4 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamastro Maddalena A of Salvatore and Antonia</td>
<td>Dec 22 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb Alice McK of Charles F and Alice</td>
<td>June 20 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb Catharine M of Matthew F and Catharine M</td>
<td>Sept 18 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb Edmund of James and Elizabeth</td>
<td>July 7 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb Francis J of Frank P and Elizabeth A</td>
<td>Mar 21 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb Harold F of William and Carrie</td>
<td>July 11 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb Helen M of James F and Elizabeth J</td>
<td>Feb 17 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb Herbert N of Charles F and Alice Nov 12</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb John L of John F and Margaret T</td>
<td>Mar 6 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb Lester C of Charles F and Alice Jan 3</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb Margaret L of John F and Margaret T</td>
<td>Jan 3 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb William J of Frank P and Lizzie A</td>
<td>Nov 19 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Almond P of Nestor and Alice J</td>
<td>Sept 12 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Edward G of George H and Hermine E</td>
<td>Dec 7 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Edward K (c) of Stephen and Maria L</td>
<td>Sept 10 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Eli A E of Octave and Lucy Nov 28</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Elizabeth I of Henry F and Elizabeth Oct</td>
<td>8 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Frank O of Frank O and Mary R</td>
<td>Nov 6 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Frederick I of Joseph and Caroline Sept</td>
<td>13 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Germaine of Albert and Elmina May</td>
<td>16 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Hazel D of Nelson and Jennie Apr</td>
<td>18 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Henry R of Frank O and Rose M</td>
<td>June 2 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Joseph A of Joseph and Emma Aug</td>
<td>2 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Josephat T of Diendonné and Olivine Oct</td>
<td>15 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Lucien of Elphège and Corinne July 2</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Marian F of Laura B July 30</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Marie B L of Joseph and Caroline Aug</td>
<td>5 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Marie C A of Ulrice and Mélina Dec</td>
<td>10 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Omari J of Octave J and Lucie B</td>
<td>Apr 24 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Virginia of Nelson and Jeannette C</td>
<td>July 22 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert William of Elphège and Corinne Oct 3</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert William H of Henry F and Elizabeth Oct</td>
<td>28 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert —— d of Henry F and Elizabeth L</td>
<td>Jan 28 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamberton Harold A of Charles C and Flora M</td>
<td>Mar 6 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamberton Stanley P of Charles C and Flora M</td>
<td>Aug 3 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambiasso Anna of Pasquale and Raffaela June 2</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambrebe Eleanor of Pasquale and Maria June</td>
<td>18 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambreuse Lucie of Michele and Anna Mar 5</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamieux Regina of Benjamin and Alexina Nov</td>
<td>8 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamont Doris C of John C and Mary A</td>
<td>Nov 28 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamont John R of John C and Mary A Apr 13</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamont Patience of John C and Mary A Jan 3</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lamont Ruth G of John C and Mary A June 4 1910 .......... 20: 66
Lamontagne Ida of Vital and Delia Oct 19 1907 .......... 19: 122
Lamorge Rosetta M of Napoleon and Canda E Nov 1 1910 .. 20: 125
Lamos — d of Albert and Bernada June 11 1908 .......... 19: 221
Lamothe Alphonse H of Teodor and Bernadette Apr 29 1910 .. 20: 47
LaMothe Henry R of Elzear and Cecile A Nov 10 1901 .. 17: 228
Lomothe Joseph E of Felix and Louisa Jan 27 1907 .......... 19: 11
Lamothe Joseph O of Joseph P and Georgiana Jan 28 1907 .. 19: 11
Lamothe Walter A Z of Philippe and Rosanna Feb 22 1904 .. 18: 19
Lamoureux Raymond E of Joseph E and Denise Sept 4 1901 .. 17: 207
Lamoureux Henry of Joseph E and Demerise May 18 1903 .. 17: 425
Lamoureux Joseph of Flora Nov 18 1909 ............... 19: 442
Lamoureux Lena L of Emeric and Apolline May 4 1905 .. 18: 184
Lamoureux Leo T of Athanase and Mary A Aug 16 1905 .. 18: 226
Lamoureux Louis A E of Athanase and Mary A May 18 1904 .. 18: 48
Lampen Frederick of Charlotte Jan 20 1904 .......... 18: 7
Lampert Dora of Barnett and Cathie May 15 1910 .......... 20: 53
Lampert Jacob of Barnett and Cathie May 25 1908 ....... 19: 214
Lampert Lillian of Barnett and Cathie Mar 6 1906 ....... 18: 303
Lampheir — s of Charles and Maude Jan 20 1910 .......... 20: 8
Lampheire Harold J of Walter A and Alphonsina May 30 1909 .. 19: 369
Lamphere Mildred H of Walter A and Alphonsine Dec 11 1910 .. 20: 139
Lampiazza Domenica of Pasquale and Raffaela Oct 5 1908 .. 19: 273
Lampkin — (c) s of Joseph and Mary Sept 5 1907 ....... 19: 154
Lamprey Farrar L of Howard A and Estella V Oct 25 1901 .. A-1: 39
Lamson Gladys of Norton J and Esther M Feb 6 1909 ....... 19: 328
Lamson Marjorie G of Henry A and Nellie B July 23 1902 .... 17: 321
Lamson Riley E of Norton J and Esther M Apr 24 1906 ....... 18: 320
Lamson — s of Henry A and Nellie B Jan 14 1906 ....... 18: 285
Lannard George H of Henry P and Mary A Sept 7 1906 ...... 18: 371
Lanard Josephine E of Frank M and Josephine E Dec 24 1903 .. 17: 505
Lanard Lillian A of Henry P and Mary A Nov 9 1908 ...... 18: 285
Lanard Wilfred H of Henry P and Mary A Mar 14 1905 ...... 18: 166
Lanard — s of Frank M and Josephine E Apr 21 1908 ...... 19: 234
Lancaster Lucile of Petrona Aug 26 1905 ............... 18: 229
Lancaster — d of William and Annie July 3 1904 ....... 18: 71
Lancellotti Anna of Antonio and Vincenza June 3 1908 ...... 19: 218
Lancia Fiore of Giovanni and Virginia Oct 22 1907 ...... 19: 123
Lancione Gaetano of Angelo and Restitutina Sept 1 1905 .... 18: 232
Lancor Agnes M of Edward and Carolina J Sept 26 1905 ...... 18: 240
Lancor Edouard T of Edouard and Carolina July 9 1909 .... 19: 391
Lancor Ellen B of Edward and Caroline J July 31 1907 ...... 19: 90
Lancor Loretta T of Edward and Carolina J Apr 16 1904 ...... 18: 38
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Lancour — s of Joseph and Mary L June 24 1902..........17:306
Lancourt Maria A A of Louis and Adouilda July 22 1903....17:453
Landig — s of Ernest A and Augusta Feb 23 1902..........17:268
Landen Sophia of Harry and Ida Apr 11 1910.................20:40
Landers Harriet M. (c) of Stephen and Marie L Sept 7 1905..18:234
Landersberg Abraham of Sam and Tillie May 11 1910.......20:51
Landersberg Leo R of Samuel and Tillie Feb 8 1908.......19:173
Landes Florence M of Matthew L and Caroline Jan 25 1906..18:288
Landes Harry of Nathan and Lena Nov 27 1908...............19:292
Landes Mathew L of Mathew L and Caroline Apr 1 1908.....19:233
Landes Orrin M of Matthew L and Caroline Jan 18 1907.....19:7
Landgraf — d of Gustav and Sylvia June 18 1909..........19:376
Landi Alberto of Raffaele and Giovannina Mar 22 1910.....20:32
Landi Angelo L of Lorenzo M and Maria Apr 20 1910.......20:43
Landi Francesco of Sabatino and Lucia Dec 11 1909....19:450
Landi Guglielmo G of Antonio and Decoluccia Oct 5 1909...19:426
Landi Lucia of Antonio and Tagolucia Mar 10 1902.........17:274
Landi Maria of Raffaele and Giovannina Dec 27 1906......18:410
Landi Maria C of Lorenzo and Maria Oct 6 1908...........19:273
Landi Maria G of Antonio and Tagolucia Dec 29 1905......18:269
Landi Mariarcangiola of Giovanni and Peppina July 26 1909.19:397
Landi Michele of Salvatore and Maria G Mar 19 1904......18:28
Landi Michele of Antonio and Decoluccia Mar 31 1904.....18:33
Landi Nicola of Giovanni and Petrina Feb 6 1908..........19:172
Landi Teresa of Raffaele and Jennie Feb 9 1905............18:154
Landi Teresa of Giovanni and Filomena Mar 6 1906........18:303
Landi Teresa of Giovanni and Filomena Jan 16 1908.......19:164
Landi Vincenzo of Raffaele and Giovannina Aug 28 1908....19:258
Landi — d of Tabatino and Luigia Aug 28 1908............19:310
Landisberg Lillian of Samuel and Tillie Dec 4 1905.......18:263
Lando Frances of Eli and Eva Jan 29 1910..................20:12
Landrigan James G of Gabriel and Bridget E Feb 28 1905...18:161
Landry Blanche of Wilfred and Ursula Apr 26 1902.........17:310
Landry Blanche D of Joseph A and Helena M Oct 3 1907....19:116
Landry Catherine T of Charles E and Catherine Mar 8 1909..19:340
Landry Charles E of Charles E and Katherine T Apr 7 1901.17:153
Landry Clare K of Charles E and Catherine T May 6 1903...18:184
Landry Helen M of Joseph A and Helena M July 25 1905....18:218
Landry Joseph C of Charles E and Catherine T Aug 6 1902..17:326
Landry Joseph R R L of Ferdinand and Berenice Oct 8 1909..19:427
Landry Loretta of Wilfred and Ursule Sept 18 1903.........17:473
Landry Ruth E of Joseph A and Helcema M Feb 5 1910.......20:15
Landry Newell J of Frederick A and Sarah J July 13 1902...17:318
Landy — s of Frederick and Sarah Jan 21 1901.............17:179
Landy Charles T of Edward R and Ida J Apr 24 1909........19:357
BIRTHS

Landy Edward L of Edward R and Ida J Apr 24 1909........ 19:357
Landy Florence M of Edward R and Ida G Feb 14 1907...... 19:18
Landy Joseph C P of Joseph J and Thresa C Apr 19 1906... 18:318
Landy Raymond of Edward and Ida J Mar 17 1905.......... 18:205
Lane Agnes K of Daniel T and Martha A Feb 23 1905....... 18:159
Lane Beryl L of Herbert J and Louise Sept 23 1909....... 19:422
Lane Charlotte E of Edward F and Eva M Jan 28 1909...... 19:325
Lane Irene of Daniel T and Martha A Nov 6 1902......... 17:356
Lane James E of Edward F and Eva M Sept 20 1902....... 17:341
Lane John K of John and Annie I Aug 19 1902........... 17:330
Lane Norman W of Thomas J and Evelyn July 3 1910...... 20:78
Lane Robert of Edward F and Eva M Feb 5 1903............ 18:153
Lane Russell E of Leonard E and Amy Dec 26 1910........ 20:145
Lane Sarah A of Marcella and Maggie Oct 23 1904...... 18:111
Lane Stanley H of William H and Mary A Sept 12 1909.... 19:417
Lane Thomas F of John and Annie June 12 1907......... 19:63
Lane William of Edward F and Eva M Aug 7 1906........... 18:358
Lane —— d of Marcella W and Margaret J May 25 1902.... 17:297
Lane —— s of Ella Dec 31 1907......................... 19:150
Laney —— d of James and Mary Oct 6 1907................. 19:117
Lang Catherine J of Robert J and Helen T July 30 1904... 18:133
Lang Frederick of Frederick J and Annie Nov 28 1902.... 17:363
Lang Herbert A of Arthur S and Annie Mar 5 1903........ 17:403
Lang James of Thomas and Annie July 13 1901............. 17:189
Lang Jerome of Justin D and Johanna C Aug 20 1902...... 17:331
Lang John J of John and Mary Jan 22 1901................. 17:183
Lang Lillian H of Arthur S and Annie May 8 1908......... 19:298
Lang Richard of Frederick J and Annie E July 3 1905.... 18:210
Lang Theresa M of Justin T and Johanna C Aug 11 1908... 19:251
Lang —— d of Justin D and Johanna C Jan 8 1905......... 18:208
Lang —— d of Justin P and Johanna C Feb 13 1907........ 19:74
Lang —— d of Justin P and Johanna C July 9 1909......... 19:461
Langdon Courtney of Courtney and Susan H Nov 16 1909... 19:441
Langdon George T of Courtney and Susan Dec 22 1906..... 18:408
Langdon —— s of Courtney and Susan May 10 1902.......... 17:292
Langelotti —— s of Courtney and Susan Aug 14 1906..... 18:420
Langevin Beatrice E of Alcide and Helena June 25 1903... 17:436
Langevin George L of Alcide and Helena Feb 22 1904..... 17:140
Langevin Marie C of Jules and Angelina May 27 1906..... 18:330
Langevin Marie C of Henri G and Marie Aug 1 1907....... 19:91
Langevin Rosie E of Joe and Angelina Apr 21 1904....... 18:39
Langford Alfred H of Walter H and Alice M Apr 13 1909... 19:353
Langford Gertrude of George H and Bertha A Jan 4 1910.... 20:2
Langford Marjorie of James and Bertha F Oct 14 1901..... 17:219
Langford Sidney W of Walter H and Alice M Feb 23 1906... 18:298
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Langhorn Janet of Edmund R and Catharine Dec 8 1902.... 17: 366
Langhorn Joseph of Edmund R and Catharine Sept 30 1904.... 18: 104
Langhorn Margaret R of Edmund R and Catherine Mar 23
1901 ............................................. 17: 148
Langhorne William C (c) of William H and Druelton M Nov
17 1905 ........................................... 18: 257
Langie Edna G of Edward A and Mabel A May 30 1908.... 19: 216
Langie Eliott G of Edward and Mabel A July 13 1909.... 19: 392
Langio —— d of Giovanni and Virginia Mar 15 1909.... 19: 385
Langione Maria of Angelo and Restituta Dec 19 1907.... 19: 145
Langione Stanislao of Angelo and Restituta June 24 1906.... 18: 340
Langione Stanislao of Angelo and Restituta Dec 22 1909.... 19: 434
Langioni Gaetano of Angelo and Restituta Sept 4 1904.... 18: 94
Langlais Eustache of Eustache and Odina Jan 1 1903.... 17: 384
Langlais Marie Y of Eustache and Odina Apr 30 1905.... 18: 183
Langlais Theophile of Theophile and Marie L Sept 28 1910... 20: 113
Langlois George of Theophile and Marie Nov 10 1905.... 18: 255
Langlois Julia of James and Mary Oct 21 1905.... 18: 275
Langlois Marie A A of Theophile and Marie Mar 25 1908.... 19: 190
Langlois Marie E Y of Theophile and Marie Jan 11 1903.... 17: 384
Langlois Marie J of Henry E and Celina Nov 15 1910.... 20: 130
Langlois Marie L A of Theophile and Marie L Sept 2 1901.... 17: 206
Langton Annie M of Michael and Bridget July 1 1903.... 17: 446
Langton Austin of Joseph T and Margaret M Oct 23 1908.... 19: 279
Langton Bartholomew of Joseph and Margaret Aug 18 1901.... 17: 301
Langton Edward I of Joseph and Margaret May 22 1906.... 18: 329
Langton Francis of Joseph and Margaret Dec 18 1907.... 19: 145
Langton Frederick of Michael and Bridget Nov 23 1906.... 18: 398
Langton John R of Bartholomew and Nora Dec 7 1907.... 19: 141
Langton Margaret P of Joseph and Margaret Mar 7 1904.... 18: 24
Langton Mary of Michael and Bridget Oct 28 1901.... 17: 224
Langton Mary V of Bartholomew and Nora Apr 6 1906.... 18: 313
Langton Thomas of Joseph T and Margaret Sept 29 1910.... 20: 113
Langian Charles A of Charles P and Ellen T July 24 1904.... 17: 193
Langian Elizabeth E of Charles P and Ellen T Sept 10 1906.... 18: 371
Langian James E of Charles P and Ellen T Oct 8 1902.... 17: 347
Langian John C of Charles P and Ellen T Apr 6 1905.... 18: 174
LaNinfa Emma of Nicola and Maria May 6 1909.... 19: 361
LaNinfa Teresa of Loreto and Maria Oct 13 1909.... 19: 429
Lanner Louis of Harry and Clara Feb 15 1901.... 17: 138
Lanni Adeline of Alessandro and Filomena Sept 10 1902.... 17: 337
Lanni Antonio of Giovanni and Anna Mar 5 1905.... 18: 163
Lanni Celia S of Alexander and Minnie Aug 10 1906.... 18: 360
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father's Name</th>
<th>Mother's Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Birth Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Edmundo</td>
<td>Elena</td>
<td>Aug 10 1907</td>
<td>19:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Elvira</td>
<td>Carolina</td>
<td>Oct 15 1902</td>
<td>17:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Emma</td>
<td>Filomena</td>
<td>Feb 27 1908</td>
<td>19:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Giovanni</td>
<td>Filomena</td>
<td>Dec 26 1909</td>
<td>19:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>Mar 19 1901</td>
<td>17:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>Mar 19 1903</td>
<td>17:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Giustina</td>
<td>Elena</td>
<td>Dec 12 1909</td>
<td>19:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Francesco</td>
<td>Jan 20 1901</td>
<td>17:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Giovanni</td>
<td>July 21 1901</td>
<td>17:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Michele</td>
<td>Francesco</td>
<td>Nov 28 1903</td>
<td>17:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Michele</td>
<td>Giovanni</td>
<td>Oct 6 1903</td>
<td>17:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Nicolina</td>
<td>Giovanni</td>
<td>Apr 5 1908</td>
<td>19:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Ottorino</td>
<td>Francesco</td>
<td>Aug 24 1906</td>
<td>18:365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Sabatina</td>
<td>Giovanni</td>
<td>May 8 1910</td>
<td>20:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Francesco</td>
<td>Nov 7 1902</td>
<td>17:357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>Aug 15 1902</td>
<td>17:329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Oct 21 1907</td>
<td>19:123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Cornelius</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Nov 11 1901</td>
<td>17:229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Edward</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>Jan 20 1905</td>
<td>18:204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Francis</td>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>Oct 14 1904</td>
<td>18:108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Helen</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Aug 15 1910</td>
<td>20:108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Nov 21 1901</td>
<td>17:231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Lillian</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Oct 25 1904</td>
<td>18:111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Feb 5 1904</td>
<td>18:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Mar 3 1904</td>
<td>18:23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Olive</td>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Feb 10 1908</td>
<td>19:173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Raymond</td>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Sept 12 1901</td>
<td>17:210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Raymond</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Sept 9 1905</td>
<td>18:265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>Sept 10 1903</td>
<td>17:470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Aug 29 1909</td>
<td>19:411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Sept 23 1906</td>
<td>18:377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Oct 21 1903</td>
<td>17:512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Nov 24 1907</td>
<td>19:156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Nov 6 1910</td>
<td>20:127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Lina</td>
<td>Louis</td>
<td>Oct 8 1906</td>
<td>18:382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Albin</td>
<td>Axel</td>
<td>Dec 27 1907</td>
<td>19:148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Arthur</td>
<td>Axel</td>
<td>Feb 3 1910</td>
<td>20:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Mildred</td>
<td>Axel</td>
<td>Feb 17 1904</td>
<td>18:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Vera</td>
<td>Axel</td>
<td>Nov 24 1901</td>
<td>17:213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Weston</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Oct 7 1906</td>
<td>18:382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Lanzer</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>20:104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Lanzi</td>
<td>Tommaso</td>
<td>Sept 10 1906</td>
<td>18:372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Lanzi</td>
<td>Tommaso</td>
<td>Feb 7 1908</td>
<td>19:172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Lanzieri</td>
<td>Giovanni</td>
<td>May 14 1905</td>
<td>18:187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon</td>
<td>Lanzieri</td>
<td>Giovanni</td>
<td>July 20 1908</td>
<td>19:242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lanzieri Vincenzina of Giovanni and Antonia Aug 30 1901........17: 205
Lanzieri Vincenzo of Giovanni and Antonietta Oct 3 1902........17: 345
Lanzieri Vincenzo of Giovanni and Antonetta Dec 22 1903.......17: 504
Lanzieri Vincenzo of Giovanni and Concetta Jan 22 1904.........18: 8
Lanzoni Almerinda E M of Giovanni A and Immacolata Dec 16
1901 .............................................17: 240
Lanzoni Angiolina of Antonio and Immacolata Nov 27 1905.....18: 261
Lanzoni Esther C of Antonio and Immacolata Apr 22 1909.....19: 336
Lanzono Almano of Antonio and Immacolata July 12 1903.....17: 450
Lanzotti Antonio of Francesco and Domenica Sept 23 1908.....19: 268
Laorenza Gemorla V of Domenico and Maria Jan 23 1909.......19: 323
Laorina Maria G of Antonio and Maria Jan 31 1908.............19: 469
LaPadula Incororata of Donato and Maria L Aug 28 1901......17: 205
Lapaglia Luigi of Donato and Michelina May 21 1905...........18: 189
LaPerche George S J of Arthur E and Georgianna July 21
1906. ............................................18: 352
LaPerche Raymond A of Arthur E and Georgianna Mar 29
1905. ............................................18: 171
LaPerche Valmore H of Arthur E and Georgianna Oct 6 1908..19: 273
Lapham Cora of Myron D and Cora L Nov 25 1903..............18: 260
Lapham Holly V of Charles and Matilda F Dec 25 1907........19: 447
Lapham Inez M of Frank H and Georgianna Dec 8 1909........19: 449
Lapham Phyllis of Simon S and Leah A Nov 5 1904.............18: 115
Lapiere Agnes P of Joseph and Delia Aug 22 1907.............19: 99
Lapiere Evonne E of Paulidore and Celina Apr 18 1908.......19: 200
Lapiere George J of George J and Lena E Dec 31 1907........19: 150
Lapiere Gerald E of Joseph and Delia Nov 15 1904............18: 118
Lapiere Levi L of Magalire and Josephine July 27 1910.......20: 89
Lapiere Marie of Joseph and Delia Oct 18 1906...............18: 385
Lapiere Mildred D of Joseph and Delia Aug 18 1904...........17: 201
Lapiere Rena B M of Joseph and Delia June 4 1909............19: 371
Lapiere William F of Joseph and Delia Aug 15 1903..........17: 461
Lapiere — s of George and Lena Mar 7 1909..............19: 385
Lapiniski John of Paul and Ludovica July 6 1909.............19: 390
Lapinska Kanila of John and Franceska July 10 1907.........19: 82
Lapinska Mary of Jan and Franciska Mar 25 1906.............18: 309
Lapinski Edward of John and Franceska Jan 13 1909........19: 319
Lapinski Wadisla of Wadisla and Frances Apr 18 1910........20: 43
Lapiska Veronica of Paul and Ludwicka Dec 29 1905...........18: 272
Laphume Leo J of Henri and Emma May 30 1906..............18: 332
Lapoint Cecelia M of Arthur and Mathilde Mar 30 1907.......19: 35
Lapointe Marie A of Arthur and Mathilda Jan 23 1909........19: 323
LaPolla Adelena of Francesco and Anna Sept 4 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . .18: 369
LaPolla Angelina of Luigi and Rosaria Aug 5 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . .18: 414
LaPolla Antonio of Michele and Luigia Feb 18 1901. . . . . . . . . . . . .17: 139
LaPolla Antonio of Giuseppe and Giovannina June 8 1907. . . . . . . . .19: 61
LaPolla Antonio of Michele and Luisa Jan 9 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . .20: 4
LaPolla Carmela of Pietro and Maria C Aug 30 1906. . . . . . . . . . . .18: 367
LaPolla Carmela of Giovanni and Giuseppina Sept 10 1906. . . . . . . .18: 371
LaPolla Colomba of Michele and Luigia Aug 4 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . .18: 83
LaPolla Donato of Raffaele and Angela July 11 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . .17: 450
LaPolla Donato of Raffaele and Angela Apr 11 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . .18: 315
LaPolla Donato of Raffaele and Angelina July 12 1908. . . . . . . . . . . .19: 240
LaPolla Donato of Giovanni and Giuseppina Mar 7 1909. . . . . . . . . . .19: 339
LaPolla Emanuele of Michele and Luigia Dec 22 1910. . . . . . . . . . . .20: 143
LaPolla Filomena of Francesco and Annie Aug 27 1904. . . . . . . . . . .18: 91
LaPolla Francesco of Luigi and Rosaria Jan 2 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . .20: 1
LaPolla Incoronata of Raffaele and Angela Nov 20 1904. . . . . . . . . .18: 120
LaPolla Incoronata of Raffaele and Angelina Mar 8 1910. . . . . . . . . .20: 27
LaPolla Luigi of Raffaele and Angela Mar 30 1901. . . . . . . . . . . . . .17: 150
LaPolla Luigi of Giovanni and Giuseppina June 29 1904. . . . . . . . . . .18: 60
LaPolla Manuela of Michele and Luigia May 21 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . .17: 426
LaPolla Raffaele of Luigi and Rosaria Dec 5 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . .19: 140
LaPolla Vincenzo of Francesco and Anna Jan 30 1909. . . . . . . . . . . .19: 325
LaPolla — s of Michele and Luigia Apr 18 1902. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .17: 286
LaPolla — s of Pietro and Maria C Mar 11 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18: 67
LaPolla — s of Angelo M and Maria Oct 23 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18: 137
LaPolla — s of Luigi and Rosaria July 9 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18: 213
LaPolla — s of Michele and Luigia Oct 30 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18: 421
LaPolla — s of Michele and Luigia Oct 24 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19: 155
LaPore Achille of Simone and Nicolina July 6 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . .18: 212
LaPort — s of Joseph and Mary June 24 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18: 68
LaPorte Edna of Joseph and Mary June 29 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .17: 438
LaPorte Joseph of Joseph H and Hermine July 20 1901. . . . . . . . . . .17: 191
LaPorte Leo S of Sigfred and Alphonsina Aug 24 1910. . . . . . . . . . .20: 101
LaPorte Louis J A of Sigfred and Alphonsina June 30 1908. . . . . . . .19: 246
LaPorte Marie J F G of Sigfred and Alphonsina Oct 24 1906. . . . . .388
LaPorte Remond F of Francois and Emma E Mar 3 1903. . . . . . . . . . .17: 402
LaPorte Sigfred R E of Sigfred and Alphonsina Dec 13 1904. . . . . . .18: 127
Lappin — d of Albert E and Mary E Jan 8 1908. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19: 306
Laprad Alfred R of Adolph and Anna Oct 1 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . .18: 104
Laprad Ernest E of Adolphe and Anna Feb 6 1908. . . . . . . . . . . . . .19: 172
Laprad Marie B E of Edouard J and Marie May 11 1908. . . . . . . . . .19: 209
Laprade Emma M F of Edouard J and Marie Feb 7 1907. . . . . . . . . . .19: 15
Laprade Joseph S R of Edouard and Marceline Jan 22 1903. . . . . . . .17: 388
Lapray — d of Louis and Alice June 22 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20: 67
Lapresti Giuseppa of Tomaso and Agostina July 12 1909. . . . . . . . . .19: 392
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laprey Alfred</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>10 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPrey Joseph F</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>30 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPrey Louis Joe</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>23 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laprey d</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>1 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laquaglia Francesco S</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>17 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laquaglia Luigia</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>28 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laquaglia Rosa</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>01 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larange twins</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>11 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laraway Gladys M</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>19 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larcom Raymond B</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>18 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largess Jennie</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>19 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largovitch Anna</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>9 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largowitch Max</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>26 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larisa Antonetta</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>10 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laritt Mary</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>26 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larivee Roschma</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>20 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviire Armand</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>01 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviire Bertha</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>06 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviere Edouard L</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>05 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviere Eldeiga X</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>04 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviire Jeanne Y</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>09 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviere Leopole F</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>19 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviire Lucien</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>09 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviire Marie B</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>19 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviire Marie L</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>03 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviire Precelina</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>09 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviire Roseir of Saul</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>03 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lariviire —</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>20 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkham Stanley B</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>25 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Alice</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>30 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Annie T</td>
<td>Marriage</td>
<td>10 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Catharine of Patrick</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>26 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Catherine of James</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>03 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Charles E</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>18 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Eileen of Daniel J</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>23 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Elizabeth A</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>30 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Ellen V</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>14 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin George</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>12 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin James J</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>06 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin John M</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>06 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Joseph P</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>30 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Lena M</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>26 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Leo R</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>14 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Margaret</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>22 1909</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE. 657
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Larkin Margaret H of James and Elizabeth Oct 29 1905 18:250
Larkin Margaret V of Michael J and Josephine A Feb 24 1906 18:299
Larkin Mary of William F and Bridget C June 14 1910 20:64
Larkin Mary T of Patrick and Eliza Aug 27 1902 17:333
Larkin Michael of Michael and Sarah Dec 19 1903 17:512
Larkin Michael of Michael and Sarah Jan 6 1907 19:2
Larkin Sarah J of John J and Sarah A Nov 30 1903 17:497
Larkin Thomas of James P and Elizabeth Mar 2 1904 18:22
Larkin William E of Seth E and Alice Jan 27 1903 17:389
Larued Josephine of Philip A and Josephine May 18 1903 17:425
Larued d of Philip and Josephine Nov 13 1905 18:236
Larner Samuel of Henry and Annie June 2 1905 18:194
LaRocca Giuseppe of Salvatore and Angelina Dec 25 1907 19:147
LaRocca Giuseppe M of Salvatore and Angelina Jan 15 1908 19:163
LaRocca Nunzia A of Michele and Carmela Sept 12 1909 19:417
LaRock Grace M of Louis and Grace I July 1 1902 17:315
LaRock Helen L of Louis and Grace I June 19 1904 18:59
LaRock Louis of Louis and Grace I Jan 22 1906 18:287
LaRock Melina of George and Caroline Jan 27 1907 19:11
LaRocque Emery L of Emery and Delfia Jan 19 1903 17:387
LaRocque John A of George J and Caroline Feb 2 1910 20:14
LaRocque Marie A of Emery and Delfia June 4 1905 18:194
LaRocque d of Joseph and Albina Apr 16 1910 20:75
LaRose Stanley E of Eugene E and Catherine July 25 1902 17:322
Larrivee Aurille of Achille and Nyphare July 17 1905 18:215
Larrivee s of Edward and Adele July 28 1902 17:323
Larrow George M of John F and Anna B May 21 1906 19:54
Larry Mary E of John D and Rosa Jan 10 1906 18:283
Larsen Anna E of John M and Alette Jan 7 1906 18:282
Larsen Arthur of John M and Elette Nov 7 1902 17:357
Larsen Frederick M of Feb 1 1907 19:13
Larsen May I of William O and Irene E May 29 1907 19:57
Larsen d of John A and Matilda Apr 11 1901 17:154
Larson Agnes E E of Bernhard L and Ellen S F Apr 7 1909 19:351
Larson Alice I of Albin and Olga Mar 6 1910 20:26
Larson Axel H of Eric H and Augusta Feb 10 1907 19:17
Larson Carl F of Carl A and Hilda E May 21 1907 19:54
Larson Clarence C E of Oscar A and Hannah E June 11 1910 20:63
Larson Edith G of Carl and Alma Apr 9 1907 19:39
Larson Edwin R of Emil and Maria Oct 1 1909 19:425
Larson Elizabeth M of Gustaf and Marie July 9 1905 18:274
Larson Elsa C of John and Olga E June 23 1907 19:68
Larson Erick R of Erick H and Augusta May 3 1909 19:360
Larson John P of John P and Mary Apr 24 1905 18:181
Larson Lars G of Johannes and Olga E June 5 1909 19:372
Larson Oscar H of John O and Elizabeth A Jan 14 1906........... 18:285
Larson Ruth E of Nels A and Rossmie Nov 13 1908.............. 19:286
Larson Signe of Wilhelm and Agnes Aug 19 1902................. 17:330
Larson Svea V E of Ernest and Emma Nov 17 1909.............. 19:441
Larson Viola M of Oscar and Hannah Oct 12 1906.............. 18:383
Larson —— d of Christine Aug 17 1901.......................... 17:200
Larsson Ellen M of Eric H and Augusta June 12 1905........... 18:197
Larsson Henry L of Bernhard L and Ellen S F Jan 11 1908..... 19:162
Larsson Hilga V of Carl and Alma Sept 13 1904.................. 18:98
Larsson Laly M of John and Mathilda Jan 11 1904............ 18:4
Larsson Leonard O A of Oscar and Hannah Nov 30 1904........ 18:123
Larssen —— s of Daniel and Ellen Sept 12 1910.................. 20:107
Larvin Edward K of Edward and Venelia E Nov 19 1901......... 17:231
Larvin Gertrude L of Martin J and Rebecca E Dec 12 1906..... 18:405
Larvin Ruth E of Edward and Venelia E Dec 15 1902............ 17:368
Larvin —— s of Martin J and Rebecca E Mar 27 1903............ 17:443
Lasalle Charles of Charles and Clara Jan 16 1901.............. 17:129
Lasawolsky Samuel of Harry and Katherine Jan 10 1910........ 20:5
LaScola Antonio of Francesco and Rosaria Oct 9 1907........... 19:118
LaScola Giuseppina of Ignazio and Anna Jan 25 1909......... 19:323
Lasky Ahmsley of Charles and Adelia Sept 18 1905............. 18:237
Lasky Max of Charles and Adele Apr 12 1909.................... 19:352
Laselle Mabel A of Herbert F and Rose A June 14 1903........ 17:433
LaSelva Giovanni of Nicola and Candida Dec 11 1906........... 18:405
Lasoroska Mary of Michael and Kamila Nov 21 1902............ 17:361
Lassen Hope H of John F and Annie H Dec 18 1903............. 17:502
Lassen Lester H of John F and Annie H Nov 24 1901............ 17:232
Lasser Fannie of William and Lena Apr 13 1907............... 19:41
Lastowicz Helen of Joseph and Mary Oct 9 1909................. 19:428
Late Emelia of Manuel and Ermelinda Jan 9 1907............... 19:3
Latham Allan of George W and Alice Feb 21 1906.............. 18:298
Latham Claude F (c) of Charles E and Genevieve June 9 1910.. 20:62
Latham James E of Fred J and Sadie E Oct 31 1904............. 18:113
Latham Ostina L (c) of Nelson D and Ostina F Sept 30 1904.. 18:140
Latham Richard of George W and Alice Jan 30 1904............. 18:66
Latham —— (c) s of Nelson D and Ostina Apr 7 1903........... 17:413
Lathrop Gordon L of George D and Martha Mar 8 1908........ 19:184
Lathrop Marriion A of Lewis and Elizabeth Jan 24 1905....... 18:148
Latimer —— s of Thomas and Viola Feb 2 1906................. 18:291
Latina Carmine E of Paride and Rosina July 22 1908......... 19:243
Latina Gino of Luigi and Palma Feb 27 1910.................... 20:23
Latina Nicolina of Paride and Rosina June 2 1905............ 18:193
Latina Nicolina of Paride and Rosina Dec 22 1909............ 19:454
Latino Ercole of Paride and Rosina May 16 1907.............. 19:52
Latino Luigi DeP of Paride and Rosa Apr 3 1904.............. 18:34

FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE. 659
Lato Annina M of Alberto and Elisabetta Apr 18 1906...........18:318
Lato Antonio of Carmine and Emilia Sept 19 1910............19:109
Lato Elisa of Camillo and Amelia Nov 1 1907..................19:127
Lato Ersilio of Carmine and Emilia Feb 18 1909...............19:332
Lato Germano of Alberto and Elisabetta Feb 10 1905........18:155
Lato Maria A of Carmine and Amelia June 13 1906.............18:337
Latour Antoinette of Edmund and Mary Dec 30 1902...........17:373
Latour Beatrice C M of Sherman and Mary July 5 1909.......19:390
Latour Edouard of Edmund and Mary Sept 1 1907.............19:103
Latour Ernest E of Dolphis and Adele Feb 23 1907..........19:22
Latour George E of Fred R and Hilda E Apr 24 1901........17:158
Latour George W of Dolphis and Adele July 7 1902..........17:316
Latour Hattie of Edmund and Mary May 11 1901..............17:162
Latour John S of Edmund and Marie July 30 1905............18:220
Latour Marie B N of Delphis and Adele Jan 25 1905........18:143
Latour Marie D of Sherman T and Marie Nov 24 1905.......18:260
Latour Mary J of Edmund and Marie Sept 6 1910............20:105
Latour Minnie G of Edmund and Mary Jan 22 1909...........19:322
Latournoyer Robert E of Joseph and Marie A Aug 11 1904....18:86
Latt Louis of Max and Sarah Mar 5 1908...........19:183
Latt Mousie of Max and Sarah Aug 28 1904.............18:91
Latt Samuel of Max and Sarah Apr 11 1903..........17:414
Laudate — d of Sabastianno and Carmella Sept 14 1908....19:311
Laudati Carolina of Nicola and Rosina June 18 1904.......18:59
Laudati Carolina A of Nicola and Rosaria July 8 1904....18:73
Laudati Ettore D of Nicola and Rosa Sept 19 1909.......19:420
Laudati Nicola of Salvatore and Carmina May 8 1904.....18:45
Landieri Ernesto of Giuseppe and Maria D F Sept 13 1909....19:418
Laundrie Prescott L of E J Jr and Minnie L Mar 9 1910....20:148
Laundry Philip J of Joseph P and Florida Jan 28 1908.....19:168
Laurel Eduardo of Ferdinando and Teresa Jan 20 1904......18:7
Laurel Pietro of Ferdinando and Teresa Aug 20 1902......17:331
Laurelli Antonetta C of Cosimo and Gaetana Dec 12 1909...19:450
Laurelli Domenico R F of Ferdinando and Teresa Mar 2 1906.18:301
Laurelli Edmundo of Ferdinando and Teresa Dec 20 1903...17:503
Laurelli Ferdinando of Ferdinando and Teresa July 24 1910.20:87
Laurelli Nicola of Gennaro and Maria Aug 18 1902........17:330
Laurence Wilfrid J of Cleophas and Ozelina June 15 1905...18:198
Laurense Mannel of Benjamin and Emily July 4 1908.........19:367
Laurenza Giuseppe A of Domenico and Maria Aug 15 1907...19:96
Laurenzi Elvira of Gioachino and Giovanna July 29 1909...19:398
Laurenzi Enrichetta of Angelo and Antonia July 10 1904....18:74
Laurenzi Maria A of Luigi and Isabella Nov 3 1905.........18:252
Laurenzi Querino of Luigi and Isabella Apr 27 1904.......18:41
Laurenzo Alberto of Giovanni and Maria July 14 1906.......18:349
Laurenzo Antonetta of Luigi and Isabella June 21 1903........17:435
Laurenzo Ernesto of Gioacchino and Giovannina Nov 3 1902.....17:355
Laurenzo Michele of Giovanni and Maria Sept 21 1907..........19:111
Laurenzo Paolina of Gioacchino and Giovannina Feb 12 1904...18:16
Laurenzo Vincenzo of Gioacchino and Giovannina Sept 16
1905 ..............................................................................18:237
Lauridsen Raymond A of Albert and Nita June 30 1904.......17:176
Lauro Alberto of Carlo and Giovannina July 28 1910.........20:89
Lauro Carmela of Carlo and Giovannina Mar 14 1907........19:29
Lauro Giuseppina F of Carlo and Giovannina A Aug 7 1905...18:223
Lauro Rosina of Carlo and Giovannina May 27 1908............19:215
Lauro — d of Michele and Concetta Sept 7 1907..............19:155
LaVallay Marion H S of Moses A and Amelia Feb 24 1910...20:22
Lavalle Edith H of George J and Edith L Aug 12 1907......19:95
Lavalle George of Max and Rosa D Oct 15 1906..............18:415
Lavalle Stephen of Max J and Rose D Oct 17 1908............19:277
Lavallée Albert O J of Omer and Ernestine Mar 29 1910.....20:35
Lavallée Alice E of Samuel A and Letitia Mar 28 1906......18:310
Lavallée Delia of Napoléon and Mareeda Feb 18 1908........19:177
Lavallée Delia M of Paul and Clara May 14 1905.............18:187
Lavallée Hormidas R of Samuel A and Letitia May 16 1904..17:163
Lavallée Joseph H of Joseph M and Anna Sept 17 1907......19:110
Lavallée Leo of Joseph M and Anna Feb 4 1902..............17:263
Lavallée Marie B D of Louis and Philomène Jan 8 1910......20:4
Lavallée Mary C H of Paul and Clara Dec 31 1906..........18:411
Lavallée — d of Corrine Nov 1 1907.........................19:127
Lavallée — s of Joseph M and Anna Mar 20 1909.........19:345
Lavallée — d of Paul and Clara Dec 27 1909.............19:463
LaValley Viola of Lena Dec 14 1906.........................18:405
Lavell Ellen of James Jr and Mary July 5 1901............17:186
Lavell Eugene E of John L and Josephine M Oct 13 1910....20:118
Lavell Florence H of John and Josephine Aug 27 1909......19:458
Lavell Irene of James and Mary A Sept 7 1904...............18:96
Lavell James of James and Mary A July 25 1903............17:454
Lavell Josephine of James and Mary Feb 19 1908.........19:306
Lavender Roseline of George L and Bessie A Jan 20 1909...19:322
Lavergne Arthur of Edouard and Ida Feb 28 1906........18:300
Lavery Edna M of Arthur M and Barbara E Mar 6 1907.....19:26
Lavery Edward of Thomas and Mary A Sept 17 1906..........18:374
Lavery Ethel C of Arthur M and Barbara E Feb 9 1903....17:394
Lavery Florence G of Michael J and Mary Dec 24 1909......19:454
Lavery John F of Michael J and Mary B Jan 24 1904......18:9
Lavery Josephine of Michael J and Mary B May 2 1906.....18:322
Lavery Thomas of Michael J and Mary Dec 24 1909........19:454
Lavery William J of Arthur M and Barbara Mar 21 1901.....17:148
Lavett Annie of Jacob and Rosa Apr 19 1902................... 17: 286
Lavett Yetta of Jacob and Rosa Apr 10 1904................... 18: 36
Lawey Catherine of Felix J and Elizabeth Feb 15 1901...... 17: 138
Lawey Elizabeth of Felix J and Elizabeth A Dec 9 1905..... 18: 265
Lawey John L of Felix J and Elizabeth Dec 19 1902......... 17: 370
Lawigne Marie J of Thomas and Marie Aug 28 1903........... 17: 466
Lawigne —— d of Ernest and Alice May 20 1907............... 19: 54
Lawin Clarence of Elizabeth Dec 3 1902...................... 17: 365
Lawin Gertrude of Frederick L and Annie C May 1 1906..... 18: 322
Lawin Margaret E of John J and Mary H Sept 9 1910....... 20: 106
Lawin Mary E of Frederick L and Annie May 19 1901......... 17: 164
Lawin —— s of Winnie Dec 7 1907............................ 19: 141
LaVine Francis J of William H and Lena V July 3 1910...... 20: 78
Lawine Royal of William H and Lena May 6 1902.............. 17: 291
Lavoie Angelina M of George I and Agnes July 15 1908..... 19: 241
Lavoie Joseph A of Ovila and Josephine July 3 1904........ 18: 71
Lavoie Joseph H of Joseph A and Fredeline July 26 1902.... 17: 322
Lavoie Leo C of Ovila and Josephine Mar 16 1907............ 19: 30
Lavoie Paul A of Ida and Rose A Feb 3 1908.................. 19: 171
Lavoie Pearl of Ovila and Josephine May 22 1908............. 19: 213
Lavoie Roland of Joseph A and Fredeline Mar 11 1905...... 18: 165
Lavoie Roland E of Napoleon S and Regina June 26 1903.... 17: 437
Lavone —— d of Giuseppe and Mariuccia Dec 4 1902......... 17: 365
Lavoos —— d of John and Ellen June 10 1902............... 17: 301
Law Alice of Norman and Alice Mar 9 1909.................. 19: 340
Law Frederick E of Frank H and Elizabeth July 1 1909...... 19: 388
Law Norman of Norman and Agnes Sept 29 1904............... 18: 103
Law Ruth A of Irving J and Eva A Mar 21 1903.............. 17: 408
Lawler David F of David S and Mary F Aug 31 1903......... 17: 508
Lawler Francis M of Michael J and Louise G Jan 23 1910.... 20: 10
Lawless James E of John and Eliza Nov 24 1902............. 17: 361
Lawlor John M of Michael J and Louise G Mar 8 1908....... 19: 184
Lawlor Louise of Michael J and Louise G Oct 25 1906....... 18: 388
Lawlor Margaret M of Michael J and Louise G July 5 1905... 18: 211
Lawre Arde of Theodore and Ida Nov 5 1906................ 18: 392
Lawrell Henry W of William H and Florence W June 2 1907... 19: 59
Lawrence Ellen L G of Frederick S and Ellen Nov 14 1908... 19: 287
Lawrence George W of Thomas and Celia July 7 1908......... 19: 238
Lawrence Gilbert W of William G and Minnie G Dec 23 1907... 19: 146
Lawrence Russell F of Frank B and Blanche June 15 1903.... 17: 433
Lawrence Walter J of James and Margaret A Feb 18 1908..... 19: 230
Lawrence Wilfrid of Cleophas and Delina Sept 4 1903....... 17: 468
Lawrence Willard H of Henry N and Mabel A May 21 1904.... 18: 49
Lawrence William A of Marion and Margaret T Jan 5 1910...20: 2
Lawrence William X of Lulu May 5 1905...18: 184
Lawrence —— d of Charles and Eliza May 3 1907...19: 76
Lawrence —— (c) s of Thomas and Aldina Jan 27 1909...19: 384
Lawrie Helen A of William E and Jennie Feb 27 1903...17: 400
Lawry Avis K of John and Hattie July 25 1904...18: 79
Lawson Anna of Axel and Lena Jan 8 1901...18: 3
Lawson Carl A of Carl A and Hilda Sept 11 1910...20: 107
Lawson Dorothy of Arthur and Nellie L Apr 3 1910...20: 37
Lawson Elsie A of Carl E and Bertha M June 6 1901...17: 169
Lawson Ethel M of Thomas W and Annie L Aug 8 1904...18: 85
Lawson Frank of John and Mary Feb 19 1903...17: 397
Lawson Frederick A E of Thomas W and Annie L July 1 1902...17: 315
Lawson George of Joseph and Herminie June 1 1905...18: 194
Lawson George M of Abel and Ellen Apr 29 1906...18: 381
Lawson Heldne L of Nels and Bessie Dec 18 1903...17: 502
Lawson Howard W of Ernest T and Sophia Dec 6 1910...20: 138
Lawson Joseph of Alvena Apr 26 1909...19: 357
Lawson Lillias of William and Lillias June 29 1904...17: 175
Lawson Lillian of Oscar and Hannah Mar 15 1903...17: 406
Lawson Lilly of Axel and Lena July 14 1905...18: 215
Lawson Louise of John P and Mary July 11 1906...18: 348
Lawson Lucy of Willie and Lillias Mar 5 1906...18: 302
Lawson Mary R of Henry R and Emma M Sept 14 1908...19: 265
Lawson May of William and Lillias July 31 1903...17: 456
Lawson Paul H of Ellen Sept 29 1903...17: 476
Lawson Ray of Ray and Ida June 4 1906...18: 334
Lawson Ruth E of Aaron and Arvied A Aug 16 1908...19: 253
Lawson Thomas W of Thomas W and Annie L Aug 14 1908...19: 253
Lawson William of William and Agnes R Jan 11 1905...18: 144
Lawson —— d of Peter and Sophia Mar 5 1901...17: 113
Lawson —— d of Charles and Bertha M June 27 1902...17: 313
Lawson —— twin s of Ernest T and Sophia Nov 11 1909...19: 163
Lawton Agnes C of Edwin A and Agnes Jan 18 1907...19: 7
Lawton Annie M of Edwin and Jane June 17 1901...17: 172
Lawton Beatrice M of Ralph B and Ella G Sept 21 1905...18: 275
Lawton Carrie E of William G and Carrie J Jan 4 1901...17: 183
Lawton Catharine of James H and Catharine A Jan 4 1908...19: 159
Lawton Catherine M of Walter L and Catherine Aug 31 1909...19: 412
Lawton Clara C of George and Louisa Nov 7 1905...18: 254
Lawton Doris L of Leroy J Jr and Lillian E July 30 1905...18: 220
Lawton Eloise A of Ralph B and Ella G Feb 20 1904...18: 19
Lawton Elsie L of Leroy J Jr and Lillian E Apr 30 1903...17: 120
Lawton Ethel of James H and Catharine Oct 29 1901...17: 224
Lawton Evelyn of James H and Catharine A Aug 17 1905...18: 226
Lawton Everett L of Robert D and Nellie J Feb 19 1906......18: 297
Lawton George of George and Louise Dec 5 1903.............17: 498
Lawton Gladys I of James and Florence A Sept 17 1904......18: 99
Lawton Gladys T of Edward O and Lena M Mar 26 1908.......19: 190
Lawton Harold of Hugh and Elizabeth A Nov 21 1901........17: 231
Lawton Harold C of William A and Annie E Aug 9 1909......19: 403
Lawton Hazel G of Edward I O and Lena M Apr 30 1910......20: 47
Lawton John C of Abel and Abbie A Feb 26 1904............18: 21
Lawton Joseph A of George and Louise M Nov 29 1907......19: 138
Lawton Joseph P of Joseph and Jessie Sept 22 1910.......20: 110
Lawton Louise M of Fred C and Mary A Aug 19 1901.......17: 246
Lawton Mary of Edward and Jane Feb 8 1904...............18: 64
Lawton Mary W of Robert D and Nellie J Sept 11 1901.....17: 247
Lawton Ruth M of Abel and Abbie A Mar 14 1908.........19: 186
Lawton Thomas P of Walter L and Catherine Mar 16 1908...19: 187
Lawton Vincent C of Robert D and Nellie J Feb 21 1908....19: 177
Lawton Walter J of Walter L and Catherine Mar 8 1903....17: 404
Lawton Walter R of Benjamin B and Emma M June 25 1906..18: 341
Lawyer John H of Alfonso and Frieda Jan 13 1909....19: 219
Laxson Esther M of Clinton G and Fannie M Sept 7 1906...18: 415
Laxson Eva G of Chester W and Bertha V Mar 5 1906....18: 302
Laycock Abram M of Abram and Hannah Nov 19 1907......19: 134
Laycock Ernest E of Abram and Hannah May 7 1910......20: 50
Laycock Harold W of Abram and Hannah Aug 30 1905......18: 231
Laycock Kenneth L of Abram and Hannah May 6 1904......18: 44
Layden Catharine P of Hugh and Margaret P Aug 17 1909...19: 406
Layden Francis L of Rose Sept 28 1907...........19: 114
Layden Herbert J of Thomas P and Catharine M Apr 12 1908.19: 197
Layden Margaret T of Hugh and Margaret Oct 14 1905.....18: 246
Layden Patrick R of Farrell and Teresa Sept 11 1901.....17: 209
Layden Rose E of Hugh and Margaret P June 15 1908......19: 223
Layden Teresa of Farrell and Teresa Aug 4 1903........17: 458
Layden Thomas P of Thomas P and Catharine F Dec 3 1906.18: 402
Layden —— d of Hugh and Margaret P Nov 10 1910.......20: 152
Layfield Ernest of William A and Mary Aug 7 1907........19: 93
Layfield Isabel of William A and Mary Oct 3 1909.........19: 425
Layfield James of William A and Mary Aug 19 1905......18: 227
Layfield William A of William A and Mary Oct 14 1902....17: 349
Lazar Evelyn of John and Armina Nov 23 1910........20: 133
Lazar Rebecca of Joseph and Clara Jan 16 1907.........19: 6
Lazarck Bruno A of William and Antonia Oct 15 1906.....18: 384
Lazarck Charles of William and Antonia Dec 15 1908.....19: 300
Lazarck William F of William and Antonia Aug 2 1902....17: 325
Lazarck Gertrude R of William and Antonia Nov 2 1903...17: 488
Lazarovich Joseph of Harry and Katie Nov 2 1903.........17: 487
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Lazarovitch Bessie of Harry and Katie Aug 10 1905...........18:224
Lazarovitch Louis of Harry and Katie July 18 1908...........19:242
Lazarovitch Norman of Samuel and Rosa Apr 26 1902..........17:288
Lazarus Frank of Jacob and Sarah Apr 8 1907................19:39
Lazarus Irving A of Max and Annie Oct 20 1906.............18:386
Lazaveck Kopel of Adam and Goldie Jan 11 1906.............18:412
Lazavwick Alfred of Barney and Eva June 18 1907............19:66
Lazzarenschi Alice L of Germano and Massima Sept 13 1910..20:107
Lazzarenschi Cesare of Germano and Massimina June 15 1907.19:65
Lazzarenschi Raimondo of Germano and Massima July 11 1908.19:239
Lazzari Alberto of Giovanni and Assunta Aug 27 1908........19:258
Lazzari Cherubina of Giovanni and Assunta Nov 8 1901......17:227
Lazzari Corinna of Giovanni and Assunta Aug 27 1908........19:258
Lazzari Rubina of Giovanni and Assunta July 15 1906........18:349
Lazzari —— s of Giovanni and Assunta Dec 16 1903..........17:512
Lea Robert A of Harry K and Emma M Nov 28 1908............19:292
Lea Wallace B of Harry K and Emma M Feb 5 1901.............17:135
Leacey Alfred W of George A and Mary L Nov 13 1909........18:440
Leach Alfred J of Alfred T and Bertha M Feb 24 1908........18:179
Leach Anna M of George J and Mary L Sept 19 1906..........18:375
Leach Catherine M of James H and Laura A Feb 10 1904......18:15
Leach Dorothy V of George J and Mary L Feb 14 1904........18:16
Leach Edward J of James H and Laura A Feb 10 1904...........18:15
Leach Edward S of Thomas H and Ann E Mar 12 1910.........20:72
Leach Emma M of James H and Laura A Feb 21 1903............17:398
Leach Eva C of William A and Catherine T Dec 31 1902......17:373
Leach Frederick of Frederick and Jennie July 13 1910......20:83
Leach Irene of William A and Catherine Mar 24 1904........18:30
Leach James B of Joseph B and Josephine F Aug 1 1904......18:82
Leach John A of William A and Catherine T Aug 13 1901.....17:199
Leach Joseph T of Fred and Jennie Dec 4 1908..............19:295
Leach Margaret J of Thomas H and Sarah M Sept 2 1906......18:376
Leach Marion M of Thomas W and Carrie F Mar 30 1901......17:150
Leach Martin J of Thomas J and Sarah A Apr 9 1904........18:36
Leach Mary L of George J and Mary L Apr 1 1905...........18:173
Leach Paul E of William J and Florence V Jan 27 1908......19:168
Leach Robert F of William J and Florence V Jan 6 1910.....20:3
Leach Thomas M of Thomas and Sarah June 15 1909...........19:375
Leach Walter I of Charles N and Olive J Jan 4 1901.........17:125
Leach Walter M of George J and Mary O July 6 1904..........17:186
Leach William H of James H and Laura Feb 12 1902..........17:265
Leach —— d of Edward and Alice Aug 2 1909.................19:401
Leacy Henry H of Henry L and Nellie Mar 28 1909...........19:347
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Leahy Alfred of John D and Martha Nov 11 1908.........19: 285
Leahy Anna C of Timothy D and Mary E Apr 28 1904.........18: 41
Leahy George P of Patrick and Ellen Feb 2 1902.........17: 262
Leahy John F of Philip and Johanna Feb 15 1901.........17: 138
Leahy Louise of Timothy D and Mary E Nov 20 1910.........20: 132
Leahy Marguerite C of Timothy D and Mary E Nov 14 1906.. 18: 396
Leahy Mary A of Patrick J and Ellen Oct 24 1907.........19: 124
Leahy May G of Henry and Mary E Jan 15 1901.........17: 129
Leahy Philip P of Philip and Johanna Jan 29 1905.........18: 151
Leahy Ruth E of Timothy and Mary Feb 14 1909.........19: 331
Leahy Veronica C of Daniel and Mary E Jan 4 1906.........18: 281
Leahy William F of Patrick and Ellen Sept 11 1904.........18: 97
Leake Catherine C of Joseph B and Frances V Feb 13 1906.. 18: 295
Leal Hilda of Joseph F and Alice Aug 3 1902.........17: 325
Leal Joseph B of Joseph B and Maria Feb 2 1902.........17: 262
Leal Mildred of Antone and Philomene Oct 25 1901.........17: 223
Leal Rose M of Joseph F and Alice Feb 1 1906.........18: 291
Leam Clara (c) of Jack and Maria Oct 28 1907.........19: 126
Leamy Albert R of David J and Mary Oct 23 1901......... 71: 222
Leamy David F of David and Mary July 5 1910.........20: 79
Leamy Edward S of Stanley and Gertrude Dec 5 1904.........18: 125
Leamy Irene M of David J and Mary E Mar 22 1908.........19: 189
Leamy Isabella of David J and Mary Mar 27 1906.........18: 310
Leamy Raymond A of David J and Mary E Dec 27 1903.........17: 506
Leamy —— d of Stanislaus and Gertrude H Nov 27 1906.........18: 399
Leander Walter H of August T and Grace I Sept 17 1907....19: 110
Leandra Alfonso G of Luigi and Maria Feb 2 1910.........20: 14
Leandro Florindo A E of Luigi and Maria Jan 28 1909.........19: 325
Leandro Thomas A of Anthony S and Elizabeth A Mar 24 1905.18: 170
Learned Annabel F of William S and Evelyn B Apr 7 1907....19: 39
Learnord —— d of Melv E and Luc F June 28 1907.........19: 70
Leary George of Arthur and Jessie Dec 29 1908.........19: 305
Leary George E of James F and Lillian B July 22 1908.........19: 243
Leary Gordon J of Edward E and Anna M June 28 1901....17: 175
Leary Jessie of Arthur J and Jessie A H May 1 1907.........19: 47
Leary Lawrence of Lawrence and Mary E June 6 1907.........19: 61
Leary Madeline R of Timothy F and Mary Nov 1 1902.........17: 355
Leary Margaret A of Timothy and Mary Aug 26 1903.........17: 465
Leary Mary A of James F and Lillian I Dec 8 1902.........17: 366
Leary Michael F of Michael T and Mary Feb 27 1909.........19: 336
Leary Rose L of Arthur J and Jessie Mar 5 1910.........20: 26
Leavens Caroline L of Shirley O and Caroline Jan 17 1910....20: 7
Leavens Owen E of Shirley O and Caroline July 13 1907....19: 83
Leaver Gladys of Edmund and Gertrude July 3 1906.........18: 345
Leavin Bernard J of James A and Winnifred June 23 1901....17: 144
Leavitt Eli of Samuel and Annie May 15 1906................. 18: 327
Leavitt Yitta of Jacob and Rose Jan 10 1904................. 18: 4
Lebeau Adeline I of Leonine July 20 1906.................... 18: 352
Lebeau Antoine J E of Antoine and Elise Mar 19 1902........ 17: 277
Lebeau Joseph F of Angelina Aug 12 1909...................... 19: 405
Lebeau Madeline of Telese and Catharine Feb 28 1903........ 17: 400
Lebeau Mary E of Antoine and Elise Dec 28 1903............. 17: 506
Lebel Anita of Théophile and Blanche Oct 11 1910........... 20: 117
LeBel Anna A of George and Helen Feb 25 1908.............. 19: 179
Lebell Edward of James and Agnes Nov 22 1905.............. 18: 259
Lebelle Jean-Baptiste of Jean-Baptiste and Mary Feb 2 1908... 19: 170
Lebensky Abraham of Leib and Lena Sept 12 1904........... 17: 209
LeBer Ervin E of Edward E and Annie A June 25 1909........ 19: 379
Lebin Warani of Annie July 31 1910......................... 20: 91
Lebisky Annie of Adam and Mary July 6 1904.................. 18: 73
Leblanc Edward C of Edward A and Margaret M Mar 31 1909... 19: 348
Leblanc Elzear of Arturo and Emma Jan 16 1901.............. 17: 129
LeBlanc Henrietta of Narcisse and Malvina Oct 30 1906....... 18: 389
Leblanc Joseph A A of Cyrille and Dorilla June 6 1905....... 18: 195
Leblanc Joseph E of Joseph and Rosanna June 7 1901......... 17: 169
Leblanc Joseph H R of Cyrille and Dorilla Dec 7 1908........ 19: 297
Leblanc Lionel of Norbert and Leonia July 9 1907............ 19: 82
Leblanc Roland E of Charles H and Emilie Aug 13 1906....... 18: 361
LeBlanc William F of Edward A and Margaret M Nov 14 1910. 20: 130
Leblanc — d of Norbert and Elenore Apr 8 1910............... 20: 75
Leblanc — s of Joseph and Bella Dec 11 1910............... 20: 152
Leboeuf Blanche of Napoleon and Marie Aug 13 1904.......... 18: 86
Leboeuf — s of Napoleon and Louisa Mar 26 1902............ 17: 312
Lebrun Edward of Joseph and Marie Oct 4 1901............... 17: 241
Lebrun Joseph A of Joseph F and Roselva Mar 7 1906......... 18: 303
LeBurgess Florence of Joseph and Viola June 4 1906......... 18: 334
Lecakis Costos of Todoros and Costandina June 26 1906...... 18: 341
LeCasis Luigi of Pasquale and Stefania May 2 1910........... 20: 48
Leecees Olga E L of Antonio and Aurelia Apr 12 1908....... 19: 198
Lech Sarah of Edward and Lena Feb 20 1910............... 20: 20
Leceilur Louis P of Pierre and Marie L Apr 13 1902......... 17: 284
Leckney — s of John A and Florence Sept 6 1909........... 19: 462
LeClair Albert A of Edmund J and Christina Apr 3 1907..... 19: 37
LeClair Albert C of Charles A and Clara L Sept 18 1903.... 17: 473
LeClair Cora J of Hildare and Louise Feb 17 1903........... 17: 396
LeClair Mary A E of Rodolph N and Mary A E July 31 1910. 20: 91
LeClair — s of Joseph and Marie May 20 1902.............. 17: 144
LeClair — s of Edmund J and Christina Apr 14 1908........ 19: 234
LeClair — d of Frank and Katherine Sept 8 1908........... 19: 263
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Leclaire Raymond S of Edmund J and Christina Sept 10 1905............18: 235
LeClere Blanche Y of Hilda and Louise Nov 7 1908.............19: 284
LeClere Laura A M of Edward and Justine Apr 9 1907............19: 39
LeClere Marie B E of Hilda and Louise May 19 1905............18: 189
LeClere Walter N of Hilda and Louise Jan 21 1904..............18:  8
Leclerc —— s of Edward and Augustine Aug 12 1904............18:  86
Leclere Marie B R of Edward and Justina Oct 4 1908...........19: 272
LeCount Gerard C (c) of George and Alice Mar 7 1907...........19:  26
Ledberg Clara M of Oscar T and Christine Feb 23 1910..........20:  21
Ledberg —— s of Oscar T and Christine June 10 1906............18: 419
Leddy Catharine J of James and Catherine M Oct 8 1906........18: 382
Leddy Edward J of James and Catharine M Aug 24 1907...........19: 100
Leddy Frances of James and Catharine M Dec 18 1904............18: 129
Leddy Francis of Patrick and Margaret July 3 1902.............17: 377
Leddy Frank A of Frank A and Helen T Sept 9 1909.............19: 416
Leddy Harold A of Frank A and Ellen T June 27 1907............19:  69
Leddy Helen L of John A and Margaret E July 1 1908...........19: 236
Leddy James of John A and Margaret Mar 3 1904.................18:  23
Leddy James of Patrick and Margaret Jan 9 1907..............19:   3
Leddy Katheryn J of Peter J and Catherine July 10 1901........17: 188
Leddy Margaret of Patrick and Margaret June 9 1905............18: 196
Leddy Margaret E of John A and Margaret E Dec 15 1905........18: 267
Leddy Patrick of Patrick and Margaret June 26 1903............17: 437
Leddy Raymond C of Andrew F and Ellen T Apr 13 1906........18: 316
Leddy Rhea B of Peter J and Angelina June 16 1908..........19: 223
Leddy Theresa of John A and Margaret E Jan 2 1901............17: 125
Leddy Thomas C of William H and Margaret May 11 1901........17: 162
Leddy Walter of John A and Margaret Jan 10 1903..............17: 384
Leddy William F of Andrew F and Ellen T Apr 15 1905........18: 177
Leddy —— s of James and —— Jan 26 1902........................17: 260
Lederer Robert J of Henry and Julia Dec 31 1902............17: 373
Ledger Alfredo of Pietro and Fannie Mar 28 1905..............18: 205
Ledger Michelina of Raffaele (Ralph) and Angelina Dec 25
1906 ........................................................................18: 409
Ledig Howard B of Charles W F and Laura A Mar 19 1905..18: 168
Ledig —— d of Charles W F and Laura A Dec 27 1903...........17: 513
Ledoux Alfred B of Alfred and Emma A Aug 25 1905............18: 229
Ledoux Joseph O G of Alfred and Emma Sept 16 1909......19: 419
Ledoux Raymond of Alfred and Marie Dec 4 1908..............19: 295
LeDoux Roland E E of Alfred J and Mary P Dec 29 1906..18: 410
Ledoux Théodore of Joseph and Exilda May 13 1907...........19:  51
Ledoux —— s of Alfred J and Marie P Jan 26 1905............18: 149
Leduc Alice F of Moise and Marie E Mar 20 1906............18: 307
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leduc Alva J of Alva</td>
<td>Oct 13 1907</td>
<td>19:119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leduc Eva E of Moise</td>
<td>Oct 28 1904</td>
<td>18:112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leduc Francois F of Moise</td>
<td>Jul 22 1903</td>
<td>17:453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leduc Frederic L of Moise</td>
<td>Aug 25 1908</td>
<td>19:257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leduc George A of Aristide</td>
<td>Jul 29 1903</td>
<td>17:508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leduc Joseph A of Joseph</td>
<td>Jul 31 1910</td>
<td>20:91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leduc Leona of Moise</td>
<td>Jan 28 1907</td>
<td>19:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leduc Louis N of Joseph A</td>
<td>Jul 6 1906</td>
<td>18:414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leduc Marie L of Moise</td>
<td>Jun 7 1902</td>
<td>17:300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leduc Walter of Moise</td>
<td>Jan 28 1907</td>
<td>19:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leduc Walter of Moise and Exia Jan</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>17:133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Alfred (c) of John R and Bertha</td>
<td>Apr 30 1901</td>
<td>17:157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Annie of Patrick</td>
<td>Oct 30 1902</td>
<td>17:354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Beatrice M of Charles H</td>
<td>Oct 21 1903</td>
<td>17:483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Beatrice P of Walter S</td>
<td>Apr 19 1908</td>
<td>19:200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Bertha M of George and Eva L</td>
<td>Mar 9 1910</td>
<td>20:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Charles H of Walter F</td>
<td>Aug 18 1908</td>
<td>19:254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Christopher (c) of Martha</td>
<td>Mar 5 1908</td>
<td>19:183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Cornelius McP (c) of Samuel B and Rebecca P</td>
<td>July 27 1902</td>
<td>17:323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Cyrus A of Cyrus A and Arvilla</td>
<td>Mar 1 1902</td>
<td>17:271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Dorothy of William</td>
<td>Sep 30 1901</td>
<td>17:215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Edward of Patrick</td>
<td>Sep 29 1901</td>
<td>17:214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Ernest E of Samuel P</td>
<td>Dec 9 1910</td>
<td>20:139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Ethel I of John C</td>
<td>Nov 27 1904</td>
<td>18:122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Francis G of William H</td>
<td>Feb 22 1906</td>
<td>18:298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Frank A of Walter S</td>
<td>Dec 9 1906</td>
<td>18:404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Frederick of Charles H</td>
<td>Sep 17 1902</td>
<td>17:340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Grace of James A and Margaret</td>
<td>Feb 6 1902</td>
<td>17:263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Grace H (c) of John R</td>
<td>Sep 4 1909</td>
<td>19:414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Grace W of Charles W</td>
<td>Oct 23 1908</td>
<td>19:279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Herbert I (c) of John R</td>
<td>Sep 2 1908</td>
<td>19:271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Howard (c) of Samuel B</td>
<td>Feb 28 1905</td>
<td>18:161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee James E of Michael J</td>
<td>Jul 16 1906</td>
<td>18:350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Jessie F of William</td>
<td>Jan 30 1901</td>
<td>17:133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee John of Patrick and Ellen</td>
<td>Feb 20 1906</td>
<td>18:297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Joseph A of John H</td>
<td>Sep 30 1907</td>
<td>19:115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Letchy M (c) of John R</td>
<td>Oct 13 1902</td>
<td>17:349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee MARY E of Patrick</td>
<td>Nov 22 1904</td>
<td>18:120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Mary L of John J</td>
<td>Aug 24 1902</td>
<td>17:332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Mary M of William H</td>
<td>Feb 22 1906</td>
<td>18:298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Norman E of Peter</td>
<td>Oct 11 1910</td>
<td>20:117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Patrick J of Patrick and Ellen</td>
<td>Jan 12 1901</td>
<td>17:128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Lee Temperance S of John and Adrianna July 5 1904........18: 72
Lee Walter (e) of Samuel B and Rebecca P June 22 1909......19: 378
Lee William H of William and Jemima A Mar 28 1902........17: 314
Lee William McK (e) of James A and Rachel Nov 6 1901......17: 227
Lee William V of Patrick and Mary E Aug 20 1907...........19: 98
Lee —— s of Bernard and Bridget Mar 31 1901................17: 180
Lee —— d of Joseph II and Alice May 24 1905................18: 190
Lee —— s of Mary June 22 1906..............................18: 419
Lee —— s of James and Maria Feb 4 1907......................19: 13
Lee —— (e) d of John and Stella May 31 1907...............19: 58
Lee —— d of Patrick and Ellen Apr 11 1908..................19: 233
Lee —— s of Samuel P and Mary A Nov 15 1909..............19: 463
Leech Edwin H of Edwin and Zella E Mar 21 1909............19: 345
Leech Eleanor of James W and Jane Nov 5 1909...............19: 457
Leech Frank G of Edwin and Zella E June 14 1910..........20: 64
Leel Aili S of David and Sofia Jan 29 1908..................19: 168
Leeman Anthony of Joseph B and Catherine T Jan 28 1902...17: 261
Lees Dorothy M of James H and Annie A May 18 1903.........17: 425
Lees Edward E of John Y and Frances Dec 23 1906..........18: 409
Lees Grace M of Harry and Mary M Mar 11 1908..............19: 185
Lees James H of James II and Annie A Jan 2 1907..........19: 1
Lees Raymond W of Raymond J and Emeline Jan 4 1905......18: 142
Lees William J of John Y and Frances Jan 31 1905.........18: 151
Leeson Alice M of Daniel M and Sarah E July 26 1910......20: 88
Leeson Elizabeth M of Daniel M and Sarah E May 15 1907....19: 52
Leeson Harold W of Daniel M and Sarah E Oct 19 1908......19: 277
Leever Albert of William and Emma Mar 28 1910..............20: 35
Lefebvre Albertina of Charles and Emma Oct 8 1905..........18: 275
Lefebvre Albertina V of George H and Albertina T Dec 6 1908.19: 296
Lefebvre Christiana of Charles and Emma Oct 8 1905........18: 275
Lefebvre Emma of Charles and Emma Aug 8 1904..............18: 85
Lefebvre George A X of Albert and Exilda Apr 18 1903......17: 417
Lefebvre George D of Donat and Marie Apr 24 1907.........19: 45
Lefebvre Germaine L of Donat and Marie July 13 1909.......19: 392
Lefebvre Irene L L of Hersmas and Delphine Sept 18 1906...18: 375
Lefebvre Irma A of Hersmas and Delphine Mar 3 1905........18: 162
Lefebvre Jenette G of Donat and Marie Mar 21 1905........18: 169
Lefebvre Joseph A of George H and Albertina T Sept 25 1903.17: 475
Lefebvre Joseph A of Francois and Marie L Dec 1 1909.....19: 447
Lefebvre Joseph A C of Charles and Emma Mar 7 1909.........19: 339
Lefebvre Joseph C of Charles and Emma Nov 12 1901.........17: 229
Lefebvre Joseph C A of Francois and Marie L Oct 1 1903....17: 477
Lefebvre Joseph E S of George and Albertina Nov 11 1901...17: 228
Lefebvre Joseph G G of Francois and Marie L May 10 1907...19: 50
Lefebvre Julia R of Joseph F and Sophia L Aug 30 1905......18: 231
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Lefebvre Lillian of Oswald and Rose A Aug 25 1908 .......... 19: 257
Lefebvre Maria of Oswald and Rosanna Feb 24 1903 .......... 17: 399
Lefebvre Marie R A of Josephine Feb 1 1901 ............ 17: 134
Lefebvre Marie R of Francois and Marie L Jan 17 1905 ....... 18: 146
Lefebvre Osmond A of Charles and Emma July 31 1907 ....... 19: 151
Lefebvre Oswald B of Oswald and Rose A Nov 16 1906 ........ 18: 396
Lefebvre Romeo of Albert and Henriette May 21 1907 ....... 19: 54
Lefebvre Rose A of Oswald and Rose A Dec 28 1901 ........ 17: 244
Lefebvre —— d of Hermanus and Delphine Apr 13 1910 ....... 20: 75
Lefebvre Medora of Hermanus and Delphine Apr 10 1908 ...... 19: 197
Leffort Edna M of William M and Sarah J Jan 22 1906 ...... 18: 287
LeForest Rose D of Norbert and Rosanna Nov 6 1902 ...... 17: 356
LeForge —— s of Henry D and Margaret Feb 17 1902 ...... 17: 207
LeFrance Constance O of Edwin and Octavia M Feb 16 1909 .... 19: 332
LaFrancois Donat E of Joseph and Marie L Jan 28 1909 .... 19: 325
Lefrancois Elphige of Joseph and Marie L Feb 3 1906 ...... 18: 291
Lefrancois Leo of Calixte and Marie Aug 13 1902 .......... 17: 328
Lefrancois Lucien E of Joseph and Marie L Mar 19 1907 .... 19: 31
Lefrancois Marie I I of Joseph and Marie L Mar 20 1910 ...... 20: 32
Lefrancois Raona of Joseph and Marie L Sept 7 1903 ...... 17: 463
LeFrancois Robertine of Calixte and Marie Mar 20 1901 ...... 17: 147
Lefrancois Yvonne of Joseph and Marie L Aug 8 1902 ...... 17: 327
Lefrancois —— s of Calixte and Georgianna Mar 29 1906 ...... 18: 418
Legare Amanda of Wilfrid and Emma Feb 20 1905 ...... 18: 158
Legaré Laura E M of Wilfrid and Emma July 24 1907 ...... 19: 87
Legault Albert A of Aurel and Bernadette June 19 1906 ...... 18: 339
Legault Aram of Aurel and Bernadette Dec 20 1909 ...... 19: 453
Legault Joseph A O of Joseph A O and Bernadette Oct 4 1901 .... 17: 216
Legault Joseph S E of Joseph A and Marie B May 30 1904 ...... 18: 52
Legault Marie E B of Joseph A and Bernadette Nov 11 1902 ...... 17: 358
Legault Marie E G of Aurel and Bernadette Sept 18 1907 ...... 19: 110
Legault Roland H of Joseph and Bernadette Dec 11 1905 ...... 18: 274
Legg Alfred E of George and Annie Mar 7 1910 .......... 20: 26
Legg Alice M of George and Annie Feb 1 1908 .......... 19: 170
Legg Ethel S of Edgar B and Annie Sept 28 1909 ...... 19: 424
Legg James T of Albert E and Bernice Feb 15 1909 ...... 19: 331
Legg Mary H of Albert E and Hattie B Sept 15 1906 ...... 18: 373
Lehman Xioma of Charles and Mary Feb 15 1901 ....... 17: 138
Lehmann Edwin of Carl A and Mary June 16 1904 ...... 18: 58
Lehonnillier George F of Alfred and Emma Dec 26 1902 ...... 17: 372
Lehoullier Emma of Alfred and Emma July 1 1904 ...... 18: 71
Leibhovitz Bella of Julius and Leah Apr 29 1909 ...... 19: 358
Leicht Harry J of Jacob and Sarah Nov 11 1910 ...... 20: 128
Leicht —— s of Christian E and Caroline E May 20 1903 ...... 17: 426
Leichter Eva L of Simon and Pauline Feb 3 1909...19:327
Leichter Goldey of Abraham and Eva Dec 25 1904...18:131
Leichter Israel of Abram and Ida Sept 22 1902...17:370
Leichter Jacob of Simon and Pauline Aug 20 1906...18:363
Leichter Sema of Simon and Pauline Sept 5 1902...17:336
Leichter William of Abram and Eva June 30 1909...19:381
Leigh Byron R of Byron R and Flora A Mar 8 1905...18:164
Leigh Ruth Y of Byron and Flora A July 8 1909...19:391
Leigh Viola of James E and Clara June 14 1901...17:181
Leighton Basil M of William H and Ray Jan 26 1907...19:10
Leighton Donald A of Arthur A and Olive M Nov 11 1910...20:128
Leighton Florence H of Arthur A and Olive M Mar 10 1908...19:184
Leighton Irving S of Lee O and Venie Apr 24 1908...19:292
Leighton Lewis C of Lewis C and Ledia F Mar 17 1904...18:28
Leighton Orville L of Lee O and Alma L May 1 1910...20:48
Leighton —— d of Virgil and Abbie June 16 1904...18:68
Leighton —— d of Clarence X and Nellie June 9 1905...18:196
Leighton —— s of Virgil and Abbie Mar 6 1907...19:26
Leite Antonio of Joao P and Carolina May 17 1901...17:164
Leite John of Joao P and Carolina June 8 1904...18:55
Leite Joseph of Joao P (John) and Carolina May 5 1909...19:361
Leite Manuel of Joao and Carolina Feb 26 1908...19:179
Leite Margaret of Joao and Carolina Feb 5 1906...18:292
Leite Margaret of John and Carolina Aug 8 1910...20:94
Leiter Pauline of Abraham and Eva Mar 22 1907...19:32
Leitgeb Edward C of Edward and Mary Apr 3 1908...19:194
Leitgeb Mary A of Edward E and Mary Feb 17 1906...18:296
Leitgeb —— s of Edward E and Mary Mar 4 1905...18:207
LeLacheur Frederick of Cyrus and Elizabeth M Nov 5 1904...18:115
LeLacheur Gladys E of Cyrus and Elizabeth M July 31 1906...18:356
Leland Arthur R of Arthur M and Edith E Aug 2 1904...18:82
Leland Edith M of Arthur M and Edith E Sept 2 1907...19:104
Leland Marjorie I of Arthur M and Edith E Nov 25 1902...17:362
Lema Altansia of Joachim and Maria Nov 15 1907...19:133
Lema Frank J (c) of John and Mary J Oct 20 1906...18:386
Lema Isabella (c) of Manuel and Bella Jan 11 1901...17:128
Lema John (c) of Jack J and Maria Aug 27 1905...18:230
Lema Manuel of Frank and Frances Mar 16 1901...17:146
Lema Maria of Joe and Maria July 25 1904...18:79
Lema Mary of Joseph and Mary June 25 1904...18:61
Lema —— (c) s of Landa Aug 19 1910...20:150
Lemaire Charles E of Louise May 9 1910...20:50
Lemay Albert C of Arthur J and Martha M Mar 6 1909...19:382
Lemay Albert N of Joseph and Alphonse Jan 8 1902...17:255
LeMay Alphone A of Arthur J and Martha M Nov 9 1907...19:131
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

673

Lemay Ellen C of Joseph and Alphonse Apr 25 1904.............. 18: 40
Lemay Florence I of Albert J and Marie Mar 22 1906............ 18: 368
Lemay Joseph E of Arthur and Emma Feb 2 1903.................. 17:392
Lemay Joseph G W of Arthur and Emma Jan 10 1902.............. 17: 255
Lemay Louis E of Arthur and Emma June 1 1905................... 18: 193
LeMay Marie R A F of Ernest and Mary June 27 1901............. 17:175
Lembo Filomena of Emilio and Carmela Feb 13 1910.............. 20:  18
Lemerence Lucy of Michael and Mary Nov 19 1909............... 19:442
Lemerise John E of Albert J and Blanche A Oct 13 1910........ 20:118
Lemerise Marie B H A of Albert and Blanche A May 10 1909.. 19: 363
Lemieux Alice E of John J and Bridget Nov 19 1910............. 20:131
Lemieux Eugene E T of Vital and Eugenie Apr 5 1901........... 18:  34
Lemieux Leslie I of Donald and Margaret H July 12 1907..... 19:  83
Lemieux Marie R of Vital and Eugenie Mar 19 1901.............. 17:147
Lemieux Una M of Donald and Marguerite July 25 1909........... 19:397
Lemieux William A of Vital and Eugenie Mar 5 1909............ 19:338
Lemire Elizabeth A of Louis and Mary A Aug 22 1908............ 19:256
Lemire Joseph of Louis and Mary A May 21 1905................ 18:189
Lemire Leonor J of George P and Eva Aug 23 1910.............. 20:100
Lemire Louis J of Louis and Mary A Sept 16 1906.............. 18:374
Lemire Wilfred of William R and Annie Sept 14 1909......... 19:418
Lemire William J of William R and Annie F Dec 28 1907..... 19:149
Lemlin Thomas F of Oliver and Annie Apr 2 1910............... 20:  37
Lemoine Vincent of Joseph and Margaret June 14 1910......... 20:  63
Lemois Maria of Albert and Bernarda July 19 1906............. 18:351
Lemon Oliver (c) of Harry and Isabelle Mar 2 1908............ 19:230
Lemon Reginald D of Reginald F D and Marian A Jan 8 1905... 18:143
Lemonoff Noah of Wolf and Bessie Sept 29 1904................. 18:103
Lemont Edna M of John F and Una V May 1 1904............... 17:160
LeMontaigne Mabel M of Corinne L July 13 1904................. 18:  75
Lemoral Donata of Carlo and Angelina Aug 15 1902............... 17:329
Lemorge Joseph H of Napoleon and Exienda Jan 4 1909........ 19:316
LeMorge Laura F of Napoleon and Celia Aug 3 1902............. 17:375
Lemos Humbert F of Jose and Maria Aug 3 1908................. 19:248
Lemos Maria of Frank S and Anna Sept 29 1909................. 19:424
Lemos —— d of Albert and Bernardi Nov 10 1910............... 20:128
Lempicka Veronica of Leon and Anastasia Nov 29 1905........ 18:262
Lempicki Statia of Leon and Statia Oct 16 1910................. 20:119
Lempickski Genora of Leo and Statia Mar 8 1909............... 19:340
Lempiecezki Wacitaw of Leon and Stanistawa Aug 12 1904..... 18:  86
Lemire —— s of George and Eva Dec 9 1907.................... 19:156
Lena Aldo R G of Joseph D and Vittoria Jan 2 1903............ 17:381
Lena Cora C of Dario J and Vittoria Sept 23 1907............. 19:112
BIRTHS

Lena Etna L of Dario and Vittoria Jan 13 1901..........17:128
Lena Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Vittoria Nov 14 1905........18:257
Lenahan Charles of Patrick and Margaret Apr 28 1909....19:358
Lenahan Dorothy P of James P and Rose M Mar 8 1902.....17:273
Lenahan Patrick of Patrick and Margaret July 26 1901.....17:249
Lenahan Rose B of Patrick and Rose Feb 4 1907............19:14
Lenahan — d of Patrick and Delia Oct 1 1907.............19:155
Lenard Ethel of Melbourne and Bessie Feb 1 1907........19:72
Lenardson Helen G of Otto F and Dora July 9 1909......19:391
Lenardson Hortence L of Otto F and Dora July 9 1909....19:391
Lenarelli Filomena of Gerardo and Maria G Dec 15 1907...19:144
Lenan Alice M of Charles A and Frances 1 Aug 2 1902.....17:325
Lenan Frances J of Charles A and Frances May 18 1901....17:164
Lenan Frank R of John P and Laura May 3 1902..........17:290
Lench Margaret of Nellie June 29 1902..................17:397
Lenchner William E of William J and Mary July 18 1906...18:351
Leczok Stefka of Michael and Maria Mar 20 1908.........19:188
Lenders Mary A of Mitchell J and Anastasia Jan 4 1910...20:2
Lendrim Henry G of Henry G and Maude E June 6 1909.....19:372
Lendrim — s of Henry G and Maude E May 28 1903.........17:429
Lendrim — d of Henry G and Maude E Aug 23 1904.........18:138
Leneau — d of Charles and Frances Sept 29 1910..........20:151
Lenchan Dorothy M of John J and Mary E Dec 9 1905......18:265
Lenchan John H of Patrick and Margaret Aug 3 1904.......18:83
Lenchan Mary of Patrick and Margaret Dec 2 1902.........17:364
Lenihan Ellen of Thomas E and Mary E June 24 1906......18:341
Lenihan James E of Thomas E and Mary E Oct 12 1908......19:275
Lennon Annie T of Michael C and Annie T Aug 14 1906.....18:361
Lennon Bernard T of Patrick J and Margaret E Nov 4 1910..20:126
Lennon Catherine V of Patrick J and Catherine Apr 10 1901.17:154
Lennon Clement of Clarence and Mary Apr 5 1902..........17:282
Lennon Edward S of Patrick and Margaret Dec 17 1907.....19:144
Lennon Francis P of Patrick and Margaret Aug 6 1909......19:402
Lennon Frederick of Patrick T and Catherine Nov 26 1905..18:261
Lennon Gerald J of Patrick and May 29 1906..............18:331
Lennon Grace C of Stephen F and Grace E Feb 27 1903......17:400
Lennon John F of Patrick and Margaret Feb 19 1903........17:397
Lennon Joseph C of Patrick J and Catherine Oct 21 1905...18:248
Lennon Loretta M of Patrick J and Catherine Jan 31 1910...20:13
Lennon Marguerite E of Patrick and Margaret Feb 25 1905..18:160
Lennon Mary E of James and Catherine July 6 1902..........17:316
Lennon Rose of Patrick J and Mary Mar 7 1902.............17:273
Lennon Rosella of Michael C and Annie T Apr 16 1909......19:354
Lennon Sarah T of Patrick and Margaret E Jan 31 1907.....19:12
Leonard Stephen H of Stephen F and Grace July 19 1904 18:77
Leonard — s of Jerome S and Xora T Mar 24 1902 17:273
Leonard — d of Terence F and Mary Aug 26 1904 18:138
Lennox Helen S of Thomas and Isabella S Aug 9 1902 17:327
Lennox John P of Thomas and Isabella S July 1 1905 18:210
Lennox Mary A D of William and Mary A Apr 6 1905 18:174
Lennox — s of Patrick and Esther Oct 2 1901 17:250
LeNormandin — d of Louis P and Emma Sept 8 1905 18:234
Leut Edward H of Lecenon B and Henrietta G June 22 1906 18:334
Leut Laura B of Lloyd B and Hattie Aug 13 1909 19:145
Lent Martha V of Walter M and Margaret A Apr 18 1901 17:156
Lentario Antonio of Carmine and Caterina May 30 1904 18:52
Lenth Grace E A of Ernest and Grace July 30 1902 17:324
Lenth Melvin D of Ernest and Grace May 17 1910 20:53
Lenz Howard G of Howard G and Mary T Jan 5 1903 17:382
Lenz Philip S of Willard A and Bessie V May 23 1907 19:55
Lenz Willard A of Willard A and Bessie V Nov 1 1905 18:252
Lenzen Mildred L of Albert T and Lillian M Jan 8 1901 17:127
Lenzen Russell A of Albert T and Lillian M Oct 30 1903 17:487
Lenzen Walter G of Joseph II and Dora May 20? 1902 17:295
Leo Evelyn W of Andrew F and Winifred T July 16 1907 19:84
Leo John J of John and Catherine May 23 1907 19:55
Leo Lewis of Thomas and Margaret Jan 13 1910 20:6
Leo Mary L of Andrew F and Winifred Jan 27 1905 18:150
Leober William of Louis and Sady Feb 24 1907 19:22
Leozi Vincenza of Giuseppe and Concetta Aug 16 1910 20:98
leoiller Wylie S of Albert and Henrietta M May 25 1905 18:190
Leonard Agnes of James P and Madeline A Dec 2 1906 18:402
Leonard Albert W of Albert W and Ellen L Jan 14 1902 17:257
Leonard Annie E of Herman M and Mary A July 2 1904 18:71
Leonard Austin of Frank and Catharine L Oct 17 1902 17:350
Leonard Austin G of James and Elizabeth Sept 9 1901 17:209
Leonard Catherine E of Thomas F and Frances E Sept 30 1908 19:271
Leonard Dorothy A of Lester D and Helena M June 29 1909 19:381
Leonard Edward J of Thomas F and Fannie E Aug 27 1905 18:230
Leonard Elizabeth of Thomas and Frances Sept 16 1909 19:419
Leonard Ethel M of Frank E and Mary A Nov 18 1908 19:288
Leonard Frances B of George M and Emily H Sept 6 1907 19:165
Leonard George F of James P and Madeline A Nov 7 1905 18:254
Leonard Harold E of James P and Madeline A July 5 1909 19:390
Leonard Helena of Felix and Annie Nov 26 1902 17:362
Leonard Herman J of Frank and Catharine Apr 22 1901 17:157
Leonard Herman W of Herman M and Mary A Apr 26 1909 19:357
Leonard James A of John F and Mary A Sept 13 1903 17:474
Leonard Joseph F of George F and Mary E Oct 29 1904. 18: 113
Leonard Josephine L of Harry D and Dorothea E Dec 28 1910. 20: 145
Leonard Louise E of Thomas C and Louisa July 18 1906. 18: 251
Leonard Madeline M of James P and Madeline A Nov 17 1901. 17: 230
Leonard Mary of Thomas and Louisa Jan 12 1902. 17: 256
Leonard Mary B of Thomas F and Frances E Dec 15 1906. 18: 406
Leonard Mary E of Thomas and Mary Nov 9 1903. 17: 490
Leonard Philip J of Philip H and Elizabeth H Aug 4 1901. 17: 196
Leonard Thelma C of Charles H and Catherine June 25 1906. 18: 341
Leonard Thomas C of Thomas C and Louisa Aug 16 1904. 18: 88
Leonard William D of William D and Adelaide Aug 6 1903. 17: 458
Leonard —— s of Harry and Flora Feb 27 1904. 18: 21
Leonard —— s of James and Elizabeth July 7 1905. 18: 276
Leonard —— s of Freeman and Katherine July 2 1910. 20: 78
Leonardi Anna of Andrea and Domenica May 19 1902. 17: 295
Leonardi Francesco of Paolo and Maddelina Mar 24 1902. 17: 278
Leonardi Giovanni of Salvatore and Giulia Mar 20 1906. 18: 307
Leonardi Giuseppe of Antonio and Isabella Aug 12 1910. 20: 96
Leonardo Alviro C of Carmine and Paulina Mar 13 1902. 17: 275
Leonardo Angelo of Salvatore and Julia Aug 19 1902. 17: 330
Leonardo Angelo of Giuseppe and Teresa Oct 5 1902. 17: 346
Leonardo Donetta of Luigi and Giovanna Dec 17 1904. 18: 128
Leonardo Elena of Pasquale and Camilla Mar 15 1909. 19: 343
Leonardo Elvina of Pasco and Maria May 5 1902. 17: 291
Leonardo Luigi of Luigi and Giovanna Mar 13 1902. 17: 275
Leonardo Luisa of Giuseppe and Teresa Oct 5 1902. 17: 346
Leone Antonio of Donato and Nunziata Apr 7 1907. 19: 38
Leone Carlo of Cesidio and Colombina Dec 27 1909. 19: 455
Leone Elisabetta of Gennaro and Filomena May 1 1909. 19: 359
Leone Emelina of Donato and Nunziata Jan 21 1906. 18: 287
Leone Filomena of Gennaro and Filomena Dec 22 1906. 18: 408
Leone Fuerino of Alfonso and Christina Dec 23 1901. 17: 242
Leone Giovanni of Gennaro and Filomena May 16 1904. 18: 47
Leone Luigi of Gennaro and Filomena Oct 23 1901. 17: 222
Leone Luigi M of Francesco and Giuseppina Aug 10 1907. 19: 94
Leone Malia of Angelo and Marianna July 29 1906. 18: 355
Leone Sanguine of Francesco and Giuseppina Dec 6 1908. 19: 296
Leone Sebastiano of Paolo and Concetta July 28 1910. 20: 89
Leone Tomaso A of Angelo and Maria A Jan 10 1901. 17: 127
Leone —— d of Antonio and Primiana May 3 1903. 17: 443
Leone —— d of Alfonso and Cristina May 2 1904. 18: 43
Leone —— s of Antonio and Primiana June 15 1904. 18: 69
Leone —— d of Antonio and Premiana Jan 1 1907. 19: 74
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Leonelli Giuseppe of Filomeno and Lucia Sept 3 1910........ 20: 104
Leonelli Maria C of Filomeno and Lucia Dec 20 1908........ 19: 302
Leonetti Maria of Francesco and Adalgisa Apr 29 1908.... 19: 204
Leonhard John E A of John O P and Sarah M Apr 26 1908.. 19: 203
Leonhardt Adolf of Harry and Clara Feb 20 1904........... 18: 19
Leonhardt Fred J of Fred J and Eva Dec 12 1908........... 19: 299
LePoint Charles H of Alexander and Clara Oct 28 1907..... 19: 126
Lepore Adeline of Pasquale and Annie July 15 1906........ 18: 349
Lepore Alfredo of Giuseppe and Grazia Aug 12 1908........ 19: 252
Lepore Antonetta of Olindo and Evelina July 14 1910..... 20: 83
Lepore Antonio of Giuseppe and Giovannina Aug 10 1910... 20: 95
Lepore Assunta of Gennaro and Vittoria May 17 1905....... 18: 188
Lepore Domenico of Luigi and Catarina Mar 23 1902......... 17: 278
Lepore Elena of Luigi and Caterina Oct 27 1903........... 17: 486
Lepore Eletina of Pasquale and Anna Jan 17 1904........... 18: 6
Lepore Francesco of Pasquale and Anna July 1 1909....... 19: 388
Lepore Luigi of Angelo and Areangela Oct 21 1906........ 18: 386
Lepore Luigi of Gennaro and Vittoria Dec 26 1906........ 18: 410
Lepore Luigi of Pasquale and Anna July 26 1907........... 19: 88
Lepore Maria C of Gennaro and Vittoria Apr 6 1901...... 17: 153
Lepore Mirabilia of Giuseppe and Luisa Nov 16 1904....... 18: 119
Lepore Romilda of Giuseppe and Luisa May 27 1909........ 19: 368
Lepore Rosalia of Gennaro and Vittoria June 8 1909....... 19: 373
Lepore Seratino of Gennaro and Vittoria May 26 1903..... 17: 428
Lepore Umberto of Giuseppe and Luisa Dec 4 1910.......... 20: 137
Lepore Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Luisa Aug 17 1902...... 17: 330
Lepore Vincenzo of Pasquale and Anna Jan 22 1905....... 18: 147
Lepore Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Luisa May 18 1907...... 19: 53
Lepore — s of Pasquale and Angela M? Oct 4 1903....... 17: 511
Lepore — d of Angelo and Areangela Nov 20 1905......... 18: 277
Leppe John A of John and Cassie Mar 18 1904.......... 18: 28
Lepre Lorenzo of Giovanni and Assunta Dec 26 1903..... 17: 305
Lepre Vincenzo of Giovanni and Assunta Dec 26 1903.... 17: 305
LeRiche Harriet L of James F and Edna M June 17 1907... 19: 66
LeRiche May M of James F and Edna M June 17 1907...... 19: 66
Lerner Bella of Morris and Minnie Mar 21 1909.......... 19: 345
Lerner Benjamin of Harry and Rebecca Nov 16 1902...... 17: 359
Lerner Geila of Jacob and Bessie Oct 28 1908........... 19: 280
Lerner Leah of Henry and Annie Aug 16 1906......... 18: 362
Lerner Max of Charles and Martha Aug 22 1908......... 19: 256
Lerner Meriam P of Henry and Annie Feb 15 1910......... 20: 18
Lerner Samuel of Harry and Sarah Jan 21 1908......... 19: 165
Lerner Sophie of Harry and Rebecca Mar 30 1909.......... 19: 348
Lerner — s of Charles and Martha Feb 7 1910........... 20: 15
Leroy James A W of Augustus and Mabel Nov 5 1909....... 19: 437
Lervitella Giuseppina of Alessandro and Maria May 9 1908........19:208
Lesscarbeau George W of Joseph and Albina Nov 17 1903..........17:492
Lesieur Emilie of Peter and Mary L Sept 29 1905.................18:241
Lesieur Joseph R of Pierre and Mary June 22 1903.................17:436
Lesieur Romeo of Peter and Mary Mar 7 1907.................19:26
Lessa Americo of Carlo and Adelaide Sept 10 1908..........19:264
Lessa Maria A C of Carlo and Adelaide Aug 15 1910..........20:97
Lessor Arthur P of Placide and Mathilda Dec 4 1910..........20:137
Lessor Blanche M of Felix and Donalda Aug 10 1902............17:327
Lessor Eugene of Esdras and Virginie Sept 3 1909..........19:413
Lessor Felix A T of Felix and Donalda Feb 2 1904............18:12
Lessor George H of Esdras and Virginie Aug 8 1907..........19:93
Lessor Henri of Emil and Marie July 15 1904..............17:189
Lessor Joseph H E of Emil and Marie Nov 20 1903.........17:493
Lessor Marie A A of Placide and Mathilda Dec 10 1909.........19:450
Lessor Marie R D of Emil and Marie Dec 17 1906............18:406
Lessor Marienne of Felix and Donalda Sept 6 1905............18:233
Lessor Pierre of Esdras and Virginie Apr 7 1905............18:174
Lessor Rose of Emil and Marie Jan 14 1908..........19:163
Lessor Virginie M of Esdras and Virginie Oct 23 1910.....20:122
Lessor William of Emil and Mary July 21 1909..........19:396
Lesser — s of Frank and Flora Sept 21 1907..............19:152
Lester George of George and Mary Feb 6 1904..............18:13
Lester George F of John J and Delia Feb 24 1905...........18:159
Lester John J of John J and Bridget E Sept 22 1902........17:342
Lester Mary M of John J and Bridget M Jan 14 1908........19:163
Lesuer Catherine M of William J and Sarah E Dec 12 1909.....19:450
LeSuer Beulah L of Helen May 9 1908..................19:208
Lete Lydia of Manuel and Lena Nov 30 1904..............18:140
Leteri Pasquale of Raffaele and Maddalena Apr 11 1902......17:284
Letizia Rocco of Raffaele and Cristina Nov 12 1908.........19:286
Letizia Vincenzo of Raffaele and Crestina Jan 31 1910........20:13
Letkiewil Joseph of Korol and Victoria Aug 10 1905.........18:224
Letourneau Frederick A of Frederick A and Sarah E June 12
1906 ......................................18:337
Letourneau Leander P of Prudent and Eugenie R Feb 20 1909,19:333
Lett Abraham of Morris and Sarah Nov 24 1904.............18:121
Lett Belle R of Morris and Sarah Mar 7 1907..............19:26
Lett Louis of Max and Sarah Jan 15 1908...............19:163
Lett William of Morris and Sarah June 24 1909..............19:377
Lettier Amalia of Luigi and Costanza Aug 19 1905.............18:227
Lettier Pasquale of Raffaele and Maddalena Apr 1 1904....18:33
From 1901 to 1910 Inclusive.
Levin Janet I of Joseph and Annie Dec 25 1907.............19:147
Levin Lena of Samuel and Ida May 12 1903..................17:423
Levin Leo of Israel and Maime Sept 16 1904.................18:99
Levin Martha of Mottis and Bessie Apr 17 1909...............19:354
Levin Mary of Morris and Bessie Dec 4 1906..................18:402
Levin Milton B of Samuel and Rebecca Jan 4 1910............20:2
Levin Milton H of Israel and Mary Oct 22 1909..............19:432
Levin Morris D of Benjamin E and Annie Mar 11 1907.......19:28
Levin Myer of Peter and Dora Jan 9 1910.....................20:4
Levin Nellie of Morris and Minnie June 5 1909..............19:372
Levin Nettie of Louis and Annie June 14 1903...............17:433
Levin Samuel of Louis and Annie Sept — 1901.................17:215
Levin Winnie of Benjamin and Annie Jan 22 1905.............18:148
Levin Woolfe of Louis and Annie Feb 23 1909..................19:334
Levin —— of Joe and Annie Mar 31 1902......................17:280
Levin —— d of Max and Bette June 29 1904....................18:69
Levin —— s of Eric and Jennie Oct 15 1905...................18:277
Levin —— s of Eric and Jennie Dec 8 1907....................19:141
Levine Clifton of Max and Sophia Dec 20 1908................19:301
Levine Hyman of Harry and Ida Sept 1 1904..................18:93
Levine Jennie of Max and Sophia Sept 17 1905..............18:237
Levine Nettie M of Hyman and Fannie Dec 30 1901...........17:245
Levine William C of William H and Lena V June 21 1905....18:200
Levinsky John of David and Elizabeth Oct 14 1910.........20:118
Levinson Israel of Philip and Sarah July 30 1905..........18:220
Levinson Jacob M of Simon and Sarah Mar 4 1902.............17:272
Levinson Jennie of Philip and Sarah Sept 26 1903..........17:475
Levitt Jacob of Myer and Lena Feb 10 1906..................18:294
Levitt Mollie of Jake and Rosie Aug 27 1905.................18:230
Levitt Nathan of Myer and Lena July 25 1908.................19:244
Levitt Rhea of Samuel and Annie Oct 19 1902...............17:350
Levkovitz Abraham of Noy ? and Celia Sept 8 1906.........18:371
Levy Alfred of Louis and Ida Dec 21 1909....................19:453
Levy Arnold of Abe and S Jan 21 1901........................17:131
Levy Henry of Max and Jennie July 2 1906....................18:344
Levy Joseph of Charles H and Minnie Apr 24 1910...........20:45
Levy Lena of Charles and Jennie July 15 1902..............17:375
Levy Leon of Harry and Fanny Aug 24 1904....................18:90
Levy Louis of Wolf and Sophia Dec 18 1910...................20:112
Levy Morris of Louis and Ida E Aug 23 1908..................19:256
Levy Ralph of Max and Jennie July 30 1907....................19:90
Levy Simon W of Israel and Gose Feb 13 1901................17:438
Levy Waity of Morris and Fanny Sept 24 1906.................18:377
Levy —— d of Harry and Fanny June 27 1902..................17:313
Levy —— s of Pauline May 28 1909.........................19:368
Levy Fannie of Joseph and Annie July 23 1903.................. 17:454
Lewin Henry H of John M and Elizabeth T May 24 1910........ 20: 56
Lewin James E of John M and Elizabeth T June 2 1902........... 17:299
Lewin John M of John M and Elizabeth Jan 1 1907................ 19: 71
Lewin John M of John M and Elizabeth T Jan 1 1908............. 19:158
Lewin Mary M of John M and Lizzie T Apr 8 1905.................. 18:175
Lewis Albert L of G Leon and Lillian F Feb 19 1901............. 17:139
Lewis Alberta M (c) of Feiont and Mary A Jan 8 1903........... 17:383
Lewis Alden (c) of Frederick and Mary V June 5 1907............ 19: 60
Lewis Alice of Joseph and Maria Sept 21 1901.................... 17:212
Lewis Aria M of Hubert A and Clara M Apr 16 1907............... 19: 42
Lewis Arthur of Manuel S and Veneranda Feb 7 1906.............. 18:293
Lewis Arthur H W of John B and Harriet S May 18 1904........... 18: 48
Lewis Arthur R of Arthur S and Mary E July 23 1906............... 18:333
Lewis Arthur W of Arthur S and Edith R June 27 1905.............. 18:208
Lewis Charles R of Joseph and Mary F Oct 13 1901................. 17:219
Lewis Dexter L of John B and Harriet S Dec 4 1907............... 19:140
Lewis Donald B of George L and Lillian F Oct 19 1902............ 17:350
Lewis Doris L of George L and Lillian F May 10 1907............. 19: 50
Lewis Edith E of Arthur S and Edith R Aug 22 1908................. 19:256
Lewis Edwin F of Edwin F and Florence N Feb 16 1910............. 20: 18
Lewis Elizabeth A of George F and Annie E Oct 31 1907............ 19:127
Lewis Ethel C of Frederick M and Minnie C July 7 1909............ 19:390
Lewis Eva E of Frederick W and Rosella Nov 27 1909.............. 19:445
Lewis Frank of Sears and Maria Apr 22 1904...................... 18: 40
Lewis Frank of Antone and Maria M Mar 12 1905................... 18:166
Lewis Frank H (c) of Lillian June 4 1904.......................... 18: 68
Lewis George of George M and Eva M June 13 1903.................. 17:433
Lewis George of George and Calma Aug 12 1907..................... 19: 95
Lewis George F of George F and Annie E Nov 15 1909.............. 19:441
Lewis George P of Arthur and Sarah Feb 22 1907................... 19: 21
Lewis Harold E of George L and Lillian F Dec 29 1903............ 17:506
Lewis Harold E of John T and Emily E Aug 5 1907.................. 19: 92
Lewis Hazel E of Arthur and Sadie Apr 25 1905.................... 18:181
Lewis Henry R (c) of Mary A Oct 3 1910.......................... 20:115
Lewis Howard E (c) of Lillian Dec 4 1906.......................... 18:402
Lewis Irene of Manuel and Imilinda Dec 5 1904..................... 18:125
Lewis Izetza B of Alexander W and Emmett May 17 1903............ 17:425
Lewis James of Antone and Maria Nov 20 1910...................... 20:132
Lewis James C (c) of Elsie Sept 26 1902......................... 17:343
Lewis Joseph W of Joseph W and Josephine July 30 1903.......... 17:508
Lewis Lenora V of Frank and Mary Jan 26 1908...................... 19:167
Lewis Leonore of Joseph and Mary Feb 16 1903...................... 17:396
Lewis Mabel C of Joseph and Mary F Jan 18 1904................... 18:  7
Lewis Madeleine (c) of Fred D and Mary V Dec 8 1907 ........ 19:141
Lewis Madeleine R of Robert W and Gertrude E Sept 17 1908, 19:266
Lewis Margaret of Arthur S and Mary E Mar 27 1910 ....... 20:34
Lewis Margaret H of George M and Eva M May 15 1902 .... 17:293
Lewis Maria of Manuel and Maria Sept 14 1903 .......... 17:471
Lewis Mary H of Frank P and Mary Mar 14 1904 ........... 18:27
Lewis Mary W of Warren B and Lela May 10 1905 ......... 18:186
Lewis Mina C of William and Anna M Dec 6 1902 ........... 17:365
Lewis Nathaniel J (c) of Nathaniel J and Nora J Nov 15 1904, 18:134
Lewis Orrin K of Edgar K and Annie M Mar 1 1901 ........ 17:142
Lewis Phebe of Warren B and Lela Jan 6 1910 .............. 20:3
Lewis Ralph E (c) of Frederick D and Mary V Nov 26 1908 .. 19:292
Lewis Sarah E of George A and Elizabeth Sept 13 1901 .... 17:210
Lewis Susan C (c) of Thomas H and Mabel S Oct 1 1909 ... 19:425
Lewis Wellington P of Wellington L and Lizzie July 13 1903, 17:450
Lewis William F of John H and Catherine Feb 6 1903 ....... 17:393
Lewis William F of Arthur S and Mary E Sept 24 1907 .... 19:113
Lewis Williams of Raymond and Katherine June 2 1909 .... 19:371
Lewis —— s of Fred and Minnie Jan 31 1903 ............... 17:391
Lewis —— d of Myer H and Lena May 14 1903 ............ 17:444
Lewis —— d of Elliot B and Fannie L B June 21 1904 .... 18:60
Lewis —— s of Clara May 9 1906 ........... 18:325
Lewis —— s of William and Annie Apr 8 1909 ........... 19:385
Lewis —— s of Albert A and Myra Aug 29 1910 ........... 20:102
Leyden Mary of John and Kate A Feb 4 1901 ............... 17:177
Leyden Thomas A of Thomas and Mary Oct 7 1903 ...... 17:479
Leyendecker Ella F of Emory A and Edith J Oct 1 1906 .... 18:380
Leyhane Mary E of John and Bridget Dec 7 1906 ......... 18:403
Liballe —— d of Michele and Maria Aug 8 1904 ........ 18:85
Libano Manuel S of Domingos and Maria Aug 12 1910 .... 20:96
Libby Helen B of George and Laura M May 22 1906 ...... 18:329
Libby Herbert E of John H and Fannie H Apr 4 1901 .... 17:152
Libby John A of Arthur G and Bertha E Aug 14 1905 .... 18:225
Libby Kenneth A of Frederick H and Maude J Mar 2 1906 .. 18:301
Libby Teresa R of George F and Christina A July 8 1907 .. 19:81
Liberatore Alvira of Giovanni and Rosa Nov 8 1906 ...... 18:393
Liberatore Maria S of Bernardino and Regina Nov 19 1904 .. 18:119
Liberman Alice of Nathan and Ida July 2 1903 .......... 17:446
Liberman Edith of Philip and Annie July 18 1909 ........ 19:294
Liberman Lillian of Nathan J and Ida E Aug 18 1908 ...... 19:254
Liberman Sarah of Nathan and Ida Apr 19 1905 ......... 18:179
Liberman —— s of William and Annie July 18 1903 ....... 17:510
Libolska Cecilia of Frank and Annie Aug 14 1908 ........ 19:253
Librandi Eva R of Francesco and Teresina Feb 11 1910 .... 20:17
Librandi Francesco of Gabriel and Sofia May 28 1903 .... 17:428
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Librandi Francesco of Gabriele and Sofia Apr 30 1906...........18:321
Librandi Maria C of Gabriele and Sofia Apr 7 1902...........17:283
Librandi Maria C R of Gabriele and Maria S Sept 25 1904.....18:102
Librandi Peppino C of Gabriele and Maria S Aug 17 1910......20: 98
Librandi —— d of Gabriele and Maria Apr 27 1901.............17:180
Libutti Donato of Luigi and Maria Sept 25 1905..............18:240
Libutti Maria M of Luigi and Maria Aug 24 1909..............19:409
Libutti Umberto of Luigi and Maria Dec 3 1907..............19:139
Liccio Antonio of Santuccio and Giulia Jan — 1907...........19: 72
Lich Max of Harry and Pauline Mar 4 1909.....................19:338
Lichener Joseph of William and Mary July 23 1903............17:454
Licht Gussie of Hyman and Fannie Dec 11 1908..............19:298
Lichtenstein Grace G of Harrie S and Mollie Aug 23 1906....18:365
Lichtenstein Sarah E of Harry S and Mollie Sept 23 1903....17:474
Lickar Sam of Max and Fannie Aug 31 1902..............17:334
Licker David of Samuel and Lena June 2 1908................19:218
Licker Evelyn L of Samuel and Sarah Oct 10 1910............20:117
Licker Harry of Louis and Annie Nov 10 1904..............18:117
Licker Julia of Samuel and Lena May 28 1904.............18: 51
Licker Sarah of Samuel and Lena Apr 26 1903..............17:419
Lidbeck —— s of Gunner and Marie May 15 1901............17:163
Liddle Constance R of Charles and Elizabeth Jan 29 1901....17:133
Lieberman Benjamin of Philip and Annie Oct 23 1903.......17:484
Lieberman Leo of Philip and Annie Oct 23 1903............17:484
Lieberman Leonora of John and Mary Dec 1 1910............20:136
Lieberman Philip of Jacob and Esther L June 6 1909.........19:372
Liebher Paul of Paul E R and Emma June 24 1907............19: 68
Liebher Pauline of Paul E R and Emma J Jan 22 1909........19:322
Liebrich Edwin A of Friederich and Grace July 25 1904.....18: 79
Liebrich Everett R of Frederick and Grace June 20 1908....19:225
Liebrich Frederick C of Friederich and Grace Dec 22 1902...17:370
Liebrich Grace M of Friederich and Grace Aug 24 1906......18:365
Lightman Bennie of Jacob and Sarah Feb 18 1904............18: 18
Ligigio Vito of Pietro and Maria Mar 6 1905..............18:163
Liguori Edith of Gioacchino and Maria Mar 4 1901...........17:143
Liguori Edith of Angelo and Giovannina Jan 29 1903........17:390
Liguori —— d of Angelo and Giovanna Dec 3 1904............18:124
Liley Herbert H of William H and Helen J Aug 3 1908.......19:248
Liley William H of William H and Helen J Dec 30 1909......19:457
Liljegren Allan E R of Carl and Jennie C Apr 10 1909.......19:352
Lilla Carmela of Vincenzo and Vincenzo Dec 3 1902.........17:365
Lilla Nicola A of Vincenzo and Vincenzo Dec 6 1908........19:296
Lilley —— d of William and Mercy May 17 1906............18:327
Lilli Amalinda of Vincenzo and Annie May 1 1906...........18:323
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Lilly Anna of Patrick and Annie Dec 29 1901. 17: 244
Lilly Irene M of Charles E and Josephine Sept 10 1905. 18: 234
Lima Annie (c) of John and Maria Mar 8 1909. 19: 340
Lima Antonio (c) of Joaquin and Maria Sept 1 1909. 19: 413
Lima Belnir of Manuel C and Izabel Jan 27 1901. 17: 133
Lima Candida R (c) of Frank R and Lebanon F Sept 22 1903. 17: 474
Lima Cecilia of Frank and Mary Feb 11 1909. 19: 330
Lima Frank (c) of Manuel and Sabina July 16 1908. 19: 241
Lima Guillerme of Joaquin and Maria Dec 8 1908. 19: 297
Lima Jose (c) of Joaquin and Maria Mar 20 1903. 17: 408
Lima Manoel (c) of Joaquin J and Maria Aug 12 1901. 17: 199
Lima Theodore of Joseph and Delfina M July 24 1910. 20: 87
Lima Veda of Mariano and Maria Apr 19 1909. 19: 355
Lima — — s of Manuel and Isabella Apr 23 1903. 17: 418
Linoges Bertha of Michael and Jennie July 6 1903. 17: 448
Linoges Burrell P of Frederick and Jennie Sept 6 1906. 18: 370
Linoges Edward F of Michael F and Jennie Oct 24 1904. 18: 111
Linoges Florence of Michael F and Jennie July 19 1910. 20: 85
Linoges — — d of Frederick and Jennie Jan 19 1908. 19: 165
Limoniello Domenica of Costantino and Maria June 29 1902. 17: 307
Linicavich Mary of William and Anna June 16 1905. 18: 198
Lincoln Alice L of Lewis E and Florence L Nov 11 1908. 19: 286
Lincoln Anna M of Francis H and Catharine T Jan 14 1902. 17: 257
Lincoln Edward A of Lewis M and Helny Oct 24 1903. 17: 484
Lincoln Helen of George S and Florence E Oct 6 1908. 19: 273
Lincoln Helen E of Louis M and Emelyn I May 31 1903. 17: 429
Lincoln Henry K of Lewis M and Helny H Nov 23 1904. 18: 121
Lincoln Howard F of George S and Florence E Oct 6 1908. 19: 273
Lincoln Jeannette H (c) of Elmer W and Bertha R Mar 10 1904. 18: 25
Lincoln Lewis E of Lewis E and Florence L Aug 10 1905. 18: 224
Lincoln Merrill H of James H and Mary M Nov 25 1905. 18: 260
Lincoln Ralph of Ella M May 31 1909. 18: 370
Lincoln Stephen M of Winthrop C and Rose Aug 8 1905. 18: 223
Lincourt Ernest A of Joseph and Marie Feb 2 1904. 18: 12
Lincourt Louis J of Louis and Adouilda A Mar 27 1902. 17: 279
Lind Edith D of Frank O and Emma Dec 22 1903. 17: 504
Lind Emma I of Gustaf and Ellen June 3 1904. 18: 53
Lind Evelyn E of Gustaf A and Ellen Dec 11 1908. 19: 298
Lind Gustaf M of Gustaf A and Ellen Apr 9 1906. 18: 315
Lind Jennie I of Nelson F and Emma Aug 4 1906. 18: 337
Lind Jenny E of Carl A and Alfhild C May 9 1910. 20: 50
Lind Martha H of Nelson F and Emma Feb 19 1904. 18: 18
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Lind Rosa A of Claus A and Ada C July 8 1908 .................. 19: 238
Lind Ruth L of Gustaf and Ellen Apr 19 1902 .................. 17: 286
Lind ——— d of Claus E and Ada C Nov 11 1901 .................. 17: 228
Lind ——— d of Claus E and Ada E Feb 9 1904 .................. 18: 15
Lind ——— d of Claus E and Ada C Mar 30 1906 .................. 18: 314
Lindall Frank of Harry M and Lillian May 24 1907 ............ 19: 55
Lindau Florence C of Paul C and Emma L Oct 26 1902 ........ 17: 352
Lindberg Alice L of Nils and Caroline Aug 11 1905 .......... 18: 224
Lindberg Edna L of Ernest A and Augusta Oct 7 1908 ....... 19: 274
Lindberg Elmer A of Ernest and Augusta Sept 9 1906 ....... 18: 371
Lindberg Herbert R of Nels E and Caroline July 2 1907 .... 19: 78
Lindberg Howard of Ernest A and Augusta Nov 2 1910 ....... 20: 125
Lindberg Paul F of Ernest A and Augusta C June 22 1905 .... 18: 201
Lindberg ——— s of Ernest A and Augusta June 7 1904 ....... 18: 55
Lindblom Lilly T of Adolf and Anna Sept 24 1902 ........... 17: 342
Lindblom Rosie V of Oscar and Ida M Oct 22 1901 .......... 17: 222
Lindell Arline A of Harry A and Agnes Dec 21 1909 ......... 19: 453
Lindell Charles T of Charles T and Maude A Sept 27 1901 .. 17: 244
Lindell Harry A of Harry A and Agnes A Jan 17 1905 ...... 18: 116
Lindell Leroy W of Charles T and Maud A May 30 1908 ....... 19: 216
Lindell Lester E of Harry L and Agnes A Apr 13 1906 ....... 18: 316
Lindell Raymond S of Henry and Lena Mar 13 1905 ........... 18: 166
Linden Anna E of Erick A and Sophie Oct 20 1902 .......... 17: 351
Linden Dora of Julius and Alice Dec 21 1906 .............. 18: 408
Linden Earl E G of August E and Alma 1 July 25 1910 ....... 20: 88
Linden Gertrude I of August E and Irene Apr 24 1905 ...... 18: 180
Linden Milton of Julins and Alice Nov 5 1908 ............... 19: 283
Linden Walter E E of August E and Irene Nov 30 1907 ....... 19: 138
Linder Abraham D of Albert L and Rebecca July 29 1909 .... 19: 308
Linder Edessa B of Louis and Annie Jan 30 1904 .......... 18: 11
Linder Elsie L of John and Hilda July 10 1902 ............ 17: 317
Linder Martin W of John S and Huldah J Sept 2 1907 ....... 19: 104
Lindgren Adolf C of Ernest and Hilma July 20 1901 ......... 17: 191
Lindgren Carl J of Ernest A and Hilma J July 13 1907 ....... 19: 83
Lindgren Hilma S of Ernest and Hilma July 17 1903 .......... 17: 452
Lindgren Olga C of Ernest and Hilma Apr 13 1905 .......... 18: 176
Lindgren Stella E of James and Hildah July 19 1904 ....... 18: 77
Lindgren Thalma of Sarah Oct 22 1902 ...................... 17: 351
Lindgren ——— d of James O and Hulda D June 8 1903 ....... 17: 432
Lindner Abraham of Bernard and Betty Jan 15 1901 ......... 17: 129
Lindell Ruth G of John and Emma Mar 17 1902 ............... 17: 276
Lindequist Esther A of John A and Hannah E Apr 7 1901 .... 17: 153
Lindequist Gertrude H E of John H and Ada Nov 9 1907 ....... 19: 131
Lindroth Alfred H of Alfred and Christabella M Nov 24 1901. 17: 233
Lindsay Alfred of Robert L and Ethel Jan 19 1908.............19: 165
Lindsay Clara L of George H and Rosetta June 11 1905.....18: 197
Lindsay Edith M of Robert and Janet Mar 31 1905.........18: 172
Lindsay Evelyn of George H and Rosetta July 27 1907.....19: 89
Lindsay George W of Charles E and Ellen Nov 22 1904.....18: 121
Lindsay Helen G of Robert and Janet Mar 31 1905.........18: 172
Lindsay Jessie of James and Jennie Dec 24 1905..........18: 271
Lindsay Madeline R of George H and Rose May 20 1904.....18: 49
Lindsay Rose of James and Jennie Mar 14 1908.............19: 186
Lindsay Sarah F of Richard and Sarah F Aug 12 1901.....17: 199
Lindsay Viola M of George H and Rosetta Feb 27 1902.....17: 270
Lindsay William M of William D and Anna L Jan 13 1908..19: 162
Lindskog Martha J of James and Jennie Feb 24 1902......17: 269
Lindskog —— s of Julius and Jennie Dec 11 ? 1906.....18: 421
Lindstrom Hede M C of Sven H and Maria Sept 1 1902....17: 375
Linehan Catherine M of Patrick and Margaret May 24 1902..17: 296
Linehan Charles D of Patrick P and Delia June 9 1909....19: 373
Linehan George F of John and Julia Dec 2 1904..........18: 124
Linehan Joseph P of Patrick and Margaret May 24 1902....17: 296
Linehan Theresa of John and Julia May 22 1902............17: 296
Lingsane John P of David F and Viola M Apr 12 1905.....18: 176
Lingsane Robert H of David F and Viola M Sept 4 1903....17: 468
Linge Everett V of Vincent J and Mary A Oct 4 1905.....18: 242
Lingham Artemisia T (c) of George E and Hattie P Mar 6
1901 ..............................................................17: 143
Lingham Estelle L (c) of George E and Hattie S Jan 8 1906..18: 282
Linhares Alice of Manuel and Maria Aug 8 1910.........20: 94
Linhares Antonio J of Antonio J and Maria S Feb 8 1909..19: 329
Linhares Diamantina of Antonio J and Maria S July 23 1910.20: 87
Linhares Mary of John V and Mary L Jan 18 1907........19: 7
Linkamper Carl W of Henry and Meta M Jan 24 1908......19: 167
Linkamper Hans H of Henry R and Meta M Dec 20 1910....20: 143
Linkko Ellen L of Kalle and Johanna Feb 13 1904.......18: 16
Linkko George H of Kalle and Johanna Feb 13 1904.......18: 16
Linkko William W of Charles and Hannah Oct 29 1905.....18: 250
Linne Dorothy E of Francis and Sophia Oct 13 1910........20: 118
Linne Lester M of Francis O and Sophie Oct 1 1904......18: 104
Linne Mildred M of Francis O and Sophie Nov 2 1907.....19: 128
Linnell Mildred D of Frank H and Mary D Jan 18 1903.....17: 386
Linquist Alf E of Andrew and Ida C July 27 1907.......19: 89
Linquist —— s of John and Ada Sept 17 1910..............20: 108
Linstrom Mildred M of John B and Victoria Dec 26 1907...19: 148
Lindstrom Julia E of Martin G and Mary A Jan 9 1909....19: 318
Linton Andrew J of Andrew J and Charlotte R Jan 6 1903..17: 383
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Linton Evans W of Winford and Addie Aug 9 1904 ............ 17: 198
Linton Frank W J of Annie Apr 7 1908 ................. 19: 196
Linton — s of Hugh E A and Marion G Sept 24 1908 .... 19: 268
Linton — d of Alexander and Elizabeth Mar 2 1909 .... 19: 337
Lioce Salvatore of Giuseppe and Concetta Feb 14 1909 ... 19: 334
Lioce Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Concetta July 16 1910 ... 20: 84
Lipis Rebecca of Osher and Clara Nov 27 1910 .......... 20: 134
Lipkin — s of Samuel L and Flora Mar 6 1905 ......... 18: 163
Lipmann Edna A of Oscar and Nellie July 19 1906 ...... 18: 351
Lipp Louis of Frederick Jr and Catherine Mar 2 1906 ... 18: 412
Lippitt John B of Henry F and Marie L June 14 1902 ... 17: 310
Lippitt Louis D of Louis D and Cora F Nov 3 1907 .. 17: 128
Lippitt Ruth A of Louis D and Cora F Feb 27 1901 .... 17: 111
Lippman Alice of Martin and Ida May 2 1907 ......... 19: 47
Lippman Ethel E of Martin and Ida June 26 1903 ... 17: 436
Lippman Joseph of Morris and Bessie Jan 4 1903 ....... 17: 382
Lippman Oscar T of Oscar and Nellie Apr 28 1909 .. 19: 358
Lippman — d of Herman Jr and Annie L Apr 18 1910 .. 20: 75
Lipschitz Jacob of Solomon and Nettie Dec 12 1906 .. 18: 405
Lipscomb George L (c) of George H and Elizabeth Feb 12 1909,19: 330
Lipscomb Richard L (c) of George H and Elizabeth July 5
1910 ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ...........
Lisi Salvatore of Salvatore and Clementina Mar 14 1910...20: 20
Lisi Silvestro of Bernardo and Maddalena Apr 26 1908...19: 203
Lisi Tomaso of Raffaele and Angelina June 7 1903...18: 195
Lisi Tomaso of Eraschio and Rosina Dec 16 1907...19: 144
Lisi Vittoria of Salvatore and Clementina Dec 1 1904...18: 123
Lisker Albert of John and Etta Jan 18 1906...18: 285
Lisker Alexander of Harris and Sophia Feb 6 1904...18: 14
Lisker Arnold of Harris and Sophie Aug 29 1905...18: 231
Lisker Hyman of John and Etta Jan 2 1908...19: 158
Lisker Rosa of Harris L and Sophia May 27 1901...17: 178
Liskowski Adam of John and Apolonija July 18 1903...17: 452
Lisle Richard W of Frank D and Helen J July 13 1907...19: 83
Lisle Waterman W of Arthur B and Martha Mar 13 1904...18: 26
Lister Joseph I of James J and Emma A Aug 5 1907...19: 92
Lister Marion of Thomas H and Mary A Feb 16 1903...17: 396
Lister William H of Alfred H and Mary Oct 17 1907...19: 121
Litario Luisa of Alessandro and Maria Sept 6 1904...18: 95
Litch Max of Hyman and Fannie Oct 20 1905...18: 248
Litchman Fannie of Abraham and Hester Aug 7 1909...19: 103
Litchman Hattie of Abraham and Esther Nov 14 1901...17: 229
Litiere Antonio of Luigi and Costanza June 12 1910...20: 63
Litone Alberto of Domenico and Anna Feb 16 1907...19: 19
Litone Alberto of Domenico and Antonia May 25 1908...19: 214
Litone Antonetta of Gennaro and Dirada June 29 1908...19: 229
Littell Marion A (c) of William B and Emma J July 18 1901.17: 190
Little Bertha E of John L and Bertha Sept 3 1906...18: 369
Little Francis E of John T and Elizabeth Feb 6 1902...17: 263
Little George W of William W and Alice N Oct 18 1906...18: 385
Little Gladys I of Thomas H and Johanna Feb 6 1904...18: 14
Little Helen L of Harry B and Laura E Sept 25 1904...18: 102
Little Henry R of Harry B and Laura E Apr 19 1902...17: 286
Little James M of James and Evangeline V Nov 6 1907...19: 130
Little Jesse S G of Jesse and Evelyn M Mar 16 1904...18: 28
Little Joseph of Thomas H and Juliana Sept 17 1910...20: 109
Little Joseph B of John T and Elizabeth Feb 6 1901...17: 136
Little Josephine M of Thomas H and Hannah Apr 12 1902...17: 284
Little Marion of John L and Bertha M July 5 1905...18: 211
Little Mildred E of Jesse and Evelyn M Mar 19 1908...19: 188
Little Raymond B of Thomas H and Johanna Dec 29 1906...18: 410
Little Thomas F of Thomas F and Hattie L June 22 1908...19: 226
Little Walter B of Harry B and Laura E Mar 4 1901...17: 143
Little William of James and Eva V Jan 29 1909...19: 325
Little —— s of John W and Lillias Mar 20 1902...17: 277
Littlefield Annie of Aborn and Nettie Dec 18 1901...17: 240
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Littlefield Mildred A of Rufus W and Maud J Sept 12 1906...18:372
Littlefield Thelma of Frank E and Ellen Nov 17 1901.......17:239
Littlefield Warren A of Edward F and Annie L May 18 1906...18:327
Littlefield —— s of Oliver E C and Gertrude L May 23 1907...19: 76
Littlefield —— d of William and Beatrice Sept 8 1910.......20:105
Littler Helen M of George H and Annie A Aug 23 1907......19:100
Littler Margaret A of George H and Annie June 5 1905......18:195
Littoni Sabatino of Domenico and Antonia Mar 16 1905......18:167
Litz Anchel M of Hyman and Fannie Oct 27 1905.............18:250
Litz Bessie of Hyman and Fannie Feb 9 1907................19: 16
Lizzi Ambrosio of Domenico A and Carmela July 1 1908......19:236
Liven —— d of Max and Beckie Jan 22 1907..............19: 74
Liverana Ada of Giuseppe and Teresa Mar 27 1909...........19:347
Liverana Giusta of Giuseppe and Teresa Nov 20 1907........19:134
Livermore Lillian C of William A and Mary July 11 1903...17:450
Livingston David K of Benjamin T and Deborah Dec 2 1907...19:139
Livingston Julia R of Robert and Ida July 25 1902.........17:322
Livingstone Frank A of John J and Rose Feb 24 1910......20: 22
Livingstone Robert L of Robert C and Annie T Apr 3 1907...19: 37
Livsey Austin G of William J and Susan F Apr 18 1901.....17:156
Liz —— d of John and Annie Sept 25 1910..............20:112
Lizé Jean W of Gideon and Rose A Sept 21 1907...........19:111
Lizofski Helen of Stephen and Rose May 29 1907...........19: 57
Lizotte George T of Thomas and Emma Oct 1 1907.........19:116
Lizotte Mary A of Thomas and Emma July 23 1906.........18:335
Ljungberg Arthur E of John A and Amanda C Mar 26 1907...19: 33
Ljungberg Sadie M of John A and Amanda C June 20 1905...18:200
Ljungberg —— s of John A and Amanda K June 18 1904......18: 59
Ljunggren —— s of Axel B and Lillie Oct 7 1906...........18:421
Ljunggren —— d of Carl J and Elise Aug 12 1908.........19:310
Lloyd Alice B of Herbert C and Alice S Jan 27 1907......19: 11
Lloyd Arthur A of Thomas F and Mary A V Oct 3 1904......18:105
Lloyd Emily C of Herbert C and Alice S Sept 10 1904.....17:299
Lloyd George of George and Annie M Apr 16 1907.........19: 42
Lloyd Gertrude J of Thomas F and Mary A V July 21 1906...18:352
Lloyd Girl of Annie Aug 1 1907........................19: 91
Lloyd Marion of George and Annie M Aug 11 1905........18:224
Lloyd Thomas F of Thomas and Mary Apr 27 1903.........17:419
Lloyd William B of Herbert C and Alice S July 1 1909......19:388
Lloyd Winston G of Walter and Elizabeth July 24 1902.....17:322
Lmanian Martha J of Howhauns and Frances Mar 16 1909...19:343
Lobelli Antonio of Raffaele and Teresa May 16 1904.........18: 47
Lobello Elena of Raffaele and Teresa Mar 15 1906........18:306
Loberto Carmela of Luigi and Maria Jan 9 1910.............20: 4
Loberto Paolo of Luigi and Maria Aug 26 1907.............19: 101
Loberto — d of Luigi and Maria Mar 10 1903.............17: 405
Lobosky — s of John and Annie Sept 12 1906.............18: 372
Lock Paul H of Charles E and Maude E Dec 28 1910........20: 145
Locke Catherine C of John F and Anastasia A June 23 1906..18: 340
Locke James of James H and Margaret Jan 17 1910........A: 60
Locke Josephine F of George F and Sarah A July 1 1902....17: 315
Locke Ruth L of Edward J and Emma R July 20 1908........19: 242
Locke William H of Ernest C and Annie Feb 20 1905.......18: 158
Lockey — s of Elizabeth July 5 1905......................18: 211
Lockwood Edgar R of Rose May 3 1905......................18: 184
Lockwood Eva M of Richard W and Eva July 13 1905........18: 214
Lockwood Richard H of Albert W and Florence W Jan 5 1904:18: 2
Lockwood — s of Louis A and Susie M Nov 5 1901............17: 250
Locobewski Zudaz W of Wincent and Rose Feb 26 1910.......20: 23
Lodge Anna U of Alexander and Catherine June 8 1910.....20: 62
Loedito Iva M L of Ciro and Cecilia Aug 1 1906.............18: 356
Loebler Abraham of Lewis and Sarah Nov 12 1908...........19: 286
Loebler Paul E of Paul and Anna Apr 9 1905..............18: 175
Loehr Helen of Joseph and Helen Apr 2 1905..............18: 173
Loescher Otto F of Carl H and Bertha F Mar 12 1909......19: 342
Loëfler Ellen V of John T and Ella V Sept 4 1909.........19: 414
Loффredi Alessandro of Alberto and Carmela Dec 10 1908...19: 298
Loффredi Carmela of Michele and Maria Apr 6 1902........17: 282
Loффredi Ida of Alberto and Carmina July 7 1904...........18: 73
Loффredo Tremendo of Michele and Maria Nov 23 1903.......17: 494
Loффretu Elvira F of Alberto and Carmela Aug 2 1910.....20: 92
Loффretu Emma of Alberto and Carmela Feb 18 1907.........19: 20
Loффretu Giovanni of Michele and Maria Mar 7 1906........18: 303
Loффretu Rosina of Michele and Maria Aug 3 1909..........19: 401
Loфqvist Carl A R of Ernest L W and Ellen Jan 7 1905......18: 143
Loфrenet Aurore of Stanislaurus and Alexina Jan 3 1910....20: 1
Loфsky Carl R of Isaac and Pauline Mar 13 1910...........20: 29
Loфsted George of Charles J and Anna L Jan 2 1902.........17: 253
Loфstrom Axel E of Axel E and Lena Feb 19 1904...........18: 18
Loфstrom — d of Axel E and Lena Jan 13 1902.............17: 256
Loфving Alice E T of Frank and Ida Jan 27 1906...........18: 289
Logan Agnes L of James M and Agnes July 31 1906.........18: 356
Logan Annie G of Francis J and Mary E Oct 23 1909........19: 432
Logan Carolyn M of James M and Agnes Apr 26 1905.........18: 181
Logan Francis T of Francis J and Mary E Oct 20 1905......18: 248
Logan George (c) of Ethel Oct 17 1909....................19: 430
Logan James L of James M and Agnes Apr 7 1903............17: 413
Logan James P of Francis J and Mary E Mar 16 1902...........17:276
Logan Joseph F of Francis J and Mary E Feb 14 1904...........18: 17
Logan Joseph R LeG (c) of Joseph L and Caroline J Sept 18
1905 ........................................18:238
Logan Josephine C of Henry H and Mary J June 16 1903......17:434
Logan Mary A of Francis J and Mary E Nov 12 1907.........19:132
Logan Mary J of Patrick and Mary E Sept 24 1901.........17:213
Logan Olive M of Henry H and Mary J Oct 3 1907...........19:116
Logan Raymond F of James M and Agnes Apr 5 1908.........19:194
Logan Walter J of Michael T and Catharine Nov 26 1905....18:261
Logan William E of Henry H and Mary J Jan 7 1906...........18:282
Logan —— (c) s of William H and Sophia E Nov 1 1903.....17:487
Logan —— (c) d of William H and Sophia E Nov 22 1906....18:421
Logans Edith (c) of Robert and Josephine Oct 18 1902......17:350
Logee Donald M of Arthur and Cora Sept 28 1907.........19:114
Logee Douglas W of Arthur and Cora Sept 28 1907.......19:114
Logee Ethel L of Edward J and Grace E May 29 1906.....18:331
Logee George A of Edward J and Grace E Apr 10 1910....20:40
Loignon Jennie of Joseph and Joanna Sept 8 1901...........17:208
Loignon Joseph H of Joseph and Johanna May 30 1909.....19:369
Loignon Lauretta B of Joseph and Johanna Oct 6 1903......17:479
Loignon Marie A A of Joseph and Johanna July 27 1905....18:219
Loignon Yvonne of Joseph and Johanna Oct 28 1906.....18:389
Loiselle Adolphus H of Alfred and Jessie Apr 22 1908.....19:201
Loiselle Arthur X of Alfred and Jessie Oct 14 1901.......17:219
Loiselle Beatrice A of Alfred and Jessie Dec 17 1904.....18:128
Lokowski Josephine of Leon and Josephine Mar 11 1909...19:341
Lolio Adelina of Michele and Carmela Jan 25 1908........19:167
Lolio Elvira of Michele and Carmela Dec 29 1910.........20:146
Lolio Maria of Michele and Carmela Apr 3 1909..........19:349
Lolio Maria of Pietro and Sabatina Oct 6 1910...........20:116
Lolio Vincentzina of Pietro and Sabatina Nov 14 1908....19:287
Lolio Vincentzio of Michele and Carmela Apr 5 1901....17:153
Lolla Carmela of Pasquale and Teresa Apr 25 1910.........20: 45
Loll Iolanda of Pasquale and Rosa Apr 22 1909...........19:356
Loll Pietro of Pasquale and Rosa Mar 19 1908.............19:188
Lomastri Annina of Salvatore and Antonia Sept 23 1909....19:422
Lomastri Palma M of Salvatore and Antonia Dec 21 1906....18:408
Lomastro Antino of Giovanni and Carmela May 21 1907....19: 54
Lomastro Francesco of Salvatore and Antonia Jan 6 1908..A-1: 62
Lomastro Nicolina of Giovanni and Carmela Apr 22 1909...19:356
LoMastro Palmina of Francesco and Teresa Nov 6 1909....19:438
Lomba August (c) of Antone and Rosa Sept 16 1901.......17:211
Lomba Charlotte (c) of Luiz and Anna E Dec 11 1901.....17:238
Lomba Maria (c) of John and Clara Mar 14 1901.........17:146
Lomba —— (c) s of Louis and Anna Apr 29 1907.............19: 46
Lombard —— (c) d of Joseph and Mary Sept 6 1907.............19: 154
Lombardi Amalia A of Antonio and Angelina July 30 1906......18: 355
Lombardi Amalio of Giuseppe and Giovannina Oct 23 1903.....17: 484
Lombardi Amalio of Giuseppe and Giovannina July 12 1905.....18: 214
Lombardi Angela R of Domenico and Antonia Aug 22 1901.....17: 202
Lombardi Angelina of Marino and Lizzie June 7 1905.........18: 195
Lombardi Anna of Angelo and Maria Feb 14 1901.............17: 138
Lombardi Anna of Michele and Leonella July 28 1902.........17: 323
Lombardi Anna of Michele and Leonella Jan 1 1907..........19: 1
Lombardi Annina of Giuseppe and Giovannina Oct 4 1908.....19: 272
Lombardi Antonio of Tomaso and Angela Sept 11 1903......17: 471
Lombardi Antonio of Giuseppe and Giovannina June 17 1907.....19: 65
Lombardi Carmillo M A of Eugenio and Maria Aug 23 1904....18: 90
Lombardi Carmella of Antonio and Cecilia Oct 19 1910.......20: 120
Lombardi Celestino of Cosimo and Lucia Aug 6 1908.........19: 249
Lombardi Emma of Nicola and Giovannina Dec 15 1905.......18: 267
Lombardi Enrico of Vito and Maria Mar 29 1908.............19: 191
Lombardi Flora of Vito and Maria Mar 29 1908.............19: 191
Lombardi Francesca P of Sebastiano and Rosina Mar 27 1910...20: 34
Lombardi Francesco of Antonio and Pasqualina May 30 1904.....18: 52
Lombardi Francesco of Angelo and Immacolata Nov 6 1904.....18: 115
Lombardi Giuseppe of Cosimo and Lucia July 1 1901........17: 185
Lombardi Giuseppe of Marino and Nunziata Feb 18 1908.....19: 176
Lombardi Giuseppe of Pasquale and Cecilia Sept 3 1909.....19: 413
Lombardi Inez D of Vito and Maria Dec 22 1905............18: 270
Lombardi Iola X of Vito and Maria Aug 9 1904...............18: 85
Lombardi Laura of Sebastiano and Rosina Aug 29 1905.....18: 231
Lombardi Laurentina of Antonio and Cecilia Sept 20 1903.....17: 474
Lombardi Liberata of Michele and Leonella July 28 1902.....17: 323
Lombardi Lucia of Angelo and Maria A Dec 12 1902.........17: 307
Lombardi Lucia of Donato and Luisa Mar 6 1910.............20: 26
Lombardi Lucia of Cosimo and Lucia June 9 1907...........19: 62
Lombardi Margherita of Tommaso and Elisabetta Aug 13 1906...18: 361
Lombardi Maria of Nicola and Giovanna Nov 18 1903........17: 492
Lombardi Maria of Raffaele and Vincenzina June 25 1908.....19: 227
Lombardi Maria of Francesco and Enrichetta Nov 1 1908.....19: 282
Lombardi Maria of Eugenio and Amalia Jan 26 1909........19: 324
Lombardi Maria C of Sebastiano and Rosa June 16 1902.......17: 303
Lombardi Maria C of Francesco and Maria Nov 23 1906........18: 399
Lombardi Pasquale of Francesco and Maria Feb 16 1905.......18: 157
Lombardi Pietro of Sebastiano and Rosina Aug 24 1907......19: 100
Lombardi Raffaele of Francesco and Enrichetta Nov 8 1905.....18: 255
Lombardi Vincenza of Antonio and Antonia July 20 1907.....19: 86
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Lombardi Vincenzo of Tommaso and Angelina May 27 1906. 18: 330
Lombardo Alessandro of Antonio and Antonia Feb 21 1909. 19: 333
Lombardo Amadio of Pepino and Filomena Nov 14 1910. 20: 130
Lombardo Annina of Angelo and Linnacolata Apr 14 1909. 19: 333
Lombardo Annina of Tomaso and Angelina June 21 1910. 20: 67
Lombardo Annina V of Antonio and Cecilia Jan 31 1909. 19: 326
Lombardo Antonetta of Antonio and Pasqualina Sept 18 1909. 19: 420
Lombardo Antonio of Angelo and Macolata Jan 12 1903. 17: 384
Lombardo Antonio of Pasquale and Celia Nov 11 1907. 19: 131
Lombardo Beniamino A G of Francesco and Filomena Aug 2 1905. 18: 221
Lombardo Carolina of Nicola and Lucia Mar 7 1907. 19: 26
Lombardo Domenico of Antonio and Antonetta Feb 26 1905. 18: 160
Lombardo Eudoro of Francesco and Filomena Jan 26 1909. 19: 324
Lombardo Enrico of Angelo and Marianna May 20 1909. 19: 366
Lombardo Flora of Francesco and Concetta May 15 1909. 19: 364
Lombardo Gennaro of Francesco and Enrichetta May 22 1904. 18: 50
Lombardo Giovanna of Giuseppe and Luciana July 31 1909. 19: 399
Lombardo Giovannina of Sebastiano and Rosina Nov 24 1903. 17: 494
Lombardo Giuseppina of Francesco and Filomena Aug 20 1903. 17: 463
Lombardo Giuseppe of Domenico and Lucia Mar 18 1910. 20: 31
Lombardo Ida of Tomaso and Elisabetta June 20 1909. 19: 377
Lombardo Margherita of Pasquale and Cecilia May 24 1906. 18: 329
Lombardo Maria C of Cosimo and Lucia May 3 1905. 18: 184
Lombardo Maria of Francesco and Filomena Oct 19 1906. 18: 386
Lombardo Michael C of Frank and Florence June 30 1901. 17: 176
Lombardo Palmirio of Antonio and Pasquale Mar 25 1907. 19: 33
Lombardo Pietro C of Antonio and Antonia July 26 1902. 17: 322
Lombardo Raffaele of Tomaso and Elisabetta Feb 12 1908. 19: 174
Lombardo Raffaele of Antonio and Angelina Feb 2 1910. 20: 14
Lombardo Raimondo of Martino and Maddalena Apr 18 1907. 19: 43
Lombardo Salvatore of Angelo and Linnacolata Feb 10 1907. 19: 17
Lombardo Sebastiano of Francesco and Concetta Oct 9 1910. 20: 116
Lombardo Vincenzo of Marino and Nunziata May 1 1902. 17: 289
Lombardo —— d of Angelo and Angelina June 25 1905. 18: 208
Lombardo —— d of Antonio and Cecilia Nov 26 1905. 18: 277
Lombardozzi Maria of Nicola and Lucia Aug 24 1910. 20: 101
Lombari Anna of Giuseppe and Giovannina Nov 4 1908. 19: 283
Lombari Carmela of Domenico and Lucia Feb 5 1906. 18: 292
Lombari Maria of Nicola and Giovannina Nov 18 1902. A-1: 50
Lombari —— s of Nicola and Giovannina Feb 6 1902. 17: 263
Lombari —— of Vincenzo and Domenica Feb 7 1904. 18: 14
Lombaro Francesco of Salvatore and Liberina Dec 22 1907. 19: 146
Lombaro Teresa of Salvatore and Liberina Dec 1 1909. 19: 447
Lombfsky Isabelle of David and Lilly Oct 23 1907. 19: 124
Lombrea Maria V of Pasquale and Maria June 8 1910........ 20:  62
Lonardi —— s of Domenico and Pasqualina May 28 1905..... 18:  192
Lonardo Alfred of Paul and Madalina July 4 1907........... 19:  79
Lonardo Angiolina of Pasquale and Maria Sept 16 1906..... 18:  374
Lonardo Antonia of Antonio and Louisa July 19 1908..... 19:  242
Lonardo Carminuccia of Luigi and Carmella June 28 1910... 20:  69
Lonardo Domenico of Lorenzo and Pasqualina Aug 4 1904.... 18:  83
Lonardo Elisa of Paolo and Maddalena Jan 2 1904......... 18:  1
Lonardo Elvira of Bartolomeo and Giuseppa Oct 6 1902..... 17:  346
Lonardo Ernesto of Antonio and Antonia Oct 30 1901....... 17:  225
Lonardo Giuseppe of Domenico and Pasqualina Feb 28 1903... 17:  400
Lonardo Giuseppe of Domenico and Annunziata Mar 19 1905. 18: 168
Lonardo Giuseppe of Bartolomeo and Giuseppa Aug 3 1910... 20:  92
Lonardo Giustina of Domenico and Pasqualina Nov 6 1907... 19: 130
Lonardo Guerino of Philomen and Josephine Jan 3 1904..... 18:  1
Lonardo Mallo A of Pasquale and Carmella Jan 23 1907...... 19:  9
Lonardo Oreste P of Paolo and Maddalena May 28 1909....... 19: 363
Lonardo Patrizio of Luigi and Giovanna Oct 5 1907......... 19: 117
Lonardo Patrizio A of Pasquale and Maria May 9 1904....... 18:  45
Lonardo Rosa of Bartolomeo and Giuseppa Dec 8 1907....... 19: 141
Lonardo Samuele of Pasquale and Carmela Apr 2 1905....... 18: 173
Lonardo Vincenzo of Raffaelle and Maria M Apr 11 1904..... 18:  36
Lonardo —— s of Luigi and Maria Feb 14 1904............. 18:  66
Lonardo —— s of Paolo and Maddalena June 30 1907......... 19:  71
Londers Gertie of Harry and Hoodie May 25 1907........... 19:  56
Londers James P of John and Ann Dec 1 1901............... 17: 235
Londers John F of John J and Annie E Aug 15 1905....... 18: 225
Londers Robert F of Eugene J and Stella Sept 24 1908..... 19: 269
Londers William A of Eugene J and Cynthia M Nov 30 1903... 17: 497
Londers —— d of Eugene J and Stella Mar 28 1906......... 18: 418
London Louis of Harry and Ida Feb 1 1909.................. 19: 326
Londers Agnes of William J and Mary A Aug 12 1908......... 19: 252
Londers Alice M of James A and Catherine E May 10 1901... 17: 162
Londers Anna M of John J and Annie E Mar 22 1904......... 18:  29
Londers Annie of Thomas F and Annie M Apr 18 1902......... 17: 286
Londers Anthony of George T and Rose J May 28 1905....... 18: 192
Londers Carlton of Edward F and Emma June 10 1907....... 19:  62
Londers Claire V of James A and Catherine M Nov 8 1905... 18: 253
Londers Cornelius of Martin and Mary Sept 10 1903......... 17: 470
Londers Edmund of George T and Rose A Jan 10 1904....... 18:  4
Londers Harry J of George T and Rose A Mar 10 1908......... 19: 185
Londers Helen V of William J and Mary A Jan 13 1905....... 18: 145
Londers James T of Thomas F and Annie M Sept 26 1903..... 17: 475
Londers John F of John J and Mary E Jan 20 1910........... 20:  8
Londers Josephine of Thomas F and Annie M Apr 29 1906.... 18: 321
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Longo Lawrence F of Lawrence and Ellen Oct 9 1905... 18: 244
Longo Leroy of Edward and Emma Feb 26 1910... 20: 23
Longo Loretta A of William J and Mary A Aug 3 1902... 17: 325
Longo Mary of Thomas F and Annie M June 22 1908... 19: 226
Longo Mary D of Patrick J and Rose Sept 14 1910... 20: 107
Longo Mary V of William J and Mary A Sept 29 1906... 18: 379
Longo Rose F of George T and Rose A Oct 19 1906... 19: 386
Longo William of George T and Rose A Sept 1 1909... 19: 413
Longo — s of Patrick and Rose A Apr 8 1902... 17: 312
Longo — s of Patrick and Rose Apr 27 1906... 18: 320
Longo — s of Edward F and Emma May 16 1906... 18: 419
Long Allan E of Arthur E and Augusta Feb 18 1902... 17: 267
Long Clara A of David B and Ellen F Apr 13 1907... 19: 41
Long Edgar R of Ernest E and Nettie M Jan 26 1902... 17: 309
Long Francis J of Francis J and Ellen W Nov 29 1903... 17: 512
Long Frank of James J and Annie Oct 24 1904... 18: 111
Long Frank of Sydney and Mary J Dec 25 1904... 18: 131
Long Gladys M of Edward W and Mary Oct 8 1905... 18: 275
Long Grace L of Edward W and Mary E Sept 13 1907... 19: 108
Long Harry C of Arthur and Augusta Nov 25 1906... 18: 399
Long Juanita (c) of George W and Alice R May 20 1902... 17: 295
Long Lillian G of Whitman L and Sadie June 13 1906... 18: 337
Long Lydia of Adelbert and Fannie Jan 3 1909... 19: 316
Long Margaret of David B and Ellen Aug 2 1908... 19: 247
Long Marion of Sydney and Mary J Sept 5 1903... 17: 468
Long Marion E of Edward P and Anna M Sept 17 1903... 17: 473
Long Martha L of Albert and Fannie Sept 16 1906... 18: 373
Long Mildred M of Edward and Mary F Nov 3 1903... 17: 488
Long Norman V of Arthur and Augusta T Apr 1 1909... 19: 349
Long Robert A of U Grant and Mary E Nov 14 1904... 18: 118
Long — s of Henry W and Annie M Apr 12 1907... 19: 73
Longo Anna of Carmine and Rosina June 23 1908... 19: 226
Longo Anna M of Paolo and Sofia Feb 11 1910... 20: 17
Longo Antonetta of Paolo and Sofia Oct 18 1907... 19: 122
Longo Antonio of Carmine and Rosina Jan 16 1904... A-1: 52
Longo Antonio of Giuseppe and Clelia Aug 5 1908... 19: 249
Longo Antonio of Giuseppe and Clelia Nov 27 1909... 19: 445
Longo Eleuterio of Benedetto and Benedetta July 23 1910... 20: 87
Longo Filomena of Antonio and Pasqualina Mar 12 1910... 20: 28
Longo Francesco of Giuseppe and Rosaria Feb 25 1909... 19: 335
Longo Francesco of Luigi and Carmela May 4 1909... 19: 360
Longo Giovanni of Francesco and Carmela June 26 1903... 17: 437
Longo Giovanni of Carmine and Rosina Feb 10 1906... 18: 293
Longo Giovanni of Paolo and Sofia Nov 15 1908... 19: 287
Longo Iannuccia of Carmine and Rosina Mar 10 1902... 17: 274
Longo Liberato of Domenico and Matilda June 1 1904 ...... 17:167
Longo Paolina of Benedetto and Benedetta Sept 20 1904 ...... 18:100
Longo Pasquale of Benedetto and Benedetta Apr 19 1908 ...... 19:200
Longobardo Maria C of Luigi and Filomena Nov 6 1901 ...... 17:227
Longton Thomas of John and Sarah Dec 31 1910 ........... 20:146
Longway Emma of Edward and Grace M May 26 1902 ...... 17:297
Longworth Genevieve of James R and Margaret G Aug 27 1906 ...... 18:366
Longworth Helen G of James R and Margaret G June 25 1909 ...... 19:379
Lonowick Janina of Michael and Mary Mar 2 1910 ........... 20:25
Lonsdale Raymond of Edward Q and Margaret E July 12 1901 ...... 17:188
Loomis Earl P of George E and Ruby M Oct 16 1905 ...... 18:246
Loomis George of George E and Margaret Nov 26 1901 ...... 17:233
Loomis George of George and Margaret Aug 29 1903 ...... 17:466
Loomis Lawrence E of George E and Ruby M Dec 14 1903 ...... 17:501
Loomis Oliver J of George E and Margaret J Mar 4 1907 ...... 19:25
Loomis William A of George E and Margaret J Aug 10 1909 ...... 19:404
Lopardo Alfredo of Giuseppe and Anna May 3 1910 ........... 20:49
Lopenze Rosa of Ferdinando and Rosalia Oct 18 1910 ........... 20:120
Lopes Frank (c) of Martin and Jemar Apr 11 1905 ...... 18:176
Lopes Hector J (c) of Joseph and Johanna June 8 1906 ...... 18:235
Lopes Joao P (c) of Jack and Maria June 20 1902 ...... 17:304
Lopes Julianna (c) of Jose and Johanna Dec 29 1904 ...... 18:132
Lopes Manoel (c) of Joaquin and Maria July 26 1902 ...... 17:322
Lopes Minnie of Jose and Mary Feb 22 1901 ............. 17:140
Lopes —— s of Severino and Amelia June 18 1901 ...... 17:172
Lopes —— (c) s of Jose and Johanna June 22 1903 ...... 17:436
Lopes —— (c) d of Jose and Johanna May 10 1908 ...... 19:208
Lopez Amedeo of Federico and Basilica Mar 23 1905 ...... A-1: 47
Lopez Antonio J (c) of Jose A and Jennie July 17 1905 ...... 18:216
Lopez Ella F of H Ivanhoe and Blanche June 10 1906 ...... 18:336
Lopez Manuel J (c) of Joaquin and Marie July 24 1901 ...... 17:193
Lopez Maria (c) of Ben and Annie June 6 1902 ...... 17:310
Lopez Mary I of Horace I and Blanche Jan 19 1908 ...... 19:165
Lopez Sarah of Isaac and Ida Dec 15 1904 ...... 18:128
Lopez Vera of Horace I and Blanche Mar 22 1904 ...... 18:30
Lopez —— (c) s of John and Kathryn Jan 17 1910 ...... 20:74
Lopez —— d of Horace J and Janet Nov 14 1910 ........... 20:130
Lopezes Lillian of Charles and Rosa Jan 2 1906 ...... 18:280
Lopinsky Veronica of Powell and Ludeweka Jan 29 1906 ...... 18:290
Loppi Giuseppe D of Antonio and Etta Dec 1 1910 ........... 20:136
LoPresti Antonio of Sebastiano and Angelina July 5 1906 ...... 18:345
LoPresti Antonio of Bastiano and Angela June 1 1907 ...... 19:59
LoPresti Filabona of Sebastiano and Angelina May 7 1908 ...... 19:207
Lorang Abraham of William and Annie Aug 2 1901 ...... 17:195
Lorang Abraham M of Nathan and Selina Nov 2 1904 ...... 18:114
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Lorange Celia of William and Annie Mar 4 1903.............. 17: 402
Lorange Harry of Samuel and Fannie Nov 1 1904.............. 18: 114
Lorange Lizzie of Nathan and Selina Nov 1 1902.............. 17: 355
Lorange Rose of Nathan and Selena Mar 16 1907.............. 19: 30
Lorange Rose of Samuel and Fannie W Aug 29 1907.............. 19: 102
Lorber Isadore of Louis and Sadie July 4 1902.............. 17: 315
Lord Annie of Edmund and Annie Oct 1 1908.............. 19: 271
Lord Howard H (c) of George and Ida M E Apr 19 1909.............. 19: 355
Lorden Charles of Daniel L and Mary C Nov 10 1906.............. 18: 394
Lorden May E of Daniel and Mary E Mar 13 1905.............. 18: 166
Lorenz Guglielmo of Luigi and Bella Jan 10 1908.............. 19: 161
Lorenzo Guarino of Luigi and Isabella Apr 22 1904.............. 18: 40
Lorney Ina E of Henry F and Anna Apr 13 1904.............. 18: 37
Lorney Philip C of Henry F and Anna Oct 3 1902.............. 17: 345
Lorimer John A of John F and Mabel H Oct 24 1903.............. 17: 484
Loring Byron J of Nathan W and Mattie E July 3 1906.............. 18: 345
Loring Howard W of Nathan W and Mattie E Aug 10 1901.............. 17: 198
Loring Ruth M of Walter and Hattie F July 20 1902.............. 17: 375
Lorio Lucia of Pietro and Sabatina Dec 31 1906.............. 18: 411
Lormigan — s of Esther Feb 16 1908.............. 19: 176
Loscalzo Vitale of Antonio and Mary Jan 9 1903.............. 17: 440
Losca Virginia of Raymond M and Elizabeth M Dec 18 1901.............. 17: 240
Losco Guglielmo of Giovanni and Felicita Jan 24 1904.............. 18: 9
Losia Raymond of Raymond M and Elizabeth Jan 7 1901.............. 17: 126
Losofski Sigman of Casimir and Ursula July 23 1903.............. 17: 454
Losowska Wilhelmina A of Vincent and Rosanna June 13 1907.............. 19: 64
Losowski Joseph S of Vincent and Rosanna May 3 1909.............. 19: 360
Lothian Margaret of James and Margaret A June 1902.............. 17: 310
Lotish Helen of Stephen and Victoria May 1 1906.............. 18: 322
Lotito Carmela of Ciro and Cecilia July 16 1903.............. 17: 451
Lotito Ciro of Ciro and Cecilia Aug 31 1904.............. 18: 93
Lotito Eva of Ciro and Cecilia July 31 1906.............. 18: 356
Lotrario Alfredo of Carmine and Caterina July 14 1902.............. 17: 318
Lott Mildred of Morris and Sarah Aug 29 1902.............. 17: 331
Lotti Harry of Charles and Julia Feb 24 1903.............. 17: 440
Loud Alma L of John E and Bertha A June 26 1903.............. 17: 445
Loud Edgar R of Harry B and Helen E Apr 5 1904.............. 18: 34
Loud Harmon L of John E and Bertha A July 25 1902.............. 17: 377
Loud John A of Henry B and Helen E Dec 26 1905.............. 18: 271
Lough Agnes of John J and Mary E July 28 1910.............. 20: 89
Lough George of Michael E and Katherine E Feb 17 1905.............. 18: 157
Lough Louise of Michael E and Catherine E June 21 1910.............. 20: 67
Lough Robert of Michael E and Catherine E Jan 31 1901.....17: 134
Lough Walter of Michael E and Catherine E May 8 1909.....19: 362
Loughery Annie M of Charles A and Mary E Aug 16 1910.....20: 98
Loughery Charles J of James and Catherine Oct 21 1903.....17: 483
Loughery George F of George F and Mary L June 17 1907.....19: 66
Loughery Thomas J of George F and Mary L Feb 3 1909.....19: 327
Loughery William R of Charles H A and Mary E May 25 1908.19: 214
Loughery — d of Joseph W and Annie U Jan 14 1902.....17: 311
Loughlin Gertrude A of William B and Sarah Y Aug 8 1903.17: 459
Loughlin Thomas J of Joseph and Rose Sept 18 1909.........19: 420
Loughran Helen of Peter and Catherine Mar 19 1910.20: 31
Loughran Mary C of Peter E and Katherine June 26 1908.19: 227
Louis Frank of Albert and Maria Dec 5 1902.17: 376
Loungway Henry A of Edward and Grace M Oct 8 1904.....18: 106
Lounsbery Frederick J of Willard M and Florence L Oct 17
1910.20: 120
Lounsbury Frances E of Willard M and Flora L Nov 17 1909.19: 441
Loupsus Sera of Jacob and Bessie Jan 23 1910.20: 10
Louth Catherine A of James J and Delia T Jan 10 1904.15: 4
Louth Mary E of Patrick H and Emma M Dec 15 1902.17: 368
Louttit Thomas R of William E and Sophia Feb 24 1909.19: 335
Lova Rebecca of Isidore and Sofia Jan 20 1901.17: 131
Love Alice E of Alfred W and Lenora July 16 1908.....19: 241
Love Alta I D of George and Agnes June 27 1908.....19: 228
Love Beatrice E (c) of Charles L and Rosa Dec 12 1907.....19: 143
Love Beckey of Israel and Sophia June 18 1901.17: 172
Love Byron H of Frederick A and Sarah E July 31 1906.....18: 444
Love Charles L (c) of Charles L and Rose Sept 18 1906.18: 375
Love David A of John and Annie Oct 11 1910.20: 117
Love Dorothy R of Alfred W and Lenora Nov 14 1910.20: 130
Love Everett L of George F and Agnes Aug 3 1904.18: 83
Love Hazel L of Francis A and Sarah E Aug 7 1908.19: 250
Love Marion E of Fred A and Sarah E July 10 1907.19: 82
Love — d of Fred A and Sarah E Feb 19 1910.20: 20
Lovejoy Frederick K of Clinton C and Pauline S July 21 1902.17: 321
Loveland Frederick of Frederick H and Alice C Jan 15 1910.20: 6
Loveland Russell S of John S and Ethel July 29 1906.18: 355
Loveland — d of Frederick H and Alice Jan 6 1907.19: 2
Loveland Dorothea I of William A and Catherine V June 10
1904.18: 55
Loveland Eugene A of O Eugene and Elizabeth S May 2 1906.18: 322
Loveland Gladys V of O Eugene and Elizabeth June 29 1901.17: 175
Loveland Ruth of Clifton W and Anna S July 22 1903.17: 453
Loveless Catherine of Frederick H and Alice C Feb 2 1908.19: 170
Loveless John C of John S and Ethel Aug 24 1904.18: 90
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Lovell Burton B of Burton B and Blanche H Apr 23 1905

Lovell Edna L (c) of Albert and Eva L Nov 11 1901

Lovell Edward C of George E Jr and Marion L Aug 24 1901

Lovell Grace M of Albert F and Mabel T Feb 12 1901

Lovell Mary of Thomas H and Mary J July 17 1907

Lovell — s of George and Marion Jan 29 1903

Lovely Clarence O of Charles G and Mary E Feb 5 1905

Lovely Clarinda of Cyril and Odelia Sept 13 1901

Lovely Luella of Clarence and Martha Feb 2 1908

Lovely Mary H of William and Saidie Nov 19 1908

Lovely — s of Augustus and Elizabeth Jan 27 1906

Lovenius — s of Eric L and Hulda O Mar 11 1905

Lovering George of George and Laura July 1 1909

Lovering Laura V of George and Laura Sept 23 1910

Lovett Anna E of Charles and Mary E Sept 24 1906

Lovett Annie of William and Mary Nov 26 1908

Lovett Catherine of William H and Catherine L Aug 4 1909

Lovett Edna F of Charles and Mary E July 10 1908

Lovett Edward J of Patrick J and Annie J Nov 19 1904

Lovett Francis E of William H and Catharine L Dec 13 1910

Lovett Francis J of William and Mary Oct 12 1904

Lovett George E of William F and Rose A Sept 6 1904

Lovett Helen of William and Katharine Apr 19 1905

Lovett Irene M of William F and Rose A Aug 12 1910

Lovett John R of John R and Mary July 12 1903

Lovett Joseph F of Joseph I and Margaret A Sept 18 1910

Lovett Lloyd L of Charles H and Isabella B Dec 18 1902

Lovett Margaret M of Joseph F and Margaret A June 9 1908

Lovett Mary of Charles and Mary E Aug 18 1903

Lovett Mary of William H and Catharine L June 12 1906

Lovett Thomas J of William F and Catherine Sept 21 1909

Lovett William F of William H and Catharine L Oct 13 1907

Lovett William F of William F and Catharine E July 9 1908

Lovett William R of William F and Rosetta Mar 2 1906

Lovett — s of Bernard and Annie E May 18 1901

Lovewell Louise B of Henry P and Helen Feb 21 1904

Lovewell Sallie K of Henry P and Helen C July 19 1901

Lovrenza John of Andrew and Annie Nov 29 1907

Low Allan F of Benjamin F and Lena R Jan 19 1907

Lowd Marcia of Mark and Lenora Sept 15 1902

Lowder James L of Herbert W and Ellen Sept 28 1909

Lowder John F of Herbert and Ellen July 30 1903

Lowder Joseph A of Herbert W and Ellen Sept 6 1906

Lowe Caroline of Benjamin A and Caroline M Jan 9 1910

Lowe Dorothy E of Frederick M and Annie B Oct 1 1903

Lovett — s of George and Marion Jan 29 1903
BIRTHS

Lowe Edith M of Edwin Jr and Myrtle D Nov 27 1903......17: 495
Lowe Edward F of Edward and Phebe Apr 29 1904...........18: 42
Lowe Eleanor of Benjamin and Carrie July 23 1906........18: 253
Lowe Eunice M of Charles A and Helen M June 21 1902....17: 305
Lowe Helen H of Charles and Helen M May 23 1906......18: 329
Lowe Margaret of John K and Katherine A Jan 1 1909.....19: 315
Lowe Mildred E of Edwin and Myrtle D Feb 14 1906......18: 295
Lowe Sarah E of Arthur B and Margaret M Aug 12 1903....17: 460
Lowe —— d of Walter and Ellen F Mar 17 1903.............17: 407
Lowe —— s of Morris and Esther May 14 1910..............20: 52
Lowell Ada R of Edmund H and Cora Jan 2 1904.........18: 1
Lowell Dora M of George H and Rose Feb 10 1904........18: 15
Lowell Hortense B of Edmond H and Cora Feb 4 1905.....18: 152
Lowell Victor J of Roy J and Cordelia Apr 10 1909......19: 352
Lowney John of Patrick and Jane Sept 2 1904............18: 94
Loxley Ervin R of Edgar R and Bessie Oct 10 1903.....17: 480
Loxley Gwendolin M of Edgar R and Bessie Nov 1 1907...19: 127
Loxley Irving G of Samuel and Hannah A July 16 1905...18: 215
Loxley —— s of Edgar and Bessie Nov 22 1905.........18: 259
Lozensky Harry of Nathan and Becky Sept 11 1901......17: 209
Lozofska Julio of Abornsika and Veronica July 18 1909..19: 394
Lozoniska Chester of John and Rose June 10 1906......18: 336
Lozovitsky Jennie R of Solomon and Rachael June 26 1909..19: 380
Lozovitsky Millie of Simon and Rosia Jan 11 1906.....18: 283
Lozowski Genofska of Stefan and Rozalia Mar 21 1909...19: 345
Lozowski Kamilla of Michal and Kamilla Aug 12 1906...18: 360
Lozzi Helen M of Michele and Adele Nov 20 1910........20: 132
Lubar Annie of Jacob and Sarah June 7 1904............18: 55
Lubin Mary of Louis and Pauline May 30 1909..........19: 369
Lubin Ruth N of Harry F and Rebecca June 2 1903.......17: 430
Lubinsky Rosa of Harry and Ester Aug 4 1902........17: 325
Lubisti Amadeo of Frederico and Basilica Mar 24 1905...18: 170
Lubosky —— d of Myers F and Louise Jan 23 1906......18: 287
Lubosky —— d of Myer and Louise Aug 27 1907..........19: 101
Lubragliolo —— s of Cosimo and Luisa Feb 23 1903.....17: 399
Lubrano Filomena of Francesco and Maria R Aug 8 1909..19: 403
Lubrano —— s of Nicola and Jennie Apr 4 1901........17: 180
Lubriano Brigita of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 1 1908.....19: 193
Luby Agnes of Michael J and Bridget A Apr 24 1901....17: 158
Luby Catharine of Michael and Anna Dec 20 1903........17: 503
Luby Elizabeth G of Matthew and Helen Aug 23 1905.....18: 228
Luby Francis of Michael J and Mary A Apr 28 1906......18: 321
Luby Harold A of Michael J and Bridget A June 12 1905..18: 197
Luby Loretta of Michael J and Bridget A Mar 30 1910......20: 35
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Luby Michael J of Michael J and Bridget May 16 1902............ 17:294
Luby — d of Frank and Helen Nov 29 1903............. 17:496
Lucarelli Filomena of Gerardo and Maria G Nov 15 1907... 19:133
Lucarelli Nicola of Gerardo and Maria G Aug 20 1902......... 17:331
Lucarelli Nicola of Gerardo and Maria Dec 15 1904........... 18:128
Lucas Charles D of Charles F and Mary A July 23 1904...... 18:79
Lucas Estelle E of Charles F and Mary A Mar 21 1902........ 17:277
Lucas Frances C of Charles F and Mary A Apr 2 1901........... 17:152
Lucas Joseph of Jacob and Rosa May 20 1905.................. 18:189
Lucas Louise B of Charles F and Mary A Nov 28 1906.......... 18:100
Lucas Mary of John and Annie Sept 4 1904.................... 18:94
Lucas May R of Charles H and Theresa Jan 4 1909............. 19:316
Lucas Prescott H (c) of Henry G and Olive B Sept 11 1905... 18:235
Lucas Walter A of Harry and Priscilla June 14 1910........... 20:64
Luce Stella I of Fred O and Annie E Sept 4 1903............. 17:468
Lucey Alice of Dennis F and Elizabeth Dec 28 1907........... 19:149
Lucey Gertrude of Dennis and Lillie Dec 9 1903................. 17:499
Lucey John J of Dennis and Elizabeth Jan 9 1903.............. 17:384
Lucey Margaret of Dennis and Elizabeth Mar 24 1905........... 18:170
Lucey Mary T of Patrick and Julia Aug 22 1901............... 17:202
Lucey Walter M of Patrick and Julia M Nov 5 1903............. 17:489
Lucia Goldie A of James and Josephine Apr 15 1903............ 17:416
Lucianelli Guglielmo of Gaetano and Giacomina Aug 5 1902..... 17:326
Lucidi Carolina of Nicola and Maria Dec 13 1908.............. 19:299
Lucidi Carolina of Nicola and Maria Mar 31 1910.............. 20:35
Lucier Lillie of Jean B and Odile Nov 4 1901.................. 17:226
Lucier Mary G C of Peter F and Cora May 17 1904............. 18:65
Lucier — s of Mary May 1 1908.............................. 19:205
Lucito Francesco of Enrico and Eugenia Feb 13 1909........... 19:331
Lucito Giuseppe of Enrico and Eugenia Nov 9 1910............. 20:128
Luco Anna of Carmello and Maria July 7 1909................... 19:390
Lucowksy Julia of Leon and Josephine Mar 22 1901............. 17:148
Lucus Thomas J of Charles F and Mary A May 2 1909........... 19:360
Lucy Abbie F of Dennis and Lillian Feb 24 1901.............. 17:140
Lucy William H of Dennis F and Elizabeth June 4 1909........ 19:371
Luczka Bronislaw of Gaboyt and Petrunela Aug 21 1910........ 20:99
Ludmiersky Harris of Morris and Belle June 15 1909.......... 19:375
Ludmiersky Ike of Morris and Belle Sept 1 1907.............. 19:103
Ludwig Edna M of Frank and Jennie E May 17 1901.............. 17:164
Ludwig Hugo H of Oscar M and Marie E Nov 4 1906.............. 18:392
Ludwig Oscar B of Oscar M and Mary E Nov 3 1910.............. 20:125
Lufkin Alfred S of Cheevers S and Maude June 13 1901......... 17:178
Lufkin Clifford C of Charles and Lillian June 12 1908..... 19:222
Lufkin Walter C of Charles E and Lillian June 11 1905........ 18:197
Lufkin — s of George H and Grace E Aug 24 1901...........17:204
Luglio Maria A of Costantino and Elvira Apr 13 1905.........18:177
Luiacono Giuseppe of Carmine and Donetta Apr 10 1908....19:308
Luies John of Lewis and Mina Mar 31 1910...................20:35
Luiga Ameleto of Angiolli and Caterina July 1 1907.........19:78
Luis Vergina (e) of Antone and Angelica Nov 22 1902....17:361
Luiz Joseph of Joseph G and Marianna G Oct 6 1901........17:217
Luiz Maria of Manuel and Maria Nov 18 1903..............17:493
Luizzzi Maria of Domenico and Carmela Sept 13 1910......20:107
Lukason Antony of Joseph and Annie June 13 1906.........18:337
Lukerson Francis J of Joseph and Annie M Dec 4 1907......19:140
Lukerson Helen of Joseph and Annie M Mar 5 1910...........20:26
Lukosiunnus Mary of John and Annie Jan 7 1903............17:383
Lukowski Joseph of Leon and Josephine May 6 1905........18:207
Lukowski — d of Leon and Josephine Apr 26 1904...........18:67
Lumba John (c) of Antone and Rosa July 7 1904.............18:73
Luminelli Alberto of Costantino and Maria Mar 22 1904.....18:30
Luminelli Giuseppe of Costantino and Maria Mar 22 1904...18:30
Luminillo Alberto of Costantino and Maria Feb 11 1901....17:137
Luminiielo Antonio C of Costantino and Lucrezia Apr 14

1909 ..........................................................19:353
Lund Ethel M of Benjamin and Carrie M Mar 31 1902........17:280
Lund Ruth E of Benjamin and Carrie M Sept 15 1906......18:373
Lund — d of Benjamin and Carrie Apr 15 1901..............17:180
Lundberg Carl of Axel and Alfa Jan 25 1903...............17:389
Lundberg Carl E of Gustaf E and Emily V Mar 26 1902....17:279
Lundberg Dorothy of Nils E and Nauna June 20 1902......17:304
Lundberg Greta G of John and Ida Feb 23 1902............17:268
Lundberg Milton W of Nils E and Nauna Mar 24 1906......18:308
Lundberg Nanna L of Nels E and Nanna Oct 16 1903......17:482
Lundbladh Elof G of Oscar and Louise A Jan 3 1902......17:253
Lundbladh Howard W O of Oscar and Louisa A Sept 9 1905..18:234
Lundert — d of Utiila Sept 17 1902.........................17:340
Lundgren Algot T of John and Marie Apr 30 1905.........18:183
Lundgren Carl H of Carl M and Selma A Nov 17 1903......17:492
Lundgren Edith L of John T and Marie Sept 2 1902.......17:344
Lundgren Elsa A of Carl M and Selma A July 7 1905......18:212
Lundgren Magnus H of Carl M and Selma Apr 24 1908.......19:292
Lundgren — s of John T and Marie Oct 4 1906.............18:415
Lundquist Annie E of Sven E and Augusta E Mar 10 1904...18:25
Lundquist Carl O of Sven E and Augusta E Jan 9 1910......20:4
Lundquist Elsie K of Emil and Elizabeth Oct 12 1907......19:119
Lundquist George A of Alfred and Ida E Feb 21 1903......17:398
Lundquist Gladys of John A and Hannah E Dec 18 1903....17:502
Lundquist Myrtle E of Sven E and Augusta E Nov 14 1901..17:229
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Lundquist Raubild M of Reinhold and Maria C Apr 28 1907 19: 46
Lundquist Vela M of Alfred and Christina July 1 1901 17: 186
Lundquist Oscar L of John and Hannah June 29 1902 17: 304
Lundigan Eva P of Joseph and Eva M C July 5 1902 17: 236
Lundy Eva A of James and Katherine Sept 9 1904 18: 96
Lundy Helen A of John J and Nellie A Mar 12 1910 20: 28
Lundy Helen W (c) of Joseph B and Nora Jan 23 1909 19: 323
Lundy James T of James L and Katherine Aug 22 1907 19: 99
Lundy Lilian of James and Catherine July 17 1902 17: 320
Lundy Robert (c) of Joseph and Norah June 5 1902 17: 300
Lunna —— d of Grace May 14 1910 20: 52
Lunnie Ann of David and Catharine May 9 1904 18: 45
Lunnie Ruth M of David and Catherine Dec 1 1907 19: 139
Lunnie —— d of David and Priscilla C Oct 30 1905 18: 251
Lunt Walter I of Hiram P and Lena Aug 14 1910 20: 97
Luongo Margherita of Luigi and Carmela Dec 6 1910 20: 137
Luongo —— d of Giovanni and Nunziata Jan 10 1910 20: 5
Lupo Amalia A of Pasquale and Domenica Jan 11 1908 19: 162
Lupo Antonietta of Pellegrino and Amalia Jan 27 1910 20: 11
Lupo Filippo of Pasquale and Domenica Jan 10 1910 20: 4
Lupo Giuseppina of Pasquale and Domenica Sept 21 1905 18: 238
Lupo Luigi of Angelo and Letitia Sept 29 1908 19: 270
Lupo Rosina of Angelo and Letizia Mar 29 1907 19: 35
Lupo —— s of Pasquale and Domenica Feb 4 1907 19: 74
Lupoli Alfonzo of Vincenzo and Raffaela Dec 9 1903 17: 499
Lupoli Vincenzo E of Vincenzo and Raffaela Oct 13 1909 19: 429
Lurar Harry of John and Annie June 4 1907 19: 60
Lurgio Alfredo of Vincenzo and Filomena Mar 27 1907 19: 34
Lurgio Attilio L of Vincenzo and Filomena Apr 23 1909 19: 356
Lurice Antonio of Vincenzo and Filomena June 15 1905 18: 198
Lurie Polly of Abraham M and Belle Apr 9 1910 20: 40
Lusceiti Domenico of Enrico and Eugenia Nov 19 1907 19: 134
Luscomb Earl F of George F and Emma F Sept 12 1901 17: 210
Lusignan Augustine F of John and Marie M July 27 1907 19: 89
Lusignan Augustus C of Augustus and Louise M Mar 27 1908 19: 191
Lusignan George S of Arthur and Catherine Jan 6 1907 19: 2
Lusignan John J of John J and Mary M Apr 22 1904 18: 40
Lusignan Lawrence M of John J and Mary M Feb 2 1906 18: 291
Lusignan Leo A of John J and Melanie Oct 26 1901 17: 223
Lusignan Louis A of John J and Marie M June 7 1909 19: 372
Lusignan Mary M of Arthur J and Catherine A July 13 1904 18: 75
Lussier Joseph E of Alfred and Mary Jan 6 1902 17: 254
Lustig Hedwig M of Alfred L and Sophie L Aug 17 1907 19: 151
Lustig Ilona H of Alfred L and Sophie June 2 1903 18: 194
BIRTHS

Luth Frank W of Frederick E and Jessie B June 9 1910...20: 62
Luth Jesse L of Frederick E and Jessie B Sept 28 1904...18: 103
Luther Annie M of Frank and Mabel Feb 8 1902............17: 264
Luther Beatrice T of Andrew T and Elsie W July 2 1906...18: 344
Luther Charles W of Charles E and Mary E May 9 1906...18: 324
Luther Clarence H of Henry W and Nettie M. Nov 21 1906...18: 398
Luther Cora E of Henry W and Nettie M Apr 7 1905...18: 175
Luther Dorothy M of Charles C and Helena M Aug 20 1906...18: 363
Luther Edward J of Henry W and Nettie M Oct 6 1903...17: 479
Luther Edward T of Edward P and Elizabeth S Aug 21 1906,18: 364
Luther George A of George H and Florence S Mar 6 1910...20: 26
Luther George H of Byron S and Viola A Nov 22 1904...18: 121
Luther Gertrude F of Frank R and Mabel Oct 29 1904...18: 113
Luther Harold B of Herbert E and Bertha S Aug 13 1904...18: 87
Luther Hazel P of Edgar H and Nellie E Nov 20 1906...18: 398
Luther Hope of Francis M and Lillian M Jan 2 1906...18: 280
Luther Lorenzo J of Edward and Elizabeth S Feb 23 1905...18: 159
Luther Lottie I of Otis and Lottie J Feb 8 1910...20: 16
Luther Robert E of Byron S and Viola A Nov 3 1903...17: 488
Luther Robert E of Byron S and Bertha S Oct 19 1906...18: 386
Luther Ruth V of Byron S and Viola A Sept 19 1906...18: 375
Luther Sarah of David and Mary E Dec 5 1910...20: 137
Luther Sheldon of Byron and Viola June 2 1902...17: 299
Luther Viola M of Byron S and Viola A May 26 1908...19: 215
Luther Warren F of Francis M and Lillian M Nov 9 1908...19: 285
Luther William A of Edward P and Elizabeth S Dec 17 1908...19: 300
Luther —— s of Edwin S and Jennie Dec 24 1901...17: 242
Lutrario Almerinda of Carmino and Catarina Sept 16 1908...19: 266
Lutrario Armando of Carmino and Catarina Oct 28 1905...18: 250
Lutrario Rosina of Carmine and Catarina Nov 6 1906...18: 392
Luwaska Joseph of Edwega Jan 23 1901...17: 131
Lyal Arthur P of Manuel P and Maria Oct 23 1907...19: 124
Lyckland —— s of Arthur M and Catherine M Nov 16 1907...19: 156
Lyden James G of Joseph F and Mary C Dec 13 1909...19: 451
Lyden Joseph P of Joseph and Mary C Mar 8 1908...19: 184
Lyman Jacob of Samuel and Sophia May 28 1908...19: 215
Lyman James of Frank and Mary E Oct 3 1904...18: 105
Lyman John R of Richard E and Frances A Jan 12 1903...17: 384
Lyman Mary of Frank and Mary E Mar 7 1907...19: 26
Lyman Peter of William and Annie Oct 7 1906...18: 381
Lyman Priscilla M of Harold C and Hertha C Sept 22 1903...17: 474
Lyman Walter A of Harold and Hertha July 4 1905...18: 211
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lyman</td>
<td>s of Harold and Hertha</td>
<td>June 1 1902</td>
<td>17:298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Alice E</td>
<td>of John and Elizabeth</td>
<td>July 25 1907</td>
<td>19:88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Anna of William and Mary Oct</td>
<td>11 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>20:117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Annie T</td>
<td>of Thomas F and Mary J</td>
<td>Nov 7 1905</td>
<td>18:254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Artimena of Anna</td>
<td>Feb 15 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Bernard M</td>
<td>of Joseph S and Emma C</td>
<td>Jan 29 1910</td>
<td>20:72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Catherine of Philip H and Bridget C</td>
<td>Feb 8 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Catherine F of John and Mary A</td>
<td>Sept 17 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>20:108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Charles A</td>
<td>of Charles P and Louise G</td>
<td>May 1 1903</td>
<td>17:421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Christina of John and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Sept 23 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch David F</td>
<td>of Dennis and Nellie</td>
<td>Mar 28 1906</td>
<td>18:310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Dennis P</td>
<td>of Dennis and Nellie</td>
<td>July 21 1909</td>
<td>19:396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Dora V</td>
<td>of Thomas C and Sarah</td>
<td>July 3 1901</td>
<td>17:185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Dorothy of William and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 17 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Edward A</td>
<td>of Michael and Theresa</td>
<td>Oct 24 1902</td>
<td>17:352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Edward A</td>
<td>of James H and Katherine L</td>
<td>June 30 1909</td>
<td>19:381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Edward J</td>
<td>of Edward J and Mary E</td>
<td>Sept 26 1904</td>
<td>18:102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Edward J</td>
<td>of Thomas E and Mary T</td>
<td>June 3 1906</td>
<td>18:333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Edwin C</td>
<td>of Thomas C and Sarah</td>
<td>Jan 19 1903</td>
<td>17:387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Edwin P</td>
<td>of Patrick P and Mary A</td>
<td>Jan 1 1903</td>
<td>17:384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Elizabeth M</td>
<td>of Thomas and Catherine E</td>
<td>Sept 26 1906</td>
<td>18:378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Florence J</td>
<td>of John C and Florence L</td>
<td>Apr 25 1907</td>
<td>19:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Frances E</td>
<td>of Thomas J and Elizabeth</td>
<td>June 14 1901</td>
<td>18:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Frederick of John F</td>
<td>and Julia Oct</td>
<td>29 1903</td>
<td>17:486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Gertrude of Michael J and Maria A</td>
<td>Dec 9 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Grace H</td>
<td>of John W and Adeline B</td>
<td>June 13 1902</td>
<td>17:302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Grace M</td>
<td>of Luke J and Elizabeth A</td>
<td>Sept 8 1903</td>
<td>17:470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Harriet A</td>
<td>of Ambrose A and Harriet A</td>
<td>June 4 1902</td>
<td>17:299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Helen of John and Emma</td>
<td>J Apr 18 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Helen of Philip H and Bridget C</td>
<td>Nov 5 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Helen V</td>
<td>of William and Mary</td>
<td>July 23 1903</td>
<td>17:454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Henry of James H and Catharine L</td>
<td>Nov 30 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Herbert J</td>
<td>of John C and Florence L</td>
<td>Jan 3 1903</td>
<td>17:382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Irene B</td>
<td>of Daniel C and Ella B</td>
<td>Apr 11 1902</td>
<td>17:285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch James H</td>
<td>of James H and Mary J</td>
<td>May 1 1903</td>
<td>17:421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch John of John J and Rose G</td>
<td>July 30 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch John E</td>
<td>of John and Mary June</td>
<td>9 1910</td>
<td>20:62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch John F</td>
<td>of John F and Julia</td>
<td>Jan 5 1902</td>
<td>17:254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch John F</td>
<td>of Dennis and Nellie</td>
<td>Sept 17 1907</td>
<td>19:110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lynch John F of John and Mary A Aug 4 1908............19:248
Lynch Joseph F of Thomas F and Elizabeth J Aug 3 1906..18:357
Lynch Josephine G of Stephen and Johanna T Mar 27 1906..18:309
Lynch Katherine of Kate Mar 21 1903.....................17:408
Lynch Katherine of William J and Mary E Oct 27 1904...18:112
Lynch Kenneth B of Albert W and Julia E Feb 2 1906....18:291
Lynch Lawrence J of Thomas F and Mary J June 25 1904..18:61
Lynch Lillian M of Robert A and Nellie July 26 1901....17:193
Lynch Margaret M of William and Mary July 15 1901.....17:189
Lynch Margaret M of Stephen and Johanna T Aug 18 1908.19:254
Lynch Mary of William J and Mary E June 28 1906......18:342
Lynch Mary of William J and Mary E July 28 1906.......18:355
Lynch Mary A of John and Mary A Sept 17 1906..........18:374
Lynch Mary H of Christopher and Mary May 6 1910......20:49
Lynch Mildred L of John C and Florence L Aug 10 1901..17:198
Lynch Nora E of Mortimer and Nellie Aug 14 1902.......17:329
Lynch Philip P of Patrick P and Mary A Aug 22 1901.....17:202
Lynch Raymond F of Philip H and Bridget C Aug 16 1910..20:98
Lynch Rebecca T of Thomas and Mary Aug 4 1909........19:401
Lynch Richard M of Michael and Theresa Dec 21 1906....18:108
Lynch Sadie M of Thomas E and Mary T June 22 1908.....19:226
Lynch Thomas of Michael J and Maria A Nov 3 1902.....17:355
Lynch Thomas J of Thomas J and Elizabeth M Sept 12 1905.18:235
Lynch Timothy of Timothy and Margaret Oct 29 1905......18:250
Lynch Veronica of Michael J and Theresa Aug 15 1904....18:87
Lynch William of John and Elizabeth Aug 2 1901........17:196
Lynch William E of Thomas and Ellen Feb 8 1901........17:136
Lynch —— d of Philip and Bridget June 11 1902..........17:313
Lynch —— s of Robert A and Ellen Sept 13 1904..........18:98
Lynch —— d of John and Elizabeth Dec 8 1905............18:278
Lynch —— d of Robert A and Ellen Aug 28 1907...........19:154
Lynch —— d of John and Katherine May 17 1908...........19:211
Lynn Alice of Owen F and Rose A Aug 23 1902...........17:332
Lynn Catherine I of Owen F and Rose A Feb 19 1904.....18:19
Lynn Frances of Owen F and Rose A Aug 20 1905.........18:227
Lynn Rosamond M of Owen F and Rose A Aug 22 1907......19:99
Lynn William of Eugene F and Rose A May 24 1901.......17:165
Lynn —— s of James and Margaret May 18 1904...........18:48
Lynn —— s of James and Margaret Feb 19 1908..........19:177
Lynskey Francis of Patrick J and Julia Mar 10 1905.....18:165
Lyons Raymond of Patrick J and Julia July 6 1908......19:238
Lyons Robert of Patrick J and Julia June 9 1902......17:301
Lyons Samuel of Abraham and Jennie May 20 1906......18:328
Lyons —— s of Patrick and Julia June 19 1903......17:435
Lyons Edward A of Patrick J and Julia Mar 21 1901......17:138
Lyons —— s of Patrick and Julia Apr 26 1906......18:329
Lyon Ida of Harry and Lena Feb 28 1906. ...........18:351
Lyon Nathan of Max and Mary Apr 13 1907............A-1: 59
Lyon —— s of John and Eliza Feb 22 1908.............19:178
Lyon —— s of Max and Mary Jan 18 1910..............20: 8
Lyons Anna J of Patrick and Helen June 21 1901......17:113
Lyons Anna M of Patrick F and Annie Apr 25 1906......18:320
Lyons Bernard F of Patrick F and Annie Dec 7 1910......20:138
Lyons Catherine T of Thomas and Catherine Jan 10 1904....18: 4
Lyons Clarence A of Mortimer A and Mary A Oct 30 1907....19:126
Lyons Daniel A of Thomas and Catherine Aug 19 1902......17:330
Lyons Edward F of John F and Margaret A Sept 10 1908....19:264
Lyons Elizabeth of Timothy F and Helen June 29 1902......17:307
Lyons Elizabeth J of James J and Elizabeth J July 19 1901....17:191
Lyons Ellen of Harry and Lena Aug 30 1902............17:334
Lyons Esther A of James and Bridget Apr 15 1906........18:317
Lyons Francis R of John F and Margaret J Aug 24 1910....20:101
Lyons Harold W of William H and Catherine May 10 1906....18:325
Lyons Helena of John A and Catherine T Mar 14 1910......20: 29
Lyons Henry A of William M and Jessie S Apr 30 1908.....19:205
Lyons Henry J of Joseph J and Elizabeth Oct 24 1901....17:222
Lyons Herbert of Michael and Helen Nov 12 1904........18:133
Lyons James F of James R and Mary Aug 20 1905........18:227
Lyons James H of James H and Catherine V July 26 1908....19:215
Lyons James J of James and Bridget Mar 21 1901........17:148
Lyons James L of John F and Margaret J July 14 1909.....19:393
Lyons John of Timothy F and Nellie Nov 9 1903...........17:490
Lyons John of John A and Catherine T Dec 19 1905....18:269
Lyons John F of John C and Margaret H Dec 21 1902....17:370
Lyons Joseph H of Patrick F and Annie May 18 1909.....19:365
Lyons Josephine of Timothy J and Catherine M Feb 7 1906....18:293
Lyons Loretta of James J and Margaret Nov 16 1906......18:366
Lyons Margaret of John F and Margaret July 21 1903.....17:453
Lyons Margaret of Timothy and Katherine Nov 18 1907.....19:134
Lyons Margaret M of Mortimer A and Mary A May 17 1909.....19:365
Lyons Mary B of James J and Elizabeth J Dec 23 1908.....19:303
Lyons Mary E of James J and Margaret J Dec 5 1901." 17:236
Lyons Mary I of George and Mary A July 7 1901." 17:246
Lyons Mary M of Timothy J and Catherine M Aug 30 1904." 18:93
Lyons Mary M of John A and Catherine T May 3 1907." 19:48
Lyons Mary M of James H and Mary A Sept 20 1910." 20:110
Lyons Mortimer A of Mortimer A and Mary A Nov 12 1905." 18:256
Lyons Orrin C E of Orrin C and Edna Nov 5 1901." 17:226
Lyons Priscilla B of Robert K and Minnie Feb 10 1908." 19:173
Lyons Richard P of James and Bridget Dec 4 1904." 18:124
Lyons Rose M of Thomas and Catherine Sept 13 1902." 17:338
Lyons Thomas of John A and Catherine T July 5 1903." 17:447
Lyons Timothy J of Timothy and Catherine Sept 28 1909." 19:423
Lyons Virginia of Thomas and Catherine June 22 1904." 18:60
Lyons Walter F of James J and Elizabeth J Dec 17 1904." 18:128
Lyons Walter L of John F and Margaret Nov 9 1905." 18:253
Lyons William H of Joseph J and Elizabeth C Jan 21 1904." 18:8
Lyons — s of John F and Ellen F Feb 21 1901." 17:140
Lyons — s of John F and Mary L May 26 1910." 20:76
Mabray Catherine (c) of Benjamin and Carrie Oct 17 1909." 19:430
Mabray James A (c) of Benjamin J and Carrie L Oct 15 1902." 17:349
Mabray Viola (c) of Benjamin J and Carrie L Mar 30 1901." 17:150
Mabray William (c) of Benjamin J and Carrie L Jan 6 1906." 18:282
MacAdam Florence H of William and Florence M Feb 1 1906." 18:294
Macallister Lecille of Ellis W and Grace E Aug 8 1902." 17:327
Macari Cristina of Eugenio and Michelina Apr 28 1910." 20:47
Macari — s of Gabriele and Elisabetta Feb 7 1909." 19:384
Macaroni Marià I of Geronimo and Vincenza Sept 1 1901." 17:206
MacArthur Doris M of Marcus and Emma P Jan 31 1908." 19:169
MacArthur Mildred of Frank A and Martha Dec 15 1902." 17:368
MacArthur Robert R P of John B and Clara E H Feb 21 1902." 17:268
Macartucy John C of John and Mary Jan 18 1904." 18:7
Macaruso Adele T M of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Dec 24 1903." 17:505
Macaruso Almerico of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Nov 21 1907." 19:135
Macaruso Angelo of Antonio and Filomena Apr 16 1909." 19:354
Macaruso Angiola of Liberato and Carolina May 23 1903." 17:427
Macaruso Antonio of Benedetto and Catarina Apr 16 1906." 18:317
Macaruso Armando of Joseph and Giuseppina Oct 6 1906." 18:381
Macaruso Elena R of Liberato and Carolina Mar 22 1909." 19:345
Macaruso Margharita of Liberato and Carolina June 7 1907." 19:61
Macaruso Rosina F of Antonio and Filomena Sept 20 1906." 18:375
Macaruso —— s of Benedetto and Catarina Dec 20 1903......17: 512
Maccari Giovanna of Gabriele and Elisabetta June 3 1910......20: 60
Maccaro Domenico of Antonio and Isabella Dec 21 1901......17: 242
Maccarone Alfredo of Antonio and Caterina Mar 22 1910......20: 32
Maccarone Anna P of Antonio and Caterina July 13 1908......19: 210
Maccarone Annunziata of Raffaele and Carmela Mar 24 1904......18: 30
Maccarone Antonio of Giovanni and Tommasina Aug 2 1909......19: 101
Maccarone Antonio of Vincenzo and Anna Mar 1 1910......20: 24
Maccarone Antonio V of Costantino and Elvira Mar 26 1907......19: 34
Maccarone Emilia of Giovanni and Tomassina Jan 4 1908......19: 159
Maccarone Gabriele of Enrico and Maria Nov 10 1907......19: 131
Maccarone Giovanni of Antonio and Caterina Apr 30 1906......18: 321
Maccarone Giuseppe of Antonio and Caterina June 20 1901......17: 173
Maccarone Giuseppe of Antonio and Caterina July 4 1902......17: 377
Maccarone Lauretta of Giovanni and Tommasina May 1 1902......17: 289
Maccarone Matilda E of Costantino and Elvira Mar 22 1909......19: 316
Maccarone Matilda V of Costantino and Elvira May 3 1910......20: 48
Maccarone Valintto of Raffaele and Carmela Nov 4 1905......18: 253
Maccarone Vittoria of Girolamo and Vincenzo Mar 17 1909......19: 343
Maccarone —— d of Gerolimo and Vincenzo Oct 13 1907......19: 155
Maccarone —— s of Filippo and Carmela Apr 23 1909......19: 386
Maccaroni Francesco of Antonio and Caterina Oct 3 1903......17: 478
Maccaroni Giuseppe of Raffaele and Carmela May 6 1902......17: 291
Maccaroni Lattanza of Pasquale and Angelina Apr 8 1904......18: 35
Maccaroni Vittorio of Gerolomeo and Vincenzo Dec 4 1901......18: 124
Maccaroni —— s of Gerolino and Vincenzo Jan 14 1907......19: 6
Maccarosi Angelina of Liberato and Carolina June 4 1905......18: 194
Maccaruso Carmela of Benedetto and Caterina July 16 1901......17: 190
Maccaruso Carmela of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Feb 5 1902......17: 263
Maccaruso Nicola of Antonio and Filomena June 9 1901......17: 184
Maccaruso Raffaele II P of Giuseppe and Josephine Feb 12 1901......17: 177
Macchia Maria C of Michele and Francesca Dec 31 1902......17: 373
Macchio Antonio of Carmine and Ludiena June 14 1909......19: 375
Macchio Maria C of Michele and Francesca Oct 6 1901......17: 217
Macchioni Giuseppe of Cesare and Filomena Oct 28 1907......19: 126
Macchione Otello of Cesare and Filomena Jan 18 1909......19: 321
Maccio Florrie of Benjamin and Betsy Mar 28 1901......17: 182
Maccioni Pasquale of Gerolamo and Vincenzo Aug 11 1903......17: 460
MacConnell Dorcas S of Ulysses and Isabelle Sept 23 1907......19: 112
MacConnell Emma F of Ulysses S and Isabel July 29 1909......19: 298
MacConnell Marshall G of Ulysses S G and Isabelle Jan 12 1906......18: 284
MacConnell Samuel W of Samuel J and Janet July 27 1903......17: 455
MacDonald Alice R of John and Mary G May 16 1904......18: 48
MacDonald Allen F of James A and Helen Apr 15 1905......18: 205
Macdonald Arthur of Angus and Margaret A Apr 2 1903......17: 112
MacDonald Bernard F of Bernard and Mary A Apr 14 1906...18:316
Macdonald Clara E of Neil and Isabella Oct 16 1903...........17:482
Macdonald David A of Neil J and Isabella Mar 28 1908...........19:191
Macdonald Elva M of William C and Annie G Feb 26 1905...18:160
Macdonald Everett L of James W and Elizabeth Apr 30 1906.18:413
Macdonald Harold L of John M and Marion F Mar 6 1903....17:303
MacDonald Helen L R of John and Mary G Oct 4 1909..........19:459
MacDonald Hope C of John M and Marion F Aug 7 1901.......17:197
MacDonald Howard D of John G and Florence L Aug 1 1906.18:356
MacDonald John of James and Charlotte June 5 1904...........18:54
MacDonald John J of William F and Catherine G Mar 13 1907.19:73
MacDonald John R of James and Hughana Nov 2 1907...........19:128
Macdonald John S of John M and Marion F Aug 7 1901.........17:197
MacDonald John W of John F and Mary Feb 24 1907..........19:22
Macdonald Lawrence J of James B and Christina May 16 1901.17:163
MacDonald Leslie W of David L W and Etta M Jan 28 1907....19:11
MacDonald Mabel of John F and Mary C Mar 2 1909............19:337
MacDonald Mabel E of Angus J and Alice M Nov 20 1905......18:258
MacDonald Mabel E of James and Catherine Mar 24 1909........19:346
MacDonald Margaret I of Leo J and Isabelle Dec 18 1901....17:240
MacDonald Marion M of Daniel F and Mary June 19 1910......20:66
MacDonald Mary of John F and Mary C May 3 1905.............18:184
Macdonald Mary W of James and Hughana Oct 31 1902.........17:354
MacDonald Neil A of Neil J and Isabella Nov 30 1903.......18:262
MacDonald Neil G of Hector A and Fanny S Dec 19 1907......19:145
MacDonald Neil O of Donald and Isabella Aug 13 1910........20:96
MacDonald Norman M of John F and Mary C Dec 22 1903........17:504
MacDonald Robert G of Robert F and Elizabeth Dec 14 1909.19:454
MacDonald Roderick of Donald and Isabelle Oct 10 1907.....19:118
MacDonald Sarah M of Hector A and Fannie S Aug 16 1909...19:406
MacDonald Vertie V M of John H and Ellen July 13 1910.....20:148
MacDonald William A of John F and Emily C Mar 26 1902....17:279
MacDonald — d of Franklin A and Mary F Jan 5 1904.........18:66
MacDonald — d of Joseph and Annie July 30 1904............18:81
Macaldon — d of James and Elizabeth Jan 7 1905............18:206
MacDonald — s of Mary Sept 17 1907..........................19:110
MacDougald Martha C of William J and Martha I Sept 15 1904.18:98
MacDougald Mary M of William J and Martha I Sept 28 1905.18:241
MacDougald Thomas J of William J and Martha I Dec 7 1909.19:449
MacDougald William T of William J and Martha I Oct 5 1907.19:117
MacDougall — s of Jennie June 19 1904..........................18:59
MacDuff Arthur of James A and Joanna Mar 3 1908..............19:182
MacDuff Ellen A of Frederick S and Harriet E June 26 1907.19:69
MacDuff Howard E of Benjamin F and Jennie June 1 1907.19:59
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Mace Alberto of Nicola and Carmela Aug 3 1908.............. 19: 248
Mace Alberto of Nicola and Carmela Jan 17 1910.............. 20: 74
Macedo Maria of Adolphe and Carolina Apr 27 1907.............. 19: 46
Macedo Maria Z of Adolphe Z and Carolina Apr 16 1908.............. 19: 199
Macfadden Elizabeth V of William and Rosie T Aug 7 1909.............. 19: 403
MacFayden Jennie A S of Hector B and Jennie Sept 14 1907.............. 19: 108
MacGowan — d of Arthur E and Addie M June 28 1904.............. 18: 62
Macgregor Dorothy A of Alfred R and Anna J Nov 27 1906.............. 18: 399
Machado Alexandria of Manuel and Alexandra Jan 25 1903.............. 17: 389
Machado Antonio of Frank S and Enos Oct 11 1902.............. 17: 319
Machado Francis (c) of Joseph and Rosa M June 9 1906.............. 18: 336
Machado John B of Manuel B and Antonia S July 13 1904.............. 18: 75
Machado Maria of Joseph and Marie July 3 1901.............. 17: 185
Machado Maria of Frank and Maria May 24 1905.............. 18: 190
Machado Maria L of Angelo M and Emilia daC May 4 1908.............. 19: 206
Machado — d of Rufino and Amelia E Feb 15 1908.............. 19: 175
Machado — d of Antone and Maria Nov 1 1910.............. 20: 125
Machen — s of Peter J and Sarah Mar 27 1901.............. 17: 149
Machetta Carlo of Agostino and Laura Mar 1 1905.............. 18: 162
Machon Edna B of William T and Annie E July 29 1905.............. 18: 220
Machon Euphemia of Charles V and Euphemia Mar 17 1902.............. 17: 276
Machon — d of Sidney L and Mabel E Aug 31 1909.............. 19: 412
Maclunes Raymond of John and Margaret Jan 12 1905.............. 18: 144
MacIntosh Dorothy B of Alexander R and Margaret A Apr 9 1904.............. 18: 35
Maciocia Anna of Giuseppe and Maria Dec 25 1903.............. 17: 505
Maciocia Antonio of Giuseppe and Maria C Sept 29 1901.............. 17: 214
Maciocia Antonio of Giuseppe and Maria C Apr 17 1909.............. 19: 354
Maciocia Rosa of Giuseppe and Maria C Feb 15 1906.............. 18: 295
Mack Bartholomew of Bartholomew and Bridget Nov 4 1901.............. 17: 226
Mack Frank of Dave and Essie Jan 16 1910.............. 20: 7
Mack Selwyn J of Jeremiah and Anna A Apr 4 1909.............. 19: 350
Mack — d of James and Lizzie Mar 28 1901.............. 17: 183
Mack — d of John and Mary May 10 1902.............. 17: 312
Mack — s of John M and Jane June 11 1907.............. 19: 63
Mackey Alice I of Thomas M and Mary Y Feb 18 1906.............. 18: 296
MacKay Donald T of Neil C and Wilhelmina Sept 22 1902.............. 17: 342
MacKay Doris L of Harry K and Florence Jan 20 1907.............. 19: 8
MacKay Edith J of Robert E and Edith Jan 13 1905.............. 18: 145
MacKay Ellis C of McNeil C and Wilhelmina Nov 28 1904.............. 18: 122
MacKay Hazel K of Samuel T and Catharine Mar 19 1906.............. 18: 307
MacKay John E of John E and Carrie F May 4 1906. 18: 418
MacKay Marion T of Neil C and Wilhelmina Aug 6 1901. 17: 197
MacKay — d of Samuel T and Catharine Oct 22 1901. 17: 222
MacKay — s of Carrie Sept 17 1907. 19: 110
MacKenzie Earl E of Charles and Catherine T Apr 7 1902. 17: 283
MacKenzie Etta J of John and Dolina M May 2 1903. 17: 421
MacKenzie Gertrude of John and Lina M Feb 1 1902. 17: 262
MacKenzie Hazel M of John and Delina M June 1 1909. 19: 370
MacKenzie Ima of John and Dolina M Mar 1 1905. 18: 162
MacKenzie Willard B of James and Annie F Aug 18 1905. 18: 227
Mackey Charles C of Charles C and Susie J June 8 1902. 17: 306
Mackey Esther of William and Elizabeth Mar 26 1902. 17: 279
Mackey Joseph A of William and Elizabeth Feb 24 1906. 18: 299
Mackey William of William and Elizabeth July 2 1910. 20: 150
Mackey William F of William and Elizabeth Dec 4 1904. 18: 124
Mackie Doris of Frank J and Laura F July 8 1906. 18: 346
Mackie Frances M of Frank J and Laura F Apr 28 1905. 18: 182
Mackie — s of John S and Mary June 20 1907. 19: 77
Mackiewicz Annie of Joseph and Eva Nov 1 1909. 19: 436
Mackiewicz Antonio of Mathias and Petronella Dec 13 1903. 18: 266
Mackin James F of Peter P and Bridget Dec 13 1903. 17: 560
MacKinney Marjorie of Harold A and Marguerite F Feb 17 1907. 19: 19
MacKinney Virginia of Charles B and Blanche E Dec 9 1905. 18: 265
MacKinnon Clifford F of Alexander W and Margaret E Jan 7 1907. 19: 3
MacKinnon Donald J of Edward and Mary July 28 1907. 19: 151
MacKinnon Edith M of John X and Ada M Oct 17 1910. 20: 120
MacKinnon John M of James T and Matilda K July 3 1901. 17: 185
MacKinnon Margaret F of Alexander W and Margaret E Dec 25 1902. 17: 379
MacKintosh Helen M of Wendell P and Helen A July 29 1909. 19: 398
MacKintosh Roy of Nelson and Katherine J Apr 18 1901. 17: 156
Mackler Lena of Louis and Rosa May 1 1901. 17: 160
Mackler William of Louis and Rosa Aug 1 1902. 17: 324
MacKillop Sophie of Raoul and Paula Mar 12 1905. 18: 166
MacLaren Ruth A of Louis G and Grace W Jan 28 1910. 20: 12
MacLaughlan Leland V of Orrin and Annie Jan 11 1906. 18: 412
MacLean Earl V of Henry and Mary V Aug 22 1902. 17: 332
MacLean Henry of Henry and Mary Aug 5 1901. 17: 197
MacLean Isabelle M of Henry and Jessie A Apr 19 1910. 20: 43
Maclean Milton R of Henry and Jessie M Nov 10 1904. 18: 117
MacLeod Helen W of Francis X and Helen B Aug 20 1909...19: 408
MacLeod John R of John D and Jessie A July 12 1904 ......... 18: 75
MacLeod Marion of Norman and Mary Jan 7 1901 ......... 17: 126
MacLeod —— d of William and Lena Sept 30 1908. ......... 19: 311
MacMillan George W of John and Eva M Sept 25 1903.... 17: 475
MacMurtie Mildred of Robert L and Lulu V Feb 5 1907 .... 19: 11
Macnair Isabel C of James M and Isabel May 21 1907 .... 19: 54
MacNeil Alec D of Anna Apr 18 1908. .................. 19: 200
MacNeil Matilda of John and Matilda July 1 1906 ......... 18: 344
MacNeil William H of John and Matilda E Feb 1 1908 .... 19: 170
MacNeill Christina C of John and Matilda E Oct 20 1903 ... 17: 483
MacNeill Thomas M of Ernest S and Mary J July 5 1906 ... 18: 345
MacNeill—— s of James and Maudie Aug 8 1909 ........ 19: 103
Macomb Catharine of John B and Alice Apr 5 1909 ....... 19: 350
Macomb James M of Richard and Katherine M Nov 7 1908 .. 19: 284
Macomb Judith L of Richard and Katharine Aug 4 1908 .. 18: 222
Macomb Margaret of John B and Alice Feb 7 1903 ......... 17: 333
Macomb Mary of John B and Alice Oct 31 1905 ........ 18: 251
Macomb Richard of Richard and Katherine Jan 9 1901 .... 17: 127
Macomber Arthur L of Maurice S and Imogene Aug 31 1909 .. 19: 112
Macomber Charles R of Charles R and Lottie J Dec 4 1910 .. 20: 137
Macomber Marion G of Leonard A and Grace L Feb 8 1910 .. 20: 16
Macomber Matilda J of Harkless R and Isabella E Oct 13 1908. 19: 276
Macomber Persis C of Charles R and Lotta J Apr 9 1901 .. 18: 35
Macomber Virginia D of Edward S and Emily B Feb 18 1910. 20: 19
Macomber—— d of Harry and Ethel Nov 28 1901 .......... 18: 157
Macomber—— s of William H and Ethel M Apr 3 1906 ...... 18: 418
Macounia Victoria of John and Mary June 7 1901 .... 17: 169
MacPherson Colin C of Lachlan and Elizabeth Jan 17 1903 .. 17: 386
MacPherson Duncan S of Duncan and Margaret July 25 1910 .. 20: 88
MacPherson Elsie G of Duncan and Margaret Oct 24 1904 .... 18: 111
MacPherson James of James and Agnes Mar 21 1903 .... 17: 108
Macpherson James B of James and Agnes Mar 20 1903 ........ 17: 139
MacPherson Jessie M of Duncan and Margaret Aug 25 1908 .. 19: 257
MacPherson Margaret R of Duncan and Margaret C Sept 7

1906. ........................................ 18: 370
MacPherson Roderick of Ewen and Margaret June 3 1907 .. 19: 59
MacPherson Stanley B of James R and Elizabeth Jan 28 1910. 20: 12
MacRae Annie M of John W and Annie F Oct 30 1906 ........ 18: 390
MacRae Clarence E of John W and Annie F Apr 21 1908 .... 19: 201
MacRae Florence L of John W and Annie F Aug 19 1901 .... 17: 201
MacRae Frank R of John W and Annie F Nov 17 1904 .... 18: 119
MacRae Frederick R of William and Florence A June 22 1904 . 18: 60
MacRea Howard of John W and Annie F Apr 1 1903.............17: 412
MacRea Inez E of William and Florence A Jan 18 1908........19: 165
MacRea Jessie I of John W and Annie F July 27 1910........20: 89
Macrea Margaret E of Walter S and Ida M July 19 1906.....18: 351
Macreading Raymond H of Howard S and Edith E Apr 9 1910.20: 40
Macready Frederick J of Samuel A and Ida M Apr 23 1907.19: 44
Macready Marjorie C of George P and Grace C Feb 24 1902.17: 239
MacVicar Hazel G of William A and Elizabeth M Nov 23 1907.19: 136
MacVicar Ruth L of William and Elizabeth M June 21 1901.17: 173
MacVittie Catherine of John and Minnie Dec 15 1907........19: 144
MacVittie Jessie of John X and Minnie June 19 1904........18: 59
MacVittie William of John X and Minnie June 19 1904......18: 59
Maczionis Mary of Vincentius and Josepha Nov 9 1910....20: 128
Maczkowski Leonadya of MikoIay and Bertha Nov 9 1907...19: 131
Maddalena Carmela of Giuseppe and Domenica Aug 5 1904..18: 84
Maddalena Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Domenica May 3 1907.19: 48
Maddalena Jennie of Giuseppe and Maria June 24 1902.....17: 307
Maddalena Luigi of Giuseppe and Domenica Aug 5 1904.....18: 84
Maddalena Maria of Michele and Rosina Apr 25 1908......19: 202
Maddelano Leonora of Michele and Rosina Sept 20 1909....19: 420
Madden Catharine of Thomas and Catharine Oct 2 1901......17: 216
Madden Edward of Thomas and Catharine Mar 4 1903.......17: 402
Madden Edward E of Thomas F and Catherine E Dec 24 1909.19: 431
Madden Elizabeth G of Michael H and Elizabeth Feb 2 1901...17: 177
Madden Ellen of James J and Annie V Nov 11 1905.........18: 255
Madden Francis of Thomas and Catharine Jan 24 1908.......19: 167
Madden George of Thomas and Catharine Feb 20 1906.......18: 207
Madden Grace M of Joseph H and Ellen T May 16 1905.....18: 188
Madden Harriet of John P and Harriet Apr 3 1909.........19: 349
Madden Helen of Patrick and Harriet Feb 26 1903..........17: 400
Madden James of James J and Annie V Aug 21 1904........18: 89
Madden James J of Martin J and Catherine July 20 1909....19: 395
Madden John of Thomas and Catherine May 8 1904.........18: 45
Madden John of James J and Annie V June 9 1909.........19: 373
Madden Mary C of John and Lizzie Oct 23 1904........18: 111
Madden Mary C of John T and Bridget A Oct 15 1908.......19: 276
Madden Stephen of Joseph H and Ellen T Jan 29 1907......19: 12
Madden —— s of Patrick J and Mary J Nov 23 1902........17: 379
Madden —— d of Owen E and Violet E Feb 4 1903.........17: 392
Madden —— d of Owen and Violet July 9 1910.............20: 150
Maddocks Earl G of —— Apr 15 ? 1903.........................17: 441
Maddox Edna E (e) of John H and Esther A May 3 1908....19: 206
Maddox —— (e) s of John H and Esther A Jan 11 1905....18: 206
Madinigan Frederick of Sarah Mar 24 1908................19: 190
Madison George H R of Henry and Emma V Nov 1 1903....17: 487
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Madison Harold L of Harold L and Florence May 4 1909...
Madnick Marion of Abraham and Jennie June 6 1905.
Madonna Luigi of Raffaele and Rosa Mar 19 1910.
Madonna Sabatina of Gemaro and Rosalina July 12 1901.
Madison d of Martin and Ada Mar 5 1902.
Maffeo Micheline of Michele and Angelina Oct 7 1906.
Mallio of Pasquale and Angiola Aug 13 1903.
Malisi Agostino of Antonio and Anna Dec 13 1910.
Maganello Antonio of Giovanni and Maria Apr 27 1910.
Magarahan Bernard of Michael and Kate A Jan 11 1909.
Magee Catherine M of Patrick J and Catherine R Aug 6 1901.
Magee Clarence of Charles and Mary A Dec 10 1903.
Magee Ethel L of Charles and Mary A Sept 5 1907.
Magee Margaret of James F and Annie M Dec 11 1904.
Magestris of Theodore and Stephanie Aug 19 1904.
Maggenti Alfredo of Alfredo and Mary Aug 7 1907.
Maggenti Enrico of Alfredo and Mary July 16 1906.
Maggia Luisa of Riccardo and Fanny Feb 22 1905.
Magiacomo Antonetta of Pasquale and Lucia Apr 23 1909.
Magiacomo Maria of Pasquale and Lucia Nov 5 1910.
Magianis Thelma B of George F and Mary M Oct 16 1903.
Magnanimi Attela of Pietro and Rosa Feb 9 1908.
Magnanimi Violante of Pietro and Rosa July 12 1910.
Magian Marie J L of Noe and Georgianna Aug 13 1902.
Magian Marie L of Joseph and Marie L May 24 1909.
Magian Marie M L of Joseph N and Georgina Feb 22 1904.
Magnat Mary M of Eugene and Malvina June 26 1901.
Magnelli Anna G of Luigi and Orsola Mar 5 1909.
Magnelli Elisabetta of Luigi and Ursula Feb 7 1908.
Magniotta Carlo of Lodovico and Angiola Aug 19 1910.
Magion Albert of Joseph and Marie L Mar 16 1903.
Magnuski John G of Antonie and Victoria June 20 1901.
Magnuski Roman of Antonie and Victoria Dec 30 1910.
Magnuson Alfred R of Carl A and Gunhild E May 17 1904.
Magnuson Mabel E A of Alfred and Gunhild July 28 1902.
Magsen Arthur of Fred and Florence A June 29 1909.
Maggiaghin William G of George and Jennie June 24 1905.
Maguire Alice of John and Ellen May 3 1909.
Maguire Alice F of Francis A and Mary A Oct 19 1908.
Maguire Bernard A of Bernard and Elizabeth July 2 1909.
Maguire Catherine of Frank A and Mary T Nov 20 1903... 17: 493
Maguire Dorothy C of James T and Nellie Nov 15 1902... 17: 359
Maguire Edward J of James and Mary A May 14 1909... 19: 364
Maguire Elizabeth of Thomas and Elizabeth June 21 1909... 19: 377
Maguire Elizabeth of Frank and Annie Mar 25 1910... 20: 75
Maguire Francis V of Frank and Annie T Mar 29 1908... 19: 188
Maguire Helen of Philip F and Minnie M Jan 16 1906... 18: 285
Maguire Helen of James J and Catherine Mar 19 1906... 18: 413
Maguire Helen L of John H and Sarah Jan 22 1904... 18: 8
Maguire Helen V of Frank and Ellen Sept 16 1909... 19: 419
Maguire James B of Frank and Bridget May 20 1904... 18: 49
Maguire James J of John and Ellen Jan 4 1905... 18: 142
Maguire John of John T and Julia Sept 14 1906... 18: 373
Maguire John of Philip F and Minnie M Jan 31 1907... 19: 12
Maguire John C of Harriet Sept 17 1906... 18: 374
Maguire John J of Patrick and Catherine Aug 27 1906... 18: 366
Maguire John J of Patrick and Bridget Oct 5 1907... 19: 117
Maguire John J of Patrick F and Teresa July 30 1910... 20: 90
Maguire John W of John and Ellen Jan 3 1902... 17: 233
Maguire Margaret of Francis A and Mary A Oct 5 1910... 20: 115
Maguire Margaret E of James and Mary June 10 1905... 18: 196
Maguire Marguerite A of Francis and Ellen Mar 26 1905... 18: 471
Maguire Mary of James and Mary A Sept 29 1902... 17: 344
Maguire Mary of Francis and Bridget Mar 30 1903... 17: 443
Maguire Mary of John and Ellen May 28 1906... 18: 331
Maguire Mary A F of James T and Nellie May 6 1901... 17: 161
Maguire Mary C of Francis and Ellen June 19 1902... 17: 435
Maguire Mary E of John and Ellen Aug 13 1902... 17: 328
Maguire Mary J of John and Ellen Dec 25 1903... 17: 505
Maguire Mary L of Patrick and Margaret R Mar 26 1908... 19: 190
Maguire Maurice J of Maurice and Mary May 5 1904... 18: 44
Maguire Mildred A of Hugh J and Mary July 13 1910... 20: 83
Maguire Ruth of Matthew McN and Mary S Feb 15 1908... 19: 175
Maguire Thomas E of Thomas and Annie July 11 1901... 17: 188
Maguire Thomas E of Thomas C and Theresa A Feb 7 1908... 19: 172
Maguire Thomas F of Frank and Ellen Sept 16 1909... 19: 419
Maguire Thomas P of Patrick and Bridget Aug 1 1909... 19: 400
Maguire William F of Hugh J and Mary E Apr 25 1909... 19: 357
Maguire William O of Michael and Ann Oct 1 1901... 17: 216
Maguire — s of Edward and Elizabeth June 2 1902... 17: 314
Maguire — d of Peter and Ellen July 14 1909... 19: 461
Maguire Ann of Thomas and Mary Aug 14 1909... 19: 405
Maguire Mary M of Thomas and Mary May 22 1908... 19: 213
Maguiren Elizabeth M of John T and Margaret J Apr 3 1908... 19: 194
Mahan — s of Mary Apr 2 1905... 18: 173
Mahan — s of Sadie Sept 9 1910
Mahar James T of James and Mary E Sept 14 1901
Mahar Leo F of James and Mary E Dec 21 1906
Mahen George O of Jean and Exora Dec 30 1906
Mahen Margorie M of Edward E and Annie M July 30 1907
Maher Albert of Thomas A and Annie M Jan 22 1904
Maher Aluna V of Thomas F and Margaret M Nov 1 1905
Maher Andrew F of Andrew and Katherine Jan 19 1910
Maher Anna I of James J and Mary A Nov 10 1902
Maher Anna M of William F and Elizabeth F May 27 1904
Maher Bertram C of William J and Mary E June 13 1903
Maher Edward of Edward J and Sarah F Apr 7 1903
Maher Edward J of Dennis F and Maria L Jan 19 1910
Maher Eleanor of Frank J and Annie M Feb 20 1903
Maher Eleanor F of William F and Elizabeth F Sept 3 1907
Maher Elizabeth of Michael J and Mary E Apr 23 1910
Maher Francis of Michael and Mary May 25 1904
Maher Francis H of — Nov 30 ? 1906
Maher Gertrude E of Edward J and Sarah F Dec 15 1905
Maher Gertrude I of Thomas H and Cynthia Jan 3 1908
Maher Grace L of Michael J and Jennie C June 8 1908
Maher John J of Michael J and Mary A Nov 18 1901
Maher John J of John F and Margaret Feb 25 1902
Maher John J of James J and Mary Feb 22 1909
Maher Josephine C of James and Mary July 19 1904
Maher Leo F of James and Marietta Dec 23 1906
Maher Mary of Edward F and Alice R July 25 1905
Maher Mary A of John F and Bridget July 16 1902
Maher Mary E of James J and Alice M Mar 7 1901
Maher Mary E of Michael J and Mary A Dec 19 1908
Maher Raymond F of Dennis F and Mary L Dec 12 1904
Maher Royal T of Thomas H and Cynthia Jan 13 1907
Maher Thomas E of Thomas F and Margaret M Aug 18 1901
Maher Thomas F of Thomas F and Catherine Mar 21 1910
Maher Walter A of William J and Mary E Apr 27 1908
Maher William E of Thomas H and Cynthia Sept 1 1905
Maher William H of William H and Mary E Dec 3 1903
Maher William J of William F and Elizabeth F Dec 1 1901
Maher William R of James J and Mary A Feb 7 1907
Maher Winifred A of William J and Mary E Jan 23 1910
Maher — s of Thomas A and Annie M June 2 1904
Maher — s of Ella Nov 28 1906
Mahen Fred J T of Fred and Anna May 1 1903
Mahen Laura M A E of Jean and Exora Sept 22 1904
Mahew Marie R E of Jean B and Exora Dec 5 1901
Mahew Regina A of Jean B and Exore Mar 1 1909............19: 337
Mahmourian Armenouhi of Garabed and Vernon Dec 4 1907........19: 139
Mahmourian Diran of Charlie and Verone June 14 1909........19: 375
Mahon Agnes of Patrick T and Annie E Sept 23 1904........18: 101
Mahon Elizabeth of Patrick T and Annie E June 2 1901.........17: 168
Mahoney Agnes of John W and Hannah G Nov 27 1901........17: 234
Mahoney Alice of Timothy J and Elizabeth K Oct 14 1910.......20: 118
Mahoney Catherine of Jeremiah and Catherine Aug 19 1901.......17: 291
Mahoney Catherine W of Timothy J and Mary E July 12 1901.......17: 188
Mahoney Cecelia C of Cornelius J and Mary C June 2 1905.......18: 194
Mahoney Cornelius G of James and Ellen July 14 1910.........20: 83
Mahoney Edmond of William and Mary Nov 30 1902...............17: 364
Mahoney Eleanor M of Frank J and Mary B Oct 18 1906........18: 385
Mahoney Ellen J of John and Catharine Sept 13 1902..........17: 338
Mahoney Frederick of John L and Catharine Feb 7 1901..........17: 136
Mahoney George T of Cornelius J and Mary C June 14 1903.......17: 433
Mahoney Helen of Michael and Mary G Oct 19 1910...............20: 149
Mahoney Henry V of William and Mary E June 1 1908.............19: 217
Mahoney James of James F and Catherine F Nov 11 1909........19: 439
Mahoney James P of James J and Ellen Jan 3 1904..............18: 1
Mahoney John of Daniel and Mary Feb 27 1904....................18: 21
Mahoney John B of Florence V Apr 14 1909......................19: 353
Mahoney John W of John W and Hannah G Nov 26 1906........18: 399
Mahoney Letitia of John W and Hannah G June 11 1909.........19: 374
Mahoney Margaret D of Frank J and Mary B Nov 21 1909.......A-1: 55
Mahoney Margaret O of William O and Mary E Sept 25 1904.....18: 102
Mahoney Mary of Daniel and Mary July 10 1901................17: 188
Mahoney Mary of John W and Hannah G July 29 1904...........18: 81
Mahoney Mary C of John A and Maria A June 8 1901...........17: 169
Mahoney Mary C of John W and Catherine B Dec 5 1908.........19: 296
Mahoney Mary E of John and Mary E Mar 26 1907..............19: 34
Mahoney Mary G of Jeremiah and Catherine E Apr 14 1905......18: 177
Mahoney Raymond W of C Raymond and Hattie E Aug 24 1902......17: 332
Mahoney Richard of J Francis and Catherine F Apr 4 1906.....18: 313
Mahoney Thomas P of Joseph J and Ellen L Dec 21 1908.......19: 302
Mahoney Timothy L of John and Mary E Jan 15 1903..........17: 385
Mahoney —— d of Dennis and Margaret July 10 1904...........18: 136
Mahoney —— d of Jeremiah F and Mary B Nov 21 1909..........19: 443
Mahony —— d of Kate Jan 23 1907..............................19: 9
Mahuteaux Emilie C of Emilie C and Mary C Jan 26 1903......17: 389
Maicone Ollie of Palmsen and Elizabeth July 18 1905.........18: 216
Maida Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Ermelinda Feb 26 1906........18: 300
Maida Raffaela of Vincenzo and Ermelinda Mar 12 1907.......19: 28
Maiello Guglielmo of Luigi and Maria Jan 15 1904.............18: 6
Maiello Maria S of Gesu and Angiolina Sept 22 1907.........19: 115
Maiello Roberto of Luigi and Maria July 22 1908..............19:243
Maietto Angelina of Grazio and Michellina Oct 15 1909...........19:430
Mailhot Joseph of Leonide and Rose E Apr 8 1902...............17:283
Mailhot Mary J of Arthur and Mary Jan 7 1907.................19:72
Maille Cora B of Ulderque E and Helen Oct 6 1902............17:316
Maille Francis R of Ulderque E and Helene Sept 10 1906........18:371
Maille George A of Ulderque E and Helene Jan 4 1908..........19:159
Maille Marie of Ulderque and Helene Dec 6 1910................20:137
Maille Mary A of Ulderque E and Helen Apr 29 1904............18:42
Maille William A of Ulderque E and Helen Jan 22 1904........17:131
Main Helen A of William and Sarah L May 25 1910...............20:57
Maine Lydia H of William E and Harriet F Dec 3 1903.........17:497
Maine Meredith J of William E and Harriet F May 19 1908.....19:212
Mainella Amnuziata of Nicola and Filomena Mar 24 1910......20:33
Mainella Felice of Nicola and Filomena Sept 23 1908.........19:268
Mainella Raffaele V of Raffaele A and Ersilia B May 21 1910...20:55
Mainelli Antonio of Liborio and Nicolina Apr 1 1909.........19:349
Mainelli Arturo of Michele and Carmina Oct 15 1910...........20:119
Mainelli Domenico of Liborio and Nicolina Oct 27 1907........19:125
Mainelli Gemma of Nicola and Filomena June 12 1910..........20:63
Mainelli Giovanni of Liborio and Nicolina Dec 8 1910........20:138
Mainelli Giuseppina of Nicola and Filomena Mar 29 1907......19:35
Mainelli Luigi F of Luigi A and Grace A Feb 26 1902........17:270
Mainelli Ugo R X of Nicola and Filomena May 19 1908.........19:212
Mainelli Vincenzo F of Pasquale and Maria July 5 1904........18:72
Mainello Anna F of Michele and Carmina May 12 1907.........19:50
Mainello Vincenzo of Michele and Carmina Nov 23 1908.......19:290
Maines Elizabeth of John B and Elizabeth Nov 12 1902........17:358
Maines Philip H of Christiana Nov 2 1901......................17:225
Maines Rosa (c) of Manuel R and Julia Feb 3 1909............19:327
Mainey Margaret of Lot and Elizabeth N Apr 11 1902.........17:284
Mainey Margaret L of Lot and Elizabeth M May 3 1904........18:43
Mainey Mary of Joseph H and Florence E Nov 20 1910.........20:132
Maini Giovanni of Luigi and Assunta Nov 13 1909..............19:440
Maini Vittoria of Luigi and Brigita May 23 1910..............20:56
Maio Domenico of Marco and Maddalena Feb 4 1906............18:291
Maio Francesco of Marco and Maddalena Feb 7 1904.............18:14
Maio Giovanni of Marco and Maddalena Feb 10 1910.............20:16
Maio Marco of Marco and Maddalena Nov 21 1907............19:435
Maleci Antonio of Giuseppe and Maria C Mar 14 1908........19:186
Maiorana Vincenzo di Giuseppe and Grazia Dec 8 1909.......19:449
Maiorana Vincenzo C of Giuseppe and Grazia Nov 20 1908.....19:289
Maiorano Anna of Giuseppe and Grazia May 21 1907...........19:51
Maiorano Antonia of Giuseppe and Grazia June 17 1904........18:58
Maiorano Antonia of Giuseppe and Grazia Jan 15 1906.......18:285
Maiorano Attilio of Francesco and Filomena Feb 4 1905.......18:156
MAIORANO Pasquale of Michele and Anna July 17 1907............ 19: 85
Maiorano Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Grazia Nov 8 1909........ 19: 439
Maiorenzi Maria G of Benedetto and Giustina Nov 6 1908....... 19: 283
Maiorenzi Maria L of Benedetto and Giustina Oct 6 1905....... 18: 243
Maiorisi Geennari of Angelo and Maria Apr 8 1904............. 18: 35
Maiorizi Vincenzo of Angelo and Maria Mar 1 1907............. 19: 24
Majarian Dian of Martin and Isгооhi Dec 23 1903............ 17: 504
Majewska Ennсе of Joseph and Kathagina Jan 26 1910......... 20: 11
Majistianian William of Michael and Amelia Aug 20 1901..... 17: 202
Majkowski Frank of Theodore and Stephanie Aug 18 1904..... 18: 88
Major Alfred of Timothе and Catherine Dec 2 1906............ 18: 401
Major Annie G of Nathaniel and Lizzie Feb 10 1903........... 17: 394
Major Austin J of David and Catherine G Apr 2 1910......... 20: 37
Major Carrie DeE of Charles A and Carrie May 15 1907....... 19: 52
Major Catherine of Timothе and Catherine July 20 1910..... 20: 85
Major Charles V of Charles H and Carrie Apr 12 1903....... 17: 444
Major Edward A of Edward G and Joan N July 5 1903........ 17: 447
Major Ernest of George and Agnes June 19 1901.............. 17: 172
Major Frank W of Samuel and Alice J Mar 31 1905........... 18: 172
Major George L of George L and Agnes Dec 4 1908.......... 19: 295
Major Irene M B of Timothе and Catherine May 17 1909....... 19: 365
Major Izora V H (c) of William D and Lucy Oct 31 1904.... 18: 113
Major Jessie R of David W and Margaret June 29 1904....... 18: 63
Major Margaret of David and Margaret June 4 1902......... 17: 299
Major Marie M of Timothе and Catherine Feb 27 1908....... 19: 180
Major Nathanial of Hugh and Elizabeth Mar 1 1905......... 18: 162
Major Rosella of Edward G and Joan Nov 23 1901............ 17: 232
Major Rosella of Timothy and Catherine L Jan 25 1906..... 18: 288
Major Sarah L of Hugh and Mary E June 12 1902........... 17: 302
Major William S (c) of William D and Lucy July 26 1902.... 17: 322
Major .... s of Nathaniel and Elizabeth Jan 3 1901.... 17: 179
Major .... d of Edward and Alice A Sept 16 1901......... 17: 211
Major .... s of Charles A and Carrie Dec 8 1904........ 18: 137
Major .... d of Charles A and Carrie D June 27 1906....... 18: 419
Major .... d of James and Letitia Nov 29 1910......... 20: 152
Make Bessie of David and Sarah Dec 22 1910.............. 20: 143
Make Sarah of Bill and Bessie Dec 9 1910............. 20: 139
Make .... s of William and Bessie July 27 1909.......... 19: 461
Maker Albert E of Edwin A and Martha July 31 1910....... 19: 399
Maker Kenwood F of Ralph K and Agnes Oct 24 1910........ 20: 122
Makhmonian Dian of Garabed and Veron Oct 5 1905......... 18: 243
Makin Albert E of John T and Sarah Feb 17 1901........... 17: 183
Makin Charles L of Charles A and Ruth June 17 1908....... 19: 224
Makin Edna of Mary T Williams Dec 5 1905................ 18: 263
Makin Ruth E of Charles A and Ruth July 21 1909........... 19: 396
Maksodian Harutune M of Mooshegh and Tavrez Apr 14 1902.... 17: 285
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Maksoodian Yaghmouer of Mooseak and Tarvez Sept 6 1904. 18: 95
Maksymowicz Frank of John and Rozalia Oct 25 1909. 19: 433
Maharagno Hugo A of Ferdinand and Ismaelia C July 14 1904. 17: 189
Malardo Botito of Biagio and Michelina Apr 23 1907. 19: 44
Malardo — — twin ds of Biaso and Michela Dec 4 1909. 19: 463
Malarky Cornelius of Peter F and Mary Mar 27 1905. 18: 171
Malarky Stephen C of Peter F and Mary A Dec 27 1904. 18: 131
Malarky Edward L of Peter and Mary Sept 29 1909. 19: 424
Malatt Aster of Wolf and Annie July 28 1908. 19: 216
Malcolm Archibald J of William D and Elizabeth Jan 8 1906. 18: 282
Malcolm Elizabeth W of William D and Elizabeth Oct 4 1907. 18: 116
Malcolm Margaret E of Robert and Margaret 1 June 19 1909. 19: 376
Malcolm Robert A of Robert and Margaret 1 Feb 28 1906. 18: 300
Malcolm Violet E of James and Harriet C Sept 26 1905. 18: 240
Malcolm William J of William D and Elizabeth Feb 25 1901. 17: 144
Malconian George of Muguadich G and Mary Nov 20 1902. 17: 361
Maldofsky Eva of Simon and Celia Nov 22 1906. 18: 398
Maldofsky Morris of Simon and Celia June 3 1909. 19: 371
Malei Maria V of Luigi and Angiola July 6 1910. 20: 80
Malefaut Donald of John B and Elizabeth E Nov 6 1910. 20: 127
Malette Gladys G of John and Florence Feb 10 1908. 19: 173
Malvico Danil of William and Julia Sept 7 1906. 18: 370
Malewsky Leocavia of Alexander and Mariana June 14 1909. 19: 375
Maley Katherine of William T and Katherine June 23 1909. 19: 378
Malfeo Giuseppe of Sabino and Lucia Aug 23 1908. 19: 256
Malfeo Nicola of Sabino and Lucia Aug 4 1907. 19: 92
Malhoit Charles II of Joseph H and Della F Aug 10 1910. 20: 95
Malikian Harsen of Paul and Arshaloos Dec 10 1905. 18: 265
Malinowicz Freda of Harry and Augusta Apr 15 1908. 19: 199
Malinowicz Samuel B of Harry and Gussie Dec 19 1909. 19: 433
Malisiewicz Caslaw of Joseph and Elizabeth Aug 20 1901. 18: 134
Malkasian Hagop of Hagop and Sophie Feb 19 1910. 20: 20
Malkasian — — s of Hagop and Sophia Feb 28 1909. 19: 385
Mallett Clyde B of Oscar and Rose Mar 11 1906. 18: 304
Mallett Theodore C of Clarence and Catherine Oct 15 1907. 19: 120
Mallett Francis E of Nelson F and Florence Mar 26 1907. 19: 34
Mallette Joseph W of Alvic J and Marie June 6 1905. 18: 195
Mallette Lillie M R of Oscar and Rose Jan 13 1901. 17: 128
Mallette Lottie M of Alvic and Marie May 18 1904. 18: 48
Mallette Mary H B of John and Florence E Nov 9 1906. 18: 393
Mallette Nelson H of Nelson and Florence July 9 1905. 18: 213
Mallette Violet I of Clarence and Rose M Mar 10 1905. 18: 165
Mallette Wallace E of Oscar and Rose June 16 1907. 19: 65
Mallette William D of Clarence D and Rose M Feb 11 1904. 18: 17
Malley George A of Patrick and Margaret June 30 1903... 17: 438
Malley James H of Patrick and Maggie Apr 4 1901... 17: 152
Malley John F of Patrick J and Ellen E July 2 1909... 19: 388
Malley Peter of Patrick and Ellen June 27 1907... 19: 69
Malley —— d of Stephen and Mary Dec 27 1903... 17: 506
Mallicone Marietta of Giuseppe and Angelina April 7 1908... 19: 196
Mallon William F of James and Elizabeth June 8 1902... 17: 306
Mallory Hazel L of George R and Grace A Jan 4 1907... 19: 2
Mallory Hortense P of George R and Grace A Nov 19 1909... 19: 442
Mallory Margaret D of Frank H and Frances Dec 21 1906... 18: 409
Mallory Maria G of Frank H and Frances Jan 15 1903... 17: 385
Mallory —— s of Frank H and Frances Nov 29 1908... 19: 312
Mallory Elizabeth of Charles and Elizabeth May 8 1903... 17: 441
Mallory John J of Patrick F and Bridget T Oct 1 1902... 17: 315
Mallory Margarette of John and Nellie J Mar 11 1904... 18: 26
Mallory Mary H of John and Nellie J May 25 1902... 17: 257
Mallory Michael of William and Catherine T Sept 14 1906... 18: 375
Mallory Nora G of Martin and Margaret Sept 26 1905... 18: 240
Mallory Winifred M of John J and Annie M Mar 15 1910... 20: 30
Mallozzi Anna of Raffaele and Pasqualina Apr 3 1907... 19: 37
Mallozzi Emma of Raffaele and Pasqualina Oct 10 1908... 19: 275
Mallozzi Giuseppina of Raffaele and Pasqualina July 14 1910... 20: 84
Mally —— s of Mary May 25 1902... 17: 297
Malm Henry T of Axel and Alfreda May 7 1909... 19: 361
Malm John H of Martin H and Agnes Jan 15 1909... 19: 320
Malm Martin H of Martin H and Hester L Mar 27 1902... 17: 279
Malmberg Elin S of Carl A and Wilhelmina Apr 24 1907... 19: 45
Malmberg —— d of Charles A and Hulda O Dec 10 1908... 19: 298
Malmmetz Rosa of Roman and Annie Oct 17 1909... 19: 431
Malo Annie of Amede and Amelia Feb 12 1903... 17: 395
Malo Argemir of Joseph and Melina Jan 17 1901... 17: 129
Malo Herbert T of Amede and Emilie Aug 12 1907... 19: 95
Malo Joseph N of Amede and Emilie June 17 1904... 18: 58
Malo Lena of Amede and Emilie Dec 21 1901... 17: 241
Malo Marie A of Telesphore and Leonie July 26 1910... 20: 88
Malo Mary L of Joseph and Melina Feb 18 1903... 17: 397
Malone Anna E of John A and Annie July 31 1906... 18: 356
Malone Arthur of George I and Abbie C Oct 10 1905... 18: 245
Malone Austin of George and Abbie June 12 1909... 19: 374
Malone Edward of William S and Nancy B Aug 22 1901... 17: 203
Malone Ellen A of John and Jennie E Feb 20 1906... 18: 297
Malone Everett A of Thomas A and Mary Aug 7 1902... 17: 327
Malone Francis J of John and Annie E Mar 5 1901... 17: 143
Malone Frank J of James D and Nora Feb 4 1910... 20: 72
Malone George I of George I and Abbie May 19 1908... 19: 212
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malone Gertrude</td>
<td>of John A and Annie</td>
<td>Aug 24 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone Henry M</td>
<td>of William A and Julia</td>
<td>Oct 24 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone Loretta</td>
<td>of James P and Annie</td>
<td>June 17 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone Loretta</td>
<td>of John and Annie</td>
<td>Dec 7 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone Mary of William</td>
<td>S and Ann B</td>
<td>May 20 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone Mary M</td>
<td>of Thomas A and Mary E</td>
<td>Feb 28 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone Susan of Thomas</td>
<td>P and Helen S</td>
<td>June 19 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone Thomas W</td>
<td>of John and Annie</td>
<td>Aug 20 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone Warren L</td>
<td>of Warren L and Margaret</td>
<td>Sept 3 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone William A</td>
<td>of John and Annie</td>
<td>Oct 28 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone William P</td>
<td>of Thomas P and Nellie S</td>
<td>Aug 11 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone</td>
<td>twins of John A and Annie</td>
<td>Sept 24 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Agnes of James J</td>
<td>and Emma A</td>
<td>Dec 3 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Catherine of James J</td>
<td>and Emma A</td>
<td>Apr 12 1903</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Edith A</td>
<td>of Thomas F and Bertha E</td>
<td>Apr 27 1903</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Evelyn D</td>
<td>of Michael J and Celia V</td>
<td>Dec 8 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Frances of Thomas F</td>
<td>and Bertha E</td>
<td>Apr 17 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney George E</td>
<td>of John F and Mary J</td>
<td>Aug 3 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Helen of Christopher J</td>
<td>and Alice J</td>
<td>Jan 13 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney James of John and Harriet</td>
<td>Feb 8 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney James F</td>
<td>of James J and Emma</td>
<td>Aug 13 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney John of Joseph B</td>
<td>and Ellen Apr</td>
<td>Apr 1 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Joseph of John J</td>
<td>and Harriet Sept</td>
<td>Sep 30 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Julia H of John J</td>
<td>and Harriet Dec</td>
<td>Dec 3 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Maddine G</td>
<td>of Richard J and Mary</td>
<td>Aug 26 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Mary of William J</td>
<td>and Teresa E</td>
<td>Dec 25 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Patricia of Patrick and Annie</td>
<td>Sept 24 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Thomas F</td>
<td>of Thomas F and Hannah T</td>
<td>Apr 17 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Thomas J</td>
<td>of Thomas F and Bertha E</td>
<td>Nov 12 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney Veronica of James</td>
<td>and Emma Nov</td>
<td>Dec 12 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney William of Joseph B</td>
<td>and Ellen Mar</td>
<td>Mar 10 1903</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney William J</td>
<td>of Richard J and Theresa E</td>
<td>Sep 23 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney —— of Richard J</td>
<td>and Mary June</td>
<td>Jun 16 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney —— s of James J</td>
<td>and Emma Dec</td>
<td>Dec 21 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney —— s of Patrick</td>
<td>and Annie Sept</td>
<td>Sep 30 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney —— s of Joseph</td>
<td>and Esther Feb</td>
<td>Feb 21 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney —— s of Patrick</td>
<td>and Annie Mar</td>
<td>Mar 10 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malosky Frances of William</td>
<td>and Agnes Sept</td>
<td>Sep 5 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malpas Eva M</td>
<td>of Charles B and Louisisa</td>
<td>Apr 13 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maltrum Stanley of Joseph</td>
<td>and Anelha Mar</td>
<td>Mar 27 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maltzman Israel of Solomon</td>
<td>and Fannie Nov</td>
<td>Nov 15 1901</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malukaya Staacka of Michele</td>
<td>and Anela Apr</td>
<td>Apr 7 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamane Edmond F</td>
<td>of Edmond and Mary</td>
<td>June 29 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manbrice Raffaelde of Francesco</td>
<td>and Rahmanda Jan</td>
<td>Mar 31 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manbro Amelia of Rocco</td>
<td>and Maria May</td>
<td>Mar 25 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manbro Guerino of Rocco</td>
<td>and Maria Mar</td>
<td>Mar 26 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mambru Guerino F A</td>
<td>Of Rocco and Maria</td>
<td>Aug 18 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamis Eli</td>
<td>Of Jacob and Lena</td>
<td>Aug 7 1906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamis Isabelle</td>
<td>Of Jacob and Lena</td>
<td>Oct 9 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manalley Hattie of John J</td>
<td>And Alice Nov</td>
<td>19 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manally Esther of John J</td>
<td>And Alice Dec</td>
<td>6 1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manally Etta of John J</td>
<td>And Alice Feb</td>
<td>21 1910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manally John of John J</td>
<td>And Alice Jan</td>
<td>6 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manally Mabel of John H</td>
<td>And Alice Dec</td>
<td>6 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manunian Apraham of Bagdhasar</td>
<td>And Aesian Oct</td>
<td>2 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mance Edith A</td>
<td>Of Frank A and Isabell W</td>
<td>Mar 13 1904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Beryl of Charles</td>
<td>A Jr and Maude A</td>
<td>Apr 25 1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Catherine L of</td>
<td>Warren H and Janet McF</td>
<td>Aug 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Clarence F of</td>
<td>Albert E and Josephine A</td>
<td>Aug 8 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Edwin O of</td>
<td>George B and Ella C</td>
<td>Oct 6 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Ella M of</td>
<td>Warren H and Janet M May</td>
<td>20 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Ernest B of</td>
<td>Otis E and Mary E Oct</td>
<td>9 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Estelle of</td>
<td>Arthur P and Eva Apr 4</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Gertrude I of</td>
<td>Henry G and Martha July</td>
<td>9 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Hope II of</td>
<td>Charles R and Lena A</td>
<td>June 9 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Jeannette of</td>
<td>Horace H and Edna</td>
<td>Oct 18 1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Joseph O of</td>
<td>Obed X P and Emily F</td>
<td>Mar 5 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Laura F of</td>
<td>Trueman E and Ethel F</td>
<td>Mar 29 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Louis of Obed M</td>
<td>P and Emilyett Apr</td>
<td>14 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Louis A of</td>
<td>Arnold A Jr and Maude A</td>
<td>Apr 17 1901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Madeline M of</td>
<td>Abram D and Nettie M</td>
<td>Mar 16 1906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Madison J of</td>
<td>Albert E and Georgianna</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Marie A of</td>
<td>Albert E and Josephine</td>
<td>June 7 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Mary E of</td>
<td>Otis E and Mary E</td>
<td>July 30 1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Maud II of</td>
<td>Arnold A Jr and Maud</td>
<td>July 2 1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Maurice G of</td>
<td>Albert C and Nellie E</td>
<td>Apr 4 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Raymond E of</td>
<td>William and Malvina</td>
<td>Nov 20 1910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Wayland D of</td>
<td>Abram D and Nettie M</td>
<td>June 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Wilhelmine E of</td>
<td>Charles I Jr and May E</td>
<td>Mar 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Mancini Amedeo of Antonio and Eremita Nov 8 1902 ... 17:257
Mancini Anna of Domenico and Antonia Aug 11 1905 ... 18:224
Mancini Antonio of Pasquale and Maria Sept 22 1903 ... 17:474
Mancini Antonio of Vincenzo and Adelina Apr 9 1910 ... 20:40
Mancini Carmela of Francesco and Archelopia Apr 1 1907 ... 19:36
Mancini Domenico of Raffaele and Margherita May 26 1901 ... 17:166
Mancini Elvira of Giovanni and Angelina Sept 12 1905 ... 18:235
Mancini Emma A of Antonio and Emrichetta Feb 25 1910 ... 20:22
Mancini Federico of Angelo and Rosa Jan 19 1907 ... 19:7
Mancini Filomena of Antonio and Eremita July 10 1905 ... 18:213
Mancini Fiorinda of Pasquale and Maria Dec 22 1901 ... 17:242
Mancini Giovannina of Luigi and Filomena Oct 11 1908 ... 19:275
Mancini Giuseppe X of Domenico and Antonetta Mar 6 1907 ... 19:26
Mancini Guido B of Domenico and Antonia Sept 15 1909 ... 19:418
Mancini Idia of Samuele and Teresa Nov 30 1910 ... 20:135
Mancini James of Antonio and Rigetta May 20 1905 ... 18:189
Mancini Louisa of Felice and Concetta Oct 21 1906 ... 18:387
Mancini Maddalena of Samuele and Teresa Dec 21 1902 ... 17:370
Mancini Maria A of Alfredo and Louisa May 13 1901 ... 17:163
Mancini Maria A F of Felice and Concetta Mar 8 1904 ... 18:25
Mancini Mario of Angelo and Rosina Apr 23 1901 ... 18:40
Mancini Michela of Domenico and Giuseppa Mar 24 1910 ... 20:33
Mancini Susina of Giovanni and Angela July 31 1902 ... 17:321
Mancini Tomaso A of Alfredo and Luisa Dec 5 1902 ... 17:365
Mancini Vincenzo of Felice and Concetta Apr 6 1909 ... 19:350
Mancini Vincenzo D of Achille and Filomena Jan 30 1910 ... 20:12
Mancini Vito of Pasquale and Vincenza Apr 28 1910 ... 20:46
Mancini Vittorio of Francesco and Carbenia Oct 3 1908 ... 19:272
Mancini —— s of Raffaele and Margherita June 1 1902 ... 17:298
Mancini —— s of Giovanni and Angelina Apr 10 1904 ... 18:67
Mancino Pasqualino of Giovanni and Giacinta Nov 6 1903 ... 17:489
Manco Amelia of Carlo and Giuseppina Oct 26 1903 ... 17:485
Manco Anna of Carlo and Giuseppa Oct 20 1904 ... 18:110
Manco Biagio of Carlo and Giuseppina Feb 3 1909 ... 19:327
Manco Eduardo of Enrico and Maria G I Feb 4 1909 ... 19:329
Manco Elvira of Enrico and Irene Apr 1 1907 ... 19:37
Manco Emilia A I of Carlo and Giusepp t Oct 16 1903 ... 17:482
Manco Gabriela D G of Carlo and Giuseppina Mar 1 1906 ... 18:302
Manco Gabrielle of Carlo and Giuseppina Mar 10 1906 ... 18:304
Manco Gaetano of Enrico and Irene Feb 20 1903 ... 18:158
Manco Gaetano G E of Carlo and Giuseppina June 1 1902 ... 17:298
Manco Raffaele of Carlo and Giuseppina June 3 1907 ... 19:60
Manco —— s of Henry and Irene Oct 1 1903 ... 17:511
Mancone Anna of Antonio and Domenica July 26 1901 ... 17:193
Mancone Elvira of Vincenzo and Maddalena July 4 1903 ... 17:417
Mancone Giovannina of Vincenzo and Maddalena June 15 1908 ... 19:223
Mancone Maria A of Vincenzo and Maddalena Mar 5 1901........17: 143
Mancone Maria C of Domenico and Belisa Dec 25 1909........19: 455
Mancuao Giuseppe of Michele and Grazia June 30 1909........19: 381
Maneuse Giovanni of Antonio and Providenza Feb 10 1906....18: 294
Manseu Anna F of Antonio and Providenza Sept 2 1908......19: 260
Mandel Jonas M of Charles and Marie Apr 26 1910..........20: 46
Mandel Mamie of Morris and Mollie Oct 15 1907.............19: 120
Manders Edith of Richard S and Emma June 29 1904........18: 62
Manders Elizabeth A of Richard S and Emma June 7 1901....17: 169
Manders Hannah J of Richard S and Emma July 15 1908....19: 241
Manders Hattie of Richard S and Emma Jan 20 1903........17: 387
Manders Pauline of Richard and Emma Oct 20 1906.........18: 386
Mandes Belmeda (c) of Sam and Maria Sept 7 1904.........18: 96
Mandes Frank (c) of Jesse and Rosa Oct 14 1903.........17: 481
Maudes — d of Lewis and Josephine Dec 24 1904..........18: 130
Mandeville Charles H W of Charles H W and Ethel W Jan 23
1906........................................18: 287
Mandeville Dorothy of Charles H and Ethel Jan 4 1903.....17: 382
Mandeville Harold G of Charles H W and Ethel Apr 4 1909...19: 350
Mandia Agostina of Giovanni and Lina Jan 14 1905........18: 204
Maneuse Pasquale of Leonardo and Filomena July 23 1908...19: 243
Manera Antonetta of Raffaele and Agatha Mar 7 1910......20: 26
Manera Fiora of Raffaele and Agata Sept 14 1903........17: 472
Manera Giulia of Giovanni and Angela Dec 29 1901........17: 244
Manera Giuseppe of Antonio and Catarina Dec 28 1909......19: 460
Manera Ida of Raffaele and Acata July 19 1907.............19: 85
Manera Maria A of Giovanni and Angelina July 18 1907....19: 85
Maneuro Francesco of Giovanni and Angelina Feb 5 1905....18: 133
Manese Virginia of Seraph and Maria A Apr 3 1906........18: 312
Manese Antone of John and Marie Feb 26 1904................18: 21
Manese Frank of Antone and Marie July 3 1906...............18: 345
Manese Iradahina of Jose and Virginia Dec 30 1906.........18: 411
Manese Lillian of John and Mamie Nov 8 1905............18: 255
Manese Manuel of Antone and Maria Nov 19 1907........19: 134
Manese Maria S of Jose and Jessie July 23 1905........18: 274
Maney Charles of Eugene and Louise Nov 19 1904........18: 119
Manfredi Anna C of Emilio and Rosina Aug 14 1906.......18: 361
Manfredi Edorado of Emilio and Rosina Sept 27 1910......20: 112
Manfredi Isabella V of Angelo and Francesca Dec 15 1909...19: 451
Manfredi Luigi of Emilio and Rosa Dec 11 1908...........19: 298
Manfredo Enrico of Luigi and Anna Apr 26 1907........19: 45
Manfredo Pietro of Luigi and Antonetta Jan 19 1910......20: 8
Mangan Elizabeth of James and Elizabeth Sept 18 1906....18: 379
Mangan Elizabeth of James and Elizabeth Sept 18 1906....18: 415
Mangani Antonio of Gaetano and Francesca Nov 12 1902....17: 358
Mangano Annie of Antonio and Lucietta Aug 6 1906........18: 358
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Mangano Carmelo A of Antonio and Lucia Mar 5 1908...........19: 183
Mangano Domenico of Antonio and Lucieta Dec 17 1909...........19: 452
Mangasarian Martha of Melkon and Araxi Sept 25 1909...........19: 423
Mangassarian Robert of Malcon and Araxi Aug 2 1908...........19: 248
Mangerelli Filomena of Antonio and Maria Apr 25 1907...........19: 45
Mangiacapre Francesco of Giuseppe and Rosita Nov 27 1909...........19: 445
Mangiante Elisabetta A of Raffaele and Lucia Jan 21 1909...........19: 322
Mangiante Giovanni B A of Raffaele and Lucia Aug 11 1910...........20: 97
Mangiante Rosina of Ercilio and Francesca May 22 1904...........18: 50
Mangiarelli Adelina of Antonio and Maria Nov 12 1905...........18: 256
Mangiarelli Annie of Raffaele and Carmela June 7 1906...........18: 335
Mangiarelli Antonio of Raffaele and Carmela Dec 5 1910...........20: 137
Mangiarelli Emma of Raffaele and Carmela Dec 28 1908...........19: 305
Mangiarelli Giulio V of Antonio and Maria Apr 11 1901...........17: 154
Mangiarelli Santo of Croce and Lucia Apr 17 1910...........20: 42
Mangiarelli Umberto of Antonio and Maria May 18 1909...........19: 365
Mangini Americo E of Antonio and Carmela Dec 18 1910...........20: 142
Mangino Maria D of Antonio and Giorisetta Apr 23 1908...........19: 202
Mangione Cosimo of Francesco and Nunziata June 23 1903...........17: 436
Mangione Maria A of Raffaele and Nunziata Apr 19 1908...........19: 200
Mangione Michele of Savino and Pasqualina Sept 13 1909...........19: 418
Mangione Michelina of Savino and Pasqualina Sept 8 1910...........20: 105
Mangioni Berardini of Francesco and Nunziata June 5 1906...........18: 334
Mangioni Emmacolata of Michelangelo and Lucia Oct 25 1903...........17: 485
Mangler Alfred C of Frederick J and Eva M Aug 12 1907...........19: 95
Mangone Antonio of Luigi and Domenica Mar 28 1904...........18: 32
Mangone Antonio of Domenico and Blise Jan 31 1908...........19: 169
Mangone Maria of Federico and Nicolina Jan 12 1910...........20: 71
Mangone Roberto of Benedetto and Francesca Jan 27 1910...........20: 11
Manion Alice of Elizabeth June 15 1902...........17: 303
Manion Edwin of Edward and Annie June 4 1902...........17: 299
Manion John of Matthew J and Margaret June 27 1906...........18: 342
Manion Margaret of Edward and Annie Sept 28 1903...........17: 476
Manion Thomas of Matthew J and Margaret June 23 1908...........19: 226
Manion Veronica of Matthew J and Margaret L May 8 1904...........18: 45
Manion William J of Edward and Annie Mar 29 1906...........18: 310
Manion William J of Edward and Annie May 3 1907...........19: 76
Mankie —— s of Julius and Amelia Dec 2 1907...........19: 156
Manley Arthur W of Frederick A and Beatrice M Dec 27 1910...........20: 145
Manley Fred of Fred B and Annie M Apr 5 1906...........18: 313
Manley Martha E of John W and Louisa A Sept 25 1908...........19: 269
Mann Agnes M of Joseph J and Ella Mar 21 1910...........20: 35
Mann Albert of Albert and Mary May 25 1907...........19: 55
Mann Earle of Albert and Mary June 15 1904...........18: 57
Mann Edmund V of Joseph J and Ella Feb 21 1905...........18: 160
Mann Eileen V of Albert S and Margaret J Nov 15 1908...........19: 287
Mann Elsie W of Edward M and Grace W Apr 20 1908..............19: 201
Mann Francis E of Edward F and Mary C May 10 1909..............19: 363
Mann John of Albert and Mary Mar 26 1901..........................17: 149
Mann Leroy W of Walter H and Emma M Sept 28 1908..............19: 270
Mann Mary C of Joseph J and Ella Nov 25 1906.....................18: 399
Mann Ruth W of Edward M and Grace W Sept 6 1910...................20: 405
Mann Stanley B of Walter E and Minnie B July 21 1907..............19: 86
Mann Walter F B of Walter H and Emma Sept 9 1906.................18: 371
Mann —— s of Albert and Mary Mar 21 1903..........................17: 443
Manna Carmine D of Michele and Angelina June 26 1904..............18: 62
Manna Giovanni L of Michele and Angelina Apr 12 1906..............18: 315
Manna Thomaso of Michele and Angelina Feb 5 1908..................19: 171
Mannera Paolo of Giovanni and Angelina Mar 1 1909................19: 337
Manney Clarence V of John and Marietta Sept 21 1904..............18: 100
Manney Walter A of John and Mary E July 23 1902...................17: 321
Manning Catharine of Timothy and Bridget Dec 2 1904..............18: 121
Manning Catharine E of Thomas J and Bridget Mar 6 1907.........19: 26
Manning Catherine M of James J and Catherine M Jan 23 1901........17: 131
Manning Cecelia of Thomas J and Bridget July 31 1909..............19: 399
Manning Charles E of James and Annie Sept 26 1901.................17: 213
Manning Earl L F of Jeremiah and Margaret A Jan 31 1906........18: 390
Manning Edna M (c) of W Edward and Minnie Aug 4 1906............18: 414
Manning Edward F of James J and Catherine M Aug 16 1904........18: 87
Manning Ella of John F and Mary Sept 14 1906......................18: 373
Manning Ellen of James J and Catherine M Sept 14 1906............18: 373
Manning Elsie of Thomas and Delia Feb 7 1902......................17: 261
Manning Francis of James J and Catherine M Feb 1 1909............19: 327
Manning Gerald of Jeremiah and Margaret A Feb 3 1903..............17: 392
Manning Grace D of P James and Mary E Dec 17 1903...............17: 502
Manning James A of Michael and Nettie June 15 1907..............19: 61
Manning John F of John F and Mary Nov 27 1908....................19: 222
Manning Madeline L of Bernard F and Mary F Aug 17 1903.........17: 462
Manning Margaret A of Thomas J and Bridget M Feb 6 1902........17: 263
Manning Marion I of James and Annie Aug 10 1908..................19: 254
Manning Mary A of James J and Catherine M Sept 16 1902........17: 340
Manning Mary J of Thomas J and Bridget M Jan 25 1905..............18: 419
Manning Norman of James H and Clara L Jan 29 1909..............19: 325
Manning Peter F of Thomas J and Bridget M May 25 1903...........17: 427
Manning Thomas P J of Patrick J and Mary H Mar 31 1901.........17: 151
Manning Walter J of John F and Mary Nov 16 1904...................18: 119
Manning William of James J and Catherine M Apr 16 1910.........20: 42
Manning William E of Patrick and Agnes Nov 6 1903..............17: 489
Manning William J of Michael J and Jennette Jan 13 1905........18: 145
Manning —— d of Mary Jan 23 1902..............................17: 311
Manning —— d of John and Olive Feb 1 1909.........................19: 384
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Manning — s of John L and Jeannette Dec 10 1909.

Manno Francesco of Michele and Angelina Aug 11 1909.

Manno — s of David and Annie Aug 31 1907.

Mannovich Morris of Harry and Katie Oct 31 1904.

Mannweiler Mabel T of Anthony C and Pauline W Apr 28 1905.

Manochech Giovanni of Giuseppe and Virginia June 12 1908.


Manochech Maria L of Giuseppe and Virginia Dec 3 1909.

Manochech Pietro of Antonio and Angela Nov 9 1908.

Manoogian Abraham of David and Annie Apr 21 1904.

Manoogian Mary of David and Annie Oct 3 1905.

Manoogian Rosa of David and Annie Aug 7 1908.

Manoukian Dickranouhi of Kiragos and Menoush Aug 28 1905.

Manoukian — d of Bedros and Lensi Apr 18 1906.

Manoyan Haig II of Hagop and Nazely Aug 31 1901.

Manschott Hilda of Henry and Susie June 4 1902.

Mansfield Stanley C of Lucius R and Evelyn B Aug 22 1903.

Manshel Jeannette R of Charles and Annie G Nov 14 1907.


Mansolillo Celestino of Domenico and Assunta Jan 16 1909.

Mansolillo Vincenzo of Antonio and Antonetta Jan 17 1910.

Manson Estella M of Frederick A and Helen T Apr 22 1906.

Manson Florence G of George D and Margaret H Nov 21 1902.

Manson Frederick A of Frederick A and Helen T Aug 1 1909.

Manson Helen T of Fred A and Helen T Sept 19 1907.

Mansueti Francesce of Bernardino and Assunta Aug 30 1907.

Mansueti Giovanni of Bernardino and Assunta Apr 29 1910.

Mansueti Pasquale of Bernardino and Maria A Jan 13 1905.

Mansueti Pasquale of Bernardino and Maria A Nov 25 1905.

Mansueti Pasquale of Bernardino and Maria A Feb 15 1909.

Mantaian Krikor of Bedros and Oghda Mar 28 1909.

Mantel Max of Samuel and Sarah Mar 6 1901.

Mantell Harry of Samuel and Sarah May 26 1905.

Mantell Robert C of Giuseppe and Maria E Sept 14 1909.

Mantella Lillian V of Giuseppe and Mary Aug 2 1906.

Mantella Reginald W of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 13 1905.

Mantle Frank A of Joe A and Julia Sept 8 1903.

Mantia Anna of Cosimo and Providenza Mar 28 1903.

Mantia Antonio of Cosimo and Providenza Jan 7 1905.

Mantia Carmela of Cosimo and Providenza May 14 1907.

Mantia Salvatore of Giovanni and Antonina May 21 1903.

Manton Benjamin D of Joseph P Jr and Cora M Dec 19 1903.

Manton Geraldine of J F and Blanche Apr 8 1908.

Manton Jane A of William J and Susan Nov 15 1908.
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Manton Marian E of William J and Susan A May 25 1906...18:330
Manton Annie of William and Agnes Aug 4 1910...20:93
Manipella Nicandro of Enrico and Vittoria Dec 11 1907...19:143
Manzelli Filomena of Giuseppe and Roccina Dec 15 1904...18:127
Manuppella Anna C of Enrico and Vittoria May 15 1901...17:163
Manuppella Maria R of Enrico and Vittoria July 19 1902...17:320
Manuppelli Cosimo D of Enrico and Vittoria Jan 26 1906...18:289
Manuppelli Costantino of Giuseppe and Roccina Sept 14 1903...17:470
Manzelli Damiano of Enrico and Vittoria May 24 1909...19:367
Manzelli Nicandro of Enrico and Vittoria Feb 15 1904...18:47
Manz Dorothy L of Charles H and Minnie L May 13 1910...20:52
Manz Ethel M of John E and Sarah E Mar 29 1907...19:35
Manz George E of John E and Sarah E Dec 6 1909...19:448
Manz Helen of Napoleon A and Annie M Nov 17 1906...18:396
Manz John T of John E and Sarah E Mar 21 1906...17:408
Manz Madeleine of Napoleon A and Annie Dec 6 1901...17:237
Manz Margaret A of John E and Sarah E Nov 20 1905...18:250
Manz Costanzo of Antonio and Seratina Dec 29 1909...19:456
Manz Giovannina of Antonio and Seratina Sept 23 1906...18:377
Manz santucce of Antonio and Seratina Feb 27 1908...19:180
Manzana —— s of George and Mary Aug 15 1902...17:329
Manze —— d of Josephine Nov 27 1905...18:261
Manzella Seratino of Antonio and Maria Jan 22 1904...18:8
Manzella —— s of Antonio and Maria Aug 2 1902...17:325
Manzelli Ida of Paolo and Teresa Dec 24 1904...18:430
Manzelli Maddalena of Paolo and Teresa Aug 9 1906...18:359
Manzi Concetta of Antonio and Seratina Nov 4 1904...18:113
Manzi Domenico E of Ferdinando and Matilde Dec 29 1901...17:244
Manzi Luigi of Costanzo and Seratina Sept 28 1903...17:176
Manzi Maria of Pasquale and Concetta Mar 21 1910...20:32
Manzolli Carlo of Antonio and Maria A Sept 3 1905...18:232
Manzolillo Carlo of Domenico and Assunta Dec 13 1905...18:266
Manzolillo Giovanna of Antonio and Antonia Mar 25 1906...18:309
Manzolillo Giuseppe of Antonio and Antonia Dec 6 1907...19:140
Manzolillo Luigi of Antonio and Maria A Sept 13 1910...20:107
Manzolillo Maria of Domenico and Assunta Jan 12 1907...19:5
Manzolillo Nicola of Domenico and Assunta Oct 24 1910...20:122
Manzolli Theofilo of Antonio and Candida Sept 24 1910...20:111
Maple George II of George II and Agnes B Dec 15 1906...18:406
Mara Edward J P of William J P and Mary E Feb 24 1905...18:160
Mara John Q of Johanna Nov 25 1901...17:233
Marain Marie Y of Joseph and Marie A Aug 10 1909...19:458
Marall Maria of Jose and Mariana P Dec 17 1903...17:502
Marals Tonnie of James and Dora Dec 21 1905...18:269
Marandola Assunta of Antonio and Erminia Nov 28 1902...17:363
Marandola Domenico of Michele and Maria Sept 3 1908...19:261
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Marandola Elena of Antonio and Erminia Aug 25 1905.......18:229
Marandola Giovanni of Antonio and Emilia Jan 20 1908.......19:165
Marandola Teresina of Antonio and Erminia Sept 3 1910.......20:104
Maranolo Maria of Antonio and Maria Jan 15 1903..........17:385
Mararian Leon of Garabed and Stena July 11 1907.........19:151
Mararian Vahan of Garabed and Artin Oct 27 1901........17:223
Mararian Vahan A of Charles and Atina Nov 29 1903.......17:496
Marbach Classen C of Charles J and Bertha E Aug 21 1901...17:202
Marble Dorothy P of Ernest G and Annie July 19 1908......19:212
Marble Lura E of David J and Ada F Apr 2 1908..............19:193
Marble —— s of Maude May 10 1904..........................18:46
Marcaccia Marietta of Nicola and Domenica Mar 28 1901....17:150
Marcaccio Angelina of Nicola and Domenica Dec 1 1902....17:364
Marcaccio Elisa C of Antonio and Maria Apr 27 1910.......20:46
Marcaccio Filomena of Giovanni and Carmela Nov 9 1901...17:228
Marcaccio Francesco of Giovanni and Carmela Aug 15 1906..18:362
Marcaccio Guglielmo of Giovanni and Carmela Oct 29 1903...17:486
Marcak Jerarlow of Nicholas and Pauline Oct 14 1905......18:216
Marcantonio Antonio of Raffaele and Luisa Nov 27 1905.....18:261
Marcantonio Arturo F C of Raffaele and Luisa Sept 2 1908..19:260
Marcella Italia V of Loreta and Assunta Jan 30 1902.......17:261
Marcella Michele of Vincezenzo and Paolina Feb 16 1905....18:157
Marcella Angela of Pietro and Carmela Sept 19 1903.......17:473
Marcelli Angelina of James and Maria Mar 25 1910.........20:33
Marcelli Assunta of Vincezenzo and Maria Jan 25 1901......17:132
Marcelli Eduardo of Giuseppe and Michelle June 10 1903....17:432
Marcelli Luigi of Domenico and Nunziata July 26 1903.......17:455
Marcelli Luigi of Tomaso and Nunziata Jan 19 1901.........17:130
Marcelli Maddalena of Antonio and Grazialla July 6 1903....17:148
Marcelli Maria F of Tomaso and Nunziata Jan 19 1901.......17:130
Marcelli Sabbattino of Vincezenzo and Maria Oct 29 1906....18:389
Marcelli Vito of Antonio and Grazialla Mar 30 1907.........19:35
Marcellino Hope of William A and Annie I July 10 1909.....19:391
Marcellino Mario A of Emma and Filomena Oct 3 1904.......18:105
Marcellino —— s of William and Anna I Aug 16 1908.......19:310
Marcellino Alberto of Giacomo and Maria July 2 1908.......19:236
Marcello Alfredo of Vincezenzo and Maria Jan 14 1905.......18:145
Marcello Amalia of Silvestro and Nicolina Apr 10 1909....19:332
Marcello Anedeco A of Luigi and Teresa Apr 19 1904.......18:39
Marcello Angelica of Enrico and Carolina Oct 17 1903.......17:482
Marcello Angelina C of Enrico and Carolina May 23 1910....20:55
Marcello Annie of Vincezenzo and Maria Apr 17 1902........17:285
Marcello Antonio of Enrico and Carolina Oct 14 1901.......18:108
Marcello Antonio of Enrico and Carolina Nov 17 1907.......19:143
Marcello Arturo O of Luigi and Teresa Aug 29 1902.........17:334
Marcello Carmine of Silvestro and Nicolina Feb 22 1905.....18:159
Marcello Carmine of Silvestro and Nicolina Oct 18 1906........ 18:385
Marcello Carmine E of Giuliano and Maria G Dec 1 1903........ 17:497
Marcello Eleonora of Giuseppe and Francesca Sept 2 1908........ 19:260
Marcello Eleonora A R of Giuseppe and Mariagrazia Nov 12 1910.................. 20:129
Marcello Elia of Giuseppe and Maria June 18 1902................ 17:304
Marcello Filomena of Giuseppe and Micheline Feb 27 1905........ 18:161
Marcello Filomena I M of Luigi and Teresa Oct 16 1907........ 19:121
Marcello Francesco of Antonio and Laura Dec 20 1909........ 19:453
Marcello Gilda of Luigi and Teresa Jan 17 1906................ 18:285
Marcello Guglielmo of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 10 1904........ 18: 86
Marcello Iva of Lorenzo and Assunta Nov 7 1904................ 18:116
Marcello Loretta of Enrico and Carolina Oct 18 1905........ 18:247
Marcello Maria of Tomaso and Annunziata Apr 11 1902........ 17:284
Marcello Maria G of Giuliano and Maria Aug 12 1909........ 19:104
Marcello Michele of Lorenzo and Assunta Feb 12 1907........ 19: 17
Marcello Michele of Lorenzo and Assunta May 26 1909........ 19:368
Marcello Michele A of Antonio and Grazia Apr 1 1905........ 18:173
Marcello Nicola of Luigi and Maria V Feb 24 1901........ 17:141
Marcello Nicola of Luigi and Vittoria Feb 23 1904........ 18: 20
Marcello Sabattino of Vincenzo and Maria M July 19 1903........ 17:452
Marcello Teresa of Giuseppe and Francesca Aug 21 1910........ 20:101
Marcello Tomasso of Tomaso and Nunziata July 1 1906........ 18:344
Marcello Vincenzo of Tomaso and Nunziata Jan 12 1905........ 18:145
Marcello Vincenzo of Tomaso and Annunziata May 26 1909........ 19:368
Marcello —— d of Giuliano and Maria Sept 15 1902........ 17:378
Marcello —— s of Giuliano and Maria G Oct 15 1905........ 18:277
Marcello —— s of Luigi and Maria Apr 24 1906........ 18:118
Marcello —— s of Luigi and Vittoria July 21 1907........ 19:154
Marce tt John R of John B and Mary E Oct 4 1908........ 19:272
Marcett Mildred E of John B and Mary E Aug 24 1906........ 18:365
Marchak Ludmilla of Nicholas and Pauline Aug 28 1903........ 17:508
Marchand Gertrude R of Walter F and Frances Oct 5 1904........ 18:105
Marchand Joseph E of William and Rosanna Jan 8 1904........ 18: 3
Marchand Joseph T of William and Rosanna Jan 8 1904........ 18: 3
Marchand Marie A of William and Rose A June 7 1910........ 20: 62
Marchant Lillian C of George E and Mary L Jan 22 1910........ 20: 9
Marchant Mae L of Henry A and Elizabeth May 4 1909........ 19:360
Marchant Milton W of Lawrence W and Laura E Aug 2 1910........ 92
Marchant William of William and Rosanna Dec 24 1906........ 18:409
Marche Stanislans of Andrew and Annie May 29 1909........ 19:369
Marchenofski Alodza of Michael and Frances Aug 18 1906........ 18:362
Marchescau Alfred of Alfred and Mary J July 2 1910........ 20: 78
Marchescault Blanche L of Alfred and Mary J June 11 1906........ 18:336
Marchescault Marie R of Alfred and Mary J Oct 2 1907........ 19:116
Marchetti Alessandra of Raffaele and Maria Apr 3 1909........ 19:349
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Marchetti Maddalena of Antonio and Maria Jan 2 1909............ 19: 315
Marchetti Rosa of Raffaele and Maria Jan 1 1908.................. 19: 158
Marchetti Salvatore of Antonio and Maria A Sept 6 1901......... 18: 95
Marchetti Vincenzo of Antonio and Maria A Mar 13 1907........ 19: 28
Marchitak Joseph of Michael and Frances Jan 30 1905........ 18: 204
Marchionda Raffaele of Domenico and Maria L Aug 9 1910.... 20: 95
Marchione Angelo of Antonio and Anna May 31 1901.............. 17: 167
Marchione Carmela of Antonio and Annie Mar 21 1906............ 18: 207
Marchione Giovanni of Antonio and Anna July 14 1909........... 19: 293
Marchione Landella of Antonio and Anna Dec 26 1904............. 18: 131
Marchione Sandella of Antonio and Anna Aug 9 1907.............. 19: 91
Marchioni Carrie of Nicola and Benedetta Feb 27 1907........... 19: 23
Marchioni Alvira of Antonio and Carmina June 23 1901........... 17: 171
Marchionne Domenico of Antonio and Carmina Nov 12 1906...... 18: 335
Marchionne Giovannina of Domenico and Maria L Jan 13 1907, 19: 5
Marchionne Giovannina of Domenico and Maria L Jan 12 1908, 19: 162
Marchionni Mathilda of Nicola and Benedetta May 25 1903...... 17: 128
Marchionni Rocco of Nicola and Benedetta May 11 1901........... 17: 162
Marchionno Giovanni of Antonio and Anna June 14 1909......... 19: 375
Marchitelli Edward of Gennaro and Carmela Sept 11 1902...... 17: 338
Marchitelli Ettore of Gennaro and Carmela Sept 6 1901........ 17: 207
Marchitelli Rosa of Gennaro and Carmela Feb 21 1901............ 18: 66
Marchetti Alfredo of Domenico and Alvina Sept 9 1910........... 20: 106
Marchetti Maria of Raffaele and Maria Dec 31 1907.............. 19: 150
Marchetti Maria L of Raffaele and Elisabetta Aug 7 1908...... 19: 250
Marciano Angelina of Vincenzo and Rosalia May 8 1907......... 19: 49
Marciano Carolina C of Vincenzo and Rosaria Feb 19 1910...... 20: 20
Marciano Giuseppe of Antonio and Isabella Mar 24 1906........ 18: 308
Marciano Giuseppe of Antonio and Giovanna Sept 24 1910...... 20: 111
Marciano —— d of Antonio and Giovanna Oct 16 1909........... 19: 162
Marciaro Domenico of Antonio and Elisabetta Nov 24 1901..... 17: 232
Marciaro Teresa of Antonio and Isabella Oct 13 1903........... 17: 181
Marcil Agnes I of Joseph and Delia Jan 21 1903................. 17: 388
Marcil Albert J of Joseph and Delia Sept 10 1908.............. 19: 264
Marcil Malvina of William and Valida Sept 22 1905............ 18: 239
Marcil Marie L E of Joseph and Delia July 14 1905............. 18: 215
Marcille Maria B of Joseph and Marie L Oct 14 1903........... 17: 181
Marcinovska Victoria of Michael and Frances Oct 3 1908...... 19: 272
Marcione Annina of Francesco and Benedic Oct 29 1905........ 18: 250
Marcione Giorgio of Nicola and Benarette Feb 9 1905........... 18: 154
Marcisi Corato of Quintilio and Antonina May 11 1910......... 20: 52
Marcisi Evelina of Ovindilio and Antonina Mar 8 1908......... 19: 181
Marcinosky Adella of Michael and Frances Mar 6 1903.......... 17: 103
Marco Elsie of Antonio and Elizabeth Apr 14 1910............. 20: 41
Marco Nicola G of Carmine and Concetta June 16 1909........... 19: 276
Marcocci Ersilia M of Eleuterio and Teresina July 23 1910.... 20: 87
Marcoccio Francesco of Giovanni and Carmela Aug 11 1906... 18: 360
Maricot Fred of Adelard and Lucy Sept 3 1907.............. 19: 152
Marcott Mary E of Adolph P and Lucy May 19 1904......... 19: 48
Marcoux Marie B A of Ephraim A and Sevilna May 15 1904.. 18: 47
Marcovich Isaac of Morris and Fannie Mar 1 1904........... 18: 22
Marcovich Lara of Bernard and Clara Mar 10 1903............ 17: 405
Marcovich Max of Benjamin and Clara July 25 1906......... 18: 354
Marcroft Jessie of Harry and Jennie Sept 5 1906........... 18: 369
Marcus Dora of Max and Annie Jan 28 1908................... 19: 168
Marcus Stephen of Benjamin and Mary Nov 12 1909......... 19: 440
Marcy Charles W of Charles W and Ethel M Mar 13 1906..... 18: 305
Marcy Henry of Louis and Alice G Jan 13 1906.............. 18: 284
Marcy May L of Louis and Alice G Apr 6 1907.............. 19: 38
Marcy Miriam of Harry W and Marie June 20 1908........... 19: 225
Marcy Ralph K of Charles W and Ethel M June 1 1908....... 19: 217
Mardascia Michele of Michele and Angelina Mar 6 1907..... 19: 26
Mardenborough Edna C of Peter and Agnes L Apr 19 1908... 19: 200
Mardocci Angelina of Sabattino and Maria Mar 21 1906..... 18: 307
Marell Marie of Joe and Maria Dec 15 1904.................. 18: 128
Marelski Adam of Albert and Catherine Mar 1 1902......... 17: 271
Marelski John of Albert and Catherine Mar 1 1902......... 17: 271
Marfco Maria of Pasquale and Angela Nov 25 1904........... 17: 233
Marfco Rosina of Savino and Lucia Nov 7 1910.............. 20: 127
Marfuggi Antonetta of Luigi and Alessandra July 22 1910... 20: 86
Margadonna Antonio of Pasquale and Cristina Nov 9 1908... 19: 285
Margadonna Ida of Pasquale and Cristina Feb 28 1903....... 17: 401
Margadonna Giuseppe of Pasquale and Cristina Nov 6 1904... 18: 115
Margadonna Reino of Pasquale and Cristina Oct 15 1901..... 17: 220
Margadonna — s of Maria Aug 6 1908....................... 19: 249
Margiotti Vincenzina of Antonio and Laura Dec 17 1903..... 17: 502
Margoles Morris of David and Fanny June 7 1910........... 20: 62
Margolies — s of Morris and Annie Dec 10 1903............ 17: 512
Margolis Rebecca of David and Fannie Aug 26 1908........... 19: 258
Margossian Pranglum of Avedis D and Margaret Nov 18 1910. 20: 131
Margolies Joseph L of Morris and Annie Feb 28 1907........ 19: 23
Margolies Louis of Morris and Anna Sept 14 1908........... 19: 265
Mari Flavia of Giuseppe and Rosina Dec 16 1910............ 20: 141
Maria Maria deE of Antonio and Maria May 20 1910......... 20: 54
Marianella — d of Francesca Oct 18 1905.................... 18: 247
Mariani Laura of Luigi and Maria Mar 7 1905................ 18: 164
Mariani Domenico of Giuseppe and Carmela Nov 8 1903...... 17: 490
Mariano Alvera of Frank and Antonetta Jan 22 1907......... 19: 9
Mariano Antonietta of Vincenzo and Maria G May 18 1905... 18: 188
Mariano Carmino of Francesco and Anna May 4 1909......... 19: 360
Mariano Maria of Vincenzo and Maria G Apr 11 1903......... 17: 414
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Mariano Michele of Vincenzo and Maria G Aug 7 1907......19; 93
Mariano Raffaele of Gaetano and Francesca Oct 22 1910.....20; 122
Mariano Rosa M M of Vincenzo and Maria Feb 28 1909......19; 336
Marietta Giuseppe of Michele and Angelina Oct 16 1905......18; 216
Marigli Pietro of Antonio and Annie June 29 1903.........17; 138
Marigia Maria of Nunzio and Antonetta Feb 18 1909.....19; 332
Maria Maria G of Francesco and Celestina Oct 13 1901....17; 219
Marinaccio Francesco A of Raffaele and Maria Mar 16 1901..17; 146
Marinari Raffaele di Carlo and Dora Dec 29 1909.........19; 156
Marinelli —— s of Donato and Filomena July 10 1902......17; 377
Marinelli —— s of Donato and Filomena Apr 14 1904......18; 67
Marini Emma of Massimo and Angela Apr 26 1909.........19; 357
Marini Maria di Massimo and Angela Aug 21 1907.........19; 99
Marini —— d of Giuseppina July 2 1910...................20; 78
Marino Angela di Luigi e Amalia Mar 2 1902........17; 271
Marino Anna M di Luigi e Amalia June 9 1906........18; 336
Marino Antonio di Frank e Celestina Sept 16 1903......17; 472
Marino Antonio di Domenico e Nunziata Apr 13 1905......18; 174
Marino Antonio di Nicola e Giovannina Apr 20 1909......19; 356
Marino Carmela di Nicola e Giovannina Jan 29 1908......19; 230
Marino Cioni di Domenico e Nunziata Mar 3 1903.........17; 402
Marino Filippo di Luigi e Amalia Mar 12 1901........18; 26
Marino Filomena di Oreste e Annie F Dec 16 1902......17; 369
Marino Francesco di Luigi e Amalia Oct 4 1909..........19; 426
Marino Giovanni S di Antonio e Giuseppa Jan 8 1904.....18; 3
Marino Rose C di Antonio e Giuseppa Dec 27 1901.......17; 243
Marino Santo T di Antonio e Giuseppina Dec 11 1907......19; 143
Marino Vincenzo di Domenico e Antonia May 9 1909......19; 362
Marion Malvina di Nelson S e Kathleen Aug 4 1902.......17; 375
Marion Nelson di Nelson e Catherine July 27 1901........18; 80
Marion —— d di Jeremiah e Catharine Apr 11 1908.......19; 198
Mark Charles F di Conrath e Josephine K Mar 21 1903.....17; 410
Mark Leonard di Louis e Sarah Jan 13 1908........19; 163
Markarian Dickran S di Garabed e Haigamosh Aug 23.....20; 100
Markarian Markan di David e Marim May 21 1910.........20; 100
Markarian —— d di David e Marim May 20 1909........19; 366
Marky Arthur V di Patrick e Elizabeth T Mar 10 1908.....19; 181
Marky Celia di Patrick J e Margaret Nov 1 1906.........18; 390
Marky Edward T di Edward e Catherine E Nov 11 1902....17; 358
Marky Elizabeth di Patrick J e Margaret July 1 1902......17; 315
Marky Ethel M di Frank e Alice June 30 1906........18; 313
Marky Francis E di Francis P e Alice June 20 1904......18; 60
Marky Joseph W di Patrick J e Margaret Jan 1 1901.......17; 125
Marky Leo V di Patrick e Elizabeth T June 21 1905......18; 201
Marky Leon H di Edward e Mary A Oct 14 1901........17; 219
Markey Madeline of Patrick J and Margaret Mar 26 1904
Markey Theresa of Margaret G Apr 13 1909
Markham Alice E of Charles F and Margaret A Aug 26 1906.
Markham Alton M of Harry L and Abbie M July 22 1905.
Markham Raymond L of Harry L and Abbie M July 25 1901.
Markizas Mary of Vladimiris and Melchinda Apr 22 1908.
Markoff Henry of Edward and Asonee Oct 20 1902.
Markovich Dora of Bernard and Clara Mar 16 1903.
Markovich Samuel of Morris and Fannie June 6 1907.
Markovitz Sarah of Peter and Lena Mar 1 1903.
Markowitz Isador of Mayer and Fannie July 19 1910.
Markowsky Alexander of Stephen and Annie July 16 1906.
Marks Ada of Abraham and Annie Aug 14 1901.
Marks Albert of Frederick and May Dec 22 1909.
Marks Bertram E of Mandel and Tina Mar 6 1901.
Marks Charles of William and Jennie Jan 19 1903.
Marks Edward of Abraham and Annie Jan 23 1908.
Marks Edward A of Edward and Martha Apr 29 1901.
Marks Estella M of Adolf and Martha Mar 9 1910.
Marks Frederick W of Mandel and Tena June 8 1902.
Marks Harry G of Adolph and Martha July 8 1903.
Marks Helen E of Joseph F and Louisa A Mar 14 1906.
Marks Hildred of Adolph and Martha Jan 27 1907.
Marks Janette of Adolph and Martha Apr 9 1909.
Marks Lilly of Abraham and Annie Oct 22 1905.
Marks Milton W of Anna Sept 29 1906.
Marks Pearl A of Frank and Louise A Aug 29 1907.
Marks Phillip of Israel and Gussie Apr 26 1903.
Marks Rosa of Abraham and Annie Oct 27 1903.
Marks Thomas C of Joseph II and Harriet E May 20 1903.
Marks s of Jacob and Margaret J June 28 1902.
Marks twin s and d of Peter and Mary Dec 28 1908.
Marland Cora H of John and Margaret Dec 16 1901.
Marland Howard J of Mark E and Jane Aug 4 1904.
Marland Mark E of Mark E and Jane May 30 1901.
Marland Vincent F of Mark E and Jane July 5 1908.
Marland William A of William and Marie Jan 3 1903.
Marland William J of Mark E and Jane May 30 1901.
Marland s of Joseph II and Nellie Apr 2 1904.
Marley Ellen G of Michael L and Harriet Sept 9 1908.
Marley Ina E of Walter and Caroline A May 15 1908.
Marley James E of Michael L and Harriet Feb 19 1905.
Marley Walter M of Walter L and Caroline A Nov 8 1909.
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Marrane Annie of Cornelius and Theresa Jan 19 1901... 17: 130
Marrane Annie M of James E and Evelyn E July 9 1906... 18: 347
Marrane Catharine S of James E and Eva E June 6 1910... 20: 61
Marrane Helena of Cornelius and Teresa Apr 26 1903... 17: 419
Marrane James M of James E and Evelyn May 2 1908... 19: 206
Marner Esther of Samuel and Eva Sept 26 1906... 18: 377
Marocco Antonetta of Giuseppe and Margherita Jan 17 1903... 17: 386
Marocco Evelina O of Salvatore and Xellie Sept 4 1910... 20: 104
Marocco Florencia of Pasquale and Rosa July 28 1907... 19: 89
Marocco James D of Francesco H and Emma Aug 3 1907... 19: 92
Maroelli Ewart L of Gottardo and Mae E May 4 1907... 19: 48
Maronchik Philip of Elias and Goldie Sept 7 1908... 19: 262
Maroney Alice M of William H and Isabelle H Jan 23 1907... 19: 10
Maroney Edward W of William H and Isabelle H Oct 5 1910... 20: 148
Maroney Isabelle A of William H and Isabelle H Oct 1 1905... 18: 242
Maroney Margaret J of William H and Isabelle Apr 1 1909... 19: 349
Maroney Thomas P of Patrick J and Elizabeth M Dec 4 1908... 19: 295
Maronna Antonio of Gennaro and Dusolina Oct 24 1902... 17: 352
Marot Arthur E of Pierre and Agnes June 14 1903... 17: 433
Marot Arthur R of Arthur A and Evelina M Jan 7 1910... 20: 3
Marot George A E of Pierre and Agnes Feb 14 1905... 18: 156
Marot Harriet F of Arthur A and Eveline M June 23 1904... 18: 60
Marot Joseph of Pierre and Agnes Feb 25 1901... 17: 141
Marot Leo Pi of Pierre and Agnes Jan 28 1908... 19: 168
Marotta Adelina M of Domenico and Luisa July 7 1901... 17: 187
Marotta Carmela of Gaetano and Maria Jan 25 1902... 17: 260
Marotta Pasquale of Gaetano and Maria Sept 24 1903... 17: 475
Marotta — s of Domenico and Luisa May 17 1905... 18: 188
Marotti Carmine of Antonio and Antonina Apr 2 1902... 17: 281
Marotto Francesco of Gaetano and Maria July 13 1907... 19: 83
Marotto Gabriela of Antonio and Antenina Apr 6 1904... 18: 35
Marotto Libera M of Gaetano and Maria Mar 18 1910... 20: 31
Marotto Pasquale of Gaetano and Maria June 22 1905... 18: 291
Marovetto Rinaldo of Domenico and Domenica June 19 1910... 20: 66
Marquis — s of Jessie May 23 1909... 19: 365
Marr Albert R of Thomas Jr and Anna G May 3 1907... 19: 48
Marr Edith E of Thomas and Anna Aug 24 1910... 20: 101
Marr Robert T of Thomas and Anna G June 12 1905... 18: 197
Marra Cosimo of Michele and Filomena Nov 16 1909... 19: 441
Marra Giulia of Michele and Filomena Mar 17 1901... 17: 147
Marra Giuseppe of Michele and Filomena Feb 17 1903... 17: 397
Marra Helen of Sarah Aug 16 1908... 19: 253
Marra Rosa of Michele and Filomena Mar 18 1907... 19: 31
Marra Timothy J of John and Mary Nov 26 1905... 18: 261
Marrase Alessandro of Alessandro and Rosina Sept 17 1906... 18: 374
Marren Dorothy of Nellie Dec 23 1909......................... 19: 454
Marrese Elisabetta of Pasquale and Luisa Dec 7 1909........ 19: 449
Marrese —— s of Pasquale and Luisa July 28 1906.......... 18: 420
Marresi Genoveffa of Pasquale and Luisa Aug 18 1905...... 18: 227
Marri Luigi of Michele and Filomena Mar 5 1905............ 18: 163
Marrinan Elizabeth of Timothy and Nora F June 6 1905..... 18: 195
Marrinan John J of Timothy and Nora F Mar 20 1908........ 19: 188
Marrocco Adelina of Pasquale and Rosina Aug 18 1910..... 20: 98
Marrocco Alfredo of Pasquale and Rosa Oct 23 1908........ 19: 279
Marrocco Antonio of Pasquale and Rose May 24 1901......... 17: 163
Marrocco Ernesto of Giuseppe and Margarita Feb 6 1906..... 18: 292
Marrocco Errico of Tommaso and Brigida Sept 15 1901.... 17: 210
Marrocco Evelyn L of Francesco and Emma M May 25 1906... 18: 330
Marrocco Filomena of Pasquale and Rosa Aug 16 1905...... 18: 226
Marrocco Giovannina of Pasquale and Rosa June 5 1903..... 17: 431
Marrocco Teresa E of Pasquale P and Adelina July 4 1909... 19: 389
Marrocco —— s of Giuseppe and Margarita Jan 12 1902..... 17: 256
Marrone Earl of Filippo and Mary E Feb 25 1906.......... 18: 299
Marrone —— d of Nicola and Giovanna Mar 16 1902......... 17: 276
Marrone —— s of Nicola and Giovanna Dec 16 1900......... 19: 452
Marrotti Giorgio of Domenico and Luisa Dec 30 1902.... 17: 373
Marrus Marion of Philip and Annie June 17 1909......... 19: 376
Marrus —— s of Philip and Annie Nov 6 1904.......... 18: 115
Marryatt Florence A of Walter and Joanna J Apr 12 1908... 19: 198
Marryatt Mary of Walter and Johanna May 26 1910......... 20: 57
Marryatt —— s of Walter and Johanna Feb 16 1907........ 19: 74
Mars Viola M C of Francis and Eva May 9 1907............. 19: 50
Mars —— (c) d of Caroline Mar 5 1901.................. 17: 143
Marsan Edgar J of Joseph and Donalda July 29 1901...... 17: 194
Marsan Ferdinand E of Trefle and Donalda June 29 1901... 17: 173
Marsden Alice C of George P and Mary E Dec 9 1904...... 18: 126
Marsden Alfred E of Herbert J and Rose L Aug 16 1901..... 17: 200
Marsden Annie V of James H and Rose E Dec 10 1905..... 18: 265
Marsden Doris E of Frederic W and Edith P Jan 1 1905..... 18: 141
Marsden Eugene of James H and Rose Nov 5 1910........... 20: 126
Marsden Florence E of Frederick W and Edith July 28 1903.17: 455
Marsden Frederick C of Frederic W and Edith P Jan 28 1908.19: 168
Marsden Grace of James H and Rose L May 2 1908......... 19: 206
Marsden Herbert E of Thomas E and Lillian E July 16 1906.. 18: 350
Marsden Margaret of George and Mary E Jan 5 1904........ 18: 2
Marsden Norman of James H and Rose Nov 5 1910........... 20: 126
Marsden Rose of Herbert J and Rose L Sept 26 1903.......... 17: 475
Marsden Ruth M of Thomas E and Lillian E Aug 23 1908..... 19: 256
Marsden —— s of Thomas E and Lillian E July 1 1902..... 17: 315
Marseglia Alessandro L of Loreto and Assunta Dec 13 1901.17: 239
Marseglia Michelangelo of Vincenzo and Paolina Aug 17 1909.19: 406
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Marsegia Mimi C of Mimi C and Elisabetta E L Mar 17 1901. 18: 28
Marsegia Mimi C of Mimi C and Elisabetta Apr 5 1905. 18: 174
Marsegia Olga of Domenico and Elisabetta Mar 7 1902. 17: 273
Marshall Alessandro of Rocco and Tomasina Nov 24 1910. 20: 133
Marshall Amina of Francesco and Maria Apr 8 1905. 18: 175
Marshall Celestino of Bernardo and Giovannina Jan 2 1908. 19: 158
Marshall Elvira G of Giuio and Maria Nov 23 1909. 19: 443
Marshall Emilio O Q of Vincenzo and Teresa June 2 1909. 19: 471
Marshall Ettore P of Loreto and Lucia A C Apr 12 1903. 17: 415
Marshall Giovanni of Loreto and Assunta Aug 11 1905. 18: 224
Marshall Italo V T of Loreto and Assunta Dec 19 1906. 18: 107
Marshall Oreste of Bernardo and Giovannina Nov 7 1910. 20: 127
Marshall Vincento of Pietro and Peppeina June 7 1902. 17: 300
Marshall ——— d of Vincenzo and Vittoria July 6 1901. 18: 136
Marshall Alberto of Vincenzo and Mary June 29 1908. 19: 229
Marshall Celestino of Errico and Anna M May 7 1904. 18: 45
Marshall Domenico of Felice and Emelia Oct 15 1908. 19: 276
Marshall Filomena of Giuseppe and Michelina Mar 25 1905. 18: 170
Marshall Giovannina of Felice and Emilia July 30 1906. 18: 355
Marsh Alice L E of George A and Alice June 1 1902. 17: 298
Marsh Annie L of Gustave A and Mary S May 12 1905. 18: 186
Marsh Doris M of Harold C and Clara May 25 1910. 20: 57
Marsh Ethel W of Edward C and Ellen C Jan 31 1904. 18: 11
Marsh Ethel M of Edward C and Ellen C Sept 21 1905. 18: 275
Marsh Harold L of Walter A and Daisy Dec 20 1902. 17: 370
Marsh Henry F of Henry L and Lillie G Mar 23 1903. 17: 409
Marsh Russell of Edward and Nellie H Mar 19 1902. 17: 274
Marsh ——— s of Henry L and Lillie G Mar 8 1902. 17: 311
Marsh ——— s of John Z and Annie F Feb 22 1907. 19: 75
Marshak Charles of Nicholas and Paulina Feb 13 1910. 20: 18
Marshak Marcella of Joseph and Jennie July 26 1909. 19: 307
Marshall Albert of Frank and Frances Apr 13 1901. 18: 37
Marshall Amelia M of Daniel and Mary O Feb 12 1903. 17: 410
Marshall Annie of George W and Mary E Oct 3 1901. 18: 105
Marshall Bertha W of Frank and Nettie Apr 30 1904. 18: 42
Marshall Catherine E of Campbell and Susan E May 15 1908. 19: 211
Marshall Charles I of Peter H and Annie Nov 26 1902. 17: 362
Marshall Clara A of Alfred and Arcelia Sept 7 1904. 18: 96
Marshall Elaine W of Samuel S and Ella J Sept 6 1902. 17: 337
Marshall Estelle M of William and Veda Dec 22 1905. 18: 270
Marshall Fanny S of Foster and Enos Aug 10 1904. 18: 68
Marshall Florence B of George W and Mary E Aug 15 1902. 17: 329
Marshall Frederick (c) of Lewis W and Mary A Jan 28 1901.17:133
Marshall Gertrude J of David N and Margaret J Feb 6 1906.18:292
Marshall Gladys (c) of Louis and Marie Sept 22 1902.17:342
Marshall Grace of Luther and Marie Apr 28 1902.17:288
Marshall Henry S of John T and Marie L July 9 1910.20:81
Marshall Jane (c) of Charles and Mary S Mar 23 1905.18:169
Marshall Joan I of John F and Lucinda July 15 1907.19:84
Marshall John of Frank and Maria Dec 18 1906.18:407
Marshall John E of John F and Lucinda M July 23 1905.18:276
Marshall John T of John F and Lucinda M July 6 1906.18:355
Marshall Joseph of Frank and Frances Apr 13 1904.18:37
Marshall Joseph of Luther and Marie July 28 1906.18:355
Marshall Laura of Antonio and Maria Sept 9 1909.19:416
Marshall Margaret I of Robert and May L June 19 1910.20:66
Marshall Maria of Antoine and Maria Sept 20 1906.18:375
Marshall Mary of Manuel and Mary Mar 5 1909.19:338
Marshall Mildred H of William H and Margaret L Apr 19 1903.17:417
Marshall Olive M of John T and Marie L Nov 22 1903.17:494
Marshall Robert A of David N and Margaret J July 12 1908.19:239
Marshall Virginia P of John T and Marie L Mar 5 1908.19:183
Marshall Walter of George W and Mary E Sept 8 1901.17:298
Marshall Walter E of Charles E and Margaret Feb 10 1903.17:394
Marshall Walter F of Frank and Catherine M July 24 1906.18:353
Marshall William H of William and Bessie L Nov 23 1901.17:232
Marshall —— d of Henry W and Ruth Jan 3 1901.17:125
Marshall —— s of David N and Margaret J June 11 1901.17:170
Marshall —— (c) s of Rose Feb 24 1902.17:269
Marshall —— (c) s of Lewis W and Mary Oct 24 1904.18:13
Marshall —— (c) s of James and Ella Apr 30 1907.19:76
Marshall —— d of George W and Mary E May 17 1907.19:76
Marshall —— d of Rufino and Amelia E Feb 15 1908.19:175
Marshall —— (c) s of Joseph and Ella Feb 15 1908.19:233
Marshall —— d of George W and Mary E July 6 1908.19:310
Marshall —— d of Charles and Margaret Oct 22 1908.19:311
Marshman Ruth E of Samuel H and Harriett M May 11 1901.17:162
Marsland Ethel of John J and Hannah July 10 1905.18:213
Marsocci Antonio of Beniamino and Rosalia Aug 11 1909.19:404
Marsocci Pasquale of Pasquale and Anna Oct 22 1907.19:123
Marston Edgar B of Edgar S and Harriet M Mar 29 1904.18:32
Marston Ethel F of Edgar S and Harriet M Aug 21 1902.17:331
Marston Hannah R of Charles F and Virginia StC Apr 14 1903.17:415
Mart Albert G of Frederick and May Jan 13 1907.19:5
Marta Anna of Gaetano and Alfonzina June 12 1901.17:170
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Martaro Margherita of Domenico and Isabella Feb 15 1901...17:177
Martel Clovis D Z of Napoleon and Valerie July 23 1902......17:321
Martel Hubert of Napoleon and Valerie July 26 1901...........17:246
Martel Marie R D of Napoleon and Valerie Sept 10 1901......18:97
Martelino —— d of Carmine and Rosa Dec 22 1908.............19:312
Martellini Adriana of Giuseppe and Carmela Nov 1 1908......19:282
Martellini Andrea Amelia of Giuseppe and Carmela Jan 8 1909.19:317
Martellini Assunta of Michele and Carolina May 19 1906......18:328
Martellini Claudina A of Carmine and Rosina Dec 17 1910.20:144
Martellino Antonio of Francesco and Paolina Jan 14 1904.....18:5
Martellino Ernesto of Ernesto and Aquilina Oct 13 1904.....18:108
Martellino Maddalena of Giuseppe and Carmela Dec 25 1910 A T:60
Martellino Teresa of Francesco and Paolina Sept 26 1902.....17:343
Martellino Vincenza of Carmine and Rosina Jan 18 1905......18:146
Martellino —— d of Ernesto and Aquilina May 29 1902......17:298
Martellucci Adele C of Gaetano and Petronilla Dec 23 1904.18:130
Martellucci Alberto di Giuseppe e Vincenzina Sept 24 1905.18:239
Martellucci Genovella M of Gaetano and Teresa July 13 1909.19:392
Martelucci Virginia of Gaetano and Petronilla Nov 3 1906....18:391
Marten Manuel of Augustin B and Regina R Oct 12 1910...20:117
Martenson Howard of Samuel and Huldah Dec 18 1903......17:502
Martis Maria of Autone and Emma Sept 19 1907..........19:111
Martilucci Teresa of Giuseppe and Vincenza Oct 3 1903......17:478
Martin Adam G of Robert R and Violet L Apr 15 1906....18:316
Martin Albert L of Thomas J and Agnes E June 1 1902......17:298
Martin Alice C of Joseph E and Charlotte E Jan 26 1908....19:167
Martin Angelina of Manuel and Lavina July 4 1905.......18:241
Martin Anna M of George and Anna July 27 1904............18:180
Martin Annie of John and Annie Mar 18 1901..........17:180
Martin Annie C of John and Annie J July 17 1905.........18:216
Martin Annie K of John and Annie May 16 1904...........18:48
Martin Annie M of Patrick and Nellie Jan 14 1902.......17:257
Martin Armund P of Philip A and Nadyr Oct 6 1908......19:273
Martin Arthur A of Daniel F and Mary E Mar 22 1904.....18:30
Martin Belvina (c) of Alva and Anna Jan 15 1906........18:285
Martin Bernard A of Herbert E and Cecilia M Feb 12 1901.17:137
Martin Catherine of James H and Xellie J Apr 30 1902....17:289
Martin Catherine of James and Margaret Dec 10 1907......19:142
Martin Catherine E of John and Annie Oct 17 1901.........17:220
Martin Cecelia G of Robert H and Margaret A Oct 10 1902.17:318
Martin Charles of Charles and Alice Feb 29 1901.........18:22
Martin Charles E of Charles E and Ethel M July 1 1910....20:78
Martin Clara A of August E and Clara A Nov 7 1910......20:127
Martin Clarence M of George E and Lillian Apr 27 1902....17:288
Martin Clifton V (c) of Louis and Grace M Mar 27 1905....18:171
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Martin  David of John J and Alice Mar 15 1906.............. 18:306
Martin  Dianna (c) of Louis and Grace Jan 28 1909........... 19:324
Martin  Doris P of George and Annie Aug 5 1902.............. 17:326
Martin  Dorothy F of Charles F and Alice A Dec 19 1901...... 17:241
Martin  Dorothy I of George E and Lillie T July 7 1908...... 19:238
Martin  Edith of Agostino and Rosa May 14 1910............... 20:52
Martin  Edith V (c) of Bertha Dec 26 1907.................... 19:148
Martin  Edward of Richard and Margaret M Jan 30 1902........ 17:261
Martin  Elizabeth F of Philip and Mary Oct 26 1903.......... 17:485
Martin  Elizabeth H of John and Mary Sept 16 1901.......... 17:211
Martin  Ellen M of James H and Ellen J Aug 15 1903.......... 17:461
Martin  Elmer A of Michael J and Ellen F Oct 25 1902....... 17:352
Martin  Elsie I of John C and Margaret Nov 30 1906........ 18:400
Martin  Emile S of Augustus E and Clara A Aug 23 1909...... 19:408
Martin  Emma L of George E and Lillian T June 3 1906...... 18:333
Martin  Ernest H (c) of Louis and Grace Apr 1 1906.......... 18:312
Martin  Ernest M of Ernest G and Mary Feb 20 1905......... 18:158
Martin  Ernest W of John and Florence E Dec 4 1908.......... 19:295
Martin  Esther M of John J and Mary A May 14 1903......... 17:424
Martin  Ethel M of Daniel F and Mary E Oct 9 1901.......... 17:218
Martin  Ethel M of George J and Annie Apr 10 1907........... 19:40
Martin  Eva of Albert J and Evelina Dec 15 1905.............. 18:267
Martin  Eva of Frank and Mena June 8 1907................. 19:62
Martin  Eveline A R of Philippe A and Nadyr June 11 1910... 20:63
Martin  Eveline M of Charles D and Mary A Mar 17 1907...... 19:30
Martin  Francis C of James and Ellen Jan 2 1903............ 17:381
Martin  Francis E of Bernard J and Annie June 21 1909..... 19:377
Martin  Francis J of John W and Margaret June 21 1909...... 19:377
Martin  Francisca of Paul and Marie Mar 13 1901............ 17:146
Martin  Frank L of Robert H and Margaret A May 12 1908..... 19:209
Martin  Genevieve G of Edward J and Elizabeth June 5 1904.. 18:54
Martin  George of Jean B and Rosilda Oct 6 1909........... 19:426
Martin  George of Aime and Veronique Dec 6 1909............. 19:448
Martin  George H of Joseph and Mary Feb 17 1903............ 17:306
Martin  George H of George R and Evelyn J Apr 2 1905...... 18:173
Martin  George H of Robert L and Christine July 4 1906..... 18:345
Martin  Gerald of Louis and Mabel May 2 1902................ 17:290
Martin  Gertrude M of Frederick L and Annie G July 23 1909.. 19:396
Martin  Gladys E of George H and Gertrude Aug 9 1902....... 17:327
Martin  Hazel T (c) of James E and Iyah V Jan 21 1906....... 18:287
Martin  Helen I of Patrick and Ellen Nov 19 1909............ 19:442
Martin  Helen L of Charles H and Helen E Nov 29 1903...... 17:496
Martin  Henry of James and Ellen Sept 6 1904................ 18:95
Martin  Horace P of John and Florence E Dec 4 1908......... 19:295
Martin  Hugh A of Hugh A and Fannie Feb 17 1908............ 19:176
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Martin Hlimina of Jose and Maria May 25 1907.................. 19: 56
Martin Irene of Joseph and Mary A Feb 25 1909.................. 19: 335
Martin Isabella G of Philip and Mary Oct 4 1908............... 19: 276
Martin James of James E and Margaret Jan 15 1903............. 17: 385
Martin Jennie of Owen F and Camilla Oct 16 1910............... 20: 119
Martin John of John and Annie Mar 18 1901.................... 17: 180
Martin John of John F and Minnie L Dec 8 1902................. 17: 366
Martin John of Jose and Rosa Mar 3 1907....................... 19: 24
Martin John of Jeremiah J and Ellen May 5 1910............... 20: 49
Martin John A of John and Annie J May 28 1909................. 19: 369
Martin John D of Daniel and Mary Feb 7 1910................... 20: 15
Martin John F of Patrick and Nellie Feb 11 1904.............. 17: 137
Martin John F of John J and Alice E Sept 24 1902............. 17: 342
Martin John J of John J and Mary A May 19 1901.............. 17: 164
Martin John L of Hugh A and Fanny Aug 6 1904................. 18: 84
Martin John W of John W and Margaret M Jan 22 1908.......... 19: 166
Martin Joseph of Richard and Margaret M Oct 27 1903......... 17: 486
Martin Joseph of James E and Margaret T Sept 22 1905....... 18: 239
Martin Joseph of Peter J and Mary E Apr 21 1909.............. 19: 356
Martin Joseph A A of Benoit and Alexandrine B June 30 1910.... 20: 70
Martin Joseph E of George and Diana Nov 25 1905............. 18: 260
Martin Joseph G O of George and Diana Dec 13 1903........... 17: 501
Martin Katharine D of Barrett S D and Agnes K Aug 1 1906... 18: 357
Martin Laura M of George J and Annie May 20 1909............. 19: 366
Martin Leo of Albert J and Evelina Oct 1 1907............... 19: 115
Martin Leroy E of Jean B and Rosilda July 31 1907............ 19: 90
Martin Lillian M of Isaac E and Lillian Oct 25 1907......... 19: 125
Martin Lilianna of Gregorio and Francesca Sept 3 1907....... 19: 101
Martin Loretta of Thomas A and Annie Aug 14 1905.......... 18: 225
Martin Loretta M of Charles D and Mary A Apr 9 1902........ 17: 283
Martin Louis (T) of William and Florence Dec 1 1909......... 19: 447
Martin Louis H of Georges and Diana Nov 5 1907.............. 19: 129
Martin Madeline M of John J and Mary A July 22 1909........ 19: 396
Martin Malcolm C of Harry W and Annie E Feb 28 1901........ 18: 21
Martin Manuel of Frank and Maria July 13 1901............... 17: 189
Martin Manuel of Manuel and Lovina June 18 1909............. 19: 376
Martin Margaret of Jeremiah T and Ellen June 7 1908......... 19: 220
Martin Marguerite of Patrick R and Mary E May 21 1909....... 19: 306
Martin Maria of Frank and Menia Oct 5 1904.................. 18: 105
Martin Maria of Joao and Escolastia S Jan 25 1910........... 20: 11
Martin Marie A of Jean B and Rosilda Dec 29 1901............ 17: 244
Martin Marie O of Albert and Evelina July 10 1901........... 18: 133
Martin Mary of Charles W and Laura Dec 30 1903.............. 17: 507
Martin Mary A of Frank J and Mary A Apr 6 1906............. 18: 314
Martin Mary A C of Owen F and Camilla M May 14 1908........ 19: 210
Martin Mary G of Patrick R and Mary E Aug 7 1905........... 18: 223
Martin Mary L of Charles W and Laura Dec 22 1907...........19: 146
Martin Mildred of Ernest G and Marion Apr 23 1906........18: 319
Martin Mildred M of William J and Frances Oct 31 1903....17: 487
Martin Moses V (c) of Louis and Grace M Nov 30 1907.....19: 138
Martin Nellie of Isaac and Lillian May 3 1909..............19: 360
Martin Olive A of John and Annie J May 21 1902...........17: 295
Martin Omer J of Albert and Melina Jan 10 1909..........19: 318
Martin Palmeida of Frank A and Isabelle May 23 1902.....17: 296
Martin Pearl G of —— and Nellie B Mar 29 1906............18: 310
Martin Philip T of Philip and Mary Jan 11 1906..........18: 283
Martin Priscilla F of Lawrence C and Rebecca F Sept 12 1904, 18: 98
Martin Raymond A of James T and Elizabeth Jan 22 1905...18: 148
Martin Robert D of Henry W and Annie Mar 25 1907.......19: 33
Martin Robert L of Robert L and Christina Dec 14 1903...17: 501
Martin Ruth A of Robert J and Mary Aug 7 1901..........17: 197
Martin Ruth E of Charles H and Eliza May 8 1907........19: 49
Martin Ruth M of James J and Catherine A Sept 11 1903...17: 471
Martin Sarah of James and Margaret T Mar 6 1901.........17: 143
Martin Sedgwick of Albert H and Clara E May 19 1907...19: 53
Martin Theresa J of Joseph and Mary Nov 21 1906.........18: 398
Martin Thomas of Thomas A and Mary E Feb 3 1910.........20: 14
Martin Thomas F of John J and Mary A Jan 8 1907.......19: 3
Martin William (c) of Peter and Marianna Jan 25 1904...18: 10
Martin William E of Joseph T and Annie M July 5 1901...17: 186
Martin William E of George R and Mary E Apr 7 1904.....18: 65
Martin William F of John F and Mary F Aug 11 1907.....19: 95
Martin William J of William J and Frances E Nov 16 1901.17: 230
Martin William J of John and Anna May 24 1903.........17: 427
Martin William K of William H and Margaret Feb 2 1910...20: 14
Martin William V of William H and Sarah H Apr 18 1905...18: 178
Martin Willie F of John and Mary Nov 20 1904............18: 120
Martin —— s of Herbert E and Clara A May 21 1902.......17: 313
Martin —— d of John B and Rosilda Oct 9 1904............18: 138
Martin —— s of Isaac and Lillian Oct 29 1904............18: 137
Martin —— s of Lawrence C and Rebecca Dec 13 1905.....18: 278
Martin —— d of Isaac E and Lillian Feb 13 1906..........18: 417
Martin —— d of Gibra and Mary May 6 1906..............18: 324
Martin —— d of Ella July 31 1906..................18: 356
Martin —— (c) s of James E and Itah V May 28 1907......19: 76
Martin —— d of Joseph and Carrie June 1 1907...........19: 59
Martin —— s of Joseph V and Lavina Nov 6 1907........19: 130
Martin —— d of Lawrence C and Rebecca Aug 24 1908.....19: 256
Martineau Louis C T of Louis J and Cora July 24 1907...19: 87
Martineau —— d of Theodore and Nellie Feb 12 1910.....20: 74
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Details</th>
<th>Year(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Martiniello Carmineucci</td>
<td>of Francesco and Filomena</td>
<td>June 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Luigi of Alfonso and</td>
<td>Giuseppina June 21</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Maria of Giovanni</td>
<td>and Filomena Feb 27</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Maria of Giovanni</td>
<td>d of Giuseppe and Rosa Aug</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Maria of Giovanni</td>
<td>Emilia of Gabriele and Sei</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Alfonso of Domenico</td>
<td>and Rosa Aug 2</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Americo of Giacinto</td>
<td>and Teresa Oct 29</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giacinto and Giovanna</td>
<td>Feb 14</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Antinina of Giacinto</td>
<td>and Teresa Aug 1</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giacinto and Giovanna</td>
<td>Apr 14</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giacinto and Giovanna</td>
<td>Mar 30</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giacinto and Giovanna</td>
<td>of Gennaro and Giovanna</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giacinto and Giovanna</td>
<td>Jan 10</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giacinto and Giovanna</td>
<td>Mar 16</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giacinto and Giovanna</td>
<td>Apr 14</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giacinto and Giovanna</td>
<td>Mar 4</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giacinto and Giovanna</td>
<td>Nov 22</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giacinto and Giovanna</td>
<td>Jan 10</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giacinto and Teresa</td>
<td>June 24</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giacinto and Teresa</td>
<td>July 24</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giacinto and Teresa</td>
<td>Aug 3</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giuseppina and Giovanna</td>
<td>Mar 16</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Giovannina of Giacinto</td>
<td>and Carmina Jan 10</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martino Guido of Giuseppe and</td>
<td>Rosa Feb 24</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli Antonio of Alfonso</td>
<td>and Ferdinanda Apr 29</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli Barduccio of Alfonso</td>
<td>and Delia June 18</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli Carlo of Alfonso</td>
<td>and Maria Dec 28</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli Evelina of Ferdinando</td>
<td>and Teresa Aug 4</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli Gabriella of Alfonso</td>
<td>and Ferdinanda Dec 11</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli Margherita of Ferdinando</td>
<td>and Teresa July 7</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli Maria of Ferdinando</td>
<td>and Teresa Jan 10</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli Maria A of Ferdinando</td>
<td>and Teresa Sept 7</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli Matilda of Antonio</td>
<td>and Assunta July 6</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinelli Voluntino of Antonio</td>
<td>and Assunta Nov 22</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinese Antonio of Michele</td>
<td>and Maria Mar 4</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinese Teresa C of Michele</td>
<td>and Maria Jan 14</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Ascenzia of Lorenzo</td>
<td>and Ida Apr 1</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Attilio G M of Giuseppe</td>
<td>and Rosa Mar 7</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Carolina of Antonio</td>
<td>and Adelaide Jan 1</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Eva of Lorenzo and</td>
<td>Aida Sept 4</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Guglielmo A of</td>
<td>Lorenzo and Ida Oct 2</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Luigi of Alfonso and</td>
<td>Giuseppina June 21</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martini Maria of Giovanni and</td>
<td>Filomena Feb 27</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Martino Manuel of Joseph and Annie Feb 20 1905.............. 18: 158
Martino Margherita of Domenico and Rosa June 10 1904........ 18: 56
Martino Maria I of Pietro and Rosa July 24 1910.............. 20: 87
Martino Palma of Sabatino and Carmiina Mar 31 1901........... 17: 151
Martino Teresa of Gennaro and Giovanna Apr 21 1906......... 18: 318
Martino Vincenzo of Francesco and Lucia July 1 1903........... 17: 446
Martino —— d of Serafino and Maria Nov 26 1905.............. 18: 260
Martino —— s of Giuseppe and Rosina June 20 1906............. 18: 339
Martins Ambrosina of Manuel and Maria Sept 14 1907........... 19: 108
Martins Augustus of Manuel R and Anna Oct 22 1909............ 19: 432
Martins Frank of Marianno and Rosa P Oct 6 1903.............. 17: 479
Martins Manuel of Manuel and Maria Aug 13 1907.............. 19: 96
Martins Maria (c) of John and Amelia Apr 3 1908.............. 19: 194
Martins Maria of Augustine B and Virginia L July 14 1909..... 19: 293
Martins Marie of Manuel and Marie Mar 15 1906................ 18: 306
Martins Mary A of John M and Cecilia Aug 12 1909............. 19: 404
Martins Palmira of Joao T and Maria E June 3 1901............ 17: 168
Martins Rosa of Marianno and Rosa Jan 8 1902............... 17: 255
Martins Tobias of Manuel and Maria May 5 1910................. 20: 49
Martins —— (c) d of Domingo G and Julia June 7 1904...... 18: 55
Martins —— (c) s of Luiz and Grace M July 21 1910............ 20: 86
Marto Joao (c) of Avelino and Iliina Apr 30 1906.............. 18: 321
Martone Antonio of Antonio and Maria M July 10 1901......... 17: 188
Martone Fedora of Vincenzo and Maria G May 18 1910........... 20: 54
Martone Ida of Baldovino and Maria Mar 1 1910................. 20: 24
Martone Maria of Bartolomeo and Angela Aug 19 1906......... 18: 363
Martone Stefano of Luigi and Angela July 31 1908.............. 19: 247
Martone —— d of Bartolomeo and Angelina July 14 1910..... 20: 150
Martoni Vittorio of Bartolomeo and Angela Oct 17 1904....... 18: 109
Martufi Rosina of Pio and Maria Apr 27 1910................. 20: 46
Martuszis Alexander of Alexander and Boyscha Oct 13 1908.. 19: 276
Martuszis Annie of Wladis and Lenza Dec 25 1903............. 17: 505
Marvel George A of Alton C and Florence June 4 1907......... 19: 60
Marx Edward of Frederick and May May 22 1905................ 18: 190
Marx Ethyl of Abraham and Annie Jan 2 1910.................. 20: 1
Marx Frederick of Frederick and May May 24 1902............. 17: 306
Marx Irving A of Nicholas and Louise B Mar 11 1902.......... 17: 271
Marx James E of Peter E and Mary A Feb 9 1910.............. 20: 16
Marx Mildred of Abraham and Annie Jan 2 1910................. 20: 1
Marx Viola M of Frederick and May Feb 28 1908................ 19: 180
Marz Albert P of Albert J and Ida W July 19 1907............ 19: 85
Marz Herman H of Albert J and Ida W Mar 11 1909............. 19: 314
Marzano Antonetta of Leonardo and Filomena Aug 18 1907.... 19: 98
Marzano Dora G of Leonardo and Maria May 1 1909............. 19: 339
Marzella —— d of Francesco and Maria Aug 14 1901............ 17: 249
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Marzenka Anna of Onzet and Agata May 30 1909... 19:369
Marzilli Alessandra of Vincenzo and Vittoria Nov 19 1905.. 18:258
Marzilli Alessandro of Sozio and Luisa Mar 26 1906... 18:309
Marzilli Anna of Sossio and Luisa Feb 6 1902... 17:263
Marzilli Elizabeth of Sozio and Luisa Sept 11 1903... 17:470
Marzilli Emilio di Samuele and Luisa Mar 14 1909... 19:312
Marzilli Maria A of Amato and Colomba Nov 19 1905... 18:258
Marzilli Marietta of Angelo and Lucia Feb 21 1910... 20:21
Marzilli Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Vittoria Nov 22 1909... 19:413
Marzilli Vittoria of Vincenzo and Vittoria Mar 6 1908... 19:183
Marzilli — s of Vincenzo and Vitoria Aug 21 1902... 17:377
Marzocchi Angiolina of Sabatino and Grazia Mar 29 1906... 18:310
Marzocchi Antonia of Sabbatino and Maria G Aug 23 1903... 17:464
Marzocchi Federico of Sabbatino and Maria G June 21 1909... 19:377
Marzotti Raffaela of Federico and Rosa Jan 22 1901... 18:8
Marzucco Antonio of Carmine and Angiolina July 14 1910... 20:84
Marzucelli Ada of Luigi and Ernesta Oct 7 1905... 18:241
Marzzocchi Angelo R di Sabatino and Maria G Nov 15 1901... 18:118
Masca Antonio di Sisto e Diodata Apr 17 1907... 19:42
Mascauich Victòni di Carl e Mary Jan 22 1907... 19:9
Mascetti Americo di Agostino e Laura Oct 17 1902... 17:350
Masciafier George W of George W and Kate Apr 14 1901... 18:37
Masciandaro — s of Eugenio e Teresa Nov 26 1910... 20:152
Mascianduro Leone di Eugenio e Teresina Feb 23 1909... 19:334
Masciarelli Rosina di Vincenzo e Alessandra July 11 1906... 18:348
Masciarelli Annie di Nicola e Assunta Mar 4 1905... 18:163
Masciarelli Domenico di Vincenzo e Alessandra Apr 11 1906.17:414
Masciarelli Rosa di Vincenzo e Santella July 11 1901... 17:188
Mascio Ernesto di Agostino e Maria May 8 1905... 18:185
Mascioli Angelina V di Francesco e Beniza Dec 26 1902... 17:372
Mascioli Annie M di Francesco e Beniza Nov 15 1901... 18:118
Mascioli Antonia di Francesco e Beniza Feb 6 1901... 17:135
Masciotta Angela M di Tomaso e Antonetta Sept 9 1907... 19:107
Masciotta Teresa di Tomaso e Antonetta Apr 2 1909... 19:349
Masciotti — d di Tomaso e Antonetta May 29 1910... 20:76
Mason Maria G di Nicola e Maria G Aug 30 1909... 19:412
Mason Mary di Anthony e Annie Jan 29 1906... 18:290
Masella Domenica di Pietro e Giuseppina July 4 1906... 18:345
Masella Domenica F di Pietro e Giuseppina Jan 10 1909... 19:318
Masella Giuseppe di Stefano e Maria Apr 15 1910... 20:42
Maselli Agostino E di Giuseppe e Maria Dec 19 1908... 19:304
Maselli Carminella di Giuseppe e Civita July 3 1907... 19:79
Masello Alfonso di Pietro e Giuseppina Jan 5 1905... 18:142
Masello Carmine di Giuseppe e Giuseppina Apr 27 1908... 19:203
Masello Caterina A di Luigi e Filomena May 23 1910... 20:56
Masello Lucy di Giuseppe e Giuseppina Oct 26 1906... 18:388
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Masello Pietro of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Apr 11 1910......20: 40
Masello Vincenzo of Pietro and Giuseppa May 1 1902......17: 289
Masi Acquido of Vincenzo and Antonia Aug 17 1907......19: 97
Masi Rosa of Vincenzo and Antonia Nov 6 1901.............17: 227
Masick Sarah of Max and Rebecca Jan 20 1908..............19: 165
Maskovsky Emanuel of Zigmund and Dora July 6 1904......18: 73
Maslofska Mieczyslof of Annie May 12 1907..............19: 51
Maso Angela of Stefano and Maria Mar 22 1907...........19: 32
Maso Teresa of Stefano and Maria Mar 12 1903.........18: 166
Mason Abigail R of James W and Margaret E Oct 21 1905...18: 248
Mason Bertha of Frederick and Sarah July 27 1908........19: 245
Mason Carl W of Charles P and Millie June 17 1906......18: 338
Mason Evelyn H of Herbert J and Bessie M Jan 16 1905...18: 146
Mason George P of Harry M and Julia Sept 16 1905......17: 237
Mason Grover C (c) of Grover C and Annie Sept 2 1906....18: 368
Mason Helen of Walter E and Grace A Feb 26 1905........18: 160
Mason Henry E of Henry W and Nellie 1 May 19 1906.....18: 328
Mason Irene N (c) of Clarence R and Annie Oct 4 1909...19: 426
Mason Isabel of Sidney S and Nora May 30 1908..........19: 216
Mason James F (c) of James A S and Mabel M Oct 22 1905...18: 248
Mason John A of Albert J and Annie E July 11 1902.....17: 318
Mason Joseph B of Joseph and Alice D Jan 27 1903.......17: 389
Mason Lillian B of Helen Oct 20 1902..................17: 351
Mason Mattley T of Theodore and Lillian M Jan 12 1905...18: 145
Mason Melvin (c) of Corrina Sept 18 1907..............19: 110
Mason Sidney F of Sidney S and Nora Feb 6 1907........19: 15
Mason Wesley G of Charles P and Millie Nov 22 1908.....19: 290
Mason William V of John V and Adele B May 17 1904.....18: 48
Mason Winifred L of Louis G and Kate Aug 11 1904......18: 86
Mason —— s of George and Zarta Mar 21 1901.............17: 183
Mason —— twin ds of James and Margaret Aug 24 1901.....17: 249
Mason —— s of George and Zarta July 11 1902............17: 318
Mason —— d of Charles G and Elizabeth June 22 1906.....18: 310
Mason —— s of Mabel Mar 30 1907..................19: 75
Mason —— (c) d of Grover and Annie Jan 11 1910........20: 74
Masotti Alfred of Michele and Antonia Dec 1 1902.......17: 361
Massa Antonio of Vincenzo and Rosina Aug 19 1910......20: 99
Massa Teresa of Vincenzo and Rosina Oct 7 1905.........18: 275
Massa Teresa of Vincenzo and Rosina July 4 1908........19: 237
Massa —— s of Vincenzo and Rosina July 11 1907........19: 154
Massanisso Antonio of Antonio and Carmela July 2 1910....20: 78
Massanisso Bianca of Michele and Giuseppina Apr 6 1909....19: 350
Massanisso Concetta of Michele and Maria May 28 1909....19: 369
Massanisso Elvira of Michele and Giuseppina Nov 1 1907....19: 127
Massanisso Felice of Antonio and Carmela Jan 27 1909......19: 324
Massanisso Teresa of Antonio and Carmela Nov 13 1906....18: 395
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Massara Luisa I of Francesco and Rosa July 22 1905...........18:217
Massarelli Domenico A of Giuseppe and Angiolina Apr 27 1901.17:159
Massaro Julia of Francesco and Rosa Jan 29 1907.............19:8
Massaro Lena of Francesco and Rosa Nov 29 1908.............19:293
Massaro — d of Antonio and Maria R June 8 1901...........17:181
Massaro — s of Francesco and Rosina July 9 1903...........17:510
Massart Eva M of Michel and Lizzie R June 2 1901...........18:53
Massart Horace L of Alfred J and Jennie Sept 4 1910......20:104
Massart Lillian E of Joseph and Mary Oct 6 1902..........17:346
Massart Madeline E of Michel J and Elizabeth Oct 18 1901..17:221
Massart Michel J of Michel J and Elizabeth R Oct 18 1906..18:855
Masse Leo of Joseph and Zelia July 10 1902.................17:318
Masse Marie J of Paul and Marie July 13 1907..............19:83
Masse Mary H of Paul and Mary Aug 19 1909.................19:407
Masse Rose A of Amedee and Amanda July 1 1904...........18:71
Masselin Suzanne C of Francois E and Therese A Dec 2 1907.19:139
Massello Domenico of Felice and Emilia Oct 22 1908........19:278
Massenni Ida R of Antonio and Clelia Aug 28 1910...........20:102
Massenino Giuseppe of Antonio and Clelia May 7 1909.....19:361
Massenzi Laura of Giovanni and Antonietta June 1 1909...19:750
Massenzi Salvatore of Giovanni and Antonietta Dec 25 1910.20:144
Masseo Michelina of Pasquale and Angela Sept 28 1906.....18:375
Massey Harold G of George and Adèle Jan 18 1907.........19:7
Massey Muriel M of Thomas W and Myra M Apr 23 1906....18:319
Massicotte Fernand T of Joseph and Xoélia June 2 1908....19:218
Massicotte Henri R R of Joseph and Xoélia July 10 1910..20:82
Massie Florence G of William and Clara Mar 14 1907.....19:29
Massie Gardner of Walter W and Ethel E Sept 23 1906.....18:376
Massie Hope of Courtland and Florence E Sept 13 1902....17:338
Massie Josephine M of Arthur E and Eva A Dec 7 1904....18:125
Massie Regina E of Arthur E L and Eva A Jan 19 1901....18:7
Massie Violet W (c) of Charles L and Annie E Nov 23 1907.19:136
Massie Wentworth of Walter W and Ethel Apr 22 1903....18:180
Massina Maria of Marini and Angioluci Aug 23 1907.......19:100
Massler Clara of Isaac and Ruth Oct 27 1901..............17:223
Masso Domenico P of Pietro and Luisa Sept 23 1901.......17:213
Masso Giacomo of Michele and Eugenia Mar 15 1902.......17:275
Masso Pietro G P of Pietro and Luisa July 2 1903.........17:446
Masso — s of Vincenzo and Antonia July 19 1907.........19:85
Massore Michelle of Emilio and Emilia Oct 31 1907........19:127
Masterson Anna of Thomas and Bridget Feb 13 1905........18:156
Masterson Catharine of Thomas and Bridget A June 29 1910.20:70
Masterson Edward F of James R and Esther V Oct 1 1909...19:425
Masterson Ellen of William J and Annie E Nov 2 1901....17:226
Masterson Emma of Joseph H and Emma May 16 1902.......17:294
Masterson Evelyn G of Patrick F and Annie W Sept 6 1910.20:105
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Masterson Francis E of Francis and Annie L Aug 19 1906... 18: 363
Masterson James R of James R and Esther V Oct 1 1909.... 19: 425
Masterson John of William J and Annie E July 17 1904.... 18: 77
Masterson John J of Francis and Annie L Mar 1 1908..... 19: 181
Masterson Katherine of William J and Annie E Jan 16 1907.. 19: 6
Masterson Thomas of Thomas and Bridget Dec 4 1906..... 18: 402
Masterson ——— d of James H and Mary Apr 1 1902........ 17: 312
Masterson ——— s of Mary Aug 8 1907.................... 19: 93
Masterson ——— d of George and Catherine Sept 28 1907.... 19: 155
Masterson ——— s of Luke and Catherine Apr 3 1909........ 19: 385
Mastin ——— s of Henry G and Anna J Apr 6 1908........ 19: 253
Mastraduono Antonio of Giovanni and Pasqualina Dec 2 1910.20: 136
Mastralia Alessandro of Giuseppe and Concetta Feb 10 1901.17: 137
Mastranduono Assunta of Giovanni and Pasqualina Aug 26 1908.18: 258
Mastranduono Maria C of Giovanni and Pasqualina July 8 1904.18: 74
Mastrestefano ——— d of Giovanni and Luisa Sept 11 1909... 19: 462
Mastriano Angelina of Giuseppe and Vittoria Jan 22 1910... 20: 9
Mastriano Domenica of Giuseppe and Vittoria Nov 24 1910... 20: 133
Mastrobuono Alfonso of Domenico and Giuseppa Feb 29 1908.19: 181
Mastrobuono Armida of Domenico and Giuseppa Oct 4 1903.. 18: 242
Mastrobuono Elviro of Domenico and Virginia Sept 22 1906.. 18: 376
Mastrobuono Filomena of Domenico and Giuseppina Apr 26 1903.17: 419
Mastrobuono Nataline of Domenico and Giuseppa Dec 24 1901.17: 242
Mastrobuono Vincenzo of Costantino and Maddalena Jan 19 1907.19: 7
Mastrostefano Antonio of Antimo and Giovannina July 16 1910.20: 84
Mastrostefano Armando of Antimo and Giovanna Aug 30 1907.19: 163
Mastrostefano Armando of Antimo and Giovanna Feb 18 1909.19: 332
Mastrostefano Donato of Francesco and Concetta Jan 30 1910.20: 12
Mastrostefano Genoveffa of Antimo and Giovanna Sept 8 1905.18: 234
Mastrostefano Giovanni B of Giovanni B and Luisa Sept 30 1910.20: 114
null
Mathewson Florence E of Edward E and Maude Dec 4 1910...20:137
Mathewson Florence G of Frank C and Florence M Apr 21
1908. .......................................................... 19:201
Mathewson George of George and Ida E Mar 5 1905. .... 18:163
Mathewson Hilda L of Lewis F and Leah May 1 1907. ... 19: 47
Mathewson Howard W of Edward E and Nora J Apr 15 1908... 19:199
Mathewson John E of John K and Mary E Feb 23 1903. ... 17:399
Mathewson Louis I of Arthur L and Edith May 24 1902. ... 17:296
Mathewson Viola E of John K and Mary E Mar 4 1906. ... 18:302
Mathewson Wallace B of Edward E and Nora J May 2 1910... 20: 48
Mathewson William S of William S and Mary J Aug 1 1910... 20: 91
Mathewson —— d of John K and Mary E Aug 10 1901. ... 17:249
Mathewson —— s of J Arthur and Alice M Oct 20 1907. ... 19:155
Mathewson —— d of Welcome B and Emma M Dec 10 1908... 19:312
Mathies Jesse of Jose and Antonio Nov 9 1904. ............ 18:116
Mathys Helen M of Henry and Addie M Jan 1 1903. ....... 17:381
Mattile —— d of Eugene and Adel July 2 1902. .......... 17:377
Mattile —— d of Eugene and Adele Aug 12 1903. ......... 17:510
Matinean —— d of Jennie Dec 6 1909. .................. 19:448
Matra Cristina of Antonio and Nuziatella June 12 1910. ... 20: 63
Matrocio Anna of Michele and Angelina July 10 1909. ... 19:391
Matsson Ebba H of Axel V and Selma Aug 17 1903. ....... 17:462
Matson —— d of Nins S and Emma J Sept 30 1904. ....... 18:138
Mattaliano Concetta of Angelo and Giovannina Dec 7 1904.. 18:125
Mattaliano Margherita of Angelo and Giovannina Jan 23 1906,18:287
Mattaliano Pietro of Angelo and Giovannina Aug 30 1907... 19:103
Mattarese Anna of Frank P and Grazia Sept 13 1907...... 19:108
Matteado Pietro of Maurizio and Engenia Nov 28 1909.... 19:445
Matteo Aulda of Angelo and Maria July 20 1910........ 20: 85
Matteo Antonio of Rosario and Rosina July 20 1902. ..... 17:320
Matteo Carmela of Giuseppe and Felicia Dec 18 1901. ... 17:240
Matteo Elena M of Baldassarre and Maria G Apr 30 1902... A-1: 36
Matteo Luigi of Angelo and Maria Apr 18 1909. ........... 19:355
Matteo Maria of Gaetano and Colomba May 9 1909........ 19:362
Matteo Pasquale of Maurizio and Engenia Dec 9 1905.... 18:265
Matteodo Pasquale of Maurizio and Engenia Apr 7 1901... 17:153
Matteodo Petrina of Maurizio and Engenia Oct 27 1907... 19:125
Mattera Angelina S of Gaetano and Colomba May 18 1910... 20: 54
Mattera Carlo of Nicola and Libera Dec 7 1908. ........... 19:297
Mattera Carlo of Nicola and Libera Dec 7 1909. ........... 19:449
Mattera Caterina of Carlo and Maria Nov 10 1905. ....... 18:255
Mattera Caterina M of Carlo and Maria Aug 2 1902. ....... 17:325
Mattera Evelina of Salvatore and Emilia Feb 28 1910........ 20: 23
Mattera Matilda of Nicola and Libera Aug 18 1907. ....... 19: 98
Mattera Raffaele V of Nicola and Liberina Nov 2 1910.... 20:125
Mattera Teresa of Nicola and Libera Apr 15 1906........ 18:317
Matteo Pietro of Domenico and Sabella Nov 21 1903 ............ 17:494
Matteo Mary of Antone and Marie July 1 1906 ............ 18:344
Matteo Theresa of Antone and Amelia Feb 28 1909 ............ 19:336
Matteo Alice I C of Benjamin and Selma Apr 11 1908 ............ 19:197
Matteo Avis M of Arthur B and Maude E Sept 7 1906 ............ 18:370
Matteo Beatrice I of Everett and Winifred Sept 29 1902 ............ 17:344
Matteo Bernard E of Frank T and Hattie E Sept 29 1907 ............ 19:114
Matteo Charles of Archibald C and Alice Dec 23 1906 ............ 18:409
Matteo Edith V of Theodore and Anna May 28 1901 ............ 17:166
Matteo Francis A of Francis E and Bertha E Nov 17 1907 ............ 19:133
Matteo Kent F of Frank W and Mary W Apr 10 1906 ............ 18:315
Matteo Lloyd E of Lloyd E and Sadie Oct 24 1909 ............ 19:433
Matteo Ruth of Theodore G and Annie Dec 30 1909 ............ 19:437
Matteo — d of Archibald C and Alus May 9 1902 ............ 17:292
Matthew Elizabeth S (c) of John H and Laura M Dec 26 1905 ............ 18:271
Matthews Clifford C of Frank A and Susan E Jan 7 1901 ............ 17:126
Matthews Edward S of James H and Sybil May 26 1907 ............ 19:56
Matthews Elizabeth A (c) of Charles E and Mary L Jan 11 1907 ............ 19:4
Matthews Eva G of Frank E and Erma Sept 30 1907 ............ 19:152
Matthews Gertrude of John F and Teresa June 6 1908 ............ 19:219
Matthews Jennie of James F and Annie July 9 1906 ............ 18:347
Matthews John J of James F and Annie June 8 1901 ............ 17:169
Matthews Julia A B (c) of John H and Laura M Mar 24 1907 ............ 19:33
Matthews Lawrence of James F and Annie May 27 1904 ............ 18:51
Matthews Louis F of Charles J and Helen Oct 5 1910 ............ 20:115
Matthews Melba M L (c) of John H and Laura M Feb 5 1910 ............ 20:15
Matthews Melvin J H (c) of John H and Laura M Feb 5 1910 ............ 20:15
Matthews Mildred of John and Teresa Oct 39 1910 ............ 20:124
Matthews Robert H of Robert H and Annette M July 9 1908 ............ 19:239
Matthews Teresa of John F and Teresa Apr 5 1906 ............ 18:313
Matthews Veronica H R (c) of John H and Laura M Mar 24 1907 ............ 19:33
Matthews Wilfrid E of Harry and Annie May 11 1909 ............ 19:363
Matthews William H of Charles E and Mary L Dec 2 1908 ............ 19:294
Matthewson — d of Charles and Hazel July 28 1901 ............ 18:81
Mattia Errico of Michele and Assunta May 28 1904 ............ 18:51
Mattimoe Mary A of Patrick J and Bridget A Oct 28 1909 ............ 19:434
Mattimoe Mary E of John J and Mary A May 31 1908 ............ 19:216
Mattimore Agnes of John J and Mary A Aug 4 1907 ............ 19:92
Mattimore John F of Patrick and Bridget Mar 7 1907 ............ 19:26
Mattimore Peter J of Patrick and Bridget Jan 29 1906 ............ 18:290
Mattimore — d of John and Mary A Apr 1 1910 ............ 20:75
Mattio Alfonso of Angelo and Maria Oct 14 1905 ............ 18:246
Mattio Maria L of Angelo and Maria Feb 8 1907 ............ 19:16
Mattio —— d of Angelo and Maria Aug 10 1901 .......... 17: 198
Mattiro Salvatore of Antonio and Nunziata Apr 7 1909 .......... 19: 351
Mattis William I of William and Jennie Nov 22 1910 .......... 20: 132
Mattone Amelia of Bartholomew and Angeline Feb 15 1908 .... 17: 295
Mattone Anna of Giuseppe and Cristina Dec 1 1910 .......... 20: 136
Mattone Giulia of Giuseppe and Cristina Nov 14 1907 .......... 19: 132
Mattone Rosina of Giuseppe and Cristina Feb 11 1905 .......... 18: 153
Mattone —— s of Giuseppe and Cristina Aug 10 1906 .......... 18: 420
Mattoni Giovannina of Giuseppe and Cristina June 24 1909 .... 19: 379
Matt's Jose J of John and Nellie Dec 25 1906 .......... 18: 409
Mattscheck Della M of Harry M and Elvira M Sept 17 1905 .... 18: 275
Mattson Elsie of Theodore and Annie Mar 13 1903 .......... 17: 405
Mattson Evert L of Frank and Beda A E July 24 1910 .......... 20: 87
Mattson Frank R of Frank L and Beda A E June 11 1906 .... 18: 336
Mattson Helen of Theodore and Annie Mar 27 1905 .......... 18: 171
Mattson Hildaur S E of Frank L and Beda A E Aug 8 1901 .......... 17: 197
Mattson Rudolf A G of Aaron and Hilda E A Mar 16 1906 .......... 18: 306
Mattson Ruth M K of Frank L and Beda A Apr 24 1904 .......... 18: 40
Mattson —— s of Aaron and Hilda June 28 1903 .......... 17: 437
Matusiewic —— s of Stanislav and Maria Oct 12 1902 .......... 17: 378
Matuszewska Frances of Lacy and Stanislava Apr 2 1908 .......... 19: 230
Matz Dinah of Harry and Annie May 31 1910 .......... 20: 59
Matz Dora of Harry and Annie Oct 7 1908 .......... 19: 274
Matz Nellie of Harry and Annie Apr 7 1906 .......... 18: 314
Matzner Joseph of Henry and Rosa May 7 1908 .......... 19: 207
Matzner Lena of Harry and Rosa Dec 25 1904 .......... 18: 131
Matzner Leo of Henry and Rosa Sept 25 1903 .......... 17: 475
Matzner Matilda of Harry and Rosa May 20 1906 .......... 18: 328
Matzner Stella of Samuel and Celia Nov 1 1907 .......... 19: 127
Matzner Theresa of Henry and Rosa Sept 22 1909 .......... 19: 421
Maubrince Caterina of Francesco and Raimonda Jan 13 1908 .......... 19: 163
Mauran Ella M of William A and May May 25 1905 .......... 18: 190
Mauran Harriet T of William A and Mary A Apr 1 1901 .......... 17: 151
Maurenzi Lucia of Benedetto and Giustina June 20 1907 .......... 19: 67
Maurner Anna H of Eugene and Mary May 20 1905 .......... 18: 189
Mauricio Florence M of Antonio and Margarida Oct 7 1908 .......... 19: 274
Maurier Joseph A of Henri and Esther M Nov 20 1907 .......... 19: 135
Mauro Dolorata of Antonio and Carmela Dec 4 1909 .......... 19: 448
Max Anna R of Harry and Yetta L Mar 4 1904 .......... 18: 23
Max Ethel M of Harry and Yetta L Mar 17 1909 .......... 19: 343
Max Sydney of Harry and Yetta L Mar 3 1907 .......... 19: 24
Max —— s of Harry and Yetta L Mar 26 1906 .......... 18: 309
Maxson Dorothy of Herbert E and Louise Jan 13 1905 .......... 18: 145
Maxson —— d of Herbert E and Louise E May 28 1903 .......... 17: 444
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Maxwell Catherine E of Patrick and Lizzie Sept 3 1905........18: 232
Maxwell Gertrude D of Henry L and Mary C Sept 27 1903........17: 475
Maxwell Hazel C of John F and Mary E Jan 15 1904.............17: 129
Maxwell John A of John F and Mary E Apr 24 1903...............17: 418
Maxwell Lillian G of Lawson J and Ennice L Nov 15 1910......20: 130
Maxwell —- d of Patrick and Lizzie Mar 20 1901..............18: 67
Maxwell —- d of Bernon and Nellie Jan 1 1910.................20: 1
May Alice M of Edward and Mary A Jan 28 1904.................18: 10
May Arthur F of Robert O and Beatrice M May 2 1906........18: 322
May Arthur F of Robert O and Beatrice M July 2 1906........18: 344
May Dorothy A of Thomas H and Rose Jan 27 1905..............18: 150
May Ethel C of Edward J and Mary A Feb 4 1910...............20: 14
May Grace M of Edward and Mary Nov 9 1902...................17: 357
May Helen C of Edward J and Mary A Nov 14 1907..............19: 131
May Marion J of George E and Mildred May 19 1901.........17: 164
May Matthew J of Matthew J and Marion H Dec 10 1908.......19: 298
May Robert E of Charles O and Clara Apr 8 1908..............19: 196
May Robert O of Robert O and Beatrice M July 25 1902........17: 322
May Thomas (c) of Thomas and Estella Aug 16 1907..........19: 97
May William of Edward J and Mary June 7 1905...............18: 195
May —- d of Annie Feb 10 1903.................................17: 394
May —- s of Lizzie Apr 27 1909.................................19: 358
Mayberg Alexander P of Kopel and Clara Aug 12 1908........19: 252
Mayberg Louis of Kopel and Clara Jan 20 1907...............19: 8
Mayberry Anna I of Frank O and Elizabeth G Apr 4 1909.....19: 350
Mayberry Harriet E of Frank O and Elizabeth G Feb 18 1908.19: 177
Mayberry Jessie S of Frank G and Elizabeth G July 9 1902...17: 317
Mayer Anna of Theodore and Anna May 8 1909..................19: 362
Mayer Ella A of Henry E and Anna M Aug 30 1908..............19: 259
Mayer Ernest J of George H and Antoinette H May 2 1901....17: 160
Mayer Gladys M of Leonhardt and Harriet F June 9 1909.....19: 373
Mayer Harriet F of Leonhardt and Harriet F Sept 14 1906....18: 373
Mayer Lemore J of Leonard and Harriet F Oct 9 1907.........19: 118
Mayer Lydia H of Henry E and Anna M May 5 1905.............18: 184
Mayer Verner A of Henry A and Anna M Oct 5 1906............18: 381
Mayers Ellis of Frederick S and Elizabeth Dec 8 1903......17: 499
Mayers Frederick H of Frederick S and Elizabeth Feb 21 1901.17: 140
Mayhew Edmund R of Fred and Annie Sept 14 1904............18: 98
Mayhew Madeleine of Alfred and Anna Sept 11 1907..........19: 107
Mayhew Marie R of Alfred and Annie Apr 30 1906..............18: 321
Mayhew Mary E P of Alfred and Anna June 21 1901..........17: 173
Maynard Almeda P of William A and Adelia May 20 1901......17: 164
Maynard Blanche R of Pierre and Albina Oct 20 1901.........17: 221
Maynard Charles F (c) of Charles and Catherine Jan 20 1902.17: 259
Maynard Edgar E of Adelard and Rose Mar 5 1906............18: 302
Maynard Elizabeth W of George and Mary July 10 1904.......18: 74
Maynard George (c) of Reuben and Nellie E Apr 20 1905.  18: 179
Maynard Gertrude B of Joseph and Rosilda Nov 24 1905.  18: 259
Maynard Gertrude E of James W and Mary L July 17 1910.  20: 85
Maynard Guy E of Guy and Georgianna Aug 21 1908.  19: 308
Maynard Harriman W of Harry and Rose Oct 23 1910.  20: 122
Maynard Harry R (c) of Reuben and Nellie E Aug 12 1901.  17: 199
Maynard Howard G of George J and Mary W Apr 5 1903.  17: 413
Maynard Milton (c) of Reuben and Nellie E Sept 28 1903.  17: 476
Maynard Muriel H of George and Isabelle F Aug 8 1909.  19: 403
Maynard Raymond W (c) of Reuben and Nellie E Sept 11 1908.  19: 264
Maynard Thomas L of Henry F and Sarah A Jan 3 1903.  17: 382
Maynard — (c) s of Reuben and Nellie E June 23 1906.  18: 341
Maynard — d of Charles and Dina Nov 8 1907.  19: 130
Maynard — d of Louis A and Sarah F July 4 1908.  19: 237
Mayo Adelina of Giuseppe and Maria C Sept 12 1906.  18: 372
Mayo Blanche A of Frank A and Grace F Nov 9 1909.  19: 433
Mayor Harry A of Joseph J and Mary A May 27 1902.  17: 297
Mayor Helen I of Joseph J and Mary A Nov 27 1907.  19: 137
Mayor Hollis C of Hollis C and Angi Mar 19 1909.  19: 344
Mayor Katharine of John W and Dorothy A Aug 29 1904.  18: 92
Mayor Katherine F of John W and Dorothy A Dec 23 1909.  19: 454
Mayor Mary L of Joseph J and Mary A July 18 1904.  18: 77
Mays Anna M (c) of Hilman and Jessie July 30 1906.  18: 355
Mazzano Maria A of Giovanni and Pasqualina Aug 15 1908.  19: 253
Mazic Morris of Max and Rebecca Aug 23 1906.  18: 304
Mazo Jennie of Benjamin and Bessie Sept 18 1910.  20: 109
Mazza Angela M of Salvatore and Nicolina Oct 5 1908.  19: 273
Mazzarano Francesco di Michele and Raffaela Apr 1902.  17: 289
Mazzatino Paolina of Francesco and Concetta Oct 7 1910.  20: 116
Mazzuco Giuseppe di Antonio and Teresa Jan 4 1901.  17: 125
Mazzuca Luisa di Antonio and Teresa Apr 23 1903.  17: 418
Mazzi Antonio di Bernardino and Adelina Apr 24 1907.  19: 45
Mazzotta Antonio di Francesco and Concetta Jan 13 1909.  19: 319
Mazzitelli Antonio di Francesco and Raffaela May 31 1903.  17: 429
Mazzocci Beatrigia di Antonio and Maria G Oct 2 1907.  19: 116
Mazzone Francesco di Cono di Maria Dec 19 1907.  19: 145
Mazzone Pietro F F di Nicola di Maria Sept 25 1904.  18: 102
Mazzone Santa di Nicola di Maria Feb 16 1903.  17: 356
Mazzone Santa di Francesco di Venta Feb 11 1905.  18: 155
Mazzoni Carmela R di Francesco di Francesca Oct 7 1907.  19: 117
Mazzoni Ermano D di Cono di Maria F Apr 8 1910.  20: 39
Mazzoni Maria F di Cono di Maria May 28 1906.  18: 330
Mazzotta Antonio di Francesco di Concetta Feb 13 1909.  19: 353
Mazzotta Domenico di Francesco di Concetta Mar 2 1907.  19: 24
McAdam Alexander di Alexander J e Ellen A Jan 21 1902.  17: 259
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

McAdam Elizabeth A of Ronald and Marie Jul 19 1903 .......... 17:452
McAdam Vera M of Ronald and Maria A June 8 1901 .......... 17:169
McAdams Ethel A of Lewis and Ethel Apr 9 1901 .......... 17:154
McAdams Katherine A of Ronald and Mary A Dec 2 1909 .......... 19:447
McAdams Lewis V of Lewis V and Ethel C Oct 18 1907 .......... 19:122
McAdams Lucy V of Louis and Ethel Dec 12 1904 .......... 18:127
McAdams Mildred of Ronald and Maria Oct 22 1907 .......... 19:123
McAdams Ronald A of Ronald and Maria May 28 1906 .......... 18:331
McAleer Mary L of George B and Rose L Sept 29 1903 .......... 17:476
McAleer Vincent E of Joseph F and Anna Aug 10 1908 .......... 19:251
McAleer Bertha L of Thomas M and Lillian M Dec 11 1909 .......... 19:450
McAleer Joseph R K of Thomas M and Lillian M July 7 1906 .. 18:346
McAleer Raymond F of Patrick and Annie A Aug 23 1906 .. 18:364
McAleer Robert A of Thomas M and Lillian M May 2 1903 .. 17:421
McAllister Stanley M of William M and Catharine Feb 6 1906 .. 18:292
McAnany Catharine E of John J and Mary A Mar 5 1903 .......... 17:403
McAnany Charles W of John J and Mary A Mar 5 1903 .......... 17:403
McAndrews Antonette of Joseph V and Mary Feb 15 1907 .......... 19:18
McAndrews Catherine E of Thomas F and Catherine May 8 1904 .......... 18:45
McAndrews Eugene V of Eugene and Bridget Oct 21 1905 .......... 18:248
McAndrews John of Joseph V and Mary Aug 3 1905 .......... 18:221
McAndrews Mary C of Patrick F and Christine June 23 1904 .......... 17:174
McAndrews Mary M of Owen and Nellie F May 1 1909 .......... 19:359
McAndrews Rose of Joseph and Mary Aug 1 1908 .......... 19:247
McAndrews William of Thomas F and Catherine Jan 21 1906 .......... 18:287
McAndrews —— d of John and Elizabeth Jan 3 1902 .......... 17:253
McCumber —— s of Simon and Elizabeth June 8 1904 .......... 18:68
McAntee —— d of John and Hannah Dec 22 1901 .......... 17:251
McAntee —— d of John and Nora Apr 26 1903 .......... 17:443
McArdle Edward of John A and Catherine Jan 22 1909 .......... 19:322
McArdle Irene of Mary July 8 1903 .......... 17:449
McArdle James H of Peter and Susan Oct 14 1901 .......... 17:219
McArdle John of John and Elizabeth July 21 1903 .......... 17:453
McArdle John of John A and Catherine Nov 19 1905 .......... 18:258
McArdle John W of John and Elizabeth June 28 1902 .......... 17:307
McArdle —— s of John A and Catherine Dec 8 1907 .......... 19:156
McAree —— s of Robert and Lema July 20 1907 .......... 19:86
McArthur Marcus E of Marcus and Emma P Mar 9 1903 .......... 18:164
McArthur —— s of George S and Nellie July 2 1910 .......... 20:78
McAteer Leonard J of Patrick and Annie A Apr 24 1902 .......... 17:287
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

McAuley Martin P of Patrick and Annie A Mar 14 1904 ...... 18: 27
McAuley Vincent of Patrick and Annie A Mar 29 1901 ...... 17: 150
McAuley Herbert J of Bernard E and Elizabeth M Apr 13 1910 .... 20: 41
McAuliffe Cornelius J of Edward and Winifred F May 19 1907 .. 19: 53
McAuliffe Gertrude C of Frank and Alice Dec 4 1903 ...... 17: 498
McAuliffe Helen of Daniel J and Mary E Aug 26 1904 ...... 18: 91
McAuliffe Helen of Frederick and Emma Aug 18 1910 ...... 20: 98
McAuliffe James F of Edward and Winifred June 1 1908 ...... 19: 217
McAuliffe John A of Daniel J and Mary E Oct 18 1905 ...... 18: 247
McAuliffe John W of John W and Martha J Jan 31 1901 ...... 17: 134
McAuliffe Thelma of Daniel J and Mary E June 28 1908 ...... 19: 228
McAuliffe —— d of John E and Winifred May 30 1906 ...... 18: 419
McAuslan Georgia W of George R and Georgia W Feb 17 1904 ..... 18: 66
McAuslan Grace A of William A and Grace E Apr 3 1905 ...... 18: 173
McAuslan Harold L of Harold L and Cleora E Oct 1903 ...... 17: 487
McAvoy Catherine L of Thomas H and Ella R July 27 1909 ...... 19: 398
McAvoy Frederick J of Charles J and Delia J Nov 3 1907 ...... 19: 128
McAvoy Lloyd R of James W and Eva W July 23 1904 ...... 18: 78
McAvoy Ruth E of James W and Eva W June 29 1902 ...... 17: 307
McAvoy —— d of James W and Eva W Sept 24 1906 ...... 18: 421
McBee Edith L of Alexander C and Louise M July 8 1910 ...... 20: 81
McBee Floride D'O of William B and Edith E Jan 31 1901 ...... 17: 134
McBeth James W of Alexander and Janet Sept 10 1902 ...... 17: 337
McBride Carlos J of Edward J and Mary Jan 7 1909 ...... 19: 317
McBride Edward J of Edward J and Mary Oct 18 1907 ...... 19: 122
McBride Helen C of Lawrence and Sara Feb 10 1905 ...... 18: 155
McBride James H of James and Joanna W Jan 7 1908 ...... 19: 160
McBride Mary A of Edward J and Mary A Jan 24 1905 ...... 18: 149
McBride Mary E of John and Mary E May 30 1906 ...... 18: 332
McBride Mary M of James H and Joanna W Feb 16 1910 ...... 20: 18
McBride Thomas J of Edward J and Mary E Mar 20 1903 ...... 17: 407
McCabe Alice of Alice Sept 26 1910 ...... 20: 112
McCabe Alice M of John F and Mary A Apr 7 1907 ...... 19: 38
McCabe Annie E of John F and Mary C July 24 1903 ...... 17: 454
McCabe Charles of Joseph and Ellen T Apr 27 1908 ...... 19: 203
McCabe Charles H of Patrick and Delia Aug 24 1901 ...... 17: 203
McCabe Charles J of James and Nellie July 18 1910 ...... 20: 85
McCabe Donald of John T and Catherine Aug 4 1910 ...... 20: 93
McCabe Dorothy A of James S and Mina A Dec 6 1901 ...... 17: 237
McCabe Edwin of James J and Mary E Dec 7 1909 ...... 19: 449
McCabe Elizabeth of Frank J and Nora A Nov 1 1906 ...... 18: 390
McCabe Elizabeth V of Patrick and Delia Mar 7 1907 ...... 19: 26
McCabe Francis of Frank and Mary Aug 24 1906 ...... 18: 365
McCabe Francis J of Francis J and Nora A June 8 1909 ...... 19: 373
McCabe Genevieve of Edward and Bertha Jan 21 1909        19:322
McCabe George F of William L and Isabella R Sept 18 1908        19:266
McCabe Henrietta E of Anthony and Elizabeth July 16 1902        17:319
McCabe Irving J of James P and Hanora A May 16 1908        19:211
McCabe James E of Joseph H and Ellen T Oct 28 1905        18:250
McCabe James L of James J and Mary July 3 1908        19:237
McCabe John of John and Catherine Jan 1 1907        19: 1
McCabe John D of John T and Catherine Sept 6 1909        19:415
McCabe John F of Owen F and Catharine V June 14 1902        17:302
McCabe John P of Patrick and Delia Sept 9 1905        18:234
McCabe John R of John T and Caroline A Mar 4 1901        18: 23
McCabe Joseph F of Joseph H and Ellen T Mar 3 1901        17:177
McCabe Joseph P of Peter J and Annie M July 4 1903        17:447
McCabe Louis of Alice Sept 26 1910        20:112
McCabe Margaret of Patrick and Annie June 14 1902        17:303
McCabe Margaret M of Patrick and Delia May 18 1903        17:426
McCabe Mary of John J and Elizabeth C June 4 1905        18:194
McCabe Mary M of Joseph H and Ellen T Jan 22 1904        18: 8
McCabe Mary M of William L and Isabella R Jan 7 1910        20: 3
McCabe Mildred of John J and Elizabeth C Oct 7 1907        19:117
McCabe Paul M of James J and Mary E Sept 26 1905        18:210
McCabe Rose G of Peter and Annie M Apr 17 1901        17:156
McCabe Vincent J of Philip V and Mary E Nov 24 1908        19:291
McCabe Walter E of Edward and Bertha Apr 9 1905        18:175
McCabe —— s of Ann May 2 1908        19:206
McCaffrey Annie of Thomas and Annie Apr 24 1907        19: 45
McCaffrey Annie M of Michael and Annie Apr 22 1908        19:291
McCaffrey Arthur A of Frank and Mary A June 14 1902        17:363
McCaffrey Catharine of Thomas and Annie Apr 16 1904        18: 38
McCaffrey Catharine E of Michael and Annie Jan 10 1906        18:283
McCaffrey Catherine of Frederick A and Catherine July 8 1910. 20: 81
McCaffrey Catherine G L of Hugh and Mary J Aug 5 1901        17:197
McCaffrey Clare of Peter J and Mary Apr 1 1910        20: 36
McCaffrey Edward F of Edward F and Mary July 19 1906        18:351
McCaffrey Edward J of Patrick and Mary Feb 13 1909        19:331
McCaffrey Edward W of Edward W and Alice A July 17 1908        19:241
McCaffrey Ellen of Henry J and Rose A Sept 17 1907        19:110
McCaffrey Eleanor of John J and Mary J Nov 14 1910        20:130
McCaffrey Elizabeth of Matthew J and Catherine Nov 12 1904. 18:118
McCaffrey Ellen J of James and Martha June 26 1905        18:202
McCaffrey Emma C of Henry F and Emma J Aug 6 1908        19:249
McCaffrey Eugene J of Michael and Annie Jan 8 1901        18: 3
McCaffrey Eugene M of William and Mary J July 23 1906        18:353
McCaffrey Frank of James and Nellie Nov 12 1910        20:129
McCaffrey Frederick A of Frederick A and Catherine Sept 21 1908.        19:268
McCaft'rey Grace E of Frank S and Helen E Apr 5 1908 ............ 19: 194
McCaft'rey Helen V of James J and Helen June 20 1909 ............ 19: 377
McCaft'rey Henry of Alice Mar 25 1903 .............................. 17: 409
McCaft'rey Henry of Henry J and Rose July 2 1905 .............. 18: 210
McCaft'rey Hugh S of Hugh and Sarah Dec 5 1907 .............. 19: 140
McCaft'rey James F of Hugh and Sarah Aug 31 1905 .............. 18: 231
McCaft'rey John B of Frank and Mary A Jan 30 1901 ............. 17: 133
McCaft'rey John F of Michael and Annie Aug 10 1901 ............. 17: 198
McCaft'rey Joseph B of Hugh and Sarah June 14 1903 ............. 17: 433
McCaft'rey Leo of Matthew F and Catherine Dec 24 1902 ........... 17: 371
McCaft'rey Lillian of Edward W and Alice A June 17 1901 ........ 17: 172
McCaft'rey Margaret H of Thomas and Annie Feb 12 1910 ............. 20: 17
McCaft'rey Martha C of James and Martha Nov 15 1902 ............ 17: 339
McCaft'rey Mary of Thomas and Annie Mar 25 1903 .............. 17: 409
McCaft'rey Mary of Henry J and Rose A Sept 21 1908 ............. 19: 267
McCaft'rey Mary C of Matthew F and Catherine July 28 1901 ......... 17: 194
McCaft'rey Mary M of William J and Mary J June 20 1908 ......... 19: 225
McCaft'rey Mary T of William and Mary A Jan 3 1904 ............. 18: 1
McCaft'rey Mildred K of Edward W and Alice A Sept 2 1905 ......... 18: 232
McCaft'rey Rose E of Frank F and Mary A Feb 7 1909 .............. 19: 329
McCaft'rey Rose L of Patrick and Mary Oct 30 1906 .............. 18: 300
McCaft'rey Ruth of Peter J and Mary A Dec 5 1908 .............. 19: 296
McCaft'rey Sarah J of Patrick and Mary May 21 1902 ............. 17: 295
McCaft'rey Theresa of Patrick and Mary Sept 30 1904 ............. 18: 104
McCaft'rey Thomas M of James and Martha Apr 6 1904 ............. 18: 35
McCaft'rey Vincent H of Frank and Mary A July 4 1906 ............. 18: 345
McCaft'rey —— d of Thomas and —— Mar 17 1901 ................... A-4: 36
McCahey Eleanor of James H and Catherine T May 3 1901 ......... 17: 160
McCall Bertha E of Charles H and Josephine July 31 1905 ........ 18: 220
McCall David S of Thomas and Emmeline Aug 15 1908 ............. 19: 253
McCall Donald T of Thomas and Emeline Dec 16 1906 ............. 18: 406
McCall Elizabeth of Michael and Catherine J Sept 22 1906 ........ 18: 376
McCall Louisa C of Charles H and Josephine Dec 15 1901 ........ 17: 210
McCall Mary E of Thomas and Emeline Jan 19 1902 .............. 17: 259
McCall Matilda H of Michael and Catherine J Oct 18 1908 ........ 19: 277
McCall —— s of Peter and Rose June 30 1901 .............. 17: 176
McCallen —— s of William A and Agnes I Nov 15 1905 ............. 18: 277
McCallion —— s of James H and Gertrude A July 15 1904 ........ 18: 136
McCallum Alice V of William and Catherine Apr 18 1908 ........ 19: 200
McCallum Georgina L of Charles A and Abigail Feb 19 1910 ......... 20: 20
McCallum Hope of Catherine Apr 29 1908 ......................... 19: 204
McCallum Jeanette E of Hugh R and Mary Mar 14 1910 ............. 20: 29
McCallum John E of Dennison E and Julia Sept 15 1902 ............ 17: 339
McCallum Olive of John and Margaret Sept 4 1904 .............. 18: 94
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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McCallum Roland J of Dennis E and Julia E July 21 1904 . . . . 18: 78
McCallum Sophia J (c) of Andrew and Lillian July 7 1904 . . . . 18: 133
McCambridge Lillian R of James and Norah Jan 12 1904 . . . . 18: 5
McCambridge Marie F of James and Nora Aug 15 1901 . . . . 17: 200
McCann Albert W of William J and Mary A Mar 5 1905 . . . . 18: 163
McCann Anna E of James T and Catherine J Apr 6 1905 . . . . 18: 174
McCann Arthur J of John and Georgianna Sept 10 1908 . . . . 19: 261
McCann Catherine A of Frank J and Sarah J Mar 18 1903 . . . . 17: 407
McCann Catherine E of Thomas and Margaret Sept 10 1910 . . . 20: 106
McCann Catherine J of James T and Kate T Mar 9 1903 . . . . 17: 404
McCann Catherine J of John J and Catherine M Mar 5 1904 . . . 18: 24
McCann Edmund J of Frank J and Sarah J Sept 8 1901 . . . . 17: 208
McCann Edna of Michael and Edna Sept 20 1910 . . . . 20: 110
McCann Edward J of Edward J and Mary E Jan 4 1905 . . . . 18: 141
McCann Ellen of Patrick J and Agnes Nov 5 1908 . . . . 19: 283
McCann Emily C of Joseph W and Emily June 6 1910 . . . . 20: 61
McCann Evelyn of Patrick J and Agnes Feb 13 1908 . . . . 19: 230
McCann Evelyn F of Edward J and Mary E Mar 5 1903 . . . . 17: 405
McCann Francis of Michael J and Catherine June 30 1904 . . . 18: 63
McCann Francis of Patrick J and Agnes Dec 2 1909 . . . . 19: 447
McCann Francis J of Michael J and Catherine A July 6 1905 . . 18: 212
McCann George R of Frank J and Sarah J Oct 10 1907 . . . . 19: 118
McCann Helen J of James T and Catherine J Nov 15 1910 . . 20: 130
McCann Henry F of Thomas J and Margaret Feb 11 1909 . . . 19: 330
McCann Irene of Joseph W and Emily Sept 11 1901 . . . . 17: 209
McCann Isabella M of William J and Mary A May 19 1902 . . . 17: 295
McCann James of Francis J and Sarah J Dec 16 1909 . . . . 19: 452
McCann James T of Joseph and Emily Nov 14 1903 . . . . 17: 491
McCann John C of Patrick and Ellen Dec 16 1903 . . . . 17: 501
McCann John E of Thomas J and Margaret G Mar 31 1904 . . 18: 33
McCann John E of John E and Helen Jan 27 1909 . . . . 19: 324
McCann Joseph of John H and Georgianna E June 30 1906 . . 18: 343
McCann Joseph H of John J and Georgianna Jan 16 1905 . . 18: 146
McCann Leo of Joseph W and Emily Aug 19 1906 . . . . 18: 363
McCann Loretta M of William J and Mary A Mar 1 1904 . . . 18: 23
McCann Louisa of John and Georgianna Mar 1 1904 . . . . 18: 22
McCann Margaret M of Alfred M and Mary C Sept 22 1907 . . 19: 112
McCann Mary F of John J and Catherine M Feb 16 1907 . . . 19: 19
McCann Patrick of Patrick J and Agnes Nov 5 1908 . . . . 19: 283
McCann Richard of Michael and Edna E Sept 2 1908 . . . . 19: 260
McCann Robert of Joseph W and Emily Sept 19 1907 . . . . 19: 110
McCann Viola M of John H and Georgianna Nov 25 1910 . . . 20: 133
McCann — s of William and Sarah Jan 25 1904 . . . . 18: 66
McCann — s of William and Sarah July 27 1904 . . . . 18: 136
McCann — s of George A and Maude A Apr 12 1905 . . . . 18: 207
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McCann</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>Apr 29 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCann</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>Dec 10 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCardell</td>
<td>Florence V</td>
<td>Jul 11 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCardell</td>
<td>James A</td>
<td>May 20 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCardell</td>
<td>John of James and Florence C Nov 22 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCardell</td>
<td>Robert of James and Florence C Nov 22 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Agnes H of Edward and Ellen Apr 19 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Catherine of Eugene and Wilhelmina A Jan 7 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Ellen of Charles E and Bertha A Sept 25 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Everett F of John F and Ada May 13 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Frances C of John T and Mary Dec 26 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Gertrude of John and Nellie Mar 18 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Henry E of James and Rose July 25 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>James J of James and Bridget Sept 12 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>John C of James and Bridget Dec 18 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>John F of John and Catherine Sept 18 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Katie L of Eugene and Minnie A Mar 16 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Margaret A of Patrick and Ellen July 29 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Margaret R of Hugh and Mary Aug 13 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Martha A of John T and Mary June 26 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Mary C of James and Bridget Mar 15 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Mildred of John F and Ada June 1 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Richard E of John and Mary Feb 17 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>Rose E of James and Rose June 30 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>William F of Charles E and Bertha A Dec 12 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>s of Eugene and Wilhelmina A Jan 7 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>d of John and Catherine Apr 9 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>d of John and Catherine Sept 22 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>d of John and Catherine Jan 2 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarron</td>
<td>d of John and Catherine May 22 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarteney</td>
<td>Evelyn A of Thomas L and Carrie B Jun 2 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>Agnes of William and Mary July 8 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>Agnes G of Justin J and Agnes G Jan 3 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>Alice C of Dennis and Annie Apr 3 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>Alice H of David H and Catherine L Mar 29 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>Anna of Robert E and Ellen L Dec 25 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>Anna B of Dennis and Annie Aug 7 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>Anna I of John J and Elizabeth Apr 14 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>Anna R of Robert E and Ellen L Sept 1 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>Barbara of John F and Mary E Sept 25 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>Catharine M of Dennis and Mary A May 30 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>Catherine E of Thomas F and Elizabeth Aug 11 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>Charles A of Dennis F and Mary A Oct 10 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy</td>
<td>Charles F of Francis R and Mary Mar 29 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

McCarthy Charles J of Charles J and Catherine T Feb 10 1901.18: 64
McCarthy Charles J of John F and Mary E June 19 1907.19: 66
McCarthy Christina M of John W and Marie A Oct 11 1906.18: 383
McCarthy Cornelius of Daniel T and Norah A May 4 1910.20: 49
McCarthy Daniel of John J and Johanna E June 27 1905.18: 282
McCarthy David of John F and Annie J Apr 10 1901.17: 154
McCarthy David of John and Mary Sept 27 1909.19: 423
McCarthy David H of David H and Katherine L Nov 21 1907.19: 136
McCarthy Dennis F of Dennis and Mary Sept 22 1904.18: 101
McCarthy Dennis J of Dennis J and Matilda A Mar 26 1901.17: 149
McCarthy Dennis J of Dennis J and Ellen F Apr 17 1909.19: 354
McCarthy Elizabeth of John J and Elizabeth Oct 10 1910.20: 117
McCarthy Elizabeth A of Francis R and Mary A July 26 1906.18: 354
McCarthy Emnice C of Dennis J and Matilda A Aug 8 1903.71: 459
McCarthy Francis G of Francis R and Mary Nov 8 1908.19: 284
McCarthy Gladys K of Frank R and Mary A Apr 5 1901.17: 153
McCarthy Hannah of Dennis J and Ellen Oct 8 1906.18: 382
McCarthy Helen of John F and Annie J July 9 1902.17: 317
McCarthy Helen of Dennis and Annie Nov 23 1908.19: 290
McCarthy Helen M of William J and Sarah May 26 1901.17: 166
McCarthy Helen M of Robert E and Ellen L Dec 29 1901.18: 132
McCarthy Ignatius L of David H and Katherine L Apr 26 1905.18: 181
McCarthy James A of James F and Elizabeth Dec 10 1902.17: 267
McCarthy James A of James F and Elizabeth Dec 10 1903.17: 500
McCarthy James D of Francis R and Mary Nov 8 1908.19: 284
McCarthy James F of Timothy G and Catherine A Aug 28 1905.18: 230
McCarthy Jeremiah G of Thomas and Hannah July 15 1902.17: 319
McCarthy John of Thomas and Hannah Dec 12 1904.18: 127
McCarthy John of Patrick and Mary Oct 28 1907.19: 126
McCarthy John of Patrick and Mary Jan 28 1908.19: 168
McCarthy John J of John H and Alice V Jan 14 1909.19: 320
McCarthy John J P of Michael J and Margaret A Dec 9 1908.19: 297
McCarthy John T of James and Mary Dec 31 1901.17: 245
McCarthy John T of John J and Mary Apr 1 1908.19: 193
McCarthy Joseph V of William H and Mary Oet 9 1901.17: 218
McCarthy Justin G of Justin J and Agnes G Dec 27 1901.17: 243
McCarthy Kathleen of Michael J and Annie Nov 22 1907.19: 135
McCarthy Kavin of John and Mary A Nov 2 1907.19: 128
McCarthy Leonard of Leonard A and Helen F May 4 1908.19: 205
McCarthy Lillian V of William and Mary E Feb 4 1908.19: 171
McCarthy Marcella D of Michael and Ann Apr 29 1902.17: 289
McCarthy Margaret of Cornelius and Catherine R Mar 21 1909.19: 345
McCarthy Margaret E of Joseph F and Mary J Nov 11 1910.20: 128
McCarthy Margaret J of Dennis and Mary July 20 1902.17: 321
McCarthy Margaret L of William and Mary E Feb 4 1908.19: 171
McCarthy Marguerite J of Justin J and Agnes G Apr 16 1904.18: 38
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

McCarthy Mariam C of David H and Catherine L Sept 26 1906.18:377
McCarthy Marion E of William and Mary E Sept 9 1906........18:371
McCarthy Marion L of Thomas F and Elizabeth V Sept 18 1908.19:266
McCarthy Mary of Patrick and Maria Jan 28 1906.............18:289
McCarthy Mary A of Timothy G and Catherine A Nov 15 1906.18:396
McCarthy Mary C of John F and Mary E May 16 1901.........17:163
McCarthy Mary C of William J and Sarah Apr 30 1907........19: 47
McCarthy Mary E of John and Mary Mar 25 1905............18:170
McCarthy Mary L of Harry and Bridget May 30 1909.........19:369
McCarthy Raymond T of Charles F and Sabina F May 11 1910.20: 73
McCarthy Richard of Dennis J and Ellen F Jan 15 1901......17:129
McCarthy Robert B D of John D and Enla M July 11 1910.....20: 82
McCarthy Rose M of James and Rose June 14 1906.........18:237
McCarthy Sarah E of John E and Sarah E Apr 9 1903.........17:141
McCarthy Sarah E of Patrick and Catherine Apr 15 1909.....19:354
McCarthy Thomas of Patrick and Mary Nov 1 1904...........18:114
McCarthy Thomas F of Thomas F and Elizabeth V Apr 3 1906.18:313
McCarthy Thomas H of Thomas F and Annie L Aug 14 1905.18:225
McCarthy Thomas M of Michael J and Margaret A Nov 30

1910 ..................................................20:135
McCarthy Timothy of Daniel F and Abbie Sept 25 1904......18:102
McCarthy Timothy J of Daniel and Nora Feb 15 1907.......19: 18
McCarthy William F of William and Mary Jan 31 1909.....19:326
McCarthy William H of Henry and Mary Nov 24 1901.......17:232
McCarthy William H of Frank R and Mary A Dec 21 1909.....19:453
McCarthy William J of William J and Sarah Mar 11 1903....17:105
McCarthy William J of Justin J and Agnes G Aug 23 1906..18:364
McCarthy —— twin s of John F and Mary E Sept 26 1902

....................................................17:343 and 378
McCarthy —— s of Mary Dec 13 1902........................17:368
McCarthy —— s of Nora Jan 31 1903........................17:391
McCarthy —— s of Daniel and Deborah Apr 7 1903........17:443
McCarthy —— s of Agnes July 10 1904........................18:136
McCarthy —— s of William and Mary E June 9 1905..........18:208
McCarthy —— s of William and Mary Sept 6 1906.............18:370
McCarthy —— d of Thomas and Matilda Feb 13 1908........17:174
McCarthy —— s of John and Elizabeth Nov 25 1908........19:291
McCartin Aloysius of Patrick and Bridget Nov 30 1904....17:235
McCartin Anna R of Thomas J and Charlotte J Mar 11 1902.17:274
McCartin Bridget of Patrick and Bridget Mar 25 1906......18:309
McCartin Daniel J of Daniel J and Mary J Dec 16 1901....17:210
McCartin John A of John and Mable July 13 1910.........20: 83
McCartin John P of Patrick and Bridget Apr 5 1903........17:413
McCartin Margaret M of Daniel J and Mary J Dec 27 1902...17:372
McCartin Mary E of John H and Mabel Nov 18 1908.........19:288
McCartney Alice of John and Mary E July 9 1902.............17:317
McCartney Madeline of John M and Mary July 5 1907........19: 80
McCartney Agnes of Dennis J and Ellen Jan 2 1903.............17:381
McCartney Harold of Leonard A and Nellie F Sept 20 1909.....19:420
McCartney Justin P of John and Mary July 6 1905.............17:448
McCartney Sarah of William J and Sarah June 12 1905........18:197
McCarville Andrew J of Michael and Annie E T Dec 4 1907.....19:339
McCarville Eleanor of Michael and Annie T Apr 23 1910........20: 45
McCarville Emily A of John and Jennie Aug 31 1909...........19:412
McCarville John J of Michael and Annie E T June 18 1905.....18:199
McCarville Michael E of Michael and Annie E T Apr 3 1903....17:412
McCaughey Cornelius G of Patrick and Mary Aug 5 1907......19: 92
McCaughey Annie M of Patrick and Mary Apr 9 1905............18:175
McCaughey Bernard E of Michael and Catherine Aug 10 1908.19:251
McCaughey Edward of Edward and Mary Jan 12 1906..........18:284
McCaughey Frederic of Edward and Mary July 11 1904........18: 75
McCaughey Helen M of Frank P and Hattie M July 11 1910......20: 82
McCaughey James R of Michael and Catherine Jan 20 1901......17:131
McCaughey John E of Patrick and Mary Dec 27 1909...........19:456
McCaughey Joseph of Francis P and Wilhelmina Mar 26 1905..18:170
McCaughey Margaret M of John J and Mary Nov 27 1910......20:134
McCaughey Mary A of Terence and Bridget Oct 5 1908.........19:273
McCaughey Mary S of John J and Eliza July 3 1902...........17:315
McCaughey Mary U of Francis P and Wilhelmina Oct 18 1902.17:350
McCaughey Wilhelmina of Frank P and Wilhelmine June 27
1910 .................................................20: 69
McCaughey William H of William H and Winifred Dec 17
1908 ..................................................................19:300
McCaughey —— s of Patrick and Mary May 20 1902............17:312
McCaul Catherine J of Michael and Catherine J Sept 24 1905.18:239
McCaul —— d of Michael and Ellen May 15 1902..............17:293
McCaul —— s of Michael and Helen July 14 1903..............17:451
McCaulen Abraham of Thomas and Jessena M Feb 11 1909....19:339
McCaulen Anna of James F and Ella E Nov 17 1906...........18:396
McCaulen Annie of David and Catherine A Sept 22 1902......17:342
McCaulen Beatrice of Thomas and Jessena M Aug 9 1907......19: 94
McCaulen Charles L of John and Nellie B May 21 1910.......20: 55
McCaulen Edna M of Alexander and Sarah A Mar 14 1903.....17:406
McCaulen Edward F of John E and Nellie B Aug 31 1908......19:259
McCaulen Elizabeth of Thomas and Jessina July 23 1906......18:353
McCaulen Elizabeth J of Alexander Jr and Sarah A Nov 3
1909 ..................................................................19:437
McCaulen Genevieve of Thomas and Annie Nov 14 1907.....19:432
McCaulen Gertrude of John B and Anna June 9 1902........17:301
McCaulen James of Thomas and Annie June 28 1905..........18:202
McCaulen James A of Alexander Jr and Sarah A Mar 12 1906.18:305
McCauley John of Alexander Jr and Sarah A May 4 1904. . . . . 18: 44
McCauley John J of John E and Ellen Sept 6 1904. . . . . 18: 95
McCauley Joseph F of James F and Ella E Jan 23 1902. . . . 17: 260
McCauley Margaret of Alexander and Sarah A Aug 8 1907. . 19: 90
McCauley Marjory of Thomas and Jessina M June 17 1903. . 17: 434
McCauley Sarah C of John E and Helen B Nov 17 1905. . . 18: 257
McClanaghan Gertrude C of Robert W and Annie Mar 1 1905. 18: 161
McClean Vincent J of Alexander J and Annie M May 6 1905. 18: 185
McClellan Elizabeth W of Percy W and Frances Mar 7 1905. 18: 164
McClellan Reba S of John H and Elizabeth July 2 1910. . . 20: 78
McClosky Dorothy of James P and Josephine F Sept 21 1910. 20: 110
McCloskey Gertrude of James and Josephine Oct 26 1906. . . . 18: 388
McCloskey —— s of James P and Josephine F Feb 23 1905. . 18: 206
McClosky Francis of Edward and Mary Aug 25 1910. . . . . 20: 101
McClosky Mary H of William F and Mary E May 27 1910. . 20: 57
McCloud Harold D (c) of William and Maude E June 15 1907. 19: 64
McCloud Isaac E (c) of Robert E and Gertrude M July 8 1909. 19: 458
McCloud Nellie M (c) of Robert E and Gertrude M Feb 12
1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 17
McCloud William E (c) of William and Maude June 11 1902. 17: 302
McCloud Zealide F (c) of William Jr and Maude E Sept 23
1903. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 475
McClue Edward J of William J and Hanora A June 10 1901. 17: 170
McClue Elizabeth of John T and Kate Nov 28 1903. . . . . 17: 496
McClue Ruth of John and Catherine Nov 22 1901. . . . . . . 17: 232
McCoid Earle C of Charles H and Emma J July 29 1903. . . 17: 456
McCoid Noel D of Charles H and Emma J May 23 1906. . . 18: 329
McColl Rose of Charles H and Josephine Sept 19 1903. . . . 17: 473
McColley Jessie E of John B and Anna June 30 1906. . . . 18: 343
McCollum —— s of Charles and Phoebe Apr 24 1910. . . . . 20: 75
McComb John J of James and Catherine Oct 5 1906. . . . . 18: 381
McComb William H of William H and Mary C Aug 5 1910. 20: 93
McConnell Alice M of Ulesses and Isabelle Oct 24 1904. . 18: 111
McConnell Aloysius A of John and Mary June 19 1909. . . 19: 376
McConnell Charles E of Charles A and Annie C Oct 18 1901. 17: 221
McConnell Christina of John and Mary July 7 1901. . . . . 17: 246
McConnell Edward A of Peter J and Alice M Mar 18 1904. . 18: 28
McConnell Eleanor of John J and Catherine E Mar 1 1908. . 19: 181
McConnell Esther C of Philip B and Corinne Mar 19 1902. . 17: 277
McConnell Ethel M of Bernard B and Mary E G Sept 5 1901. 17: 207
McConnell Felix E of John J and Catherine E Feb 10 1904. . 18: 15
McConnell Francis B of Michael B and Mary A Feb 26 1910. 20: 23
McConnell Gladys R of Joseph and Lulu R July 26 1904. . . 18: 80
McConnell James I of Hugh and Rose H Feb 26 1903. . . . . 17: 400
McConnell John of John J and Catherine E Feb 16 1906. . . 18: 296
McConnell John J of Hugh and Rose H Feb 26 1903............17:400
McConnell Lawrence A of John and Mary Aug 10 1903........17:508
McConnell Mary F of Michael B and Mary A Jan 8 1903........17:383
McConnell Mildred E of Joseph and Elizabeth A Feb 1 1910..18:13
McConnell Theresa of Michael B and Mary A Apr 17 1905....18:178
McConnell Theresa of Michael B and Mary A Mar 27 1906....18:309
McConnell Thomas of Alexander J and Susan M Jan 3 1906...18:280
McConnell Wilbur S of Samuel J and Janet Nov 3 1905.....18:253
McConnell —— d of Margaret Apr 15 1901...................17:155
McConnell —— s of John and Mary July ? 1905..............18:220
McCool Alberta L of Alfred and Eliza Jan 28 1905.........18:150
McCool Eliza G of Alfred and Eliza Jan 28 1905.............18:150
McCool Mabel E of Edward J and Elizabeth May 19 1901....17:164
McCoole Irene E of Edward J and Elizabeth July 15 1902...17:319
McCoole Raymond G of Edward and Elizabeth Feb 28 1905...18:161
McCoombs Eileen M of William A and Agnes C June 10 1904.18:56
McCoombs William J of Joseph and Margaret July 6 1908...19:238
McCoombs William J of Joseph and Margaret Apr 19 1910...20:75
McCord Dorothy M of Rankin and Dorothy Feb 6 1909......19:328
McCormack Anna of George P and Mary E Jan 18 1909......19:321
McCormack Flora M of Ord B and Flora Dec 30 1910......20:146
McCormack Hugh of Hugh and Mary Aug 6 1908.............19:249
McCormack Joseph of Joseph F and Annie J Nov 12 1909...19:440
McCormack —— s of John J and Ella M Mar 5 1903.........17:403
McCormack —— d of John J and Susan Feb 16 1910........20:74
McCormack —— d of John J and Bertha Dec 12 1910........20:152
McCormick Agnes H of John J and Mary A Mar 4 1905.....18:163
McCormick Alice of Michael and Margaret May 6 1906.....18:323
McCormick Alice C of Joseph and Alice Aug 7 1908......19:250
McCormick Alice V of John T and Catherine July 11 1901..17:188
McCormick Andrew C of Thomas F and Bridget J Apr 5 1905.18:174
McCormick Annie T of James H and Annie M Nov 29 1906..18:400
McCormick Catherine M of John E and Ethel A May 18 1909.19:365
McCormick Clarence B of Michael F and Elizabeth Mar 6 1902.17:272
McCormick Edward P of Matthew and Mary Mar 8 1901....17:144
McCormick Esther of John W and Margaret A Nov 3 1901...17:226
McCormick Eugene F of Owen J and Sarah Oct 1 1904......18:104
McCormick Gertrude of Mathew J and Joanna July 18 1901..17:191
McCormick Grace E of James and Mary E Nov 14 1903.....17:509
McCormick Hanora of Matthew and Mary J May 31 1902....17:298
McCormick Helen of Henry L and Clara June 23 1908......19:226
McCormick Henrietta of John T and Catherine Feb 16 1904..18:17
McCormick James of Matthew and Mary Oct 31 1907........19:127
McCormick James J of James and Ann Mar 19 1904.........18:29
McCormick Jean F of Mary Apr 17 1905.....................18:178
McCormick John F of James and Annie Oct 9 1901.........17:218
McGee John F of John F and Jennie Apr 15 1909....... 19:353
McGee John R of Joseph and Elizabeth Feb 7 1909....... 19:329
McGee Joseph of Joseph A and Elizabeth A Sept 30 1902.17:344
McGee Joseph of James and Annie Nov 30 1910....... 20:135
McGee Josephine of Thomas and Mary A Nov 2 1901....... 17:226
McGee Justin E of Thomas and Agnes Mar 17 1909....... 19:343
McGee Mabel G of John W and Margaret Aug 24 1905.18:228
McGee Madeleine V of Edward and Mary T Aug 16 1901....... 17:200
McGee Margaret of John W and Margaret A Sept 21 1903.17:474
McGee Margaret of George and Mary Dec 7 1905....... 18:264
McGee Margaret M of John F and Jennie July 2 1910....... 20:78
McGee Margaret of Joseph A and Elizabeth A Mar 7
1906................. 18:303
McGee Mary of Patrick and Margaret Dec 3 1903....... 17:497
McGee Mary M of James H and Annie M May 10 1903....... 18:186
McGee Matthew of Matthew J and Mary J Jan 5 1904....... 18:2
McGee Matthew J of Matthew J and Johanna Mar 5 1904.18:24
McGee Regina of Henry L and Clara C Mar 28 1910....... 20:34
McGee Rose M of Joseph A and Elizabeth A Dec 6 1904....... 18:125
McGee Ruth I of Michael and Margaret Dec 25 1907....... 19:147
McGee Thomas of John T and Catherine Feb 16 1904....... 18:17
McGee Thomas C of Thomas J and Agnes G Aug 2 1906.... 18:357
McGee Walter of Bertha Jan 1 1909................. 19:313
McGee Walter J of Owen and Sarah Jan 28 1906....... 18:289
McGee William of George P and Mary Aug 11 1903....... 17:460
McGee William of William and Irene I May 30 1906....... 18:332
McGee William J of William and Rosella Nov 18 1902.17:360
McGee --- d of Patrick J and Bridget Oct 23 1901....... 17:250
McGee --- d of Thomas F and Bridget Nov 8 1901....... 17:228
McGee --- s of Joseph and Alice G May 27 1907....... 19:76
McGee --- d of Joseph and Elizabeth June 20 1907....... 19:77
McGee --- s of Owen F and Theresa K Oct 3 1910....... 20:151
McConbie Annie of Robert and Annie Mar 14 1903....... 17:406
McCourt Hubert F of Hubert F and Mary A Aug 25 1907....... 19:101
McCourt James H of Hubert F and Mary Oct 22 1908....... 19:278
McCourt John P of Peter and Bridget May 7 1910....... 20:50
McCoy Ambrose F of Michael E and Catharine T July 21 1905.18:274
McCoy Catherine of Terence F and Mary E May 23 1901....... 17:165
McCoy Charles A of Charles E and Mabel H Sept 11 1908....... 19:264
McCoy Claude K (c) of Henry V and Elizabeth Feb 6 1901....... 17:135
McCoy Esther M of John C and Margaret H Jan 8 1903....... 17:383
McCoy Foster B G (c) of Henry V and Elizabeth Jan 27 1906.18:289
McCoy Gertrude of James E and Ellen M Dec 28 1906....... 18:410
McCoy Helen J of Michael and Catharine F Feb 19 1904....... 18:19
McCoy Irene V of James P and Rosetta Nov 30 1907....... 19:138
McCoy Lillian T of James P and Rose E Oct 12 1905.............18:215
McCoy Madeline E of James P and Rosetta Oct 12 1902...........17:348
McCoy Margaret of James P and Mary Aug 4 1909.............19:101
McCoy Margaret M of William P and Mary A Aug 22 1906.........18:364
McCoy Mary of James E and Ellen M June 1 1904.............18:53
McCoy Mildred T of John C and Margaret H Sept 15 1906........18:373
McCoy Nora C of William P and Mary A Mar 10 1910...........20:28
McCoy Rodman T (et) of Henry V and Elizabeth N Aug 2 1906,17:157
McCoy —— d of Frank and Ella J Feb 3 1906.............18:417
McCray Charles S of Charles A and Clara L Oct 16 1910........20:119
McCrae Clara of Charles A and Clara L Aug 13 1909............19:105
McCree James of Frederick H G and Alice A Sept 29 1905........18:241
McCree Mary of Charles A and Clara June 27 1908............19:228
McCray —— d of Philip and Sarah Oct 2 1903.............17:478
McCray —— d of Thomas L and Mary K Apr 21 1906...........18:418
McCrea Irene B of Henry and Caroline Oct 6 1903............17:479
McCready Joseph of Fred L and Nellie Dec 4 1904............18:124
McCree Doris G of Robert and Jennie V July 9 1908...........19:239
McCree William W of Robert and Jennie V Sept 5 1903........17:168
McCrillis Catharine T of Edgar and Catharine Nov 27 1908........19:292
McCrillis Edgar V of Edgar and Catharine J Sept 7 1904........18:134
McCrudden Annie M of James and Bridget May 19 1902........17:295
McCrudden James C of James and Bridget Mar 8 1908.............19:184
McCrudden John F of James C and Bridget Sept 17 1910........20:108
McCue Cecelia of John W and Agnes C Sept 30 1905...........18:241
McCue John M of John F and Jennie A Nov 6 1904............18:115
McCue Marion S of William A and Carrie Dec 14 1902........17:368
McCullagh Irving of Thomas and Kate Sept 8 1910.............20:105
McCullagh Joseph of Thomas and Kate Mar 9 1910..............20:63
McCullagh Ida M of Charles and Phebe Jan 9 1901..............17:127
McCullagh Walter of Joseph and Annie Feb 24 1904.............18:20
McCullin Joseph A of Joseph and Annie Feb 29 1908...........19:181
McCullough Lawrence P of Samuel S and Lizzie A Dec 20 1901,18:129
McCullough Margaret E of James H and Catherine A Aug 16 1905.............18:226
McCullough Bertha of Edward F and Bertha July 25 1907........19:88
McCullough Catherine of Peter and Mary J Oct 21 1901.........18:110
McCullough Dalena A of James and Katherine July 26 1902........17:322
McCullough Edward of Peter F and Mary J Jan 7 1908...........19:160
McCullough Eugene of James A and Rose A July 3 1905...........18:211
McCullough Gertrude E of Peter F and Mary J Feb 28 1901........17:141
McCullough Lena E of Peter and Mary J Mar 16 1906...........18:306
McCullough Lizzie P of Samuel S and Lizzie A Jan 8 1901...17:127
McCullough Margaret of Michael P and Sarah A Jan 22 1901...17:131
McCullough Margaret of Peter and Mary J Jan 19 1903...17:387
McCullough Margaret M of Thomas J and Catherine Oct 28
1905 ........................................................................18:250
McCullough May of Edward F and Bertha Apr 14 1909...19:353
McCullough Robert J of Thomas and Catherine Nov 13 1904...18:118
McCullough Robert P of Robert G and Florence M Aug 5 1901...17:197
McCullough William H of Thomas J and Catherine Aug 27
1907 ........................................................................19:101
McCullough — d of Robert and Martha Apr 6 1901...17:153
McCullough — s of Robert and Martha Apr 20 1906...18:418
McCune Francis C of Delia Sept 5 1902...17:236
McCurdy Florence M of Albert E J and Bridget V Feb 28 1910...20:23
McCurdy — d of John H and Amelia A May 24 1902...17:313
McCusker Honor C of John F and Mary F Oct 20 1909...19:432
McCusker James V of Owen and Mary A Sept 16 1902...17:340
McCusker Joseph of Patrick and Catherine Dec 11 1901...17:238
McCusker Ruth of Edmund C and Mary E Oct 24 1909...19:433
McCusker Walter E of Owen and Mary A Nov 2 1904...18:114
McCusker — s of Alice Mar 14 1902...17:312
McCuspie Beatrice A of Donald and Cynthia A Apr 26 1905...18:181
McDade John T of Hugh F and Catherine A Sept 20 1903...17:509
McDade Joseph A of Hugh F and Catherine A June 21 1908...19:225
McDade Mary L of Hugh F and Katherine A May 12 1906...18:326
McDay Genevieve C of Anthony and Catherine Sept 4 1904...18:94
McDeed Joseph of Arthur and Elizabeth Oct 8 1904...18:106
McDeed Marietta of James E and Mary E Aug 1 1902...17:324
McDermott Agnes of John A and Mary A Mar 20 1907...19:31
McDermott Alice of J Fred and Annie Feb 20 1906...18:297
McDermott Anna McV of James J and Anna July 18 1906...18:351
McDermott Anthony of Thomas P and Ellen Jan 15 1907...19:6
McDermott Bernard V of Bernard F and Mary E Jan 22 1904...18:8
McDermott Camilla K of Robert J and Catharine F Dec 4 1903...17:498
McDermott Catherine of Nellie June 1 1904...18:53
McDermott Charles of Charles K and Mary Mar 28 1907...19:34
McDermott Charles J of Charles J and Elizabeth J July 29
1910 ..............................................................................20:90
McDermott Edward of Thomas and Margaret Apr 6 1908...19:195
McDermott Eleanor of Philip J and Sarah A Aug 2 1909...19:401
McDermott Elizabeth of John and Mary Aug 23 1903...17:464
McDermott Elizabeth H of Charles J and Elizabeth J June 6
1908 ..............................................................................19:219
McDermott George W of Joseph and Margaret Nov 2 1907...19:128
McDermott Gertrude V of Michael J and Eliza Sept 10 1909...19:459
McDermott Henry A of Michael J and Catherine M Feb 5 1903...17:393
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McDermott Henry F</td>
<td>of Michael J and Eliza</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott Henry T</td>
<td>of Charles and Catherine</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott James of</td>
<td>James J and Mary T</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott James of</td>
<td>John A and Mary A</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott James J of</td>
<td>Joseph M and Margaret</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott John of</td>
<td>Dora Apr</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott John of</td>
<td>John A and Mary A</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott John F of</td>
<td>John F and Maria T</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott John M of</td>
<td>Bernard F and Mary E</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott Kathleen M</td>
<td>of John and Mary</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott Kathleen M</td>
<td>of Michael J and Catherine M</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott Leo of</td>
<td>Bernard F and Mary E</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott Lucy M of</td>
<td>Robert J and Catherine F</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott Margaret J</td>
<td>of Joseph and Margaret</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott Mary of</td>
<td>John A and Mary A</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott Mary C of</td>
<td>Charles and Catherine</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott Mildred C</td>
<td>of Robert J and Catherine F</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott Raymond F</td>
<td>of Francis J and Margaret E</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott Thomas of</td>
<td>John and Mary</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott William of</td>
<td>John A and Mary A</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott</td>
<td>—— d of Lizzie Nov</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott</td>
<td>—— s of Alice Oct</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott</td>
<td>—— d of Philip H and Ella Mar</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDevitt Jennie L of</td>
<td>Charles W and Catherine</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDevitt John E of</td>
<td>Charles W and Catherine</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDevitt Lena J of</td>
<td>Peter and Sarah</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDevitt Margaret T</td>
<td>of Daniel B and Agnes L</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDevitt Mary of</td>
<td>Daniel B and Agnes L</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDevitt Walter E of</td>
<td>Daniel B and Agnes L</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDevitt William H of</td>
<td>Daniel B and Agnes L</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDivitt</td>
<td>Catherine of Charles and Catherine</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald Stephen</td>
<td>of James F and Katie</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald Agnes M of</td>
<td>John D and Agnes J</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald Albert J of</td>
<td>Arthur and Albina Sept.</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald Albert K of</td>
<td>John and Mary G</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald Alexander D</td>
<td>of William and Jennima</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald Alice I of</td>
<td>Jeremiah S and Alice</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald Ann V of</td>
<td>John F and Helen</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald Anna M of</td>
<td>Michael and Fannie</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald Anna M of</td>
<td>George and Catherine</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald Annie C of</td>
<td>Thomas and Annie</td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
McDonald Archibald of Archibald D and Mary Sept 26 1908.19:269
McDonald Arvila K of John and Mary Aug 31 1902............17:334
McDonald Charles A of Hugh A and Mary E May 27 1902...17:297
McDonald Charles R of Daniel F and Mary Nov 15 1908....19:287
McDonald Constance of Hector and Fannie S Mar 7 1902....17:273
McDonald Daniel of Alexander and Julia A Mar 30 1903....17:411
McDonald Donald J of Daniel and Mary A May 28 1910....20:58
McDonald Doris E of Daniel and Mary Feb 12 1907..........19:17
McDonald Dorothy of Joseph W and Catherine A Dec 2 1909..19:447
McDonald Earl T of Daniel and Mary A Dec 6 1908........19:296
McDonald Edward of Edmund and Sarah A Nov 18 1906...15:397
McDonald Edward A of Alexander and Margaret Oct 14 1903..17:481
McDonald Elizabeth D of William and Janina Jan 19 1906..18:286
McDonald Elizabeth J of Joseph F and Mary E Dec 1 1905..18:262
McDonald Esther F of Frank and Esther Feb 11 1910.....20:17
McDonald Ethel F of William F and Emma F June 7 1902....17:300
McDonald Ethel M of William T and Mary A Sept 11 1907..19:107
McDonald Evelyn F of Michael and Frances A Jan 14 1904..18:5
McDonald Florence M of John F and Annie T Dec 28 1905..18:272
McDonald Francis J of Michael and Frances A Mar 30 1906..18:311
McDonald George E of William G T and Jemima Mar 20 1901..17:147
McDonald George E of Aaron and Maria Dec 6 1902.........17:365
McDonald Harold F of Daniel D and Julia M Jan 29 1906..18:290
McDonald Harry H of William and Jemima Nov 3 1904.....18:115
McDonald Harry J of John D and Agnes J May 8 1904......18:45
McDonald Hazel A of Charles F and Delia E Mar 5 1909...19:338
McDonald Hazel M of Joseph W and Catherine A May 29 1906.18:331
McDonald Helen of John F and Ellen Aug 20 1903........17:463
McDonald Henrietta of John J and Etta June 12 1902......17:302
McDonald Horace E of John W and Grace V Apr 13 1903....17:415
McDonald James of James A and Mary C Apr 13 1907......19:41
McDonald James E of David and Etta Feb 3 1906.........18:291
McDonald James E of James and Catherine M Dec 25 1906..18:409
McDonald James J of John F and Margaret A Mar 9 1910...20:27
McDonald James M of John F and Helen May 23 1905......18:190
McDonald John F of John F and Margaret A Aug 11 1908..19:251
McDonald Joseph L of Mary July 5 1905..................18:211
McDonald Joseph S of Thomas P and Mary A Nov 14 1910..20:129
McDonald Joseph T of Joseph and Catherine May 8 1903...17:441
McDonald Josephine of Joseph W and Catherine A July 18 1904..................................................18:77
McDonald Julia of Daniel and Margaret Dec 8 1902......17:366
McDonald Leo of Roderick and Annie H July 15 1903.....17:455
McDonald Madeleine A of John J and Edith L Dec 6 1901...17:237
McDonald Margaret of Alexander and Margaret June 12 1901.17:175
McDonald Margaret A of Joseph W and Catherine A Dec 26 1901..................................................17:243
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

McDonald Marie of Margaret May 27 1904 .................................. 18: 51
McDonald Martin of Joseph and Annie Nov 19 1902 .................. 17: 360
McDonald Mary of Robert and Mary J May 13 1903 .......... 17: 424
McDonald Mary of Joseph F and Mary E May 12 1909 ........... 19: 363
McDonald Mary C of Roderick D and Alice July 29 1906 ....... 18: 355
McDonald Mary E of Daniel D and Julia M Apr 1 1904 ........ 18: 33
McDonald Mary J of Bernard and Mary A Nov 9 1901 ........ 17: 228
McDonald Mary M of Michael and Frances A Mar 30 1906 ... 18: 311
McDonald Maurice E of Charles and Norah June 25 1902 .... 17: 306
McDonald Mildred M of John F and Esther F Apr 12 1908 .... 19: 198
McDonald Nora F of Charles and Nora M July 31 1901 ....... 17: 195
McDonald Patrick of Nellie May 31 1909 ................................... 19: 370
McDonald Paul of Henrietta May 1 1907 .................................. 19: 207
McDonald Robert of Peter and Lora Apr 25 1908 ................. 19: 203
McDonald Roderick D of Roderick and Alice June 29 1905 .... 18: 203
McDonald Ruth F of John and Martha J Apr 9 1902 .......... 17: 283
McDonald Thomas A of Joseph W and Catherine A Feb 24 1908 .......... 19: 179
McDonald Thomas E of Bernard and Mary A Sept 16 1907 ...... 19: 109
McDonald Walter J of Hugh and Mary Oct 17 1902 .......... 17: 350
McDonald Walter V of Hugh A and Mary E Jan 15 1905 ...... 18: 115
McDonald William F of William F and Emma Aug 1 1901 .... 17: 195
McDonald William I of Michael and Frances July 21 1908 ... 19: 244
McDonald — d of Joseph and Annie Feb 2 1901 ................. 17: 179
McDonald — s of Daniel and Elizabeth Feb 7 1901 .......... 17: 183
McDonald — s of James F and Mary J Feb 21 1901 .......... 17: 179
McDonald — d of Robert and Mary July 17 1901 ............ 17: 249
McDonald — d of Daniel and Elizabeth Jan 17 1903 ........ 17: 386
McDonald — d of Eugenie Oct 15 1903 ......................... 17: 482
McDonald — d of Emma Dec 17 1903 ............................. 17: 502
McDonald — s of Annie Nov 24 1904 ...................... 18: 121
McDonald — s of Aaron and Maria Dec 9 1904 .......... 18: 126
McDonald — s of Michael and Margaret Mar 10 1906 .... 18: 304
McDonald — s of David and Etta Jan 29 1907 ... 19: 12
McDonald — s of James and Catherine M Jan 20 1908 .... 19: 165
McDonald — s of John F and Annie Apr 10 1908 .......... 19: 233
McDonald — d of Archibald and Mary Sept 26 1908 .... 19: 311
McDonald — d of Mary Jan 8 1909 ............................. 19: 384
McDonell Arthur R of John A and Mary C Sept 7 1906 .... 18: 370
McDonell Margaret M of John A and Mary C Dec 5 1910 ... 20: 137
McDonell — d of John A and Mary May 19 1909 ........ 19: 365
McDonell Andrew of Andrew P and Ellen T June 3 1901 ... 17: 168
McDonell Edward T of Edward J and Mary A June 20 1908 ... 19: 225
McDonell Helen of Patrick F and Margaret Sept 25 1902 .... 17: 343
McDonell Irene J of William T and Mary A Mar 27 1910 ... 20: 34
McDonell James J of Roger and Catherine Mar 3 1903 .... 17: 402
McDonnell James R of James E and Mary T Jan 22 1905......18: 148
McDonnell Lillian I of James E and Mary T Dec 17 1906......18: 407
McDonnell Mary E of Edward J and Mary A Sept 6 1906......18: 370
McDonnell Sarah of Andrew A and Mary E Apr 15 1904......18: 88
McDonnell Thomas of Andrew A and Mary E May 18 1905......18: 188
McDonnell —— s of Kate Sept 5 1903........................17: 468
McDonnell —— s of John and Mary Oct 19 1907...............19: 155
McDonough Andrew B of James F and Catherine Feb 8 1909.19: 329
McDonough Andrew F of Andrew and Ellen Aug 7 1905......18: 223
McDonough Anna G of Patrick and Anna T Nov 25 1901....17: 233
McDonough Annie K of James F and Katie July 22 1904....18: 78
McDonough Catherine of John and Mary Oct 7 1902........17: 347
McDonough Claire M of Michael A and Sarah A Apr 28 1906.19: 204
McDonough Dorothy F of John E and Theresa F Jan 20 1904.18: 7
McDonough Helen M of Andrew and Ellen Aug 27 1909.......19: 410
McDonough James of James and Margaret M July 7 1909.....19: 390
McDonough James H of James and Mary A June 14 1902.....17: 303
McDonough John of John and Mary Sept 6 1907............19: 105
McDonough John E of Michael and Sarah Jan 18 1903.......17: 386
McDonough Juliatte G of James and Mary June 1 1903......17: 445
McDonough Margaret E of John and Theresa June 27 1902..17: 307
McDonough Marion of Patrick and Annie T Apr 26 1904.....18: 41
McDonough Mary of John and Mary May 24 1910.............20: 56
McDonough Mary E of James J and Mary Nov 11 1904......18: 117
McDonough Patrick A of James F and Catherine Feb 28 1907.19: 23
McDonough Regina M of Michael A and Sarah A Nov 18 1905.18: 258
McDonough Rosalind of James J and Margaret M July 31 1907.19: 90
McDonough Rose of James J and Margaret M Mar 9 1905.....18: 164
McDonough Sabenie of James J and Margaret M Sept 13 1903.17: 471
McDonough Stephen J of Andrew and Ellen July 2 1907....19: 78
McDonough Thomas J of Andrew and Ellen Oct 17 1903.....17: 482
McDonough Thomas R of Martin and Annie M Nov 13 1904...18: 118
McDonough —— s of Michael A and Sarah A Dec 26 1909.....19: 455
McDonough —— s of James and Catherine May 7 1910......20: 76
McDougall Robert J of Edward J and Margaret M Aug 12 1905.18: 224
McDougall Helen C of Edward and Benetta M Mar 7 1902....17: 273
McDowell Kenneth H of James and Ada Feb 3 1903..........17: 392
McDowell Rebecca of George W and Sarah L Oct 22 1903....17: 484
McDowell —— s of Lizzie Feb 12 1905........................18: 155
McDowell —— d of James and Ada July 31 1906..............18: 356
McDuff Christina E of Frederick S and Harriet E Mar 26 1909.19: 347
McDuff Elmira of Benjamin F and Jane Feb 20 1903.........17: 398
McDuff Ethel M of James A and Joanna Jan 28 1901........17: 133
McDuff James W of James A and Joanna Jan 28 1901........17: 133
McDuff Thomas J of Thomas P and Mary E Apr 21 1907......19: 44
McDuff — d of Thomas and Mary Oct 22 1910..........................20:122
McEachren Lawrence B of Lawrence and Minnie J Nov 13 1906.....305
McEachran — d of Charles and Ellen E July 31 1905...............18:274
McElmeel Bertha H of Michael J and Ellen T Sept 21 1902.....17:341
McElroy Agnes E of James and Agnes July 30 1906................18:355
McElroy Agnes S of Arthur and Sarah May 22 1908.................19:213
McElroy Alice of Edward and Margaret Sept 1 1901..............17:206
McElroy Alice M of Michael H and Margaret V Mar 21 1907.....19:32
McElroy Anastasia of William F and Josephine Mar 3 1904.....18:23
McElroy Anastasia H of Edward and Mary E Sept 26 1901........17:214
McElroy Anastasia H of Edward and Mary E Feb 13 1904.........18:16
McElroy Anna of James and Eliza Oct 31 1904.....................18:113
McElroy Annie of Edward and Margaret May 25 1905............18:190
McElroy Arthur E of Edward and Margaret Nov 30 1903.........17:497
McElroy Arthur F of Edward F and Ellen C May 29 1906........18:331
McElroy Evelyn M of Daniel J and Isabelle M June 10 1906.....18:336
McElroy Bartholomew J of John P and Catherine E Mar 23
1905.............................18:169
McElroy Beatrice R of William J and Annie E June 12 1903....17:433
McElroy Catharine of Michael J and Mary Aug 13 1905........18:225
McElroy Charles A of Patrick J and Bridget T May 30 1903....17:429
McElroy Charles F of Owen and Agnes July 18 1905............18:216
McElroy Dorothy M of John and Mary A Nov 2 1910............20:125
McElroy Edward B of James B and Rose A July 24 1904........18:79
McElroy Edward J of Edward J and Mary May 2 1901............17:160
McElroy Edward J of John J and Mary A Aug 7 1906............18:359
McElroy Edward P of Edward F and Ellen C Feb 8 1901........17:136
McElroy Eleanor F of Daniel J and Isabel Apr 12 1909........19:352
McElroy Ethel C of Edward F and Ellen C Apr 7 1904........18:35
McElroy Francis A of John J and Mary A Dec 29 1909..........19:456
McElroy George E of James and Eliza Feb 19 1907..............19:20
McElroy Henry A of Joseph and Annie Aug 16 1904............18:88
McElroy Isabelle M of Daniel J and Isabelle M Aug 16 1907....19:151
McElroy James of Arthur and Sarah Feb 12 1903.................18:135
McElroy James E of John P and Catherine E Nov 9 1901.......17:228
McElroy James P of Patrick J and Bridget Feb 21 1901........17:140
McElroy John of Philip J and Alice E Mar 10 1910.............20:28
McElroy John F of John and Catherine Sept 30 1901..........17:215
McElroy John F of James J and Alice F June 10 1906........18:336
McElroy John H of John and Theresa Feb 4 1910..............18:14
McElroy John J of John J and Mary A Jan 11 1903.............17:384
McElroy John T of John P and Catherine E May 28 1906.....18:330
McElroy Joseph T of Edward and Mary E July 9 1910........20:81
McElroy Joseph W of James J and Alice F Feb 15 1902........ 17:266
McElroy Margaret of Michael J and Mary Nov 29 1901........ 17:234
McElroy Margaret of John J and Mary A Nov 10 1904........ 18:117
McElroy Margaret of William H and Mary Feb 13 1907........ 19:18
McElroy Margaret L of Joseph and Annie Oct 17 1906........ 18:385
McElroy Marguerite of Michael H and Margaret Mar 14 1904... 18:27
McElroy Marguerite A of William T and Mary C Aug 26 1909, 19:410
McElroy Mary of James B and Rose A Feb 23 1907.............. 19:21
McElroy Mary of John J and Mary A July 18 1908............. 19:242
McElroy Mary A of William J and Annie E Aug 5 1907........ 19:92
McElroy Mary G of William T and Mary Sept 23 1903........ 17:474
McElroy Mary H of Bernard and Mary F Jan 29 1902........... 17:261
McElroy Mary H of John P and Catherine E Nov 18 1903...... 17:493
McElroy Mary J of Arthur and Sarah July 13 1906............ 18:348
McElroy Owen J of Bernard I and Mary E Dec 1 1906......... 18:401
McElroy Philip F of Philip J and Alice E Feb 10 1908....... 19:173
McElroy Rose of William H and Mary Sept 3 1902............. 17:136
McElroy Sarah M of Owen F and Sarah Apr 6 1902............. 17:282
McElroy Theresa of Edward and Margaret Sept 22 1907....... 19:112
McElroy Thomas of William H and Mary Sept 28 1904........ 18:105
McElroy Vincent of Bernard and Mary Jan 26 1904............ 18:63
McElroy Vincent J of Edward F and Ellen C Aug 1 1902....... 17:324
McElroy Vincent P of William T and Mary C Feb 9 1902....... 17:264
McElroy s of William H and Mary Mar 1 1901................ 17:179
McElroy twin s of John H and Margaret A July 21 1901....... 17:249
McElroy d of Robert J and Florence Dec 27 1901............. 17:243
McEnaney Julia of Simon and Elizabeth Mar 15 1901........ 17:146
McEnaney d of Edward and Dora May 27 1905................. 18:208
McEneny Esther of John H and Elizabeth A June 28 1909...... 19:380
McEntee Dorothea of Owen and Catherine J Apr 6 1910....... 20:38
McEntyre s of James and Nora Aug 24 1901................ 17:249
McEvay Evelyn M of John F and Ellen May 1 1903............. 17:421
McEvay John of John F and Ellen May 31 1901................. 17:178
McEvoy Thomas F of John F and Ellen Nov 19 1904........... 18:119
McEvoy Eline M of Charles and Delia Feb 2 1910............. 20:14
McEvoy Mary E of Charles J and Delia J Jan 27 1909......... 19:324
McEwen Alexander F of George E and Annie C Nov 19 1901.... 17:231
McEwen Everett E of John M and Mary A June 12 1902......... 17:302
McEwen James E of James and Mary E Jan 8 1902.............. 17:255
McFadden George J of William and Rose T July 11 1907...... 19:82
McFadden Gertrude of Thomas J and Margaret R June 19 1909... 19:376
McFadden Harold C of Thomas J and Margaret R Dec 24 1907... 19:147
McFadden James F of William and Rose T Feb 17 1903........ 17:397
McFadden James R of Thomas J and Margaret R June 27 1904 .18 : 62
McFadden John T of William and Rose July 15 1904 .18 : 76
McFadden Mildred E of John A and Sarah I July 19 1903 .17 : 152
McFadden Thomas E of Thomas J and Margaret R Feb 8 1906 .18 : 293
McFadden William E of Thomas J and Margaret R June 21 1903 .17 : 135
McFadgin Anthony of Anthony and Agnes Aug 9 1910 .20 : 93
McFarland Catherine M of James and Matilda A May 20 1902 .17 : 295
McFarland Ernest H of Matthew and Mary E Oct 20 1901 .17 : 221
McFarland Olive M of James and Margaret T May 10 1904 .18 : 46
McFarland —— s of Theresa Sept 16 1907 .19 : 109
McFarlane Genevieve E of George and Mary G May 22 1902 .17 : 206
McFarlane George W of George and Mary G July 13 1906 .18 : 318
McFarlane Helen F of George and Mary G Dec 27 1907 .19 : 148
McFee —— d of Michael and Annie June 12 1907 .19 : 77
McFenessey Gladys E of Katie Aug 14 1903 .17 : 461
McGaire —— d of James and Catherine Feb 17 1908 .19 : 233
McGann Annie T of William E and Mary A Jan 12 1902 .17 : 256
McGann Beatrice of John and Teresa May 1 1906 .18 : 322
McGann Catharine A of Michael J and Mary A Jan 7 1901 .17 : 126
McGann Gertrude of John J and Theresa Nov 10 1904 .18 : 117
McGann Helen M of Patrick and Ellen Sept 9 1901 .17 : 209
McGann James of John and Theresa Aug 15 1903 .17 : 461
McGann James A of John A and Catherine Sept 7 1903 .17 : 469
McGann John F of Patrick and Ellen Aug 10 1903 .17 : 469
McGann Joseph D of William E and Mary A Dec 24 1907 .19 : 147
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McIntosh Lilian E of Jonathan C and Evelina Z Nov 30 1905.18: 262
McIntosh Marjorie of Wilfred G and Ina W July 29 1906..18: 355
McIntosh Mildred M of Henry G and Sarah A Sept 23 1905..18: 239
McIntosh Milton F of Robert T and Florence M Dec 13 1901.17: 239
McIntosh Norman C of Albin D and Eva M Apr 27 1906..18: 320
McIntosh Rachel C of Henry G and Sarah A Feb 18 1904..18: 18
McIntosh Robert T of Alexander R and Margaret July 20 1905.18: 217
McIntyre Alfred A of Alden C and Evelyn June 11 1901..17: 178
McIntyre Angus of Lizzie Apr 10 1903..17: 414
McIntyre Elizabeth M of John W K and Adeline Aug 9 1908..19: 250
McIntyre Evelyn of Alden C and Evelyn Dec 1 1905..18: 262
McIntyre Gabrielle of Peter and Gertrude Mar 18 1904..18: 28
McIntyre Helen of William H and Margaret Jan 29 1910..20: 12
McIntyre James R of Ronald J and Catherine Sept 15 1906..18: 373
McIntyre James J of James and Nora Aug 1 1902..17: 324
McIntyre John of John and Mary Sept 22 1904..18: 101
McIntyre John of John and Adeline July 22 1910..20: 86
McIntyre John W of Robert and Martha Jan 1 1907..19: 1
McIntyre Mabel V of Alden A and Evelyn Jan 6 1904..18: 2
McIntyre Margaret M of James and Norah Oct 28 1906..18: 389
McIntyre Mary of William H and Margaret G July 23 1905..18: 218
McIntyre Richard S of Alden C and Evelyn Mar 2 1910..20: 25
McIntyre Robert R of Robert A and Martha Jan 25 1901..17: 132
McIntyre Russell of Peter and Gertrude Mar 18 1904..18: 28
McIntyre Ruth C of Alden C and Evelyn June 27 1907..19: 69
McIntyre Sarah D of Ronald J and Katherine Jan 13 1904..18: 57
McIntyre William H of Joseph D and Elizabeth F Oct 3 1902..17: 345
McIntyre —— s of Alden and Evelyn June 11 1901..17: 170
McIntyre —— s of Bernard and Mary B June 23 1902..17: 313
McIntyre —— d of Linus and Flora Feb 10 1903..17: 394
McIntyre —— d of John and Annie Oct 15 1904..18: 138
McIsaac Angus A of Angus A and Margaret J Jan 6 1908..19: 160
McIsaac Cornelius V of George V and Mary F May 30 1903..17: 429
McIsaac Edward of Angus A and Margaret J Dec 12 1905..18: 266
McIsaac John F of George V and Mary F June 17 1904..18: 58
McIsaacs Eileen F of Angus A and Margaret J Oct 4 1910..20: 115
McLever Donald W of John and Anna Nov 17 1901..17: 230
McLever Marian of John and Anna Dec 28 1902..17: 372
McKai.g Terrence J of William C and Bridget Oct 4 1908..19: 273
McKai.g William F of William C and Bridget July 5 1906..18: 315
McKay Catharine of Samuel T and Catharine Sept 12 1903... 17:471
McKay David H of Maurice E and Mary E Dec 12 1901... 17:239
McKay Earl V of Wilbert P and Catherine T Feb 25 1909... 19:335
McKay Ernest R of Robert and Susan H E Feb 5 1908... 19:171
McKay George F of George F and Helen A Nov 5 1909... 19:437
McKay George L of George L and Mary E Oct 17 1910... 20:120
McKay Irene G of Stuart and Florence Aug 4 1902... 17:326
McKay Janet D of Thomas M and Sadie H Dec 13 1907... 19:143
McKay Joseph T of Joseph and Delia Mar 16 1909... 19:343
McKay Margaret G of Patrick W and Catherine T Jan 2 1907... 19:23
McKay Margaret V of William A and Ina E Feb 26 1910... 20:23
McKay Martha of Clarence L and Harriet Sept 5 1901... 17:247
McKay Mildred I of James Jr and Charlotte R Apr 11 1905... 18:176
McKay Paul of George S and Bessie M Aug 2 1902... 17:325
McKay Peter E of Patrick W and Catherine T Sept 27 1910... 20:143
McKay Raymond W of Patrick W and Catherine T Jan 21 1906... 18:287
McKay Ruth C of James and Charlotte R July 8 1906... 18:346
McKay William E of George and Sarah June 29 1902... 17:307
McKay William H of Samuel C and Emma A July 18 1910... 20:85
McKen Helen of James E and Mary Feb 19 1905... 18:158
McKeever Bessie M of John and Anna Jan 25 1906... 18:288
McKeith James of James and Laura Oct 9 1902... 17:347
McKeith John of James and Laura M May 2 1901... 17:160
McKendall Benjamin of Giacinto and Giovannina Oct 21 1903... 17:483
McKendall Domenico A of Domenicantonio and Minnie May
30 1903... 17:429
McKendall Ellen E of Frank D and Pasquarella Jan 7 1902... 17:254
McKendall Elvira M of George and Giovannina July 29 1902... 17:323
McKendall Eva E of George and Giovannina June 6 1910... 20:61
McKendall Fannie K of Thomas A and Minnie M May 24 1905... 18:190
McKendall Frank of Frank D and Pasquarella Dec 21 1904... 18:129
McKendall Guglielmo E of Giacinto and Giovannina Aug 23
1905... 18:228
McKendall Lizzie of Thomas and Maria May 14 1901... 17:163
McKendall Ruth E E of Frank D and Pasquarella July 9 1908... 19:239
McKenery James E of Edward and Mary V May 31 1905... 18:192
McKenery Margaret of Edward J and Mary V Sept 15 1903... 17:472
McKenery Mary M of Edward J and Mary V May 9 1902... 17:292
McKenna Alice of Joseph P and Alice Nov 30 1901... 17:235
McKenna Alice of Thomas H and Catherine T July 29 1908... 19:216
McKenna Anney V of Charles J and Anney F Jan 12 1904... 18:5
McKenna Andrew L of Francis P and Ellen A Mar 20 1908... 19:345
McKenna Ann A of William J and Mary A Nov 16 1909... 19:441
McKenna Ann E of Charles and Bridget Feb 11 1908... 19:174
McKenna Anna of Michael and Catherine Jan 17 1907... 19:6
McKenna Anna of James J and Rose E Mar 18 1909... 19:344
McKenna Annie of James and Catherine Feb 19 1906 .......... 18:297
McKenna Annie C of John and Annie Dec 2 1901 .......... 17:235
McKenna Annie V of James and Margaret Jan 10 1910 .......... 20:4
McKenna Arthur E of Charles II and Minnie 1 July 9 1901 .... 17:246
McKenna Cathleen of James and Margaret Jan 16 1908 .......... 19:164
McKenna Catherine of James and Catherine Oct 3 1901 .......... 17:216
McKenna Catherine of William and Florence Jan 28 1909 .... 19:325
McKenna Catherine A of Eugene and Rose A June 11 1904 .... 17:171
McKenna Charles L of Patrick F and Mary J Apr 11 1903 .... 17:444
McKenna Clare M of Frank and Clara M Mar 21 1909 .......... 19:345
McKenna Daniel of Daniel and Catherine T June 1 1908 ...... 19:217
McKenna Edward of James and Catherine Oct 23 1903 ......... 17:484
McKenna Edward of James F and Catherine Oct 10 1904 ....... 18:107
McKenna Ethel L of Edward H and Mary F Apr 11 1902 ....... 17:284
McKenna Eugene E of Patrick F and Mary A Jan 1 1903 ....... 17:381
McKenna Francis J of Patrick F and Mary J Mar 17 1901 ...... 17:147
McKenna Francis P of Michael and Catherine Mar 10 1905 .... 18:165
McKenna Francis T of Owen and Rosanna Dec 13 1902 ....... 17:368
McKenna Frank of Lawrence and Mary J Aug 7 1903 .......... 17:159
McKenna George F of James and Bridget Nov 17 1901 ....... 17:230
McKenna Helen D of John F and Ella Nov 20 1904 .......... 18:120
McKenna Henry A of Henry and Jane R Aug 2 1902 .......... 17:325
McKenna Hugh E of James and Sarah Aug 4 1905 .......... 18:222
McKenna Isabella T of Owen and Rose Apr 13 1909 .......... 19:353
McKenna James of John and Ellen July 5 1909 .......... 19:461
McKenna James F of James and Sarah A Nov 8 1903 ....... 17:489
McKenna James F of Charles and Bridget F Aug 14 1905 .... 18:225
McKenna James H of Peter and Anna L May 22 1903 ...... 17:127
McKenna John of John F and Ellen E May 11 1908 .......... 19:209
McKenna John E of Owen and Rose A Aug 2 1905 .......... 18:221
McKenna John F of William P and Rose L Jan 23 1902 ....... 17:260
McKenna John W of William and Florence M June 14 1908 .... 19:223
McKenna Joseph of John T and Mary Jan 6 1903 .......... 17:393
McKenna Joseph of Patrick and Sarah Apr 9 1903 ....... 17:414
McKenna Joseph H of James F and Catherine July 23 1901 .... 17:192
McKenna Kathleen R of Henry and Jane R June 12 1901 .... 18:57
McKenna Lawrence of James and Cath Oct 9 1906 .......... 18:382
McKenna Loretta G of James and Sarah R Nov 8 1909 .... 19:439
McKenna Margaret H of Henry and Jane R June 12 1904 .... 18:56
McKenna Mary of Peter and Anna L Feb 10 1902 .......... 17:265
McKenna Mary E of Patrick and Mary June 13 1901 .......... 17:171
McKenna Mary M of James and Margaret Nov 16 1906 .... 18:396
McKenna Mary P D of Philip H and Mary Oct 30 1907 .... 19:126
McKenna Mary V of Patrick F and Mary June 10 1906 .... 18:356
McKenna Mary V of Francis P and Ellen A Aug 23 1907 .... 19:100
McKenna Michael J of Michael F and Nora T Oct 8 1908 .... 19:274
McKenna Patrick of James F and Catherine Dec 28 1907 ... 19: 149
McKenna Patrick V of Stephen V and Margaret E Dec 9 1902. 17: 366
McKenna Peter of James F and Catherine Feb 15 1909. ... 19: 331
McKenna Philip of John T and Mary Jan 6 1903. ... 17: 383
McKenna Philip A of Eugene A and Delia V Aug 7 1907. ... 19: 93
McKenna Rose V of Owen and Rose A July 2 1907. ... 19: 78
McKenna Russell E of Walter H and Henrietta June 7 1907. 19: 61
McKenna Vincent C of James and Sarah A Jan 6 1908. ... 19: 160
McKenna Vincent J of John T and Mary T July 28 1905. ... 18: 219
McKenna Walter F of James and Mary A June 9 1903. ... 17: 432
McKenna Walter V of James and Mary Mar 2 1901. ... 17: 142
McKenna William of William A and Florence June 21 1910. ... 20: 66
McKenna William F of James H and Mary E Feb 29 1908. ... 19: 181
McKenna Winfred E of Daniel A and Catherine Oct 12 1910. ... 20: 117
McKenna —— d of Anna Apr 18 1904. ... 18: 39
McKenna —— s of Thomas H and Catherine Nov 8 1905. ... 18: 277
McKenna —— s of James and Catherine Dec 16 1908. ... 19: 300
McKenna —— s of Mary Dec 19 1908. ... 19: 301
McKenna —— s of Arthur and Edith Sept 9 1910. ... 20: 151
McKenna —— s of Emma Oct 2 1910. ... 20: 114
McKenney Aletha M of Henry E and Mary R Sept 17 1909. ... 19: 419
McKenney Frederick E of Henry and Mary Feb 19 1905. ... 18: 158
McKenney Margaret J of Henry E and Mary July 24 1908. ... 19: 244
McKenzie Alice M of Duncan B and Mary E Apr 17 1910. ... 20: 42
McKenzie Annie M of William W and Elizabeth W June 7

1903. ... 17: 432
McKenzie Bertram D of Duncan B and Mary E Feb 22 1906. ... 18: 298
McKenzie Bernah M of Duncan B and Mary Sept 7 1904. ... 18: 96
McKenzie Catherine of John and Catherine T Sept 27 1907. ... 19: 114
McKenzie Charles A of John D and Mary A Apr 4 1901. ... 17: 152
McKenzie Earl D of Hamilton J and Adelaide July 6 1907. ... 19: 151
McKenzie Effie S of William W and Elizabeth W Aug 5 1904. ... 18: 84
McKenzie Elizabeth F of John D and Mary A Sept 21 1905. ... 18: 238
McKenzie Elizabeth L of William W and Elizabeth W Aug 24

1908. ... 19: 257
McKenzie Florence of Lilly May 2 1901. ... 17: 160
McKenzie Hope of James and Annie F Mar 11 1903. ... 17: 405
McKenzie James R of William W and Elizabeth W July 20

1906. ... 18: 351
McKenzie Mabel H of D Bernard and Mary Dec 29 1902. ... 17: 373
McKenzie Malcolm A of Hamilton K and Adelaide Apr 21 1903. ... 17: 417
McKenzie Margaret M of John D and Mary A Sept 18 1908. ... 19: 267
McKenzie Mary of George and Christina Mar 18 1904. ... 18: 28
McKenzie Muriel O of John H and Greta M Aug 17 1902. ... 17: 330
McKenzie Rosetta of Colin and Elizabeth Oct 21 1910. ... 20: 121
McKenzie Thomas A of Thomas L and Catherine July 1 1907. 19: 78
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Date of Death</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McKenzie William F</td>
<td>F of Thomas L and Catherine</td>
<td>Apr 7 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenzie William J</td>
<td>J of John D and Mary A</td>
<td>Aug 3 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenzie</td>
<td>d of John F and Catherine</td>
<td>July 27 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenzie</td>
<td>d of John and Dolina</td>
<td>May 31 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon Anna</td>
<td>of Michael and Bridget L</td>
<td>Jan 27 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon Anna E</td>
<td>of James and Ellen</td>
<td>Aug 11 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon Annie E</td>
<td>of Edward and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Oct 16 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>20:151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon Annie M</td>
<td>of James P and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 1 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon Dorothy</td>
<td>of James E and Mary T</td>
<td>Apr 18 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon Esther M</td>
<td>of James F and Ellen M</td>
<td>Mar 27 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon James P</td>
<td>of James P and Mary C</td>
<td>Jan 30 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon John</td>
<td>of Michael and Mary T</td>
<td>Aug 20 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon John of James E and Mary June</td>
<td>13 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon John A</td>
<td>of James P and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 12 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon Margaret of Miles</td>
<td>and Annie Jan 6</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon Margaret of Michael J and Bridget L</td>
<td>Dec 5 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon Marion E</td>
<td>of Hugh and Margaret C</td>
<td>Aug 9 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>20:95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon Richard T</td>
<td>of James and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 18 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon Rose A</td>
<td>of Michael J and Bridget L</td>
<td>Sept 23 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon Thomas F</td>
<td>of John and Annie Sept 9</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon s of John and Anna July</td>
<td>11 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKeon d of James E and Mary T</td>
<td>Nov 26 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:463</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Bernard J</td>
<td>of Thomas and Bridget A</td>
<td>Apr 1 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Catherine</td>
<td>C of Peter and Catherine</td>
<td>Dec 16 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Ellen J</td>
<td>of Peter and Katie</td>
<td>Dec 12 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Ethel I</td>
<td>of Thomas L and Mary L</td>
<td>Aug 6 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Eugene V</td>
<td>of John J and Helen F</td>
<td>July 20 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>20:86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Florence</td>
<td>of Peter and Catherine</td>
<td>June 17 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Francis</td>
<td>of Frederick T and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Sept 13 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan John of James J</td>
<td>and Helen F Nov 9</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Lenora</td>
<td>of Peter and Catherine</td>
<td>June 17 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Margaret of John and Margaret</td>
<td>Aug 12 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Philip E</td>
<td>of Philip and Ellen</td>
<td>July 7 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Mary L</td>
<td>of Thomas L and Mary L</td>
<td>May 6 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Peter F</td>
<td>of Peter and Catherine</td>
<td>Mar 27 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Terence J</td>
<td>of John and Mary A</td>
<td>July 31 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan Thomas</td>
<td>of John and Margaret</td>
<td>May 13 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan William R of Thomas L and Mary L Dec 7 1903</td>
<td>17:499</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan d of Philip M and Ellen Oct 1906</td>
<td>18:421</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKiernan d of John F and Loretta L Nov 13 1910</td>
<td>20:152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKillop John of Alexander</td>
<td>and Margaret June 24 1903</td>
<td>17:436</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKinley Joseph</td>
<td>of Mary Dec 1</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>20:136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKinnon Francis of Francis</td>
<td>of Mary J</td>
<td>July 30 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKinnon Margaret of Isaac J and Teresa A</td>
<td>Apr 28 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKinnon Patrick V</td>
<td>of Stephen V and Margaret</td>
<td>Dec 10 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:367</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| McKinnon s of Leo W and Maud J | Jan 11 1907 |               | 19:4
McKinnon — d of Leo W and Maud J Feb 10 1908. 19: 230
McKinstry William A of William A and Carolyn July 5 1908. 19: 257
McKinstry — s of William and Carolyn E Mar 8 1910. 20: 27
McKivergan Catherine of William and Carolyn E Mar 10 1902. 17: 292
McKivergan Marie of Henry and Catherine J July 12 1903. 17: 450
McKivergan Vincent of Henry and Catharine Nov 16 1907. 19: 133
McKnight — d of Samuel and Margaret Dec 27 1902. 17: 379
McLachlan Ada L of John and Emma Dec 21 1910. 20: 143
McLachlan Daniel R of John and Emma June 17 1907. 19: 65
McLachlan Mary L of John and Emma Aug 20 1908. 19: 255
McLane — d of Hugh E and Sarah Nov 3 1906. 18: 421
McLaren Marion B of Frank C and Lilian F Jan 30 1908. 19: 169
McLaren — s of Nettie June 10 1904. 18: 56
McLarney Margaret M of Joseph and Margaret Sept 9 1902. 17: 374
McLaughlin Agnes of James and Philomene July 30 1906. 18: 355
McLaughlin Anastasia of Thomas and Antastasia Oct 22 1907. 19: 123
McLaughlin Ann M of John J and Rose A Aug 11 1907. 19: 95
McLaughlin Anna C of John B and Mary E Sept 3 1908. 19: 261
McLaughlin Annie of James and Philomene May 10 1908. 19: 209
McLaughlin Annie of William G and Catherine Feb 1 1909. 19: 327
McLaughlin Arthur C of Thomas B and Bridget Dec 4 1905. 18: 263
McLaughlin Catharine of James E and Catharine Dec 10 1901. 17: 238
McLaughlin Catherine of Thomas and Anastasia Oct 1 1903. 17: 177
McLaughlin Charles W of John P and Margaret M Jan 6 1905. 18: 143
McLaughlin Donald A of Charles D and Rose A Nov 10 1902. 17: 357
McLaughlin Doris of Charles C and Hattie B Aug 12 1904. 18: 86
McLaughlin Edgar T of John P and Margaret M Mar 12 1909. 19: 342
McLaughlin Edna A of John A and Julia A Aug 27 1909. 19: 410
McLaughlin Edward of Henry W and Julia E Jan 6 1909. 19: 317
McLaughlin Edward F of John E and Bridget M Feb 13 1904. 18: 16
McLaughlin Edward F of Farrell and Catherine T July 18 1905. 18: 216
McLaughlin Emma H of John P and Margaret M Apr 5 1907. 19: 38
McLaughlin Francis of William and Ida Nov 2 1910. 20: 125
McLaughlin Frederick S of John and Margaret Dec 19 1910. 20: 142
McLaughlin Genevieve L of William E and Ida E June 28 1909. 19: 380
McLaughlin George of William L and Annie W Jan 14 1904. 18: 5
McLaughlin Gertrude E of Edward and Elizabeth A Jan 26 1901. 17: 132
McLaughlin Gilbert H of Henry W and Julia Aug 9 1907. 19: 94
McLaughlin Harold StJ of Joseph A and Mary J Jan 4 1904. 18: 2
McLaughlin Henry J of John J and Emma Mar 27 1906. 18: 309
McLaughlin James of John and Catherine May 19 1904. 18: 49
McLaughlin James A of James and Margaret June 13 1901. 17: 171
McLaughlin James E of John F and Margaret A Dec 16 1908. 19: 300
McLaughlin John of James and Catharine Jan 30 1904 18: 14
McLaughlin John of James and Philomene May 2 1905 18: 183
McLaughlin John of John B and Mary E July 14 1905 18: 215
McLaughlin John J of John E and Bridget M June 2 1901 17: 168
McLaughlin John J of John J and Annie M June 20 1904 18: 60
McLaughlin John P of John J and Rose A May 23 1910 20: 55
McLaughlin John R of John and Kate June 7 1901 17: 169
McLaughlin Joseph of John F and Margaret A Nov 21 1905 18: 250
McLaughlin Joseph L of John B and Mary E July 7 1903 17: 44S
McLaughlin Kathleen of William G and Catherine A July 26 1907 19: 88
McLaughlin Kenneth H of Clyde and Florence Oct 1 1908 19: 308
McLaughlin Leo J of Edward and Elizabeth A June 2 1907 19: 59
McLaughlin Loretta of Edward and Elizabeth Mar 7 1902 17: 273
McLaughlin Margaret of Thomas and Anastasia Jan 19 1905 18: 147
McLaughlin Marie E of John and Annie Jan 4 1903 17: 382
McLaughlin Marietta of Henry W and Julia E July 9 1905 18: 213
McLaughlin Mary of Thomas and Anastasia Aug 13 1901 17: 200
McLaughlin Mary of Thomas and Bridget Feb 10 1910 20: 74
McLaughlin Reina M of John and Margaret June 29 1901 18: 62
McLaughlin Robert of John and Margaret Jan 21 1906 18: 287
McLaughlin Rose E of John J and Rose A Feb 12 1909 19: 350
McLaughlin Thomas F of Thomas and Anastasia Nov 18 1909 19: 442
McLaughlin Walter of James and Elizabeth Oct 16 1902 9: 350
McLaughlin William of John F and Catherine June 30 1902 17: 308
McLaughlin William G of William G and Catharine A Oct 6 1902 17: 346
McLaughlin William H of John F and Margaret A July 23 1903 17: 454
McLaughlin — s of William H and Margaret M Oct 2 1901 17: 250
McLaughlin — d of Henry W and Julia E Dec 13 1902 17: 379
McLaughlin William of William and Lillian Dec 6 1908 19: 296
McLean Anastasia C of George C and Esther V Sept 29 1910 20: 113
McLean Annie of John and Mary July 28 1905 18: 219
McLean George C of George C and Esther V Oct 27 1908 19: 308
McLean Grace G of James A and Annie Apr 15 1907 19: 41
McLean Howard D of Daniel and Margaret V Apr 11 1903 17: 415
McLean Isabelle of Isabelle Mar 15 1907 19: 29
McLean James R of James R and Mary J Jan 15 1902 17: 257
McLean John of John and Mary June 18 1910 20: 65
McLean Laurel F of James R and Laura Oct 3 1901 17: 216
McLean Marie V of Daniel and Margaret V Mar 18 1905 18: 168
McLean Mary of John and Mary Aug 14 1907 19: 96
McLean William of William F and Regina Jan 1 1903  
McLean --- s of Edmund and Matilda June 12 1907  
McLean --- d of Daniel and Charlotte Nov 18 1909  
McLean --- d of Jennie Apr 4 1910  
McLee Everett C of Christopher and Margaret Nov 15 1902  
McLellan Esther of Eli and Helen T Dec 31 1907  
McLellan George K of George B and Hester B Mar 27 1905  
McLellan Helen L of Eli M and Helen T Jan 14 1902  
McLellan Joseph of James A and Catherine A Apr 2 1910  
McLellan Lillian I of William E and Addie Mar 8 1905  
McLellan Nelson H of William E and Addie July 20 1906  
McLeod Austin L H of John A and Sarah Dec 4 1904  
McLeod Bertram H of John D and Carrie E July 8 1908  
McLeod Earl C of John R and Rilda J Aug 6 1905  
McLeod Edith of William and Alice E Nov 18 1906  
McLeod Edward of William and Alice F Mar 9 1903  
McLeod George F of Andrew A and Mary J Oct 25 1905  
McLeod Helen R of John Jr and Helga M June 17 1905  
McLeod James D of James D and Macie Jan 14 1909  
McLeod Laura J of Andrew and Mary J Oct 18 1908  
McLeod Mary E of Andrew and Mary J July 2 1920  
McLeod Maude L of Daniel A and Frances Jan 16 1904  
McLeod William W of William and Alice E Mar 11 1902  
McLeod --- d of John E and Sarah Mar 17 1902  
McLeod --- s of Andrew A and Mary J Aug 17 1904  
McLeod --- d of George J and Ethel Dec 2 1906  
McLinden Daniel of Daniel and Mary E Feb 1 1902  
McLinden Etta L of Daniel F and Mary E July 8 1908  
McLinden Francis of Daniel F and Mary E Nov 29 1909  
McLinden Irene of Daniel F and Mary E Nov 29 1909  
McLinden Regis C of Patrick and Margaret June 23 1905  
McLoughlin Charles F of John and Margaret Mar 13 1902  
McLoughlin Edith of Sarah J Apr 29 1901  
McLoughlin Helen G of Thomas A and Eleanor July 24 1904  
McLoughlin John H of Joseph and Mary Oct 30 1904  
McLoughlin Lillian M of John and Mary Jan 18 1909  
McLoughlin Margaret of John and Margaret June 19 1903  
McLoughlin Mary of John P and Catherine P Sept 20 1903  
McLoughlin Thomas of Thomas and Eleanor C Apr 23 1906  
McLoughlin William of William and Margaret M May 8 1906  
McLoughlin --- d of John E and Catherine Dec 7 1905  
McLynch Annie of Thomas J and Annie Oct 26 1904  
McLynch Arthur H of Arthur and Mary E Aug 8 1904  
McLynch Sarah A of Arthur and Mary E June 23 1910  
McLynch Thomas J of Arthur and Mary Sept 2 1907  

BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE
McLynne Walter L of Thomas and Annie June 1 1902.. . . . 17: 298
McMahon William E of William C and Mary F Jan 13 1906.. 18: 284
McMahon --- s of Matthew J and Agnes Feb 1 1901.. . . . 17: 183
McMahon Agnes H of William A and Mary Jan 5 1906.. . . . 18: 281
McMahon Agnes V of Matthew J and Agnes L Nov 22 1904.. 18: 121
McMahon Anna of Francis P and Sarah Jan 30 1904.. . . . 18: 11
McMahon Cornelius of Frank P and Sarah Sept 14 1902.. . . . 17: 339
McMahon Cornelius F of Cornelius F and Mary T May 15 1909.. 19: 364
McMahon Earl V of William C and Mary F May 30 1909.. . . . 19: 369
McMahon Elizabeth of Frank P and Sarah Apr 25 1905.. . . . 18: 181
McMahon Ellen M of William P and Margaret A Oct 3 1909.. . . 19: 425
McMahon Everett J of James and Mary A June 30 1903.. . . . 17: 438
McMahon Grace M of William A and Mary T Mar 19 1908.. . . . 19: 188
McMahon Henry of James B and Mary J Mar 25 1907.. . . . 19: 33
McMahon Howard H of Thomas and Julia Aug 7 1901.. . . . 17: 197
McMahon Howard H of Thomas F and Julia Oct 20 1902.. . . . 17: 351
McMahon James of James B and Mary J Mar 8 1902.. . . . 17: 273
McMahon James J of Francis P and Sarah Dec 10 1906.. . . . 18: 404
McMahon Joseph R of William and Mary Mar 25 1908.. . . . 19: 190
McMahon Margaret A of Robert J and Mary J May 9 1904.. . . . 18: 45
McMahon Matthew J of Matthew J and Agnes L Sept 21 1903.. . . . 17: 475
McManah Monica L of Arthur and Bridget Aug 21 1902.. . . . 17: 331
McManah Sarah of Francis P and Sarah A Aug 24 1909.. . . . 19: 409
McManah --- d of Thomas and Julia Sept 4 1903.. . . . 17: 468
McManah Catharine of Thomas and Catharine A Mar 29 1905.. . . . 18: 171
McManah Eleanor of Thomas F and Catharine A Nov 23 1906.. . . . 18: 398
McManah Elizabeth of Thomas Jr and Catherine A Feb 1 1909.. . . . 19: 327
McManah George W of Frank and Elizabeth Feb 22 1902.. . . . 17: 268
McManah James A of James and Mary E Oct 12 1904.. . . . 18: 108
McManah Joseph D of Frank and Elizabeth V Apr 1 1907.. . . . 19: 36
McManah Lillian of Frank and Elizabeth V Dec 30 1903.. . . . 17: 507
McManah Mary of Frank and Elizabeth Feb 10 1906.. . . . 18: 294
McManah Mary L of James and Mary L Jan 15 1901.. . . . 17: 129
McManah Raymond of Frank and Elizabeth V Jan 10 1905.. . . . 18: 144
McManah Richard of Frank and Elizabeth V Nov 27 1908.. . . . 19: 292
McManah Albert E of James and Sarah Aug 9 1902.. . . . 17: 327
McManah Alice E of James and Alice July 25 1902.. . . . 17: 322
McManah Alice J of Eugene C and Alice V Mar 19 1909.. . . . 19: 344
McManah Anna L of John J and Josephine E Jan 19 1907.. . . . 19: 7
McManah Annie of Thomas J and Bridget M Nov 4 1910.. . . . 20: 126
McManah Austin of John H and Margaret E June 30 1904.. . . . 18: 63
McManah Catharine of Peter and Mary Dec 30 1904.. . . . 18: 132
McManah Charles J of Philip and Eleanor Jan 25 1909.. . . . 19: 323
McManah Edward of James and Catherine Oct 15 1910.. . . . 20: 119
McManah Edward T of John J and Margaret June 26 1905.. . . . 18: 202
McManus Eileen M of Joseph and Rose M Oct 27 1905........... 18: 250
McManus Gladys C of Thomas and Mary E Mar 15 1908........... 19: 186
McManus Harold F of James and Martha Dec 19 1901.......... 17: 241
McManus Hattie M of Thomas and Ellen M Dec 31 1905........ 18: 273
McManus Helen of Peter and Mary A Jan 21 1901........... 17: 131
McManus James E of James E and Alice May 14 1901........... 17: 163
McManus James F of James and Josephine J Apr 25 1910....... 20: 45
McManus James J of James and Catherine Aug 10 1905........... 18: 224
McManus John B of Michael and Bridget July 8 1909.......... 19: 391
McManus John C of John J and Bridget Dec 22 1903........... 17: 504
McManus John E of Charles A and Jennie Dec 26 1906........ 18: 410
McManus John E of James and Catherine Apr 21 1909......... 19: 356
McManus John F of Philip and Anna July 10 1906........... 18: 347
McManus Margaret of John J and Margaret May 29 1901........ 17: 166
McManus Margaret A of John F and Margaret Apr 11 1907.... 19: 40
McManus Margaret E of John H and Margaret E May 25 1902... 17: 297
McManus Margaret E of James and Josephine A Mar 30 1907.19: 35
McManus Martin of Thomas J and Bridget Oct 20 1908........ 19: 278
McManus Mary A of James and Sarah Aug 9 1902........... 17: 327
McManus Mary D of James and Josephine M May 16 1908....... 19: 211
McManus Matthew C of Thomas and Bridget Mar 8 1901........ 17: 144
McManus Peter of Peter and Mary Jan 28 1907.............. 19: 11
McManus Philip J of Philip and Eleanor June 1 1902....... 17: 289
McManus Thomas F of James and Catherine Jan 22 1907......... 19: 9
McManus Thomas L of Philip and Eleanor Nov 10 1903....... 17: 490
McManus Thomas M of Thomas J and Bridget Apr 1 1907.... 19: 36
McManus William L of James and Martha H Feb 15 1905..... 18: 156
McManus —— twin d of John J and Margaret Jan 6 1903.... 17: 442
McManus —— s of William and Jessie June 21 1906........ 18: 340
McMaugh Annie I of Charles F and Julia T Nov 29 1908..... 19: 293
McMaugh Charles F of Charles F and Julia July 1 1910.... 20: 78
McMaugh Sarah J of Peter J and Mary J Aug 25 1903..... 17: 464
McMaugh Stephen T of Peter J and Mary J Feb 12 1902.... 17: 265
McMeekan Raymond of James and Catherine Oct 12 1903.... 17: 481
McMeekan Ruth C of William and Rebecca Feb 5 1907..... 19: 14
McMeekan William of James and Catherine Sept 9 1905..... 18: 234
McMichael Daniel F of Thoma F and Mary J Apr 1 1906... 18: 312
McMichael Ellen of Thomas F and Mary J June 15 1907..... 19: 64
McMichael James of Thomas F and Mary J Apr 1 1906...... 18: 312
McMillan Doris of William and Irene May 2 1903........... 17: 421
McMillan Marshall of William and Irene Apr 13 1904..... 17: 155
McMillan Myrtle of John and Eva M July 4 1905........... 18: 211
McMillen Annie L of Alexander H and Louise Sept 4 1906... 18: 370
McMillen Tillie of David K and Mabel C Nov 12 1901....... 17: 124
McMillen —— d of Alexander H and Louise Mar 26 1904... 18: 67
McMorrow Joseph M of Charles P and Anna L May 1 1909... 19: 339
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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McMullen Robert A of William J and Marie E Dec 26 1909... 19: 153
McMurphy James E of Frank E and Anna Sept 17 1910... 20: 148
McMurray Edna H of William J and Rose E Feb 11 1910... 20: 17
McMurray Francis P of Francis and Margaret Aug 11 1901... 17: 199
McNab Amelia M of William R S and Amelia M Feb 6 1907... 19: 15
McNab —— s of Allan and Edith Feb 6 1902... 17: 314
McNabb Catherine of Thomas E and Mary B Dec 17 1910... 20: 141
McNabb Victor A of Victor A and Mary A Dec 25 1909... 19: 455
McNair Alma M of Albert and Bertha A Jan 12 1908... 19: 162
McNair Dorothy L of Albert and Bertha June 20 1910... 20: 66
McNally Alice C of James and Annie Dec 9 1907... 19: 142
McNally Andrew of James and Annie M Mar 2 1902... 17: 271
McNally Beatrice of Matthew and Bridget Oct 17 1903... 17: 182
McNally Bessie D of John J and Honor Dec 9 1907... 19: 142
McNally Elizabeth of James and Annie Apr 6 1903... 17: 143
McNally Francis of Patrick and Mary Aug 21 1902... 17: 334
McNally Frances of James and Annie M Jan 27 1907... 19: 11
McNally James of James and Annie M Mar 2 1902... 17: 271
McNally James of John II and Louise J July 21 1904... 18: 78
McNally James J of James and Annie Dec 1 1905... 18: 262
McNally James P of Peter A and Mary E Apr 22 1906... 18: 319
McNally John E of Peter A and Mary E Feb 4 1902... 17: 263
McNally John T of Michael and Bridget June 18 1901... 17: 184
McNally Katherine of Michael and Bridget Aug 18 1902... 17: 330
McNally Madeline of Michael and Bridget Feb 2 1907... 19: 13
McNally Martin of Michael and Beatrice May 16 1905... 18: 187
McNally Mary of Patrick and Mary Sept 17 1901... 17: 241
McNally Mary A of John J and Honor June 3 1906... 18: 333
McNally Mary C of James and Annie Mar 1 1904... 18: 22
McNally Thomas J of Michael T and Bridget Dec 12 1908... 19: 299
McNally William R of Peter A and Mary E Aug 26 1904... 18: 91
McNamara Andrew J of Andrew and Ellen June 27 1901... 18: 62
McNamara Annie R of John and Mary Sept 20 1903... 17: 174
McNamara Annie V of Luke and Annie V Apr 17 1901... 17: 156
McNamara Edward of William F and EJizabeth Apr 4 1904... 18: 34
McNamara Florence M of Patrick and Sarah Mar 24 1901... 17: 149
McNamara Francis A of Peter F and Margaret N July 28 1902... 17: 323
McNamara Gladys of Luke and Ann Jan 29 1905... 18: 151
McNamara Grace of James and Bridget May 7 1903... 17: 422
McNamara Helen J of Andrew and Helen Feb 27 1906... 18: 300
McNamara Irene of John and Mary Sept 16 1906... 18: 373
McNamara James J of Michael F and Margaret July 20 1904... 18: 77
McNamara John F of Michael J and Bridget M Nov 11 1909... 19: 139
McNamara Joseph of Michael F and Bridget Sept 30 1905... 18: 241
McNamara Joseph M of James and Catherine C Jan 1 1905... 18: 141
McNamara Joseph R of Joseph T and Frances D Sept 8 1903... 17: 169
McNamara Leo F of Leo J and Mary A Sept 17 1906........... 18: 374
McNamara Marcella of James and Catherine Nov 11 1902....... 17: 358
McNamara Margaret C of Michael F and Margaret L Oct 13 1906........................................ 18: 384
McNamara Marguerite M V of William F and Elizabeth M Aug 13 1908 ........................................ 19: 253
McNamara Marion C of William F and Elizabeth Nov 2 1901.... 17: 226
McNamara Mary C of Luke and Annie V Dec 12 1902......... 17: 367
McNamara Mary E of Michael F and Bridget Aug 30 1907 ....... 19: 103
McNamara Rosalie of Leo J and Mary A July 26 1908.......... 19: 245
McNamara Vincent F of Michael and Mary Feb 9 1901......... 17: 136
McNamara Walter of James and Catherine Nov 7 1907......... 19: 130
McNamara William of Michael F and Margaret L June 10 1901.17: 170
McNamara William of Leo and Mary Aug 15 1910............. 20: 97
McNamee —— s of James and Catherine C M Sept 1 1901..... 17: 249
McNamee Alexander P of Patrick and Mary E July 31 1905.... 18: 220
McNamee Helen of Patrick and Catherine Sept 3 1908...... 19: 308
McNamee John F of Patrick and Mary E Apr 26 1901......... 17: 158
McNamee Mary of Hugh and Anne Aug 17 1904.............. 18: 88
McNamee Mary E of Patrick J and Mary E May 5 1903....... 17: 122
McNamee Alice of John and Mary J Nov 14 1902............. 17: 359
McNamley George W of John F and Mary J July 11 1901...... 17: 188
McNamley —— s of John and Mary J Oct 29 1903.............. 17: 512
McNary Hazel L of James T and Hulda E Oct 13 1908...... 19: 276
McNary James T of James T and Hulda E May 26 1907.... 19: 56
McNeal Margaret of William and Mary J Dec 24 1906....... 18: 408
McNeal Mildred of George and Pearl Jan 19 1906........... 18: 286
McNeal Thomas of Thomas and Ida Oct 18 1907............. 19: 122
McNeal Virginia M of Thomas A and Ida M Nov 25 1910..... 20: 133
McNeal William of William and Mary Sept 16 1902.... 17: 340
McNeal William G of Patrick and Ellen Feb 16 1902....... 17: 266
McNeerney Frances of Thomas F and Rose A Nov 22 1910.... 20: 132
McNeelis James of James P and Annie Apr 29 1906......... 18: 321
McNeill Peter of James and Rachel Dec 20 1908.......... 17: 503
McNeil Anna of Bernard and Margaret May 27 1909........ 19: 368
McNeil Charles of John and Matilda Feb 13 1910......... 20: 17
McNeil Jane C of Peter and Mary Nov 9 1903............ 17: 490
McNeil Margaret M of Bernard and Margaret J Jan 23 1905.... 18: 148
McNeil Mary E of William and Mary Nov 7 1903......... 17: 489
McNeil Mary J of Bernard and Margaret J Feb 9 1907....... 19: 16
McNeil —— s of John and Elizabeth Dec 16 1902........... 17: 369
McNeill Bernard of Bernard and Margaret Sept 27 1902.... 17: 343
McNeill Jennie of John and Helena Feb 10 1904........... 17: 137
McNeill Sarah C of William and Mary July 28 1909........ 19: 398
McNerney —— s of James and Estella Apr 1 1907......... 19: 36
McNeill Alice A of Bernard and Jennie F July 30 1901...... 17: 194
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McNiff Charles of James and Rachel Dec 28 1907........... 19: 148
McNiff Elizabeth of James and Rachel Mar 13 1901........... 17: 146
McNiff James of John F. and Clara M July 15 1907........... 19: 151
McNiff John W. of Michael W. and Delia T May 28 1907........... 19: 57
McNiff Mary A. of Peter and Amy E Oct 4 1905........... 18: 243
McNiff Mary C. of James and Rachel Sept 16 1905........... 18: 237
McNiff Mary R. of John F. and Clara M May 22 1909........... 19: 382
McNiff Stephen M. of Michael F. and Delia T Dec 25 1908........... 19: 303
McNiff William F. of Mary A Aug 11 1901........... 17: 188
McNiff —— d of Bernard and Jennie Dec 2 1909........... 19: 447
McNulty Anna D. of Hugh A and Mary L Mar 21 1907........... 19: 32
McNulty Bernard of Bernard and Elizabeth July 20 1906........... 18: 352
McNulty Edward of Patrick and Katherine Feb 24 1903........... 17: 289
McNulty Edwin of Joseph and Margaret Nov 30 1903........... 17: 497
McNulty Francis J. of Patrick and Margaret Feb 11 1903........... 17: 395
McNulty Helen E. of William and Winifred Feb 13 1903........... 17: 395
McNulty Katherine J. of Patrick and Katherine Feb 25 1903........... 17: 399
McNulty Marie M. of John J. and Margaret J May 17 1908........... 19: 211
McNulty Mary of Mary July 17 1901........... 17: 190
McNulty Mary A. of Terrence W. and Agnes B Mar 13 1910........... 20: 29
McNulty Mary G. of Peter F. and Sarah Mar 7 1908........... 19: 183
McNulty Philip V. of Patrick and Margaret Feb 11 1903........... 17: 395
McNulty Winifred of William and Winifred Sept 10 1905........... 18: 235
McNulty —— d of May June 18 1910........... 20: 65
McOskei Eileen E. of Daniel J. and Mary E Feb 18 1905........... 18: 157
McOskei Gerald C. of John E. and Emma A Mar 18 1906........... 18: 307
McOskei Ignatius C. of Daniel J. and Mary E Mar 6 1908........... 19: 183
McOskei John C. of John E. and Emma A July 3 1904........... 18: 74
McOskei Madonna of Daniel J. and Mary E Mar 11 1902........... 17: 274
McPartlan Annie of James and Catharine Mar 1 1906........... 18: 301
McPartlan William of James and Catherine Feb 12 1902........... 17: 265
McPartlan Catharine of James and Catharine Apr 11 1904........... 18: 36
McPartlan Helen J. of Miles J. and Mary C Mar 19 1908........... 18: 188
McPartlan Mary M. of Myles and Mary C July 14 1905........... 18: 215
McPartland —— d of Miles J. and Mary C Feb 19 1907........... 19: 75
McPeak Cyril E. of Thomas F. and Bertha M Aug 8 1906........... 18: 414
McPeak Gertrude of Thomas F. and Bertha M Oct 30 1909........... 19: 435
McPeak Lucien F. of Thomas F. and Bertha M Jan 7 1901........... 17: 126
McPeak Regina M of Thomas F. and Bertha M Oct 24 1907........... 19: 124
McPeak Viola L. of Thomas F. and Bertha M Aug 27 1902........... 17: 333
McPeak Wilfred R. of Thomas F. and Bertha M Nov 12 1904........... 18: 117
McPhail Edward G. of George and Hattie C Apr 26 1904........... 18: 41
McPhail George C. of George and Hattie C Sept 26 1910........... 20: 112
McPhail James D. of Ernest J. and Felicia Sept 22 1909........... 19: 421
McPhail Rose I. of Ernest J. and Filicita Apr 21 1907........... 19: 44
McPhail William G of George and Hattie July 14 1906 .......................... 18:349
McPherson Alexander W of Robert A and Edith F Nov 17 1903.17: 492
McPherson Catherine R. of John J and Catherine T Apr 14

1907 ................................................................. 19: 41
McPherson Charlotte of John and Catharine Dec 14 1901.................. 18: 127
McPherson Cora M of James R and Elizabeth Feb 14 1909. 19: 334
McPherson John of John J and Catherine T Nov 13 1902. 17: 359
McPherson John of John and Annie Oct 15 1903. .............................. 17: 482
McPherson Lillian of John and Annie Dec 25 1908. .............................. 19: 363
McPherson Mary E of Laehlan and Elizabeth Feb 22 1901. ........................ 17: 140
McPherson Mary E of Edwin J and Jennie Apr 8 1901. 17: 153
McPherson Mary J of John J and Catherine T July 30 1909. 19: 399
McPherson Rhoda W of James R and Elizabeth Jan 7 1908.............. 19: 160
McPherson Robert A of Robert A and Edith F Sept 2 1906........... 18: 368
McPherson Roderick G of Duncan and Margaret C Aug 25

1902 ................................................................. 17: 333
McPherson —— s of Neil and Bessie Aug 21 1901....................... 17: 202
McPhillips Anna V of Matthew and Mary T June 5 1907.............. 19: 60
McPhillips Charles D of Matthew and Mary T Apr 13 1909.............. 19: 353
McPhillips Edith of Henry E and Mary A Jan 4 1901........................ 17: 125
McPhillips Eleanor of Charles and Ellen J Feb 8 1905.............. 18: 154
McPhillips Everestas of William and Theresa Oct 26 1902.............. 17: 353
McPhillips John F of Matthew and Mary T Nov 1 1903.............. 17: 487
McPhillips John J of John and Mary May 6 1905..................... 18: 184
McPhillips John L of John and Clara B June 4 1903.............. 17: 430
McPhillips Joseph A of John J and Mary E Jan 9 1906.............. 18: 283
McPhillips Leonard D of James D and Mary E Nov 16 1902.............. 17: 360
McPhillips Margaret H of Charles B and Nellie J Aug 5 1901.............. 17: 197
McPhillips Mary A of John and Mary Mar 7 1908.............. 19: 183
McPhillips Mary R of John J and Mary E Nov 4 1907.............. 19: 129
McPhillips Raymond of Alexander V and Katherine E June 17

1909 ................................................................. 19: 376
McPhillips Thomas M of John and Mary Mar 7 1908.............. 19: 183
McPhillips William of Matthew and Mary T June 26 1901.............. 17: 175
McQuade Edward of Terence and Annie Oct 28 1903.............. 17: 486
McQuade Edward J of Joseph J and Margaret M May 20 1910. 20: 54
McQuade Mary of William P and Mary E May 13 1902.............. 17: 293
McQuaid Mary of Philip J and Katherine C June 6 1910.............. 20: 61
McQuarrie Francis H of John M and Anna M Jan 22 1909.............. 19: 322
McQuarrie Marion E of John M and Anna M May 10 1910.............. 20: 51
McQueeney —— d of Bridget Sept 6 1909.............................. 19: 415
McQueeney —— s of Frank and Rosa A Dec 3 1910...................... 20: 136
McQuillan Charles F of Peter J and Mary M Oct 4 1901.............. 18: 105
McQuillan Edward F of James J and Nellie E July 18 1906.............. 18: 351
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

McQuillan Margaret of James F and Margaret July 17 1908. 19:241
McQuillan Marion K of Peter J and Mary M Nov 9 1908. 19:285
McQuillan Mary of James and Margaret May 4 1907. 19:48
McQuillan — s of Edward T and Annie L Dec 27 1903. 17:513
McQuillan James F of James J and Ellen Mar 11 1901. 17:145
McQuillion Anna J of Peter and Mary M Apr 6 1902. 17:282
McSally Helen of John and Bridget H May 28 1909. 19:369
McSally John J of John and Bridget H July 25 1905. 19:218
McSally Marie of John and Bridget H Aug 23 1902. 17:332
McSally Rose of John and Bridget H Feb 9 1901. 18:15
McShane Frederick J of Owen and Jeannette Feb 19 1910. 20:20
McShane Herbert O of Owen and Jeannette May 8 1907. 19:73
McShane — s of Annie Apr 14 1907. 19:41
McSheffery John A of John and Ethel Oct 21 1909. 19:432
McSoley Anna T of Charles J and Mary E Jan 30 1905. 18:154
McSoley Arthur J of Joseph F and Nora July 27 1904. 18:80
McSoley Catharine E of Joseph F and Norah Jan 25 1906. 18:288
McSoley Charles T of Charles J and Mary E Aug 22 1906. 18:364
McSoley Edward J of William J and Ellen J July 6 1902. 17:316
McSoley Henry C of William J and Helen J May 14 1908. 19:210
McSoley Margaret C of William J and Ellen J Nolv 6 1903. 17:489
McSoley Mary E W of Joseph F and Norah M Nolv 20 1902. 17:277
McSoley Rosella C of Charles and Mary E Nolv 15 1902. 17:275
McSweeney — s of John T and Julia A Jan 6 1903. 17:383
McTague Eleanor R of Peter J and Mary J June 14 1901. 17:171
McTague Maurice A of Patrick J and Bridget T Oct 23 1906. 18:387
McTague Mildred of Patrick and Bridget May 4 1902. 17:290
McTavey — d of Charles and Bella Feb 11 1901. 17:137
McTavey — s of Charles and Bella Oct 17 1902. 17:379
McTague Raymond of Patrick and Bridget Nov 21 1903. 17:194
McTeer Agnes D of William G and Eva June 19 1910. 20:66
McTeer Genevieve V of William G and Eva M Jan 14 1906. 18:285
McTeer William G of William G and Eva M Aug 5 1908. 19:249
McTigue John W of Martin and Mary J Sept 6 1901. 17:207
McVay Anna M of Charles A and Josephine Mar 31 1908. 19:192
McVay Ethel M of George W and Edith W June 12 1907. 19:63
McVay Mildred S of Charles A and Josephine G Apr 17 1904. 18:38
McVay Raymond S of George W and Edith W Dec 29 1905. 18:272
McVay Ruth E of George W and Edith W Aug 9 1903. 17:459
McVay William W of Charles A and Josephine G Apr 5 1906. 18:313
McVeigh Gertrude I of William F and Ellen Oct 31 1903. 17:487
McVeigh Helen A of William F and Ellen Nolv 23 1905. 18:259
McVeigh Mary of James E and Jane M Jan 17 1907. 19:6
McVenner — s of Sarah May 24 1903. 17:427
McVettie Catherine of John and Minnie Sept 13 1909. 19:418
McVety Katharine M of Alberta Nov 16 1905................18:257
McVey Alice of John J and Winifred M Oct 29 1905........18:251
McVey Annie of John J and Winifred M Apr 17 1908......19:200
McVey Arnold of Joseph and Annie T July 31 1905........18:220
McVey Ellen of James and Mary July 8 1903................17:449
McVey Ellen of John and Helen Mar 7 1906...............18:303
McVey James of James C and Mary E Jan 16 1901.......17:129
McVey Joseph of Joseph A and Annie T July 25 1902....17:522
McVey William of Joseph and Annie T June 25 1908.....19:227
McVicker Ruth C of Edward P and Mary P Sept 7 1909...19:415
McVicker Dorothy of Thomas F and Ellen M Mar 11 1905..18:165
McVicker John J of Edward and Mary Mar 30 1905........18:172
McVicker Mary E of Edward P and Mary P May 22 1907...19:55
McVicker Thomas of Thomas F and Ellen M Mar 26 1902..17:279
McWeeney Alice V of James F and Emma M July 14 1904..18:76
McWeeney Esther of Stephen and Catherine Nov 20 1903..17:493
McWeeney Gladys V of Stephen and Catherine Jan 10 1902.17:255
McWeeney James F of James F and Emma M June 28 1910..20:69
McWeeney Rosaline of Patrick J and Bridget May 24 1902.17:296
McWeeney — s of Walter E and Elizabeth V Oct 25 1909.19:462
McWey Charles J of Simon and Annie Oct 21 1910........20:121
McWey Doris of Charles J and Emma Nov 21 1906.........18:398
McWey Julia of Bartholomew and Catharine M Sept 24 1906.18:377
McWey Russell S of Bartholomew and Catharine M Dec 31 1902........................................17:373
McWilliams Catharine of Joseph H and Annie Jan 8 1902..17:255
McWilliams Edmund of John C and Mary A July 17 1910..20:148
McWilliams George F of John C and Mary A Dec 3 1907..19:139
McWilliams Helen E of Daniel J and Sarah A Jan 8 1910..20:4
McWilliams Irene M of Donald J and Sarah Oct 21 1907..19:123
McWilliams Joseph of Joseph H and Annie G June 1 1903.17:444
McWilliams Joseph A of Joseph H and Annie G Sept 25 1904.18:102
McWilliams Robert L of Daniel J and Sarah A Dec 26 1901.17:243
McWilliams Sarah F of Daniel J and Sarah Sept 11 1903..17:471
Mead — s of Annie Sept 1 1910................................20:103
Meadow — s of James and Mary June 2 1910............20:60
Meagher Leo of William E and Jennie E Sept 2 1903....17:467
Meagher Margaret M of William E and Jennie Mar 13 1907.19:28
Meagher Mary of Thomas F and Ellen E Oct 13 1904....18:108
Meagher Wilfred J of Thomas F and Annie D Oct 17 1906..18:385
Meagher Winifred of Thomas F and Ellen E June 17 1907..19:65
Mealey George F of Matthew and Elizabeth Oct 11 1906..18:383
Mealon George J of Patrick and Maggie Dec 22 1901....17:242
Meanerhan Claire R of William H and Clara L May 14 1906.18:326
Meanerhan William A of William H and Clara Apr 27 1910.20:46
Meaney Joseph of Michael R and Mary F Apr 29 1905.....18:182
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Meaneys Margaret C of Michael R and Mary F July 20 1908........ 19: 242
Meaneys Vincent J of Michael R and Mary F July 20 1908........ 19: 242
Meara John of John and Mary B Mar 4 1901.................. 17: 143
Meara Julia M of John and Mary Dec 30 1902.................. 17: 373
Mebley Joseph of Aaron and Fanny June 16 1901............ 17: 171
Medberry Henrietta E of Herman A and Margaret July 8 1902.. 17: 347
Medbury Annie E of Frederick and Catherine C Apr 29 1903.... 17: 420
Medbury Fanny E of Almon H and Gertrude M Dec 11 1907.... 19: 142
Medcalf Elizabeth P of Herbert E and Mabelle L June 8 1901.. 17: 169
Medcalf Herbert E of Herbert E and Mabelle L Dec 15 1903.. 17: 301
Medeiros Alice of Antonio A and Maria Nov 18 1909...... 19: 412
Medeiros Angelina of Albino L and Maria Apr 15 1908...... 19: 199
Medeiros Antone of Frank and Cloutina Dec 17 1902........ 17: 369
Medeiros Antone of Jose and Marie June 2 1906............ 18: 333
Medeiros Antone R of Joseph R and Rose Nov 16 1906...... 18: 396
Medeiros Antonio of Frank and Marie Aug 22 1906......... 18: 364
Medeiros Antonio of Peter and Maria Sept 24 1908....... 19: 268
Medeiros August of Antone A and Maria Nov 3 1907...... 19: 128
Medeiros Augusta of Adrian and Marie Aug 31 1905...... 18: 231
Medeiros Carlos of Calogerous B and Maria V Aug 26 1907... 19: 101
Medeiros Dewena of Joao and Antonina Apr 23 1908....... 19: 202
Medeiros Domingers of Pedro and Maria Aug 8 1910....... 20: 94
Medeiros Eduardo of Antonio E and Maria C July 16 1909.... 19: 394
Medeiros Eduardo of Quintilianno and Maria L Sept 10 1909. 19: 416
Medeiros Elsie of William P and Maria Mar 9 1903.......... 17: 104
Medeiros Frank of Joseph and Julia May 14 1904.......... 18: 47
Medeiros Gloria of Albert and Maria Aug 4 1906......... 18: 358
Medeiros Helena of Quintilianno and Maria June 11 1908.... 19: 222
Medeiros Ida P of Joao P and Maria D S Apr 3 1908....... 19: 194
Medeiros Joan B of Manuel B and Rose Nov 10 1907....... 19: 131
Medeiros John of Joseph and Julia May 14 1904........ 18: 47
Medeiros John of Manuel and Maria July 1 1905........ 18: 210
Medeiros John of Jesse and Maria Jan 6 1907........... 19: 2
Medeiros John of John and Maria Aug 19 1909........ 19: 407
Medeiros Jose of Jose and Rose Nov 3 1903........ 17: 488
Medeiros Josefa of Manuel and Frances Dec 3 1905...... 18: 263
Medeiros Josephine of Antone and Marie Apr 13 1902...... 17: 281
Medeiros Josephine of Maria Dec 26 1906........ 18: 410
Medeiros Josephine of Frank and Maria Sept 12 1907..... 19: 108
Medeiros Julia J of Jesse J and Maria Mar 6 1905........ 18: 163
Medeiros Juridina of Eduardo and Maria P Sept 22 1909.... 19: 421
Medeiros Justinia of Francisco and Maria Nov 16 1908.... 19: 288
Medeiros Louise of Jose and Mariana Dec 3 1902........ 17: 365
Medeiros Manoel of Pedro J and Mariana Aug 10 1901...... 17: 198
Medeiros Manuel of Jose R and Rose I Jan 15 1905........ 18: 145
Medeiros Manuel of Antonio and Maria Sept 30 1909...... 19: 424
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Medeiros Manuel C of John C and Justina Oct 20 1906...........18: 386
Medeiros Maria of Albine and Maria Nov 3 1902...............17: 355
Medeiros Maria of Peter and Marie Sept 3 1906...............18: 369
Medeiros Maria of Manuel and Roseline Jan 26 1907...........19: 10
Medeiros Maria of Antone and Maria Feb 2 1907..............19: 13
Medeiros Maria of Joao C and Justina Dec 17 1907............19: 150
Medeiros Maria of Francisco R and Rosa S Mar 17 1909........19: 343
Medeiros Maria of Joao and Cecilia Aug 19 1910..............20: 99
Medeiros Maria of John and Maria Sept 5 1910...............20: 105
Medeiros Maria daL of Antone J and Maria A Feb 11 1905.....18: 294
Medeiros Maria P of Adrianno P and Marie P Dec 24 1903....17: 505
Medeiros Maria R C of Jose C and Virginia C Apr 11 1908....19: 230
Medeiros Maria S of Leon P and Maria Dec 22 1906...........18: 498
Medeiros Mary of Tony and Rose July 16 1910................20: 84
Medeiros Nellie of Antone and Marie Nov 16 1905............18: 257
Medeiros Olivia of Jesse and Maria Jan 30 1904.............18: 11
Medeiros Ollesia of Francisco and Maria Oct 4 1910.........20: 115
Medeiros Rosa of Antone and Maria Dec 13 1903...............17: 501
Medeiros Rosa of Adrian and Marie Oct 26 1906..............18: 389
Medeiros Rosa of Joao C and Justina Sept 12 1909............19: 417
Medeiros Vezeale of Albine and Marie June 28 1905...........18: 202
Medeiros William of William and Maria Jan 29 1904...........18: 11
Medeiros — s of Adrian P and Maria June 28 1902............17: 307
Medeiros — s of Jose daR and Rose Dec 17 1902............17: 379
Medeiros — s of Frank and Maria June 29 1905..............18: 203
Medeiros — s of Manoel and Maria R Oct 6 1908.............19: 273
Medeiros — s of Francisco and Irene June 20 1910..........20: 66
Medeiros — d of Joao and Maria July 20 1910.................20: 86
Medevesky Peter of John and Annie Jan 2 1907..............19: 1
Medhurst Ann E of James E and Caroline E Dec 23 1910.....20: 143
Medhurst Dorothy of Walter L and Lillian Dec 20 1905.....18: 269
Medhurst Vera M of James E and Caroline June 6 1905........18: 195
Medhurst Walter B of Walter L and Lillian Apr 28 1908....19: 204
Medica Frederick A (c) of William H and Victoria Jan 18
1901..................17: 130
Medici Alberto of Antonio and Anna Dec 13 1907............19: 143
Medici Aldo of Celso and Vincenza Mar 15 1901..............17: 146
Medici Attilio of Celso and Vincenza Apr 10 1905..........18: 175
Medici Emilia G of Domenico A and Anna Aug 4 1910.......20: 93
Medici Giovannina of Raffaele and Marianna May 28 1904....18: 51
Medici Giovannina of Nunzio and Antonetta Nov 6 1910.....20: 127
Medici Linda of Celso and Vincenza June 11 1903............17: 453
Medici Livia of Celso and Vincenza Jan 9 1908..............19: 161
Medici Maddalena of Celso and Vincenza Dec 9 1909........19: 449
Medici Pasqualino of Raffaele and Marianna June 6 1901....17: 169
Medici Petronilla C of Domenico A and Anna July — 1903...A-1: 38
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Medley Horace of Ernest and Sarah June 17 1909. 19:376
Mednick Dora of Morris and Gertrude June 15 1906. 18:338
Medowka Eva of Idea and Rose June 17 1905. 18:199
Medroes Myra of George J and Elizabeth Aug 17 1905. 18:226
Medvitzky John of John and Annie Oct 2 1905. 17:478
Meggan Emma B of Frank and Marie L Sept 23 1905. 18:239
Meggan Mary of Henry D A and Clara L May 29 1906. 18:331
Meehan Annabelle R of Charles E and Susanna J Jan 5 1910. 20:2
Meehan Ethel M of John T and Mary F Nov 10 1903. 17:190
Meehan Francis of John and Elizabeth July 14 1906. 18:349
Meehan Francis J of Francis J and Katherine A Oct 19 1910. 20:120
Meehan Francis P of Charles W and Catherine F Mar 17 1909. 19:343
Meehan Helen F of John and Elizabeth Feb 24 1903. 17:399
Meehan James J of James and Mary Nov 3 1909. 19:437
Meehan Katherine L of Bernard and Mary Apr 12 1910. 20:41
Meehan Margaret J of John J and Mary E June 3 1902. 17:299
Meehan Mary A of John J and Mary E Aug 26 1903. 17:465
Meehan Mary C of John and Elizabeth May 10 1901. 17:162
Meehan Thomas of James and Mary June 1 1908. 19:247
Meehan — s of Charles W and Catherine F Jan 13 1908. 19:232
Meehan — s of John J and Mary Sept 29 1908. 19:311
Mega Helen of Stanislaus and Kate Jan 27 1904. 18:10
Megaughin Janet of George and Jennie Feb 22 1910. 20:21
Megaughin Sarah J of George and Jennie July 2 1907. 19:78
Meglio Maria of Francesco and Arduina Aug 14 1907. 19:96
Meglio Raffaele L of Francesco and Arduina Apr 20 1909. 19:355
Mehlinger Marion of Jacob and Wilhelmina May 8 1910. 20:50
Meigs Henry of Edith June 7 1907. 19:73
Meiklejohn Donald W of Alexander and Nannina A June 1 1909. 19:370
Meiklejohn Kenneth A of Alexander and Nanine Sept 6 1907. 19:105
Meinel Charles S of Charles F and Anna H Jan 25 1907. 19:10
Meistrich Julius of Harold and Anna Mar 30 1908. 19:230
Meistrich Theodore J of Harold and Anna Mar 30 1908. 19:230
Meklos Genoweg of Stanislaw and Ursula June 12 1908. 19:222
Mekoolis — d of Andreas and Magdalena Nov 30 1909. 19:463
Melanson Edith R of James A and Bertha May 17 1902. 17:294
Melaragno Alfredo of Pietro and Teodolinda Feb 13 1901. 17:138
Melaragno Armando of Pietro and Teodolinda July 20 1904. 18:78
Melaragno Biagio of Pietro and Teodolinda Dec 16 1908. 19:300
Melaragno Clelia M of Pietro and Teodolinda Aug 29 1902. 17:334
Melaragno Lidia C M of Pietro and Teodolinda Nov 28 1906. 18:400
Melaragno Maria M I of Alessandro and Carmela Nov 10 1902. 17:337
Melareccia Andrea of Joseph and Laura Aug 18 1905. 18:226
Melareccio Domenico of Antonio and Maria June 11 1908. 19:221
Melarkey Ellen of John and Ellen Apr 8 1910............20: 39
Melazzi Eleonora of Domenico and Teresa Feb 24 1902........17: 269
Melazzi Francesco of Domenico and Teresa May 22 1903........17: 427
Melazzo Teresa F of Domenico and Teresa Feb 13 1901........17: 179
Melchiorre Elmerine of Antonio and Carmina June 26 1904....18: 61
Melchiorre Elvira of Antonio and Carmina June 26 1901.......17: 184
Meldren Mary L of John and Catherine L Dec 12 1903.........17: 500
Meldren —— s of John and Catharina L Jan 28 1905............18: 206
Mele Ermalinda C of Sabino and Enrichetta Feb 1 1908.......19: 170
Mele Rosa of Sabino and Enrichetta July 6 1910..............20: 80
Mele Teresa of Sabino and Enrichetta Aug 28 1903............17: 466
Mele Vincenzo of Sabino and Enrichetta June 11 1905........18: 197
Meledy Katherine A of Joseph I and Sadie L June 22 1907....19: 67
Melella Maria A of Pasquale and Domenica Mar 28 1903.......17: 410
Meleo Davide of Antonio and Vincenza Oct 15 1910............20: 119
Meleo Francesca of Antonio and Vincenza July 16 1909........19: 458
Melfi Emma of Antonio and Maria Apr 27 1906...............18: 320
Melfi Ernesto E of Ernesto E and Elizabeth Dec 25 1904.....18: 130
Melfi Olga of Antonio and Maria Feb 3 1909...............19: 327
Melford Walborn of William W and Ella M May 1 1907.......19: 47
Melho Antonio of Antonio and Maria July 13 1909..............19: 392
Melidossian Madalene of Garabed G and Mildred May 27 1910.20: 57
Melillo Giuseppe of Ignazio and Maddalena May 9 1909.......19: 362
Melillo Liberata of Pasquale and Domenica Apr 14 1902.......17: 285
Melino Antonio of Donato and Maria Dec 9 1910..............20: 139
Melkonian Arasy M of Minas and Martha Apr 27 1906.........18: 320
Melkonian George K of Paul B and Herselia Sept 25 1908.....19: 269
Melkonian Keurken M of Mugurditch and Mairtsie Aug 11 1904.18: 86
Melkonian Lalizar of Kachadoor and Levia Feb 5 1909.......19: 328
Melkonian Leavon of George and Gladys Mar 21 1901.........17: 148
Melkonian Mergerios of Minas and Martha July 2 1909........19: 388
Mellela Carmine of Pasquale and Domenica July 15 1904......18: 76
Mellen Francis of Joseph and Rose May 15 1908..............19: 211
Mellen James E of John E and Annie T June 24 1906.........18: 341
Mellency Margaret R of William F and Margaret July 22 1906.18: 352
Mellency Mary C of William F and Margaret C Aug 19 1904....18: 89
Mellette Maurice J of George and Mary A May 25 1903.......17: 464
Mellila Annie of Pasquale and Domenica May 20 1906.........18: 328
Melline Jennie M of John C and Elizabeth July 12 1907.......19: 83
Mellinger Bennett of Samuel and Annie Oct 29 1902...........17: 354
Mellini Maria A of Giovanni and Concetta June 13 1904.....18: 57
Mellion Cecilia E of Morris and Annie June 23 1903..........17: 436
Mellion Fannie of Joseph and Rose Aug 4 1906...............18: 358
Mellion Frederic of Benjamin and Jennie Oct 11 1909........19: 428
Mellion Irving R of Morris and Annie Jan 19 1909............19: 321
Mellny Margaret C of Earl C and Flora E Aug 9 1909........19: 458
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Mello Albert M of Joseph M and Priscilla A Mar 2 1905...........18:162
Mello Alberta H of Nestor A and Catharine Dec 24 1909..........19:454
Mello Alfred I of Joseph I and Mary July 17 1903...............17:452
Mello Alice of Joseph I and Mary Oct 22 1908...................19:279
Mello Antone of Jose and Melinda July 4 1905.................18:211
Mello Antone J of George and Armelina June 22 1904..........18:60
Mello Antonio of Antonio and Emeline May 23 1902............17:314
Mello Antonio of Antonio and Maria Apr 16 1908..............19:199
Mello Antonio of Antonio and Maria Aug 5 1908..............19:249
Mello Antonio of Jose and Maria Sept 13 1909..............19:459
Mello Beatrice of Antone and Maria Feb 10 1906..............18:294
Mello Beatrice of Antone and Mary June 12 1907............19:64
Mello Erminia of Jose and Georgina July 24 1910...........20:87
Mello Evelyn of Ernest A and Catherine Aug 2 1907.........19:91
Mello Francisca of Francisco and Maria July 14 1909........19:393
Mello Frank of Frank and Anna July 26 1903..............17:508
Mello Frank of Frank and Maria Mar 11 1905..............18:165
Mello Frank of Manuel and Maria Aug 28 1905..........18:230
Mello George of Manuel and Mary July 12 1906...........18:348
Mello Guilherme of Ermelinda Apr 5 1901..............17:153
Mello Helen of Manuel and Antonia Mar 19 1905...........18:168
Mello Joao of Manuel and Maria June 24 1908...........19:226
Mello John of Frank and Anna July 27 1905...........18:249
Mello John of Anthony and Emily June 21 1910...........20:66
Mello Jose of John and Rose Nov 16 1906..............18:396
Mello Jose of John and Jessie Sept 9 1907...........19:107
Mello Jose of Manuel and Maria Nov 13 1907........19:132
Mello Jose V of Manuel V and Maria Apr 1 1905..........18:173
Mello Joseph of Joseph I and Mary Feb 22 1906...........18:298
Mello Laura of Manoel and Mina V June 13 1909........18:374
Mello Louise of Jose B and Florina B Feb 22 1908........19:178
Mello Manuel of Antone and Isabelle July 19 1902........17:320
Mello Manuel of Antone and Maria Oct 22 1903........17:484
Mello Manuel of Frank and Maria Sept 24 1906........18:377
Mello Manuel of Manuel and Maria Nov 10 1907......19:131
Mello Maria of Antone and Maria June 30 1909...........19:381
Mello Maria of Manuel and Antonia July 14 1909........19:393
Mello Maria (c) of Manuel and Maria Apr 1 1910..........20:36
Mello Maria R of Antone R and Melinda Feb 19 1910......20:20
Mello Mary of Joseph I and Mary L Aug 21 1904...........18:90
Mello Nestor A of Nestor A and Katherine Apr 30 1903.....17:420
Mello Palheme of Manuel and Maria Feb 16 1905..........18:157
Mello Peter (c) of Tony and Sama Apr 10 1907.........19:40
Mello Robert T of Celestino and Agnes V Nov 9 1909.....19:439
Mello Rosa of Francisco and Maria Oct 19 1907........19:122
Mello —— s of Antonio P and Maria Sept 22 1908........19:311
Mello — s of Antone R and Emilia Feb 6 1909..............19:328
Mello — s of Antone P and Mary T Nov 9 1909..............19:462
Mello — s of Antone R and Melinda Feb 19 1910............20:74
Mellon Eva of James J and Elizabeth Dec 9 1909.............19:449
Mellon Frank A of James J and Elizabeth Oct 16 1907......19:121
Mellon John of James and Margaret July 18 1903.............17:452
Mellon Leonard of Peter and Catharine E July 22 1904......18:78
Mellon Margaret M of John E and Annie T Dec 26 1903......17:505
Mellon Matthew J of Peter and Catharine E Jan 22 1907.....19:9
Mellon Norman E of Peter and Catharine E May 31 1908.....19:216
Mellon Peter of Peter and Catherine E Sept 26 1901.......17:213
Mellon Rose H of Patrick and Catherine Dec 16 1902.......17:369
Mellone Elena F of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 11 1910.......20:28
Mellone Giovanni of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 2 1908.......19:170
Mellor Agnes of George and Amelia Nov 29 1907..........19:156
Mellor Doris S of Thomas H and Jennie Sept 7 1909.......19:415
Mellor Dorothy L of Thomas H and Jennie Sept 7 1909.....19:415
Mellor Florence S of Joseph and Margaret J Nov 6 1904...18:116
Mellor George G of George H and Lilian W Dec 12 1902....17:367
Mellor Gladys L of Thomas H and Jennie Sept 7 1901.....17:208
Mellor Mildred G of Thomas H and Jennie June 28 1904....18:62
Mellor Raymond W of George H and Lilian W July 18 1904..18:77
Mellor Ruth of Joseph and Margaret June 18 1908...........19:224
Mellor William D of Thomas H and Jennie June 10 1907....19:62
Mellstrom Elizabeth of Carl J and Louise Sept 27 1903....17:476
Mellstrom Everett of Carl J and Louise Mar 17 1903........18:167
Mellstrom Mildred L of Carl G and Louise Nov 21 1906.....18:398
Melo Benedetto of Francesco and Donata Aug 10 1909.....19:404
Melo John of Manuel and Nellie Mar 7 1903..............17:403
Melone Carmela of Giovanni and Maria July 12 1905.......18:210
Melone Rosina of Giovanni and Maria July 12 1905........18:210
Melstari Giuseppe of Francesco and Maria Apr 8 1908....19:196
Melucci Armando of Francesco and Ernestina Jan 6 1904...18:2
Melucci Edoardo of Francesco and Ernestina Mar 26 1902..17:279
Melucci Esterina of Antonio and Iaria Feb 20 1906.......18:207
Melucci Guglielma of Antonio and Iaria Oct 20 1901.....17:221
Melucci Ida of Francesco and Ernestina June 18 1905.....18:199
Melucci Renato of Francesco and Ernestina Jan 23 1907....19:9
Melucci — s of Antonio and Iaria Dec 13 1908..........19:312
Menigewicz — d of John and Mary Apr 12 1908..............19:198
Memorovsky Morris of Samuel and Fanny Nov 24 1906.......18:399
Menard Alice M of Napoleon F and Mary June 17 1904.....18:58
Menard Alvina R of Louis J and Mabel Sept 12 1905......18:235
Menard Earl A of Louis J and Mabel Dec 7 1907.........19:141
Menard Florence L of Napoleon and Mary June 4 1906......18:334
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.  

Menard George A of Napoleon F and Mary June 13 1910....20: 64
Menard Grace F of Napoleon F and Mary Dec 9 1901....17: 238
Menard Harold L of Louis J and Mabel E Apr 30 1904....18: 42
Menard Hilda U of Henry and Amy Aug 23 1907....19: 100
Menard Lloyd of Louis G and Mabel Nov 22 1908....19: 290
Menard Loretta R of Joseph L and Mabel Feb 22 1910....20: 21
Ménard Marie A I of Toussaint and Marie L May 21 1907....19: 54
Menas Mary of Peter and Delia Mar 9 1907....19: 27
Menas —— s of Peter and Delia Sept 23 1905....18: 239
Menasian —— s of Sarkis and Margaret June 18 1908....19: 224
Mencino Petrina of Salvatore and Filippa Dec 23 1902....17: 371
Mendas Gertrude (c) of Manuel and Constance Feb 19 1903....17: 397
Mende Edgar A of August and Paulina Jan 3 1901....17: 125
Mende Elsie A of August W and Paulina Mar 28 1910....20: 34
Mende Henry T of August and Paulina Mar 25 1905....18: 170
Mende Irma P of August and Paulina Dec 8 1902....17: 366
Mendello Ernesto of Antonio and Maria Jan 19 1908....19: 165
Mendelovitch Bessie of Myer and Annie May 2 1904....17: 178
Mendelovitz Daniel of Michael and Annie Aug 9 1904....18: 85
Mendelovitz David of Michael and Annie Dec 17 1907....19: 144
Mendelovitz Esmond D of Hyman and Bertha Sept 10 1906....18: 371
Mendelovitz Esther of Michael and Annie July 2 1910....20: 78
Mendelovitz Jda of Myer and Annie Dec 5 1902....17: 365
Mendelovitz Louis of Michael and Annie Aug 30 1906....18: 367
Mendelovitz Milton of Hyman and Bertha Nov 4 1908....19: 283
Mendelovitz Mollie of Hyman and Bertha June 4 1910....20: 60
Mendelson John F of Solomon and Fannie May 10 1910....20: 51
Mendenhall Helen T of Abram C and Helen M Jan 14 1902....17: 257
Menders Louis of Antonio and Rosa Nov 3 1907....19: 128
Menders Antonio of Domingos and Maria Oct 10 1908....19: 275
Menders Jono (c) of Sam and Maria Mar 2 1908....19: 181
Menders Manuel S of Antonio S and Rose J Oct 29 1905....18: 251
Menders Mary of Manuel daR and Juliana M June 15 1901....17: 171
Mendes —— (c) s of Jose and Maria Oct 12 1902....17: 348
Mendes —— (c) s of Jesse and Rose L Apr 15 1905....18: 177
Mendilla Angiolina of Angelo and Filomena July 22 1902....17: 321
Mendilla Antonetta of Angelo and Filomena May 30 1905....18: 192
Mendillo Alfonso of Vincenzo and Adelina June 22 1909....19: 378
Mendillo Alfredo of Antonio and Maria Mar 24 1910....20: 33
Mendillo Angelo B of Angelo and Filomena Aug 12 1910....20: 96
Mendillo Anna G of Angelo and Filomena June 24 1908....19: 227
Mendillo Anna L of Antonio and Maria Feb 15 1907....19: 18
Mendillo Maria C of Antonio and Maria July 17 1903....17: 451
Mendillo Pasqualina of Vincenzo and Adelina Aug 11 1910....20: 96
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Mendillo Rocco of Angelo and Filomena Feb 17 1907 ........... 19: 19
Mendillo Vincenza of Vincenzo and Adelina Mar 2 1908 ........ 19: 182
Mendillo Vincenzo of Angelo and Filomena Nov 19 1903 ......... 17: 493
Mendillo Vincenzo of Antonio and Maria Oct 9 1904 ............. 18: 107
Mendilovitz Samuel of Hyman and Bertha June 18 1905 ......... 18: 199
Mendis Carlson (c) of Nathaniel and Frances E Aug 28 1903 .... 17: 466
Mendonca Albert of Bartholomar S and Maria Apr 2 1902 ....... 17: 281
Mendonca Alice of Francisco C and Francisca Aug 28 1910 ...... 20: 102
Mendonca Anthony L of Bartholomew F and Maria L May 17
1903 .................................................. 17: 425
Mendonca Dolores A of Joseph A and Julia A Mar 21 1902 ....... 17: 274
Mendonca Guillermina of John M and Jacinta I Dec 11 1905 ...... 18: 266
Mendosa Maria S of Antoine S and Rosa June 29 1902 ........... 17: 307
Mendosa — s of Bell Oct 5 1910 ................................ 20: 115
Mendoza Anthony of Federico and Maria June 26 1910 .......... 29: 63
Mendy — s of Joseph and Mary A Oct 2 1904 ...................... 18: 138
Menes Alvin of Gabriel and Archilla Mar 25 1905 ................ 18: 205
Menese Teresa of Peter and Delia Sept 16 1905 ................. 18: 237
Meniches Molly of Solomon and Bessie Jan 24 1905 ............ 18: 148
Meniches Rosa of Solomon and Elizabeth Oct 25 1908 .......... 19: 279
Meniches Samuel of Solomon and Bessie Aug 30 1906 ............ 18: 367
Menier Joseph H of Jeffery and Eugenie May 30 1901 .......... 17: 167
Menna Mafalda of Torquato and Grazia Aug 11 1909 ............ 19: 404
Menna Maria of Doquanto and Grazia Feb 14 1908 .............. 19: 175
Mennier Cleophas J W of Alfred and Marie Mar 30 1909 ........ 19: 348
Mennier George C of John and Henrietta Sept 15 1907 ........ 19: 109
Mennier Mary of Honore and Mary May 31 1907 ................. 19: 58
Menochi Eliodor J of Joseph and Regina O Apr 7 1907 ........ 19: 38
Menochi Marie L G of Joseph A and Regina O Oct 20 1909 .... 19: 432
Menton Mary of Joseph F and Julia Aug 16 1902 ............... 17: 330
Menutilli Elisabetta of Giovanni and Maria Feb 20 1904 ........ 18: 19
Menues Maria (c) of Manuel and Constance Jan 23 1904 ........ 18: 9
Menzies Alice E of Alexander A and Alice P Mar 1 1907 ....... 19: 24
Menzies Eleanor R of John E and Rachel W Aug 1 1907 ....... 19: 91
Menzies John J of James Jr and Theresa R June 13 1909 ....... 19: 374
Menzies Rachel C of John E and Rachel W Aug 27 1903 ......... 17: 465
Menzioan — s of Peter and Oskitel Jan 10 1910 ............... 20: 74
Meola Antonio of Giuseppe and Assunta Nov 1 1910 .......... 20: 125
Meola Beniamino of Angelo and Maria Mar 1 1906 .............. 18: 301
Meola Filomena of Giuseppe and Assunta Mar 10 1903 .......... 17: 405
Meola Flora of Angelo and Maria Jan 8 1908 .................... 19: 161
Meola Giovanni of Giuseppe and Assunta May 28 1905 ......... 18: 192
Meola Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Assunta July 18 1908 ........ 19: 242
Merada Marie V of Joseph V and Matherida Mar 9 1905 ....... 18: 164
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meradka</td>
<td>Frank of Martin and Julia</td>
<td>28/1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merarian</td>
<td>Marguerid of Charlie and Atina</td>
<td>Feb 4 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merarian</td>
<td>Sartan G of Garabed and Ateina</td>
<td>Mar 4 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merarian</td>
<td>Soun G of Garabed G and Atina</td>
<td>July 14 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercado</td>
<td>Isalina of Frank and Illini</td>
<td>Aug 17 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercy</td>
<td>—— d of Jose and Rose</td>
<td>Dec 2 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercer</td>
<td>(c) s of Marcus and Alice</td>
<td>June 18 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchant</td>
<td>Allan S of Archie W and Addie</td>
<td>Jan 2 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchant</td>
<td>Doris M of Lincoln and Sarah</td>
<td>Sept 5 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchant</td>
<td>Frances E of George E and Gertrude</td>
<td>Dec 20 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchant</td>
<td>George R of George B and Mabel</td>
<td>Dec 31 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchant</td>
<td>Martha J of George B and Mabel</td>
<td>Jan 28 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchant</td>
<td>Mason B of George B and Mabel</td>
<td>Oct 20 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Adeline E of Albini and Rosalie</td>
<td>Feb 5 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Albina R of Daniel D and Mary</td>
<td>May 17 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Annie F of Albini and Rosalie</td>
<td>Feb 2 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Clara E of Alfred and Arselia</td>
<td>Aug 7 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Eli D of Alfred and Arselia</td>
<td>Dec 30 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Florence E of Daniel D and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 17 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Hilda C of Daniel D and Mary</td>
<td>Oct 16 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Joseph D of Daniel D and Mary</td>
<td>Jan 23 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Melvina of Joseph and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 19 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Wilfred R of Albani and Rosalie</td>
<td>Dec 20 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Agostino of Giuseppe and</td>
<td>Teresa Jan 30 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Angela P of Francesco and</td>
<td>Giulia Aug 2 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Anna of Francesco and Agostina</td>
<td>June 11 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Anna C of Salvatore and Flora</td>
<td>Nov 21 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Anna L of Giuseppe and Angela</td>
<td>Dec 13 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Antonia of Raffaele and Giulia</td>
<td>Jan 13 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Antonio of Giovanni and Antonio</td>
<td>Feb 4 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Antonio of Antonio and</td>
<td>Giuseppina Oct 17 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Antonio of Giuseppe and Teresa</td>
<td>Sept 4 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Domenica of Antonio and</td>
<td>Antonia Sept 16 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Domenico of Battista and</td>
<td>Elisabetta June 12 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Francesco of Antonio and</td>
<td>Antonia Apr 14 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Gaetano of Giuseppe and Angela</td>
<td>Apr 23 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Gaetano A of Giovanni and</td>
<td>Antonina Apr 24 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Gilbert J of Antonio and Flora</td>
<td>July 18 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Giovanni of Giuseppe and Maria</td>
<td>Aug 5 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Giovanni of Giuseppe and Teresa</td>
<td>Apr 6 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Giovanni of Antonio and Giuseppina</td>
<td>Jan 24 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Giovanni of Giovanni and</td>
<td>Antonia July 23 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Giovannina of Raffaele and</td>
<td>Giulia June 8 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Giuseppa of Antonio and Antonina</td>
<td>Apr 6 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier</td>
<td>Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Teresa</td>
<td>Aug 22 1902</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mercurio Giuseppe A of Giuseppe A and Angela Jan 15 1907 . 19: 6
Mercurio Luigi of Antonio and Antonina Oct 11 1909 . 19: 428
Mercurio Maddalena of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 9 1907 . 19: 131
Mercurio Margherita of Giuseppe and Maria C July 28 1909 . 19: 398
Mercurio Maria C of Giuseppe and Angela June 20 1905 . 18: 20
Mercurio Michele of Giovanni and Antonia Oct 9 1905 . 18: 244
Mercurio Pasquale of Antonio and Giuseppina Apr 17 1908 . 19: 200
Mercurio Pietro of Francesco and Maria Oct 14 1905 . 18: 245
Mercurio Pietro of Francesco and Agostina Dec 2 1906 . 18: 401
Mercurio s of Giuseppe and Angela Dec 13 1902 . 17: 368
Mercurio s of Giovanni and Antonia L Feb 6 1903 . 17: 393
Mercurio d of Antonio and Giuseppina June 8 1903 . 17: 432
Meredith s of Martha Aug 16 1902 . 17: 330
Merino John J of Giuseppe G and Mary Aug 15 1902 . 17: 375
Merlina Francesco of Francesco and Anna Sept 2 1909 . 19: 413
Merlino Anna of Francesco and Anna Aug 24 1905 . 18: 228
Merlino Giovanni of Francesco and Anna Aug 20 1903 . 17: 462
Merlino Maria of Francesco and Anna Aug 28 1907 . 19: 102
Mernick Catharine M of George W and Elizabeth A Aug 26 1907 . 19: 101
Mernick Frederick A of Frederick A and Mary L Nov 26 1904 . 18: 122
Mernick George H of Frederick and Mary L Dec 17 1907 . 19: 144
Mernick Grace J of George W and Elizabeth A Dec 26 1909 . 19: 455
Mernick s of James and Elizabeth Dec 31 1907 . 19: 150
Mernick s of James E and Elizabeth Dec 21 1909 . 19: 463
Mero Ernest T of Frank E and Addie M Nov 8 1901 . 17: 228
Merola Alberto of Vincenzo and Carmina June 22 1910 . 20: 67
Merola Carlo of Antonio and Maria Feb 19 1908 . 19: 177
Merola Maria G of Michele and Concetta Oct 11 1910 . 20: 117
Merola Michele of Antonio and Maria G Mar 11 1910 . 20: 28
Merola Raffaele of Antonio and Maria Aug 3 1906 . 18: 357
Merola s of Carmine and Filomena Nov 22 1908 . 19: 290
Merolla Concetta of Carmine and Sabatina Feb 22 1908 . 19: 178
Merolla Domenica A of Vincenzo and Carmina Mar 2 1908 . 19: 182
Merolla Giovanni of Carmino and Sabatina June 15 1906 . 18: 338
Merolla Giuseppina of Michele and Concetta June 4 1910 . 20: 60
Merolla Giuseppina of Carmine and Sabatina Sept 1 1909 . 19: 413
Merriam Junia W of Albert W and Ada L July 25 1905 . 18: 218
Merrick Joseph B of William G and Sarah C Aug 23 1903 . 17: 464
Merrigan Clinton A of Michael B and Annie Sept 24 1903 . 17: 475
Merrigan Kenneth B of Michael B and Annie E Jan 2 1903 . 18: 141
Merrigan Stanislaus of Michael B and Annie E Apr 29 1910 . 20: 47
Merrill Annie M of Foster E and Catherine V Aug 17 1908 . 19: 254
Merrill Bernice P of William C and Lillian E Apr 3 1906 . 18: 413
Merrill Bertha of William and Annie Oct — 1904 . 18: 113
Merrill Charles H of Foster E and Catherine V Sept 25 1909. 19:423
Merrill Edwin T of Rodney A and Lillian M May 11 1901. 17:162
Merrill Katherine W of George W and Laura M Jan 21 1902. 17:259
Merrill Mary K of Harry E J and Margaret May 4 1909. 19:360
Merrill Paul P of Albert H and Edith June 3 1906. 18:333
Merrill Prudence I of Francis and Sophia July 4 1906. 18:345
Merrill Robert H of William J and Annie B Aug 12 1906. 18:360
Merrill Rodney A of Rodney A and Lillian July 15 1906. 18:349
Merriman Charles H 3rd of Charles H Jr and Edith Mar 5 1902. 17:272
Merriman Edith of Charles H Jr and Edith Oct 10 1906. 18:382
Merriman Emily B of Bruce E and Helen Nov 22 1908. 19:290
Merriman Ethel of Harold I and Elizabeth Aug 28 1905. 18:230
Merriman Harold T of Harold T and Elizabeth Apr 27 1902. 17:288
Merriman Howard R of Charles H Jr and Edith Dec 30 1904. 18:132
Merriman Isaac B of Isaac B and Mary C Sept 17 1903. 17:509
Merritt Grace F of Cecil A and Grace K May 9 1901. 17:162
Merritt (c) d of Norton L and Mary V May 29 1905. 18:192
Merryweather Josephine L (c) of William M and Blanche P
Jan 7 1905. 18:433
Merryweather Walter M (c) of William H and Blanche P Nov 3 1906. 18:391
Merrow Francis E of Wade B and Mary Dec 3 1909. 19:448
Merryweather George B (c) of William H and Blanche F Nov 27 1909. 19:445
Mertz Christopher of Thomas and Nellie Mar 5 1901. 17:143
Merwin Arnold D of Albert D and Mabel L Sept 19 1904. 18:100
Meschinsky Dinah of Harry and Sophia May 4 1904. 18:43
Meserlai Arshak of Sersshak and Sofia May 9 1907. 19:50
Meserve George O of George W and Bessie M May 31 1906. 18:332
Messere Lillian of Giovanni and Concetta Mar 26 1910. 20:34
Messerlain Arshak of Setarac M and Mary Oct 11 1906. 18:383
Messier Adeline of Albert and Ellen Apr 22 1902. 17:287
Messier Eric of Henri and Medora Jan 9 1907. 19:3
Messier Raymond J of Andre and Rose D July 18 1902. 17:320
Messier Roselma of Napoleon and Marie Jan 6 1908. 19:160
Messier (c) d of Albert and Mary E Sept 6 1903. 17:469
Messina Anna C E of Antonio and Amelia Oct 2 1904. 18:105
Messina Carolina of Antonio and Emilia Feb 7 1903. A-1: 40
Messina Giovannina of Antonio and Maria Apr 15 1907. 19:41
Messina Giuseppina of Antonio and Maria June 10 1905. 18:196
Messina Jennie of William and Jennie June 24 1909. 19:379
Messina Maddalena A of Antonio and Maria Mar 29 1904. 18:32
Messineo Carmela of Vincenzo and Francesca Apr 6 1903. 17:413
Messineo Carmela of Giovanni and Giuseppina June 13 1909. 19:374
Messineo Concetta of Agostino and Angelina Feb 3 1904. 18:13
Messineo Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Francesca Mar 25 1905. 18: 170
Messineo Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Francesca June 10 1909. 19: 373
Messineo Liborio of Vincenzo and Francesca June 15 1901. 17: 171
Messineo Liborio of Vincenzo and Francesca Jan 6 1907. 19: 2
Messore Michele of Antonio and Fiorinda Jan 23 1906. 18: 287
Messore Rosina T. of Antonio and Fiorinda Nov 25 1907. 19: 138
Mester Louis of Vittorio and Matilda Jan 14 1907. 19: 72
Mesyna Julia J. of William and Annie Dec 17 1910. 20: 142
Metailler Ida M. of Felix and Odile July 19 1908. 19: 242
Metailler Joseph A E. of Felix and Odile Sept 26 1901. 17: 214
Metailler Marie O E. of Felix and Marie O Apr 1 1904. 18: 33
Metcalf Clarissa N. of Guy and Claire L Nov 27 1904. 18: 122
Metcalf Elsa of Joseph M. and Cora M May 24 1902. 17: 296
Metcalf Irwin W. of John and Mary J Mar 26 1907. 19: 34
Metcalf Lawrence E. of William H. and Pauline M Apr 27 1906. 18: 322
Metcalf Margaret J. of John and Mary J Jan 25 1905. 18: 149
Metcalf —— d of Grace Apr 21 1904. 18: 39
Meter Marie of John and Maria Sept 20 1904. 18: 100
Metercky Abraham of Morris and Harriet Sept 1 1906. 18: 368
Metersky Eli of Morris and Katie Nov 1 1908. 19: 282
Metevier George H. of George and Lucie May 1 1907. 19: 47
Metevier George of George and Lucy Nov 2 1905. 18: 252
Métivier Joseph N. of Oza and Louise July 2 1909. 19: 388
Metivier Léo of Oza and Marie L June 7 1908. 19: 220
Metivier Lucy M. of George and Lucy Sept 15 1903. 17: 472
Metivier Marie R. of Oza and Marie L Nov 19 1906. 18: 297
Metivier Marie V. of Oza and Louise Dec 26 1910. 20: 145
Metivier Robert E. of George and Lucy Mar 11 1902. 17: 274
Metnick Morris of Benjamin and Dora Nov 26 1903. 17: 495
Metys Frank of Joseph and Mary Nov 27 1910. 20: 134
Metz Alice of Thomas and Nellie May 21 1906. 18: 329
Metz Zidoeie of Thomas and Nellie Mar 26 1904. 18: 31
Metz —— s of Jacob and Sarah July 1 1903. 17: 446
Metz —— s of Thomas and Ellen June 18 1909. 19: 376
Metzner Mathilde of Henry and Rosa June 19 1906. 18: 339
Mennier Alexandre of Alfred and Marie B Nov 9 1903. 17: 490
Mennier Clifford of Alfred and Marie Sept 30 1910. 20: 113
Mennier Elie S. of Alfred and Marie Mar 13 1905. 18: 166
Mennier Margaret P. of John and Henrietta Sept 25 1910. 20: 112
Mennier Marie E. of John and Henrietta Oct 30 1902. 17: 354
Menshodian Shenshan of Kevork and Anna Feb 5 1905. 18: 153
Mexal James R. of George and Charlotte E Nov 21 1906. 18: 398
Mey Hattie of Thomas and Mary Aug 15 1905. 18: 225
Meyer Bertha E. of Rudolph and Nellie Sept 9 1902. 17: 337
Meyer Frank of Frank A. and Addie M Jan 7 1901. 17: 126
Meyer Helena of Ernest and Margaret Sept 8 1904. 18: 96
Meyer Henry A of Rudolph A and Nellie May 13 1907 19:51
Meyer Hildegarde A of Emil P and Martha H Sept 30 1906 18:379
Meyer Rudolph A of Rudolph A and Nellie Nov 9 1904 18:116
Meyer Walter of Emil P and Martha H 10 May 1904 17:162
Meyer Walter A of Edward H and Annie S Feb 18 1910 17:139
Meyer — d of William and Annie Nov 21 1901 17:254
Meyers Gladys I of Frank E and Carrie A July 22 1910 20:86
Meyers — s of Samuel and Yettie Jan 24 1909 19:384
Mezzanotte Ida of Donato and Incoronata Dec 12 1910 20:139
Mezzanotte Crestina of Donato and Incoronata May 28 1909 19:369
Mezzanotte Giovanina of Donato and Incoronata July 28 1907 19:89
Mezzanotte Leonardo of Donato and Incoronata Mar 7 1906 18:303
Mezzarano Guglielmo of Michele and Raffaela May 2 1910 20:48
Mezzarone Alberto of Michele and Raffaela Feb 15 1906 18:295
Mezzarono Francesco A of Michele and Raffaela Feb 18 1902 17:267
Mezzarone Ida of Michele and Raffaela Feb 2 1908 19:170
Miale Achille of Gerardo and Anna May 16 1909 19:364
Miale Americo of Raffaele and Paola Sept 2 1910 20:103
Miale Giovanni B of Giroldo and Anna July 20 1907 19:151
Miale Giuseppe of Raffaele and Paola Dec 19 1907 19:145
Miale Giuseppe of Raffaele and Paola Aug 11 1908 19:251
Miale Giuseppe of Raffaele and Paola July 3 1909 19:389
Miale Margherita R of Raffaele and Paola Nov 11 1906 18:394
Miale Maria A of Francesco and Incoronata July 27 1909 19:398
Miale Pietro of Raffaele and Paola Aug 11 1908 19:251
Micalo — d of Giuseppe and Irene Feb 16 1904 18:17
Micarelli Fulvio L A of Domenico and Pacifica Oct 30 1909 19:435
Micarelli Pepino of Domenico and Pacifica Sept 30 1905 18:241
Michael Ruth A of Hazard C and Caroline A Mar 5 1901 A-1 38
Michaelovitz Sarah of Isaac and Lena Mar 4 1906 18:302
Michaelowitz Nathan of Isaac and Lena May 4 1901 17:160
Michael Albert J of Arthur P and Annie Dec 15 1902 17:368
Michael Blanche E of Pierre and Josephine May 21 1909 19:366
Michael Edna of Isaac and Rosanna Apr 6 1902 17:282
Michael Joseph N A of J Telespore and Henrietta Dec 25 1910 20:144
Michael Joseph W of Isaac and Rose A May 4 1905 18:184
Michael Marie A L of Joseph D and Adelaide Sept 13 1904 18:98
Michael Marie A L of Pierre and Ceneville Sept 30 1905 18:241
Michael Marie E of Joseph D and Adelaide Feb 16 1901 17:138
Michael Marie J of Isaac A and Rose A Nov 8 1903 17:190
Michael Wilfred H of Albert and Mary A Oct 1 1903 17:477
Michael — d of Pierre and Ceneville May 27 1908 19:234
Michele Giovanni of Annibale and Rosa July 17 1910 20:85
Michele Giovanni R E of Voltigerno and Telene Sept 18 1910 20:109
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Michele Pietro M of Annibale and Rosa C May 18 1905.....18: 188
Micheletti Etole E of Costanzo and Maria Dec 8 1901.....17: 237
Micheletti Margharita of Costanzo and Maria Mar 2 1906.....18: 301
Micheli Adrianna of Vortigerno and Telena Feb 25 1907.....19: 22
Micheli Enrico of Annibale and Rosina May 30 1907.....19: 57
Micheli Giuseppe M I of Voltigerno and Telena Apr 12 1909, 19: 353
Micheli Ida of Annibale and Rosina Jan 31 1903, 19: 391
Micheli Italia of Annibale and Rosa Oct 4 1901.....17: 216
Micheli Marianna of Annibale and Rosina May 30 1907.....19: 58
Michelotti Teresa of Luigi and Angiolina July 7 1906.....18: 346
Michelotti —— s of Luigi and Julia May 1 1903.....17: 421
Micherella Eleonora of Domenico and Pacchifica Sept 3 1907, 19: 104
Michie Evelyn I of Francis and Violet H July 11 1903.....18: 214
Michie Harry R of Francis and Violet H July 14 1901.....17: 189
Micheli Annina of Antonio and Rosa Mar 31 1904.....18: 33
MiCieli Costantino of Antonio and Rosina Mar 1 1902.....17: 271
Mickel —— s of John D and Louisa A Aug 27 1906.....18: 420
Mickewicz Costanti of Costante and Rose June 3 1910.....20: 60
Middaugh William O'C of William C and Theresa Nov 18 1903.17: 493
Middleman Sarah of Louis and Rosa Nov 6 1901.....17: 227
Middleton Francis P of Francis P and Mary B July 27 1908, 19: 307
Middleton Marjorie R of George W and Margaret June 15 1910, 20: 65
Midgley Mary of Albert L and Jennie F Nov 18 1908.....19: 288
Mieckowski Kasmar of Joseph and Jenka May 25 1910.....20: 57
Miele Anna of Gennaro and Selina July 13 1909.....19: 392
Miele Antonio of Giuseppe and Paolina Feb 22 1910.....20: 21
Miele Domenico of Pasquale and Lucrezia Sept 21 1907.....19: 111
Miele Francesco of Giuseppe and Paolina Feb 22 1910.....20: 21
Miele Giuseppe of Antonio and Candida May 3 1910.....20: 48
Miele Maria of Pasquale and Grazia Mar 21 1903.....17: 408
Miele Maria of Antonio and Candida Mar 1 1909.....19: 337
Miele Pasquale of Pasquale and Lucrezia Jan 21 1902.....17: 259
Miele Pasqualino of Antonio and Angelina Oct 11 1903.....17: 481
Miele Raffaele of Giuseppe and Paolina Feb 29 1904.....18: 22
Miele Rosina of Pasquale and Lucrezia Nov 9 1904.....18: 116
Miele Teresa of Gennaro and Adelina Dec 4 1910.....20: 137
Miele Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Paolina Apr 10 1908.....19: 197
Miele —— d of Felici and Maria Nov 26 1907.....19: 156
Mien Laura of Joseph and Marie L July 18 1905.....18: 274
Miga Bronislaw of Michael and Tekla May 28 1907.....19: 57
Miga Gienofeta of Michael and Texla June 21 1909.....19: 377
Miga Henry of Stanislaw and Catharine Feb 13 1909.....19: 331
Miga Kosines F of Frank and Josephine Sept 21 1905.....18: 228
Miga Michelof of Frank and Josephine Feb 28 1907.....19: 23
Miga Stanley of Stanley and Veronica Oct 24 1909.....19: 433
Miga —— s of Stanislaw and Cadie Apr 3 1910.....20: 75
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Migalefsky Joseph of Barnet and Sarah June 7 1902..........17:300
Migliaccio Amedeo of Giuseppe and Loreta June 9 1908..........19:220
Migliaccio Andrea of Giuseppe and Loreta Aug 23 1903..........18:228
Migliaccio Antonio of Michele and Maria Jan 7 1907...19:3
Migliaccio Benedetta of Antonio and Maria Dec 26 1905..........18:271
Migliaccio Domenico of Luigi and Carolina Nov 21 1907...19:153
Migliaccio Maria of Giuseppe and Loreta Oct 18 1902..........17:350
Migliaccio Nicola G of Gius and Loreta Dec 8 1906..........18:404
Migliaccio Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Loreta Feb 18 1904...18:18
Migliaccio Vito A of Giuseppe and Loreta Mar 20 1901...17:148
Migliaccio -- d of Antonio and Maria Feb 5 1905.............18:206
Migliore Adele L A of Luigi and Rosaria July 11 1905..A1:55
Migliori Alberto R L of Luigi and Rosaria Feb 20 1909...19:333
Migliori Antonia of Luigi and Rosaria Jan 17 1908...19:161
Migliozzi Americo G A of Constantino and Teresa Jan 10 1910:1
Mignacea Angela M of Hiaro and Giacontina Oct 7 1905......18:243
Mignacea Carmela of Hiaro and Gioccondina Aug 11 1908..19:251
Mignacea Ersilia of Clario and Giaconda Apr 7 1904......18:35
Mignaccio Alberto of Hiaro and Giacontina Jan 18 1903...17:386
Mignaccio Gilberto A of Hiaro and Giacontina July 30 1910:20:90
Mignone Carmela of Severino and Giovannina Apr 17 1908..19:290
Mignone Giuseppe of Severino and Giovannina July 20 1909..19:395
Mignone Ottavio of Giuseppe and Anna Jan 31 1904...18:12
Mignone Romolo G of Giuseppe and Anna Jan 31 1903...17:391
Mignone Ugo of Giuseppe and Annie Jan 11 1901...17:177
Mike Mary of John and Said a May 3 1910.............20:48
Mikilian Helen M of Manoeg and Mary June 25 1903......17:136
Miklos Joseph of Stanislaus and Wrswie Mar 10 1904....18:25
Miklosch Sophie of Stephen and Julia June 17 1904...17:172
Mikolajewski Leo of Michael and Lizzie June 28 1902...17:307
Mikosch Stephanie of Stanislaus and Ursula Sept 11 1902...17:338
Mikut Edward of Andrew and Augusta Mar 20 1901...17:148
Mikut Joseph of Andrew and Augusta Aug 30 1903...17:466
Mikut Mary of Andrew J and Augusta Dec 20 1907...19:145
Milan Elizabeth F of Michael B and Margaret A Sept 1 1907...19:104
Milan Helen M of Michael B and Margaret A May 7 1901...17:161
Milan Katharine A of Michael B and Margaret A Feb 5 1905...18:153
Milan Marion L of Michael B and Margaret A Feb 9 1909...19:329
Milan William J of John and Delia June 23 1908...19:226
Milan -- s of Andrew W and May Jan 5 1902....17:309
Milane Angelina E of Felice and Teresa June 17 1908...19:224
Milani Alfonso of Ettore and Teresa Jan 12 1908...19:162
Milani Cecilio N of Ettorio and Emninza Aug 31 1905..18:234
Milani Giuseppe of Luigi and Theresa Dec 12 1907...19:143
Milani Innocenzo of Ettore and Teresa Sept 2 1906...18:368
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Milano Alberto of Francesco and Genoveffa Feb 15 1908 . . . . 19: 175
Milano Alberto of Francesco and Genoveffa Dec 19 1908 . . . . 19: 301
Milano Alberto D of Francesco and Genoveffa Feb 5 1907 . . . . 19: 44
Milano Giuseppe of Felice and Teresa Feb 10 1904 . . . . . . . . . 18: 15
Milano Luisa F of Felice and Teresa M Apr 13 1910 . . . . . . . 20: 41
Milano Maria of Francesco and Genoveffa July 4 1905 . . . . . . . 18: 211
Milano Teresa of Felice and Teresa Mar 29 1906 . . . . . . . . . . 18: 310
Milburn Harold O of Thomas J and Minnie J Dec 28 1906 . . . . . 18: 410
Mildner Annie of Frederick and Mary M Apr 28 1906 . . . . . . . 18: 321
Mildner Bertha A of Frederick and Mary May 30 1904 . . . . . . . 18: 52
Mildner John A of Frederick and Mary M Feb 16 1903 . . . . . . . 17: 396
Miles Bernard J of John and Annie Aug 26 1902 . . . . . . . . . 17: 333
Miles Chester A of Ernest L and Lillian E July 11 1904 . . . . . . . 18: 73
Miles Edward A of John and Annie Sept 17 1904 . . . . . . . . . . 18: 99
Miles Francis C (c) of Michael and Marie June 21 1904 . . . . . . 18: 60
Miles Harvey (c) of Michael and Josephine Apr 13 1910 . . . . . 20: 41
Miles Lawrence T (c) of Michael and Marie N Sept 9 1905 . . . . 18: 234
Miles Lyman S of Warren L and Florence M Dec 22 1909 . . . . 19: 454
Miles Rachel L (c) of Stephen A and Alice J Mar 1 1904 . . . . 17: 142
Miles Virginia R of Frank H and Estelle E Sept 6 1908 . . . . . . 19: 262
Miles William A of Ernest L and Lillian E June 24 1902 . . . . . 17: 306
Miles William B of Frank H and Estelle E Aug 31 1909 . . . . . . 19: 412
Miles (c) d of Stephen and Alice Mar 30 1908 . . . . . . . . . . 19: 233
Miletta Maria R of Giuseppe and Teresina Nov 28 1909 . . . . . . 19: 445
Milewskys Martin of Peter and Eva July 12 1908 . . . . . . . . . 19: 240
Milewski Janina of Stanislaw and Maryanna June 17 1910 . . . . 20: 65
Milewsky Rosa of Abraham and Fanny Mar 5 1907 . . . . . . . . . 19: 25
Miley Annie G of Michael J and Bridget A June 29 1902 . . . . 17: 304
Miley Dorothy of Patrick J and Annie Aug 26 1901 . . . . . . . . 17: 204
Miley Helen of John J and Maria Sept 17 1906 . . . . . . . . . . 18: 374
Miley John F of Patrick J and Annie Aug 26 1901 . . . . . . . . . 17: 204
Miley Mary of Patrick J and Annie May 15 1903 . . . . . . . . . 17: 424
Miley Mary A of John J and Maria Feb 23 1905 . . . . . . . . . . 18: 159
Miley Ruth M of John J and Maria May 10 1908 . . . . . . . . . . 19: 209
Miley William E of Patrick J and Annie Feb 20 1907 . . . . . . . 19: 20
Miley (c) s of Michael J and Bridget A Dec 23 1907 . . . . . . . 19: 156
Milioni Vincenzo of Pietro and Elisabetta Jan 4 1910 . . . . . . . 20: 2
Milita Santo of Francesco and Maria June 21 1906 . . . . . . . . . 18: 339
Militare Santino of Francesco and Maria July 18 1906 . . . . . . 18: 351
Milkovan Varcan of John and Margaret Apr 25 1908 . . . . . . . 19: 306
Millar Alice of Joseph and Germilla Jan 1 1908 . . . . . . . . . 19: 158
Millar Arthur J of Charles I and Sally Jan 21 1910 . . . . . . . 20: 9
Millar Dorothy H of Charles I and Sally Jan 3 1908 . . . . . . . 19: 158
Millar (c) d of Ruben and Ida July 22 1905 . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 217
Millarano Clara of Pietro and Teodolinda June 17 1902 . . . . . 17: 304
Millard Frederick of Alfred E and Annie F May 2 1901 . . . . . 17: 160
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Millard Gladys M of Ellery II and Iuez A July 25 1901........ 18: 79
Millard Harold S of Alfred E and Florence Feb 28 1909........ 19: 336
Millard Herbert of Alfred E and Annie F Mar 10 1907........ 19: 27
Millard Katherine M of Harry P and Katherine Aug 4 1903....... 17: 458
Millard Leonard F of Alfred E and Annie F June 25 1905....... 18: 202
Millard Lincoln A of George E and Maude Feb 20 1909........ 19: 333
Millard Norman V of Arthur and Jane E Dec 18 1903........... 17: 502
Millard Percy W of Alfred E and Annie F Feb 20 1903.......... 17: 397
Millard Raymond F D of Iuez May 29 1906.................. 18: 331
Millen Dorothy M of John S and Gertrude M Aug 13 1907...... 19: 95
Miller Abraham of Solomon and Yetta Oct 4 1907............... 19: 116
Miller Abram of Jacob and Tillie Oct 8 1901................ 17: 217
Miller Albert of George and Susan Aug 1 1910................ 20: 91
Miller Alfred J of Alfred J and Helen Oct 11 1904........... 18: 107
Miller Alice of Frank and Melvina Jan 4 1903................. 17: 382
Miller Anna of Charles and Anna July 17 1903................ 17: 508
Miller Anna D of Solomon and Yetta Oct 4 1907............... 19: 116
Miller Anna D of Calvin G and Anna M Dec 22 1908............ 19: 302
Miller Annie of Ruben and Ida Oct 19 1907.................. 19: 145
Miller Arthur R (c) of Edward W and Etta M Oct 16 1907...... 19: 121
Miller Augusta of Albert and Ida Sept 5 1907............... 19: 105
Miller Bella of David and Annie Jan 4 1904.................. 18: 2
Miller Benjamin of Abraham and Rose Nov 19 1906............. 18: 297
Miller Blanche E (c) of Eugene and Mary May 7 1904........... 18: 61
Miller Carl O L of Otto and Helma M Aug 8 1904.............. 18: 85
Miller Catherine of Samuel F and Sarah A Apr 4 1910......... 20: 38
Miller Charles E of William J and Frances E Mar 10 1908...... 19: 185
Miller Charles J J of Charles J and Brabear Aug 18 1901...... 18: 88
Miller Clarence E of Edwin C and Matilda Oct 20 1901........ 17: 221
Miller Cleveland F of Herbert C and Mary July 22 1907...... 19: 87
Miller Clifford E of Clifford F and Mary T Apr 16 1905...... 18: 178
Miller Daniel of Joseph and Fannie July 7 1905.............. 18: 212
Miller Earl C of Francis E and Bessie July 19 1910........... 20: 85
Miller Elizabeth of Philip II and Susie M Aug 12 1905........ 18: 224
Miller Elizabeth W of Curtis W and Elizabeth A July 28 1908... 19: 306
Miller Ellen I B of Charles J and Ellen Apr 22 1906......... 18: 319
Miller Ethel of George A and Susie Nov 24 1903............. 17: 491
Miller Ethel of Jacob and Sarah Feb 6 1901.................. 18: 13
Miller Ethel L of David E and Mattie E Oct 26 1902......... 17: 353
Miller Emniece of Charles and Lena Nov 28 1906............. 18: 100
Miller Eva of Abraham and Rosa Dec 23 1902................ 17: 371
Miller Fannie of Morris and Paulina Dec 22 1905............ 18: 270
Miller Fannie of Harry and Sarah July 29 1910............... 20: 118
Miller Fanny of Solomon and Yetta Dec 22 1908.............. 19: 302
Miller Florence of Emma Dec 8 1901................. 17: 237
Miller Frank E of Benedict and Pauline Feb 6 1905........... 18: 209
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miller Frederic T</td>
<td>Mar 6 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Grace E</td>
<td>Dec 19 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Grace M</td>
<td>Feb 8 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Grace T</td>
<td>Jan 6 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Harold of Frank</td>
<td>Oct 29 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Harold F of Francis</td>
<td>M July 5 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Harold P of Charles</td>
<td>May 8 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Harry of David</td>
<td>Aug 25 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Helen of Charles</td>
<td>Oct 10 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Helen E of Reuben K</td>
<td>Apr 28 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Henry F of Mahlon D</td>
<td>Aug 7 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Henry J of John</td>
<td>Jul 22 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Henry T of Henry</td>
<td>Oct 12 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Hillard A of Edward W</td>
<td>Jul 6 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Hjelma C of Otto</td>
<td>Oct 7 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Hope F of Charles</td>
<td>Jun 4 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Hope S of William</td>
<td>Jan 7 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Hyman of Barney</td>
<td>Sep 8 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Hyman of Joseph</td>
<td>Oct 13 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Ida of Morris</td>
<td>Mar 1 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Ida of Morris</td>
<td>Sep 1 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Isabella of David</td>
<td>Nov 18 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller James of John</td>
<td>Dec 5 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller James M of Maurice</td>
<td>Apr 23 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Jeannette of William</td>
<td>May 26 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller John of Harry</td>
<td>Jul 11 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller John 2nd of John</td>
<td>Aug 31 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Joseph of Harry</td>
<td>Dec 29 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Joseph B of Benedict</td>
<td>Jun 17 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Joseph N of Nestor</td>
<td>Oct 1 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Leah of Joseph</td>
<td>May 21 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Leroy F of Clifford</td>
<td>Aug 4 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Louise M of Clifford</td>
<td>Aug 15 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Lucy F of Henry</td>
<td>Jan 13 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Lyman D of Lyman G</td>
<td>Oct 14 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Margarite</td>
<td>Aug 27 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Marian of Herbert</td>
<td>Jun 5 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Marie of Robert</td>
<td>Dec 6 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Marion E of Frederick</td>
<td>Aug 25 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Milton F of Clifford</td>
<td>Oct 25 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Miriam A of Edward</td>
<td>Oct 23 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Margaret C of Ethel</td>
<td>Feb 9 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Norman B of Louis</td>
<td>Jan 17 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Norman H of Minton</td>
<td>Apr 10 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Miller Olive R of Charles E and Ellen L July 6 1910........... 20: 80
Miller Raymond L of George E and Prudence M Aug 30 1901.17:265
Miller Robert E of Robert C and Margaret J Nov 18 1909..... 19:442
Miller Roberta H of William and Grace Mar 10 1910........... 20: 27
Miller Rose of Morris and Paulina Dec 9 1907................... 19:142
Miller Russell C of Stephen C and Abbie E Dec 30 1903..... 17:507
Miller Ruth of Philip H and Susan M Feb 7 1901................. 17:133
Miller Ruth of Charles and Lena June 16 1909.................... 19:376
Miller Ruth E of Abraham and Rose Jan 6 1908.................. 19:160
Miller Sabina of Maurice and Julia Jan 28 1910............... 20: 12
Miller Sadie of David and Annie Sept 20 1906................. 18:375
Miller Stanley A of Philip H and Susie M May 10 1901..... 19: 46
Miller Theresa of Myer and Anna Feb 29 1908................. 19:181
Miller Walter of William and Mary Nov 1 1906............... 18:390
Miller William A of William and Grace Feb 5 1907............ 19: 11
Miller William B of Alfred J and Helen Jan 16 1910......... 20:  7
Miller William H (c) of William H and Maude Sept 24 1905.... 18:229
Miller William H of Robert T and Margaret J May 9 1907..... 19: 50
Miller Willis C of Willis and Catharine Sept 24 1904......... 18:101
Miller s of Henry and Nettie E Oct 2 1902.................... 17:378
Miller s of Geoffrey and Eugenie Nov 6 1903................. 17:512
Miller (c) s of William and Maude June 18 1904............. 18:  68
Miller d of Robert J and Jennie P June 27 1904............. 18:  62
Miller s of Edwin C and Matilda W July 20 1904............. 18:136
Miller d of Fred J and Jennie Jan 23 1905.................... 18:  18
Miller d of Lyman G Jr and Etta G July 10 1905............. 18:213
Miller s of Jules and Nellie Nov 18 1906..................... 18:397
Miller s of Martha July 30 1907............................. 19:  90
Miller s of John H and Margaret Feb 27 1908................. 19:480
Miller d of Leon C and Annie Mar 27 1910.................... 20:  31
Miller d of William J and Isabella Sept 11 1910........... 20:143
Millet Leroy F of Bernard F and Gertrude M May 19 1910...... 20:  51
Millett Charles A of Bernard F and Gertrude M Sept 20 1908. 19:267
Millett Raymond H of E Henry and Jennie June 1 1903....... 17:130
Millett Raymond O of Frederick A and Emma J Jan 1 1904..... 18:  4
Millette Austin W of John and Florence E Jan 27 1905........ 18:150
Milletti Domenico of Giuseppe and Maria T Feb 26 1908....... 19:179
Milligan Alva R of James and Mandy E June 24 1903.......... 18:204
Milligan Dorothy I of James and Mary A Nov 19 1910......... 20:431
Milligan Eileen of Patrick A and Gertrude 1 Jan 29 1908.... 19:168
Milligan Gertrude of Patrick A and Gertrude I Nov 14 1905.. 18:257
Milligan John A of Patrick A and Gertrude I Nov 17 1903.... 17:492
Milligan Lowell A of James A and Mary E June 12 1903...... 17:433
Milliken Howard E of Martin L and Catherine T June 17 1904. 18: 58
Milliken Marion J of George G and Beatrice M Feb 11 1908.. 19:174
Milliken Raymond G of George G and Beatrice M Feb 29 1904. 18: 22
Milliken Robert J of George G and Beatrice M Dec 6 1906......18:403
Milliken Mary of Earsie L and Jennie T Oct 24 1902............17:352
Million Rosalie of Earl and Fannie Oct 24 1903.................17:484
Millman Bella of Samuel and Annie July 14 1903..............18:215
Millman David of Nathan and Pauline May 31 1906..............18:332
Millman Esther of Samuel and Annie Mar 18 1901..............18: 28
Millman Esther L of Peter and Nettie R Jan 28 1909.........19:325
Millman Ida of John and Lizzie Nov 21 1901..................17:231
Millman Ida of Joseph and Lizzie Jan 8 1902..................17:255
Millman Joseph of Morris and Clara Jan 8 1907.................19: 3
Millman Max of Morris and Clara Sept 18 1910.................20:109
Millman Nettie of Samuel and Annie Dec 26 1906..............18:410
Millman Paya of Max and Ida Jan 17 1902.....................17:258
Millman Philip of John and Lizzie Oct 15 1906...............18:354
Millman Pelio of Sam and Annie Feb 15 1902..................17:266
Millman Rose C of Samuel and Annie Mar 10 1910..............20: 27
Millman Rose L of Samuel and Etta Oct 20 1909..............19:432
Millman Samuel of Morris and Lena Jan 22 1905..............18:148
Millman Shaine of Joseph and Emma Dec 29 1903............17:506
Millman — d of Peter and Nettie May 11 1907..............19: 76
Millmore Catherine M of Thomas L and Mary Mar 14 1906.....18:306
Millmore Francis L of Thomas and Mary July 31 1904........18: 81
Millmore Thomas of Thomas and Mary July 31 1904............18: 81
Millo Maria of George and Ermelinda Apr 30 1907.............19: 76
Mills Albert H of Howard G and Mand I Oct 20 1908...........19:278
Mills Catherine M of Patrick A and Catherine May 14 1910....20: 52
Mills Donald R of William E and Gladys B June 14 1906.....18:338
Mills Donald P of George H and Bertha Mar 4 1906............18:411
Mills Dorothy T of Asa S and Theresa Jan 23 1908............19:230
Mills Lillian H S of George A and Dora Nov 4 1910..........20:126
Mills Lillian M (c) of Michael and Josephine Aug 2 1908.....19:248
Mills Lois of Charles and Rose Jan 5 1903....................17:440
Mills Lucy M of Albert and Lucy M Nov 12 1907.............19:132
Mills Nellie M of Frank P and Alice L Feb 7 1908...........19:230
Mills Ruth E of Jesse and Rhoda Sept 27 1909..............19:423
Mills Theodora E (c) of Henry L and Annie P May 27 1901....17:166
Mills — s of Henry S and Beatrice Apr 3 1901..............17:152
Mills — s of Jesse and Rhoda Aug 4 1907....................19:154
Mills — s of Patrick A and Catherine T Sept 28 1908.........19:311
Millvitch Louis of Samuel and Rosa June 8 1905..............18:496
Millner Frances M of Joseph and Margaret June 18 1907......19: 66
Milon Annie L of John D and Delia Nov 6 1902...............17:356
Milon James F of John and Delia July 14 1906..............18:349
Milon John of John E and Delia Sept 27 1903.................17:476
Milton — d of Aurelio and Angelina Mar 5 1909..............19:338
Milschkaft Annie of John and Annie Feb 19 1904............18: 18
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Milschkat Veronika of John and Annie July 26 1901 17: 193
Milsom Walter R of James F and Caroline C July 19 1910 20: 85
Milwitz Bessie of Peter and Catharine Oct 4 1909 18: 126
Milwitz David of Sam and Rosie Nov 16 1909 19: 441
Milwitz Elizabeth of Pesach and Katie June 9 1907 19: 62
Milwitz Sarah of Samuel and Rosa Mar 4 1907 19: 25
Minanda Agnes of Alfred and Anna Jan 25 1905 18: 149
Minanda Alfred of Alfred and Anna July 11 1902 17: 338
Minanda Earle E of Alfred and Josephine Oct 27 1904 18: 112
Minanda Henry P of Joseph N and Adeline Apr 6 1910 20: 38
Minanda Irene G of J Napoleon and Adelaide Nov 16 1906 18: 396
Minanda Thomas H of Alfred and Josephine Nov 3 1907 19: 128
Minanda Virginia A of J Napoleon and Adelaide Aug 28 1908 19: 258
Minacco Estatia of Elario and Giocondina Apr 29 1907 19: 46
Minassian Nakram of Sarkis and Margaret June 28 1909 19: 380
Minch Marie (c) of Sereph and Maria Sept 12 1902 17: 338
Minchilla Garabed M of Mugaradish and Almas May 21 1903 17: 427
Minzione Maria D of Vincenzo and Loreta Dec 4 1908 19: 295
Miner Alice M of Frank and Ellen Jan 10 1906 18: 283
Miner Amy C of Joseph H and Celestia D July 15 1903 18: 274
Miner Elwin R of Elwin R and Catherine June 26 1906 18: 314
Miner Helen F of Francis and Ellen July 6 1902 17: 336
Miner Lillian V of George E and Mary June 10 1906 18: 336
Miner Margaret of George L and Margaret W Dec 31 1905 18: 273
Miner Richard S of George L and Margaret July 22 1909 19: 396
Miner Russell E of George E and Mary Mar 2 1908 19: 182
Minervio Luigi of Vincenzo and Albina Nov 23 1908 19: 290
Minett Alice L of Charles J and Rose July 16 1910 20: 84
Minglin Louis of Jacob and Mary Sept 17 1910 20: 118
Mingo Milton (c) of John Q and Wilma R Aug 6 1902 17: 326
Minicucci Giuseppe of Pietro and Elisabetta Jan 1 1905 18: 111
Minicucci Pietro of Pietro and Lisabetta Sept 6 1902 17: 337
Miniscalco Carolina of Antonio and Domenica June 3 1903 17: 130
Miniscalco Francesco of Giuseppe and Antonia June 22 1908 19: 225
Miniscalco Sabatino of Giuseppe and Antonio Aug 12 1906 18: 361
Minckena Wilhelmina of John and Niescha Dec 26 1910 20: 114
Minckler Lois M of Edward E and Martha A Feb 22 1906 18: 112
Minkovitz Tessie of Joseph and Rebecca Nov 30 1910 20: 135
Minahan John J of Michael and Mary July 13 1901 17: 189
Minahan —— s of Michael and Mary Dec 18 1903 17: 502
Minahan —— s of Michael J and Mary May 28 1905 18: 208
Minucci Lucia of Pietro and Elisabetta Mar 2 1907 19: 24
Minor Joseph A of Joseph and Rosilda Feb 25 1902 17: 269
Minott Clara D of Fred and Katherine Sept 8 1907 19: 196
Minott Margaret E of Frederick E and Catherine F Nov 2 1904 18: 114
Minotti William H of Frederick E and Catherine F Dec 4 1905.18: 263
Minotti Aldo of Eduardo and Felicetta Feb 20 1910.20: 20
Minotti Antonina of Eduardo and Felicetta July 20 1908.19: 242
Minotti Arturo of Eduardo and Felicetta Oct 10 1906.18: 383
Minto John D of John H and Ina D Feb 9 1909.19: 329
Minto Mary M of John H and Ina D Feb 17 1904.18: 18
Minton Franci s J (c) of Bertram F and Ethel July 8 1905.18: 212
Minton Hilda M (c) of Robert B and Josephine N Oct 28 1909.19: 434
Minton Mary L (c) of Robert B and Josephine M Oct 3 1907.19: 116
Minton Wallace L (c) of Robert B and Josephine N Aug 8
1903.17: 459
Minton William B (c) of Bertram F and Ethel J Mar 30 1904.18: 32
Minton —— (c) s of Bertram F and Ethel J Sept 16 1906.18: 420
Minutti James of Cesare and Tena Dec 8 1906.18: 404
Miodonski Wanda of Olois and Marie May 10 1904.18: 45
Mioni Marianna of Cosmo and Giovannina Jan 17 1908.19: 165
Miraglinolo Domenico of Nicola and Clementina July 6 1907.19: 80
Miragliolo Giuseppe of Nicola and Clementina Dec 1 1909.19: 447
Mirales Irene of Frank and Eva June 25 1907.19: 48
Mirales —— s of Frank and Eva Dec 30 1908.19: 305
Miraldez Amelia M doC of Francisco S and Eva A Sept 5 1901.17: 207
Miranda Joseph L of Frederick and Ren A Dec 12 1906.18: 105
Mirandes Julia doB (c) of Manuel M and Adelaide J July 5
1909.19: 389
Mirando Elveda of Jose J and Maria July 22 1907.19: 87
Miranno Luisa of Carmine and Caterina Aug 15 1902.17: 329
Miros Adam of James and Domenica Dec 25 1908.19: 304
Mischaud Lora B of Telesphore and Addie Jan 9 1910.20: 72
Mischler Agnes A of Adam and Martha A July 28 1904.18: 81
Mischler Joanna P of Philip and Joanna T Oct 23 1906.18: 387
Mischler Lilian K of Adam and Martha A Oct 8 1906.18: 352
Miscelino Lucia of Orazio and Angelina Jan 5 1906.17: 382
Miscelino Orazio of Orazio and Angelina Feb 9 1905.18: 154
Miscelino Salvatore of Orazio and Angelina Mar 19 1909.19: 344
Miscelino Sarilla of Orazio and Angelina Dec 6 1906.18: 403
Misels Simon of Morris and Ida Oct 17 1907.17: 54
Miser Bertha R of Charles L and Katie Nov 17 1902.17: 380
Miserelli Anna of Costantino and Raffaela Aug 18 1909.19: 458
Misiewicz Annie of Victor and Mary Aug 25 1908.19: 257
Misiewicz Josephine of Victor and Mary J Aug 30 1906.18: 367
Misiewicz Peter of Victor and Mary July 26 1910.20: 88
Misiewicz Stefa of Victor and Mary July 26 1910.20: 88
Miska Carolina of Joseph and Gabriella Mar 4 1909.19: 338
Mispis Helen of Carl and Mary Oct 27 1905.18: 250
Misselbeck Emma A of William and Ida Feb 4 1901.17: 135
Misselbeck Wilhelm E of Wilhelm C and Ida A Sept 2 1905.18: 252
Missourian Suren of Haroootun and Surphy Dec 1 1904 ....... 18: 123
Missofsky —— x of Louis and Lillie Apr 11 1904 ............ 18: 36
Mitchaen Dorothy M of Charles A and Cora M July 8 1903 .... 17: 449
Mitchell Abraham of Jacob and Rose July 11 1909 ........... 19: 332
Mitchell Blanche R of Edwin Jr and Minnie Jan 7 1904 ...... 18: 64
Mitchell Catherine of John and Mary A Aug 1 1906 ........ 18: 357
Mitchell Charles P of John and Mary A June 29 1904 ...... 18: 63
Mitchell Cornelia R (c) of Robert L and Sarah W Sept 26 1904 .. 18: 102
Mitchell Curtis F of John F and Isabella M Feb 15 1904 ........ 18: 17
Mitchell David A of David M and Mary A Dec 8 1903 ....... 18: 261
Mitchell Dorothy E of Ralph M and Alice E Aug 16 1908 .... 19: 253
Mitchell Dorothy S of William and Margaret C Mar 12 1903 .... 17: 405
Mitchell Earle B of Clifford and May Dec 29 1909 ........... 19: 456
Mitchell Edith B of Harry and Ellen E Sept 28 1908 ....... 19: 270
Mitchell Eleanor M of John and Margaret Feb 8 1910 ....... 20: 16
Mitchell Elizabeth J of Alexander and Emily 1 Mar 21 1908 .... 19: 159
Mitchell Elliot P of Ralph M and Alice E Jan 20 1905 ...... 18: 147
Mitchell Elmer E of J Eldred and May C Mar 14 1906 ...... 18: 306
Mitchell Ethel of Hiram A and Annie Aug 10 1905 ........... 18: 224
Mitchell Eugene B of John and Mary A June 9 1909 ........ 19: 373
Mitchell Florence H of Howard T and Amanda R June 15 1909.19: 375
Mitchell Gertrude M of John A and Emma M July 13 1908 .... 19: 240
Mitchell Harry E of Granville P and Sarah F Sept 12 1903 .... 17: 509
Mitchell Helen R of William and Sally Mar 29 1909 ....... 19: 318
Mitchell Helen W (c) of Robert L and Sarah W Sept 1 1902 .... 17: 335
Mitchell Irna L of Joseph X and Cora A L Nov 15 1906 ....... 18: 396
Mitchell John of William and Catherine Feb 8 1905 ....... 18: 154
Mitchell John F of William and Kate Feb 5 1906 ........... 18: 292
Mitchell John F of John A and Emma M June 7 1906 ....... 18: 335
Mitchell John R of John R and Gertrude Mar 7 1906 ....... 18: 303
Mitchell John R of David W and Mary A Oct 28 1907 ....... 19: 126
Mitchell Katherine R of William and Katherine June 16 1909.19: 376
Mitchell Lillian A of James E and May Jan 24 1905 ....... 18: 118
Mitchell Madeline P of John R and Gertrude F E Sept 21 1908 .. 19: 268
Mitchell Marjorie G of William G and Sarah H Nov 15 1910 .... 20: 139
Mitchell Marsie F (c) of Robert L and Sarah W Feb 22 1901 .... 17: 146
Mitchell Mildred L of Lawson J and Helen L July 25 1910 .... 20: 87
Mitchell Pauline A of Joseph F and Bertha A Dec 11 1901 .... 17: 238
Mitchell Richard E of Samuel T and Amelia Jan 20 1903 .... 17: 387
Mitchell Robert C of Harry E and Etta M Aug 15 1906 ....... 18: 361
Mitchell Rosanna of John and Mary A Sept 2 1902 ....... 17: 335
Mitchell Samuel G of David W and Mary A Get 20 1909 ....... 19: 432
Mitchell Thomas J (c) of Robert L and Sarah W Feb 2 1909... 19: 327
Mitchell Violet B of Alexander and Emily I Sept 21 1906... 18: 376
Mitchell William of William and Catherine Feb 16 1908... 19: 176
Mitchell William A (c) of Robert L and Sarah W May 11 1910:20:... 54
Mitchell William H of John and Mary A June 9 1909... 19: 373
Mitchell —— s of Ivan and Mary Feb 8 1901... 17: 179
Mitchell —— (c) s of Marion Nov 7 1901... 17: 250
Mitchell —— twin s and d of Francis and Maude E Oct 12
1904... 18: 138
Mitchell —— d of John and Jennie May 9 1908... 19: 208
Mitchell —— d of Alfred ‘and Johanna July 17 1908... 19: 242
Mitchell —— (c) s of Lawrence and Catharine July 6 1910... 20: 80
Mitzenius Kathryn of Edward and Mary E Apr 25 1909... 19: 357
Mitchewicz Julian of Emily Feb 13 1908... 19: 175
Mitnick Jacob of Benjamin and Dora Aug 3 1902... 17: 325
Mitnick Martha of Benjamin and Dora Dec 14 1909... 19: 351
Mitschke Walter R of Leo P and Lena Dec 29 1908... 19: 305
Mitson Clarence of John R and Mary T June 21 1905... 18: 200
Mitson Helena of John R and Mary T Nov 5 1909... 19: 437
Mitson Marion of John R and Mary May 11 1908... 19: 209
Mittemann Annie of Harry and Minnie May 29 1907... 19: 57
Mittemann Sarah of Max and Fanny Sept 27 1910... 20: 112
Mittemann Abraham of Harry and Minnie Nov 28 1905... 18: 261
Mittemann Fannie of Harry and Minnie July 6 1910... 20: 80
Mitz —— d of Christopher and Rose July 21 1906... 18: 420
Mixer Pauline V of William H and Bertha July 19 1904... 18: 77
Mizels Samuel of Morris and Ida Oct 17 1907... 19: 121
Mizen Marion J of Frank H and Felicia M Dec 3 1906... 18: 402
Mizen Ralph F of Frank H and Felicia M Oct 1 1903... 17: 477
Moakler Edmund J of John W and Catherine J Sept 9 1904... 18: 96
Moakler Elizabeth M of John W and Josephine M Dec 6 1908... 19: 296
Moakler Margarette C of John W and Catherine J Apr 26 1903:17: 419
Moakler Mary E of John W and Catherine J Aug 7 1901... 17: 197
Moan Arthur F of Arthur H and Grace June 5 1901... 17: 168
Moan Catherine of Thomas and Mary July 8 1907... 19: 81
Moan Ellen J of Thomas and Mary Sept 1 1904... 18: 94
Moan Frederick of James F and Sarah Feb 18 1903... 17: 397
Moan Grace L of Arthur H and Grace May 10 1904... 18: 45
Moan Jennie I of Arthur H and Grace Aug 31 1905... 18: 234
Moan John J of Thomas and Mary Mar 2 1902... 17: 271
Moan John P of John and Jennie Feb 28 1907... 19: 23
Moan Joseph T of John and Jennie June 24 1908... 19: 226
Moan Mary J of John and Jane Jan 11 1910... 20: 5
Moberg Claus R of Claus A and Ellen M Aug 15 1908... 19: 253
Moberg —— d of Claus and Ellen July 9 1907... 19: 154
Mobraay Herbert H of William J and Blanche M Aug 17 1907: 19: 152
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Mobrize Giuseppe of Frank and Ramondina Dec 5 1905 .......... 18: 263
Mobrici Elias of Francesco A and Ramondina Jan 30 1904 .......... 18: 11
Moccia Pietro of Carlo and Assunta Feb 24 1902 ............ 17: 269
Mochon Helen of Joseph and Mary Nov 26 1909 ............ 19: 444
Mocker Edward J of Richard F and Catherine V Nov 6 1906, 18: 392
Mocker Helen M of Richard F and Katherine V Apr 13 1910, 20: 44
Mocker James F of Richard F and Catherine B Feb 2 1904, 18: 12
Mocker Mildred A of Richard F and Catherine V Sept 17 1901, 17: 211
Mocquin Marie D of Alfred and Delina Sept 2 1908 .......... 19: 260
Modelski Joseph of Mary Mar 17 1910, ........ 20: 30
Modelski Valentin of George and Agata Nov 20 1902 .......... 17: 361
Modres Bernard of Wladislaw and Catharine May 19 1909, 19: 365
Moeltman Israel of Solomon and Fannie Nov 27 1901 .......... 18: 122
Moen Florraine M of Levi W and Grace M June 9 1904 .......... 18: 55
Moen Louisa G of Levi W Jr and Grace M Jan 20 1906, 18: 286
Moen Marion of Levi W and Grace M June 23 1907 .......... 19: 68
Moffatt Jessie M of Alexander and Emma Feb 10 1901 .......... 17: 137
Moffatt Miles R of Miles R and Ethel H Nov 6 1906 .......... 18: 392
Moffett —— s of Everett and Frances June 22 1908 .......... 19: 226
Moffitt Christopher of William A and Sarah T Oct 1 1904 .......... 18: 101
Moffitt Edward of William F and Sarah T Dec 6 1901 .......... 17: 237
Moffitt Gladys of William A and Sarah T Nov 16 1902 .......... 17: 360
Moffitt Helen E of Caleb B and Mary E Oct 21 1910 .......... 20: 149
Moffitt Maxine A (c) of William H and Julian A May 7 1902 .......... 17: 291
Moffitt Roy U of Frank C and Annie Nov 23 1903 .......... 17: 491
Moffitt Walter R of Charles B and Clara F Apr 5 1902 .......... 17: 282
Moffitt —— s of Ethel May 9 1907 .......... 19: 50
Mogan Francis H of John P and Annie V Sept 26 1904 .......... 18: 102
Mogan Francis H of Thomas B and Hannah A Mar 27 1906 .......... 18: 310
Mogan John of John and Annie V Jan 5 1903 .......... 17: 382
Mogan Joseph E of John P and Annie V May 25 1907 .......... 19: 56
Mogan Thomas of Thomas E and Annora Jan 26 1908 .......... 19: 165
Moghara Maria of Antonio and Maddalena Apr 7 1901 .......... 17: 153
Mogilansky Leo of Israel and Shemsi Sept 8 1910 .......... 20: 105
Moham Catherine of John J and Catherine F Dec 27 1907 .......... 19: 148
Mohr Charles F of Charles F and Elizabeth S Feb 9 1905 .......... 18: 154
Mohr Elizabeth V B of Charles F and Elizabeth F Mar 15 1908, 19: 186
Mohr Theodore R of Henry R and Sarah Apr 7 1908 .......... 19: 195
Mottl Antino R L of Domenico and Rosa Apr 26 1906 .......... 18: 320
Mojkowski Antonio of Theodore and Stephanie Oct 19 1910 .......... 20: 120
Mojkowski Ceslaw of Theodore and Stephanie July 25 1902 .......... 17: 322
Mojkowski Joseph of Theodore and Stephanie Mar 15 1907...19: 29
Mojkowski Stephen of Theodore and Stephanie Dec 30 1908...19: 305
Molarelli Gennaro of Michele and Lizzie June 28 1902...........17: 307
Moldowski Ada of Simon and Sophie Oct 4 1905....................18: 243
Moley James of Daniel and Catherine Oct 9 1906...................18: 382
Moley — d of Agnes Oct 30 1908.................................19: 281
Molicone Maria of Giuseppe and Angiola Mar 24 1908...........19: 159
Molinare — s of Giuseppe and Rosa Aug 20 1907..................19: 154
Molinoska Annie of Stanislaw and Annie Jan 8 1909.............19: 382
Mollica Filippa of Giovanni and Lilla Dec 17 1909..............19: 452
Mollette Georgiana A of Joseph and Delia Mar 30 1901.........17: 150
Mollica Margherita of Antonio and Annunziata Jan 15 1910...20: 7
Mollicone Adelina of Eleuterio and Rosina Sept 15 1909......19: 418
Mollicone Clementina of Giuseppe and Angelina Jan 22 1910...20: 9
Molloy Andrew T of John and Annie M July 9 1907.................19: 82
Molloy Anthony W of Patrick F and Bridget T Feb 10 1905...18: 155
Molloy Catherine of William and Catherine T June 28 1909.....19: 380
Molloy Ellen of Anastasia Mar 10 1910.............................20: 27
Molloy Francis C of John and Annie E Sept 21 1905.............18: 239
Molloy James E of Martin and Madeline M July 22 1910......20: 86
Molloy Jeremiah of John and Nellie Sept 4 1908...............19: 261
Molloy John B of John and Annie M June 27 1905.................18: 292
Molloy John E of John and Annie M Sept 2 1901...............17: 216
Molloy Josephine F of Patrick F and Bridget Jan 25 1906...18: 288
Molloy Margaret L of Martin and Margaret Nov 21 1901.......17: 231
Molloy Martin T of Martin and Margaret Dec 15 1907.........19: 144
Molloy Mary of William and Mary H Mar 1 1910.................20: 21
Molloy Mary A of John and Annie M Sept 8 1903.................17: 469
Molloy Thomas F of William and Ellen Mar 5 1903............17: 463
Molloy Timothy J of Martin and Margaret July 23 1903.......17: 154
Molloy Veronica H of John and Annie Apr 25 1909..............19: 357
Molloy William J of William F and Mary H July 23 1908....19: 243
Moloney Walter J of John F and Mary J June 27 1905........18: 202
Molson Marie L of George L and Marguerite Oct 1 1901......17: 215
Monaco Alfredo of Gaetano and Domenica Jan 21 1907.......19: 8
Monaco Elvira of Lodovico and Adelina Aug 11 1908.........19: 251
Monaco Elvira of Salvatore and Lucia Feb 12 1909............19: 330
Monaco Faustina of Lodovico and Adelina July 29 1909......19: 308
Monaco Giuseppe of Benedetto and Maria Feb 10 1908.......19: 173
Monaco Mariacarmina of Benedetto and Maria May 6 1909...19: 361
Monaco Maria T M of Gaetano and Domenica Jan 29 1905....18: 150
Monaco Umberto L of Gaetano and Domenica July 20 1903...17: 453
Monaco Vincenzo of Lodovico and Adelina Aug 5 1907.......19: 92
Monaghan Catherine of William F and Mary Jan 20 1902.....17: 259
Monaghan Ellen A of Hugh T and Annie Jan 11 1902.........17: 256
Monago Giovanni of Gaetano and Domenica Feb 25 1909...19: 335
Monahan Alice of Thomas H and Alice M Nov 10 1907......19: 131
Monahan Annie of John P and Annie P Dec 9 1905........18: 265
Monahan Bernard of John and Mary Apr 20 1910.........20: 43
Monahan Bernard B of William F and Amy July 9 1907....19: 82
Monahan Catherine I of George H and Helena L May 17 1902.17: 291
Monahan Catherine J of Edmund B and Lilian L May 23 1909.19: 367
Monahan Edmund B of James J and Mary J May 21 1902....17: 296
Monahan Edward F of Patrick and Maria Nov 28 1902......17: 363
Monahan Edward F of Patrick and Maria Nov 28 1903......17: 196
Monahan Eileen of John P and Annie P Aug 9 1908........19: 250
Monahan Frances E of William F and Ann E Dec 18 1904....18: 129
Monahan George A of Patrick J and Maria May 18 1905.....18: 388
Monahan George B of George H and Helena L Dec 19 1903..17: 503
Monahan George L of John and Catherine Apr 22 1902......17: 287
Monahan James of John H and Eliza T Mar 1 1903.........17: 140
Monahan James B of Thomas F and Margaret June 14 1906..18: 338
Monahan James E of Thomas F and Margaret June 22 1904..17: 173
Monahan James E of James F and Mary L May 25 1907......19: 55
Monahan James E of James J and Theresa May 13 1908.....19: 186
Monahan John of John P and Margaret T Nov 10 1904......17: 228
Monahan John A of John and Annie July 31 1906.........18: 356
Monahan John J of John J and Bridget A Dec 19 1902......17: 370
Monahan Joseph of George and Elizabeth A Jan 15 1910....20: 6
Monahan Joseph M of John and Annie Dec 31 1908.........19: 306
Monahan Lewis A of George H and Helena L Feb 10 1908....19: 173
Monahan Margaret L of James P and Margaret June 24 1905..18: 249
Monahan Marguerite E of John J and Bridget A Nov 19 1901.17: 231
Monahan Marjorie of John P and Annie P Dec 9 1905......18: 265
Monahan Mary C of John P and Margaret T Oct 6 1906.....18: 384
Monahan Mary C of Michael and Margaret June 24 1910.....20: 68
Monahan Mary E of John and Mary A Oct 30 1902.........17: 354
Monahan Mary E of John and Annie Nov 7 1902.............17: 378
Monahan Mary M of John H and Eliza T Feb 11 1905......18: 155
Monahan Mary M of James F and Mary L Dec 13 1908.......19: 299
Monahan Mary R of James J and Bridget T Nov 23 1904.....18: 121
Monahan Mary V of John and Annie Aug 31 1904.........18: 93
Monahan Peter J of John and Mary Apr 27 1904.........18: 41
Monahan Regina C of John P and Annie P Jan 22 1904......18: 9
Monahan Ruth of Louis N J and Elizabeth F May 20 1910....20: 54
Monahan Theresa M of James J and Bridget T June 4 1906..18: 334
Monahan Thomas of Thomas H and Alice M Oct 24 1905.....18: 249
Monahan Thomas F of Edmund B and Lilian L Dec 12 1902.17: 367
Monahan Thomas J of Thomas J and Margaret M Jan 29 1910.20: 12
Monahan Thomas V of Frank T and Bridget Sept 25 1901....17: 213
Monahan — d of Michael J and Louise Jan 15 1901.........17: 129
Monahan — s of Patrick and Maria May 11 1901............17: 180
Monahan — d of George and Elizabeth Nov 29 1908. .. 19: 312
Monahan Arshag of Baghdasari and Ashken Nov 6 1907. .. 19: 130
Monarch Rosic of Dave and Annie Oct 5 1905. .......... 18: 243
Monbrice — d of Francesco and Reamunda Oct 14 1902. .. 17: 379
Mondaqila Ermlinda of Angelo and Maria N Aug 20 1905. .. 18: 227
Mondaquila Domenico A of Domenicantonio and Minnie May
30 1903. .................................................................. 17: 429
Mondeilla Ricucci of Vito and Teresina May 27 1902. .... 17: 297
Monello Francesco of Domenico and Elyvira Feb 20 1903. .. 17: 397
Moni Carmella of Alberto and Maria May 17 1908. .. 19: 211
Moni Giuseppina of Salvatore and Leonora May 8 1907. .. 19: 211
Monillo Caterina of Domenico and Elvira Mar 23 1910. ... 20: 32
Mondshine Annie J of Samuel and Charlotte B Nov 18 1908. .. 19: 289
Monohan Anna M of Frank J and Mary J E Jan 7 1902. .. 17: 254
Monohan Gertrude LaS of Frank J and Mary E Aug 2 1907. .. 19: 91
Monohan Mary V of Frank J and Mary J E Mar 24 1904. .. 18: 30
Monette Eva of Ferdinand and Marie Jan 29 1901. .... 17: 133
Monette Joseph E L of Joseph and Leonie June 4 1904. .. 18: 34
Monette Joseph T of Joseph and Leonie Feb 26 1907. .. 19: 23
Monette Marie T C of Joseph B and Leonie Apr 20 1908. .. 19: 201
Monicy Eva A of Manuel and Maria Nov 3 1906. .. 18: 391
Monez Albena of Manuel P and Maria July 7 1907. .. 19: 81
Monez Joseph of Primo and Rosa Mar 10 1905. .. 18: 165
Mongean Napoleon of Maximilian and Albina Feb 20 1902. .. 17: 267
Mongean Michele A of Bonaventuro and Assunta June 18 1908. .. 19: 224
Mongini Maria of Antonio and Richetta July 7 1907. .. 19: 81
Moni Archimede of Gilberto and Albina June 25 1910. .. 20: 68
Moni Assunta of Gilberto and Albina Dec 6 1905. .. 18: 264
Monigan John H of William F and Mary E July 19 1905. .. 18: 216
Monigan Louise B of Joseph F and Blanche G Oct 15 1902. .. 17: 349
Monigan Mary E of William F and Mary E Dec 5 1903. .. 17: 498
Monigean Beatrice M of Joseph F and Blanche G May 23 1904. .. 18: 50
Monigean Dorothy M of Joseph F and Blanche G Jan 12 1908. .. 19: 162
Monigean Joseph F of Joseph F and Blanche G Mar 28 1906. .. 18: 310
Monione — s of Giuseppe and Teresa May 7 1910. .. 20: 76
Moniz Antonio of Antonio and Maria Oct 22 1909. .. 19: 432
Moniz Mary S of Manoel and Anna L May 3 1909. .. 19: 360
Monjak Rebecca of Jacob and Katie July 2 1907. .. 19: 78
Monjak — s of Joseph and Katie Dec 15 1910. .. 20: 152
Monk George H of George H and Lucy F July 25 1909. .. 19: 297
Monk Mary E of George H and Lucy Dec 21 1907. .. 19: 146
Monks Evelyn of Wilbert W and Annie E Oct 3 1905. .. 18: 212
Monks William W of Wilbert and Annie June 6 1908. .. 19: 238
Monks — s of Wilbert W and Annie May 15 1910. .. 20: 76
Moniles Alexander of Joseph and Rosa Feb 9 1910. .. 20: 46
Monotelli Sabella of Giambattisto and Maria Feb 18 1904. .. 18: 18
Monroe Dorothy H of Daniel J and Barbara Apr 1 1905........18: 173
Monroe Edith A of William F and Louise Dec 16 1910...........20: 141
Monroe Erminie V of Frank E and Mary A Jan 29 1904............17: 133
Monroe Frank E of Frank E and Harriet T Nov 12 1905...........18: 256
Monroe Madeleine A of Henry A and S A Mabel Mar 11 1904.....18: 27
Monroe Margaret of Joseph and Anna Apr 9 1904.................18: 36
Monroe —— d of Henry and Etta J Apr 15 1903....................17:415
Monroe —— d of Duncan McD and Jennie C Mar 11 1904...........18: 27
Monson Margaret L of Emil and Margaret Mar 29 1904............17: 150
Monson —— d of Nils and Valberg Mar 3 1910.....................20: 25
Montacola Filomena C of Antonio and Maria June 21 1905.....18: 201
Montacola Michele of Antonio and Maria June 27 1909...........19:380
Montacolo Ida of Angelo and Maria Mar 11 1910..................20: 28
Montag Emma of Joseph and Mary A Aug 14 1901...................17:200
Montagano Alfredo V of Felice A and Concetta Feb 25 1910.....20: 22
Montagano Ausilia M of Feliciantonio and Concetta Oct 15...1901............................................17: 220
Montagano Nicola R of Felice and Maria C Dec 6 1906..........18:103
Montagano Rocco G B of Feliciantonio and Concetta Aug 29...1903............................................17:466
Montaguna Assunta of Pietro and Maria Sept 2 1904..............18: 94
Montaguna —— s of Pietro and Maria June 25 1902................17:306
Montaquila Gaetano of Antonio and Maria June 25 1910.........20: 68
Montanari Francesco A of Francesco and Angela Oct 20 1905.....18: 248
Montanari Maria G of Francesco and Isabella June 26 1909.....19:380
Montanari Palmi of Francesco and Angela Aug 20 1904...........18: 89
Montanaro Addolorata of Serafino and Concetta July 8 1907.....19: 81
Montanaro Anna of Francesco and Isabella Mar 5 1907...........19: 25
Montanaro Brigida of Francesco and Isabella Mar 2 1908........19:182
Montanaro Luigi of Francesco and Isabella Aug 13 1910.........20: 96
Montanaro Marianna of Serafino and Concetta Oct 25 1909......19:433
Montaquilla Benciamino of Giacinto and Giovannina Oct 21...1903............................................17:483
Montaquilla Elvira M of Giacinto and Giovannina July 29 1902..17:323
Montaquilla Giuseppina of Pietro and Maria Sept 19 1906.....18: 375
Montaquilla Ido G of Benedetto and Enrichetta Feb 16 1910....20: 18
Montaquilla Lizzie of Thomas and Maria May 14 1901............17:163
Montaquilla Paulino A of Benedetto and Enrichetta June 17...1908............................................19:221
Montaquilla Pietro of Pietro and Maria Nov 17 1908.............19: 288
Montaquillo Antonio of Angelo and Maria Aug 10 1903.........17:460
Montaro Maria (c) of Casimiro and Giulia Mar 3 1910.........20: 25
Monte Aniello A of Stanislao and Maria G May 31 1906...........18:392
Monte Annina of Casimiro and Consiglia May 6 1903.............17: 422
Monte Elisa C of Cassiniero and Consiglia Aug 15 1907 ....... 19: 96
Monte Fermina of Pietro P and Restituta Sept 6 1905 ....... 18: 255
Monte Giovanna of Stanislao and Maria G May 27 1905 ....... 18: 191
Monte —— (c) d of John and Maria June 23 1902 ......... 17: 365
Monte —— twins of Salvatore and Eleonora Oct 26 1905 .... 18: 277
Montecalvo Antonio di Nicola and Celestina June 3 1905 .... 18: 191
Montecalvo Antonio di Nicola M and Celeste July 1 1906 .... 18: 111
Montecalvo Carmela di Giuseppe and Angelina Sept 24 1910 .... 20: 111
Montecalvo Costanzo di Domenico and Maria A Dec 1 1903 .... 17: 197
Montecalvo Erminio T of Giuseppe and Sabina Apr 11 1908 .... 19: 197
Montecarlo Estefana di Giuseppe and Sabina Dec 24 1910 .... 20: 144
Montecalvo Giovanna di Nicola and Celestina June 24 1908 .... 19: 227
Montecalvo Giovanni di Nicola and Celeste Sept 9 1910 .... 20: 106
Montecalvo Giuseppe di Nicola e Celestina Dec 27 1902 .... 17: 372
Montecalvo Giuseppe di Lorenzo and Ortenza Aug 25 1907 .... 19: 101
Montecalvo Giuseppina di Nicola e Celeste Nov 8 1903 .... 17: 490
Montecalvo Giuseppina di Domenico e Maria A Sept 25 1906 .... 18: 378
Montecalvo Innocenzo di Celestino e Concetta Dec 4 1908 .... 19: 256
Montecalvo Iva of Celeste e Concetta Aug 28 1906 ......... 18: 366
Montecalvo Lauretza di Domenico e Maria A Feb 28 1905 .... 18: 161
Montecalvo Lauretza di Domenico e Mariantonio Oct 30 1910 .... 20: 124
Montecalvo Luigi di Giuseppe e Sabina Dec 13 1905 ....... 18: 266
Montecalvo Maria A di Giuseppe e Sabina Aug 26 1909 .... 19: 110
Montecalvo Maria G di Giuseppe e Sabina Mar 17 1903 .... 17: 407
Montecalvo Maria L di Lorenzo e Ortenza Mar 3 1909 ....... 19: 338
Montecalvo Michele di Giuseppe e Sabina Oct 24 1904 ....... 18: 111
Montecalvo Nicola di Domenico e Maria A Nov 8 1908 .... 19: 284
Montecalvo Raffaele di Lorenzo e Ortenza Apr 9 1910 ....... 20: 40
Montecalvo Rinaldo L di Giuseppe e Sabina Mar 23 1907 .... 19: 32
Montecalvo Salvatore di Domenico e Maria A Aug 6 1902 .... 17: 326
Montecalvo Veronica di Giuseppe e Angelina Nov 6 1908 .... 19: 283
Montecalvo —— s di Domenico e Maria A Nov 8 1908 ....... 19: 312
Montefusco Francesco di Giulio e Giuseppina Dec 8 1908 .... 19: 297
Montefusco —— s di Giulio e Giuseppina Dec 8 1908 ....... 19: 312
Monteira Louisa (c) di Albert e Blanche May 27 1905 .... 18: 191
Montella Amelia di Rocco e Concetta Nov 2 1904 ....... 18: 111
Montella Assunta di Rocco e Concetta Aug 21 1909 ....... 19: 109
Montella Delia di Antonio e Francesca July 2 1904 ....... 18: 71
Montella Dolorosa di Antonio e Francesca Sept 6 1909 .... 19: 415
Montella Rocco di Rocco e Concetta Jan 22 1903 ......... 17: 388
Montella Salvatore di Antonio e Francesca July 4 1902 .... 17: 315
Montella —— d di Domenico e Elvira Nov 2 1905 ....... 18: 277
Montella —— d di Luisa Mar 16 1910 .......... 20: 30
Montepara Antonetta di Jesse e Lavinia Nov 15 1906 .... 18: 396
Montepara Felicia of Cesidio and Lavinia Aug 23 1901........18: 90
Monteparra Elvira of Cesidio and Lavinia Nov 1 1901........17: 225
Montgomery James of John and Annie M Aug 30 1901........17: 205
Monti Anna of Salvatore and Eleonora Sept 27 1901........18: 103
Monti Angelo R of Francesco and Concetta May 29 1901........17: 166
Monti Anna of Angelo and Altavilla Dec 16 1910...............20: 114
Monti Antonetta of Salvatore and Eleonora Sept 20 1908........19: 265
Monti Antonio of Nunzio and Maria Nov 7 1903...............17: 489
Monti Antonio of Salvatore and Eleonora Apr 23 1910...........20: 45
Monti Carolina of Francesco and Concetta Feb 6 1909...........19: 328
Monti Caterina of Gaetano and Palmira Nov 1 1910..............20: 125
Monti Elisabetta of Casimir and Consiglia July 15 1907........19: 84
Monti Enrico of Gaetano and Palmira Aug 7 1909.................19: 103
Monti Giovanina of Stanislaw and Maria Oct 5 1907.............19: 117
Monti Giuseppe of Francesco and Concetta June 17 1905........18: 199
Monti Giuseppe of Francesco and Concetta July 24 1905........18: 218
Monti Maria of Angelo and Altavilla Dec 11 1906..............18: 105
Monti Maria of Angelo and Altavilla Jan 25 1908...............19: 167
Monti Maria A of Pietro and Restituta Aug 7 1903.............17: 459
Monti Maria G of Nunzio and Maria July 24 1901.................17: 193
Monti Michele of Gaetano and Palmira Feb 8 1908..............19: 173
Monti Nicola of Casimir and Consiglia Aug 7 1904.............18: 84
Monti Nicola of Angelo and Altavilla Jan 4 1906..............18: 281
Monti Nicola of Angelo and Altavilla Dec 25 1909.............19: 455
Monti Nunziata R of Francesco and Concetta Nov 28 1903......17: 496
Monti Nunziata R of Francesco and Concetta Apr 30 1907......19: 47
Monti Petrina of Pietro and Restituta Apr 6 1910..............20: 38
Monti Restituta of Angelo and Altavilla June 5 1904...........18: 54
Monti Restituta of Pietro P and Restituta Feb 11 1908........19: 173
Monti Sofia of Salvatore and Eleonora May 2 1907............19: 48
Monti Vincenzo of Nunzio and Maria Nov 17 1905............18: 257
Montigney Clorinda of Edouard and Hermine July 16 1904......18: 76
Montigny Alfred of Louis and Hermine June 29 1906...........18: 343
Montigny Arthur of Louis and Hermine Oct 20 1907...........19: 122
Montigny Durella of Edouard and Hermine Oct 31 1907........19: 127
Montigny Homer of Louis and Hermine July 23 1909...........19: 396
Montillo Pasquale of Domenico and Elvira Mar 24 1904.........18: 30
Montillo Virginia of Domenico and Elvira Dec 20 1908........19: 301
Montingney Narcisse of Louis and Delina Apr 18 1901.........17: 156
Montuminy — s of William and Elvina Apr 11 1907............19: 40
Monture Giuseppina of Nicola and Carmina Sept 29 1909.......19: 424
Monture Maria of Nicola and Carmina Feb 2 1905.............18: 151
Montpiaisir Maria M J of Antoine and Fabiola May 3 1905.....18: 183
Montpiaisir Marie E B of Antoine and Fabiola Mar 21 1904.....18: 29
Montpiaisir Marie Y I of Antoine and Fabiola Mar 21 1904.....18: 29
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Montplaisir — s of Pierre and Mathilda Oct 13 1902 ........ 17:378
Montuori Filomena of Paride and Giovannella Apr 28 1910 .... 20: 47
Montville Mary L of Peter and Cliffe Oct 25 1908 ........... 19:279
Moody Arthur H of George O and Mary A June 19 1901 ....... 17:181
Moody Elizabeth G of Ralph J and Margaret C Nov 3 1910 .... 20:125
Moody Paul L of Lewis A and Gertrude M Dec 10 1908 ....... 19:298
Moody Ralph R of George O and Annie July 4 1903 ......... 17:447
Moody Reginald O of Fred A and Delia E Mar 21 1902 ....... 17:277
Moody — s of Elmer and Mary July 7 1909 ............... 19:461
Moon Bertha E of Benjamin W and Bertha E Feb 20 1906 ....... 18:297
Moon P M of Harry L and Marguerite Sept 18 1902 ......... 17:340
Moone Dorothy E of Walter A and Annie Apr 30 1910 ....... 20: 47
Mooney Adelaide of William and Emma Nov 15 1902 ......... 71:359
Mooney Everett F (c) of Frances Mar 22 1909 ........... 19:345
Mooney Henry (c) of Frances E Apr 25 1910 ............ 20: 45
Mooney John F of John F and Katherine Feb 6 1903 ...... 18:153
Mooney John G of John F and Theresa W June 15 1908 .... 19:223
Mooney Joseph of John F and Katherine Apr 20 1907 ....... 19: 43
Mooney Martha of John F and Catherine T Mar 24 1906 .... 18:308
Mooney Mary of Annie May 26 1902 ............. 17:297
Mooney Mary of John F and Catherine T July 26 1902 .... 17:323
Mooney Mary E of Ignatius G and Louise Apr 7 1906 ...... 18:314
Mooney Myrtle M of James W and Jennie Mar 14 1906 ...... 18:305
Mooney — d of Owen and Alice Oct 7 1909 ............... 19:462
Mooney — s of Owen and Alice May 22 1910 ........... 20: 55
Moorby Clarence V of George and Elizabeth June 18 1910 .... 20: 65
Moore Albert of Joseph and Margaret T Nov 29 1909 ...... 19:446
Moore Alice L of William H and Matilda F Aug 25 1910 .... 20:101
Moore Alice M of Arthur W and Alice Oct 18 1905 ....... 18:247
Moore Amura J of William A and Dina M Oct 3 1908 ..... 19:272
Moore Angus M of Frederick and Mary L Apr 12 1904 ....... 18: 37
Moore Annette L of Ernest W and Ella M July 28 1906 .... 18:355
Moore Arthur L of Frank M and Ella F Mar 8 1901 ......... 17:144
Moore Arthur R of Frederick F and Mary E Jan 27 1904 ... 18: 10
Moore Bertha M of Robert H and Sarah May 1 1902 ......... 17:289
Moore Charles H of James F and Annie E May 10 1910 .... 20: 51
Moore Clarence C of Clarence C and Cora B Nov 1 1905 .... 18:252
Moore Donald W of Ambrose S and Ida M Aug 29 1910 ..... 20:102
Moore Edical H of Fred and Mary Dec 27 1902 ........ 17:372
Moore Edith of William P and Mary Nov 9 1904 ........... 18:116
Moore Edwin W of Walter B and Emma F July 26 1905 .... 18:219
Moore Elizabeth of James J and Bridget C Mar 18 1902 .... 17:276
Moore Emma B of Fred and Mary July 10 1907 ........... 19: 82
Moore Evelyn F of Thomas and Catharine I Aug 12 1907 .... 19: 95
Moore Everett W of Walter B and Emma F July 9 1904 .... 18: 74
Moore Florence E of Humphrey W and Sarah H Sept 9 1901. 17:209
Moore Florence M of Thomas and Catherine J Dec 28 1909...19:156
Moore Francis B of Francis J and Annie E Jan 29 1907......19:12
Moore Francis E of Francis J and Annie Apr 14 1908......19:199
Moore Francis W of James J and Catharine Nov 10 1905...18:255
Moore Gardner H (c) of Benjamin J and Ellen L June 21 1908,19:226
Moore George A of Lillian V July 21 1908......................19:245
Moore George H of Humphrey W and Sarah II Sept 16 1903...17:172
Moore Gladys L of Nathan E and Minnie E June 21 1905...18:200
Moore Gladys L of Ernest W and Ella M Apr 30 1904......18:42
Moore Hamilton C of Frederick and Mary Nov 12 1905....18:256
Moore Hilda T of Joseph and Margaret Dec 26 1907.....19:148
Moore Howard H of John and Harriet J Feb 6 1908.....19:172
Moore Irene E of William A and Mary D Jan 10 1910...20:5
Moore Irene G of James H and Catherine Aug 20 1908...19:255
Moore James J of James J and Bridget C May 25 1904....18:50
Moore John H of John and Harriet J Jan 19 1906....18:286
Moore Joseph of Joseph and Margaret Mar 19 1905....18:168
Moore Josephine A of Mary Apr 22 1901.................17:157
Moore Katherine T of James H and Mary T July 18 1905....18:216
Moore Lester F of Frederic F and Mary E Nov 19 1905...18:258
Moore Lillian E of George V and Druzzella Jan 20 1903...17:387
Moore Marshall F (c) of Benjamin J and Ella L May 12 1910,20:52
Moore Mary E of George V and Druzzella Apr 20 1901...17:157
Moore Mary E of James J and Mary T Apr 22 1908.....19:201
Moore Raymond H of Walter B and Emma Jan 14 1908...19:163
Moore — d of Mamie June 1 1903.........................17:140
Moore — s of Arthur W and Mary A Jan 16 1905....18:206
Moore — s of Thomas and Lena Feb 23 1906..............18:298
Moore — s of Arthur and May July 9 1906......18:317
Moore — d of John and Beatrice Dec 31 1907........19:150
Moore — of George June 21 1909........................19:457
Moorehouse Frederick M of George H and Annie Aug 31 1904...18:93
Moorehouse William H of George H and Annie Dec 19 1904..17:241
Mooshoian Arax of Kevork and Anna Apr 5 1907........19:38
Mooshoian Armenonhi of Kevork and Anna Feb 12 1909...19:330
Mooslin Mollie of Bennie and Bessie Aug 29 1905...18:231
Moquin Leo A E of Victor and Emma Apr 2 1909........19:349
Moquin Marie I of Alfred and Delphine Aug 22 1909...19:408
Moquin Mary D of Alfred and Delphina Sept 1 1906.....18:368
Moraes Ivaristo of Jacinthe and Leopoldina Jan 30 1908...19:169
Morale Vera S of Arturo and Elvira Feb 2 1908...........19:170
Morales James of Manuel and Anna July 5 1907.........19:80
Moran Alfred of Frank A and Annie L June 3 1904...18:53
Moran Annie of David J and Bridget F Aug 22 1907......19:99
Moran Annie E of Patrick W and Margaret Aug 28 1906...18:366
Moran Bernard of Bernard P and Delia E Apr 2 1907 ..........19: 37
Moran Catherine of Thomas H and Annie Aug 22 1903 ..........17: 463
Moran Catherine M of Frank E and Annie L Sep 15 1909 .....19: 405
Moran Daniel of Daniel P and Bridget Dec 3 1907 ..........19: 139
Moran Edmund O of James E and Ella M May 31 1908 ..........19: 216
Moran Edward C of James and Elizabeth May 12 1909 ..........19: 363
Moran Edward F of Daniel P and Bridget July 25 1903 ......17: 454
Moran Edward J of Patrick and Margaret Aug 22 1901 ......17: 202
Moran Eleanor G of William O and Mary A May 31 1910 .....20: 163
Moran Elizabeth H of Daniel and Mary E Sept 24 1910 ......20: 111
Moran Eugene of Terence and Annie July 21 1903 ..........17: 453
Moran Frances of Frank A and Annie L Feb 19 1903 ......17: 397
Moran Francis of Patrick J and Margaret July 14 1907 ....19: 83
Moran Francis V of Frank E and Mary Oct 14 1902 ......17: 349
Moran Gladys M of Hugh J and Nora A May 16 1903 .......17: 425
Moran Helen of Hugh and Annie Nov 16 1901 ..........17: 230
Moran Helen of Bernard P and Delia A Apr 26 1905 ......18: 181
Moran Helen of James J and Elizabeth A Feb 29 1908 ......19: 230
Moran Henry of Catherine Mar 27 1904 ..........18: 31
Moran James of Daniel P and Bridget Dec 5 1905 ......18: 263
Moran James of Hugh and Annie June 16 1906 .......18: 338
Moran James B of Hugh and Elizabeth Oct 26 1909 .......19: 434
Moran James F of James and Mary Jan 29 1904 ......18: 11
Moran James J of James and Mary Mar 7 1906 .......18: 303
Moran James M of Frank E and Mary Aug 4 1906 ......18: 358
Moran Jane E of Hugh and Elizabeth Aug 28 1905 ......18: 230
Moran John F of Patrick and Margaret May 14 1904 ......18: 47
Moran John L of James F and Annie L July 3 1907 ......19: 79
Moran John S of John J and Matilda S Nov 9 1906 ......18: 393
Moran Joseph of Terrance and Annie Mar 4 1909 .......19: 338
Moran Joseph E of James H and Elizabeth J Aug 23 1903 ..17: 464
Moran Joseph W of Patrick and Margaret Dec 19 1902 ....17: 370
Moran Lauretta of Frank E and Mary Feb 3 1904 ......18: 13
Moran Louisa of James H and Elizabeth J Aug 26 1904 ....18: 204
Moran Madeline of Michael H and Delia Dec 16 1901 ......17: 240
Moran Margaret M of Daniel and Mary E Jan 8 1909 ......19: 317
Moran Mary of Dennis and Eva A May 1 1903 ..........17: 421
Moran Mary C of Timothy and Jane A Mar 27 1909 ......19: 347
Moran Mary C of Thomas and Rose E May 18 1910 ......20: 54
Moran Mary L of Hugh and Elizabeth May 12 1907 ......19: 50
Moran Margaret M of James and Mary Nov 21 1903 .......17: 493
Moran Mildred of James and Ella Dec 1 1910 ..........20: 136
Moran Peter of Terrence and Annie June 21 1906 .......18: 340
Moran Thomas of Daniel P and Bridget Mar 16 1909 ......19: 343
Moran Thomas P of Patrick and Margaret Aug 31 1902 ......17: 334
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Morgan William B of Michael B and Emma A Aug 15 1904... 18: 87
Morgan Yvonne of Joseph and Marie May 2 1902 ............ 17: 290
Morgan —— d of Joseph and Annie Oct 27 1902 ............ 17: 353
Morgan —— d of Frank and Mary J Nov 15 1902 ............ 17: 359
Morgan —— s of Patrick and Margaret Mar 19 1906 ........... 18: 418
Morgan —— s of James and Mary Nov 21 1907 ............ 19: 156
Morgan —— twin s and d of James and Mary Oct 12 1908 .... 19: 311
Morgan —— s of William O and May H July 8 1909 ........... 19: 464
Morgan —— d of Bernard P and Delia Sept 27 1909 ........... 19: 462
Moraney Emil F of George and Malvina Apr 13 1903 ........ 17: 415
Moraney Eva of George and Melvina July 20 1901 ............ 17: 191
Moraney Joseph of George and Malvina Apr 13 1903 ........ 17: 415
Moraney Paul E of George G and Melvina May 21 1904 ....... 18: 49
Moreau Edgar of Phileas and Gabrielle Mar 17 1907 ....... 19: 30
Moreau Gleason H A of Henry and Alice W Apr 15 1909 ...... 19: 354
Moreau Joseph of Majorique and Adele Jan 7 1903 ........... 17: 383
Moreau Marie L of Alfred and Aurelie Jan 8 1910 ............ 20: 4
Moreau Robert H of Phileas and Gabrielle July 7 1908 ....... 19: 238
Morehead —— d of Patrick and Mary Aug 26 1906 .......... 18: 366
Morehouse Lillias A of Eugene and Martha C Oct 28 1902 .... 17: 353
Moreira Conceiçao of Jose and Margarida Jan 15 1910 ...... 20: 6
Morelli Antonina of Gemarzo and Margherita Dec 4 1909 .... 19: 448
Morelli Antonina of Gemaro and Margherita Nov 11 1910 .... 20: 128
Morelli Camillo of Attilio and Emilia Dec 6 1907 .......... 19: 140
Morelli Carolina of Giosi and Angelina Feb 22 1906 ........... 18: 298
Morelli Giusinio of Attilio and Emilia June 28 1902 ....... 17: 307
Morelli Luigi of Gemaro and Margherita Dec 4 1909 ........... 19: 448
Morelli Maria of Attilio and Emilia June 7 1905 ............ 18: 195
Morelli Rosa of Micheele and Ida Sept 23 1905 ............. 18: 239
Morelli Tomaso of Santo and Lizzie L Dec 28 1903 ......... 17: 506
Morena Zella of Micheele and Maria Sept 16 1908 ............ 19: 266
Morency Joseph A of Wilfred and Mary L Mar 10 1902 ....... 17: 274
Morenzo Giuseppe of Pasquale and Louisa Jan 5 1908 ........ 19: 159
Moreton Gertrude of William T and Rose A Oct 9 1904 ....... 18: 107
Moreton James E of William T and Rose A Sept 30 1903 ..... 17: 477
Moreton Thomas of William T and Rose A Apr 26 1901 ..... 17: 158
Moretti Charles of Charles and Annie July 2 1906 .......... 18: 411
Moretti Giuseppe of Giovanni A and Nunziata Dec 10 1910 .. 20: 139
Moretti Oliva of Giuseppe and Scolastica Oct 11 1909 ...... 19: 428
Moretti Viola I of Andrea and Consiglia Dec 21 1909 ...... 19: 453
Morey Donald C of Allan S and Bertine May 23 1909 ....... 19: 367
Morey Ernest A of Allen S and Bertnie Oct 27 1907 ......... 19: 125
Morey Frank E of Edgar C and Grace I Sept 7 1904 ........... 18: 96
Morey Linwood R of Albert L and Ethel G Sept 20 1904 .... 18: 100
Morey William LeD of Edgar C and Grace July 1 1907 ..... 19: 151
Morgan Alfred D of Alfred and Emma Oct 9 1902 ............. 17: 347
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Morgan Annie E of Henry L and Florence Aug 11 1908......19:308
Morgan Edward of Joseph H and Margaret V Nov 30 1907......19:138
Morgan Florence M of Sydney J and Elizabeth Jan 25 1907......19:10
Morgan George W of Charles W and Sarah A Mar 1 1905......18:162
Morgan Hazel E of James F and Bessie M Oct 27 1907......19:125
Morgan Joseph of John H and Margaret V Apr 10 1906......18:315
Morgan Kenneth W of William H and Margaret July 25 1907.19:88
Morgan Luella F of William E and Mabel F Nov 26 1904......18:137
Morgan Marjorie M of William E and Mabel F July 25 1906....18:354
Morgan Mary V of Herbert F and Mary D Oct 3 1909......19:426
Morgan Mildred of Joseph H and Margaret V Dec 20 1902......17:370
Morgan Phebe F of Edward F and Mary Mar 11 1910........20:28
Morgan Sidney T of Sidney and Elizabeth Oct 15 1905......18:246
Morgan Thomas of Owen F and Sarah J Dec 27 1902......17:372
Morgan Veronica of Joseph H and Margaret V July 1 1904......18:71
Morgan Virginia of Hugh P and Adelaide B Aug 8 1910......20:94
Morgan William of Elizabeth F Apr 27 1909................19:386
Morgan ---- d of George V and Mary S June 12 1902......17:302
Morgan ---- s of Alfred and Emma Sept 2 1904........18:138
Morganstein Ida of Louis and Rose Feb 7 1907..............19:15
Morgera Alfonso V of Buonaventuro and Assunta June 18
1910 ........................................19:190
Morgera Angelina of Bonaventuro and Assunta May 15 1906.18:327
Morgera Eva of Francesco and Lucia Aug 29 1906........18:366
Morgera Giuseppe of Benedetto and Candida Dec 31 1902.....17:373
Morgera Giuseppe of Francesco and Lucia May 15 1908......19:241
Morgera Maria M of Bonaventura and Assunta Mar 28 1904....18:32
Morgera Michelle of Benedetto and Candida Oct 26 1905......18:249
Morgera Savoia of Francesco and Lucia Feb 20 1905........18:158
Morgera Savoia of Francesco and Lucia Dec 29 1909........19:456
Morgera Silvestro of Benedetto and Candida Jan 23 1901.....17:131
Morgera Teresa of Benedetto and Candida July 27 1904......18:80
Morgero Cora M of Bonaventure and Assunta Sept 26 1902....17:343
Mori Lorenzo A of Celestino and Ida Feb 10 1901........17:137
Mori ---- d of Celestino and Ida Aug 13 1902..............17:375
Moriarty Catherine B of Michael and Mary Nov 11 1902.....17:358
Moriarty Catherine M of James and Nellie Mar 2 1910.......20:25
Moriarty Cecelia A of John and Mary A Apr 19 1909.......19:355
Moriarty Daniel E of Michael and Mary Mar 19 1904........18:29
Moriarty Daniel P of James and Bridget Nov 25 1906......18:399
Moriarty Edmond of John and Julia Aug 21 1910...........20:100
Moriarty Frederick M of Michael J and Mary J Jan 13 1906..18:284
Moriarty George P of John and Julia P Sept 22 1903......17:474
Moriarty Helen A of Michael and Mary June 9 1904........17:170
Moriarty James F of Michael and Mary June 17 1910.......20:65
Moriarty James T of James and Bridget Dec 27 1901.......17:213
Moriarty John of James J and Nellie Sept 19 1908............. 19:267
Moriarty John J of James and Bridget Oct 15 1904........... 18:109
Moriarty John L of Mary May 24 1902.......................... 17:295
Moriarty John R of Francis P and Margaret E Sept 18 1909... 19:420
Moriarty Julia E of Michael and Mary Oct 11 1902........... 17:358
Moriarty Lena of James J and Nellie May 15 1907............. 19:52
Moriarty Margaret of John and Julia Feb 11 1906.............. 18:224
Moriarty Margaret M of James and Bridget Sept 27 1903...... 17:476
Moriarty Martin M of Michael and Mary Mar 19 1904......... 18:29
Moriarty Mary of James and Nellie Aug 29 1905............... 18:251
Moriarty Mary E of James and Bridget Jan 12 1909............ 19:319
Moriarty Mary R of Frank and Margaret E Feb 28 1908....... 19:180
Moriarty Mary R of John J and Bridget Sept 8 1909........... 19:415
Moriarty Mildred F of John J and Julia Feb 17 1909......... 19:332
Moriarty Paul of John and Julia P Mar 28 1902................ 17:279
Moriarty Thomas L of Michael J and Mary J July 13 1903..... 17:450
Moriarty Veronica of Michael J and Mary J Mar 19 1901...... 17:147
Moriarty — s of John J and Bridget June 19 1902............. 17:313
Moriarty — s of John J and Bridget Oct 29 1905.............. 18:251
Moriarty — s of John J and Mary A June 6 1907.............. 19:76
Moriello Michele of Giovanni and Sara May 8 1908........... 19:207
Moriier Lillian M of Albert E and Minnie July 17 1906...... 18:350
Morin Albert of Joseph and Marie Aug 15 1908............... 19:253
Morin Alda of Joseph and Marie Sept 3 1905.................. 18:233
Morin Antoine of Antoine and Marie L Aug 21 1905........... 18:227
Morin Celia of Pierre C and Agnes May 25 1902.............. 17:297
Morin Edna L of Peter C and Agnes C May 18 1904............ 18:48
Morin Edward F of Mandy May 25 1910......................... 20:57
Morin Fabiola of Joseph Jr and Marie Aug 20 1906............ 18:363
Morin Gertrude of Peter and Agnes Nov 14 1909.............. 19:440
Morin Hazel A of Arthur A and Meadie M Jan 16 1904........ 18:6
Morin Henri E of Pierre C and Agnes July 30 1908............ 19:246
Morin Henry of Joseph and Mary Nov 16 1910.................. 20:130
Morin Herman A of Felix R and Agnes C Jan 11 1902......... 17:256
Morin Howard V of John and Exilda Dec 7 1906.............. 18:403
Morin Joseph W A of Alphonse J and Rose Nov 8 1908....... 19:284
Morin Leona R of Peter C and Agnes Feb 7 1906.............. 18:293
Morin Mabel L of Zéphir and Emily Sept 11 1909............. 19:417
Morin Marie C of Joseph A and Marie V Sept 21 1907....... 19:141
Morin Martha C of Zéphir E and Emily J Sept 9 1907...... 19:107
Morin Norris N of Arthur A and Aimé June 12 1906......... 18:348
Morin Rita of Joseph and Marie Sept 2 1907.................. 19:104
Morin Rosilda of Henri C and Diana Oct 10 1901............. 17:218
Morin Valerie S of Arthur A and Meadie Sept 12 1902........ 17:338
Morin — d of Felix and Agnes June 19 1904................. 18:68
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Morin — s of Felix and Agnes Dec 17 1906. ................. 18: 422
Morin — d of Adolph and Virginie Apr 28 1910. ............. 20: 46
Morinville Roland of Joseph F and Clara July 14 1906. ....... 18: 349
Morissette Charles M of Rudolph and Ovelina Feb 21 1906. .... 20: 20
Morissette Joseph A G of Alcide and Malvina Dec 6 1909. .... 19: 448
Morissette Joseph A W of Alcide and Malvina Jan 13 1908. .... 19: 163
Morissette Joseph W of Alcide and Malvina Dec 20 1908. ....... 19: 301
Morissette Oscar R of Rudolph and Olivina July 19 1907. ....... 19: 85
Morissette — s of Alcide and Malvina Mar 11 1906. ............ 18: 447
Morissette Askon A of Joseph and Marie Jan 3 1903. .......... 17: 382
Morissette Joseph O G of Arthur and Delphina Mar 4 1903. .... 17: 402
Morissette Mary D O of Arthur and Mary D Feb 3 1905. ....... 18: 152
Morley Cora B of Ephraim and Cora B Feb 2 1902. ............. 17: 262
Morley Margaret L of Ephraim and Cora B Jan 31 1908. ....... 19: 169
Morley Olive L of Ephraim and Cora B Apr 2 1910. ............ 20: 37
Morley Walter S of Mary Apr 2 1908. .................. 19: 193
Morley William F of Ephraim and Cora B July 20 1905. ....... 18: 216
Morlock Helen G of Carl A and Clara May 20 1906. ............ 18: 328
Morlock Louis of Carl A and Clara July 15 1908. ............. 19: 241
Morlock William A of Carl A and Claramon Nov 21 1903. .... 17: 493
Mormile Elena M of Emilio and Antonetta Feb 9 1909. ....... 19: 329
Mormile Iolanda E of Emilio and Antonetta Sept 14 1910. .... 20: 107
Moro — s of Frank E and Addie July 15 1903. ............... 17: 510
Morokoski — s of Jan and Stanisława Dec 10 1909. ............ 19: 450
Moron Tufia of Giorgio and Rosa Dec 9 1910. ................. 20: 139
Morone — s of Domenica Mar 22 1908. ................ 19: 189
Moroney William F of Patrick J and Elizabeth M Dec 1 1904. . 18: 123
Morra Anna of Lorenzo and Concetta Oct 19 1905. ............ 18: 247
Morra Cesare of Antonio and Donata Aug 18 1909. .......... 19: 107
Morre Angelo M of Lorenzo and Concetta July 6 1907. ....... 19: 80
Morre Arthur W of William A and Mary D July 18 1906. ....... 18: 330
Morreira Jose of Jose V and Margarida Dec 14 1906. ....... 18: 422
Morrell Charles W of Charles W and Rosa P Sept 15 1909. .... 19: 418
Morrell Timothy of John and Mary Nov 9 1905. ............... 18: 275
Morrell — s of Alexander and Mary V May 19 1903. ............ 17: 426
Morrill Catherine A of Willis H and Catherine A July 19 1904. . 18: 47
Morrill Edward F of Frank A and Clara M Feb 24 1906. ....... 18: 299
Morrill Herbert S of Frank and Clara Aug 20 1910. ............ 20: 99
Morrill Willis H of Willis H and Catharine A May 22 1906. .... 18: 329
Morrill — d of Fred A and Emma Mar 17 1909. ............... 19: 343
Morris Alfred of Jesse and Leopoldina Dec 14 1907. ....... 19: 143
Morris Andrew L of Thomas S and Helen E Nov 10 1906. .... 18: 394
Morris Angelina D of Antone D and Angelina Apr 20 1906. .... 18: 318
Morris Annie T of Peter J and Mary A Oct 9 1902. ........... 17: 347
Morris Antoine of Marion and Mary July 29 1902. ............ 17: 323
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Morris Catherine of James and Delia Apr 6 1901.............18: 34
Morris Celestina of Antone and Angelina Oct 30 1903...........17: 487
Morris Dorothy E of Leslie E and Bertha S Sept 15 1901........17: 211
Morris Emma D of Lyman P and Ella May 13 1908................19: 210
Morris Florence of John J Jr and Rose G Feb 26 1908...........19: 179
Morris Frances E of Myles and Ellen Nov 8 1903.................17: 490
Morris G (c) of Antonio and Angelina Mar 20 1901..............17: 150
Morris Harold F of Michael R and Rose A Oct 14 1903..........17: 481
Morris Harry W of Harry W and Agnes Nov 16 1901..............17: 230
Morris Helen B of Thomas S and Helen E Jan 26 1903............17: 389
Morris James of Peter J and Mary A Feb 3 1901.................17: 145
Morris Jeannette I of Andrew and Jane Jan 27 1902.............17: 260
Morris John of John and Clara Sept 21 1909.....................19: 421
Morris John E of Joseph W and Emma A Feb 6 1904..............18: 14
Morris Jose D of Antonio D and Angelina Sept 22 1908.........19: 268
Morris Leo F of Thomas H and Catherine A June 10 1904.......18: 56
Morris Leo J of Joseph P and Mary H Sept 23 1902..............17: 312
Morris Leon A of Leslie E and Bertha S Dec 27 1902............17: 372
Morris Leslie E of Leslie E and Bertha S Feb 5 1909............19: 328
Morris Madeline of Myles and Ellen Nov 8 1903................17: 490
Morris Martha E of William J and Lillian M Jan 8 1904........18: 3
Morris Mary E of Peter J and Mary A Mar 29 1904..............18: 32
Morris Mary M of Charles F and Mary Apr 10 1907..............19: 40
Morris Mary R of Peter B and Margaret J Aug 15 1905........18: 225
Morris Mary V of Stephen A and Mary E June 25 1902.........17: 306
Morris Nella of John and Agnes Feb 1 1909.....................19: 327
Morris Olivia of Joseph and Olivia Nov 27 1901..............17: 248
Morris Otto of Julian and Helen July 2 1904..................17: 185
Morris Peter B of Peter B and Margaret J Oct 9 1902...........17: 347
Morris Rosa of Antone and Maria Sept 21 1904................18: 100
Morris Russell E of Frederick A and Mattie M Feb 22 1903....17: 338
Morris Thomas C of Thomas X and Alice B Oct 9 1906..........18: 415
Morris Victor A of Julian and Helen June 17 1903.............17: 434
Morris Violet of William and Lillie Oct 17 1910..............20: 120
Morris — s of Joseph W and Emma A Nov 12 1904..............17: 229
Morris — s of Louise Aug 12 1904........................18: 86
Morris — d of Mattie Apr 3 1907..........................19: 37
Morris — s of John and Alexandria Nov 10 1908..............19: 285
Morriscan Harold E of Abraham and Alma Oct 16 1910.....20: 119
Morrisette Arthur A of Arthur and Delvina June 2 1901....17: 168
Morrisette Joseph A G of J Arthur and Delvina Feb 22 1906.18: 208
Morrisley — d of James L and Jane Sept 25 1901............17: 213
Morrison Alice of John and Mary Oct 2 1906...............18: 389
Morrison Audrey N of John J and Rosalba M July 16 1902...17: 319
Morrison Edith A of Robert M and Mary Oct 29 1910...... 20:124
Morrison Eva C of John and Mary Dec 13 1904............ 18:127
Morrison Evelyn of John and Delia E Dec 4 1908........ 19:295
Morrison Francis L of John and Mary A Sept 22 1908.... 19:268
Morrison Gertrude of Robert and Mary A Aug 12 1908..... 19:252
Morrison Helen L of Peter and Nellie Apr 16 1906..... 18:317
Morrison Herbert A of John and Mary A Nov 3 1903..... 17:488
Morrison Hope M of Albert L and Mary A Aug 22 1901... 17:292
Morrison John J of John and Mary July 8 1901........... 17:187
Morrison Joseph of Herman and Augusta Dec 20 1906.... 18:407
Morrison Margaret E of Peter and Ellen Apr 11 1904..... 18:36
Morrison Marguerite V of John and Mary July 8 1901.... 17:187
Morrison Myrtle of John and Anna Oct 26 1908.......... 19:281
Morrison Richard F of Peter and Nellie Mar 12 1902..... 17:274
Morrison Robert of Robert S and Mary A Aug 7 1909..... 19:403
Morrison Robert H of Robert and Mary E Nov 18 1902.... 17:360
Morrison Sarah L of Charles and Harriet Dec 17 1902.... 17:369
Morrison Virginia M of Robert and Mary Apr 29 1909..... 19:338
Morrison —— d of Catherine June 22 1910.................. 20:67
Morrissiey Anna C of Jeremiah and Anna F July 5 1910.. 20:79
Morrissiey Charles E of John and Mary Oct 25 1902....... 17:352
Morrissiey Daniel of Alexander and Nora Nov 6 1909..... 19:438
Morrissiey Edward P of James J and Mary E Jan 24 1907.. 19:10
Morrissiey Ernest of Michael S and Mary T Sept 25 1902.. 17:34
Morrissiey James of James P and Margaret May 11 1904... 18:46
Morrissiey James H of James J and Mary E May 25 1905.... 18:190
Morrissiey John T of James L and Jane June 2 1903....... 17:430
Morrissiey Louise U of William J and Catherine L Aug 2 1905. 18:221
Morrissiey Margaret A of James L and Jane Nov 23 1908... 19:290
Morrissiey Mary of James P and Margaret T June 22 1902.. 17:305
Morrissiey Mary of Alexander and Nora Mar 11 1907..... 19:28
Morrissiey Mary of Patrick and Mary Sept 28 1908........ 19:270
Morrissiey Norman B of Thomas J and Minnie V Dec 30 1900. 17:124
Morrissiey Raymond of Michael S and Mary T Dec 23 1905.. 18:270
Morrissiey Regina of William J and Catherine L Mar 27 1908. 19:191
Morrissiey Richard of Alexander J and Nora A Aug 16 1908. 19:253
Morrissiey Sarah M of William H and Agnes July 18 1901.... 17:190
Morrissiey Thomas R of James J and Mary E Nov 8 1909.... 19:439
Morrissiey Walter W of James L and Jane Sept 4 1906..... 18:370
Morrissiey William J of William J and Catherine L July 5 1904. 18:72
Morrissiey William J of James L and Jane Nov 3 1904...... 18:115
Morrissiey —— s of William H and Agnes Oct 1 1902........ 17:345
Morrissiey —— d of Thomas and Minnie Jan 17 1909......... 19:321
Morrissi Enice of Willie and Edith A July 10 1910........ 20:82
Morrone Emilio of Gioachino and Seratina Jan 17 1909..... 19:321
Morrone Florence of Antonio and Giuseppa July 30 1901... 17: 194
Morrone Gerardo of Gioacchino and Serafina Oct 29 1901... 17: 224
Morrone Gilberto of Gioacchino and Serafina Aug 25 1910... 20: 101
Morrone Giulia of Gioacchino and Serafina Aug 31 1907... 19: 103
Morrone Giusepppe of Gioacchino and Serafina Feb 27 1906... 18: 300
Morrone Giuglielmo of Gioacchino and Serafina Feb 24 1904... 18: 20
Morrone Myrtle of Felix and Nettie Sept 5 1903... 17: 468
Morrone Nicoletta of Nicola and Giovanna Aug 19 1905... 18: 227
Morrone Riccardo of Nicola and Giovanna Feb 12 1908... 19: 174
Morrone Teresa J of Antonio and Josephine July 4 1903... 17: 447
Morrone Tessie A of Felix and Mary E Nov 16 1901... 17: 230
Morrone — d of Nicola and Giovanna Jan 25 1904... 18: 66
Morrone — s of Felix and Mary E July 2 1907... 19: 78
Morrone Liberato V of Filippo and Mary H Oct 11 1904... 18: 107
Morrow George of George and Margaret J Dec 18 1903... 17: 502
Morrow Hazel of George and Margaret J Feb 21 1908... 19: 178
Morrow Irene M of John J and Catherine Jan 9 1902... 17: 255
Morrow Margaret I of George and Margaret Sept 10 1905... 18: 235
Morrow — d of George and Margaret J Dec 28 1901... 17: 244
Morse Alfred H of Alfred F and Lillian Mar 10 1902... 17: 274
Morse Catherine G of S Merrill and Catherine M Jan 15 1903... 17: 385
Morse Eleanor W of Frederic A and Myra June 28 1907... 91: 70
Morse Elizabeth B of Frederick and Myra Sept 11 1904... 18: 97
Morse Florence P of Charles H and Grace H Mar 17 1910... 20: 30
Morse Francis V of Robert C and Ellen A Dec 2 1908... 19: 294
Morse Franklin E of Philip R and Clara A Apr 12 1905... 18: 205
Morse Frederick A of Robert C and Ellen A Nov 2 1910... 20: 125
Morse Genevieve G of Robert C and Ellen Oct 27 1905... 18: 250
Morse George T of Robert C and Ellen A June 8 1902... 17: 300
Morse Gladys E of James F and Iuez L July 19 1905... 18: 216
Morse Guy E of Reginald A and Marion Sept 1 1906... 18: 368
Morse Howard V of Robert C and Ellen A Dec 2 1908... 19: 294
Morse Irving E of Robert C and Ellen A Nov 2 1910... 20: 125
Morse Joseph J of Robert C and Ellen A Jan 1 1904... 18: 4
Morse Louise H of Charles H and Grace H Mar 18 1908... 19: 187
Morse Marion A of Ernest L and Nellie Mar 2 1910... 20: 25
Morse Raymond P of Robert C and Ellen A Dec 2 1908... 19: 294
Morse Theodore A of Maurice A and Hattie E June 16 1906... 18: 328
Morse — s of Robert C and Helen A Feb 14 1907... 19: 74
Morsi Rizieres of Giuseppe and Gaetana Mar 16 1907... 19: 30
Morsilli Antonio H G of Giuseppe and Maria May 22 1908... 19: 243
Morsilli Aristide B of Giuseppe and Maria Dec 1 1910... 20: 136
Morso Carmine of Giuseppe and Gaetana Mar 5 1901... 17: 143
Morso Carolina of Giuseppe and Gaetana Nov 28 1903... 17: 495
Morso Teresa of Giuseppe and Gaetana June 8 1902... 17: 301
Morta Maria of Jesse and Maria Jan 11 1904... 18: 4

FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
Morten Mary of Manueu and Mary Oct 7 1906 ............... 18: 382
Mortensen Edward of Dittef G and Neilis Oct 26 1909 ........... 19: 434
Morti James of Manueu and Maria E Dec 25 1905 ............... 18: 271
Mortimer Frank R of Frank and Eleanor Dec 28 1901 .......... 17: 244
Morton Cecil of Rowland H and Clara Oct 14 1902 ............... 17: 349
Morton George W of George E and Emily G June 18 1903 ....... 17: 434
Morton Harold R of Roland and Clara Apr 28 1901 ............... 17: 139
Morton John F of Patrick and Ellen Feb 8 1901 ............... 17: 136
Morton Marion G of Chester C and Agnes M July 12 1907 ....... 19: 151
Morton Mildred H (c) of William and Lillie J Mar 12 1901 .... 17: 145
Morton —— s of Joseph and Vera Sept 24 1909 ............... 19: 422
Moris Charles of Charles and Catherine Nov 11 1904 ........... 18: 117
Morzili Augusto of Giuseppe and Maria May 22 1908 ......... 19: 231
Morzilli Ida L of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 23 1909 ........... 19: 422
Mosca Andrea of Sisto and Diodata Mar 10 1904 ............... 18: 75
Mosca Angelo of Luigi and Geneva Feb 4 1910 ............... 20: 14
Mosca Domenico of Giuseppe and Sabatina Aug 8 1909 ........... 19: 403
Mosca Giuseppe of Angelo and Antonia Sept 14 1910 ........... 20: 107
Mosca Maria G of Angelo and Antonia June 3 1908 ........... 19: 218
Mosca —— d of Joseph and Sabatina July 9 1908 ............... 19: 310
Moscf Sophie of Louis and Polly Mar 21 1905 ............... 18: 169
Mosci Nicolino of Sisto and Diodata Mar 8 1905 ............... 18: 164
Mosco Phoebe D of Sisto and Dolorata June 3 1909 ........... 19: 371
Moscovitz Dave of Harry and Tilly Jan 10 1906 ............... 18: 283
Moscovitz Jennie of Colman and Lena Jan 31 1901 ............... 18: 10
Moscow Alexander of Nathan and Fannie Oct 5 1905 ........... 18: 243
Moscow Morris of Nathan and Fannie July 27 1904 .............. 18: 80
Moseley Ida M (c) of Russell and Ahmeda L Nov 11 1905 .... 18: 255
Moses Annie of Abraham and Jennie Apr 3 1902 ............... 17: 281
Moses Ethel M of Barnabas B and Elizabeth M Mar 11 1904 .... 18: 26
Moses Fannie of Abraham and Jennie Aug 27 1906 ............... 18: 366
Moses Howard A of Barnabas and Elizabeth Nov 24 1901 .... 17: 232
Moses Ida of Abraham and Jennie Feb 15 1908 ............... 19: 175
Moses Samuel of Abraham and Jennie Dec 19 1903 .............. 17: 505
Mosher Alice C of Raymond D and Alice M Oct 11 1906 .... 18: 384
Mosher Hattie V of William W and Georgie Jan 1 1903 .... 17: 381
Mosher Margaret M of Raymond D and Alice M Apr 1 1908 ... 19: 193
Mosher William G of William G and Minnie E Mar 27 1902 .... 17: 279
Mosher William N of William W and Georgie Jan 1 1903 .... 17: 381
Mosher —— d of Lellie July 27 1908 ............... 19: 245
Moskvovitz Morris of Aaron and Tilly Aug 15 1902 .............. 17: 329
Moskavitz Mary of Michael and Patra Aug 22 1908 .............. 19: 256
Moskol Harry of Samuel and Annie Feb 13 1909 ............... 19: 241
Moskol Milton of Julius and Ida June 10 1906 ............... 18: 336
Moskovitz Lester of Harry and Matilda Feb 25 1908 ........... 19: 179
Moskovitz Lottie of Philip and Rosa Dec 8 1901 ............... 17: 238
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moskowitz Esther of Harry and Tillie</td>
<td>July 12 1910</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosley Mae L of Henry and Marietta</td>
<td>Mar 10 1901</td>
<td>17:183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss Agnes E (c) of William E and Susan A</td>
<td>Feb 20 1907</td>
<td>19:21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss Alice W of William W and Julia T</td>
<td>June 16 1907</td>
<td>19:65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss Dorothy M of John E and Elizabeth J</td>
<td>May 20 1903</td>
<td>17:426</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss George W of William and Grace</td>
<td>July 7 1902</td>
<td>17:316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss Hazel B of Alfred J and Harriet L</td>
<td>Sept 20 1906</td>
<td>18:375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss James of Amos and Lizzie</td>
<td>Aug 20 1908</td>
<td>19:255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss Joseph D of Joe and Hannah</td>
<td>Feb 24 1905</td>
<td>18:160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss Mary of Amos and Elizabeth A</td>
<td>June 25 1906</td>
<td>18:341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss Mary L of William W and Julia T</td>
<td>May 23 1909</td>
<td>19:367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss --- d of John E and Elizabeth J</td>
<td>Jan 10 1906</td>
<td>18:283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosses Donnes of Scero and Maria</td>
<td>Apr 5 1902</td>
<td>17:282</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosessian John C of Charles M and Almost</td>
<td>July 15 1901</td>
<td>17:189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosssman Charles E of St Clair</td>
<td>and Rose M</td>
<td>Nov 26 1909</td>
<td>19:459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosssman Dorothy I of James R and Eleanor</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mar 14 1910</td>
<td>20:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosssman John F of St Clair and Rose M</td>
<td>Aug 19 1907</td>
<td>19:152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motherway Edward F of Patrick and Margaret</td>
<td>July 7 1902</td>
<td>17:317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motherway --- s of Patrick and Maggie</td>
<td>May 12 1903</td>
<td>17:444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motherway --- s of Patrick and Margaret</td>
<td>Aug 11 1904</td>
<td>18:136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moton Alice of Manuel and Laura</td>
<td>Sept 15 1907</td>
<td>19:109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moton Florence of Manuel and Lusivina</td>
<td>July 4 1907</td>
<td>19:79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mott Bradford G of Charles E and Emma</td>
<td>O Nov 30 1908</td>
<td>19:293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mott Hazel G of Irving F and Charlotte</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>July 21 1905</td>
<td>18:247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mott Howard A of David B and Hattie</td>
<td>L Jan 2 1906</td>
<td>18:280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mott Viola of David B and Hattie</td>
<td>Dec 12 1910</td>
<td>20:140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motta Ada A of Amedeo and Rosina</td>
<td>Apr 11 1909</td>
<td>19:352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motta Adela of Raniero and Elvira</td>
<td>Sept 10 1906</td>
<td>18:371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motta Agnese E of Raniero and Elvira</td>
<td>Nov 1 1909</td>
<td>19:436</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motta Eliza of Manuel and Maria</td>
<td>Oct 27 1908</td>
<td>19:280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motta Giovanni B of Antonio and Sabina</td>
<td>Apr 22 1910</td>
<td>20:44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motta Giuseppe of Raniero and Elvira</td>
<td>Apr 4 1907</td>
<td>19:116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motta Giuseppe M of Antonio and Sabina</td>
<td>Dec 22 1906</td>
<td>18:408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motta Giuseppe M of Antonio and Sabina</td>
<td>July 25 1908</td>
<td>19:245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motta Mary R of Manuel and Mary V</td>
<td>Sept 23 1907</td>
<td>19:112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motta Rosina of Amedeo and Rosina</td>
<td>Oct 13 1910</td>
<td>20:118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motta --- d of Amedeo and Rosina</td>
<td>Apr 11 1909</td>
<td>19:385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motti Antonio of Domenico and Rosa</td>
<td>May 25 1906</td>
<td>18:330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motti Pasquale G of Giuseppe and Maria</td>
<td>Mar 9 1903</td>
<td>17:104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motti Rosina F M of Domenico and Rosa</td>
<td>Mar 21 1908</td>
<td>19:189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motti --- d of Angelo and Concetta</td>
<td>July 28 1906</td>
<td>18:420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motnezinsky Mary of Michael and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 16 1906</td>
<td>18:317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monevan --- s of Alexander and Annie</td>
<td>July 31 1909</td>
<td>19:399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouhanni Maria of Nicola and Benedetta</td>
<td>Mar 3 1910</td>
<td>20:25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moulin Angelina of Alfred and Catharine</td>
<td>May 27 1903</td>
<td>17:428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moulin Lora of Alfred and Catharine</td>
<td>July 19 1905</td>
<td>18:216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moulin Marie J Y of Alfred and Catherine May 11 1908...19:209
Moulin Rose of Pierre and Rose Apr 28 1906...18:321
Moulin Wilfrid J of Alfred and Catharine Aug 16 1906...18:362
Moulton Albert P of Daniel and Eliza Apr 8 1902...17:283
Moulton Anna M of Henry A and Minnie E Oct 23 1908...19:279
Moulton David S of David P and Lillian M Apr 10 1910...20:40
Moulton Dorothy B of Benjamin P and Carlotta F Aug 4 1901.17:196
Moulton Eleanor M of Sullivan and Charlotte E June 21 1905.18:200
Moulton Ethel P of Benjamin P and Carlotta F Sept 10 1905...18:275
Moulton Frederick D of Frank D and Leonora M Aug 17 1905...18:226
Moulton James W of Sherman B and Jennie S Mar 5 1906...18:302
Moulton Marion E of Henry A and Minnie Dec 28 1910...20:145
Moulton Mildred G of Henry A and Minnie E Feb 9 1907...19:16
Moulton Mildred W of Benjamin P and Carlotta F Jan 3 1904.18:4
Moulton Mineola L of Frank D and Leonore M Sept 8 1909...19:459
Moulton Ruth S of Sherman B and Jennie S Jan 16 1902...17:257
Moulton Stacey of Joseph and Nellie Mar 17 1905...18:168
Moulton Thomas of James M and Mary Feb 1 1903...17:440
Moulton Wilfred E of Henry A and Minnie E Jan 24 1905...18:449
Moulton — d of Sullivan and Charlotte E Nov 9 1909...19:439
Mounce Edith M of Liebmann L and Arholyn C Jan 20 1904...17:131
Mountain Charlotte M of Dennis J and Helen V May 19 1908...19:212
Mountain Daniel of Daniel and Jessie Feb 28 1908...19:180
Mountain Eleanor of John J and Eleanor May 22 1904...18:50
Mountain Harold A of Dennis and Helen Feb 9 1910...20:16
Mountney Harry R W of Harry R and Annie I Aug 26 1905...18:229
Mouradian Arpi of Kachador and Mariam Sept 11 1909...19:447
Moury Doris E of Charles W and Alma M Feb 27 1909...19:336
Moury Ethel V of Charles W and Alma M Oct 22 1910...20:122
Moutin Henry of Stephen and Annie July 4 1906...18:345
Movast Ettie F of Henry J and Ettie F Apr 16 1903...17:416
Mower — d of Meyer and Annie Mar 31 1910...20:75
Moverman — s of Sigmund and Annie Feb 5 1910...20:15
Movitz Morris of Harry and Eva June 29 1908...19:229
Movsovitz Estella E of Samuel G and Rebecca Aug 30 1909...19:412
Mowatt — s of John and Helen Sept 3 1906...18:369
Mowrey Hazel G of Roath DeF and Ethel S Sept 14 1902...17:339
Mowry Beatrice I of Charles A and Eleanor R July 2 1902...17:375
Mowry Ella L of Frank J and Winifred Sept 18 1909...19:420
Mowry Harold W of Charles W and Alma M Feb 23 1905...18:159
Mowry Hazel K of Everett and Helen Jan 17 1909...19:321
Mowry Helen E of Leslie F and Isabelle Nov 6 1909...19:438
Mowry Helen I of Everett B and Helen C Nov 6 1910...20:127
Mowry Irene F of James and Mary J July 6 1907...19:80
Mowry Jose of Manuel and Maria Mar 11 1904...18:26
Mowry Lena M of Herbert and Sadie L Dec 15 1904...18:128
Mowry Margaret L of James W and Mary J July 24 1909........19:397
Mowry Maxwell R of Percy R and Maude Sept 2 1909........19:413
Mowry Reginald L of Walter N and Alice I May 8 1902........17:292
Mowry —— d of Daniel M and Mabel May 2 1901...........17:160
Mowry —— d of James and Mary June 2 1908..............19:234
Mowsman —— d of William W and Miriam E July 5 1907........19:154
Moy Poy H (chi) of Pink F and Lew Oct 7 1909.............19:427
Moy Toy Fung (chi) of Moy P Fun and Fong Shee Dec 4 1908,19:295
Moy — (chi) s of Moy Pink Fun and Lew See Aug 31 1908,19:310
Moynihan Margaret T of John and Margaret Oct 15 1901........17:220
Mucci Arturo of Raffaele and Giovanna May 27 1909..........19:368
Muecianoni Anna of Felice and Maria Apr 30 1902...........17:289
Mucciglio Sabatina of Angelo and Madea? Dec 23 1905........18:270
Mucciolo Adelina of Angelo and Matilda Mar 20 1909........19:345
Muccillo Alberto of Angelo and Matilda Sept 15 1907........19:109
Muccin Salvatore of Angelo and Madea Oct 7 1904...........18:106
Muccino Annunziata of Domenico and Urbana May 2 1905.....18:265
Muccino Elena L of Tomaso and Maria Dec 21 1906........18:108
Muccino Francesca D of Tomaso and Maria Jan 22 1909........19:322
Muccino Guglielmo of Nicola and Annie June 1 1901.........17:167
Muckackz Annie of Paralle and Annie Dec 26 1904........18:131
Mucknick Albert of Max and Fannie Mar 17 1907..............19:73
Mucknick Arthur of Jacob and Bessie Feb 3 1907.............19:14
Mucknick Rebecca of Louis and Betsy July 23 1903........17:154
Muczkoski Konrad of Mikolaj and Bertha June 2 1906........18:333
Muddiman Anna of Thomas and Rebecca E Feb 12 1905.........18:155
Muddiman Genevieve of Thomas and Rebecca E May 25 1901,17:165
Mudraski Peter of Stephen and Annie Oct 3 1902............17:346
Muehler John F of Amil and Margaret V Aug 28 1910........20:102
Muehler Walter E of Emil and Marguerite Aug 29 1909........19:411
Muenzel Charles of Henry C and Louise Aug 2 1904.........18:82
Muenzel Joseph F of Henry C and Louise Aug 2 1904.........18:82
Muenzel Julia L of Henry and Louise Mar 4 1902............17:272
Muenzel Otto U of Henry and Louise May 7 1906.............18:321
Muffeo Vergilia of Pasquale and Angela Aug 14 1904........18:87
Muir Donald W of James and Margaret Mar 26 1905...........18:170
Muir George W of William and Agnes M Jan 27 1905..........18:150
Muir Isabella S of William and Agnes M Sept 17 1906........18:374
Muir Margaret S of William and Agnes M Apr 16 1904........17:156
Muirhead Agnes P of William and Margaret Oct 21 1901......17:248
Muirhead John S of William and Margaret Apr 29 1907........19:46
Muirhead William of William and Margaret June 24 1904.....18:61
Muirhead —— d of William and Margaret Sept 19 1908........19:267
Muleahy Annie of Patrick J and Catherine Jan 27 1901.....17:133
Muleahy Bernard of Bernard J and Alice U July 6 1908.....19:238
Muleahy Edmund of Thomas F and Mary E Aug 2 1902........17:325

FROM 1904 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE. 847.
Mulcahey James A of James B and Annie M Dec 26 1910........20:144
Mulcahey Joseph P of Patrick and Bridget Dec 31 1903........17: 507
Mulcahey Lucile E of William S and Eliza L E Dec 4 1910........20:137
Mulcahey Margaret of Patrick and Bridget Sept 28 1902........17: 343
Mulcahey Regina of Bernard J and Alice L Sept 22 1906........18: 376
Mulcahey Rose of James B and Annie M Mar 26 1908..............19: 190
Mulcahey Vincent of Patrick and Bridget M Sept 23 1905........18: 239
Mulcahey William of Thomas F S and Winifred C Sept 21

1910........................................20: 110
Muldoonsky Ida of Simon and Sepa Sept 24 1906..............18: 239
Muldoon Edward P of Edward and Theresa M Oct 29 1903........17:486
Muldoon Ethel M of Edward and Theresa June 25 1907..........19:  68
Muldoon Joseph A of Edward and Theresa June 29 1905........18: 203
Muldoon Mary H E of Andrew J and Bridget A Apr 30 1907....19:  47
Muldoon Rose E of Andrew J and Bridget A Sept 1 1908......19: 260
Muldoon —— d of Andrew J and Bridget A Apr 12 1910........20:  41
Muldowney Arthur of John and Mary Aug 2 1907..............19:  91
Muldowney Catharine of John and Mary Aug 11 1901............17:199
Muldowney Francis of John and Mary Feb 20 1904..............18: 19
Muldowney Genevieve of Patrick F and Catherine Sept 14

1906........................................18:373
Muldowney John F of Patrick F and Catherine July 26 1905......18:218
Muldowney Joseph of John and Mary Jan 1 1903..............17:381
Muldowney Mary A of John and Mary Sept 9 1910..............20:106
Muldowney Thomas of John and Mary Sept 11 1905.............18:235
Muletti Teresa of Giuseppe and Teresa March 17 1910...........20:131
Mulford —— s of George W and Delia July 3 1904..............18:  71
Mulford —— d of John W and Delia Sept 1 1905............18:282
Mulgrew Madeline A of James and Sarah July 26 1904........18:  80
Mulgrew Madeline DeS of Terence E and Alice V Jan 29 1904....18: 11
Mulhall Bernard A of William and Elizabeth E May 11 1909....19:363
Mulhall John P of William and Elizabeth Jan 15 1904.........18:  6
Mulhall Kathleen E of William and Elizabeth E July 9 1906....18:347
Mulhall Leo P of William and Elizabeth E July 9 1906.........18:347
Mulhall Margaret J of William and Elizabeth E Mar 1 1904....17:142
Mulhearn Margaret of Patrick and Catherine V May 21 1907....19:  54
Mulhearn Margaret A of Francis R and Annie M July 30 1909....19:399
Mulhearn Richard J of Francis R and Anna M Apr 30 1907......19:  47
Mulhearn John J of William and Cora L Mar 18 1906...........18:307
Mulhearn Margaret of William and Cora L Apr 16 1904..........18:  38
Mulholland Agnes of Samuel P and Annie July 10 1910.........20:  82
Mulholland Anna of Samuel P and Annie L Feb 18 1908........19:176
Mulholland Edward G of John D and Mary E Sept 2 1904......18:  94
Mulholland Ethel M of John D and Mary E Nov 11 1909........19:439
Mulholland Irene of Joseph J and Margaret T Nov 7 1902....17:357
Mulholland John of Samuel P and Annie L June 29 1905........18:203
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE. 849

Mullaney John E of Joseph E and Mary T Sept 22 1902. . . . . . 17: 342
Mullaney Joseph R of Joseph E and Mary T Oct 14 1904. . . . . 18: 108
Mullaney Margaret E of Samuel P and Annie L Feb 1 1903. . . . 17: 391
Mullaney Samuel of Samuel P and Annie L Aug 18 1901. . . . . 17: 201
Mullaney —— s of John A and Sarah E Apr 27 1905. . . . . . 18: 207
Mulick George F of John and Mary F Feb 27 1904. . . . . . 18: 21
Mulick Irene L of John and Mary F Feb 19 1905. . . . . . 18: 158
Mulick John E of John and Mary F Apr 20 1906. . . . . . 18: 318
Mulick Marion of John and Mary F Dec 9 1907. . . . . . 19: 141
Mullaney Annie of Patrick J and Annie Oct 11 1902. . . . . . 17: 339
Mullaney Charles J of Thomas and Ellen Mar 10 1902. . . . . . 17: 274
Mullaney Edward of Patrick and Annie Apr 21 1901. . . . . . 17: 157
Mullaney Ellen M of James and Ellen Sept 20 1902. . . . . . 17: 311
Mullaney George of Patrick and Annie July 26 1904. . . . . . 18: 80
Mullaney Helen C of Thomas and Ellen Jan 28 1904. . . . . . 18: 10
Mullaney John J of John J and Catharine Dec 4 1901. . . . . 17: 236
Mullaney Joseph of Patrick J and Margaret E Sept 9 1905. . . 18: 234
Mullaney Joseph of Patrick and Ann Sept 23 1909. . . . . . 19: 422
Mullaney Lawrence of Patrick J and Annie F Mar 26 1907. . . . 19: 34
Mullaney Margaret of John J and Catherine June 1 1910. . . . . 20: 59
Mullaney —— s of John J and Catharine Nov 4 1904. . . . . . 18: 115
Mulleda Catharine H of John E and Annie M Oct 30 1905. . . . 18: 254
Mullea John E of John E and Annie M June 24 1907. . . . . . 19: 68
Mulleda Margaret A of John E and Annie June 10 1909. . . . . 19: 374
Mulledy Josephine A of Thomas and Maria June 12 1908. . . . 19: 222
Mulledy Lawrence J of James J and Elizabeth Jan 5 1910. . . . 20: 2
Mulledy Elizabeth of Thomas F and Maria Sept 12 1902. . . . . 17: 338
Mulledy Kathleen of Thomas F and Maria Sept 12 1902. . . . . 17: 338
Mulledy Luke of Patrick and Catharine E Dec 29 1902. . . . . . 17: 373
Mulledy Mary C of Patrick and Catharine E June 19 1904. . . . 18: 59
Mulledy Thomas of Thomas F and Maria Oct 16 1904. . . . . . 18: 109
Mullen Catherine of Joseph and Mary Aug 29 1901. . . . . . 17: 205
Mullen Catherine of Frank and Rose A Oct 7 1905. . . . . . 18: 244
Mullen Catherine E of Michael and Catherine Apr 2 1905. . . . 18: 173
Mullen Christopher of Dominick and Kate Dec 25 1903. . . . . 17: 505
Mullen Dominick L of Patrick and Catherine Mar 23 1902. . . . 17: 278
Mullen Earl T of Patrick J and Kate June 6 1909. . . . . . 19: 372
Mullen Edwin P of Dominick J and Kate Apr 1 1902. . . . . . 17: 280
Mullen Ethel V of James J and Elizabeth Feb 28 1905. . . . . . 18: 161
Mullen Etta M of John F and Rose E Apr 5 1904. . . . . . 18: 34
Mullen Eugene of Eugene and Eugenia Jan 23 1906. . . . . . 18: 285
Mullen Frank of Francis and Bridget Oct 25 1906. . . . . . 18: 388
Mullen James H of James T and Elizabeth L Sept 14 1906. . . . 18: 373
Mullen James R of James B and Lillias B Feb 11 1903. . . . . . 17: 395
Mullen John M of John F and Josephine M B Dec 8 1908. . . . 19: 297
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Mullen Leo of Dominick and Catherine Sept 7 1908.............19:262
Mullen Lucy of Patrick and Catherine Feb 27 1901.............17:141
Mullen Mary of Francis and Bridget Nov 29 1908.............19:293
Mullen Mary C of Patrick J and Kate Aug 4 1907.............19:92
Mullen Mary T of Francis and Rose A May 9 1903.............17:423
Mullen Michael of Patrick and Catherine Mar 26 1907.............19:34
Mullen Owen of Dominick J and Catherine June 6 1906.............18:235
Mullen Peter of Francis and Bridget Nov 2 1904.............18:114
Mullen Robert E of Patrick J and Emma Jan 26 1901.............17:132
Mullen Victor J of John F and Josephine M Oct 14 1906.............18:384
Mullen —— d of Thomas R and Sarah M Dec 13 1901.............17:239
Mullen —— d of James and Delia May 15 1902.............17:314
Mullen —— d of Lizzie Sept 25 1903.............17:475
Mullen —— d of James and Lillias Apr 12 1905.............18:176
Mullen —— d of John F and Rosetta July 18 1910.............20:152
Mullens Annie of John and Margaret May 20 1903.............17:426
Muller Alfred W F of Alfred and Frieda H May 20 1903.............18:189
Muller Celina E of Gustave and Lena Aug 21 1904.............18:89
Muller Fred A of Fred and Annie Nov 14 1908.............19:287
Muller Harry E of Gustave and Lena Oct 17 1905.............18:247
Mullervey Catherine of Patrick and Catherine Mar 13 1901.............17:146
Mullervey Rose E of Patrick and Katherine Mar 15 1903.............17:406
Mullery Charles E of Dennis and Elizabeth May 25 1903.............17:427
Mullery Robert J of Dennis F and Elizabeth June 22 1905.............18:201
Mullen Sarah M of Thomas R and Sarah M Sept 30 1906.............18:379
Mullholland —— d of Bessie Mar 11 1909.............19:341
Mullicone Maria G L of Eugenio and Angela Feb 17 1910.............20:19
Mulligan Anthony of John J and Catherine C July 2 1908.............19:236
Mulligan John J of John J and Catherine C Feb 9 1907.............19:16
Mulligan John L of John and Annie Feb 1 1904.............18:12
Mulligan Mary of James E and Margaret M Sept 8 1905.............18:234
Mulligan Mary M of John J and Catherine C Oct 7 1905.............18:244
Mulligan —— d of Charles and Laura Apr 18 1906.............18:318
Mullin Doris L of Albert H and Signe M Dec 22 1909.............19:454
Mullin Mary V of Eugene and Eugenia J May 10 1910.............20:51
Mullins George T of Michael and Nora Aug 28 1905.............18:230
Mullins Gladys of John and Margaret Sept 28 1908.............19:270
Mullins John W of Edward J and Thirza June 23 1901.............17:174
Mullins Katie I of John and Margaret Apr 18 1902.............17:286
Mullins Mary E of John and Margaret July 19 1904.............18:77
Mullins Thirza of Edward and Thirza Nov 21 1904.............18:120
Mullins William L of John and Margaret Sept 20 1905.............18:238
Mulry Elizabeth of Thomas I and Lillian Jan 23 1901.............17:131
Mulryan Edward of Mary Feb 23 1909.............19:334
Mulvaney Albert of Hugh F and Emily Mar 30 1904.............18:32
Mulvaney Alice of Hugh and Emily June 27 1905.............18:202
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Mulvany, Edward of Thomas and Jean May 10 1910..............20: 51
Mulvany, Edward M of George V and Mary July 4 1910...........20: 79
Mulvany, Hugh J of Hugh F and Emily Sept 4 1901..............17: 297
Mulvany, James J of Thomas J and Mary A July 25 1910.........20: 88
Mulvany, Joseph H of Joseph F and Mary L July 20 1906........18: 352
Mulvany, Marion of Joseph F and Mary L June 24 1908..........19: 226
Mulvany, Patrick J of Thomas J and Mary July 29 1902........17: 323
Mulvany, Robert P of George V and Susan 1 May 3 1906........18: 323
Mulvany, Mary C of Thomas J and Mary May 17 1905.............18: 188
Mulvany, Thomas A of Thomas J and Mary Mar 28 1904..........18: 32
Mulvany, Alice C of Michael and Annie Oct 12 1904..........18: 108
Mulvany, Anna C of Joseph E and Mary L Sept 27 1909.........19: 123
Mulvany, Annie G of John F and Annie July 25 1902...........17: 322
Mulvany, Catherine of John and Henrietta Sept 10 1904.......18: 97
Mulvany, Catherine E of John H and Margaret A Aug 8 1902....17: 327
Mulvany, Edna C of John L and Theresa A July 4 1909.........19: 389
Mulvany, Edward J of John H and Margaret July 13 1909.......19: 392
Mulvany, Elizabeth of John H and Henrietta May 4 1901.......17: 160
Mulvany, Elizabeth of Alexander F and Elizabeth M May 24...

1903..................................................17: 427
Mulvany, Ellen L of Thomas J and Catherine M Sept 15 1904..18: 99
Mulvany, Ethel T of John L and Theresa A Mar 9 1905........18: 164
Mulvany, Everett J of Joseph M and Evelyn M Apr 10 1908....19: 197
Mulvany, Frederick of Michael and Annie Apr 2 1909........19: 349
Mulvany, Frederick G of Michael J and Sarah Sept 10 1901...17: 209
Mulvany, Harold of Hugh and Etta M July 7 1902..............17: 317
Mulvany, Henry E of James F and Margaret Nov 15 1904......18: 119
Mulvany, Henry E of James F and Margaret Feb 15 1905......18: 156
Mulvany, Herbert of John H and Margaret A Jan 15 1904......18: 6
Mulvany, James E of Thomas J and Catherine M July 18 1903,17: 452
Mulvany, John F of John F and Annie Nov 20 1904.............18: 120
Mulvany, John F of Michael and Annie June 18 1902.........17: 304
Mulvany, John R of William H and Jennie June 21 1908......19: 225
Mulvany, Joseph of Peter J and Ellen T May 11 1901........17: 162
Mulvany, Joseph E of Michael J and Sarah Nov 15 1904......18: 119
Mulvany, Leo of John L and Teresa A Dec 2 1906.............18: 401
Mulvany, Madeline C of William H and Jennie B Jan 23 1910,20: 10
Mulvany, Margaret of John H and Margaret A Mar 24 1906....18: 309
Mulvany, Margaret J of Joseph E and Mary L Nov 19 1906.....18: 297
Mulvany, Marguerite F of James F and Margaret Jan 16 1908,19: 164
Mulvany, Mary of Patrick and Bridget July 7 1902...........17: 317
Mulvany, Mary of Peter J and Ellen T May 11 1904............18: 46
Mulvany, Mary A of John and Henrietta Mar 3 1908...........19: 182
Mulvany, Mary A of John H and Margaret July 13 1909.......19: 332
Mulvany, Mary E of John H and Margaret A Mar 24 1908.......19: 189
Mulvany, Mary E of James F and Margaret May 30 1909.......19: 369
Mulvey Milton E of John F and Sarah G Oct 10 1903............17: 480
Mulvey Ruth E of Joseph M and Evelyn Jan 6 1906............18: 281
Mulvey Thomas E of John F and Annie Aug 3 1903............17: 458
Mulvey Veronica H of Michael J and Sarah Apr 18 1907......19: 43
Mulvey William of Peter J and Ellen T Mar 21 1903............17: 408
Mulvey — s of Josephine Nov 6 1901............................17: 227
Mulvey — s of Robert W and Bridget T Sept 20 1905........18: 277
Mulvihill Charlotte of John E and Hattie E June 1 1906....18: 333
Mulvihill Paul of John E and Harriet E Feb 28 1903.........17: 400
Mumford Charles F of Clarence B and Mary E Nov 1 1903....17: 509
Mumford Ethel of Thomas P and Luella Nov 30 1906..........18: 400
Mumford Helen J of Charles M and Mary J Mar 6 1901........17: 143
Mumford — d of Thomas P and Luella Feb 21 1908..............19: 177
Muncey Bernice E of Ralph and Edith D Nov 1 1905...........18: 252
Muncey Bertram of Ralph and Edith D Nov 1 1905.............18: 252
Mungo Joseph L of Joseph and Agnes Jan 27 1908..............19: 230
Munjak Nathan of Joseph and Katie Dec 11 1908..............19: 298
Munkittrick Florence D of Henry E and Helen Aug 30 1909...19: 412
Munro Angus C of James M and Grace A Feb 23 1907.........19: 21
Munro Elizabeth L of John R and Margaret M May 1 1904....18: 361
Munro Katherine G of Daniel J and Barbara July 10 1908....19: 239
Munro Norman F of Fred B and Anna M June 4 1902.........17: 299
Munro Robert E of John R and Margaret M Mar 23 1906......18: 308
Munro — s of Frank E and Mary E Dec 5 1909.................19: 463
Munroe Charles H of Charles B and Florence L Mar 27 1905..18: 171
Munroe Clara B of Leon I and Clara B Oct 20 1905..........18: 248
Munroe Elaine (c) of Augustus and Louise Mar 27 1904......18: 33
Munroe Elizabeth L of William F and Louise May 6 1909....19: 361
Munroe Fred A of Cyrus A and Edith M Dec 19 1909.........19: 453
Munroe Gertrude of Herbert F and Elizabeth M Feb 21 1903..17: 398
Munroe Grace I of George C and Grace A Dec 28 1907........19: 148
Munroe Henry F of Walter and Dora Dec 28 1910..............20: 145
Munroe Herbert E of Walter and Ella E Apr 4 1905..........18: 173
Munroe John of Mary Jan 9 1910...............................20: 4
Munroe Laura of John R and Margaret J June 12 1904........18: 57
Munroe Walter of Walter and Dora Jan 28 1901.................17: 133
Munroe William of Walter and Ellen E Aug 17 1908...........19: 310
Munroe — d of Charles B and Florence L Dec 30 1909.......19: 464
Munroe — s of Daniel and Barbara Feb 25 1910...............20: 22
Munsir Najeeb L of Lehar and Mary Dec 29 1901..............18: 132
Munslow Andrew P of Joseph and Alice E July 15 1909.......19: 393
Munson Carl R of Carl and Alexandra May 4 1907.............19: 48
Munson Edith M of George E and Mary Feb 15 1902............17: 266
Munson Edna V of Carl and Alexandra Nov 23 1909............19: 443
Munson Ruth A of Carl and Alexandra May 26 1905............18: 190
Munster Elizabeth H of Walter K and Charlotte M Dec 2 1906.18: 401
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
Murphy Catharine of Jeremiah H and Mary A June 21 1904 .18 : 60
Murphy Catherine of Michael and Catherine Oct 22 1903 .17 : 484
Murphy Catherine of Martin J and Catherine A July 8 1904 .18 : 123
Murphy Catherine E of John W and Catherine Sept 27 1910 .20 : 112
Murphy Catherine F of Edward P and Annie F Feb 4 1901 .17 : 135
Murphy Catherine F of James and Ellen Feb 9 1907 .19 : 16
Murphy Catherine L of John and Teresa Ang 17 1901 .17 : 201
Murphy Catherine L of James H and Catherine A Feb 25 1907 .19 : 22
Murphy Charlotte of Joseph M and Charlotte J Nov 10 1902 .17 : 358
Murphy Charlotte of Jeremiah and Mary J Dec 29 1904 .18 : 132
Murphy Christopher of Martin and Mary June 10 1903 .17 : 432
Murphy Cornelius of Daniel and Mary Mar 9 1904 .18 : 25
Murphy Daniel H of Henry A and Margaretta Aug 8 1902 .17 : 375
Murphy Daniel M of Daniel and Mary Sept 19 1902 .17 : 341
Murphy Doris of John and Mary Apr 28 1908 .18 : 204
Murphy Dorothy V of John and Mary Sept 28 1904 .18 : 103
Murphy Edith M of Edmund M and Edith M Sept 21 1906 .18 : 376
Murphy Edmund F of Frank G and Bridget Jan 2 1909 .19 : 315
Murphy Edward of John and Margaret June 10 1901 .17 : 170
Murphy Edward of Edward W and Helen J Oct 4 1908 .19 : 272
Murphy Edward J of Patrick F and Julia M Aug 2 1908 .19 : 248
Murphy Edward W of Patrick J and Mary A Dec 4 1905 .18 : 263
Murphy Edward W of Henry and Elizabeth July 14 1909 .19 : 393
Murphy Elizabeth of Michael and Catherine Mar 2 1901 .17 : 142
Murphy Elizabeth of Michael and Annie Apr 15 1901 .17 : 155
Murphy Elizabeth of Michael J and Mary E May 28 1907 .19 : 57
Murphy Elizabeth of Daniel B and Margaret Sept 12 1908 .19 : 264
Murphy Elizabeth M of Thomas and Elizabeth Nov 30 1905 .18 : 262
Murphy Elizabeth N of James H and Ellen W May 14 1908 .19 : 210
Murphy Ethel of John F and Gertrude M Nov 12 1904 .18 : 117
Murphy Ethel M of John and Nellie Feb 4 1902 .17 : 263
Murphy Evelyn of James I and Sarah R July 27 1906 .18 : 354
Murphy Frances of Frank and Mary L Aug 22 1903 .17 : 463
Murphy Francis of Jeremiah and Mary A Aug 7 1908 .19 : 250
Murphy Francis of James and Margaret Jan 17 1910 .20 : 7
Murphy Francis A of Patrick J and Catherine Oct 18 1903 .17 : 483
Murphy Francis J of Timothy J and Mary E Nov 4 1904 .18 : 134
Murphy Francis J of Frank and Mary L Dec 3 1906 .18 : 402
Murphy Francis M of Michael J and Bridget C Sept 29 1904 .18 : 103
Murphy Frederick of Francis H and Jennie Sept 5 1906 .18 : 369
Murphy Frederick S of Frederick D and Josephine Oct 28 1906 .18 : 389
Murphy George A of Edward P and Annie Nov 10 1905 .18 : 255
Murphy George E of James H and Catherine Apr 4 1908 .19 : 194
Murphy George M of Thomas E and Annie J Oct 24 1906 .18 : 388
Murphy Gertrude E of Patrick J and Sadie A Mar 2 1905 .18 : 162
Murphy Gertrude E of Daniel and Maud May 19 1908 .19 : 212
Murphy Gertrude F of John F and Gertrude Dec 20 1908 19:301
Murphy Harold V of James H and Catherine A Feb 25 1907 19:22
Murphy Helen of Edward and Helen G July 13 1905 18:244
Murphy Helen of Daniel and Mary Nov 27 1905 18:261
Murphy Helen of Michael J and Mary E Apr 12 1909 19:353
Murphy Helen E of James H and Ellen U Aug 19 1904 18:89
Murphy Helen G of James E and Margaret Mar 21 1901 17:148
Murphy Helen T of James J and Delia July 17 1910 20:85
Murphy Henry M of Henry and Margaret June 1 1909 19:370
Murphy Hiram A of William H and Mary T Apr 30 1903 17:420
Murphy Irene M of John D and Catherine L May 25 1907 19:56
Murphy James of James and Margaret Aug 5 1904 18:83
Murphy James of Jeremiah H and Mary A Oct 12 1905 18:245
Murphy James of Joseph M and Charlotte J Jan 13 1906 18:284
Murphy James of Michael P and Annie T Sept 3 1908 19:261
Murphy James A of Edward P and Annie F Apr 7 1908 19:195
Murphy James B of Maurice and Mary T Mar 13 1910 20:29
Murphy James C of James and Ellen July 5 1905 18:211
Murphy James E of James E and Margaret Apr 7 1905 18:175
Murphy James G of James G and Olga II May 8 1902 17:314
Murphy James J of William H and Margaret Dec 22 1901 17:242
Murphy James J of James J and Delia July 12 1907 19:83
Murphy James P of James J and Mary Mar 30 1902 17:280
Murphy James P of Michael and Margaret Jan 19 1906 18:286
Murphy James P of Michael J and Bridget C Jan 31 1906 18:290
Murphy James R of Edward and Ellen M Mar 24 1902 17:278
Murphy Janet of Janet Dec 15 1906 18:406
Murphy Jeremiah E of Jeremiah and Mary E Feb 9 1901 17:136
Murphy John of Michael and Annie June 12 1903 17:433
Murphy John of Daniel B and Maud H May 26 1907 19:56
Murphy John A of Michael P and Bridget Nov 24 1901 71:283
Murphy John E of James H and Catherine A June 4 1903 17:430
Murphy John F of Patrick P and Julia M A Aug 3 1903 17:458
Murphy John G of John A and Adah H Aug 20 1905 18:227
Murphy John H of Timothy F and Mary E Mar 8 1907 19:27
Murphy John J of Patrick J and Catherine July 3 1901 17:185
Murphy John J of Patrick J and Mary M Nov 29 1901 17:234
Murphy John J of John J and Annie A Mar 19 1902 17:277
Murphy John J of John and Sarah Dec 29 1903 17:506
Murphy John J of Michael and Margaret Dec 25 1904 18:134
Murphy John J of Martin J and Bridget A Dec 3 1906 18:402
Murphy John J of Thomas and Elizabeth Jan 13 1910 20:6
Murphy John M of Joseph F and Eliza Mar 11 1905 18:165
Murphy John W of Matthew and Winifred Mar 22 1901 17:148
Murphy Joseph of Edward and Helen J Dec 7 1903 17:499
Murphy Joseph of Michael and Margaret June 22 1909 19:378
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Murphy Joseph of Michael P and Annie T May 16 1910......20: 53
Murphy Joseph A of John F and Minnie May 27 1901......17: 166
Murphy Joseph A of James E and Margaret Aug 29 1902......17: 334
Murphy Joseph A of James H and Catherine A July 1 1905..18: 210
Murphy Joseph A D of William J and Annie C T Aug 10 1906.18: 360
Murphy Joseph C of Joseph W and Mary E Oct 13 1909......19: 429
Murphy Joseph I of Edward P and Annie Jan 3 1910......20: 1
Murphy Joseph L of John and Margaret Sept 7 1903........17: 469
Murphy Joseph M of Joseph M and Charlotte J Feb 1 1904...18: 12
Murphy Joseph P of Joseph P and Alice J Oct 5 1907......19: 117
Murphy Joseph S of William M and Lydia May 18 1902......17: 294
Murphy Julia of Daniel and Mary Oct 21 1910................20: 121
Murphy Kathleen M of John D and Catherine L Dec 28 1902.17: 372
Murphy Leo of Thomas P and Ann E Mar 20 1904.............18: 29
Murphy Leo M of Edmund M and Edith M Mar 15 1903........17: 406
Murphy Lillian of Thomas F and Mary A June 30 1901......17: 176
Murphy Louis of Joseph and Nettie Feb 5 1904.............18: 13
Murphy Louise of Jeremiah J and Mary J June 24 1902......17: 306
Murphy Louise of John D and Catherine L Oct 25 1904......18: 111
Murphy Mabel C of Daniel J and Mary Sept 21 1902.........17: 311
Murphy Margaret of Martin and Kate Aug 7 1906...........18: 359
Murphy Margaret of James and Winifred Aug 14 1906.......18: 361
Murphy Margaret A of Daniel and Mary J Sept 18 1909.....19: 420
Murphy Margaret M of Patrick and Sarah Dec 25 1901.....17: 243
Murphy Margaret M of James and Margaret Dec 2 1906.....18: 401
Murphy Margaret M of Michael J and Margaret Apr 27 1907.19: 46
Murphy Margaret M of William J and Cecelia I Mar 10 1909.19: 341
Murphy Margaret V of Michael P and Annie Dec 17 1905....18: 268
Murphy Margaret of Daniel B and Margaret A Nov 24 1903.17: 495
Murphy Marie E of John A and Catherine Apr 6 1901.......17: 153
Murphy Mary of Michael J and Mary E Nov 25 1901.........17: 233
Murphy Mary of Daniel A and Mary J Oct 25 1907.........19: 155
Murphy Mary of Michael and Margaret July 5 1908.........19: 237
Murphy Mary of John J and Alice Nov 9 1910..............20: 149
Murphy Mary A of Michael and Catherine Jan 26 1905......18: 149
Murphy Mary A of Patrick J and Mary A June 18 1907......19: 66
Murphy Mary A of Daniel and Mary A June 14 1908.........19: 223
Murphy Mary E of John J and Elizabeth M Jan 5 1909......18: 316
Murphy Mary E of Elizabeth Jan 12 1909....................19: 319
Murphy Mary E of Matthew and Winifred Nov 4 1910........20: 126
Murphy Mary G of James H and Catherine A Feb 19 1901....17: 139
Murphy Mary H of Edward and Ellen M Mar 24 1902.........17: 278
Murphy Mary L of Edward and Laura July 6 1905............18: 212
Murphy Mary L of Thomas and May L Jan 21 1910..........20: 9
Murphy Matthew of Matthew and Winifred Sept 21 1907....19: 111
Murphy Maurice A of John A and Ada M July 6 1909.......19: 390
Murphy Norine of James and Mary A Feb 1 1908..............19:230
Murphy Patrick I. of Patrick J and Sarah A Jan 20 1910......20: 8
Murphy Raymond of Joseph and Sarah June 21 1904............17:184
Murphy Raymond of William J and Cecilia I Sept 8 1903....17:470
Murphy Robert G of Edward A and Mary E Feb 26 1907.....19: 23
Murphy Rose A of Joseph P and Alice J Apr 7 1909.........19:351
Murphy Ruth of Henry T and Margaret G Aug 21 1910....20: 99
Murphy Ruth A of Joseph F and Eliza Nov 20 1907......19:134
Murphy Stephen J of Edward and Annie Oct 13 1908........17:481
Murphy Thomas of Patrick J and Catherine Nov 30 1905.....18:262
Murphy Thomas E of Thomas and Annie July 27 1901.......17:194
Murphy Thomas F of Thomas and Elizabeth G July 30 1908...19:216
Murphy Thomas H of Michael F and Eleanor A Apr 16 1903..17:416
Murphy Thomas H of William H and Annie Sept 3 1903.....17:468
Murphy Thomas J of Patrick J and Sarah Apr 26 1903.....17:419
Murphy Timothy W of Edward P and Annie Sept 29 1902...17:344
Murphy Vincent of Henry J and Elizabeth M Mar 21 1908...19:190
Murphy Vincent E of John F and Gertrude M Dec 23 1906.....18:409
Murphy Vincent J of William and Cecilia I May 4 1907.....19: 48
Murphy Viola A of John J and Annie A Mar 17 1907.........19: 30
Murphy Warren A of Patrick F and Julia M A Aug 15 1910...20: 37
Murphy William of John and Sadie Nov 3 1901..............17:226
Murphy William of George X and Catherine Jan 5 1901....18: 2
Murphy William of Jeremiah and Mary E Mar 30 1904.....18: 22
Murphy William of Joseph and Annie Nov 3 1904.......18:115
Murphy William of Joseph M and Charlotte J Dec 29 1907....19:119
Murphy William of Michael and Catherine Jan 6 1909.....19:317
Murphy William J of William J and Cecilia I June 2 1901...17:168
Murphy William T of William H and Mary T Apr 21 1903.....18:179
Murphy Winifred of Matthew and Winifred Feb 6 1905.....18:153
Murphy Winifred C of John J and Annie A Nov 30 1903.....17:496
Murphy — d of Florence and Sarah A Jan 8 1902...........17:311
Murphy — s of Daniel and Margaret Mar 27 1902...........17:312
Murphy — s of Thomas P and Annie E June 30 1902......17:313
Murphy — d of Michael J and Mary E Mar 16 1903........17:443
Murphy — s of James and Winifred F Nov 11 1903.....17:491
Murphy — s of Dennis and Elizabeth Jan 25 1904...........18: 66
Murphy — s of Kate Mar 20 1904.........................18: 29
Murphy — d of John and Hattie May 12 1904..............18: 46
Murphy — s of Lillian Dec 24 1904......................18:130
Murphy — s of Michael and Catherine F Mar 6 1905......18:207
Murphy — s of John and Theresa Apr 6 1905............18:207
Murphy — s of Thomas P and Annie May 12 1905...........18:208
Murphy — s of William P and Mary E Sept 3 1905......18:276
Murphy — d of Hugh J and Mary Nov 9 1905............18:255
Murphy — s of Katherine Oct 10 1906. 18: 383
Murphy — d of William and Louise Feb 19 1907. 19: 20
Murphy — s of Edward W and Ellen June 28 1907. 19: 70
Murphy — s of Patrick and Catherine July 20 1907. 19: 86
Murphy — s of Mary Nov 3 1907. 19: 128
Murphy — s of Edmund M and Edith June 14 1909. 19: 375
Murphy — s of James A and Minnie Nov 10 1909. 19: 462
Murphy — d of John and Mary Dec 11 1909. 19: 450
Murphy — s of William H and Mary T June 16 1910. 20: 65
Murphy — d of Patrick and Mary A Oct 15 1910. 20: 119
Murr Benjamin A of Benjamin A and Anna J Feb 14 1907. 19: 18
Murr Catherine of Alvin and Anna July 15 1904. 18: 76
Murr John F of B Alvin and Emma J Jan 20 1903. 17: 440
Murr — s of B Alvin and Anna Sept 17 1910. 20: 151
Murray Agnes M of Frank and Mabel May 13 1906. 18: 326
Murray Albeus R of Albeus P and Ellen C Dec 25 1903. 17: 505
Murray Anna E of John J and Anne Aug 4 1910. 20: 93
Murray Austin B of John B and Elizabeth Dec 23 1901. 17: 242
Murray Bertha of James S and Elizabeth A Nov 24 1906. 18: 399
Murray Bridget M of Charles and Bridget Oct 14 1910. 20: 118
Murray Callistus of Charles and Bridget Oct 14 1910. 20: 118
Murray Catharine J of William J and Elizabeth Aug 21 1906. 18: 364
Murray Doris V of James S and Elizabeth A Feb 20 1909. 19: 333
Murray Dorothy L of Thomas H and Elsie S Sept 24 1905. 18: 239
Murray Edward of Frank and Mary P Mar 14 1908. 19: 186
Murray Elizabeth of Daniel P and Margaret Oct 29 1906. 18: 389
Murray Elizabeth C of William J and Elizabeth M Jan 18 1909. 19: 321
Murray Francis of Frank and Mary P Mar 14 1908. 19: 186
Murray Francis W of Thomas F and Helena V Aug 17 1904. 18: 88
Murray Genevieve T of Patrick J and Anna Apr 13 1905. 18: 177
Murray Gertrude of Joseph M and Anna G Sept 23 1901. 17: 213
Murray Gertrude F of James H and Delia V Nov 5 1908. 19: 283
Murray Gladys M of John B and Margaret Feb 15 1902. 17: 266
Murray Grace of James S and Elizabeth A Dec 4 1905. 18: 278
Murray Hubert A H of Joseph M and Anna G Dec 1 1908. 19: 294
Murray Irving of John B and Margaret Apr 4 1904. 18: 34
Murray James of James H and Delia V May 8 1905. 18: 185
Murray James H of James H and Delia Oct 26 1906. 18: 389
Murray James H of Thomas H and May B Dec 8 1909. 19: 449
Murray James J of James J and Mary E July 18 1905. 18: 216
Murray Jane of Daniel P and Margaret Feb 18 1903. 17: 397
Murray John of Kate Oct 31 1904. 18: 113
Murray John of Manuel and Bernadina July 11 1906. 18: 348
Murray John of Daniel P and Margaret Oct 24 1908. 19: 279
Murray John of Frank and Mary F Dec 15 1910. 20: 144
Murray John P of Josephine Feb 8 1902...................... 17: 264
Murray John P of James J and Mary E Aug 16 1907.......... 19: 97
Murray Lillian of James and Mary Apr 13 1904............. 18: 37
Murray Lucille M of James E and Mary A June 6 1902..... 17: 300
Murray Mabel of Henry V and Emma H Nov 12 1906......... 18: 395
Murray Mabel A of Frank and Mabel May 13 1907........... 19: 58
Murray Margaret of Timothy and Bridget May 14 1902...... 17: 293
Murray Margaret of Daniel P and Margaret Aug 30 1904.... 18: 93
Murray Margaret of Edward J and Roseanna Apr 16 1906... 18: 317
Murray Margaret M of Richard J and Catharine M July 28 1905 ........................................ 18: 219
Murray Marguerite of Maurice A and Charlotte L Nov 10 1905, 18: 255
Murray Mary of Daniel P and Margaret Oct 28 1901........ 17: 224
Murray Mary of John and Bridget Dec 4 1902................ 17: 365
Murray Mary of James F and Ellen Sept 9 1909.............. 19: 416
Murray Mary A of James and Bridget Apr 28 1901........... 17: 159
Murray Mary A of James J and Mary E Oct 26 1903.......... 17: 485
Murray Mary B of John J and Annie M Aug 15 1907......... 19: 96
Murray Mary I of Walter and Isabel July 18 1907........... 19: 85
Murray Mary McB of James S and Elizabeth A Aug 11 1901. 17: 199
Murray Mary T of William J and Elizabeth M Sept 25 1904.. 18: 102
Murray Mary T of Francis and Mary Sept 12 1906.......... 18: 372
Murray Raymond B of John B and Margaret Feb 5 1909..... 19: 328
Murray Regina C of James H and Sarah A Dec 7 1902........ 17: 366
Murray Robert A of Thomas F and Ida F Dec 13 1902........ 17: 368
Murray Ruth E of James S and Elizabeth A May 20 1903.... 17: 426
Murray Stephen M of Stephen J and Annie M Sept 9 1903... 17: 470
Murray Virginia of Joseph M and Annie G Mar 14 1905..... 18: 166
Murray William of Walter and Isabella June 15 1901....... 17: 171
Murray William of William and Winifred Aug 4 1901....... 17: 196
Murray William J of Joseph M and Annie G Sept 11 1903... 17: 471
Murray William R of Stephen J and Anna M June 11 1910... 20: 63
Murray — d of Jessie Oct 20 1901.......................... 17: 250
Murray — s of James and Annie Feb 11 1902............... 17: 311
Murray — s of James and Annie May 16 1903............... 17: 444
Murray — d of Joseph P and Mary June 25 1901............. 18: 68
Murray — s of John and Bridget Jan 29 1905................. 18: 151
Murray — s of Edward J and Rosanne May 21 1905.......... 18: 189
Murray — d of Ernest E and Amy D Mar 26 1907............. 19: 33
Murray — s of Frank J and Mary L Dec 9 1907............... 19: 156
Murray — s of John B and Margaret Jan 5 1908............. 19: 159
Murray — s of Edward J and Rosanna May 12 1908.......... 19: 234
Murray — d of Mary May 31 1908 ......................... 19: 217
Murray — s of Thomas H and Ellen June 10 1910 .......... 20: 76
Murray — d of James S and Elizabeth A July 15 1910 ....... 20: 152
Murry — d of Frank and Nettie M Feb 27 1907 .............. 19: 75
Murtagh Edward G of John and Mary Aug 27 1903 .......... 17: 465
Murtagh John J of Patrick J and Bridget M Dec 31 1907 .... 19: 150
Murtagh Joseph P of John and Mary Nov 24 1908 .......... 19: 291
Murtagh Teresa E of Patrick J and Bridget M June 14 1910 .. 20: 61
Murtagh Thomas E of Thomas J and Mary T Feb 15 1904 ....... 18: 17
Murtagh Thomas F of John and Mary Apr 3 1907 ............. 19: 37
Murtaugh Edward J of Patrick J and Ellen Feb 26 1903 ....... 17: 400
Murtaugh Margaret of Martin H and Winifred Mar 6 1907 ... 19: 26
Murtaugh May C of Thomas J and Mary Jan 7 1907 .......... 19: 3
Murtaugh William J of Patrick J and Ellen M Apr 27 1904 .... 18: 67
Murtha Frederick of Thomas W and Margaret A Sept 13 1907, 19: 108
Murtha Margaret M of Thomas W and Margaret A May 16 1905 . 18: 187
Murtha Mary K of Thomas and Winifred May 16 1904 ......... 17: 178
Murtha Philip of Phillip and Bridget Jan 5 1902 ............. 17: 309
Murtha Veronica of Patrick and Nellie June 16 1901 ........... 17: 172
Murtha — d of Thomas and Minnie Apr 14 1902 ............. 17: 285
Murther Edwin of John A and Mary E Dec 21 1908 .......... 19: 302
Murtough Walter F of Patrick and Bridget Apr 7 1903 ....... 17: 413
Muscente Viola I of Antonio and Margherita Sept 13 1904 ... 18: 98
Muscovitz Jennie of Elias and Rosa Sept 1 1902 ............ 17: 335
Musserian Guerkin of Setrag and Maritza June 27 1910 ....... 20: 69
Musgrove Lloyd W of Roy W and Catharine T Dec 25 1908 .... 19: 303
Muslika Alexander of Alexander and Rosalia July 9 1910 .... 20: 81
Muslika Bunestav of Alexander and Rosalia July 9 1910 ....... 20: 81
Muslika Ida of Isaac and Sarah Sept 22 1909 ................ 19: 459
Muslika Mollie of Boris and Becky Sept 4 1905 .......... 18: 233
Muslika Rosie of Benjamin and Bella Feb 23 1909 ............ 19: 334
Musnick Ada E of Jacob L and Elizabeth Sept 20 1905 ....... 18: 238
Musnick Eva of Louis and Becky Mar 23 1907 ............... 19: 32
Musnick Kathryn of Max and Mary Mar 15 1908 ............. 19: 187
Musnick Mamie of Louis and Bessie Sept 2 1909 ............. 19: 413
Musnick Morris of Louis and Bessie July 31 1905 .......... 18: 220
Musnick Rebecca of Charles and Lena Nov 8 1905 .......... 18: 254
Musnick Robert of Max and Fannie Aug 17 1910 .............. 20: 98
Musnick Simon of Charles and Lena Aug 1 1902 .............. 17: 324
Musliak Mary of Joseph and Apolonija Mar 18 1906 ........ 18: 413
Musick Stanislaus of Paul and Catherine July 13 1909 ....... 19: 392
Muski Nellie of Paul and Catherine Aug 24 1907 ............. 19: 100
Musnick Harris of Louis and Bessie Jan 17 1902 .......... 17: 258
Musserian Nishan of Setrag and Maritza Nov 12 1906 ........ 18: 395
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muzee, Agnes R of Harvey S and Agnes G</td>
<td>June 18 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzee, John R of Harvey S and Agnes G</td>
<td>June 24 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzee, Grace B of Harvey S and Agnes G</td>
<td>Aug 25 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzee, Walter of Harvey and Agnes</td>
<td>Aug 25 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myatt —— d of Alice</td>
<td>May 6 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mychiewicz, Bogurila of Kavol and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 17 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Clara P R of Alfred and Margaret</td>
<td>Feb 26 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Lloyd W of William H and Emma A</td>
<td>July 23 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Theodore H of Edward H and Annie S</td>
<td>Feb 12 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Alice C of John G and Mabel S</td>
<td>Aug 28 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Anastasia of Walter E and Elizabeth A</td>
<td>May 30 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Caroline A of Frank E and Caroline A</td>
<td>Oct 23 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Daniel J of Daniel E and Mary</td>
<td>July 7 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Donald J of Daniel and Mary</td>
<td>July 7 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Edith of John S and Lily E</td>
<td>June 14 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Edmund of Daniel E and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 25 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Edward A of Dennis A and Helen A</td>
<td>June 17 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Edward C of Edward L and Grace A</td>
<td>July 10 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Edward J of Patrick E and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 1 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Elizabeth A of Daniel and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 22 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Hannah T of Daniel and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 22 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Helen D of Dennis and Helen</td>
<td>Apr 29 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Irene of Bert and Katherine</td>
<td>Jan 21 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, John P of Daniel and Mary</td>
<td>July 7 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Julia M of Timothy J and Julia T</td>
<td>Aug 14 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Leona A (c) of Percy J and Blanche F</td>
<td>Dec 20 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Leopold A of John G and Mabel S</td>
<td>Jan 22 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Lottie of Charles M and Sophie Jan</td>
<td>Jan 20 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Margaret E of Arthur W and Mary E</td>
<td>Jan 24 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Marie of Herbert A and Rose E</td>
<td>Aug 24 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Mary E of Dennis and Ellen</td>
<td>Dec 17 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Mary J of Timothy J and Julia T</td>
<td>Mar 8 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Ruth E of Harry E and Ada Dec</td>
<td>Dec 12 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Vincent of Timothy J and Julia T</td>
<td>Mar 30 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Viola of Edward and Ellen F</td>
<td>May 3 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Viola L (c) of Percy J and Blanche F</td>
<td>July 6 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers —— s of Frederick and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Feb 21 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers —— d of Dennis E and Helen</td>
<td>Apr 26 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers —— d of George H and Margaret</td>
<td>Aug 14 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers —— s of Amette</td>
<td>Aug 23 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers —— s of Catherine</td>
<td>July 28 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers —— s of Frank E and Caroline</td>
<td>Nov 22 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Myerson Annie of Max and Bessie July 28 1908.................19:307
Myerson Morris of Max and Bessie June 19 1910..............20:66
Mylott Annie L of John H and Ora L Mar 2 1903.............17:440
Mylott Edward B of Bernard J and Della R Feb 9 1908........19:173
Mylott Helen of John H and Ora Feb 2 1907.....................19:13
Mylott Margaret E of John H and Ora Dec 6 1904.............18:125
Mylott Mary C of John H and Ora May 6 1909....................18:361
Mylott Mary E of Bernard J and Della R Nov 11 1903........17:491
Myra Luther I of Nathaniel and Sarah Aug 18 1909...........19:407
Myron Joseph L of Joseph E L and Eugenie Feb 3 1907........19:14
Myska Clara of Joseph and Gabrielle Sept 18 1910...........20:109
Myska Helen of Joseph and Gabrielle July 11 1907............19:82
Mystedt —— s of Clara Jan 14 1902..........................17:257
Nabjerovske Stanislawa of Joseph and Annie Nov 12 1906....18:395
Nachajski Henry F of Franciszek and Mary July 30 1908......19:216
Nachajski Joseph of Frank and Mary May 9 1910................20:51
Nachajski —— s of Frank and Mary Feb 20 1907.................19:75
Nadeau Alfred of Condy and Eva Feb 19 1906...................18:297
Nadeau Annie of Condy and Eva Mar 21 1909....................19:345
Nadeau Clarence L of Adrian and Bridget Sept 14 1908.....19:265
Nadeau Edith of Julia A Dec 9 1907..........................19:141
Nadeau Henry E of Albert and Corinne May 21 1910...........20:55
Nadeau Joseph of Condy and Eva Sept 16 1907................19:109
Nadeau Joseph A I of Joseph and Emma Apr 20 1904...........18:39
Nadeau Joseph H of Napoleon and Josephine Feb 15 1908.....19:175
Nadeau Joseph W of Joseph and Philomene Apr 4 1901........17:152
Nadeau Leona M of Adrian and Bridget July 27 1906.........18:354
Nadeau Marie D of Joseph and Emma Aug 1 1909...............19:400
Nadeau Marie J of Joseph and Emma May 17 1907...............19:52
Nadeau Mary L of Joseph and Emma Sept 9 1905.................18:234
Nadeau Wilfred R of Albert and Corinne May 29 1908.........19:215
Nadelberg David of Sam and Lillie Feb 24 1910.................20:22
Nadelberg Morris of Samuel and Lilla July 30 1908...........19:246
Nadono —— s of Bernardo and Angelina Nov 15 1910.........18:418
Nadzeika —— s of Antoni and Augusta Mar 4 1906.............18:529
Nagle Anna M of James H and Elizabeth L Feb 14 1906.......18:295
Nagle Ellen L of Martin and Delia Jan 28 1902.................17:261
Nagle Helen L of Martin and Bridget Aug 28 1903.............17:465
Nagle Louisa of Edward and Mary E May 23 1909...............19:367
Nagle Mary of Edward J and Mary E July 26 1907..............19:88
Nagle Richard of Edward J and Mary E July 9 1908............19:239
Nagle —— d of James H and Elizabeth L Aug 29 1904.........18:92
Nahigian Agnes of Harry M and Alton May 3 1908............19:206
Nahigian Engapere of Hovagim and Marguerid Jan 4 1906.....18:281
Nahigian Joseph A of Avedice H and Anna Aug 13 1905.......18:225
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian Krikor</td>
<td>Nov 29 1908</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian Marguerite</td>
<td>Apr 6 1909</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian Marie A</td>
<td>June 11 1902</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian Markar</td>
<td>May 29 1907</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian —— s of</td>
<td>Mar 11 1904</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian Alice</td>
<td>Apr 1 1908</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian Arousiag</td>
<td>Aug 24 1909</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian Catherine</td>
<td>Oct 30 1909</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian Dickan</td>
<td>Mar 23 1905</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian George</td>
<td>Apr 22 1901</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian George M</td>
<td>Dec 26 1902</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian Margaret</td>
<td>Nov 3 1909</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian Mary E</td>
<td>Jan 5 1908</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian Païladden</td>
<td>Feb 4 1905</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian Stuart</td>
<td>Dec 4 1908</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian Yeghnar</td>
<td>July 20 1906</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian —— d of</td>
<td>June 8 1901</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian —— J.</td>
<td>Aug 1902</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian —— M.</td>
<td>July 21 1909</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahigian —— s of</td>
<td>June 27 1910</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanni Olga</td>
<td>Feb 10 1909</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanni Emma</td>
<td>Mar 15 1909</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanni Francesco L</td>
<td>May 2 1902</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanni Umberto</td>
<td>July 15 1903</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nannis William</td>
<td>July 19 1910</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napoleon Aime</td>
<td>Aug 22 1902</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napolitana</td>
<td>May 16 1908</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napolitana</td>
<td>June 9 1904</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napolitana —— s of</td>
<td>Sep 29 1908</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napolitano</td>
<td>Oct 1 1909</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napolitano</td>
<td>May 17 1909</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napolitano</td>
<td>Apr 10 1907</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napolitano</td>
<td>Nov 20 1909</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napolitana</td>
<td>Oct 31 1909</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcini Eleonora</td>
<td>June 2 1909</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nardacci</td>
<td>Jan 18 1908</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nardalilli Alfonzo of Pasquale and Maria Aug 5 1910...20: 93
Nardella Anita of Alfredo and Leonilda July 16 1909...19: 394
Nardelle Antonio of Carmine and Betrina Nov 16 1901...17: 230
Nardelle Paulina of Carmine and Petrina Sept 24 1903...17: 475
Nardelli Angelo of Carmine and Pietrina July 25 1906...18: 354
Nardelli Antonetta of Carmine and Domenica Oct 6 1901...17: 217
Nardelli Antonia of Domenico and Carmela Dec 6 1901...17: 237
Nardelli Belonia of Carmine and Domenica Oct 24 1903...17: 484
Nardelli Dante of Carmine and Petrina Mar 3 1909...19: 338
Nardi Emilio of Luigi and Vittoria Oct 7 1910...20: 116
Nardi Ida of Luigi and Vittoria Nov 15 1908...17: 287
Nardi Lilia of Luigi and Vittoria Apr 22 1906...18: 319
Nardi Silia of Luigi and Vittoria June 15 1907...19: 64
Nardollili Girolamo of Sebastiano and Alessandra Dec 11
1910...20: 139
Nardolilii Maria of Sabastino and Alessandra Mar 30 1907...19: 35
Nardolillo Adelina of Enrico and Luigia Jul 31 1906...18: 356
Nardolillo Carmina of Benedetto and Assunta Aug 16 1910...20: 97
Nardolillo Donetta L of Enrico and Louisa Apr 14 1908...19: 199
Nardolillo Elvira M D of Enrico and Luisa Sept 22 1902...17: 342
Nardolillo Emma of Enrico and Luigia Mar 3 1904...18: 23
Nardolillo Luigi of Enrico and Luigia Sept 9 1909...19: 416
Narducci Alberindo of Giovanni and Palma Mar 14 1907...19: 29
Narducci Anna of Vincenzo and Maria M Apr 23 1910...20: 45
Narducci Geneofia of Acapito and Anna Jan 4 1908...19: 159
Narducci Giacinto of Vincenzo and Maria M Nov 7 1905...18: 254
Narducci Maria of Giovanni and Palma Nov 24 1901...17: 232
Narducci Nicolino of Vincenzo and Margherita Feb 27 1902...17: 270
Narducci Nicolino of Vincenzo and Maria M Oct 8 1903...17: 479
Narducci Olimpia of Amedeo and Antonetta June 19 1905...18: 200
Narducci Raffaele of Giovanni and Palma Jan 26 1905...18: 149
Narducci Raffaele of Giovanni and Palma Jan 1 1903...17: 381
Narducci Rinaldo of Acapito and Anna June 5 1909...19: 372
Narducci Rosina of Amedeo and Antonetta Sept 22 1907...19: 112
Narducci Rosina of Giovanni and Palma Dec 14 1908...19: 299
Narducci —— d of Amedeo and Antonetta June 22 1909...19: 378
Nardulillii Sabatina of Sebastiano and Elisabetta Sept 20
1908...19: 267
Nareuszky Joseph of Albert and Catazina Dec 29 1902...17: 373
Narzynska Ladislaw of Sigmund and Justina Nov 7 1907...19: 130
Naser Lillian M of Bertha July 20 1903...17: 453
Nash John B of John B and Bessie P Feb 20 1907...19: 20
Nash Walter E of John B and Bessie P Oct 5 1908...19: 273
Nason Howard E of Charles J and Mary A July 4 1904...18: 72
Nason Ruth A of Frederick L and Grace M Jan 30 1907...19: 12
Nason William A of Charles J and Annie Feb 6 1901...17: 135
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Nass Dorothy G of Ferdinand and Sarah Aug 7 1909 19:402
Nass Frederick E of Ferdinand and Sarah A Nov 10 1907 19:131
Nass Amelia M of Angelo and Luceria Apr 10 1908 19:197
Nass —— d of Anna Nov 13 1908 19:286
Nassaro Antonino of Angelo and Maria Feb 26 1910 20:23
Nass Ada G M of Olivo and Emilia Dec 14 1906 18:406
Nassi Angelo di Luigi and Angelina Jan 21 1905 18:147
Nass Anna of Agostino and Maria Dec 6 1905 18:261
Nass Antonio of Angelo and Luceria Sept 1 1904 18:94
Nassi Augosto of Agostino and Maria Sept 23 1910 20:111
Nattelijke Lucietta di Luigi and Angelina Apr 24 1907 19:45
Nattelijke Eleanora of Augustino and Maria Mar 23 1908 19:189
Nattelijke Elisa of Agostino and Maria Dec 6 1905 18:264
Nash Elvira of Vincenzo and Veronica May 4 1903 17:421
Nass Filomena of Antonio and Isabella Oct 7 1909 19:427
Nassi Giuseppe di Luigi and Angelina Feb 1 1909 19:327
Nass Lena of Olivo and Amelia June 8 1908 19:220
Nass Lucietta di Vincenzo and Veronica Apr 22 1906 18:319
Nattelijke Maria of Agostino and Maria Nov 15 1903 17:491
Nass Pasquale di Luigi and Angelina Nov 15 1903 17:492
Nassi Teresa of Vincenzo and Veronica Dec 9 1908 19:297
Nassini Vincenzo di Antonio and Isabella Nov 1 1907 19:127
Nass Vincenzo of Francesco and Dea July 31 1907 19:90
Nassir Tuffie of George and Madhu Mar 15 1901 17:146
Nash Catarina di Pietro and Eliza J Sept 7 1904 18:95
Nass Franceschini di Michele and Benedetta A July 17 1909 19:394
Nastari Michele A G of Ernesto and Speranza Jan 3 1908 A-1 53
Nastazio Giuseppe di Pietro and Rosaria July 2 1910 20:78
Nastososky Stashek di John and Lizzie Feb 10 1910 20:16
Natal Angelina M di Giuseppe and Maria July 28 1905 18:219
Natali Liberino di Francesco and Assunta Julv 4 1905 18:72
Natal Maria G di Pasquale and Assunta Mar 22 1910 20:32
Natal Nicola di Pasquale and Assunta Dec 7 1907 19:141
Natalizia Adelia di Tallio di Maria Dec 23 1910 20:143
Nathan Emma M (c) di William di Emma Feb 19 1906 18:297
Nathan Henda di Nathan di Mina Aug 11 1905 18:224
Nathan Mabel (c) di William di Mary June 22 1902 17:305
Nathanson Alexander di Morris di Minnie di June 16 1902 17:314
Nathanson Helen di Morris di Minnie di Oct 25 1904 18:111
Nathon Jacob di Max di Minnie Aug 26 1907 19:101
Navarette Giovanni di Giuseppe di Maria July 24 1910 20:87
Navarette Malio di Giuseppe di Margherita Oct 9 1903 17:480
Navarra Elisa di Antonio di Lorenza Feb 20 1908 19:177
Navarro Alfredo di Giuseppe di Macrina Feb 6 1904 18:13
Navarro Anna of Giuseppe and Alessandrina Sept 16 1902..17:340
Navarro Antonia M I of Giuseppe and Marina July 18 1901..17:190
Navarro Giovannii of Antonio and Lorenza Feb 15 1910..20:18
Navarro Stanislae of Giuseppe and Macrina Apr 10 1906..18:315
Nave Giacondina of Giuseppe and Carolina Nov 28 1902..17:379
Nave Giovanni of Giuseppe and Carolina Jan 16 1907..19:6
Nave Jacquelin of Giuseppe and Carolina Feb 5 1905..18:152
Nave Pasqualina M C of Giuseppe and Carolina Apr 7 1901..17:153
Navey Margaret of John B and Anna July 29 1904..18:136
Naylor Elizabeth of William L and Laura Nov 18 1907..19:134
Naylor Gladys M of William and Mand G Mar 14 1910..20:29
Naylor Laura E of William L and Laura Jan 29 1902..17:261
Naylor Lawrence B of William R and Mande G Apr 27 1907..19:46
Naylor Marie L B of William and Laura May 7 1909..19:361
Naylor William Y of William R and Mand G May 26 1905..18:190
Nazaka Joseph of John and Agnes July 3 1904..18:72
Nazarian Harir L of Leon V and Wartoohi Nov 1 1907..19:127
Nazarska Frank of William and Agnes Sept 6 1906..18:370
Nazeka Peter of John and Aggie Oct 18 1906..18:385
Neal Doris E of Jason E and Elizabeth I Oct 18 1910..20:120
Neal Edmund A of Jason E and Elizabeth I June 24 1908..19:227
Neal Olive M of Jason E and Elizabeth I Feb 3 1907..19:14
Neale Howard I of Howard F and Ada B Apr 5 1906..18:313
Neary Alice of Michael and Julia Jan 29 1905..18:150
Neary Anna of Michael H and Elizabeth Dec 14 1908..19:299
Neary Cecelia M of Michael H and Elizabeth Aug 28 1910..20:102
Neary Henry J of Michael J and Ellen M Mar 13 1909..19:342
Neary Martin E of Martin E and Florence G Oct 18 1909..19:462
Neary Walter J of Owen and Mary Feb 6 1904..18:13
Neary — s of Owen and Mary Dec 2 1907..19:156
Neddy Annie T of Richard F and Elizabeth D Aug 22 1902..17:332
Neddy Mary E of Richard F and Elizabeth D Mar 16 1904..18:28
Needham Ambrose of James and Annie May 27 1903..17:428
Needham Hazel M of Thomas F and Sarah V Apr 22 1906..18:319
Needham Vincent T of Thomas F and Sarah V Apr 7 1905..18:175
Neff Catherine E of Lewis G and Catherine June 30 1901..17:178
Nefroldski Mary of Joseph and Annie Mar 16 1905..18:167
Negus Dorothy B of James F and Esther B Mar 18 1907..19:31
Nehlinger — d of Jacob and Minnie June 7 1907..19:61
Neilan James of James B and Sarah E Oct 5 1901..17:217
Neilan James of Joseph S and Bridget Apr 4 1904..18:34
Neilan John F of John F and Minnie Jan 8 1910..20:4
Neilan John J of Joseph F and Bridget Feb 27 1908..19:180
Neilan Louise of Joseph F and Bridget July 12 1902..17:318
Neilan Mary M of Joseph and Bridget Aug 6 1909..19:402
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

867.

Nelson Robert E of James and Sarah Feb 7 1904.............18: 14
Nelson Thomas F of Joseph F and Bridget Dec 13 1905........18: 266
Nelson —— s of Patrick E and Maggie E Dec 22 1904........17: 242
Nell William J of Samuel R and Rose L Apr 3 1904........18: 34
Neilson Ruth of Frank C and Nellie Apr 25 1903............17: 418
Neilson Frederick W of Frank C and Nellie June 27 1906....18: 342
Nelson Eleanor M of George A and May H Jan 25 1909.......19: 323
Nelson Green of Lucas M and Lucretia June 20 1909........19: 377
Nelson Agnes E of Henry and Agnes Apr 28 1907.............19: 46
Nelson Albert A of Olof and Ethel Aug 6 1904..............18: 84
Nelson Albert R of Frederick and Nannie July 4 1903.......17: 447
Nelson Albert W T of Nels M and Lydia Nov 30 1907.......19: 138
Nelson Alfred A of Henry A and Viola S Feb 1 1908........19: 170
Nelson Alice I of John II and Hannah W May 19 1906.......18: 328
Nelson Allgot R of John and Hulda Mar 23 1902............17: 278
Nelson Annie M of Olaf and Christina Sept 23 1904.......18: 101
Nelson Arthur M of Charles A and Elvena L Sept 3 1908....19: 201
Nelson Bertha I (c) of Mary Nov 19 1905..................18: 258
Nelson Bertha M V of John A and Bertha Apr 11 1901......17: 154
Nelson Bertha V of Herbert G and Bertha Aug 12 1906.....18: 361
Nelson Bror C E of Charles J and Cecilia A Apr 23 1908...19: 202
Nelson Carl of John A and Caroline Jan 16 1901............17: 129
Nelson Carl E H of P August and Ida C Feb 5 1905........18: 153
Nelson Carl E H of Nils and Lydia May 3 1909.............19: 360
Nelson Carl I H of Augusti and Ida Sept 7 1901..........17: 208
Nelson Carl T of Nathaniel and Bessie June 27 1908......19: 228
Nelson Charles O of Edward and Hilda Jan 15 1903.........17: 386
Nelson Clarence of Olaf and Christina Jan 11 1906.......18: 284
Nelson Dagmar L of Gottfried and Augusta Aug 19 1907....19: 172
Nelson Doris M of Charles J and Laura A Feb 4 1910......20: 14
Nelson Dorothy E of Charles J and Laura A Feb 4 1910.....20: 14
Nelson Earl (c) of Harvey L and Mabel Nov 28 1907.......19: 138
Nelson Earl G of Nils and Sallie July 20 1901............17: 191
Nelson Edith F of Fred and Nannie June 12 1901............17: 170
Nelson Edwin P of Edward and Hilda May 24 1904............18: 50
Nelson Eleanor I of Henry and Jennie M Mar 24 1904.......18: 30
Nelson Elsie V of Ernest and Marie Dec 16 1901............17: 240
Nelson Erling A R of Per A and Ida C Sept 10 1910.......20: 106
Nelson Ernest of Andrew B and Gertrude A Oct 15 1903.....18: 246
Nelson Esther A of John and Jessie Apr 7 1909.............19: 382
Nelson Esther V of Carl V and Ellen M Dec 9 1906........18: 404
Nelson Ethel M of Victor and Mary Dec 16 1901............17: 240
Nelson Evard R of Andrew and Bertha July 23 1904.........18: 79
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Nelson Florence H of Andrew and Augusta Feb 21 1905........ 18: 159
Nelson Florence H of Annie Nov 30 1906......................... 18: 401
Nelson Florence L of Andrew and Augusta W Oct 10 1902....... 17: 348
Nelson George E (c) of Charles E and Cecilia O Feb 16 1905... 18: 157
Nelson Gunnar C of Oscar and Anna M Mar 31 1901.............. 17: 151
Nelson Harold of Andrew B and Gertrude E June 13 1902...... 17: 392
Nelson Harold of John J and Annie Nov 2 1903................. 17: 488
Nelson Hazel G of Andrew B and Gertrude June 18 1909....... 19: 376
Nelson Helen A of John H and Hannah W Jan 9 1908............. 19: 161
Nelson Helen C of John and Edith Apr 18 1903.................. 17: 441
Nelson Herbert V of Herbert G and Bertha Apr 28 1908........ 19: 204
Nelson Howard R of Charles A and Elvina L Sept 5 1905...... 18: 233
Nelson Jennie J of John E and Josephine May 17 1907......... 19: 52
Nelson John A E of John A and Bertha C Nov 7 1904........... 18: 123
Nelson John I of Charles A and Elvina L May 15 1907.......... 19: 52
Nelson Joseph of Thomas F and Elizabeth Feb 12 1909......... 19: 330
Nelson Julius II of Julian and Annie V Nov 22 1905.......... 18: 259
Nelson LeRoy A of Frederick and Annie Oct 14 1902........... 17: 349
Nelson Lillian A of John and Jessie Aug 3 1910............... 20: 92
Nelson Lilly M of Ernest and Marie Apr 21 1903................. 17: 417
Nelson Linnena G of Oscar and Anna M Jan 3 1903............... 17: 382
Nelson Loretta of John J and Annie A July 8 1902.............. 17: 337
Nelson Mabel L of Carl A and Mary Oct 28 1903................. 17: 486
Nelson Madaline E M of Godfrey and Selma Jan 5 1903........ 17: 382
Nelson Marion B of Carl A and Mary Dec 6 1910............... 20: 137
Nelson Mary of Thomas F and Elizabeth Aug 10 1907............ 19: 94
Nelson Naomi D of John and Hilda Nov 27 1904.................. 18: 122
Nelson Nels E A of Nels M and Lydia Sept 29 1903............. 17: 476
Nelson Ranghild A E of Samuel and Annie Dec 20 1904......... 18: 129
Nelson Raymond of Andrew and Bertha July 1 1909................ 19: 388
Nelson Raymond J of Thomas F and Elizabeth T Sept 8 1901.... 17: 208
Nelson Raymond T of Samuel and Annie July 21 1901............ 17: 192
Nelson Rosalinda of Samuel and Annie Dec 4 1903............... 17: 498
Nelson Roy H S of Per August and Ida C Mar 18 1908............ 19: 187
Nelson Ruth I of Victor and Louise M Aug 26 1903.............. 17: 465
Nelson Ruth V of Victor and Ellen Mar 28 1903............... 17: 410
Nelson Thomas A R of Lila T and Lulu Jan 29 1910............. 20: 12
Nelson Viola C of Gotfried and Augusta Nov 20 1909........... 19: 443
Nelson Virginia of Lila T and Lulu Nov 4 1908................ 19: 283
Nelson Walter L of Olof and Elma Sept 30 1906............... 18: 379
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Nelson — s of Charlotte Jan 26 1901 .................................. 17:132
Nelson — d of Marie Jan 28 1901 .................................... 17:183
Nelson — s of Henry and Jennie M Apr 28 1901 .................. 17:359
Nelson — d of Victor and Louisa M Jan 7 1902 ....................... 17:311
Nelson — s of August and Ida Nov 10 1903 ......................... 17:490
Nelson — d of Frederick and Marie Dec 18 1903 ............... 17:502
Nelson — d of Mary Mar 5 1905 .................................... 18:163
Nelson — s of Ernest and Solah Feb 13 1907 ..................... 19:74
Nelson — (c) s of Charles E and Cecelia O June 19 1908 ... 19:224
Nelson — s of Swan and Helena July 12 1908 .................... 19:240
Nelson — (c) s of Mary J Feb 11 1909 ................................ 19:330
Nelson — s of Andrew and Emma B June 30 1909 ............... 19:381
Nelson — d of John and Elba Dec 31 1909 ......................... 19:457
Nelson — d of Herbert G and Bertha M Sept 10 1910 ........... 20:151
Nemec — d of Wenzel and Mabel Dec 22 1907 ..................... 19:146
Nemorow Irene of Samuel and Fannie May 8 1909 .............. 19:362
Neratka — d of Louis and Anna Mar 17 1910 ....................... 20:30
Neri Amelia of Giuseppe and Maria Dec 26 1906 .................. 18:410
Neri Antinio of Ciro and Carmela Oct 8 1910 .................... 20:116
Neri Antonietta of Alfonso and Giulia Jan 18 1903 ............ 17:386
Neri Antonio of Alfonso and Giulia Aug 26 1907 ............... 19:101
Neri Antonio of Michele and Maria Mar 3 1908 ................... 19:182
Neri Elvira of Guglielmo and Giuseppa Jan 3 1908 ............. 19:158
Neri Margherita of Guglielmo and Giuseppa July 28 1909 .... 19:398
Neri Maria of Giro and Carmela June 2 1907 .................... 19:59
Neri Maria C of Michele and Maria Dec 10 1909 ................... 19:450
Neri Mariannina D of Davide and Berenice Nov 5 1901 ....... 19:46
Neri Raffaele of Giuseppe and Domenica Jan 19 1909 ........... 19:321
Neri — s of Alfonso and Giulia Nov 22 1905 ...................... 18:277
Nerkowski Breslaw of Stanislaus and Rosalia Aug 30 1901 ...... 17:205
Nerney Edward A of Thomas P and Mary A Jan 5 1910 ........ 20:12
Nerney James of James J and Nellie Dec 4 1905 ............... 18:263
Nerney William H of Thomas P and Mary A Feb 2 1908 ....... 19:171
Nerney — d of Lester and Gladys July 14 1910 ................. 20:83
Nero Carolina of Ciro and Carmela Feb 21 1909 ................. 19:333
Nero Luigi of Francesco and Maria Oct 4 1907 ................... 19:116
Nero Pietro of Ferdinando and Amalia May 26 1902 ............. 17:314
Nero Raffaele of Giuseppe and Maria Dec 11 1908 .............. 19:298
Neslusen Adam of Adam and Marie Nov 24 1901 .................. 17:233
Neslusen Rose of Adam and Mary May 30 1904 .................... 18:52
Neslushon Annie of Adam and Mary May 2 1903 ................. 17:421
Nester Alice L of Thomas E and Mary J Dec 7 1905 ........... 18:264
Nester Annie O of Thomas E and Mary J Sept 10 1904 ....... 18:97
Nestor Mary A of Michael J and M Antoinette Sept 9 1909 ... 19:416
Neubert Margaret C E of George A and Clara Nov 18 1903 .... 17:493
Neven Leonie of Archie and Marie May 29 1910............. 20: 58
Neven Marie P A of Archer and Marie Aug 11 1905........... 18: 224
Neves Alice of Anthony and Marion May 6 1903............. 17: 422
Neves Eduardo of John M and Maria T July 5 1901........... 17: 186
Neves John S of Antone and Marianna Jan 10 1905........... 18: 144
Neville Irving J of Edgar and Lena V Aug 31 1901........... 17: 206
Neville Louise B of James W and Grace V Aug 3 1903........... 17: 458
Neville Margaret T of Patrick J and Mary E Dec 9 1908........ 19: 297
Nevoso Maria of Amedeo and Giovanna Oct 17 1909........... 19: 430
Newberg Elna H of Ernest E and Elna W June 18 1903........... 17: 434
Newberger Selma of Samuel and Clara Oct 5 1910............. 20: 115
Newburger Helen of Samuel and Clara Sept 2 1905............ 18: 232
Newburger Nathan of Samuel N and Clara A Dec 28 1903........ 17: 506
Newbury Elvin J of George P and Lacy July 16 1903........... 17: 451
Newcomb Emily B of Arthur M and Lillian Jan 18 1904........... 18: 7
Newcomb Gladys M of Frank H and Mabel N Apr 25 1901........... 17: 158
Newcomb Nellie V of Frank H and Mabel M Apr 5 1909........... 19: 350
Newell Albert of Herbert and Louisa Mar 1 1902.............. 17: 271
Newell Charlotte S of Arthur W and Anna S Feb 7 1907........... 19: 15
Newell Frank R of Henry E and Catherine M Sept 6 1901........ 17: 208
Newell George E of Arthur W and Annie Apr 21 1905........... 18: 179
Newell Herbert W of Herbert and Louisa Dec 8 1904........... 18: 125
Newell Lester E of Henry E and Kate M Oct 21 1906........... 18: 386
Newell Virginia I of George C and Anna B Sept 12 1907........ 19: 108
Newhall Stanley M of Oscar A and Elizabeth Feb 6 1906........ 18: 292
Newman Albert F of John H B and Lena C July 10 1904........... 18: 74
Newman Charlotte of Henry A and Julia E Apr 6 1903........... 17: 413
Newman Dorothy A of John F and Matilda C Sept 14 1910........ 20: 107
Newman Earl L B of John H B and Lena Oct 19 1901............ 17: 221
Newman Edward of Edward and Beatrice June 18 1907........... 19: 66
Newman George A S of Louis C and Magdeleine E G S Jan 23 1901........................................... 17: 131
Newman Helen M of Joseph G and Mary A Feb 13 1910........... 20: 18
Newman John F of John F and Matilda C Apr 27 1907........... 19: 73
Newman Joseph G of Joseph G and Mary A Sept 2 1908........... 19: 260
Newman Leonard of Abraham and Rebecca July 21 1909........... 19: 396
Newman Mary E of John F and Matilda C July 11 1908........... 19: 239
Newman — s of Nellie Oct 1 1906................................ 18: 380
Newsome Howard H of Robert and Elizabeth Mar 11 1904.......... 18: 26
Newton Albert of James and Mary J Mar 3 1908................. 19: 182
Newton Albert E of Hiram and Eva E July 11 1910.............. 20: 82
Newton Alice M of Clarence O and Hattie L Dec 18 1902........ 17: 369
Newton Barbara F of William B and Florence H June 14 1904.............................................. 18: 57
Newton Dorothy B of Nelson E and Frances Dec 2 1906........... 18: 404
Newton Dorothy B of Nelson E and Anna F Dec 2 1907. 19: 139
Newton Ellen of Joseph and Ellen July 17 1901. 17: 190
Newton George K of William D and Florence H Dec 11 1905. 18: 266
Newton Harold of James and Mary J Feb 28 1901. 18: 21
Newton Hazel of Clarence O and Hattie L June 10 1905. 18: 196
Newton Josephine of Joseph and Ellen June 14 1903. 17: 433 and 434
Newton Mabel of James and Mary J Apr 14 1909. 19: 253
Newton Margaret M of Joseph E and Bridget Dec 12 1902. 17: 367
Newton Marie G of Robert E and Jane A Nov 12 1901. 17: 229
Newton Mortimer W of Robert E and Jane A Nov 12 1901. 17: 229
Newton Ruth L of Clarence O and Hattie L Apr 3 1907. 19: 37
Newton Vincent of Joseph E and Bridget Dec 11 1904. 18: 126
Newton Walter P of James T and Mary A Sept 1 1904. 18: 91
Newton —— d of James T and Mary A May 25 1902. 17: 297
Newton —— s of Julian and Susan July 8 1906. 18: 441
Newton —— s of Julian and Susan Oct 29 1907. 19: 126
Ney Harold E of Thomas and Mary Sept 15 1904. 18: 99
Ney Winifred of Robert A and Mary A Feb 3 1902. 17: 262
Neyberg —— s of Call and Anna Nov 23 1902. 17: 361
Neylon Henry T of Henry M and Anna T Mar 2 1908. 19: 182
Neylon Margaret E of Henry M and Anna Mar 27 1902. 17: 279
Neylou Margherita of Michele and Maria Feb 23 1901. 17: 110
Nicholau Antone P (e) of Peter and Maggie M Aug 3 1906. 18: 357
Nicholau —— (e) s of Peter and Margarida M June 10 1908. 19: 221
Nicholas Alice V of James H and Alice M Jan 11 1901. 17: 128
Nicholas Mary A of Herbert A and Hattie E Feb 17 1904. 18: 70
Nicholas Willard E of Willard E and Harriet Apr 14 1901. 17: 155
Nichols Agnes C V of Roy C and Bernadette A June 4 1910. 20: 61
Nichols Barbara E of Grosvenor P and Edith W Oct 10 1907. 19: 118
Nichols Dorothy T of Christopher A and E Viola Nov 11 1910. 20: 128
Nichols Edward of Edward and Hadassah June 30 1903. 17: 438
Nichols Eileen L of Thomas H and Catherine Dec 11 1908. 19: 298
Nichols Fred R of Fred R and Mary E Dec 21 1901. 17: 241
Nichols George of Joseph A and Theresa V Feb 7 1906. 18: 293
Nichols Harold W V of William H and Annie F Feb 11 1908. 19: 175
Nichols Hope of John F and Flora A Jan 17 1904. 18: 6
Nichols James L of Joseph A and Teresa Nov 3 1902. 17: 355
Nichols Johanna M of Gustave and Alfredia L May 10 1906. 18: 325
Nichols John R of Albert R and Susan A Apr 25 1902. 17: 288
Nichols John S of Thomas B and Irene L Feb 13 1910. 20: 18
Nichols Lillian G of Richard and Grace Apr 4 1907. 19: 37
Nichols Lois D of Charles T and Lois W Aug 8 1903. 17: 459
Nichols Mary R of Raymond E and Mary L Mar 4 1905. 18: 163
Nichols Mildred C of Raymond E and Mary H Oct 3 1901......17:216
Nichols Mildred H of Louis D and Eva F Nov 21 1909......19:443
Nichols Raymond A of Raymond E and Mary Dec 4 1902....17:365
Nichols Rodman H of Albert R and Susan A Mar 7 1910....20:26
Nichols Roland G of John F and Flora A Oct 18 1906......18:385
Nichols Stacy W of Grosvenor P and Edith W Jan 27 1904..18:10
Nichols Thelma of Daniel N and Ida M Feb 17 1908.......19:176
Nichols Walter A of Alexander and Ida Aug 30 1905.......18:231
Nichols —— s of George T and Jennie June 15 1902.......17:303
Nichols —— s of Fred R and Mary E Oct 28 1905..........18:277
Nichols —— s of Grosvenor P and Edith W May 30 1910......20:76
Nicholson Frederick J of John B and Ann E Sept 3 1902....17:336
Nicholson Marian E of John B and Ann E Nov 1 1905......18:251
Nicholson Rose D of Peter and Mary E Oct 24 1904........18:111
Nicholson William T of Stephen B and Mary V May 11 1910..20:51
Nicholson —— s of Miles H and Florence Feb 12 1907......19:74
Nickelsen Sarah T of Morris and Jennie Mar 29 1906.......18:310
Nickelson Mary E of Maurice and Jennie July 10 1904......18:74
Nickens Abner L (c) of Abner and Blessie M Aug 12 1903....20:508
Nickerson Alice B of Arthur E and Evelyn M Feb 9 1901....17:136
Nickerson Arnold M of Horace L and Mande Oct 31 1907.....19:127
Nickerson Arthur A of Arthur L and Catherine A Aug 14
1907 ........................................19:96
Nickerson Clifford A of Elijah and Minnie J Dec 20 1910...20:142
Nickerson Edith L of Harley L and Ida L Dec 23 1907......19:146
Nickerson Edward P of Edward P and Eva B Mar 17 1906....18:306
Nickerson Grace of Chauncey J and Louise M Dec 24 1905..18:270
Nickerson Henry S of Henry S and Cora M Apr 19 1910......20:43
Nickerson Irving P of Harley L and Ida L Dec 23 1907......19:146
Nickerson James E of J Fred and Bertha M May 10 1904....18:46
Nickerson Jennie M of Arthur C and Evelyn M Nov 27 1903..17:495
Nickerson Lavina O of Elijah and Minnie J Dec 13 1905....18:266
Nickerson Leroy L of John H and Ida M May 22 1901........17:165
Nickerson Louise H of Elijah and Minnie J Aug 6 1903.....17:458
Nickerson Mildred L of Arthur A and Catherine A Oct 27
1906 ........................................18:389
Nickerson Milton A of Horace L and Maud M Mar 26 1904..18:31
Nickerson Paul F of Russell and Mary T Dec 16 1901......17:240
Nickerson Ralph of Arthur H and Anna Aug 11 1901........17:249
Nickerson Sarah M of Edward P and Eva July 10 1907......19:82
Nickerson William E of Edward P and Mary Apr 7 1903.....17:413
Nickerson —— s of Arthur H and Anastasia Mar 20 1903....17:443
Nickerson —— d of Arthur H and Anna May 16 1902.........17:342
Nickerson —— s of Herbert D and Bessie D Apr 4 1904....18:67
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Nickerson — s of Arthur H and Anna May 19 1905........ 18: 208
Nickerson — s of Nehemiah B and Eva B Apr 1 1907........ 19: 75
Nicklin Byron E of George E and Sarah L Mar 18 1902.... 17: 309
Nickolson Warren of Hans and Valborg Aug 16 1902...... 17: 330
Nicol Edna I of Alexander and Ida Oct 16 1907....... 19: 121
Nicol Walter A of Alexander and Ida July 3 1905....... 18: 211
Nicolace Alfredo of Carlo and Louisa M Apr 23 1910.... 20: 45
Nicolai Edna M of William F and Mary Oct 25 1901..... 17: 223
Nicolai Giuseppina of Romano and Assunta Mar 19 1905... 18: 205
Nicole Elizabeth J of Herbert H and Margaret M Sept 18
1901 ........................................ 17: 211
Nicoll Mary E of Charles D and Annie Jan 5 1910...... 20: 2
Nicoll Agnes B of William H and Annie Oct 5 1901.... 17: 217
Nicoll Chester B of William H and Annie June 1 1906... 18: 322
Nicoll Elizabeth V of William H and Annie Jan 21 1905... 18: 147
Nicoll James W of William H and Annie Feb 20 1904..... 18: 19
Nicoll Minnie of Peter and Annie Dec 21 1902.......... 17: 379
Nicoll William H of William H and Annie Nov 16 1902... 17: 360
Nicolo Maria C A of Alberico and Velia Feb 21 1909.... 19: 333
Nicotera Margherita of Gaetano and Filomena Nov 12 1910. 20: 129
Nichels Alva C of Albert J and Mabel L Jan 17 1908..... 19: 165
Nichers Arnold W W of Walter and Minna Aug 7 1901.... 17: 197
Niebrydowska Stanisława of Józefa and Anna Nov 3 1906... 18: 391
Niebrzydowska Joanna of Joseph and Annie Apr 16 1905... 18: 178
Niebrzydowski Mary of Alexander and Paulina Oct 23 1902... 17: 351
Niebrzydowski Stephen of Joseph and Annie Sept 10 1908... 19: 264
Niehsner Bertha M of William J and Emma V May 26 1909... 19: 368
Niehsner Carl F of William J and Emma Oct 15 1907..... 19: 120
Niefield Clifford F of Edwin and Bertha Dec 22 1908..... 19: 302
Niefield James C of Edward L and Susannah Feb 2 1903... 17: 392
Niefield Jane of Edward L and Susannah Oct 28 1904..... 18: 112
Niefield Kenneth E of J Edward and Ethel Jan 17 1910.... 20: 7
Nieelsen Edith G of Oscar J and Amelia C Mar 7 1906.... 18: 303
Nieelson Frank C of Frank C and Nellie July 23 1907.... 19: 87
Niemczyński Maria of Kazimierz and Ludwiga L Oct 4 1909... 19: 426
Nierski Mary of Thomas and Frances Mar 12 1903........ 17: 405
Niewiecki Leon of Thomas and Frances Dec 23 1905...... 18: 270
Niewy whole — s of Alexander and Paulina Aug 4 1901.... 17: 249
Nightingale Clarence of Fred W and Mabel Oct 18 1904.... 18: 109
Nightingale James H of James and Julia E Feb 14 1908..... 19: 175
Nightingale William G of William G and Constance Dec 15
1903 ........................................ 17: 501
Nijaka Paul of John and Agata Dec 24 1908............... 19: 303
Niksa John of Gregory and Balvina June 21 1903........ 17: 436
Niles Dorothy of Henry W and Ethel L Oct 30 1909........ 19: 435
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Niles Edith M of William H and Eda May 6 1901 .......... 17:161
Niles Esther M of Robert S and Anna T Sept 24 1910 ...... 20:111
Nillian Edward M of Andrew W and Ella V Feb 24 1901 .... 17:140
Nilou John L of James and Mary J Dec 21 1908 ......... 19:302
Nilson Arthur H of John L and Anna Aug 15 1904 ...... 18:87
Nilson Sherwood J E of Justus N and Christiana E Sept 10
1908 ..................................................... 19:264
Nilson Sven C of Sven and Hannah C Oct 31 1909 ...... 19:435
Nilson —— d of Edward and Hilda May 4 1901 .......... 17:180
Nilson —— twin d of Oscar and Maria S Mar 17 1907 .... 19:30
Nisbet Walter F of Walter J and Hattie V Jan 28 1908 .. 19:168
Nishimura Frank Y (jap) of Frank Y and Mabelle Apr 12
1910 ..................................................... 20:41
Niven Dorothy C of Dorothy Sept 13 1910 ............... 20:107
Niven Mabel A of Walter D and Mabel F July 27 1906 .... 18:354
Niven Myrtle A of Arthur R and Charlotte Aug 10 1901 .. 17:246
Nixon —— (c) d of Chester A and Mabel June 4 1902 .... 17:239
Nobbs —— s of William and Harriett Dec 5 1908 ...... 19:296
Nobilomu Antonetta of Domenico and Loreta Aug 7 1909 .. 19:402
Nobilomo Filomena and Vincenza Oct 27 1909 .......... 19:434
Noble Arvada U of Ransom G and Mary A Dec 4 1910 .... 20:136
Noble Esther B of Harry E and Katherine G July 14 1907 .. 19:83
Noble George R U of Ransom G and Mary A May 20 1906 .. 18:328
Noble Grace of John W and Mary May 21 1901 ....... 17:165
Noble John of William and Mary July 30 1908 ......... 19:246
Noble Joseph of John W and Mary A July 3 1903 ....... 17:446
Noble William J of William J and Mary R June 8 1906 .. 18:335
Nochemson Rosa of Moses and Mary July 23 1901 ....... 17:192
Nochemson —— d of Moses and Mary July 7 1906 ...... 18:419
Nock Dorothy A of Harold E and Annie Dec 4 1901 .... 17:236
Nock Rupert A of Harold E and Annie Mar 16 1905 .... 18:167
Nock Virginia A of Rupert A and Mary J Sept 8 1903 ... 17:470
Noe —— d of Robert S and Jennie Sept 16 1905 ....... 18:236
Noel Albert E of Albert A and Elizabeth A Apr 9 1903 .. 17:414
Noel Edith E of Paul A and Mary E July 8 1905 ....... 18:213
Noel Ethel M of Paul A and Mary E Dec 10 1910 ....... 20:139
Noel Eva of Philip and Josephine Apr 2 1907 ....... 19:36
Noggins —— (c) d of Philip and Josephine Apr 2 1907 .. 19:36
Noia Maria of Ventura C and Maria Mar 27 1901 .... 17:149
Noiera Vincenza of Raffaelc and Maria May 29 1910 .... 20:58
Noisieux Hector H of Hector and Annie July 6 1902 ... 17:316
Noisieux Marie R of Hector and Annie Mar 7 1901 ..... 17:144
Nolan Anastasia C of Thomas and Annie M June 27 1908 .. 19:228
Nolan Anna J of William D and Sarah J Apr 10 1905 .... 18:175
Nolan Anne of James J and Margaret A Apr 19 1904 .... 18:39
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Page:Col</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Daniel</td>
<td>Joseph and Susan</td>
<td>June 30 1901</td>
<td>17:176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Edward</td>
<td>James H and Mary</td>
<td>May 24 1907</td>
<td>19:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Edward M</td>
<td>of George W and Susie M</td>
<td>Oct 3 1902</td>
<td>17:345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Elton T</td>
<td>of John J and Mary J</td>
<td>May 20 1901</td>
<td>18:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Emily</td>
<td>of George and Sarah L</td>
<td>Mar 31 1908</td>
<td>19:192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Florence E</td>
<td>of Napoleon and Matilda E</td>
<td>Jan 26 1907</td>
<td>19:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Francis H</td>
<td>of John J and Mary J</td>
<td>Mar 25 1902</td>
<td>17:278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Francis R</td>
<td>of James F and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 16 1904</td>
<td>17:138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan George H</td>
<td>(c) of George S and Susan</td>
<td>Apr 5 1901</td>
<td>17:155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Georgiena</td>
<td>of Patrick J and Mary C</td>
<td>Jan 4 1904</td>
<td>18:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Howard F</td>
<td>of Francis P and Mary E</td>
<td>July 29 1901</td>
<td>17:194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Hubert L</td>
<td>of John and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Aug 25 1904</td>
<td>18:91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Ida of Casimir and Philomene</td>
<td>Aug 5 1903</td>
<td>17:458</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Irene L</td>
<td>of Joseph C and Cora A</td>
<td>Apr 30 1906</td>
<td>18:321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Jerome E</td>
<td>of James H and Mary A</td>
<td>Feb 12 1910</td>
<td>20:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan John of James E and Mary F</td>
<td>Aug 16 1901</td>
<td>17:200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Katharine E</td>
<td>of James J and Margaret A</td>
<td>Aug 26 1907</td>
<td>19:101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Marguerite of James H and Mary A</td>
<td>July 9 1905</td>
<td>18:213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Marguerite F</td>
<td>of Benjamin and Alexandra</td>
<td>Jan 2 1908</td>
<td>19:158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Mary A of James J and Margaret A</td>
<td>Feb 9 1906</td>
<td>18:293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Mary A of Thomas H and Mary E</td>
<td>Sept 9 1908</td>
<td>19:264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Mary E of James E and Mary F</td>
<td>Mar 7 1904</td>
<td>18:24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Mary G of Joseph C and Cora A</td>
<td>Nov 8 1904</td>
<td>18:116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Mary V of Thomas F and Mary L</td>
<td>Feb 3 1902</td>
<td>17:252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Peter of James F and Mary A</td>
<td>Nov 21 1902</td>
<td>17:362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Sophia A L</td>
<td>(c) of George W and Susan</td>
<td>Mar 12 1904</td>
<td>18:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Theresa of James F and Theresa</td>
<td>Dec 30 1907</td>
<td>19:150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan William of William P and Sarah J</td>
<td>Oct 14 1907</td>
<td>19:120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan — s of Joseph E and Susan Jan</td>
<td>14 1905</td>
<td>18:145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan — (c) s of George W and Susie</td>
<td>Dec 31 1905</td>
<td>18:273</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan — d of James F and Theresa Sept</td>
<td>27 1906</td>
<td>18:378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan — d of William E and Mary Aug</td>
<td>31 1910</td>
<td>20:103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan — d of Agnes Oct 3 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:345</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Alfred R</td>
<td>of Henri and Adeline</td>
<td>Feb 3 1909</td>
<td>19:327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Charles F L</td>
<td>of Casimir and Philomene</td>
<td>Dec 2 1904</td>
<td>18:124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Eva J P of Casimir and Philomene</td>
<td>Apr 2 1902</td>
<td>17:281</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Evelyn M</td>
<td>of Henri and Adeline</td>
<td>May 17 1902</td>
<td>17:294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Everett W</td>
<td>of Henri and Adeline</td>
<td>Aug 30 1906</td>
<td>18:367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan George L</td>
<td>of Henri and Adeline</td>
<td>Dec 13 1904</td>
<td>18:127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Juliette of Casimir and Philomene</td>
<td>Aug 11 1907</td>
<td>19:95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Mary B L of Casimir E and Philomene</td>
<td>Mar 11 1909</td>
<td>19:341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nannon Ernest H</td>
<td>of Ernest A and Leonide</td>
<td>Dec 28 1902</td>
<td>17:372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noon Arthur F</td>
<td>of John F and Ellen E</td>
<td>Sept 12 1905</td>
<td>18:235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noon Catharine of John F and Ellen E</td>
<td>July 4 1902</td>
<td>17:315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noon Dorothy C</td>
<td>of John F and Dora</td>
<td>Dec 10 1910</td>
<td>20:139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Noon Edward J of John F and Ellen E Mar 13 1910........ 20: 29
Noon Edward W of William J and Jane A Apr 17 1904.... 18: 38
Noon Gertrude of John and Emma June 7 1906............ 18: 335
Noon John of John and Emma Aug 7 1908.................. 19: 250
Noon John F of John F and Ellen E Jan 12 1904......... 18: 5  
Noon Joseph of John and Emma Aug 7 1908................ 19: 250
Noon Joseph F of John F and Dora Jan 2 1907............. 19: 1
Noon Madona of John and Emma Apr 9 1910................. 20: 40
Noon Norman of William J and Jane A Jan 5 1910....... 20: 2
Noon Vincent of John and Emma June 8 1904.............. 18: 55
Noon —— d of John and Dora July 24 1903................. 17: 454
Noon —— d of William J and Jane A Sept 6 1906......... 18: 370
Noonan Anna M of Edward D and Annie Oct 29 1907...... 19: 126
Noonan Annie E of William and Mary B July 13 1903... 17: 450
Noonan Catherine E of Martin F and Agnes M Mar 30 1907 19: 35
Noonan Cecelia of William E and Maria J Jan 13 1910... 20: 6
Noonan Charles F of Charles F and Theresa A Apr 18 1906 18: 318
Noonan Christina E of Edward and Annie Dec 26 1910... 20: 115
Noonan Everett L of George A and Mabel E Dec 3 1908... 19: 235
Noonan Helen M of John F and Dora Mar 27 1905......... 18: 171
Noonan James of William E and Mary E Nov 8 1906....... 18: 333
Noonan James of James D and Louise Sept 24 1910....... 20: 111
Noonan James M of Kennedy and Kate Nov 1 1905........ 18: 252
Noonan Jeremiah F of Kennedy and Catharine May 28 1909 19: 369
Noonan John of Martin C and Elizabeth Jan 12 1902..... 17: 311
Noonan John of Daniel E and Annie M Nov 19 1902........ 17: 360
Noonan John of Martin C and Elizabeth T Feb 24 1910... 20: 22
Noonan Joseph P of Kennedy and Catherine Mar 14 1902... 17: 275
Noonan Madelyn of George J and Catherine G Apr 14 1903.. 17: 415
Noonan Mary of William H and Mary J Aug 12 1903...... 17: 460
Noonan Mary A of James D and Louisa Dec 11 1903...... 17: 500
Noonan Mary C of Edward and Annie M Oct 7 1905....... 18: 243
Noonan Mary E of Robert W and Susan E May 17 1910... 20: 53
Noonan Mary M of Kennedy and Catharine Sept 23 1903... 17: 475
Noonan —— d of William E and Mary J July 27 1904...... 18: 80
Noons William P of Jose P and Angelina Sept 30 1907... 19: 115
Norata Domenico of Santo and Vittoria Dec 1 1907...... 19: 139
Norato Alfonzo of Alfonzo and Concetta Dec 26 1903.... 17: 505
Norato Amelia of Antonio and Angela July 1 1901...... 17: 185
Norato Arturo of Antonio and Maria Aug 11 1903........ 17: 460
Norato Arturo of Caio A and Maria A Feb 16 1905...... 18: 157
Norato Concetta of Alfonzo and Concetta Oct 15 1909... 19: 430
Norato Domenico of Santo and Vittoria Nov 24 1908..... 19: 291
Norato Isida M P of Santo and Vittoria Aug 12 1906.... 18: 361
Norato Maria of Alfonso and Concetta Aug 3 1908....... 19: 248
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Norton Michele of Alfonso and Concetta Oct 31 1905.............18: 251
Norato Paolo B G of Alfonzo and Concetta Nov 6 1901........17: 227
Norberg Alice H of John C and Henrietta C Aug 13 1905......18: 225
Norberg Dorothy of Carl A and Annie Apr 29 1909.............19: 358
Norberg Frederick I of A Rudolph and Emma J Sept 7 1907...19: 152
Norberg Lilian O A of Carl A and Anna E Nov 3 1907........19: 128
Norberg Margaret E of Kurt F J and Dogma F C May 15 1908,19: 211
Norberg d of Charles and Emelia Feb 2 1904..................18: 12
Norberg s of Fred N and Abby W M June 23 1909..............19: 378
Northburn James D of Albert and Elizabeth Sept 22 1909......19: 421
Norcia Angelo of Antonio and Julius Mar 23 1902.............17: 278
Norcia Victoria of Antonio and Angelina Dec 17 1905.........18: 268
Norcini Ioanda of Pasquale and Genovella Sept 10 1910......20: 106
Norcrist s of Charles and Ada Feb 15 1902....................17: 311
Norcross Ernest S of Asa W and Gertrude M Apr 21 1905......18: 180
Norcross Gertrude A of Asa W and Gertrude M May 27 1908....19: 215
Norcross Horace L of Asa W and Gertrude M May 31 1904.....18: 53
Norcross Margaret L of Alonzo and Louise Mar 31 1908......19: 192
Norcross Walter E of Alonzo M and Louise M Aug 8 1906......18: 359
Norcross d of Asa and Cora Oct 12 1901......................17: 219
Nordberg Carl G F of Carl and Esther W Feb 14 1907........19: 18
Nordberg Greta L of Carl F and Esther W Dec 12 1905........18: 266
Norden Anna H of Bengt and Anna Aug 12 1902.................17: 328
Norden Anna M of Bengt N and Anna R M June 21 1901........17: 173
Norden Ebba T of Bengt and Annie Jan 6 1908...............19: 160
Norden Elsie C of Bengt N and Annie R L Mar 8 1905.......18: 164
Norden Oscar II of Bengt N and Anna R M Sept 18 1906......18: 374
Norden Swan of Swan and Edith E Dec 31 1909...............19: 457
Nordfelt Carl C of Carl H and Alice S Apr 14 1902.........19: 309
Nordin Eilen of John X and Ida O Sept 20 1902..............17: 341
Nordin Gustaf of Bengt and Anna July 12 1909.................19: 392
Nordin Linnea E of Bengt and Anna R M Nov 9 1910.......20: 128
Nordin Ruth L of Bengt and Annie R M Nov 28 1903.........17: 196
Nordling Judith of Judith July 22 1906.....................18: 352
Nordling s of Judith Dec 24 1907..............................19: 147
Nordman Carl A of Victor W and Amanda L Feb 10 1903......17: 391
Nordman Elsie of Victor W and Amanda L July 7 1905........18: 212
Nordmark Carl G of Carl F and Ingrid E Mar 14 1908........19: 186
Nordmark Lilian M of Carl F and Marie C July 14 1901......18: 76
Noren Ralph G A of Adolph A and Ida C Sept 27 1905........18: 240
Noren Rolan S V of Carl and Alma M Aug 9 1907...............19: 94
Norkeiche Annie of Bernard and Mary Feb 12 1908............19: 174
Nording Elsa N of Fred and Anna Apr 3 1910...............20: 37
Normack Kate of Joseph and Mary July 25 1906..............18: 354
BIRTHS

Norman Grace A of George G and Mabel E Nov 15 1903...... 17: 509
Norman Harry of Edward and Rosa Mar 23 1907.............. 19: 32
Norman Henry C of John A and Maud F June 18 1902........ 17: 304
Norman Robert N of John A and Maude F Jan 19 1904........ 18: 7
Normandin Alfred of George and Eliza Sept 17 1902........ 17: 340
Normandin — d of Louis P and Emma M Nov 24 1907....... 19: 136
Normandy Marian R of Harry D and Ethel M June 23 1908.... 18: 226
Normile William of Michael and Ann Sept 15 1908......... 19: 308
Norris Bertha of Denton Q and Lillian C June 4 1904...... 18: 54
Norris Evelyn M of Wilfred B and Edith M May 31 1906...... 18: 332
Norris Harold A of Arthur H and Evelyn July 29 1907...... 19: 89
Norris Thomas W of Clifford E and Grace L Sept 10 1910... 20: 106
North Dorothy M of John W and Deborah Feb 25 1909....... 19: 335
Northey Alice A of William J and Elizabeth J May 18 1907... 19: 73
Northey Milner E of William J and Elizabeth June 20 1910.. 20: 66
Northrup Lena M of Charles A and Nellie V Dec 9 1903...... 17: 499
Northrup John J of William F and Ellen Feb 20 1903........ 17: 398
Northrup John R R of Edwin S and Ellen S June 10 1903.... 17: 432
Northrup Lora E of Elverton C and Lottie B June 2 1902.... 17: 299
Northrup Wilburn D of Lester T and Rachel N Apr 28 1905... 18: 182
Northup — d of William F and Ellen Jan 11 1901........... 17: 183
Northup — s of William F and Ellen Mar 3 1906............. 18: 302
Norton Ann E of Edward and Annie T May 5 1907.......... 19: 49
Norton Bernard of Bernard J and Margaret Nov 8 1906...... 18: 393
Norton Carrie I of Frank R and Annie L July 31 1902...... 17: 324
Norton Catherine M of Edward and Annie T Jan 14 1901..... 17: 128
Norton Claire E of Michael W and Elizabeth M June 25 1903... 17: 445
Norton Daniel of Bernard J and Margaret Nov 8 1906...... 18: 393
Norton Edward F of John J and Margaret Aug 24 1907...... 19: 100
Norton Edward J of Edward J and Mary V June 3 1910....... 20: 60
Norton Frederick of Edward and Annie T Dec 4 1904........ 18: 124
Norton James H of John F and Margaret M Feb 17 1905...... 18: 157
Norton Lillian F of Charles R and Mary J Mar 26 1906...... 18: 309
Norton Lillian M of William J and Albina June 11 1907..... 19: 63
Norton Loretta of Roger H J and Loretta A Sept 1 1908..... 19: 260
Norton Margaret C of John J and Margaret Mar 6 1904..... 18: 24
Norton Margarite M of John F and Margaret M Dec 16 1902... 17: 369
Norton Mary of Edward and Annie T Oct 15 1903............ 17: 482
Norton Sarah C of Charles R and Mary J Sept 26 1907...... 19: 113
Norton Wilfred J of Edward A and Isabelle V Aug 16 1910... 20: 97
Norton William of John A and Catherine May 4 1910........ 20: 49
Norton — s of Bernard J and Margaret M Dec 30 1904...... 18: 138
Norton — d of Edward J and Mary V June 28 1908........... 19: 228
Norton — s of John F and Margaret F Sept 19 1909........ 19: 462
Norwood Alice G of Henry E and Melinda R Mar 9 1906...... 18: 304
Norwood Hayden E of Henry E and Melinda Sept 29 1907...19:114
Nota —— d of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 6 1906...18:418
Notarantoia —— s of Maggie Oct 22 1907...19:123
Notarantonio Emilia R of Giacomo A and Maria Oct 3 1909...19:426
Notarantonio Ferdinando of Angelo and Angelina Mar 1 1907...19:24
Notarantonio Gaetano of Angelo and Angelina July 24 1902...17:322
Notarantonio —— d of Angelo and Angelina June 13 1904...18:57
Notarantonio —— s of Antonio and Maria Feb 4 1906...18:417
Notardonato Pasquale of Gesualdo and Elvira Jan 19 1905...18:147
Noti Berardino of Giuseppe and Francesca Dec 29 1901...17:241
Notman Victor M of David and Jennie Aug 30 1902...17:375
Notorantonio Anna of Antonio and Maria Oct 12 1903...17:480
Notorantonio Carminosa of Antonio and Maria Jan 15 1901...17:129
Notordonato Bernice of Gesualdo and Elvira Dec 24 1910...20:144
Notordonato Ottorino of Gesualdo and Elvira Feb 14 1907...19:18
Notordonato Rugiero of Gesualdo and Elvira Dec 9 1908...19:297
Nottage Doris of Isaac R and Annie L Feb 20 1904...18:19
Nottage Edmund J of James E and Mary C Mar 11 1904...18:25
Nottage Florence A of Joseph C S and Eleonora F July 28 1906...18:351
Nottage Francis A of James E and Mary C June 2 1905...18:191
Nottage Henry A of James E and Mary C Jan 24 1903...17:389
Nottage Mary C J of Joseph T and Mary Mar 21 1903...17:408
Nottage Mary E of James and Mary C Sept 16 1901...17:211
Nottage Raymond of Joseph T and Marietta Sept 12 1906...18:372
Notte John P of John A and Eva May 3 1909...19:360
Notte Orazio of Giovanni and Eva Dec 12 1907...19:142
Notzvetski Joseph of Arvadi and Rosa Apr 13 1904...18:37
Novello Anna of Angelo and Carmosina Dec 21 1907...19:416
Novello Elvira of Nicola and Felicita Aug 11 1905...18:224
Noviello Alfredo of Angelo and Carmosina Mar 22 1904...18:30
Noviello Antonetta of Nicola and Felicita Apr 26 1904...18:41
Noviello Assunta M of Angelo and Carmosina Feb 8 1901...17:136
Noviello Domenico of Nicola and Felicita Apr 12 1907...19:41
Noviello Roberto of Nicola and Felicita Sept 25 1910...20:112
Novitz Ida of Harry and Eva May 3 1904...18:43
Novitz Isidore of Harry and Eva June 26 1902...17:306
Novitz Lillie of Harry and Eva Aug 4 1905...18:222
Novitz Morris of Harry and Eva July 1 1908...19:236
Nowell George H of William H and Mahala D Mar 16 1907...19:30
Nowell Harold E of Henry F and Etta L Apr 4 1902...17:281
Nowell Marion E of Harry F and Etta L Oct 7 1903...17:479
Noya Edith of Joseph D Jr and Frances July 18 1910...20:148
Noyes Edgar S of Frank H and Annie Oct 3 1907...19:116
Noyes Frank H of Frank H and Annie Nov 18 1904...18:119
Nudelman Morris of Samuel and Lillie June 13 1908...19:222
Nugent Catherine M M of John J and Sarah June 6 1908...19:219
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Nugent Mary C of John J and Bridget Dec 12 1908. 19:309
Nulman —— d of Abram and Ida July 30 1908. 19:310
Nunes —— d of Manuel C and M Gloria Jan 13 1907. 19:74
Nunes Antone P of Jose P and Angelina P Jan 12 1902. 17:256
Nunes Mamie of Manuel and Ida Mar 9 1903. 17:404
Nunes Manuel of Frank and Maria Jan 3 1905. 18:142
Nunes Manuel of Francisco and Marianna Jan 27 1910. 20:11
Nunes Maria of Manoel and Maria Oct 10 1901. 17:218
Nunes Maria of Manuel and Dorothea daG Feb 16 1902. 17:266
Nunes Rosa of Francisco and Marianna Jan 27 1910. 20:11
Nute Gladys E of E Freeman and Sarah E Jan 29 1904. 18:11
Nute Katharyn T of Ephraim F and Sarah E Apr 23 1902. 17:287
Nutini Alberto G of Adolfo and Teresa Nov 4 1903. 18:253
Nutini Antonio of Adolfo and Theresa July 19 1904. 18:77
Nutini Giulio A A of Adolfo and Teresa Apr 22 1910. 20:44
Nutini Guido of Adolfo and Teresa Aug 4 1908. 19:248
Nutini Irene M L of John and Ellen Sept 4 1905. 18:233
Nutini Livina E of Walter C and Ellen Apr 13 1908. 19:198
Nutini Maria I of Adolfo and Teresa Feb 15 1907. 19:18
Nutini Roberto L of Giovanni and Nellie Mar 15 1902. 17:275
Nutini —— s of Alfredo and Gilda June 22 1904. 17:173
Nutini —— s of Giovanni and Ellen Mar 30 1903. 17:411
Nutini —— s of Alfredo and Gilda June 30 1903. 17:438
Nutman Abraham of Samuel and Rosa June 21 1907. 19:67
Nuttall —— s of Albert and Sarah Jan 25 1907. 19:10
Nutting Alney E of Frank W and Viola M Nov 30 1904. 18:123
Nutting Olney E of Frank W and Viola M Nov 30 1903. 17:497
Nyberg Evangeline E of Oscar F and Judith E Aug 2 1907. 19:91
Nyberg Herbert R of Carl R and Annie J Oct 4 1907. 19:116
Nyborg Einar F of Knut and Dagnor Feb 12 1904. 18:16
Nyborg Victor of Knut and Dagnor Nov 27 1905. 18:261
Nyburg Dagfin F of Knut and Dogma Aug 21 1902. 17:375
Nycroft Arthur of Frederick and Annie E Nov 30 1903. 17:496
Nye Doris A of Horace B and Fannie L May 4 1907. 19:48
Nye Dorothy of Walter C and Ruth Sept 18 1903. 17:473
Nye Elliott O of Herbert E and Ella S Jan 16 1904. 17:129
Nye —— d of Frederick E and Ellura H Mar 29 1902. 17:279
Nyholm Frank of Fanny Mar 21 1905. 18:169
Nyman John A of John T and Helma H Oct 13 1908. 19:276
Nyman Karl I of John T and Helma H Oct 13 1908. 19:276
Nyman —— s of John and Hilma L Feb 20 1907. 19:72
Nystedt Henry E of Andrew and Laura Oct 27 1904. 18:112
Nystrom Clarence A of John A and Hilma J Nov 26 1905. 18:260
Nystrom Edith F of Charles and Mary July 21 1908. 19:243
Nystrom Lillian of Charles and Mary Oct 4 1904. 18:105
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Nystrom Lillie E of Oscar and Ida E Oct 13 1903. . . . . . . . . . . 17:481
Nystrom Rolf O H of Oscar and Ida E Mar 14 1902. . . . . . . . . 17:275
Nystrom Stella L of John A and Hilma J Nov 4 1907. . . . . . . . 19:129
Oakland Doris E of Joseph M and Annie Apr 10 1906 . . . . . . . 18:315
Oakland Joseph W of Joseph M and Annie Apr 4 1910. . . . . . . . 20: 37
Oakley Frank of Joseph and Ellen Jan 24 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18:148
Oakley Harold of Harry T and Mary A May 18 1910. . . . . . . . . 20: 54
Oaks Louisa of Carl and Susan Mar 1 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17:401
Oates Annie M of Charles H and Mary July 17 1902. . . . . . . . . 17:320
Oates Catharine E of Joseph E and Maria A June 3 1910. . . . . 20: 60
Oates James M of James P and Josephine M May 15 1907. . . . . 19: 52
Oates John of Andrew J and Harriet M Aug 25 1901. . . . . . . . . 17:204
Oates John of John and Harriet June 29 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 70
Oates John J of Thomas and Mary May 28 1901. . . . . . . . . . . . 17:166
Oates Joseph E of Joseph E and Maria A Feb 27 1902. . . . . . . . 17:270
Oates Mary A of John and Harriet Mar 24 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 33
Oates Mildred of Joseph E and Maria A Mar 24 1906. . . . . . . . 18:308
Oates Robert C of James P and Josephine M May 20 1910. . . . . 20: 54
Oates Rose M of John J and Agnes C May 27 1902. . . . . . . . . . . 17:297
Oathout Doris M of George and Mabel W Apr 9 1908. . . . . . . . . 19:196
Oatley Charles H of Harlan P and Ellen M May 29 1906. . . . . 18:331
Oatley Evelyn M of Fred A and Martha J June 15 1903. . . . . . 17:434
Oatley Fred A of Fred A and Martha J Feb 9 1901. . . . . . . . . . . . 17:136
Oatley Helen G of Fred A and Martha Sept 8 1910. . . . . . . . . . . 20:105
Oatley Ruth E of Fred A and Martha J Jan 4 1908. . . . . . . . . . . 19:159
Oatman Joseph C of Chester B and Honorine M July 20 1908. . . 19:212
Oatman Marie E of Chester D and Honorine Dec 24 1906. . . . . 18:409
O'Beirne Francis X of William J and Sophia C Dec 23 1908. . . 19:303
O'Beirne William of William J and Sophia C July 11 1910. . . . 20: 82
Oberg Agnes L of Gust A and Severina J Aug 28 1909. . . . . . . . 19:411
Oberg Agnes M of Otto and Edna E Feb 25 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 22
Oberg Edith C S of Oscar E and Mina July 10 1906. . . . . . . . . . 18:347
Oberg Gustaf G of Gustaf A and Severina J Apr 23 1908. . . . . 19:202
Oberman Mary of Abraham and Sarah Oct 24 1907. . . . . . . . . . . 19:124
O'Bierne Raphael of William and Sophia Sept 27 1905. . . . . . . . 18:240
Obrey Florence E of Lewis and Anna July 21 1907. . . . . . . . . . . 19:151
O'Brien Agnes G of Albert A and Harriet F Oct 12 1910. . . . . 20:117
O'Brien Alice of Michael and Mary Nov 23 1908. . . . . . . . . . . . 19:290
O'Brien Alice M of John and Mary Nov 19 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . 18:120
O'Brien Alice M of Owen and Mary Oct 7 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20:116
O'Brien Alice M of Edward and Bridget T Nov 20 1910. . . . . . . 20:132
O'Brien Annie I of Dennis J and Cecelia J Jan 8 1901. . . . . . . . 17:127
O'Brien Bertram of Edward F and Irene Apr 17 1903. . . . . . . . . 17:416
O'Brien Catharine of William V and Mary L Feb 23 1908. . . . 19:178
O'Brien Catherine of James and Mary Apr 21 1902. . . . . . . . . . 17:286
O'Brien Catherine of John and Emma Mar 20 1906 18:307
O'Brien Catherine M of James J and Catherine G Oct 10 1904 18:107
O'Brien Catherine M of John H and Mary E Feb 20 1908 19:177
O'Brien Charles B of John E and Maud L July 16 1905 18:215
O'Brien Charles H of John F and Theresa B June 17 1908 19:224
O'Brien Chester I of Frank J and Annie Dec 21 1907 19:146
O'Brien Daniel of John and Mary July 31 1906 18:356
O'Brien Dorothy G of James E and Grace Sept 2 1909 19:413
O'Brien Edna G of John A and Abbie E July 13 1902 17:318
O'Brien Edna M of John H and Mary E Dec 11 1903 18:266
O'Brien Edward B of Edward and Bridget T Nov 19 1901 17:231
O'Brien Edward T of Lawrence F and Mary A Feb 3 1906 18:291
O'Brien Ethel of Edward L and Mary E May 11 1910 20:51
O'Brien Florence E of Francis P and Margaret M July 19 1903 17:452
O'Brien Francis J of Daniel J and Margaret Oct 22 1902 17:351
O'Brien Francis J of James J and Catherine G Jan 20 1909 19:322
O'Brien Francis L of Frank and Margaret Nov 2 1901 17:226
O'Brien Frank A of Mabel Sept 3 1905 18:232
O'Brien Fredrick E of Fredrick and Delia Aug 13 1908 19:252
O'Brien George of James E and Mary Feb 17 1906 18:296
O'Brien George V of John and Mary Jan 27 1910 20:11
O'Brien Gerald of William J and Mary A Oct 13 1907 19:120
O'Brien Grace of John H and Mary E July 22 1910 20:86
O'Brien Harold E of Patrick J and Hanora Sept 21 1908 19:268
O'Brien Helen M of Patrick J and Mary A Dec 8 1904 18:125
O'Brien James of James and Catherine Nov 24 1903 17:495
O'Brien James E of William F and Margaret May 21 1904 18:49
O'Brien James E of Frank and Margaret Oct 24 1904 18:111
O'Brien James E of James E and Mary L Mar 16 1908 19:187
O'Brien James W of James J and Catherine G Dec 28 1907 19:149
O'Brien John of James and Katie Jan 3 1901 17:125
O'Brien John of Timothy F and Catharine J Jan 12 1904 18:4
O'Brien John of John and Mary Feb 14 1905 18:156
O'Brien John F of John and Mary Nov 29 1903 17:390
O'Brien John J of Thomas and Catherine Nov 20 1903 17:493
O'Brien John O of John F and Theresa B Aug 10 1905 18:224
O'Brien John R of William and Annie May 25 1909 19:367
O'Brien Joseph of Martin J and Annie Dec 6 1902 17:365
O'Brien Joseph of Margaret Jan 5 1904 18:2
O'Brien Joseph of Martin J and Hannah J Dec 9 1905 18:265
O'Brien Joseph A of Joseph A and Sarah F Feb 3 1903 17:392
O'Brien Joseph P of James J and Catherine G Mar 17 1910..20: 30
O'Brien Kathleen of Edward J and Teresa B Feb 11 1904......18: 15
O'Brien Kenneth of Edward F and Irene Apr 9 1906..........18: 315
O'Brien Lawrence of James E and Mary Aug 1 1909.........19: 400
O'Brien Lawrence G of Lawrence F and Mary A July 2 1902..17: 315
O'Brien Lillian D of James and Katie Mar 19 1905...........18: 168
O'Brien Lillie K of Lawrence F and Mary A Nov 15 1903.....17: 492
O'Brien Loretta of Martin J and Hannah Mar 23 1908......19: 189
O'Brien Louis F of Owen and Mary Dec 29 1908.............19: 305
O'Brien Madeline I of Thomas R and Madeline L Oct 17 1910..20: 120
O'Brien Margaret E of James J and Catherine G Feb 17 1906..18: 296
O'Brien Margaret H of Martin J and Hannah Dec 24 1903....17: 505
O'Brien Margaret M of George and Bridget July 16 1901....17: 190
O'Brien Margaret M of William V and Mary L Oct 26 1905...18: 249
O'Brien Marion of Edward L and Mary E May 29 1904.......18: 52
O'Brien Mary of John J and Mary Dec 4 1907..............19: 140
O'Brien Mary C of Eugene and Mary C Apr 28 1907..........19: 46
O'Brien Mary D of Frederick W and Delia May 3 1905.......18: 184
O'Brien Mary R of John J and Mary Feb 19 1906.............18: 207
O'Brien Mildred V of Frank I and Annie June 12 1906.......18: 337
O'Brien Nicholas of John F and Teresa Oct 28 1903.........17: 486
O'Brien Nina B of John E and Maud L Sept 24 1906.........18: 377
O'Brien Nora M of Patrick and Mary A Dec 1 1907........19: 139
O'Brien Paul D of Dennis F and Mary R Aug 12 1905.......18: 274
O'Brien Raymond of Timothy F and Catherine J Jan 5 1901..17: 126
O'Brien Rena M of Frank I and Annie Apr 19 1909.........19: 355
O'Brien Richard B of Richard and Gertrude June 4 1907...19: 60
O'Brien Susanna of Lawrence F and Mary A June 15 1907...19: 64
O'Brien Thomas of Edward L and Mary E July 15 1905.......18: 215
O'Brien Thomas F of William F and Margaret Oct 26 1902..17: 353
O'Brien Thomas J of John J and Bridget Apr 11 1905......18: 176
O'Brien Thomas J of John J and Mary Dec 19 1905........18: 269
O'Brien William C of William J and Mary A Dec 24 1905....18: 270
O'Brien William J of Patrick and Rose Feb 17 1902.........17: 267
O'Brien William J of William V and Mary L Oct 11 1903....17: 481
O'Brien William L of John J and Mary A Feb 28 1902.......17: 270
O'Brien William P of James and Mary Dec 27 1903.........17: 506
O'Brien William V of Frank P and Margaret Aug 2 1909.....19: 400
O'Brien ___ s of Thomas and Catherine June 23 1901.......17: 181
O'Brien ___ s of Maggie Oct 28 1901......................17: 224
O'Brien ___ s of William V and Mary L Feb 25 1902.......17: 269
O'Brien ___ d of Joseph H and Caroline V Feb 27 1902....17: 270
O'Brien ___ s of William J and Mary A Aug 10 1904.......18: 85
O'Brien ___ s of Frank and Rose June 16 1905..............18: 208
O'Brien — d of Joseph J and Nellie June 1 1906.............18:419
O'Brien — s of Edward A and Margaret M Apr 12 1908...........19:233
O'Brien — twin s of William and Catherine May 29 1908........19:216
O'Brien — s of Catherine Sept 3 1908.........................19:261
O'Brien — s of Frank and Annie M Dec 29 1908..................19:313
O'Brien — s of Elsie Apr 29 1910..........................20:47
O'Brien — s of Martin and Julia Nov 30 1910......................20:135
Occio Pasquale of Pasquale and Freda May 4 1902...............17:290
Occomy Calvert (c) of Walter C and Nellie F Nov 9 1906........18:393
Occomy William A (c) of Walter C and Nellie F Sept 3 1901....17:207
Ocken Mary of Morris and Janet Aug 25 1908...................19:257
Ockerman George E of Smith W and Annie Sept 7 1907...........19:106
Oclefsky Stanislava of John and Justina Mar 29 1903...........17:411
O'Connell Abbie T of Charles and Mary T May 20 1909...........19:366
O'Connell Alice C of William H and Rachel G Aug 28 1901.....17:265
O'Connell Anna F of Thomas and Nora A June 13 1908..........17:222
O'Connell Antoinette M of Michael F and Marie A July 26 1901

O'Connell Catherine of Robert F and Catherine Jan 12 1903....17:384
O'Connell Catherine F of Patrick E and Mary Apr 1 1903......17:412
O'Connell Catherine H of Michael and Catherine Oct 3 1903....17:478
O'Connell Catherine R of William and Catherine G Feb 23 1908

O'Connell Daniel of Daniel F and Daisy C Jan 8 1901...........17:127
O'Connell Edward of John E and Mary E May 14 1908............19:210
O'Connell Edward J of James E and Mabel A Nov 17 1909......19:441
O'Connell Elizabeth of John F and Elizabeth C July 7 1903....17:448
O'Connell Elizabeth of Dennis and Elizabeth M July 5 1907....19:80
O'Connell Ellen of William and Mary Dec 6 1906...............18:403
O'Connell Florence of Edward J and Elizabeth Apr 7 1909......19:351
O'Connell George of William and Catherine J Feb 7 1903......17:393
O'Connell Harold of Daniel J and Mary E Nov 16 1902...........17:360
O'Connell Helen H of Thomas and Norah A July 25 1906........18:354
O'Connell Irene of John and Hannah Jan 30 1901................17:134
O'Connell Irene of Edward J and Elizabeth Nov 29 1910........20:134
O'Connell James F of Robert F and Catherine Jan 17 1902......17:258
O'Connell James F of James E and Mabel A Oct 8 1903.........17:479
O'Connell Jane of John E and Mary E Mar 7 1907...............19:26
O'Connell Jane of John F and May E Mar 4 1908................19:182
O'Connell John H of John H and Mary A Nov 15 1906............18:396
O'Connell Joseph of John E and Mary E Dec 16 1910............20:141
O'Connell Joseph C of Joseph C and Eleanor M Sept 27 1907....19:114
O'Connell Lillian R of John H and Mary A Jan 18 1908.........19:165
O'Connell Lucy B of William J and Eva B Mar 17 1908.........19:187
O'Connell Mabel M of James E and Mabel A Aug 19 1905........18:227
O'Connell Margaret A of Patrick and Mary Oct 3 1902 17:345
O'Connell Margaret A of Patrick E and Mary Jan 11 1910 17:5
O'Connell Margaret I of John F and Mary Jan 28 1903 17:390
O'Connell Margaret I of John and Jane T July 27 1903 17:455
O'Connell Mary of Thomas and Nora Jan 29 1903 17:390
O'Connell Mary of James and Mary E Sept 23 1907 19:112
O'Connell Mary E of Thomas H and Nora A Dec 29 1902 17:373
O'Connell Mary E of John F and Mary E Feb 22 1903 17:398
O'Connell Mary R of Charles and Mary T Aug 6 1906 18:359
O'Connell Nora C of Charles and Mary Dec 16 1910 20:141
O'Connell Raymond D of Daniel J and Mary E May 6 1901 17:161
O'Connell Raymond M of James A and Annie F Dec 2 1907 19:139
O'Connell Robert of John H and Mary A June 24 1904 18:61
O'Connell Robert D of John E and Mary E June 16 1903 17:434
O'Connell Rose of James and Mary E May 8 1909 19:362
O'Connell Susie of Maurice and Mary E Oct 30 1901 17:224
O'Connell Thomas of John C and Hannah A Sept 2 1902 17:335
O'Connell Thomas of Patrick E and Mary Nov 29 1904 18:122
O'Connell Thomas of Robert F and Catherine June 20 1905 18:200
O'Connell Thomas M of Thomas E and Nora Mar 3 1904 18:23
O'Connell Vincent of Daniel J and Mary E Nov 16 1902 17:360
O'Connell Vincent of James and Mary E May 30 1906 18:332
O'Connell Walter of William and Katie G Jan 1 1906 18:280
O'Connell William H of John F and Mary E July 31 1906 18:356
O'Connell William J of William and Catherine Feb 25 1904 18:70
O'Connell William J of Albert E F and Catherine E May 20 1907 19:54
O'Connell William L of Patrick P and Margaret July 24 1903 17:454
O'Connell William R of Patrick E and Mary Aug 13 1907 19:95
O'Connell — d of John and Jane T Apr 9 1901 17:154
O'Connell — d of William and Kate G Nov 30 1901 17:235
O'Connell — s of Edward and Margaret Apr 4 1902 17:312
O'Connell — d of Joseph P and Ida E Jan 11 1907 19:74
O'Connell — d of James E and Mabel A Apr 4 1907 19:75
O'Connell — d of Madeline May 21 1908 19:243
O'Connell — s of John F and Elizabeth Oct 9 1909 19:462
O'Connor — d of Jeremiah and Catherine Aug 19 1904 18:89
O'Connor Abby M of Edward and Catherine Aug 15 1903 17:461
O'Connor Agnes M of William D and Elizabeth Mar 25 1910 20:33
O'Connor Alice of Michael F and Eliza June 26 1901 17:175
O'Connor Alice of John J and Annie A Nov 26 1903 17:495
O'Connor Alice of William and Mary June 29 1906 18:343
O'Connor Alice of James T and Annie M Nov 20 1908 19:289
O'Connor Andrew of William A and Louise Z Apr 16 1905 18:178
O'Connor Anna of Charles B and Anna L G Oct 1 1907 19:115
O'Connor Anna M of Charles and Helen L Oct 29 1907 19:126
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O'Connor</th>
<th>Austin of William A and Louise</th>
<th>Feb 23 1907</th>
<th>19: 21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Bridget A of Dennis and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 17 1902</td>
<td>17: 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Catharine of Michael F and Eliza</td>
<td>Sept 19 1906</td>
<td>18: 375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Charles B of Charles B and Anna L G</td>
<td>May 19 1909</td>
<td>19: 366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Charles F of Charles J and Emma</td>
<td>Jan 1 1909</td>
<td>19: 315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Charles F of Francis P and Katherine</td>
<td>Oct 23 1910</td>
<td>20: 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Charles H of Henry D and Anna</td>
<td>June 14 1909</td>
<td>19: 375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Christopher of Peter F and Mary J</td>
<td>Sept 11 1903</td>
<td>17: 471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Cornelius T of Jeremiah J and Hannah T</td>
<td>Aug 2 1907</td>
<td>19: 91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>David A of Daniel D and Julia</td>
<td>July 17 1905</td>
<td>18: 215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>David M of Michael and Charlotte</td>
<td>July 19 1902</td>
<td>17: 375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Edith M (c) of William and Alice</td>
<td>DeW June 28 1910</td>
<td>20: 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Edna M of James T and Annie M</td>
<td>Nov 28 1902</td>
<td>17: 363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Edward of Michael F and Eliza</td>
<td>Nov 11 1904</td>
<td>18: 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Elizabeth A of John J and Mary E</td>
<td>Jan 21 1903</td>
<td>17: 388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Ethel M of Francis P and Catharine</td>
<td>Feb 8 1907</td>
<td>19: 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Ennice of Francis J and Bridget E</td>
<td>Nov 4 1902</td>
<td>17: 355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Florence L of Patrick and Bridget</td>
<td>June 30 1909</td>
<td>19: 381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Francis of Michael F and Eliza</td>
<td>Jan 16 1908</td>
<td>19: 164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>George of Edward DeV and Susan T</td>
<td>Oct 23 1904</td>
<td>18: 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Gertrude F of Henry W and Helen J</td>
<td>Oct 19 1904</td>
<td>18: 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Grace of James M and Delia J</td>
<td>June 23 1901</td>
<td>17: 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Grace E of James T and Annie M</td>
<td>July 4 1905</td>
<td>18: 211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Hanora of Dennis and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 6 1901</td>
<td>17: 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Helen of James H and Helen B</td>
<td>Dec 5 1905</td>
<td>18: 263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Helen of Francis J and Mary E</td>
<td>Mar 19 1910</td>
<td>20: 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Helen L of John and Hannah A</td>
<td>Apr 9 1908</td>
<td>19: 196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Helen V of Patrick and Helen</td>
<td>Dec 16 1904</td>
<td>18: 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Henry W of Henry W and Ellen J</td>
<td>May 6 1901</td>
<td>17: 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Irene of Michael F and Eliza</td>
<td>Feb 28 1903</td>
<td>17: 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>James of Jeremiah and Katherine</td>
<td>Mar 31 1908</td>
<td>19: 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>James F of William and Annie</td>
<td>July 26 1904</td>
<td>18: 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>James J of Edward and Margaret</td>
<td>May 8 1903</td>
<td>17: 422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>James W of James H and Ellen B</td>
<td>Jan 5 1901</td>
<td>17: 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Jennie I V of Frank and Margaret E</td>
<td>Mar 24 1907</td>
<td>19: 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>John of Daniel and Julia</td>
<td>Dec 21 1910</td>
<td>20: 143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>John C of John J and Margaret E</td>
<td>Nov 15 1907</td>
<td>19: 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>John D of William D and Elizabeth M</td>
<td>May 6 1902</td>
<td>17: 291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>John J of Joseph T and Mary A</td>
<td>June 7 1905</td>
<td>18: 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>John J of Jeremiah J and Johanna T</td>
<td>Dec 16 1905</td>
<td>18: 268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>John M of Edward and Margaret</td>
<td>Sept 8 1904</td>
<td>18: 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>John P of John and Hannah</td>
<td>Mar 11 1901</td>
<td>17: 145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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O'Connor John P of Dennis and Mary Feb 26 1905.............18:160
O'Connor Joseph V of Michael D and Catherine H Nov 8 1904.18:116
O'Connor Josephine of William A and Louisa Z Nov 16 1902.17:360
O'Connor Leo J of John and Hannah June 13 1904................18: 57
O'Connor Lillian C of Patrick and Mary July 28 1902..........17:223
O'Connor Mabel F of Francis P and Katherine Nov 12 1905..18:256
O'Connor Margaret of William H and Mary L Jan 15 1908...19:163
O'Connor Margaret B of William D and Elizabeth M Oct 13

1905...............................18:245

O'Connor Margaret M of John and Hannah A Apr 23 1902....17:287
O'Connor Margaret M of John D and Mary A Nov 14 1909...19:440
O'Connor Marie of James H and Helen B Sept 20 1909....19:420
O'Connor Marion of Patrick and Ada Jan 28 1904.........18: 10
O'Connor Marion of John and Mary Jan 18 1907.............19:  7
O'Connor Martin of John J and Annie Feb 26 1904..........18: 21
O'Connor Mary of William H and Mary L Mar 2 1910........20: 25
O'Connor Mary of Thomas D and Bridget D Aug 2 1910.......20: 92
O'Connor Mary C of Dennis and Mary May 1 1910............20: 48
O'Connor Mary E of William and Elizabeth May 18 1901...17:164
O'Connor Mary E of Daniel and Julia Aug 10 1903........17:460
O'Connor Mary M of James P and Catherine G June 27 1908.19:228
O'Connor Mildred I of John and Hannah A Feb 21 1906.....18:298
O'Connor Nicholas A of Edward and Margaret Dec 7 1905...18:264
O'Connor Patrick of Daniel D and Julia Apr 5 1908........19:194
O'Connor Philip E of Thomas E and Emma G Jan 18 1908...19:165
O'Connor Ruth A of James M and Delia J July 26 1910.....20: 88
O'Connor Sheila E of Thomas P E and Emma G Oct 25 1904.18:111
O'Connor Thomas of Benedict C and Mary K G July 27 1908.19:245
O'Connor Thomas P of John F and Mary Oct 26 1904......18:112
O'Connor Veronica E of William D and Elizabeth Oct 12 1907.19:119
O'Connor William C of William D and Elizabeth M Nov 10

1903...............................17:490

O'Connor —— s of Timothy D and Hannah Mar 17 1901....17:183
O'Connor —— d of Hugh and Mary Aug 15 1901..........17:200
O'Connor —— s of Joseph F and Mary Sept 27 1901...17:214
O'Connor —— d of James E and Mary Sept 3 1903......17:511
O'Connor —— s of Edward J and Delina Nov 12 1907....19:132
O'Connor —— d of Francis and Catherine Mar 4 1908...19:233
O'Connor —— d of John D and Mary A June 26 1908.....19:235
O'Connor —— s of James D and Ellen Oct 26 1908.......19:311
O'Connor —— d of John and Annie Feb 14 1909.........19:384
O'Connor —— s of Francis and Katherine Mar 26 1909....19:385
O'Connors Mary A (c) of William and Alice D Aug 17 1904.18: 88
O'Connors William R of William and Alice Oct 5 1903....17:509
Octeau Joseph W R of Télesphore and Victoria Jan 17 1907.19:  7
O'Donnell Noille of Forest and Victoria Dec 3 1905. 18: 263
O'Day Alice of James and Maria Sept 21 1906. 18: 376
O'Day William H of James and Mary Oct 2 1903. 17: 478
O'Day Winifred of John and Mary Feb 14 1904. 18: 17
Oddone Eulando of Vittorio and Vittoria May 5 1903. 17: 422
Oddone Lena L of Vittorio and Vittoria Mar 11 1901. 17: 145
O'Dea Christina of John and Mary Dec 7 1905. 18: 264
O'Dea Elizabeth of John and Mary Dec 13 1909. 19: 451
O'Dea George of John and Mary July 18 1908. 19: 242
Odell Earl W of James W and Hattie V Mar 21 1900. 19: 345
Odell Lawrence E of William F and Rosalind A May 12 1910. 20: 52
Odell Theodore I of William H and Amelia J Nov 24 1910. 20: 133
O'Donaghue Daniel J of Jeremiah and Margaret T July 16 1907. 19: 84
O'Donahue Betsey of Thomas F and Annie M June 8 1905. 18: 196
O'Donahue Katherine F of Jeremiah and Margaret July 7 1910. 20: 80
O'Donnell Mary of Thomas and Catherine July 7 1910. 20: 80
O'Donnell Adelaide C of Thomas F and Ada C Feb 14 1909. 19: 331
O'Donnell Alice of Edward F and Mary A Feb 21 1902. 17: 268
O'Donnell Alice of Elizabeth Mar 25 1906. 18: 309
O'Donnell Allen E of Edward F and Mary A July 17 1904. 18: 77
O'Donnell Catherine of James and Mary Feb 20 1905. 18: 158
O'Donnell Earl D of Mary Aug 14 1907. 19: 96
O'Donnell Edward of John J and Mary J Nov 15 1905. 18: 257
O'Donnell Eleanor of James and Mary Oct 6 1906. 18: 381
O'Donnell Emma V of Cornelius and Margaret June 11 1908. 19: 222
O'Donnell Estella A of John J and Elizabeth A Mar 7 1903. 17: 463
O'Donnell Florence I of John and Mary A July 1 1901. 17: 246
O'Donnell Frank of William H and Lena Dec 16 1910. 20: 141
O'Donnell Frederick of Joseph and Ellen Dec 11 1904. 18: 126
O'Donnell George of Charles A and Mary L Jan 10 1906. 18: 283
O'Donnell Gerald of Edward J and Margaret Apr 22 1907. 19: 44
O'Donnell Irene C of Thomas F and Ada May 6 1910. 20: 49
O'Donnell James of James and Harriet Feb 8 1902. 17: 264
O'Donnell James of Joseph and Ellen Aug 14 1907. 19: 96
O'Donnell James E of James and Mary Sept 20 1909. 19: 420
O'Donnell James W of Edward F and Mary A Aug 28 1908. 19: 258
O'Donnell John McC of John and Mary A Jan 29 1903. 17: 390
O'Donnell Joseph of Catharine Jan 14 1908. 19: 230
O'Donnell Louise A of John J and Mary J Apr 14 1904. 18: 37
O'Donnell Mabel of Edward F and Mary A Feb 21 1902. 17: 268
O'Donnell Margaret of Charles A and Mary L Feb 13 1910. 20: 18
O'Donnell Margaret E of Cornelius and Margaret M Oct 10 1902. 17: 348
O'Donnell Mary of Hugh and Jennie Nov 24 1903. 17: 495
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

O'Donnell Mary E of Patrick J and Ellen July 6 1906...........18: 346
O'Donnell Mary L of Cornelius and Margaret M Mar 10 1906.....18: 304
O'Donnell Minnie of John and Agnes Oct 2 1902.................17: 376
O'Donnell Thomas of John P and Margaret E Nov 28 1901.......17: 234
O'Donnell Walter B of George A and Mary A Nov 18 1905......18: 258
O'Donnell Wilfred A of John J and Elizabeth A Jan 12 1901....17: 128
O'Donnell William of Patrick J and Nora Dec 30 1901..........17: 245
O'Donnell William of Hugh and Jane July 24 1905..............18: 218
O'Donnell William of Thomas F and Adelaide Mar 15 1907.....19: 29
O'Donnell William J of Charles A and Mary L Feb 9 1903......17: 394
O'Donnell —— s of Edward and Margaret Apr 4 1902............17: 282
O'Donnell —— d of Hugh V and Anastasia B Sept 13 1907.....19: 108
O'Donnell —— d of Hugh V and Anastasia B Sept 13 1907......19: 155
O'Donnell —— d of Hugh and Jennie Oct 16 1908...............19: 277
O'Donnell —— d of Hugh and Jennie Oct 18 1910.................20: 120
O'Dowd Helena of Michael and Winifred Sept 3 1907..........19: 104
O'Dowd Annie W of Thomas J and Mary A July 28 1908.........19: 216
O'Dowd Cecilia of Thomas J and Mary July 3 1903..............17: 446
O'Dowd Jennie M of James and Elizabeth Nov 5 1909.........19: 437
O'Dowd Martha of Michael and Winifred Sept 28 1909.........19: 423
O'Dowd Mary of Mary June 9 1905................................18: 196
O'Dowd Mary A of John T and Mary A Nov 2 1908..............19: 282
O'Dowd —— d of Thomas J and Mary A Apr 23 1904.............18: 67
O'Dowd —— d of Thomas J and Mary May 4 1905.................18: 207
O'Driscoll Daniel of Daniel and Hannah M Sept 5 1909.....19: 414
O'Ferica Mary of Stephen and Catherine Oct 23 1907.........19: 124
O'Flaherty Daniel E of Daniel J and Annie V Aug 27 1907...19: 102
O'Flaherty Mary of Jeremiah J and Mary Sept 25 1907.......19: 113
O'Gara Anthony of James and Cornelia Nov 3 1902.............17: 355
O'Gara Eileen M of James J and Hannah Mar 4 1907...........19: 25
O'Gara Emmett F of James J and Hannah Feb 10 1905.........18: 155
O'Gara Irene of James J and Cornelia Jan 15 1905............18: 145
O'Gara James M of James J and Hannah Sept 14 1902.........17: 339
O'Gara —— s of Edward and Catherine June 15 1902...........17: 313
O'Garr Margaret of John and Margaret L May 21 1901.........17: 165
O'Garr Mary L of John and Margaret Jan 7 1906..............18: 282
O'Garr —— d of Edward J and Louise V Sept 8 1908.........19: 311
Ogassian Aziv of Harontune and Mariam Dec 13 1910.........20: 140
Ogassian Hunchag of Sarkis and Jonhar Sept 26 1907........19: 113
Ogassian Sateinig of Harontune and Soutian Nov 2 1909.....19: 436
Ogdin Alvah C of James and Frances M Jan 23 1902.........17: 260
Ogdin Doris J of Robert and Jane May 29 1910...............20: 76
Ogdin Joseph of Alfred and Elizabeth Nov 4 1901.............17: 226
BIRTHS

Ogden Muriel J of James A and Josephine Sept 19 1906........18: 375
Ogdon Marian of Smith and Kate Jan 22 1902.................17: 259
Ogg Hazel M of Robert G and Mary May 7 1902.............17: 291
Ogla Maria of Pasquale and Rosa Feb 2 1903............17: 392
O'Gorman —— d of James J and Delia A Dec 27 1904........18: 137
O'Grady —— s of William H and Barbara L June 21 1910...20: 66
Ogren Gustaf A H of Carl W and Ella P Aug 8 1905........18: 223
Ogren Johan O of Frans O and Elizabeth July 20 1909....19: 335
Ogssian Arashalhoos G of James and Annie Aug 17 1904....18: 88
Ohanian Aharon H of Hampartsoum and Araxie July 11 1908.19: 239
Ohanian Mariam H of Hampartsoum and Arexy Mar 6 1906...18: 306
Ohanian Solomon of Garabed and Rose Aug 14 1901.........17: 200
O'Hara Alice of Bernard and Margaret Feb 10 1910.......20: 16
O'Hara Edward J of James E and Mary Mar 19 1910........20: 31
O'Hara Elizabeth M of Bernard and Margaret Feb 1 1904...18: 12
O'Hara James of James and Anna M July 7 1906..........18: 346
O'Hara James E of James and Anna M Mar 12 1908........19: 185
O'Hara John J of Bernard and Margaret Aug 11 1902......17: 328
O'Hara Joseph R of Joseph A and Evelina M Mar 18 1910...20: 31
O'Hara Margaret of Bernard and Margaret Dec 9 1905.....18: 265
O'Hara Mary T of Bernard and Margaret July 21 1908......19: 243
O'Hara Susannah of John and Margaret Apr 7 1901.........17: 153
O'Hara Thomas J of Thomas J and Rose July 28 1910......20: 89
O'Hara —— d of Charles I and Jennie Mar 6 1907.........19: 73
O'Hara —— s of Peter and Helen Apr 17 1907..............19: 42
O'Hara —— s of Thomas J and Bridget R June 5 1908......19: 234
O'Hearn Catherine of Joseph and Annie Jan 28 1901......17: 133
O'Hearn James of Maurice J and Nora Mar 3 1904........18: 23
O'Hearn James of Joseph F and Annie Sept 20 1908.......19: 267
O'Hearn Joseph A of Joseph F and Annie Aug 8 1904......18: 85
O'Hearn Thomas P of Maurice and Nora Jan 22 1909.......19: 322
O'Hern Agnes W of Joseph M and Ellen T Apr 20 1904....18: 39
O'Hern Archibald P of Morris J and Hanorah Jan 5 1901....17: 168
O'Hern Ellen N of James D and Mary A Jan 28 1906.......18: 289
O'Hern Ellen T of Joseph M and Ellen T Feb 15 1907......19: 18
O'Hern Isabelle G of James and Mary Nov 4 1907........19: 129
O'Hern James D of James D and Mary A Jan 10 1910.......20: 4
O'Hern Margaret B of James D and Mary A July 4 1904....18: 72
O'Hern Mary H of James D and Mary A Dec 2 1902.........17: 364
O'Herne —— d of Margaret Oct 30 1906..................18: 390
Ohlson Venus I of Francis E and Freda Aug 5 1902.......17: 326
Ohlsson Tage A of Carl and Hilda Feb 4 1910...........20: 14
Ohsberg Alice S of Anton A and Emily E June 14 1908....19: 223
Ohsberg John E of Anton A and Emily E Jan 19 1903.....17: 387
Oiesla Sophia of Frank and Katie Feb 15 1908...........19: 175
O'Kane Anita E of Alexander and Ellen Apr 3 1910.......20: 37
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

O'Kane Annie G of Charles and Agnes G July 3 1904.............. 18: 71
O'Kane Charles of Charles and Agnes G June 20 1906........... 18: 339
O'Kane Henry A of Alexander and Nellie Feb 8 1909............ 19: 329
O'Kane Richard A of Charles and Agnes Oct 22 1908............ 19: 279
O'Keefe Bartholomew of Richard and Mary Jan 2 1905........... 18: 141
O'Keefe Daniel of Daniel F and Ellen July 25 1907............. 19: 88
O'Keefe Edward W of Michael and Dora Aug 12 1909............. 19: 404
O'Keefe Ella M of Daniel and Ellen Sept 1 1909................. 19: 412
O'Keefe John J of William H and Mary A June 11 1903......... 17: 433
O'Keefe Margarite of William and Winifred Feb 21 1908....... 19: 179
O'Keefe Mary of Michael J and Elizabeth F Aug 22 1905....... 18: 228
O'Keefe Mary E of Michael and Dora May 13 1908.............. 19: 210
O'Keefe Mary E of David and Kate May 29 1908................. 19: 216
O'Keefe Thomas of Thomas and -- Apr 21 1906.................... 18: 319
O'Keefe William J of David and Kate Sept 4 1901.............. 17: 207
O'Keefe Winifred of Thomas and Catherine Oct 30 1907........ 19: 126
O'Keefe -- s of Michael and Dora June 2 1907.................. 19: 59
O'Keefe Mary M of Thomas J and Rosella May 30 1908......... 19: 216
Okerblom Albert E of Albert and Hilda M Jan 17 1907......... 19: 7
Okerlund Conrad R of Conrad and Ellen F June 16 1905....... 18: 199
Okerlund Helen M of Conrad and Ellen F Feb 26 1908......... 19: 179
Okerlund Joseph A of Conrad L and Nellie F Nov 9 1902....... 17: 357
Okrantovich Julia of Simon and Eva Jan 26 1902.............. 17: 260
Okrantovitch Francis of Simon and Eva Apr 28 1908......... 19: 204
Okrantowich Patrick of Simon and Eva July 23 1905........... 18: 217
Olander Felicia of Giulio and Giovanna Nov 5 1907............ 19: 129
Olander Alva V of Victor and Jennie B June 12 1904......... 18: 57
Olander Anna X of Victor and Jennie B Apr 14 1906......... 18: 316
Olanson Wilhelm J M of Edward and Anna M May 3 1910........ 20: 48
Olanson Edward H of Olons E and Anna M Feb 15 1908......... 19: 175
Olch Irene of Nathan and Fannie May 5 1908.............. 19: 207
Olch Jessie of Nathan and Fannie Sept 28 1905.............. 18: 241
Olch Naomi F of Benjamin and Fannie Mar 9 1902............. 17: 273
Olsdolr Albert E of Arthur and Ada May 19 1904............. 18: 49
Oldham Francis of Wilfred and Lucy A Oct 26 1910........... 20: 149
Oldham John J of Albert and Sarah L July 25 1906........... 18: 354
Oldham Ruth H of Wilfred and Lucy A Sept 24 1904........... 18: 102
Oldham William N of Wilfred and Lucy A July 25 1902......... 17: 322
Oldham -- s of Albert and Sarah L Feb 10 1910.............. 20: 74
Oldsela Esther of Louis and Fanny Jan 11 1907.............. 19: 4
O'Leary Catharine M of Cornelius P and Mary A May 25 1905 18: 190
O'Leary Catherine F of Cornelius and Hannah A Mar 5 1909 19: 339
O'Leary Dorothy of James and Annie Apr 8 1902............. 17: 283
O'Leary Dorothy M of Joseph A and Angeline T Aug 5 1905 18: 222
O'Leary Dorothy N of Michael J and Nora Feb 21 1909........ 19: 334
O'Leary Florence J of Dennis and Nellie Sept 10 1901........ 17: 209
O'Leary Gerald P of John and Mary J Nov 19 1906........... 18: 397
O'Leary Grace of Mark F and Grace M Aug 16 1910............ 20: 97
O'Leary Hannah of Lawrence and Mary Apr 10 1909........... 19: 352
O'Leary Henry J of Henry and Mary Nov 27 1905............. 18: 261
O'Leary Honore B of Cornelius and Honore A Feb 22 1907.19: 21
O'Leary Irene of John H and Mary Oct 16 1901............... 17: 220
O'Leary James of Cornelius P and Mary A May 25 1905....... 18: 190
O'Leary James F of Michael and Mary Dec 3 1901............ 17: 236
O'Leary Jeremiah of Michael and Mary Jan 4 1908............. 19: 159
O'Leary John J of Michael and Mary Mar 29 1904............. 18: 32
O'Leary John J of Michael J and Nora Feb 13 1907.......... 19: 18
O'Leary John J of Patrick E and Agnes May 13 1908....... 19: 210
O'Leary John N of John and Mary J June 6 1908............. 19: 219
O'Leary Mary of John and Mary Apr 13 1905............... 18: 177
O'Leary Mary E of Michael and Mary E Oct 23 1909........... 19: 432
O'Leary Michael J of Michael J and Nora July 5 1904....... 18: 72
O'Leary Thomas of Timothy D and Margaret J Sept 26 1907.. 19: 155
O'Leary William of Harry and Mary Sept 16 1908........... 19: 266
O'Leary —— d of Nellie Mar 17 1909............................ 19: 343
Olin Mary V of William W and Emily M Oct 22 1904........ 18: 110
Olin Vivian F of William W and Emily M Apr 25 1906....... 18: 320
Olini Carlo A of Giacopo and Angela Feb 7 1903.............. 17: 394
Olinick Mary of Michael and Tekla Sept 20 1910............ 20: 110
Oliva Margarida D of Raffaele and Angelina Aug 10 1904... 18: 134
Oliva —— d of Vincenzo and Concetta June 17 1901........ 17: 181
Olivada John of Jose and Tonena May 5 1903................. 17: 421
Oliva Genofea of Domenico and Maria T Nov 6 1902.......... 17: 356
Oliveira Anthony S of Manuel S and Amelia June 19 1904... 18: 59
Oliveira Celestina R of Ernesto and Maria Oct 29 1903.... 17: 486
Oliveira Delfina of Joseph A and Lottie Jan 30 1902....... 17: 261
Oliveira Franciaca of Manuel and Mariannina Feb 15 1901... 17: 138
Olivera Franca of Frank C and Palmira E Dec 21 1902....... 17: 370
Olivera Genia of Celestino and Anna June 29 1903.......... 17: 438
Oliveria Giovannina of Celestino and Anna Oct 15 1903... 17: 482
Olivera Joao of Francisco and Maria F June 30 1908....... 19: 229
Olivera John S of Manuel and Amelia June 6 1907......... 19: 61
Oliveria Jose of Manoel and Marion Sept 6 1902........... 17: 357
Olivera Manuel of Antonio and Maria July 4 1908.......... 19: 237
Oliveria Marie of Francisco S and Maria F Feb 5 1907..... 19: 15
Oliveria Palmeira (c) of Manuel J and Constants Mar 23 1903,17: 409
Oliveria Virginia of Antonio and Maria Oct 31 1903....... 19: 127
Olivera —— s of Joao P and Jesuina A Apr 23 1901........ 17: 158
Oliveri Salvatore P of Angela May 27 1904.................. 18: 51
Oliver Agnes M of Charles B and Annie T Dec 14 1902...... 17: 368
Oliver Alice E W of Charles O and Alzada G Mar 26 1906... 18: 309
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Oliver Amelia M of Joseph A and Lottie M Dec 25 1904.............. 18: 131
Oliver Anna M of Frank J and Mary M Nov 27 1907.............. 19: 137
Oliver Edith L of Joseph A and Lottie M Jan 14 1902.............. 17: 257
Oliver Edmund A of Albert W and Margaret L Sept 23 1904........... 18: 101
Oliver Eunice (c) of John and Maria Dec 5 1910.............. 20: 137
Oliver Jose of Jose and Mary C Aug 24 1907.............. 19: 100
Oliver Lillian M of Frank J and Maria V Aug 9 1909.............. 19: 403
Oliver Owen B of Charles O and Alzeda G Oct 21 1907.............. 19: 123
Oliver Rosa C of Joseph and Marie Feb 21 1905.............. 18: 160
Oliver —— s of Charles O and Alzada G Nov 29 1908.............. 19: 292
Oliveria Otelia of Jose and Maria July 18 1907.............. 19: 85
Olivieri Annie M of Theodore and Delia July 24 1904.............. 18: 79
Olivieri Anna of Celestino and Anna Apr 17 1906.............. 18: 317
Olivieri Giovanni of Domenico and Angela Feb 28 1906.............. 18: 300
Olivieri Nunzia G of Antonio and Santa Nov 19 1906.............. 18: 397
Olivieri Olga of Celestino and Anna Feb 14 1901.............. 17: 138
Olivo Alfeo of Francesco and Anna May 2 1908.............. 19: 206
Olivo Antonina of Antonio and Antonina May 1 1904.............. 18: 43
Olivo Antonio of Domenico and Maria Dec 28 1904.............. 18: 134
Olivo Antonio of Antonio and Antonia Sept 30 1905.............. 18: 241
Olivo Antonio F of Francesco and Annie Aug 29 1909.............. 19: 111
Olivo Concetta of Domenico and Maria T Dec 3 1907.............. 19: 139
Olivo Domenica of Placido and Vittoria Dec 3 1909.............. 19: 457
Olivo Fortunato of Francesco and Anna Apr 10 1907.............. 19: 40
Olivo Francesca of Francesco and Gaetana Jan 26 1910.............. 20: 11
Olivo Francesco of Francesco and Gaetana Oct 29 1908.............. 19: 284
Olivo Giovanni of Matteo and Grazia July 5 1903.............. 17: 447
Olivo Giovanni B S of Matteo and Grazia Jan 15 1908.............. 19: 163
Olivo Jennie of Francesco and Gaetana May 25 1907.............. 19: 56
Olivo Luigi of Sabino and Rosalia Dec 13 1906.............. 18: 405
Olivo Maria of Antonio and Antonia Nov 24 1902.............. 17: 362
Olivo Maria of Matteo and Grazia Feb 12 1906.............. 18: 294
Olivo Maria of Gaetano and Grazia Nov 7 1908.............. 19: 284
Olivo Pasquale of Sabino and Rosalia Mar 27 1910.............. 20: 31
Olivo Paulina of Antonio and Antonia Sept 19 1907.............. 19: 111
Olivo —— s of Gaetano and Grazia Dec 14 1907.............. 19: 156
Olivo —— s of Antonio and Antonia Sept 23 1909.............. 19: 422
Olirris Annie of Joseph and Mary July 28 1910.............. 20: 89
Ollweiler Gertrude L of Philip and Gertrude Sept 4 1910.............. 20: 104
Obney Clifford X of Ernest P and Sarah A Aug 18 1908.............. 19: 254
Obney Doris F of Ernest and Sarah Sept 1 1905.............. 18: 233
Obney Earl A of Alpha and Stella M Feb 2 1905.............. 18: 152
Obney Edna P of Charles and Ethel Oct 20 1907.............. 19: 122
Obney Edward F of Edward S and Estella I Sept 2 1906.............. 18: 368
Obney Ernest P of Ernest P and Sarah A May 6 1904.............. 18: 44
Obney Helen R of Milton G and Ruth Aug 13 1905.............. 18: 225
Olney Henry X of Albert S and Eleanor May 14 1908...19:210
Olney Marguerite R of Ernest P and Sarah Sept 22 1909...19:421
Olney Warren M of Milton G and Ruth E Aug 24 1909...19:409
Olobri Mary T of Pietro and Alaidé June 26 1904...18:62
Olobri Umberto of Pietro and Alaidé Jan 2 1906...18:280
O'Loughlin Bernard of Bernard and Mary E Jan 14 1901...17:128
O'Loughlin Edward S of Bernard and Mary E Dec 14 1902...17:368
O'Loughlin James A of Patrick and Honora Aug 10 1903...17:508
O'Loughlin James P of John and Catherine Mar 16 1902...17:276
O'Loughlin John J of Bernard and Mary L Sept 21 1906...18:376
O'Loughlin Martin of John and Catherine Oct 28 1904...18:112
O'Loughlin William C of Bernard and Mary A Nov 4 1904...18:115
Olsen Albert O of Eric M and Melena Mar 24 1909...19:346
Olsen Anna of Edward and Anna Apr 19 1905...18:179
Olsen Annie H L of Charles and Clara O Oct 19 1910...20:120
Olsen Arthur E of Edward W and Ada E June 2 1907...19:59
Olsen Dorothy G of John W and Annie M June 29 1910...20:70
Olsen Edith E L of Hilma and Caroline Aug 21 1910...20:99
Olsen Ellen of Oscar and Selma June 30 1906...18:343
Olsen Elsa I of William and Ada Mar 19 1909...19:344
Olsen Ethel K V of Karl J and Jennie Oct 16 1909...19:430
Olsen Florence M of Edward and Mary Dec 9 1903...17:299
Olsen Helmer T of Edward W and Ada E Feb 9 1906...18:293
Olsen Mabel A of John A and Amanda May 17 1904...18:48
Olsen Norman A of Charles and Clara Dec 11 1905...18:266
Olsen Ralph E of Aksel E and Madeline Mar 20 1909...19:345
Olsen Raymond O of Oscar O and Alice L Dec 20 1910...20:142
Olsen Thomas C of Christian and Anna May 9 1906...18:325
Olsen —— s of Eric and Ida July 26 1905...18:218
Olsen —— d of Albert and Mary May 25 1910...20:57
Olsensky Annie B of Charles and Margaret Aug 22 1910...20:100
Olson Alice L of John and Amanda Oct 7 1909...19:427
Olson Alice M of Eric and Ida C Oct 10 1903...17:180
Olson Alice V of Fritz H and Ellen Mar 21 1908...19:189
Olson Annie M of John and Anna Apr 7 1902...17:283
Olson Arthur N of Albert and Sophie Oct 16 1904...18:109
Olson Carl R of Carl A and Annie Jan 25 1909...19:323
Olson Easter M M of Charles A and Annie Sept 26 1910...20:112
Olson Edith M of Fred and Ellen July 9 1905...18:213
Olson Everett W of Charles L and Albertina S Jan 23 1904...18:9
Olson George W of John and Amanda Dec 21 1910...20:143
Olson Gladys A L of Alfred L and Augusta C Oct 30 1907...19:126
Olson Gladys M L of Otto E and Anna L Oct 6 1901...17:217
Olson Hope E of Charles L and Emma Nov 6 1910...20:126
Olson John E W of Eric and Ida C Feb 15 1902...17:266
From 1901 to 1910 inclusive.

Olson Lillian M of Eric and Ida Dec 15 1910. 20:141
Olson Lilly V of Charles A and Annie M Sept 5 1906. 18:369
Olson Linna I A of Bengt and Augusta Aug 23 1907. 19:100
Olson Lydia E of Charles K and Anna M Oct 22 1908. 19:278
Olson Sallie of Oscar S and Selma C May 30 1903. 17:429
Olson Selma of Frank and Anna Mar 4 1903. 17:445
Olson Sigui E of Charles A and Anna E Jan 21 1906. 18:288
Olson Theodore of Christian and Annie Aug 8 1904. 18:85
Olson Theodore L of Charles L and Albertina S Nov 10 1901. 17:228
Olson Walter of Karl and Anna Mar 25 1905. 18:170
Olson Wilhelm B E of Bengt and Augusta Oct 18 1908. 19:277
Olson William A of Charles L and Albertina S Nov 10 1901. 17:228
Olson —— d of Claus R and Elise Apr 20 1909. 19:386
Olsson George W of Gustaf W and Annie Oct 20 1910. 20:121
O'Mahoney Daniel F of James J and Ellen June 11 1908. 19:221
O'Mahoney John T of James J and Ellen Oct 1 1906. 18:380
O'Mahoney Joseph J of James J and Ellen Aug 9 1902. 17:327
O'Malley Alice M of Martin F and Alice T May 22 1904. 18:50
O'Malley Annie L of George F and Margaret Aug 1 1904. 18:82
O'Malley Arthur F of Martin F and Alice T July 23 1906. 18:353
O'Malley Austin J of George F and Margaret July 16 1909. 19:394
O'Malley Charles of Martin F and Alice T July 15 1909. 19:333
O'Malley Dorothy T of Matthew J and Elizabeth T Sept 28 1910. 20:113
O'Malley George F of Mathew J and Elizabeth T Oct 14 1906. 18:383
O'Malley George F of George F and Margaret Dec 28 1907. 19:148
O'Malley James of John J and Margaret Jan 6 1903. 17:383
O'Malley Joseph of Martin F and Alice T Feb 16 1903. 17:396
O'Malley Margaret of Austin J and Margaret A Mar 4 1902. 17:272
O'Malley Margaret L of George F and Margaret Apr 29 1906. 18:321
O'Malley Mary of George F and Margaret Mar 28 1903. 17:410
O'Mara Elizabeth S of Margaret Feb 23 1904. 18:20
O'Mara Helen L of John and Mary Aug 7 1909. 19:402
O'Mara Mary A of Michael and Catherine F June 15 1904. 18:58
O'Mara Michael of Michael and Kate F July 15 1901. 17:189
O'Mara Thomas of Michael and Katherine F Sept 1 1906. 18:368
O'Mara William of Michael and Catherine Aug 8 1908. 19:250
O'Meara Ann of Michael and Catherine F Oct 2 1902. 17:345
O'Meara Doris M of William H and Mary A Oct 2 1910. 20:114
O'Meara Margaret L of John and Mary July 26 1904. 18:80
O'Meara Mary B of John and Mary B O Dec 29 1907. 19:149
O'Meara Mary E of John G and Catherine F Jan 23 1910. 20:10
Onanian Huropesuma K of Kerkor G and Huropesuma K Feb 17 1902. 17:267
Ondrasek Annie of Stephen and Anna Aug 16 1909. 19:406
Ondrasek John of Stephen and Annie Feb 16 1906. 18:412
Ondriano Teresa of Luigi and Maria Nov 29 1909..........................19:446
Oneglio Anna of Pasquale and Pietronilla Apr 21 1907..................19: 44
O’Neglio —— s of Pasquale and Pietronilla Aug 23 1908..............19:256
O’Neil Agnes of William P and Mary F Apr 17 1909....................19:354
O’Neil Alice G of John E and Delia M Jan 8 1904.......................18:  3
O’Neil Alice G of John E and Delia M Aug 9 1905.......................18:223
O’Neil Alice M of Charles and Isabella Feb 3 1902......................17: 262
O’Neil Alice M of Harry B and Mary L July 26 1905.....................18:218
O’Neil Andrew B of Patrick E and Sarah E Mar 24 1907.................19:  33
O’Neil Angela F of John E and Delia M Oct 5 1907......................19:117
O’Neil Anna of William and Mary Mar 18 1909............................19:344
O’Neil Anna E of Thomas F and Mary E Feb 26 1908.....................19:179
O’Neil Beatrice of Harry B and Mary L May 19 1909....................19:365
O’Neil Catherine E of Patrick J and Bridget Mar 18 1909..............19:344
O’Neil Clarence of Margaret May 17 1910.................................20:  73
O’Neil Cornelius of Thomas F and Mary E July 15 1902................17:319
O’Neil Edmund A of Patrick E and Sarah E Apr 16 1904..................18:  38
O’Neil Edna G of John F and Mary E Feb 14 1903.......................17:395
O’Neil Eileen of Patrick J and Bridget May 18 1907....................19:  53
O’Neil Eleanor of William P and Mary Dec 11 1906.....................18:405
O’Neil Elizabeth of William and Elizabeth Jan 12 1909.................19:319
O’Neil Esther of Patrick E and Sarah E Mar 31 1903....................17:429
O’Neil Esther F of Thomas E and Mary A Dec 20 1902...................17:370
O’Neil Francis M of Martin F and Winifred Sept 19 1906..............18:375
O’Neil George F of Mark and Margaret Sept 2 1904....................18:  94
O’Neil Gertrude M of Philip H and Margaret Dec 3 1910..............20:136
O’Neil Grace A of Patrick E and Sarah E Feb 5 1906....................18:292
O’Neil Harry of Dennis and Margaret Apr 29 1907.......................19:  46
O’Neil Irene of Patrick and Rose Mar 22 1905.........................18:169
O’Neil James of Charles A and Margaret A Mar 30 1908.................19:192
O’Neil James of James H and Eliza Apr 3 1909.........................19:349
O’Neil James F of James H and Isabel M Feb 7 1904....................18:  14
O’Neil James T of James J and Mary Apr 23 1910.......................20:  45
O’Neil John of Patrick and Rose A Oct 30 1902.........................17:354
O’Neil John E of John E and Delia M Apr 24 1901......................17:158
O’Neil John F of John F and Rose E Nov 20 1904.......................18:120
O’Neil John J of William P and Mary Sept 19 1903.....................17:514
O’Neil John J of William F and Mary A May 5 1907.....................19:  25
O’Neil Josephine J of Peter F and Catherine A June 7 1908........19:220
O’Neil Kathleen of Martin F and Winifred Feb 9 1904...............18:  15
O’Neil Katie of Jeremiah and Katie Jan 2 1901.......................17:125
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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O’Neill Mabel of Martin and Winifred Nov 10 1901..................17:228
O’Neill Margaret of William P and Mary Jan 1 1905...............18:141
O’Neill Margaret of James E and Elizabeth J Feb 21 1906........18:298
O’Neill Margaret M of Charles A and Margaret A Jan 30 1910,20:12
O’Neill Mary of James and Sarah Dec 30 1901....................17:245
O’Neill Mary of William H and Rose M May 6 1906...............18:323
O’Neill Mary A of Francis J and Isabella M Aug 3 1908..........19:248
O’Neill Mary I of James and Isabelle M Apr 7 1905............18:174
O’Neill Thomas F of Thomas F and Mary E June 3 1904..........18: 53
O’Neill Walter of Charles A and Margaret A Sept 17 1906........18:374
O’Neill Walter T of William J and Mary J Jan 22 1906.........18:287
O’Neill William of Patrick and Rose A July 2 1907.............19: 78
O’Neill William F of William F and Mary A Feb 5 1906.........18:292
O’Neill —— d of John F and Mary E Oct 23 1901..............17:250
O’Neill —— s of James E and Elizabeth Aug 22 1904...........18:136
O’Neill —— d of Matthew A and Annie Jan 1 1905.............18:111
O’Neill —— d of Martin F and Winifred July 10 1905.........18:276
O’Neill —— d of Joseph F and Sadie Dec 27 1907............19:148
O’Neill —— d of Frank I and Marie E D Sept 5 1909...........19:414
O’Neill Agnes M of Jeremiah and Mary May 23 1901..........17:165
O’Neill Alice of Owen and Elizabeth June 29 1901...........17:175
O’Neill Anna T of James J and Mary A Aug 20 1906...........18:363
O’Neill Catherine A of Jeremiah J and Mary Mar 1 1910........20:24
O’Neill Charles of Charles H and Margaret Jan 16 1905......18:146
O’Neill Charles E of Patrick W and Mary Dec 16 1910........20:141
O’Neill Edmund of John F and Nora Oct 31 1907..............19:127
O’Neill Helen R of James J and Ellen T Sept 10 1905.......18:235
O’Neill Isabella of Charles and Isabella Mar 4 1906........18:302
O’Neill James E of James J and Ellen July 21 1907............19: 86
O’Neill John of James E and Elizabeth E Feb 18 1902........17:267
O’Neill John of John and Margaret July 12 1904.............18: 75
O’Neill John A of Charles A and Margaret A Oct 4 1903......17:478
O’Neill Joseph of James J and Mary Apr 25 1908............19:202
O’Neill Margaret E of James J and Mary A Oct 25 1904......18:111
O’Neill Mary F of Patrick J and Bridget Nov 21 1905.......18:259
O’Neill Mary M of John J and Margaret A May 31 1909.......19:457
O’Neill Nora A of Patrick J and Bridget July 28 1910.......20: 89
O’Neill Robert E of John F and Rose F July 16 1909.......19:394
O’Neill Terrence A of Terrence and Mary Nov 20 1910......20:132
O’Neill Vincent F of William M and Mary J Aug 22 1903......17:463
O’Neill —— s of Eleanor G Jan 23 1901....................17:179
O’Neill —— s of Matthew A and Annie Aug 2 1901............17:249
O’Neill —— s of Matthew A and Annie Nov 2 1903............17:512
O’Neill —— s of John and Elizabeth A Aug 29 1908...........19:258
Onorata Palmerino A of Vincenzo and Delia Mar 27 1904......18: 31
Onorato Cleria F M of Michele and Paolina May 15 1907......19: 52
Onorato Gemma E M of Michele and Paolina Apr 12 1910......20: 41
Onorato Giovannina of Vincenzo and Francesca Feb 29 1908......19: 180
Onorato Leonardo G of Vincenzo and Francesca May 6 1910......20: 49
Onorato Mariannina of Vincenzo and Francesca Mar 1 1906......18: 301
Onorato Paolo B G of Alfonso and Concetta Nov 20 1904......17: 231
Onorato —— s of Michele and Paolina Mar 1 1904......18: 66
Onorato —— s of Vincenzo and Francesca Feb 7 1905......18: 153
Onorato —— s of Michele and Paolina June 26 1905......18: 208
Oozoonian Sara of Karokin and Mariam June 30 1908......19: 229
Oppermann Cecelia M of Fred H and Helena Nov 30 1909......19: 446
Oppermann Charles E of Frederick H and Helena Mar 23 1907......19: 32
Oprato Giovanni of Giuseppe and Francesca Apr 2 1910......20: 37
Orabona Angelina of Vincenzo and Antonia Dec 24 1901......17: 212
Orabona Assunta of Antonio and Pasqualina Mar 3 1909......19: 338
Orabona Giovanni of Antonio and Pasqualina Feb 14 1910......20: 18
Orabona Lucia of Vincenzo and Antonia Dec 13 1910......20: 140
Orabona Maria C of Fiorentino and Teresa July 7 1904......18: 73
Orabona —— s of Antonio and Pasqualina Jan 15 1906......18: 417
Orabone Consiglina of Antonio and Pasqualina July 14 1904......18: 75
Orabone Enrico of Antonio and Pasqualina Feb 5 1907......19: 14
Orabone Filomena of Fiorentino and Teresa Sept 3 1909......19: 413
Orabone Giuseppe of Fiorentino and Teresa Dec 17 1905......18: 268
Orabone Maria of Antonio and Pasqualina Feb 22 1902......17: 268
Orabone Matilda of Vincenzo and Antonia Nov 7 1908......19: 284
Orabone Rosindo of Vincenzo and Antonia Jan 24 1904......18: 9
Orabone Teresa of Vincenzo and Antonia Jan 22 1906......18: 287
Orange Edmund of Reuben and Susan J Dec 18 1905......18: 268
Orange Raymond P of Reuben and Susan J July 2 1908......19: 236
Orchoff Pauline of Samuel and Rose Aug 10 1907......19: 94
Ordeli Grace A of Martin and Mary Nov 26 1904......18: 121
Ordway Harold C of Lewis E and Alice S Jan 15 1901......17: 129
O'Reilley Edna M of James and Malvina M Jan 11 1910......20: 5
O'Reilley Mary E L of Charles P and Mary M Sept 10 1902......17: 338
O'Reilley Melvina R of Charles P and Malvina May 20 1909......19: 366
O'Reilly Catherine of Jeremiah and Catherine A May 6 1901......17: 161
O'Reilly Charles A of Charles A and Elsie E Feb 4 1909......19: 328
O'Reilly Edwin B of James C and Annie F July 17 1907......19: 85
O'Reilly Elizabeth E of Patrick and Elizabeth Dec 10 1903......17: 499
O'Reilly Esther of Patrick and Elizabeth Apr 23 1905......18: 180
O'Reilly Evelyn E of James and Mary M June 26 1908......19: 227
O'Reilly Francis J of John J and Ellen J Mar 22 1907......19: 32
O'Reilly Harold L of James C and Annie Jan 5 1910......20: 2
O'Reilly Irene of John J and Ellen J Sept 29 1904......18: 103
O'Reilly John of Jeremiah and Catherine Feb 12 1903......17: 395
O'Reilly Joseph C of James C and Annie F Sept 10 1902 .......... 17:338
O'Reilly Kathryin E of James C and Ann F Mar 15 1905 .......... 18:167
O'Reilly Mabel F of Patrick and Elizabeth Dec 10 1903 .......... 17:500
O'Reilly Merle F of Thomas J and Maude May 12 1905 .......... 18:186
O'Reilly Terence J of Terrence and Catherine Mar 19 1902 .......... 17:277
Orenstein Joseph of Samuel and Rebecca Nov 11 1903 .......... 17:490
Orenstein Rosa of Samuel and Rebecca July 27 1902 ............ 17:323
Orenstein Sarah of Mendel and Ida Dec 6 1905 .......... 18:264
Orenstein Zelda of Samuel and Rebecca Sept 30 1901 .......... 17:215
Orenstein — s of Mendel and Ida Aug 17 1907 .......... 19:234
Orfe — s of Giovanni and Emilia Feb 21 1909 .......... 19:333
Orgelman Augustus J of Charles H and Isabel V Aug 21 1909 .......... 19:408
Orgelman Mildred I of Edward and Isabel T Jan 1 1906 .......... 18:280
O'Reilly Mary C of Patrick and Elizabeth July 30 1902 .......... 17:324
O'Riley — s of Catherine Nov 4 1901 .......... 17:226
Orlino Anna of Antonio and Celesta Feb 10 1910 .......... 20:16
Orland Annie of Abraham and Dora Oct 12 1909 .......... 19:429
Orlando Anna of Abe and Dora Nov 15 1909 .......... 19:441
Orlando Michele D of Giovanni B and Angelina May 7 1910 .......... 20:50
Orlando Giuseppe G of Giuseppe and Angelina Jan 26 1909 .......... 19:324
Orlansky Manny of David and Mollie Apr 7 1909 .......... 19:351
Orleck Archibald of David and Ida July 27 1904 .......... 18:80
Orleck Beatrice of Jacob and Dora Sept 29 1904 .......... 18:103
Orleck Beatrice of Abraham and Bertha Oct 22 1907 .......... 19:123
Orleck Benjamin of David and Ida Apr 22 1907 .......... 19:44
Orleck Bessie of David and Ida Apr 21 1910 .......... 20:44
Orleck Edith of Abe and Bertha Sept 13 1905 .......... 18:235
Orleck Fanny of Jacob and Dora Feb 9 1910 .......... 20:16
Orleck Florence of Max and Sadie Mar 24 1902 .......... 17:278
Orleck Joseph of Julius and Lena Dec 1 1908 ......... 19:294
Orleck Marie of Jacob and Dora Feb 7 1906 .......... 18:296
Orleck Martin of Abraham and Bertha Jan 19 1910 .......... 20:8
Orleck Ruth of Abram and Bertha June 14 1901 .......... 17:178
Orlice Maria of Giovanni and Domenica Sept 27 1910 .......... 20:112
Ormaud Florence M of Patrick and Beatrice Dec 10 1901 .......... 17:238
Orme Catharine F of Frederick J and Margaret E Dec 18 1903 .......... 17:502
Orme Elizabeth H of Frederick J and Margaret E Mar 11 1907 .......... 19:50
Orme Frederick of Frederick J and Margaret Oct 15 1910 .......... 20:119
Orme Henry K of Frank and Helen June 18 1901 .......... 17:172
Orme Margaret M of Fred J and Margaret E Jan 20 1909 .......... 19:322
Orme Regina of William A and Catherine M Dec 3 1908 .......... 19:294
Orme William of Frederick J and Margaret E July 19 1905 .......... 18:216
Ormond Anna of Patrick J and Beatrice A Oct 17 1906 .......... 18:385
Ormond Veronica M of Edward and Hannah Apr 27 1905 .......... 18:182
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Ormsont, Gladys L of John W and Hilda July 9 1910........... 20: 81
O’Rourke, Bridget of Thomas and Bridget Apr 10 1902......... 17: 283
O’Rourke, Agnes E of John and Mary July 1 1903.............. 17: 446
O’Rourke, Agnes S of James and Mary Feb 21 1903............. 17: 398
O’Rourke, Alice of Peter J and Mary E Apr 23 1906........... 18: 319
O’Rourke, Ann of Thomas F and Johanna L Apr 20 1908........ 19: 201
O’Rourke, Annie M of Francis and Annie Mar 31 1908......... 19: 192
O’Rourke, Bernard of Thomas and Bridget Dec 30 1908......... 19: 305
O’Rourke, Catharine M of Thomas and Caroline July 24 1901.. 17: 193
O’Rourke, Catherine A of Charles J and Catherine F Apr 13
1904............................................ 18: 37
O’Rourke, Chester T of James and Mary June 3 1907......... 19: 59
O’Rourke, Christina of Joseph H and Barbara Aug 6 1902..... 17: 326
O’Rourke, Christine E of Patrick H and Catherine Dec 24 1901.17: 242
O’Rourke, Constantine J of Thomas and Catherine Dec 12 1903.17: 500
O’Rourke, Edward A of John F and Mary A Jan 15 1904...... 18: 6
O’Rourke, Elizabeth of Terrence and Mary A May 30 1907..... 19: 58
O’Rourke, Esther of Thomas F and Johanna L Feb 7 1902....... 17: 264
O’Rourke, Eugene of John B and Margaret M Feb 6 1907....... 19: 15
O’Rourke, Francis M of Francis and Annie Nov 11 1903...... 17: 491
O’Rourke, Francis P of Terence and Mary Nov 11 1903....... 17: 491
O’Rourke, Frederick W of Joseph H and Barbara Mar 26 1905, 18: 170
O’Rourke, Gertrude of Michael F and Jennie T Sept 26 1909.. 19: 423
O’Rourke, Henry E of Patrick J and Annie T Oct 6 1906..... 18: 381
O’Rourke, James of Joseph and Annie Jan 17 1902........... 17: 258
O’Rourke, John of Thomas F and Johanna Oct 20 1905......... 18: 247
O’Rourke, John E of Patrick H and Catherine June 10 1908... 19: 221
O’Rourke, John F of Patrick and Elizabeth Dec 14 1902...... 17: 308
O’Rourke, John F of Peter J and Mary E July 26 1904....... 18: 80
O’Rourke, John H of John B and Margaret Sept 23 1909..... 19: 422
O’Rourke, John J of John and Mary Dec 13 1904............ 18: 127
O’Rourke, Joseph of James H and Margaret Feb 24 1909...... 19: 335
O’Rourke, Joseph C of James and Mary Feb 16 1906......... 18: 296
O’Rourke, Katherine of John F and Mary A May 10 1905...... 18: 186
O’Rourke, Katherine V of John and Katherine May 21 1908... 19: 213
O’Rourke, Leo of James and Mary Sept 13 1904............... 18: 98
O’Rourke, Lewis V of Joseph H and Barbara Dec 4 1906...... 18: 402
O’Rourke, Loretta G of John and Mary July 9 1906......... 18: 347
O’Rourke, Louise of John F and Mary A Dec 4 1909......... 19: 448
O’Rourke, Lucy T of William and Mary Apr 2 1902......... 17: 309
O’Rourke, Margaret of Patrick H and Catherine May 20 1906.18: 328
O’Rourke, Mary of James and Mary Nov 25 1904............ 17: 233
O’Rourke, Mary of Thomas and Hannah Feb 25 1910........ 20: 22
O’Rourke, Mary A of Thomas and Bridget June 28 1903...... 17: 438
O’Rourke, Mary E of Terence and Mary Dec 11 1901......... 17: 238
O’Rourke, Mary K of Francis and Annie Aug 30 1902........ 17: 334
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

O'Rourke Mary R of Patrick H and Catherine Dec 24 1902...17: 371
O'Rourke Mildred M of Thomas and Catherine Feb 25 1906...18: 299
O'Rourke Mildred R of Patrick J and Rose A July 23 1903...17: 454
O'Rourke Paul A of Thomas F and Helena V May 10 1910...20: 51
O'Rourke Raymond F of Michael F and Jennie T Aug 21 1905...18: 227
O'Rourke Regina C of Michael F and Janet T Aug 2 1907...19: 91
O'Rourke Robert E of Michael J and Margaret Sept 22 1904...18: 101
O'Rourke Rosella of Terence J and Elizabeth Aug 18 1905...18: 226
O'Rourke Terrence E of Terrence and Mary A Feb 25 1909...19: 335
O'Rourke Thomas E of Thomas and Catherine Aug 5 1909...19: 462
O'Rourke Thomas F of Thomas F and Hannah Jan 22 1901...18: 9
O'Rourke Thomas J of Thomas and Bridget A June 19 1906...18: 339
O'Rourke Thomas M of Francis and Annie Nov 9 1905...18: 255
O'Rourke Vincent E of Peter J and Mary E Jan 16 1902...17: 277
O'Rourke Vincent S of John F and Catherine L Aug 21 1904...18: 89
O'Rourke Walter J of Patrick J and Rose A July 9 1905...18: 243
O'Rourke William of Michael F and Jennie T May 17 1901...17: 164
O'Rourke Winifred C of Edward and Denny Oct 14 1902...17: 319
O'Rourke --- d of Charles J and Catharine July 4 1902...17: 377
O'Rourke --- s of John and Mary Feb 3 1905...18: 152
O'Rourke --- d of John F and Mary A July 14 1908...19: 310
Orpen Mark H of Mark H and Clara L Aug 29 1905...18: 230
Orr Forrest W of William A and Flora M Apr 7 1904...18: 35
Orr Helen A of Pliny and Sylvia Sept 7 1909...19: 415
Orr Hugh of Hugh and Catharine Apr 20 1906...18: 318
Orr John D of Hugh and Catharine July 31 1904...18: 81
Orr Katharine B of Irving F and Sarah A July 25 1908...19: 244
Orsillo Assunta of Giovanni and Emilia Aug 3 1908...19: 248
Orsillo Gilberto of Giovanni and Carmela Mar 22 1903...17: 408
Orsillo Giovanni of Alberto and Gioconda Apr 15 1908...19: 199
Orsillo Pasquale di Enrico and Vincenza Aug 28 1910...A1: 60
Orsillo Vincenzina di John and Amelia May 4 1907...19: 49
Orsini Alfredo di Settimio e Irena Aug 12 1910...20: 96
Orsini Arturo di Amedeo e Maria Mar 3 1910...20: 25
Orsini Luisa di Amedeo e Maria Dec 27 1907...19: 148
Orsini Pasqualina di Vincenzo e Anunziata Nov 26 1905...18: 260
Orsini Rosina di Vincenzo e Anunziata Aug 28 1909...19: 111
Orsini Vincenza E di Joseph e Vincenza June 25 1904...18: 61
Orsino Amadeo di Joseph e Vincenza Aug 16 1901...17: 246
Orswell Perry B di John e Ruth Nov 12 1905...18: 256
Orticelli Cecilia di Vincenzo e Rosina Apr 1 1910...20: 36
Orfiz Louise G di Joseph e Gertrude Nov 2 1906...18: 391
Orton Mabel di John e Elizabeth Mar 6 1902...17: 272
Orton Ruth di Jesse e Martha Jan 19 1901...17: 130
Osberg Ruth A M di Anton A e Emily A Jan 25 1907...19: 10
Osberg William H di William J e Hilda Oct 10 1906...18: 383
Osborne Alice D of Timothy A and Olive M Mar 29 1908........ 19: 192
Osborne Dorothy of Clarence A and Rose Oct 10 1906........ 18: 383
Osborne Edward H of Edward H and Ella V Dec 25 1906........ 18: 409
Osborne Josephine M of Edward and Margaret E June 27 1902.17: 307
Osborne Robert F of Robert F and Susan A Aug 1 1909........ 19: 400
Osborne Robert P of Arthur L and Ellen G June 13 1907....... 19: 64
Osborne Ruth F of Edward H and Ella V Feb 22 1910............ 20: 21
Osborne —— d of Edward and Lenora Aug 11 1909............. 19: 461
Osbrey Harold of George A and Sarah E May 16 1907.......... 19: 52
Osbrey Mildred M of George A and Sarah E Jan 23 1906....... 18: 288
Osbrey Raymond G of George A and Sarah E May 18 1908..... 19: 212
Osbrey —— s of Charles and Sarah Feb 25 1904.............. 18: 20
Osgood James of Martha July 24 1901.......................... 17: 183
Osgood —— s of Frederick M and Elsie Mar 4 1908.......... 19: 182
O'Shea Cornelius P of Dennis F and Jane M Mar 17 1908.... 19: 187
O'Shea Dennis F of Dennis F and Jane M Nov 12 1904....... 18: 117
O'Shea Elizabeth I of Michael and Johanna Mar 12 1906..... 18: 305
O'Shea James F of Patrick and Mary May 22 1901............ 17: 165
O'Shea James H of Michael and Johanna Feb 27 1908........ 19: 180
O'Shea Margaret J of Michael and Johanna July 15 1902.... 17: 319
O'Shea Margaret T of Dennis and June Aug 24 1906......... 18: 365
O'Shea Mary J of Dennis and June May 14 1902.............. 17: 293
Oshinsky —— s of Charles and Katie Mar 7 1906............. 18: 303
Oskerberg Edith C C of Erik and Charlotte S Mar 19 1906. 18: 307
Osmans Francis W of Arthur W and Eliza Aug 16 1903........ 17: 461
Osmansky Anastasia of Stanley and Josephine Feb 18 1910.. 20: 19
Osmansky Helen of Alexander and Mary June 5 1910........... 20: 61
Osmansky Adelaide A of Alexander and Mary A Dec 16 1907.19: 144
Osmansky Ellen of Charles and Catherine Sept 21 1906..... 19: 111
Osmansky Walter J of Charles and Catherine July 6 1910.... 20: 80
Osmond —— s of Henry L and Louise Nov 25 1903............ 17: 495
Ostby Doris of Harold W and Elizabeth Oct 3 1907.......... 19: 152
Ostby Elizabeth of Harold N and Elizabeth July 26 1905... 19: 47
Ostby Virginia B of Erling C and Helen Dec 4 1908........ 19: 295
Osterberg —— s of Walfred and Hannah Dec 7 1901........... 17: 251
Osterholt Laura R of Mathias and Katherine Nov 4 1907..... 19: 129
Osterman Anna H of Alphons E and Mary E Mar 9 1905...... 18: 164
Osterman Arline M of Alphonse and Mary E Sept 22 1906... 18: 376
Osterman Dorothy E of Alphonse and Mary E Nov 19 1909... 19: 442
Osterman Eugenia H of Peter and Emily Dec 8 1901......... 17: 237
Osterman Louisa V of Peter and Emily Oct 31 1903........... 17: 487
Osterman —— s of Alphonse and Mary Oct 4 1901............ 17: 217
Ostigny Joseph L of Henry and Victoria Feb 13 1903........ 17: 395
Ostigny Raymond A of Alphonse V and Ellen T Apr 8 1906... 18: 314
Ostigny —— d of Blanche Jan 4 1905......................... 18: 142
Ostigny George E of Alphonse V and Ellen July 1 1907..... 19: 78
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Osthund Florence T of Alfred P and Bertha T Sept 12 1906 ... 18:372
Oszajca Josephine of Joseph and Aniela Mar 19 1903 ... 17:107
Oszajca Olga J of Paul and Annie June 24 1909 ... 19:379
Oszajca Lola of Martin and Helen June 22 1909 ... 19:378
Otis Albert of Charles and Cecile Oct 29 1909 ... 19:434
Otis Eleanor of James O and Helen P Apr - 1905 ... 18:183
Otis Emil of Charles and Celia Dec 1 1907 ... 19:139
Otis Eugene of Charles and Cecile Dec 2 1905 ... 18:262
Otis Louise of William P and Lillian A Aug 2 1904 ... 18:82
Otis Marie B Y of Charles and Cecile Mar 1 1903 ... 17:101
Otis Marie L of Charles and Cecilia Mar 1 1901 ... 18:22
Otis Marion of William P and Lillian A Nov 6 1901 ... 17:227
Otis Rosamond of Melville N and Edith Sept 11 1910 ... 20:107
Otis Virginia S of Melville N and Edith L Apr 7 1908 ... 19:195
Ottinger Doris E of Daniel L and Anna N Mar 28 1903 ... 18:171
Ottestad Alice of Oskar and Lettie Sept 28 1910 ... 20:113
Ottestad Anna D of Oscar and Lottie Nov 18 1905 ... 18:258
Ottestad Johan A of J Alfred and Nina J Oct 24 1907 ... 19:124
Ottestad - s of Oskar and Lottie Oct 18 1908 ... 19:277
Ottinger Earl L of Daniel and Anna N 18 1903 ... 17:462
Ottinger Evelyn B of Frank H and Blanche E Nov 20 1909 ... 19:443
Ottinger Harold J of William G and Lucy M Nov 26 1901 ... 17:233
Ottinger Marion V of William G and Lucy N Dec 22 1904 ... 18:130
Ottinger Olive M of Nelson R and Florence July 14 1901 ... 17:189
Otto Russell of John and Mary E Nov 25 1907 ... 19:136
Otton Ida G of William H and Emma J May 17 1902 ... 17:294
Oudin John J of Joseph and Minnie Dec 26 1901 ... 17:243
Oudin Margaret A of Joseph and Minnie G Nov 16 1903 ... 17:492
Oudrask Michael of Stephen and Annie Sept 28 1907 ... 19:114
Ouellette Arthur L of Leon T and Adele Nov 23 1901 ... 17:232
Ouellette Marie A A of Thomas and Adelia Aug 16 1901 ... 17:200
Ounger Michel of Michel and Sarah Aug 14 1905 ... 18:225
Ouger - d of Mitchel and Sarah Feb 28 1904 ... 18:21
Oughton Anna M of Harry W and Annie J Jan 22 1907 ... 19:9
Ouilette Ernest of Louis and Minnie Sept 4 1901 ... 17:247
Ouilette Joseph L of Thomas and Adelia July 4 1903 ... 19:79
Ouilette Alfred of Alexandre and Malvina M Dec 16 1903 ... 17:501
Ouilette Philogène L of Thomas and Adelia Aug 16 1909 ... 19:406
Ouimette Irene of Napoleon and Lucy Feb 2 1908 ... 19:230
Ouimette Maria J A of Arthur and Marie A Oct 2 1910 ... 20:114
Ouimette Marie B E of Arthur and Marie A Mar 29 1908 ... 19:192
Ouimette Marie C of Arthur and Marie A June 16 1909 ... 19:376
Ouimette Marie Y of Arthur and Marie A Apr 12 1907 ... 19:40
Ouimette Mary S A of Alexander and Lena J Sept 10 1903 ... 17:470
Ouimette Napoleon G of Napoleon and Lucy Feb 9 1907 ... 19:16
Ouimette - s of Frederick and Margaret Jan 12 1904 ... 18:5
BIRTHS

Oualande Carmine of Domenico and Celestina Feb 1 1906. 18: 291
Oulds Jessie F of Elmer F and Isabelle B Apr 19 1909. 19: 335
Outille Marie B Y of Charles and Cecile Mar 1 1903. 17: 401
Ouzoonian Hovagim of Karekin and Mariam Sept 15 1909. 19: 418
Overbeck Elmira K of George W and Ellen A Mar 18 1904. 18: 28
Overbeck Mary of George W and Ellen A Dec 11 1901. 17: 238
Overend Angela of James T and Mary V Sept 4 1905. 18: 233
Overend Charles T of James T and Mary V June 8 1907. 19: 61
Overend Frederick of Colin and Catherine Aug 27 1901. 17: 204
Overton Alice of John E and Mattie Mar 11 1904. 18: 25
Overton — (c) s of Matthew and Mary Aug 12 1903. 17: 510
Oviris Frances of James and Barbara Nov 5 1908. 19: 283
Owen Emma of Frederick W and Emma Apr 9 1902. 17: 283
Owen Estella of Fred B and Ida M Feb 15 1901. 17: 177
Owen Henry W of Thomas J and Rose May 20 1909. 19: 366
Owen James M of Frederick W and Emma June 19 1906. 18: 339
Owen Ralph F of Frederick W and Emma Oct 28 1909. 19: 434
Owen Ruth I of Frederick W and Emma May 13 1910. 18: 47
Owen Stephen C of Charles D Jr and Alice E Feb 23 1908. 19: 178
Owen — s of Fred L and Lily A Nov 14 1910. 20: 152
Owens Alfred S of John and Catherine Sept 10 1902. 17: 538
Owens Auretta B of Miles E and Ellen Dec 1 1902. 17: 364
Owens Bernard of James and Minnie July 20 1909. 19: 395
Owens Edward J of John P and Sarah J Aug 12 1902. 17: 328
Owens Henry E of Henry and Harriet T June 24 1910. 20: 68
Owens Irving J of John and Catharine Mar 12 1908. 19: 185
Owens Jane V of Patrick J and Lizzie Nov 27 1903. 17: 495
Owens Leo of Michael and Catherine Oct 12 1906. 18: 383
Owens Louise R of John and Catharine Dec 21 1904. 18: 129
Owens Margaret of Patrick J and Lizzie Sept 25 1905. 18: 240
Owens Margaret F of James and Rosanna Nov 7 1902. 17: 357
Owens Mary E of Patrick J and Lizzie Jan 7 1902. 17: 254
Owens Mary R of John P and Sarah J June 14 1910. 20: 64
Owens Sarah J of John P and Sarah J Nov 24 1903. 17: 495
Owens — d of James and Mary Aug 31 1907. 19: 154
Oxley Betsey F of Joseph and Eliza A Feb 16 1903. 17: 396
Oxley Eastwood F of William and Anna D Jan 13 1910. 20: 6
Oxley Edith L of John C and Edith Dec 30 1908. 19: 305
Oxley Gladys A of Joseph and Elizabeth A Oct 9 1901. 17: 218
Oxley William D of William and Susanna D May 26 1907. 19: 56
Oxx George H of Henry G and Elizabeth Dec 4 1906. 18: 402
Oxx Sarah E of Henry G and Elizabeth N July 25 1902. 17: 322
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Paban Theodore of Edwin T and Ruth July 13 1906...........18:348
Paca Salvatore of Pasquale and Luisa Mar 8 1908...........19:184
Pace Bertha L of Stanley J and Mary L Mar 20 1906...........18:307
Pace Dolorata C of Pasquale and Luisa Apr 17 1910...........20:42
Pace Marco of Domenico A and Maria Oct 20 1910...........19:121
Pace Maria P R of Michele and Antonetta Sept 2 1910...........20:103
Pace Mario of Domenico and Maria July 28 1909...........19:461
Pace Robert D of Stanley J and Mary L July 31 1907...........19:90
Pace William F of Joseph S and Mary L June 19 1909...........19:377
Pachalian —— s of Charles and Paris Feb 21 1910...........20:20
Pacheco Altude of Frank and Maria Nov 30 1906...........18:400
Pacheco Angel of Jose and Pheoe Dec 21 1908...........19:302
Pacheco Antone of Manoel and Antonia Nov 6 1909...........17:356
Pacheco Carlos of Josefin V and Emilia Nov 4 1901...........17:225
Pacheco Charles of George and Pheoe Oct 3 1906...........18:380
Pacheco Eliseo of Eliseo and Maria June 2 1901...........17:168
Pacheco Grability of Adrian and Maria A July 28 1902...........17:323
Pacheco Grigor of Manoel and Atonia Aug 28 1901...........17:247
Pacheco Maria of Manuel and Angelina Aug 16 1906...........18:362
Pacheco Senshirona of Candido and Maria Feb 28 1908...........19:180
Pacheco Senshirona C of Candido and Maria Nov 29 1906...........18:400
Pacifica Irina of Raffaele and Paolina July 16 1906...........18:215
Pacffic Earturo of Raffaele and Paolina Oct 9 1906...........18:382
Pacifico Lucia of Raffaele and Paolina Mar 9 1909...........19:340
Pacintes —— s of Martin and Atena Apr 1 1901...........17:151
Packard Josiah S of Ambrose and Helen Dec 15 1903...........17:501
Packard Morris I of Ambrose and Helen Nov 4 1905...........18:253
Packenham Alice E of William and Alice Aug 3 1904...........18:83
Packenham Cecilia M of James and Cecilia Oct 5 1904...........18:105
Packham Thelma A of Frank W and Hazel P Feb 4 1910...........20:72
Paddock Dorothy E of Lewis X and Ellen E May 17 1908...........19:211
Paddock Pauline S of Frederick E and Alice June 7 1903...........17:431
Paddock Ruth A of Lewis X and Ellen E July 23 1909...........19:396
Pader —— s of Avakanvy and Doria July 26 1901...........17:193
Padien Alice E of Bernard and Mary E July 29 1907...........19:89
Padien John W of Bernard and Mary June 28 1905...........18:202
Padien Mary A of Bernard and Mary E Oct 2 1909...........19:425
Padra Maria DuS of Jose and Philemena Dec 30 1907...........19:149
Padrillo Umberto of John and Almariinda Aug 25 1904...........18:91
Padrone Emanuele of Gemini and Anna May 5 1909...........19:361
Padrone Giuseppe of Antonio and Maria D Oct 1 1908...........19:271
Padula Michele of Vincenzo and Francesca Nov 15 1901...........17:229
Pafuni Saro of Francesco and Saveria Mar 3 1909...........19:388
Pagano Elisabetta of Pasquale and Vincenza Dec 23 1908...........19:303
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pagano Elvira of Paolo and Elisabetta Apr 21 1907............19: 44
Pagano Maria of Giuseppe and Rosaria Feb 12 1904.........18: 16
Page Agnes L of Alexandre and Mary A Feb 17 1907........19: 19
Page Andrew E of Guy E K and Mary A Feb 19 1906.........18: 297
Page Arthur of Alexander and Mary J Mar 22 1906...........18: 358
Page Bertha G of Ludgure and Celina July 10 1901..........17: 246
Page Christopher of Daniel and Sarah A Sept 8 1905.......18: 234
Page Dorothy F of Charles F and Grace Oct 11 1908........19: 275
Page Earl T of Clifford D and Florence M Nov 12 1906.....18: 395
Page Ellen V of Alexander and Mary Dec 16 1908..........19: 300
Page George H of Harlan and Annie June 14 1905..........18: 198
Page George W of Ernest A and Louise May 27 1907........19: 56
Page Guy E K of Guy E and Mary A Nov 30 1909............19:446
Page Helen A of Harlan A and Annie M Jan 14 1907........19: 6
Page John of Daniel and Sarah Nov 19 1901............17: 231
Page Joseph A of Daniel and Sarah Jan 8 1910...........20: 4
Page Joseph E of Daniel and Sarah A Nov 23 1903.........17: 494
Page Kenneth M of Charles M and Edith G Jan 26 1905.....18: 204
Page Mary of Daniel and Sarah June 9 1907............19: 62
Page Mary R of Flora Sept 3 1904..........................18: 94
Page Mildred A D of Guy E K and Mary A Sept 30 1907.....19:115
Page Sarah L of Benjamin and Sarah E Nov 25 1905........18:260
Page Townsend R of Edward T and Elizabeth W Apr 8 1905..18:175
Page —— s of Harlan A and Annie Oct 4 1901............17:216
Page —— d of Alfred R and Minetta Feb 22 1903...........17:442
Page —— (c) s of Lulu Apr 21 1907......................19: 44
Page —— s of Alexander and Mary Jan 31 1910............20: 74
Paglia Amedeo of Donato and Micheline May 17 1907.....19: 52
Paglia Antonio of Costanzo and Adea Feb 7 1910..........20: 15
Paglia Nicolaena of Costanzo and Addea May 12 1907......19: 50
Paglia Nunzio P of Donato and Micheline Mar 25 1909.....19:346
Pagliaiunga Serafino of Giuseppe and Maria P Aug 6 1910..20: 93
Paglio Alberto of Nicola and Francesca June 20 1906.....18:339
Paglio Lorenzo of Donato and Micheline Apr 26 1902......17:288
Paglinca Carmela of Nicola and Francesca Oct 16 1908....19:277
Paglinca Ferdinando of Nicola and Francesca May 13 1904..18: 47
Paglinca Giovanni of Ferdinando and Consiglia Mar 1 1903..17:401
Pagnano Salvatore U C of Giuseppie and Angelina July 16 1910.20: 84
Pahl Florence H of Ferdinand and Florence A May 27 1903..17:428
Paine Delbert D of Frederick C and Ethel M Mar 10 1908...19:185
Paige Donald S of Clifford D and Florence M Apr 10 1905..18:175
Paige Edward of George E and Anastasia Sept 10 1909......19:416
Paige Fannie of Benjamin and Lillie Oct 3 1906...........18:381
Paige Jacob of Benjamin and Lillie Oct 8 1907...........19:118
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Paige Jennie of Benjamin and Lillie Oct 5 1906.................. 18:381
Paigner Aaron M of David and Lillia July 31 1909............. 19:399
Pain — s of Joseph and Ida Sept 25 1909..................... 19:422
Paine Alton W of Charles A and Susie W June 3 1906........... 18:333
Paine Beatrice M of William A and Catherine June 3 1903..... 17:430
Paine Charles E of Arthur S and Alice E Apr 2 1909......... 19:349
Paine Edward L of Frank and Marcia Mar 25 1904.............. 18:30
Paine Emma of Frederick F and Emma E Dec 24 1908......... 19:343
Paine Frederick B of Frederick B and Lucy J Nov 27 1901.... 17:234
Paine George A of George L and Elizabeth M B Mar 5 1902.... 17:272
Paine Grace I of George R and Grace June 9 1902............. 17:375
Paine Henry S of Harry M and Blanche June 16 1909......... 19:376
Paine John L of Charles E and Sarah May 1 1907.............. 19:47
Paine Leon I of Elton I and Elizabeth A Mar 26 1910....... 20:34
Paine Lester C of Susan Apr 6 1905.......................... 18:205
Paine Olive I of William A P and Catherine Apr 6 1902.... 17:282
Painter William E of Edward and Mary A Oct 7 1908.......... 19:274
Paiva Manuel of Jose and Maria Jan 3 1908................... 19:158
Pakenham Peter J of William and Alice Nov 16 1901........... 17:230
Pakilofsky Toby of William and Mary Dec 8 1901.............. 17:337
Palanci Luigi of Nicola and Carmela June 20 1903............ 17:435
Palancio Antonio of Nicola and Maria C Aug 31 1909......... 19:412
Palangio Alberto of Nicola and Carmina Sept 7 1907....... 19:106
Palangio Domenica of Nicola and Carmina Oct 13 1905....... 18:245
Palangio Luigi of Nicola and Maria May 10 1902.............. 17:292
Palante Giuseppe of Michele and Maria A Sept 12 1906....... 18:372
Palardis Marie R A of Jean B and Ida Apr 27 1908......... 19:203
Palazzini Maria of Antonio and Angela Dec 25 1907......... 19:147
Palazzo Vincenzo of Michele and Annamaria May 21 1909..... 19:366
Palen Katherine A of J H Cole and May E July 22 1909....... 19:438
Palensky Stanley of Antonio and Annie Nov 24 1910......... 20:133
Palet — s of Josephine Oct 8 1908........................... 19:274
Paliferro Thomas of Stefano and Angelina Apr 5 1908....... 19:195
Palkowsky Ceslaw of Joseph and Catharine Nov 27 1902.... 17:363
Pallante Amelia L of Michele and Maria Sept 13 1910....... 20:107
Pallante Antonio of Michele and Santuccia Sept 12 1904.... 18:97
Pallante Margherita of Michele and Maria Dec 30 1908....... 19:365
Pallante Maria C of Michele and Sanduccia Oct 6 1902....... 17:346
Palazzino — d of Antonio and Angelina Dec 21 1909......... 19:433
Pallini Americo of Angelo and Teresa Aug 11 1909......... 19:404
Pallini Mario P A of Cristoforo and Anna Nov 17 1907..... 19:133
Pallini Pietro of Cristoforo and Anna Sept 29 1910........ 20:113
Pallotta Anna of Michele and Angiola June 26 1907........... 19:69
Pallotta Donato of Michele and Angela June 3 1905......... 18:194
Pallotta Federico of Michele and Angela May 9 1901......... 17:162
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pallotta Francesca of Michele and Angela May 27 1903...........17:428
Pallotta Nicola of Francesco and Carmela Dec 6 1902...........17:365
Pallotta —— s of Michele and Angiola Aug 22 1906...........18:420
Palu Nels W of Nels J and Augusta E Mar 22 1910...........20:32
Palma Domenico A of Domenico A and Filomena Mar 23 1902.17:278
Palma Giovanna of Benedetto and Berenice Mar 31 1901...........17:151
Palmer Albert def 3rd of Albert def Jr and Charlotte J Dec
12 1901...............................................17:239
Palmer Albert W of Arthur and Bertha L May 11 1902...........17:292
Palmer Arthur F of Andrew and Augusta July 7 1902...........17:324
Palmer Catharine A of Frank L and Catharine A Sept 4 1908.19:261
Palmer Elsie of Andrew and Augusta Nov 30 1907...........19:138
Palmer Esther A of Andrew and Augusta Mar 24 1904...........18:30
Palmer Florence C of Theresa M Dec 25 1910...................20:144
Palmer Florence G of Arthur and Bertha Aug 5 1907...........19:92
Palmer Frank L of Frank L and Catharine A Dec 13 1903...........17:501
Palmer George W of William A and Bertha L Sept 1 1901...........17:206
Palmer Gladys of Burrows S and Edith Aug 8 1901...........17:197
Palmer Hailies LaG of William H and Laurina M June 15 1908.19:223
Palmer Harlan E of James A and Caroline E Mar 10 1910...........20:27
Palmer Harry S of Frederick W and Fannie B Nov 22 1902...........17:361
Palmer Jack M of Augustus and Lila July 23 1909...........19:396
Palmer Marion L of Ernest H and Carrie A Jan 9 1906...........18:283
Palmer Rose E of Joseph H and Emily June 19 1905...........18:209
Palmer Vera V (c) of Edward H and Mona I Mar 25 1908...........19:190
Palmer Winifred A of George W and Harriet July 30 1908...........19:216
Palmer —— s of Joseph H and Emily Jan 7 1903...................17:383
Palmer —— d of William and Bertha L June 4 1904...........18:54
Palmer —— d of Frederick W and Fanny B Sept 11 1905...........18:235
Palmer —— s of Arthur and Mary A Dec 20 1909...........19:433
Palmerino Antonio of Vincenzo and Daria Mar 29 1904...........18:32
Palmahiere Ernesto of Antonio and Gerolama Jan 12 1901...........17:177
Palmieri Alberta of Carmine and Filomena Dec 2 1910...........20:136
Palmieri Annina of Vincenzo and Angelina Jan 12 1909...........19:319
Palmieri Antonio of Carmine and Anna Mar 3 1907...........19:25
Palmieri Antonio of Vincenzo and Angela Apr 26 1910...........20:46
Palmieri Arturo M C of Francesco and Francesca Jan 22 1907.19:9
Palmieri Carlo of Raffaele and Antonetta Aug 12 1910...........20:96
Palmieri Carmela C of Francesco and Francesca Oct 23 1909...........19:432
Palmieri Carmine of Stefano D and Rosa May 26 1904...........19:44
Palmieri Caterina of Giuseppe and Benedetta July 18 1902...........17:320
Palmieri Crestina of Francesco and Francesca May 1 1908...........19:205
Palmieri Cristina M of Michele and Assunta May 17 1909...........19:356
Palmieri Dalia of Stefano D and Rosina Nov 23 1910...........20:133
Palmieri Elena of Pasquale and Maria C Jan 3 1907...........19:2
Palmieri Ernesto of Antonio and Girolama Jan 28 1905...........18:150
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Palmieri Filomena of Pasquale and Maria June 5 1905..........18: 194
Palmieri Fiorinda of Arcangelo and Rosa June 1 1903..........17: 130
Palmieri Giovanni of Stefano D and Rosina May 23 1907...........19: 55
Palmieri Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Angelina Sept 15 1907.........19: 109
Palmieri Guglielmo F of Michele and Assunta Sept 3 1907.........19: 104
Palmieri Luciano M of Pasquale and Maria C Aug 9 1910...........20: 90
Palmieri Manie of Antonio and Girolena July 11 1907.............19: 82
Palmieri Matilda of Antonio and Girolena Apr 19 1903............17: 417
Palmieri Petrina of Simone and Filomena May 7 1906..............18: 324
Palmieri Raffaele of Domenico and Rosa May 25 1901..............17: 165
Palmieri Rubina of Pasquale and Maria Apr 30 1909..............19: 339
Palmieri Saverio of Carmine and Anna Sept 8 1905..............18: 234
Palmieri Tomaso M of Michele A and Assunta June 1 1905........18: 193
Palmieri Vincenzo of Stefano D and Rosa Mar 3 1909............19: 338
Palmieri —— s of Giuseppe and Benedetta Sept 27 1903...........17: 511
Palmiero Rosa of Pasquale and Maria Feb 23 1908.................19: 178
Palmiotti Angelo of Michele and Amalia Jan 15 1910..............20: 6
Palmiotti Carmine of Michele and Emilia Jan 6 1909..............19: 317
Palmiotti Giovanni of Michele and Amelia June 23 1907.........19: 68
Palmira Rosa of Germano J and Francesca Oct 10 1901..........17: 218
Palmisano Domenico of Giuseppe and Francesca Aug 22 1910....20: 100
Palmisiano Bartolomeo of Emilio and Assunta Dec 14 1908......19: 300
Palmisiano Carmine of Carlo and Teresa July 7 1905............18: 195
Palmisiano Carmine of Mauro and Clementina July 4 1906......18: 345
Palmisiano Cesare of Diamante and Giacinta Oct 7 1907........19: 117
Palmisiano Costanza of Diamante and Jacinta Oct 18 1906......18: 385
Palmisiano Giorgio of Carlo and Teresa Sept 3 1903..........17: 408
Palmisiano Giovanni of Mauro and Clementina Oct 8 1910......20: 116
Palmisiano Leo of Diamante and Giacinta Feb 27 1905..........18: 160
Palmisiano Maria E of Mauro and Clementina June 25 1909.....19: 379
Palmisiano Oreste of Pasquale and Maria Mar 25 1906.........18: 309
Palmisiano Salvatore of Mauro and Clementina Aug 18 1907......19: 98
Palmisiano Victoria of Pasquale and Maria C Nov 22 1904......18: 120
Palmisiano Vittoria C of Pasquale and Maria C July 23 1903....17: 454
Palmisiano —— s of Diamante and Jacinta Feb 15 1910........20: 74
Palmiziano Pasqualina of Giuseppe and Assunta Apr 11 1909....19: 352
Palmaquist Beatrice M of Nels and Olga C Oct 20 1905......18: 248
Palombo Maria D of Vincenzo and Assunta Sept 19 1910........20: 109
Palombo Antonio of Michele and Maria June 8 1901............17: 109
Palombo Antonio of Michele and Sanduzia Nov 26 1901.........17: 233
Palombo Giuseppe of Antonio and Tomasina Sept 27 1904.......18: 103
Palombo Guerino of Domenico and Teresa Nov 25 1910........20: 133
Palombo Isabella of Gerardo and Marianna June 8 1904........18: 55
Palombo Salvatore of Marco and Maria May 24 1910.............20: 56
Palonic Isabella of Andro and Maurka Aug 4 1907..............19: 92
Palonis Mary L of Andro and Maurka Aug 3 1909............19: 401
Palotnick Sadie of Harry and Annie Mar 17 1908............19: 187
Palotto Domenico of Michele and Angela May 26 1909........19: 308
Paltridge Frederick A of Frederick W and Emily F June 25
1907..........................................................19:  68
Paltridge Raymond of Frederick W and Frances E Aug 6 1910,20:  94
Palumbo Alberto of Michele and Maria Feb 23 1909........19:  334
Palumbo Angelina of Michele and Mary Nov 15 1904........18: 118
Palumbo Antonio of Alfonso and Giovanna Jan 3 1907......19:  2
Palumbo Antonio of Luigi and Amedea July 15 1908.......19: 241
Palumbo Antonio L C of Carlo and Caterina Jan 30 1910....20:  42
Palumbo Antonio P G of Carlo and Luiza Oct 18 1901.....17: 221
Palumbo Assunta of Antonio and Tomasina Aug 15 1902....17: 329
Palumbo Carmine A of Alfonso and Giovannina Dec 10 1908,19: 298
Palumbo Clarinda of Paolo and Concetta Mar 2 1904......18:  22
Palumbo Eclisetta R A of Marco A and Maria Nov 12 1908..19: 286
Palumbo Francesca of Vincenzo and Assunta Oct 12 1907...19: 119
Palumbo Giovanni of Felice and Filomena Aug 10 1903....17: 460
Palumbo Luigi of Miguel and Maria Feb 28 1903............17: 400
Palumbo Pasquale of Angelo and Anna July 24 1904........18:  79
Palumbo Ramolo of Antonio and Marianna Aug 19 1902.....17: 330
Palumbo — s of Luigi and Amedea June 30 1909.........19: 381
Palusso Laurencio of Pasquale and Maria Feb 28 1904......18:  21
Paluzzi Giovanni S of Giovanni and Lucrezia Aug 4 1906...18: 358
Panagakos George A of John (Gianno) and Isabelle Dec 6 1908,19: 296
Panalli Edmondo of Stefano and Anita Sept 1 1905........18: 274
Panarelli Giuseppe of Filipe and Luigia Jan 15 1903......17: 385
Panarelli Guerino of Filomeno and Lucia Aug 30 1901....17: 247
Panarelli — s of Nicola and Paola Dec 29 1901.............17: 251
Panarello Placido of Orazio and Angela Oct 13 1904......18: 108
Panchiocchi Giovanni of Luigi and Maria Dec 6 1904.....18: 125
Pancini Pasquale of Crescenzio and Giuseppina Jan 28 1909,19: 325
Pandalone Francesca of Giovanni and Grazia Nov 1 1909...19: 436
Pandozzi Almerinda of Giuseppa and Maria P July 25 1908..19: 245
Pandozzi Americo of Salvatore and Francesca May 21 1906..18: 328
Pandozzi Angelo of Salvatore and Francesca June 5 1910...20:  61
Pandozzi Carmine of Giuseppa and Francesca July 20 1910,20:  86
Pandozzi Lucia of Salvatore and Francesca Mar 30 1904....18:  32
Pandozzi Maria G of Antonio and Alessandra Mar 9 1908...19: 184
Pandozzi Tomaso of Salvatore and Francesca Sept 24 1908,19: 269
Pani Giuseppa of Benevento and Giuseppina Feb 2 1908....19: 171
Pangborn Irene of Samuel and Annie S Apr 22 1907........19:  44
Pangborne Irene of Samuel and Annie Apr 22 1907.........19:  73
Pangbow Samuel J of Samuel J and Annie Aug 8 1901.......17: 197
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Pangianinni Ruggiero of Agostino and Lucia Dec 18 1909........ 19: 452
Paniucci Giulio of Giovanni and Ida Nov 28 1904................... 18: 122
Pannarelli Anna of Nicola and Paola July 25 1903................. 17: 510
Pannarelli Domenico of Orazio and Angela Apr 21 1910............ 20: 44
Pannarelli Elisa of Grazio and Angelina Feb 17 1909.............. 19: 332
Pannarelli Filomena of Nicola and Paola July 9 1909.............. 19: 331
Pannarelli Onita of Grazio and Angelina Nov 2 1907............... 19: 128
Panno Marion L of Merian L and Cassie W Jan 18 1905............. 18: 146
Pannone Angelina of Vincenzo and Margherita June 13 1905, 18: 197
Pannone Angiolina of Vincenzo and Caroletta M Apr 14 1904, 18: 67
Pannone Clelia of Francesco and Maria May 22 1909................. 19: 366
Pannone Raffaele of Francesco and Maria Feb 6 1906................. 18: 292
Pannone Vittoria of Francesco and Vincenzo Aug 29 1910........... 20: 102
Pannozzi Rachella of Vincenzo and Maria C Dec 4 1910............. 20: 137
Panone Rosa of Vincenzo and Margaret Feb 9 1907.................. 19: 72
Pansero Enstachio of Federico and Mariannina Dec 11 1902, 17: 367
Pansero Pio of Federico and Marianna Jan 9 1905................... 18: 144
Pansero —— s of Federico and Mariannina May 24 1908.............. 19: 214
Panton Ethel G of David A and Alice E Sept 18 1902.............. 17: 340
Panziano Filigetto of Luigi and Genoella Aug 25 1907............. 19: 101
Panzini —— d of Crescenzo and Giuseppa Jan 1 1908............... 19: 232
Panzino Stella F of Crescenzo and Giuseppina June 11 1910........ 20: 63
Panzotti Rachelle of Luigi and Maria Mar 23 1903.................. 17: 409
Paola Emma of Giuseppe and Emilia Oct 13 1910.................... 20: 118
Paolantonio Assunta of Francesco and Rosina Aug 15 1905, 18: 225
Paolantonio Villermina of Francesco and Rosina Apr 1 1908, 19: 193
Paolantonio Alfonso of Pasquale and Domenica Oct 9 1906, 18: 382
Paolantonio Donato A of Pasquale and Domenica Feb 14 1909, 19: 331
Paolella Antonio of Valentino and Giovannina Nov 12 1909, 19: 440
Paoli Ida of Giuseppe and Irena Nov 16 1910.................... 20: 130
Paoli Natalizia of Giovanni and Inmaculata Dec 25 1907........... 19: 147
Paolilli Vincenzo P J of Filippo and Maria Aug 6 1910........... 20: 93
Paolillo Salvatore of Francesco and Maddalena Dec 13 1907, 19: 143
Paolina Amina of Giuseppe and Giovannina Feb 16 1910............. 20: 18
Paolina Clementina G of Luigi and Lucrezia July 9 1909......... 19: 391
Paolina Maria of Giuseppe and Maria June 4 1907............... 19: 60
Paolina Alfredo of Michele and Rosa Sept 25 1908............... 19: 269
Paolina Angelo of Carlo and Carmela Jan 1 1905............... 18: 144
Paolina Angelo of Nicola and Maria Feb 21 1906................. 18: 297
Paolina Anna of Joseph and Giovannina Apr 20 1907............. 19: 43
Paolina Antonio of Nicola and Angiolina Feb 8 1909............. 19: 329
Paolina Antonio of Carlo and Carmela Oct 16 1910.............. 20: 119
Paolina Arcangelo of Giacomo and Ellen M June 30 1901............ 17: 176
Paolina Biaso of Michele and Rosa Jan 6 1907.................... 19: 3
Paolina Clementina G of Luigi and Locezia June 24 1909........... 19: 379
Paolina Domenico G of Giuseppe and Elvira Dec 4 1905........... 18: 263
Paolino Ellena E of Giovanni and Maria C Aug 18 1904......18:134
Paolino Elvira A of Giuseppe and Elvira Apr 13 1908......19:198
Paolino Emilia of Crescenzo and Maria Aug 27 1908......A-1:52
Paolino Genoveffa of Antonio and Caterina Aug 4 1908......19:249
Paolino Genoveffa of Antonio and Caterina Apr 3 1910......20:37
Paolino Giovannina L of Giuseppe and Elvira Dec 14 1901......17:239
Paolino Giovannino of Carlo and Carmela Dec 28 1904......18:131
Paolino Giovina of Michele and Rosina Sept 17 1910......20:108
Paolino Irena B of Nicola and Angelina Dec 19 1907......19:145
Paolino Maria C of Nicola and Maria Nov 26 1904......18:121
Paolino Nicola of Vincenzo and Giovanna Feb 20 1902......17:267
Paolino Pasquale of Francesco and Maddalena Jan 5 1901......17:126
Paolino Pietro of Francesco and Maddalena June 18 1903......17:434
Paolino Rosina of Crescenzo and Maria A Nov 22 1910......20:132
Paolino s of Carlo and Carmela Nov 1 1907......19:127
Paolisi Amerigo F S of Giovanni and Maria Nov 6 1905......18:253
Paolisi Eduardo of Enrico and Maddalena June 29 1905......18:203
Paolissa Edita of Pasquale and Adelina Jan 2 1910......20:1
Paolissio Evelina of Giovanni and Maria Nov 17 1910......20:131
Paolissio Filomena of Henry and Maddalena June 4 1907......19:60
Paolissio Giovanna M A of Giovanni A and Maria F Mar 20
1902......17:277
Paolissio Luigi S A of Giovanni and Maria June 21 1904......18:60
Paolissio Stefano of Enrico and Maddalena Oct 17 1908......19:277
Paolo Maria of Carlo and Rosa May 15 1906......18:327
Paolo Peppino of Giovanni and Immacolata Dec 25 1909......19:455
Paoloantonio Michele of Pasquale and Domenica Sept 29 1907......19:114
Paolozzi Carmela of Girardi and Maria July 19 1909......19:395
Paolozzi Giovannina of Alberto and Margherita June 24 1908.19:226
Paolozzi Rachele of Girardi and Maria July 19 1909......19:395
Paolucci Angela of Giovanni and Filomena Oct 15 1903......17:482
Paolucci Domenico of Donato and Assunta May 22 1908......19:213
Paolucci Domenico A of Giovanni and Filomena Oct 29 1910......20:124
Paolucci Filomena A of Donatangelo and Assunta Aug 13
1909......19:405
Paolucci Geremia of Donato and Assunta Apr 27 1903......17:419
Paolucci Giovanna of Giovanni and Filomena Dec 24 1901......17:242
Paolucci Giovannina of Donato and Assunta July 10 1906......18:347
Paolucci Vincenzo of Giovanni and Filomena May 28 1906......18:331
Paolucci Vincenzo of Giovanni and Filomena Sept 5 1908......19:261
Paoluccio Giovanna of Michele and Maria Sept 29 1909......19:424
Paoluccio Laura of Donato and Assunta Sept 20 1904......18:100
Paone Alfred of Nicola and Antonia Apr 19 1904......18:39
Paone Antonio of Giuseppe and Rosalia Apr 1 1907......19:36
Paone Antonio of Nicola and Antonia Nov 11 1909......19:433
Paone Emelia of Giuseppe and Rosa Feb 11 1904......18:15
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Paone Pasquale of Nicola and Antonia July 16 1902..................17:319
Paone Pasquale of Giuseppe and Rosina Apr 2 1908..................19:193
Paone — s of Giuseppe and Rosalia Feb 17 1903..................17:442
Paone — s of Giuseppe and Rosina Mar 12 1906..................18:417
Paone — s of Giuseppe and Rosaria Dec 1 1909..................19:463
Paone — s of Giuseppe and Rosaria Dec 28 1910..................20:152
Papa Antonietta of Nicandro and Luisa Feb 17 1909..................19:332
Papa Concetta of Michele and Razia Jan 15 1902..................17:236
Papa Giovanni of Michele and Maria G Jan 22 1910..................20:9
Papa Maria of Michele and Maria G Sept 28 1908..................19:270
Papa Rosina of Michele and Maria G Jan 18 1904..................18:7
Papa Vittorio of Michele and Grazia Jan 31 1906..................18:290
Papagian Elizabeth of George and Ellen Jan 4 1910.................20:2
Papaiowanni Athina of Pantelis and Tresogene July 23 1910........20:87
Papaijan Sooren of Steven and Pempig June 11 1910.................20:63
Paparelli Carmela of Giuseppe and Angela Apr 17 1909.............19:354
Paparelli Giuseppe of Giacomo and Margherita Feb 12 1907........19:17
Paparello Giacomo of Giuseppe and Giovina Nov 17 1906.............18:396
Paparkelo Lucrezia of Giuseppe and Giovina Aug 26 1909............19:410
Paparkello Prudenza of Giuseppe and Giovina Oct 28 1907............19:126
Papas George A of John (Giane) and Isabelle Dec 6 1908............19:296
Papas Louis of Costas and Carrie Aug 23 1904....................18:90
Papas Louis of Costandine and Kaciyyeia Nov 6 1906.................18:392
Papazian Lilian A of George and Ellen Aug 16 1902..................17:330
Papazian Virginia M of Malcolm and Ellen Apr 25 1906..............18:320
Papazian — s of Peter and Margaret Dec 15 1909....................19:463
Papelia Mary E of Joseph and Ellen Dec 30 1905....................18:273
Papera Enrico of Cherubini and Emilia June 5 1905..................18:194
Papernow Mariam of Max and Clara Dec 11 1902....................17:365
Papi Lenora of Giulio and Theresa M Mar 25 1910...............20:33
Papini Ada of Luigi and Ernesta Oct 7 1905....................18:243
Papitto Maria of Girolamo and Luisa Oct 17 1907....................19:121
Papitto Umberto of Gerolamo and Luisa Feb 13 1909..................19:331
Papparrell Carmino of Giuseppe and Angela July 16 1907............19:84
Pappas Constantine of Anasti and Sophie Oct 14 1910...............20:118
Pappiti Adelina M of Francesco and Vincenza Sept 30 1910........20:114
Pappitti Ines O L of Francesco and Vincenza Jan 10 1909...........19:318
Paquette Arthur M of Adelard and Victoria Oct 16 1910............20:119
Paquette Cecile G of Frank X and Mary L Feb 17 1908.............19:176
Paquette Edith of Charles M and Annie E Sept 21 1902.............17:341
Paquette Grace of Charles M and Annie E Oct 19 1904.............18:110
Paquette Joseph L of Adelard and Katie Sept 29 1902............17:344
Paquette Leo M of Arcide J and Angelina M Dec 13 1903............17:500
Paquette Louisa of Aleide and Angelina Oct 24 1901...............17:222
Paquette Pearl L of William and Emma B Oct 8 1904 ....... 18: 106
Paquette Thomas of Adelard and Katie Sept 7 1901 .......... 17: 208
Paquette —— d of Alcide and Angelina July 3 1905 .......... 18: 210
Paquin Aldea of Nazaire and Leocadie Apr 11 1902 .......... 17: 284
Paquin Alma of Nazaire and Leocadie Feb 4 1905 .......... 18: 152
Paquin Ava of Nazaire and Leocadie Oct 24 1903 .......... 17: 484
Paquin Bella of Adélard and Delie May 29 1908 .......... 19: 216
Paquin Blanche L of Alcide and Elizabeth Mar 15 1902 .......... 18: 275
Paquin Cordelia B of Dieudonné and Delina May 30 1907 .......... 19: 58
Paquin Emile of Adélard and Rosalba Jan 5 1903 .......... 17: 382
Paquin Ernest of Adélard and Lena Jan 1 1904 .......... 18: 1
Paquin Ernest of George and Lena May 3 1909 .......... 19: 360
Paquin Ernest E of Adélard and Delie Feb 24 1910 .......... 20: 22
Paquin Fabiola of Charles and Marie May 17 1910 .......... 20: 53
Paquin Flora M of Alfred and Albertine Dec 6 1903 .......... 17: 498
Paquin Hervey N of Adélard and Delie June 18 1902 .......... 17: 304
Paquin Joseph A of Adélard and Delie Feb 14 1907 .......... 19: 18
Paquin Joseph E of Adélard and Rosalba Dec 7 1906 .......... 18: 403
Paquin Joseph W of Alexis and Emélène Sept 2 1909 .......... 19: 413
Paquin Louis of Joseph and Delie Apr 21 1903 .......... 17: 417
Paquin Marie A A of Adélard and Delia Nov 18 1905 .......... 18: 258
Paquin Marie B B of Joseph E and Elizabeth June 22 1902 .......... 17: 305
Paquin Marie R C of Adélard and Delie July 4 1904 .......... 18: 72
Paquin Marie Y J of Louis and Emma Sept 9 1907 .......... 19: 107
Paquin Omere of Hormidas and Malvina Aug 20 1904 .......... 18: 89
Paquin Philèas of Nazaire and Léocadie June 10 1908 .......... 19: 221
Paquin Theodore of Joseph and Georgina June 15 1903 .......... 17: 434
Paquin Wilfred of Ulric and Delie May 2 1903 .......... 17: 443
Paquin William J of George and Lena Dec 29 1907 .......... 19: 149
Paquin —— d of Roland W and Bertha Apr 5 1907 .......... 19: 38
Paquin —— d of Fred and Bertha Nov 9 1910 .......... 20: 128
Para Clarence of Jose and Maria Aug 3 1902 .......... 17: 325
Para Steve of Jose and Maria Mar 7 1903 .......... 18: 164
Paratore Carmelo of Salvatore and Giovanna May 31 1908 .......... 19: 216
Parent Cicila of Wilfrid and Anna Aug 11 1906 .......... 18: 360
Parent Dorilda of Napoleon and Julie Jan 11 1906 .......... 18: 283
Parent Dorothy L of Fred II and Nora V Feb 9 1910 .......... 20: 16
Parent Frederick E of Frederick II and Nora T May 11 1907 .......... 19: 50
Parent John W of Lena July 25 1907 .......... 19: 88
Parent Lydia of Louis and Rose Mar 2 1902 .......... 17: 271
Parent Maria C of Pasquale and Maria Mar 3 1901 .......... 17: 142
Parent Maria E of Antonio and Carmela Apr 5 1909 .......... 19: 350
Parente Vincenza of Antonio and Carmela Apr 5 1909 .......... 19: 350
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Parente —— s of Giovanni and Filomena Sept 11 1903........ 17: 171
Parente —— s of Massimo and Maria A May 5 1904........ 18: 44
Parente —— s of Falco and Filomena Aug 21 1910........ 20: 151
Parente Edith E of John A and Elizabeth Dec 10 1903........ 17: 500
Parente Joseph of Omere and Louise May 12 1908........ 19: 209
Parente Joseph E H of Henri G and Léopoldine Aug 27 1908.18: 258
Parente Marie J of Theophile and Selima Mar 25 1905........ 18: 170
Parente Minnie of Joseph and Emily Jan 11 1910........ 20: 5
Parenti Antonio di Nicola and Carolina Aug 10 1905........ 18: 224
Parenti Antonio of Rocco and Enrichetta Apr 4 1910........ 20: 38
Parenti Chiarina of Falco and Filomena July 20 1908........ 19: 242
Parenti Ottilio of Falco and Filomena Nov 27 1906........ 18: 399
Parfitt Alice A of Lawrence H and Esther A June 14 1901........ 17: 171
Parfitt Doris E of Lawrence H and Esther A July 8 1904........ 18: 73
Parfitt Ethel M of Lawrence H and Esther A Apr 20 1903........ 17: 417
Parfitt Norman L of Lawrence H and Esther M Oct 27 1905........ 18: 250
Parfitt Viola E of Lawrence H and Esther A Aug 26 1907........ 19: 101
Pari Angelina of Raffaele and Concetta Aug 31 1906........ 18: 307
Pari Anna of Raolo and Concetta Oct 19 1909........ 19: 428
Pari Antonio of Raffaele and Concetta Mar 6 1908........ 19: 183
Pari Carmela of Concetta Oct 26 1903................ 17: 485
Pari Maria R of Pasquale and Pasqualina Nov 20 1907........ 19: 135
Pari Matteo of Raffaele and Concetta Feb 19 1906........ 18: 205
Pari Palma of Pasquale and Pasqualina Mar 28 1903........ 17: 410
Paricci Giuseppe of Nicola and Margarita Oct 2 1907........ 19: 116
Paride —— d of Garbari and Augusta Aug 22 1907........ 19: 152
Parilantonio Antonia of Francesco and Rose Mar 11 1902........ 17: 274
Parillo Angelina of Charles and Maria June 14 1905........ 18: 198
Parillo Antonina of Domenico and Maria Aug 8 1903........ 17: 459
Parillo Carmela of Giovanni and Catarina Feb 24 1909........ 19: 335
Parillo Delicata of Gennaro and Michele May 13 1906........ 18: 326
Parillo Domenica of Domenico and Maria Aug 29 1901........ 17: 202
Parillo Francesco of Gennaro and Michele June 17 1907........ 19: 66
Parillo Genaro of Benedetto and Berenice June 17 1903........ 17: 434
Parillo Maria G of Francesco and Maria Apr 10 1902........ 17: 284
Parillo Michelangelo D of Baldassarre and Domenica Mar 3
1904........................................... 17: 142
Parillo Pasco of Desiderio and Angelina Mar 11 1902........ 17: 274
Parillo Rocco of Vitangelo and Rosina Feb 6 1906........ 18: 292
Parillo Salvatore of Giovanni and Concetta Dec 7 1908........ 19: 297
Parillo Stella C D of Baldassarre and Antonetta June 4 1906........ 18: 334
Parillo Teresa of Carlo and Maria May 8 1907........ 19: 49
Parillo Tommaso of Giovanni and Concetta Feb 26 1905........ 18: 158
Parillo Vincenza of Giovanni and Caterina Sept 30 1906........ 18: 379
Parillo —— d of Domenico and Maria Mar 5 1908........ 19: 233
Parise —— s of Pietro and Rosina Mar 5 1909........ 19: 385
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parisi Antonio</td>
<td>of Luigi and Maria</td>
<td>Apr 15 1902</td>
<td>17:285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parisi Francesco</td>
<td>of Luigi and Maria</td>
<td>Oct 21 1906</td>
<td>18:387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parisi Maria</td>
<td>of Pietro and Rosa</td>
<td>Jan 21 1910</td>
<td>20:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Aliene</td>
<td>J of Stephen and Sadie C</td>
<td>Sept 14 1908</td>
<td>19:308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Edna F</td>
<td>of Stephen and Nina F</td>
<td>Aug 22 1902</td>
<td>17:332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Frederick M</td>
<td>of Albert H and Margaret E</td>
<td>Dec 4 1901</td>
<td>17:236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park George F</td>
<td>of George W and Olivia Apr</td>
<td>3 1901</td>
<td>17:152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Irving M</td>
<td>of Frederick M and Laura J</td>
<td>Mar 5 1904</td>
<td>18:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Lydia C</td>
<td>of George W and Olivia J</td>
<td>Oct 6 1902</td>
<td>17:346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Mabel E</td>
<td>of Frederick M and Laura J</td>
<td>Apr 1 1903</td>
<td>17:412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Myna</td>
<td>of Stephen and Sadie C</td>
<td>Apr 11 1906</td>
<td>18:315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Alice M</td>
<td>of Horace F and Hattie G</td>
<td>Apr 17 1905</td>
<td>18:178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Charles L</td>
<td>of William H and Bertha L</td>
<td>Apr 21 1905</td>
<td>18:180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Chester H</td>
<td>of Morris W and Annetta May</td>
<td>13 1907</td>
<td>19:51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Christine</td>
<td>of Thomas and Margaret J</td>
<td>Nov 13 1906</td>
<td>18:395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Clara A</td>
<td>of Charles E and Cora M</td>
<td>Feb 2 1908</td>
<td>19:171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Clara E</td>
<td>of George I and Florence Dec</td>
<td>8 1908</td>
<td>19:297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Dieudonne of Ernest and Annie</td>
<td>S Aug 16 1901</td>
<td>17:200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Dorothy E</td>
<td>of William H and Marguerite M</td>
<td>Sept 16 1909</td>
<td>19:419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Dorothy M</td>
<td>of T Roswell and Emalie H</td>
<td>June 11 1906</td>
<td>18:336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Edward of William F and Annie B</td>
<td>Oct 26 1901</td>
<td>17:223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Edward</td>
<td>of Michael J and Ellen Oct</td>
<td>11 1905</td>
<td>18:245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Edwin T</td>
<td>of Thomas and Margaret J</td>
<td>Dec 29 1902</td>
<td>17:373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Emily F</td>
<td>of John C and Jennie M</td>
<td>June 4 1906</td>
<td>18:334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Ernest J</td>
<td>of Charles E and Cora M</td>
<td>Mar 8 1905</td>
<td>18:164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Florence A</td>
<td>of Morris W and Annetta June</td>
<td>18 1909</td>
<td>19:376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Florence E</td>
<td>of Charles E and Cora M</td>
<td>Feb 23 1907</td>
<td>19:75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Francis H</td>
<td>of Louis F and Lula J</td>
<td>Aug 7 1909</td>
<td>19:402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Frederick H of Frederick H and Margaret A</td>
<td>Dec 20 1901</td>
<td>17:241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Frederick T</td>
<td>of Frederick T and Mary Sept</td>
<td>14 1909</td>
<td>19:418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker George H</td>
<td>of George H and Rose C</td>
<td>Aug 6 1901</td>
<td>17:197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker George I</td>
<td>of George I and Florence E</td>
<td>Sept 13 1910</td>
<td>20:107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Gertrude B of Lewis F and Lulu J</td>
<td>July 3 1907</td>
<td>19:79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Grace J</td>
<td>of Charles E and Cora M</td>
<td>Aug 26 1902</td>
<td>17:323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Harold M</td>
<td>of Maurice W and Annetta Jan</td>
<td>20 1903</td>
<td>17:387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Ida E</td>
<td>of Horace F and Harriet G</td>
<td>Dec 20 1903</td>
<td>17:503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Irving F</td>
<td>of Morris W and Annetta Jan</td>
<td>27 1905</td>
<td>18:150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Irving F</td>
<td>of Ivy June 27 1908</td>
<td>19:228</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Isabella F</td>
<td>of Frederick D and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Nov 5 1905</td>
<td>18:253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker John of James F and Annie Sept</td>
<td>11 1909</td>
<td>19:417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker John F</td>
<td>of John J and Myra E</td>
<td>May 10 1907</td>
<td>19:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker John S</td>
<td>of John C and Jennie M</td>
<td>Aug 20 1901</td>
<td>17:202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Joseph of William F and Annie B</td>
<td>Mar 30 1903</td>
<td>17:411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Joseph of William and Catherine</td>
<td>Feb 9 1909</td>
<td>19:329</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Parker Joseph W of Warren and Reta Nov 6 1904.................18: 115
Parker LeRoy of Paul and Annie Mar 28 1907.................19: 73
Parker Lillian V of Michael and Ellen Apr 23 1902...........17: 287
Parker Lloyd W of Maurice W and Annette June 26 1901....17: 175
Parker Mabel B of Henry J and Catherine C June 7 1901....17: 169
Parker Malcolm S of Frederick H and Margaret A Feb 19
1904........................................18: 19
Parker Margaret F (c) of Clarence X T and Martha L Mar 7
1909........................................19: 340
Parker Margaret M of Thomas and Margaret J Jan 11 1909..19: 318
Parker Margery E of Thomas R and Emily H July 10 1909..19: 291
Parker Mary of John H and Eva Apr 10 1910.................20: 40
Parker Mary A of Frederic T and Mary Aug 4 1901.........17: 196
Parker Ralph C of John C and Jane M Dec 9 1903........17: 499
Parker Raymond of Frederick H and Margaret A May 31 1905.18: 192
Parker Reina R of Williard T and Alice M Nov 4 1907....19: 129
Parker Sophia of William R and Sophia Dec 19 1909........19: 453
Parker Thomas G of William and Catherine Dec 13 1907...19: 143
Parker Willard X of Andrew F Jr and Flora Oct 4 1909...19: 426
Parker William B of Thomas and Margaret J Aug 2 1904...18: 82
Parker William H of William H and Bertha L July 22 1903..17: 453
Parker William K of William H and Catherine Apr 27 1906..18: 329
Parker William M of William Q and Alice A Aug 10 1901..17: 198
Parker — twin s of Clayton E and Cora B May 19 1901..17: 180
Parker — s of Henry A and Emma B Nov 14 1901............17: 229
Parker — d of Ella Jan 8 1902............................17: 255
Parker — d of William L and Alice A Jan 5 1903.........17: 382
Parker — s of Ernest and Annie S Feb 13 1903...........17: 442
Parker — d of William and Catherine Sept 12 1904......18: 97
Parker — d of Lulu Oct 12 1906..........................18: 383
Parkhurst Adeline M of Francis L and Catharine J Mar 25
1910........................................20: 33
Parkhurst Joseph E of Joseph L and Margaret E Nov 4 1906.18: 392
Parkhurst Marie E of Joseph L and Margaret Aug 15 1909..19: 405
Parkhurst Winifred of Joseph L and Margaret E Aug 8 1908.19: 250
Parlin Estelle of Harry and Estelle V Mar 13 1907.......17: 29
Parlin George H of Frederick H and Catharine Dec 16 1902..17: 376
Parlin Gertrude C of Thomas and Mary June 2 1903.......17: 430
Parlin Harry A of Winfred T and Marion C Apr 5 1908...19: 194
Parlin James R of Frederick H and Catherine E July 21 1904.18: 78
Parlin John E of Winfred J and Marian C Aug 8 1906.....18: 359
Parkinson Earl A of John C and Emma Sept 16 1904.......18: 134
Parkinson Helen E of Frederick and Celia Feb 13 1902....17: 263
Parkinson Nora of James C and Ann Dec 9 1908........19: 297
Parkinson Ruth F of Lena Mar 28 1907......................19: 31
Parkinson — (c) s of Marion Mar 1 1910..................20: 24
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Parks Evelyn A of Walter J A and Mary J Dec 14 1907......... 19: 143
Parks Joseph E of Thomas and Mary E Feb 10 1906........ 18: 293
Parks —— s of Walter J A and Mary J Apr 15 1909......... 19: 354
Parks —— s of Charles and Nora May 5 1910......... 20: 49
Parmelee Elizabeth M of Charles W and Ella Oct 15 1905.... 18: 246
Parmelee Olive A of Percy R and Bertha E Aug 18 1904.... 18: 88
Parmelee —— d of Charles W and Ella Sept 26 1901......... 17: 214
Parmentier Abel J of Abel J and Mary A Mar 28 1905...... 18: 171
Parmentier Adeline M of Abel J and Mary A June 21 1903.... 17: 441
Parmentier Alice C of Alexandre and Minnie L Sept 2 1908... 19: 260
Parmentier Elmer C of George P and Ella M Sept 2 1908... 19: 260
Parmentier Ernest of Arthur and Liza July 29 1909......... 19: 398
Parmentier George E of George P and Ella M July 1 1905... 18: 210
Parmentier Henry X of Abel J and Mary A Mar 31 1908.... 19: 192
Parmentier Lauretta E of Matthias J and Amelia H Oct 5 1902... 17: 316
Parmentier Marie B of Matthias and Hermeline Jan 19 1901... 17: 130
Parmentier Marie Y G of Matthias J and Amelia H June 16

1910 ......................................................... 20: 65
Parmentier Walter M of Mathias and Amelia H Dec 13 1903... 17: 500
Parris Harry of Benjamin and Esther Sept 7 1908......... 19: 263
Parola Vincent M (c) of Joseph and Emma Jan 4 1904..... 18: 2
Parolis Maria of Pasquale and Concetta Oct 7 1909......... 19: 427
Parparian Florence I of Moses and Josephine R Sept 24 1903... 17: 475
Parquette Emma B of William and Emma B Apr 3 1907..... 19: 37
Parrault Alphonse U of Alphonse and Euphrasie ? Nov 28

1903. ............................................................ 17: 495
Parregaux Marguerite A of Alfred and Adele June 7 1905... 18: 196
Parreli Maria of Antone and Dena July 4 1903......... 17: 447
Parri Maria C of Raffaele and Concetta Feb 19 1905..... 18: 158
Parrillo Salvatore C of Tomaso and Lucia July 2 1909..... 19: 388
Parrille Eleanor of Baldassarre and Antoinetta Mar 10 1901... 17: 145
Parrili Antonio of Desiderio and Angela M Mar 5 1901..... 17: 179
Parrili Filomena of Vito and Rosina Mar 18 1909......... 19: 344
Parrili Masia of Francesco and Maria Sept 23 1904......... 18: 101
Parrillo Alvina of Salvatore and Rosaria May 20 1904..... 18: 49
Parrillo Andrea of Desiderio and Angela M June 1 1909..... 19: 370
Parrillo Angelo of Salvatore and Rosaria Oct 11 1908..... 19: 275
Parrillo Anna of Baldassarre and Antonetta June 22 1910... 20: 67
Parrillo Anna M of Pietro and Luisa Aug 7 1902......... 17: 327
Parrillo Antonetta of Salvatore and Rosaria Dec 4 1906... 18: 401
Parrillo Antonio of Salvatore and Rosaria Aug 7 1905..... 18: 223
Parrillo Arturo of Vito A and Rosina May 21 1904......... 18: 49
Parrillo Berenice I of Benedetto and Adelina Aug 21 1909... 19: 408
Parrillo Carmela M of Domenico and Maria May 10 1909.... 19: 363
Parrillo Domenico of Baldassarre and Domenico Mar 4 1903. 17: 143
Parrillo Domenico of Pietro and Luisa Feb 10 1904. 18: 15
Parrillo Erminia of Gennaro and Michelina Dec 28 1908. 19: 304
Parrillo Ernesto of Giovanni and Maria Jan 29 1904. 18: 11
Parrillo Ernesto of Giovanni and Concetta Feb 20 1904. 18: 19
Parrillo Giovanni of Francesco and Anna M May 11 1909. 19: 363
Parrillo Giuseppe of Giovanni and Concetta Dec 2 1901. 17: 235
Parrillo Giuseppe of Benedetto and Adelina Nov 6 1905. 18: 254
Parrillo Giuseppe M A of Baldassarre and Antonetta July 22
1903. 17: 453
Parrillo Luisa of Giovanni and Caterina Aug 15 1904. 18: 87
Parrillo Maria of Francesco and Anna Mar 6 1907. 19: 26
Parrillo Maria D of Domenico and Maria Mar 23 1906. 18: 308
Parrillo Michelangelo D of Baldassarre and Domenica Mar 3
1901. 17: A-1: 38
Parrillo Pasqualia of Pietro and Luisa Aug 3 1905. 18: 222
Parrillo Pasqualia of Pietro and Luisa Mar 13 1908. 19: 186
Parrillo Rinaldo of Vito A and Rosina Feb 18 1907. 19: 20
Parrillo Rocco of Vito and Rosa Dec 26 1910. 20: 144
Parrisseault Louise L of Napoleon and Lottie Sept 8 1907. 19: 106
Parrott Louise E of Albert E and Martha E Dec 22 1905. 18: 270
Parrott Mary J of Fred M and Josephine July 31 1907. 19: 151
Parrotti Armando of Antonio and Angelina Jan 24 1910. 20: 10
Parry John E of John J and Jennie L Oct 1 1901. 17: 216
Parson Henry P of Nils and Anna Feb 26 1904. 17: 141
Parson — d of Maria Feb 18 1907. 19: 75
Parsons Doris C of James A and Fannie D June 11 1905. 18: 197
Parsons Edward F of Charles E and Emma I Jan 9 1904. 18: 4
Parsons Ellen S of Frederick and Mary F May 19 1904. 18: 49
Parsons Irving J of Charles E and Emma I Nov 13 1908. 19: 286
Parsons Richard B of Frank R and Agnes Mar 19 1904. 18: 29
Parsons Sarah F of Frederick and May F July 25 1902. 17: 322
Parsons Veronica B of Frederick and Mary May 22 1908. 19: 213
Parsons — s of A — G and M Mar 28 1901. 17: 150
Parsons — d of Fred and Mary Oct 24 1905. 18: 248
Parsons — d of Irwin and Fannie Mar 23 1910. 20: 33
Partana Emilia of Manuel and Maria Nov 27 1904. 18: 122
Partington Roy of Thomas and Olive S Mar 3 1902. 17: 374
Parzienzi Rosa of Benjamino and Clogevese Apr 25 1907. 19: 45
Passarelli Diamante of Pietro and Carmela July 7 1907. 19: 81
Passarelli Giuseppe of Pietro and Carmela July 7 1907. 19: 81
Pasbach Marion A of Charles A and Elizabeth Aug 12 1902. 17: 328
Passarelli Angelina of Domenico and Felicita July 9 1903. 17: 449
Passarelli Maria G of Luigi and Lucia Mar 20 1902. 17: 277
Pascalei Francesco of Ustaceo and Maria May 30 1907. 19: 58
Passarino Francesco of Eustachio and Aldovina M D Dec 30
1905. 18: 268
BIRTHS

Pascavich Ulick of Joseph and Anna July 30 1908

Pascone Amelia of Gaetano and Giustina Oct 29 1906

Pascone Amelia of Gaetano and Giustina Mar 5 1908

Pascone Angelina of Antonio and Colomba Jan 29 1905

Pascone Annuina of Maria Feb 8 1905

Pascone Eva of Gaetano and Giustina June 29 1909

Pascone Francesco P of Gaetano C and Giustina May 30 1905

Pascone Giovanna of Antonio and Colomba Aug 5 1906

Pascone Maria of Antonio and Rosina Dec 9 1907

Pascone Pasquale of Gaetano and Genovefa Dec 11 1901

Pasconto Maria of Antone S and Louise E June 17 1905

Pascozzi Gaetano of Antonio and Maria Jan 22 1903

Pasquale Pasquale of Genovefa S and Louise E June 17 1905

Pasquale Walter E of John and Sarah A July 6 1906

Pashalian Henry of John and Sarah A Jan 13 1904

Pashalian Irene of Charles H and Paris Feb 22 1906

Pashalian Isabel of Charles H and Paris June 16 1904

Pashalian Lucy of Garabed and Paris Dec 23 1907

Pashaian Raymond of John and Sarah A Aug 21 1908

Pashater Lena of Abraham and Eva Oct 20 1907

Pashin Justina E of John and Sarah A Jan 16 1901

Pashien Vazken of George and Nazli Sept 11 1908

Pasquale Michel of Keyvork M and Nazley G July 29 1902

Pasquale Morris of Max and Mary Mar 23 1907

Pasquale Alfred R of Manuel S and Maria Aug 25 1909

Pasquale Edith J of Ettore D and Matilda M Aug 8 1906

Pasquale Eledio of Manuel S and Maria R Nov 4 1907

Pasquale Isabelle M of Ettore and Matilda Feb 22 1904

Pasquale Madelina J of Michael and Emma F Dec 1 1908

Pasquale Manuel R of Manuel R and Maria May 10 1906

Pasquale Richard H of Ettore and Matilda Oct 18 1910

Pasquale Teresa of Mariano and Giacondina Feb 3 1906

Pasquale Vincenzo of Alfredo and Concetta July 3 1909

Pasquarelli Alfonso of Domenico and Felicia Dec 25 1906

Pasquarelli Angelina of Domenico and Felice June 9 1903

Pasquarelli Liborio of Domenico and Felicia June 5 1901

Pasquarelli Pietro of Domenico and Felicia Mar 4 1910

Pasquarelli —— s of Francesco and Costanza Nov 3 1906

Pasquarelli —— s of Domenico and Felicia Jan 5 1909

Passarelli Adelina of Gaetano and Earielotta Nov 29 1909

Passarelli Angelo of Ernesto and Ernestina May 27 1909

Passarelli Antonio of Renisto and Ernestine Sept 3 1907
Passarelli Nicandro of Ernesto and Ernestina June 16 1906...18:338
Passarelli Oreste of Gaetano and Enrichetta Aug 23 1907...19:100
Passarelli Teresina of Pietro and Carmela Dec 22 1904...18:130
Passarelli Vincenzo of Beniamino and Maddalena Oct 12 1906...18:383
Passerelli Elvira of Pietro and Carmela Mar 25 1902...17:278
Passerelli Giuseppe of Benedetto and Maddalena June 9 1908...19:221
Passett George E of George and Emma M Aug 10 1901...18:86
Passmore Earl M of William H and Sarah G Mar 4 1903...17:402
Passmore Gladys I of William H and Sarah J Sept 11 1910...20:107
Pasteur Irene E of Emory and Mary Jan 6 1901...17:126
Pastieuro Doris I of Americo and Mary E Jan 31 1906...18:290
Pastore Edmundo C of Michele and Erminia June 21 1909...19:377
Pastore Giovanni of Francesco and Carmela July 29 1901...17:194
Pastore Giovanni of James and Ida Feb 11 1903...17:395
Pastore Giovanni B of Francesco and Carmela June 5 1905...18:194
Pastore Giovanni O of Michele and Erminia Mar 17 1907...19:30
Pastore Lucio of Michele and Erminia May 15 1905...18:187
Pastore Teresa of Francesco and Carmela Feb 1 1903...17:391
Patalano Francesco P of Michelangelo and Carmela Apr 29 1909...19:358
Patalano Francesco P of Michelangelo and Maria C Nov 8 1910...20:127
Patalano Giuseppe A of Michele A and Maria Apr 8 1908...19:196
Patalano Giuseppina of Nicola and Concetta Aug 12 1905...18:224
Patalano Ida of Francesco and Cristina June 4 1908...19:219
Patalano Iolanda of Bartolomeo and Caterina Aug 30 1905...18:234
Patalano Maria of Bartolomeo and Caterina Apr 4 1902...17:282
Patalano Maria L of Francesco and Cristina Aug 1 1906...18:357
Patalano Michele E T of Bartolomeo and Caterina Oct 11 1910...20:117
Patalano Nicola of Bartolomeo and Caterina Dec 13 1907...19:143
Patalano Raffaela of Nicola and Concetta Aug 8 1907...19:93
Patalano Vincenzo of Michelangelo and Maria July 27 1906...18:354
Patalano Vito of Francesco and Cristina July 31 1910...20:91
Patalano ——— s of Bartolomeo and Caterina Sept 8 1903...17:469
Patch Alice of Thomas H and Eva B July 10 1907...19:82
Pate Francesco of Domenico and Giovanna Dec 13 1910...20:140
Pate Louise E of Alfred A and Mary A May 4 1903...17:421
Pate Nunziata of Antonio and Filomena Mar 25 1906...18:309
Pate Sabatino of Antonio and Filomena Aug 8 1903...17:459
Patfield Ellen of Stephen and Florence J Jan 7 1908...19:160
Paterno Enrico of Gaetano and Rosina July 14 1905...18:214
Paterra Giovanni A of Alfredo and Lucia Aug 6 1908...19:249
Patlone Rose of Christof and Diana Jan 18 1910...20:8
Patmore Sidney J of Reginald W and Susan Aug 11 1906...18:414
Pattnaud Vitalina O of Ernest B and Oviana Feb 20 1908...19:177
Patnaude Ernest B of Ernest B and Mary O Dec 19 1909........19:453
Patnaude --- s of Charles L N and Mary G Mar 21 1902........17:227
Patnode Marie L of Joseph and Zelia J Feb 18 1902............17:267
Patnode Mary A A of Joseph and Zelia Aug 15 1905.............18:225
Patola Giuseppina of Rocco and Rosa Dec 22 1907..............19:146
Paton Mabel C of John A and Abbie M Mar 28 1907.............19:34
Patota Angelina of Rocco and Rosa May 3 1906.................18:323
Patota Pasqualina of Rocco and Rosa Nov 20 1909..............19:443
Patota --- d of Rocco and Giovannina June 22 1906............18:340
Patoto Eva M of Rocco and Giovannina Aug 20 1910.............20:99
Patriarca Anna of Francesco and Vittoria July 26 1909.........19:397
Patriarca Armanda of Francesco and Vittoria Dec 21 1907......19:146
Patriarca Francis J of Eleterio and Mary J Dec 27 1909......19:456
Patriarca Raymond of Eleterio and Mary J Mar 17 1908........19:230
Patriarca Rosina of Francesco and Vittoria Oct 20 1906......18:386
Patrick Daniel J of Martin and Helen Aug 9 1904..............18:133
Patrick Frederick (e) of Rose May 7 1902.....................17:291
Patrick Grace G of Francis and Bernice M Feb 27 1908........19:180
Patrick Helen of Martin and Helen Nov 3 1908.................19:282
Patrick John of Martin and Helen Dec 8 1906................18:404
Patrick Martin of Martin and Helen Jan 21 1910..............20:9
Patrick Veronica of Martin and Helen Dec 8 1906..............18:404
Patrick William of Martin and Helen Oct 25 1902..............17:352
Patrie Marguerite M of Marie L Dec 10 1907...................19:153
Patrik Wacaf of Martin and Eleanor Mar 2 1901.................17:142
Patrucci Pasqualina of Filomeno and Filomena Mar 20 1907...19:31
Patry Mary J of Arthur N and Mary J Apr 12 1908..............19:197
Patt Catherine L of Edward P and Bessie Jan 22 1910.........20:9
Patt Edwin A of Ornam L Jr and Lucie A Feb 28 1902...........17:270
Patt Ernest A of Edwin A and Flora L Oct 28 1901.............17:224
Patt Zena A M of Edwin A and Flora L June 18 1905..........18:199
Patte Michele of Antonio and Filomena Dec 5 1907............19:110
Patten Beatrice of Charles H and Pearl Oct 30 1908...........19:281
Patten Elmer W of Nathan and Eliza Feb 15 1903..............17:395
Patten Horace R of Charles H and Fannie P Jan 29 1907.......19:12
Patterson Charles E of Charles E and Nancy July 5 1903......17:447
Patterson Chester L of Arthur W and Annie E Nov 28 1910....20:134
Patterson Edgar T of Edgar M and Mary E June 2 1910.......20:60
Patterson Frederick W of Percy M and Mabel G July 24 1910..20:86
Patterson Gladys E of Arthur and Annie E Apr 1 1907........19:36
Patterson Helen L of James F and Mary A Feb 7 1908.........19:172
Patterson Hope A of Arthur B and Anna T Nov 1 1906........18:390
Patterson Jennie M of James F and Mary A Apr 25 1904......18:40
Patterson Jessie of George and Charlotte July 18 1904......18:77
Patterson Letizia of Biagio and Maria July 9 1904.............18:74
Patterson Louis C of Calder and Alexandria Apr 9 1908.....19:196
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Patterson Margaret M of James F and Mary A Aug 8 1910... 20: 94
Patterson Mary E of James and Mary B June 23 1909... 19: 378
Patterson Mildred A of Willet W and Edith J May 2 1907... 19: 48
Patterson Mildred H of Charles E and Nancy Nov 25 1901... 17: 233
Patterson Mildred V of Arthur W and Annie E Feb 15 1906... 18: 295
Patterson Rosa of Bennie and Clara May 24 1907... 19: 55
Patterson Sarah E of Herbert and Elizabeth Aug 6 1903... 17: 459
Patterson William of William A and Sarah Aug 27 1904... 18: 91
Patterson William H of William H and May M Sept 25 1907... 19: 113
Patterson — s of George M and Sarah H Mar 11 1901... 17: 145
Patterson — d of Calder and Rose May 11 1904... 18: 68
Patterson — d Calder and Alexandra May 22 1910... 20: 55
Patten Bernard of John F and Catherine E Dec 6 1906... 18: 143
Patten Catherine of John F and Kate E June 29 1908... 19: 229
Patten Edward of John F and Catherine E Feb 3 1902... 17: 202
Patten Ellen P of James and Elizabeth June 2 1910... 20: 60
Patten George A of John F and Catherine E Apr 29 1905... 18: 182
Patten Marion of Thomas and Marion A May 13 1905... 18: 186
Patten Thomas P of John F and Katie E Mar 12 1904... 18: 26
Pattoto Filomena of Rocco and Giovanna Mar 21 1908... 19: 189
Patychywick Bruni of Matz and Annie May 1 1907... 19: 47
Paul Adelard of Adelard A and Alice Aug 23 1909... 19: 408
Paul Eva of Adelard A and Alice June 12 1908... 19: 222
Paul Henry (c) of Joseph and Nancy Feb 25 1909... 19: 335
Paul Josephine J of Jacob and Alessander Sept 30 1902... 17: 344
Paul Louise of Jacob and Yessa Dec 1 1907... 19: 139
Paul Margaret of Jacob and Yessa Feb 26 1904... 19: 21
Paul Ruth of Jacob and Yessa Feb 26 1904... 18: 21
Paul — d of John and Mary Oct 17 1906... 18: 121
Paulco Concetta of Bartolomeo and Carmela Apr 21 1905... 18: 180
Paulco Maria of Giovanni and Grazia June 26 1906... 18: 312
Paulhus Helena of Narcisse and Emma Nov 16 1910... 20: 190
Paulhus Joseph of Ovide E and Marie Jan 25 1902... 17: 311
Paulhus Marie A of Narcisse and Emma V Mar 15 1902... 17: 275
Paulhus Myra C of Narcisse and Emma V Nov 27 1907... 19: 137
Paulhus Narcisse M of Narcisse and Emma Mar 13 1906... 18: 305
Paulhus Roland A of Ovide and Louisa Sept 26 1907... 19: 113
Paulhus — — d of Ovide and Louise Nov 10 1908... 19: 285
Paul Gladys E of Zebedee and Elizabeth Nov 26 1901... 18: 121
Paul William of Gottlieb and Eva Sept 12 1901... 17: 247
Paulo Marie of John S and Marie Oct 3 1905... 18: 242
Paulo Zehnede of Jozo and Maria Oct 23 1908... 19: 279
Paulsen Carl E of Pohan and Ida L Apr 10 1902... 17: 284
Paulsen Mabel A of Johan and Ida L Feb 3 1907... 19: 14
Paulson Carl G of Axel F and Ellen C Sept 21 1909... 19: 422
Paulson Conrad H L of Helmer and Beneficta G July 20 1901... 17: 191
Paulson George A of Arvid and Ida C June 29 1903. ........... 17: 438
Paulson George H of John and Axelina C Feb 9 1903. ........... 17: 394
Paulson Gustave E of Peter and Annie Aug 6 1901. ........... 17: 197
Paulson John of John and Axelina C Aug 17 1901. ........... 17: 201
Paulson Lily I M of Arvid and Ida C June 16 1906. ........... 18: 338
Paulson —— d of Arvid and Ida C Jan 21 1902. ........... 17: 311
Payalow Sarah of Nathan and Mary May 12 1907. ........... 19: 50
Pavao Albano of Jose C and Maria June 28 1910. ........... 20: 69
Pavlofsy Bella of Israel and Rachel Apr 28 1902. ........... 17: 288
Pavloski Adam H of Apolinari and Sophie Dec 4 1905. ........... 18: 263
Pavloski Emily I of Apolinari and Sofia Dec 7 1901. ........... 17: 237
Pavlov Samuel of Jacob and Sadie Sept 19 1908. ........... 19: 267
Pavo Maria of William and Cosison Jan 26 1907. ........... 19: 10
Pavelou Samuel of Nathan and Mary Oct 22 1909. ........... 19: 432
Pawlitzky Rosa of Simon and Beccie May 4 1902. ........... 17: 290
Payan —— s of Joseph and Margaret J Jan 17 1901. ........... 17: 129
Payant Beatrice M of Arture and Emma Aug 15 1901. ........... 17: 200
Payette Alcide of Euclid and Albina Dec 12 1905. ........... 18: 274
Payette Alice C of Ernest G and Alexandrina Apr 21 1903. ........... 17: 417
Payette Camilia L of Ernest and Alexandrina Dec 24 1904. ........... 18: 130
Payette Clara of Georges and Clara Sept 30 1909. ........... 19: 424
Payette Clarence E of Ernest G and Alexandrina Nov 1 1906. ........... 18: 390
Payette Dorothé B of Ernest and Alexandrina Sept 12 1908. ........... 19: 264
Payette Earl of Elizabeth Sept 12 1909. ........... 19: 417
Payette Emery of Wilfred and Rose A Dec 1 1906. ........... 18: 401
Payette Iola of Tancrede E and Ida Mar 17 1903. ........... 17: 407
Payette Joseph O of Omer and Ella Aug 5 1901. ........... 17: 196
Payette Joseph T E R of Tancredé E and Ida Aug 19 1906. ........... 18: 363
Payette Lawrence J of Wilfrid and Rose A Sept 20 1909. ........... 19: 421
Payette Marie B E of Ernest G and Alexandrina July 7 1904. ........... 17: 187
Payette Marie B Y of Euclide and Albina Nov 15 1907. ........... 19: 133
Payette Marie E of Tancrede E and Ida Aug 1 1904. ........... 18: 82
Payette Marie L E of Wilfred H and Armelle July 4 1907. ........... 19: 79
Payette Marie S of Wilfred and Rose A Oct 22 1901. ........... 17: 222
Payette Marie V L of Euclide and Albina Aug 21 1906. ........... 18: 364
Payette Sinaié A A of Ernest G and Alexandrina June 27 1910.29. ........... 69
Payette Sylvia A of Wilfred H and Armelle Dec 22 1909. ........... 19: 454
Payette Valerie of Wilfrid and Rose A July 22 1904. ........... 18: 78
Payne Charles A of William G and Julia E Aug 20 1904. ........... 18: 89
Payne Charles E of William J and Isabel Apr 25 1905. ........... 18: 181
Payne Helen V of William G and Julia E July 22 1902. ........... 17: 321
Payne Joseph of Dexter and Elizabeth Sept 22 1906. ........... 18: 376
Payne Mabel F of Sanford W and Elizabeth J Oct 9 1909. ........... 18: 428
Payne Madeline L of Fred B and Louise Oct 17 1906. ........... 18: 385
Payne Warren F of Frederick B and Marie L Aug 13 1909. ........... 19: 405
Payne —— s of Frank D and Mary F Dec 4 1902. ........... 17: 365
Payne — s of William G and Julia Aug 17 1906 .......... 18: 420
Payne — s of William G and Julia E Aug 17 1906 .......... 18: 362
Payton Jessie of Harry and Sarah June 6 1901 .......... 17: 169
Payton Matthew H of Harry and Sarah Jan 17 1901 .......... 18: 6
Payton Virginia of Harry and Sarah June 6 1901 .......... 17: 169
Pazienza Egida of Luigi and Angelo M Feb 24 1910 .......... 20: 20
Pazienza Ines O A of Luigi and Genovelfa Jan 1 1909 .......... 19: 315
Pazienza Paolina of Luigi and Angela M Feb 21 1910 .......... 20: 20
Pazienza Rita of Luigi and Genovelfa Sept 12 1910 .......... 20: 107
Peabody Beatrice of George A and Mary Nov 27 1908 .......... 19: 292
Peabody Elizabeth of Lionel H and Helen M Nov 4 1909 .......... 19: 459
Peabody Gertrude A of George B and Grace E Oct 3 1901 .......... 17: 225
Peabody Glennie of Charles H and Evelyn Sept 27 1910 .......... 20: 218
Peabody — d of George and Mary E Oct 9 1907 .......... 19: 118
Peace Harry W of Arthur S and Mary A Aug 21 1908 .......... 19: 255
Peace — s of Newman and Elizabeth Dec 25 1908 .......... 19: 313
Peacock Bertha D of Allen P and Lena D Feb 18 1904 .......... 18: 18
Peacock Fred W of Fred and Minnie Nov 22 1909 .......... 19: 143
Peacock Marion M of Allan and Marion K Aug 16 1908 .......... 19: 254
Peacock Wallace A of Allan P and Lena D Feb 10 1902 .......... 17: 265
Peakall Mabel A of Albert E and Elizabeth Sept 29 1903 .......... 17: 476
Pearce Bertram E of Chester G and Jennie July 13 1908 .......... 19: 240
Pearce Daniel of Asa and Agnes May 16 1905 .......... 18: 187
Pearce Frank D of Arthur and Hattie Feb 5 1910 .......... 20: 15
Pearce Marianna (c) of James and Maria Sept 13 1907 .......... 19: 108
Pearce Mary E of Henry Jr and Mary G Mar 7 1901 .......... 18: 24
Pearce Veronica of Asa and Agnes Mar 14 1908 .......... 19: 186
Pearce — s of Edgar and Annie M Jan 28 1904 .......... 18: 10
Pearce — s of John and Maria Dec 3 1906 .......... 18: 402
Pearce — s of Newman and Addie Mar 18 1910 .......... 20: 31
Pearl Pincus of Max and Rosa Oct 18 1905 .......... 18: 247
Pearlm an Esther of David and Annie Feb 17 1901 .......... 17: 139
Pearse Josephine of Dwight F and Josephine Jan 18 1902 .......... 17: 258
Pearse Seward W of Dwight F and Josephine Jan 18 1902 .......... 17: 258
Pearson Albert R G of Andrew and Ida E Oct 19 1907 .......... 19: 122
Pearson Albert E of Olaf and Jennie Feb 5 1905 .......... 18: 153
Pearson Arthur H of Henry and Ida Jan 9 1909 .......... 18: 318
Pearson Charles L of James E and Annie L Apr 1 1908 .......... 19: 193
Pearson Doris S C of William P and Judith A May 4 1910 .......... 20: 49
Pearson Dorothy H of Lewis and Elizabeth Feb 9 1910 .......... 20: 16
Pearson Ernest of Thomas W and Annie M Sept 15 1907 .......... 19: 152
PEARSON  Ethel L of John O and Annie A Dec 1 1907        19:139
PEARSON  Frederick V of Frederick M and Ellen M Oct 16 1910. 20:119
PEARSON  James B of William J and Margaret J Mar 18 1910. 20: 31
PEARSON  John of Andrew and Ida E Feb 11 1905.       18:155
PEARSON  John H of John and Betty Mar 23 1908.       19:189
PEARSON  Lillian of Andrew and Ella L C Aug 26 1910. 20:101
PEARSON  Margaret of Thomas and Susan Sept 27 1909.    19:423
PEARSON  Margaret C of Martin and Anna Apr 3 1903.    17: 412
PEARSON  Mary E of John R and Kathryn P Mar 15 1908.    19:187
PEARSON  Nils E of Carl A and Esther C July 13 1908.    19:240
PEARSON  Olive S M of Adolph and Annie June 23 1902.    17:308
PEARSON  Oscar L of Olaf and Jennie May 27 1907.       19: 57
PEARSON  Paul V of Martin and Anna Aug 17 1904.       18: 88
PEARSON  Roy P of Carl A and Esther C Dec 5 1910.      20:137
PEARSON  Russell L of John R and Kathryn P June 22 1910. 20: 67
PEARSON  —— d of Alfred and Selma Mar 12 1902.        17:274
PEARSON  —— d of Emanuel and Matilda M Apr 1 1904.     18: 33
PEARSON  —— d of Nils and Anna M May 27 1909.          19:368
PEARSON  —— d of Alfred and Selma July 28 1910.        20: 89
PEASE  Beryl F of Morgan E and Sarah July 30 1908.      19:307
PEASE  Edson M D of Morgan E and Sarah A Oct 29 1910.    20:121
PEASE  Mabel of Charles W and Ellen May 8 1906.         18:324
PECE  Francesco of Angelo and Anna Feb 5 1905.         18:153
PECE  Joe of Angelo and Anna May 30 1907.              19: 58
PECE  Maria A of Angelo and Anna Aug 17 1909.          19:406
PECE  Rosa of Antonio and Vincenza Aug 29 1904.          18: 92
PECE  Terrigio of Antonio and Vincenza Jan 23 1903.     17:388
PECK  Arthur L of Frank L and Clara F Oct 9 1903.      17:480
PECK  Charlotte L of John D and Louise C Mar 16 1903.   17:406
PECK  Eleanor of William T and Alice Nov 5 1908.        19:283
PECK  Elizabeth J of Albert B and Mary L Oct 11 1907.   19:119
PECK  Frederick E T of Frederic and Ellen M July 30 1905. 18:220
PECK  Horace S of Horace S and Gertrude Apr 12 1903.    17:415
PECK  John H of Horace S and Gertrude M Jan 4 1906.     18:280
PECK  Kenneth C of Allen K and Florence July 24 1901.    17:193
PECK  Kenneth H of Manton D and Bertha E July 2 1903.    17:446
PECK  Lester A of James H and Amanda Aug 19 1902.       17:331
PECK  Margaret of Henry M and Martha B Aug 3 1905.     18:221
PECK  Margaret H of William B and Lucy K July 19 1904.  18: 77
PECK  Margaret X of Horace S and Gertrude T July 17 1907. 19:151
PECK  Marion L of Jesse W and Carrie July 6 1903.       17:448
PECK  Marjorie E of Charles C and Clara B May 30 1909.   19:369
PECK  Mason J of Henry M and Martha B Oct 16 1902.      17:350
PECK  Mildred E of Stephen F and Hattie C Jan 15 1906.   18:285
PECK  Russell E of Jesse W and Carrie M Mar 13 1906.     18:305
PECK  Ruth H of William B and Lucy K Dec 13 1906.       18:405
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Peck Ruth M of John D and Mary C May 29 1910. .............. 20: 58
Peck Winifred of John G and Annie Mar 2 1908. .................. 19: 182
Peck —— s of Louis B and Anna Mar 29 1906. .................. 18: 310
Peck —— s of William A and Ida Feb 18 1907. .................. 19: 20
Peckarski Joseph of John and Rose Mar 21 1902. .............. 17: 277
Peckham Charles E of James and Cecilia Oct 20 1907. .............. 19: 122
Peckham George E of Richard and Mary July 31 1903. ......... 18: 220
Peckham Helen C of William and Alice Sept 5 1907. .............. 19: 105
Peckham James of Richard and Mary M Jan 14 1907. .......... 19: 6
Peckham Mary T of Richard and Mary Oct 26 1908. .............. 19: 280
Peckham Thomas H of James and Cecilia May 6 1902. .............. 17: 291
Pecker Bessie Y of Sam and Sarah Aug 6 1901. .............. 18: 84
Peckham Charles T of William T and Alice H Jan 28 1910. ..... 20: 12
Peckham Dorothy B of George R and Lillian M Apr 17 1907. .... 19: 42
Peckham Dorothy M of Thomas A and Harriet E Nov 12 1907. .... 19: 132
Peckham Edith D of William T and Alice H May 4 1903. ......... 17: 121
Peckham Fenner H 2nd of William T and Alice H Mar 26 1905. .... 18: 171
Peckham Frederick C of Lester I and Sabrina M Feb 4 1907. .... 19: 14
Peckham Gladys L of Thomas A and Harriet E Nov 12 1907. .... 19: 132
Peckham Irving L of Lester I and Xellie M June 8 1908. ......... 19: 220
Peckham Marion P of Preston E and Catherine A July 6 1908. .... 19: 238
Peckham Mildred E of Wallace H and Gertrude M Nov 6 1909. .... 19: 459
Peckham Milton H of Earl H and Georgie M Jan 27 1910. ......... 20: 11
Peckham Theodore W of Theodore E and Annie S A M Aug 4 1901. .............. 17: 196
Peco Annie A of Charles A and Annie A Nov 19 1908. .............. 19: 289
Peetuler Emelia of Giovanni and Romedia Jan 22 1908. ......... 19: 166
Pedersen Carita T of Einar and Ruth I May 9 1910. .......... 20: 51
Peek —— (c) s of William H and Laura May 4 1901. .......... 17: 180
Peel Annie of Max and Rose Mar 23 1901. .............. 17: 149
Peenrr John of John and Mary Aug 12 1905. .......... 18: 221
Peferren Julia of Jean and Emelie June 26 1907. .......... 19: 69
Pegrann Joseph F of John H and Johanna Nov 21 1901. ......... 17: 233
Peirce Muriel A of James B and Patience June 8 1904. .............. 18: 55
Peirce Prescott H of Walter P and Grace E Dec 17 1907. ......... 19: 141
Pekorski Jacob of Domingue and Sophie July 25 1910. ......... 20: 88
Pelaggi Maria of Domenico and Carmela Nov 10 1904. .......... 18: 117
Pelagi Domenico of Domenico and Angelia Dec 21 1909. ......... 17: 121
Pelagi Francesco of Domenico and Carmela Apr 2 1908. ......... 19: 193
Pelczarska Mary R of Joseph and Rose May 19 1902. .............. 17: 295
Pelczarski Monica F of Frank and Albina Aug 18 1907. .......... 19: 98
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pelczarski Vanda of Frank and Albina Aug 30 1910.........20: 102
Pelczarski Eugene J of Frank and Albina T Jan 3 1909.........19: 316
Pelkey Dorothy M of William C and Ethel G Aug 7 1904.........18: 84
Pelkey Frederic N of Frederic and Jennie May 23 1903.........17: 427
Pelkianis Helen of William and Annie May 30 1907.........19: 58
Pella Michele of Aniello and Rosa June 25 1909.........19: 379
Pelkey Irene M of Francis and Laura Jan 28 1908.........19: 168
Pella Joseph E A of Pierre and Rosanne Mar 29 1907.........19: 35
Pelland Joseph O of Frank and Emelie Feb 5 1903.........17: 393
Pelland Leo of Louis and Henedine A June 22 1908.........19: 226
Pelland Marie R of Louis and Henedine A June 21 1906.........18: 340
Pelland Mary D of Louis and Henedine A May 8 1904.........18: 45
Pelland Regina of Francis and Laura Dec 2 1906.........18: 401
Pelland —— s of Louis and Henedine June 17 1903.........17: 444
Pellett Rose A of Louis and Escedine Apr 20 1910.........20: 43
Pelle Maria of Michele and Virginia Oct 24 1908.........19: 279
Pelle Michele of Michele and Virginia Dec 23 1909.........19: 454
Pellegrini Alberto M of Pietro and Amalia Aug 26 1901.........17: 204
Pellegrini Angela of Giovanni and Clementina Aug 19 1904.........18: 89
Pellegrino Agnesa of Carmine and Lucia Aug 31 1907.........19: 103
Pellegrino Amalia F of Vincenzo and Maria Nov 19 1907.........19: 134
Pellegrino Anna E of Giuseppe and Michelle Feb 8 1909.........19: 329
Pellegrino Arcangela of Giuseppe and Michelle June 22 1907.19: 67
Pellegrino Carmela of Giovanni and Clementina Oct 13 1902.........17: 349
Pellegrino Clemento of Luigi and Domenica Apr 13 1904.........18: 38
Pellegrino Domenico of Giuseppe and Michela Mar 1 1910.........20: 24
Pellegrino Evalina A of Vincenzo and Maria A Nov 18 1904.........18: 119
Pellegrino Evelina of Vincenzo and Maria Feb 1 1902.........17: 262
Pellegrino Imazzio of Giovanni and Clementina Oct 28 1909.19: 434
Pellegrino Maria of Carmine and Lucia July 13 1906.........18: 348
Pellegrino Maria A of Giovanni and Clementina Feb 26 1906.........18: 300
Pellegrino Pasquale of Carmine and Lucia Feb 6 1910.........20: 15
Pelletier Delvina of Joseph and Marie L Sept 9 1908.........17: 470
Pelletier Felix G of Frederic and Regina Apr 25 1907.........19: 45
Pelletier Leo E of Edward and Philomena Oct 9 1907.........19: 118
Pelletier Marie A I of Edouard and Philomene Feb 18 1910.........20: 19
Pelletier Marie B of Joseph and Marie June 16 1905.........18: 198
Pelletier Marie E of Augustin and Emilie Sept 23 1910.........20: 111
Pelletier Marie E C of Joseph and Marie Nov 22 1901.........17: 232
Pelletier Mary B of Augustus and Emily July 6 1904.........18: 133
Pelletier William of Frederic and Virginia Jan 28 1905.........18: 150
Pelletier —— s of Joseph and Alvina Dec 20 1910.........20: 152
Pelli Antonio of Aniello and Rosa Nov 30 1903.........17: 496
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Pelosi Addoloroso di Giuseppe e Petrina Sept 19 1905 ........................................ 18: 238
Pelosi Anna of Egidio and Maria A Oct 10 1904 .................................................. 18: 107
Pelosi Antonio of Luigi and Rosa Sept 12 1905 ..................................................... 18: 235
Pelosi Antonio of Giuseppe and Antonia Nov 9 1904 ............................................. 18: 116
Pelosi Antonio G of Luigi and Rosa Mar 3 1901 .................................................... 17: 142
Pelosi Domenica A of Antonio and Enrichetto Feb 15 1906 .................................. 18: 295
Pelosi Domenico of Benedetto and Giuseppina Mar 24 1901 .................................. 17: 149
Pelosi Domenico of Benedetta and Giuseppina Apr 1 1905 .................................. 18: 172
Pelosi Eduardo di Dionigi and Anna Jan 8 1909 .................................................. 19: 317
Pelosi Filomena of Egidio and Emanuela Mar 7 1901 ............................................. 17: 144
Pelosi Francesco di Giuseppe and Antonia Aug 29 1906 ........................................ 18: 367
Pelosi Francesco di Luigi and Rosa Oct 1 1909 .................................................... 19: 459
Pelosi Giovannina di Egidio and Antonia Sept 6 1909 ........................................... 19: 415
Pelosi Giuseppe of Luigi and Rose Aug 22 1902 .................................................... 17: 332
Pelosi Giuseppe di Egidio and Emanuela Sept 25 1905 ........................................ 18: 240
Pelosi Giuseppe di Egidio and Pepina Dec 20 1907 .............................................. 19: 145
Pelosi Giuseppe di Benedetto e Giuseppina Aug 13 1909 ..................................... 19: 106
Pelosi Maddalena di Egidio di Antonio Jan 3 1902 ............................................. 17: 253
Pelosi Maria di Benedetto e Pepina Feb 9 1903 ..................................................... 17: 394
Pelosi Maria di Giuseppe e Antonia Feb 8 1908 .................................................... 19: 172
Pelosi Maria A di Giovanni e Lucrezia Apr 30 1910 ............................................ 20: 47
Pelosi Maria C di Giovanni e Lucrezia Nov 4 1903 .............................................. 17: 488
Pelosi Maria G di Luigi e Rosa Oct 10 1906 ........................................................... 18: 383
Pelosi Marie A A di Giuseppe e Antonia Apr 9 1901 ............................................. 17: 154
Pelosi Mary di Antonio e Henrietta Nov 15 1904 ................................................ 18: 118
Pelosi Muriel A di Dionigi D e Annie B Feb 4 1905 .............................................. 18: 152
Pelosi Pasquale di Giuseppe e Antonia Aug 18 1909 ............................................. 19: 407
Pelosi Rosa L di Giuseppe e Antonia Nov 8 1910 ................................................... 20: 127
Pelosi Rosina di Egidio e Antonia June 29 1903 .................................................... 17: 438
Pelosi Salvatore di Egidio e Maria A Mar 15 1907 ................................................ 19: 29
Pelosi Sigismondo di Sigismon di Antonio May 21 1902 ...................................... 17: 296
Pelosi Sigismundo di Luigi e Rose June 15 1904 .................................................. 18: 58
Pelosi —— s di Giuseppe e Antonia June 1 1902 ................................................... 17: 441
Peloso Adelia di Saverio e Maria Aug 24 1906 ...................................................... 18: 365
Peloso Vincenzo di Egidio e Maria A Dec 7 1905 ................................................... 18: 264
Pelossi Alvera di Edward e Anna B Aug 29 1906 ................................................... 18: 415
Pelosso Carmine of Giovanni and Lucrezia Nov 26 1901...17:23
Pelosso —— s of Angelo and Concetta Feb 14 1908...19:23
Peloso —— d of Saverio and Maria T Aug 23 1903...18:276
Pelrine Clement C of Clement D and Jennie L Aug 25 1906...18:365
Pelrine Lawrence P of Lawrence P and Rose A Mar 6 1910...20:26
Pelrine Louise G of Lawrence P and Rose A Jan 28 1908...19:168
Pelrine Mary E of Lawrence P and Rose A Sept 12 1904...18:97
Peltier Marie R of Napoleon and Cordelia July 19 1903...17:152
Peltier Regina of Frederic and Virginia Jan 9 1902...17:255
Peltin Beatrice of Charles A and Rebecca Apr 26 1905...18:181
Peltin Milton of Charles and Rebecca Aug 18 1903...17:462
Peluso Antonio of Pasquale and Maria May 17 1905...18:188
Peluso Concetta of Pasquale and Maria Dec 8 1902...17:366
Pelusco Gelsomina of Pasquale and Maria Feb 8 1910...20:16
Peluso Maria M of Salvatore and Assunta Aug 25 1910...20:101
Peluso Maria R of Pasquale and Maria Sept 12 1901...17:210
Pemberton Albert L of Leonard H and Elsie F June 28 1908...19:228
Pemberton Frances E of Frank R and Rebecca Feb 22 1909...19:234
Pena Margaret (c) of Isaac and Mary Nov 28 1907...19:138
Pender Annie of John and Julia Feb 9 1902...17:261
Pender Elizabeth L of James F P and Annie L Mar 2 1903...17:401
Pendergast James J of Thomas J and Mary Oct 24 1909...19:433
Pendergast John J of Thomas and Maria July 3 1901...17:185
Pendergast —— s of John and Mary June 21 1901...17:181
Pendleton Andrew L of Edgar H and Annie L July 30 1903...17:456
Pendleton George T (c) of John and Irene July 20 1906...18:352
Pendleton Howard S of Everett and Lulu Feb 15 1909...19:331
Pendleton John R (c) of John and Mary L Jan 16 1905...18:146
Pendleton Lee A of Everett and Lulu Mar 11 1907...19:28
Pendleton Percy W of Percy W and Annie Mar 10 1908...19:185
Pendleton Ralph D of George S and Grace S Oct 15 1906...18:384
Pendleton Richard X of Edgar H and Alberta Jan 25 1910...20:11
Pene Jacob of Jacob and Bessie Aug 31 1906...18:367
Pennacchia Americo of Donato and Maddalena May 1 1902...17:290
Pennacchia Emanuela of Donato and Maddalena June 5 1904...18:54
Pennacchia Francesca of Antonio and Adelina June 21 1907.A-4...60
Pennacchia —— s of Giuseppe and Filomena Oct 8 1907...19:155
Pennacchini Eleonora C A of Michele and Annie Nov 30 1909...19:446
Pennacchino Maria I F of Giuseppe and Agnese Dec 6 1910...20:137
Pennacchio Giuseppe of Antonio and Adela Oct 19 1908...19:277
Pennachietti Marietta of Giuseppe and Filomena Feb 24 1909...19:335
Pennachio Armando of Antonio and Adela June 25 1910...20:68
Pennelli Amalia of Lorenzo and Cecilia Mar 10 1902...17:274
Pennelli Annie of Giovanni and Angelina June 14 1901...17:171
Pennelli Teresa of Giovanni and Angelina Feb 28 1903...17:401
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Pennelli — s of Giovanni and Angela Nov 1 1908.............. 19: 312
Pennine Alfredo of Antonio and Giacondina Nov 15 1902........ 17: 339
Penno Benjamin M of Willie E and Sarah J Nov 21 1904........ 18: 120
Penno Elmer L of Benjamin E and Ada E Oct 23 1907........... 19: 124
Penno Ernest E (c) of Lessie Nov 30 1903....................... 17: 497
Penno Inez J of Willie E and Sarah J Aug 21 1902............. 17: 331
Penno Norma J of C Arthur and Emma M Sept 23 1903........... 17: 509
Penno Violet M A of Charles A A and Emma M June 8 1909..... 19: 457
Pensa Achille of Antonio and Dina Feb 2 1908................. 19: 170
Pensa Giuseppina of Luigi and Anna Nov 12 1903.............. 17: 491
Pensa Luisa N of Luigi and Anna Dec 25 1904................. 18: 131
Pensato Gennarina of Francesco and Maria Dec 28 1903........ 17: 506
Pensato Maria of Francesco and Maria Aug 21 1902............ 17: 332
Penta Adelina M of Gerardo and Assunta Sept 13 1909........ 19: 447
Penta Angelina of Gerardo and Assunta Aug 3 1907............ 19: 92
Penta Antonietta of Domenico and Annunci Sept 24 1906..... 18: 415
Penta Antonio of Giorgio and Filomena Apr 11 1905......... 18: 176
Penta Carmela of Giorgio and Filomena May 1 1907............ 19: 47
Penta Carmela of Domenico and Anna Mar 8 1909............. 19: 340
Penta Carmine of Giorgio and Filomena June 2 1908........... 19: 218
Penta Carmine of Giorgio and Filomena Aug 31 1910........... 20: 103
Penta Carmine C of Giorgio and Filomena Aug 28 1901........ 17: 265
Penta Cesare F of Giorgio and Anna July 3 1910............. 20: 78
Penta Gelsomino of Giorgio and Filomena Aug 19 1903........ 17: 462
Penta Maria of Giorgio and Filomena Apr 8 1906............ 18: 314
Penta Rosa of Giorgio and Amalia Jan 25 1903............ 17: 389
Penta Vincenzo of Giorgio and Maria Feb 2 1901............ 17: 134
Pentarella Ambrosina of Benedetto and Caterina Feb 20 1910... 20: 20
Pentarella Maria C of Benedetto and Caterina June 2 1908... 19: 218
Pentarelli Brigida of Giuseppe and Maria C Sept 20 1901.... 17: 212
Pentarelli Carmine R of Giuseppe and Maria C June 8 1910... 20: 62
Pentarelli Cristina of Giuseppe and Maria C Jan 6 1904..... 18: 2
Pentarelli Ida of Giuseppe and Maria C Aug 27 1905......... 18: 229
Pentarelli Libera of Giuseppe and Maria C June 8 1910..... 20: 62
Pente Carmine of Antonio and Rosina Mar 20 1901........... 17: 148
Penzi Francesco of Luigi and Anna July 22 1906.............. 18: 352
Peola Selena of Lossio and Annie Nov 18 1904............. 18: 119
Pepe Antonetta of Pasquale and Teresa Feb 27 1908.......... 19: 306
Pepe Beniamino of Antonio and Rosina Dec 24 1908........... 19: 303
Pepe Elsie of Pasquale and Teresa Sept 9 1905............. 18: 234
Pepe Elvira A of Giuseppe and Carolina July 17 1909....... 19: 394
Pepe Ersilia M of Pasquale and Teresa June 26 1909....... 19: 380
Pepe Gennaro L of Vincenzo and Rosina Sept 13 1910......... 20: 107
Pepe Marcellino of Giuseppe and Carolina June 20 1908..... 19: 225
Pepe Raffaele of Antonio and Luisa Sept 21 1907.......... 19: 111
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father姓氏</th>
<th>Mother姓氏</th>
<th>Date和Date</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Page和Column</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pepper Abraham</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>Sept 17 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepper Bella</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>Dec 3 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepper Bernard</td>
<td>Abraham</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>Nov 24 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepper Fanny</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>July 17 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepper Harry</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>Oct 16 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>20:119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepper Herbert</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Florence</td>
<td>Apr 8 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepper Isaac</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>Nov 10 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepper Thomas</td>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Xora</td>
<td>July 3 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppin Elsie</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Ellen</td>
<td>Aug 22 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peparia Helen</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Apr 1 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>20:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peragallo Adelina</td>
<td>Andrea</td>
<td>Rosa</td>
<td>July 20 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perch Ethel</td>
<td>Manoog</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Mar 18 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perch Paul</td>
<td>Manoog</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Nov 3 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percival Alfred</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>Emma</td>
<td>Sept 4 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percival Hilda</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>July 24 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perdikes Katina</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Aug 12 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perdikes George</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Sept 9 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perdikes Leora</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Nov 22 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pereira Angelina</td>
<td>Manuel</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Aug 8 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pereira Anthony</td>
<td>Manuel</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>May 18 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pereira Antone</td>
<td>Joao</td>
<td>Philomena</td>
<td>Feb 27 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pereira Arthur</td>
<td>Marianno</td>
<td>Philomena</td>
<td>Oct 28 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pereira Henrique</td>
<td>S Bento</td>
<td>Louisa</td>
<td>Oct 13 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pereira Jose</td>
<td>Jose</td>
<td>Carlota</td>
<td>Apr 20 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pereira Maria</td>
<td>Ilizie</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 4 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pereira Maria</td>
<td>Seraphim</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>June 24 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pereira Maria</td>
<td>Joao</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Sept 27 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pereira Robert</td>
<td>Antone</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>June 11 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pereira Rosa</td>
<td>Jose</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>June 14 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pereira Senorhina</td>
<td>Manuel</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Aug 7 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkiss Pauline</td>
<td>Myer</td>
<td>Pearl</td>
<td>Aug 28 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkiss Jacob</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Pauline</td>
<td>July 17 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins Anna</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Dec 17 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins Earl B</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Emma</td>
<td>Aug 6 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins Elmer F</td>
<td>Joshua</td>
<td>Dora</td>
<td>July 16 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins Harold H</td>
<td>Harold</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Sept 7 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins Leonard O</td>
<td>Harry</td>
<td>Lizzie</td>
<td>Feb 18 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins Margaret</td>
<td>Harold</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Jan 3 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins Marjorie</td>
<td>Harold</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Nov 8 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>20:127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins Mary N</td>
<td>Jay</td>
<td>Sybil</td>
<td>May 9 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19:208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins Matthew</td>
<td>Frederick</td>
<td>Jessie</td>
<td>Jan 1 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins Merton C</td>
<td>Alton</td>
<td>Martha</td>
<td>May 10 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins Russell E</td>
<td>Harold</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>May 18 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins William A</td>
<td>Jay</td>
<td>Sybil</td>
<td>June 23 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins —— d</td>
<td>Harold</td>
<td>Emma</td>
<td>Apr 11 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Perkins — d of Jay and Silvyl Dec 4 1906.......................... 18: 421
Perlinan Bessie of Harry and Ida Jan 8 1904.......................... 18: 3
Perlinan Lena of Harry and Betty Aug 21 1903.......................... 17: 463
Perlinan Minnie of Harry and Ida July 24 1902.......................... 17: 322
Perloff Charles of Max and Jennie Sept 5 1908.......................... 19: 261
Perlow Harry of Max and Jennie June 15 1910.......................... 20: 64
Perlow Morris of Samuel and Fannie Mar 12 1910.......................... 20: 28
Perlow Nathan of Morris and Esther Jan 18 1901.......................... 17: 130
Perlow Pearl of Max and Jennie Oct 6 1905.......................... 18: 243
Perouno Carmela of Domenico and Concetta Oct 23 1903....................... 17: 484
Perno — s of Domenico and Concetta Apr 9 1905.......................... 18: 207
Perolle Grazia of Giuseppe and Domenica Aug 2 1910....................... 20: 92
Perotta Guglielmo of Carmine and Diorata Mar 21 1908....................... 19: 189
Perotti Fortunato of Gennaro and Antonetta Aug 29 1910.......................... 20: 102
Perreault Beatrice of Louis and Rose Sept 25 1907....................... 19: 113
Perreault Blanche B of Louis and Rose A Feb 16 1910.......................... 20: 18
Perreault Emile of Emile and Eva Feb 14 1907.......................... 19: 18
Perreault Florence I of Henry and Angelina Jan 2 1907....................... 19: 1
Perreault Irene of Emil and Eva Feb 5 1909.......................... 19: 328
Perreault Irene M of Enclid and Catherine M J Oct 19 1910....................... 20: 120
Perreault John of Emile and Eva Feb 2 1904.......................... 18: 12
Perreault Louis E of Louis and Rose A Feb 19 1905.......................... 18: 158
Perreault Marie R of Joseph and Eva Feb 4 1902.......................... 17: 263
Perreault Olive of Emile and Eva Aug 5 1905.......................... 18: 222
Perreault Raymond H of Henri and Angelina May 6 1910....................... 20: 49
Perreault Walter E of Enclid and Catherine M J Mar 16 1909....................... 19: 314
Perreault Wilfred F of Louis and Rose A Mar 7 1909.......................... 19: 310
Perreia Maria of Jose and Maria Oct 12 1910.......................... 20: 117
Perritt Angelo of Vincenzo and Giuseppina Feb 19 1907....................... 19: 20
Perri Assunto F of Giovanni and Maria Aug 15 1910....................... 20: 97
Perri Ellen of Francesco and Concetta May 29 1905.......................... 18: 192
Perri Giovanni of Antonio and Teresa Mar 23 1906.......................... 18: 308
Perri Rosa of Giovanni and Maria Mar 13 1908.......................... 19: 186
Perri Serafina of Antonio and Teresa Nov 14 1907.......................... 19: 132
Perriccone Adelina of Maria Jan 6 1904.......................... 18: 2
Perriconi Rose of Maria Feb 2 1902.......................... 17: 262
Perricello Carmela of Beniamino and Rosina M July 16 1908....................... 19: 211
Perrier Adelard of Ovila and Alexandria Jan 25 1902....................... 17: 260
Perrier Blanche G of Ovila and Alexandrina June 22 1905.......................... 18: 204
Perrier Nora R of Ovila and Alexandrina Oct 12 1903....................... 17: 480
Perrin Elizabeth of Herbert A and Cora Apr 26 1905.......................... 18: 181
Perrin Frank D A of Frank L and Carrie E Aug 5 1901....................... 17: 196
Perrin George D of George D and Adelaide S Sept 14 1906....................... 18: 373
Perrin Howard S of William D and Millie B Nov 27 1904....................... 18: 122
Perrin — s of Frank and Carrie E Apr 14 1903.......................... 17: 115
BIRTHS

Perrino Alberto C P of Pasquale and Maria Nov 2 1906......18: 391
Perrino Angela of Glicerio and Rosa Dec 1 1902.............17: 364
Perrino Angelo M D I of Pasquale and Maria A Oct 14 1904..18: 108
Perrino Giovannina I of Pasquale and Maria A Jan 9 1909....19: 318
Perrino Michele of Pasquale and Maria A Mar 6 1903..........17: 403

Perron —— s of Francis and Mabel Nov 5 1909.............19: 437
Perrone Carmela of Carmelo and Antonia Apr 7 1905......18: 175
Perrone Luigi of Paride and Maria Nov 17 1910.............20: 131
Perroni Carmigna of Carmelo and Antonia Jan 16 1903.....17: 336
Perrotta Alberto F of Luigi and Emilia Apr 10 1909.......19: 352
Perrotta Angelo of Giacomo and Giuseppa Jan 23 1907......19: 9
Perrotta Antonia F of Nicola and Luisa Aug 28 1905......18: 230
Perrotta Corradino of Luigi and Emilia Oct 21 1907........19: 123
Perrotta Gennaro of Giuseppe and Domenica Apr 12 1905...18: 176
Perrotta Giuseppe of Antonio and Angela Sept 6 1907.....19: 196
Perrotta Lattana S of Michele and Antonia June 16 1908...19: 223
Perrotta Leonilda of Antonio and Angela Feb 3 1906......18: 291
Perrotta Luigi of Michele and Carmela Apr 2 1910...........20: 36
Perrotta Maria E of Michele and Antonia Feb 21 1910.....20: 20
Perrotta Sabatino of Carmine and Dioratta Dec 18 1906...18: 407
Perrotti Clarissa of Gennaro and Antonetta Mar 15 1903...17: 406
Perrotti Claudina of Luigi and Emilia June 28 1903.......17: 438
Perrotti Clementina of Antonio and Carolina Oct 1 1903...17: 477
Perrotti Domenico of Nicola and Luisa Jan 4 1901.........17: 125
Perrotti Elisabetta of Antonio and Angelina Feb 24 1903...17: 399
Perrotti Ernestina of Antonio and Angela Aug 30 1904......18: 93
Perrotti Giuseppina of Genaro and Antonia Oct 1 1906.....18: 379
Perrotti Leonilda of Gennaro and Antonetta June 15 1904...18: 58
Perrotti Leopoldo of Gennaro and Antonia Sept 30 1908...19: 271
Perrotti Pietro of Antonio and Catarina Sept 1 1904......18: 94
Perrotti Saverio of Giovanni and Filomena Sept 27 1910...20: 112
Perrotti —— s of Antonio and Angiolina Nov 10 1901......17: 228
Perry Adeline R of Augustus R and Mary A July 30 1906....18: 335
Perry Adolphus of Albert and Caroline July 31 1910........20: 90
Perry Alphonse of Marion A and Minnie A Aug 21 1910......20: 100
Perry Amelia of Joseph Jr and Maria Aug 13 1909.........19: 405
Perry Angeline A (Ind) of William C and Olivia Aug 5 1907..19: 92
Perry Antoine of Joseph and Louisa July 16 1902........17: 319
Perry Arthur of Manoel and Maria Sept 6 1906............18: 370
Perry Arthur L (c) of William H and Mary J Sept 2 1904...18: 94
Perry Avis G (c) of William H and Mary J Nov 26 1910.....20: 134
Perry Beatrice E (c) of Royal C and Hattie S Aug 25 1904...18: 91
Perry Belmeda of John and Maria Sept 27 1905..............18: 240
Perry Beverly R of Roland R and Catherine L June 15 1907..19: 65
Perry Catherine I of Joseph B and Bridget Sept 9 1902.....17: 337
Perry Charles W of Charles A and Agnes D Aug 25 1905.....18: 229
From 1901 to 1910 Inclusive.

Perry Clara R of Joseph and Clara Sept 13 1901 .......... 18: 97
Perry Clarence of Jose Jr and Maria Aug 20 1902 .... 17:331
Perry Edward F of Nellie July 12 1907 .................. 19: 83
Perry Edward T H of Frederick and Mary V Apr 1 1903 . 17:412
Perry Eleonora G A of John P and Anita H May 4 1904 . 18: 44
Perry Elizabeth of Edward D and Clara A June 4 1910 .. 20: 60
Perry Ernest J of George and Elizabeth Apr 25 1906 ... 18:320
Perry Esther A of Octave E and Jennie A Nov 9 1907 ... 19:131
Perry Ethel A of Marion and Minnie May 22 1908 ....... 19:213
Perry Eva R of Moses and Rosie June 28 1905 ........... 18:202
Perry Feride E of Joseph B and Bridget Nov 27 1904 .... 18:122
Perry Frances of Charles M and Bertha M Aug 10 1907 ... 19: 94
Perry Francis J T of Joseph B and Bridget Dec 25 1909 .. 19:455
Perry Frederick W of Frederick W and Lillian May 8 1910.. 20: 50
Perry Geneva R of Arsene H and Helen L Aug 11 1904 ... 18: 86
Perry George W of Charles A and Agnes Nov 4 1906 .... 18:392
Perry Harold E (Ind) of William C and Olivia Jan 30 1909 .. 19:326
Perry Hazel L (c) of Leroy C and Hattie C Aug 5 1906 ... 18:358
Perry Helen L of Frederick E and Mary V Dec 12 1910 ... 20:140
Perry Henry of Benjamin and Clara Jan 22 1909 ....... 19:323
Perry Hope I of Charles B and Sarah A July 15 1904 ... 18: 76
Perry Irene of Marion A and Minnie Dec 3 1905 ......... 18:263
Perry James of Albert and Carrie Dec 7 1906 ............. 18:104
Perry Jennie of Frank J and Edith Mar 30 1902 ......... 17:280
Perry Jessie of Manuel and Marie J Mar 26 1906 ...... 18:411
Perry Joe of Frank and Anna Oct 30 1906 .............. 18:389
Perry John of Manuel and Marie Aug 10 1904 ........... 18: 86
Perry John C of Charles L and Maud E Nov 26 1902 ...... 17:362
Perry John S of George H and Elizabeth M Feb 10 1902 .. 17:309
Perry Jose of John and Minnie Feb 13 1903 .............. 17:395
Perry Joseph of Joseph and Bella Oct 1 1902 ......... 17:374
Perry Joseph (Ind) of William C and Olivia Apr 17 1910 .. 20: 42
Perry Kenneth E (c) of William H and Mary J Jan 14 1909 .. 19:320
Perry Lillian of Minnie A Feb 9 1906 .............. 18:293
Perry Lillian of Henry O and Martha A Sept 21 1907 ... 19:113
Perry Louise M of Marion and Minnie Oct 24 1903 ....... 17:484
Perry Madeline C of William C and Lena July 14 1904 .... 18:133
Perry Madeline E of John A and Bessie A Mar 15 1905 .. 18:166
Perry Madeline H of Charles A and Juliette M Mar 21 1907 .. 19: 33
Perry Marsden J of Marsden J and Marian Sept 5 1902 .... 17:336
Perry Mary of Frederick E and Mary V Dec 8 1908 .... 19:297
Perry Mary A of Gilbert and Mary E June 24 1903 .... 17:436
Perry Mary E of Frederick and Mary Oct 27 1905 .... 18:250
Perry Mary M (c) of William H and Mary I Oct 12 1905 .. 18:245
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Perry Nina L (c) of William H and Mary J Nov 27 1907........ 19:137
Perry Octave F of Octave E and Jennie A Mar 29 1909........ 19:348
Perry Pauline F of Edward D and Clara A Dec 25 1901........ 17:243
Perry Peter C of James R and Annie Dec 19 1903............. 17:503
Perry Revell of Joseph B and Bridget R June 17 1901......... 17:172
Perry Rhona T of Roland R and Catherine L Jan 20 1904...... 18: 7
Perry Rosa of Joseph and Angelina May 18 1905............... 18:188
Perry Rose of Joe R and Clara Dec 16 1905.................. 18:268
Perry Sarlos of Frank and Annie Dec 26 1907............... 19:148
Perry Susie V of Oliver H and Sarah A May 5 1902........... 17:291
Perry Thomas E of Fred and Mary Mar 31 1903............. 17:411
Perry Thomas R of Frederick E and Mary V Oct 4 1904....... 18:105
Perry Walter H of John and Clara A J Oct 7 1903........... 17:479
Perry Willbur F of George H and Elizabeth F Feb 4 1900..... 19:328
Perry William of James B and Mary Dec 10 1905............. 18:275
Perry William A (c) of William H and Mary J May 5 1903.... 17:421
Perry (c) d of William H and Mary J Dec 31 1901......... 17:245
Perry s of Henry July 25 1903.......................... 17:455
Perry s of Antoine and Catherine Feb 27 1904............. 18: 66
Perry s of Antonio and Eliza Jan 13 1907................. 19: 74
Perry s of Lena May 24 1907.................................. 19: 55
Perry (c) s of Royal C and Hattie S Jan 20 1908........... 19:232
Persechino Giovannina of Angelo and Martina Nov 25 1909.. 19:444
Person Anna of Anders and Ida Nov 28 1909.................. 19:445
Person Elida W of Peter W and Judith E June 11 1908....... 19:222
Person Elsie I of Nils W and Amanda J Oct 3 1904........... 18:105
Person Elsie P of Nils and Amanda Mar 10 1903............ 17:405
Person Max of Moses and Jennie Mar 28 1902.................. 17:279
Person Nathan of Moses and Jennie Jan 25 1907............... 19: 10
Person William of Moses and Jennie Feb 19 1904............. 18: 19
Persson Anna T of Claus W and Emma H Apr 6 1902......... 17:282
Persson Herbert E of Sven E and Helga Apr 11 1909......... 19:352
Persson Mabel of Sven E and Helga F June 16 1906........... 18:338
Persson (c) d of Charles E and Fredrica Dec 9 1901....... 17:238
Pertana Maria G of Manoel G and Maria C Aug 15 1901...... 17:200
Perthekes Kyriakoula of John and Mary Jan 3 1908......... 19:158
Perticey Grace M of Edward J and Marion Jan 5 1905........ 18:204
Perylmun (c) d of David and Annie Feb 21 1901.............. 17:140
Perzichetti (c) s of Rosina Mar 11 1905..................... 18:207
Perzichino (c) d of Salvatore and Lucia Aug 10 1910....... 20:150
Pesaturo Elisa of Elvidio and Teresa Apr 29 1908.......... 19:204
Pesaturo Luigi of Elvidio and Teresina Oct 14 1909......... 19:429
Pescarino Antonio of Enstachio and Maria Jan 18 1909...... 19:321
Pesce Antonio of Salvatore and Pasquala Mar 22 1901....... 17:148
Pesce Giovanni of Giuseppe and Francesca Sept 5 1908...... 19:262
Pesci Domenico of Giuseppe and Gioina Feb 19 1904........ 18: 18
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Pesci Ernesto of Giuseppe and Gioina Oct 3 1905 .................. 18: 242
Pescitelli Viola of Giovanni and Vittoria Aug 24 1907 .......... 19: 100
Pescosolido Teresa of Ettore and Angela Mar 24 1910 .......... 20: 33
Pessin Irvine of Max and Mary May 24 1910 ..................... 20: 56
Pestano Jose of Manoel G and Maria Apr 30 1908 .............. 19: 295
Peters Andrew J of John and Lucy Mar 5 1903 .................. 17: 463
Peters Antonio of John and Carolina June 17 1901 .............. 17: 172
Peters Arsenit J of James C and Aznive C Jan 19 1907 ...... 19: 7
Peters Evelyn G of Emmanuel F and Annie M Aug 10 1906 ... 18: 360
Peters George S (c) of George and Mabel Nov 8 1907 ......... 19: 130
Peters Hilda of John S and Maria Aug 29 1909 ................. 19: 441
Peters Howard F of Francis and Winifred Aug 30 1907 ......... 19: 103
Peters Jose A of Bent A and Jezamina A Feb 10 1908 ......... 19: 173
Peters Joseph of Manoel and Anna Aug 31 1902 ............... 17: 331
Peters Joseph of Joao P and Carolina May 5 1909 .............. 17: 361
Peters Madeline E of Harry W and Harriet Nov 25 1904 ...... 18: 121
Peters Manuel of Joao and Carolina Feb 26 1908 .............. 19: 179
Peters Manuel M of Frank M and Maria July 5 1903 ........... 17: 447
Peters Margaret of John and Caroline Feb 5 1906 ............. 18: 292
Peters Margaret of John and Caroline Aug 8 1910 .............. 20: 94
Peters Maria of Francisco M and Maria M Nov 2 1901 .......... 17: 226
Peters Marian B of James M and Marion E Dec 26 1902 ...... 17: 372
Peters William F of Emmanuel F and Annie Oct 22 1907 ...... 19: 123
Peters —— s of Sarkis and Mary Oct 8 1901 ..................... 17: 217
Peters —— s of Jennie July 9 1904 ............................. 18: 136
Petersen Carlena A of Peter M and Marie July 17 1905 ....... 18: 215
Petersen Effie A of Peter C and Karen Nov 6 1902 .......... 17: 356
Petersen Evelyn M of Peter M and Marie Aug 11 1902 ........ 17: 328
Petersen Everett R of Christian C and Anna M July 21 1904 18: 78
Petersen Herbert P of Peter C and Karen Dec 20 1904 ....... 18: 129
Petersen Mabel H of Peter C and Karen Feb 15 1901 .......... 17: 138
Petersen Agnes M C of John V and Christina M Jan 21 1907 19: 8
Petersen Albert H of Henning and Anna E Feb 25 1910 ....... 20: 22
Petersen Anna D of John E and Lydia E Feb 11 1904 ......... 18: 15
Petersen Arthur C of Carl A and Clara E Mar 24 1904 ........ 18: 30
Petersen Carl of Emil J and Lydia E June 26 1906 .......... 18: 342
Petersen Carl V E of Johan O and Amanda H Apr 26 1901 .... 17: 158
Petersen Chester H of John and Edith Aug 10 1904 .......... 18: 85
Petersen Dorothy J of John and Rose B Aug 1 1904 .......... 18: 82
Petersen Edith of John A and Sarah July 4 1903 ............. 17: 447
Petersen Edith F of Nikander and Anna S Oct 27 1909 ....... 19: 434
Petersen Egnar E of David E and Anna E Aug 27 1901 ....... 17: 204
Petersen Elmer T of John T and Matilda Feb 28 1901 ......... 18: 21
Petersen Elsie of John A and Sarah Apr 26 1906 .............. 18: 320
Petersen Estrid M of Emil and Lydia Jan 17 1901 .......... 17: 129
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Peterson Ethel V of Henry and Annie E Aug 6 1906........... 18: 358
Peterson Florence H of Christian C and Annie M Nov 1 1901. 17: 225
Peterson Florence W of Henry and Annie E June 20 1905.... 18: 200
Peterson George of Samuel A and Emma J Feb 5 1903........ 17: 442
Peterson George H (c) of Minor and Agnes Nov 1 1906..... 18: 390
Peterson George N of David E and Anna E July 21 1905.... 18: 217
Peterson Gladys of Henry and Anna E Dec 6 1907......... 19: 140
Peterson Gustaf A of Henry and Annie June 6 1903......... 17: 431
Peterson Helen E of Erick H and Girda Jan 17 1909........ 19: 321
Peterson Helen K of Peter C and Karen Sept 29 1906...... 18: 378
Peterson Henry of Victor and Jennie Mar 11 1906......... 18: 304
Peterson Herman A of John A and Alvina D Aug 20 1908... 19: 255
Peterson John G of John B and Christina M July 27 1908... 19: 245
Peterson Laura A of Axel and Annie E Sept 7 1901........ 17: 208
Peterson Lillian M of Peter C and Karin July 27 1909..... 19: 398
Peterson Loretta C of Martin I and Alma Mar 14 1908..... 19: 186
Peterson Louise of George H and Takouhi Apr 2 1904..... 18: 33
Peterson Mabel of Cornelius and Annie Feb 1903......... 17: 101
Peterson Mary E (c) of Minor and Agnes Feb 1 1901..... 17: 134
Peterson Mildred M of Samuel A and Emma J May 15 1906.. 18: 327
Peterson Svea of Bror A W and Hannah Aug 11 1909...... 19: 104
Peterson Teina M of Ludwig and Amanda Mar 6 1903........ 17: 403
Peterson Walter of Albert and Anna W Oct 19 1906........ 18: 386
Peterson —— d of Charles and Nannie Dec 8 1901........ 17: 237
Peterson —— d of David and Anna June 5 1904............ 18: 54
Petesci Carmela of Benedetto and Margherita July 16 1910 .. 20: 84
Petesci —— s of Benedetto and Margherita Mar 27 1909... 19: 385
Petescia Carmela of Luca and Cecilia Apr 6 1910......... 20: 39
Petescia Giuseppa of Luca and Cecilia Mar 31 1906...... 18: 311
Petescia Maddalena of Luca and Cecilia July 13 1908..... 19: 240
Petetti David of Antonio and Maria May 16 1903........ 17: 145
Petit Ivoine of Joseph and Emmagene Sept 10 1903....... 17: 470
Petit Joseph R E of Joseph and Aurore July 4 1910....... 20: 79
Petitti David S A of Andrew and Mary E Apr 4 1903....... 17: 112
Petorelli Giovanni G of Giovanni and Vincenza Apr 24 1909. 19: 357
Petorelli Guglielmo of Giovanni and Vincenza Mar 13 1904... 18: 27
Petorilli Adelina of Giovanni and Vincenza July 21 1906... 18: 352
Petow Norman T of Lazarus A and Annie A Feb 11 1907..... 19: 17
Petow Rachel L of Max and Hindah Jan 18 1910.......... 20: 8
Petow Theodore C of Lazarus and Anna July 3 1910........ 20: 78
Petracca Concetta of Francesco and Angelina Jan 5 1908... 19: 159
Petracca Luca of Francesco and Angiolina Jan 10 1910..... 20: 4
Petrelli Annunziata of Giovanni and Ermerinda Nov 3 1902... 17: 355
Petrelli Giuseppe of Salvatore and Domenica May 2 1905.... 18: 183
Petrie Charles W of Charles C and Louise Sept 10 1904..... 18: 97
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Petrilli Eduardo of Vincenzo and Francesca Feb 10 1907...... 19: 17
Petrilli Maria of Giovanni and Maria July 11 1901............. 17: 188
Petrillo Adelina of Giovanni and Maria R Nov 5 1909.......... 19: 437
Petrillo Alberto of Giovanni and Elmerinta July 26 1904..... 18: 80
Petrillo Alberto of Carmine and Maria Mar 6 1905............ 18: 163
Petrillo Annunziata of Giovanni and Malinda June 21 1901.... 17: 173
Petrillo Antonio of Antonio and Carolina Nov 9 1906......... 18: 393
Petrillo Antonio of Giovanni and Alfonsina May 7 1908........ 19: 297
Petrillo Domenico of Vincenzo and Francesca June 5 1905..... 18: 194
Petrillo Eva of Giovanni and Alfonsina Mar 3 1906............ 18: 302
Petrillo Guglielmo F of Cosmo and Amelia Nov 6 1908......... 19: 283
Petrillo Guido of Amato and Giuseppina Sept 16 1907......... 19: 109
Petrillo Lucia of Giovanni and Maria R Dec 10 1906.......... 18: 404
Petrillo Luisa of Antonio and Carolina Feb 7 1906............ 18: 292
Petrillo Maria P of Francesco and Raffaela Oct 7 1904........ 18: 106
Petrillo Michelina of Antonio and Carolina Feb 1 1908........ 19: 170
Petrillo Nicolina of Felice and Maria Jan 6 1904.............. 18: 2
Petrillo Regina of Giovanni and Maria E July 6 1906......... 18: 316
Petrillo Rigilda of Giovanni and Elmerinta Nov 7 1908........ 19: 284
Petrillo Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Francesca Mar 9 1904...... 18: 25
Petrillo —— s of Francesco and Raffaela Oct 23 1909......... 19: 432
Petrillo —— d of Angelo and Lucia Mar 28 1910................. 20: 75
Petrini Carlo of John and Maria Sept 10 1909................. 19: 416
Petrini Giuseppa of Giovanni and Maria Dec 28 1907.......... 19: 149
Petrocchi Alfredo of Giuseppe and Elvira Nov 12 1906........ 18: 394
Petrofski Mary of Charles and Annie Aug 22 1907.............. 19: 99
Petrofsky Bronce of Chasimas and Yetviga Aug 20 1907......... 19: 98
Petrofsky Domen F of Frank and Joseffa Aug 4 1909............ 19: 401
Petrolieri Catarina of Giuseppi and Venere Jan 2 1906........ 18: 280
Petrone Adolfo F of Francesco and Flavia May 19 1908........ 19: 212
Petrone Angelina of Francesco and Luisa June 26 1902......... 17: 306
Petrone Angiolina of Francesco and Luisa Mar 27 1901......... 17: 150
Petrone Antonio of Francesco and Flavia May 17 1909.......... 18: 365
Petrone Antonio of Michele and Nicolina Sept 27 1909........ 18: 423
Petrone Ausilia of Francesco and Luisa Feb 26 1904............. 18: 21
Petrone Elmerinda F of Girardo and Incornata Oct 21 1907.... 19: 123
Petrone Francesco of Pietro and Nicola Mar 27 1904............ 17: 149
Petrone Giuseppa V R of Pasquale and Maria Sept 5 1906...... 18: 369
Petrone Pasquale of Leone and Antonetta Sept 18 1909........ 19: 419
Petrone Silvio of Pasquale and Maria Nov 19 1908............. 19: 289
Petronelli Maria of Fedele and Edvige Mar 23 1903............. 17: 409
Petronelli Antonio of Fedele and Edvigia Apr 19 1907......... 19: 43
Petronelli Donato of Fedele and Edvigia June 12 1904......... 18: 57
Petronelli Gilda of Fedele and Edvigia May 10 1909........... 19: 363
Petroni Angelo A of Francesco and Flavia Nov 30 1902........ 17: 364
Petroni Arturo of Francesco and Flavia Mar 12 1905........... 18: 165
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Petroni Maria N of Michele and Nicoletta May 15 1907........ 19: 52
Petrosinelli Alfredo of Vincenzo and Clementina Mar 5 1908,19: 183
Petrosinelli Arseno of Vincenzo and Clementina Oct 4 1905, 18: 243
Petrosinelli Delia of Pasquale and Delia Apr 22 1903........ 17: 418
Petrosinelli Eleanor of Pasquale and Delia Feb 19 1906........ 18: 297
Petrosinelli Ermenio of Vincenzo and Clementina Nov 24 1903,17: 494
Petrosinelli Federico F of Gaetano and Nicolita Sept 20 1910,20: 110
Petrosinelli Francesco of Pasquale and Ferdinandina Feb 6
1908........................................ 19: 172
Petrosinelli Gaetano A of Gaetano and Nicolita Dec 14 1908,19: 299
Petrosinelli Guido A of Pasquale and Ferdinandina Feb 10
1910............................................. 20: 16
Petrosinelli Luigi of Gaetano and Annie Apr 25 1901........... 17: 158
Petrosinelli Raymond of Pasquale and Delia May 2 1904, 18: 43
Petrosinelli Vincenzo of Gaetano and Anna Feb 28 1904, 18: 21
Petrosinelli —— s of Gaetano and Nicolita Nov 2 1907..... 19: 155
Petrosinello Mario of Vincenzo and Clementina Apr 16 1902,17: 285
Petroskey Francis of Dominick and Sophia June 11 1909..... 19: 374
Petroski Bessie of Isadore and Delia Apr 5 1901............. 17: 153
Petrosky Felix of Isadore and Delia Aug 31 1905............. 18: 274
Petrosky Mary A of Isidore and Delia Nov 26 1907......... 19: 137
Petrovski Helen of Isidor and Delia Feb 16 1903............. 17: 396
Petrucello Pasqualina of Angelo and Assunta May 12 1909,19: 386
Petrucci Alessandro of Giuseppe and Cristina Aug 18 1910... 20: 98
Petrucci Antonio of Pietro and Enrichetta Sept 2 1907..... 19: 104
Petrucci Domenico of Luciano and Luisa Apr 3 1910......... 20: 37
Petrucci Elisa A of Luigi and Giuseppina Apr 24 1909........ 19: 357
Petrucci Elisabetta of Tobia and Luisa Oct 12 1907......... 19: 119
Petrucci Emilia of Saverio and Vincenza June 24 1901........ 17: 184
Petrucci Emilio of Luciano and Luisa Jan 9 1908............. 19: 161
Petrucci Gaetano V of Tobia and Luisa Nov 2 1910........... 20: 125
Petrucci Giovanni of Luciano and Luisa Oct 30 1903......... 17: 486
Petrucci Giuseppe of Angelo and Assunta Aug 21 1906..... 18: 383
Petrucci Giuseppina of Domenico and Maria V Mar 19 1910... 20: 31
Petrucci Ida O M of Luigi and Giuseppina Jan 4 1908........ 19: 159
Petrucci Luisa of Pietro and Enrichetta Apr 22 1901......... 17: 157
Petrucci Mariannina of Domenico and Maria V July 30 1908, 19: 216
Petrucci Minnie of Salvatore and Teresa Aug 11 1908........ 19: 308
Petrucci Vincenza of Francesco and Elisa Sept 9 1909...... 19: 416
Petruncio Amina of Agostino and Angela June 13 1905....... 18: 197
Petruncio Antonio of Agostino and Angela Jan 17 1904...... 18: 6
Petruncio Marta G L of Domenico and Maria Apr 25 1902..... 17: 288
Petruncio Pietro of Salvatore and Teresa Sept 29 1909........ 19: 424
Petruzzi Rocco of Luciano and Luisa Feb 6 1906............ 18: 292
Petschung Irma B of Otto C and Clara May 20 1910......... 20: 54
Petschke Alfred of Julius and Thea Oct 4 1902.............. 17: 346
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Pettschke Erwin F of Julius P and Thea Dec 26 1905...........18:271
Pettschke Thea G of Julius P and Thea G Nov 1 1907...........19:127
Pett Alfred W of Alfred W and Eva F Apr 11 1906...........18:315
Pett James J of Arthur W and Eva Apr 15 1907...........19:42
Pettersson Ebba A of Johan A and Alvilda G Feb 6 1907...........19:15
Pettersson Nikander of Nikander and Anna S Aug 11 1908...........19:251
Pettersson Sigrid T of Per A and Annie Mar 25 1904...........18:31
Pettersson Alberto of Tomas and Fiorinda Feb 23 1910...........20:21
Pettersson Alessandro of Antonio and Martella Mar 31 1906...........18:311
Pettersson Armando of Angelo and Pasqualina Feb 13 1907...........19:18
Pettersson Carmela A A of Enrico and Rachela July 17 1901,17:190
Pettersson Carmine of Raffaele and Filomena Aug 26 1903...........17:464
Pettersson Emilia of Tommaso and Flora July 2 1907...........19:78
Pettersson Filomena of Angelo and Pasqualina Apr 27 1908...........19:263
Pettersson Joseph of Tomaso and Flora Dec 12 1901...........18:127
Pettersson Margherita of Raffaele and Filomena Oct 1 1905...........18:212
Pettersson Oreste of Michele and Maria Mar 26 1910...........20:34
Pettersson Pasqualina of Carmine and Giuseppa Mar 28 1910...........20:34
Pettersson Rosina C of Raffaele and Filomena Oct 6 1909...........19:427
Pettersson Silvia of Angelo and Pasqualina Feb 15 1910...........20:18
Pettersson — s of Carmine and Carmela Dec 16 1905...........18:278
Pettersson Luigi of Enrico and Rachella July 27 1908...........19:245
Pettersson Pasquale of Carmine and Carmela Apr 8 1907...........19:39
Pettersson Verina of Michele and Giuseppina Dec 24 1908...........19:363
Pettersson Vincenzo of Carmine and Carmela Sept 11 1909...........19:417
Pettersson — s of Michele and Giuseppina Sept 11 1910...........20:151
Pettersson Romeo of Enrico and Rachela Mar 31 1903...........17:411
Pettay Angelina H of Charles E X and Mary G May 29 1909...........19:369
Petti Charles T J of Andrew and Mary E Apr 11 1902...........17:284
Pettiford Angrona (c) of W G and Clara Oct 30 1906...........18:390
Pettiford — (c) s of Samuel and Maria Oct 3 1905...........18:277
Petigrew Elizabeth F of H Stewart and Marie L Feb 25 1909...........19:355
Petinnato Antonio of Giovanni and Anna Mar 29 1909...........19:318
Petinnato Flavia of Giovanni and Anna Nov 23 1910...........20:133
Petinnato Sebastiano of Giovanni and Anna Oct 23 1906...........18:387
Petinnato Annina of Silvestro and Maria July 22 1903...........17:453
Pet-in Antero of Vincenzo G and Rosa Mar 15 1903...........17:406
Petinnato Clelia of Silvestro and Maria L Feb 25 1910...........20:22
Petinnato Cosimo of Silvestro and Maria Sept 27 1908...........19:269
Petinnato Dora of Silvestro and Maria Feb 15 1907...........19:18
Petinnato Dorothy M of Anthony V and Loraine Apr 16 1905...........18:178
Petinnato Elena R of Domenico and Francesca Aug 19 1905...........18:227
Petinnato Esterina of Gaetano and Rosina Jan 26 1908...........19:167
Petinnato Eva M of Gaetano and Rosina Apr 1 1906...........18:312
Petinnato Giuseppina M of Gaetano and Rosa Jan 23 1910...........20:10
Petinnato Giuseppina T of Vincenzo G and Rosina Nov 5 1901...........17:226
Pettine Goffredo of V Gaetano and Rosina Sept 18 1904........ 18: 99
Pettine Irving A of Antonio and Loraine June 15 1907........ 19: 65
Pettine Luisa of Giovanni and Carolina Sept 22 1909........ 19: 421
Pettine Michele of Antonio and Marianna July 2 1903........ 17: 446
Pettine Virgilio of Silvestro and Maria Feb 9 1905......... 18: 154
Pettine —— d of Antonio and Marianna Apr 22 1901........ 17: 137
Pettes Henrietta of Benjamin H and Anna P Aug 3 1901........ 17: 196
Pettes Janice of Frank C and Emma July 30 1901........ 17: 246
Pettes Portia C of Frank C and Emma Nov 2 1904........ 18: 144
Pettes Robert of Frank C and Emma D Mar 11 1907........ 19: 28
Pettit Edith M of Franklin D and Bertha E Apr 16 1909........ 19: 382
Pettoruti Antonetta of Carmine and Carmela Nov 22 1903........ A-1: 54
Pettoruti Marietta of Antonio and Martella Dec 1 1909........ 19: 447
Pettoruti Vincenzo of Michele and Maria Nov 25 1908........ 19: 291
Pfaffko Helen G of Hans and Nettie Nov 21 1910........ 20: 132
Phillips Elizabeth A of John F and Sarah A June 9 1909.....19:373
Phillips Ernest W of Arthur C and Sarah E May 10 1905.....18:185
Phillips Ethel S of William and Nancy Jan 22 1905.....18:148
Phillips Eva M of Thomas M and Eva M Nov 15 1903.....17:492
Phillips Everett G of Arthur C and Sarah E Mar 7 1903.....17:403
Phillips Francis S of Thomas M and Eva M Apr 18 1908.....19:200
Phillips Francis W of Frank D and Mary Jan 30 1904.....18:11
Phillips Frederick A of Lemuel O and Minnie D Mar 6 1905.....18:163
Phillips George F of Charles H and Mary A Sept 6 1908.....19:262
Phillips Harris of Louis and Fanny May 11 1901.....17:162
Phillips Hazel M of Walter W and Sarah F May 4 1909.....19:360
Phillips Hiram B of Edward and Eva Sept 1 1906.....18:368
Phillips Hope D of William S and Jennette H Apr 30 1902.....17:289
Phillips James of Louis and Annie Nov 28 1901.....17:254
Phillips James of James and Catharine W June 11 1907.....19:63
Phillips Joao of Joao and Maria Nov 8 1910.....20:127
Phillips John T of Thomas M and Eva M June 28 1901.....17:175
Phillips Joseph of Louis W and Annie Mar 3 1903.....17:402
Phillips Josephine of Manuel and Lena Jan 5 1904.....18:2
Phillips Josephine A of Mary Nov 28 1901.....17:234
Phillips Lloyd M of Thomas and Carrie M Feb 25 1907.....19:22
Phillips Manuel of Joel and Cora Feb 4 1906.....18:291
Phillips Manuel of Joao and Maria Sept 12 1909.....19:417
Phillips Mary C of Frank D and Mary July 24 1901.....17:193
Phillips Mildred of Arthur C and Sarah E Feb 5 1901.....17:135
Phillips Mildred M of Walter L and Mabel L Dec 14 1908.....19:299
Phillips Monica of Frank D and Mary J Oct 20 1906.....18:386
Phillips Peter of Charles and Yetta May 23 1909.....19:367
Phillips Polmedia S of Manuel and Lena Feb 7 1907.....19:15
Phillips Raymond of Frank and Frances May 7 1908.....19:207
Phillips Roland D of Albert J and Della M Mar 25 1902.....17:278
Phillips Samuel of William S and Jennette H Feb 24 1908.....19:179
Phillips Sarah M of Thomas M and Eva M Nov 14 1905.....18:256
Phillips Virginia of Manuel and Lena June 9 1905.....18:196
Phillips Virginia C of Clarence F and Bessie M Mar 28 1908.....19:191
Phillips Walter W of Alfred L and Annie S Jan 1 1909.....19:315
Phillips Wendell of William S and Jennette H Dec 15 1904.....18:128
Phillips --- d of John F and Sarah A Mar 29 1906.....18:418
Phillips --- d of John and Sarah Oct 24 1906.....18:388
Phillips --- d of William and Kate Nov 12 1908.....19:286
Phillips --- d of Sarah Feb 10 1910.....20:16
Phillips --- d of Louis and Fanny Apr 18 1910.....20:75
Philpot Ruth L of Walter and Ethel July 27 1909.....19:397
Phinney Agnes E of John D and Agnes Aug 18 1903.....17:462
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Phinney Hope B of John D and Agnes Dec 9 1907.............19:112
Phinney —— s of John D and Agnes June 22 1901.............17:173
Phinney —— s of George H and Emily Feb 18 1906.............18:296
Phinney —— d of George and Emma Nov 17 1907.............19:133
Phuwa John of John and Mary Aug 29 1905.............18:230
Piccitelli —— d of Vincenzo and Luisa Feb 22 1908.............19:178
Piccitelli Biagio of Agostino and Teresa Nov 22 1910.............20:182
Piccitelli Agostino of Costantino and Giulietta Mar 4 1907.............19:25
Piccitelli Antonio of Costantino and Giulia Feb 4 1910.............20:14
Piccitelli Benedetto of Vincenzo and Luisa Aug 21 1906.............18:363
Piccitelli Cesare G of Francesco and Logrezia June 27 1907.............19:469
Piccitelli Giacinto of Giuseppe and Carmina May 3 1905.............18:184
Piccitelli Lena of Francesco and Lucrezia Apr 4 1909.............19:350
Piccitelli Luigi A of Ambrogio and Loretta Sept 3 1910.............20:104
Piccitelli Maria of Vincenzo and Luisa June 27 1909.............19:380
Piccitelli Pasquale of Giovanni and Anna May 20 1907.............19:54
Piccitelli Vincenza F of Costantino and Giulietta Feb 19 1905.............18:158
Phinasey —— s of John and Mary Sept 7 1910.............20:105
Phanikol Stanislao of Paul and Catherine Apr 13 1901.............17:155
Picard Alphonse of Eugene and Georgianna Oct 15 1904.............18:108
Picard Edouard A of Albert and Lillie Nov 7 1906.............18:392
Picard Elmoire A F of Albert A and Lillie July 13 1905.............18:214
Picard Guillaume of Edmond and Olivia Apr 14 1901.............17:155
Picard Jeanette of Alfred and Annie Jan 2 1906.............18:280
Picard Joseph E H of Edmond and Olivia June 21 1906.............18:339
Picard Lionel of Alfred and Annie Sept 30 1901.............17:215
Picard Loretta J of Albert A and Lillie July 23 1908.............19:244
Picard Marie of Albert and Léa Sept 6 1910.............20:105
Picard Marie R of Eugene and Georgianna Jan 17 1907.............19:7
Picard Marie R of Eugene and Giorgiana June 4 1908.............19:219
Picard Marion E of Edmond and Olivia July 30 1903.............17:436
Picard Nelson of Eugene and Georgianna Apr 28 1902.............17:288
Picard Origene of Edmond and Olivia Oct 15 1904.............18:108
Picard Sadie of Eugene and Georgianna Aug 22 1903.............17:463
Picard —— s of Edmond and Olivia Aug 19 1907.............19:98
Picardi Vittoria of Felice and Francesca Nov 17 1910.............20:131
Picart Willie J of Alfred and Marie Mar 3 1908.............19:182
Piccarelli Rosa of Simone and Angelina May 25 1907.............19:56
Picchione Luciano of Pasquale and Lucia Oct 8 1906.............18:382
Picchione Luciano of Pasquale and Lucia Dec 12 1908.............19:299
Picchione Maria A of Francesco and Maria V Apr 29 1901.............17:159
Picchione Michele of Francesco and Maria V Apr 29 1901.............17:159
Picchione Michele of Francesco and Maria V Apr 14 1904.............18:37
Picchione Nicola of Pasquale and Maria L Aug 13 1903.............17:460
Picchione Pasquale of Pasquale and Maria L Apr 13 1905.............18:177
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Picchione Vincenzo of Pasquale and Maria Feb 16 1902......17: 266
Picchione — s of Francesco and Maria V Apr 2 1903......17: 443
Picchione — s of Pasquale and Lucia Dec 29 1907......19: 156
Piccini Angela of Domenico and Lucia June 19 1906.....18: 339
Piccione Adele F of Salvatore and Gaetana July 4 1901......17: 185
Piccione Lottanina of Salvatore and Gaetana Sept 7 1903......17: 469
Piccirella Elvira of Giuseppe and Antonia Apr 18 1910.....20: 63
Piccirilli Antonio of Carmine and Sabatina May 12 1903......17: 423
Piccirilli Concetta of Belisario and Rosa Feb 19 1906.....18: 297
Piccirilli Emma S of Antonio and Celestina Apr 26 1910.....20: 46
Piccirilli Giovannina of Domenico and Angela Nov 9 1902......17: 357
Piccirilli Maria of Carmine and Sabatina Mar 12 1905......18: 165
Piccirillo Angelo of Domenico and Angela Nov 5 1904......18: 115
Piccirillo Antonetta of Francesco and Maria Feb 23 1909......19: 335
Piccirillo Brigida of Costabile and Angela Aug 19 1902......17: 331
Piccirillo Elisabetta of Costabile and Angela July 18 1904......18: 77
Piccirillo Fiorentina of Carmine and Sabatina Aug 7 1909......19: 402
Piccirillo Francesco C of Belisario and Rosa July 6 1904......18: 72
Piccirillo Giovanna of Carmine and Rosaria July 9 1904......18: 74
Piccirillo Hilda of Pietro and Angelina Feb 28 1909......19: 336
Piccirillo Luigi of Pietro and Delecarta Sept 18 1909......19: 420
Piccirillo Pasqualino of Fiorindo and Maria Dec 12 1910.....20: 140
Piccirillo Rosa of Gennaro and Maria Mar 16 1907......19: 30
Piccirillo Rosa of Gennaro and Rosa May 16 1907......19: 150
Piccirillo Rosina of Michele A and Vincenzina Feb 1 1910.....20: 13
Piccirillo Teresa of Costabile and Eleonora Sept 5 1908......19: 261
Piccirillo Vincenzo of Belisario and Rosa Mar 9 1907......19: 27
Piccirillo — s of Belisario and Rosa June 5 1903......17: 431
Piccirillo — s of Carmine and Rosa July 12 1903......17: 510
Piccirillo Antonetta of Belisario and Rosa Dec 27 1909......19: 456
Piccitell — d of Vincenzo and Luisa Sept 18 1908......19: 266
Piccola Cristina of Felicio and Amorosa Nov 2 1904......18: 114
Pigoli Maria L of Felice and Amorosa June 18 1909......19: 376
Pigoli Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Angelantonia Nov 8 1907......19: 130
Piccolo Eldovina of Vincenzo and Angelantonia July 17 1905...18: 215
Piccolo Luigi of Vincenzo and Angelantonia Sept 29 1909......19: 424
Piccolo Maria of Cosimo and Antonio Jan 22 1910......20: 9
Piccirillo Paolo of Fiorindo and Maria Aug 4 1907......19: 92
Picerni Antonetta of Angelo and Ernestina July 15 1908......19: 241
Picerno Amadeo E of Pietro and Giovanna Aug 13 1908......19: 252
Picerno Amalia of Antonio and Rosa July 23 1909......19: 396
Picerno Anna of Giovanni and Erminia Dec 12 1907......19: 143
Picerno Carlo of Pietro and Giovanna June 4 1902......17: 300
Picerno Carlo A A of Pietro and Giovanna May 14 1906......18: 326
Picerno Clara of Antonio and Gerolama Feb 15 1904......18: 17
Picerno Eva of Giovanni and Erminia Aug 18 1906......18: 362
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Picerno Ida of Giovanni and Erminia Mar 19 1905...............18:168
Picerno Luigi of Angelo and Ernestina Apr 9 1910.............20: 39
Picerno Maria M of Antonio and Rosa Nov 29 1906..........18:409
Picerno Romeo S of Giovanni and Erminia Aug 15 1903.....17:461
Picerno Rosina C of Pietro and Giovanna Jan 6 1904......18:  2
Picerno —— s of Giovanni and Erminia Dec 20 1901........17:241
Picerno —— d of Antonio and Rosa July 23 1909..........19:461
Picche Clara of Joseph and Exilda Mar 15 1902..........17:275
Picché Dora R of Joseph and Exilda Jan 31 1907.....19:  12
Picche Wilbrough H of —— June 8 1906....................18:413
Piccherelli Tomasso of Giuseppe and Antonia July 17 1907...19:  85
Piclette Alma L of Joseph and Alma July 4 1908..........19:257
Piclette Arthur of Achilles and Catharine Nov 12 1905.....18:256
Piclette Arthur H of Arthur and Catharine Oct 14 1901...17:219
Piclette Cora of Omere and Olivette Aug 20 1904.........18:134
Piclette Edmond of Joseph and Alma Feb 24 1907.........19:  22
Piclette Elma of Arthur and Catharine Apr 19 1903.....17:417
Piclette Harry of Edmond and Barnadette July 10 1906...18:347
Piclette Irving of Omere and Olivia Dec 3 1902..........17:365
Piclette Joseph A of Alfred and Meralda Oct 12 1910.....20:417
Piclette Joseph H of Joseph and Alma Sept 15 1901.......17:241
Piclette Joseph V of Godfrey and Genevieve Aug 16 1903..17:461
Piclette Maria of Mederic and Noemie Mar 7 1905........18:164
Piclette Maria of Edmond and Barnadette Jan 31 1908.....19:169
Piclette Maria A of Omere and Olive Dec 9 1901........17:238
Piclette Marie A of Arthur and Catherine Sept 23 1908...19:268
Piclette Marie B of Mederic and Noemie Oct 15 1903....17:482
Piclette Marie C of Omere and Olive Dec 11 1910........20:439
Piclette Napoleon of Mederic and Noemie Feb 23 1901....17:140
Piclette Omer of Omere and Olive Dec 6 1901............17:142
Piclette Oria of Omere and Olive Dec 27 1908..............19:236
Piclette Ovide L of Joseph and Alma Apr 14 1910.......20:  41
Piclette Victor of Godfrey and Genevieve Aug 16 1904...18:  88
Piclette Victoria of Omere and Olive Dec 9 1901.......17:238
Picillo Rosina of Aniello and Maria Feb 21 1907.........19:  21
Picillo Rosina of Aniello and Maria June 3 1908.........19:218
Picirillo Pasquailna of Carmino and Sabatina June 19 1901..17:173
Picillo Alfredo L of Domenico and Antonetta June 4 1910.20:  61
Picillo Angelo of Domenico and Antonetta June 3 1907....19:  59
Picillo Carmela M of Domenico and Antonia Jan 1 1909....19:315
Picillo Francesco of Domenico and Antonetta Aug 28 1905..18:230
Pick Dorothea L of Edgar I and Hattie E D May 11 1904...18:  46
Pick Marion E of Edgar I and Hattie May 22 1906..........18:329
Pickar George of Barnett and Bessie Feb 13 1908.........19:175
Pickarska Victoria B of Stanislas and Victoria Dec 21 1905.18:269
Picker Sadie of Barnett and Bessie Mar 16 1910..........20:  30
BIRTHS

Pickering Adella M of Robert and Eliza A Apr 16 1903 ....... 17:416
Pickering Charles S of John C and Mary F Dec 24 1909 ....... 19:454
Pickering Edwin J of George E and Lena June 14 1910 ........ 20: 64
Pickering Frances A of John C and Mary F July 18 1908 ....... 19:242
Pickering Frederic G 3rd of Frederick G Jr and Anna W Jan

27 1909 .................................................. 19:324
Pickering Raymond A of Walter I and Lillian I July 25 1906. 18:354
Pickering Samuel H of Robert and Eliza A Nov 20 1905 ....... 18:258
Pickett Eldridge R of Chester R and Madeline F Nov 3 1909 ... 19:437
Pickett Mary of John J and Sarah Oct 24 1904 ................ 18:111
Pickles Albert S of Luther N and Elizabeth A Mar 31 1901 .... 17:151
Pickles Herbert N of Luther N and Elizabeth A Mar 31 1901. 17:151
Pickles Milton O of Frank II and Sarah E Apr 21 1903 ....... 17:417
Pickup Beatrice M of Thomas and Catherine Feb 4 1907 ....... 19: 14
Pickup Evelyn M of George E and Lena M June 6 1908 ....... 19:219
Pickup Harold R of Dennis and Elizabeth Sept 8 1903 ....... 17:469
Pickup Rose M of Thomas and Catherine Mar 24 1902 ....... 17:278
Pickup Walter H of Thomas and Katherine Mar 12 1909 ....... 19:342
Pickut Charles of Albert and Leonora Nov 21 1909 ........... 19:443
Pickwick George B of Fred and Belle M July 21 1904 ....... 18:133
Piccola Luigi of Felice and Amorosa Oct 21 1906 ....... 18:387
Picott Marie B J of Charles and Amelia Sept 4 1903 ....... 17:468
Picotte Marie R E of Seraphin and Marie R E Oct 19 1907 .... 19:122
Picotte Joseph L of Charles and Emilie July 30 1905 ....... 18:274
Picozzi Alberto of Tomaso and Maria A May 23 1910 ....... 20: 56
Picozzi Angiolina of Michele and Mariantonio Apr 4 1910 ....... 20: 37
Picozzi Domenico of Michele and Maria A June 7 1907 ....... 19: 61
Picozzi Domenico of Michele and Maria A Sept 17 1908 ....... 19: 266
Picozzi Enilio of Antonio and Giovannina Nov 12 1909 ....... 19:440
Picozzi Francesca of Tomaso and Angiola Apr 3 1908 ....... 19:194
Picozzi Giovanni of Tomasso and Angiola Apr 27 1907 ....... 19: 46
Picozzi Girolama of Biagio and Cristina Sept 1 1903 ....... 17:467
Picozzi Raffaela of Rosario and Carminia Sept 22 1910 ....... 20:110
Picozzo Maria E of Paolo and Giuseppina May 22 1903 ....... 17:427
Piecciriillo Alfred of Domenico and Angelina Apr 3 1907 ....... 19: 37
Piechuck Wanda of Marie June 1 1908 ............. 19:217
Piecuhe —— d of Martin and Karolina Sept 11 1904 ....... 18:138
Pieczentkowski Albert G of Albert G and Hulda May 30 1909. 19:369
Pickarski Anthony of John and Rosalia Jan 9 1910 ....... 20: 4
Pickarski Frank of Frank and Veronica Mar 29 1905 ....... 18:171
Pickarski Josepha of Frank and Veronica Aug 13 1907 ....... 19: 95
Piekavski Stanislava of Frank and Veronica May 30 1903 ....... 17:429
Piekowski Annie of Frank and Veronica Mar 1 1909 ....... 19:337
Piekut Annie of Albert and Leonora Dec 1 1907 ....... 19:139
Pienkowska Lukoday of Romaldy and Elizabeth Nov 12 1909. 19:440
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Pienkowski Sophie of Pihtos and Jadwiga Nov 20 1909.............. 19:443
Pierannunzio Sarafina M of Giuseppe and Angelina Feb 9 1910:20: 16
Pierce Ada F of George R and Jennie Sept 10 1905............. 18: 235
Pierce Bridget A of William C and Margaret E Jan 30 1906........ 18:290
Pierce Catherine H of Thomas A and Annie V July 22 1907........ 19: 87
Pierce Catherine M of William C and Margaret E Feb 11 1904:18: 15
Pierce Charles E of Charles E and Lillian M June 12 1905........... 18:197
Pierce Dorothy G of Evelyn Nov 18 1910........................ 19:131
Pierce Earl B of Benjamin K and May Oct 10 1904............... 18: 134
Pierce Edna E of Claude C and Bertha E Nov 9 1910.............. 20:128
Pierce Elsie M A of Warren W and Minnie A Feb 23 1905........ 18:159
Pierce Ethel A of William H and Bella M Nov 11 1903........... 17:490
Pierce Florence M of Warren W and Minnie A Aug 5 1909........ 19:402
Pierce Frederick L of Frederick L and Elta M Jan 5 1903........ 17:383
Pierce George of Maria B Apr 25 1910.......................... 20: 73
Pierce Gertrude E of Frederick A and Harriet M Jan 4 1908.... 19:139
Pierce Gilbert F of Frederick and Mary E May 19 1909........ 19:396
Pierce Gladys L of Willis C and Mary E Nov 8 1901............. 17:228
Pierce Harold of Ralph and Annie June 19 1908................ 19:225
Pierce Harriet M of Frederick A and Harriet M May 23 1903:18: 190
Pierce Hazel L of John T and Clara Apr 28 1909............... 19:358
Pierce Howard A of Claude C and Bertha E Nov 14 1908........ 19:287
Pierce James F of James F and Annie Dec 18 1910.............. 20:142
Pierce James G of Daniel F and Nellie A May 10 1901........... 17:162
Pierce Joel (e) of William and Mabel Sept 17 1909........... 19:419
Pierce John J of William and Margaret May 24 1902............. 17:296
Pierce Lillian M of Augustus F and Lillian M Mar 9 1905........ 18:164
Pierce Louis of Levi L and Elizabeth F Jan 17 1910........... 19: 7
Pierce Lucy of Howard F and Agnes M Nov 27 1909............ 19:445
Pierce Margaret of John H and Esther Jan 15 1905............ 18:145
Pierce Margaret H of Daniel F and Nellie A Aug 18 1907........ 19: 98
Pierce Mary A of Howard F and Agnes M Oct 15 1910............ 20:119
Pierce Michael E of William and Margaret May 24 1902........ 17:296
Pierce Phebe A of George R and Jennie R May 16 1908........... 19:211
Pierce Phyllis of C Irving and Laura B Sept 11 1907............ 19:107
Pierce Roscoe E of Arthur E and Harriet M June 11 1908........ 19:221
Pierce Ruth J of Ulysses G and Grace M Mar 2 1907............ 19: 24
Pierce Stella M of Ernest T A and Elizabeth M Mar 4 1907.... 19: 25
Pierce Theresa M of Lewis M and Mary F Oct 6 1901........... 17:247
Pierce Walter O of Ralph O and Mabel L Sept 29 1906........ 18:378
Pierce William G of John and Mary July 4 1903.............. 17:447
Pierce William H of William C and Margaret E Apr 1 1908.... 19:193
Pierce -- s of Joseph B and Alvinia Jan 12 1903........... 17:439
Pierce -- s of John T and Clara F Sept 26 1903........... 17:511
Pierce -- s of Warren W and Minnie Nov 16 1903........... 17:512
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pierce —— s of John T and Clara F Aug 19 1907............ 19: 154
Pierce —— d of James F and Annie J Aug 3 1908............ 19: 248
Pierce —— d of Joseph A and Anna Sept 3 1909............ 19: 462
Pierce Mary G of Albert S and Agnes May 24 1908............ 19: 214
Pierkot Stephanie of Joseph and Leonora Oct 20 1904............ 18: 110
Pierpoint Adelaide of Jesse and Elizabeth Apr 13 1903............ 17: 415
Pierson Elmer F of Nels G and Helma July 25 1904............ 18: 79
Pierson Eveline T of Martin and Amy July 27 1910............ 20: 89
Pietro Nancy of James and Nancy May 31 1907............ 19: 58
Pietropolo Angelina of Antonio and Raffaela Nov 29 1905............ 18: 275
Piette Albert A of Albert J and Mary L May 9 1910............ 20: 51
Pigeon Anna M of Albert M and Anna Aug 22 1909............ 19: 408
Pigeon Eva M of Edmund A and Eva A May 11 1910............ 20: 52
Pigeon Warren of Aldora Apr 5 1902............ 17: 282
Pignatelli Annina of Antonio and Michelina May 28 1906............ 18: 330
Pignatelli Campo of Domenico and Margarita Mar 13 1907............ 19: 28
Pignatelli Giuseppe of Domenico and Margherita Dec 14 1910............ 20: 140
Pignatelli Maddalena of Domenico and Margarita Mar 5 1909............ 19: 339
Pignatelli Santa of Antonio and Michela May 24 1902............ 17: 296
Pikarski Frank of John and Rose May 27 1904............ 18: 51
Pike Charles A of Charles M and Isabella July 4 1901............ 17: 185
Pike Dorothy E of Edward S and Edith Nov 1 1909............ 19: 436
Pike Gertrude M of Samuel and Mary Apr 5 1902............ 17: 282
Pike Harold A of Albert N and Mary Feb 3 1905............ 18: 152
Pike Hellen B of Hallie A and Clara F Nov 7 1904............ 18: 116
Pike Lester E of Albert and Mary Aug 8 1902............ 17: 327
Pike Mildred of Albert E and Idella M June 24 1908............ 19: 227
Pike —— s of Albert E and Idella M Feb 15 1907............ 19: 74
Pike —— d of Albert and Marian May 25 1907............ 19: 76
Pila Giulia of Vincenzo and Christina July 26 1907............ 19: 88
Pilasa Saverio of Saverio and Teresa Sept 17 1910............ 20: 108
Pilblad —— s of Carl and Anna Feb 16 1901............ 17: 138
Pileski Edward of Watzlof and Mary Mar 27 1905............ 18: 171
Pileski Lena of Watzlof and Mary July 24 1901............ 17: 193
Pileski Richard S of Watzlof and Mary Aug 3 1908............ 19: 248
Pilbbosian Victoria of Stephen and Mary Feb 29 1908............ 19: 181
Pilbosssian Aram of Asadoor and Margaret July 5 1910............ 20: 79
Pilkerton Elsa W of James H and Ellen C Sept 4 1906............ 18: 370
Pilkerton James H of James H and Ellen C Feb 27 1909............ 19: 336
Pilkians Winecent of Wincenty and Annie July 5 1904............ 18: 72
Pilkines Jennie of Winecent and Anna Jan 20 1910............ 20: 72
Pilkington Agnes E of Joseph L and Mary Nov 9 1907............ 19: 131
Pilkington John E of William R and Edith July 1 1910............ 20: 78
Pilkinton Mary A of Joseph and Mary Aug 2 1905............ 18: 221
Pilling —— s of John and Nellie June 16 1910............ 20: 65
Pillsbury Forrest L of Herbert L and Ollie H June 30 1901............ 17: 176
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Pillsbury Harold T of Thomas A and Irene Jan 19 1901........ 17:130
Pillsbury John D of John D and Caroline II Nov 8 1907 .... 19:130
Pillsbury —— s of Herbert L and Ollie Dec 19 1909 ....... 19:463
Pilotti Antonetta of Antonio and Concetta Oct 25 1909 .... 19:433
Piloyian Sarah of Stephen and Mary Jan 4 1903 ........... 17:382
Piloyian —— d of Stephen and Mary June 21 1901 ....... 17:173
Piloyian —— d of Stephen and Mary Apr 9 1905 ....... 18:175
Pilozzi Angelina of Antonio and Catarina Feb 5 1907 .... 19: 15
Pilozzi Domenico of Antonio and Catarina Apr 1 1910 .... 20: 36
Pilozzi Emilio of Giovanni and Annina May 1 1909 ....... 19:339
Pilozzi Lattania of Giovanni and Anna Feb 21 1907 ....... 19: 21
Pilozzi Vincenzo of Antonio and Caterina Sept 12 1908 .... 19:264
Pilsian Loncia of Manoog and Khoomar Aug 11 1909 ....... 19:404
Pimble Stewart A of Alfred R and Estella Nov 4 1910 .... 20:126
Pimental Priscilla of Manuel and Anna Nov 8 1904 ....... 18:116
Pimental Adelina of Jose S and Maria Mar 10 1903 ....... 17:404
Pimental Annie of Manuel S and Annie Apr 25 1903 ....... 17:418
Pimental Jose of Manoel L and Francisca L Oct 4 1906 .... 18:380
Pimental Manuel S of Francisco S and Evelina S Aug 24 1907. 19:100
Pimental Manuel S of Francisco S and Evelina F July 12 1910. 20:82
Pimental Maria of Manoel S and Anna A June 5 1901 ....... 17:168
Pimental Maria of Francisco J and Marianna Oct 28 1901 .... 17:224
Pimental Maria S of Francisco S and Evelina F Mar 17 1909 .... 19:344
Pimer Ernest L of John K and Flora May 18 1909 ....... 19:365
Pimer Raymond C of Carlos and Marion July 1 1904 ....... 18: 71
Pina Alfred of Joseph and Maria Oct 29 1906 ....... 18:389
Pina Annie F (c) of Joao and Maria F Apr 16 1902 .... 17:285
Pina Harry (c) of Rufus and Olympia Nov 20 1901 ....... 17:231
Pina Maria of John and Rose Dec 27 1905 ........... 18:272
Pina Maria (c) of Manuel and Maria Sept 23 1910 ....... 20:111
Pina Maria M of August and Maria Nov 30 1906 ....... 18:190
Pina Oliver F (c) of Jose and Maria Dec 2 1903 ....... 17:197
Pina Sylve R of Amelia Sept 9 1904 ....... 18: 96
Pina —— (c) d of Joseph and Maria Mar 30 1906 ....... 18:311
Pinaloplia Maria of Pietro and Stamata June 14 1909 .... 19:375
Pinard Blanche of Aime and Emma Oct 1 1902 ....... 17:345
Pine Amelia of August and Maria J Jan 2 1910 ....... 20: 1
Pine Edith E of William B and Ethel G June 1 1905 ....... 18:193
Pine Louise M of Nathan P and Elizabeth M Nov 27 1902 .... 17:363
Pine Mark A (c) of Andrew and Antonia M Jan 23 1907 ....... 19: 9
Pine Winifred F of Nathan P and Elizabeth M Apr 26 1904 .... 18: 41
Pine —— d of William B and Ethel G Apr 14 1904 ....... 18: 67
Pinelli Francesco and Giovanni and Angelina Dec 11 1909 .... 19:450
Pinelli Giuseppe of Giovanni and Angelina Feb 13 1903 .... 18:156
Pinelli Giuseppina of Giovanni and Angelina Sept 15 1906 .... 18:373
Pingga Francesco of Pasquale F and Marziella Nov 26 1910 .... 20:134
Pingree Daniel of Edwin D and Carrie Dec 18 1902

Pingree —— d of Edwin D and Carrie L Aug 18 1904

Pinheiro Augusto of Augusto and Maria Nov 25 1908

Pinheiro Emilia of Augusto and Maria deJ Dec 31 1909

Pinheiro Maria daC of Jose daR and Virginia Jan 18 1902

Pinheiro Marie J of Augusto and Maria J Oct 27 1904

Pink Frank J of Frank J and Mary Jan 17 1903

Pinkham Elizabeth of Edwin G and Mary J Jan 3 1905

Pinkham Marion of Edwin G and Mary Feb 21 1903

Pinkhorn Harvey W of Guy W and Mary A Aug 16 1904

Pinkoski Apolinary of Peter and Wadwiga Feb 9 1907

Pinna Christina (c) of Sam and Maria Dec 6 1907

Pinnella Anna of Antonio and Rosina Jan 5 1910

Pino Alessandro of Alfredo and Balla Sept 20 1909

Pino Ester of Alfredo and Camilla Sept 28 1908

Pino Ester A of Alfredo and Camilla May 2 1907

Pino Eva of Jerry and Anna July 13 1902

Pino Julia G (c) of Samuel and Maria Jan 16 1906

Pinto Carmela of Tindaro and Angela July 7 1904

Pinto Carmine of Tindaro and Angela June 24 1904

Pinto Catarina of Tindaro and Angelina Jan 7 1910

Pinto Domenica of Tinero and Angelina Mar 9 1908

Pinto Maria of Filippo and Antonia May 10 1910

Pinto Rosaria of Tinero and Angela Dec 29 1905

Pinyefsky Adolph of Jacob and Rosalia Apr 23 1908

Pion Mary A R of John P and Grace S June 24 1902

Piper George (c) of Fawley and Patricia Dec 8 1902

Piper Lydia S of Herbert J and Myra L Mar 9 1909

Piper —— d of Arthur W and Alice G July 9 1901

Pipper Edna (c) of Owen L and Maude E Feb 14 1902

Pippin Richard P of Joseph A and Ellen V July 26 1907

Pirani Alba F of Giovanni and Clementina Sept 26 1909

Pirazzini Lillian G of Agide and Esther Nov 26 1902

Pirazzini Mabel E of Agide and Esther Sept 28 1901

Pirce —— s of Edward and Annie Sept 22 1902

Pirino Giovanni of Cosimo M and Rosa Dec 11 1901

Pirolli Domenico of Giusepppe and Luisa Feb 10 1908

Pirolli Sabatino of Giusepppe and Luisa Jan 13 1906

Pirong Emma M of Franz and Eva Dec 4 1904

Pirota Emilio of Carlo and Diodata Aug 3 1910

Pisani Domenico A of Giusepppe and Irena Mar 22 1901

Pisani Domencio of Luigi and Giulia Aug 6 1906

Pisani Giovanni of Raffaele and Maria July 11 1903

Pisani Giuseppina of Giusepppe and Irena Feb 22 1903

Pisani Maddalema of Raffaele and Maria May 8 1902

Pisani Maddalema of Raffaele and Maria June 12 1906
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Pisani Michele of Luigi and Maria G July 5 1909................. 19:390
Pisani Nicola of Giuseppe and Irena Feb 5 1905................. 18:153
Pisani Salvatore of Giuseppe and Irena Feb 5 1905................. 18:153
Pisano Vincenzina of Pietro and Maria Aug 20 1910............. 20:99
Pisano Gelsonino of Angelo and Giovannina Feb 25 1904........... 18:20
Pisano Giovanni of Raffaele and Maria Jan 24 1901.............. 17:177
Pisano Luisa of Luigi and Angiolina July 6 1901................. 18:72
Pisano Maria G of Luigi and Angiolina June 16 1902.............. 17:303
Pisano Pasquale of Antonio and Angelina Jan 7 1902.............. 17:254
Pisano Pasqualina of Raffaele and Maria Mar 9 1905.............. 18:164
Pisano Rocco of Luigi and Angelina Aug 16 1908................. 19:253
Pisaturo Carolina of Romeo and Carmina Dec 19 1908............ 19:301
Pisaturo Eleonora of Romeo and Carmina Sept 2 1907.............. 19:104
Pisaturo Luigi of Oreste and Clementina June 20 1905........... 18:200
Pisaturo Michele of Celestino and Giovannina Dec 28 1903........ 17:506
Piscione Adelina of Salvatore and Gaetana July 28 1901........... 17:194
Piscione Alfred of Pietro and Pasqualina Sept 14 1907........... 19:108
Piscione Americo F of Silvestro and Maria Nov 20 1906........... 18:397
Piscione Antonio B of Salvatore and Gaetana May 27 1907........... 19:57
Piscione Elvira of Pietro and Pasqualina Dec 31 1909........... 19:457
Piscione Filomena of Salvatore and Gaetana Apr 20 1909........... 19:355
Piscione Filomena E of Salvatore and Gaetana July 23 1910........ 20:87
Piscione Giuseppe of Salvatore and Gaetana Aug 25 1905........... 18:229
Piscione Guido of Salvatore and Gaetana Apr 20 1909.............. 19:353
Piscione Guido R of Silvestro and Maria Aug 16 1910.............. 20:97
Piscione Salvatore di Pietro and Pasqualina Apr 7 1904........... 18:35
Piscione Silvino di Pietro and Pasqualina Feb 23 1901............ 17:140
Piscione Ugo di Silvestro and Maria Oct 16 1908................. 19:277
Piscitelli Angiolo di Giovanni and Vittoria Sept 15 1902........... 17:339
Piscitelli Deodato di Giovanni and Vittoria Feb 15 1906........... 18:295
Piscitelli Domenica di Giovanni and Vittoria July 15 1903........ 17:451
Piscitelli Marianna di Antonio e Teresa Feb 23 1907.............. 19:21
Piscitelli Rocco di Vincenzo e Antonetta June 12 1910............ 20:64
Piscitelli Rosa di Giovanni e Vittoria Mar 7 1909................. 19:340
Piscitelli - s di Giovanni e Vittoria Nov 30 1904.............. 18:123
Pisco Remi di Alfredo e Maria Mar 10 1903....................... 17:405
Pisco Ubaldo di Alfredo e Maria Nov 12 1908..................... 19:286
Pisesi Maria di Giuseppe e Maria Jan 26 1905..................... 18:204
Pisessa Maria di Vincenzo e Domenica May 23 1907................ 19:55
Pistano Manuel G di Manuel G e Marie Apr 7 1906................ 18:314
Pistilli Giuseppe A C di Daniele T e Maria June 26 1909........... 19:380
Pistocce Alberto L A di Luigi F e Consigia M Mar 2 1905........ 18:162
Pistocce Maria L R di Luigi e Celia Oct 16 1907................. 19:121
Pistocce Maria R A di Louis F e Celia M Oct 5 1902.............. 17:346
Pistocce Michele di Gennaro e Crescenzia Aug 24 1909............ 19:409
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pistocci Vincenzo of Gemaro</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 3 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piston Antone of Mannel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 30 1902</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pistone Bruno E of Tito</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 27 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pistone Domenico of Tito</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 25 1907</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pistone Giuseppe of Tito</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 17 1903</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pistone Guido of Tito</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 3 1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pistone Raimundo E of Tito</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 14 1901</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pistoni Luisa G M C of Tito</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 31 1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitass Arabo of Luca</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 15 1902</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitassi Charles of Angelo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 17 1905</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitassi Pasquale of Vincenzo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 9 1903</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitassi Teresa of Giacinto</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 16 1903</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitchforth William of Florence</td>
<td></td>
<td>June 17 1902</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitisci Germano of Antonio</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 16 1908</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitisei Elvira of Pietro</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 13 1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Angelina of Giuseppe</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 13 1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Giovanni of Giovanni</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun 16 1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Paolo of Giovanni</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 19 1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Domenico A of Giovanni</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 16 1903</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Angelo M of Francesco</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 25 1908</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Donata of Raffaele</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 9 1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Giovanni of Raffaele</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 29 1905</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Maria C of Raffaele</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 23 1907</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Mario V C of Francesco</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 29 1905</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Vittorio U E of Francesco</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun 16 1901</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi —— s of Francesco</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 5 1901</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi —— d of Raffaele</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 16 1902</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi —— d of Francesco</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 23 1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Angelina of Giuseppe</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 3 1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Giovanni of Rachelia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 30 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Eugenio of Luigi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun 16 1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Gino R of Antonio</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 25 1905</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Martella of Francesco</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 28 1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Ricciotti of Francesco</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 12 1902</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitocechi Antonio A of Raffaele</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 1 1903</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitosci Castanta of Raffaele</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 9 1901</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitt Catharine E of William</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 18 1902</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitt Thomas A of William</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun 13 1908</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitt Malcolm H of William</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 1 1907</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitt Mary H of William</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 10 1903</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitt Robert H of William</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 16 1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitt Veronica II of William</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun 16 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitt William T of William</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 31 1905</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitt —— s of George L</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 8 1902</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittore Ida of Pasquale</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 31 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittore Leonora of Pasquale</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 31 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Relationship to Maria</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizzitola</td>
<td>s of Rosina</td>
<td>Mar 11 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizzo Diomina</td>
<td>s of Pellegrino and Blanche</td>
<td>Aug 27 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizzo Paolo</td>
<td>s of Lewis T</td>
<td>Aug 24 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizzo Paolo</td>
<td>s of Lewis T</td>
<td>Aug 24 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizzari Antonio</td>
<td>s of Giovanni and Maria</td>
<td>July 30 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizzari Antonio</td>
<td>s of Giovanni and Maria</td>
<td>July 30 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Charles</td>
<td>s of Charles B</td>
<td>Nov 26 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Clinton</td>
<td>s of Joseph A</td>
<td>Oct 29 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Frank E</td>
<td>s of Frank E</td>
<td>Dec 27 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Gilbert</td>
<td>s of Archibald S</td>
<td>Sept 3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Harry M</td>
<td>s of Arthur E</td>
<td>Mar 22 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Laura V</td>
<td>s of Arthur E</td>
<td>Aug 24 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Lewis T</td>
<td>s of Lewis T</td>
<td>Sept 3 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Marion</td>
<td>s of Emery L</td>
<td>Dec 9 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Marion</td>
<td>s of Emery L</td>
<td>Dec 9 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Martha A</td>
<td>s of Henry A</td>
<td>June 23 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Mary J</td>
<td>s of William and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 16 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Rose R</td>
<td>s of Joseph A</td>
<td>Dec 17 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Walter</td>
<td>s of Josephine Aug</td>
<td>S 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>s of Frank and Louise</td>
<td>June 11 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Lillian</td>
<td>s of George and Lillian</td>
<td>Jan 9 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Vivien E</td>
<td>s of Nelson and Wilhelmina</td>
<td>Mar 30 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Adoretta</td>
<td>s of Cyrine and Marguerita</td>
<td>Oct 25 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Aldea</td>
<td>s of Anael and Modeste</td>
<td>July 12 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Arthur Joseph</td>
<td>s of Leah Sept 5 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Chester E</td>
<td>s of Emory and Malina</td>
<td>Nov 18 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Doris L</td>
<td>s of Frank G</td>
<td>May 8 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Elizabeth F</td>
<td>s of William and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 13 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Florence M</td>
<td>s of William H and Lizzie</td>
<td>Jan 11 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Florida</td>
<td>s of Joseph and Eveline</td>
<td>June 26 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Henri E</td>
<td>s of Francois and Lydia</td>
<td>Jan 14 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Henrietta</td>
<td>s of Joseph and Clarina</td>
<td>May 13 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Irene Napoléon</td>
<td>s of Marie July 30 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant James E</td>
<td>s of William and Mary</td>
<td>Jan 10 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Joseph of Quéré</td>
<td>s of Marguerite Feb 1 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Joseph A</td>
<td>s of William and Lena</td>
<td>July 7 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Joseph A</td>
<td>s of Urgele and Rosanne</td>
<td>Apr 30 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS

Plante Joseph D P of Arthur and Rosalie Oct 13 1910....... 20 : 118
Plante Joseph E of Charles and Louisa Sept 12 1901....... 17 : 210
Plante Joseph E of Omer and Marguerite Feb 9 1906....... 18 : 293
Plante Joseph H of Herman and Exilda Dec 2 1906....... 18 : 401
Plante Joseph H O of Victor and Exilda Mar 1 1907....... 19 : 24
Plante Joseph H P of Pierre and Exilda May 13 1908....... 19 : 210
Plante Joseph H R of Urgelie and Rose Anna Oct 30 1908....... 19 : 281
Plante Joseph L B of Omer and Marguerite Apr 10 1907....... 19 : 39
Plante Joseph N A of Arthur and Rosalie Aug 6 1906....... 18 : 358
Plante Joseph P of Victor and Exilda Feb 11 1909........ 19 : 330
Plante Joseph P A of Victor and Exilda Feb 10 1905....... 18 : 154
Plante Joseph P W of Pierre and Exilda Nov 20 1909....... 19 : 443
Plante Joseph U of Arthur and Rosalie Feb 21 1902....... 17 : 268
Plante Josephat of Anaclet and Modeste July 11 1904....... 18 : 75
Plante Lauretta of Urgelie and Rosanna Dec 9 1901....... 17 : 238
Plante Leo E of Francois and Lydia Mar 4 1905........ 18 : 162
Plante Lillian M of William and Lena M Oct 16 1907....... 19 : 121
Plante Mabel O of Joseph and Margaret July 28 1907....... 19 : 89
Plante Marcel R of Joseph A and Clarine Sept 7 1910....... 20 : 105
Plante Marie of Anaclet and Modeste Jan 24 1901....... 17 : 179
Plante Marie B of Victor and Exilda July 14 1903....... 17 : 451
Plante Marie B G A of Joseph A and Marie Jan 15 1906....... 18 : 285
Plante Marie E of Gelas and Marie Apr 19 1906....... 18 : 318
Plante Marie I of Arthur and Rosalie Aug 25 1908....... 19 : 257
Plante Marie J A I of Pierre and Exilda Nov 28 1910....... 20 : 134
Plante Marie J C of Anaclet and Modeste Oct 26 1908....... 19 : 280
Plante Marie L of Arthur and Rosalie Nov 17 1903....... 17 : 492
Plante Marie M B of Urgelie and Rose A June 26 1906....... 18 : 342
Plante Marie R of Pierre and Exilda Aug 2 1907....... 19 : 91
Plante Marie T M of Victor and Exilda Aug 3 1910....... 20 : 92
Plante Medora of Joseph and Eveline Mar 21 1905....... 18 : 169
Plante Paul R J of Anaclet and Modeste Dec 15 1910....... 20 : 141
Plante Rachel of Anaclet and Modeste Nov 14 1906....... 18 : 395
Plante Rebecca H of Arthur and Rosalie Dec 1 1904....... 18 : 123
Plante Rena M of Joseph and Eveline Feb 19 1909....... 19 : 333
Plante Robert of William and Selina Sept 10 1904....... 18 : 97
Plante Thomas of Frank and Amanda Sept 14 1907....... 19 : 108
Plante Thomas I of Ephraim E and Amanda Aug 29 1904....... 18 : 92
Plante Viola M of Joseph and Margaret S Nov 7 1905....... 18 : 254
Plante Walter L of William W and Celina Dec 9 1909....... 19 : 449
Plante William C of William and Marie Feb 11 1906....... 18 : 412
Plante —— d of Herman and Esilda July 7 1908....... 19 : 238
Plante —— d of Pierre and Exilda Jan 15 1909....... 19 : 334
Plantinga Dorothy of Peter and Annie P Nov 3 1907....... 19 : 128
Plantinga Florence L of Peter and Annie June 24 1909....... 19 : 379
Plaszczynski Isabella of Stanislaw and Michalina Jan 24 1902.17 : 260
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Plaszczynski Leokadia of Stanislaws and Michalina June 2

1904 ................................................................. 18: 53
Platt Anna of William H and Elizabeth Nov 8 1904 ............. 18: 116
Platt Charles of William H and Elizabeth Aug 17 1903 ......... 17: 462
Platt Edna of William H and Elizabeth Nov 16 1906 ........... 18: 336
Platt Edward G of William H and Elizabeth R July 22 1909, 19: 396
Platt Joseph of William and Lilian R Apr 20 1902 .......... 17: 286
Plews Harriet E of James and Rebecca June 23 1906 .......... 18: 340
Pliner Milton of Max and Cecilia Jan 16 1906 ................. 18: 285
Plummer Annie of Peter and Susannah Jan 16 1904 ........... 18: 6
Plummer Ernest of Ernest and Mary A July 20 1905 ........... 18: 246
Plummer George of James E and Mary A Mar 25 1905 ......... 18: 265
Plummer Laura A of Herbert and Grace Nov 18 1902 ......... 17: 380
Plummer Lawrence N of George and Marie Nov 22 1906 ....... 18: 398
Plummer Margaret A of Franklin P and Blanche Oct 16 1906, 18: 384
Plummer Peter of Peter and Susanna July 5 1906 ............. 18: 345
Plummer Rose M M of George and Marie Aug 9 1902 ......... 17: 327
Plummer Rosella B of Francis W and Mary E Oct 12 1903 .... 17: 480
Plther Jennie of Joseph and Veronica June 15 1905 ........... 18: 198
Plther Peter P of Joseph and Veronica Nov 2 1902 .......... 17: 355
Pobirr Helen E of Albert I and Emily Aug 27 1909 .......... 19: 310
Pocari Arthur of Felice and Marie Dec 19 1902 .......... 17: 370
Poctor Jennie F of Abraham and Anna Oct 2 1906 .......... 18: 380
Podekwovny Edwin of Joseph and Genea May 10 1909 ....... 19: 363
Podekwovny Edwin of Joseph and Jennie June 30 1910 ....... 20: 70
Podrat Frances of Henry and Ida Aug 14 1910 ............... 20: 97
Podvin Evangeline M of Henry W and Evangeline M Aug 10

1905 ................................................................. 18: 224
Podvin Joseph A of Joseph X and Agnes Nov 3 1909 ........... 19: 437
Podvin Loretta W of Henry W and Evangeline M Mar 20 1907,19: 31
Podvin Mary F of Henry W and Eva Nov 14 1908 .......... 19: 287
Poetzsch James R of James R and May A July 14 1906 ....... 18: 319
Poffe —— d of Vincenzo and Maria May 10 1908 .......... 19: 209
Pod Maria of Vincenzo and Maria July 19 1906 .......... 18: 351
Pogorillick Giuseppe D of Stefano and Angelina R Oct 31 1909,19: 135
Pohle Elsie B of Emil and Emma Oct 11 1901 .................. 17: 218
Pohle Emil of Emil and Emma Mar 16 1905 ................... 18: 167
Pohle Henry C of Henry C and Eva W June 2 1901 .......... 17: 181
Pohle Henry C of Henry C and Eva M Dec 8 1905 .......... 18: 261
Pohle Alice R of Guillerme R and Guillermina A Aug 29

1901 ................................................................. 17: 295
Poirier Charles E of Joseph A and Henrietta Nov 16 1910 .... 20: 130
Poirier Emily R of Henry and Mary D R Dec 11 1906 ....... 18: 105
Poirier Gertrude of Oscar J and Gertrude A Dec 6 1907 .... 19: 140
Poirier Joseph of Joseph A and Henriette Nov 16 1910...20:130
Poirier Joseph W A of Edward and Léonie Mar 7 1910...20:27
Poirier Marie of Angelina Apr 23 1910..........................20:73
Poirier Marie A of Joseph and Henrietta Oct 5 1905......18:243
Poirier Marie R D of Joseph A and Henriette Nov 16 1909...19:441
Poirier Mary J D of Joseph and Henriette Dec 16 1907....19:144
Poirier Rose D of Joseph and Henriette Dec 2 1906.......18:401
Poirier Russell W of Dona A and Matvina Dec 25 1909....19:455
Polisson Frank X of Napoleon and Catherine Feb 17 1907...19:150
Poitras Charles M of Leon and Mabel A Oct 17 1910.......20:120
Poitras Henry W of Wilfred J and Anna M Aug 21 1908....19:255
Poitras Mildred A of Wilfred J and Anna M Jan 31 1905....18:151
Poitras Sophia E of Wilfred J and Anna M May 21 1907....19:54
Poleo Doris D of Arthur E and Elizabeth 8 Oct 20 1910....20:121
Poleo Rosario of Giovanni and Mattea Nov 10 1905........18:255
Polensky Morris of Harris and Rachel May 29 1901........17:166
Polentz Katherine A of Adolph P and Mary E Feb 27 1905...18:160
Polentz Louise V R of Adolph P and Mary E Apr 17 1902....17:285
Poleo Concetta of Giovanni and Grazia Apr 24 1904.........A-1:47
Poleo Concetto of Andrea and Mattea Dec 23 1910..........20:143
Poleo Rosaria of Tomaso and Stefana Nov 24 1907..........19:136
Poleo Rosario of Tomaso and Stefana Aug 5 1909............19:402
Poleo Stefano of Pietro and Rosaria Jan 28 1908...........19:168
Polesky Matilda of Waclaw and Mary Apr 30 1903..........17:420
Poletelli Carmine of Antonio and Maria Mar 23 1907........19:32
Polewoi Celia of Samuel and Bessie Jan 12 1904............18:64
Poley —— s of James and Emniece Dec 4 1905.................18:278
Policella Guido of Emilio and Antonetta Feb 26 1910.......20:23
Policelli Anna of Vincenzo and Maria July 6 1906.........18:346
Policelli Anna of Vincenzo and Maria May 20 1909.........19:366
Policelli Carmela G of Emilio and Antonetta Aug 29 1903...17:466
Policelli Elena of Emilio and Antonetta Apr 1 1906........18:312
Policelli Elisa of Vincenzo and Maria Apr 23 1905.........18:180
Policelli Emilia E of Emilio and Antonetta Dec 18 1904....18:129
Policelli Gilda of Emilio and Antonetta Apr 2 1908.........19:194
Policelli Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Maria Feb 13 1904......18:16
Policchetti Antonio of Giuseppe and Maria Dec 23 1910....20:143
Policchetti Severino of Salvatore and Matilda Nov 28 1903...17:496
Policchetti Vincenzo V of Giuseppe and Maria Dec 7 1908...19:296
Polidori Elio of Antonio and Margherita Apr 26 1910.......20:46
Polidori Francesca of Antonio and Margherita Nov 12 1908...19:286
Polidori Italo S of Giustino and Giovannina Jan 4 1909.....19:316
Polinsky Leo of Harris and Rachel Nov 25 1905.............18:260
Poliquin Eva B of Frank C and M Regina Oct 27 1903........17:485
Poliquin —— s of Arthur and Delia Mar 19 1909.............19:385
Polis Julia of Michael and Margaret July 4 1908............19:307
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Politelli Anna A of Antonio and Maria May 12 1909 19: 363
Politelli Assunta of Antonio and Maria Feb 18 1903 17: 397
Politelli Elvina of Antonio and Maria Sept 5 1905 18: 233
Politelli Giuseppe of Antonio and Maria June 19 1901 17: 172
Pollito Giuseppe of Luigi and Leonida May 22 1908 19: 231
Polkovski Mary T of Joseph and Catharine Aug 27 1905 18: 230
Pollack Anne of John and Celia Jan 10 1909 19: 318
Pollack Augusta of Moses and Rebecca Mar 16 1906 18: 306
Pollack Stephen of John and Katie Dec 25 1909 19: 455
Pollamii Gilda of Carmino and Lydia Mar 15 1910 20: 30
Pollano s of Salvatore and Carmela Aug 28 1909 19: 411
Pollard Amelia E of Ernest E and Agnes M Nov 4 1905 18: 253
Pollard Charlotte G of Nicholas and Everdina Dec 27 1908 19: 304
Pollard Christina M of Thomas J and Christina E Sept 18 1907 19: 410
Pollard Clara of Ernest E and Agnes M Oct 3 1906 17: 478
Pollard Edith L of Stephen W and Mary E Nov 22 1904 18: 121
Pollard Everett H of Ernest E and Agnes July 25 1909 19: 397
Pollard George A of George A and Lillian E June 4 1910 20: 60
Pollard George H of James H and Catherine Oct 21 1905 18: 275
Pollard Helen E of John and Bridget Jan 7 1909 19: 317
Pollard James of John J and Bridget T Jan 29 1907 19: 42
Pollard James K of James A and Rose E Dec 3 1903 17: 198
Pollard John F of James H and Catherine Oct 14 1907 19: 120
Pollard Margaret of James and Catherine Mar 15 1910 20: 30
Pollard Margaret M of John J and Bridget T Mar 13 1905 18: 166
Polleys Elizabeth of William V and Bessie C Oct 20 1902 17: 351
Polleys William V of William V and Bessie C Mar 19 1901 17: 147
Pollitt James of James and Mary L Aug 3 1909 19: 401
Pollock Esther of Frank and Rose B Mar 4 1906 18: 302
Pollock Hyman of Benjamin and Annie June 2 1907 19: 59
Pollock Ira E of Frank and Rose Mar 29 1909 19: 348
Pollock Morris of Benjamin and Anna Dec 3 1909 19: 448
Pollok Samuel of Barnet and Susie Jan 10 1902 17: 255
Polofsky Dorothy D of Louis and Jennie Nov 1 1909 19: 136
Polofsky Ida S of Louis and Jennie May 20 1906 18: 328
Polofsky Peter of Louis and Jennie Jan 16 1908 19: 164
Polooshkin Samuel of David and Katie Aug 24 1908 19: 257
Polotik Mamie of Kame and Yetta Mar 10 1906 18: 304
Polozarska Catherine of Joseph and Rose Feb 1 1904 17: 135
Polselli Emilio of Tomaso and Maria May 13 1909 19: 364
Polselli Luisa of Antonio and Assunta Dec 28 1908 19: 304
Polselli of Antonio and Assunta Sept 13 1909 19: 462
Polonnous Mary M of Frank and Anna May 24 1910 20: 56
Polombo Americo of Geronimo and Maria Apr 28 1907 19: 46
Polzadro Giuseppe A of Giuseppe and Diglis Oct 1 1909 19: 425
Pomeroy Llewellyn R of Rufus P and Ethel G May 6 1908...........19:207
Pomeroy Margorie E of Rufus and Ethel Mar 1 1904.............18:22
Pomeroy Rose M of William A and Rose May 14 1906.............18:326
Pomfret Evelyn of William and Lizzie July 1 1909..............19:388
Pommier Joseph E F of Fernand and Mary A Jan 28 1904........18:11
Pomorski Maroslava of Michael and Francesca Nov 1 1909.19:436
Pompa Petrina of Carmine and Angela Apr 19 1909..............19:355
Pompeu Tullia of Michele and Maria June 22 1905..............18:201
Pomroy Elton H of Gorham P and Marion B Dec 20 1902........17:370
Pomroy Eunice A of Rufus P Jr and Ethel Aug 2 1909...........19:401
Pomroy Gorham A of Gorham P and Marion B Dec 30 1901........17:245
Pond Helen M of Theodore H and Nellie F Apr 28 1908..........19:204
Pond Mary of Edmund and Clara L Apr 3 1905..................18:173
Pond —— s of Edmund and Clara Sept 18 1906..................18:374
Ponea Vincenzo of Liberato and Mariamna Mar 14 1907..........19:29
Ponkewitz John of Antony and Emma Mar 13 1906..............18:305
Ponlos Marie of John and Panagasteda Feb 12 1908.............19:174
Pontarelli Pañño of Domenico and Zita Mar 3 1907............19:24
Pontarelli Alfonso of Giulio and Giusta Oct 7 1906...........18:381
Pontarelli Ali of Vito and Adelina Sept 21 1908..............19:267
Pontarelli Antonio of Napoleone and Margherita Nov 27 1909.19:445
Pontarelli Antonio of Vito and Adelina Jan 24 1910..........20:10
Pontarelli Aurelio of Nicola and Mariacarmina June 4 1908......19:218
Pontarelli Dolorata F of Saulle and Rosa M Mar 30 1906.....18:311
Pontarelli Domenico of Fortunato and Teresina Feb 2 1907......19:13
Pontarelli Domenico of Ernesto and Maria T Sept 1 1908.....19:260
Pontarelli Eduardo T of Sabatino and Modesta Sept 1 1909.....19:412
Pontarelli Elisa C of Filippo and Teresa Nov 24 1910..........20:133
Pontarelli Emilio B of Cosimo and Maria May 20 1901.......17:164
Pontarelli Fortunata of Luca and Carmine July 3 1903........17:446
Pontarelli Franceschina of Federico and Teresa July 20 1908..19:242
Pontarelli Genovefa of Cosmo and Maria Oct 13 1903.........17:481
Pontarelli Ida C of Francesco and Maria Apr 18 1910...........20:43
Pontarelli Livia of Achille and Teresa May 5 1907............19:49
Pontarelli Maria C of Giuseppe and Delfina July 16 1910......20:84
Pontarelli Maria C A of Vito A and Adeline X June 13 1907.....19:64
Pontarelli Maria C M of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 16 1908.......19:176
Pontarelli Rocco of Fortunato and Teresa Oct 17 1909.........19:430
Pontarelli Tomaso of Giuseppe and Delfina May 7 1909......19:361
Pontarelli Tomaso G of Sabatino and Modesta June 17 1908...19:224
Pontarelli Vincenza of Napoleone and Margherita Dec 30 1910.20:146
Pontarelli —— s of Francesco and Maria Feb 12 1909..........19:384
Ponte Antone of Manuel and Maria Aug 22 1904...............18:90
Ponte Antonio of Miguel and Maria June 27 1908..............19:228
Ponte Illimílima of Frank J and Maria May 29 1905............18:192
Ponte Jose of Manuel and Maria Sept 24 1907................19:113
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Ponte Marion of Miguel and Maria May 14 1907 .......... 19: 54
Ponte —— s of Miguel and Maria G Mar 6 1910 .......... 20: 74
Pontebract Ethel C of Samuel G and Margaret C Dec 6 1907 .......... 19: 140
Ponterelli —— d of Francesco and Maria Mar 1 1908 .......... 19: 181
Ponticelli Pasquale of Salvatore and Filomena Jan 23 1910 .......... 20: 10
Pontin Alice E of Robert J B and Bessie E Dec 5 1904 .......... 18: 125
Pontin Daniel E of Robert J B and Bessie E Sept 9 1908 .......... 19: 264
Pontin George B of Robert J B and Bessie E June 26 1906 .......... 18: 312
Pontin Robert H of Robert J B and Elizabeth E Nov 20 1903 .......... 17: 493
Ponton Alice P of Joseph and Amanda Jan 10 1909 .......... 19: 318
Ponton Rose A of Joseph and Amanda Dec 6 1903 .......... 17: 498
Poole Clifton L E of Harry E and Nettie S June 15 1904 .......... 18: 70
Poole Edith I of Ernest F and Maud E Nov 27 1906 .......... 18: 399
Poole Harold A of Austin and Ida M Dec 11 1907 .......... 18: 266
Poole Margaret F of Austin and Ida Sept 22 1901 .......... 17: 212
Poole Mildred of William J and Elizabeth A Nov 7 1908 .......... 19: 284
Poor Ethel G of Edward R and Annie L June 5 1906 .......... 18: 334
Poore —— s of Edward R and Annie L July 1 1910 .......... 20: 150
Pope Elizabeth of George L and Nettie F Nov 17 1905 .......... 18: 254
Pope Evelyn M of Frank and Sadie E Sept 20 1906 .......... 18: 375
Popkowsi Edlad of Leterny and Stanislaw Dec 22 1892 .......... 17: 370
Popkowski Vleda of Leferny and Stanislaw Aug 26 1905 .......... 18: 229
Pops Abraham of Max and Mary Feb 14 1909 .......... 19: 331
Poreca Antonetta of Felix and Maria Sept 14 1907 .......... 19: 108
Porcaccini Antonio of Francesco and Maria G July 20 1908 .......... 19: 212
Porcaro Felice of Felice and Maria July 4 1909 .......... 19: 389
Porcaro Craila of Filippo and Mariana Apr 6 1905 .......... 18: 174
Porcelli Annina of Antonio and Serafina Apr 26 1909 .......... 19: 357
Porcelli Carmine of Antonio and Serafina Aug 12 1903 .......... 17: 460
Porcelli Filomeno of Antonio and Pasqualina Apr 6 1904 .......... 17: 153
Porcelli Luigi of Antonio and Pasquala Jan 3 1903 .......... 17: 382
Porcelli Mafalda of Domenico and Assunta June 23 1910 .......... 20: 67
Porchicelli Maria of Angelo and Angela Jan 9 1906 .......... 18: 283
Poriello Elisa of Antonio and Serafina Feb 11 1908 .......... 19: 174
Poriello —— s of Antonio and Serafina July 23 1906 .......... 18: 353
Poreda Alexander T of Teofilo and Adella Oct 11 1907 .......... 19: 119
Poreda Peter T of Teofilo and Adella Sept 11 1907 .......... 19: 107
Port Alfred of Philippe and Marie L Mar 27 1904 .......... 18: 31
Port Armand of Philippe and Marie L May 31 1902 .......... 17: 298
Port Bessie of Hyman and Sarah Nov 26 1909 .......... 19: 445
Port Joseph of Simon and Sarah Dec 23 1905 .......... 18: 270
Port Joseph A of Philippe and Marie L Feb 3 1906 .......... 18: 291
Port Marie of Philippe and Marie L May 31 1902................17: 298
Port Marie R B of Philippe and Marie L Mar 1 1907.............19: 24
Port Samuel of Simon and Sarah Dec 11 1903..................17: 500
Port —— d of Simon and Sarah Sept 4 1902..................17: 377
Portela Robert of Jose and Maria July 7 1901...............17: 187
Porter Agnes R of Hubert H and Mary H Apr 22 1906...........18: 319
Porter Clifton A of Avery and Gertrude July 16 1910.......20: 84
Porter Ella M of William J and Ella M Nov 14 1904..........18: 118
Porter Emma of Bradley and Martha A Feb 3 1904.............18: 64
Porter Emma H of Martha Jan 2 1908.......................19: 358
Porter Ernest C of Austin J and Cora A July 14 1906.......18: 349
Porter Irene M of Alfred and Minnie M Mar 24 1907..........19: 33
Porter Joseph of William J and Mary M Mar 8 1907..........19: 27
Porter Marion E of Joseph H and Anna Jan 22 1910...........20: 9
Porter Mildred of Alfred and Minnie M May 22 1908.........19: 213
Porter Ruth A of Austin J and Cora A Sept 15 1909...........19: 448
Porter William J of William J and Mary M Apr 28 1908......19: 204
Posemann Paul H of Paul and Mary E Feb 14 1907............19: 18
Poske Eva of Peter and Sophie Jan 29 1903....................17: 442
Posner Abraham of Joseph and Sema July 18 1903.............17: 452
Posner Jacob of Joseph and Cema May 28 1905.................18: 192
Posner Morris of Joseph and Sema Mar 21 1907...............19: 32
Posner Samuel of Joseph and Sadie Oct 4 1901..............17: 217
Posner Sarah of Joseph and Sema July 25 1908...............19: 244
Posqueane Nickilos of Antonio and Columbia Aug 1 1908.....19: 247
Possner Beatrice of Herman H and Ida V Nov 24 1907.......19: 136
Possner Robert H of Herman H and Ida V Aug 29 1904......18: 92
Posta Nathan I of Abraham and Eva Oct 28 1909............19: 434
Poster Flate F of Abram and Eva Oct 5 1907.................19: 117
Posterino Edmondo of Pietro and Santa July 17 1908.........19: 241
Posternock Nettie of Simon and Beckie Oct 25 1904.........18: 111
Posternock Sadie of Simon and Rebecca Dec 9 1902.........17: 366
Posthumes Henrietta of Hans and Hilda Jan 17 1903......17: 386
Posthumes Alfred C of Hans and Hilda Apr 20 1910.........20: 43
Posthumes Henry of Hans and Hilda July 28 1904...........18: 81
Postilnick David of Philip and Mary Aug 1 1906..........18: 356
Postma Louis G of Gabe and Flora Oct 17 1908...........19: 277
Postma Wilhelmina J of Gabe and Troukee July 27 1906......18: 354
Potenza Anna of Tomaso and Leonarda July 12 1905........18: 214
Potenza Bastiano of Tomaso and Leonardo Nov 3 1906......18: 291
Potenza Domenico of Tomaso and Leonarda Aug 22 1909......19: 408
Potenze Isabella of Tomasso and Leonarda May 12 1908.....19: 209
Poter Sarah A of Max and Bessie Oct 15 1905................18: 246
Pothin Alfred J of Alfred and Mary E Jan 31 1901.........17: 134
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Potkin Doris I of Charles F and Sarah J May 16 1906 .......... 18: 327
Potkin —— 8 of Charles F and Sarah J Apr 12 1904 .......... 18: 36
Potter Albert G of Henry E and Florence June 10 1902 .... 17: 301
Potter Alice of Morris and Rose Dec 6 1908 ................. 19: 296
Potter Anna R of Harry W and Mary A Aug 8 1907 .......... 19: 93
Potter Arthur J of Andrew and Maria Dec 4 1902 .......... 17: 365
Potter Barbara L of Alexander and Eliza F Nov 25 1902 .. 17: 362
Potter Beatrice B of Courtland N and Beulah Aug 24 1910 .. 20: 101
Potter Byron T of Byron T and Helen S Dec 23 1902 .... 17: 371
Potter Byron T of B Thomas and Helen S Feb 27 1906 ...... 18: 300
Potter Catherine of Lizzie July 20 1904 ................. 18: 78
Potter Catherine V of George H and Catherine M Aug 19 1902. 17: 231
Potter Charles D of B Thomas and Helen S Aug 22 1904 .... 18: 131
Potter Charles F of George H and Emma Feb 28 1904 .... 18: 21
Potter Chester G of Jesse H and Susan C Sept 5 1904 .... 18: 95
Potter Daniel V of George and Kate Apr 22 1904 ........ 18: 40
Potter Etta L of Walter H and Mary A Jan 29 1906 ..... 18: 290
Potter Ethel D of Harry B and Nellie Dec 6 1906 .......... 18: 103
Potter Francis of Benjamin and Elizabeth Dec 3 1908 .... 19: 294
Potter Frank M of Jennie May 20 1904 .......... 18: 49
Potter Franklin V of Everett C and Anna A June 3 1904 .. 18: 53
Potter George F of Harry W and Annie M Mar 24 1905 .... 18: 170
Potter George J of George H and Kate Mar 17 1902 .... 17: 276
Potter George S of Alphonso and Louise A Aug 8 1903 ... 17: 439
Potter Gertrude of Everett C and Anna A Feb 2 1907 .... 19: 43
Potter Gladys E of Courtland N and Beulah July 7 1903 .. 17: 418
Potter Harriet L of Dummer and Harriet E Jan 1 1902 .... 17: 253
Potter Harriet B (el) of Emma Feb 5 1908 .......... 19: 171
Potter Harry L (el) of Emma Apr 26 1910 .......... 20: 46
Potter Henry C of Henry C and Mary E Oct 12 1906 .... 18: 383
Potter Henry L of Lucien L and Annie L May 6 1903 .... 17: 122
Potter Herman J of Alphonso and Louise A Apr 6 1909 .. 19: 250
Potter Isabella M of Charles F and Flora M Apr 8 1903 .. 17: 413
Potter Jacob of Charles H and Bessie Sept 23 1902 ...... 17: 342
Potter Kenneth B of George H and Bessie L Nov 23 1909 .. 19: 141
Potter Leroy of Herbert M and Marie T June 28 1901 .... 17: 175
Potter Lillian M (el) of Frances E Mar 15 1905 .... 18: 167
Potter Louise R of Charles A and Sadie R Sept 28 1902 .. 17: 343
Potter Lucius W of Charles F and Flora M Oct 25 1909 ... 19: 133
Potter Mabel of Herbert M and Marie T Oct 24 1903 .... 17: 483
Potter Mabel D (el) of George F and Harriet M Feb 6 1906 .. 18: 292
Potter Marion H of Charles F and Flora M Jan 27 1907 ... 19: 11
Potter Marjorie E of B Thomas and Helen S June 25 1908 .. 19: 231
Potter Mildred F of George W and Clara M June 28 1907 .. 19: 70
Potter Milton L of Louis and May Sept 7 1902 .......... 17: 337
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Potter Miriam J</td>
<td>of Courtland X</td>
<td>and Beulah</td>
<td>Aug 24 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Perry</td>
<td>of Louis</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>June 30 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Philip A</td>
<td>of Philip A</td>
<td>and Catherine H</td>
<td>Jan 31 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Robert B</td>
<td>(c) of George F</td>
<td>and Harriet M</td>
<td>Nov 19 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Royal W</td>
<td>of Courtland X</td>
<td>and Beulah</td>
<td>Nov 6 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Ruth</td>
<td>of Israel T</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>May 4 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Sarah M</td>
<td>(c) of George F</td>
<td>and Harriet M</td>
<td>Aug 3 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Saul</td>
<td>of Max and</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>Nov 13 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Walter E</td>
<td>of Walter H</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 7 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Walter V</td>
<td>of Walter V</td>
<td>and Annie W</td>
<td>Sep 23 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Walter V</td>
<td>of George H</td>
<td>and Catherine F</td>
<td>May 1 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Wilfred E</td>
<td>of Walter I</td>
<td>and Catherine L</td>
<td>Mar 10 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter William P</td>
<td>of William B</td>
<td>and Ida D</td>
<td>Mar 27 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Worthy A</td>
<td>of John H</td>
<td>and Grace W</td>
<td>Jun 7 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Yetta</td>
<td>of Charles and</td>
<td>Bessie</td>
<td>Oct 12 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Lucien I</td>
<td>of Annie</td>
<td>Apr 18 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Emma F</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 6 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Allan F</td>
<td>and Louise B</td>
<td>May 7 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Morris</td>
<td>and Rosie</td>
<td>Dec 1 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Max and</td>
<td>Bessie</td>
<td>Jan 21 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Fred R</td>
<td>and Harriet</td>
<td>May 27 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter Irving</td>
<td>and Katherine</td>
<td>July 5 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poudrier Elizabeth</td>
<td>of Hildage and</td>
<td>Olivine</td>
<td>Dec 27 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poudrier Oscar M</td>
<td>of Hildage and</td>
<td>Olivine</td>
<td>Dec 18 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poudrier Viola</td>
<td>of Hildige and</td>
<td>Olivine</td>
<td>July 5 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouliot Stefana</td>
<td>of Bartolo and</td>
<td>Carmela</td>
<td>Oct 2 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouliot Frederick</td>
<td>of August and</td>
<td>Elizabeth G</td>
<td>May 7 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouliot Henry A</td>
<td>of Augustus</td>
<td>and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Sept 16 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouliot Isabel M</td>
<td>of August and</td>
<td>Elizabeth G</td>
<td>Jul 13 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouliot Joseph</td>
<td>of August and</td>
<td>Elizabeth J</td>
<td>Sep 9 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouliot Louise F</td>
<td>of August and</td>
<td>Elizabeth G</td>
<td>Jun 11 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouliot Spero</td>
<td>of John and</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Sep 19 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouliot Spero</td>
<td>of John and</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Aug 10 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poutray Eleanor L</td>
<td>of Louis and</td>
<td>Nellie F</td>
<td>Jun 5 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poutray Mabel F</td>
<td>of Louis and</td>
<td>Nellie F</td>
<td>Dec 20 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Arnold E</td>
<td>of John A and</td>
<td>Josephine</td>
<td>Nov 18 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Charles A</td>
<td>of Richard V</td>
<td>and Bertha</td>
<td>Nov 15 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Charles A</td>
<td>(c) of William A</td>
<td>and Phyllis</td>
<td>Nov 20 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Charles A</td>
<td>of Charles A</td>
<td>and Catherine A</td>
<td>Aug 11 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Doris J</td>
<td>of Edward and</td>
<td>Jennie E</td>
<td>Apr 9 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Edward E</td>
<td>of Edward A</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 15 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Gladys F</td>
<td>of John D and</td>
<td>Laura P</td>
<td>Aug 29 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Jose S</td>
<td>of John S and</td>
<td>Marie</td>
<td>Sep 4 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Laura H</td>
<td>(c) of Cora X</td>
<td>May 17 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Paulina</td>
<td>(c) of Manuel</td>
<td>and Anna</td>
<td>Sept 9 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Ruth O</td>
<td>of Edward A</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>Oct 23 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Powell Thomas W of Edward and Jennie E Nov 27 1905... 18: 261
Powell Winfield B of John W and Eliza Jan 26 1902... 17: 260
Powell — (c) d of William and Mary June 3 1901... 17: 181
Power Agnes of James J and Mary C July 31 1904... 18: 82
Power Alice of William F and Ellen Sept 17 1908... 19: 206
Power Edward J of William J and Mary E Feb 21 1905... 18: 159
Power Helen M of William and Ellen Apr 25 1901... 17: 158
Power Margaret of William and Ellen Jan 9 1907... 19: 3
Power Martina F of Seminole M and Annie M Jan 16 1908... 19: 230
Power Mary of William J and Mary E Oct 4 1908... 19: 272
Power Thomas of William and Ellen Jan 9 1907... 19: 3
Power Thomas A of James J and Mary C May 3 1902... 17: 290
Power William F of William F and Ellen May 10 1903... 17: 423
Power William F of James J and Mary July 1 1909... 19: 388
Power-Mara John W of William J and Mary E Mar 15 1904... 18: 27
Power-Mara William J of William J and Mary E Mar 15 1904... 18: 27
Powers Alice C of Richard J and Mary E Mar 23 1904... 18: 30
Powers Alice M of John J and Bridget Feb 10 1905... 18: 154
Powers Anna V of John B and Anna July 22 1907... 19: 87
Powers Barbara A of James C and Elizabeth Apr 28 1908... 19: 204
Powers Catherine of John A and Mary F Oct 22 1909... 19: 432
Powers Charlotte T of Michael and Clementine M Nov 12 1902... 17: 358
Powers Cornelia F of John H and Laura G July 19 1903... 17: 152
Powers David E of William E and Martha Nov 15 1906... 18: 396
Powers Deborah of William C and Irene Nov 7 1910... 20: 127
Powers Donald H of James C and Elizabeth Nov 6 1904... 18: 115
Powers Edward H of Richard J and Mary E Aug 26 1905... 18: 229
Powers Elizabeth C of James C and Elizabeth June 8 1906... 18: 335
Powers Emily of Hermann W and Frances W Apr 28 1906... 18: 324
Powers Florence C of John B and Anna Sept 14 1905... 18: 236
Powers George A of Michael J and Clementine Dec 16 1908... 19: 300
Powers Gladys E of Willa A and Flora J Apr 11 1904... 18: 36
Powers Grace of Michael F and Rose T Sept 9 1905... 18: 234
Powers Helen C of Roland C and Nathalie Dec 17 1905... 18: 268
Powers Helen E of Harry T and Mary J Oct 25 1907... 19: 125
Powers Irene J of Maurice J and Margaret L Oct 14 1904... 18: 108
Powers James of John and Mary May 18 1901... 17: 161
Powers James C of James C and Elizabeth Feb 1 1910... 20: 43
Powers James E of John B and Anna M May 23 1910... 20: 56
Powers James J of James J and Annie Oct 10 1904... 18: 107
Powers Jeanne L of James C and Elizabeth Mar 14 1902... 17: 275
Powers John of John and Mary Jan 14 1904... 18: 5
Powers John of James W and Annie M Feb 11 1906... 18: 294
Powers John J of John J and Bridget Sept 29 1901... 17: 214
Powers Kenneth E of Harry T and Mary J Feb 27 1909... 19: 336
Powers Laura S of Roland C and Nathalie O Dec 25 1901... 17: 252
BIRTHS

Powers Mabel E of George A and Elizabeth R July 13 1907..19: 83
Powers Madeline of Thomas and Catherine Sept 15 1907..19: 109
Powers Madylyn DeW of Edward DeW and Isabelle F Sept 20 1902.
Powers Margaret of Thomas and Catherine July 8 1909..19: 390
Powers Martin of John and Mary July 5 1902.17: 316
Powers Mary A of John and Anna M Jan 18 1904.18: 6
Powers Mary E of Richard J and Mary E May 25 1902.17: 297
Powers Mary L of John K and Bridget Jan 12 1901..17: 128
Powers Miriam C of William C and Irene Dec 5 1909..19: 448
Powers Patrick J of William and Ellen Mar 3 1905.18: 162
Powers Raymond of Michael F and Rose June 12 1904.18: 57
Powers Rose of James J and Mary C June 23 1906.18: 341
Powers Rose of John F and Sarah T June 24 1909..19: 379
Powers Stewart T of William C and Irene May 29 1908..19: 215
Powers Teresa D of Michael and Clementine Oct 15 1904..18: 108
Powers Virginia I of Edward and Isabel Apr 3 1905..18: 173
Powers William R of Herman W and Fannie A Apr 26 1904.18: 41
Powers —— d of Michael and Rose Feb 2 1903.17: 442
Powers —— s of Katherine June 3 1908..19: 218
Powhall James of Thomas and Catherine Apr 3 1902.17: 281
Powshall Dorothy M of William H and Blanche Jan 5 1901..17: 126
Poyas —— s of James and Josephine Oct 16 1902..17: 378
Prado Jose of Bent and Louisa Jan 16 1906..18: 412
Prague Dora of Abraham and Yetta July 10 1902.17: 318
Prantkielewicz John of Adam and Ludvica Apr 22 1909.19: 356
Prantkielewicz Stanley of Adam and Ludvica July 2 1910.20: 78
Prata Alesio of Giacomo and Domenica July 29 1906.18: 355
Prata Anina of Raffaele and Giovanna July 31 1905.18: 220
Prata Emanu of Giacomo and Domenica Nov 6 1903.17: 489
Prata Emanuele S of Giacomo and Domenica May 13 1905.18: 187
Prata Eofrazia of Giacomo and Domenica May 30 1902..17: 298
Prata Frederick of Gabriele and Maria May 5 1905.18: 184
Prata Genevieve of Raffaele and Giovannina May 13 1903.17: 424
Prata Giacomo of Raffaele and Giovannina June 19 1910..20: 66
Prata Giovanni B of Raffaele and Giovannina Dec 22 1906.18: 408
Prata Giulietta of Raffaele and Giovannina May 13 1903.17: 424
Prata Letizia of Giacomo and Domenica Feb 2 1908.19: 170
Prata Rosina of Raffaele and Giovannina Aug 13 1908.19: 252
Prata —— d of Gabriele and Paolina Apr 2 1908.19: 233
Prato —— d of Raffaele and Giovanna Apr 18 1904..18: 67
Pratt Cyril C R of Norman T and Annie M July 23 1902.17: 321
Pratt Doris S of Norman and Annie Jan 14 1909..19: 320
Pratt Edward S of Giacomo and Domenica May 13 1905...... 18: 187
Pratt Edward of James and Domenica Nov 6 1903........... 17: 189
Pratt Eofrazia of Giacomo and Domenica May 30 1902..... 17: 298
Pratt Harry W of Henry and Bessie Sept 8 1910......... 20: 105
Pratt Marion F of George A and Fannie E Dec 11 1902... 17: 367
Pray Earl of Lloyd E and Lura B Sept 10 1906.......... 18: 371
Pray Kenneth W of Lloyd E and Lura B Feb 4 1905...... 18: 281
Pray —— s of Lloyd E and Lura B Mar 20 1908.......... 19: 188
Precourt —— s of Israel and Mary Jan 26 1901........... 17: 179
Precourt —— d of Minnie Oct 10 1903.................. 17: 180
Pregon Rosie of John and Mary Mar 3 1903............. 17: 142
Preiss Aaron of Samuel and Mary Feb 8 1909........... 19: 329
Preiss Abraham of Samuel and Mary Nov 4 1906...... 18: 392
Preite Giovanni of Agostino and Maria July 17 1908... 19: 241
Preite —— s of Agostino and Maria Mar 12 1907...... 19: 28
Prendergast Catherine I of Thomas and Mary June 7 1905. 18: 195
Prendergast Dorothie M of Patrick H and Susie L Aug 23 1904........................................ 18: 90
Prendergast Elizabeth of Luke B and Mary Nov 15 1907.. 19: 133
Prendergast Ellen G of John C and Mary E May 25 1905... 18: 190
Prendergast James F of James F and Mary V June 14 1906. 18: 367
Prendergast John J of Patrick H and Susan L Dec 4 1907. 19: 110
Prendergast Mary C of John C and Mary E Oct 10 1902... 17: 318
Prendergast Philip H L of Patrick and Susan Sept 26 1909. 19: 423
Prendergast Thomas of Thomas and Mary A Aug 18 1904.... 18: 88
Prendergast Thomas P of Thomas J and Mary Mar 4 1907.... 19: 25
Prentice Donald B of Samuel B and Ella S Nov 23 1907... 19: 136
Prentis —— d of Grace R Feb 5 1904.................... 18: 66
Presbrey Frederick G of Edward F Jr and Catherine F Aug 24 1906........................................ 18: 415
Presbrey George L of Edward F and Catherine F Dec 6 1907. 19: 140
Presbrey Walter A of Walter A and Abbie A H June 27 1904. 18: 62
Presel Howard of Joseph and Esther June 17 1906........ 18: 338
Presley Marie J (c) of James H and Betty C July 16 1901... 17: 190
Press Celia of Samuel and Lizzie May 22 1908.............. 19: 213
Press Florence of Samuel and Lizzie Sept 16 1909....... 19: 149
Press Julian of John and Rosa Nov 10 1910............. 20: 128
Press Morris of Benjamin and Rosa June 4 1905........ 18: 194
Press Sarah of Samuel and Lizzie Dec 11 1906............ 18: 405
Presser Sadie of Isaac and Rosa Sept 10 1909.......... 19: 141
Pressey —— (c) s of Luther and Laura B May 8 1902...... 17: 292
Pressey —— (c) s of Luther and Laura B June 17 1906.... 18: 338
Pressey —— (c) d of Luther and Laura B June 7 1907.... 19: 61
Pressy Crestina (c) of Luther and Laura B Mar 5 1903.... 17: 402
Pressy Laura E (c) of Luther and Laura B May 30 1909... 19: 359
Pressy —— (c) s of Luther and Laura W Sept 19 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 277
Prest Alice M of Herr and Lottie Mar 21 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 169
Prest Madeline E of John and Ellen Sept 30 1908 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 271
Prest Walter R of John and Ellen June 23 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 341
Prest William H of John and Ellen Mar 1 1902. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 271
Prestana Francisco S of Manuel and Emelia S July 3 1907. . . . . . . 19: 79
Preston Bernard of Patrick and Katherine Sept 28 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 378
Preston Douglas D of Julius H and Elizabeth L Mar 2 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 445
Preston Eleanor of Patrick A and Catharine Mar 26 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 410
Preston Ellen DeW of Julius H and Eliza L May 10 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 325
Preston John B of Patrick and Catherine May 22 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 55
Preston Joseph of Patrick A and Catherine Feb 28 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 161
Preston Lafayette A of Charles H and May P Aug 16 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 97
Preston Robert S of Howard W and Florence M Feb 8 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 35
Preston Ruth H of Howard W and Florence M May 17 1901. . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 164
Preston —— d of Julius H and Elizabeth L Aug 27 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 102
Precete Angelina of Nicandro and Angela June 24 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 68
Precete Antonio of Abiele and Jennie May 3 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 184
Precete Carmela of Gabriele and Alessandra June 2 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 333
Prete Ernesto di Pietro and Rena Nov 24 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 259
Prete Giacomo di Gabriele and Alessandra Apr 20 1908. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 201
Prete Giuseppe di Gabriele and Alessandra Jan 18 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 7
Prete Michele di Agostino and Maria June 18 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 66
Prete Rosa di Federico and Anna Aug 20 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 99
Prevose Hazel A of Hartwell and Martha F June 16 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 58
Prew Lulila I of Aimable and Margaret C Nov 21 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 135
Prew Margaret M of Aimable and Margaret C Jan 12 1909. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 319
Prew Ruth M of Charles A and Annie May 21 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 189
Prew —— d of Lizzie July 12 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 188
Prew —— s of George and Edith Dec 25 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 147
Prew —— d of Frederick and Llevina Jan 16 1908. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 232
Prew —— s of Harvey and Olivia Feb 27 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 23
Preziosi Carlo di Giovanni and Teresa May 13 1902. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 293
Preziosi Teresa di Giovanni and Antonetta Nov 7 1908. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 284
Prezybaytowicz Henry di Pietr and Xellie Feb 26 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 23
Price Ada di Nathaniel E e Annie Oct 16 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 109
Price Charles R (c) di Walter H e Kathleen A Jan 7 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 3
Price Elizabeth H di Edgar J e Adeline J Dec 17 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 509
Price Hazel F di John E e Jessie Mar 13 1908. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 186
Price Jane A di William J e Eva M Jan 18 1901. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 177
Price Kathleen F (c) di Walter H e Kathleen A Dec 29 1908. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 305
Price Madeline di Raymond H e Caroline F Nov 23 1902. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 362
Price Miriam A di J Edward e Jessie May 1 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 420
Price —— (c) d di Frederick e Mary May 3 1908. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 206
Pricillo Rosa di Vincenzo e Maria May 19 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 53
Pricoli Giuseppina di Antonio e Pasqualina Jan 3 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 4
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Pricolo Alfonso of Antonio and Pasqualina May 14 1908. . . . . 19: 210
Pricolo Angela of Antonio and Pasqualina Dec 23 1903. . . . . 17: 504
Pricolo Angelina of Antonio and Pasqualina Jan 10 1904. . . . . 18: 4
Pricolo Elena C of Antonio and Pasqualina June 2 1906. . . . . 18: 333
Pride Albert E of Albert E and Florence May 9 1905. . . . . 18: 185
Pride Ernest C of Albert E and Florence Mar 11 1907. . . . . 19: 28
Pride Howard E of Albert E and Florence July 6 1909. . . . . 19: 390
Prieim Anna E of Frank and Anna Mar 20 1905. . . . . 18: 168
Prieim Francis R of Frank and Annie June 22 1903. . . . . 17: 435
Prieim Frederick G of Frank and Annie A May 31 1904. . . . . 17: 167
Prieim Helen W of Frank and Annie Sept 23 1907. . . . . 19: 112
Prieist Abraham of Henry H and Minnie Jan 25 1907. . . . . 19: 40
Prieist Edward of Benjamin Jr and Eva Aug 5 1906. . . . . 18: 358
Prieist Israel of Harry and Minnie Jan 14 1901. . . . . 17: 128
Prieist John J of William L and Grace L Apr 6 1904. . . . . 18: 64
Prieist Michael of Benjamin and Lena July 14 1910. . . . . 20: 83
Prieist Mildred E of Samuel and Pearl July 28 1903. . . . . 17: 456
Prieist Milton of Benjamin and Lena June 6 1907. . . . . 19: 61
Prieist Ruth B of Samuel and Pearl Sept 26 1904. . . . . 17: 214
Prieist Sarah of Benjamin Jr and Eva June 11 1910. . . . . 20: 63
Prieist Thomas H G of Thomas and Annie Nov 2 1903. . . . . 17: 488
Priestley Clara A of Wilson and Grace Apr 14 1907. . . . . 19: 41
Priestley Edith of George and Eleanor Apr 19 1901. . . . . 17: 156
Priestley Marjorie E of Joseph and Margaret Apr 28 1908. . . . . 19: 204
Priestly Albert of George and Eleanor Jan 19 1903. . . . . 17: 140
Priestly Annie of George and Eleanor Feb 3 1904. . . . . 18: 13
Priestly Lilly of George and Eleanor Aug 7 1906. . . . . 18: 359
Priestly Ruth of Thomas and Clara J Nov 29 1903. . . . . 17: 496
Priestly — d of Lucy Aug 5 1901. . . . . 17: 196
Primack Louis of Max and Sadie Mar 29 1909. . . . . 19: 348
Primiano Vittorino of Angelo and Angiolina Sept 12 1909. . . . . 19: 417
Primo Altas I of Monez and Rose I Feb 19 1903. . . . . 17: 397
Primrose — s of Frank and Stella June 29 1905. . . . . 18: 293
Prince Arthur A of Joseph and Florina Dec 4 1907. . . . . 19: 139
Prince Joseph E of Alphonse and Caroline Sept 16 1909. . . . . 19: 419
Princi Luigi of Francesco and Rosina Mar 22 1908. . . . . 19: 189
Princiulo Antonio of Francesco and Rosina Jan 25 1907. . . . . 19: 72
Princebi Bianchina of Pasquale and Vincenza Aug 26 1903. . . . . 17: 164
Princebi Carmela of Pasquale and Vincenza 1 May 14 1905. . . . . 18: 187
Princebi Ferdinando of Federle and Palma N Mar 9 1910. . . . . 20: 27
Princebi Letizia of Pasquale and Idal June 16 1907. . . . . 19: 65
Princebi Olimpia B of Pasquale and Vincenza 1 May 14 1905. . 18: 187
Pringle Edith A of William and Susanna Apr 4 1901. . . . . 17: 152
Pringle Margaret M of Howard J and Mary T Dec 5 1909. . . . . 19: 448
Pringle Marion G of William and Susanna Dec 25 1902. . . . . 17: 374
Pringle Walter J of Walter and Annie June 24 1903. 17:436 and 454
Pringle —— d of Walter and Annie Jan 22 1901. 17:131
Prior Agnes of Francis and Mary A Feb 25 1908. 19:179
Prior Alice of Joseph F and Elizabeth Oct 28 1901. 17:224
Prior Andrew of Thomas and Mary Sept 20 1903. 19:474
Prior Anna of John F and Margaret E Apr 17 1909. 19:354
Prior Arthur M of Robie Sept 4 1907. 19:105
Prior Edward F of Henry and Ellen May 19 1901. 17:164
Prior Elizabeth T of Francis and Mary A Feb 25 1908. 19:179
Prior Fannie of William K and Fanny L July 8 1902. 17:317
Prior Frances M of Frank and Mary Sept 4 1909. 19:414
Prior Gerald N of Felix P and Catherine July 28 1906. 18:355
Prior Howard E of William K and Fannie L Jan 16 1907. 19:6
Prior Joseph of Joseph J and Mary J Sept 14 1903. 17:471
Prior Joseph A of John F and Margaret E July 5 1907. 19:80
Prior Madeline of Henry and Ellen May 11 1905. 18:186
Prior Margaret T of Thomas and Mary Oct 14 1909. 19:429
Prior Marion L of Thomas and Mary Jan 20 1908. 19:165
Prior Mary of Patrick and Rose July 23 1904. 18:79
Prior Mary M of James and Mary June 1 1909. 19:370
Prior Robert D of Felix P and Katherine Sept 8 1904. 18:96
Prior Thomas B of Thomas and Mary Oct 16 1905. 18:246
Prior Virginia of Henry and Ellen Sept 26 1909. 19:423
Prior William E of William H and Mary G July 29 1907. 19:89
Prior —— d of William K and Fannie June 25 1901. 17:174
Prior —— d of Hugh F and Bridget Feb 8 1902. 17:311
Prior —— s of Lizzie Sept 25 1903. 17:511
Prior —— s of James and Mary Apr 19 1908. 19:234
Prior —— s of William H and Mary G May 2 1909. 19:360
Prior —— s of Jeremiah and Alice Aug 30 1909. 19:411
Prisco Ignazio G of Luigi and Maria M Aug 17 1910. 20:148
Pritchard Adel L M (c) of Thomas A and Alice Feb 22 1907. 19:21
Pritchard Dorothy M (c) of Thomas A and Alice Feb 20 1908. 19:177
Pritchard Thomas (c) of Thomas and Alice Jan 3 1906. 18:280
Pritikin Rose of Saul and Esther June 17 1905. 18:199
Procaccianti Ernanni of Giuseppe and Vincenza Mar 21 1909. 19:345
Procaccianti Ettore of Evaristo and Celeste Dec 4 1909. 19:448
Procaccianti Riccardo of Giuseppe and Vincenza Nov 1 1904. 18:114
Procaccianti Rudolfo of Giuseppe and Vincenza Mar 1 1908. 19:181
Procaccini Antonio of Angelo and Maria G Mar 5 1907. 19:25
Procaccini Antonio of Francesco and Annantonina Mar 9 1910. 20:27
Procaccini Antonio of Saverio and Maria June 21 1910. 20:67
Procaccini Domenico of Angelo and Maria G Apr 30 1905. 18:183
Procaccini Flora of —— and Giovannina June 11 1907. A-4:53
Procaccini Giovanni of Francesco and Maria G Aug 5 1902. 17:326
**FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Death Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procaccini Giovanni</td>
<td>Jan 1 1908</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procaccini Ada</td>
<td>Nov 18 1909</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procaccini Luigi</td>
<td>Nov 6 1905</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procaccini Luna</td>
<td>Apr 17 1909</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procaccini Rosaria</td>
<td>Dec 1 1909</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procaccini</td>
<td>Apr 7 1901</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procaccini Carmino</td>
<td>Jul 13 1909</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procaccino s</td>
<td>May 22 1904</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procatandi Inez</td>
<td>Apr 18 1903</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procaccino d</td>
<td>Dec 26 1908</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procatario</td>
<td>Nov 4 1905</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procatino Rosaria</td>
<td>May 20 1910</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procella Alfredo C</td>
<td>Aug 22 1901</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prochet Henrietta L</td>
<td>June 26 1908</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Produgnes Conceição</td>
<td>Jan 12 1910</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Produgnes Manoel</td>
<td>Jan 12 1910</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitt Charles C</td>
<td>Apr 26 1909</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitt Frank L</td>
<td>Apr 26 1905</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitt George E</td>
<td>Dec 8 1905</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitt William E</td>
<td>Nov 14 1907</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitt s of Amos and Bertha</td>
<td>Mar 24 1904</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitt Jessie V</td>
<td>Jun 19 1907</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profita Antonio</td>
<td>Aug 1 1910</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prolo Domenico</td>
<td>Feb 16 1908</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prophet Florence</td>
<td>May 8 1903</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prophet Josephine</td>
<td>Sep 8 1901</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosper Gladys</td>
<td>H Jan 9 1904</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosper</td>
<td>d of Frank H</td>
<td>Feb 19 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosper Donald B</td>
<td>Aug 17 1904</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosper Edwin J</td>
<td>Feb 1 1905</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosper George</td>
<td>Oct 23 1906</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosper Helen J</td>
<td>Feb 14 1910</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosper Malcolm</td>
<td>William F</td>
<td>May 15 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosper Mary C</td>
<td>George C F</td>
<td>May 3 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosper Oswell</td>
<td>John M</td>
<td>Jan 7 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosper Valentine</td>
<td>John M</td>
<td>Jul 6 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosper Vallietta S</td>
<td>Jul 6 1903</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosper William F</td>
<td>Feb 1 1907</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protoera Adelina</td>
<td>Luigi and Agnesa May</td>
<td>1 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proflix Armand</td>
<td>Edmond and Odelle Nov</td>
<td>13 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proflix Arsen</td>
<td>Arsene and Adele June</td>
<td>15 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proflix Jean P</td>
<td>Edmond and Odelle Dec</td>
<td>20 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proflix Joseph</td>
<td>of Nicholas and Elise Sept</td>
<td>1 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proflix Joseph of</td>
<td>Nicholas and Elise Apr</td>
<td>15 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proflix Joseph</td>
<td>of Lorenzo and Sophie Mar</td>
<td>16 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proflix Marie of</td>
<td>Nicholas and Elise Dec</td>
<td>17 1905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Proulx Marie A B of Joseph A and Zelire July 26 1904.....18: 80
Proulx Marie A E of Nicolas and Elise Mar 13 1908.............19: 186
Proulx Marie E A of Nicholas and Elsie Mar 17 1910.........20: 30
Proulx Marie G A of Lorenzo and Sophie June 14 1907......19: 64
Proulx Marie G I of Laurenzo and Sophie Nov 20 1908......19: 289
Proulx William of Lorenzo and Sophie Aug 4 1906 ...........18: 358
Proulx —— s of Edmond and Odellie Dec 23 1909............19: 463
Pront Bertha L (c) of George L and Martha Sept 19 1906...18: 375
Pront Dorothy C (c) of George L and Mattie Oct 2 1908....19: 272
Pront Ethel M of John T and Rose M Sept 8 1907..............19: 106
Pront George L (c) of George L and Martha M Aug 18 1905...18: 226
Pront Harold T of John T and Rosamond M June 9 1909.....19: 373
Pront Hattie M (c) of George L and Mattie July 21 1910.....20: 86
Pront Royal A of John and Rose M Sept 9 1910..............20: 106
Pronty Virginia C of Leonard A and Helen E June 15 1910..20: 64
Provan Jessie H of Jamieson and Margaret July 23 1902....17: 321
Provenci —— s of Antonia and Carmella Oct 18 1906.......18: 421
Provencal Marie A F of Eugene and Eleanor Aug 18 1902....17: 330
Provencal Marie I of Phileas and Rose Apr 27 1909..........19: 358
Provencal Yvonne B of Eugene and Leona Sept 9 1904.......18: 96
Provensal Gertrude of Phileas and Rose Apr 21 1907........19: 44
Prudhomme Albert H of Arthur and Euphemie Sept 6 1908...19: 262
Prue Viola E of Ada Aug 6 1905...............................18: 222
Pruefer Herbert B of Bernhardt and Amelia Feb 18 1901...17: 139
Pruefer Herman C of Herman A and Sarah H Nov 14 1904...18: 118
Pruefer Irving R of Walter H and Charlotte C Mar 23 1908..19: 189
Pruefer Melinsina V of Herman P and Sarah H Sept 9 1902..17: 337
Prumeczkelivicz John of Adam and Lucy Mar 28 1909 .......19: 347
Prusacik Stanisla of John and Annie Dec 19 1902.........17: 370
Prusaczyk Flora of John and Rosa May 4 1908..............19: 206
Prusaczyk Annie of John and Rozaly May 1 1906.........18: 322
Prusaczyk Annie of John and Rosie May 1 1907............19: 47
Pryor Andrew T of Andrew A and Amelia F Oct 10 1903 ....17: 480
Pryor Irene L of Perry W and Ruth E Jan 21 1910.........20: 9
Pryor William S of Joseph F and Elizabeth Feb 28 1905....18: 161
Prytula Helen A of Peter and Annie Dec 6 1910.............20: 137
Prytula —— s of Peter and Annie Nov 24 1908..............19: 291
Przybytowicz Joseph of Peter and Aniuja July 18 1908....19: 242
Psiaki —— s of Emanuel and Mand Mar 27 1906..............18: 309
Pucci Elizabeth F M of Rego and Corinne B Apr 19 1904...18: 39
Pucci Luisa of Annunziata and Maria May 23 1908.........19: 213
Pucino Antonetta I of Michele and Maria A Aug 7 1906...A-1: 55
Pucino Elena of Michele and Maria A Mar 28 1904..........A-1: 55
Pugana Antonio F of Antonio F and Conceicao Aug 19 1901..17: 202
Pugliese Domenico V of Battista and Giuseppina Apr 15 1910.20: 41
Puknowsky Lena of Frank and Ewa Aug 27 1910..............19: 410
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Puliano Armonde of Sylvanni and Carmella Apr 9 1907 .......... 19: 39
Puliano Eugenia of Carmine and Margherita Aug 17 1908 ....... 19: 254
Puliano —— d of Carmine and Margherita June 25 1907 ....... 19: 68
Palazzo —— of Michele and Maria Dec 5 1907 ............. 19: 140
Puleo Concetta of Giovanni and Grazia May 6 1904 .......... 18: 44
Puleo Francesco of Andrea and Mattea Nov 8 1907 .......... 19: 130
Puleo Grazia of Bartolo and Carmela May 6 1910 .......... 20: 49
Puleo Rosaria of Bartolo and Carmela Jan 12 1909 ......... 19: 319
Puleo Rosario of Giovanni and Grazia Aug 10 1902 ....... 19: 47
Puleo Rosario of Andrea and Mattea Oct 17 1905 .......... 18: 217
Puleo Sarino of Giovanni and Grazia Aug 10 1902 ......... 17: 328
Puler Maria of Andrea and Mattea Dec 23 1903 .......... 17: 504
Pulezka Stanislaus of Annie Nov 5 1907 .......... 19: 129
Pulichetti Rosaria of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 24 1907 .... 19: 143
Pulkey —— d of Joseph and Louise Jan 6 1910 .......... 20: 2
Pullanlo Clotilde of Salvatore and Carmela Oct 31 1901 ...... 17: 225
Pullanlo Rosa of Salvatore and Minnie June 16 1903 ....... 17: 434
Pulleo Anna of Andrea and Matteo Feb 6 1902 .......... 17: 263
Pulon Clementine of Luigi and Maggie July 4 1902 ...... 17: 374
Pulushno Maria of Michele and Anna Feb 25 1906 ......... 17: 400
Pulver Emmie A of Bernard L and Sarah A July 8 1901 .... 18: 74
Pulver George of Bernard and Minnie Dec 16 1907 ....... 19: 144
Pulver Paul H of David and Edith May 1 1904 ......... 18: 43
Pulver —— d of Bernard and —— Jan 9 1902 ......... 17: 314
Punda Mensilaus of John and Nellie Aug 18 1904 ....... 18: 88
Pundor Kamila of Dymitry and Aniela June 5 1903 ....... 17: 431
Punkewsky Wladislawa of Ambrose and Elizabeth Jan 31 1903: 17: 391
Puntarelli —— d of Benedetto and Cardarina Feb 13 1907 .... 19: 74
Pun temple Ines of Pietro and Luigia May 13 1903 ....... 17: 124
Pupella Giuseppe of Domenico and Giuseppina May 15 1910 .... 20: 52
Purcell Agnes V of Martin and Maria A July 27 1909 .......... 19: 397
Purcell Andrew L of Andrew J and Mary June 3 1901 ....... 17: 168
Purcell Anna of William and Mary M Mar 10 1909 .......... 19: 341
Purcell Anna M of Martin and Maria July 18 1906 ....... 18: 251
Purcell Maria of Martin and Maria July 18 1904 ....... 18: 136
Purcell Mary M of William and Mary July 9 1907 .......... 19: 82
Purcell —— s of Martin and Maria May 8 1905 .......... 18: 185
Purcell —— d of Martin and Maria A Apr 27 1908 .......... 19: 203
Purdy Stuart J of Charles S and Olive Aug 31 1908 ....... 19: 259
Purinton Alice M of Orren D and Janie M June 23 1909 ....... 19: 378
Purinton —— d of Annie June 24 1907 ....... 19: 68
Purnell Doris E of Alfred W and Eliza T May 27 1910 ....... 20: 57
Purnell Harold E F (c) of George H and Mary F June 12 1906: 18: 237
Purnell Marion D (c) of Fillmore R and Laura J Mar 11 1902 .... 17: 275
Purnell Walter of Henry E and Mary A Dec 29 1901 ....... 17: 244
Purnell Walter of Edward and Hattie M Apr 1 1907............. 19: 36
Purpuro Vincenzo of Ignazio and Vita Feb 9 1902............. 17: 264
Parrucker Ethel M of Frank H and Maude 11 May 1901........ 17: 163
Pastorino Giovanni of Pietro and Maria S 27 1910............ 20: 34
Putkowski Edward of Suferia and Stanislawa June 2 1903..... 17: 438
Putney Curtiss S of Clarence W and Edna M Mar 20 1909..... 19: 382
Putney Earl W of Lovell W and Elizabeth 1 July 27 1903..... 17: 455
Putney Gertrude E of Lovell W and Elizabeth July 3 1909.... 19: 389
Pyne Anastasia M of Francis P and Margaret T Feb 1 1903... 17: 394
Pyne Dorothy of William J and Helen F Aug 28 1909......... 19: 410
Pyne Francis P of Francis P and Margaret T May 9 1904..... 18: 45
Pyne James of Beatrice Jan 11 1908............................ 19: 162
Quade Mannel S of Mannel S and Maria S July 5 1907....... 19: 80
Quadrato Antonio of Michele and Antonia Jan 27 1906....... 18: 239
Quadratto George C of Michele and Amelia May 3 1906....... 18: 322
Quadri Norman of Ettole and Angelina June 1 1903......... 17: 430
Quain Mary of James and Henrietta July 1 1910.............. 20: 78
Quaine Grace of James J and Henrietta F Aug 31 1905....... 18: 231
Quaine Helen M of James J and Henrietta Jan 4 1908........ 19: 159
Quaine — s of James J and Etta July 10 1903................. 17: 510
Quailin Veronica of August and Rose July 2 1905............. 18: 210
Quallins Nelson J of Frederick C and Rose A Nov 24 1904... 18: 121
Qualo Maria (et) of Jose and Jennie Noy 26 1907.............. 19: 137
Quann Anastasia M of Edward J and Mary A Noy 28 1903..... 17: 496
Quann Leo of Daniel J and Catherine Sept 3 1901............ 17: 207
Quann Michael J of William and Sarah Jan 31 1903......... 17: 415
Quann — d of Daniel J and Catherine Dec 12 1908............ 19: 312
Quaranda — s of Giovanni and Maria June 19 1904............ 18: 59
Quaranta Raffaele of Giovanni and Mariantonio July 27 1901... 17: 194
Quaranto Antonio of Giovanni and Mariantonio Oct 18 1902... 17: 350
Quaranto Vincenzo of Giovanni and Mariantonio Oct 13 1907... 19: 120
Quarcieri Angelo of Fabiano and Concetta July 17 1907...... 19: 84
Quarnestrum Carl H of Gottfried and Matilda July 31 1902... 17: 324
Quarnestrum Frank J of Gottfried and Mathilda C June 8 1901. 17: 169
Quarry Josephine of George and Alice M Dec 20 1902......... 17: 379
Quartieri Anna of Raffaele and Maria Mar 23 1903............. 17: 409
Quartini Maria of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Sept 24 1907...... 19: 113
Quartocheia Iolanda of Antonio and Carolina Apr 14 1902.... 17: 285
Quatrucii Anna of Rocco and Assunta Sept 26 1907............. 19: 113
Quatrucii Clelia M E of Luigi and Assunta Nov 21 1908....... 19: 289
Quatieri Assunta of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 4 1910........... 20: 25
Quattrella Teresina of Michael and Amelia Nov 30 1904....... 18: 123
Quatrini Elena of Vincenzo and Carmina May 11 1910......... 20: 52
Quattrochia Silvio of Antonio and Carolina Nov 24 1903....... 17: 494
Quatrucii Alfredo of Rocco and Assunta Sept 19 1903......... 17: 473
Quatrucii Angiolina of Rocco and Assunta Feb 13 1902........ 17: 265
Quattrucci Domenico F of Luigi and Assunta Oct 4 1903 .......... 17: 478
Quattrucci Elena C of Luigi and Assunta Jan 30 1906 .......... 18: 290
Quattrucci Elvira of Luigi and Assunta Dec 6 1901 .......... 17: 237
Quattrucci Emilia of Rocco and Assunta Oct 14 1905 .......... 18: 245
Queen Hezekiah E of Lizzie B July 16 1907 .......... 19: 81
Queen Hope D of Lizzie B July 6 1905 .......... 18: 242
Queen Jackson of Lizzie Sept 24 1909 .......... 19: 122
Queen —— of John and Lizzie B Feb 12 1902 .......... 17: 265
Queen —— of Lizzie B Feb 13 1902 .......... 17: 311
Queen —— of Lizzie B Mar 26 1903 .......... 17: 410
Queenan Earl F of William H and Ellen L Sept 16 1908 .......... 19: 266
Queenan Joseph of William H and Ella Nov 26 1907 .......... 19: 147
Quelet John L of Alva and Elizabeth Jan 27 1901 .......... 17: 174
Quentel George of George and Alice Aug 17 1905 .......... 18: 226
Querceto Palmino of Fabiano and Conceita Apr 8 1906 .......... 18: 314
Queriglia Domenico A of Salvatore and Rosina Feb 19 1905 .......... 18: 158
Quick Alice of Joseph and Catherine J Nov 30 1902 .......... 17: 304
Quick Sophie N of George B and Katherine June 23 1904 .......... 18: 61
Quigg Henry F of William A and Elizabeth Jan 28 1905 .......... 18: 150
Quigley Annie of John A and Annie T Sept 28 1901 .......... 17: 247
Quigley Earl A of James J and Euphemia V July 18 1902 .......... 17: 320
Quigley Edward of David and Josephine C Mar 8 1904 .......... 18: 24
Quigley Edward of Joseph A and Theresa V Dec 11 1906 .......... 18: 405
Quigley Edwin A of James and Phemie Apr 20 1905 .......... 18: 179
Quigley Elizabeth of Frank J and Ellen Apr 13 1905 .......... 18: 177
Quigley Francis of Frank J and Ellen M Feb 17 1903 .......... 17: 396
Quigley Irene L of John F and Catherine Mar 18 1910 .......... 20: 31
Quigley James of William and Agnes Oct 1 1904 .......... 18: 101
Quigley Jane of Edward and Bridget Nov 28 1903 .......... 17: 509
Quigley Mary of James J and Euphemia M May 10 1901 .......... 17: 162
Quigley May E of John and Catherine T Mar 16 1907 .......... 19: 30
Quigley Robert F of Joseph A and Theresa July 29 1910 .......... 20: 90
Quigley Thomas W of William and Agnes June 3 1906 .......... 18: 333
Quigley —— of William and Agnes Nov 28 1901 .......... 17: 234
Quigley —— of Josephine June 27 1908 .......... 19: 228
Quilich Eva E of Caesar and Maria Aug 5 1910 .......... 20: 93
Quilich Gloria E of Caesar and Maria Aug 5 1910 .......... 20: 93
Quilici Luigi of Enrico and Dina Apr 23 1910 .......... 20: 44
Quillan James T of Henry F and Mary Aug 31 1903 .......... 17: 466
Quillan —— of Edward T and Annie L Nov 1 1902 .......... 17: 378
Quillen Bertha of Henry F and Mary F May 10 1906 .......... 18: 325
Quillen Edward of Henry F and Mary F Jan 26 1905........18:149
Quillen Lucille C of John J and Lucy H Aug 19 1907........19:152
Quilty George F of Timothy F and Mary Nov 8 1910........20:127
Quilty Harold T of Timothy and Mary Mar 21 1908..........19:189
Quilty Martha W of Timothy and Mary Feb 22 1909..........19:334
Quimby Charles D of George D and Annie M Oct 10 1904.....18:197
Quimby Chester A of Ralph W and Fannie L Jan 15 1903....17:385
Quimby Nelson W of Nelson W and Ethel F Oct 7 1909.......19:427
Quinn Joseph H of Henry M and Grace July 4 1910.........20:79
Quinn Agnes M of John F and Susan T Dec 31 1903.........17:507
Quinn Alice M of Joseph H and Annie M Aug 26 1907........19:101
Quinn Annie of Patrick J and Mary E Jan 9 1901..........17:127
Quinn Annie M of Stephen J and Matilda Nov 13 1907......19:192
Quinn Catherine of James and Catherine Apr 11 1908......19:197
Quinn Catherine E of James and Katie Oct 16 1906.........18:390
Quinn Catherine R of Hugh A and Martha F Feb 23 1907.....19:22
Quinn Charles E of Charles F and Ellen Feb 4 1901.........17:135
Quinn Charles F of James J and Mary A June 4 1908........19:219
Quinn Christopher A of James and Bridget Mar 14 1909.....19:342
Quinn Clarissa A of James and Gertrude Apr 7 1909.........19:351
Quinn Dennis of Michael J and Sarah A Sept 15 1905.......18:236
Quinn Dennis L of Patrick J and Mary E Mar 23 1904.......18:30
Quinn Doris G of James M and Gertrude M Apr 12 1903......17:415
Quinn Dorothy of John A and Mary I June 6 1907..........19:61
Quinn Edmund A of James and Eliza J Jan 15 1902.........17:257
Quinn Edward F of Martin and Mary Jan 11 1907...........19:4
Quinn Edward J of James and Delia Sept 5 1902............17:336
Quinn Edward L of James M and Gertrude M Mar 14 1907.....19:29
Quinn Elizabeth of Michael J and Sarah A May 22 1904.......18:50
Quinn Francis of Francis and Mary A June 17 1905.........18:199
Quinn Francis J of John and Ellen Aug 2 1903.............17:457
Quinn George E of James J and Mary Sept 8 1901..........17:208
Quinn George H of Martin J and Mary Sept 14 1909.........19:418
Quinn George P of James and Bridget Feb 15 1907..........19:18
Quinn Grace A of Patrick and Hannah Nov 16 1902.........17:376
Quinn Helen F of Michael and Sarah Mar 6 1901............17:143
Quinn Henry J of John E and Susan T June 18 1908.........19:224
Quinn Hugh A of Hugh A and Martha F July 31 1905.........18:220
Quinn Irene H of James J and Mary V July 29 1903.........17:456
Quinn James of James and Gertrude Aug 18 1905............18:226
Quinn James of Patrick J and Mary E Oct 14 1908..........17:276
Quinn James F of James and Catherine Feb 27 1901..........17:141
Quinn James F of Michael J and Mary A June 7 1909........19:373
Quinn James J of James J and Jennie Apr 1 1910............20:36
Quinn James J of Joseph H and Annie M May 25 1910.........20:57
Quinn John of William E and Mary M July 15 1904..........18:76
Quinn John C of Michael J and Sarah A Dec 9 1906............. 18:101
Quinn John E of Michael J and Mary A May 13 1907.......... 19: 51
Quinn John J of James and Catherine May 17 1903............ 17:125
Quinn John L of John and Ellen July 6 1906................. 18:346
Quinn John M of William and Sarah E Nov 12 1901.......... 17:229
Quinn Joseph of John and Annie Feb 23 1906................. 18:299
Quinn Joseph H of Joseph and Catherine May 19 1902......... 17:285
Quinn Loretta of James J and Mary A July 21 1906.......... 18:353
Quinn Margaret of Martin and Mary Mar 8 1903.............. 17:101
Quinn Martin J of Martin and Mary Feb 8 1901.............. 17:136
Quinn Mary of William E and Mary M Aug 24 1902............ 17:362
Quinn Mary of James J and Jennie I July 11 1907........... 19:82
Quinn Mary A of Michael and Sarah A Nov 15 1902.......... 17:359
Quinn Mary E of John J and Ellen Feb 1 1908............... 19:170
Quinn Mary E of Hugh and Martha F Oct 17 1910............ 20:120
Quinn Michael J of William and Sarah Jan 31 1903......... 17:390
Quinn Ray E of James J and Elizabeth Jan 12 1907......... 19: 5
Quinn Raymond of James and Bridget Jan 23 1905............ 18:148
Quinn Raymond J of John J and Julia A Aug 30 1902........ 17:331
Quinn Raymond J of Martin J and Mary June 25 1908....... 19:227
Quinn Robert I of John E and Susan T Mar 22 1901........ 17:148
Quinn Rosella of Patrick and Hannah J Oct 22 1901....... 18:110
Quinn Roy L of James J and Elizabeth Jan 12 1907........ 19: 5
Quinn Stephen T of Francis and Mary A Sept 20 1903....... 17:171
Quinn Teresa M of Martin and Hannah Dec 7 1905........... 18:261
Quinn Thomas H of Margaret Sept 26 1908................. 19:269
Quinn Thomas W D of James M and Gertrude M Mar 29 1902.. 17:279
Quinn Timothy of Patrick J and Mary E Mar 27 1905...... 18:171
Quinn Timothy R of John J and Annie J Aug 4 1902........ 17:326
Quinn William E of William E and Mary M Nov 11 1906.... 18:394
Quinn William P of Patrick J and Mary E Feb 2 1902...... 17:262
Quinn —— d of John and Xellie Apr 19 1901.............. 17:180
Quinn —— s of Mary Sept 16 1902.............. 17:340
Quinn —— d of Martin and Mary Mar 16 1905.............. 18:167
Quinn —— d of James and Delia Dec 7 1910.............. 20:138
Quint Frederick of Edward and Sophia July 12 1906....... 18:318
Quintal Blanche A of George and Alice Dec 11 1907...... 19:142
Quintavalli Domenico of Antonio and Rosa Dec 8 1903..... 17:499
Quintavalli —— s of Antonio and Rosa Dec 31 1901....... 18:332
Quintavallo Domenico A of Antonio and Rosa Jan 4 1903.. 18:111
Quintavallo Maria C of Antonio and Rosa Mar 20 1907..... 19: 31
Quintilio Flora of Narcisi and Antonia Oct 21 1906...... 18:387

Quinton Agnes I of James and Agnes M June 16 1908........... 19:223
Quinton Edward J of James and Agnes M July 8 1910........... 20: 81
Quinton Flora M (c) of James A and Fannie Mar 25 1910........... 20: 33
Quinton Gertrude M of James and Agnes M Oct 23 1902........... 17:351
Quinton James A of James and Agnes M Sept 5 1904........... 18: 95
Quinton Margaret M of John J and Annie A Sept 17 1903........... 17:473
Quinton Marion F (c) of James A and Fanny Oct 22 1907........... 19:123
Quinton Mildred L (c) of James A and Fannie B Feb 15 1906.18:295
Quirk Rose DeL B of Alfred and Rose D Sept 8 1904........... 18: 96
Quirk Anna S of John and Katy June 17 1908........... 20:1008
Quirk Annie A of Edward and Mary June 19 1904........... 18: 59
Quirk Catherine of James R and Catherine E Oct 15 1905........... 18:246
Quirk Charles C of Charles A and Ethel C June 24 1907........... 19: 68
Quirk David H of Michael and Ellen Sept 6 1901........... 17:207
Quirk Earl J of Michael and Ellen June 17 1908........... 19:224
Quirk Eliza G of Joseph F and Eliza E Jan 12 1903........... 17:384
Quirk Elizabeth of John and Catherine A June 10 1906........... 18:336
Quirk Helen M of Fred E and Katherine J Apr 28 1909........... 19:358
Quirk Hope M of Joseph F and Sarah E Dec 21 1907........... 19:146
Quirk James C of Thomas F and Annie L May 9 1903........... 17:423
Quirk John A of James R and Catherine E July 24 1908........... 19:244
Quirk John K of John J and Sarah E Oct 22 1910........... 20:121
Quirk John W of Michael and Kate Sept 19 1907........... 19:111
Quirk Marguerite of Michael and Ellen July 23 1903........... 17:454
Quirk Mary of Thomas and Minnie May 21 1907........... 19: 54
Quirk Mary A of John and Kate A Feb 7 1903........... 17:393
Quirk Mary E of Thomas and Minnie Feb 16 1905........... 18:156
Quirk Mary R of James R and Catherine E Apr 24 1910........... 20: 45
Quirk Michael E of Michael and Ellen Nov 28 1905........... 18:261
Quirk Mortimore J of John and Katy Oct 1 1910........... 20:114
Quirk Raymond of Michael and Ellen Nov 12 1910........... 20:129
Quirk Robert E of John and Kate July 22 1904........... 18: 78
Quirk Robert F of Robert and Mary A Mar 4 1908........... 19:182
Quirk Robert J of Michael and Kate Sept 8 1905........... 18:234
Quirk Thomas of Thomas F and Annie L Feb 19 1902........... 17:267
Quirk William J of Joseph F and Sarah E Mar 8 1906........... 18:304
Quirk —— d of Joseph F and Eliza Feb 12 1905........... 18:206
Quist Gabriel E of Charles and Anna Mar 28 1902........... 17:279
Rabael Gabriel M of Frank and Melinda May 18 1903........... 17:426
Rabator Eva of Leander and Mary J Nov 16 1910........... 20:149
Rabbele George of Manuel and Maria Mar 19 1904........... 18: 29
Rabbele Marie J of Frank and Marie Jan 30 1905........... 18:151
Rabbici Vinceuza of Raffaele and Clementina June 22 1901........... 17:173
Rabbit Marie J of Lewis and Julia May 16 1904........... 18: 48
Rabe Dorothy J of Frederick H and Katrina E May 6 1909........... 19:361
Rabe Else M of Herman and Katarina Nov 29 1901........... 17:234
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Rabe Ethel H of Frederick A and Margaret T Oct 8 1901........17: 217
Rabe Frederick A of Frederick H and Katherine May 15 1904.18: 47
Rabe Marion E of Oscar H and Elizabeth Feb 6 1905........18: 153
Rabello John of Frank and Maria June 24 1907........19: 68
Rabello Jose of Jose and Emelia Oct 17 1904.........18: 109
Rabello Laura of Frank and Levera Sept 29 1903........17: 476
Rabello Louise of Frank and Maria Sept 27 1906........18: 378
Rabello Manuel C of Antone and Maria Feb 21 1907........19: 21
Rabello Ajaline of Mariano and Josephine Aug 8 1901........18: 85
Rabello Emelia R of Morino and Josephine Sept 30 1902........17: 311
Rabello John of Marion and Josephine Dec 22 1906........18: 108
Rabello Manuel of Manne and Maria July 15 1908........19: 241
Rabello Maria G of Jose and Emma June 24 1909........19: 379
Rabello Mary L of Mariano and Josephine June 3 1909........19: 371
Rabello Frank of Frank and Emilia Mar 17 1903........17: 107
Rabenovitz Samuel of Morris and Eya Nov 9 1910........20: 127
Raberlefsky Helena of Constanti and Annie July 4 1901........17: 185
Rabinovitz Kate of Morris and Ethel June 13 1909........A-1: 67
Rabinovitz Annie G of Moses and Sarah Aug 12 1901........17: 199
Rabinovitz Bessie of William and Nellie Sept 16 1906........18: 374
Rabinovitz Ellen of Morris and Eva May 1 1909........19: 359
Rabinovitz Ida of William and Nellie June 9 1908........19: 220
Rabinovitz Sadie of Morris and Yetta June 12 1907........19: 63
Rabinovitz Samuel of Julius and Lena Sept 19 1910........20: 109
Rabinovitz Sophia of William and Annie May 4 1901........17: 161
Rabinovitz Perry of William and Elliot Sept 24 1910........20: 110
Rabinovitz Sydnie L of William and Annie D Nov 21 1907........19: 425
Rabinovitz Joseph H O of Arseno and Luanna Dec 22 1910........20: 143
Racewicz Emilia of Frank and Carrie Sept 16 1901........18: 99
Racewicz Helen B of Frank and Caroline Aug 13 1907........19: 96
Racewicz Wladyslawa of Frank and Carrie Sept 16 1901........18: 99
Rachelle Antonio of Angelo and Rosina Aug 11 1908........19: 251
Rachelle Giuseppe of Angelo and Rossa May 16 1907........19: 92
Rachelle Maria C of Angelo and Rosina Oct 5 1910........20: 115
Rachelle —— s of Angelo and Rosina May 10 1906........18: 325
Rachelsky Franciska of Stanislas and Thelma May 2 1902........17: 290
Rachelsky Stefania of Stanislas and Thelma May 2 1902........17: 290
Rachelsky Annie M of Barney and Veronica July 6 1903........17: 418
Rachiele —— s of Angelo and Rosina May 10 1906........18: 419
Rachilosky William of Felix and Annie Dec 8 1901........17: 257
Racie Cecilia of Xavier and Rose A Sept 1 1907........19: 105
Racie Delia of Xavier and Rosanna Oct 24 1902........17: 352
Racie George of Xavier and Rosanna Feb 21 1904........18: 19
Racie Joseph E A of Xavier and Rose A Aug 2 1904........17: 195
Racie Joseph H of Xavier and Rose A July 23 1909........19: 396
Racie Marie J of Xavier and Rose A Dec 31 1910........20: 116
BIRTHS

Radigan Matilda M of Xavier and Rosanna Oct 29 1905........... 18: 250
Radigan Josephine of Joseph and Julia Mar 15 1908........... 19: 186
Raczelowska Annie S of Stanislaus and Tekla June 15 1905... 18: 198
Raczelowska Antonio T of Stanislaus and Tekla Mar 15 1907, 19: 29
Raczelowska Leonarda S of Stanislaw and Tekla Mar 15 1909, 19: 343
Rada Antonetta of Domenico and Maria M Feb 16 1910........ 20: 18
Rada Giuseppina of Raffaele and Leonilda Nov 2 1909........ 19: 436
Radigan John J of Thomas J and Nellie June 5 1905....... 18: 195
Radigan Madalene F of Thomas J and Helen E Dec 9 1906... 18: 404
Radigan Mildred S of Thomas and Helen June 4 1903...... 17: 430
Radigan Arthur E of Edward and Elizabeth Aug 8 1910..... 20: 94
Radigan Bernard of James and Mary A Mar 1 1907....... 19: 24
Radigan Catharine of James P and Bridget L July 24 1904... 18: 79
Radigan Catherine of Edward and Elizabeth Aug 1 1903..... 17: 457
Radigan Catherine of Edward F and Mary J Dec 8 1907...... 19: 141
Radigan Catherine A of James and Mary E Feb 16 1904..... 18: 17
Radigan Christopher E of Edward and Elizabeth Jan 6 1905. 18: 143
Radigan Edward F of Edward F and Mary J Apr 25 1905..... 18: 181
Radigan Felix of James and Mary A Oct 19 1905........ 18: 247
Radigan George V of James and Mary A Nov 25 1901....... 17: 233
Radigan Gertrude E of Edward F and Mary J July 4 1903... 17: 447
Radigan Helen I of James P and Bridget H July 13 1902.... 17: 318
Radigan Joseph W of Edward F and Mary J May 11 1906.... 18: 325
Radigan —— d of Edward B and Lizzie T Feb 8 1901...... 17: 136
Radigan —— d of Alfred and Margaret Dec 2 1901...... 17: 235
Radoccia Iolanda of Pasquale and Emma Sept 6 1909.... 19: 415
Radoccia Maria O D of Pasquale and Emma Mar 3 1908.... 19: 182
Radtki Frederick C of Otto A and Margaret A Jan 30 1904... 18: 11
Radtki Louise F of Otto A and Marie K Feb 19 1908...... 19: 177
Radtki Otto B C of Otto A and Marie C Jan 12 1910..... 20: 6
Radtki Violet T of Otto A and Margaret A Apr 19 1902... 17: 286
Raffaniello Elvira of Gaetano and Filomena Aug 12 1910... 20: 96
Raffael Giuseppe of Michel and Margarite Aug 16 1906... 18: 362
Rafferty Anna M of Stephen F and Annie Jan 3 1910....... 20: 1
Rafferty Annetta E of James E and Annette D Mar 7 1905... 18: 164
Rafferty Annie of Thomas and Ann Mar 22 1908........ 19: 178
Rafferty Arthur F of James E and Annetta D May 5 1907... 19: 49
Rafferty Charles E of James E and Annetta D Mar 27 1903.... 17: 410
Rafferty Elizabeth of James F and Elizabeth A Sept 29 1902... 17: 344
Rafferty Frances L of Stephen F and Annie June 4 1905.... 18: 194
Rafferty Lewis E of Stephen F and Annie May 14 1907...... 19: 51
Rafferty Marjorie of John F and Marguerite Mar 6 1909.... 19: 339
Rafferty Mary of Patrick and Catherine May 28 1902..... 17: 297
Rafferty Nellie of John F and Margaret Aug 19 1910..... 20: 98
Rafferty Patrick F of John F and Margaret June 19 1905... 18: 200
Rafferty Stephen F of Stephen F and Annie May 24 1902.... 17: 296
Rafferty Susan J of James E and Annetta Apr 16 1910........20: 42
Rafferty Ursula M of John W and Teresa F Dec 21 1901........17: 241
Rafferty Warren of James and Ellen May 30 1910...............................20: 58
Raffi Francesco of Giovanni and Pasqualina Jan 27 1907................19: 11
Raffo Gesunata of Giovanni and Pasqualina Sept 22 1905................18: 238
Raffo Giuseppe of Giovanni and Pasqualina Mar 18 1904................18: 28
Raffur Thomas of Michael and Margaret Mar 29 1901...................17: 150
Rafferty Ellen G of Thomas J and Mary L Mar 4 1906....................18: 302
Rafferty John E of Thomas and Mary Nov 3 1902.........................17: 355
Rafferty John R of Frank M and Margaret A Nov 23 1901..............17: 232
Rafferty Thomas C of Thomas and Mary Mar 21 1901......................17: 148
Rafuse Florence G of William F and Catherine H June 27 1909........19: 380
Rafuse Grace H of William F and Catherine July 29 1903................17: 436
Rafuse William J of William F and Catherine Jan 11 1907..............19: 4
Ragan Mary of Joseph and Alberta Aug 16 1909.........................19: 406
Raglinia Agatha of Binari and Elizabeth June 5 1907....................19: 60
Ragnar Carl H of Carl A and Hilda M May 26 1901.........................17: 166
Ragosta Angelo di Luca and Vincenza Nov 9 1908.........................19: 285
Ragosta Domenico di Antonio and Antonio Jan 22 1910..................20: 9
Ragosta Elvira di Luca and Vincenza Aug 26 1909.......................19: 140
Ragosta Emilia di Giovanni e Rosa Jan 29 1909............................19: 325
Ragosta Genaro di Luca e Vincenza Aug 6 1910............................20: 93
Ragosta Giovanni di Gabriele e Filomena May 6 1904.....................18: 44
Ragosta Grazia di Gabriele e Filomena Apr 19 1902......................17: 286
Ragosta Sabatino di Luca e Vincenza Dec 21 1901.........................18: 130
Ragosta Sabatini di Luca e Vincenza Jan 4 1902.........................17: 253
Ragosta Vincenzo di Giovanni e Antonio July 26 1903....................17: 455
Ragosto — d di Luca e Vincenza Sept 17 1907.........................19: 155
Rahmung Ada R (e) di James T e Minnie L Mar 6 1901.................17: 144
Raj Marie Y di Joseph e Clara Mar 10 1910.........................20: 27
Rajia Theresa di Raffaele e Maria June 7 1908.............................19: 220
Rahman Kutie di Samnel e Rebecca July 15 1904.........................18: 76
Rainer Charles E (o) di Joseph e Harriet Jan 14 1908................19: 163
Rathiel Eva L di Charles J e Isabel B Aug 9 1901......................17: 198
Rathiel Huez M di Charles J e Isabel B July 10 1907...................19: 92
Rathiel Louis J di Charles J e Isabel B Sept 26 1903....................17: 475
Raitman Kutie di Samnel e Rebecca June 15 1904.......................18: 58
Razis Annie di Joseph e Annie June 1 1906.........................18: 332
Rakatansky Clara di Morris D e Fannie Sept 9 1910....................20: 106
Rakatansky Henry di Wolf e Tellie Dec 31 1910.........................20: 117
Rakatansky Solomon di Wolf e Tellie Dec 31 1910......................20: 117
Rakatansky Lena di Morris e Fannie Sept 18 1906......................18: 374
Rakitansky Nathan di Morris e Fannie Apr 19 1908....................19: 200
Rakitansky — twin s e d di Morris e Fannie July 16 1909............19: 461
Rakoff Rebecca di Harry e Tessie Jan 14 1910.........................20: 6
BIRTHS Recorded in PROVIDENCE

Rakoff Sarah of Harry and Tessie Sept 15 1907............19:109
Rakoska Elsbeta of Teofil and Bronislawa Mar 24 1904.......18:30
Rakowski Joseph of Teofil and Bronka Aug 9 1902...........17:327
Rakowski —— d of Joseph and Orch Mar 29 1908..............19:191
Ralbi —— s of Manol and Mary Mar 23 1903..............17:443
Raleigh Anna of William A and Mary J Aug 7 1905......18:223
Raleigh John F of John E and Catherine E June 10 1904....18:56
Raleigh John F of William A and Mary J Aug 8 1907.......19:93
Raleigh Theresa of John F and Katherine Mar 3 1909........19:338
Raleigh —— s of William A and Mary J July 30 1906........18:455
Ralph Kenneth L of George W and Alice Jan 20 1905.......18:147
Ralph —— s of Michael and Anne May 23 1902..............17:296
Ralph —— s of Margaret Apr 28 1907......................19:46
Ralston Frederick R of William and Ada May 31 1906......18:332
Ralston Marion of Matthew and Nora July 21 1901.........17:192
Ramage —— d of John and Amelia Nov 2 1901..............17:250
Ramaglia Domenico of Pietro and Filomena Oct 17 1907.....19:121
Ramaglia Domenico of Pietro and Filomena Dec 26 1908.....19:304
Ramaglia Pasquale of Pietro and Filomena Mar 17 1905.....18:167
Ramaglio Donato of Pietro and Filomena July 28 1910.......20:89
Ramaglio Teresa of Pietro and Filomena Oct 28 1901.......17:224
Ramagnani Cristina of Annunziato and Rosina Apr 4 1903...17:412
Ramagnano Francesco of Annunziato and Rosina May 14 1907,19:51
Ramagnano Maria of Nunziato and Rosa Jan 22 1901.........17:131
Ramagno Pasqualina of Pietro and Filomena Jan 11 1903.....17:384
Ramanowsky Tame of Anthony and Antonina Dec 29 1903.....17:506
Ramaska Antonetta of Michael and Agatha Dec 26 1909.....19:455
Ramaska Joseph of Michael and Agatha Aug 31 1908........19:239
Ramazka Annie of Frank and Petronella Oct 2 1904........18:104
Rambino —— s of Giovanni and Maria Mar 6 1910...........20:74
Rambone Nicola of Cosimo and Domenica Apr 17 1908......19:200
Ramn Adolf W of Felix and Mary May 28 1909............19:369
Ramn Edward R of Otto and Agnes Aug 28 1902...........17:375
Ramn William F of Otto and Agnes June 20 1907...........19:67
Ram —— d of Felix and Mary June 20 1902..............17:313
Ramse John (+) of Antone and Maria Apr 2 1904.........18:31
Ramos Jose L of Manuel L and Anne L Apr 13 1904........18:37
Ramos —— (+) d of Pietro and Maria Feb 16 1910...........20:18
Ramponge Alberto of Giovanni and Maria Aug 16 1908.......19:253
Ramponge Domenica of Antonio and Nunziata Mar 29 1902...17:314
Ramponge Giustino of Giovanni and Maria Jan 1 1907........19:1
Ramponge Ida of Cosimo and Maria Apr 3 1910............20:37
Ramponge Michelina of Giovanni and Maria May 8 1910.......20:50
Ramponge Nacenza of Tomaso and Maria May 20 1909........19:366
Ramponge Pietro of Tomaso and Anna M Dec 2 1910.........20:136
Ramsdell Ariadne B of Waldo B and Julia P July 31 1904....18:82
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Ramsdell Waldo B of Waldo B and Julia P June 21 1906........18:340
Ramsden John W of John R and Florence May 31 1907.........19:58
Ramsden Samuel of John R and Florence May 31 1907.........19:58
Ramsden Willard S of John R and Florence May 23 1910......20:56
Ranahan John A of Thomas J and Catharine Oct 26 1906.....18:389
Ranaldi Arcangela of Angelo and Arcangela Aug 14 1908....19:306
Ranaldi Pasquale of Vincenzo and Maria May 21 1909.....19:366
Ranallo Americo of Giacomo and Vittoria Mar 14 1905.....18:166
Ranallo Domenico of Giuseppe and Caroline Sept 7 1909...19:415
Ranallo Elena of Domenico and Giacomba Feb 28 1909.......19:336
Ranallo Ellen of Domenico and Geraldina July 24 1907....19:87
Ranallo Francesco of Francesco and Vincenza June 18 1901...17:172
Ranallo Vincenza of Sibatino and Maria Mar 14 1910.......20:29
Ranazzo Gasparo of Antonio and Gaetana Feb 4 1907.......19:14
Ranchoens Earl F of Frank A and Rose A Jan 25 1910....20:11
Ranceurt Bertha C of Dolphis J and Gertrude M Apr 18 1908..19:200
Ranceurt Catherine G M of Dolphis J and Gertrude M July 7
1905...........................................18:212
Ranceurt Dora M of Joseph and Emma Sept 26 1903.......17:475
Ranceurt Joseph of Wilfrid and Adelina Feb 16 1904......18:66
Ranceurt Malchar D T of Dolphis and Gertrude July 7 1904..18:73
Ranceurt Marie A L of Wilfrid and Adelina Aug 9 1909....19:403
Ranceurt Mary A S of Joseph and Emma June 22 1902.......17:305
Ranceurt Raymond F of Dolphis J and Gertrude M June 3
1909...........................................19:371
Ranceurt Sophie L of Dolphis J and Gertrude M Jan 7 1907..19:3
Rand Clayton W of H Walter and Lucy E June 10 1903.....17:432
Rand Norman of Herman and Otilie Sept 19 1909...........19:420
Randall Annie M of Richard H and Elizabeth July 21 1902...17:321
Randall Arthur L of Leroy E and Cora S Aug 20 1907......19:98
Randall Ceylon A of Homer J and Ida W Nov 28 1905.......18:261
Randall Charles E of Clarence A and Mary E Aug 11 1906...18:415
Randall Clinton E of George F and Caroline B Jan 11 1905..18:144
Randall Clinton X of Marion E and Mabel K June 30 1904...18:63
Randall Crawford E of Crawford E and Abbie L Dec 8 1905..18:264
Randall Eldridge W of Crawford E and Abbie L Jan 3 1907...19:2
Randall Ella L of Clarence A and Mary E Mar 28 1901......17:150
Randall Ellen B of Lyman A and Maud Jan 23 1909.........19:323
Randall Elmer H of George F and Caroline B Apr 28 1907...19:46
Randall Frederick A of Frederick A and Rebecca A Dec 2 1904.18:124
Randall George F of George F and Caroline B Jan 11 1905..18:144
Randall Harold E of Leroy E and Cora E Nov 2 1903........17:488
Randall Hazel M of John and May May 25 1910...........20:57
Randall Horace C of Fred E and Mae C Feb 10 1908.........19:173
Randall James B of Harry T and Selma A Aug 23 1909.....19:409
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Randall James M of George M and Mary J June 19 1908........ 19:224
Randall James R of Charles W and Susie E June 1 1905........ 18:193
Randall Joseph E of Joseph E and Ruth P Dec 19 1903......... 17:508
Randall Mary J of George M and Mary July 1 1909............ 19:388
Randall Myra T of William S and Julia A Nov 1 1910........ 20:149
Randall Sarah of Leroy E and Cora E Feb 13 1906............ 18:293
Randall Wayne L of Wayne L and Sara T Jan 24 1907.......... 19: 10
Randall —— d of Clarence A and Mary E Nov 30 1904.... 18:137
Randall —— (c) d of Arthur and Louisa Aug 22 1906....... 18:420
Randall —— d of Clarence A and Mary E Dec 25 1910........ 20:144
Randell —— s of Charles and Fanny Aug 6 1902............ 17:326
Randini Rocchetta of Giovanni and Marietta Oct 4 1908.... 19:272
Randle —— d of Thomas R and Mary Jan 3 1910............. 20: 74
Rands Bertha G of Emmanuel G and Lottie F Jan 31 1906.... 18:412
Raninovitch Stanislawa of Andre and Annie May 14 1910.... 20: 52
Rankin Catherine I of George and Katie Sept 9 1909....... 19:416
Rankin Edwin G of George H and Mabel Jan 2 1909......... 19:382
Rankin Elizabeth of William J and Elizabeth G Nov 9 1910... 20:127
Rankin Frederick of William T and Mary Jan — 1901........ 17:134
Rankin Gertrude of George A and Katherine A Sept 18 1907... 19:110
Rankin James T of William J and Elizabeth G Jan 5 1908... 19:159
Rankin Joe of Ellen Sept 27 1901.......................... 17:214
Rankin Joseph of Ellen A Apr 7 1908........................ 19:195
Rankin Kenneth R of Bright R and Mary A Mar 2 1903...... 17:401
Rankin Raymond of Florence May 25 1910.................... 20: 56
Rankin Rose E of George A and Catherine A Feb 23 1906.... 18:299
Ranocchia Domenico of Gennaro and Giuseppina Aug 4 1909... 19:401
Ranozzo Luigi G of Antonio and Gaetana Mar 5 1909......... 19:339
Ranzieri Vincenzo of Giovanni and Antonetta Oct 18 1902... 17:350
Rao Alberto of Luigi and Rosa Oct 25 1905.................. 18:249
Rao Angelina of Giuseppe and Gita Sept 18 1906........... 18:378
Rao Anna of Luigi and Rosa Apr 16 1909.................... 19:354
Rao Antonina of Annuzio and Pasqualina Nov 5 1908........ 19:283
Rao Antonio of Giuseppe and Santa Oct 30 1904............ 18:113
Rao Antonio of Luigi and Rosa Dec 17 1907................. 19:144
Rao Antonio of Giuseppe and Santa Oct 1 1908............. 19:271
Rao Antonio L of Salvatore and Giuseppina June 9 1910..... 20: 63
Rao Carmela of Giuseppe and Santa Mar 3 1910............. 20: 25
Rao Carmela of Carmine and Pasqualina Nov 14 1907........ 19:133
Rao Maria of Carmine and Pasqualina May 9 1904........... 18: 45
Rao Teresa of Nunzio and Pasqua Sept 10 1903.............. 17:470
Rao Teresa of Salvatore and Giosia Oct 19 1908............ 19:277
Rapa Cristina of Giuseppe and Margherita Sept 15 1905..... 18:236
Rapa Iacovo of Giuseppe and Magherita May 8 1909......... 19:362
Rapa Michele of Andrea and Rosa Sept 29 1902............. 17:344
Rapa Michele A of Andrea and Rosa Sept 7 1903............ 17:169
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Rapa —— d of Andrea and Rosa May 19 1906 .................. 18:328
Raperti Vittorio of Leopoldo and Maria Jan 19 1909 .................. 19:321
Rapoport Annie of Samuel and Tillie Mar 31 1904 .................. 18:33
Rapoport Lena of Samuel and Tillie Jan 12 1906 .................. 18:284
Rapoport Mary R of Samuel and Tillie Mar 31 1904 .................. 18:33
Rapoport Max of Samuel and Tillie Nov 21 1907 .................. 19:136
Rapoport Max of Samuel and Tillie Feb 22 1908 .................. 19:178
Raposo Joao F of Francisco and Maria Nov 10 1908 .................. 19:285
Raposo Jose of Antonio and Maria Dec 30 1908 .................. 19:305
Raposa Manuel of Manuel and Maria Sept 18 1905 .................. 18:237
Raposa Manuel of Manuel and Maria Dec 6 1908 .................. 19:296
Raposa Maria of Manuel and Eleanor Dec 21 1908 .................. 19:302
Raposa Rosa of Manuel and Maria June 28 1908 .................. 19:306
Raposa Virginia of Joe and Antonia June 30 1907 .................. 19:79
Raposo Maria of Francisco and Maria DosA Aug 2 1907 .................. 19:91
Raposo Maria of Jose and Maria Feb 18 1908 .................. 19:176
Rapoza Jose of Joseph and Antonia Feb 17 1910 .................. 20:19
Rapoza Manuel of Joan and Marianna Aug 21 1908 .................. 19:257
Rapoza Maria of Joao and Virginia May 6 1910 .................. 20:49
Rapoza August O of Jose and Antonia Jan 3 1909 .................. 19:316
Rapoza Joao of Joao and Maria Dec 19 1909 .................. 19:452
Rapoza Maria C of Jose and Maria Jan 9 1910 .................. 20:4
Rapozo Maria E of Manuel Q and Laiza May 29 1909 .................. 19:339
Rappa Ethel of Joseph and Maggie Feb 24 1907 .................. 19:22
Rappa Giovanni of Giovanni and Francesca Dec 13 1910 .................. 20:110
Rapperport Simon of Samuel and Tillie July 23 1901 .................. 17:192
Rappleysa —— s of George and Mary Jan 28 1908 .................. 19:168
Rappoanaki —— s of Albert and Mary July 24 1909 .................. 19:297
Raska Emilia of Stanislaw and Mary May 29 1903 .................. 17:429
Raslow Easlar of Max and Grannie Dec 16 1908 .................. 19:300
Rasmussen Laura N G of Robert and Laura Oct 12 1902 .................. 17:348
Rasner Abraham of Myer and Freda Oct 26 1908 .................. 19:280
Raso Mario of Loreto and Maria O Oct 12 1902 .................. 17:348
Raso Pasquale A of Loreto and Maria O May 21 1908 .................. 19:213
Raso Stefano R of Loreto and Maria Dec 26 1905 .................. 18:271
Rasovitch Peter of Francis and Caroline Nov 24 1902 .................. 17:361
Rastelli Berardo of Francesco and Carmela Sept 19 1908 .................. 19:297
Rastello Aniello A of Giuseppe and Giovannina Mar 18 1904 18:28
Rata Pietro A of Vincenzo and Maria R June 28 1904 .................. 18:62
Ratavich Mary of Frank and Carrie July 8 1901 .................. 17:187
Ratchiffe Alfred of James A and Lucy A Apr 26 1906 .................. 18:320
Ratchiffe Arthur of James A and Lucy Nov 7 1907 .................. 19:130
Ratchiffe Howard 1 of James A and Lucy A Oct 9 1909 .................. 19:128
Ratchiffe Priscilla V of Frederick and Cherimine May 21 1904 18:50
Ratel —— d of William and Ann Aug 28 1902 .................. 17:331
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Rathborne Helen M of Walter L and Helen J May 16 1909........ 19:364
Rathbun Marion P of James T and Elizabeth C Nov 28 1905..... 18:261
Rathbun Mildred B of Frederick A and Grace A Nov 9 1908..... 19:285
Rathi er Joseph A G of Joseph and Mary O June 20 1903......... 17:435
Rathi er Rose A of Joseph and Marie Sept 10 1907............. 19:107
Rato Annamaria of Raffaele and Leonilda Nov 5 1908.......... 19:283
Ratte —— s of Obeline Sept 25 1908............................. 19:269
Rattene —— d of Alfonzo and Annina May 23 1906............... 18:419
Rattenni Angiolina of Alfonso and Natalia Aug 10 1909....... 19:403
Rattenni Maria of Alfonso and Anna Nov 21 1904.............. 18:120
Rattie Ernest A of Joseph M and Matilda L Nov 29 1902......... 17:376
Rattie Francis J H of Joseph M and Matilde L Feb 11 1907.... 19:17
Rattoli —— s of Michele and Maria Nov 14 1901 ................ 17:251
Ratzkoff Abraham I of Louis and Annie Aug 17 1908............ 19:254
Rau Henry G of Joseph H and Bertha A Mar 6 1906............. 18:303
Rauhtigan John of James M and Blanche E Feb 14 1909........ 19:331
Rauhtigan Joseph F of James M and Blanche E Nov 2 1903..... 17:488
Rauhtigan Lawrence M of James M and Blanche E Sept 5 1901........ 17:207
Rauhtigan —— d of James M and Blanche E Dec 29 1906......... 18:411
Rava Maria of Raffaele and Giuseppa Dec 17 1910............. 20:142
Ravada Nunziato of Francesco and Maria Mar 25 1906........... 18:209
Ravida Domenico of Francesco and Maria Apr 4 1910........... 20:37
Ravida Rosina of Francesco and Maria Sept 5 1908............. 19:262
Ravinetti —— s of Vincenzo and Marianna Nov 22 1910.......... 20:132
Ravino Angela M of Antonio and Rosa Oct 22 1901............ 17:222
Ravo Domenico of Luigi and Rosa Apr 16 1903.................. 17:416
Ravo Francesca of Giuseppe and Maria Dec 1 1904............. 18:123
Ravo Giuseppa of Giuseppe and Maria Oct 16 1909.............. 19:430
Ravo Francesco of Cesario and Maria M Mar 10 1910............. 20:27
Ravo Maria of Raffaele and Giuseppa July 4 1907............... 19:79
Rawdon John T of James F and Catherine E Jan 7 1910......... 20:72
Rawleigh Elmer of William A and Mary J Jan 4 1910........... 20:2
Rawley Josephine of John E and Catherine E Oct 6 1910....... 20:116
Rawlings Charles V of Vincent P and Emma M July 22 1904.18: 78
Rawlings Gilbert H of George S and Rosanna Mar 21 1903....... 17:408
Rawlings Irving (c) of Robert and Malvina May 3 1901........ 17:184
Rawlinson Mary E of William S and Ellen T Apr 18 1905....... 18:178
Rawlinson Mary L of Robert R and Alice Apr 22 1901........... 17:157
Rawlinson Raymond E of James G and Lucy Dec 21 1908.......... 19:302
Rawlinson William R of Robert R and Alice Feb 3 1910........ 20:14
Rawson Hope of Henry G and Jennie L May 19 1901............. 17:164
Rawstone Charles D of Charles and Sarah Apr 11 1908......... 19:197
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Ray Antoinette P of Randolph C and Marion P Jan 14 1908... 19: 163
Ray Arnold S of Albert A and Minnie T May 15 1905........ 18: 187
Ray Frederick R of John R and Edna May 21 1908........... 19: 213
Ray Lilian of Anthony and Mary July 9 1905................. 18: 213
Ray Marion I of George A and Abigail A May 22 1905........ 18: 199
Ray Matthew B of Edgar M and Delia Oct 1 1910............ 20: 115
Ray Ruth L S of Albert A and Minnie T July 19 1906...... 18: 351
Raybold Arthur W of Richard E and Mary L Mar 6 1903.... 17: 403
Raymond Alice C (c) of Herbert A and Sophia C Oct 31 1910.. 20: 124
Raymond Elsie M of Frank and Edna Sept 29 1909........... 19: 420
Raymond Frances A of Everett S and Jessie B June 1 1910... 20: 59
Raymond Joseph E of Eugene and Alice June 19 1907....... 19: 67
Raymond Madeline of George H and Amy H July 22 1907..... 19: 87
Raymond Myra E of Gideon and Grace B July 24 1902....... 17: 322
Raymond Ruth B of George H and Amy H May 18 1910....... 20: 54
Rayner Beatrice E (c) of Joseph and Harriet Oct 7 1903... 17: 479
Rayner Herbert S of Ernest and Edith Sept 8 1906......... 18: 371
Rayner Joseph (c) of Joseph and Harriet Feb 13 1910..... 20: 17
Rayner Robert of Frank H and Eva A Sept 7 1905........... 18: 233
Rayner Wilbert T (c) of Joseph and Harriet Mar 22 1906... 18: 308
Raynor Elsie of Ernest and Edith Feb 9 1902............... 17: 264
Raynor Madonna R of Alfred and Mary E Dec 25 1905...... 18: 271
Raynor —— (c) s of Mary Mar 24 1901........................ 17: 149
Razelovsky Bronislawa of Felix and Anna Nov 28 1901.... 18: 122
Razelovsky Sophia F of Felix and Annie J July 23 1907... 19: 87
Rayner Janet of Meyer and Freda Feb 29 1904.............. 18: 22
Razza Edoardo of Ernesto and Antonetta Dec 29 1909...... 19: 146
Razza Gemma of Ernesto and Antonetta July 12 1909...... 19: 392
Razza Leonilda of Eustachio and Lucia July 24 1909...... 19: 296
Razza Nicola of Alessandro and Antonetta Feb 18 1908.... 19: 177
Razza Pasquale of Carmine and Maria Aug 3 1906........ 18: 357
Razziano Maria D of Giovanni and Maria May 27 1910..... 20: 57
Reachard Charles A of Augustus S and Mary E Mar 30 1904.. 17: 150
Reachard Marion A of Augustus S and Mary E Sept 3 1903.. 17: 468
Read Amy of William H and Emily Sept 27 1906............ 18: 415
Read Berton J of George E Jr and Delta M Aug 30 1910... 20: 102
Read Clarence E of Frank M and Florence D Apr 20 1901... 18: 39
Read Edward W of George W and Emma June 9 1905......... 18: 196
Read Elizabeth P of Albert W and Mary July 8 1907...... 19: 154
Read Elmer W of George W and Emma May 31 1908............ 19: 217
Read Elsie S of William J and Ida M Jan 3 1908........... 19: 222
Read Ernest S of John T and Helena D Aug 21 1901....... 17: 292
Read Frederick W of Frederick W and Minna R July 30 1908.. 19: 246
Read Irving C of Henry J and Leila B July 15 1907....... 19: 84
Read James R of Joseph E and Cora B Oct 11 1901......... 17: 218
Read Janet W of Harry and Minnie Apr 10 1905............. 18: 176
Read Jessie E of John T and Helena D Aug 18 1902 17:330
Read Kingsley B of Harry B and Minnie L May 21 1908 19:243
Read Marguerite E of William J and Ida M Jan 15 1905 18:145
Read Ruth G of William H and Caroline Apr 16 1903 17:416
Read Stanley N of Frederick S and Ethel B Oct 15 1903 17:482
Read Viola E of William H and Carrie Apr 14 1905 18:477
Read Walter F of Sarah Jan 29 1907 19:12
Read William H (c) of William and Gladys Mar 25 1908 19:190
Read Ethel V of Samuel T and Annie V Aug 20 1901 17:202
Read Daniel of Nora Jan 23 1903 17:388
Read Francis A of Thomas A and Anna M Feb 24 1905 18:159
Read Ida E of William H and Mary June 30 1909 19:381
Reagan Helen G of Thomas F and Mary Feb 8 1902 17:264
Reagan Madeline E of Dennis J and Martha A Oct 11 1901 17:218
Reagan Thomas F of Thomas F and Mary June 7 1910 20:62
Reall Alfred J of Henry and Annie Dec 8 1905 18:264
Reall Edward A of Henry and Annie Dec 10 1904 17:238
Reall James F of Henry and Annie E Nov 11 1903 17:491
Reall Raymond of Henry and Annie Jan 25 1908 19:167
Reaney Dorothy E of Arthur and Elizabeth B May 12 1906 18:326
Reardon Edward M of Maurice and Mary Apr 22 1907 19:44
Reardon Francis M of Dennis and Mary Mar 28 1907 19:34
Reardon Frederick E of Dennis and Mary E Nov 28 1904 18:122
Reardon George of Edmund S and Katherine F Sept 30 1910 20:114
Reardon Howard N of John J and Nellie E Mar 29 1907 19:35
Reardon John F of Maurice and Mary May 20 1905 18:189
Reardon John J of Edward M and Mary M May 18 1902 17:294
Reardon John W of John W and Catherine Aug 18 1901 17:201
Reardon Mary of Maurice and Mary June 4 1904 18:54
Reardon Mary F of John H and Catherine Apr 12 1901 17:135
Reardon Mary I of John J and Nellie E July 30 1903 17:456
Reardon Norah of Maurice and Mary Dec 18 1902 17:369
Reardon Patrick H of Patrick and Nora Oct 18 1903 17:482
Reardon Vincent S of Dennis and Mary Aug 29 1909 19:411
Reardon Vincent T of John J and Nellie E Aug 30 1905 18:231
Reardon William D of Dennis and Mary Feb 16 1903 18:396
Reardon — s of Edward and Mary M Jan 7 1901 17:126
Reardon — s of William and Mary Apr 29 1901 17:139
Reason Marion L of George and Georgiana June 23 1902 17:305
Reason Vivien G of George and Georgina Mar 13 1905 18:166
Reavey Alice of Fred J and Catherine A Aug 24 1907 19:100
Reavey Edward of Henry and Margaret E May 9 1906 18:325
Reavey Ethel M of Frank S and Margaret E Aug 2 1901 17:195
Reavey Gladys of Frederick J and Katherine A July 15 1904 18:76
Reavey John of Henry and Margaret E June 8 1908 19:220
Reavey Mabel C of Henry and Margaret E May 1 1905 18:183
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Reavey Margaret of Frank S and Margaret E Aug 24 1907........ 19: 100
Reavey Margaret of Henry and Margaret E June 8 1908........ 19: 220
Reavey Ruth M of Alfred B and Margaret L July 9 1910........ 20: 81
Reavey Ursula R of Alfred B and Margaret L Mar 24 1909....... 19: 315
Reavey— d of Henry and Margaret E Sept 9 1902............ 17: 377
Reavey— s of Frank S and Margaret E June 19 1906........ 18: 419
Rebel Joao of Joao and Maria Feb 20 1908.................. 19: 177
Rebelo Manuel of Manuel and Maria July 19 1909............ 19: 161
Rebillo Belmira of Frank and Alveda July 25 1902........... 17: 322
Rebiski Alexander of Alexander and Amelia July 30 1906.... 18: 355
Record Susie of John and Annie May 3 1907................. 19: 48
Redding George O of Owen M and Esther M May 21 1901....... 17: 165
Redding Gwendolyn M (c) of Lewis A and Mary Feb 10 1903.... 17: 440
Redding Margaret K of Charles D and Margaret D May 11 1909. 19: 363
Reddington Catherine E of John F and Jane P Dec 1 1901.... 18: 123
Reddington Esther G of William R and Mary E June 25 1901... 17: 171
Reddington Joseph F of John F and Jane Feb 10 1903........ 17: 391
Reddy Frederick W of William H and Mary E May 21 1906..... 18: 329
Reddy Gertrude F of Owen M and Esther M Mar 6 1903........ 17: 440
Redetski Annie of John and Mary May 12 1905.............. 18: 186
Redfern Doris R of William and Harriet Dec 22 1906........ 18: 408
Redfern Fannie of William and Harriet Jan 27 1901........... 17: 133
Redfern Kenneth F of William and Harriet June 5 1908....... 19: 219
Redfield— s of George and Eva Oct 13 1901................. 17: 219
Redgrift Helen M of Joe and Fanny May 5 1907.............. 19: 49
Rediahn Bernard F of John and Bridget F June 13 1904..... 18: 57
Redini Bianca of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Oct 15 1907..... 19: 120
Redini Giulio C of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Aug 18 1910..... 20: 98
Redmond Lloyd F of John C and Carrie W May 20 1904........ 18: 49
Redpath— s of John and Alice Feb 28 1902................. 17: 270
Reed Anna L of Samuel H and Leona Feb 28 1909............. 19: 336
Reed Charles E of Charles H and Catherine J Aug 19 1908.... 19: 255
Reed Emma E of Harry A and Emma C W Apr 10 1902.......... 17: 281
Reed Florence M of George H and Mary T Nov 22 1908....... 19: 290
Reed Frances L of Fred B and Elsie E Oct 18 1910......... 20: 120
Reed Fred S of Charles H and Catharine June 21 1906....... 18: 113
Reed John of Daniel F and Caroline Feb 5 1901............. 17: 135
Reed Marion of Edward L and Mary Mar 15 1902............. 17: 275
Reed Mildred M of Hollis M and Bertha Mar 18 1904......... 18: 28
Reed Newton G of Charles W and Ruby M Jan 2 1907........... 19: 1
Reed Raymond L of Robert E and Mary B Feb 20 1904........ 18: 19
Reed Stephen L of Daniel F and Caroline J July 13 1903.... 17: 450
Reed William G of William T and Mary J July 11 1907....... 19: 82
Reed William T of William H and Carrie Sept 23 1907....... 19: 112
Reed— s of Herbert and Helen Nov 4 1910.............. 20: 152
Reeves Manuel of Manuel and Jessie Dec 12 1906 .......... 18: 405
Reehey Harold of Thomas J and Mary G Feb 19 1909 .......... 19: 333
Reehey Mary G of Thomas J and Mary G Nov 23 1904 .......... 18: 121
Rees Ruth E of Nicholas W and Clara C Feb 8 1904 .......... 18: 15
Reese Aileen G (c) of William and Edith V July 4 1901 .......... 17: 185
Reese Gertrude A of John and Annie July 14 1905 .......... 18: 214
Reese Mary E of John J and Annie A Mar 28 1904 .......... 18: 31
Reeva Azaline of Frank and Elmina Sept 3 1904 .......... 18: 94
Reeve George H of William H and Susan A Mar 7 1904 .......... 18: 24
Reeves Alice of Allie W and Albertina Feb 13 1906 .......... 18: 295
Reeves Alvin E of Joseph and Edith E Mar 14 1904 .......... 18: 27
Reeves Edith of James W and Blanche L Oct 12 1903 .......... 17: 480
Reeves Evelyn G of Joseph and Edith Feb 12 1906 .......... 18: 294
Reeves George of Allie W and Albertina J Oct 2 1908 .......... 19: 272
Reeves — s of Alexander W and Albertina Nov 23 1901 .......... 17: 232
Reeves — s of Allie W and Albertina Jan 22 1908 .......... 19: 232
Reffkin — d of John and Annie Aug 25 1907 .......... 19: 154
Rega Adelina of Pasquale and Clementina Dec 4 1901 .......... 17: 252
Rega Angelina of Luigi and Veneranda Aug 29 1907 .......... 19: 102
Rega Angelina M L of Luigi and Veneranda Sept 5 1908 .......... 19: 262
Rega Elvira E of Sisto and Angelina Sept 13 1906 .......... 18: 372
Rega Giuseppe of Francesco and Ofrazzia May 21 1910 .......... 20: 55
Regan Alice of Martin and Isabella Dec 27 1910 .......... 20: 145
Regan Alice H of Edward and Mary A Mar 21 1905 .......... 18: 169
Regan Anna D of James H and Catherine F Oct 7 1908 .......... 19: 274
Regan Dorothy of Thomas F and Mary Sept 24 1905 .......... 18: 239
Regan Elizabeth M of Michael J and Mary F July 31 1904 .......... 18: 82
Regan Florence of James and Mary A Sept 13 1903 .......... 17: 509
Regan Francis E of John and Ellen June 8 1902 .......... 17: 301
Regan Francis J of Martin and Isabella M Sept 19 1906 .......... 18: 375
Regan Helen F of John and Catherine Apr 21 1904 .......... 17: 157
Regan James M of Martin and Isabella M Nov 12 1904 .......... 18: 117
Regan John of Thomas J and Elizabeth Jan 5 1910 .......... 20: 2
Regan Margaret of Edward and Mary A Oct 6 1902 .......... 17: 346
Regan Margaret of Michael J and Mary F Nov 8 1905 .......... 18: 274
Regan Mary V A of Michael and Mary Aug 22 1909 .......... 19: 408
Regan Rosanna V of Martin and Isabella Dec 18 1901 .......... 17: 240
Regan Thomas of Michael J and Mary F Dec 14 1907 .......... 19: 143
Regan Thomas S of Thomas J and Elizabeth L Apr 17 1908 .......... 19: 200
Regan William of Edward and Mary A Oct 6 1902 .......... 17: 346
Regan — s of Thomas and Sarah Aug 9 1910 .......... 20: 150
Regester Andrew of John and Carrie Jan 16 1905 .......... 18: 116
Regester Bernice D of Douglas and Louise Oct 28 1910........20; 123
Regester Evelyn L of Douglas and Louise M Sept 30 1907.....19; 115
Regester Helen E of John and Carrie Aug 25 1907.............19; 101
Regester Herman K of Charles and Pauline Jan 25 1901......17; 132
Regester Olive of John and Caroline Apr 12 1902.............17; 284
Reggeneri Vincenzo of Antonio and Domenica Mar 28 1905....18; 171
Reggeneri Vito of Donato and M Donata Mar 6 1905.........18; 163
Reggeni Francesco of Filippo and Erminia Sept 30 1906.....18; 379
Regina Amilina of Vincenzo and Maddalena June 10 1903....17; 432
Regina Giuseppe I of Giovanni and Gabriella Dec 16 1906....18; 406
Regine Amadeo of Giuseppe and Carmela Mar 1 1906.........18; 301
Regine Angelina of Filippo and Emilia Sept 16 1910........20; 108
Regine Angiolina of Matteo and Giulietta Jan 21 1902....17; 259
Regine Antonio of Giuseppe and Carmela Mar 2 1908........19; 182
Regine Francesco of Filippo and Emilie April 4 1908.......19; 191
Regine Giovanni of Giovanni and Gabriella July 16 1902....17; 319
Regine Giuseppe of Filippo and Emilia July 13 1905.........18; 214
Regine Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Feb 5 1907....19; 15
Regine Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Maddalena Dec 5 1908.....19; 295
Regine Giuseppina of Matteo and Giuditta Sept 14 1905....18; 236
Regine Giuseppina of Vincenzo and Maddalena Apr 20 1907...19; 43
Regine Giuseppina of Matteo and Giuditta Aug 3 1907......19; 92
Regine Giuseppina of Giovanni and Gabriella Feb 26 1908....19; 179
Regine Ida of Matteo and Angelina Mar 11 1910..............20; 28
Regine Lucia of Matteo and Giuditta Aug 25 1908...........19; 257
Regine Maria A of Vincenzo and Maddalena Sept 3 1903.....18; 232
Regine Maria G of Vincenzo and Maddalena July 14 1901....17; 189
Regine Maria G P of Giovanni and Gabriella May 6 1904...18; 44
Regine Mariannina of Francesco and Teresina Jan 10 1909...19; 318
Regine Raffaela of Francesco and Teresa Feb 19 1907......19; 20
Regine Rosina P of Matteo and Giuditta Oct 26 1901........18; 112
Regine Salvatore of Giovanni and Gabriella July 27 1910....20; 89
Regine Teresina of Matteo and Giuditta June 26 1903.......17; 437
Regine Vito M of Filippo and Emelia Dec 16 1903...........17; 501
Regine —— d of Francesco and Teresa Dec 26 1905.........18; 271
Reginere Paul J of Ralph and Mary Sept 30 1901...........17; 213
Regins Adalbert F of Benedict and Annie M May 7 1904....18; 15
Regloe Anna C of Martin and Mary E K Sept 6 1904......18; 95
Reglof Rose M of Amadeo P and Mary E K Mar 14 1903....17; 406
Regnauld Terese B J of Karl P and Nellie July 30 1909...19; 399
Regriere —— s of Joseph and Mary July 16 1907..........19; 84
Regio Jose of Juno and Maria Nov 13 1908..............19; 286
Regio Maria J of Jose and Maria J Nov 16 1908............19; 288
Regio —— s of Manuel and Annie Dec 2 1906............18; 422
Regoli Andrea A of Amadeo and Mary E C Aug 1 1901......17; 196
Regoli Annette L of Amadeo P and Mary E K Nov 29 1906....18; 400
BIRTHS

Rehacek Arnold L of Louis and Anna Feb 16 1910 ................. 20: 18
Rehill Thomas of John and Ellen Oct 27 1903 ....................... 17: 486
Rehill —— s of John and Ellen Nov 11 1901 ....................... 17: 250
Rehnborg Annie B of Carl E A and Annie P Feb 14 1902 .... 17: 266
Rehnborg Edward G of Carl E and Anna P Dec 13 1906 ........ 18: 405
Reichart Inez S of August S and Mary E May 9 1908 .......... 19: 298
Reichert Frida H of William L and Frida Aug 12 1909 ....... 19: 404
Reid Alexander of May H Aug 16 1901 ......................... 17: 260
Reid Anthony of Peter M and Bridget Apr 13 1904 ............. 18: 37
Reid Bernice L of James C and Ellen M Nov 2 1905 ........... 18: 252
Reid Fannie T of William J and Minerva P Jan 10 1902 .... 17: 255
Reid Harold P of Alexander G and Bertha G Oct 21 1906 .... 18: 387
Reid Lynwood P of Harry A and Annie Nov 28 1903 .......... 17: 496
Reid Mary of Peter M and Bridget Feb 23 1902 ................. 17: 269
Reid Mary A of Michael J and Annie Sept 18 1909 ............ 19: 419
Reid Walter L of William J and Annie A July 4 1907 ......... 19: 151
Reidul Mary A of Paul R and Cathleen X Dec 28 1907 ....... 19: 149
Reigler Olive of Louis A and Grace M Jan 22 1903 .......... 17: 388
Reigo Filomena of Louis A and Grace M Jan 22 1903 .... 17: 388
Reiley Francis H of Thomas and Lillian Apr 2 1902 ............ 17: 281
Reiley —— twin s and d of William H and Ellen J Oct 8 1901 . 17: 250
Reiley Loretta M of Joseph and Loretta M Aug 3 1905 .......... 18: 221
Reiley Raymond E of John J and Mary C Jan 12 1908 ........... 19: 162
Reiley Walter of James L and Ellen G Aug 30 1906 ............ 18: 367
Reilly Adelina of William and Teresa Aug 24 1906 ............ 18: 365
Reilly Anastasia of William J and Alice June 30 1902 ....... 17: 358
Reilly Anna M of John and Anna E May 25 1904 ............... 18: 51
Reilly Austin of Daniel and Mary A Mar 29 1903 .......... 17: 410
Reilly Bridget of John and Sarah Nov 11 1902 ............ 17: 358
Reilly Bridget of William and Catherine Dec 30 1902 ....... 17: 373
Reilly Catharine of Thomas E and Mary E Dec 9 1910 ........ 20: 139
Reilly Catherine M of Andrew G and Rose E July 6 1904 .... 18: 73
Reilly Charles R of John and Mary T Jan 12 1906 ........... 18: 284
Reilly Daniel of Patrick and Mary July 27 1903 .......... 17: 455
Reilly Earl A of Peter F and Catharine A June 8 1907 .... 19: 61
Reilly Edmond of Patrick and Mary May 3 1906 ............... 18: 323
Reilly Edward of William H and Margaret Aug 24 1901 ....... 17: 249
Reilly Edward of Edward P and Carrie E July 7 1903 ....... 17: 448
Reilly Eleanor of Bernard J and Margaret A Sept 27 1904 .... 18: 103
Reilly Eleanor M of Michael and Eleanor T Mar 20 1908 .... 19: 188
Reilly Elizabeth C of Charles B and Ellen Oct 21 1903 ....... 17: 483
Reilly Ethel C of James F and Gertrude E Mar 23 1908 ....... 19: 189
Reilly Everett A of Peter F and Catharine A May 26 1905 .... 18: 191
Reilly Francis P of Patrick and Mary Apr 13 1904 .......... 18: 37
Reilly Francis T of Terence and Catherine May 18 1904 ...... 18: 48
Reilly George of George and Mary Apr 15 1902 ............... 17: 285
Reilly  Harold F of John F and Mary E July 31 1907……..19: 90
Reilly  Hazel I of Patrick and Margaret Oct 31 1909……..19: 135
Reilly  Helen K of Patrick and Margaret Dec 22 1906……..18: 108
Reilly  Isabelle M of Peter F and Catharine A May 12 1906……..18: 326
Reilly  James of James L and Ellen Feb 17 1903……..17: 396
Reilly  James of Daniel P and Mary A Jan 16 1903……..18: 146
Reilly  John of John and Mary Apr 17 1902……..17: 285
Reilly  John of James L and Ellen G June 16 1904……..18: 58
Reilly  John of Patrick and Margaret Oct 5 1907……..19: 117
Reilly  John of Patrick F and Mary F Oct 30 1910……..20: 121
Reilly  John E of Patrick and Bridget Oct 8 1903……..17: 480
Reilly  John L of Frank and Bridget Oct 30 1901……..17: 225
Reilly  John R of Edward and Caroline E May 24 1902……..17: 296
Reilly  Margaret of John and Mary Feb 6 1905……..18: 153
Reilly  Margaret C of Peter F and Ellen Mar 19 1910……..20: 31
Reilly  Margaret I of Thomas M and Jennie Feb 21 1906……..18: 298
Reilly  Mary C of Patrick and Mary Feb 14 1902……..17: 266
Reilly  Mary C of John and Mary Dec 12 1906……..18: 405
Reilly  Mary J of John and Mary Dec 27 1901……..17: 243
Reilly  Mary J of Thomas and Jennie Sept 17 1904……..18: 99
Reilly  Mary J of John and Mary L June 11 1910……..20: 63
Reilly  Mary T of John and Mary T Feb 12 1906……..18: 294
Reilly  Matilda M of Joseph P and Annie R May 11 1908……..19: 210
Reilly  Michael of Michael and Julia Jan 5 1904……..18: 64
Reilly  Michael E of Peter and Ellen Aug 31 1903……..17: 166
Reilly  Mildred Y of John and Margie F May 25 1908……..19: 214
Reilly  Raymond F of Peter F and Catharine A May 17 1901……..17: 164
Reilly  Rose A of Peter and Ellen Aug 9 1907……..19: 94
Reilly  Sarah E of William J and Sarah J Nov 10 1905……..18: 255
Reilly  Sylvester of John W and Elizabeth Aug 23 1903……..17: 164
Reilly  Terence J of Peter and Ellen Dec 4 1901……..17: 236
Reilly  Thomas E of James F and Mary Nov 17 1901……..17: 230
Reilly  Thomas F of Peter and Ellen June 19 1906……..18: 539
Reilly  Thomas F of Frank J and Bridget M Apr 4 1907……..19: 37
Reilly  Walter L of Andrew G and Rose E Nov 6 1907……..19: 130
Reilly  William of William H and Margaret Aug 21 1901……..17: 203
Reilly  William of George and Mary Mar 25 1907……..19: 38
Reilly  William of Edward P and Caroline E Mar 4 1908……..19: 183
Reilly  William D of Patrick and Bridget Nov 12 1901……..17: 229
Reilly  William F of William F and Anna Dec 12 1910……..20: 140
Reilly  William J of John and Margie F July 19 1910……..20: 85
Reilly  — s of Thomas and Jennie Dec 13 1901……..17: 239
Reilly  — d of William and Kate Mar 24 1902……..17: 344
Reilly  — s of John J and Catherine Dec 15 1902……..17: 368
Reilly  — s of Frank and Bridget June 26 1903……..17: 436
Reilly — d of Rose July 24 1908............................. 19: 244
Reilly — s of William and Mary Sept 14 1910............ 20: 107
Reinhold Norman A of Augustus W and Elizabeth G Dec 28
1903................................................. 17: 506
Reirdon Robert of William A and Julia Jan 1 1902........ 17: 253
Reis Alice of Antone and Theresa A Feb 21 1909......... 19: 334
Reis Joao (c) of Miguel and Bertha Nov 2 1908........... 19: 282
Reis Mary of Antone and Theresa Nov 9 1910.............. 20: 128
Reis — (c) d of Michael and Bertha Jan 30 1907......... 19: 12
Reiser Catharine V of Joseph and Clara B May 18 1907.... 19: 53
Reiser Henry V of Joseph and Clara Jan 21 1904........... 18: 3
Reiser Margaret E of Joseph and Clara Jan 21 1904........ 18: 8
Reisman Beatrice I of Frederick W and Emma F Oct 11 1904. 18: 107
Reisman Frederick C of John T and Bertha M Apr 20 1904... 18: 39
Reisman Isabel B of John and Bertha July 31 1907........ 19: 90
Reisman John E of John T and Bertha M Sept 20 1910..... 20: 110
Reitman Freda of John and Harriet July 11 1904.......... 18: 74
Reitsma Margarite of Charles and Minnie July 12 1905...... 18: 214
Reitsma Wilhelmmina of Charles and Minnie May 29 1902.... 17: 298
Rekrut Annie of John and Antonia Jun 16 1909............. 19: 452
Rekrut Bohdan of Emil and Ksenia Mar 22 1909............. 19: 316
Rekrut Mary of Emil and Ksenia Nov 23 1907............... 19: 136
Rekrut Rosie of John and Antonia Mar 9 1904.............. 18: 25
Remick Lester C of George C and Minnie Sept 28 1902...... 17: 343
Remillard Arthur of Joseph and Eya Jan 7 1908............ 19: 160
Remillard Loretta M of Joseph and Albina June 23 1907...... 19: 68
Remillard Mary A of Joseph and Mary Apr 17 1904......... 18: 38
Remillard — s of Alexander and Malvina Jan 15 1903........ 17: 442
Remillard — d of Alexander and Malvina Oct 4 1906........ 18: 421
Reminewsky Walter of Jacob and Katerina July 15 1905..... 18: 215
Remington Adnah H of Joseph E and Minnie May 18 1909.... 19: 305
Remington Albert A of Albert A and Anna G Apr 29 1902.... 17: 299
Remington Alice C of Joseph E and Minnie H Feb 1 1903.... 17: 391
Remington Beatrice of Henry R and Lena F Mar 8 1904...... 18: 25
Remington Edith S of Horace E and Mabel F Oct 26 1904..... 18: 112
Remington Eugene A C of Levi W and Mary Oct 3 1903....... 17: 478
Remington Everett L of Fred E and Ida F Nov 11 1905..... 18: 255
Remington George E of Joseph E and Minnie May 24 1907..... 19: 55
Remington Joseph E of Joseph E and Minnie H Aug 4 1904.... 18: 83
Remington Phebe M of Levi W and Mary E Mar 12 1906....... 18: 305
Remington Susan W of Levi W and Mary E Mar 31 1901....... 17: 151
Remington Zanna C of Horace E and Mabel F Apr 28 1902...... 17: 288
Remington — d of Frederick and Ida Jan 30 1908............ 19: 232
Remington — d of Fredrick T and Ida M May 29 1910........ 20: 76
Remlinger Gladys L of Albert and Grace L Feb 28 1905....... 18: 161
Remora Armando of Luigi and Amelia Feb 2 1902............ 17: 262
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Renahan Desmond A of Michael and Elizabeth Jan 22 1902........ 17:259
Renahan Ernest of Andrew J and Minnie G Feb 15 1901........... 17:138
Renahan Maud of Andrew J and Minnie G Feb 15 1901............. 17:138
Renfie Alfredo of Domenico and Beatrice Jan 13 1901........... 17:128
Renfie Americo of Francesco and Filomena Apr 4 1910............ 20: 57
Renfie Angelo of Pasquale and Maria Sept 22 1907.............. 19:142
Renfie Antonio of Domenico and Beatrice May 14 1902........... 17:293
Renfie Antonio of Francesco and Filomena June 26 1908........ 19:228
Renfie Carmela of Domenico and Beatrice Feb 23 1908........... 19:178
Renfie Crescenzo of Domenico and Beatrice Nov 23 1903........... 17:194
Renfie Gennaro of Domenico and Beatrice Feb 4 1906............. 18:294
Renfie Natalo of Domenico and Beatrice Dec 25 1909............. 19:155
Renfie Serena of Pasquale and Maria Mar 20 1905.............. 18:168
Renfie Serena of Pasquale and Maria May 15 1910............... 20: 52
Renfie Umberto of Pasquale and Maria Dec 14 1902.............. 17:368
Renfieh Donald A of Leon and Ethel F May 8 1910.............. 20: 50
Renfieh Eileen G of Michael and Elizabeth Jan 19 1901........ 17:130
Renelli Viola L of Joseph and Minnie E May 9 1906............. 18:325
Renker Matilda L of Herman and Amelia Feb 6 1901............. 17:135
Renwick Alice D of James and Alice F Sept 2 1908.............. 19:250
Renwick Florence M of James and Alice F Dec 14 1901........... 17:239
Renwick James of James and Alice F Jan 31 1905............ 18:151
Rennie Pattie of Alexander and Myrtle A Oct 7 1902............ 17:347
Reno Antonio X of Nicola and Maria T Oct 30 1910............. 20:124
Renshaw Hazel L of Charles E and Jane E Jan 13 1904........... 18: 5
Renton Wallace J of James and Emma Feb 9 1901................. 17:177
Renze Antonietta of Michele and Lorenza Oct 20 1909........... 19:432
Renze Filomena of Michele and Lorenza Jan 15 1908............ 19:164
Renzi Alberto of Pasquale and Sarah July 6 1904.............. 18: 73
Renzi Alberto V of Pasquale and Sarah Sept 5 1910.......... 20:105
Renzi Angelina of Domenico and Angelica Apr 11 1905........ 18:177
Renzi Amunia of Domenico and Angelica Apr 12 1901........... 17:154
Renzi Carlo of Pasquale and Sarah E Oct 17 1908............ 19:277
Renzi Francis M of Pasquale and Sarah E Mar 28 1906........... 18:310
Renzi Lena of Domenico and Angelica Dec 4 1908............. 19:295
Renzi Lucia of Alessandro and Eufemia Dec 13 1908............ 19:299
Renzi Paolino of Bernardo and Assunta Feb 17 1910........... 20: 19
Renzi d of Domenico and Angelica June 30 1903........... 17:438
Renzie Louise of Michael and Louise Dec 27 1909............ 19:456
Renzie Raymond C of Michael and Louise Oct 25 1907........ 19:125
Renziali Alfonso of Francesco and Rosaria July 20 1909........ 19:395
Renziali Alfonza of Luigi and Brigida Aug 9 1901.............. 17:198
Reough William A of Henry C and Alice V Sept 30 1904........ 18:104
Reposa Andre of Jose C and Antonia Oct 6 1906.............. 18:381
Reposa Maggie of Jose and Maria L Oct 16 1907.............. 19:124
Reposa Maria of Antone and Maria Dec 10 1907.............. 19:142
BIRTHS.

ReyANN 1 2
Manuel and Maria Jan 20 1903..................17:387
Repose Joao of Manuel and Lillian Apr 19 1903..................18:179
Repose Rosa of Jose and Maria Jan 17 1903..................17:386
Resch Charma B of Samuel and Mamie Sept 22 1902..................17:342
Resch Annie H of Samuel and Mamie June 15 1909..................19:375
Resh David B of Samuel and Mamie Feb 26 1906..................18:300
Resh Minnie L of Samuel and Mamie July 18 1907..................19:85
Reska Frank of Stanislans and Lena Sept 27 1908..................19:269
Reska Gnaucfca of Stanislans and Helena Oct 27 1904..................18:112
Reslow Elsie of Henry and Ellen S Sept 14 1905..................18:236
Resnick s of Jacob and Tillie Feb 25 1902..................17:311
Restino Genaro of Giuseppe and Raffaela Dec 3 1908..................19:294
Restiva Concetta of Vincenzo and Paola Mar 23 1903..................17:409
Restivo Antonio of Giovanni and Antonio Aug 31 1903..................18:231
Restivo Concetta of Vincenzo and Paola Jan 27 1904..................18:10
Restivo Cosima of Giovanni and Antonina Feb 26 1907..................19:23
Restivo Filippo of Francesco and Anna Jan 3 1908..................19:158
Restivo Filippo of Giovanni and Antonio Jan 8 1909..................19:317
Restivo Giuseppina of Mariano and Berta Aug 20 1906..................18:363
Restivo Lucia C of Francesco and Anna Jan 9 1906..................18:282
Restivo Providencia of Francesco and Anna July 25 1901..................17:193
Restivo d of Giovanni and Antonia Jan 14 1902..................17:311
Retacca Anna gutzia of Francesco and Domenica Feb 8 1906..................18:293
Retora Ilvina of Palmino and Liberina July 8 1909..................19:390
Retzloff Ethel M of Philip H and Rosanna Sept 5 1901..................17:207
Retzloff Henry R of Philip H and Rosanna Aug 28 1903..................17:466
Retzloff Matilda M of Philip H and Rosanna July 26 1907..................19:88
Retzloff Theresa V of Philip H and Rosanna Aug 14 1906..................18:361
Renckert Ernest H of Ernest F and Bessie Aug 21 1910..................20:99
Renckert d of Ernest F and Bessie B Apr 6 1902..................17:282
Reutter Archibald M of Carl G and Elfrieda T Jan 18 1906..................18:286
Reutter Cecile H of Carl G and Alfreda T July 29 1902..................17:323
Reutter Margaret C of William and Elizabeth Mar 15 1908..................19:187
Reveli Anna of Pietro and Liberina Feb 6 1906..................18:292
Revens James A of John J and Rose Dec 2 1901..................17:235
Revens Margaret of John J and Rose July 11 1903..................17:450
Revens Martin J of John J and Rose June 23 1904..................18:61
Revens Rose E of John J and Rose A Apr 10 1908..................19:197
Revies Simon A of John J and Rose A Aug 19 1906..................18:363
Rey Maria of Guglielmo and Teresa Nov 21 1907..................19:135
Reynol Mary M of Valentin and Marguerite Aug 15 1902..................17:229
Reynolds Adelbert B of Frank A and Lillian M July 24 1905..................18:218
Reynolds Annie E of John and Ellen May 25 1907..................19:55
Reynolds Annie M of James F and Margaret T July 16 1902..................17:319
Reynolds Catherine F of John F and Mary July 27 1907..................19:89
Reynolds Charles of James F and Margaret T Aug 29 1904..................18:92
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Reynolds Chester A of Leander C and Sarah I Nov 14 1903...17: 491
Reynolds Clara L E of Eugene and Clara Apr 29 1901..........17: 159
Reynolds Clifton B of Benjamin A and Florence M Mar 25
1904........................................18: 30
Reynolds Desmond of James A and Katharine Mar 15 1910..20: 30
Reynolds Dorothy D of Benjamin A and Florence M Nov 22
1902........................................17: 361
Reynolds Edmund F of Valentine J and Margaret Sept 27 1907,19: 144
Reynolds Edmund J of James F and Margaret T Nov 16 1907,19: 133
Reynolds Edward C of Stephen B and Grace Dec 9 1908,.......19: 297
Reynolds Elizabeth of James A and Eliza J Mar 27 1901....17: 150
Reynolds Elizabeth of John P and Ellen May 25 1909........19: 367
Reynolds Ellen J of George G and Lillian F Feb 14 1905...18: 456
Reynolds Esther L of John G and Lillian X June 1 1909....19: 370
Reynolds Ethel L of James H and Alice T June 21 1903....17: 435
Reynolds Eugene of Owen and Catherine Sept 2 1903.........17: 467
Reynolds Fannie M of Thomas H and Margaret Jan 13 1902,....17: 309
Reynolds Francis of Patrick and Rose May 15 1903........17: 424
Reynolds Frederick of William and Jennie A July 24 1902...17: 322
Reynolds George W of Frank P and Annie I May 31 1910.....20: 59
Reynolds Gertrude C of Edward C Jr and Emily Apr 18 1901...18: 39
Reynolds Gladys M of John and Ellen July 23 1902..........17: 321
Reynolds Grace L of Warren A and Irene Sept 24 1901.....17: 213
Reynolds Granville A of Clarence A and Sadie G Jan 23 1902,17: 260
Reynolds Harry H of Frank A and Lillian M Jan 10 1901....17: 142
Reynolds Harvey S of Walter S and Flora M Aug 1 1901.....17: 195
Reynolds Irene M of John J H and Emma F Jan 23 1909.....19: 325
Reynolds James of Patrick and Rose Aug 14 1905..........18: 225
Reynolds James A of Michael and Charlotte L Jan 1 1901...17: 125
Reynolds James C G of Owen F and Catherine Oct 23 1906...18: 387
Reynolds Jane A of James A and Eliza Dec 6 1903..........17: 498
Reynolds John B of Owen and Catherine Nov 7 1901.........18: 116
Reynolds John J of Owen and Catherine Aug 11 1901........17: 199
Reynolds John J of John J and Emma F Jan 11 1910.........20: 5
Reynolds John W of John H and Margaret J Feb 17 1906.....18: 296
Reynolds Kate of Joseph H and Katherine J Apr 12 1907....19: 40
Reynolds Lena A of Michael and Charlotte L Aug 16 1907...19: 97
Reynolds Louis A of Patrick J and Catherine Oct 1 1902....17: 345
Reynolds Mabel E of Edwin C Jr and Emily Mar 23 1902.....17: 278
Reynolds Margaret of James F and Margaret T Apr 2 1906...18: 312
Reynolds Margaret of Valentine and Margaret Sept 7 1910...20: 105
Reynolds Margaret of John J and Catherine Jan 11 1910.....20: 5
Reynolds Martha B G of Edward K and Rose Apr 4 1901.....17: 152
Reynolds Mary of James F and Margaret T Feb 21 1909.....19: 331
Reynolds Mary of John F and Mary J June 11 1909.........19: 374
REYNOLDS Mary A of Owen F and Catherine A Apr 29 1909...19:358
Reynolds Mary C of William H and Florence Nov 8 1909...19:439
Reynolds Mary F of John and Catherine Oct 23 1910...20:122
Reynolds Mildred E of Albert S and Mary T Mar 1 1910...20:24
Reynolds Owen A of Patrick and Rose Nov 13 1906...18:395
Reynolds Richard J of Joseph H and Catherine J Mar 5 1909...19:339
Reynolds Rodney G of George T and Hildia Sept 26 1905...18:240
Reynolds Stephen B of Stephen B and Grace July 1 1907...19:151
Reynolds Thomas B of John J and Emma F Nov 6 1906...18:392
Reynolds Thomas H of Thomas H and Charlotte April 7 1908...19:195
Reynolds Thomas K of Owen F and Catherine A Apr 29 1909...19:358
Reynolds Thomas P of John and Catherine Mar 16 1905...18:167
Reynolds Walter II of Bernard and Catherine Jan 12 1901...17:128
Reynolds William A of James E and Eleanor P May 25 1908...19:214
Reynolds --- s of Frederick G and Nellie J Nov 2 1904...17:226
Reynolds --- s of John and Rosana June 30 1902...17:308
Reynolds --- s of Clarence L and Adelaida M June 19 1904...18:59
Reynolds Wallace of Edmond and Flora Oct 15 1906...18:384
Rezendes Alberto of Joseph and Augusta July 12 1901...17:188
Rezendes Alfred M of Manuel M and Maria V Sept 14 1905...18:236
Rezendes Grace V of Manuel M and Maria V Sept 17 1909...19:419
Rezendes Joao of Manuel and Maria Dec 25 1909...19:455
Rezendes Joseph F of Manoel and Mary C Sept — 1901...17:247
Rezendes Laura of Jose C and Bernardina Aug 27 1906...18:366
Rezendes Manuel (c) of Manuel and Maria Jan 6 1910...20:3
Rezendes Mary of Frank L and Isabel F June 8 1909...19:373
Rezendes --- s of Manuel and Marie L July 18 1910...20:85
Rezner Ida S of Hyman and Jannie Apr 27 1910...20:46
Reznick Bennie of Louis and Lena Feb 6 1904...18:14
Reznick Bertha of Abraham and Fannie May 8 1907...19:49
Reznick Israel of Louis and Jennie Aug 16 1906...18:362
Reznick Liza of Abraham and Fannie Mar 14 1909...19:342
Rezzi Emma of Ernesto and Antonetta June 25 1909...19:379
Rezzuti Teresina of Vincenzo and Rosina June 14 1908...19:223
Rhian Frieda of Louis and Gussie July 10 1910...20:82
Rhoades Cecil S of David P and Mabel M Feb 19 1906...18:297
Rhoades David R P of David P and Mabel M Feb 26 1901...17:141
Rhoades Edward S of David P and Mabel M Apr 5 1902...17:282
Rhoades Mabel G of David P and Mabel M Feb 7 1904...18:14
Rhodes Elmer H of Walter J and Grace L Dec 19 1904...18:129
Rhodes Gilbert A of Arthur J and Blanche H Aug 11 1907...19:95
Rhodes Helen A of George H and Jennie Mar 17 1905...18:167
Rhodes Helen A of Arthur J and Blanche H May 24 1905...18:190
Rhodes James W of Frederick M and Annie P Aug 12 1903...17:460
Rhodes Kenneth G of Arthur J and Blanche Mar 21 1909...19:345
Rhone Harriet E (c) of James B and Mary E Jan 13 1908...19:163
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Rhove Charlotte S (e) of James B and Mary E July 6 1909... 19: 390
Riai — s of Gingelmo and Teresa Aug 22 1905.............. 18: 276
Rian Arturo of Narciso and Italia May 23 1903.............. 17: 127
Rianna Domenica of Domenico and Maria Jan 3 1909........ 19: 316
Rianni Antonio of Domenico and Maria Oct 13 1907......... 19: 129
Riany Helen of Alphonse and Katherine July 18 1909........ 19: 294
Ribeira Maria of Antone and Sara Mar 22 1906.............. 18: 308
Riberio John of Antonio and Pliehe June 22 1910........... 20: 67
Ricano Antonetta of Francesco and Lucia June 13 1909..... 19: 374
Ricano Maria S of Francesco and Lucia Nov 6 1910......... 20: 126
Ricardo Augustin of Manuel and Lavina Jan 8 1902........... 17: 255
Ricardo Gilarmuna R of Manoel R and Annie Sept 10 1902... 17: 338
Rica Carlo A of Antonio and Bettina Aug 9 1909............ 19: 403
Rica Carmela of Antonio and Bettina June 27 1908........... 19: 228
Riccardi Alessandra of Andrea and Antonetta Oct 2 1902.... 17: 345
Riccardi Attilio of Vincenzo and Antonetta June 2 1909... 19: 371
Riccardi Emilia A E of Andrea and Antonetta Feb 15 1901... 17: 138
Riccardi Francesco of Andrea and Antonetta Feb 19 1904... 18: 18
Riccardi Giovanna of Vincenzo and Antonetta Aug 8 1907... 19: 93
Riccardi Luigi of Angelo and Antonetta Jan 9 1906........... 18: 282
Riccardi Luigi of Andrea and Antonetta Sept 30 1907....... 19: 115
Ricci Addolorata of Tomasinio and Ernulinda May 22 1908... 19: 213
Ricci Adelina of Emilio and Rosalia May 5 1910.............. 20: 26
Ricci Adelina of Alfonso and Pierina May 17 1902........... 17: 294
Ricci Adelina of Nicola and Antonia Sept 2 1905............ 18: 232
Ricci Adelina of Beniamino and Raffaela Aug 10 1909....... 19: 458
Ricci Alberto D of Francesco and Maria V July 27 1905..... 18: 274
Ricci Alfred of Giuseppe and Rosa Oct 12 1901.............. 17: 218
Ricci Alfredo of Pasquale and Anna Jan 12 1905.............. 18: 144
Ricci Alfredo C of Francesco and Maria V June 10 1907.... 19: 62
Ricci Amalia of Carmine and Maria Apr 18 1903.............. 17: 417
Ricci Amalia of Alfonzo and Pierina Nov 7 1903.............. 17: 489
Ricci Amedeo of Antonio and Rosina Sept 11 1906............ 18: 372
Ricci Amerlco of Pietro and Maria Nov 2 1903................. 17: 488
Ricci Angel A of Gelardo and Brigida Feb 29 1909........... 19: 336
Ricci Angelo of Nicandro and Berardina Apr 26 1907........ 19: 43
Ricci Angelo of Francesco and Angelina Apr 24 1909....... 19: 357
Ricci Anna of Giacomo and Tomasinio Sept 8 1910........... 20: 105
Ricci Antonetta of Tomaso and Maria C Jan 19 1905...... 18: 147
Ricci Antonetta of Vincenzo and Palma Jan 29 1908........ 19: 165
Ricci Antonietta of Giuseppe and Filomena July 17 1901.... 18: 77
Ricci Antonio of Carmine and Maria May 29 1905............. 18: 192
Ricci Antonio of Felice and Maria D May 23 1907............ 19: 55
Ricci Antonio of Antonio and Rosina Nov 8 1908............ 19: 284
Ricci Antonio of Clemento and Lancllia Dec 17 1909........ 19: 452
Ricci Arena of Feliciano and Emilia Sept 17 1905........... 18: 237
BIRTHS

Ricci Arthur of Tomaso and Maria May 17 1907 ............... 19: 52
Ricci Arturo of Giuseppe and Carmela Nov 9 1910 ........... 20: 127
Ricci Arturo S of Pietro and Maria June 20 1908 ............. 19: 225
Ricci Attilio of Tomaso and Maria Nov 19 1903 ............. 17: 493
Ricci Bartolomeo of Domenico and Domenica May 28 1902 .... 17: 297
Ricci Carina of Pietro and Maria Apr 1 1906 ................. 18: 312
Ricci Carmela of Domenico and Giulia Jan 28 1903 .......... 17: 390
Ricci Carmella of Emilio and Rosalia July 27 1908 .......... 19: 245
Ricci Carmine of Crescenzo and Maria July 30 1902 .......... 17: 323
Ricci Concetta of Giovanni and Antonio Jan 21 1908 .......... 19: 166
Ricci Consiglia of Vincenzo and Palma July 15 1910 .......... 20: 84
Ricci Cristina of Giovanni and Emilia Nov 26 1910 .......... 20: 134
Ricci Diamante D of Nicandro and Bernardino Oct 28 1910 ... 20: 123
Ricci Domenica of Giuseppe and Rosina Aug 13 1903 ......... 17: 460
Ricci Domenica of Crescenzo and Maria Feb 13 1907 .......... 19: 18
Ricci Domenico C of Domenico and Giulia Mar 6 1907 ....... 19: 26
Ricci Domenico G of Pasquale and Anna Jan 1 1909 .......... 19: 315
Ricci Elena M of Raffaele and Concetta Nov 26 1903 ....... 17: 495
Ricci Elisabetta of Giacomo and Tomasina May 9 1908 ....... 19: 208
Ricci Elvira of Domenico and Domenica Oct 22 1906 ........ 18: 387
Ricci Elvira M R of Tomaso and Maria Dec 20 1907 .......... 19: 145
Ricci Emelia of Alfonso and Pierina Oct 1 1906 ............ 18: 380
Ricci Emelia of Antonio and Rosa Aug 30 1905 ............. 18: 234
Ricci Emilia E of Pasquale and Maria Mar 31 1910 .......... 20: 35
Ricci Emilio of Giuseppe and Rosina Aug 2 1907 .......... 19: 91
Ricci Ernesto of Beniamino and Raffaela Mar 15 1908 ....... 19: 186
Ricci Eugenio of Julius and Adeline Sept 23 1907 .......... 19: 152
Ricci Filippo of Feliciano and Maria Aug 24 1907 .......... 19: 100
Ricci Filomena of Benni and Raffaela Nov 15 1904 .......... 18: 119
Ricci Filomena of Michele and Genoveffa Jan 17 1906 ....... 18: 285
Ricci Filomena of Michele and Genoveffa Mar 1 1908 ....... 19: 181
Ricci Francesco of Feliciano and Maria Feb 10 1901 ......... 17: 137
Ricci Francesco D of Tomaso and Carmela Apr 2 1910 ...... 20: 36
Ricci Franklin R of Giovanni and Lilian A Sept 28 1901 ... 17: 214
Ricci Giacomo of Giacomo and Maria R Sept 18 1906 ...... 18: 374
Ricci Giovanina of Pasquale and Angela Oct 19 1905 ...... 18: 247
Ricci Giovanni of Domenico and Domenica Sept 5 1904 ...... 18: 95
Ricci Giovanni of Vincenzo and Palma May 22 1906 ......... 18: 329
Ricci Giovanni B of Raffaele and Concetta July 5 1910 .... 20: 79
Ricci Giovanino of Giovanni and Ersilia June 24 1909 ....... 19: 379
Ricci Giuseppe of Antonio and Rosina Sept 27 1904 ....... 18: 102
Ricci Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Rosa July 10 1909 ......... 19: 391
Ricci Giuseppina of Giuseppe and Rosina June 17 1905 ....... 18: 199
Ricci Ida of Camillo and Tomassina Oct 1 1906 ............ 18: 380
Ricci Lena of Tomaso and Maria Jan 6 1902 ............. 17: 254
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

1001

Ricci Lilia E of Francesco and Maria V July 25 1908.............. 19: 244
Ricci Lisa of Anzelmio and Adelina Oct 8 1902................... 17: 347
Ricci Lucia of Feliciano and Maria D Dec 18 1904.............. 18: 128
Ricci Lucia of Giulio and Adelina Dec 14 1908................... 19: 289
Ricci Luigi of Felice and Maria D Nov 10 1908................... 19: 285
Ricci Margherita of Domenico and Giulia Apr 27 1905............. 18: 182
Ricci Margherita of Francesco and Angelina May 16 1910........ 20: 53
Ricci Maria of Tomaso and Ermilinda Feb 12 1905.............. 18: 155
Ricci Maria of Pasquale and Angelina Feb 21 1908.............. 19: 170
Ricci Maria I of Raffaele and Concetta June 26 1901........... 17: 174
Ricci Maria M of Raffaele and Concetta June 10 1908.......... 19: 221
Ricci Mary D A of Antonio and Rosa Feb 8 1901.................. 17: 136
Ricci Mollie of Camillo and Bambina June 6 1903............... 17: 131
Ricci Panfile of Feliciano and Maria Mar 22 1906.............. 17: 108
Ricci Pasquale F of Pasquale and Anna June 27 1907........... 19: 69
Ricci Pasqualina of Carmine and Maria Aug 2 1909............ 19: 400
Ricci Pietro of Feliciano and Emilia Nov 18 1909............. 19: 442
Ricci Querino of Giovanni and Elvira May 3 1904............ 18: 43
Ricci Raffaele of Carmela June 21 1909.......................... 19: 377
Ricci Rinaldo of Francesco and Maria V Nov 4 1909............ 19: 437
Ricci Rosa of Francesco and Donia Nov 4 1908.................. 19: 282
Ricci Santini of Antonio and Rosa Nov 4 1910................... 20: 125
Ricci Tomasso of Francesco and Maria Apr 14 1908............. 19: 199
Ricci Tommaso of Antonio and Maria R Aug 15 1901........... 17: 290
Ricci Tullio of Decio E and Diodata Dec 28 1906............. 18: 410
Ricci Umberto of Giovanni and Elvira Jan 9 1910.............. 20: 4
Ricci --- s of Cristoforo and Maria Oct 8 1905.............. 18: 244
Ricci --- s of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 20 1905............... 18: 258
Ricci --- d of Camillo and Tomasina Jan 30 1909............ 19: 384
Ricci --- s of Domenico and Giulia June 22 1910............. 20: 67
Ricciardi Alberto of Alfonso and Anguela May 9 1905........ 18: 185
Ricciardi Alfonspina of Vincenzo and Angela Feb 28 1905...... 18: 161
Ricciardi Carmela of Giuseppe and Anna Mar 26 1906......... 18: 309
Ricciardi Emma of Giuseppe and Annina Sept 25 1910......... 20: 112
Ricciardi Maria of Antonio E and Diodata Apr 20 1905....... 18: 179
Ricciardi Paolo of Giuseppe and Annina Sept 20 1907....... 19: 111
Ricciuto Giuseppe of Liberato and Maria June 10 1904........ 18: 56
Ricco Maria of Vincenzo and Palma Nov 9 1904................. 18: 116
Ricco Nannina of Antonio and Rosa Dec 23 1902.............. 17: 371
Ricco Rosina of Alfonso and Carina Oct 9 1908.............. 19: 275
Ricco --- d of Giuseppe and Rosa July 1 1901.............. 17: 249
Riccitelli Albert G of Giovanni and Lydia A Apr 2 1906..... 18: 312
Riccitelli Alfredo of Constantino and Giovannina Jan 3 1904.. 18: 1
Riccitelli Amelia of Constantino and Giovannina July 5 1902.. 17: 316
Riccitelli Chiara of Enrico and Francesca Jan 9 1908........ 19: 161
1002  BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Riccitelli Dea B of Domenico and Lucia Dec 19 1910. 20: 142
Riccitelli Edoardo V of Giovanni and Ellen Apr 22 1901. 17: 157
Riccitelli Edoardo A of Giovanni and Lydia May 5 1909. 19: 361
Riccitelli Elisa B of Costantino and Giovanna May 14 1901. 17: 163
Riccitelli Eva of Ottavio and Giovanna Aug 16 1902. 17: 330
Riccitelli Giovanni of Enrico and Francesca Mar 17 1910. 20: 30
Riccitelli Giovanna of Costantino and Giovanna Mar 21 1908. 19: 189
Riccitelli Margherita of Nicola and Maria Mar 29 1903. 17: 410
Riccitelli Maria G of Costantino and Giovanna Aug 27 1905. 18: 229
Riccitelli Viola of Costantino and Giovanna Oct 27 1909. 19: 434
Riccinus Arthur O of Oscar and Frances J Jan 5 1905. 18: 412
Riccinus Erna E of Alfred and Martha Oct 1 1906. 17: 415
Riccinus George B of Oscar and Fannie J Aug 4 1902. 17: 326
Riccinus Martha A of Alfredo and Martha E Sept 26 1907. 19: 152
Riccinus Antonio of Liberato and Maria Feb 3 1907. 19: 14
Riccinus Maria C of Liberato and Maria Nov 24 1908. 19: 291
Riccinus Maria G of Filomeno and Maria A July 4 1901. 17: 185
Riccinus Rosina of Luigi and Maria C Apr 25 1902. 17: 288
Ricciuto Anna of Liberato and Maria July 4 1905. 18: 211
Ricciuto Giuseppe A of Liberato and Maria Mar 2 1903. 17: 402
Rico Florence of Nicola and Nellie Feb 9 1907. 19: 16
Rice Abraham of Isaac and Anna Oct 23 1906. 18: 388
Rice Annie of Stephen and Annie Dec 28 1910. 20: 143
Rice Charles of John F and Sadie Mar 20 1909. 19: 345
Rice Clifton L of William A and Ida M Dec 13 1906. 18: 405
Rice Earl H of Edward F and Catherine M May 20 1910. 20: 54
Rice Edward of Fred and Antonetta Mar 8 1907. 19: 27
Rice Elsie of Isaac and Annie Dec 7 1909. 19: 449
Rice Gordon O of Herbert H and Edith R Mar 8 1903. 17: 404
Rice Madeline W of John F and Sadie Aug 26 1902. 17: 333
Rice Margaret C of Leon B and Sophia Feb 20 1906. 18: 297
Rice Martin B of Herbert H and Edith R Mar 15 1904. 18: 27
Rice Mary E of Vincent A and Ella L Aug 21 1905. 18: 227
Rice Mildred A of Leon B and Sophia Sept 3 1908. 19: 261
Rice Milton J of Harry E and Elizabeth B July 25 1902. 17: 322
Rice Muriel E of James E Jr and Lillian A Aug 15 1904. 18: 87
Rice Regina E of Vincent A and Ella L July 13 1910. 20: 83
Rice Sarah of Benjamin and Elizabeth Feb 25 1910. 20: 22
Rice Walter F of John F and Sadie M Feb 17 1905. 18: 157
Rice William V of Charles L and Biddina May 18 1904. 18: 48
Rice — d of Stephen and Annie Feb 7 1901. 17: 179
Ricente Leonardo of Filomeno and Mariantonia Nov 14 1906. 18: 395
Rich Eleanor of Herman S and Minnie C Oct 6 1906. 18: 381
Rich Esther L of Clarence H and Mary J Nov 4 1904. 18: 115
Rich Louise M of Charles A and Maude G Apr 13 1901 17: 155
Rich Marjorie L of Charles A and Maude G Oct 8 1902 17: 347
Rich Pauline L of Herman S and Minnie C Sept 22 1902 17: 312
Rich Sadie M of David and Mary May 18 1903 17: 425
Rich — s of Fred W and Emma F Oct 8 1903 18: 277
Richard Evelyn R of Alexander and Ellen C May 4 1907 19: 48
Richard George O of Henri and Emma July 20 1910 20: 85
Richard Israel T C of Cyril M and Ruth A Dec 31 1910 20: 146
Richard Ivonne of Cyril and Emma Dec 29 1907 19: 149
Richard Joseph of Cyrille and Octavia Aug 18 1902 17: 377
Richard Joseph A of Autone and Corinne Dec 22 1903 17: 504
Richard Joseph A of Autone and Corinne May 12 1905 18: 186
Richard Leonia of Delphis and Emilie Apr 29 1907 19: 46
Richard Marie E H of Dolphis and Emilie Jan 7 1905 18: 143
Richard Mary A of Thomas and Catherine Nov 16 1903 17: 492
Richard Muriel A of Alexander and Ellen C Dec 15 1910 20: 141
Richard William G of Godfroi and Exilda Aug 28 1903 17: 466
Richard Yvonne of Luc and Archille Dec 15 1902 17: 368
Richard — d of Cyrille and Octavia May 31 1904 17: 181
Richard — s of Godfroi and Exilda May 17 1906 18: 419
Richards Alice M of Wilfred C and Martha E Dec 25 1901 17: 243
Richards Clarence X (c) of William H and Jane R July 26 1902 17: 323
Richards Doris L of George H and Lucy Nov 13 1907 19: 132
Richards Dorothy A of Ralph S and Emma A Jan 2 1908 19: 158
Richards Edward of Edward and Susan July 5 1901 17: 186
Richards Everett G L of George A and Mary E July 28 1903 17: 455
Richards John J of Thomas and Catherine Sept 20 1908 19: 267
Richards Lelia M of Benjamin J and Lelia A Jan 8 1910 20: 3
Richards Margaret G of Frank A and Mannie Aug 22 1906 18: 361
Richards Mary D J of Alfred and Mary V Aug 27 1910 20: 101
Richards Muriel B of Charles A and Emilie Aug 8 1904 17: 197
Richards Myrtle C of George H and Lucy Oct 20 1901 17: 221
Richards Ruby W of Leonard B and Margaret P Mar 11 1906 18: 365
Richards Thomas A of Thomas and Catherine Apr 27 1906 18: 320
Richards — d of Frederick E and Hilda V Dec 13 1906 18: 422
Richardson Aaron R of Aaron R and Harriet E Dec 11 1908 19: 298
Richardson Catherine (c) of Harry and Leona Feb 23 1906 18: 299
Richardson Charles A of Loami B and Gertrude E Apr 23 1908 19: 202
Richardson Charles W of Morton W and Catherine M Sept 3 1910 20: 104
Richardson Clara R (c) of Alexander and Ida May 22 1901 17: 165
Richardson Dorothy of Robert W and Margaret T Dec 30 1905 18: 272
Richardson Dorothy B of Willis B and Annie E May 20 1907 19: 54
Richardson Elizabeth I of James and Elizabeth E Jan 21 1904 18: 8
Richardson  Everett E (c) of Walter E and Georgianna Oct 5
1909. .................................................. 19:426
Richardson  Gardiner H of Gardiner H and Lillian Oct 10 1902,17:348
Richardson  George W of Louis D and Rose Sept 25 1903.... 17:475
Richardson  Harry S (c) of Harry H and Leona Aug 30 1907.... 19:103
Richardson  Helen L of Herbert S W and Mary T Dec 14 1909.... 19:451
Richardson  Helen M (c) of Harry H and Leona Aug 30 1907.... 19:103
Richardson  Herbert S W of Herbert S W and Mary T May 27
1906. .................................................. 18:330
Richardson  Hope D of Harlem and Lydia Sept 17 1905....... 18:237
Richardson  Hope M of Herbert S and Mary T Oct 26 1907..... 19:225
Richardson  Louis D of Louis D and Rose E July 19 1905.... 18:216
Richardson  Marguerite of Morton W and Katherine Jan 19
1908. .................................................. 19:165
Richardson  Mary R of Harry W and Mary R May 12 1908.... 19:210
Richardson  Prescott of J Bushnell and Many B May 22 1910.. 20: 55
Richardson  Ralph (c) of Harry H and Emma L Nov 27 1909.. 19:445
Richardson  Ralph D of Dennett L and Elizabeth Nov 5 1909.. 19:437
Richardson  Ruth A of Willis B and Anna E Nov 17 1908..... 19:288
Richardson  Sherman A (c) of Alexander and Ida July 14 1903,17:451
Richardson  Wallace A of Morton W and Katherine M May 21
1906. .................................................. 18:328
Richardson  Winthrop H of Lewis E and Lillian Dec 8 1907.... 19:141
Richardson  --- s of Hallam and Lydia Apr 24 1901............ 17:158
Richardson  --- (c) s of Harry and Leona Feb 23 1906........ 18:417
Richardson  --- (c) s of Walter E and Georgianna Feb 3 1907,19: 74
Richardson  --- s of Clarence E and Alice M A Aug 10 1909,19:461
Richie  Audrey M A of Rollen E and Jessie E Dec 1 1904..... 18:123
Richmond  Emma J of Frank E 2nd and Jeannette D Nov 11
1906. .................................................. 18:394
Richmond  Evelyn E of Ralph and Sarah Aug 25 1908....... 19:257
Richmond  Fanny I of Abraham and Rose Dec 10 1907...... 19:142
Richmond  Hannah of Abraham and Rosa June 4 1902........... 17:300
Richmond  John H of Ralph and Sarah Sept 13 1907......... 19:108
Richmond  John W of Charles T and Harriet F Feb 11 1903.... 17:395
Richmond  Mary of Knight C and Phoebe A Mar 16 1908..... 19:187
Richmond  Nettie of Abraham and Rosa Apr 2 1905......... 18:173
Richmond  Peter of Frank E 2nd and Jeannette D Oct 8 1909,... 19:427
Richmond  Richard W of Raymond F and Edith Aug 20 1907..... 19: 98
Richmond  Storrs M of Storrs T and Maude A Mar 3 1910..... 20: 25
Richmond  Walter of Knight S and Phoebe A June 7 1902.... 17:300
Richmond  William B of Walter E and Elizabeth Dec 3 1904.... 18:124
Richmond  --- s of Samuel and Gertrude Apr 24 1902..... 17:287
Richmond  --- d of Walter E and Elizabeth June 30 1902...... 17:308
Richmond  --- d of Harold A and Evelyn Apr 10 1903......... 17:443
Richter Annie I of Hugo and Anna June 17 1902............... 17:304
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Richter Edward of Samuel and Sarah May 3 1901. 17:160
Ricetti Maria of Doncello and Maria Mar 29 1908. 19:191
Rickard Edward T of William G and Cora M Apr 16 1901. 17:156
Ricker — s of Annie June 12 1902. 17:333
Rickey Dorothy E of David J and Mary L Dec 10 1910. 20:139
Ricla Gaetano of Nicola and Antonetta June 11 1903. 17:133
Ricozzi Giuseppina of Vincenzo and Brigida Apr 10 1910. 20:40
Ricozzi — s of Tomasso and Angela Apr 28 1907. 19:46
Ridell Jane H of Edwin M and Christina H Dec 26 1910. 20:144
Riddensdale Gladys E of John T and Florence July 11 1907. 18:82
Riddensdale William E of John T and Florence Sept 29 1901. 17:247
Ride Harry M of Gerisen and Fannie June 16 1904. 18:38
Ride Sydney of Gerson and Fannie Nov 19 1908. 19:289
Ridell Isadore of Hugo and Dora Mar 17 1901. 17:147
Rider Aney F of Albert C and Maude E Sept 3 1902. 17:336
Rider Hope W of George P and Nettie Aug 15 1907. 19:96
Ridge Hanora of James J and Hannah F Aug 27 1901. 17:247
Ridge Norman F of James J and Hannah F Aug 27 1901. 17:247
Ridgewell Dorothy C of James H and Mary E Apr 30 1902. 17:289
Ridgewell James H of Robert A and Isabella Oct 20 1907. 19:122
Ridgewell Norman A of Robert and Isabella Aug 16 1902. 17:330
Ridgway Helen A of Charles E and Margaret G Mar 16 1906. 18:306
Ridley Ruth M (c) of Albert L and Alice C June 19 1904. 18:59
Ridout Harriet of Hubert and Annie Jan 6 1903. 17:383
Ridout Mary E of Hubert and Annie June 30 1901. 17:176
Ridout — d of James and Martha Apr 11 1903. 17:413
Ridsik Maria K of John and Catharine Feb 13 1908. 19:174
Riechert Annie E of Carl and Annie Sept 2 1901. 17:206
Riechert Louise of Carl E G C and Annie E June 3 1906. 18:303
Riechert — s of William and Freda Sept 10 1908. 19:311
Riedel Emma C of Frederick W and Mary Mar 16 1910. 20:30
Riedel Frederick A of Frederick W and Mary June 12 1908. 19:222
Riel Arthur V of Zephir and Annie Sept 4 1905. 18:233
Riel Donate N of Napoleon J B and Rose M July 16 1904. 18:133
Riel Edward A of Geoffrey A and Annie E July 31 1910. 20:90
Riel Emmie R of Zephir A and Annie E Dec 5 1907. 19:140
Riel George E of George A and Margaret Feb 5 1905. 18:153
Riel Rodolph A A of Napoleon and Rosanna M Sept 10 1905. 18:235
Riel Uhlrie A of Napoleon J and Rosanna M Jan 27 1909. 19:324
Riedley Helen M of James L and Helen G July 9 1910. 20:81
Ridley Gertrude of Patrick and Margaret Mar 20 1904. 18:29
Riendeau Hector of Hilaire and Leontine Feb 22 1902. 17:268
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Place of Birth</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Riley Agnes of Edward and Louisa</td>
<td>Oct 28 1905</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Alice A of William and Hannah</td>
<td>Jan 18 1909</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Alice F of Stephen J and Florence</td>
<td>I Oct 23 1906</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Alice P of Frederick H and Helena</td>
<td>Apr 3 1908</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Ambrose D of Patrick and Bridget</td>
<td>Sept 24 1909</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Angela of Stephen J and Florence</td>
<td>I Sept 15 1909</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Anna of George H and Mary</td>
<td>July 31 1908</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Annie of Jeremiah and Catherine</td>
<td>Nov 24 1905</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Annie of John H and Annie</td>
<td>Jan 15 1909</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Caroline of Henry and Martha</td>
<td>Mar 29 1906</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Catherine of Edward and Bridget</td>
<td>Dec 12 1905</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Chapin of Robert S and Katharine</td>
<td>E Jan 4 1909</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Clarence of Frank and Bridget</td>
<td>Feb 11 1904</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Daniel of John and Mary</td>
<td>Sept 25 1902</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Edmund J of Owen H and Anastasia</td>
<td>July 14 1902</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Edna F of Thomas F and Edith</td>
<td>Mar 5 1909</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Edward of Edward and Louisa</td>
<td>Nov 2 1907</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Edward F of John and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 9 1908</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Edward T of Frederick H and Helena</td>
<td>Jan 17 1907</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Edwin J of Owen and Anastasia</td>
<td>Sept 30 1909</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Ernest F of Ernest F and Annie</td>
<td>L May 31 1906</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Estella F of William and Hannah</td>
<td>Apr 19 1904</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Esther of John J and Bridget</td>
<td>July 31 1905</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Ethel of Owen H and Anastasia</td>
<td>Mar 9 1904</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Ethel L of Jefferson and Bridget A</td>
<td>Mar 15 1907</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Ethel M of Thomas and Mary</td>
<td>Aug 1 1905</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Francis X of Frank X and Maria E</td>
<td>Nov 1 1907</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Frederick R of Owen H and Anastasia</td>
<td>Sept 9 1906</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley George of Harry C and Agnes</td>
<td>June 14 1910</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley George E of George and Mary</td>
<td>July 19 1904</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley George J of Joseph and Annie</td>
<td>July 25 1906</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Riley  George  N  of James and Margaret E  Jan  18  1901.............17: 130
Riley  Harold I  of Frederick H and Helena F  Feb  24  1901...........17: 140
Riley  Helen of Joseph and Elizabeth Apr  24  1910...................20:  45
Riley  Helena F  of Frederick H and Helena F  Jan  12  1903........17: 384
Riley  Henry W of William H and Emily E  June 2  1905.............18: 293
Riley  Herbert A  of John J and Bridget Jan  31  1903..............17: 391
Riley  Irving of Ernest F and Annie Oct  17  1908..................19: 277
Riley  James of William and Hannah June  13  1907...............19:  61
Riley  James A  of Patrick and Theresa June 13  1902..............17: 302
Riley  James W  of James and Margaret Apr  9  1909................19: 352
Riley  Jefferson R  of Jefferson and Bridget A  July  8  1902......17: 317
Riley  John W of Frank and Priscilla June 3  1910.................20:  60
Riley  Joseph of Teodore and Etta Mar  9  1905......................18: 161
Riley  Joseph of James and Catharine Mar  9  1905..................18: 201
Riley  Joseph E of Phoebe Oct  8  1905..............................18: 241
Riley  Joseph J of John W and Rose A  Nov  30  1905..............18: 262
Riley  Mabel L of Samuel L and Ethel L Mar  17  1902..............17: 276
Riley  Madeline of Frederick H and Helena F  Nov  5  1904.........18: 115
Riley  Margaret H  of Jeremiah and Catherine June 24  1907......19:  67
Riley  Marguerite of Patrick and Margaret June 3  1907...........19:  59
Riley  Marguerite E  of James and Marguerite E  Jan 20  1903......18: 387
Riley  Marian of Jefferson and Bridget A  Sept  21  1904...........18: 100
Riley  Mary of William and Catherine Mar  16  1906................18: 306
Riley  Mary E  of Patrick and Mary Jan  14  1904...................17: 128
Riley  Mary E of John W and Rose Feb 7  1903.......................17: 393
Riley  Mary E of John F and Anna E  July  30  1907.................19:  90
Riley  May E of George and Beatrice Dec  4  1907....................19: 140
Riley  Mildred A of James and Margareta E  Mar  24  1906...........18: 308
Riley  Rona A of Albert E and Shirley G July  7  1910.............20: 148
Riley  Thomas of John E and Mary A  Mar  4  1907..................19:  25
Riley  Thomas J of John W and Rose May 17  1904..................18:  48
Riley  Vincent of William and Hannah Nov  5  1905................18: 253
Riley  Walter J of Thomas E  and Mary Aug  2  1903.................17: 457
Riley  Walter J of John and Mary Jan  8  1905.....................18: 143
Riley  William of William and Ella F  Dec  4  1903...............17: 498
Riley  William of William  and Catherine July 30  1909...........19: 458
Riley  William E  of Edward W and Louisa A  Oct  20  1902.........17: 351
Riley  of William H and Ellen Mar  9  1901.........................17: 179
Riley  of Robert J and Helen Oct 8  1901...........................17: 218
Riley  d of William and Katie Dec  31  1902......................17: 373
Riley  d of George and Mary Aug 29  1903.........................17: 463
Riley  d of William and Ella F  Dec  4  1903......................17: 512
Riley  d of James and Margaret E  Sept  11  1901.................18:  97
Riley  d of Louise Nov  3  1904................................18: 137
Riley  d of Joseph and Elizabeth Apr  6  1909......................19: 385
Riley — d of Agnes Sept 9 1910.  
Rilley John J of John F and Mary T Jan 31 1908.  
Rilley Patrick J of Edward and Bridget Mar 19 1908.  
Rinaldi Caterina of Antonio and Isabella Aug 19 1908.  
Rinaldi Domenico of Antonio and Isabella Feb 28 1902.  
Rinaldi Donata of Donato and Carmela May 20 1906.  
Rinaldi Maria of Donato and Carmela Feb 13 1902.  
Rinaldi — s of Rosina Dec 7 1908.  
Rinaldi — s of Rosa Dec 17 1908.  
Rinaldi Alberto of Antonio and Maria Dec 17 1906.  
Rinaldo Anna of Andrea and Domenica May 19 1902.  
Rinaldo Donato of Antonio and Isabella May 7 1904.  
Rinaldo Rocco of Antonio and Isabella May 24 1906.  
Rinaldo — s of Andrea and Domenica Jan 14 1905.  
Rinando Antonio of Lorenzo and Maria Oct 4 1909.  
Rinando Margherita of Lorenzo and Maria Mar 10 1908.  
Rinando Maria of Lorenzo and Giocanna Oct 11 1908.  
Rinando — s of Giuseppe A and Maria May 26 1909.  
Rinando — s of Antonio and Maria May 23 1910.  
Ring Anthony of —— and Etta Jan 16 1906.  
Ring Ernest A of William E and Margaret A June 28 1907.  
Ring George E of Carlton and Mary Apr 4 1901.  
Ring John E of William E and Maggie Sept 22 1902.  
Ring Ralph E of Frank A and Ida M Feb 10 1905.  
Ring Theodore of William E and Margaret A Jan 11 1905.  
Ringe Doris E of Frank L and Wilhelmina Apr 19 1910.  
Ringe Elsie G of Frank L and Wilhelmina P Sept 26 1907.  
Ringe Frank A of Frank L and Wilhelmina P Apr 28 1906.  
Ringenbach Louise of August and Hortense Feb 26 1908.  
Rini Giacomo of Giovanni and Maria Nov 26 1903.  
Rinn Josephine of Edward J and Josephine Feb 1 1902.  
Riolessi Alfredo of Luigi and Giuseppa June 18 1904.  
Riolessi Alfredo of Luigi and Giuseppina Sept 7 1907.  
Riolessi Annina of Luigi and Giuseppina Mar 31 1906.  
Riolessi Carmino of Ferdinando and Emilia Jan 6 1906.  
Riolessi Clementina of Luigi and Giuseppa Mar 5 1910.  
Riolessi Maria of Ferdinando and Emilia Feb 27 1904.  
Riolessi Maria P of Ferdinando and Emilia Sept 17 1908.  
Riolessi Mariana of Ferdinando and Emilia Apr 23 1905.  
Riolessi Michelina of Ferdinando and Emilia Mar 8 1910.  
Riolessi Raffaele of Luigi and Giuseppa May 4 1902.  
Riolesso Paolino R of Ferdinando and Paolina June 8 1901.  
Riordan John W of John J and Ellen E Mar 3 1902.  
Riordan John W of John J and Ellen E Mar 3 1902.
From 1901 to 1910 inclusive.
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Rioux Frances H of Joseph F and Frances C Oct 27 1905... 18: 250
Ripley ?  (c) s of John and Emma Oct 16 1904... 18: 109
Ripley Frederic W of Frederic W and Emily Apr 15 1909... 19: 354
Ripley Lucie G of John F and Ada S Jan 20 1906... 18: 412
Ripley — s of Margaret July 4 1909... 19: 389
Risen — s of Manuel and — Feb 20 1905... 18: 158
Risk — d of Winthrop A and Wilhelmina June 30 1901... 17: 176
Riskin Mayer of Abraham and Rachel Sept 3 1909... 19: 413
Rissuti Libera of Luigi and Maria C Dec 14 1904... 18: 127
Ristick Helena of Peter and Josephine Sept 15 1905... 18: 236
Ritacco Carmine of Francesco and Domenica Nov 11 1908... 19: 283
Ritacco — d of Francesco and Minichella Feb 14 1907... 19: 18
Ritchie Helen MacM of George and Margaret Jan 9 1910... 20: 4
Ritchie Isabella M M of George and Margaret M June 2 1908... 19: 218
Ritchie Madelina J of James and Mary Nov 4 1902... 17: 355
Ritchie Margaret Met of George and Margaret Dec 7 1906... 18: 403
Riter Katie of Philip and Ida Oct 16 1908... 19: 276
Ritondo Giuseppe of Luigi and Carmela Nov 29 1904... 18: 122
Ritondo — d of Costantino and Maria C Mar 18 1910... 20: 75
Ritota Addolorata of Bartolomeo and Maria Nov 15 1907... 19: 133
Ritota Beniamino of Bartolomeo and Maria Aug 18 1905... 18: 226
Ritota Elizabeth of Bartolomeo and Maria Sept 13 1903... 17: 471
Ritoto Elvira of Bartolomeo and Maria Apr 28 1902... 17: 288
Rivard Annette J of Charles A and Hortense J Aug 11 1905... 18: 224
Rivard Beatrice A of Charles A and Hortense May 25 1907... 19: 55
Rivard Charles A of Charles A and Hortense July 10 1910... 20: 82
Rivard Emile of Noel and Delicie July 2 1901... 17: 185
Rivard Harold A of Noel and Delicia Sept 22 1905... 18: 238
Rivard Hortense P of Charles A and Hortense J Aug 28 1903... 17: 466
Rivard Louis P of Telesphore and Marie Jan 18 1904... 18: 7
Rivard Marie L E of Noel and Delicia Dec 1 1909... 19: 447
Rivard Marie L of Telesphore and Marie Jan 16 1903... 17: 386
Rivard Tancrede A of Noel and Delizia Apr 14 1904... 18: 36
Rivelli Allan R of Frank J and Emma Aug 12 1906... 18: 361
Rivelli Donato of Vincenzo and Maria A Nov 2 1905... 18: 252
Rivelli Elisabetta of Vincenzo and Maria A Feb 15 1901... 17: 138
Rivelli Giuseppe di Pietro and Libera July 21 1910... 20: 86
Rivelli Mallia of Pietro and Libera Nov 13 1908... 19: 286
Rivelli Maria G of Pietro and Libera Feb 13 1901... 17: 438
Rivelli Orinda of Pietro and Libera Aug 30 1902... 17: 334
Rivelli Orlando of Pietro and Libera Mar 26 1904... 18: 31
Rivelli Pietro of Vincenzo and Maria Mar 7 1903... 17: 463
Rivelli Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Maria A Mar 9 1908... 19: 184
Rivelli Viola B of Frank J and Emma May 4 1905... 18: 184
Rivelli Virginia G of Frank J and Emma May 4 1905... 18: 184
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Rivelli — s of Frank? and Emma July 19 1904. .......... 18: 77
Rivera — d of Antonio and Anna July 30 1907. .......... 19: 90
Rivers James F of Charles F and Annie E Sept 1 1909. .... 19: 459
Rivers — s of Mary July 7 1904. .......... 18: 73
Rives — (c) s of Frank and Rose Dec 1 1908. .......... 19: 294
Rizi Alfredo of Ferdinando and Antonetta June 17 1908. .... 19: 224
Rizza Anna M of Fabio and Giovanna Mar 11 1905. .......... 18: 165
Rizza Rosina of Fabio and Giovannina June 12 1907. .......... 19: 63
Rizzi Luigi of Fabio and Giovanna Mar 22 1903. .......... 17: 408
Rizzo Francesca E of Rosalino and Giulia Dec 22 1910. .... 20: 143
Rizzo Giuseppe of Bartolo and Santina Mar 19 1909. ........ 19: 344
Rizzo Letizia of Rosalino and Giulia Oct 8 1908. .......... 19: 274
Rizzati Teresa of Vincenzo and Rosa May 28 1907. .......... 19: 57
Roach Alice H of James and Ethel Apr 11 1910. .......... 20: 40
Roach Angelina of Manuel and Maria June 29 1907. .......... 19: 150
Roach Anna of Thomas F and Theresa F Dec 14 1906. ....... 18: 406
Roach Antone of Manuel and Maria Jan 29 1907. .......... 19: 12
Roach Catherine D of George F and Mary J Aug 17 1909. .... 19: 406
Roach Edward of Thomas F and Teresa F Apr 9 1904. ....... 18: 36
Roach Hazel R of John P and Jessie Oct 14 1901. .......... 17: 219
Roach James C of Daniel and Margaret Nov 10 1907. .......... 19: 131
Roach James H of Patrick and Ellen June 16 1905. .......... 18: 199
Roach James M of James P and Mary L Sept 4 1901. .......... 17: 267
Roach Johanna E of Patrick and Ellen June 3 1902. .......... 17: 299
Roach John P of Patrick and Ellen Apr 18 1908. .......... 19: 200
Roach Joseph of James and Margaret Dec 7 1901. .......... 17: 237
Roach Joseph of Thomas F and Theresa F July 11 1908. ....... 19: 239
Roach Margaret E of Daniel and Margaret July 9 1904. ....... 18: 74
Roach Mary A of Daniel and Margaret Nov 10 1901. .......... 17: 228
Roach Melbourne W of William and Mary Sept 30 1902. ....... 17: 344
Roach Theresa F of Thomas and Theresa F Feb 19 1902. ....... 17: 267
Roach Thomas of Thomas F and Theresa F Apr 8 1903. ....... 17: 413
Roach Thomas of William and Mary Jan 5 1910. .......... 20: 2
Roan May E of William F and Bridget Dec 27 1908. .......... 19: 304
Roan Thomas of William and Beatrice Feb 16 1907. .......... 19: 19
Robair Geneva W of Frederick J and Fidelia Feb 24 1901. .... 17: 141
Robalewski Adelina of Frank W and Pelagia July 13 1905. .... 18: 214
Robalewski Helen of Constantine and Antonia Feb 23 1910. .... 20: 21
Robb Helen H of James and Christina M F Dec 15 1904. ....... 18: 128
Robbinowicz John of Henry and Annie Dec 29 1907. .......... 19: 149
Robbins Alice G of Albert G and May L July 3 1905. .......... 18: 210
Robbins Lillia C of Albert G and Mary L Mar 1 1907. .......... 19: 24
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Robbins — d of Lottie Aug 5 1903.......................... 17: 158
Robbio Antonio of Francesco and Celeste Aug 20 1903........ 17: 463
Robbio Assunta of Giuseppe and Rosa Feb 20 1903............. 18: 158
Robbio Beniamino of Giuseppe and Rose Mar 14 1903............ 17: 406
Robbio Liberato of Giuseppe and Rosa July 11 1906.............. 18: 348
Robbio Maria of Antonio and Margherita Dec 18 1903.......... 17: 502
Robbio Maria of Antonio and Margherita Mar 14 1905........... 18: 166
Robbio Raffaele of Luigi and Filomena Dec 25 1901.............. 17: 243
Robbio Rosina of Ernesto and Jennie Jan 3 1905................. 18: 142
Robbio Tomaso of Antonio and Margherita Oct 2 1909............ 19: 425
Robbio — d of Ernesto and Giovanna Jan 29 1903................. 17: 390
Robbio — s of Antonio and Margherita July 19 1906.............. 18: 354
Roberge Anna I of George J and Eva X Oct 28 1903.............. 17: 509
Roberge Edgar F L of George and Eva Aug 10 1906.............. 18: 360
Roberge George E of George J and Eva M May 19 1910............ 20: 54
Robert Charles A of Louis L and Nellie May 14 1901............. 17: 163
Robert Charles W of Joseph B and Mary E Apr 4 1901.............. 17: 152
Robert Francis of Charles and Rosa July 26 1904................. 18: 360
Robert Francois X of Xavier and Regina Dec 19 1901............. 17: 241
Robert John W of Theodora and Jennie Apr 5 1909................. 19: 350
Robert Rosario of Rosario and Celina Sept 29 1906.............. 18: 375
Roberti Carlino of Andrea and Maria Oct 18 1909................. 19: 431
Roberti Anna of Luigi and Maria Nov 28 1904.................... 18: 422
Roberti Annunzia of Giuseppe and Filomena Dec 29 1909......... 19: 456
Roberti Antonio of Michele and Angela Nov 11 1906............. 18: 330
Roberti Assunta of Giuseppe and Filomena Aug 19 1906......... 18: 415
Roberti Benedetta of Egidio and Antonia Jan 7 1906............. 18: 382
Roberti Carmela of Michele and Angela Sept 4 1901.............. 17: 207
Roberti Eugenio of Giovanni and Maria Oct 1 1910.............. 20: 114
Roberti Genovella of Andrea and Maria Mar 8 1908................ 19: 184
Roberti Giuseppe of Michele and Angela M Nov 10 1904........... 18: 147
Roberti Luisa of Giovanni and Maria July 1 1908................. 19: 286
Roberti Rocco of Egidio and Antonia Aug 13 1902................. 17: 329
Roberti Vincenzina of Michele and Angelina Jan 8 1903......... 17: 383
Robert — s of Michele and Angela Feb 24 1908................... 19: 233
Roberts Adeline M of Albert J and Mabel L July 8 1908........ 19: 288
Roberts Annie of Edwin R and Martha Nov 30 1903................. 17: 407
Roberts Arthur of Mary Aug 26 1902.......................... 17: 333
Roberts Arthur W of Charles A and Roberta P June 18 1905...... 18: 109
Roberts Beatrice G of Adolph and Mamie E Dec 29 1902........... 17: 373
Roberts Bernard C of David C and Catharine July 26 1907........ 19: 88
Roberts Bertha M of Leslie M and Lu ra E Mar 4 1901............ 17: 183
Roberts Bertha M of John W and Eliza Aug 10 1902................. 17: 328
Roberts Charles K of Charles A and Roberta P June 30 1907........ 19: 71
Roberts Charles W of George F and Mary J Oct 14 1907........... 19: 120
Roberts Dennis J of Dennis J and Mary A Apr 8 1903............. 17: 413
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Roberts Dorothy G of George F and Mary J Nov 2 1905........ 18: 252
Roberts Dorothy L of Llewellyn V and Lillian E Mar 25 1904. 18: 30
Roberts Edgar G of Albert J and Mabel L Apr 10 1906...... 18: 315
Roberts Edward of Edwin and Martha July 31 1902........... 17: 324
Roberts Edward J of John and Jane Dec 26 1901............. 17: 243
Roberts Esther E of George H and Anna E May 8 1907....... 19: 49
Roberts Esther L of William and Agnes Apr 4 1903.......... 17: 412
Roberts Ethel M of George F and Mary J Feb 8 1902......... 17: 264
Roberts Evelyn E of Walter E and Elsie O Oct 16 1909.... 19: 430
Roberts Evelyn I of George H and Ellen B Sept 13 1907..... 19: 108
Roberts Frederick A of William and Agnes Sept 23 1901..... 17: 213
Roberts Grace of William and Agnes Mar 14 1905........... 18: 166
Roberts Harold S of Edward H and Camille Mar 31 1907..... 19: 73
Roberts Harvey L of Joseph E and Abbey June 19 1907..... 19: 66
Roberts Hazel E of George H and Anna E Apr 22 1910...... 20: 44
Roberts Helen of Arthur J and Margaret McM Apr 12 1903.. 17: 415
Roberts Helen L of George F and Mary J Oct 4 1903......... 17: 478
Roberts Jane M of John and Jane Mar 14 1904.............. 18: 27
Roberts Jennie of Edwin R and Martha Mar 4 1910........... 20: 25
Roberts Joanna M of James W and Mary E May 15 1909...... 19: 304
Roberts Jule A of Joseph B and Marie E Mar 27 1903........ 17: 410
Roberts Laura M of Fred L and Edith M May 4 1910......... 20: 49
Roberts Leon G of Louis S and Emma Aug 28 1902......... 17: 334
Roberts Mary E of Llewellyn V and Lillian E Aug 4 1908... 19: 249
Roberts Mildred of Arthur J and Margaret McM Dec 12 1901. 17: 239
Roberts Myra A of William and Agnes Nov 5 1907........... 19: 129
Roberts Pauline of Harry and Fannie Feb 8 1903........... 17: 394
Roberts Ruth E of Albert J and Mabel L Mar 13 1907....... 19: 29
Roberts Thomas H of Dennis J and Mary Jan 4 1902......... 17: 274
Roberts Victor W of Joseph H and Florence Mar 20 1901.... 17: 148
Roberts Viola F of John W and Eliza July 11 1905....... 18: 213
Roberts Walter S of Walter E and Elsie E Aug 19 1907..... 19: 96
Roberts William H of Llewellyn V and Lillian E July 24 1907. 19: 87
Roberts William T (c) of Bruce and Annie July 28 1907... 19: 151
Roberts — s of Otto I and Oweence H Sept 22 1902........ 17: 342
Roberts — d of J Adolph and Mary E Nov 14 1904......... 18: 118
Roberts — s of Llewellyn V and Lillie E Apr 17 1906.... 18: 418
Roberts — s of Lucy Nov 18 1908......................... 19: 289
Roberts — s of Carrie Dec 8 1910...................... 20: 138
Robertshaw Irene of Joseph and Alice Feb 7 1907......... 19: 15
Robertshaw Wilfred M of Wilfred and Laura Jan 10 1906... 18: 283
Robertson Alexander of Artemas and Hattie J June 23 1903. 17: 436
Robertson Edna G of William and Minnie Dec 20 1907...... 19: 146
Robertson George of George and Margaret Oct 1 1901...... 17: 216
Robertson Gladys M of George and Margaret Oct 23 1907.... 19: 124
Robertson Grace of John S and Maud M May 26 1903............. 17:428
Robertson Harold G of Harry B and Mary W Jan 1 1902........ 17:253
Robertson Harry of George B and Mary W Dec 31 1901........ 17:215
Robertson Irene of George and Margaret Jan 16 1905........... 18:146
Robertson Malcolm B T of James and Mary S Apr 13 1901........ 17:155
Robertson Marian F of Samuel F and Mary J Jan 31 1908........ 19:169
Robertson Marie M of James and Mary Jan 14 1901.............. 18: 5
Robertson Mary J of William R and Mary J Oct 17 1903........ 17:482
Robertson Sarah I of William and Mary J Apr 21 1905......... 18:180
Robertson Walter of George and Margaret Jan 28 1903.......... 17:390
Robertson Williamena I S of James and Mary Oct 28 1907...... 19:126
Robertson — s of John and Maud Jan 29 1905.................. 18:150
Robe-vitch Jacob of Harry and Fannie Mar 25 1901.............. 17:149
Robich Marion of Harry and Fanny Oct 29 1904................ 18:112
Robideau — d of Velina Apr 8 1907............................ 19: 75
Robidoux Arthur of Samuel and Mary Apr 16 1906.............. 18:317
Robidoux Gaspard of Samuel and Marie Mar 7 1902.............. 17:273
Robidoux Marie A L of Samuel and Marie May 8 1901.......... 18: 45
Robillard Alice A of Meliard and Clara Sept 2 1901........... 17:247
Robillard Eva of Meliard and Clara Aug 27 1908................. 19:258
Robillard Francis A of Meliard and Clara Nov 5 1905......... 18:253
Robillard Irene of Joseph and Mary Dec 20 1905............... 18:269
Robillard John G of Napoleon C and Charlotte Feb 12 1908.... 19:171
Robillard Joseph A of Meliard and Clara Jan 19 1903......... 17:387
Robillard Joseph E of Meliard and Clara Nov 29 1910......... 20:131
Robillard Joseph W of Meliard and Clara Sept 25 1909........ 19:122
Robillard Marie F of Meliard and Clara M Aug 14 1904....... 18: 87
Robillard Marie Y of Meliard and Clara June 23 1907........... 19: 68
Robinovich Sadie of Morris and Etta July 13 1907............. 19: 83
Robinovitz Harry of Morris and Yetta Sept 1 1910............. 20:103
Robinovitz Katherine of Morris and Yetta May 20 1909........ 19:366
Robinson Aldina (c) of Arthur and Louise D Apr 18 1905...... 18:178
Robinson Allen K (c) of Julius J and Jessie E Mar 31 1907.... 19: 36
Robinson Annie of Harry and Mary Aug 18 1908................ 19:254
Robinson Arthur St C (c) of Arthur S and Louise D Oct 7 1906. 18:381
Robinson Bertha M of Thomas W and Bertha Jan 6 1908........ 19:160
Robinson Bertha T F (c) of Charles H and Agatha P Nov 16
1902.................. 17:360
Robinson Celesta A (c) of George and Betty Mar 7 1908........ 19:183
Robinson Charles F of Leonard M and Millicent Oct 26 1909... 19:434
Robinson Charles H F (c) of Arthur S and Louise D Dec 16
1903.................. 17:504
Robinson Christopher P of Christopher P and Carrie L Nov 2
1903.................. 17:488
Robinson David of Louis and Ida May 10 1908.................. 19:208
Robinson Earl J of John T and Gertrude A June 1 1906........ 18:332
Robinson Edward A of Thomas W and Bertha Nov 7 1910... 20: 127
Robinson Elisha (c) of Ethel Dec 27 1909....................... 19: 456
Robinson Elsie D of Robert and Jeannie Nov 6 1905........ 18: 254
Robinson Ernest H of Samuel M and Mary Aug 30 1905...... 18: 231
Robinson Fanny B of Philip and Gertrude July 10 1906.... 18: 347
Robinson Gertrude E of William H and Bertha Jan 9 1904... 18: 4
Robinson Henry of Harry and Lena July 8 1910.............. 20: 81
Robinson Henry B of William and Catharine A Oct 3 1902... 17: 345
Robinson Howard L (c) of Robert J and Harriet Feb 15 1906. 18: 412
Robinson Irving E (c) of Jeremiah and Mary O July 15 1901. 17: 189
Robinson Julius J (c) of Julius J and Jessie E Mar 8 1905... 18: 164
Robinson Lawrence E (c) of Henrietta Oct 20 1904........... 18: 110
Robinson Leo of David and Ida Mar 21 1903................... 17: 408
Robinson Lola B (c) of Arthur L and Louisa D June 28 1905. 18: 292
Robinson Madeline L (c) of Samuel and Amanda J Sept 8

1901.................................................. 17: 208
Robinson Marian P E of Rupert C and Clara E Mar 25 1905... 18: 170
Robinson Nathan of Harry and Lena May 21 1904.............. 18: 49
Robinson Norman F (c) of George and Betty June 6 1905.... 18: 195
Robinson Philip of Harry and Lena Jan 6 1906............... 18: 281
Robinson Philip of Harry and Mary July 30 1906.............. 18: 414
Robinson Raymond of George W and Catherine Aug 19 1902... 17: 331
Robinson Rosie of Harry and Lena Mar 27 1907............... 19: 34
Robinson Roy E of Benjamin F and Mary Jan 23 1906........ 18: 288
Robinson Ruth of Robert and Jennie Feb 11 1908.............. 19: 174
Robinson Ruth C (c) of Robert J and Harriet June 16 1907. 19: 65
Robinson Ruth L E (c) of Jeremiah and Mary E May 26

1904.................................................. 18: 51
Robinson Sarah B of Samuel N and Mollie Dec 30 1907...... 19: 150
Robinson Sophie of David and Ida Jan 16 1908................. 19: 164
Robinson Vincent of William and Elizabeth Mar 27 1902.... 17: 279
Robinson Virginia of W Isaac and Sophie Apr 19 1909...... 19: 355
Robinson Warren I of Warren I and Sophie R Jan 6 1908.... 19: 160
Robinson William E of William J and Bessie E Feb 22 1908. 19: 230
Robinson Wilmarth H of Christopher P and Carrie L Apr 8

1907.................................................. 19: 39
Robinson Winthrop E of Philip H and Nina G Sept 4 1906.... 18: 370
Robinson —— d of Robert and Jennie May 29 1901............ 17: 166
Robinson —— J of Carrie Feb 4 1903......................... 17: 392
Robinson —— (c) d of Julius J and Jessie E Apr 24 1904.... 18: 67
Robinson —— (c) s of Thomas and Alice Dec 31 1905........ 18: 273
Robinson —— s of Samuel and Leola July 11 1906............. 18: 348
Robinson —— d of Charles and Nellie Sept 11 1907......... 19: 107
Robinson George A of Thomas W and Bertha Aug 31 1904..... 18: 93
Robitaille Joseph J M of Joseph and Elizabeth May 27 1909. 19: 368
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Roboleski —— s of Annie Nov 2 1902.......................17:355
Robrish Abraham of Harry and Fanny Sept 30 1908..........19:270
Robshaw Antoinette A of Charles A and Clara B Mar 4 1901..17:143
Robshaw Charles A of Charles A and Clara Aug 29 1909.....19:411
Robshaw Harry A of Charles A and Clara June 29 1902.....17:307
Robshaw Irene M of William H and Maggie Aug 2 1902.....17:325
Robshaw John P of John E and Margaret V Jan 16 1908.....19:164
Robshaw Mabel C of Charles A and Clara B May 18 1905.....18:188
Robshaw Mary B S of Charles A and Clara Aug 3 1903.....17:458
Rocca Cesare of Salvatore and Celia Apr 7 1907............19:38
Rocchia Giuseppe of Domenico and Maria Apr 20 1907.....19:43
Rocchio Alberto R of Antonio and Carmela Aug 22 1905...18:228
Rocchio Angela G of Giuseppe L and Michelina Apr 16 1906..18:317
Rocchio Anna of Antonio and Carmela Sept 22 1902.....17:312
Rocchio Anna of Antonio and Carmela Sept 13 1908.....19:265
Rocchio Assunta of Domenico and Maria Aug 15 1902.....17:329
Rocchio Berardino M D of Pasquale and Elisabetta Sept 29
1901....................17:214
Rocchio Caterina of Domenico and Maria Oct 11 1904......18:107
Rocchio Caterina M D of Antonio and Carmela Mar 3 1901..17:142
Rocchio Filippo B of Pasquale and Eutilia Aug 23 1910...20:100
Rocchio Giorgio S D of Domenico and Maria Apr 21 1910...20:45
Rocchio Giovanni of Antonio and Carmela Nov 24 1903.....17:495
Rocchio Giulio E of Pasquale and Eutilia July 3 1908.....19:237
Rocchio Giuseppe of Pietro and Antonia Sept 24 1905.....18:239
Rocchio Giuseppe of Antonio and Domenica Apr 26 1909...19:357
Rocchio Iola of Giuseppe and Michelina May 15 1908.....19:211
Rocchio Lena of Pietro and Antonia Aug 2 1909..........19:100
Rocchio Luigi of Pietro and Antoinetta Sept 27 1907.....19:114
Rocchio Maria G of Giuseppe L and Michelina Aug 16 1904..18:88
Rocchio Michele of Antonio and Carmela Feb 24 1910.....20:22
Rocchio Pietro of Pasquale and Isabella July 22 1903.....17:453
Rocchio Teresa of Federico and Maddalena Feb 11 1901.....17:137
Rocchio Velardino of Antonio and Carmela Feb 25 1907...19:22
Rocchio Victoria of Domenico and Maria Dec 14 1905.....18:267
Roccio Pietro of Pasquale and Elisabetta June 29 1903.....17:438
Rocco Cesare of Ernesto and Clalia Mar 21 1907..........19:33
Rocco Ernestina of Salvatore and Clelia Mar 1 1906.....18:301
Rocco Giulio of Saverio and Bernardina Jan 31 1904.....18:11
Rocco Michela of Michele and Eugenia June 17 1906.....18:399
Rocco Vincenzo of Giacomo and Conceolla Dec 9 1902.....17:366
Rocco Virginio of Saverio and Bernardina Jan 19 1905.....18:147
Rocconio Angela I of Giuseppe and Michelina Oct 20 1910..20:124
Rocha Manuel of Izoro and Maria Aug 3 1907..........19:151
Rocha Manuel of Manuel and Maria Nov 27 1908          .19:292
Rocha Maria of Jose and Maria Apr 15 1908          .19:199
Rocha — d of Lucy Mar 13 1902          .17:312
Rocbe Ann C of John and Jennie Aug 20 1906          .18:363
Roche Austin J of Joseph and Mary E Sept 25 1905          .18:240
Roche Dorothy of James and Mary Oct 1 1908          .19:271
Roche George of Charles H and Rose Sept 7 1903          .17:449
Roche Jose of Jose and Adelaide Sept 28 1904          .18:103
Roche Joseph J of James F and Mary J Oct 18 1901          .17:221
Roche Maria M of Manuel and Mary M Nov 20 1905          .18:258
Roche Mary E of John and Jennie July 29 1908          .19:246
Roche Miriam of Mary K Dec 28 1907          .19:149
Rochester Mary F (c) of William H and Dora May 21 1901          .17:165
Rochester William (c) of William H and Dora Jan 9 1906          .18:283
Rochon Myrtle M of Augustin E and Marie E July 10 1903          .17:449
Rock Francis of John H and Annie July 31 1908          .19:246
Rock — s of Charles and Berke May 24 1904          .18:50
Rocker Mildred H (c) of William M and Mabel H Sept 5 1902          .17:336
Rockford Mildred of Andrew W and Margaret G Mar 15 1901          .17:146
Rockford — s of James and Mabel April 4 1908          .19:194
Rockland — s of Ida Mar 10 1908          .19:185
Rocks Charles of Patrick and Margaret Dec 27 1901          .17:243
Rocks Francis of Patrick H and Margaret J May 18 1908          .19:212
Rocks James V of Patrick H and Margaret J Oct 10 1910          .20:117
Rocks Joseph of Patrick H and Margaret J Jan 15 1904          .18:6
Rocks — d of Patrick H and Margaret J Jan 24 1906          .18:417
Rockwell William P of William P and Eleanna E Sept 25 1902          .17:343
Rockwell — d of William P and Elhora E Dec 2 1904          .18:124
Rockwood Frederick A of William E and Mary A Dec 7 1908          .19:297
Rockford Frederick T of James and Mary Mar 29 1907          .19:35
Rockwell William B of Ferdinand and Mary A Feb 12 1903          .17:395
Roddick James H of John and Elizabeth Apr 25 1908          .19:293
Roddick John F R of John and Elizabeth Aug 14 1906          .18:361
Roddick Mary E of John and Elizabeth Mar 19 1905          .18:168
Roddy Alice of James A and Sarah A June 20 1907          .19:67
Roddy Esther M of Patrick H and Mary M Aug 23 1903          .17:464
Roddy Joseph of Patrick H and Mary M Jan 3 1906          .18:280
Roddy Paul of James A and Sarah A Nov 28 1909          .19:445
Roddy Vincent of Patrick H and Mary A Jan 8 1902          .17:255
Roderic — d of Manuel and Josephine Apr 29 1901          .17:159
Roderick Alice M of John W and Amy Aug 26 1903          .17:463
Roderick Anna M of Caleb P and Annie E Nov 22 1902          .17:361
Roderick Charles H of Charles and Nora June 26 1906          .18:342
Roderick Ibi of Joe and Anna June 22 1906          .18:340
Roderick Louisa (c) of Luiz and Josephine May 29 1906          .18:331
Roderick Louise (c) of Louis and Josephine Dec 6 1907          .19:140
Roderick Maria (c) of Jennie Dec 25 1902.....................17:371
Roderick Maria (c) of Jose and Floretta June 9 1904..........18:53
Roderick Maria of Manuel and Maria Nov 13 1906..........18:395
Roderick Maria (c) of Joao and Julia July 1 1910..........20:78
Roderick Marie D of Manuel and Emily Apr 28 1906...........18:321
Roderick Mary of Frank and Maria Apr 3 1901.................17:178
Roderick Pollina (c) of Manuel and Annie July 5 1906......18:414
Roderick —— (c) s of John and Luisa Sept 21 1905.........18:277
Roderick —— (c) s of Manuel and Annie June 22 1906......18:310
Roderick —— (c) s of Jose F and Dora Dec 14 1907.........19:143
Rodericks Manuel of Caley and Marie Aug 10 1906..........18:350
Roderigues —— (c) s of Louis and Sophia Dec 27 1901......18:131
Roderiski Charles of Joseph and Irena Mar 29 1907.......19:35
Rodes Toftia of Martin and Aggie Nov 2 1907..............19:128
Rodgers Albert G of Albert and Minnie A Feb 4 1907.......19:71
Rodgers Ann of Fred A and Ann July 26 1910..............20:88
Rodgers Ethel F of John E and Margaret June 1 1902......17:299
Rodgers Harold F of John and Margaret Apr 10 1901........17:154
Rodgers James D of James D and Ellen Apr 21 1902........17:286
Rodgers John E of John E F and Margaret E Aug 23 1901...18:90
Rodgers Lillian M of Henry and Bernice A Aug 30 1904.....18:93
Rodgers Madeline T of John E and Margaret Dec 23 1908....19:302
Rodgers Margarita of James D and Ellen Oct 26 1903.......17:485
Rodgers William H of John E and Margaret E Aug 14 1906...18:361
Rodgers William J of John and Annie Jan 2 1908.........19:158
Rodr Alessandrina of Giuseppe and Lorenza Aug 7 1904...18:84
Rodican Annie M of Charles and Rose Dec 17 1910........20:142
Rodier Joseph StM of Ernest StM and Marian May 21 1909...19:382
Rodin Thelma R of Herbert I and Rose I Nov 27 1908.......19:292
Rodinsky Annie of Joseph and Bessie Aug 6 1904..........18:84
Rodinsky Samuel of Joseph and Betsy Feb 1 1903..........17:391
Rodinsky Stephanie M of Michael and Mary P Jan 18 1904...18:6
Rodinsky —— (c) d of —— and Sarah Mar 5 1906........18:392
Rodlund Annie of John and Mary May 19 1902........17:295
Rodman Abraham of David and Sarah Sept 6 1909........19:144
Rodman Annie of David and Sarah May 13 1907........19:51
Rodman Dorothy G of Albert A and Annie E Dec 13 1908....19:299
Rodman Gladys M of Albert A and Annie E June 3 1903....17:430
Rodman Joseph of David and Sarah Sept 6 1909........19:444
Rodman Kenneth C of James W and Mary E Mar 25 1908.....19:190
Rodman Ralph W of James W and Mary E Sept 30 1904......18:101
Rodinsky —— s of Nathin and Manie Apr 12 1909........19:356
Rodrigue Antonio (c) of Joao and Julia July 18 1909......19:391
Rodrigues Caetano of Caetano and Maria Jan 16 1908......19:164
Rodrigues Edwin O (c) of Antonio O and Clara Aug 15 1908..19:253
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last Name</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Florence</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Jose F and Dora</td>
<td>Apr 26 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Florimundo</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Manuel and Belmiira</td>
<td>Aug 18 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Francisco</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Roses and Maria</td>
<td>Oct 12 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Franklin</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Eduardo P and Jezmina</td>
<td>Nov 7 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Jimar</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Ben and Belle</td>
<td>Oct 17 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Lauritina</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Luiz and Maggie</td>
<td>July 18 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Jose and Maria</td>
<td>Sept 14 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Louise</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Manuel and Rosa</td>
<td>Oct 7 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Manuel</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Antonie and Rosa</td>
<td>July 12 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Jose and Maria</td>
<td>Oct 8 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Manuel and Maria</td>
<td>Oct 27 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Marie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Caetano and Marie L</td>
<td>Feb 26 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Napoleon</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>(c) of Jose and Maria</td>
<td>Mar 21 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>—— s</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Manuel and Bermeada</td>
<td>June 11 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>(c) of Joao and Julia</td>
<td>Jan 12 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigues</td>
<td>Newanna</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Manuel and Belmeida</td>
<td>Nov 23 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Jose</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Jose and Abby</td>
<td>Feb 12 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe</td>
<td>James E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of James J and Elizabeth</td>
<td>July 31 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roebeck</td>
<td>Ruth E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Fred and Annie</td>
<td>Aug 13 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roeher</td>
<td>—— d</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Frederick and Sarah</td>
<td>Dec 22 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roessell</td>
<td>Eliza L</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Bruno and Martha</td>
<td>June 26 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roessell</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Bruno and Martha</td>
<td>Aug 30 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roever</td>
<td>Edward A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Wilhelm F L J and Maria</td>
<td>E Feb 25 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roffee</td>
<td>Dorothy T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Arthur P and Hattie</td>
<td>S Jan 16 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogan</td>
<td>Helen M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Thomas E and Johanna</td>
<td>L Aug 2 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogan</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Michael and Mary</td>
<td>June 25 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Albert</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Jesse and Theresa</td>
<td>Mar 4 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Alfreda (c)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Thomas and Julia</td>
<td>Apr 14 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Manuel and Giuliana</td>
<td>Jan 5 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Anna G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of James F and Annie</td>
<td>F June 8 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of William H and Annie</td>
<td>July 28 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Arthur C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of William and Hattie</td>
<td>Jan 28 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Austin B</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Bradford and Mary</td>
<td>J Dec 29 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Carleton J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of John S and Lois</td>
<td>L May 5 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Charles H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Charles M and Catherine H</td>
<td>Sept 30 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Charles J</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of John and Annie</td>
<td>May 28 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Charles L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Charles L and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 3 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Cornelius W</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Thomas M and Annie</td>
<td>C Dec 13 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Doris L</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Ervin H and Eda</td>
<td>M June 18 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Douglas H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Harry J and Margaret E</td>
<td>Feb 10 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Edna M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of John and Margaret</td>
<td>Jan 19 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Edwin C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of William and Hattie</td>
<td>L May 18 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Faith W</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Harry J and Margaret E</td>
<td>Aug 30 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Frances V</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Peter J and Nora</td>
<td>A May 10 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>Frederic W</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of William M and Annie</td>
<td>Aug 1 1903</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Rogers Frederick C of Everett I Jr and Ethel H Dec 2 1910... 20: 136
Rogers Geraldine of James and Ellen L Mar 25 1902........... 17: 278
Rogers Harry E of John E and Margaret E Nov 29 1910...... 20: 134
Rogers Henry L of William and Hattie L May 28 1903........ 17: 429
Rogers Jennie (c) of Thomas and Julia Oct 12 1908........... 19: 275
Rogers John of Jesse and Mary Nov 13 1902.................. 17: 330
Rogers John E of Thomas M and Annie Dec 1 1910........... 20: 136
Rogers John H of William M and Annie J Sept 10 1901...... 17: 209
Rogers Laura (c) of John and Constance Sept 30 1904...... 18: 104
Rogers Laura M of Joseph and Annie Mar 11 1910........... 20: 28
Rogers Laura W of Everett I Jr and Ethel H July 21 1909... 19: 396
Rogers Lillian of Joseph E and Jennie July 19 1903......... 17: 452
Rogers Madaline of James F and Annie P Apr 9 1901........ 17: 154
Rogers Manuel of Manuel and Giuliana Nov 12 1902......... 17: 358
Rogers Margaret of James F and Annie Jan 1 1904......... 18: 61
Rogers Margaret E of Peter and Margaret E Mar 7 1902..... 17: 273
Rogers Maria (c) of Thomas and Julia Nov 16 1910........ 20: 130
Rogers Marion of William and Hattie L Jan 20 1906........ 18: 286
Rogers Mildred H of Harry J and Margaret E Mar 26 1902.... 17: 279
Rogers Minnie H of William and Hattie Mar 17 1909......... 19: 344
Rogers Paulina (c) of Jesse M and Jennie Feb 10 1908...... 19: 173
Rogers Pearl of Stephen O and Emma Apr 3 1907............ 19: 37
Rogers Peter C of Peter C and Margaret June 1 1904....... 18: 53
Rogers Rose of Manuel and Giuliana Jan 5 1905............. 18: 142
Rogers Sarah of Peter C and Margaret E July 12 1907....... 19: 83
Rogers Teresa J of Peter C and Margaret E Feb 13 1910..... 20: 17
Rogers Thomas L of Thomas M and Annie C May 28 1901..... 17: 166
Rogers Varsho R (c) of Thomas and Julia Oct 15 1906...... 18: 384
Rogers Virginia M of Jose S and Rosa H Mar 1 1901....... 17: 142
Rogers Walter V of Bradford and Mary J Jan 12 1908...... 19: 162
Rogers William H of William H and Annie Nov 24 1901..... 17: 232
Rogers William H of Frederick H and Adeline A Dec 1 1901. 17: 235
Rogers Winnifred of Peter C and Margaret June 1 1904..... 18: 53
Rogers — s of Guy C and Edith M Jan 13 1902............ 17: 311
Rogers — s of Jesse and Maggie June 23 1902.......... 17: 313
Rogers — (c) s of Joseph and Mary Jan 12 1903.......... 17: 385
Rogers — s of Milford D and Florence E May 20 1903..... 17: 426
Rogers — (c) s of Caesar and Maria Dec 6 1907........... 18: 264
Rogers — s of Oscar and Edith May 9 1907................. 19: 73
Rogers — (c) s of Henry and Mary May 17 1907........... 19: 53
Rogers — d of Sarah Dec 12 1907.......................... 19: 142
Roggenmoser — d of Isabelle P Dec 2 1906.................. 18: 401
Roggenmoser George of George and Lena Nov 21 1906...... 18: 399
Roggenmoser Helena of George and Lena M Sept 23 1909..... 19: 422
Roggenmoser Mary of George and Lena Mar 26 1908........ 19: 190
BIRTHS

Rogowska Sophie of Leopold and Emily Mar 11 1905. . . . . . . . . . 18: 165
Rogowski Boleslaw of Leopold and Emyla Sept 23 1908. . . . . .19: 268
Rogowsky Alexander of Leopold and Emily Nov 11 1906. . . . . .18: 394
Roguski Mildred F of William and Statia Mar 18 1907. . . . . . . .19: 73
Rohdin — s of Fritz and Martena Oct 27 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .17: 250
Rohner — s of John J and Emma Feb 7 1902. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .17: 264
Rohrhurst William of William and Adelheid Dec 31 1902. . . . . .17: 373
Rohrig Raymond G of William R and Leah J Nov 27 1902. . . . . .17: 363
Rohman George H of Henry Jr and Annie Oct 12 1901. . . . . . . 17: 219
Rohrman Myrtle M of Henry and Annie May 4 1904. . . . . . . . . . .18: 44
Roitman Aaron H of Bannet and Catherine Sept 14 1909. . . . . .19: 459
Roitman — d of Bannet and Catherine Nov 4 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 149
Rojanass Bolase of Joseph and Domenica Dec 11 1902. . . . . . . .17: 367
Roland James L of Robert W and Mary Oct 28 1901. . . . . . . . .17: 223
Roland William R of Robert W and Mary J Apr 12 1906. . . . . .18: 315
Roland — s of Frank H and Celia July 2 1902. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .17: 315
Rollin Evalina M of Charles E and Nora Aug 10 1904. . . . . . . . . .18: 86
Rollins Gladys A (c) of Robert M and Malvina Jan 13 1908. . . . . .19: 163
Rollins Hope (c) of Charles and Melvina Jan 26 1909. . . . . . . . . . .19: 324
Rollins Howard D of Charles A and Emma M Nov 16 1902. . . . . .17: 360
Rollins Margaret of Edward A and Elsie A July 17 1907. . . . . . . . .19: 85
Rollins Raymond (c) of Robert M and Malvina Feb 13 1907. . . . .19: 18
Rollins Russell H of Edward A and Elsie A Sept 8 1904. . . . . . .18: 96
Rollins — (c) s of Robert and Malvina May 30 1901. . . . . . . . .17: 167
Rollins — (c) s of Robert M and Malvina Jan 13 1908. . . . . . . . . . .19: 232
Rollinson Benjamin of Benjamin and Irene M May 30 1909. . . . .19: 369
Rollinson Evelyn H of Robert R and Alice Aug 28 1903. . . . . . . .17: 466
Rollinson Irene of Benjamin and Irene M June 1 1908. . . . . . . .19: 217
Romacl Adolf of Martin and Patrone Apr 10 1908. . . . . . . . . . . . .19: 197
Romaine Elsie of Ralph A and Leonie M Jan 4 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . .20: 72
Romain William of William and Scolcot Feb 4 1906. . . . . . . . . . .18: 291
Romana Iigua of Greco and Apollonia Nov 16 1908. . . . . . . . . . .19: 288
Romani Luigi of Raffaele and Cecilia Jan 10 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . .17: 384
Romano Ada of Greco and Beloni June 27 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19: 69
Romano Alessandro of Eracio and Rosa Feb 26 1901. . . . . . . . . . .17: 141
Romano Alessandro P of Eracio and Rosa Mar 17 1905. . . . . . . . . . .18: 168
Romano Andeno of Antonio and Maria Mar 29 1904. . . . . . . . . . .18: 32
Romano Antonio of Domenico and Maria Sept 18 1906. . . . . . . . . .18: 374
Romano Angelina of Antonio and Maria F Mar 26 1910. . . . . . . . . . .20: 34
Romano Anna M of Giuseppe and Antonia Feb 1 1910. . . . . . . . . . .20: 13
Romano Attilio of Ernesto and Maria Apr 27 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . .18: 182
Romano Carlo A of Sabatino and Maria G June 1 1908. . . . . . . . . . .19: 217
Romano Cicilia of Michele and Rachaela Aug 23 1909. . . . . . . . . . .19: 409
Romano Cleonice of Ernesto and Maria Jan 4 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . .18: 2
Romano Cleonice G of Ernesto and Maria Jan 14 1910. . . . . . . . . . .20: 6
Romano Costantino of Salvatore and Carmela Dec 28 1907. . . . . .19: 148
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Romano Emilio of Emilio and Maria A July 21 1906. 18; 352
Romano Emilio of Emilio and Maria A July 11 1909. 19; 391
Romano Eraclio of Eraclio and Rosa Oct 2 1902. 17; 315
Romano Ettore A of Ernesto and Maria Feb 9 1908. 19; 173
Romano Giovanni of Salvatore and Carmela Nov 7 1910. 20; 127
Romano Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Antonia Dec 29 1906. 18; 411
Romano Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Antonia June 14 1908. 19; 222
Romano Giuseppe of Teresa Apr 27 1910. 20; 46
Romano Ida of Giuseppe and Adelina Sept 18 1901. 17; 211
Romano Igina of Erleco and Apollonia Aug 13 1910. 20; 96
Romano Lorentzina A of Eraclio and Rosa Sept 7 1909. 19; 415
Romano Lucia of Vincenzo and Maddalena Jan 18 1907. 19; 7
Romano Lucia F of Tambero and Annuziata Dec 13 1909. 19; 451
Romano Luigi of Liberato and Rosa Sept 12 1904. 18; 98
Romano Luiza I of Francesco and Fatima Oct 18 1909. 19; 131
Romano Malvina E of Francesco and Annie Jan 20 1904. 17; 183
Romano Maria of Gian Battista and Concetta Feb 11 1910. 20; 17
Romano Maria D of Sabatino and Raffaela Mar 24 1903. 17; 409
Romano Marie of Giuseppe and Antonia Nov 4 1905. 18; 253
Romano Michelangelo of Giuseppe and Giovannina Jan 6 1908. 19; 160
Romano Nicoletta of Sabatino and Maria G May 2 1910. 20; 48
Romano Pietro of Enrico and Bella Apr 20 1906. 18; 318
Romano Romeo of Antonio and Maria July 25 1906. 18; 354
Romano Rosina of Eraclio and Rosa Apr 13 1907. 19; 41
Romano Rosina of Angelo and Cristina July 4 1910. 20; 79
Romano Tomaio of Tambero and Annuziata June 13 1908. 19; 222
Romano — d of Liberio and Maddalena Sept 10 1903. 17; 511
Romano — d of Salvatore and Carmela Dec 10 1909. 19; 463
Romarski Wricek of William and Mary Nov 10 1904. 18; 117
Romaski Frank of Frank and Petraloe Dec 24 1910. 20; 144
Romberg Bertha of Fred and Mary Dec 15 1906. 18; 406
Romberg Benedetta of Egidio and Antonetta Feb 14 1907. 19; 18
Romeo Gaetano of Salvatore and Anna July 12 1904. A-I; 51
Romeo Giovannina of Giovanni and Maria M Oct 22 1907. 19; 123
Romeo Giuseppina of Domenico and Giuseppina Jan 31 1909. 19; 326
Romeo Maria G of Giovanni and Maria M Jan 3 1906. 18; 280
Romeo Maria L of Giovanni and Maria M Jan 3 1906. 18; 280
Romeo Nicola V G of Pasquale and Gelsomina June 24 1907. 19; 68
Romeo Rosina of Salvatore and Anna Mar 7 1907. 19; 26
Romeo — s of Salvatore and Anna Sept 25 1905. 18; 241
Romeo — s of Giovanni and Michelina June 24 1909. 19; 379
Romer Earle F of Carl and Clara Apr 12 1903. 17; 414
Romer Irving C of Carl and Clara Mar 26 1902. 17; 279
Romer Raffaelo of Antonio and Maria R July 15 1902. 17; 319
Romer Ruth of Carl and Clara Feb 5 1909. 19; 328
Romer William H of Carl and Clara May 16 1910. 20; 53
Ronca Benedetto of Stefano and Giovanna Sept 26 1903......17:475
Ronca Carloino of Nicola and Ursilla Jan 8 1906..............18:282
Ronca Domenico of Stefano and Giovanna Dec 10 1905.......18:265
Ronca Elisabetta of Stefano and Giovanna Mar 12 1910......20:28
Ronca Pasqualina of Stefano and Giovanna Nov 14 1901.....17:229
Ronca Rosina of Stefano and Giovanna Jan 22 1908.........19:166
Ronca William of Nicola and Ursula Apr 21 1907..........19:44
Ronci — twin s of Nicola and Antonina Sept 25 1904.......18:138
Ronco Joseph of Joseph B and Catherine F July 6 1906.....18:414
Rondeau Cecile I J of Alcidas and Rosanne Feb 17 1905....18:157
Rondeau Edmond of Alcidas and Rosanne Sept 21 1906....18:376
Rondeau Raymond C of Henry and Izetta July 7 1907......19:81
Rondeau Romeo of Alcidas and Rosanne Feb 12 1908......19:174
Rondeau Yronne of Alcide and Rose A Nov 29 1910......20:134
Rondina Anastasia of Francis and Anastasia Apr 18 1903...17:416
Rondina Charles A of Charles and Margaret A Apr 18 1907..19:43
Rondina Elizabeth A of Charles Jr and Margaret A Jan 23 1904................................................18:9
Rondina Francis of Francis and Anastasia Aug 5 1901.....17:196
Rondina Francis W of Anthony C and Agnes T Jan 5 1909..19:316
Rondina Fredick of Anthony C and Agnes T June 30 1907...19:70
Rondina Madeline M of Francis Jr and Anastasia Dec 2 1906.18:401
Rondina Margaret E of Francesco and Anastasia June 19 1905.18:200
Rondina Margaret M of Charles and Margaret Feb 14 1905.18:156
Rondina Mary M of Anthony C and Agnes T May 19 1906....18:328
Roney Joseph E of Thomas F and Ellen T Jan 13 1904......18:5
Roney Marian of Thomas F and Ellen P June 15 1906.....18:338
Ronza Michele of Giovanni and Maria Oct 26 1908........19:280
Ronzi Americo of Francesco and Maria June 16 1904......18:58
Ronzi Assunta of Francesco and Maria Aug 15 1909........19:405
Ronzo Carmela of Giovanni and Maria Mar 11 1910..........20:28
Rooks — s of Ralph D and Lillian V June 20 1910.........20:76
Roonan — s of Mary Nov 21 1910..............................20:192
Roosey Albert A of William J and Martha J Apr 6 1902....17:282
Roosey Allan J of Thomas F and Caroline Oct 12 1901.....17:219
Roosey Charles R of Michael J and Mary Feb 22 1901......17:177
Roosey Clara M of William J and Martha J Nov 19 1909....19:442
Roosey Eleanor E of Michael and Theresa Aug 8 1901.....17:197
Roosey George F of Patrick and Lillian M June 15 1901....17:171
Roosey John A of John J and Catherine Aug 23 1901......17:263
Roosey John L of Thomas and Ellen Aug 30 1907...........19:103
Roosey Margaret H of Thomas F and Carrie Oct 19 1903....17:483
Roosey Maurice V of John J and Catherine L Apr 13 1905..18:177
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Rooney Rose M of William J and Martha J Mar 30 1907......19: 35
Rooney Ruth M of William J and Martha J Apr 15 1905......18: 177
Roost Elsa of Max H and Elisa Feb 16 1908.................19: 176
Roost Max K of Max H and Elise Jan 31 1909...............19: 326
Roost Oscar W of Max H and Eliese June 23 1910.........20: 67
Root John C of Charles C and Elizabeth B Sept 29 1908....19: 270
Root Waverley I. of Francis S and Florence M Apr 15 1903...17: 415
Root Winthrop H of Edward T and Georgiana Sept 21 1901...17: 242
Roper Gerald E of Charles E and Winifred June 25 1902.....17: 306
Roper Helen of Charles E and Winifred Jan 7 1906..........18: 282
Roper Ida M of Charles E and Winifred E Apr 15 1904.....19: 38
Roper — d of Charles E and Winifred Jan 10 1908.........19: 162
Rorke Jose of Louis and Maria July 7 1907.................19: 81
Rosa Aununziato of Antonio and Maria Dec 5 1909.........19: 448
Rosa Antoine of Jose and Marie May 5 1902................17: 272
Rosa Battestina of Gennaro and Maria June 5 1903.........18: 194
Rosa Cecilia (c) of Antone J and Maria Mar 6 1909.......19: 339
Rosa Guillerme of Francisco and Maria Nov 4 1908.......19: 283
Rosa Joao of Marianno and Maria Nov 30 1908............19: 293
Rosa Joao of Joao and Maria Sept 29 1909...............19: 424
Rosa Jose D of Jose D and Rosa Aug 22 1909..............19: 108
Rosa Julia of Joseph and Rosa Sept 22 1906..............18: 376
Rosa Lina of Manuel and Maria Oct 5 1901..............17: 247
Rosa Manuel of Joao and Maria Sept 29 1909............19: 424
Rosa Maria of Jose and Rosa Mar 17 1909..............19: 344
Rosa Maria S of Louis and Maria July 4 1908........19: 257
Rosa Marie of Joseph and Virginia Jan 18 1902.........17: 258
Rosa Nunziu of Antonio and Maria Jan 5 1910........20: 2
Rosa Palmcida of Francisco and Maria R Apr 21 1910.....20: 44
Rosa Rosario of Antonio and Maria May 7 1907........19: 49
Rosan Joseph of Joseph and Domenica May 8 1904......18: 45
Rosander Elsie I. of Gustaf V F and Elisa A Apr 15 1910...20: 41
Rosano Adea of Rocco and Anna Feb 26 1907.............19: 23
Rosantonio Guglielmo G of Antonio and Teresa R Nov 3 1908.19: 282
Rosario Manuel of Antonio J and Mary J Nov 14 1907.....19: 132
Rosario Nora (c) of Joao and Angelica Nov 6 1908....19: 283
Rosati Emma of Giuseppe and Sabina Dec 31 1908........19: 366
Rosati Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Sabina June 22 1907....19: 67
Rosberg Amy F of Emil and Emma Oct 14 1902........17: 349
Rosberg — d of Helmer G and Emma Dec 15 1909........19: 463
Roscio Maria of Edoardo and Eda Apr 14 1908...........19: 199
Roscoc — s of James Mel. and Elizabeth H Mar 20 1910...20: 32
Rose Alfred of Manuel F and Emily Oct 25 1905.........18: 249
Rose Alice of John and Alice Apr 18 1906............18: 318
Rose Alice of Manuel and Reta July 19 1907............19: 86
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Rose Alvin (c) of Samuel and Ida Mar 29 1909 19:348
Rose Benjamin of Peter J and Emma M Dec 9 1907 19:142
Rose Cecelia of Jose and Virginia Feb 8 1907 19:16
Rose Cecile H of Isaac and Susie Jan 8 1906 18:282
Rose Deminga (c) of Frank and Levina Sept 10 1907 19:107
Rose Elizabeth A of Augustus F and Josephine A Apr 10 1907 19:40
Rose Elmer L of Ernest L and Elizabeth M Feb 21 1909 19:354
Rose Ethel M of Tunis and Amy July 31 1901 17:195
Rose Evelyn of Samuel and Fannie Nov 13 1906 18:397
Rose Frances of Manuel and Minnie Jan 22 1904 18:9
Rose Frank of Francisco and Maria Jan 11 1904 18:4
Rose Frank of Frank and Marie Jan 27 1905 18:150
Rose Frederick W of Joseph S and Maria C Dec 16 1907 19:144
Rose Grace of Joseph and Alice July 13 1910 20:83
Rose Harold W of Isaac and Susie June 2 1907 19:59
Rose Hermione H of Hyman and Rosie Aug 5 1910 20:93
Rose Isabella (c) of Louis and Minnie Aug 8 1910 20:94
Rose Jakey of John and Carolina Feb 3 1905 18:152
Rose Jennie (c) of Antone and Rosa May 8 1903 17:422
Rose Jesse of Jesse and Frances Mar 3 1907 19:25
Rose Joao of Jose and Luzia Nov 12 1901 17:229
Rose John of Frank and Marie Feb 4 1906 18:291
Rose John W of William and Rosa Mar 31 1907 19:36
Rose Jose of Manuel F and Emily Feb 18 1904 18:18
Rose Jose of Jose and Adelaide Sept 18 1904 18:99
Rose Joseph of Jose and Lizzie Aug 4 1907 19:92
Rose Joseph of John and Alice Apr 4 1909 19:350
Rose Laura (c) of Antone and Rosa Mar 23 1905 18:170
Rose Ledia A of Marion and Marie Jan 13 1906 18:284
Rose Lena of Jose and Maria Sept 20 1903 17:474
Rose Louise of Marrion and Mary Mar 13 1903 17:424
Rose Mamie of Joseph and Eva Nov 15 1909 19:441
Rose Manuel of Jason and Frances Apr 29 1904 18:42
Rose Manuel of Jose and Carolina Oct 3 1906 18:380
Rose Manuel F of Joaquin F and Mary D May 16 1904 18:48
Rose Margaret of Antone and Amelia L May 25 1906 18:329
Rose Marguerite M of Ernest L and Elizabeth M Sept 21 1907 19:112
Rose Maria of Manuel and Philomena July 18 1901 17:190
Rose Maria C of John and Virginia Mar 7 1906 18:413
Rose Maria V of John and Ida Mar 11 1903 17:405
Rose Marie (c) of Antone and Rose July 28 1901 17:194
Rose Marie of Manuel and Marie May 29 1904 18:52
Rose Marie G of Jose and Alzeda Mar 2 1906 18:301
Rose May of Jacob and Bessie Dec 31 1910 20:146
Rose Mildred of Samuel and Fannie Nov 2 1910 20:125
Rose Milton S of Hyman and Rosa June 14 1908 19:223
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Rose Mortman of Samuel and Fannie July 6 1908............ 19: 238
Rose Palmeda of Frank and Marie Mar 7 1905.............. 18: 164
Rose Palmeda of Manuel and Rita Apr 1 1906.............. 18: 312
Rose Palmeda of Frank and Maria Mar 19 1907.............. 19: 31
Rose Peter F of Peter H and Emma M Dec 19 1909........ 19: 453
Rose Phoebe of Manuel and Mary A June 11 1907........... 19: 63
Rose Rosa of Frank and Maria Sept 27 1906............... 18: 378
Rose Sadie of Joseph and Maria Aug 31 1905.............. 18: 231
Rose Sydney D of Charles and Minnie R Feb 14 1908...... 19: 175
Rose —— s of John E and Melissa Oct 16 1901............ 17: 220
Rose —— d of Joseph S and Maria Feb 6 1903.............. 17: 393
Rose —— s of Joseph S and Maria S June 27 1904........... 18: 62
Rose —— s of Samuel and Fannie May 6 1905.............. 18: 185
Rose —— ett s of Anthony and Rosa May 4 1906............ 18: 328
Rose —— d of John and Melissa Apr 10 1907.............. 19: 40
Rose —— d of William F and Evelyn E Nov 20 1908........ 19: 312
Rose —— s of William F A and Evelyn Oct 11 1909........ 19: 462
Rosen Abraham of Barnet and Sophia May 16 1901........... 17: 163
Rosen Annie of Isaac and Rebecca Dec 21 1908............ 19: 392
Rosen Baer of Simon and Esther Apr 20 1903.............. 17: 417
Rosen Ezed P of Barnet and Bessie June 12 1907........... 19: 63
Rosen Harold of Harry S and Mabel Mar 19 1909............ 19: 344
Rosen Isadore of Bernard and Sophie July 3 1910........... 20: 78
Rosen John of Joseph and Dominiga Sept 29 1906......... 18: 379
Rosen Joseph of William and Rosa Dec 23 1908............ 19: 302
Rosen Louis of Barnet and Bessie Oct 30 1901.............. 17: 225
Rosen Milton E of Harry S and Mabel May 21 1906........ 18: 328
Rosen Peter of William and Rosa Mar 8 1904.............. 18: 24
Rosen Raymond M of Sigmund and Rosa Apr 17 1905........ 18: 178
Rosen Reuben of David and Ida Jan 25 1907.............. 19: 10
Rosen Viktor of Barnard and Carrie Nov 1 1902........... 17: 355
Rosenberg Abraham of Samuel and Annie May 25 1907....... 19: 33
Rosenberg Alexander of Albert and Dora June 27 1903..... 17: 437
Rosenberg Alexander of Harris and Sarah Feb 21 1905..... 18: 159
Rosenberg Annie of Samuel and Bertha Sept 21 1907....... 19: 112
Rosenberg Ida of Michael and Lena July 26 1904......... 17: 193
Rosenberg Jacob of Isaac and Annie June 10 1902......... 17: 301
Rosenberg Jacob of Max and Lena Jan 7 1904.............. 18: 3
Rosenberg Joseph of Jacob and Rachel June 21 1901....... 17: 173
Rosenberg Joseph of Samuel and Annie Aug 29 1905........ 18: 230
Rosenberg Leah of Samuel and Bertha July 14 1909........ 19: 393
Rosenberg Lena of David and Bessie Aug 22 1910........... 20: 100
Rosenberg Leon S of Joseph and Esther Aug 14 1902....... 17: 329
Rosenberg Max of Michael and Lena July 26 1901........... 17: 193
Rosenberg Max of Isaac and Annie Dec 14 1907............ 19: 143
Rosenberg Milton F of Joseph and Esther Dec 6 1903........ 17: 509
Rosenberg Morris of Louis and Anna June 11 1904........... 18: 56
Rosenberg Rosa of Isaac and Annie Aug 8 1905............. 18: 223
Rosenberg Samuel of Louis and Sophie Oct 14 1901.......... 17: 220
Rosenberg Sarah E of Joseph and Esther Oct 7 1906......... 18: 381
Rosenberg Seymour of Harris and Sarah Jan 17 1907......... 19: 7
Rosenberg —— s of Louis and Annie Jan 18 1902............. 17: 258
Rosenblatt Abraham of Henry and Natalie June 19 1902..... 17: 304
Rosenblatt Abraham of Jacob and Rosa Apr 13 1905........ 18: 176
Rosenblatt Rachael of Samuel and Sophia Feb 15 1909..... 19: 331
Rosenblum Abraham of Joseph and Annie Aug 9 1905....... 18: 223
Rosenblum Harry of Joseph and Annie Dec 10 1906........ 18: 404
Rosenblum Rose of Joseph and Annie Dec 24 1908........... 19: 303
Rosendale William II of William and Sadie Mar 2 1910.... 20: 25
Rosenfeld Annie of Leon and Rachael July 14 1908........ 19: 240
Rosenfeld Bernard W of Bernard S and Rose M July 27 1909 19: 397
Rosenfeld Dora of Leon and Rachel June 29 1906......... 18: 313
Rosenfeld George of Charles and Pauline Oct 7 1909...... 19: 427
Rosenfeld Louis of Leon and Rachel June 16 1901........ 17: 172
Rosenfeld Rosamond A of Bernard S and Rose M Dec 10 1906 18: 404
Rosenfeld Sarah of Leon and Rachael Apr 6 1905.......... 18: 174
Rosenfeld —— s of Leon and Rachel Jan 11 1910........... 20: 74
Rosenfeldt Nathan of Leon and Zella Mar 18 1903......... 17: 407
Rosenfield Eugene of Leon and Rose Nov 10 1906........... 18: 394
Rosenfield Louis of Max and Ida Oct 16 1909.............. 19: 430
Rosenhirsch Edward of Harry and Clara Feb 9 1907.... 19: 16
Rosenhirsch Elia A of Harry and Clara Sept 6 1904...... 18: 95
Rosenhirsch Leonard I of Harry and Clara June 4 1901... 17: 168
Rosenhirsch Sarah G of Harry and Clara Apr 1 1909..... 19: 349
Rosenquist Carl R of August and Matilda June 2 1901..... 17: 168
Rosenquist Harold A of August and Matilda Nov 27 1903... 17: 495
Rosenstein Abraham of Morris and Jennie May 30 1908..... 19: 216
Rosenstein Benjamin of Samuel and Ida Sept 3 1908..... 19: 261
Rosenstein Rose of Samuel and Ida Apr 1 1907........... 19: 36
Rosenthal Abraham of David and Minnie Oct 11 1907..... 19: 119
Rosenthal Bertha of David and Minnie July 5 1909....... 19: 389
Rosenthal Bessie of Reuben and Sarah Nov 4 1910....... 20: 126
Rosenthal Eleonore of Simon and Lena Feb 26 1910....... 20: 23
Rosenthal Martha S of Harry and Bessie Nov 10 1908..... 19: 285
Rosenthal Mary of Rubin and Sarah June 16 1908......... 19: 224
Rosenthal Pearl of Abraham and Bessie Nov 9 1910........ 20: 127
Rosenzweig Becky of Louis and Mina July 16 1902........ 17: 319
Rosenzweig Isadore of Louis and Minnie Oct 21 1904...... 18: 110
Rosenzweig Samuel of Louis and Minnie Sept 6 1908....... 19: 262
Rosenzvet —— s of Louis and Minnie Mar 7 1901........... 17: 144
Rosenzweig Celia of Louis and Minnie Aug 4 1910......... 20: 93
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Rosenzwog Sarah of Morris and Lena Feb 22 1905.............. 18: 201
Roshen Joseph of Benjamin and Lena June 4 1904.............. 18: 53
Rositano Guglichno G of Antonio and Teresa Jan 6 1909........ 19: 317
Rosmond Clifford of James and Margaret Oct 7 1904............ 18: 106
Rosmond Clifford L of James and Margaret Oct 7 1903........... 17: 479
Rosmond Helen of James and Margaret Feb 24 1901.............. 17: 140
Rosmond John J of Francis and Elizabeth May 12 1906........... 18: 325
Rosmond Mary H of Francis J and Elizabeth Nov 19 1902........ 17: 360
Rosmond —— s of Frank and Eliza Dec 25 1901.................. 17: 251
Rosmond Theodor of Joseph and Anna Sept 10 1902.............. 17: 338
Rospn Boleswa of Joseph and Anna Nov 12 1903................. 17: 491
Rospunt Mary of Joseph and Annie Feb 2 1908................... 19: 171
Rospunt Vanda of Joseph and Annie Jan 21 1906............... 18: 287
Ross Ada L of William M and Emma L May 16 1904.............. 18: 47
Ross Albert of Dennis and Matilda Aug 11 1904................. 17: 199
Ross Albert of Edward and Clementine May 6 1904.............. 18: 44
Ross Alexander of Alexander and May Jan 13 1905.............. 18: 204
Ross Alfred S of Alexander and May Jan 4 1906................. 18: 281
Ross Alice L of Michael and Mary L Jan 10 1910.............. 20: 4
Ross Anna M of Edward H and Anna M Aug 23 1904.............. 18: 90
Ross Arthur H of Michael and Mary L Jan 20 1908.............. 19: 165
Ross Blanche I of Edward and Clementine July 12 1908........ 19: 240
Ross Charles L of George H and Mary Nov 26 1905............. 18: 261
Ross Edward H of Edward H and Anna M Dec 13 1905........... 18: 266
Ross Elmer D of Elmer W and Adelaide V Dec 20 1902......... 17: 370
Ross Eva of Dennis and Matilda Apr 29 1903................... 17: 117
Ross Eva B of Joseph and Melanie M May 8 1905.............. 18: 185
Ross Everett C of Edward T and Annie Feb 23 1905............ 18: 159
Ross George H of George H and Mary Oct 15 1901.............. 18: 109
Ross Harold S (c) of James H and Elizabeth Aug 13 1909...... 19: 105
Ross Harry (c) of James H and Teresa M Mar 13 1901........... 17: 146
Ross Hazel M (c) of James H and Theresa M Feb 28 1903...... 17: 140
Ross Hervey of Robert A and Jeanie H Aug 26 1905............ 18: 229
Ross Hyman L of Morris and Sarah June 10 1909.............. 19: 354
Ross Ida of Max and Mena Sept 7 1904......................... 18: 96
Ross Joseph of Joseph and Charlotte Sept 5 1908............. 19: 271
Ross Joseph L of Morris and Sarah Dec 17 1906.............. 18: 107
Ross Joseph T E of Joseph A and Marie M Dec 26 1903........ 17: 509
Ross Margaret of William M and Emma L Aug 10 1907........... 19: 94
Ross Marie A of Pierre and Adeline Nov 5 1902............... 17: 356
Ross Marion E of George G and Elizabeth R July 30 1910...... 20: 90
Ross Marion G of George H and Mary A Feb 5 1902............ 17: 263
Ross Mary E of Edward and Clementine June 27 1902........... 17: 507
Ross Mary L of George H and Mary Oct 2 1903................. 17: 178
Ross Mary L of Joseph and Melanie May 11 1907.............. 19: 50
Ross Maud D of Charles G and Wanda D Mar 22 1910........... 20: 32
Ross, Neil F of Frederick and Norah Apr 27 1910......... 20: 46
Ross, Robert J of Edward H and Annie M Sept 21 1907.... 19: 111
Ross, Roger H (c) of James H and Elizabeth May 17 1907... 19: 52
Ross, Verndale (c) of James H and Elizabeth Jan 13 1906... 18: 417
Ross, William J of Denis and Mathilde Mar 21 1907......... 19: 32
Ross —— s of Robert A and Jennie Mar 6 1902.............. 17: 272
Ross —— d of William M and Emma L May 16 1902.......... 17: 312
Rossu, Antonio of Filippo and Margherita May 13 1902...... 17: 293
Rossu, Rosaria of Antonio and Maria May 6 1907............ 19: 49
Rossuese, Eugene of Joseph and Mary R Nov 13 1906........ 18: 396
Rossses, Ann of Manuel and Julia Feb 1 1904............... 18: 12
Rossi, Alberto of Angelantonio and Maria C Jan 16 1904.... 18: 6
Rossi, Alfredo of Luigi and Concetta July 10 1904......... 18: 74
Rossi, Alfredo of Antonio and Carmela Apr 30 1905......... 18: 183
Rossi, Angela of Pietro and Filomena June 2 1906.......... 18: 333
Rossi, Angelina of Luigi and Maddalena Apr 27 1903......... 17: 419
Rossi, Angelo of Pietro and Filomena Jan 15 1905.......... 18: 145
Rossi, Angelo A of Francesco and Josephine Dec 7 1906..... 18: 403
Rossi, Angelo A of Alessandro and Giuseppina Nov 21 1907.. 19: 135
Rossi, Anna of Federico and Grazia May 22 1901.............. 17: 165
Rossi, Anna of Crescenzo and Teresa Mar 29 1908............ 19: 192
Rossi, Anna E of Enrico and Luisa Feb 4 1902.............. 17: 263
Rossi, Annie C of Alessandro and Concetta Aug 26 1902...... 17: 333
Rossi, Annaia of Antonio and Carmela Dec 6 1908............ 19: 296
Rossi, Amina of Pietro and Carmela Jan 14 1910.............. 20: 6
Rossi, Antonia A of Giustini and Sapienza Dec 19 1910...... 20: 142
Rossi, Antonio of Filippo and Margarite June 22 1901...... 17: 173
Rossi, Antonio of Luigi and Concetta Feb 25 1902.......... 17: 269
Rossi, Antonio of Salvatore and Emilia May 12 1903........ 17: 423
Rossi, Antonio of Enrico and Filomena Sept 24 1906....... 18: 377
Rossi, Antonio of Vincenzo and Rachele June 9 1907....... 19: 62
Rossi, Barbara of Silvio and Angelina Jan 30 1906......... 18: 290
Rossi, Biagio of Federico and Grazia Sept 18 1907......... 19: 110
Rossi, Carmina of Luigi and Antonia June 5 1901............ 17: 169
Rossi, Carmina of Sabatino and Vincenzo Sept 17 1902...... 17: 340
Rossi, Carmine of Antonio and Antonia July 28 1907....... 19: 89
Rossi, Carroll R of Vincenzo and Rachele Sept 20 1904..... 18: 100
Rossi, Concetta of Dinaro and Riena May 21 1902............ 17: 296
Rossi, Crescenzo of Antonio and Rosa May 28 1908......... 19: 215
Rossi, Dante of Luigi and Maddalena Feb 11 1908........... 19: 174
Rossi, Dolorosa of Sabatino and Vincenza A Sept 23 1904.... 18: 101
Ross, Dolorosa of Giuseppe and Pietrina Sept 29 1905....... 18: 241
Rossi, Domenica of Pasquale and Concetta June 16 1901..... 17: 172
Rossi, Domenico of Luigi and Maddalena Dec 29 1901........ 17: 244
Rossi, Domenico of Luigi and Antonia Nov 30 1902.......... 17: 364
Rossi Domenico G of Antonio and Carmela Mar 3 1907 ...... 19: 25
Rossi Elena of Crescenzo and Teresa Apr 17 1909 ........... 19: 354
Rossi Elena A of Giuseppe and Maria Dec 15 1902 ........ 17: 368
Rossi Ellen of Alessandro and Concetta Aug 4 1901 ....... 18: 83
Rossi Emma of Luigi and Madelina Mar 10 1905 ......... 18: 163
Rossi Emma F R of Raimondo and Urbana Oct 5 1908 .... 19: 273
Rossi Eracio of Eracio and Beatrice Feb 22 1908 ......... 19: 178
Rossi Filomena of Crescenzo and Teresa Nov 26 1903 .... 17: 495
Rossi Filomena of Antonio and Antonia May 27 1906 .... 18: 330
Rossi Filomena of Luigi and Antonia July 12 1908 ....... 19: 240
Rossi Filomena C of Francesco and Caterina Aug 6 1909 .... 19: 102
Rossi Florence A of Francesco and Giuseppina Apr 22 1905 .... 18: 180
Rossi Gabriele of Giuseppe and Petrina Aug 19 1902 ...... 17: 331
Rossi Gabriella of Giuseppe and Petrina Sept 25 1908 .... 19: 269
Rossi Giacomo of Luigi and Maria Oct 20 1907 ........ 19: 122
Rossi Giovanna of Federico and Grazia Dec 20 1902 .... 17: 370
Rossi Giovanni of Enrico and Filomena Aug 3 1904 ...... 18: 83
Rossi Giuseppa of Eracio and Beatrice July 5 1904 ....... 18: 72
Rossi Giuseppina of Pasquale and Concetta Mar 25 1904 .... 18: 31
Rossi Giuseppina of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 12 1908 .... 19: 185
Rossi Giustino of Francesco and Catarina Sept 16 1907 .... 19: 109
Rossi James V of Antonio and Antonia May 3 1902 ....... 17: 290
Rossi Lauretta of Vincenzo and Romana Mar 9 1907 .... 19: 27
Rossi Liberato of Antonio and Carmela Sept 20 1909 .... 19: 420
Rossi Luigi of Antonio and Rosa Oct 5 1903 ........ 17: 479
Rossi Luigi of Crescenzo and Concetta Jan 11 1904 ...... 18: 4
Rossi Luigi of Crescenzo and Concetta Dec 10 1905 ...... 18: 265
Rossi Luigi of Crescenzo and Concetta Jan 25 1907 ...... 19: 10
Rossi Luigi of Giuseppe and Crestina Dec 17 1907 ....... 19: 144
Rossi Maria of Crescenzo and Teresa June 23 1902 ....... 17: 305
Rossi Maria of Enrico and Nicolina Nov 13 1909 ........ 19: 440
Rossi Maria of Eracio and Beatrice Mar 10 1910 ...... 20: 27
Rossi Maria L L of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 8 1906 .... 18: 263
Rossi Maria R of Pietro and Carmela June 4 1908 ....... 19: 219
Rossi Marianno of Luigi and Maria Dec 9 1901 .......... 18: 126
Rossi Michelangelo of Emilio and Domenica Nov 11 1910 .... 20: 128
Rossi Michela of Crescenzo and Teresa June 2 1906 ...... 18: 333
Rossi Nancy of Francesco and Giuseppina Sept 29 1910 .... 20: 110
Rossi Omere of Sylvio and Angelina July 12 1903 ...... 17: 450
Rossi Pasquale of Luigi and Mariangiola June 3 1909 .... 19: 371
Rossi Pasqualina of Luigi and Antonetta Apr 14 1906 .... 18: 316
Rossi Pasqualino of Antonio and Antonetta June 20 1903 .... 17: 435
Rossi Pietro of Crescenzo and Concetta June 29 1909 ...... 19: 381
Rossi Roberto of Luigi and Maria May 13 1910 .......... 20: 52
Rossi Rosi of Vincenzo and Rachele Oct 12 1901 ....... 17: 219
Rossi Rosie of Vincenzo and Rachele Oct 12 1902 .... 17: 348
Rossi Teresa of Vincenzo and Rachele Oct 12 1901......... 17: 218
Rossi Teresa of Vincenzo and Rachele Oct 12 1902......... 17: 348
Rossi Teresa of Luigi and Concetta Aug 29 1905............. 18: 230
Rossi Vincenzo of Luigi and Concetta Mar 21 1908.......... 19: 189
Rossi —— d of Giuseppe and Bettina Oct 5 1904............. 18: 138
Rossi —— d of Crescenzo and Concetta Dec 11 1904......... 18: 137
Rossignol Eua M of Joseph and Eva Mar 11 1909............. 19: 341
Rossignol Joseph E F of Joseph and Eva Sept 13 1902..... 17: 338
Rossignol Leon H J of Joseph and Eva Apr 16 1903......... 18: 178
Rossignoli Maria A A of Luigi and Enrichetta June 10 1907.19: 62
Rossignoli Paolo of Luigi and Enrichetta June 8 1910........ 20: 62
Rossignoli Vincenzo of Luigi and Enrichetta May 27 1906........ 18: 330
Rossignoli Vincenzo of Luigi and Enrichetta Sept 14 1908..... 19: 265
Rossi Romeo R of Angelo and Elizabeth Oct 4 1902......... 17: 346
Rosso Maria D of Angelantonio and Carmela July 29 1906.... 18: 355
Rosso —— s of Giuseppe and Maria Dec 17 1906.............. 18: 407
Rostedt Carl G E of Carl A and Beda W Nov 19 1907....... 19: 134
Rostedt Ruth H L of Carl A and Beda A Aug 16 1906.... 18: 362
Rostelle Alberto of Francesco and Erminia Jan 6 1910..... 20: 3
Rothberg Esther of Charles and Sarah June 19 1905........ 18: 200
Rothberg Morris of Charles and Sarah Jan 30 1908.......... 19: 169
Rothberg Rosie of Charles L and Sarah Jan 13 1904......... 18: 5
Rotchtein Israel of Morris and Annie Oct 26 1901........ 17: 223
Rotcofski Armilia of Joseph and Valerie Apr 15 1906..... 18: 316
Rotelli Ernesto E of Antonio and Assunta Feb 12 1910..... 20: 17
Rotenberg Hattie of Louis and Etta July 24 1901............ 17: 246
Rotenberg Joseph of Adolph and Jennie June 13 1905....... 18: 198
Rotenberg Julins of Adolf and Jennie Dec 29 1901......... 17: 244
Rotenberg Samuel of Adolph and Jennie Nov 11 1908..... 19: 285
Rotenberg Willie of Adolph and Jennie Sept 12 1903......... 17: 471
Rotes Maria of Jose and Abie Aug 27 1902.................. 17: 333
Roth Ada of David and Tillie May 1 1907................. 19: 47
Roth Helen F of Earle and Ellen M July 29 1906......... 18: 355
Roth Gustav of Gustav and Kune Dec 20 1904............. 18: 129
Roth Israel of David and Tilly May 18 1909................ 19: 365
Roth Louis of David and Rebecca Nov 27 1904............... 18: 122
Roth Margarita of Gustaf and Kunegunda Mar 1 1906....... 18: 301
Roth Mary C of Gustav and Kone Jan 26 1909............ 19: 324
Roth —— d of Earle and Ellen M Apr 28 1908.............. 19: 234
Roth —— d of David and Tillie July 24 1910............ 20: 87
Rotenberg Charles of Louis and Celia Nov 18 1909....... 19: 442
Rotenberg Edna of Louis and Celia Oct 1 1910........ 20: 114
Rotenberg Rose of Louis and Celia Oct 22 1903......... 17: 484
Rottherger Clara of Isaac and Betsy Jan 30 1901......... 17: 133
Rottherger Mary of Isaac and Betsy Jan 30 1901......... 17: 133
Rothemich Agnes L of Frank and Ophelia M Jan 16 1910..... 20: 7
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Rothemich Albert of Frank and Marie O Apr 14 1901............ 18: 37
Rothemich Mary V of Frank and Mary O Mar 6 1906............ 18: 306
Rothemich William of William J and Hattie Aug 9 1906............ 18: 359
Rothenstein Mary of Nathan and Elta Apr 24 1909............ 19: 357
Rother Marie of Joseph and Marie Feb 12 1902.......... 17: 265
Rothkopf Annie of Samuel and Katherine Sept 14 1907............ 19: 108
Rothkopf Mary of Samuel and Katherine Sept 14 1907............ 19: 108
Rothman Arthur of David and Ethel Mar 8 1907............ 19: 27
Rothman Harold of Morris and Ida Dec 26 1909............ 19: 455
Rothman Janet of Morris and Ida Aug 31 1906............ 18: 367
Rothman Minnie of David and Ethyl Jan 4 1910............ 20: 2
Rothstein Harry of Michael and Eva June 4 1907............ 19: 60
Rothstein Israel of Morris and Annie Oct 26 1901............ 17: 223
Rothwell LeRoy M of Walter LeR and Ada E Apr 6 1906............ 18: 313
Rothwell Olivia of Peter P and Ann Dec 15 1908............ 19: 300
Rothwell Thomas F of Thomas and Rose July 17 1908............ 19: 212
Rotman Ester of Harry and M—— June 7 1901............ 17: 169
Rotnitsky Rose L of Nathan and Manic Mar 30 1910............ 20: 35
Rotonda Cecilia of Luigi and Carmela Sept 2 1908............ 19: 260
Rotonda Silvia of Constantino and Maria C Jan 28 1908............ 19: 168
Rotondi Lisi of Giuseppe and Rosa Oct 7 1904............ 18: 106
Rotondi Michele of Giuseppe and Rosina Dec 26 1908............ 19: 301
Rotondi Vincenzo of Luigi and Carmela Aug 18 1910............ 20: 98
Rotondo Antonio of Luigi and Carmela Nov 29 1909............ 17: 366
Rotondo Joseph of Luigi and Carmela Feb 2 1907............ 19: 43
Rottenberg Isidor of Sam and Minnie Jan 22 1910............ 20: 9
Rottenberg Max L of Adolph and Jennie June 15 1907............ 19: 65
Rottinger Frederick of Louis and Caroline Nov 29 1910............ 20: 131
Rotzmann Georgina of George C and Mary A Apr 30 1905............ 18: 182
Rouch Manuel of Manuel and Maria July 24 1904............ 18: 136
Ronghievi David W of Andrew W and Ida M Jan 11 1909............ 19: 320
Rouleau Marion A E of Joseph G and Alice D May 11 1908............ 19: 209
Rounds Alfred N of Alfred N and Lillian L Feb 11 1905............ 18: 155
Rounds Charles E of Charles E and Cora L Sept 20 1907............ 19: 111
Rounds Elizabeth of Frank O and Catharine A Mar 15 1907............ 19: 29
Rounds Elizabeth P of Lloyd W and Ellen Oct 13 1906............ 18: 383
Rounds Ellen F of Frank O and Katherine A May 24 1902............ 17: 296
Rounds Helen of Charles E and Cora L Apr 25 1903............ 17: 418
Rounds Howard F of Frank O and Catharine A Nov 2 1908............ 19: 282
Rounds Leon A of George A and Annie F Jan 22 1909............ 19: 322
Rounds Lillian M of Alfred and Lillian July 24 1907............ 19: 87
Rounds Lloyd L of Lloyd W and Ellen July 28 1905............ 18: 219
Rounds Olive J of George A and Annie F Apr 5 1904............ 17: 153
Rounds —— s of Thomas Jr and Lena Apr 10 1902............ 17: 314
Rounds —— d of Frank O and Catharine Jan 13 1904............ 18: 66
Roundy Priscilla of Charles P and Phoebe R June 10 1905............ 18: 208
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rourke George F</td>
<td>Dec 22 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rourke Marion G</td>
<td>Mar 30 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouse Maria J</td>
<td>Mar 6 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouslin Anna of Abram</td>
<td>Jan 2 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouslin Chirel of Abram</td>
<td>July 5 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouslin Marie of Abraham</td>
<td>May 22 1909</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouslin Rosie of Abram</td>
<td>July 5 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousmansky Nellie of Stanley</td>
<td>Aug 1 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau Anthony A</td>
<td>Nov 6 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau Appolonaire of Napoleon and Emma</td>
<td>Dec 17 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau Eveline of Ferdinand and Lea</td>
<td>Apr 13 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau Floronence of Napoleon and Emma</td>
<td>Jan 23 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau George L</td>
<td>July 16 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau George M</td>
<td>Sept 6 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau Margaret of Joseph</td>
<td>Oct 5 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau Mary R A</td>
<td>Nov 14 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau Raymond H</td>
<td>Mar 29 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau Sylvia R of Jules H</td>
<td>Mar 30 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau Zepherin A of Joseph</td>
<td>Mar 5 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rousseau ——— d of Joseph and Marie R</td>
<td>Dec 26 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouselle Marie B</td>
<td>Jan 7 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routbier George of Alfred</td>
<td>Apr 16 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rovinski Jan of Alexander</td>
<td>June 7 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roviske Joseph of Alexander</td>
<td>Mar 7 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rovner Max of Ruben and Ida</td>
<td>June 10 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan Catharine of James</td>
<td>Sept 11 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan Joseph of James and</td>
<td>Jan 13 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan Margaret A of James</td>
<td>July 26 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan Teresa of John and</td>
<td>July 31 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan Walter of James and</td>
<td>Sept 26 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan William of James and</td>
<td>Aug 11 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowan ——— d of Anna</td>
<td>July 28 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe Alvina M of Calvin and</td>
<td>Feb 25 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe Ernest M of Ozi and</td>
<td>Sept 11 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe Irene M of James and</td>
<td>Oct 24 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe Mary M of James and</td>
<td>June 1 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe ——— d of John</td>
<td>Oct 22 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowland George A of Albert</td>
<td>Oct 21 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowland James H of Frank</td>
<td>Aug 23 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowland John H of Frank</td>
<td>Aug 23 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowland Mabel J of Henry</td>
<td>Mar 28 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowley Henrietta K of Robert G</td>
<td>Mar 20 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowley James of Marcelia</td>
<td>July 24 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowley Joseph E of James</td>
<td>Mar 19 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowley Ursula of Patrick</td>
<td>Jan 4 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Alma C of Olivier</td>
<td>Sept 18 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roy Austin</td>
<td>Thomas F and Mary E</td>
<td>Feb 21 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Boisilas</td>
<td>Pierre J and Mary E</td>
<td>Aug 12 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Edda R</td>
<td>(c) of Charles H and Ida B</td>
<td>Nov 28 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Emily of Thomas and Mary E</td>
<td>Aug 17 1901</td>
<td>18:88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy George E</td>
<td>of Oliver J and Cordelia</td>
<td>May 14 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Irene J</td>
<td>of Oliver J and Cordelia</td>
<td>Aug 6 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Isabel (c)</td>
<td>of Joseph and Edith</td>
<td>June 19 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Joseph C F R</td>
<td>of Ovila and Josephine</td>
<td>Sept 17 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Joseph O A</td>
<td>of Avila J and Josephine</td>
<td>Jan 21 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Joseph T O</td>
<td>of Ovila and Josephine</td>
<td>Oct 26 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Lewis M</td>
<td>of Pierre J and Mary E</td>
<td>May 5 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Marie A L A</td>
<td>of Ovila and Josephine</td>
<td>Nov 3 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Marie C L</td>
<td>of Ovila J and Josephine</td>
<td>Feb 20 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Marie X</td>
<td>of Jean B and Sophie M</td>
<td>Sept 28 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Mary B</td>
<td>of Joseph and Josephine</td>
<td>Feb 27 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Mary E</td>
<td>of Ludger ? and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 29 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy May of Thomas F and Mary</td>
<td>May 16 1903</td>
<td>17:425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Oliver J</td>
<td>of Oliver J and Cordelia</td>
<td>Apr 16 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Ovila of Wilfred and Fanny</td>
<td>Dec 8 1901</td>
<td>18:125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Thomas E</td>
<td>of Thomas F and Mary E</td>
<td>Jan 6 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Yvonne of Joseph and Clara</td>
<td>Mar 21 1910</td>
<td>20:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy ——</td>
<td>s of Ovilar and Cordelia</td>
<td>July 6 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Lewis F</td>
<td>of George F and Annie M</td>
<td>Aug 27 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roza Lena of Manuel and Rita</td>
<td>Jan 23 1909</td>
<td>19:323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozan Wladislav of Joseph and Domenika</td>
<td>July 20 1908</td>
<td>19:243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozario Josephine A (c)</td>
<td>of Antone J and Mary J</td>
<td>Dec 11 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozario Manuel (c)</td>
<td>of Antonio and Maria J</td>
<td>Aug 3 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozen</td>
<td>—— d of William and Rose Oct</td>
<td>2 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozio Jose of Antone and Maria</td>
<td>Nov 25 1903</td>
<td>17:495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozowski Joseph of Michael and Camilla</td>
<td>Sept 20 1904</td>
<td>18:101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozzel</td>
<td>—— d of Annie May</td>
<td>7 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozzero Carmelo of Paolo and Maria</td>
<td>Aug 19 1901</td>
<td>17:202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozzero Concetta of Pietro and Maria</td>
<td>Apr 18 1905</td>
<td>18:178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozzero Concetta of Pietro and Maria</td>
<td>Sept 25 1906</td>
<td>18:377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozzero Isabella of Pietro and Maria</td>
<td>Mar 11 1904</td>
<td>18:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozzero Maria of Antonio and Dorata</td>
<td>July 21 1910</td>
<td>20:86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozzero Paolo of Pietro and Maria</td>
<td>Oct 16 1910</td>
<td>20:119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozzi Emilia of Ernesto and Antonetta</td>
<td>Mar 19 1908</td>
<td>19:188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rozzin Peter of William and Rosa</td>
<td>Mar 8 1905</td>
<td>18:164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruane James of James and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 9 1902</td>
<td>17:366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubbert Dorothy J of Bernard H and Josephine</td>
<td>G Feb 19 1908</td>
<td>19:177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubbert Mildred A of Bernard H and Josephine</td>
<td>G Apr 18 1905</td>
<td>18:178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubek Antonio of John and Rose</td>
<td>Dec 30 1907</td>
<td>19:119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubello</td>
<td>—— s of Manuel and Maria</td>
<td>July 23 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruben</td>
<td>—— d of Morris J and Minnie</td>
<td>Nov 17 1910</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rubenfeld Sessel of Heinrich and Leia Dec 3 1910............. 20: 136
Rubenstein Rose S of Sache and Bessie P May 23 1910........ 20: 56
Ruberry Warren E of Thomas and Sadie July 28 1903........... 17: 456
Ruberti Antonio of Giuseppe and Filomena June 2 1908...... 19: 218
Ruberto Benedetta of Egidio and Antonia Feb 18 1907........ 19: 20
Ruberto Benedetto E of Egidio and Antonetta Apr 20 1909.... 19: 355
Ruberto Eugenio of Giovanni and Maria July 1 1907.......... 19: 78
Ruberto Giuseppe of Egidio and Antonina Mar 9 1904......... 18: 25
Rubin Alexander of Samuel and Lena Apr 9 1909.............. 19: 352
Rubin Auerina of Harry and Ida Dec 24 1905.................. 18: 270
Rubin Bertha of Isaac and Jennie Mar 6 1909.................. 19: 339
Rubin David of Simon and Nellie July 4 1901.................. 17: 185
Rubin Esther of Bernard and Esther July 20 1910............ 20: 85
Rubin Fannie of Louis and Sarah Aug 9 1910................... 20: 95
Rubin Gertrude of Samuel and Annie Sept 11 1901............. 17: 247
Rubin Harry of Paul and Annie Mar 21 1906.................... 18: 307
Rubin Hyman of Bernard and Esther July 20 1910.............. 20: 85
Rubin Ida of Max and Becky Apr 20 1909....................... 19: 356
Rubin Irving of Martin and Anna May 15 1910.................. 20: 73
Rubin Jacob of Bernard and Rebecka June 19 1907............. 19: 67
Rubin Julius of Isaac and Jennie Apr 13 1907.................. 19: 41
Rubin Mannie of Louis and Sarah Nov 17 1908................... 19: 288
Rubin Morris of Harry and Ida Feb 21 1909..................... 19: 334
Rubin Philip of Max and Rebecca Nov 16 1907................... 19: 133
Rubin Rosa of Samuel and Lena Jan 13 1905..................... 18: 145
Rubin Sarah of Morris and Goldie Dec 25 1901.................. 17: 243
Rubin Tillie of Samuel and Lena Jan 29 1903................... 17: 390
Rubin William of Samuel and Lena Nov 16 1906.................. 18: 336
Rubin Yetta of Harry and Ida Mar 21 1904..................... 18: 30
Rubin —— s of Louis and Fanny Jan 25 1901.................... 17: 132
Rubin —— s of Isaac and Jennie May 1 1908.................... 19: 205
Rubinovitz Fannie S of Isaac and Rosie July 26 1906......... 18: 354
Rubinovitz Israel B of Isaac and Rosie Jan 2 1908.......... 19: 138
Rubinovitz Simon of Isaac and Rosie July 26 1910............. 20: 88
Rubinstein Joseph J of Israel S and Fannie June 21 1910.... 20: 66
Rubinstein Louis of Israel S and Fannie Dec 5 1908........... 19: 296
Rubinstein Sam of Sasha and Bessie June 7 1909.............. 19: 373
Rubinstein Sarah of Harry and Rose Dec 8 1910............... 20: 138
Rubinstein Simon of Harry and Rosa Mar 6 1909.............. 19: 339
Ruby Celia of Paul and Annie Sept 15 1904.................... 18: 99
Ruby Mary of Paul and Annie June 2 1907...................... 19: 59
Rucci Emilio of Giovanni and Elvira Feb 22 1906.............. 18: 298
Ruddman Anna of David and Sarah May 31 1907.................. 19: 58
Rudgers Raymond R of Perle W and Amy L July 6 1909......... 19: 390
Rudith Jennie of Louis and Ida July 30 1904.................. 18: 81
Rudith Joseph N of Louis and Ida Feb 15 1907.................. 19: 19
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Kudia Mary of Martin and Agatha Mar 13 1909. .......... 19: 342
Kudland — s of John and Mary Apr 1 1905. .......... 18: 207
Kudman Samuel of David and Sarah Dec 9 1905. .......... 18: 265
Kudmann Mollie of David and Sarah Nov 15 1902. .......... 17: 359
Kudrinsky Ethel of Nathaniel and Mennie Apr 13 1907. .......... 19: 41
Kudowsky Henrietta of Bronislaw and Stefania Oct 2 1906. .......... 20: 114
Kudziz Boleslaw of Jakob and Mary Dec 17 1907. .......... 19: 144
Kueckert — d of Ernest F and Bessie May 6 1902. .......... 17: 291
Ruffa Victoria of Michel and Margarita June 22 1908. .......... 19: 225
Ruf G America G of Antonio and Amalia Dec 23 1908. .......... 19: 303
Rufo Giuseppe S of Alfonso and Maria A Feb 16 1901. .......... 17: 138
Rufo Lucia of Antonio and Filomena Mar 20 1903. .......... 17: 107
Rufo Luigni of Antonio and Amalia Nov 13 1903. .......... 17: 191
Rufo Pasquale V of Giulio and Rosalia Dec 23 1910. .......... 20: 113
Rufo Rosina of Alfonso and Mariantonio Feb 9 1903. .......... 17: 394
Rufo — s of Antonio and Filomena June 16 1906. .......... 18: 149
Ruggiero Carlo of Antonio and Domenica Oct 19 1908. .......... 19: 277
Ruggiero Giovanni of Antonio and Domenica Feb 15 1907. .......... 19: 71
Ruggieri Riccardo of Domenico and Angelina Nov 29 1906. .......... 18: 400
Ruggieri Santo F G of Francesco and Filippa June 23 1908. .......... 19: 226
Ruggiero Domenico A of Angelo and Concetta Dec 4 1904. .......... 18: 124
Ruggiero Giglielmo of Angelo and Concetta Dec 10 1906. .......... 18: 404
Ruggiere Filomena of Francesco and Antonio Jan 6 1910. .......... 20: 2
Ruggieri Carinata of Paolo and Giuseppina Apr 28 1908. .......... 19: 204
Ruggieri Giuseppe of Beniamino and Lauretta Mar 19 1907. .......... 19: 31
Ruggieri Guido of Paolo and Giuseppina Jan 2 1910. .......... 20: 1
Ruggieri Maria of Domenico and Angelina Mar 10 1908. .......... 19: 185
Ruggieri Maria C of Donato and Maria Nov 21 1907. .......... 19: 135
Ruggieri Sante of Domenico and Angelina June 2 1905. .......... 18: 193
Ruggiero Anna of Michele and Celio Aug 25 1907. .......... 19: 101
Ruggiero Antonio of Angelo and Concetta July 12 1909. .......... 19: 392
Ruggiero Eduardo of Michele and Anna Maria Sept 12 1910. .......... 20: 107
Ruggiero Giovanni of Giuseppina and Maria Apr 6 1909. .......... 19: 350
Ruggiero Lorenzo G of Domenico and Antonetta July 31 1910. .......... 20: 90
Ruggiero Rosa of Donato and Maria D Dec 26 1909. .......... 19: 455
Ruggiero — s of Carlo and Carlotta June 30 1908. .......... 19: 235
Rugh Mary of John M and Flora Oct 12 1908..........................19:275
Rugiero Michelia of Raffaele and Angelina Dec 25 1906........18:409
Rugis Bridget of Jacob and Mary May 2 1909......................19:360
Rugis Stefano of Martin and Ager Aug 15 1910....................20:97
Rugoff Annie of Aaron and Lena Oct 1 1904.......................18:104
Rugoff Ida of Aaron and Lena Jan 28 1907.........................19:11
Ruhle Emily W of Frederick C and Sarah Jan 1 1907.............19:1
Ruhmann Dorothy C of Benjamin and Catherine M Aug 31 1903........17:466
Ruizzi Flora of Antonio and Genoveffa Mar 18 1910..............20:31
Ruizzo Gledio of Antonio and Genoveffa June 11 1908...........19:221
Rukosky Dominic of Joseph and Vareka May 12 1904..............18:46
Rukoztalis John of Raphael and Marya Dec 25 1909..............19:455
Rukstalis Peter of Raffo and Mary July 1 1907...................19:78
Runci s of Nicola and Antonetta Oct 18 1905....................18:277
Rundini Lilian M of Francis and Anastasia June 2 1910.........20:60
Runge s of George and Martha M July 7 1911......................17:187
Ruoff Mildred A of Frederick H and Alma S Mar 11 1907.......19:28
Ruotolo s of Leonilda July 21 1906...............................18:352
Ruozzo Americo of Giovanni and Onesta Oct 1 1910.............20:114
Ruozzo Antonetta of Giovanni and Onesta July 8 1903..........17:448
Ruozzo Antonio of Giovanni and Onesta Sept 4 1906...........18:369
Ruozzo Gustavo of Giovanni and Onesta Apr 12 1905............18:176
Ruozzo Paolo of Giovanni and Onesta July 28 1908..............19:246
Rupenian John M of Mardras and Mary Feb 7 1901.................17:136
Rupprecht Elizabeth M of Charles and Sarah M Sept 12 1901.17:210
Rusek Edward of Charles and Brigida Oct 20 1903..............17:483
Rusek Jennie of Charles and Bridget Apr 14 1901..............17:178
Rusek Mary of Charles and Bridget Oct 9 1904..................18:107
Rusek Stephen of Peter and Josie July 15 1903..................17:451
Rush Annie of John J and Kate C July 27 1904...................18:80
Rush Edmund F of Patrick F and Nellie Nov 2 1902............17:355
Rush James of James and Annie July 28 1904.....................18:81
Rush James J of Isabel Jan 20 1910..............................20:8
Rush John T of Michael J and Margaret A May 20 1901........17:164
Rush Mary C of Patrick F and Nellie Mar 23 1908..............19:189
Rush Raymond W of Frederick and Margaret May 18 1909.......19:365
Rush Thomas C of Thomas and Helen Mar 18 1903...............17:107
Rush Thomas H of Thomas and Ellen July 25 1901..............17:193
Rush Virginia L of Thomas and Helen M Sept 25 1908........19:269
Rushlow Harry of Frederick D and Jane Aug 10 1909............19:103
Rushlow Jennie I of Frederick D and Jane Feb 10 1905.......18:204
Rushlow William E of Frederick D and Jane Dec 22 1907.......19:146
Rushnick Gilbert of Max and Jennie July 13 1903..............17:450
Rushton Hazel A of Jackson and Margaret Mar 30 1903........17:411
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Rushworth Alfred of Fred and Minnie Sept 1 1909

Rushworth John of Fred and Minnie Sept 1 1909

Rushworth William A of Roland W and Florence M Nov 16 1910

Rushworth —— d of Roland and Florence July 29 1907

Russillo Giovanni B of Gennaro and Vittoria Apr 29 1906

Ruskavitch —— s of Stephen and Mary June 27 1902

Russ Violet E of John C and Mary F Sept 7 1907

Russell Agnes of Michael and Margaret Aug 19 1909

Russell Benjamin (c) of Rosa Jan 27 1904

Russell Catharine G of Cyril and Mary Aug 23 1907

Russell Clarence of Clarence and Mary June 15 1905

Russell Daisy M (c) of Isaiah and Martha J Oct 16 1905

Russell David H (c) of Isaiah H and Martha J Jan 12 1901

Russell Emily of Cyril and Mary Apr 2 1906

Russell Francis R of Clarence and Mary J Jan 8 1907

Russell Frederick of Michael and Margaret M Apr 2 1903

Russell Frederick J of Thomas H and Mary E Apr 23 1902

Russell Harold A of Charles H and Eleanor B Mar 31 1908

Russell Harriet E (c) of Robert and Sarah M Aug 16 1907

Russell James D (c) of Robert and Sarah M Oct 22 1908

Russell Jennie of Ernest and Annie Mar 1 1907

Russell Joseph M of Ernest and Annie May 18 1904

Russell Josephine of Cyril and Mary Mar 29 1909

Russell Lillian of Charles and Margaret M Aug 2 1904

Russell Lillian M of Henry F and Mary H Jan 19 1909

Russell Louisa of Ernest and Annie Apr 15 1906

Russell Margaret of Michael and Margaret Aug 21 1906

Russell Mary of Cyril and Mary Oct 23 1910

Russell Mary C of James H and Susan June 16 1907

Russell Mary D of Walter A and Mary H July 29 1904

Russell Mildred of Henry J and Bertha E Sept 20 1902

Russell Mildred A of Peter and Joanna Feb 1 1902

Russell Patrick F of Peter and Joanna Oct 5 1901

Russell Rosemary of Antonio and Mary July 9 1908

Russell Rubin of David and Ida Feb 7 1907

Russell —— (c) s of Isaiah D and Martha J Apr 27 1902

Russell —— (c) s of Isaiah and Martha Mar 15 1904

Russell —— d of James R and Catherine June 28 1905

Russell —— s of James and Katherine Nov 18 1905

Russell —— d of Francis R and Gertrude A Mar 1 1907

Russell —— (c) s of George W and Rosina May 10 1908

Russen Douglas H A of Henry F and Anna M Nov 9 1904

Russi Annunziato of Antonio and Carmela Mar 25 1901

Russian Bessie of David and Goldie Dec 29 1906

Russian Hyman of David and Goldie Feb 16 1909
Russian —— s of Lena Mar 7 1909. .............................. 19:340
Russillo Angiolina of Nicola and Lucia Nov 24 1909. .... 19:444
Russillo Anna of Gennaro and Vittoria Sept 27 1908. .... 19:259
Russillo Annice of Donato and Maria Sept 26 1901. .... 17:214
Russillo Concetta R of Gennaro and Elvira Nov 7 1908. ...... 19:284
Russillo Domenico A of Gennaro and Vittoria Mar 9 1902. ... 17:273
Russillo Domenico A of Nicola and Lucia Oct 24 1905. .... 18:249
Russillo Domenico A of Nicola and Lucia Nov 9 1906. .... 18:393
Russillo Dora of Cosimo and Angela Apr 24 1908. ............ 19:202
Russillo Felice of Francesco and Maria May 28 1910. .... 20:58
Russillo Giovanni of Nicola and Lucia July 30 1908. .... 19:246
Russillo Giovanni of Gennaro and Elvira Nov 11 1910. ..... 20:128
Russillo Giuseppe A of Gennaro and Vittoria Apr 3 1904. .... 18:34
Russillo Giuseppina of Giovanni and Filomena Apr 27 1903... 17:419
Russillo Luigi of Gennaro and Agata Jan 9 1902. .............. 17:255
Russillo Luigi of Gennaro and Agata Apr 9 1904. ............ 18:36
Russillo Nicoletta of Giacomo and Caterina Mar 27 1909. .... 19:347
Russillo Teresa V of Cosimo and Angela Jan 15 1910. .... 20:6
Russillo —— s of Gennaro and Elvira Dec 2 1907. .... 19:156
Russin Alfred of Joseph and Belle Dec 26 1902. .... 17:372
Russso Adolfo of Pasquale and Angiolina Sept 4 1904. .... 18:94
Russso Alberto of Pasquale and Angiolina Jan 15 1902. .... 17:257
Russso Alberto of Carmine and Patrizia Nov 22 1910. .... 20:342
Russso Alga of Antonio and Anna Jan 6 1903. .............. 17:383
Russso Almerinda of Vincenzo and Amelia Mar 28 1908. ...... 19:191
Russso Almerinda of Umberto and Anna Feb 24 1909. .... 19:335
Russso Angelina of Francesco and Carmina Apr 18 1905. .... 18:178
Russso Anna of Giuseppe and Maria Dec 16 1906. .... 18:406
Russso Antonetta of Vincenzo and Emilia Dec 17 1910. .... 20:142
Russso Antonina of Vincenzo and Nuzzia July 5 1901. .... 17:186
Russso Antonio of Carmine and Patrizia July 11 1909. .... 19:391
Russso Antonio of Giuseppe and Gaetana Aug 22 1909. .... 19:408
Russso Antonio M of Sabatino and Vincenza July 10 1901 .... 17:188
Russso Augusto of Giuseppe and Cristina Mar 29 1909. .... 19:318
Russso Carmela of Eracio and Beatrice Apr 15 1906. .... 18:317
Russso Carmela of Salvatore and Anna Sept 25 1906. .... 18:377
Russso Carmine of Ferdinando and Gaetana May 29 1907. .... 19:57
Russso Carmine of Tomaso and Maria L Jan 7 1909. .... 19:317
Russso Concetta of Antonio and Rosa Apr 13 1906. .... 18:315
Russso Cornera of Filippo and Margherita May 6 1908. .... 19:207
Russso Crescenzio of Antonio and Rosa June 1 1908. .... 19:217
Russso Domenico A of Filippo and Margherita June 23 1901. .. 17:174
Russso Dolorata M of Filippo and Margherita Apr 13 1906. .... 18:346
Russso Elisa of Federico and Grazia Jan 26 1906. .... 18:288
Russso Elvira of Camillo and Anna Aug 19 1908. .... 19:254
Russso Ernesto C A of Camillo and Anna June 27 1910. .... 20:69
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Russo Ettuadra D of Alessandro and Michelina Sept 1 1909........ 19: 412
Russo Felice of Francesco and Maria June 7 1906.................. 18: 338
Russo Francesco of Giuseppe and Maria Oct 29 1908.............. 19: 281
Russo Genofelia of Pasquale and Angelina Jan 12 1907........... 19: 5
Russo Giovanni of Filippo and Margherita Sept 10 1904........... 19: 97
Russo Giovannina of Federico and Grazia Dec 10 1909........... 19: 450
Russo Giovina of Federico and Maria G July 22 1904.............. 18: 78
Russo Giuseppe of Gennaro and Luisa Feb 23 1909................. 19: 334
Russo Ida of Angelo and Eugenia Dec 13 1908..................... 19: 229
Russo Maria of Pasquale and Concetta Oct 19 1902.............. 17: 350
Russo Maria of Eduardo and Ida Apr 24 1907...................... 19: 15
Russo Maria of Giustino and Sapienza Aug 11 1907.............. 19: 96
Russo Maria of Gennaro and Maria Mar 27 1910.................... 20: 31
Russo Maria of Eduardo and Ida May 24 1910...................... 20: 56
Russo Maria C of Umberto and Anna Apr 15 1910............... 20: 41
Russo Maria L of Alessandro and Michelina May 3 1908......... 19: 206
Russo Olgi of Antonio and Anna Dec 31 1902..................... 17: 373
Russo Pasquale of Gennaro and Luisa Feb 25 1907................. 19: 22
Russo Pasquale of Domenico and Filomena Mar 3 1910............ 20: 25
Russo Pasqualina of Vincenzo and Anadia Sept 13 1909........ 19: 147
Russo Pietro R of Pietro and Filomena July 6 1901............ 17: 186
Russo Pietro V of Luigi and Concetta Apr 5 1910.............. 19: 38
Russo Racchino of Pietro and Filomena June 1 1909............ 19: 230
Russo Raffaele of Pietro and Filomena May 30 1903.............. 17: 429
Russo Raffaele of Pasquale and Angelina Mar 6 1909............ 19: 339
Russo Silvio of Alessandro and Michelina Sept 11 1906........ 18: 373
Russo —— s of Eduardo and Ida Mar 25 1909...................... 19: 385
Russo —— s of Giuseppe and Maria Jan 16 1910.................... 20: 7
Rust Howard S of Herbert B and Nellie Nov 27 1901............. 17: 234
Rust —— s of Herbert B and Nellie Apr 24 1905................... 18: 180
Rustigian Avedis of Nazareth and Eghas Mar 7 1905.............. 18: 204
Rustigian Elizabeth of George and Mary Apr 7 1902............. 17: 283
Rustigian Vilhan of George and Mary July 19 1906.............. 18: 334
Rustigian Zaven S of Melkon and Flora June 14 1909........... 19: 375
Rustigian —— d of George and Mary May 10 1903................. 17: 423
Rutelli Andrea G of Antonio and Assunta Oct 16 1907.......... 19: 121
Rutledge William R of William R and Katie A Dec 1 1903..... 17: 198
Ruttenberg Joseph of Adolf and Jennie Jan 2 1902.............. 17: 253
Rutter Clara M of John W and Clara Jan 4 1910................. 20: 2
Ruttiman Alice M of John and Emma Dec 1 1910.................. 20: 135
Rutte Leo F of James P and Mary D May 8 1909.................. 19: 362
Ruzizzo Eduardo E of Giuseppe and Maria July 26 1901....... 17: 193
Ruzzanni Genoveffa of Antonio and Adelina Apr 26 1910........ 20: 46
Ruzzano Emilia of Giacinto and Eleria May 13 1910............. 20: 52
Ruzzano Giovanni of Gizeinto and Uleria Jan 22 1909.......... 19: 322
Ruzzani Maria of Antonio and Adelina Aug 6 1908.............. 19: 307
Ryan Agnes B of William F and Margaret July 12 1905........... 18: 214
Ryan Albert R of Michael and Bridget July 4 1903............. 17: 447
Ryan Anna E of Timothy and Margaret A Dec 28 1907........... 19: 148
Ryan Annie of Edward and Julia A June 11 1901............... 17: 170
Ryan Arthur E of Marietta Nov 6 1909.............. 19: 438
Ryan Arthur L of William and Margaret Dec 21 1903....... 17: 504
Ryan Barbara A of James J and Mary E J Aug 30 1902....... 17: 334
Ryan Bartholomew of Albert J and Katie B Nov 8 1901...... 17: 228
Ryan Bertha A of Edward E and Julia A Mar 7 1906......... 18: 303
Ryan Catherine M of Bernard H and Margaret Dec 23 1901... 17: 242
Ryan Catherine M of Michael F and Margaret Apr 16 1907.... 19: 42
Ryan Cornelius of Patrick and Annie June 4 1904............ 18: 54
Ryan Cyril L of Maria June 2 1905.......................... 18: 194
Ryan Daniel of Edward J and Mary E Nov 4 1910............. 20: 126
Ryan Dolores of Viola Dec 16 1905.......................... 18: 268
Ryan Edna of John F and Mary June 3 1901.............. 17: 168
Ryan Edward of Terrence J and Emma M Apr 28 1903........ 17: 419
Ryan Edward L of William E and Margaret B Nov 8 1910..... 20: 127
Ryan Eleanor M of Frederick J and Rosella M Feb 14 1910..... 20: 18
Ryan Ellen E of Stephen and Mary E Apr 3 1904............. 18: 34
Ryan Ethel A of Patrick T and Bessie T Mar 13 1904........... 18: 26
Ryan Francis of John D and Annie Sept 30 1905............. 18: 241
Ryan Francis M of Martin J and Mary Sept 23 1902........... 17: 376
Ryan Gertrude of John H and Annie T Feb 5 1905............ 18: 153
Ryan Hattie A of Ambrose A and Hattie A July 6 1903..... 17: 448
Ryan Helen of William O and Susanna A Aug 22 1906...... 18: 364
Ryan Helen of Margaret E Aug 18 1908.................. 19: 254
Ryan Helena F of Joseph P and Mary A Mar 28 1906....... 18: 310
Ryan Irene of John J and Mary Sept 22 1909.............. 19: 421
Ryan James E of Thomas B and Mary Oct 22 1903........... 17: 484
Ryan James G of William O and Susan A Apr 30 1908..... 19: 205
Ryan John of Terence J and Emma Sept 27 1906............ 18: 378
Ryan John C of Martin J and Mary May 12 1904........... 18: 46
Ryan John F of Michael A and Catherine Feb 7 1903..... 17: 393
Ryan John F of John J and Mary A Aug 24 1906........... 18: 420
Ryan John J of Frederick J and Rosella M Apr 8 1908..... 19: 196
Ryan John R of C L and Helen July 19 1906........... 18: 351
Ryan Josephine of Joseph and Mary Mar 24 1901........... 17: 149
Ryan Katherine D of Joseph P and Mary A July 21 1902..... 17: 321
Ryan Margaret of George L and Katy Nov 17 1906........... 18: 397
Ryan Margaret of John J and Mary A Aug 30 1907....... 19: 103
Ryan Margaret of Thomas and Mary Dec 23 1909........... 19: 454
Ryan Margaret A of Michael A and Catherine June 23 1901... 17: 174
Ryan Marion A of Joseph P and Mary A Feb 9 1904........... 18: 15
Ryan Martin V of Michael F and Bridget Nov 11 1901........ 17: 228
Ryan Mary of Thomas J and Margaret E Aug 27 1909........... 19: 410
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Ryan Mary of Edward J and Mary E Nov 2 1909..............19: 436
Ryan Mary A of John D and Annie Sept 11 1902............17: 338
Ryan Mary C of Michael P and Alice M Feb 6 1906........18: 292
Ryan Mary C of Martin J and Mary Jan 25 1910.............20: 10
Ryan Mary E of Patrick J and Mary A Feb 25 1901...........17: 141
Ryan Mary E of Michael J and Margaret M July 11 1910....20: 82
Ryan Nicholas of Michael and Bridget Jan 6 1904..........18: 3
Ryan Richard E of Thomas F and Delia F Dec 11 1904....18: 126
Ryan Stephen P of Stephen and Mary E Nov 21 1907......19: 135
Ryan Susan E of Michael A and Catherine M July 13 1909..19: 392
Ryan Terence of Thomas A and Sarah T June 5 1903........17: 431
Ryan Thomas A of James and Bridget M Sept 7 1901........17: 208
Ryan Thomas A of Thomas and Mary A Apr 8 1906............18: 314
Ryan William of Michael and Bridget Nov 22 1905.........18: 259
Ryan William of William E and Margaret Feb 25 1909......19: 335
Ryan William A of William J and Bridget Nov 7 1902......17: 357
Ryan William H of Michael A and Catherine June 24 1905..18: 201
Ryan William H of Michael and Hannah Dec 5 1905........18: 263
Ryan William J of John and Catherine T Apr 1 1902........17: 281
Ryan William J of John D and Annie June 5 1904..........18: 54
Ryan — s of John D and —— June 28 1901..............17: 182
Ryan — s of Patrick and Annie Oct 24 1901.............17: 250
Ryan — d of Edward and —— Nov 26 1901................A: 18
Ryan — d of Patrick and Margaret Feb 10 1904...........18: 66
Ryan — s of James J and Mary E J Jan 26 1905............18: 206
Ryan — d of Mathew and Susan June 27 1909..............19: 387
Ryden Raymond B of Adolf S and Helma Sept 7 1904......18: 96
Ryden Viola S of Edwin and Anna O S Apr 11 1903.......17: 414
Ryden — s of Adolf S and Hilma E May 18 1901............17: 164
Ryder Alban J of Henry P and Mary F Feb 1 1901.........17: 134
Ryder Harold E of William H and Grace Nov 4 1903.......18: 253
Ryden Elsie of Adolph and Hilma Aug 15 1909............19: 405
Ryden Walter E of Edwin and Anna Mar 6 1905............18: 163
Rylander Axel of Oscar and Annie May 8 1902............17: 292
Rylander Ellen G of Axel W and Nannie S Nov 2 1903......17: 488
Rylander Lillian of Axel W and Ellen Dec 6 1907........19: 110
Rylander —— d of Axel W and Nannie Mar 1 1906.........18: 301
Rylands Eva of Joseph and Annie Sept 29 1901............17: 214
Rylands Benjamin of Benjamin and Annie Apr 8 1909......19: 351
Rylands Harriet of Thomas C and Sarah L Oct 28 1903....17: 486
Rylands Melbourne A of Benjamin and Annie May 17 1906..18: 327
Rylands Thomas C of Joseph and Annie Aug 3 1903......17: 458
Rynaszek Stanslaw of Jacob and Katie Apr 21 1903.......17: 417
Ryone Esther L of Eugene S and Luella M Aug 15 1908.....19: 308
Ryskavitch Gertrude of Stephen and Mary Jan 15 1910............20: 6
Ryskovitch Joseph of Michael and Antonia Sept 30 1909........19: 424
Ryszkeiwicz Michaelsvaf of Michael and Angelina June 25 1907.19: 68
Ryszkiewiz Josephine of Michael and Antonina Nov 10 1902......17: 358
Rzeczkowski Eugene F of Eugene and Mary June 26 1907........19: 69
Rzeczkowski John T of John and Lucy June 5 1910..............20: 61
Saabye Edith H of Edward L and Edith F Apr 3 1910............20: 37
Saabye Edward L of Edward L and Edith F July 13 1907........19: 83
Saabye Harold W of Edward L and Edith F Apr 3 1910............20: 37
Saabye Helen of Edward L and Edith Jan 19 1905.................18: 147
Sabalici Anna L of Luca and Maria Mar 20 1908..................19: 188
Sabalici Lucia of Luca and Maria M L July 27 1906..............18: 354
Sabaloekski Dominick of Joseph and Rosa May 10 1904.........18: 46
Sabatina Silvia of Alessandro and Filomena Dec 31 1903......17: 507
Sabatino Angelina of Nicandro and Maria Oct 29 1904........18: 113
Sabatino Luigi of Nicandro and Maria Sept 9 1903.............17: 470
Sabatino Michele of Nicandro and Maria Nov 25 1908...........19: 291
Sabattino Assunta of Nicandro and Maria Oct 25 1906.........18: 388
Sabattino Micheline of Nicandro and Maria Apr 2 1902........17: 281
Sabattini Lorenzo of Nicandro and Maria Dec 17 1910.........20: 142
Sabbetta Adelaida E of Romolo and Consiglia June 27 1910....20: 69
Sabbetta Antonetta of Giacomo and Angela June 2 1902........17: 299
Sabbetta Vittoria S A of Giacomo and Angela Dec 6 1906......18: 403
Sabella Ettore of Michele and Carmela Feb 14 1901............17: 138
Sabetta Annunziata of Pasquale and Erminia Jan 25 1904......18: 10
Sabetta Filippo of Giacomo and Angela Sept 28 1906...........17: 476
Sabetta Giovanna of Giacomo and Angelina M Mar 31 1905......18: 172
Sabetta Minotti of Pasquale and Erminia Apr 20 1902.........17: 286
Sabetti Adelaide V of Giovanni B and Maria A Mar 14 1907...19: 29
Sabetti Giovanna of Romeo and Consiglia Nov 4 1906.........18: 392
Sabetti Modesta A G of Giovanni B and Maria A Dec 10 1905..18: 265
Sabetti Umberto F of Luciano and Vincenzo Dec 14 1910......20: 140
Sabetto Costantino G A of Giambattista and Maria A May 28
1904..................18: 51
Sabetto Margherita R of Luciano and Innocenzo Jan 23 1909..19: 323
Sabins Adelaide of Frederick R and Frances E Dec 27 1909...19: 456
Sabol George of George and Ann Feb 14 1905....................18: 136
Sabolewski Mary of Adolf and Livoya Nov 19 1907.............19: 143
Sabolewski Mary of William and Stephanie July 25 1908......19: 244
Saboolski Alexander of John and Rose June 24 1902............17: 306
Saburo Antonio of Michele and Celestina June 27 1910.......20: 69
Saburro Michele of Antonio and Celestina Aug 8 1907........19: 94
Saburro — s of Michele and Celestina July 12 1906...........18: 419
Sacalaff Annie of Abraham and Lina Apr 7 1906...............18: 314
Sacata Consolina of Stefano and Angelina Nov 2 1907.......19: 128
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Sacchetti Carmina C of Stefano and Angelina Nov 19 1907...A-1: 53
Sacchetti Francesca of Giuseppe and Maddalena Oct 4 1907...19: 115
Sacchetti Maria A of Giuseppe and Maddalena Sept 8 1909...19: 115
Sacchi — s of Giovanni and Maria Dec 23 1902...17: 371
Sacchi Maria of Raffaele and Cristina Feb 28 1906...18: 300
Saccoccia Salvatore of Antonio and Maria A Nov 8 1907...A-1: 53
Sach — s of Frank and Sarah Dec 4 1903...17: 512
Sacchetti Ardovino of Stefano and Angelina Jan 13 1909...19: 319
Sachs — d of Mikie and Sophie Nov 30 1908...19: 312
Sack Celia of Harry L and Ida July 26 1908...19: 245
Sac Etta of Frank and Sarah Feb 21 1905...18: 159
Sack Hyman A of David and Eva Jan 31 1909...19: 326
Sack Rebecca of Frank and Sarah Oct 8 1908...19: 274
Sack Rosie of Samuel and Ida Sept 8 1908...19: 263
Sack Sadie L of Harry L and Ida Dec 9 1906...18: 404
Sackerovitz Louis of Rubin and Rebecca June 4 1907...19: 60
Sackett Florence of Myer and Rebecca Nov 19 1903...17: 493
Sackett — s of James II and Mary A Sept 29 1901...17: 214
Sackett — d of James II and Mary A Mar 18 1903...17: 407
Sacchiavitz Rose of Rubin and Rebecca Sept 11 1910...20: 106
Sackin Ernest of Maurice L and Ida Nov 2 1905...18: 272
Sackin Ethel of Morris and Ida Sept 15 1909...19: 418
Sackin Harold L of Morris L and Ida Aug 28 1904...18: 92
Sackin Leonard of Samuel M and Gertrude Dec 27 1908...19: 204
Sacofsky Ruth of Myer and Rebecca Oct 15 1901...17: 220
Sacucci Michele E of Enrico and Ernestina Oct 15 1910...20: 119
Saddler Carrie of Joseph W and Nettie A Apr 27 1905...18: 182
Saddler Rosie of Joseph and Bessie Mar 27 1903...17: 445
Saddler Mabel E of Joseph W and Nettie A Aug 9 1901...17: 198
Saddler Margaret M of John W and Alice W F Jan 21 1907...19: 8
Sadlier Anna J of John and Mary Apr 16 1908...19: 199
Sadlier Charles B of Clement J and Margaret E Feb 26 1904...18: 21
Sadlier Clement A of Clement J and Margaret E Feb 19 1906...18: 297
Sadlier Helen L of Clement J and Margaret E July 12 1907...19: 83
Sadlier James R of John and Mary Sept 9 1910...20: 106
Sadowsky Fannie of Barnet and Stassire Sept 18 1901...17: 241
Sage May T of Charles S and Henrietta M Nov 10 1901...17: 228
Sagietes Annie of John and Theresa Sept 23 1910...20: 111
Sagon Sophia of Michael and Ludwinka Sept 5 1905...18: 275
Salahian Sataneo of Humpartzoan and Harparecne Nov 1 1910...20: 149
Said Barbara of John and Nahassi Mar 23 1910...20: 32
Saikian Giragos of Simon and Elizabeth Apr 18 1906...18: 413
Saile Marguerite of Abdulla and Philomena Sept 17 1901...18: 99
Saillant Francis of William H and Nellie Sept 6 1909...19: 414
Saino Fiore of Francesco and Giusemina Jan 25 1906...18: 288
Sainsbury Alva G of Alva A and Mary A Aug 26 1908...19: 257
Sainsbury James of Arthur E and Margaret E July 20 1902. .17; 321
Sainsbury Russell F of William F and Olga N C Mar 6 1909. .19; 339
Sainsbury Ruth A of Edward H and Alice Aug 9 1903. .17; 459
Sainsbury —- s of Arthur E and Margaret E Dec 12 1903. .17; 512
Sainsbury — d of Arthur E and Margaret Feb 16 1905. .18; 206
Sainsbury —- twin ds of William F and Olga Jan 13 1906. .18; 417
Sakarian Aram of Gabriel and Tarvasa Mar 17 1903. .17; 407
Sakoll David of George and Beckey Mar 15 1905. .18; 204
Sala Clara of Antonio and Clelia Nov 19 1907. .19; 134
Sala Enrichetta of Antonio and Clelia Oct 10 1909. .19; 428
Salaman Susana of Joseph E and Josephine Apr 13 1909. .19; 353
Salander Arthur G of Morris N and Hilda S Apr 16 1901. .17; 416
Salba — d of Nicofis and Rose Dec 11 1901. .17; 238
Salbach Mary of Alfred and Mary May 21 1909. .19; 366
Saldecchi Incorona of Vincenzo and Solla Apr 30 1904. .18; 42
Saldecchi Giovanni of Vincenzo and Silla May 2 1902. .17; 290
Salden Isadore of Maxwell and Jennie Sept 23 1909. .19; 422
Salengood —- s of Adam and Sally June 24 1901. .17; 181
Salengut William of Adolf and Sallie Jan 5 1908. .19; 159
Salengut — d of Adolph and Sara Aug 25 1902. .17; 377
Salerno Anna of Domenico and Silvia July 12 1908. .19; 240
Salerno Antonio of Biagio and Carmela Mar 16 1908. .19; 187
Salerno Gito C of Biagio and Carmela Jan 23 1910. .20; 10
Salerno Maria C of Domenico and Silvia Mar 20 1901. .17; 148
Salerno Rosina of Biagio and Carmela Aug 1 1906. .18; 356
Salerno Rosina of Domenico and Nicoletta Dec 14 1910. .20; 140
Salerno —- s of Domenico and Sylvia Dec 12 1909. .19; 450
Salesse Vincenzo of Antonio and Mariagiova Nov 25 1901. .17; 233
Salesses Anna of Frank P and Minnie P July 18 1906. .18; 351
Salesses Edwin J of Frank P and Minnie P Jan 28 1909. .19; 325
Salesses John A of Frank P and Minnie P May 12 1902. .17; 293
Salesses Norbert of Frank P and Minnie P May 26 1904. .18; 51
Sales — d of Louis and Annie Oct 10 1906. .18; 421
Salim Saba of Namtalla and Slbya Dec 4 1906. .A-1; 51
Salim Salim N of Namtalla and Slbya Apr 6 1902. .17; 282
Salim Tanous of Namtalla and Slbya Apr 19 1909. .19; 355
Salinsky Annie of Peter and Jennie Jan 5 1906. .18; 412
Salisbury Alexina F of Grace Feb 28 1910. .20; 23
Salisbury Alice G of Clifford and Eleanor M June 5 1905. .18; 195
Salisbury Alonzo of Alonzo F and Catherine Dec 15 1903. .17; 501
Salisbury Arthur of Alonzo and Katharine J Aug 8 1909. .19; 403
Salisbury Catharine M of Alonzo F and Catharine J May 31 1907. .19; 58
Salisbury Charles L of Emery A and Jennie Apr 28 1907. .19; 46
Salisbury Charles L of Louis and Mabel R Apr 27 1910. .20; 46
Salisbury Edith M of William R and Eliza F July 7 1909. .19; 458
Salisbury Edward of Alonzo F and Kate J Mar 20 1901.........17: 183
Salisbury Geraldine of Howard F and Irene V Aug 15 1909...19: 461
Salisbury Horace H W of Willard and Elizabeth Jan 29 1909...19: 325
Salisbury Irving H of William H and Mary J Sept 12 1907.....19: 108
Salisbury Jennie G of George and Phoebe J July 28 1904.....18: 80
Salisbury Julia M of Clifford and Elhora M Jan 9 1902......17: 255
Salisbury LeRoy J of Alonzo F and Catharine J Feb 25 1906..18: 160
Salisbury Madeline of Charles and May June 9 1901........18: 68
Salisbury May B of Edward J and Mary Feb 26 1906.........18: 300
Salisbury Raymond of Clifford and Elhora M Mar 30 1907....19: 35
Salisbury Raymond A of Lloyd and Pearl June 19 1910.....20: 71
Salisbury Roland A of Albert T and Rhoda J Aug 18 1902....17: 230
Salisbury Royal E of Emery A and Jennie E Aug 14 1904.....18: 87
Salisbury Russell E of Ernest and Alice F Mar 13 1909.....19: 342
Salisbury Willard A of Willard A and Elizabeth Jan 14 1908...19: 163
Salisbury —— d of Clifford and Elhora M Mar 1 1903......17: 401
Salisbury —— s of Clifford and Eldora M Jan 7 1909......19: 317
Salk Eva of Samuel and Esther Nov 16 1909..........19: 441
Salk Florence D of Hyman and Lizzie Nov 16 1908.........19: 288
Salk Jennie of Hyman and Elizabeth Sept 27 1905........18: 240
Salk Hyman of Max and Ida July 30 1902................17: 324
Salk Hyman of Samuel and Esther Apr 8 1907..............19: 39
Salk Max of Hyman and Lizzie Apr 7 1902................17: 283
Sallam Maria of George and Ienna May 25 1908............19: 214
Sallander Amy H of Moritz N and Hulda S Sept 17 1907...19: 110
Sallander Carl G W of Ernest W and Hilda S Feb 3 1908....19: 171
Sallander Gurtrud A of Morris N and Hilda S Mar 16 1905...18: 167
Sallander Helma E of Victor E and Lillian May 15 1908....19: 211
Salmaggi Ferreri of Giacondo and Filomena Feb 21 1910....20: 20
Salmaggi —— d of Giacondo and Filomena Sept 25 1908.....19: 311
Salman Harry of George and Maria May 7 1910...........20: 50
Salman James of George and Maria May 7 1910...........20: 50
Salmon Agnes R of Michael J and Agnes Oct 19 1903....17: 483
Salmon Bessie M of William J and Emma Dec 2 1901.....17: 235
Salmon Thomas P of Michael J and Agnes May 30 1902.....17: 298
Salmon William A of Thomas W and Mary L Apr 9 1907....19: 39
Salmonese Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 13 1902....17: 338
Salone Ernest of Antonio and Rose Mar 6 1909........19: 339
Salisbury Ruel L of Lewis H and Mabel R Aug 26 1908.....19: 257
Salt Edith F of William A and Florence A Mar 30 1907....19: 35
Saltier Rebecca of Morris and Sarah Sept 8 1902.........17: 337
Saltzman Abraham of Harry and Annie Feb 21 1906......18: 297
Saltzman Abraham of Henry and Rebecca Dec 23 1909......19: 151
Saltzman Nathan of Henry and Rachel Aug 15 1908......19: 253
Saltzman Rose of Barney and Lena Dec 7 1910........20: 138
Saltzman Sadie of Harry and Anna Aug 16 1909 ............... 19:406
Saltzman Zakieck of Harry and Annie Jan 21 1904 ......... 18: 8
Saluta John of Sudweck and Apolonia Dec 26 1909 ....... 19:435
Salva Blanche E of Arthur and Regina Jan 16 1907 ...... 19: 6
Salvador —— d of Manoel F and Lena Dec 31 1901 ....... 17:245
Salvador —— s of Manuel and Carolina Mar 17 1907 ....... 19: 75
Salvaggi Carmine of Antonio and Sofia Sept 3 1902 ...... 17:336
Salvaggio Filomena of Antonio and Sofia May 17 1905 .... 18:188
Salvaggio Michele of Giuseppe and —— Oct 15 1906 ....... 18:384
Salvaggio —— d of Antonio and Sofia Dec 20 1908 ...... 19:302
Salvatore Amelia of Antonio and Giuseppina Sept 28 1906. 18:378
Salvatore Antonio of Luigi and Anna June 11 1903 ....... 17:441 and 508
Salvatore Carmela of Laurenzo and Angelina Sept 20 1908. 19:267
Salvatore Francesco of Luigi and Anna M Nov 16 1901 .... 17:230
Salvatore Francesco of Angelo and Rosaria Oct 31 1902 .... 17:354
Salvatore Francesco of Luigi and Annie July 20 1905 ...... 18:216
Salvatore Gabriele of Antonio and Giuseppina Apr 18 1910. 20: 43
Salvatore Isabella of Luigi and Anna Feb 17 1907 ......... 19: 19
Salvatore Luigi of Antonio and Giuseppina Apr 9 1908 .... 19:196
Salvatore Maria A of Luigi and Anna Jan 29 1909 ......... 19:325
Salvatore Pietro of Gaetano and Teresa Apr 7 1910 ....... 20: 39
Salvatore Silvio of Gaetano and Teresa Nov 15 1908 ...... 19:287
Salvo Maria of Salvatore and Antonina Apr 13 1910 ...... 20: 41
Salzillo Angiolina of Felice and Antonetta Dec 9 1902 .... 17:366
Salzillo Giuseppina of Felice and Antonia Nov 17 1904 .... 18:119
Salzillo Margherita of Felice and Antoinetta Apr 22 1908. 19:201
Salzillo Maria A of Antonio and Viola Dec 21 1910 ........ 20:143
Samaelian Kevork of Sahag and Amelia Sept 3 1910 ....... 20:104
Samathrakis Amelia of Gregorius and Lena Aug 8 1907 .... 19:151
Sammis Alverda B of George L and Grace H July 14 1906 ... 18:349
Sammis Helen E of Fred E and Grace Sept 29 1904 ......... 18:103
Sammis Mary G of Frederick E Jr and Catherine E Oct 22
1910 ........................................ 20:121
Sammis Ronald P of George L and Grace H Apr 20 1905 .... 18:179
Sammon Lucy of Thomas F and Sadie M July 24 1910 ....... 20: 87
Sammonds Mary R of Alexander and Catherine June 29 1902. 17:307
Samoorian —— s of Haroutune and Azniv Apr 22 1909 ...... 19:386
Samoorian —— d of Haroutune E and Azniv Dec 12 1910 .... 20:140
Samos Gregoria of Mushis and Helen Aug 19 1910 ........ 20: 99
Sampson Anna L of James A and Catherine B Oct 10 1910 ... 20:117
Sampson Clara E of Edward and Mary A Sept 24 1901 ....... 17:213
Sampson Dorothy of Arthur B and Emma A Nov 24 1902 .... 17:302
Sampson Francis B of Charles and Alice S May 1 1910 .... 20: 48
Sampson Gertrude M of Henry A and Mabel Aug 19 1908 ... 19:255
Sampson Howard P of James A and Catherine B Oct 24 1903. 18:249
Sampson Stuart A of Arthur B and Emma Sept 27 1909 ....... 19:423
Sampson Willis C of Willis Q and Elizabeth M Aug 8 1904...... 18: 85
Samuels Hannah P of Joseph E and Mary S July 15 1910...... 20: 84
Samuels Henrietta R of Henry C and Jennie Mar 30 1902...... 17: 280
Samuels Hilda of Easher and Annie Oct 26 1908......... 19: 280
Samuels Ida of Easher and Annie Apr 17 1905...... 18: 178
Samuels Joseph L of Jacob and Mary Oct 31 1908...... 19: 281
Samuels Richard of Jacob and Mary Feb 24 1901...... 17: 144
San Antonio Maria G of Raffaele and Rosina Oct 3 1906...... 18: 380
Sanborn Andrew X D of Andrew F and Ada E July 25 1905...... 18: 218
Sanborn Helen D of Herbert A and Annie E Feb 22 1902...... 17: 268.
Sanborn Marion E of M E and Sadie Mar 26 1905...... 18: 171
Sanborn Stewart A of Homer G and Mary E Sept 27 1902...... 17: 313
Sancho Frank (c) of Ronaldo and Maria Mar 17 1903...... 17: 407
Sandberg Albert E of Frank L and Helma C July 7 1909...... 19: 390
Sandberg Alfred V of Alfred and Annie E July 21 1904...... 18: 79
Sandberg Clarence L of Frank L and Hlma C Apr 14 1906...... 18: 316
Sandberg Doris H of Sixten J and Hilda M July 23 1907...... 19: 87
Sandberg Erland L of Claus J and Amelia P Dec 26 1902...... 17: 372
Sandberg Evelyn C R of Carl J and Emily Dec 25 1901...... 17: 243
Sandberg Harold E of Claus J and Amelia P Feb 14 1909...... 19: 331
Sandberg Mabel J K of Carl J and Emily J July 1 1903...... 17: 446
Sandberg — s of Alfred and Annie E Oct 9 1902...... 17: 378
Sandberg — d of Anders and Frida C May 26 1909...... 19: 368
Sandberg — d of Alfred and Annie E July 18 1909...... 19: 391
Sandbergen Frederick W of Frederick W and Antje Apr 9 1910...... 20: 39
Sander Irmgard O of Alfred and Annie Mar 6 1902...... 17: 272
Sanders Edgar W of Ole and Louise H Sept 18 1903...... 17: 509
Sanders Eleanor of Isaac and Mary Sept 14 1906...... 18: 373
Sanders Everett A of William A and Elizabeth C July 14 1909,19: 391
Sanders Florence M of James H and Ellen Feb 10 1909...... 19: 329
Sanders Gilbert of James H and Helen R Mar 5 1903...... 17: 402
Sanders Manuel of Frank and Eva Apr 21 1904...... 18: 39
Sanders Mary E of Richard C and Mary C Oct 21 1906...... A 4: 50
Sanders Ralph L of James H and Ellen R Sept 7 1905...... 18: 233
Sanders Tillie of Isaac and Mary May 23 1901...... 17: 165
Sanders Virginia M of James H and Ellen R June 12 1901...... 18: 57
Sanders — d of Richard C and Mary C Oct 21 1906...... 18: 387
Sanderson Mildred F of Thomas H and Cora R Apr 15 1909...... 19: 354
Sanderson — s of Mary Mar 1 1910...... 20: 24
Sandler Bertha of John and Jennie Aug 6 1905...... 18: 222
Sandler Lucy of John and Lottie Sept 14 1901...... 17: 210
Sandler Maurice of Simon and Dena Dec 6 1903...... 17: 198
Sandler Mary G of John and Jennie Aug 6 1905...... 18: 222
Sandler Max of Samuel and Sarah Dec 24 1908...... 19: 303
Sandler Nathaniel I of Simon and Dena July 23 1906...... 18: 353
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Sandler Rosa of Joseph and Bessie Apr 8 1903. ............... 17:413
Sandler Sam of Jan and Jenny Dec 1 1902. ............... 17:304
Sandler Samuel of John and Lizzie Jan 1 1903. ............... 17:381
Sandler Sophia of Sam and Rosie Dec 24 1910. ............... 20:144
Sandola Teresina of Marianantonio and Luigina Apr 28 1906. ... 18:321
Sandperil Nettie of George and Annie Dec 9 1909. ............... 19:449
Sandperle Gabriel of Zallie and Mollie Nov 30 1908. ............... 19:293
Sands Simon R of Simon R and Frances E Nov 4 1906. ............... 18:392
Sands Viola M (c) of Frank H and Emma A June 8 1901. ............... 17:170
Sandstrom Clarence B R of Oscar F and Bertha D Apr 4 1906. ............... 18:313
Sandstrom — s of Carl and Amanda May 10 1901. ............... 17:162
Sandstrom — s of Olaf and Bertha Mar 20 1902. ............... 17:312
Sandstrom — s of Oscar and Bertha Aug 10 1903. ............... 17:510
Sandstrom — s of Oscar F and Bertha V Apr 8 1908. ............... 19:233
Sanek James of Max and Helen Feb 3 1910. ............... 20:14
Sanford Edythe T of Henry W and Annie Aug 7 1908. ............... 19:250
Sanford Elsie M of Fred and Catherine Aug 10 1910. ............... 20:95
Sanford George D of A Lester and Cora Oct 12 1908. ............... 19:275
Sanford Howard C of Frank A and Rose Nov 23 1901. ............... 17:232
Sanford Joseph P of William A and Mary M Apr 19 1904. ............... 18:39
Sanford Lucile of Ernest K and Cora Sept 1 1908. ............... 19:269
Sanford Margaret of Ernest K and Cora Oct 20 1906. ............... 18:386
Sanford Mary LeB B of LeRoy S and Mabel May 27 1906. ............... 18:330
Sanford Phebe L of Samuel H and Olive Apr 19 1902. ............... 17:286
Sanford Philip B of Samuel H and Olive July 15 1908. ............... 19:241
Sanford Ruth C of Charles H and Caroline J Mar 30 1902. ............... 17:280
Sanger Gertrude I of Harry N and Florence G May 23 1908. ............... 19:214
Sanger Helen H of Harry N and Florence July 25 1907. ............... 19:88
Sanger Mary E of Robert C and Mary O Jan 20 1903. ............... 17:387
Sanger Virginia of II Mortimer and Nellie July 17 1902. ............... 17:375
Sanita Anna of Atanazio and Assunta July 14 1902. ............... 17:318
Sanita Anna of Atanasio and Assunta Apr 20 1908. ............... 19:201
Sanita Anna M of Nicolina June 23 1901. ............... 17:174
Sanita Anna V of Nicola and Angela Apr 5 1910. ............... 20:38
Sanita Antonietta of Atanasio and Maria June 17 1901. ............... 17:172
Sanita Antonio G of Catello and Michelina Feb 6 1908. ............... 19:172
Sanita Ernesto of Catello and Michelina May 14 1909. ............... 19:364
Sanita Guido L of Catello and Madelina June 4 1906. ............... 18:334
Sanita Luigi E of Catello and Michelina Oct 29 1901. ............... 17:224
Sanita Maria M of Nicola and Angela July 28 1908. ............... 19:246
Sanita Michele of Nicola and Angela May 1 1901. ............... 17:160
Sanita Pietro of Atanasio and Assunta Dec 9 1909. ............... 19:449
Sanita Raffaela of Attenazio and Assunta Sept 12 1903. ............... 17:471
Sanita Umberto of Nicola and Angela M Sept 29 1904............. 18:103
Sanita — d of James and Margherita Nov 14 1904............. 18:118
Sanitelli Alumerinda of Giovanni B and Filomena Apr 15 1908,19:199
Sanitelli Angela M of Giovanni B and Filomena Apr 15 1908,19:199
Sanitelli Giovannina of GiovanniBattista and Filomena Sept 12
1910........................................... 20:105
Sanmartino Angelo of Angelo and Teresa June 29 1905........... 18:202
Sanmartino Michele A of Angelo and Teresa Sept 20 1907........ 19:111
Sanma Earl S of Simon and Bessie T Oct 20 1904................. 18:110
Sanne Elsie E of Carl D and Hannah E Sept 21 1904............. 18:100
Sanson Joseph of Joseph and Mary May 1 1903.................... 17:420
Sanson — d of Emma June 4 1904................................. 18:68
Sanson Alberico of Sabbatino and Filomena July 12 1907........ 19:83
Sanson Pasqualina of Luigi and Concetta Apr 16 1906............. 18:317
SanSouci Clare M of Joseph O and Sarah G Aug 23 1901......... 17:203
SanSouci George of Joseph and Margaret June 13 1902............ 17:302
SanSouci Isabella of Joseph and Margaret May 25 1908........... 19:214
SanSouci Joseph E A of G Henri and Emma Feb 3 1910............ 20:44
SanSouci Joseph G E of George and Georgiana May 4 1901,17:161
SanSouci Madeline of Joseph and Margaret May 5 1904............ 18:44
SanSouci Madeline of Joseph C and Margaret May 5 1906........... 18:323
SanSouci Pierre II of Pierre and Georgiana Jan 4 1901........... 17:125
SanSouci Walter N of Frank and Mary D Feb 27 1905.............. 18:160
SanSouci — s of — and Annie Mar 24 1906........................... 18:308
SanSouza Manuel of Maria July 2 1905.............................. 18:210
Santacini Emilio of Nicola and Sofia Mar 15 1901................. 17:146
Santagata Achille of Luigi and Sofia Aug 12 1906................. 18:361
Santagata Angelina of Giuseppe and Maddalena Apr 6 1910........ 20:38
Santagata Arturo of Giovanni and Maria Dec 16 1908.............. 19:300
Santagata Arturo of Giovanni and Maria Dec 21 1909.............. 19:453
Santagata Clara of Luigi and Rosaria Jan 22 1905................ 18:147
Santagata Ernesto of Luigi and Rosaria Feb 27 1907.............. 19:23
Santagata Ersilia of Vincenzo and Angelina Feb 9 1909............ 19:329
Santagata Esther T of Giovanni and Giulia Jan 2 1910............. 20:1
Santagata Lidia of Giovanni and Giulia July 19 1905.............. 18:216
Santagata Lina of John and Julia Feb 28 1903..................... 17:400
Santagata Vincenza of Luigi and Sofia Sept 21 1908.............. 19:268
Santagata Vincenzina of Luigi and Sofia May 11 1910.............. 20:51
Santagata — d of Tommaso and Antonia Aug 20 1901.............. 17:249
Santagato Andomiglio of Luigi and Sofia Apr 26 1904.............. 18:41
Santagato Antonio of Giovanni and Giulia Aug 10 1901............ 17:198
Santagato Elvio of Tommaso and Antonia Aug 2 1902.............. 17:325
Santagato Lelia of John and Giulia July 19 1907.................. 19:86
Santagato Riccardo of Giovanni and Giulia Feb 25 1904........... 18:20
Santagato — s of Luigi and Sofia Oct 31 1902..................... 17:378
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Santamaria Iola E of Maria Mar 14 1910......20: 29
Santamaria Maria of Giovanni B and Elisabetta May 22 1907, 19: 54
Santancini Amelia of Nicola and Sofia Mar 21 1903......17: 408
Santacini Clara of Nicola and Sofia Apr 6 1907......19: 38
Santacini Florindo of Nicola and Sofia Jan 9 1909......19: 318
Santacini Ida A L of Nicola and Sofia Jan 19 1905......18: 146
Santaniello Vincenzo of Salvatore and Marta Sept 7 1901......17: 208
Santangelo Agostino of Michele and Maria A July 19 1907......19: 86
Santangelo Anna of Michele and Maria A Aug 6 1905......18: 222
Santangelo Antonetta of Agostino and Rosina Mar 26 1909......19: 346
Santangelo Antonio of Giuseppe and Maria T Nov 4 1906......18: 392
Santangelo Ernesto of Rocco and Lucia Apr 1 1906......18: 312
Santangelo Domenico of Michele and Mariantonia Sept 8 1909......19: 415
Santangelo Giuseppa of Michele and Maria A Apr 9 1902......17: 283
Santangelo Giuseppa of Alessandro and Rosa Mar 1 1901......17: 142
Santangelo Giuseppina of Agostino and Maria A Dec 3 1904......18: 124
Santangelo Maria of Massimiliano and Lucia May 28 1903......17: 428
Santangelo Maria C of Massimiliano and Lucia Nov 15 1904......18: 118
Sant’Angelo Michele A of Agostino and Susi Aug 18 1901......17: 201
Santangelo Pasquale of Michele and Mariantonia Oct 5 1903......17: 479
Santangelo Vincenzo of Agostino and Rosina Jan 10 1907......19: 4
Santangini Rosalinda of Nicola and Rosa June 3 1910......20: 76
Santaniello Salvatore C of Salvatore and Martella Oct 2 1903, 17: 477
Santaniello Adelina of Aniello and Angelina July 24 1904......18: 79
Santaniello Adolorata of Aniello and Angelina Mar 23 1910......20: 32
Santaniello Antonio of Domenico and Michella Sept 22 1905, 18: 239
Santaniello Antonio of Aniello and Angela Apr 24 1906......18: 320
Santaniello Armando of Eduardo and Angelina Mar 21 1910, 20: 32
Santaniello Brigida of Aniello and Angela June 8 1903......17: 432
Santaniello Brigida of Aniello and Angela Sept 22 1907......19: 112
Santaniello Carlo of Salvatore and Martella Jan 10 1908......19: 161
Santaniello Domenico of Domenico and Michella Mar 15 1908, 19: 187
Santaniello Ernesto of Carmine and Maria May 20 1910......20: 54
Santaniello Francesco of Carmine and Maria June 17 1905......18: 199
Santaniello Margarita of Salvatore and Martella Jan 3 1906......18: 280
Santaniello Margherita of Salvatore and Marta Mar 17 1910......20: 30
Santaniello Regina of Carmine and Maria Apr 25 1908......19: 203
Santaniello Umberto of Edoardo and Angela Oct 5 1907......19: 117
Santaniello —— s of Carmine and Maria May 2 1902......17: 290
Santantonio Angela N of Luigi and Anna Dec 6 1908......19: 296
Santantonio Antonio of Gabriele and Felicia Jan 4 1904......18: 2
Santantonio Antonio of Giuseppe and Filomena June 12 1905......18: 197
Santantonio Antonio of Giuseppe and Antonia July 18 1908......19: 242
Santantonio Armando of Gabriele and Felicia Sept 11 1908......19: 264
Santantonio Carmine of Antonio and Rosa May 5 1908......19: 217
Santantonio Federico of Giuseppe and Filomena Sept 26 1906, 18: 377
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Santantonio Francesco of Raffaele and Rosina Apr 24 1904..18: 40
Santantonio Francesco of Antonio and Antonetta Aug 23 1904.;18: 90
Santantonio Francesco of Gabriele and Felicia May 6 1907...19: 49
Santantonio Guglielmo of Gabriele and Felicia Mar 17 1910..20: 30
Santantonio Guglielmo G of Antonio and Antonia Jan 7 1910.20: 3
Santantonio Ida of Antonio and Antonietta Nov 2 1905...18: 252
Santantonio Ida of Antonio and Antonietta Dec 15 1908...19: 300
Santantonio Raffaele of Antonio and Antonetta Dec 23 1906..18: 409
Santantonio — s of Raffaele and Rosina Mar 19 1902...17: 277
Santantonio — d of Gabriele and Felicia Dec 17 1905...18: 268
Santer — s of Max and Esther Apr 29 1909...19: 358
Santes John of Manuel and Maria July 5 1904...........18: 72
Santes Maria (c) of Thomas and Jennie Apr 16 1906...18: 317
Santiago Alipio of Joseph A and Mary Sept 12 1904...18: 131
Santiago Bernardino of Joseph A and Maria Feb 19 1903...17: 397
Santiago Rosina of Filomena and Maria May 29 1906...18: 331
Santilli Pietro of Pantale and Carmela July 23 1902...17: 321
Santinelli Elisa of Giovanni and Teresa Dec 1 1908...19: 294
Santo Jose of Jose and Ambrosina July 7 1903...17: 148
Santo Meine E (c) of James G and Virginia Oct 19 1902...17: 376
Santogato Alberto of Vincenzo and Angelina Aug 7 1907...19: 93
Santomauro Cesilda of Giuseppe and Maria June 11 1903...17: 433
Santomauro Francesco P of Giuseppe and Maria June 1 1905.18: 191
Santomauro Restituta of Giuseppe and Maria Oct 13 1901...17: 219
Santomauro Saverio of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 22 1909...19: 315
Santone — s of Raffaele and Rosa Oct 15 1906...18: 384
Santoniello — s of Aniello and Angelina Apr 7 1909...19: 385
Santopatte Assunta M of Enrico and Luisa Nov 25 1909...19: 444
Santopatte — d of Enrico and Luisa Nov 18 1908...19: 312
Santopatto — d of Enrico and Luisa Jan 20 1908...19: 282
Santopietro — s of Andrea and Maria G July 11 1910...20: 150
Santore Giuseppe of Nazarano and Virginia Aug 10 1907...19: 94
Santore Odilia of Raffaele and Rosina Oct 20 1908...19: 278
Santore Potito of Gennaro and Giovannina July 30 1907...19: 90
Santorio Hubert of Raffaele and Rosina Nov 4 1901...18: 115
Sartoris — d of Mary July 10 1909...19: 391
Santoro Angelina of Giuseppe and Teresa Oct 5 1903...17: 479
Santoro Eracleo of Raffaele and Maria Mar 28 1908...19: 191
Santoro Eracleo of Raffaele and Maria C May 24 1909...19: 367
Santoro Ernesto of Gennaro and Giovannina Dec 1 1908...19: 204
Santoro Flora of Nazarano and Virginia Jan 3 1910...20: 4
Santoro Giovanni of Raffaele and Cristina June 23 1901...17: 174
Santoro Olga of Nazarano and Virginia July 2 1905...18: 210
Santoro Pierino A of Raffaele and Rosa Oct 18 1906...A-1: 51
Santoro Vincenzo of Donato and Caterina Oct 24 1901...17: 223
Santoro — s of Donato and Catarina June 9 1903...17: 432
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father Name</th>
<th>Mother Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Birth Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Santos Aeolinda J</td>
<td>Simeon</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>Feb 6 1909</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Albertina P</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>Delia</td>
<td>Aug 13 1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Antonio</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Oct 22 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Arthur</td>
<td>Manuel</td>
<td>Clara A</td>
<td>Mar 12 1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Bertha</td>
<td>Marianno</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Sept 26 1909</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Henry</td>
<td>Freeman</td>
<td>Palmira</td>
<td>Oct 9 1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Hortense</td>
<td>Freeman</td>
<td>Palmeda</td>
<td>Dec 15 1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Joao</td>
<td>Jose</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>May 28 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Joao S</td>
<td>Simino</td>
<td>Anna J</td>
<td>July 5 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos John</td>
<td>Manuel</td>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Nov 5 1909</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Louisa M (c)</td>
<td>Vincent</td>
<td>Florence</td>
<td>July 28 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Manuel</td>
<td>Marion</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Dec 7 1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Marguerite</td>
<td>Manuel</td>
<td>Maria T</td>
<td>May 12 1909</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Maria</td>
<td>Marion</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>June 18 1908</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Marie</td>
<td>Jose</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Oct 26 1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Matilda</td>
<td>Manael P</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Dec 31 1905</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Jose S</td>
<td>Simeon</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Apr 10 1907</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santucci Alfredo</td>
<td>Carolina</td>
<td>June 22</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santucci Anna</td>
<td>Cristino</td>
<td>Michelina</td>
<td>Mar 17 1909</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santucci Giovanni</td>
<td>Pietro</td>
<td>Petronella</td>
<td>June 3 1902</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santucci Giuseppe A</td>
<td>Pietro</td>
<td>Petronilla</td>
<td>Mar 19 1901</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santucci Leonardo A</td>
<td>Pasquale</td>
<td>Antonina</td>
<td>Dec 5 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santucci Salvatore</td>
<td>Basilio</td>
<td>Carolina</td>
<td>Dec 28 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santuiri Maria</td>
<td>Enrico</td>
<td>Luigia</td>
<td>Oct 7 1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santuiri Rocco</td>
<td>Enrico</td>
<td>Luigia</td>
<td>Mar 3 1908</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santuri Enrico</td>
<td>Enrico</td>
<td>Luigia</td>
<td>Feb 3 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santuta Pasquale</td>
<td>Ettore</td>
<td>Nina</td>
<td>June 2 1909</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanzone Alberico</td>
<td>Sabatino</td>
<td>Filomena</td>
<td>June 22 1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saraceno Anna</td>
<td>Filippo</td>
<td>Maria N</td>
<td>Aug 3 1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saracini Esther</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Rosina</td>
<td>May 20 1907</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saracini Nicola</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Rosina</td>
<td>Jan 25 1905</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarafian Haigag H</td>
<td>Garabed</td>
<td>Mariam</td>
<td>July 18 1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarafian John</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>June 18 1905</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Beatrice</td>
<td>Nicholas</td>
<td>Mona E</td>
<td>Nov 18 1905</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saravo Alberto</td>
<td>Angelo</td>
<td>Carmela</td>
<td>Apr 26 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saravo Gennaro</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Carmina</td>
<td>Mar 7 1909</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saravo Iolanda</td>
<td>Angelo</td>
<td>Carmela</td>
<td>Jan 24 1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saravo Iolanda</td>
<td>Angelo</td>
<td>Carmela</td>
<td>Aug 3 1907</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saravo Maria</td>
<td>Salvino</td>
<td>Enrichetta</td>
<td>Mar 30 1903</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saravo Vincenzo</td>
<td>Salvino</td>
<td>Nigetta</td>
<td>Feb 28 1905</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sardinski Annie</td>
<td>Sydor</td>
<td>Marka</td>
<td>Sept 9 1907</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sargas Annie</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Oct 3 1908</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sargars John</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Tonagas</td>
<td>Apr 19 1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sargeant Mildred L</td>
<td>Edwin A</td>
<td>Annie E</td>
<td>Sept 11 1907</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sargent Harold R</td>
<td>Albert E</td>
<td>Ellen</td>
<td>June 29 1907</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sargent   Hulda M of John J and Mary May 30 1905 ............ 18:192
Sargent   Lyman D of Elwin L and Mary L Apr 27 1903 ........ 17:419
Sargent   Richard M of William P and Alice July 11 1908 ... 19:207
Sargent   Robert E of Elwin L and Mary L Jan 29 1905 ....... 18:150
Sargent  s of Edwin L and Mary L July 29 1906 ............ 18:120
Sargeson Eliza of Harry and Elizabeth Jan 14 1906 .......... 18:412
Sarkesian  Berjje of Zakar and Egsar June 16 1907 .......... 19:65
Sarkesian  Noubar of Kriker and Oghda May 4 1906 .......... 18:323
Sarkesian  Sateing of Zakar and Yegsa Dec 18 1905 .......... 18:269
Sarkesian  Satenig of Simon and Elisabeth Feb 1 1908 ...... 19:170
Sarkisdiction  Bertha of Simon and Elisabeth Jan 20 1910 ... 20:72
Sarkissian  Ceranuch of Kriker and Olga Nov 2 1907 ......... 19:128
Sarkissian  Mariam of Kriker and Ogada Jan 22 1905 ......... 18:147
Sarkissian  Sateing Z of Zakar and Eksa Nov 22 1904 .......... 18:120
Sarkison  Catharine S of Peter and Marguerite Apr 30 1903 ... 17:420
Sarkorof Olga of Benjamin and Mary July 9 1908 ............ 19:307
Sarlo Eleonor F of William E and Carrie May 16 1908 ....... 19:211
Sarni Antonio of Luigi and Angelina June 13 1907 .......... 19:64
Sarni Giuseppina of Antonio and Maria May 7 1907 .......... 19:49
Sarno Maria of Antone and Marie Jan 20 1902 ............... 17:259
Sarnosky Edward of Joseph and Margaret Mar 8 1902 ......... 17:273
Sarnovich Joseph of Joseph and Maggie Apr 8 1902 .......... 17:283
Sarpan  Any S of Calo and Almase Jan 26 1902 .............. 17:260
Sarracino Giuseppe of Luigi and Rosina Jan 17 1910 .......... 20:7
Sarto  d of Carmine and Angelina Nov 3 1902 ............... 17:355
Sarro Francesco of Bartolomeo and Anna Aug 22 1905 ......... 18:228
Sartain Emma J of Alexander and Stella M Sept 15 1906 ... 18:415
Saruib Annie of Vincenza and Giulia July 25 1901 .......... 17:246
Sarvis Doris M of John H and Mabel May 10 1909 ......... 19:363
Sassi Carolina of Cosimo and Vincenza May 19 1903 ......... 17:426
Sassi Luigi of Antonio and Margherita May 10 1903 ........ 17:423
Sassi Mario of Antonio and Margherita Apr 14 1901 ......... 17:555
Sasso  Angelo of Carmine and Carolina Apr 17 1903 ......... 17:416
Sasso Annina of Cesare and Maria Apr 20 1910 .............. 20:43
Sasso Antonio of Bartolo and Anna Sept 9 1903 ............. 17:470
Sasso Antonio of Bartolo and Anna June 14 1910 .......... 20:64
Sasso Assunta of Cosimo and Vincenza Aug 15 1908 .......... 19:253
Sasso Bina of Cosimo and Vincenza Sept 20 1904 ............ 18:100
Sasso Carmine of Cosimo and Vincenza Feb 22 1910 .......... 20:21
Sasso Filomena of Cosimo and Vincenza Oct 24 1905 .......... 18:219
Sasso Giovanni of Antonio and Margherita Nov 12 1907 ... 19:132
Sasso Guglielmo of Cosmo and Vincenza Nov 26 1906 ......... 18:399
Sasso Guglielmo of Cosmo and Giovanna Nov 27 1907 ....... 19:137
Sasso Maria of Carmine and Carolina Apr 17 1903 .......... 17:416

FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Sasso Maria A of Antonio and Margherita Sept 10 1905.................. 18: 234
Sasso Rosalia of Bartolo and Anna July 28 1908......................... 19: 246
Sasso Rosolina of Bartolo and Anna July 3 1901......................... 17: 185
Sasso —— s of Cosimo and Vincenza Sept 10 1904.................... 17: 209
Satchell Francis of William J and Catharine L June 20 1908........ 19: 225
Satow Yosimasa of Thomas and Chiyo Dec 28 1908.................... 19: 304
Satsuga Vadeswa of Peter and Sophia Nov 1 1903...................... 17: 487
Satterlee Edward S of William B and Elizabeth A Mar 11 1908........ 19: 60
Saucier Alexander J of Elzear and Mathilda May 11 1908.............. 19: 209
Saucier Bonaparte of Joseph and Zelia Dec 31 1905................... 18: 273
Saucier Elma of Elzear and Mathilda Feb 28 1903...................... 17: 101
Saucier Henri of Elzear and Mathilde Oct 29 1906.................... 18: 389
Saucier Joseph H of Elzeard and Mathilde Oct 29 1904................ 18: 113
Saucier Marie R E of Joseph L and M Exilia May 3 1909............. 19: 360
Saucier Philip of Elzear and Mathilda Nov 16 1909................... 19: 441
Saul Anna E of John C and Ellen T Oct 13 1905........................ 18: 245
Saul Francis of John C and Ellen T May 10 1901........................ 17: 162
Saul George L of George L and Rose M Oct 10 1906..................... 18: 383
Saul Genevieve of John C and Ellen T June 9 1908..................... 19: 221
Saul Gertrude of George L and Rose M Jan 26 1903...................... 17: 389
Saul James of John C and Edith T Sept 30 1902........................ 17: 314
Saul Jennie of George L and Rose M Jan 5 1909........................ 19: 316
Saul John J of John C and Ellen T Aug 15 1904....................... 18: 87
Saul Mary M of George L and Rose M May 30 1904....................... 18: 52
Saul —— s of John C and Helen T Feb 2 1910......................... 20: 74
Saullino Giovannina of Felice and Carmela Apr 16 1909............... 19: 354
Saullino Giuseppe of Felice and Carmela May 16 1907................ 19: 52
Saunders Albert D of Charles N and Martha July 17 1909........... 19: 394
Saunders Annie of Charles N and Martha L Jan 17 1904.............. 18: 6
Saunders Aria E of Charles E and Ida M Oct 9 1902................... 17: 347
Saunders Bertha of Isaac and Mary Jan 12 1909........................ 19: 319
Saunders Charles F of Nehemiah L and Bertha E Nov 17 1904. 18: 119
Saunders Charles W of Charles N and Martha L July 18 1901. 17: 190
Saunders Clara B of Frank E and Mabel M Oct 1 1904.............. 18: 104
Saunders Elizabeth E of John R and Elizabeth C July 6 1902. 17: 316
Saunders Gladys M of William A and Elizabeth C June 26 1907........ 19: 69
Saunders Hazel V of Charles N and Martha L Oct 6 1905............. 18: 243
Saunders Helen E of William H and Josephine E Apr 6 1907........ 19: 38
Saunders Helen H (c) of James A and Jerusha Apr 21 1901........ 17: 157
Saunders Leo of Isaac and Mary Oct 10 1904......................... 18: 107
Saunders Lloyd C of Augustus E and Ethel N June 30 1905........... 18: 206
Saunders Manis (c) of Louis and Louise Jan 16 1901................. 17: 183
Saunders Myrtle of Frank E and Mabel M May 31 1902................. 17: 208
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Saunders Sadie of Isaac and Mary Apr 1 1903. ......... 17: 412
Saunders —— s of Walter M and Florence Dec 22 1901. ......... 17: 242
Saumier Laura C of Harry J and Alice L Nov 4 1909. ......... 19: 137
Saumier Margaret T of Harry J and Alice L Dec 6 1901. ......... 17: 237
Saumier Mary A of Harry J and Alice E Aug 1 1904. ......... 18: 82
Sauran —— s of David and Sarah Feb 23 1909. ......... 19: 385
Sauro Angela of Costanzo and Filomena Jan 12 1909. ......... 19: 382
Saurino Antonio of Giuseppe and Chiara Sept 6 1907. ......... 19: 106
Sauriol Clara of Arthur J and Margaret Sept 6 1905. ......... 18: 233
Sauo Antonio of Michele and Maria C Feb 18 1901. ......... 17: 139
Sauo Antonia of Michele and Concetta Jan 12 1909. ......... 19: 319
Sauro Pasqualina of Michele and Maria Apr 12 1905. ......... 18: 176
Sauro Rosina of Michele and Concetta Dec 1 1902. ......... 17: 364
Sauter August of August and Emily J Oct 31 1903. ......... 17: 487
Sauter Dorothy M of August and Emily Aug 5 1907. ......... 19: 193
Sauter Loretta A of August and Emily J July 22 1906. ......... 18: 217
Savage Alice G of Andrew J and Alice G Sept 22 1903. ......... 17: 474
Savage Everett A of Andrew J and Alice G Feb 8 1906. ......... 18: 293
Savage Frank S of Frank S and Mary Dec 9 1902. ......... 17: 396
Savage Harvey W of David A and Delphine Oct 2 1901. ......... 17: 216
Savage John G of James and Catherine J June 26 1901. ......... 17: 175
Savage Julia A of James and Katherine Aug 22 1903. ......... 17: 463
Savage Margaret H of Andrew J and Alice G Nov 6 1910. ......... 20: 126
Savage Thomas D of Donald L and Carrie A Feb 5 1905. ......... 18: 153
Savaria Mary A of Alvine and Victorine May 16 1903. ......... 17: 425
Savaria William of Alvin and Marie V May 5 1901. ......... 17: 161
Savaria —— d of Alvine and Victoria Oct 27 1907. ......... 19: 155
Savasta Agostino of Stefano and Paola Apr 21 1906. ......... 18: 413
Savasta Giuseppe of Stefano and Paola Apr 21 1906. ......... 18: 413
Savasta Stellicio of Domenico and Jennie Nov 7 1909. ......... 19: 438
Savastano Adelina of Giuseppe and Crestina May 8 1910. ......... 20: 50
Savastano Alberto of Pasquale and Assunta Aug 25 1907. ......... 19: 101
Savastano Americo of Alessandro and Domenica Dec 25 1908.19: 304
Savastano Angiolina of Angiolo and Maria Jan 18 1908. ......... 19: 165
Savastano Antonia of Carmine and Carmela Mar 5 1902. ......... 17: 272
Savastano Carlo A of Raffaele and Constantina June 1 1902. ......... 17: 299
Savastano Dante of Raffaele and Costanza July 5 1906. ......... 18: 345
Savastano Edmondo of Raffaele and Costantina July 8 1910. ......... 20: 81
Savastano Elisabetta of Giuseppe and Cristina Feb 25 1908. ......... 19: 179
Savastano Ermenegilda E E of Gerardo and Carmela Mar 17 1910. ......... 20: 30
Savastano Ernesto of Alessandro and Domenica Apr 15 1907.19: 42
Savastano Filomena of Alessandro and Carmela Dec 28 1905. ......... 18: 272
Savastano Gerardo of Gerardo and Carmela June 20 1907. ......... 19: 67
Savastano Giovanni of Raffaele and Constantina May 17 1908.19: 211
Savastano Orlando S of Raffaele and Costanza Mar 22 1904. ......... 18: 30
Savastano Pasqualino G of Evarista and Angelina Oct 25 1910.20: 122
Savastano Velia of Raffaele and Costantina Feb 9 1901.17: 136
Savastano Venere E E of Gerardo and Carmela Sept 22 1908.19: 268
Savastini Luigi of Alessandro and Domenica May 8 1903.17: 422
Savastini Luigi F A of Alessandro and Domenica Aug 10 1901.17: 199
Savasto Annunziata of Stellario and Isabella July 31 1910.20: 90
Savastone Almerenda of Alessandro and Domenica Dec 12

1904.17: 127
Savecki Anna J of Walter and Mary July 28 1904.18: 81
Savecki Walter A of Walter K and Mary A Oct 19 1907.19: 122
Savecki d of Walter and Mary A Feb 10 1906.18: 417
Savella Concetta A of Michele and Francesca May 10 1908.19: 208
Savella Maria G of Michele and Francesca Feb 15 1905.18: 156
Savella s of Domenico and Leonilda July 1 1910.20: 150
Savelli Domenico of Michele and Francesca Aug 5 1906.18: 358
Savery Helen M of Franklin A and Harriet M Feb 14 1903.17: 410
Savickie Leocadie of Stefan and Michelina Dec 12 1910.20: 139
Savignac Anna E of John V and Anna P Aug 3 1909.19: 401
Savignac Mary E of John V and Annie P May 20 1908.19: 212
Savino Angelo of Francesco and Gelsomina Dec 24 1907.19: 147
Savino Fiore of Francesco and Gelsomina Feb 25 1906.18: 299
Savino Guerino of Francesco and Gelsomina Apr 22 1910.20: 44
Savino Maria A of Francesco and Gelsomina Mar 12 1904.18: 26
Savino Pietro of Francesco and Gelsomina Feb 20 1902.17: 267
Savinisky Christina J of Joseph and Barbara Jan 31 1910.20: 12
Savistano Angiola of Alessandro and Carmela Jan 5 1904.18: 2
Savoie Albert P of Albert and Catherine Mar 15 1908.19: 187
Savoie Annie M of Gaspard and Annie Dec 7 1906.18: 403
Savoie Blanche E of Horace and Mary A Sept 13 1906.18: 372
Savoie Charles G of Horace and Marie A June 9 1909.19: 373
Savoie George H of Horace and Mary A Apr 7 1905.18: 174
Savoie Gilbert A of Alberte and Léonide Jan 27 1909.19: 324
Savoie Horace P of Gaspard and Annie Sept 13 1904.18: 98
Savoie Jean B of Gaspard and Annie Sept 25 1902.17: 343
Savoie Joseph E of Joseph and Eugenie Jan 2 1903.17: 381
Savoie Joseph E of Alberte and Leonide Dec 31 1910.20: 146
Savoie Joseph W A of Alberte and Léonide May 1 1907.19: 47
Savoie Lilly of Joseph and Rose Nov 24 1907.19: 136
Savoie Marie A A of Joseph and Eugenie June 15 1909.19: 375
Savoie Oliva E of Joseph and Eugenie May 8 1908.19: 208
Savoie Olive C of Albert and Catharine July 8 1910.20: 81
Savoie Ovila J A of Joseph and Eugenie May 8 1908.19: 208
Savoie Rose A of Horace and Marie A Nov 18 1907.19: 134
Savran Jacob of David and Sarah Apr 27 1910.20: 46
Sawolowsky Jacob of Herman and Rebecca Oct 13 1909.19: 429
Sawyer Dorothy of Arthur H and Rosamond A Dec 1 1906.18: 401
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Sawyer Edmund E (c) of Edward E and Edith F Feb 25 1910.20: 22
Sawyer Edward F (c) of Sarah Feb 21 1910....................... 20: 22
Sawyer Helen A of John P and Lotta H Dec 18 1909.............. 19: 452
Sawyer Joseph of James and Fannie Jan 7 1905.................... 17: 383
Sawyer Rose of James and Fannie Aug 30 1906..................... 18: 307
Sawyer Rose of Isaac M and Dora Sept 19 1908.................... 19: 267
Sawyer William P (c) of Edward and Edith F Dec 21 1908....... 19: 302
Sax Sophie of Abraham and Minnie Dec 8 1901..................... 17: 257
Saxe Elsie M of Frank T and Josephine M July 6 1909........... 19: 330
Saxon George A of Alexander and Rose E Aug 30 1904........... 18: 93
Saxon Queenie of William and Elizabeth E Jan 25 1901........... 17: 183
Saxon Ruth M of Alexander and Rose Apr 1 1907................... 19: 36
Saxon Wilfred of Robert and Sarah Aug 27 1903.................... 17: 465
Sayer Edmund A of Byron V and Jessie A Mar 7 1901.............. 17: 114
Sayer —— d of Byron V and Jessie A May 14 1902................... 17: 312
Sayers Margaret M of Edward and Mary A Sept 10 1907.......... 19: 107
Sayles Arthur E of Arthur E and Jennie F Feb 4 1905............ 18: 152
Sayles Caroline A of Frederick C Jr and Mary L Apr 16 1903... 17: 416
Sayles Ellen of Peter and Victoria Nov 6 1908.................... 19: 283
Sayles Frederick C 3rd of Frederick C Jr and Mary L Sept 8 1901 .................................................. 17: 209
Sayles Gladys O of Arthur E and Jennie Aug 1 1903.............. 17: 457
Sayles Ralph L of Arthur E and Jennie F Feb 7 1904............. 17: 136
Scaglio Michele of Mariano and Maria Sept 23 1905.............. 19: 459
Scaglione Giulia of Carmine and Francesca July 4 1908......... 19: 237
Scaduzzi Raffaelo of Michele and Maria Aug 25 1905............. 18: 229
Scalera Flora of Vincenzo and Giulia Nov 13 1908................. 19: 286
Scalera Giacinto of Vincenzo and Angelina Nov 4 1907............ 19: 129
Scalera Lucia of Vincenzo and Angelina Dec 17 1905.............. 18: 268
Scalera Nicola of Vincenzo and Angelina Nov 22 1909............. 19: 443
Scalisi Agostina of Michele and Maria Jan 18 1910.............. 20: 7
Scalisi Giuseppa of Michele and Maria July 6 1908.............. 19: 238
Scalisi Salvatore of Michele and Maria Aug 10 1906............. 18: 360
Scalley Thomas of Michael and Bridget June 8 1901.............. 17: 170
Scallon Hugh of John F and Mary A Jan 15 1907................. 19: 6
Scally Catharine M of Thomas and Margaret June 16 1908........ 19: 223
Scally Cecilia of Michael and Bridget Aug 22 1903.............. 17: 463
Scally Ellen M of Patrick F and Ellen M May 24 1907.......... 19: 55
Scally George B of Thomas and Margaret A Jan 15 1906........ 18: 285
Scally John F of Thomas and Margaret A Apr 20 1902.............. 17: 286
Scally Mary C of Patrick F and Ellen Jan 28 1910.............. 20: 12
Scally Patrick J of Patrick F and Ellen June 13 1908......... 19: 222
Scally Robert E of Michael and Bridget July 12 1906............ 18: 348
Scally —— s of Michael and Bridget Aug 18 1905.............. 18: 276
Scarduzio Angelo R of Francesco and Concetta Apr 25 1903...... 17:419
Scarduzio Lena of Francesco and Concetta May 14 1905...... 18:187
Scarduzio Rachele of Francesco and Concetta Mar 22 1901...... 17:118
Scarduzio Umberto of Francesco and Concetta May 25 1909...... 19:368
Scalzone —— s of Francesco and Emilia Mar 27 1903...... 17:410
Scammell Walter B of Isaac and Susan C May 21 1903...... 17:426
Scamporrino Rosina of Emanuela and Giuseppina July 22
1906..........................................................18:352
Scandifio Mario V of Francesco and Teresa Mar 15 1902...... 17:314
Scangio Pasqualina of Luigi and Lucia Aug 3 1909............. 19:101
Scalan Catherine J of Michael and Josephine Feb 7 1905..... 18:153
Sculan Stephen S of John and Elizabeth May 19 1902...... 17:295
Sculan —— s of John and Lucy Mar 4 1903................... 17:439
Scallon Edward of Thomas P and Sabina Jan 25 1906....... 18:288
Scallon Francis J of John P and Mary Dec 13 1909........... 19:451
Scallon John D M of John J and Lucy M Aug 10 1901....... 17:198
Scallon John J of Thomas P and Sabina Sept 5 1904........ 18:95
Scallon Mary of Michael and Josephine Sept 16 1902....... 17:340
Scallon Mary T of Thomas and Sabina Mar 27 1901......... 17:150
Scallon Nora M of James J and Annie J May 2 1907........ 19:48
Scallon Sabina of Thomas and Sabina M July 23 1902....... 17:321
Scannell Leo of Jeremiah J and Elizabeth J July 13 1902..... 17:318
Scannell Mary C of Daniel and Mary July 13 1909........... 19:392
Scarratto Teodoro of Michele and Mariantonia Nov 19 1904.. 18:120
Scaramuzzella Elvira of Filomeno and Cristina Oct 9 1902... 17:347
Scaramuzzi Francesco of Giuseppe and Maria A Mar 4 1909.. 19:338
Scaramuzzo Antonio of Ercole and Maria May 28 1906....... 18:331
Scarduzio Antonio of Michele and Maria Apr 7 1902......... 17:283
Scarduzio Carmela of Giuseppe and Carmela Oct 4 1908..... 19:272
Scarduzio Domenico A of Michele and Maria Jan 26 1908..... 19:167
Scarduzio Maria G of Giuseppe and Carmela Oct 30 1904..... 18:113
Scarduzio Maria R of Michele A and Maria Jan 10 1901...... 17:127
Scarduzio Michele of Giuseppe and Carmela Nov 3 1902...... 17:355
Scarduzio Raffaele of Giuseppe and Carmela Mar 12 1901..... 17:145
Scarduzio Raffaele of Giuseppe and Carmela Oct 27 1906..... 18:389
Scarduzio Raffaele A of Michele and Maria Sept 7 1903..... 17:469
Scarghill Clifford of Isaac and Frances Dec 24 1907...... 19:147
Scartabellia Preziosa of Carmine and Maria A May 24 1909..... 19:367
Scarfavello Paolo of Carmine and Maria A July 27 1910....... 20:89
Scarzo Elisabetta of Francesco and Concetta Feb 20 1907..... 19:21
Scattergood Hudson C of Edward H and Corena May 8 1910... 20:19
Sceles —— s of Lizzie Nov 22 1901........................... 17:232
Sceles Hazel L of James H and Stella L Jan 5 1903........ 17:382
Schatz Helen M of Emil and Marie Mar 11 1907.............. 19:28
Schatz Lilian M of Emil U and Marie Feb 25 1904........... 18:20
Schafer Evelyn M of Frank H and Susie M May 18 1904..... 18:48
From 1901 to 1910 inclusive.
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Schaffer Henry R of William C and Ava M June 27 1907... 19: 69
Schaffer Henry R of William C and Ava M June 27 1908... 19: 228
Schale Britta M of Magnus and Agda H Aug 12 1905... 18: 224
Schale Ellen of Magnus T and Agda H Nov 19 1909... 19: 442
Schale — d of Magnus T and Agda H May 30 1907... 19: 58
Schaller Arthur of Emil and Amelia Apr 25 1901... 17: 158
Schaller Clarence of Emil and Emily Apr 25 1909... 19: 357
Schaller Herbert C of Emil and Emelia July 27 1903... 17: 455
Scharf Albert H of Henry and Louisa Sept 17 1901... 17: 211
Scharf Henry of Henry and Louisa May 25 1905... 18: 190
Scharf Irene L. of Henry A and Louisa May 13 1903... 17: 424
Scharfenze Mary A of —— and Alvinae Mar 30 1910... 20: 35
Schart Albert of Karl J and Caroline A Mar 21 1904... 17: 148
Schart — d of Carl and Frieda July 31 1909... 19: 400
Scharritz Sam of Abraham and Eva Oct 25 1907... 19: 125
Schattel Arthur J of William J and Mary E Oct 5 1910... 20: 115
Schattel Charles E of Frank C and Rose C Mar 14 1905... 18: 166
Schattel Conrad of William J and Mary E Nov 22 1904... 18: 121
Schattel Louise E of William J and Emma M Apr 25 1901... 17: 158
Schattel William O of William J and Mary E Mar 4 1903... 17: 402
Schattel — d of Frank C and Rose C Feb 24 1904... 18: 66
Schatzman George E of George W and Emma F May 10 1909... 19: 363
Schatzman Helena B of George W and Emma F Aug 4 1903... 17: 458
Schatzman Lilian of George W and Emma F Apr 25 1908... 19: 203
Schatzman Madeline R of George W and Emma F Nov 19 1904... 18: 120
Schatzman Mary J of George W and Emma F June 8 1906... 18: 335
Schatzman — d of George W and Emeline F Apr 20 1902... 17: 286
Schatzman — s of George W and Emma F Mar 6 1910... 20: 26
Schaumiller Olga E of Leopold and Ogla Jan 6 1907... 19: 3
Schaumiller Vera of Leopold and Olga J Aug 14 1901... 18: 87
Schayer Catherina R of Joseph and Rosa Dec 16 1902... 17: 369
Schegg Meyer of Abraham and Rachel Aug 17 1909... 19: 406
Schecter — s of Mendel and Lena Dec 6 1901... 17: 257
Schect Etta of Abraham and Rosa Apr 10 1907... 19: 40
Schedley Florence E of William and Minnie F May 26 1906... 18: 330
Schedley — s of William and Minnie F Nov 23 1907... 19: 136
Scheer Esther of Hyman and Gussie Sept 16 1905... 18: 236
Schedlein Andrew J of Andrew J and Catharine June 14 1910... 20: 64
Schenek Beatrice (c) of Bertha June 8 1910... 20: 62
Schenel Elizabeth E of Leopold and Rose July 15 1907... 19: 84
Schenel Sarah S of Leopold and Rose Sept 17 1910... 20: 109
Schenick Augusta A of Fred and Florence R Nov 21 1909... 19: 413
Schera Annie of Nathan and Rosa Apr 19 1907... 19: 43
Scherren Toney of John and Mesceneh Apr 13 1903... 17: 415
Schettini Lionello of Giuseppe and Rosa M Oct 5 1904... 18: 106
Schiano Bartolomeo of Taddeo and Annina Sept 27 1909... 19: 462
Schiano Maria C of Cola and Filomena Sept 27 1903............17:476
Schiano Salvatore of Lorenzo and Maria Oct 2 1908..........19:272
Schiano Vincenza E of Taddeo and Maria Mar 24 1907........19:33
Schianodicola Antonio D of Giuseppe and Angela June 21
1908..........................................................19:225
Schianodicola Concetta of Giuseppe and Angela May 23 1902,17:296
Schianodicola Concetta of Giuseppe and Angela M Mar 13
1904..........................................................18: 26
Schianodicola Maria of Salvatore and Filomena Feb 25 1906.18:299
Schianodicola Michele of Giuseppe and Angela M Oct 30 1910.20:124
Schianodicola Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Angela M June 11
1906..........................................................18:336
Schianodinicolia Angiolina of Gesuele and Teresa Oct 6 1903..17:479
Schianomorelli Filomena of Giovanni and Sara Nov 19 1909.19:442
Schiarappo Teresa of Paolo and Maria July 20 1902............17:321
Schivalone Beatrice of Giuseppe and Vincenzo Jan 26 1905...18:149
Schivalone Elisabetta of Giovanni and Carmela Jan 21 1909...19:322
Schivalone Giovanni of Giuseppe and Vincenzo May 18 1908..19:306
Schivalone Luigi of Giuseppe and Vincenzo July 2 1906......18:344
Schivalone Beatrice of Giuseppe and Vincenzo Oct 25 1901....17:223
Schiboni Giuseppe of Luigi and Anna Sept 2 1906............18:368
Schich Meyer of Abraham and Mary Sept 12 1909.............19:417
Schiels Leon of William and Mabel Aug 17 1908............19:234
Schiettini Antonio of Clemento and Rosa Oct 18 1902........17:350
Schiwitz Minnie of Abraham and Eva Nov 14 1905............18:256
Schiffman Alphonse L of Alphonse L and Mary E Nov 21 1902.17:361
Schiffman Bernard J of Victor and Annie Oct 17 1901.......17:220
Schiffman Claire of Alphonse L and Mary E Apr 15 1907.....19:42
Schiffman Robert H of Alphonse L and Mary E July 26 1908.19:245
Schiffman Walter D of Alphonse L and Mary E Sept 13 1904.18:249
Schildkrout Sadie of Max and Eva Jan 11 1910..............20: 72
Schirck Allerique of Joseph and Mary June 13 1906.........18:357
Schirck Adolph E S of Joseph and Marie Feb 24 1902.......17:269
Schirck Emery of Joseph and Marie Aug 8 1910............20: 94
Schirck Francis H of Joseph and Marie Feb 18 1908.......19:177
Schirck Joseph A O L of Joseph and Marie Jan 31 1904.....18: 11
Schindler Bertha C of Oscar J and Mary Aug 29 1906......18:367
Schindler Emma C of Michael and Amma Dec 10 1901........17:238
Schindler Freda M of Oscar J and Mary Aug 1 1904.........18: 83
Schindler Henry O of Oscar J and Maria Jan 1 1903.........17:381
Schindler Oscar M of Oscar J and Mary Apr 17 1909........19:354
Schiozzi Lbrna of Antonio and Luisa June 21 1901.........17:173
Schlegel Susanne of John T and Susanne Sept 24 1902......17:342
Schlegel Annie of John and Susan Jan 11 1906............18:283
Schlegel Martha W of John and Susan Feb 22 1905.........18:159
Schlenker Charles W of Charles and Minnie Sept 29 1907....19:114
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Schloss Carl of Charles A and Bertha Dec 1 1903

Schmeier Max A of Max L and Annie May 29 1901

Schmelz Deborah of Jacob and Fannie Dec 25 1901

Schmeilz Sidney of Jacob I and Fannie Mar 25 1903

Schmelz Theresa of Jacob and Fanny July 11 1905

Schmid Ida A of Albert and Teresa Aug 24 1901

Schmidt Anna K of Simon and Katarina Jan 16 1908

Schmidt Carl J of John J and Sarah June 22 1902

Schmidt Henry S of Simon and Katarina July 3 1904

Schmidt Herbert C of John L and Leonora V May 29 1907

Schmidt Leah of Solomon and Bella June 1 1903

Schmidt Mary F of John J and Sarah Oct 7 1904

Schmidt Ruth of John J and Sarah A Apr 9 1907

Schmidt Zelma M of Zelma and Caterina Apr 4 1902

Schneisel Gertrude of Emil and Frances Dec 13 1903

Schnebel d of Samuel and Fanny Jan 14 1903

Schnapser Louis of Iacof and Mary Nov 18 1908

Schneider Abraham of Benjamin and Lena Apr 6 1907

Schneider Christina P of Frank B and Janet W Aug 10 1910

Schneider Dorothy M of Thomas and Ella Sept 27 1909

Schneider Earl H of Oscar and Sarah Nov 17 1901

Schneider Eugene K of Jacob and Margaret May 31 1904

Schneider Eva of John and Rosa May 19 1904

Schneider Frank J of Frank B and Janet W Apr 9 1902

Schneider Frank W J of Frank B and Janet Feb 2 1903

Schneider Gustie of John and Rosy July 25 1907

Schneider Howard E of Morris and Julia Aug 10 1903

Schneider Israel of John and Rosa Sept 16 1902

Schneider Janet C of Frank B and Janet W Mar 12 1908

Schneider Jeannette R of Morris and Julia Feb 20 1908

Schneider John V of John and Dorothy Feb 13 1907

Schneider Marcella G C of Carlo G and Maria V July 2 1910

Schneider Marie F of John and Dorothy Mar 17 1904

Schneider Max of John and Rosic Oct 16 1909

Schneider Minnie of Michel and Mary Oct 28 1905

Schneider Sarah of John and Rosa Feb 23 1906

Schneider Solomon of John and Rosa Aug 2 1901

Schneider d of Hans and Louise Feb 22 1901

Schneir s of Charles and Alice J Oct 23 1906

Schnelle Irene G of Anton and Margaret Mar 11 1908

Schinzler s of Christian F and Sophia F Nov 14 1902

Schocker David of Wolf and Fannie May 16 1901

Schoenberg Morris of Hyman and Celia D Jan 11 1909

Schoenberg Rose of Herman and Dora July 27 1910

Schoeninger Lydia V of William F and Bertha K June 3 1904

Schofield Annie of William and Martha Nov 10 1901
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Full Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan 24 1903</td>
<td>Schofield GE</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>George E and Ruth A C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11 1904</td>
<td>Schofield HT</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>William and Martha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 28 1906</td>
<td>Schofield JW</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>William and Martha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 28 1901</td>
<td>Schofield MH</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Fred and Sarah E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 23 1910</td>
<td>Schofield ME</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Thomas H and Annie M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 9 1907</td>
<td>Schofield RS</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Samuel and Sophia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 23 1906</td>
<td>Schofield TH</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Thomas H and Annie M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1 1909</td>
<td>Schofield VM</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Arthur C and Nora F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11 1908</td>
<td>Schofield VR</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Harry L and Elizabeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 1 1909</td>
<td>Schofield ——</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Thomas and Annie M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 27 1907</td>
<td>Schofield LA</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Ludwig and Alba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 18 1902</td>
<td>Schohnich HS</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Simon and Sarah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 25 1905</td>
<td>Schohnick AN</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Simon and Sarah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 3 1904</td>
<td>Scholz HA</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Rudolph C and Flora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 19 1909</td>
<td>Scholz RW</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Robert E and Bessie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 12 1901</td>
<td>Schomuecky MM</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Simon and Sarah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 6 1908</td>
<td>Schonberg AM</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Morris and Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 9 1904</td>
<td>Schonberg LM</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Morris and Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 10 1909</td>
<td>Schonberg SM</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Samuel and Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 15 1907</td>
<td>Schonberg SA</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Morris and Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 31 1909</td>
<td>Scholl FM</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Jacob and Laura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 26 1909</td>
<td>Schoppe AE</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Edmund and Maudie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 16 1910</td>
<td>Schoppe EM</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Edmund and Maudie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 2 1908</td>
<td>Schoppe EM</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Edmund and Maudie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 15 1906</td>
<td>Schortmann AC</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Albert C and Annie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 22 1909</td>
<td>Schortmann MC</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Albert C and Annie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 12 1907</td>
<td>Schortmann RC</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Albert C and Annie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept 25 1906</td>
<td>Schott CW</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Charles H and Emma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 20 1908</td>
<td>Schott JC</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Charles H and Emma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 7 1904</td>
<td>Schotter CS</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Charles S and Harriette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 24 1908</td>
<td>Schotter LC</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Charles S and Harriet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 15 1909</td>
<td>Schotter RC</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Charles S and Harriet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 9 1902</td>
<td>Schotter DH</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Charles and Hattie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 17 1904</td>
<td>Schragovitz EJ</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Solomon and Gussie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 5 1906</td>
<td>Schragovitz MA</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Solomon and Goldie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 6 1910</td>
<td>Schram G</td>
<td>V B</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Cornelius J and Anna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 24 1901</td>
<td>Schreiber AC</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Carl C and Mary A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 17 1903</td>
<td>Schreiber EF</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Clifford and Mary A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 12 1908</td>
<td>Schreiber LB</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Abram H and Eva W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 17 1902</td>
<td>Schreiber MM</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Max and Fannie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 7 1906</td>
<td>Schreter IS</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Samuel and Yetta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 13 1908</td>
<td>Schreter PM</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Samuel and Yetta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 28 1904</td>
<td>Schreter RO</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Samuel and Yetta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 12 1908</td>
<td>Schroeder BL</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Henry W and Flora L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 16 1904</td>
<td>Schroeder MB</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>George H and Blanche</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Schroeder Osman H of George H and Blanche C Oct 14 1901. 17: 219
Schuler Glades A of Louis H and Mary Nov 13 1906. 18: 295
Schultheis Walter A of Andrew J and Agnes Dec 18 1902. 17: 369
Schultheiss Ella A of Andrew J and Agnes Mar 8 1907. 19: 27
Schultz Bradford G of George and Sadie Jan 4 1905. 18: 112
Schultz Cletis E of George H and Sadie Aug 19 1902. 17: 334
Schultz Dorothy V of John and Catherine M Jan 11 1909. 19: 318
Schultz Frederick D of Frederick D and Minnie Nov 21 1910. 20: 135
Schultz George S of George H and Sadie Nov 1 1909. 19: 436
Schultz Henry F of George and Sadie July 17 1907. 19: 85
Schultz John of Freida Mar 11 1909. 19: 341
Schultz Margaret M of Henry M and Ellen A July 22 1903. 17: 453
Schultz Robert A of Carl A and Margaret H Aug 22 1906. 18: 261
Schultz Rosa of Frank and Torquilla Mar 26 1904. 17: 149
Schultz Steil of John and Mary Mar 5 1907. 19: 26
Schultz — s of Ellen Feb 5 1901. 18: 43
Schultz — s of John and Annie Sept 23 1909. 19: 422
Schuster Frederick l of Fred and Rosa June 10 1910. 20: 63
Schwab Lizzie of Joseph and Theresa Jan 5 1906. 18: 281
Schwab William of John G and Mary F Apr 28 1909. 19: 358
Schwarm August H of Otto A H and Emma Feb 10 1906. 18: 291
Schwarm Ethiopia E of Otto H A and Emma Jan 20 1910. 20: 8
Schwarm Frederick C of Otto and Emma Oct 21 1904. 18: 111
Schwarm Louise K of Otto H and Emma Dec 30 1907. 19: 150
Schwartz Annie R of Abe and Noiini July 12 1910. 20: 82
Schwartz Bennie of Elions and Minnie Nov 4 1906. 18: 392
Schwartz Charles of Harry and Bertha Feb 5 1906. 18: 292
Schwartz David of Albert and Nellie Apr 5 1907. 19: 38
Schwartz Dian of Simon and Eva Feb 25 1906. 18: 299
Schwartz Esther of Abraham and Mary Oct 7 1908. 19: 271
Schwartz Esther of Abraham and Norma Sept 15 1909. 19: 118
Schwartz Fannie of Louis and Sadie Sept 11 1902. 17: 338
Schwartz Leo of Elia and Minnie July 29 1902. 17: 375
Schwartz Pina of Elia and Mamie Jan 23 1904. 18: 9
Schwartz Samuel of Harry and Becky Jan 11 1904. 18: 4
Schwartz — twin s and d of Simon and Cele Oct 9 1901. 18: 138
Schwartzenberg Emma of Max and Catharine Jan 20 1901. 17: 131
Schwartzenberg Albert of Max and Katrina Sept 12 1905. 18: 235
Schweikart Sidney of Charles F and Ada May 15 1909. 19: 264
Schweitzer Edna A of Adolf and Berth A Feb 9 1904. 18: 15
Schweitzer May H J of Adolf and Bertha F Dec 2 1903. 18: 262
Schwemm Marguerite of Paul and Elizabeth June 26 1903. 17: 136
Schwenn Paul O of John F and Louise M Apr 6 1901. 17: 153
Schwierat John L of Anella Aug 17 1906. 18: 362
Schialdone Anna of Salvatore and Filomena Dec 20 1906. 18: 107
Schialdone Anna of Salvatore and Filomena July 21 1908. 19: 241
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scialdone Maria</td>
<td>Salvatore</td>
<td>Filomena</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>10 Aug 1902</td>
<td>17:328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scianodicola Giuseppe</td>
<td>Salvatore</td>
<td>Filomena</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>June 26</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciardini Louisa</td>
<td>Benvenuto</td>
<td>Barbara</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb 24</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciaraffa Concetta</td>
<td>Paolo</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May 19</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciaraffa Francesco</td>
<td>Michele</td>
<td>Antonia</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mar 13</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciaraffa Maria G</td>
<td>Michele</td>
<td>Antonia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July 11</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciaraffa Mini</td>
<td>Michele</td>
<td>Antonia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>June 18</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciaraffo Carlo</td>
<td>Paolo</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mar 31</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciarretta Michele</td>
<td>Bernardino</td>
<td>Rosa</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept 10</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciarretto</td>
<td>Bernardino</td>
<td>Rosa</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 9</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciaroffa Maria G</td>
<td>Michele</td>
<td>Antonia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 26</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciaroffo Ida</td>
<td>Paolo</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 10</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciarra Adelina</td>
<td>Filippo</td>
<td>Gaetana</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Apr 16</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciarra Antonio</td>
<td>Filippo</td>
<td>Gaetana</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>June 13</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciarra Elvira</td>
<td>Filippo</td>
<td>Gaetana</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 26</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciarra Vittorio</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Antonetta</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Dec 7</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciarrafa Teresa</td>
<td>Paolo</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 6</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciarretta Pietro</td>
<td>Bernardo</td>
<td>Rosa</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Apr 10</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciyonne Giovanni</td>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>Vincenza</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>May 11</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciuts Antone</td>
<td>Manuel</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>May 6</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciolla Giuseppe</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Gabriela</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 7</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciolla Maria C</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Gabriela</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 15</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciotti Bruto</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Pulcheria</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Nov 29</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciotti Ferruccio</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Pulcheria</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mar 10</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciotti Lelia</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Pulcheria</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 6</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciotti Maria</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Pulcheria</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 10</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciotti Tommaso</td>
<td>Giacomo</td>
<td>Chiara</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>May 18</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciotti Angelo</td>
<td>Giulia</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciotti</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Pulcheria</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Aug 29</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciotti</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Pulcheria</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sept 8</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scittarelli Antonio</td>
<td>Francesco</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>May 21</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scittarelli Concetta</td>
<td>Francesco</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 7</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scivanniis Mary</td>
<td>Jimmie</td>
<td>Parecavi</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 1</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scivillo Alfredo</td>
<td>Felice</td>
<td>Lucrezia</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Nov 18</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scizynski Kazimir</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Veronica</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mar 29</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scobensky Minna</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Antony</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept 13</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scobra Manna</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Avdochia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Apr 2</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scola Antonio</td>
<td>Bernardo</td>
<td>Luisa</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sept 30</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scola Aristide G A</td>
<td>Vincenzo</td>
<td>Giuditta</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Feb 2</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scola Emmanuel</td>
<td>Bernardo</td>
<td>Luisa</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Feb 22</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scola Francesco</td>
<td>Bernardo</td>
<td>Luisa</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sept 22</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scola Umberto A</td>
<td>Vincenzo</td>
<td>Giuditta</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Apr 9</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scola Vincenzo</td>
<td>Bernardo</td>
<td>Luisa</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>July 28</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoliard Annie</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Apr 12</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Scoliard Elisha of Frank and Sarah Oct 21 1901............. 17: 222
Scoliard Ethel of Frank and Sarah Mar 17 1907............. 19: 30
Scovinsky Mary of John and Anna July 24 1910............. 20: 87
Scopeliti Giuseppe D G of Vincenzo and Altonzina July 19

1909. ............................................. 19: 395
Scopelito Anna of Antonio and Maria Feb 25 1901............. 17: 114
Scopelo Antonio of Raffaele and Maria C June 13 1902...... 17: 302
Scopelo Antonio of Giovanni and Maria D Apr 8 1907...... 19: 39
Scopelito Antonio of Giuseppe and Concetta June 17 1908.. 19: 224
Scopelo Antonio of Gabriele and Carmela Aug 16 1910...... 20: 97
Scopelito Concetta of Antonio and Maria Mar 6 1903....... 17: 403
Scopelo Emilia of Raffaele and Maria C Dec 17 1906....... 18: 107
Scopelo Fiorentino of Luigi and Nicolina Jan 15 1905...... 18: 115
Scopelito Francesco of Giacomo and Maria Aug 18 1904..... 18: 88
Scopelo Francesco of Luigi and Nicolina Oct 7 1907........ 19: 118
Scopelito Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Maria C Nov 16 1902.... 17: 360
Scopelito Giuseppe of Luigi and Nicolina June 20 1903, 17: 453
Scopelito Giuseppe of Giacomo and Filomena Apr 8 1909.... 19: 351
Scopelito Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Concetta Aug 1 1910.... 20: 91
Scopelito Giuseppina of Vincenzo and Maria Oct 7 1908..... 19: 274
Scopelo Ida A of Pasquale and Emilia June 3 1909........... 19: 371
Scopelo Luigi of Luigi and Nicolina July 24 1906.......... 18: 353
Scopello Luigi of Salvatore and Clementina Mar 27 1908.... 19: 190
Scopelo Luigi C of Luigi and Nicolina June 30 1906....... 18: 343
Scopelo Maddalena of Antonio and Maria Apr 6 1907....... 19: 38
Scopelo Maria C of Salvatore and Rosa Nov 6 1907......... 19: 420
Scopelo Maria C of Giovanni and Maria D Dec 25 1908...... 19: 304
Scopelo Maria G of Luigi and Nicolina June 12 1909....... 19: 374
Scopelo Maria M of Salvatore and Clementina May 20 1910... 20: 54
Scopelo Maria V of Pasquale and Amelia May 15 1908...... 19: 241
Scopelo Michele of Giuseppe and Maria C Jan 4 1901....... 17: 125
Scopelo Michele of Raffaele and Maria Sept 29 1904....... 18: 103
Scopelo Michele of Giuseppe and Maria C Apr 1 1908....... 19: 193
Scopelo Michelina of Antonio and Maria May 10 1910....... 20: 51
Scopelo Olympia of James and Maria July 16 1903........... 17: 431
Scopelo Pietro of Vincenzo and Filomena Aug 11 1901...... 17: 199
Scopelo Raffaele of Vincenzo and Filomena Feb 4 1907..... 19: 74
Scopelo Rosina of Giovanni and Maria Oct 10 1910......... 20: 117
Scopelo Teresa of Antonio and Maria Jan 16 1905.......... 18: 146
Scopelo Vincenzo of Salvatore and Rosa Aug 13 1909....... 19: 406
Sco Charles A of Charles A and Ethel M Aug 30 1906....... 18: 357
Sco Charles A of Charles A and Ethel M Dec 26 1910....... 20: 107
Sco Alice A of William B and Julia O Nov 9 1904.......... 18: 116
Sco Alice G of Albert J and Alberta E June 16 1905....... 18: 199
Sco Alice M of Charles F and Edith M May 26 1910......... 20: 57
Sco Alice M of William C and Alice Nov 27 1905........... 18: 261
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Scott Annie E of Duncan A and Theresa A Apr 12 1904...........18: 37
Scott Arthur F of John A and Sarah A Aug 28 1904...........18: 92
Scott Beatrice A (c) of William H and Annie S Aug 10 1901.17: 199
Scott Blanche McC (c) of Charles F and Edith M Nov 22 1907.19: 157
Scott Catherine of Herbert and Catherine E Dec 31 1906.......18: 411
Scott Charles of Harry and Christie June 6 1909..............19: 372
Scott Charles A (c) of Charles F and Edith M Dec 15 1905.....18: 267
Scott Clara A of William W and Grace Jan 15 1908............19: 163
Scott Doris of Harry and Christie June 6 1909..............19: 372
Scott Dorothy C of Ernest and Grace E June 20 1910.........20: 66
Scott Dorothy D of George C and Winifred Sept 18 1904......18: 100
Scott Edna L of Charles A and Ethyl M July 22 1910.........20: 86
Scott Edythe D of Edwin A and Edythe H June 23 1905.......18: 201
Scott Emily J of Edward C and Anna I May 30 1906.........18: 332
Scott Ethel A R (c) of Charles F and Edith M Jan 21 1903.17: 388
Scott Ethel M of Charles A and Ethel M Apr 28 1905..........18: 182
Scott Ethel T of Edward C and Anna I Nov 5 1909............19: 437
Scott Evelyn B of Walter H and Jessie July 14 1909.........19: 393
Scott Everett C of Charles H and Emily Nov 29 1904........18: 123
Scott Florence E of Frank K and Alice A Nov 3 1907........19: 128
Scott Frances I of Tobias W and Elizabeth Sept 6 1902....17: 337
Scott Frances P of Albert J and Alberta Feb 2 1910.......20: 14
Scott Francis R of John F and Florence E Apr 10 1908.....19: 197
Scott George R (c) of Charles F and Edith M Jan 1 1909.....19: 315
Scott Grace E of William W and Grace E Mar 6 1906..........18: 303
Scott Gwendolin A (c) of Otis J and Daisy E Jan 28 1909.....19: 325
Scott Harold F of Albert J and Alberta E Dec 22 1906......18: 408
Scott Harold L of Wilbur and Sybelle July 8 1904........18: 133
Scott Harry A of William C and Alice Mar 31 1909........19: 348
Scott Hattie L (c) of Otis J and Daisy E June 23 1906.....18: 341
Scott Hazel of Clarence W N and Bertha F Nov 1 1909....19: 436
Scott Helen E of Tobias W and Elizabeth C Nov 19 1910.....20: 131
Scott Herbert I of Herbert H and Carrie E Jan 2 1901.....17: 125
Scott Hope E of Tobias W and Elizabeth C Jan 28 1904.....18: 11
Scott Inez R of Caleb E and Charlotte C May 1 1902........17: 290
Scott Irene of Herbert and Catherine E Feb 15 1905........18: 156
Scott Irvine W of Earle B and Alice M July 8 1910.........20: 80
Scott James E (c) of Otis J and Daisy E Apr 22 1904........18: 40
Scott James E of Edward C and Anna I Dec 29 1907.........19: 149
Scott James H of James H and Catherine Oct 17 1910........20: 129
Scott James R of Henry and Christine Jan 5 1907............19: 2
Scott Jessie M of Walter and Jessie Nov 6 1904............18: 115
Scott John of John A and Sarah Jan 18 1902..............17: 258
Scott Kathleen of Duncan A and Theresa A Oct 2 1902......17: 345
Scott Kenneth A of Wilbur A and Sybelle Mar 16 1907.......19: 73
Scott Lucetta M of Charles F and Edith M Aug 28 1904.....18: 92
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Scott Margaret of John and Margaret Feb 21 1901............. 17: 110
Scott Margaret H W of David and Helen June 27 1909........... 19: 380
Scott Marion E of Charles H and Emily Jan 27 1903............. 17: 389
Scott Marion E of William W and Grace E Sept 25 1903........... 17: 475
Scott Mary R of Thomas S and Mary A Dec 24 1910.............. 20: 144
Scott Myrtle of Walter T and Grace S Mar 31 1907............... 19: 36
Scott Philip E of Clarence W N and Bertha F Nov 19 1910...... 20: 131
Scott Ralph C of Albert J and Alberta E Feb 5 1903............ 17: 393
Scott Regina A (c) of Otto J and Daisy E Jan 27 1908........... 19: 168
Scott Sarah M of John A and Sarah A Dec 3 1902................. 17: 365
Scott Theodore L (c) of Charles F and Edith M Nov 19 1906...... 18: 397
Scott Viola H (c) of William B and Julia L Mar 18 1906....... 18: 307
Scott Walter of W Walter and Grace E Sept 28 1904............. 18: 103
Scott Walter F of Lewis L and Julia Oct 7 1907................. 19: 118
Scott Walter H of Walter H and Jessie A July 13 1901........... 17: 189
Scott Walter T of Walter T and Grace S May 17 1910............. 20: 53
Scott Wilbur McI of John A and Sarah A Feb 7 1907.............. 19: 15
Scott William B G (c) of William B and Julia O Feb 28 1903.17: 401
Scott William F (c) of William H and Annie S June 1 1907.19: 58
Scott — (c) d of Charles and Rosetta June 28 1901.......... 17: 175
Scott — s of Edwin A and Jessie June 2 1902................. 17: 313
Scott — s of Timothy R and Edith June 9 1902................. 17: 301
Scott — (c) s of Pauline Dec 19 1902...................... 17: 379
Scott — d of Charles and Grace Mar 4 1908.................... 19: 182
Scott — d of William W and Grace E May 26 1909.............. 19: 368
Scotti Anna of Aquilino and Chiarina Mar 20 1909.............. 19: 344
Scotti Antonio of Giuseppe and Rosa Mar 2 1904.............. 18: 73
Scotti Antonio of Domenico and Rosaria July 31 1904........... 18: 81
Scotti Antonio T of Carmine and Domenica July 24 1906........ 18: 353
Scotti Lattanina of Carmine and Domenica June 20 1909........ 19: 377
Scotti Maria C of Aquilino and Chiarina Feb 13 1906............ 18: 295
Scotti Nicola of Domenico and Rosario Jan 20 1906.............. 18: 286
Scotti Nicola of Domenico and Rosalia Oct 14 1910............. 20: 118
Scotti Pasquale of Carmine and Domenica Mar 12 1905........... 18: 166
Scotti — s of Carmine and Domenica Apr 26 1908.............. 19: 234
Scotti Maria of Domenico and Rosaria May 15 1907.............. 19: 52
Scotti — s of Domenico and Rosaria Dec 25 1908.............. 19: 303
Scottodmarco Adelina of Giuseppe and Rosa Dec 26 1910........ 20: 144
Scottodmarco Maria of Giuseppe and Rosa Aug 25 1906........... 18: 365
Seacowcroft Doris E of George T and Helen F Aug 13 1909...... 19: 405
Scriven Edward of Samuel E and Mary J Sept 12 1906........... 18: 372
Scriven Madeline V of Samuel E and Mary J Mar 15 1905........ 18: 167
Scrorcea — d of Nicola and Giuseppina July 13 1902........... 17: 318
Scullin Irving J of James P and Minnie May 14 1905........... 18: 187
Scuncio Elvira of Federico and Maria June 16 1909............ 19: 376
Scullion Evelyn of Hugh F and Mary Aug 2 1904................. 18: 82
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scullion Lewis</td>
<td>Lewis</td>
<td>Lewis</td>
<td>18 Apr 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scully James A</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>22 Aug 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scully Margaret G</td>
<td>John S</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>9 Mar 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scully Robert E</td>
<td>Michael J</td>
<td>Mary B</td>
<td>31 Aug 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scullie</td>
<td>Philip</td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>25 June 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scuncio Antonietta</td>
<td>Luigi</td>
<td>Lucia</td>
<td>1 Jan 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scuncio Ersilia</td>
<td>Federico</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>24 Oct 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scuncio Giovanni</td>
<td>Federico</td>
<td>Assunta</td>
<td>4 May 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scuncio Luigi</td>
<td>Federico</td>
<td>Assunta</td>
<td>12 May 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scuncio Luigi</td>
<td>Federico</td>
<td>Assunta</td>
<td>24 Mar 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scuncio Giavanna</td>
<td>Federico</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>24 Jun 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scuncio Luigi</td>
<td>Luigi</td>
<td>Lucia</td>
<td>11 Dec 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scuncio Maria S</td>
<td>Luigi</td>
<td>Lucia</td>
<td>8 Sept 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scuncio Marietta R</td>
<td>Silvio</td>
<td>Concetta</td>
<td>3 Nov 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scuncio Michele</td>
<td>Federico</td>
<td>Assunta</td>
<td>16 Apr 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scunzi</td>
<td>Luigi</td>
<td>Lucia</td>
<td>19 Dec 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scursell Giuseppe</td>
<td>Beniamino</td>
<td>Caterina</td>
<td>6 Feb 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scursell Maria C</td>
<td>Beniamino</td>
<td>Caterina</td>
<td>24 Nov 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scursell Teresa</td>
<td>Beniamino</td>
<td>Caterina</td>
<td>23 Nov 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scuvrad</td>
<td>Mike</td>
<td>Yeva</td>
<td>18 May 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strojek George E</td>
<td>Carl</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>22 Feb 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strojek Herbert</td>
<td>W B</td>
<td>Carl</td>
<td>12 May 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seaberg Carl H</td>
<td>Carl</td>
<td>Julia</td>
<td>28 Nov 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabury Albert E</td>
<td>Frank B</td>
<td>Mabel G</td>
<td>1 May 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabury Benjamin</td>
<td>Frank B</td>
<td>Mabel G</td>
<td>19 Oct 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabury David</td>
<td>Elmer F</td>
<td>Annie R</td>
<td>17 July 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabury Elizabeth</td>
<td>Elmer F</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>14 Apr 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabury Mary T</td>
<td>Franck B</td>
<td>Mabel</td>
<td>6 Apr 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabury Robert T</td>
<td>Charles A</td>
<td>Emma F</td>
<td>27 Apr 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabury Ruth F</td>
<td>Elmer F</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>19 Sep 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabury Stanley J</td>
<td>C Albert</td>
<td>Emma F</td>
<td>7 Feb 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sead Hope</td>
<td>Albert E</td>
<td>Florence</td>
<td>21 Sept 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seale Clyde A</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Eleanor</td>
<td>23 May 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seale Waldo R</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Eleanor</td>
<td>27 July 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seale William W</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Eleanor</td>
<td>10 Sept 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seaman</td>
<td>John and</td>
<td>Lillian</td>
<td>3 June 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seamans Frank</td>
<td>Marion</td>
<td>Jennie</td>
<td>26 Oct 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seamans Fred H</td>
<td>Harold W</td>
<td>Eliza M</td>
<td>30 Aug 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seamans Harold M</td>
<td>Harold W</td>
<td>Eliza M</td>
<td>13 Nov 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seamans Jose</td>
<td>Marion</td>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>29 Aug 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seamans Manuel</td>
<td>Marion</td>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>18 Jan 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searl Celeste</td>
<td>Howard F</td>
<td>ELLA M</td>
<td>16 Mar 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searl Norman E</td>
<td>Chester F</td>
<td>Mabel G</td>
<td>19 Jan 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searles Benjamin</td>
<td>Benjamin J</td>
<td>Catherine A</td>
<td>28 Apr 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Searl &s George W of George F and Lillie F Feb 21 1901 ........ 18: 19
Searl Helen A of Benjamin J and Catherine A Nov 25 1903. 17: 195
Searls John G of Joseph T and Mary A Apr 26 1907 ........... 19: 45
Searls Mary H of George F and Lillian F Mar 19 1906 .......... 18: 305
Searls — twin d of Joseph T and Mary A June 29 1905 ....... 18: 298
Searll Pearl L of William H and Grace E Mar 13 1906 ....... 18: 305
Searll William H of William H and Grace E Feb 21 1902 .... 17: 268
Sears Harold W of Edmond O and Edith M Mar 28 1908 ....... 19: 191
Sears Marion E of Edmund D and Edith M Oct 24 1906 ...... 18: 388
Sears Helmeida of Frank and Maria Sept 3 1905 ........... 18: 222
Sears Bessie of Frank and Marie Feb 16 1902 ............ 17: 266
Sears Frank of Antoine and Marie Aug 23 1906 ............ 18: 364
Sears John of Manuel and Maria June 23 1906 ............ 17: 436
Searor George A of Thomas and Jessie Apr 13 1904 ....... 18: 37
Searor George A of Thomas and Jessie S Oct 31 1906 ....... 18: 390
Searor Helen E of Thomas and Jessie S July 7 1905 ...... 18: 212
Searor Lawrence E of Thomas and Jessie Aug 19 1908 ...... 19: 255
Searor Marion L of Thomas and Jessie S Feb 5 1903 ...... 17: 393
Searor Stanley E of Alfred H and Carrie E June 26 1904 ... 18: 63
Seddon Bernice R of Joseph L and Alice R Apr 27 1910 .... 20: 73
Seddon Hazel B of Alfred and Margaret Jan 10 1906 ....... 18: 283
Seder Pearl of Harris and Sadie Feb 1 1907 ............. 19: 13
Seder — d of Harry and Sadie June 7 1908 ........... 19: 220
Sederbeck Dagmar E of August and Lena Jan 25 1904 ....... 18: 40
Sederlund Ellen L of Olof and Ellen S Dec 3 1907 ........ 19: 139
Sedgwick Kenneth T of John B and Ida M B Aug 23 1903 ... 17: 164
Sedler Clarence (c) of Henry and Elizabeth May 4 1904 .. 18: 44
See John H of Henry S and Nettie A July 18 1903 ....... 17: 152
Seegal Louis of Morris and Becky June 10 1902 .......... 17: 301
Seiff — d of Henry and Rebecca Aug 9 1903 .......... 17: 510
Seelen Harriet E of Frederick W and Mary E Oct 25 1908 ... 19: 280
Seelen William J of Frederick W and Mary E May 8 1910 ... 20: 50
Seeley Hazel E of Richard and Margaret Oct 7 1903 ....... 17: 479
Seeley Iva P of Richard and Margaret Nov 10 1906 ....... 18: 394
Seeley Mary of David and Alice Jan 25 1908 ........... 19: 167
Seevy Walter E of Michael and Agnes Feb 7 1904 ........ 18: 11
Seliski Wadslaf of Stanislau and Catharine June 24 1905 ... 18: 201
Selton Edwin of William H and Amy June 12 1901 ........ 18: 57
Segal Abraham of Zesu and Rebecca June 5 1903 .......... 17: 431
Segal Clara of Charles and Lena Jan 19 1908...........................................19:165
Segal Edith of Benjamin and Lena Oct 23 1909...........................................19:432
Segal Israel of Zissa and Becky Apr 13 1901..............................................17:125
Segal Jacob of Louis and Rosa Dec 28 1907................................................19:149
Segal —— s of Samuel and Hannah May 9 1904............................................18:45
Segal —— d of Charles and Lena Dec 2 1905.................................................18:277
Segal —— s of Charles and Lena Apr 16 1910.................................................20:42
Segar Samuel B of Walter B and Emma L Mar 27 1906....................................18:310
Sehick August F of August and Minnie M Aug 5 1903....................................17:458
Seiber —— d of Nicholas and Rosa Apr 20 1903..............................................17:443
Seibold Laura M of William M and Elizabeth G Apr 29 1907............................19:46
Seidman Annie of Israel and Minnie Sept 1 1906.........................................18:368
Seidman Lillie of Israel and Minnie Aug 27 1903...........................................17:465
Seifert Bertha C of Alois and Sophia Feb 16 1904........................................18:17
Seigel Mollie of David and Minnie Apr 19 1910.............................................20:43
Seiversen Carl J V of John and Augusta Mar 12 1908....................................19:185
Selvao Carina of Antonio and Vincenza Feb 5 1904.......................................18:13
Selby Raymond F of James C and Sarah A Sept 1 1901....................................17:206
Selby —— s of Ernest F and Emily Feb 27 1903..............................................17:400
Selen Wotjcek of Dominic and Rogaena Oct 6 1909.......................................19:427
Selengut David of Adolph and Sally July 31 1903.......................................17:456
Selengut William of Adolph B and Jane Jan 5 1906.......................................18:281
Selenpigni Maggie of Giuseppe and Emily May 29 1907...................................19:57
Selinder Per C A of Carl S and Matilda Aug 30 1904.....................................18:93
Sellers Norman H of Henry and Claris May 22 1908.....................................19:213
Selley Frederick S of Samuel and Ellen June 26 1910....................................20:69
Selgren Mildred M I of Frank E and Freda E Feb 24 1904................................18:20
Selhannine Mildred of Pietro and Mary E Mar 5 1903.....................................17:402
Selonek Evelyn M of Jacob M and Augusta Dec 19 1903..................................17:502
Seltzer Celia of Samuel and Carrie May 20 1905............................................18:189
Seltzer Harry of Abraham and Sarah Apr 28 1905.........................................18:182
Seltzer Jennie M of Israel and Celia Feb 28 1909..........................................19:336
Seltzer Rachel of Israel and Celia Jan 16 1908.............................................19:164
Seltzer Samuel of Abraham and Sarah Sept 19 1902.......................................17:311
Seltzer Sylvia M of Charles and Fanny R Dec 19 1908...................................19:301
Selva Alfredo D of Luigi and Rosa Aug 4 1907..............................................19:92
Selva Ottavio D of Luigi D and Pasqua R Jan 1 1906......................................18:280
Selvaggio Ernestina of Domenico and Maria Dec 27 1905................................18:272
Selvaggio Ersilia of Antonio and Sofia M Oct 14 1906...................................18:384
Selvin Stanislas of Joseph and Annie June 18 1906.......................................18:339
Selvitella —— s of Alessandro and Maria G Feb 3 1907...................................19:74
Selwin Helen I of William R and Nellie Mar 29 1901....................................17:150
Selwood Beatrice M of William and Eliza June 19 1904...................................18:59
Selwyn Alice E of William R and Nellie Sept 17 1908....................................19:266
Selwyn George E of William R and Nellie Feb 22 1903...................................17:398
Selwyn Joseph F of William R and Nellie Sept 5 1906...................................18:370
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Selwyn Mary T of William R and Ellen Oct 24 1901............. 18: 111
Selzer Bessie of Samuel and Carrie Jan 5 1901.................. 17: 126
Selzer Esther of Leon and Amelia Jan 23 1908................... 19: 166
Selzer Jennie of Abraham and Sarah Nov 17 1907............... 19: 133
Selzer Leonard of Abraham and Sarah Feb 18 1910.............. 20: 19
Selzer Rachel of Joseph and Annie Oct 17 1910................. 20: 120
Semian William of Allen and Annie Nov 27 1903................. 17: 234
Sende Annie of Manuel and Mary Aug 25 1901.................... 17: 204

Semonian Zouene A of Baghdad and Aghavni July 7 1907....... 19: 81
Semonof Esther L of Wolf and Bessie July 18 1909............ 19: 394
Semple Dorothy H of Richard and Nellie O Oct 7 1908......... 19: 274
Senay Norma E of Joseph T and Mary E July 13 1909.......... 19: 392
Senecal Earl T of Alfred and Alexina M Sept 8 1909........... 19: 459
Senecal Esther L of Alfred and Alice M Apr 10 1901........... 17: 154
Senecal Florence A of Alfred and Alice M Apr 25 1908......... 19: 203
Senecal Irene E of Alfred and Alexina M A Dec 5 1910........ 20: 137
Senecal Marie C of Alfred Jr and Alice M Oct 27 1904........ 18: 112

Senecal Walter A of Alfred and Alice M Apr 3 1902............. 17: 281
Senecal — s of Edith May 6 1905.............................. 18: 267
Seneko Adelina of Carmen and Rosina Dec 15 1904............. 17: 240
Senior Dorothy of Charles W and Elizabeth A Aug 28 1905.... 18: 230
Senior Thomas P of George and Mary Mar 23 1903.............. 17: 440
Senkiewicns Anna of Piatras and Oma Mar 14 1909............ 19: 342
Senkonich Alec of Martin and Rose Aug 24 1909................. 19: 409
Senna Ethel M (c) of Caesar J and Annie Sept 30 1905....... 18: 241
Senna Irene of Caesar and Annie Nov 1 1903.................... 17: 487
Sensoni Antonio of Luigi and Concetta Feb 18 1905........... 18: 457
Senter Jennie of Max and Esther Sept 2 1905................... 18: 292
Sethon Harold of William H and Amy Oct 7 1909................. 19: 427
Serafinska Statia of Stanley and Annie Oct 24 1908........... 19: 279
Seraron Antonio of Antonio and Vincenza Mar 2 1902........... 17: 271
Seraro Vincenzo of Salvino and Nigetta Feb 28 1905.......... 18: 161
Seravo Maria of Genaro and Gaetana Sept 8 1902.............. 17: 337
Seregano Angelina of Gaetano and Francesca Sept 28 1903.... 17: 476
Seregano Giuseppe of Gaetano and Francesca Jan 8 1902...... 17: 255
Sergiwzow Wladyska of Stanislaw and Honorata Oct 7 1910..... 20: 116
Sergy Harry of Samuel and Fanny July 6 1903................... 17: 448
Sergy Jacob S of Samuel and Fannie May 21 1905.............. 18: 190
Seriero Calvin A of Thomas D and Stella M May 2 1907....... 19: 48
Serigniano — d of Gaetano and Francesca Jan 5 1908......... 19: 222
Serman Francis G of Jean B and Marie K Jan 6 1908........... 19: 160
Serman Lucien of Jean B and Marie K Sept 19 1906............ 18: 375
Serokog Bolesla of Bernard and Alexandra Feb 21 1910....... 20: 22
Serpa Antone of Antone F and Philomena Jan 24 1904......... 18: 8
Serpa Clara of Antone and Philomena Apr 9 1906.............. 18: 314
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Serpa Manuel of Manuel R and Florence Jan 26 1901........17:132
Serpa Maria of Antone and Filomena July 4 1902........17:345
Serroceni Amelia of Antonio and Rosa Feb 20 1903........17:397
Serror Marion E of Joseph H and Ethel S Aug 13 1910.....20:96
Serydyniski Joseph of Nicoli and Edna Aug 13 1905.....18:225
Serydyniski John of Sydor and Mary Feb 24 1910.......20:22
Serydyniski Stephen of Isador and Mary Aug 15 1905....18:226
Sessions George H of Samuel D and Edna Aug 23 1907.....19:100
Sessions — d of Walter S and Christina B Dec 18 1909...19:463
Setchell Charles H of Frank and Margaret J Nov 1 1905...18:252
Setchell Chester C of Frank and Margaret J June 25 1908...19:227
Setchell Copeland L of Henry C and Alice 1 Feb 12 1905...18:155
Setchell Herbert F of Frank and Margaret J July 12 1903..17:450
Settles Barnes (e) of Lizzie June 13 1901..............17:171
Severer Annie of Alvin and Victoria May 12 1903.........17:423
Sevigny Charles P of Wilfred P and Rose S Apr 25 1908...19:293
Sevigny Floris E of Wilfred P and Rosa A Jan 3 1906......18:280
Sevigny Irene A of Wilfrid P and Rosalba Jan 12 1902.....17:256
Sevogie — d of Rose Oct 3 1902.........................17:345
Sexton Francis J of Timothy and Mary June 21 1902......17:310
Sexton Robert of Thomas J and Albertine F Sept 20 1907...19:152
Sexton Thomas P of Timothy and Mary July 23 1906.......18:355
Sexton — d of John and Marie July 12 1903................17:510
Seyferth Robert J of William F and Isabella A Sept 6 1908...19:282
Seyferth William F of William F and Isabella A Jan 6 1910..20:3
Seymore Ruth of Walter F and Margaret E Dec 19 1910......20:142
Seymour Dorothy M M of Robert G and Elizabeth Mar 13 1910..20:29
Seymour Lawrence E of Jesse and Anna E May 29 1907......19:57
Seymour William E of Jesse and Anna E Mar 14 1902.......17:275
Seymour William L of William H and Fannie Aug 5 1905....18:222
Seymour — d of Harry and Laura May 12 1904.............18:46
Sezak Francis of Peter and Amelia July 14 1910...........20:83
Sgagliione Giulia of Carmine and Francesca Sept 20 1910...20:110
Sghelli Gilda of Ettore and Angelina Aug 25 1908........19:257
Sghelli Giulietta of Ettore and Angelina Nov 25 1905.....18:260
Sghelli Luigi of Ettore and Angelina June 10 1907........19:62
Sghelli Ugo L of Ettore and Angelina Nov 1 1909........19:436
Sgliermo Maria of Antonio and Maria Feb 3 1904...........18:12
Shabeck — d of Hjalmar A and Laura L Aug 13 1910.......20:150
Shadbolt Clara H of Edward J and Levidia D June 22 1907...19:67
Shadbolt Mabel E of Edward J and Levidia D Jan 2 1905....18:141
Shaevitz Annie of Abraham and Eva Oct 25 1909............19:433
Shaffer Esther of Hyman and Sarah Sept 24 1906...........18:377
Shaffer Hyman of Samuel and Esther Dec 11 1901........17:228
Shaffer Mollie of Samuel and Esther Aug 17 1906...........18:362
Shaffer Morris of Samuel and Esther Aug 17 1906........18:362
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Shaffer Rose of Hyman and Sonia Dec 16 1903............. 17:502
Shaffer Simon of Hyman and Sadie Jan 26 1908............. 19:167
Shahbazian Armanon of Haroutune and Varner May 10 1909... 19:363
Shahbazian Armanon M of Marderos and Hurpsime Jan 31
1908............. 19:169
Shahbazian Aziv of Mardiros and Hurpsime June 29 1910.... 20: 70
Shahbazian Eliza of Mardiros and Marynisch July 6 1910.... 20: 80
Shahbazian Garabel of Harsatune and Margaret Oct 3 1910.. 20:115
Shahbazian Marguerid of Mardiros and Hurpsimey Feb 20
1906............. 18:297
Shahi John of John and Sahai Apr 5 1906............. 18:322
Shahi Julia of John and Sahai July 26 1904............. 18: 80
Shahbazian — d of Amdour and Gasar Feb 10 1909............. 19:330
Shailer Joseph of Dominick and Mary Jan 15 1905............. 18:145
Shalies Annie of Levi and Albettie Dec 18 1907............. 19:145
Shaliola Matta of Angelo and Marianna June 26 1902............. 17:306
Shallis Mary of Ludwig and Albertine Nov 15 1906............. 18:396
Shalleros Edmund of Edmund and Jane Mar 3 1908............. 19:182
Shallon — s of Margaret Mar 18 1907............. 19: 30
Shallow Edward M of John J and Bridget Oct 27 1902.... 17:353
Shallow Gertrude M of John J and Bridget A July 23 1905.... 18:217
Shallow Matthew J of John J and Bridget Nov 5 1909.... 19:438
Shallow Walter J of John J and Bridget June 6 1907............. 19: 61
Shalys Louis of Ludowick and Ebbi Sept 24 1910............. 20:111
Shalvey Arline M of Thomas F and Margaret J June 21 1906.... 18:340
Shalvey Thomas C of Thomas F and Margaret May 12 1901.... 17:162
Shamerian Shamer of Harry and Almes Dec 13 1910............. 20:140
Shamirian Margaret of Sarkis and Zatar Nov 2 1910............. 20:125
Shamirian Vartgass of Harry and Almas Mar 28 1909............. 19:347
Shamirian Virginia of Sarkis and Zarta Sept 18 1909............. 19:420
Shanahan John J of James J and Maltida F May 25 1909............. 19:368
Shanahan Margaret F of James F and Beatrice M Apr 7 1907.... 19: 39
Shanona Luzia (c) of Ronaldo and Maria May 1 1902............. 17:290
Shandler Angel of John and Lottie Aug 28 1901............. 17:205
Shandri Orlando B of Benrata and Barbara Nov 23 1908............. 19:291
Shaney Agnes T of John and Nellie Aug 24 1903............. 17:164
Shaney Catherine E of William and Catherine Apr 2 1902............. 17:284
Shaney Edna of Michael and Mary Sept 16 1902............. 17:340
Shaney Ellen of William and Catherine Dec 25 1904............. 18:131
Shaney Ethel C of William and Catherine E Jan 6 1909............. 19:347
Shaney Grace E of John and Nellie Nov 25 1904............. 18:121
Shaney James E of Michael and Annie Apr 11 1905............. 18:176
Shaney James P of William and Catherine E July 11 1910............. 20: 82
Shaney John E of John and Nellie Apr 4 1906............. 18:313
Shaney John J of John J and Ellen June 27 1901............. 17:175
Shanley John P of Michael and Annie Jan 23 1909.............19:323
Shanley Mabel H of Francis P and Mary Sept 23 1904........18:101
Shanley Raymond of Francis P and Mary Mar 28 1903........17:410
Shanley Sarah H of John F and Sarah A Nov 19 1902........17:369
Shanley William of William and Catherine Dec 25 1904........18:131
Shanley William of Michael and Annie July 28 1906........18:354
Shanley William J of John and Nellie Nov 24 1901........17:232
Shanley — d of John and Nellie June 16 1908........19:235
Shanahan Beatrice K of James F and Beatrice Jan 27 1902.17:260
Shannon Charles of Elsie Feb 17 1909.........................19:332
Shannon Erville E of Arthur H and Elizabeth Nov 24 1904.18:121
Shannon Francis E of John E and Ellen Nov 2 1902........17:355
Shannon Helen of Michael J and Ellen G July 28 1905........18:219
Shannon John T of John E and Ellen Jan 22 1905........18:148
Shannon Laura M of Timothy J and Helen L June 25 1910.20:68
Shannon Kathleen of Edward and Julia A May 27 1905........18:191
Shannon Muriel M of Arthur H and Elizabeth Nov 12 1905.18:256
Shannon William of John and Mary Aug 29 1908........19:258
Shannon — d of John and Mary June 23 1907........19:77
Shannon — s of Michael J and Ellen G Aug 30 1907........19:154
Shawock Frederick D of George and Mary Feb 15 1903......17:396
Shapazian Armenouhie of Marooos and Horab Feb 1 1908....19:170
Shapiro Anna of Max and Annie May 6 1904........18:44
Shapiro Gussie of Lazar and Annie July 10 1906........18:347
Shapiro Jacob of Henry and Ida July 18 1904........18:77
Shapiro Katie of Henry and Ida Sept 5 1906........18:369
Shapiro Louis of David and Paulina Aug 12 1908........19:308
Shapiro May of Barnett and Clara May 12 1910........20:52
Shapiro Ralph of Nathan and Martha Sept 23 1901........17:213
Shapley George W of George W and Annie July 22 1901.17:192
Shar — d of Louis and Minna Sept 21 1904........18:100
Sharbashenia Arcarea of Paul and Cassa Oct 15 1909.19:430
Sharbano — twin s of Frank and Ellen Aug 21 1908......19:255
Sharkey Annie E of Dominick and Bridget Aug 21 1903...17:463
Sharkey Ellen of Dominick and Bridget Feb 1 1909........19:327
Sharkey John A of John and Catherine Aug 3 1905........18:221
Sharkey Josephine M of Dominick J and Bridget E June 25 1901........17:174
Sharkey Julia I of Peter and Mary Feb 20 1901........17:139
Sharkey Margaret of John and Catherine Nov 4 1903........17:488
Sharkey Mildred E of John and Catherine Dec 30 1908......19:305
Sharkey Paul I of Thomas F and Mary E July 6 1902........17:375
Sharkey Peter of Peter J and Mary A Nov 11 1902........17:358
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Shaw Rosella of James H and Elvira G July 21 1907...19: 86
Shaw Sarah L of Thomas F and Mary E Apr 13 1904...18: 37
Shaw Thomas of Dominick and Bridget June 24 1905...18: 201
Sharonian Araxie of Harry and Margarette Feb 5 1905...18: 153
Sharp Abraham E of Samuel and Fanny July 5 1901...17: 186
Sharp Agnes S of James R and Euphemia P Mar 13 1901...17: 146
Sharp Arthur J of William and Harriet Apr 10 1903...17: 414
Sharp Bessie of Joseph and Bessie Sept 27 1905...18: 240
Sharp Ernest H of James E and Emma J May 13 1901...18: 47
Sharp Hattie of Joseph and Rebecca Apr 2 1901...17: 152
Sharp Howard C of Clarence E and Mary E Aug 15 1902...17: 329
Sharp Mabel of Joseph and Bessie Feb 10 1908...19: 173
Sharp Minnie of Joseph and Bessie June 17 1904...18: 58
Sharp Sarah of Jacob and Bessie Y May 23 1910...20: 76
Sharpe Frederick W of Clarence E and Mary E Feb 16 1901...17: 138
Sharpe Lillian of John P and Rose A Dec 14 1902...17: 368
Sharpe Sarah L of Sidney and Mary B Feb 22 1904...18: 20
Sharps — d of George and Queenie Aug 12 1902...17: 328
Sharven Catherine J of John and Sarah A July 26 1901...17: 193
Shaskey Bernard of Morris and Rose A Dec 17 1904...18: 128
Shatzkin Annie of William and Sophie Sept 26 1908...19: 269
Shattuck Alice of George W and Mary L July 20 1907...19: 86
Shattuck Herbert M of George and Mary Feb 1 1905...18: 151
Shattuck John W of George W and Mary L Nov 4 1909...19: 437
Shattuck Joseph W of George W and Mary May 29 1906...18: 331
Shattuck Margaret E of George W and Mary L Nov 10 1908...19: 285
Shattuck Theodore of George and Mary Dec 29 1903...17: 506
Shattuck — s of George W and Mary Jan 3 1903...17: 381
Shatz Rosa of Isaac and Rachel June 2 1909...19: 371
Shatzen Samuel A of Herman and Amelia Oct 24 1908...19: 279
Shatzen William of Herman and Emilia Feb 26 1910...20: 22
Shavrick Bronnie of John and Katie May 21 1905...18: 189
Shaw Anna of Thomas W and Margaret Sept 15 1905...18: 236
Shaw Arthur L of Levi and Mary A Nov 17 1905...18: 258
Shaw Benjamin F of Arthur Jr and Mary A Apr 2 1907...19: 36
Shaw Bessie of Henry and Annie L Nov 5 1904...18: 115
Shaw Cameron W of Frederick J and Emily M June 10 1905...18: 196
Shaw Clinton F of William F and Evelyn E June 9 1906...18: 336
Shaw Cora F of Frank H and Margaret V Oct 20 1908...19: 278
Shaw Donald L of Rowland and Catherine Apr 20 1907...19: 43
Shaw Doris C of Victor C and Harriet June 16 1904...17: 172
Shaw Doris C of Rowland and Catherine Feb 10 1909...19: 329
Shaw Edith A of Arthur L and Mary A Sept 22 1908...19: 268
Shaw Emily I of Clarence W and Clara B June 7 1907...19: 61
Shaw Esther A of Noah and Esther June 19 1905...18: 200
Shaw Ethel of Levi and Mary Dec 7 1909...19: 449
BIRTHS

Shaw Ethel C of Arthur L and Mary A Oct 25 1910.............20:122
Shaw Evalene M of James and Rose E Apr 5 1905.............18:174
Shaw Frederick C of Luberti and Janet R Apr 27 1905........18:182
Shaw Frederick J of Frederick J and Emily M Aug 31 1902...17:334
Shaw Harry L of Roland and Katherine B Jan 13 1904......17:128
Shaw Helen A of Alfred H and Charlotte R Apr 9 1905......18:175
Shaw Hester L of Frank H and Marietta July 29 1903........17:508
Shaw Howard F of William and Hope E July 10 1910........20:51
Shaw Idella C of Frank H and Margaret Apr 26 1905........18:181
Shaw Isaac of Oscar and Sofia Feb 14 1902................17:311
Shaw James W of William F and Mary A Mar 29 1909.........19:347
Shaw John E of Levi and Mary A June 24 1901..............17:174
Shaw John E of John W and Minneta C May 23 1908...........19:213
Shaw Joseph C of George A and Elizabeth A July 1 1908....19:236
Shaw Josephine G of John H and Mary C Mar 13 1910........20:59
Shaw Leo of Thomas W and Margaret Aug 16 1903.............17:461
Shaw Lillian M of Fred J and Augusta Jan 16 1909.........19:320
Shaw Louis of Max and Ada Mar 25 1905....................18:170
Shaw Margaret T of Alfred H and Charlotte R Apr 9 1905...18:175
Shaw Marion E of William F and Hope E Mar 22 1903........17:408
Shaw Mary of William F and Mary A Aug 5 1910..............20:93
Shaw Mary E of Alfred and Charlotte R Mar 22 1901........17:148
Shaw Millicent of Alonzo and Elizabeth A June 16 1910.....20:65
Shaw Miriam H of John F and Hannah E Apr 29 1910........20:47
Shaw Noel A of Frederick J and Emily M Nov 26 1903........17:495
Shaw Rose of Henry and Annie Apr 5 1909...................19:330
Shaw Rowland of Rowland and Catherine B July 27 1903.....17:455
Shaw Ruth E of Frank H and Margaret V July 14 1910......20:83
Shaw Sarah C of John M and Minnetta C Feb 24 1907........19:22
Shaw Sarah L of Thomas and Margaret Sept 17 1901.........17:211
Shaw Victor H of Victor C and Hattie C Oct 2 1903........17:478
Shaw Violet E of Albert and Martha Nov 28 1902............17:363
Shaw Walter J of Albert and Martha Aug 12 1901............17:199
Shaw William of William and Florence Aug 16 1907.........19:97
Shaw —— s of Fred W and Minnie E Aug 9 1904..............18:85
Shaw —— d of Louis and Minnie Mar 13 1906.................18:305
Shaw —— d of Alburt and Janet R Mar 2 1907..............19:75
Shaw —— d of Fred J and Augusta L Aug 31 1907............19:154
Shaw —— d of Alonzo W and Elizabeth A Apr 6 1908........19:233
Shaw —— s of Louis and Minnie Aug 10 1910................20:95
Shaw —— d of Melissa Dec 14 1910........................20:140
Shawcross Howard W of Edward J and Mary June 1 1902...17:299
Shawcross Raymond E of Raymond E and Margaret L Mar 27

1909........................................19:347
Shawcross Ruth M of Raymond E and Margaret L May 29 1910:20:58
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Shay Francis E of Edward F and Mary E Jan 12 1904...........18:  4
Shay Mary A of Timothy and Mary Jan 6 1903....................17: 383
Shayani Thomas of John and Shelayn Apr 14 1903..............17:  45
Shea Agnes C of Nicholas and Marguerite G Dec 14 1909.......19:  51
Shea Agnes G of Thomas F and Annie A Nov 14 1904............18: 117
Shea Anna of Jeremiah and Anna Mar 28 1909....................19: 347
Shea Anna L of Cornelius F and Dora E Dec 30 1902............17: 379
Shea Clifford F of Patrick M and Ellen J Nov 13 1901.......18: 118
Shea Clara E (c) of Daniel E and Julia May 26 1910..........20:  57
Shea Daniel F of Jeremiah and Annie June 29 1903.............17: 438
Shea Daniel S S 3rd of Daniel S Jr and Annie A Oct 17 1910...20: 120
Shea David J of David and Catherine July 21 1910...............20:  86
Shea Edward of Edward S and Margaret E Oct 23 1908...........19: 311
Shea Eugene W of Daniel and Joanna Apr 15 1903..............17: 415
Shea George of Daniel and Margaret June 22 1903..............17: 435
Shea George D of Patrick F and Mary Nov 10 1904.............18: 317
Shea Gertrude L of Cornelius and Dora E Jan 13 1906........18:  28
Shea Gertrude M of Daniel and Joanna May 3 1907..............19:  48
Shea Harold A of Timothy and Catharine A Sept 5 1904.......18:  95
Shea Helen of Timothy and Mary Sept 26 1910..................20: 112
Shea James of Timothy and Mary A Jan 12 1906................18: 284
Shea James F of Patrick and Mary May 26 1901.................17: 166
Shea John of Edward and Margaret June 16 1904..............17: 172
Shea John F of Jeremiah D and Mary Feb 2 1901..............17: 134
Shea John J of Patrick and Mary Jan 25 1906.................18: 288
Shea John P of Timothy and Mary Feb 10 1908................19: 173
Shea John P of David and Catherine M Nov 7 1908............19: 281
Shea Kenneth J of James E and Catherine June 26 1910.......20:  69
Shea Leo M of James E and Mary C June 1 1902...............17: 300
Shea Lillian G of James E and Mary C Mar 6 1904..............18:  21
Shea Margaret T of Dennis and Jane Aug 23 1906.............18: 361
Shea Mary of Thomas F and Annie A Apr 14 1908..............19: 198
Shea Mary of Cornelius F and Dora E Jan 21 1909............19: 322
Shea Mary E of Jeremiah and Annie May 29 1905..............18: 192
Shea Mary E of Timothy and Mary Mar 3 1906.................18: 302
Shea Mary G of James F and Annie M Apr 19 1904............18:  39
Shea Matilda of John W and Mary Jan 28 1902.................17: 261
Shea Michael A of Edward and Margaret June 23 1904.........18:  41
Shea Miles P of Patrick F and Mary Feb 8 1903..............17: 394
Shea Stephen A of Patrick F and Mary Aug 5 1910............20:  93
Shea Sylvester F of Thomas F and Annie A Sept 21 1903......17: 474
Shea Thomas E of Patrick J and Mary J Dec 4 1907...........19: 140
Shea Timothy of Daniel and Margaret June 1 1903............18: 193
Shea Timothy F of Timothy and Mary Sept 1 1902.............17: 335
Shea Walter of Richard and Bridget Sept 11 1904............18:  97
Shea William F of Patrick J and Mary May 4 1910............20:  49
BIRTHS

Shea William S of Timothy H and Helen V June 26 1909.............. 19: 380
Shea —— s of Jeremiah and Mary Oct 9 1903...................... 17: 430
Shea —— d of Jeremiah D and Mary T Feb 10 1905.............. 18: 154
Shea —— d of James and Mary E Nov 4 1907...................... 19: 129
Shea —— d of Veronica Sept 2 1910............................ 20: 103
Sheahan Anna J of Michael and Annie Oct 29 1903................ 17: 486
Shean Charles E of Charles E and Theresa Aug 17 1901........ 17: 201
Shean Frank R of Charles E and Theresa H Feb 11 1908........ 19: 174
Sheard Frederick V of Thomas and Agnes Aug 2 1907........... 19: 91
Shearman Alfred T of Alfred T and Ada J Aug 22 1908........... 19: 256
Shearman Minnie E of Alfred T and Ada Oct 23 1909............ 19: 432
Sheedy Eleanor M of William F and Mary M Aug 11 1903........ 17: 460
Sheedy Esther J of John and Mary J Aug 24 1909................. 19: 409
Sheedy Leo of William F and Mary M Jan 20 1907............... 19: 8
Sheedy William V of William F and Mary M Apr 1 1905........ 18: 172
Sheehan Ambrose of Michael E and Hannah Oct 4 1906......... 18: 381
Sheehan Anthony P of Patrick J and Catherine Mar 28 1905.... 18: 171
Sheehan Catherine R of Cornelius and Mary Apr 12 1904...... 18: 37
Sheehan Charles E of John H and Ellen May 10 1903........... 17: 423
Sheehan Edmund J of Patrick J and Catherine Oct 12 1902.... 17: 348
Sheehan George of John J and Mary June 10 1906................. 18: 336
Sheehan George T of John and Alice R Nov 26 1902............. 17: 362
Sheehan Gertrude K of Christopher J and Annie V Mar 16

1909.......................... 19: 343
Sheehan Helen of Jeremiah C and Annie N July 28 1910........ 20: 89
Sheehan Henry of Morgan P and Nora E June 9 1908........... 19: 221
Sheehan Johanna of Robert and Delia July 19 1907.......... 19: 86
Sheehan John A of John A and Agnes J Aug 15 1901............ 17: 200
Sheehan John J of John H and Katherine Mar 3 1903......... 17: 402
Sheehan Julia A of Michael E and Hannah Jan 14 1908....... 19: 163
Sheehan Louisa of Morgan P and Nora E Mar 10 1906......... 18: 304
Sheehan Margaret H of John H and Ellen Oct 28 1901........ 17: 224
Sheehan Marion of John F and Rosa Apr 23 1902.............. 17: 287
Sheehan Mary of Morgan P and Nora Feb 5 1902.............. 17: 263
Sheehan Mary F of James T and Annie M Mar 3 1904............ 18: 23
Sheehan Nora of Morgan P and Nora E Dec 17 1903............ 17: 502
Sheehan Peter J of Robert and Delia May 14 1903............ 17: 424
Sheehan Raymond F of Michael E and Hannah Oct 4 1909..... 19: 426
Sheehan Robert F of Robert and Delia Nov 8 1905........... 18: 254
Sheehan Timothy C of Michael and Hannah Jan 30 1905....... 18: 151
Sheehan —— d of John F and Anna A Oct 16 1903........... 17: 511
Sheely Alfred A of Louise Nov 24 1903....................... 17: 495
Sheer Leonard of Morris and Mollie A Mar 19 1910........... 20: 31
Sheer Lillian of Morris and Mollie A Mar 21 1908........... 19: 189
Shelby Frank of Samuel and Esther Dec 14 1903............... 17: 501
Sheffers Edith of Israel and Ida Nov 1 1907................. 19: 127
Sheffield Clara E of Louis C and Grace E Oct 8 1907.... 19: 118
Sheffield Ethelyn B of Louis C and Grace E Apr 11 1903. 17: 144
Sheitz Pauline of John and Sophie Mar 21 1907............. 19: 22
Shehadi Meriam H of Shehadi A and Adna July 4 1910..... 20: 79
Shehadi William of Shehadi A and Adna June 30 1906..... 18: 313
Sheheen Abraham J of John and Mary Sept 16 1908........ 19: 266
Sheheen Maria of John and Mary Nov 6 1909................. 19: 138
Shein Ernest L of Edward and Ida Oct 23 1903............. 17: 481
Shein Grace of Jacob A and Regina June 29 1901......... 17: 175
Shein Howard C of Samuel and Fannie Jan 24 1901......... 17: 132
Shein Stanley E of Edward and Ida Feb 25 1907............. 19: 22
Shein —— twin d of Edward and Ida Apr 10 1902............ 17: 284
Shein —— s of Jacob A and Regina May 15 1902............. 17: 312
Sheiner Rose of Harry and Fannie Dec 9 1905.............. 18: 265
Shelden Katherine of Pincus and Libby Aug 17 1910........ 20: 98
Sheldon Ada F of David L and Katie F Aug 31 1903...... 17: 467
Sheldon Bertha V of George and Cora July 9 1906...... 18: 347
Sheldon Esther D of Franklin and Minnie Nov 4 1902.... 17: 355
Sheldon Frank L of Frank L and Jetty L Sept 15 1909.... 19: 418
Sheldon Helen E of Edward P and Ellen L July 10 1901.. 17: 187
Sheldon Helen M of Charles E and Annetta Dec 18 1906... 18: 407
Sheldon —— s of William H and Emma Oct 28 1901........ 17: 250
Sheldrick Helen F of Francis T and Jennie Oct 11 1904... 18: 197
Sheldrick Norman A of Andrew and Agnes Aug 23 1908.... 19: 256
Shellcross Dudley R of Thomas and Jennie L Dec 22 1906.. 18: 408
Shelley Anna E of Henry F and Susie E Apr 14 1909...... 19: 353
Shelley Helen of Henry F and Susan A Feb 17 1907...... 19: 19
Shelley James J of James C and Irene M Aug 6 1906..... 18: 358
Shenofsky John of John and Sofia May 18 1909.......... 19: 365
Shepard Bertha M of William and Martha Oct 1 1902.... 17: 345
Shepard Byron S of William and Martha Nov 7 1904..... 18: 116
Shepard Dorothy A of William and Martha Sept 22 1903... 17: 474
Shepard Earl of Leo and Alice May 24 1907............. 19: 55
Shepard Earl A of Joseph L and Rebecca A July 19 1902.. 17: 320
Shepard Eldridge O (c) of Robert M and Annie E Apr 1 1907. 19: 36
Shepard Eleonora F (c) of Sarah F June 14 1906......... 18: 338
Shepard Helen M of Charles C and Lena M Aug 11 1909.... 19: 401
Shepard Isabelle (c) of Robert M and Annie Mar 27 1904. 18: 32
Shepard James H of Robert M and Anna Oct 6 1909...... 19: 426
Shepard Jennie L (c) of Robert and Anna July 25 1902.... 17: 322
Shepard Laura L of Charles C and Lena M Oct 20 1903..... 17: 483
Shepard Velma of Egbert B and Loretta July 27 1901..... 17: 191
Shepard —— twin d of Max and Martha Mar 18 1908...... 19: 188
Shepardson Robert L of Leland and Ellen July 16 1907... 19: 84
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Shepardson —— d of Bertha Apr 15 1901..........................17:184
Shepardson —— d of Leland and Ella May 6 1906................18:323
Shepard Minnie of Leo and Alice Feb 23 1903..................17:339
Shephard ——(c) d of Sarah Apr 19 1905.........................18:207
Sheptovitch Ida S of Louis and Rebecca Dec 15 1906........18:406
Sheptovitch Jeanette of Louis A and Rebecca Sept 6 1908...19:262
Sherburn —— s of Albert and Melissa Aug 26 1901.............17:204
Sherburne Glendon F of Albert and Melissa Sept 22 1902.....17:342
Sherburne Norma L of Ernest A and Edith P May 26 1910...20:57
Sheren Moses of Nathan and Rosa May 17 1908..................19:211
Sheridan Bartholomew J of John F and Mary A July 26 1907.19:88
Sheridan Catharine M of Felix and Rose A July 26 1907.....19:88
Sheridan Edwin J of Thomas and Catherine July 30 1903.....17:456
Sheridan George of Thomas S and Elizabeth A Jan 11 1903...17:384
Sheridan Helen of James E and Mary A Aug 29 1904...........18:89
Sheridan Joseph M of Felix and Rose A Dec 9 1904............18:126
Sheridan Lillian M of Thomas and Mary May 8 1905..........18:185
Sheridan Madaline E of Thomas J and Mary A July 15 1906.18:349
Sheridan Mary of John J and Margaret Jan 20 1903..........17:357
Sheridan Mary of Thomas and Katherine Dec 28 1907.........19:149
Sheridan Mary of Bertha Nov 10 1909.........................19:439
Sheridan Mary DeS of Thomas and Elizabeth A May 26 1909.19:368
Sheridan Mary G of James E and Mary A Feb 10 1902.........17:265
Sheridan Mary M of Patrick T and Mary May 28 1907.........19:57
Sheridan Mary M of John F and Mary A Jan 27 1909.........19:324
Sheridan Mary T of Felix and Rose A Aug 16 1910.............20:97
Sheridan Philip F of Felix and Rose A May 20 1906..........18:328
Sheridan Philip W of Harry and Marietta Apr 7 1910........20:39
Sheridan Rose H of Felix and Rose A Jan 25 1909.............19:323
Sheridan Ruth of John J and Margaret Jan 8 1906...........18:282
Sheridan Thomas P of Patrick T and Mary Mar 12 1909......19:341
Sheridan Thomas S of Thomas S and Elizabeth A Dec 21 1905.18:269
Sheridan William of William A and Agnes B Jan 23 1903......18:148
Sheridan —— s of Patrick and Mary Feb 7 1906..............18:293
Sheridan —— d of Martha Dec 31 1907.........................19:150
Sheriden Berndine of William A and Agnes B Oct 29 1907...19:126
Sheriff Nathan of Joseph and Lillie Jan 31 1908..............19:230
Sherin Abraham of Nathan and Rosa Mar 18 1906..............18:307
Sherlock Agnes F of John B and Flora E July 14 1903........17:451
Sherlock Dorothy R of John J and Florence I Jan 15 1903...18:146
Sherlock Florence M of John B and Flora E Feb 12 1907......19:17
Sherlock Gerald J of James F and Bridget Feb 8 1902.......17:264
Sherlock Helen M of James F and Bridget Oct 6 1903........17:479
Sherlock John B of John B and Flora E Mar 29 1902...........17:277
Sherlock Mary of Peter and Sarah Aug 22 1909...............19:408
Sherlock Mary M of Frank E and Mary M Mar 4 1908..........19:183
Sherlock Mathias R of James F and Bridget Nov 5 1905........ 18: 253
Sherlock Paul F E of Francis E and Mary M Apr 19 1910. ... 20: 43
Sherlock Peter J of Peter J and Sarah A May 26 1903. ...... 17: 428
Sherlock Raymond of Peter J and Sarah A June 29 1907. .... 19: 70
Sherlock —— d of Thomas and Ann Feb 27 1901. .......... 17: 179
Sherlock —— s of John J and Florence I E Mar 14 1904. ... 18: 27
Sherman Alfred of Clarence E and Clarinda Feb 28 1910. ... 20: 74
Sherman Alice E C of Henry C Jr and Minnie Aug 9 1903. .. 17: 439
Sherman Alna B of Walter R and Bertha Apr 19 1902. ..... 17: 286
Sherman Arthur W of Arthur E and Ellen W Mar 28 1908. ... 19: 191
Sherman Barbara F of Elmer and Margaret Apr 22 1909. .... 19: 356
Sherman Bernice I of Manuel and Esther May 25 1909. .... 19: 368
Sherman Bertha of Ulysses G and Eva E Sept 3 1909. .... 19: 413
Sherman Bertha M of Ernest H and Minnie D Apr 27 1910. ... 20: 46
Sherman Charles S of Charles W and Kate L Dec 14 1901. ... 17: 239
Sherman Charles W of Charles E and Catherine L Mar 7 1908. 19: 184
Sherman Clifford S of Walter N and Emma G July 31 1909. ... 19: 400
Sherman Clinton A of Edward C and Emily B May 27 1905. ... 18: 191
Sherman David of Manuel and Esther June 29 1903. ......... 17: 438
Sherman Dora of Israel and Ida Dec 9 1909. ............... 19: 449
Sherman Dorothy M of Hiram T and Margaret T Apr 21 1906. 18: 319
Sherman Edward O of Hiram T and Margaret T Oct 5 1902. ... 17: 316
Sherman Elizabeth B of Harry B and Elsie A Feb 14 1909. ... 19: 334
Sherman Eva of Aaron and Bessie Mar 1 1905. ............. 18: 162
Sherman Evangeline of William J and Rosanna Jan 1 1906. ... 18: 280
Sherman Evelyn F of David P and Edna E July 29 1906. .... 18: 355
Sherman Everett W of David P and Edna E Aug 1 1902. .... 17: 321
Sherman Florence M of Harry W and Florence Oct 12 1907. ... 19: 119
Sherman Frances C of Edwin P and Frances H Oct 22 1906. ... 18: 387
Sherman Frederick H of George E and Mary V Oct 11 1908. ... 19: 275
Sherman George of Frank and Mary Feb 5 1907. ............ 19: 15
Sherman George E of George E and Mary V June 7 1901. .... 18: 55
Sherman Glynn O of Homer L and Minnie Aug 30 1907. .... 19: 103
Sherman Harry of Harry and Rebecca May 29 1908. ....... 19: 216
Sherman Helen J of William J and Rose A Mar 15 1902. .... 17: 235
Sherman Henry A of Henry C and Cora A Jan 13 1906. .... 18: 284
Sherman Herbert W of Edwin P and Hilda F Feb 5 1909. .... 19: 328
Sherman Howard I of Walter M and Henrietta June 3 1902. ... 17: 299
Sherman Irene M of Frank and Louise M July 17 1902. .... 17: 320
Sherman Irene M of Charles A and Grace S Nov 18 1904. ... 18: 119
Sherman Israel of Samuel and Rose Dec 8 1909. .......... 19: 449
Sherman Joseph of William J and Rose May 30 1904. ....... 18: 52
Sherman Lena of Aaron and Bessie Aug 1 1908. ............ 19: 247
Sherman Lena A of Harry W and Florence Nov 19 1905. ... 18: 258
Sherman Leroy S of Walter R and Bertha Aug 9 1904........ 18: 85
Sherman Margaret I of Hiram T and Margaret T Sept 27 1901.17: 214
Sherman Margaret I of George M and Margaret A Aug 31 1909.19: 412
Sherman Marian E of John L and Florence Sept 4 1907........ 19: 105
Sherman Mary of Walter C and Ellen May 4 1901............. 17: 161
Sherman Mildred L of David P and Edna E May 16 1901....... 17: 163
Sherman Mildred P of Henry W and Florence Jan 19 1904...... 18: 7
Sherman Morris L of Meyer and Esther Sept 5 1909.......... 19: 444
Sherman Phoebe of Henry C and Cora A Aug 6 1904............ 18: 84
Sherman Phillip of William H and Ada V Apr 23 1907......... 19: 44
Sherman Rebecca of Harry and Rebecca June 30 1910.......... 20: 70
Sherman Robert S of Alfred N and Sarah A Nov 26 1909...... 19: 445
Sherman Roderick J of Homer L and Minnie B Jan 15 1909.... 19: 320
Sherman Russell of Fannie Dec 12 1903..................... 17: 500
Sherman Samuel N of Ralph and Jennie July 8 1907.......... 19: 81
Sherman Stanley W of Walter B and Mary E July 28 1907..... 19: 151
Sherman Stuart H of Walter C and Ellen H Oct 10 1902....... 17: 348
Sherman Walter H of Frank H and Agnes B Mar 15 1910....... 20: 29
Sherman William B of Henry C and Cora A Oct 17 1907....... 19: 121
Sherman William B of George W and Harriet July 26 1908..... 19: 245
Sherman William E of William H and Ada V Dec 18 1903...... 17: 502
Sherman Winona of Walter C and Ellen Aug 10 1906.......... 18: 360
Sherman —— s of Louis and Annie July 7 1901.............. 17: 186
Sherman —— d of William and Laura Sept 13 1902.......... 17: 338
Sherman —— d of Hiram T and Margaret T Dec 22 1903....... 17: 504
Sherman —— d of Fred W and Ida A Feb 19 1906............. 18: 297
Sherman —— s of Walter R and Bertha E Oct 30 1906....... 18: 390
Sherman —— d of Fannie July 26 1908...................... 19: 245
Sherry Natica C of Arnold E and Mary H May 1 1909........ 19: 359
Sheriff Annie A of Michael and Mary J Aug 18 1908....... 19: 254
Sherry Catherine M of Patrick J and Catherine M Nov 27 1905.18: 261
Sherry Edward B of Bernard F and Florence Jan 14 1903..... 18: 145
Sherry Elizabeth C of Michael and Mary J Feb 27 1910...... 20: 29
Sherry Emma H of Bernard F and Florence J Oct 31 1909.... 19: 435
Sherry Helen R of Patrick and Catherine Jan 6 1907........ 19: 3
Sherry Mary H of Bernard F and Florence J July 8 1906.... 18: 346
Sherry Mary M of Michael and Mary J June 14 1907......... 19: 64
Sherry —— d of Arthur and Bridget A Aug 28 1905.......... 18: 276
Sherry —— s of Bernard F and Florence J Oct 3 1908....... 19: 311
Sherry —— d of Margaret Dec 17 1910..................... 20: 141
Sherson Bertha M of John J and Katherine May 11 1904..... 18: 46
Sherson Mary J of John J and Catherine Mar 11 1902....... 17: 274
Sherwin —— s of William and Etta May 21 1901.............. 17: 165
Shibley —— d of John A and Deborah May 27 1901........... 17: 184
Shields Alice of Edward F and Mary J Aug 2 1904.......... 18: 82
Shields Cleola of Henry and Clara H May 27 1903............ 17: 428
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Shields James J of Edward F and Mary J Apr 19 1902 ........ 17:286
Shields Mary T of William and Annie June 3 1905 ........... 18:194
Shields Michael of Michael and Mary July 8 1905 .......... 18:212
Shields Walter of Sarah Nov 22 1901 .................. 17:232
Shields William of William and Annie Nov 11 1906 ......... 18:391
Shields William P of Michael and Mary Sept 8 1907 ...... 19:106
Shields Winifred T of Michael and Ellen June 24 1909 .... 19:379
Shields  s of George and Alice Nov 25 1901 ............ 17:233
Shierson Catherine of William and Margaret Jan 31 1908 .... 19:169
Shierson Mildred F of William and Margaret Apr 1 1910 .... 20:36
Shiguen  s of Elizabeth Jan 26 1903 .................. 17:389
Shipov Frank of Charles and Ida Oct 1 1901 ............... 17:216
Shiner Annie of Harry and Fanny Apr 8 1908 ............ 19:196
Shiner Ida of Harry and Fanny Jan 5 1903 ................ 17:382
Shipman Louis H of T Harris and Julia B July 11 1902 ... 17:377
Shippee Allen L of Fred A and Lula M Jan 6 1901 ......... 17:126
Shippee Anna L of Isaac A and Mary E Mar 30 1905 ....... 18:172
Shippee Ansel A of Isaac A and Mary E May 16 1908 ....... 19:211
Shippee Dorothy F of Lewis A and Florence July 12 1910 .... 20:82
Shippee Frances of Benjamin R and Harriet Mar 22 1902 .... 17:278
Shippee Frederick B of Fred A and Caroline A July 22 1906 18:414
Shippee Loyd F of Fred A and Lula M Nov 24 1901 ........ 17:392
Shippy  d of Fred A and Caroline A Oct 30 1909 ........... 19:462
Shirley Constance of Alfred J and Edith C Apr 10 1902 .... 17:281
Shirley Earle R of Thomas and Bertha T Feb 16 1906 ....... 18:295
Shirley Ethel L of Henry and Lillian M Oct 20 1906 ....... 18:386
Shirley Florence of John A and Lucy A Mar 12 1901 ....... 17:145
Shirley Raymond R of William T and Marie A July 14 1902 ... 17:319
Shirley Spofford S of George F and Alice Mar 12 1903 ....... 17:405
Shirley  s of Charles H and Emma Oct 3 1904 ............ 18:138
Shirlock  d of Thomas and Annie Dec 17 1903 .............. 17:512
Shishmanian Haig of Howhames and Mariam Apr 18 1907 .... 19:43
Shively Ruth C of William S and Stella Mar 9 1901 ......... 17:144
Shlaim Samuel of Jacob and Leah Mar 27 1903 ............ 17:410
Shmiconductor Jacob of Isaac and Mary Dec 16 1910 ....... 20:141
Snedeker Benjamin of Louis A and Anne Nov 11 1909 ....... 19:439
Shoales Bernice of Louis E and Eva B Oct 20 1907 .......... 19:422
Shoales  d of Charles and Alvertina Nov 21 1906 ......... 18:338
Shoemaker Walter of Henry E and Caroline July 16 1906 .... 18:350
Shoemaker  d of Henry and Caroline Jan 21 1909 ........... 19:384
Shoffrin Mary of Morris and Frieda July 12 1909 .......... 19:392
Sholes Dorothy W of Ernest T and Frieda July 26 1908 .... 19:292
Sholes William B of Ernest T and Mary E Dec 27 1906 .... 18:410
Shor  s of Louis and Minnie June 9 1907 ................. 19:62
Shor  s of Louis and Minnie May 20 1908 ............... 19:234
Shore Beatrice of Fred A and Antonia Feb 12 1905............. 18: 155
Shore Clara of Morris and Sophie May 15 1910................ 20: 53
Shore Frederick of Frederick A and Tony July 17 1906........ 18: 350
Shore Josslynn M of Fred A and Antonia Oct 23 1903........... 17: 484
Shore Louis of Samuel and Tillie Sept 8 1908.................. 19: 263
Shore Rosie of Max and Esther Nov 19 1909.................... 19: 442
Shoren Henry D of Oscar and Huldah J Mar 9 1905............. 18: 164
Shoren Minnie E of Mabel June 1 1909....................... 19: 370
Shorney Fanny of Joseph and Annie Jan 8 1907................. 19: 3
Short Agnes T of James and Agnes June 16 1904................. 18: 58
Short Arthur F of Arthur F and Emma J June 14 1906........... 18: 338
Short Christina of Arthur and Jane Dec 25 1909............... 19: 455
Short John F of Arthur and Jane June 22 1906.................. 18: 340
Short Mary C of John and Mary Apr 11 1910.................... 20: 40
Short Thomas of Arthur and Jennie Jan 4 1908.................. 19: 159
Shotkin Fannie of Louis and Jennie Feb 2 1907................. 19: 13
Shove Curtis A of Samuel and Hope Sept 27 1910.............. 20: 113
Show Frank of Frank and Mary Jan — 1902.................... 17: 261
Shpock Joh of Adam and Mary Sept 28 1902..................... 17: 343
Shvihar John of John and Mary Sept 13 1906.................... 18: 372
Shread Etta F of Joseph and Florence Oct 26 1902.............. 17: 353
Shread William S of Joseph and Florence July 11 1906........ 18: 348
Shreibman Esther of Benjamin and Esther July 31 1909........ 19: 400
Shrier Sarah of Israel and Jennie Dec 3 1903................. 17: 497
Shrier Simon of Israel and Jennie Nov 23 1902................ 17: 362
Shuff Frederick W of Michael T and Mary V Feb 22 1906....... 18: 298
Shuff Gladys F of Michael T and Mary V Apr 6 1901............ 17: 153
Shubsdeclist Brownist of John and Mary Nov 1 1906............ 18: 391
Shulze Ruth L of Emil and Luella Dec 13 1909................ 19: 451
Shuman Hannah of Jacob and Jennie June 18 1904.............. 18: 59
Shunski Lillian A of Charles and Mary Nov 17 1908............ 19: 288
Shurr — s of Edward B and Minnie Apr 10 1906................. 18: 315
Shurrocks Alfred O of William O and Anna J Mar 11 1902.... 17: 274
Shurtleff Dorothy of William E and Anna M Nov 11 1904...... 18: 117
Shurtleff Edwin L of Herbert F and Elizabeth July 9 1901.... 17: 157
Shurtleff Gertrude M of Herbert F and Elizabeth Apr 17 1904. 18: 38
Shurtleff Marcus C of Marcus C and Eliza M Mar 16 1904....... 18: 28
Shurtleff Mary A of Herbert F and Elizabeth Feb 23 1906...... 18: 298
Shurtleff Mildred E of Herbert and Elizabeth Nov 4 1902..... 17: 355
Shurtleff Ruth C of Herbert F and Lizzie Feb 8 1910........... 20: 15
Shurtiff Hazel M of Maurice L and Katherine A Feb 7 1904...... 18: 14
Shuttleworth Edward C of John D and Ellen J D July 8 1907. 19: 81
Shuttleworth Harold A of John DeL and Ellen J D Oct 23 1905.. 18: 249
Shuttleworth Ruth E of John D and Ellen Feb 6 1910........... 20: 15
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Shwerba Julia of John and Mary Jan 7 1905 18: 143
Shvert Margaret of Adam and Agnes Aug 9 1910 20: 95
Shwartz Hyman of Harry and Beckie July 2 1907 19: 78
Shwed Joseph of Anton and Maligno Mar 1 1910 20: 24
Sias Antonio of Joseph and Rosa Dec 22 1901 17: 242
Sibielski Kaginn of Charles and Paulina Jan 12 1902 17: 256
Sibielski Sigmund of Anthony and Mary Dec 30 1901 17: 245
Sibbski Stacia of Frank and Anniej Sept 10 1904 18: 97
Siboleski Antoinette of Adolph and Lennomori May 28 1906 18: 331
Siboleski Wladislava of Wincenty and Stephanie Feb 20 1910 20: 20
Sibolska Statia of John and Rose July 30 1905 18: 220
Sibolska Wladislaw of Frank and Annie Feb 8 1907 19: 16
Sibolska Yonesesa of John and Rose Feb 20 1908 19: 177
Sibrelski France M of Joseph and Mary July 23 1910 20: 86
Sibulske Mary of Charles and Apolonia Dec 6 1902 17: 356
Sibulski Stella of Charles and Apolonia Sept 17 1904 18: 99
Sibulski Wadjka of Charles and Apolonia Feb 4 1910 20: 11
Sibulsky --- d of Charles and Apolonia Feb 19 1908 19: 177
Siecard Agnes R of Philippe and Bernedine Oct 1 1910 20: 115
Siecard Alfred of Edmond and Hattie Oct 24 1901 17: 223
Siecard Alice O of Amable and Elise Aug 11 1905 18: 224
Siecard Clementina of Amable and Elise Nov 20 1901 17: 231
Siecard Joseph A of Felix and Emeline Sept 30 1907 19: 115
Siecard Pierre of Amable and Elise Dec 23 1903 17: 504
Siecard Robea of Amable and Elise Apr 25 1907 19: 45
Siecard --- s of Edmond and Hattie Dec 19 1904 18: 137
Sieczek Joseph of Stanislaw and Ludweka Nov 15 1905 18: 275
Sicilliani Salvatore I of Pietro and Consiglia Dec 20 1904 18: 129
Siciliano Filomena I of Pietro and Consiglia Apr 27 1902 17: 288
Siciliano Maria R of Pietro and Consiglia Sept 5 1903 17: 469
Sidcowsky Joseph of Joseph and Mary Sept 24 1908 19: 269
Siddall Irene W of George F and Emily July 9 1906 18: 347
Siddall Vernon R of George F and Emily Dec 5 1910 20: 137
Siddall --- d of George F and Emily June 13 1905 18: 198
Sidefinger Beatrice J of Alvhah W and Emma June 21 1908 19: 231
Sidefinger Clifton G of Alvhah and Emma Mar 1 1907 19: 24
Sidell Antonie of Marion and Maria Oct 7 1905 18: 244
Sidello Manuel of Marion and Maria Nov 23 1907 19: 136
Sidgreaves Evelyn of Joshua and Margaret Jan 15 1910 20: 6
Sidney Aaron J of William and Rachael Oct 8 1907 19: 118
Sidofsky Fannie of Barnet and Stacia Sept 7 1901 17: 298
Sidor Meri of Andrew and Annie Feb 26 1910 20: 22
Siebel Abram H of Benny and Sarah Feb 4 1909 19: 328
Siebel Fannie of Benny and Sarah Aug 16 1910 20: 97
Siebold Doris V of William and Elizabeth Feb 10 1905 18: 154
Siedsich Ginig of Domenick and Veronika July 23 1910. . . . . . . . 20: 87
Siedjik Anthony of Vincent and Veronica Jan 20 1909. . . . . . . . 19: 322
Siedzuk Camella of Dominick and Veronica Sept 28 1904. . . . . . . 18: 103
Siedzuk Josef of Peter and Amelia July 17 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 215
Siedzuk Julia of Dominick and Veronica Oct 17 1908. . . . . . . . 19: 277
Siedzuk Leokadia of John and Stanislava Apr 3 1909. . . . . . . . 19: 319
Siedzuk Sofia of John and Stanislava July 16 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 84
Sief Peter of Myer and Rachel Aug 18 1901. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 201
Siegal Dora of Hyman and Annie Feb 8 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 394
Siegal Edith S of Max and Rebecca Dec 19 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 142
Siegal Eva of Pincus and Bertha Apr 7 1909. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 351
Siegal Israel of Pincus and Beckie Dec 7 1902. . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 366
Siegal James M of Max and Rebecca July 15 1909. . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 393
Siegel Benjamin M of Myer and Lena Dec 29 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 506
Siegel Clara of Charles and Lena Jan 4 1908. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 159
Siegel Esther of Hyman and Annie Oct 5 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 105
Siegel Hilda B of Max and Rebecca Aug 30 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 103
Siegel Israel of David and Minna Aug 17 1902. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 330
Siegel Jacob of David and Minna Dec 14 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 267
Siegel Lillian of Max and Rose May 8 1909. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 362
Siegel Martha of Max and Rose July 14 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 451
Siegel Max of Morris and Becky Mar 8 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 25
Siegel Mollie of Bernard and Lottie Oct 2 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 105
Siegel Mollie of David and Minnie Apr 5 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . . A: 1 67
Siegel Morris of Charles and Lena Jan 4 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 2
Siegel Ruth A of Max and Rose Sept 12 1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 97
Siegel Samuel of Hyman and Annie July 19 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 86
Siegel Sonner of Pincus and Betty May 3 1901. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 160
Siegel — s of Isidor and Dora Mar 6 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 303
Siegfried Alfred of Joseph and Anna Sept 15 1902. . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 374
Sieglo William of Hugo and Tever July 8 1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 81
Steivers Roland of John and Augusta Nov 2 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 125
Sieweck August F of Berthoed and Marie C Apr 9 1903. . . . . . . . . . 18: 175
Sieweck Martha H of Berthold F and Marie C Aug 9 1903. . . . . . . 17: 459
Sigel Bessie of Charles and Jennie Apr 11 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 176
Sigel Max of Charles and Jennie Apr 20 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 417
Sigel Myer of Charles and Lena Nov 10 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 394
Sigel Sadie of Charles and Jennie Apr 11 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 176
Silber Sophie of Israel and Mamie Mar 26 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 170
Silecdis Nasilie of Tero and Costanza Nov 28 1908. . . . . . . . . . . 19: 292
Silipigni Antonietta of Santo and Innocenza May 15 1906. . . . . . . 18: 327
Silipigni Antonio of Santo and Innocenza Oct 11 1908. . . . . . . . . . 19: 273
Silipigni Francesco of Antonino and Filippa May 7 1908. . . . . . . . 19: 207
Silka Valada Z of Joseph and Sophia Mar 29 1909. . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 344
Sillick James W of James and Mabel M Feb 27 1909. . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 336
Silva Adalina of Antone and Maria Sept 7 1910. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20: 105
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Silva Adelard E of John B and Catherine J May 28 1909... 19: 369
Silva Albert of Antone C and Maria A July 2 1909... 19: 388
Silva Alice of Antone and Maria Jan 22 1908... 19: 166
Silva Alice of Antone and Maria Jan 21 1909... 19: 322
Silva Alice (c) of Gerald and Constance Sept 29 1907... 19: 144
Silva Alicia S of Frank S and Sophia Jan 6 1902... 17: 254
Silva Angelina S of Francisco S and Sophia E Oct 26 1910... 20: 123
Silva Anna of Isaac and Maria Mar 12 1903... 17: 405
Silva Annie of Manoel and Maria T Nov 5 1906... 18: 392
Silva Annie (c) of Maria Mar 2 1905... 18: 162
Silva Anthony of Anthony and Maria Jan 22 1910... 19: 9
Silva Antone of Manoel and Maria Mar 1 1903... 17: 101
Silva Antone of Antone and Maria Aug 20 1905... 18: 271
Silva Antone of Antone and Theresa deJ Nov 5 1910... 20: 136
Silva Antonio of Antone and Maria Sept 20 1909... 19: 420
Silva Antonio of Isaac and Mary Feb 7 1901... 17: 136
Silva Antonio of Jose and Maria Feb 26 1901... 17: 141
Silva Antonio of Manuel and Rosa July 30 1909... 19: 399
Silva Antonio of Andrew and Rose June 22 1910... 20: 67
Silva Antonio C (c) of Caesar G and Maria B Apr 6 1908... 19: 195
Silva Augusta of Antone and Maria Jan 13 1907... 19: 5
Silva Beatrice (c) of Caesar and Maria July 7 1909... 19: 390
Silva Belvinda of Manuel S and Jennie Oct 28 1906... 18: 359
Silva Brasmina B of Jose and Behneda May 26 1907... 19: 56
Silva Carolina of Manuel and Isabel July 18 1904... 18: 133
Silva Catherine M of Frederick W and Annie Sept 17 1904... 18: 99
Silva Cecelia of Antone and Maria Nov 22 1907... 19: 135
Silva Christina of Jose and Cozze Oct 9 1903... 18: 244
Silva Clara (c) of Jose and Maria Sept 25 1905... 18: 240
Silva Doretine M of Jose II and Maria E Mar 25 1902... 17: 278
Silva Edith of Alfred M and Maria R Apr 6 1905... 18: 209
Silva Edwina of Francisco and Maria Oct 27 1909... 19: 434
Silva Emilia of Enos and Maria Sept 26 1904... 18: 102
Silva Emma of Charles and Minnie Aug 1 1902... 17: 325
Silva Emma of Manuel and Lena Dec 26 1907... 19: 148
Silva Eteleina of John M and Amelia M Sept 8 1904... 17: 208
Silva Filomena of Antonio and Theresa Oct 10 1909... 19: 428
Silva Flora M of Francisco and Mary Dec 12 1910... 20: 140
Silva Florence M of Manuel and Rose May 12 1904... 18: 46
Silva Francisca J of Antone and Senhorinha Apr 17 1904... 18: 38
Silva Francisco of Joao and Josianna Oct 19 1908... 19: 277
Silva Frank of Jesse and Phoebe Mar 4 1906... 18: 302
Silva Frank of Antonio and Delphine Oct 17 1906... 18: 385
Silva Frank of Jose and Marianna May 10 1901... 17: 162
Silva George of Jose and Josephine Aug 12 1906... 18: 361
Silva George of Jose and Josephine July 4 1908... 19: 237
Silva Gilho F of Francisco F and Maria Mar 19 1909........... 19:344
Silva Giulherme of Francisco and Maria Oct 17 1908........... 19:277
Silva Giuseppe of Francesco and Virgilia June 25 1905........ 18:202
Silva Hilda of Louis and Marianna Nov 6 1909................. 19:438
Silva Ida of Louis and Esther July 30 1909.................... 19:399
Silva Himinda of Manuel and Maria July 20 1905............ 18:216
Silva Irene of Anthony and Mary July 13 1910.............. 20: 83
Silva Isabelle J of William E and Henrietta July 29 1905.... 18:219
Silva Jesuita of Joao and Maria J July 8 1909................. 19:390
Silva Joao of Alfredo and Maria June 17 1908............... 19:224
Silva Joao of Joseph and Maria Nov 9 1909.................... 19:438
Silva Joao of Antone and Lipo E Sept 19 1910............... 20:109
Silva John of Manuel M and Frances Mar 20 1904........... 18: 29
Silva John of Joseph and Annie May 17 1905................. 18:188
Silva John of Antone and Maria Jan 31 1907................. 19: 12
Silva John F of John F and Marie Oct 4 1906.............. 18:381
Silva Jose of Jose and Maria Oct 6 1902.................... 17:376
Silva Jose of Antone and Louise Mar 3 1904............... 18: 23
Silva Jose of John and Maria Oct 20 1905.................. 18:248
Silva Jose of Antone and Rose Feb 19 1907................. 19: 20
Silva Jose of Jose and Louise Aug 14 1907.................... 19:151
Silva Jose of Joao and Maria Mar 28 1908.................. 19:191
Silva Joseph of Manuel and Gertrude Aug 25 1903........... 17:464
Silva Joseph of Antone and Delina Jan 10 1904............ 18: 4
Silva Joseph of Jesse and Mary June 19 1908................. 19:224
Silva Josephine of Jose and Josephine June 5 1910......... 20: 61
Silva Julia of Manuel and Maria Apr 13 1903............. 17:415
Silva Larry (c) of James and Carolina July 28 1910........ 20: 89
Silva Lillian of Antone and Delfina Aug 29 1908............. 19:255
Silva Lucia of Frank and Maria Dec 12 1907................... 19:142
Silva Mamie of Antone and Mamie Aug 25 1904................ 18: 90
Silva Mamie of Antone and Maria Sept 10 1904.............. 18:140
Silva Manoel of Manoel and Maria Feb 22 1901.............. 17:140
Silva Manoel of August and Maria June 15 1901............ 17:171
Silva Manoel of Joseph and Marie Sept 15 1901........... 17:211
Silva Manuel of Jose and Maria Feb 12 1903.............. 17:445
Silva Manuel of Manuel and Maria Feb 5 1906............. 18:292
Silva Manuel of Jose and Flora May 12 1906.............. 18:326
Silva Manuel of Manuel and Rose Apr 3 1908............... 19:194
Silva Manuel of Clarence and Angelina Nov 15 1910...... 20:130
Silva Manuel E of Manuel E and Frances Aug 20 1903...... 17:463
Silva Manuel F of Francisco and Maria Apr 6 1910......... 20: 38
Silva Manuel M of Antone M and Melia June 10 1906....... 18:336
Silva Margaret of Frank and Maria Nov 11 1905............ 18:255
Silva Maria of Jose and Maria Mar 8 1901.................. 17:177
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Silva Maria of Manuel and Maria Dec 3 1903
Silva Maria of Manuel and Carolina May 24 1905
Silva Maria of Jack and Maria Dec 24 1905
Silva Maria of John and Maria Dec 2 1907
Silva Maria of Joseph G and Maria Aug 8 1909
Silva Maria of Jacinthe and Maria Sept 20 1909
Silva Maria of Louis J and Maria Sept 26 1910
Silva Maria J of Jose and Emelia Aug 7 1907
Silva Maria P of Frank P and Maria Sept 14 1905
Silva Maria R of Frank S and Sophie S Sept 25 1905
Silva Maria S of John and Maria May 29 1907
Silva Maria T of Jose and Maria June 10 1908
Silva Marie of John and Maria Nov 17 1905
Silva Marion of George and Maria July 15 1901
Silva Mary of Sundin and Amelia Apr 16 1907
Silva Mary of Manuel V and Mary Oct 14 1908
Silva Mary of Matthews and Marianna July 15 1910
Silva Mary I of Antonio F and Mabel E Sept 7 1909
Silva Mildred D of Francisca Feb 12 1907
Silva Palumedo of Jose K V and Emelia Apr 3 1906
Silva Priscilla of Joao and Maria Sept 20 1909
Silva Querino (c) of Jose and Maria Feb 28 1909
Silva Rita of Jose and Maria G Dec 6 1908
Silva Rosa of Herman and Rosa July 19 1902
Silva Rosa of Jose and Maria G Dec 6 1908
Silva Rosa of Manuel V and Maria E June 1 1910
Silva Rose of Jose and Cozzo Apr 10 1907
Silva Rosie of Manuel and Annie Mar 23 1904
Silva Thomas of Thomas K and Maria E Nov 23 1909
Silva Virginia of Jose and Rose Jan 5 1904
Silva — (c) d of Frank and Mary Jan 13 1901
Silva — (c) s of Mary Feb 23 1904
Silva — (c) s of Manuel and Rosa Mar 9 1904
Silva — (c) s of Dominga May 11 1901
Silva — (c) s of Manuel and Maria June 6 1901
Silva — d of Frank and Jennie June 30 1901
Silva — (c) d of Dominga Apr 9 1903
Silva — (c) s of Antune L and Dominga Aug 22 1904
Silva — d of Antuno and Jennie Apr 10 1907
Silva — s of Emanuel and Louise Apr 16 1907
Silva — d of Manuel and Rose July 4 1907
Silva — (c) s of Jaime and Stratana B Jan 5 1908
Silva — s of Antune and Mary Oct 2 1909
Silva — s of Joseph and Maria Dec 27 1910
Silvado Tony of Frank and Maria Apr 24 1906
Silvaggio Alfredo of Domenico and Maria Jan 29 1902........17: 261
Silvaggio Alfredo of Antonio and Sofia Dec 22 1903........17: 504
Silvaggio Discenza M T of Giuseppe and Bellonia May 13 1904: 47
Silvaggio Michele of Giuseppe and Bellonia May 13 1904........18: 47
Silvaggio — s of Giuseppe and Appolonia July 17 1908.........19: 310
Silveira Emilia of Manoel and Maria Feb 8 1901..............17: 136
Silveira Jose of Jose daR and Maria G Mar 14 1910............20: 29
Silveira Sarah of Manuel and Louise May 18 1910..............20: 54
Silveira — s of Jose and Maria May 15 1902.................17: 293
Silveira — s of Anthony E and Marianna M E Apr 2 1905: 18: 207
Silveira — s of Manuel and Louisa Oct 5 1908...............19: 311
Silven Bertil H of E Harold and Hilda Sept 5 1906.........18: 369
Silvensen Olga of Olava Feb 5 1903..................17: 393
Silver Bessie F of Joseph and Sarah Sept 5 1909............19: 439
Silver Bridget of Mike and Rose Oct 5 1910..................20: 115
Silver Catherine of Frank and Catherine Nov 28 1906..18: 400
Silver Ella of Michael and Rosa May 25 1907...............19: 55
Silver Jennie of John and Lena Oct 2 1907................19: 116
Silver Minnie of Samuel and Eva Oct 5 1907...............19: 117
Silver Sarah B of John and Lena May 2 1910................20: 48
Silverman Aaron of John and Bertha Mar 18 1910............20: 31
Silverman Abner of Jacob and Rose Mar 18 1910............20: 31
Silverman Abraham H of Samuel and Pauline May 28 1901..17: 166
Silverman Abraham N of Archibald and Ida Nov 25 1902..17: 362
Silverman Andrew of Samuel and Sarah Nov 4 1902...........17: 356
Silverman Benjamin of Abraham and Dora Apr 25 1908.....19: 202
Silverman Bertha of Abraham and Dora Apr 25 1908........19: 202
Silverman Bessie of Abraham and Fannie Jan 12 1905....18: 144
Silverman Blenna of Louis and Cellia Jan 17 1908........19: 164
Silverman Charles of Samuel and Sarit Aug 9 1901........17: 198
Silverman Charles S of Charles and Lena Apr 28 1905....18: 182
Silverman David H of Jacob and Sofia Aug 29 1906........18: 367
Silverman Dora of Abraham and Bessie Jan 29 1909........19: 325
Silverman Dorothy of Israel and Annie Dec 11 1908.......19: 298
Silverman Esther of Joseph and Rachel Oct 29 1901......17: 224
Silverman Ethel H of Harry H and Blanche M May 24 1907..19: 55
Silverman Ezra of Samuel and Pauline Sept 4 1906.........18: 369
Silverman Harold of Charles and Lena Oct 24 1909.......19: 433
Silverman Henry of Abraham and Dora June 5 1909........19: 372
Silverman Hyman of Abraham and Fannie Jan 3 1903........17: 381
Silverman Isador of Aaron and Rosa Apr 20 1904.........18: 39
Silverman John of Charles and Lena Jan 13 1903...........17: 385
Silverman Joseph of Louis and Ette Sept 6 1905........18: 233
Silverman Lena of Nathan and Rose June 13 1908............19: 222
Silverman Louis of Archibald and Ida Nov 29 1901........17: 234
Silverman Marion R of Louis and Yetty Nov 30 1909........19: 446
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Silverman Meyer of Samuel and Pauline July 27 1904...........18: 80
Silverman Mildred E of Louis and Annie Aug 26 1904...........18: 91
Silverman Morris of Jacob and Sofia Mar 1 1905.............18: 163
Silverman Nellie of Sigmund and Gussie Aug 9 1910..........20: 95
Silverman Norman L of Archibald and Ida M Mar 9 1910.....20: 27
Silverman Pearl of Nathan and Rose Mar 29 1910..........20: 35
Silverman Rachel of Charles and Yetta Feb 24 1910.........20: 22
Silverman Rebecca of Henry and Rachel Oct 26 1903.........17: 485
Silverman Rebecca of Israel and Annie Feb 20 1904......18: 19
Silverman Rose of Charles and Yetta Nov 4 1907............19: 129
Silverman Samuel of Max and Rose Apr 20 1901............17: 157
Silverman Samuel of Israel and Annie Dec 12 1901........17: 239
Silverman Sarah of Charles and Yetta July 1 1906..........18: 344
Silverman Selma of Charles and Lena July 26 1907..........19: 88
Silverman Selma of John and Bertha July 24 1908.........19: 244
Silverman Semour R of Harold and Rosie Nov 14 1906.....18: 395
Silverman Yetta of Max and Rosa Aug 5 1905.............18: 222
Silverman Zucchi of Nathan and Lifele Feb 13 1905.....18: 156
Silverman --- s of Abe and Fannie Dec 12 1901........17: 251
Silverman --- d of Ike and Rebecca Feb 14 1905........18: 206
Silverman --- s of Charles and Yetta Apr 6 1909.........19: 385
Silverman Josephine LeR of LeRoy S and Adeline C June 18
1910..................20: 65
Silverstein Abraham of Aaron and Betsy Nov 20 1904......18: 120
Silverstein Anna of Raphael and Mary Mar 3 1903.........17: 402
Silverstein Hyman of William and Rebecca Oct 8 1906.....18: 382
Silverstein Ida of Aaron and Bessie Dec 17 1909.........19: 452
Silverstein Irene of Samuel and Sarah Mar 17 1905......18: 167
Silverstein Isaac of Aaron and Bessie Jan 5 1907.........19: 2
Silverstein Martin of Max and Sadie Oct 30 1906.........18: 390
Silverstein Pearl of Raphael and Mamie May 5 1906.......18: 323
Silverstein Rosa of Isaac and Bessie Apr 29 1906........17: 420
Silverstein Ruth A of Max and Sadie Nov 2 1903........17: 488
Silverstein --- d of Maurice and Fannie Apr 29 1901....17: 184
Silverstein --- s of Raphael and Mamie Mar 21 1908....19: 189
Silvestri Assunta of Clemente and Costanza Aug 19 1910..20: 99
Silvestri Brigida of Clemente and Costanza Dec 6 1905..18: 264
Silvestri Donato of Antonio and Teresa Aug 4 1908......19: 219
Silvestri Elena of Enrico and Domenica Mar 15 1909....19: 342
Silvestri Giacomo of Clemente and Costanza June 4 1907..19: 60
Silvestri Giovanni of Francesco and Cesina May 15 1903..17: 425
Silvestri Luisa B of Clemente and Costanza Nov 18 1908..19: 289
Silvestri Maria of Antonio and Teresa Dec 5 1909.......19: 448
Silvestri Michelangelo of Michele and Maria Nov 24 1901..17: 232
Silvestri --- d of Antonio and Anna Sept 9 1903........17: 470
Silvestro Antonio of Enrico and Domenica June 30 1906..18: 343
Silvestro Carmine of Enrico and Domenica Oct 27 1907. 19: 125
Silvestro Domato A of Antonio and Teresa Aug 14 1908. 19: 252
Silvestro Emilio of Nunzio and Gaetana May 4 1910. 20: 49
Silvestro Generosa of Antonio and Anna Jan 18 1902. 17: 258
Silvestro Maria of Nunzio and Gaetana Sept 11 1908. 19: 264
Silvestro Nicola of Nicola and Assunta May 3 1909. 19: 350
Silvestro Nicola A of Vincenzo and Alessandra Oct 21 1910. 20: 121
Silvestro Salvatore of Nunzio and Gaetana Jan 11 1907. A: 67
Silvestro Theresa of Frank and Cesina June 1 1905. 18: 193
Silvestro — — s of Pietro and Antonietta Sept 23 1909. 19: 462
Silvia Catarina of Manuel F and Maria Sept 5 1906. 18: 369
Silvia Eugene M of Jose M and Maria May 24 1909. 19: 367
Silvia Fermina of Luigi and Crestina July 13 1907. 19: 83
Silvia Francis of John F and Mary Mar 8 1909. 19: 340
Silvia Giuseppina of Luigi and Cristina Aug 10 1909. 19: 403
Silvia John (c) of Frank and Leremilena Feb 10 1909. 19: 330
Silvia Louise M of Edward C and Mary E Jan 23 1907. 19: 9
Silvia — — s of Jose M and Maria Dec 27 1906. 18: 410
Silvia — — s of John and Kate Sept 5 1907. 19: 105
Silvigno Angelo of Giuseppe and Carmela Sept 6 1908. 19: 262
Silvio Giovanni of Francesca and Virginia Oct 12 1909. 19: 429
Silvio Marianna of Luigi and Emilia May 4 1905. 18: 184
Simas — — d of Marianna A and Virginia Dec 29 1901. 17: 244
Simcox Robert C of John P and Emma 1 Aug 8 1901. 17: 197
Simenska Annie of William and Pauline June 29 1907. 19: 70
Simeone Clementina E of Vittorio E M and Teresa Mar 10
1910. 20: 28
Simeone Domenica of Giacomo and Cecilia Feb 25 1905. 18: 160
Simeone Emma of Michele and Teresa May 25 1908. 19: 214
Simeone Francesca of Antonio and Antonia Jan 12 1904. 18: 4
Simeone — — d of Giacomo and Cecilia May 19 1908. 19: 212
Simes George H of Andrew G and Minnie B F Aug 11 1908. 19: 251
Simes Minnie B of Andrew G and Minnie B Feb 16 1904. 18: 17
Simione Cora of Giacomino and Cecilia Dec 1 1910. 20: 136
Simione Guglielmo of Giacomino and Cecilia July 15 1909. 19: 393
Simione Luigi of Giacomo and Cecilia July 29 1906. 18: 255
Simmers Alphonse E A of Joseph and Alphonsine Mar 1 1910. 20: 24
Simmers Rosemond A of Joseph A and Marie L S July 10 1906. 18: 347
Simmonds Charles D of William and Elizabeth A Oct 9 1901. 17: 218
Simmons Alice of William H and Florence F Sept 22 1904. 18: 134
Simmons Bertha M of William H and Florence F Apr 7 1906. 18: 314
Simmons Clarence E (c) of Phelie May 16 1901. 17: 164
Simmons Cyril H of Frank A and Lillian B Nov 17 1903. 17: 492
Simmons Doris E of Louis and May Aug 16 1908. 19: 253
Simmons Ernest C (c) of Sarah Aug 19 1906. 18: 363
Simmons Ethel G of George F and Gertrude B July 12 1909. 19: 392
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.  

Simmons George of Byron T and Mary A Nov 19 1903..........17:493
Simmons Grace E of William H and Edith E July 14 1906..18:349
Simmons Herbert H (c) of Herbert H and Grace M Aug 26 1910.............20:101
Simmons Hope E of Harry W and Grace X Jan 15 1908..19:164
Simmons John of Byron T and Mary A Aug 27 1905........18:229
Simmons Lester F of William H and Edith E May 3 1908........19:206
Simmons Mary of Byron T and Mary A Aug 27 1907........18:229
Simmons Mary C of William H and Mary A Aug 18 1905........18:226
Simmons Muriel S of Harry W and Grace E Nov 28 1910..20:131
Simmons Rachael E of William H and Florence F Nov 30 1909..............19:446
Simmons Raymond A of Clarence H and Avilla Jan 21 1904.18:9
Simmons Walter X of William H and Edith E June 17 1910..20:65
Simmons Wendall G of George T and Alice E Jan 27 1909...19:321
Simmons William E of William H and Mary A Oct 18 1907........19:152
Simmons —— s of Alexander and Katie Aug 4 1906........18:420
Simmons —— s of Louis and Mary Jan 22 1907.........19:9
Simmons —— d of George F and Gertrude B Jan 7 1908.........19:232
Simmons —— s of George F and Gertrude B July Aug 1 1910:20:150
Simms Henry T (c) of Peter and Lucy R Sept 19 1901....17:212
Simms —— (c)d of Peter and Lucy R Dec 16 1902......17:369
Simno Papino of Pietro and Vincenzina May 18 1909........19:365
Simon Annie (c) of Peter and Maria Sept 20 1910........20:110
Simon Eva of Harry and Sophia Jan 6 1908........19:160
Simon Freda of Harry and Sophia June 2 1906........18:333
Simon Mary of Harry and Sophia June 2 1906........18:333
Simon Mina (c) of Peter and Maria Jan 1 1909........19:315
Simon Minnie of Morris and Ada Mar 18 1906........18:307
Simon Nageb of Thomas and Samis Sept 2 1902........17:335
Simon Neomina (c) of Peter and Maria Dec 15 1908......19:300
Simon Rebecca of Harry and Sophia Feb 6 1908........19:172
Simon Rosella M A of Eli and Mary L Sept 7 1909........19:415
Simon Ruth of Max and Emma Nov 2 1908...............19:282
Simon Ruth S of Max and Emma Dec 20 1904........18:129
Simonds Emanuel of Henry and Annie S Dec 7 1905....18:264
Simonds —— s of Henry and Sarah Mar 18 1903........17:107
Simone Alberto of Paolo and Vincenza Oct 7 1907....19:118
Simone Anna of Abele and Maria June 21 1902.....17:305
Simone Anna of Antonio and Camilla Jan 21 1910........20:9
Simone Antonio of Peter and Vincenza Aug 1 1907......19:91
Simone Assunta of Benedetto and Angelina Mar 2 1905....18:162
Simone Carlo of Nicola and Pasqualina Feb 23 1908......19:178
Simone Carmina of Nicola and Pasqualina Sept 1 1909....19:412
Simone Carmine of Antonio and Carolina Nov 13 1906....18:335
Simone Catarina of Antonio and Carolina July 4 1905......18:211
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Simone Cecilia of Benedetto and Angela Dec 3 1908.............. 19: 294
Simone Cecilia of Joseph and Maria Mar 14 1909.................. 19: 342
Simone Cecilia of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 11 1910.............. 20: 129
Simone Dalena of Pietro and Vincenza June 30 1906............. 18: 343
Simone Ernesto of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 6 1906............... 18: 292
Simone Francesco of Giuseppe and Maria Jan 22 1904............. 18: 9
Simone Francesco of Antonio and Camilla Apr 13 1908........... A-1: 55
Simone Guido of Antonio and Carolina July 4 1903.............. 18: 211
Simone Maria A of Nicola and Pasqualina Dec 5 1904............ 18: 125
Simone Matteo of Moriso and Engenia Feb 26 1903.............. 17: 400
Simone Michele of Nicola and Pasqualina Sept 19 1903.......... 17: 473
Simone Michele of Nicola and Pasqualina Feb 17 1906............ 18: 296
Simone Michelina of Antonio and Carolina Oct 11 1908......... 19: 275
Simone Rosa of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 6 1907.................. 19: 93
Simone Salvatore of Benedetto and Angela July 26 1906......... 18: 354
Simone Vincenzo of Abele and Maria Apr 26 1904............... 18: 41
Simone — d of Antonio and Maud E Nov 20 1903................. 17: 512
Simone — d of Benedetto and Angela Jan 5 1908............... 19: 232
Simone — d of Benedetto and Angela Apr 20 1910.............. 20: 75
Simoneaux Alfred E of Moise and Rose M May 15 1901......... 17: 163
Simoneaux Alfred E of Moise and Rose M May 6 1905............ 18: 184
Simoneaux Catharine of Cyril J and Saleme Nov 25 1907........ 19: 136
Simoneaux Cyrille W of Cyrille J and Saleme Nov 24 1905....... 18: 260
Simoneaux Ernest of Cyrille and Saleme Aug 11 1909............ 19: 404
Simoneaux William of Cyril J and Saleme Aug 19 1903........ 18: 462
Simoneaux — s of Moise and Rose Oct 20 1910............... 20: 121
Simonei Adelina of Sabbatino and Lucietta June 19 1909...... 19: 377
Simonei Antonio C of Enrico and Nunziata July 16 1909...... 19: 394
Simonei Ida of Sabbatino and Zaida Apr 8 1907............... 19: 39
Simonei Jennie of Enrico and Annunziata Mar 2 1905........... 18: 162
Simonei Margherita of Alessandro and Luisa Mar 9 1905...... 18: 164
Simonei Maria of Harry and Nancy June 12 1907............... 19: 63
Simonei Pasquale of Salvatore and Maria G Mar 30 1902.. 17: 280
Simonei Vincenzo G of Salvatore and Maria G Mar 8 1904.. 18: 24
Simonei — d of Salvatore and Maria Mar 15 1908.............. 19: 187
Simoneio Raffaele of Antonio and Concetta Feb 17 1907...... 18: 157
Simoneiti Adalina of Emilio and Angelina Sept 23 1905...... 18: 239
Simoneiti Antonio V E of Salvatore and Giuseppa Apr 5 1901.17: 153
Simoneiti Enrico of Salvatore and Carmela Aug 5 1908...... 19: 249
Simoneiti Gerald of Olindo and Mauda Nov 19 1907............ 19: 134
Simoneiti Lena B of Emilio and Angelina May 20 1907........ 19: 54
Simoneiti Lillian of Emilio and Angelina Apr 7 1904......... 18: 35
Simoneiti Rosina of Salvatore and Giuseppina Jan 13 1906... 18: 284
Simoneiti Vincenzo of Salvatore and Giuseppina June 4 1903.17: 430
Simoneiti Virginia of Olindo and Mauda May 6 1906.......... 18: 323
Simoni Rosa of Filippo and Lucrezia May 11 1909............. 19: 363
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Simonini Agnese of Fedele and Adele June 17 1910 ........... 20 : 65
Simonini Arthur of Pietro and Amelia June 29 1907 ........... 19 : 70
Simonini Arturo of Pietro and Emilia Dec 14 1902 ............ 17 : 368
Simonini Elena of Ferdinando and Maria July 21 1903 ........ 17 : 453
Simono Gertrude M of Moise and Rose Feb 3 1907 .......... 19 : 14
Simono Mabel of Moses and Rosanna Jan 2 1903 ............ 17 : 381
Simono Mary C of Cyril J and Selencia Oct 5 1901 ......... 17 : 217
Simonovitz Louis of Philip and Ida June 28 1901 ........... 17 : 175
Simons Samuel of Louis and Rachel Feb 3 1901 .......... 18 : 64
Simonski Jozeph of William and Pauline Feb 26 1909 ....... 19 : 336
Simonski — s of William and Pauline Feb 23 1906 ......... 18 : 298
Simosc Theophile of Julia Aug 16 1903 .................... 17 : 461
Simpson Blanche M of Charles E and Alice S Jan 24 1906 .... 18 : 288
Simpson Charles R of Charles U and Sarah M Nov 11 1910 ... 20 : 129
Simpson David W of Lewis and Margaret July 6 1902 ....... 17 : 316
Simpson Dorothy of George E and Minerva II Oct 12 1903 ... 17 : 480
Simpson Elmer L of George F and Louise F July 7 1910 ... 20 : 80
Simpson Elizabeth of George E and Minerva Apr 21 1905 ........ 18 : 180
Simpson Ethel M of Albert and Kate Apr 5 1905 .......... 18 : 174
Simpson Gladys D of Frank R and Annie Jan 18 1908 ........ 19 : 165
Simpson Henry W of Thomas and Maria Mar 14 1909 ...... 19 : 342
Simpson John H of Thomas and Rebecca Jan 30 1909 ....... 19 : 326
Simpson Lillian F (e) of William and Bertha July 16 1906 ... 18 : 350
Simpson Lillian M of Frank R and Annie May 27 1905 ...... 18 : 191
Simpson Louis E of Louis and Margaret Aug 26 1905 ...... 18 : 229
Simpson Margaret E of Charles R and Margaret J June 19 1910 ......................................................... 20 : 66
Simpson Walter H of Thomas and Clara Mar 3 1901 ......... 17 : 143
Simpson Wheating R of Frank R and Annie Aug 4 1910 .... 20 : 93
Simpson — d of Robert I and Sarah R May 29 1901 ......... 18 : 68
Sims Constance I (e) of Harry and Isabelle E M Mar 7 1909 ... 19 : 339
Sims Helen P of Peter A and Hannah Sept 18 1902 .......... 17 : 340
Sims Dorothy A of Robie and Lillie Dec 18 1907 .......... 19 : 144
Sincerny Joseph H O of Albert and Cordelia Feb 4 1909 .... 19 : 328
Sincerny Joseph Z W of Albert and Cordelia Nov 18 1910 ... 20 : 131
Sincerny Albert of Albert and Cordelia Feb 28 1907 ........ 19 : 23
Sincerny Mary B I of Albert and Cordelia Mar 11 1906 ..... 18 : 304
Sineone Carmela of Antonio and Carmela Dec 17 1907 ....... 19 : 144
Sindoni Giuseppe of Filippo and Lucrezia May 2 1907 .... 19 : 48
Siner Aider of Hyman and Fannie Jan 25 1903 .............. 17 : 389
Singerman Hyman of Joseph and Bella June 30 1901 ......... 18 : 63
Singleton May G of Roderick G and Gertrude M Apr 12 1905 .... 18 : 176
Singleton William T of William J and Sarah J May 17 1910 ... 20 : 53
Singleton — d of Esther Aug 5 1904 ......................... 17 : 196
Sinigalli Camilla of Giangiacomo and Colomba Feb 23 1908 ... 19 : 178
BIRTHS

Siniscalci Domenico A of Giangiacomo and Colomba Nov 7 1909. .............................. 19: 438
Sion Charlotte of Felix and Maggie Jan 17 1902. ................. 17: 258
Sione Filippo of Vincenzo and Imaamolata Jan 20 1910. ....... 20: 8
Sion Earl G of Felix and Margaret Aug 24 1903 . .............. 17: 464
Sion Viola A of Felix and Marguerite Sept 7 1906. ......... 18: 370
Sipell Mary S of Arvin H and Nancy Mar 14 1910. ........... 20: 29
Sipples Harold J of Patrick and Josephine Aug 5 1901. ...... 17: 196
Sipples Mary E of Patrick and Josephine Mar 9 1904. ....... 18: 25
Sipples Raymond P of Patrick and Josephine Aug 27 1906. .... 18: 366
Siravo Angelina A of Antonio and Vincenza Jan 20 1905. ... 18: 147
Siravo Chiarina A of Antonio and Vincenza Feb 7 1904 . .... 18: 14
Siravo Ethel of Antonio and Vincenza Oct 13 1910. ......... 20: 118
Siravo Genaro of Gennaro and Gaetana Dec 14 1903. ....... 17: 301
Siravo Pasqualina of Antonio and Vincenzia May 16 1906 . ... 18: 327
Siravo Salvatore of Antonio and Vincenza June 26 1908. .... 19: 227
Sirello Catharine R of Elizabeth Jan 27 1907. ............... 19: 11
Sirer Jennie of Paul and Annie Mar 2 1910. ................. 20: 25
Sirignano Carmino of Gaetano and Francesca Dec 7 1904. .... 18: 125
Sirignano —— s of Gaetano and Francesca Dec 10 1906 . .... 18: 421
Sirignano’ Delorata of Gaetano and Francesca Feb 4 1910. ... 20: 14
Sisk James H of James B and Catherine T Nov 2 1906. ...... 18: 391
Siska Annie of William and Annie July 17 1903. ......... 17: 452
Siska Casia of William and Annie Nov 17 1909. ............ 19: 442
Siska Laura of William and Anna Sept 15 1905. ........... 18: 236
Siska Thomas of William and Annie Apr 23 1902. ........... 17: 287
Sisson Charles W of Charles W and Lucy K May 27 1904 . .... 18: 51
Sisson Dorothy B of Clarence B and Ida M Apr 28 1902 . .... 17: 288
Sisson Frederick A of Fred W and Mary A July 5 1904 . .... 18: 72
Sisson Hope W of Willard S and Grace E Nov 30 1903. .... 17: 497
Sisson Ida M of Charles W and Lucy K Nov 2 1901. ....... 17: 247
Sisson Relford L of Relford L and Maud E Mar 26 1907. .... 19: 73
Sisson Ruth M of Albert T and Flora R Feb 11 1903. ....... 17: 395
Sisson —— s of Henry E and Alice D July 25 1906. ........ 18: 354
Sistka Cheslav of Vincent and Annie June 19 1910. ....... 20: 66
Sisto Carmine of Antonio and Maria June 24 1908. ....... 19: 227
Sisto Filomena of Alfredo and Cesario Aug 4 1908. ....... 19: 249
Sisto Giovanni of Alfredo and Cesario Mar 23 1910. ....... 19: 32
Sivo Marianna of Antonio and Maria May 20 1908 . ........ 19: 212
Sivo Saveria of Antonio and Maria July 14 1909. .......... 19: 393
Siwicki Albino of Julian and Stefania June 4 1905. ......... 18: 194
Siwicki Ginsefa of Stefan and Michalina Dec 28 1908. .... 19: 305
Sjoberg Alice of John and Charlotte Feb 16 1905. ......... 18: 157
Sjoberg Gertrude of Carl and Hilda Dec 17 1901. ......... 17: 240
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Sjoberg Lillian M of John and Charlotte Jan 16 1902........... 17: 257
Sjogren Carl H of Carl I and Amelia W May 4 1901........... 18: 43
Sjogren Carl W of John W and Hilda C June 16 1905........... 18: 199
Sjogren John A of John and Hilda Oct 9 1902................... 17: 347
Sjogren Theodore W of Carl I and Amelia W Jan 27 1910... 20: 11
Sjoren Elsa L G of Jacob and Emma July 9 1903........... 17: 449
Sjoren Harry C of Nils B and Alma R July 28 1901........... 17: 394
Sjoren Herbert O of Nils and Alma R Nov 24 1901........... 18: 124
Sjoren —— s of John and Emma Jan 26 1907................... 19: 71
Sjostrend —— s of ——— Nov 25 1902................... 17: 362
Skaling Arthur N of Clarence H and Carrie Aug 3 1900........... 18: 357
Skel Marion L of William H and Mary L July 9 1906........... 18: 347
Skees Henry F of Thomas F and Mary June 6 1910........... 20: 61
Skellington Annie C of Patrick and Jennie Jan 13 1910........... 20: 6
Skellington Catherine I of James F and Annie L Nov 30 1902... 17: 364
Skellington Gerald P of Peter J and Mary T Mar 20 1909........... 19: 314
Skellington Helen F of Peter J and Mary T Oct 9 1910........... 20: 116
Skellington John M of James F and Annie T May 18 1905........... 18: 188
Skellington John P of Patrick and Jennie M May 8 1908........... 19: 208
Skellington Mary E of Peter J and Mary T Aug 21 1905........... 18: 228
Skellington William G of Peter J and Mary T Aug 5 1907........... 19: 93
Skelly Cecilia of Michael and Bridget Aug 26 1903........... 17: 465
Skelly Edward of Michael and Bridget June 20 1909........... 19: 377
Skelly Margaret A of Thomas and Margaret Apr 6 1904........... 18: 35
Skelly Gerald F of Daniel J and Catherine E Feb 19 1908........... 19: 177
Skelly Helen I of Daniel J and Catherine E June 30 1906........... 18: 343
Skelly John P of Thomas J and Margaret Mar 20 1902........... 17: 341
Skelly William H of William J and Ellen June 28 1906........... 18: 342
Skelly —— s of Daniel J and Catherine E Apr 19 1910........... 20: 43
Skelly —— d of Thomas and Annie Aug 3 1908........... 19: 248
Skerry Howard N of Harry R and Bertha J Apr 21 1906........... 18: 319
Skidmore George F of Benjamin and Eleanor July 24 1908........... 19: 307
Skidmore William W of Benjamin and Eleanor Apr 23 1907........... 19: 44
Skiff —— s of William W and Mary Feb 1 1904........... 18: 42
Skillington John P of Patrick and Alice June 16 1901........... 18: 109
Skillington Mary V of Patrick and Alice May 1 1902........... 17: 290
Skillings Lillian M of Walter J and Theresa P Sept 8 1908........... 19: 263
Skinner Christopher B of Harold and Ellen Jan 30 1905........... 18: 151
Skinner John H of Harold and Ellen Jan 30 1905........... 18: 151
Skinner Raymond S of Jesse C and Mary F Nov 9 1903........... 17: 490
Skipp Doris M of Herbert J and M Louise Feb 8 1907........... 19: 72
Skipworth Andrew R (c) of Silas and Martha June 6 1907........... 19: 61
Skipworth Earl W (c) of Silas B and Martha A June 29 1908........... 19: 225
Skipworth Pearl E (c) of Silas and Martha A Feb 24 1906........... 18: 412
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Skipworth Spencer E (c) of Silas B and Martha A Nov 24 1909.19: 444
Skiprow Doris E of Arthur and Edith E Dec 9 1910.……….. 20: 139
Skiprow Edith E of Arthur and Edith E Feb 7 1904.……….. 18: 14
Skiprow William B of Arthur and Edith Aug 25 1901.………. 17: 244
Slevinsky Antony of John and Antonia Aug 13 1908.………. 19: 252
Skilt Harry of William and Pauline Aug 1 1907.…………….. 19: 91
Skultt Sarah of William and Pauline Feb 22 1905.………. 18: 159
Skoldberg Eugene of Ludwig and Jeannette June 18 1906.…… 18: 339
Skenberg Adolf G of Adolf G and Augusta B June 3 1902.…… 17: 299
Skoog Ethel F C of John G and Sigrid July 10 1903.………. 17: 449
Skoog Martha H of J Gottfried N and Sigrid E Nov 24 1905.…… 18: 260
Skoog Rune A of Carl E and Amanda J Apr 11 1909.………. 19: 352
Skrzypeczak Regina of William and Hattie Apr 28 1903.…….. 17: 419
Skrzypeczak Theodore S of Wladyslaw and Hedwigda Sept 24 1904.……….. 18: 101
Skuce Gertrude F W of Richard F and Mabel W Sept 3 1908.…… 19: 261
Skuce Margaret M of Eva M Feb 28 1905.……….. 18: 161
Slachletker Paul of Adam and Elsbetta June 22 1902.………. 17: 305
Slade Ella C of Frank H and Florence E Feb 20 1909.………. 19: 333
Slade Jane E H of Frank H and Florence E Oct 7 1902.………. 17: 347
Slade Paul W of Edward N and Helen M Aug 1 1904.………. 18: 82
Slade —— (c) s of Alfred A and Elizabeth H May 15 1904.…… 18: 68
Slader Alice E of Arthur A and Mary E Oct 25 1908.………. 19: 280
Slaketsky Cheslof of Adam and Elizabeth Apr 30 1909.……… 19: 359
Slanian Mary of Edward and Blanche May 26 1910.………. 20: 57
Slater Bertha M of Arthur and Mary J Dec 10 1903.………. 18: 263
Slater Lester P of Bernard F and Caroline C Mar 8 1907.…… 19: 27
Slater Marion of Bernard F and Caroline C Jan 9 1909.………. 19: 318
Slater Maud B of Thomas H A and Mary J Dec 2 1903.………. 17: 497
Slater Ruth R of Ernest and Mamie L Sept 27 1902.………. 17: 343
Slater Velma E of Nelson and Lily Aug 21 1909.………. 19: 408
Slater —— d of Thomas H A and Mary J Dec 2 1903.………. 17: 512
Slater —— s of Warren and Rebecca Mar 24 1910.………. 20: 33
Slatoff Esther of Samuel and Rose Jan 17 1907.………. 19: 7
Slatoff Lillian of Samuel and Rose May 17 1909.………. 19: 365
Slattery Helen E of James and Elizabeth Nov 10 1910.……… 20: 128
Slattery James V of James and Elizabeth F Jan 8 1908.………. 19: 161
Slattery John E of James and Elizabeth F Oct 12 1906.………. 18: 383
Slattery Margaret of Joseph M and Elizabeth H Apr 17 1906.…… 18: 317
Slattery Timothy J of Timothy E and Ellen June 16 1910.…… 20: 65
Slattery —— s of Edwin and Elizabeth Feb 6 1910.………. 20: 74
Slusinski Josephine of Frank and Frances Dec 27 1903.……… 17: 505
Slavin Gertrude A of Elizabeth Jan 11 1910.………. 20: 5
Slavin John F of John J and Annie M Aug 6 1901.………. 17: 197
Slovin Joseph A of John J and Annie M Mar 8 1906......... 18:304
Slovin — d of Daniel and Elizabeth Nov 5 1901............ 17:250
Slovin — s of John J and Annie M Oct 29 1903............. 17:486
Slovin — d of John and Susie Dec 19 1907.................. 19:145
Slovin Roman H of Antone and Lizzie Jan 29 1909......... 19:325
Slovin Earl R of Frank and Annie B M May 4 1906......... 18:413
Slofin Sarah of Joseph and Ester Apr 2 1907................ 19: 36
Slepak — s of Morris and Annie Mar 6 1907............... ... 19: 26
Slesinska Feliksa of Jozefa and Stanislaw Oct — 1906.... 18:330
Slesinski Stanislaw of Frank and Frances May 26 1906.... 18:330
Sleizer Sambina of Adamo and Elizabeth Oct 14 1903..... 17:481
Slezynski Frances of Francis and Francesca Feb 6 1909... 19:328
Slezynski — s of Jan and Annie Apr 9 1907............... ... 19: 39
Sliney Edward F of Jeremiah F and Ellen T Dec 25 1902... 17:371
Sliney Mary C of Jeremiah F and Nellie T Feb 7 1905...... 18:153
Sliney Walter J of Jeremiah F and Nellie T Feb 5 1907.... 19: 45
Slinko Balistow of Wladyslaw and Stefan Jan 25 1904.... 18: 91
Slinko Bronowski of Wladyslaw and Stefani Nov 11 1905.. 18:255
Slinko Stanislaw of Wladyslaw and Stephanie Jan 8 1909.. 19:318
Slinko Wladyslaw of Wladyslaw and Stephanie Feb 3 1907... 19: 14
Sloan Anna L of Patrick J and Annie E Dec 31 1903..... ... 17:507
Sloan George W of William H and Mary E Nov 25 1902.... 17:362
Sloan Gerald of John T and Annie M Nov 30 1909......... 19:446
Sloan John H of William H and Mary E Feb 27 1905....... 18:160
Sloan Philip J of Patrick J and Annie E July 23 1901.... 17:192
Sloan Walter A of William H and Mary E May 5 1908...... 19:207
Sloan — d of John M and Annie Apr 30 1907................. 19: 76
Sloane Julialle M of William H and Mary L Feb 14 1904... 18: 17
Sloshedensky Rebecca of Nathan and Annie May 12 1907... 19: 51
Slobodinsky Harry of Nathan and Annie Apr 22 1910...... 20: 44
Slocum Alice M of Everett and Mary Apr 14 1908......... 19:199
Slocum Annie L of Frank J and Margaret A Oct 4 1903.... 17:178
Slocum Clark of Benjamin S and Isabella Nov 13 1902.... 17:359
Slocum Dorothy of Walter A and Clara L July 21 1908... 19:243
Slocum Edwin F of Frank and Kate A Aug 5 1904......... 18:136
Slocum Ernest E of Frank and Kate A Apr 20 1910......... 20: 43
Slocum Frank of Frank and Kate A Aug 5 1904.............. 18: 84
Slocum James A of John A and Bertha Jan 9 1910........... 20:  4
Slocum Mildred A of Cheney E and Eunissa S Sept 26 1901.. 17:214
Slocum Rosalie H of Myer E and Clara Dec 17 1906.... ... 18:407
Slocum Ruth of Myer E and Clara July 30 1909............. 19:399
Stone Augusta L of Gilbert E and Florence I July 11 1908... 19:239
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Smiley John of Mary Sept 9 1909 ........................................ 19:416
Smiraglio Helen of John and Elisabeth Apr 5 1910 .................. 20: 38
Slovak Emi of Anton and Elizabeth Sept 8 1910 ................... 20:106
Slovak Silva of Adolph and Hilyana Dec 31 1907 ................. 19:150
Smiraglio — d of Joseph and Rose Nov 23 1901 .................... 17:232
Small Doris A of William F and Ida M Oct 16 1906 ............... 18:384
Small George H of William F and Ida Aug 12 1904 ............... 18: 86
Small Henry H of William F and Ida M Aug 5 1905 ............... 18:222
Small Vera M of William F and Ida M July 13 1903 ............... 17:450
Small William F of William F and Ida M Nov 2 1907 ............. 19:128
Small David E of David K and Ethel Mar 17 1906 ................. 18:306
Small Dora of Harry and Emily Dec 19 1902 ....................... 17:370
Small Earl R of Arthur B and Estelle W Jan 29 1908 .............. 19:168
Small Edward F of Edward and Charlotte July 6 1910 .......... 20: 80
Small Ethel E of David K and Ethel June 16 1902 ................. 17:303
Small Florence M of Edward and Charlotte May 16 1906 ......... 18:327
Small Harold B of Walter V and Mabel M Jan 12 1900 ........... 19:319
Small Russell B of Arthur B and Estelle W June 14 1909 .. .... 19:375
Small — s of William H and Linda Sept 1 1907 ................ 19:104
Small — (c) s of John and Clara Nov 10 1908 ..................... 19:285
Smalley Frank W of Frank N and Amelia May 16 1901 .......... 17:164
Smalls Annie E (c) of James W and Rosa Apr 15 1904 ........ 18: 38
Smalls Josephine (c) of James W and Rosa Apr 15 1904 ........ 18: 38
Smalls Rose (c) of James W and Rosa B June 5 1903 ............. 17:431
Smedberg Carl E P of Carl J and Annie June 6 1910 ............ 20: 61
Smeary Francis of William and Theresa Nov 26 1903 ............ 17:495
Smeltzsky Maggie P of Charles and Catherine Mar 9 1906 ....... 18:304
Smiley Ada E of William R and Delilah E June 18 1904 ......... 18: 59
Smiley Gertrude R of William R and Delilah E Oct 22 1908 .... 19:279
Smiley Percy S of William R and Delilah E Jan 23 1901 ....... 17:131
Smira Harriet R of Louis and Rosa Jan 21 1907 ................. 19: 8
Smira Herbert N of Louis and Rose July 22 1910 ................. 20: 86
Smira Max R of Simon and Eya Mar 29 1901 ....................... 17:148
Smira Morris W of Louis and Rosa Sept 2 1902 ................. 17:335
Smira Selma R of Max and Annie Dec 7 1910 ....................... 20:138
Smiraglio Valentina G of Guglielmo and Clelia May 9 1909 .... 19:362
Smith Ada F of William A and Bertha Oct 3 1902 ................. 17:345
Smith Adolph of Michael and Mary Dec 27 1904 ................ 18:131
Smith Agnes M of David G and Mary E June 1 1910 .............. 20: 59
Smith Albert H of James F and Ella May 21 1901 ................. 17:165
Smith Albert H of Joseph and Mary Oct 30 1904 ................. 18:113
Smith Alfred W of William H and Matilda Apr 12 1906 ......... 18:315
Smith Alfreda M (c) of Raymond L and Grace M Dec 20 1910 .. 20:142
Smith Alice of Joseph and Clara Dec 1 1901 ...................... 17:235
Smith Alice of George J and Margaret Sept 23 1908 ............. 19:268
Smith Alice J of Ernest and Isabella Feb 25 1907 ............... 19: 22
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Smith Alice M of Peter A and Margaret E Nov 21 1905.......
Smith Alice M of Herbert E and May Dec 20 1903...........
Smith Alice V of Joseph and Mary A Feb 22 1906...........
Smith Alva C of James E and Annie Oct 20 1909...........
Smith Alvin M (c) of Daniel T and Annie C Apr 10 1902.......
Smith Ambrose of Mary Jan 18 1907......................
Smith Angus H of Angus J and Beatrice E Jan 8 1910......
Smith Ann I of James McP and Mary Dec 26 1901...........
Smith Ann M of Richard J and Agnes Feb 9 1904...........
Smith Anna of John C and Anna C Feb 12 1903.............
Smith Anna D of Peter H and Catherine Aug 31 1903......
Smith Anna M J of James J and Annie M July 12 1907......
Smith Anna T of George H and Annie M Oct 16 1901.......}

Smith Archie of John and Ethel June 2 1910...............
Smith Archie I of Francis E and Dency L Oct 13 1909.....
Smith Arthur R of Arthur R and Annie L Mar 24 1903.....
Smith Arthur W of Arthur J and Adelaide Feb 27 1900.....
Smith Arthur W of Frank W and Mary July 10 1909........
Smith Barbara A of Stanton E and Mabel F Aug 5 1907....
Smith Bartholomew F of Michael and Sarah A Jan 6 1902...
Smith Basil H of Herbert D and Jennie Apr 3 1904.......}

Smith Beatrice of William and Nellie June 13 1902......
Smith Beatrice H of Lyman O and Annie W May 29 1910...
Smith Beatrice P of Harry E and Mary A Mar 28 1902......
Smith Ben M of Ben M and Mary E July 5 1902.............
Smith Bernice E of George T and Annie E Mar 21 1910.....
Smith Bernice V (c) of Robert L and Minnie J Oct 30 1905.
Smith Bessie of George H and B Alice Jan 8 1901........
Smith Carl J of Frederick W and Bertha Oct 21 1902......
Smith Caroline R of Francis M and Mabel M July 17 1906...
Smith Carrie of Fred T and Mary Y Dec 29 1906...........
Smith Catharine of Philip and Rose A Apr 26 1901.........
Smith Catherine of George W and Elizabeth M June 2 1901...
Smith Catherine of Peter and Catherine Aug 7 1910.......}

Smith Catherine II of Patrick and Catherine Nov 24 1901...
Smith Catherine T of Burton and Mary E July 18 1902.......}
Smith Cecil R W of Robert L and Flora J July 16 1906.....
Smith Cediele O (c) of Joseph S and Cediele E Feb 10 1905.
Smith Celia of George A and Catharine Apr 9 1908..........
Smith Charles of George A and Clara Nov 30 1905.................18:262
Smith Charles C of Richard J and Agnes Jan 6 1903.............17:383
Smith Charles E of Edward E and Lillian June 1 1909..........19:370
Smith Charles E of Fred and Mary Aug 3 1910....................20:92
Smith Charles H of Herbert E and Mary T Apr 8 1902.............17:283
Smith Charles N of Frederic T and Mary J Mar 12 1901..........17:145
Smith Chauncey H of Henry and Mary Oct 22 1902...............17:351
Smith Christina C (c) of Florence M Jan 13 1903................17:385
Smith Claire F of Thomas B and Mary E Jan 14 1907.............19:6
Smith Clara A of Joseph F and Clara F Dec 7 1901..............17:237
Smith Clarence H of Clarence A and Flora D Mar 20 1907........19:31
Smith Clarence J (c) of John and Mabel Mar 31 1910.............20:36
Smith Clifton L of Ernest L and Harriet A Feb 5 1902...........17:264
Smith Constance of George O and Mary E Oct 25 1906.............18:388
Smith Cora O of James O and Edith Sept 27 1907................19:114
Smith Corelli M of William T and Catherine L Mar 27 1901......17:150
Smith Cornelia of Bernard and Rose Sept 21 1910...............19:110
Smith Corneliaus G A of Charles L and Elizabeth G Apr 29
1905................................................................................18:182
Smith Dean N of Dean and Eva M May 3 1908....................19:206
Smith Dora A of Frederick and Ottillie Mar 11 1906............18:304
Smith Dorcas G of Henry H and Martha J Nov 17 1908...........19:288
Smith Doris of William H and Edna Jan 3 1901....................19:125
Smith Doris II of Sydney H and Annie J Aug 31 1910.............20:103
Smith Doris I of Mary Dec 2 1909.....................................19:447
Smith Doris V of Walter E and Josephine July 13 1904.........18:75
Smith Dorothy E of Frank G and Edith M Jan 4 1902..............17:254
Smith Dorothy I of Frederick T and Mary J Jan 28 1906........18:289
Smith Earl of John W and Esther A June 20 1909...............19:377
Smith Earl F J (c) of Joseph S and Cedelece E Jan 1 1904......18:1
Smith Earl K (c) of Mary May 28 1904.........................18:51
Smith Edith of David and Adelaide May 30 1905.................18:192
Smith Edith E of James and Anna Apr 11 1909....................19:352
Smith Edna of Samuel and Mary J Apr 15 1907.....................19:42
Smith Edna J of Joseph W and Margaret F Sept 16 1904.........18:99
Smith Edna M (c) of Sadie M Apr 6 1905.........................18:174
Smith Edward of Thomas and Agnes Sept 18 1907................19:110
Smith Edward A of George E and Mary Sept 3 1904...............18:94
Smith Edward F of Thomas F and Mary May 29 1908..............19:216
Smith Edward J of Thomas B and Etta F Mar 8 1908..............19:184
Smith Edwin of Edwin W and Sarah C Aug 28 1906.................18:366
Smith Edwin A of Arthur F and Mabel E Jan 3 1907..............19:2
Smith Edwin H of Hugh J and Mary E Feb 3 1909..................19:327
Smith Edwin W of Joseph W and Margaret F Nov 29 1901........17:234
Smith Eleanor of Henry and Elizabeth T Mar 15 1905............18:167
Smith Eleanor D of Arthur H and Jennie C Jan 30 1909 . . . . 19:326
Smith Eleanor N of Walter E and Josephine J May 10 1909 . . 19:363
Smith Elizabeth of Nicholas G and Elizabeth V Sept 2 1908 . . 19:260
Smith Elizabeth E of Stephen C and Ethel M Apr 17 1905 . . . . 18:178
Smith Elizabeth F of John F and Amey Feb 27 1906 . . . . . 18:412
Smith Elizabeth G of Henry and Elizabeth T July 3 1906 . . . . 18:345
Smith Elizabeth H (c) of George H and Eva M Nov 17 1901 . . 17:230
Smith Elizabeth M of Philip and Rosanna Apr 27 1903 . . . . . 17:419
Smith Elmer R of Herbert J and Isabell G June 23 1901 . . . . 18:61
Smith Elmer W (c) of Edward T and Mattie M Jan 6 1909 . . . . 19:317
Smith Elsie of John and Celia Sept 21 1901 . . . . . . . . . . . 17:212
Smith Elsie M of William H and Margaret L Aug 21 1901 . . . . 17:202
Smith Emily A of George A and Lillie E F May 27 1905 . . . . 18:191
Smith Emily I of John and Sophie May 17 1906 . . . . . . . . 18:327
Smith Emma L (c) of Eugene L and Grace E Jan 18 1908 . . . . 19:165
Smith Ernest G of Charles C and Margaret June 13 1901 . . . . 17:171
Smith Ernest J of Frederick F and Annie M Sept 1 1905 . . . . 18:222
Smith Erwin B of Frank B and Carrie E Feb 10 1908 . . . . . . . 19:173
Smith Esther of John W and Katie A Aug 10 1901 . . . . . . . . 17:198
Smith Esther A of Samuel E and Annie June 30 1909 . . . . . . . 19:381
Smith Esther E of George O and Mary E Sept 6 1903 . . . . . . 17:469
Smith Ethel of John W and Esther N Oct 17 1905 . . . . . . . . 18:247
Smith Ethel F of Jesse H and Ida Oct 28 1907 . . . . . . . . . . 19:126
Smith Ethel M of Peter and Mary A Feb 2 1906 . . . . . . . . . . 18:291
Smith Ethel M of Francis E and Dency L Feb 13 1908 . . . . . . . 19:210
Smith Ethel V of Henry S and Annie Sept 19 1904 . . . . . . . . 18:100
Smith Eugene B (c) of Eugene L and Grace E Apr 11 1906 . . . . 18:315
Smith Eugene F of James F and Ella May 21 1901 . . . . . . . . 17:165
Smith Evelyn of Leonard and Lena June 9 1906 . . . . . . . . . . 18:336
Smith Evelyn H of Stanton E and Mabel F Aug 24 1905 . . . . . 18:288
Smith Evelyn L (c) of Roland H and Evelyn L Feb 25 1908 . . . . 19:179
Smith Everett of Albert and Jesse July 10 1906 . . . . . . . . . . 18:347
Smith Everett E (c) of Edward T and Mattie M Aug 25 1907 . . . 19:101
Smith Everett L of Charles E and Anna Apr 9 1908 . . . . . . . . 19:197
Smith Everett T of Charles H and Eleanor July 22 1907 . . . . 19:87
Smith Edna W of John and Katie Oct 21 1901 . . . . . . . . . . 17:221
Smith Florence of Alvin H and Jennie Oct 9 1910 . . . . . . . . . 20:151
Smith Florence A of John P and Annie E Dec 17 1904 . . . . . . 17:210
Smith Florence A of William H and Matilda Oct 2 1908 . . . . . 19:272
Smith Florence E of John H and Edith M May 30 1903 . . . . . . 19:429
Smith Floyd T (c) of Joseph S and Cadice E Feb 9 1907 . . . . . 19:16
Smith Floyd W (c) of Henry J and Mayme E Sept 8 1902 . . . . . 17:337
Smith Frances M of Frank W and Mary Mar 28 1906 . . . . . . . 18:310
Smith Frances P of Samuel N Jr and Celia S Sept 21 1908 . . . . 19:268
Smith Francis of Harry M and Ellen A Feb 11 1904 . . . . . . . . 18:45
Smith Francis I of Stephen C and Ethel June 5 1907 . . . . . . . 19:60
BIRTHS

Smith Francis J of Paul A and Catherine Nov 19 1902............17: 360
Smith Francis L of David G and Mary E Mar 6 1908.............19: 183
Smith Francis M of Francis M and Mabel Nov 24 1907..........19: 136
Smith Francis R of Frank and Mary E July 1 1905..............18: 210
Smith Frank L of William and Adela May 30 1901..............17: 167
Smith Frank P of Frank P and Adelaide Oct 27 1910...........20: 123
Smith Frank W of Fred and Ottilie Sept 9 1904..............18: 96
Smith Franklin T of Franklin T and Catherine Aug 28 1903...17: 466
Smith Frederick of Frederick and Anna July 17 1907........19: 85
Smith Frederick B of Frederick B and Clara J Apr 10 1907...19: 39
Smith Genevieve of Frank and Mary Feb 14 1907..............19: 18
Smith George A of Henry and Lena Aug 16 1904..............18: 87
Smith George H of Frederick and Margaret Mar 18 1903........17: 407
Smith George H of Marshall and Florence M Jan 16 1903......18: 146
Smith George J of George C and Winifred Jan 3 1909...........19: 316
Smith George R of Joseph and Mary A Dec 20 1907............19: 146
Smith George T (c) of William C and Mary Dec 14 1907......19: 143
Smith George W of Albert and Mary July 14 1905..............18: 214
Smith Gertrude J of Henry and Elizabeth T Oct 8 1908......19: 274
Smith Gladys A of William J and Florence M May 17 1903...17: 425
Smith Gladys E of Frank A and Emma F Feb 19 1904...........18: 19
Smith Gladys H of Charles L and Christina A Apr 30 1903...A-1: 47
Smith Gladys M of James A and Kathleen Mar 31 1909........19: 348
Smith Grace B R of George A and Catherine Nov 29 1905.....18: 258
Smith Harold (c) of Edward T and Mattie M Nov 29 1910...20: 134
Smith Harold A of Paul A and Catherine T Nov 9 1904......18: 116
Smith Harold A of Alvin H and Jennie Sept 17 1908.......19: 266
Smith Harold A(c) of Eugene L and Grace E Dec 7 1910......20: 138
Smith Harold B (c) of Alexander and Lucy G Mar 6 1901.....17: 144
Smith Harold F of Samuel E and Annie M Sept 23 1903........17: 474
Smith Harold P of Harold P and Grace I July 23 1904....18: 79
Smith Harry of Harry M and Ellen Oct 2 1906.............18: 380
Smith Harry W of Harry and Rose June 13 1910..............20: 64
Smith Hazel B of Luzerne M and Edith E Sept 18 1904......18: 100
Smith Hazel L of Frederick and Ottilie Apr 20 1902.........17: 286
Smith Hazel P of George and Hazel P May 4 1907............19: 49
Smith Helen of James and Clara M Aug 9 1908..............19: 251
Smith Helen of Harry M and Ellen Nov 27 1909..............19: 415
Smith Helen of John C and Anna C Feb 12 1903..............17: 439
Smith Helen E of Percy L and Helen May 27 1908.............19: 215
Smith Helen V of Henry C and Mary E June 21 1910.........20: 66
Smith Henry A of Henry and Alice Aug 27 1902..............17: 333
Smith Henry I of Anthony R and Sadie July 2 1903.........17: 146
Smith Herbert J of Herbert J and Isabell G May 11 1908...19: 209
Smith Herbert T of Walter F and Annie M June 6 1908......19: 219
Smith Herman of James and Gertrude Sept 1 1904..........18: 93
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Smith Homer P of William H and Helena Jan 1 1908.........19:158
Smith Horace of Joseph W and Margaret F Jan 20 1903........17:387
Smith Horace T of Ernest and Marian A July 25 1905........18:218
Smith Howard F H of Frederick J and Maude Oct 10 1901.....17:218
Smith Howard M of Herbert J and Isabelle G Nov 24 1906.....18:398
Smith Howard O of Joseph and Madonna July 18 1901.........17:190
Smith Howard S of Frederick F and Annie M June 2 1907.....19: 59
Smith Hugh of Michael and Sarah Jan 19 1905............18:147
Smith Ida of Robert and Rebecca Nov 29 1908.............19:293
Smith Irene of Hugh J and Mary E Jan 11 1906.............18:283
Smith Irene G (c) of Eugene L and Grace E July 26 1903.....17:455
Smith Isabella C of George and Mary July 31 1903.........17:456
Smith James of George W and Annie Dec 28 1901...........17:244
Smith James of Stephen and Agnes Jan 30 1903............17:390
Smith James of Frank E and Margaret Mar 16 1904........18: 27
Smith James of Patrick and Mary June 18 1904............18: 59
Smith James of James and Annie Aug 13 1906..............18:361
Smith James of John and Delia Sept 2 1907.............19:104
Smith James of James and Mary Oct 11 1909.............19:459
Smith James A of James and Rose E Feb 5 1910...........20: 15
Smith James H of James T and Annie July 5 1908........19:237
Smith Jane of Stephen C and Ethel M Oct 4 1903..........17:478
Smith Jennie E of Patrick and Catherine Nov 14 1903......17:491
Smith Jesse K of William H and Matilda Dec 25 1903......17:503
Smith John of Matthew and Catherine Nov 14 1903.........17:503
Smith John of John A and Mary A Jan 22 1905.............18:147
Smith John A of John A and Mary E Nov 16 1901.........17:230
Smith John C of John and Annie K Dec 1 1905............18:262
Smith John F of Patrick J and Sarah T Feb 4 1906.......18:291
Smith John F of George E and Maude June 24 1906........18:341
Smith John F of John H and Mary C Sept 28 1908.........19:270
Smith John H of Ernest E and Mary A May 6 1908.........19:207
Smith John H of Henry W and Katharine G Nov 21 1904.....18:120
Smith John H of John H and Bridget M Jan 16 1910.........20: 7
Smith John J of Thomas F and Mary Aug 30 1902............17:334
Smith John J of Peter H and Catherine May 17 1907.......19: 53
Smith John L of Thomas and Catherine E Jan 15 1904.....18: 6
Smith John M of Michael and Mary Sept 22 1901..........17:212
Smith John M of Charles F and Mary T Apr 3 1906.........18:312
Smith John R of George H and Alice B Sept 15 1909.......19:418
Smith John W of John C and Delia Apr 6 1904............18: 35
Smith Joseph of Peter P and Mary A July 4 1902..........17:316
Smith Joseph of Joseph and Mary Mar 10 1903............17:404
Smith Joseph of Joseph and Elizabeth V Aug 25 1906.......18:365
Smith Joseph of William O and Anna M Oct 7 1907.........19:117
Smith Joseph of Abraham and Rebecca Aug 25 1908.........19:257
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith Joseph E</td>
<td>Thomas F</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Jan 11 1906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Joseph H</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Ellen</td>
<td>June 6 1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Joseph M</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>Aug 31 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Joseph P</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>June 19 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Joseph W</td>
<td>Joseph W</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Feb 14 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Julia C</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Celia</td>
<td>July 9 1904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Julia</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Josephine</td>
<td>July 4 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Kenneth G</td>
<td>Frederick</td>
<td>Bertha</td>
<td>Mar 30 1904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Kenneth</td>
<td>Albert C</td>
<td>Annie R</td>
<td>July 30 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Laura G</td>
<td>William J</td>
<td>Florence M</td>
<td>May 5 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Lawson R</td>
<td>Raymond</td>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>June 8 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Lena</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Delia</td>
<td>Jan 6 1901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Leo C</td>
<td>John R</td>
<td>Rosanna</td>
<td>Feb 1 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Leo H</td>
<td>William H</td>
<td>Lora</td>
<td>Apr 8 1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Leo M</td>
<td>Nicolas G</td>
<td>Elizabeth V</td>
<td>Mar 13 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Leola E</td>
<td>Edgar L</td>
<td>Ella L</td>
<td>June 25 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Leon</td>
<td>William H</td>
<td>Lora</td>
<td>Sept 14 1904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Leon F</td>
<td>John C</td>
<td>Celia</td>
<td>Nov 28 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Lillian</td>
<td>of Frederick</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Oct 6 1904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Lillian D</td>
<td>of Frank A</td>
<td>Emma</td>
<td>Dec 7 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Lillian E</td>
<td>of Edward E</td>
<td>Lillian</td>
<td>Nov 20 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Lillian G</td>
<td>of Oran A</td>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>Mar 13 1910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Loretta</td>
<td>of Patrick J</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>Sept 16 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Lottie</td>
<td>of John</td>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>Feb 22 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Louisa M</td>
<td>of Charles A</td>
<td>Louisa</td>
<td>July 24 1906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Loys A</td>
<td>of Burton</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>July 1 1910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Mabel E</td>
<td>of Frederick</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Sept 27 1904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Mabel L</td>
<td>of Franklin T</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>Feb 23 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Madeleine W</td>
<td>of Joseph W</td>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>Nov 30 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Madeleine</td>
<td>of Peter A</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Feb 25 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Madeline L</td>
<td>of Eugene L</td>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>Feb 20 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Madeline W</td>
<td>of Patrick J</td>
<td>Winifred</td>
<td>Apr 26 1901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Malcolm A</td>
<td>of Hugh J</td>
<td>Prucia</td>
<td>May 5 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Malcolm S</td>
<td>of Fred W</td>
<td>Bertha</td>
<td>July 17 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Matva A</td>
<td>of Anthony</td>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Nov 27 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Maggie</td>
<td>of John</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Dec 14 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Margaret of Bernard</td>
<td>and Rosanna</td>
<td>Sept 22 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Margaret of Augustus</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 30 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Margaret of Harry</td>
<td>and Sarah</td>
<td>Dec 5 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Margaret A of Patrick</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 6 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Margaret A of Samuel J</td>
<td>and Adeline</td>
<td>Mar 16 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Margaret E of Frank</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>Sept 30 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Margaret G of David G</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 17 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Margaret J of John C</td>
<td>and Delia</td>
<td>Nov 7 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Margaret R of James</td>
<td>and Rose</td>
<td>Oct 4 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Margaret T of Michael J</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 5 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Smith Marguerite of Angus J and Beatrice Aug 24 1904........18: 90
Smith Marguerite of Stephen and Agnes Sept 28 1907........19: 114
Smith Maria M of Charles and Maria Feb 26 1904..............18: 19
Smith Marie of Sam and Eliza Dec 5 1902......................17: 365
Smith Marie E of Frederick T and Mary J Mar 17 1904.......18: 28
Smith Marion G of George II and Charlotte M Aug 19 1908...19: 255
Smith Marjorie F of Hallis N and Lima A Dec 31 1905.......18: 273
Smith Mark A of William J and Annie Oct 23 1901............17: 222
Smith Martha A of Peter and Kate Mar 1 1902.................17: 271
Smith Martha M of Alfred and Jennie May 1 1907.............19: 17
Smith Mary of John C and Delia Aug 25 1902..................17: 333
Smith Mary of Joseph and Elizabeth V Nov 21 1904...........18: 120
Smith Mary of Anthony and Mary Sept 14 1906.................18: 373
Smith Mary of Frank and Stella Mar 16 1907..................19: 30
Smith Mary of John and Annie June 1 1909....................19: 370
Smith Mary A of Thomas F and Mary A Mar 16 1907............19: 30
Smith Mary C of Michael J and Mary T Aug 23 1905...........18: 228
Smith Mary C of George E and Manoe Jan 26 1910.............20: 11
Smith Mary D of Walter B and Mary E May 28 1906............18: 331
Smith Mary D of George C and Winifred G Nov 5 1910........20: 126
Smith Mary E of Edgar L and Ella L Nov 25 1902..............17: 363
Smith Mary F of Benjamin and Mary Nov 23 1908...............19: 290
Smith Mary J of Henry W and Catherine G Oct 1 1901........17: 216
Smith Mary J of John and Mary J July 5 1903..................17: 508
Smith Mary J of Burton and Mary E Feb 6 1901.................18: 14
Smith Mary M of John and Bridget Feb 1 1904.................18: 13
Smith Mary M of John H and Mary C May 2 1907..............19: 18
Smith Mary M of Michael J and Ellen May 15 1909............19: 364
Smith Mary V of James J and Belinda M Apr 21 1903.........17: 417
Smith Mary W of Nathaniel W and Ellen H Oct 10 1906.......18: 383
Smith Matthias of Philip and Rose Dec 28 1905..............18: 272
Smith Maude E of Andrew J and Mabel Aug 9 1904............18: 85
Smith Maxine V of Robert L and Flora J Jan 29 1909........19: 225
Smith Maxwell C of Jesse and Isla M Sept 1 1906............18: 368
Smith Mildred of David and Adelaide July 10 1901............17: 187
Smith Mildred of William H and Margaret L Dec 29 1905.....18: 272
Smith Mildred of Angus J and Beatrice Apr 17 1906.........18: 318
Smith Mildred A of John H F and Mary Aug 1 1902............17: 325
Smith Mildred E of Burton and Mary E Apr 5 1906............18: 313
Smith Mildred V (c) of Daniel T and Annie C June 10 1906..18: 336
Smith Miriam G (c) of Roland H and Evelyn L Apr 15 1906..18: 317
Smith Muriel G (c) of Viola M June 9 1910..................20: 73
Smith Myron A of Whitaker and Ida Sept 26 1906............18: 378
Smith Myrtis V of Clarence A and Flora D Feb 7 1908.......19: 172
Smith Myrtle C of John H and Edith M Mar 9 1905............18: 165
Smith Myrtle L of Frederick B and Clara J July 15 1910.....20: 84
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last Name</th>
<th>First Name(s)</th>
<th>Father's Name</th>
<th>Mother's Name</th>
<th>Date and Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Nathaniel</td>
<td>Nathaniel W</td>
<td>Ellen H</td>
<td>Sept 16 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Nettie</td>
<td>William J</td>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>July 22 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Newell</td>
<td>Herman</td>
<td>Rebecca</td>
<td>Aug 3 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Norma</td>
<td>William C</td>
<td>Mary F</td>
<td>Aug 12 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Olive</td>
<td>Venoria</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 4 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Oliver S</td>
<td>Joseph S</td>
<td>Cedilice E</td>
<td>Aug 16 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Oran T</td>
<td>George T</td>
<td>Eunice E F</td>
<td>June 17 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Owen F</td>
<td>John A</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>June 1 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Pearl C</td>
<td>Charles M</td>
<td>Theresa</td>
<td>Nov 23 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Percival F</td>
<td>Percival L</td>
<td>Helen L</td>
<td>Aug 21 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Phillip</td>
<td>Phillip</td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>June 13 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Ralph H</td>
<td>Henry W</td>
<td>Dora M</td>
<td>May 5 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Raymond A</td>
<td>Frederick A</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>Dec 4 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Raymond F</td>
<td>Charles R</td>
<td>Ellen F</td>
<td>Jan 3 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Raymond G</td>
<td>George H</td>
<td>Alice Mar</td>
<td>Mar 14 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Raymond J</td>
<td>Burton</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>Feb 4 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Richard C</td>
<td>George W</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>Feb 27 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Richard L</td>
<td>Frank F</td>
<td>Edith M</td>
<td>Aug 4 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Robert M</td>
<td>Kenneth W</td>
<td>Ellen M</td>
<td>May 1 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Robert L</td>
<td>Robert L</td>
<td>Minnie E</td>
<td>Jan 3 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Robert McC</td>
<td>Robert</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>Feb 19 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Roland A</td>
<td>Fred F</td>
<td>Annie M</td>
<td>May 4 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Roland A</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Annie M</td>
<td>May 14 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Ronald B</td>
<td>Walter E</td>
<td>Josephine J</td>
<td>June 10 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Rosanna</td>
<td>Charles F</td>
<td>Mary T</td>
<td>Oct 22 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>Hugh J</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>June 1 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Rose of Phillip</td>
<td>Phillip</td>
<td>Rose A</td>
<td>Dec 10 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Rose of Phillip</td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>June 30 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Rose R</td>
<td>Henry E</td>
<td>Eliza T</td>
<td>Oct 22 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Roy L</td>
<td>Royal L</td>
<td>Nora C</td>
<td>June 15 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Royal F (c)</td>
<td>Joseph S</td>
<td>Cedilice E</td>
<td>Nov 17 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Russell</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Adela</td>
<td>Aug 22 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Russell F</td>
<td>Albert B</td>
<td>Edith B</td>
<td>Jan 6 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Ruth</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Clara M</td>
<td>Jan 9 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Ruth E</td>
<td>Samuel J</td>
<td>Adelaide A</td>
<td>Nov 9 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Ruth G</td>
<td>S Newell</td>
<td>Celia</td>
<td>May 30 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Ruth H</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Adela</td>
<td>Mar 22 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Sarah L</td>
<td>Walter</td>
<td>Joanna F</td>
<td>Sept 6 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Selena E</td>
<td>William H</td>
<td>Lora M</td>
<td>July 1 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Stamiskas</td>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Agnes</td>
<td>Apr 5 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Stanley X</td>
<td>Charles E</td>
<td>Eleanor E</td>
<td>Sept 19 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Thelma O</td>
<td>Frank B</td>
<td>Carrie E</td>
<td>Nov 13 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Theodore W</td>
<td>Percy L</td>
<td>Helen E</td>
<td>Oct 21 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Thomas C</td>
<td>Harry C</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>Mar 21 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Thomas F</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Bridget M</td>
<td>Dec 15 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Thomas F</td>
<td>Peter</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Apr 3 1904</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Smith Thomas P of James and Gertrude July 25 1903. 17: 155
Smith Thomas R of John C and Delia May 25 1905. 18: 190
Smith Victor E of Victor E and Margaret L Apr 23 1907. 19: 44
Smith Vincent of Michael and Sarah Feb 21 1905. 18: 160
Smith Vincent H of James F and Mabel Apr 29 1908. 19: 204
Smith Vivian of Lillian June 12 1902. 17: 302
Smith Walter C of Walter J and Frances Sept 10 1905. 18: 235
Smith Walter D of Walter B and Mary E Nov 3 1902. 17: 355
Smith Walter F of Joseph and Mary June 27 1903. 17: 437
Smith William A of Walter J and Frances E Apr 30 1905. 18: 182
Smith William R of Lester and Eliza Apr 10 1903. 17: 441
Smith Warren E of Edward E and Lillian Dec 13 1904. 18: 127
Smith Wilfred of Irvine and Sarah H July 5 1903. 18: 271
Smith Willard E of John E and Matilda Apr 6 1901. 17: 153
Smith William of William and Laura Sept 16 1904. 18: 99
Smith William of William and Cecelia T June 10 1906. 18: 336
Smith William A of Paul A and Catherine T Jan 25 1907. 19: 10
Smith William H of William and Annie Apr 22 1902. 17: 287
Smith William H of Harry C and Mary E June 29 1904. 18: 62
Smith William J of John H and Edith M Oct 18 1901. 17: 221
Smith William J of Herbert H and Lena J Apr 27 1905. 18: 182
Smith William J of Edward C and Mary C Jan 22 1909. 19: 457
Smith William X of John R and Alice B July 1 1907. 19: 78
Smith William P of Michael and Sarah A Aug 23 1903. 17: 164
Smith Winifred S of Walter B and Mary E May 21 1904. 18: 50
Smith — s of Albert and Jessie Sept 24 1901. 17: 213
Smith — d of Albert and Jessie Jan 11 1904. 18: 4
Smith — d of Albert and Emma July 14 1906. 18: 349
Smith — d of Alice Nov 8 1907. 19: 156
Smith — (c) d of Annie Jan 9 1909. 19: 384
Smith — s of Annie Aug 26 1901. 17: 204
Smith — (c) s of August and Florence Apr 1 1906. 18: 312
Smith — d of Byron A and Josephine I May 26 1901. 17: 166
Smith — d of Charles and Laura Aug 8 1901. 17: 197
Smith — d of Charles and Louise Sept 29 1901. 17: 215
Smith — d of Charles F and Mary T Aug 28 1903. 17: 510
Smith — d of Charles F and Mary T Jan 5 1905. 18: 142
Smith — s of Charles P and Catherine A Oct 9 1901. 17: 218
Smith — s of Daniel and Nellie June 14 1903. 17: 433
Smith — (c) s of Edward and Jennie Apr 3 1901. 17: 152
Smith — d of Edwin C and Anna C June 4 1904. 18: 54
Smith — d of Ethel June 18 1909. 19: 376
Smith — s of Ethel Mar 24 1909. 19: 385
Smith — d of Frances Oct 12 1901. 17: 219
Smith — s of Frank A and Emma Y Oct 6 1903. 17: 479
Smith — s of Franklin C and Margaret Aug 3 1904. 18: 83
Smith — d of George and Mary R Feb 3 1901. 17: 483
Smith — d of George and Katie June 27 1910. 20: 69
Smith — d of George and Mary July 26 1910. 20: 88
Smith — s of George A and Clara Aug 14 1910. 20: 150
Smith — (c) s of Grenville and Alice Nov 10 1901. 17: 228
Smith — (c) s of G—— C and Florence Dec 3 1904. 18: 124
Smith — (c) s of Hazel Aug 11 1910. 20: 150
Smith — s of Henry and Catherine G Nov 11 1902. 17: 378
Smith — d of Henry and Lena Nov 15 1907. 19: 433
Smith — s of James and Mary July 13 1910. 20: 83
Smith — s of James T and Annie June 3 1909. 19: 386
Smith — d of James W and Louise Feb 19 1907. 19: 20
Smith — d of John and Mabel L Dec 27 1901. 17: 243
Smith — d of John and Eva Nov 27 1902. 17: 363
Smith — s of John and Margaret Apr 29 1903. 17: 443
Smith — d of John and Bessie Mar 13 1908. 19: 186
Smith — d of John and Mary June 23 1908. 19: 226
Smith — d of John and Frances Dec 6 1909. 19: 448
Smith — s of Leonard H and Ella B May 25 1905. 18: 190
Smith — s of Martha July 19 1902. 17: 320
Smith — s of Mary Feb 18 1907. 19: 20
Smith — d of Michael and Sarah Nov 28 1906. 18: 421
Smith — d of Michael and Theresa Feb 4 1909. 19: 384
Smith — d of Michael and Theresa July 18 1910. 20: 150
Smith — s of Percy and Clara Sept 13 1907. 19: 108
Smith — d of Samuel W and Elizabeth I Jan 12 1909. 19: 384
Smith — (c) s of Sarah M Sept 10 1906. 18: 420
Smith — d of Walter T and Anna E Jan 30 1903. 17: 399
Smith — d of William and Catherine Apr 16 1902. 17: 285
Smith — twin s of William and Bertha Feb 18 1909. 19: 385
Smith — s of William and Florence Feb 24 1909. 19: 335
Smith — d of William and Winifred Oct 9 1909. 19: 428
Smithies Emily of Joseph and Mary J Mar 15 1906. 18: 306
Smithies — s of Joseph and Mary J Jan 21 1905. 18: 147
Smokonski Mary of Joseph and Malvina June 15 1906. 18: 338
Smolenski Mieczystow of Roman and Julia Sept 8 1903. 17: 469
Smolensky Abram of Morris and Rosie Nov 30 1910. 20: 135
Smolensky Fannie of Morris and Rose Jan 20 1908. 19: 165
Smolensky Frances V of George and Veronica A Apr 7 1903. 17: 413
Smolik Annie of Joseph and Mary July 10 1907. 19: 82
Soares Jose of John J and Mary Jan 17 1901..................17:129
Soares José R (c) of Raphael and Geraldia Feb 13 1909........19:331
Soares Manoel of Antone and Maria Sept 6 1902.................17:337
Soares Manuel O of Antone O and Maria Aug 17 1910............20:98
Soares Maria of Antone and Maria May 24 1905..................18:190
Soares Maria of Francisco P and Sinhorinha July 25 1910.....20:88
Soares Mary A (c) of Antone and Senna Apr 8 1905............18:175
Soares Mary A of Manoel and Maria DeJ Feb 19 1905...........18:158
Soares Rachel of Manuel C and Mary I May 29 1909.............19:369
Soares Stepha of Frank and Maria Jan 6 1904...................18:3
Soares — s of Francisco and Maria July 13 1909.................19:392
Soares — s of Joseph and Maria Mar 8 1904.....................18:67
Soares — d of Maria Jan 26 1909...............................19:384
Soares — (c) s of Pedro and Herminha Mar 16 1906.............18:306
Sobel Hyman of Myer and Rebecca Dec 6 1909...................
Sobel Israel of Samuel and Clara Mar 19 1910..................
Sobel Max of Abraham and Sarah May 19 1909...................
Sobolinski Anastacia of Tedy and Annie Oct 31 1909...........
Socchi Nico of Vincenzo and Maria Nov 13 1902................17:359
Soccio Angelo M of Vincenzo and Maria Mar 25 1906............18:309
Soccio Angelo M of Vincenzo and Maria Jan 10 1909...........19:318
Soccio — s of Vincenzo and Maria Dec 31 1907..................
Soccio — d of Vincenzo and Maria Aug 12 1910..................
Sochacki Sophia of Antoni and Victoria Apr 8 1908...........
Sokaroff Alexander of Samuel and Bertha Apr 14 1906.........18:316
Soderberg Edna M of Charles and Emma June 3 1902............17:290
Soderberg Eva H of Carl E and Emma Feb 20 1909..............19:333
Soderberg Olaf A of John and Emma Jan 24 1902.................17:260
Soderberg Rudolph of Charles and Emma Mar 27 1904............18:31
Soderlund Ethel C of Carl H and Hilda June 25 1905.........18:202
Soderlund Hannah E of Carl H and Hilda Jan 5 1902..........17:254
Soderlund Harold C of Oscar A and Lydia M Aug 25 1905......18:229
Soderlund John H of John and Maria Mar 30 1901..............17:151
Soderlund Vera M of Oscar and Lydia Aug 19 1910..............20:99
Soderlund — s of Oscar A and Lydia M Feb 19 1908............19:233
Soderstrom Edith of Herman A and Hannah M June 13 1908....19:222
Soderstrom Elsie R of Herman E and Hannah Apr 2 1904......18:33
Soderstrom Eric N of Eric M and Anna F Apr 23 1906.........18:319
Soderstrom Oscar H of Charles H and Anna M Dec 29 1907....19:149
Soderstrom Walter of Per A and Maria Nov 27 1901............17:233
Soderstrom — s of Charles and Anna Oct 15 1902..............17:378
Sodini Ammuiziata of Giuseppe and Giuseppina June 15 1905..18:198
Sofia Giovanni of Carmelo and Maria Sept 4 1901............17:207
Sofka Frank of Antonio and Annie Apr 1 1904..................18:33
Sofka Stanislav of Antonio and Annie Apr 1 1904............18:33
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sofka Stefana of Antony</td>
<td>Antony</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>3 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofka Vadie of Antony</td>
<td>Antony</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>3 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solbrig Ernest A</td>
<td>Ernest H</td>
<td>Anna M</td>
<td>Nov 2 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solbrig Marie G</td>
<td>Ernest H</td>
<td>Anna M</td>
<td>Sept 14 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solitto Domenico</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Filomena</td>
<td>July 28 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solitto Feliciello</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Filomena</td>
<td>Apr 14 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>18:316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solitto Gheorghe</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solitto Joseph</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solitto Louis A</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Molly of Sigmund</td>
<td>Sigmund</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>June 16 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomniewska Matthew of Kazimer</td>
<td>Antonina Sept 23 1908</td>
<td>19:268</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Cecelia of Josephine</td>
<td>Josephine</td>
<td>July 19 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>17:320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Celia of William</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon David of Pedro</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Fannie of Sarah</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Freda of David</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Louis of David</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Philip J of Josephine</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Philip R of David</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Ruth of Lewis</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Samuel M of David</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Rosina of Giuseppe</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solon John of Martin and Maria</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solon Statia of Martin and Maria</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solotowsky Adrian of David</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solsbury</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solton Dorothy M of Gustave</td>
<td>of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Somerstein David of Benjamin and Bessie Mar 9 1908, . . . . . 19: 184
Somerstein Fannie of Benjamin and Bessie July 13 1902, . . . 17: 318
Somerstein Frederick of Benjamin and Bessie Apr 12 1905, . 18: 176
Somerville Willard Stc of Willard and Mary E Feb 15 1903, . 18: 156
Somerville — s of James and Sarah Sept 30 1904, . . . . . . . . 18: 138
Sonoff Sarah of Charles and Ida Mar 17 1904, . . . . . . . . . 18: 28
Sondler Eta of John and Jennie June 7 1908, . . . . . . . . . 19: 220
Sondler Pearl of John and Jennie June 7 1908, . . . . . . . . . 19: 220
Sonion Gertrill of Robert H and Annie May 23 1909, . . . . . . . . . 19: 367
Sonner Frederick F of Frederick H and Mary E Mar 11 1901, . 17: 145
Sonner — d of Walter and Caroline M Jan 13 1901, . . . . . . . . 17: 128
Sopa Augusta of John and Annie Feb 10 1903, . . . . . . . . . 17: 394
Sopa Carlo of Raffaele and Calnara Jan 16 1904, . . . . . . . . . 18: 6
Soper Robert L of Robert M and Jessie A Mar 17 1901, . . . . 17: 147
Sorbo Calderie of Andrea and Columba Sept 17 1909, . . . . . . . . 19: 419
Sordi Maria of Giovanni and Luisa Nov 17 1908, . . . . . . . . . 19: 288
Soren David of Harry and Annie Dec 13 1909, . . . . . . . . . 19: 451
Soren Louis E of Harry and Hodis July 4 1908, . . . . . . . . . 19: 307
Sorensen Albertine F of Christian and Albertine July 11 1905, . 18: 233
Sorensen Carl W of Christian and Albertine July 26 1903, . . . 17: 455
Sorensen Celeste A of Franz O and Margaret E Apr 29 1902, . . . . 17: 286
Sorensen Ingeborg M of Ivan K and Elizabeth Dec 23 1906, . . . . 18: 409
Sorensen Lilian A of Christian and Albertine Nov 3 1906, . . . . . . . 18: 391
Sorentino Annette E of Christian and Albertina Nov 10 1908, . . . . 19: 285
Sorentino Worsola of Concetto and Domenica June 26 1904, . . . . 18: 62
Sorgel Bertram of Otto and Annie Feb 6 1902, . . . . . . . . . 17: 263
Sorgel Carl of Carl O and Anna U Dec 27 1908, . . . . . . . . . 19: 304
Sormanti Alfredo of Francesco and Angela Aug 3 1910, . . . 20: 92
Sorterup Myrtle J L of Knut W and Eliza M Sept 22 1903, . . . . . 17: 474
Sosci Rosina of Antonio and Maria Oct 24 1907, . . . . . . . . . 19: 124
Sosowsky Charles of Davis and Rose Aug 1 1905, . . . . . . . . . 18: 274
Sotnick Sophia of John and Annie Feb 25 1908, . . . . . . . . . 19: 179
Sotnik Stanislav of Joseph and Annie July 15 1906, . . . . . . . . . 18: 349
Souci Serafina of Pamfilio and Domenica Nov 2 1907, . . . 19: 128
Soucie Joseph H of Elzear and Mathilda Apr 28 1901, . . . . . . . . 17: 159
Soucy Llewellyn E of Edward and Louise Dec 13 1907, . . . . . 19: 143
Soule — s of George and Florence Sept 9 1909, . . . . . . . . . 19: 416
Souza Antonio S of Manuel S and Maria S Dec 14 1905, . . . . 18: 267
Souza Arthur of Jacintha and Philomena Nov 4 1901, . . . . . . . . 17: 226
Souza Belvna of Antone and Reta Mar 25 1907, . . . . . . . . . 19: 33
Souza Charlie of John and Marie May 2 1905, . . . . . . . . . 18: 183
Souza Emilia of Joao C and Emilia C Dec 20 1905, . . . . . . . . 18: 269
Souza Ermilinda of Antone and Antonia Sept 9 1904, . . . . . . . . . 18: 96
Souza Evangelina of Antone E and Maria May 26 1905, . . . . . . . . 18: 191
Souza Francisca of Jose M and Philomena Sept 8 1901, . . . . . 17: 208
Souza Frank of Frank and Maria Aug 14 1904, . . . . . . . . . 18: 87

RECORDED

IN

PROVIDENCE
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct 2 1901</td>
<td>Sousa Frank S of Francisco S and Maria</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 4 1901</td>
<td>Sousa George of Bento and Ambrosia</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 12 1910</td>
<td>Sousa Helen of Peter and Rosa</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 27 1905</td>
<td>Sousa Henrick of Henrick and Marie</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 4 1907</td>
<td>Sousa Henrick of Joan and Maria</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 15 1906</td>
<td>Sousa Jose of Manuel and Antonia</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 21 1903</td>
<td>Sousa Lillie of Jose S and Louise</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 25 1907</td>
<td>Sousa Luiza of Joseph and Mary</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 14 1904</td>
<td>Sousa Manoel of John and Mary</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 13 1906</td>
<td>Sousa Manoel of Manuel and Maria</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 20 1907</td>
<td>Sousa Manuel of Manuel and Maria</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 6 1907</td>
<td>Sousa Manuel of Manuel and Maria</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 9 1907</td>
<td>Sousa Manuel of Ibon and Maria</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 22 1907</td>
<td>Sousa Manuel of Louis and Maria</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 9 1903</td>
<td>Sousa Manuel M of Jesse and Phoebe</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 5 1909</td>
<td>Sousa Manuel P (c) of Manuel R and Rosa</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 15 1908</td>
<td>Sousa Margaret of Manuel and Louisa</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 11 1910</td>
<td>Sousa Margaret of Jose and Alvida</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 2 1902</td>
<td>Sousa Maria of Manuel and Rose</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 29 1903</td>
<td>Sousa Maria of Antone and Maria</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 1 1904</td>
<td>Sousa Maria of Jose and Maria Nov</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 17 1903</td>
<td>Sousa Maria C of John C and Emelia</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 6 1904</td>
<td>Sousa Maria deG of Antone and Rosa</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 27 1904</td>
<td>Sousa Marie of Manuel and Marie</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 6 1907</td>
<td>Sousa Mary of Manuel and Louisa</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 2 1908</td>
<td>Sousa Raymond of Bento and Ambrosia</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 25 1901</td>
<td>Sousa Rosalina of Joao S and Maria</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 17 1903</td>
<td>Sousa Rosie of Frank and Maria</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 6 1904</td>
<td>Sousa Silvina M of Jose and Antonia</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 6 1904</td>
<td>Sousa Virginia of Antone and Sirena</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 24 1906</td>
<td>Sousa Virginia of Jose and Marie</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept 27 1901</td>
<td>Sousa s of Antone and Maria</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 17 1902</td>
<td>Sousa d of John and Frances</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 25 1904</td>
<td>Sousa d of Manuel and Marie</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 9 1910</td>
<td>South Eva A of Alfred and Mabel</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 15 1903</td>
<td>South Mande W of Alfred and Mabel</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 1 1905</td>
<td>South Percy M of Walter W and Evelyn</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept 19 1901</td>
<td>Souther Marion of William J and Annie E</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 20 1906</td>
<td>Souther Thomas E of William J and Annie E</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 14 1904</td>
<td>Souther d of William J and Annie E</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 20 1908</td>
<td>Souza Alborn of Antone and Rosa</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 11 1906</td>
<td>Souza Autene of Antone and Mary</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 10 1904</td>
<td>Souza Antonio (c) of Manuel and Frances</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 15 1908</td>
<td>Souza Antonio of Manuel S and Maria</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 12 1909</td>
<td>Souza Antonio (c) of Thomas and Carolina</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 13 1909</td>
<td>Souza Antonio S of Manuel S and Maria</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS

Souza Carrie A of Arthur E and Catharine A Nov 5 1909...........19: 459
Souza Charles of Antone and Maria Jan 31 1909..................19: 326
Souza Clarandene of Antone S and Sarah July 14 1910.........20: 83
Souza Edward R (c) of Manuel R and Rosa Aug 22 1908.........19: 256
Souza Elvada of Ben and Ambrose July 8 1902.................17: 317
Souza Emelia of Manuel and Maria Mar 27 1904.................18: 31
Souza Emily of Antone and Mary Dec 24 1908..................19: 303
Souza Eugenia of Serino and Maria Mar 1 1908..................19: 181
Souza Gertrude of Frank and Kate Aug 22 1902.................17: 332
Souza Gloria of Manuel and Maria Oct 20 1910...............19: 121
Souza Guilhermina of Manuel and Maria May 5 1908..............19: 207
Souza Ida of Francisco and Maria Feb 22 1910..................20: 21
Souza Joao of Joao and Francisca Mar 10 1908.................19: 185
Souza Joao of Antonio and Antonio June 10 1908..............19: 221
Souza Jose of Francisco and Maria June 10 1909..............19: 374
Souza Laura of John and Maria Nov 27 1907....................19: 137
Souza Leonilda of Jesse and Emelia Apr 7 1904.............18: 35
Souza Lillie of Jose and Louisa July 8 1905.................18: 212
Souza Manuel of Manuel and Rosa Dec 1 1902...............17: 364
Souza Manuel of Antonio and Maria July 4 1908...............19: 237
Souza Manuel of Manuel and Johanna Dec 12 1908..............19: 299
Souza Manuel of Joao and Maria Dec 21 1909.................19: 459
Souza Manuel S of Manuel and Mary Feb — 1901..............17: 142
Souza Margaret of Jose and Maria Aug 8 1908.................19: 250
Souza Margarite of Manuel and Frances Sept 5 1907........19: 105
Souza Marguerite of Francisco and Frances July 22 1908......19: 243
Souza Maria of Manuel and Frances Dec 24 1905..............18: 270
Souza Maria of Jose and Eva Aug 16 1908....................19: 253
Souza Maria of Manuel and Rosa Sept 15 1908...............19: 265
Souza Maria of Manuel and Maria Oct 20 1910..................20: 121
Souza Maria M of Manuel and Maria Sept 14 1908.............19: 308
Souza Marie C of Frank and Marie Feb 11 1902..............17: 265
Souza Marie C J of Jose and Maria Nov 15 1903.............17: 492
Souza Mary R of Antonio and Rosa J Nov 28 1909........19: 445
Souza Matthew of Arthur E and Catharine A Nov 5 1909........19: 459
Souza Michael of Manuel and Maggie July 2 1907..........19: 78
Souza Nora of Antonio X and Rita Feb 14 1910...............20: 18
Souza — d of Amelia July 10 1907.............................19: 82
Souza — d of Francisco and Maria June 21 1908.............19: 225
Spacagna Michelina of Antonio and Gilorma Dec 8 1907....19: 141
Spacagna Amalia of Antonio and Girolama Nov 18 1903....17: 492
Spadaro Lydia of Pietro and Giuseppina Jan 30 1909........19: 326
Spadaro Francesco of Pietro and Vincenza Oct 17 1901....17: 220
Spagagna Angelo of Antonio and Gilorma May 10 1906.......18: 325
Spagagna — d of Antonio and Gelorma Oct 5 1909........19: 462
Spagagni Carmine of Michele and Sofia Sept 7 1904......A-1: 54
Spagnolo Giovanni of Giovanni and Rosina Sept 30 1901......17:215
Spagnolo Liborio of Giovanni and Rosina Oct 15 1903......17:184
Spagnolo —— s of Giovanni and Rosina Oct 15 1903......17:511
Spaight Daniel T of Daniel A and Mary F June 15 1907.....19:65
Spaight Emma of Michael T and Henrietta C July 19 1906......18:231
Spaight Genevieve M of Michael T and Henrietta C July 16 1909.....19:333
Spaight George M of Patrick A and Catherine W Oct 11 1901,17:218
Spak Peter of Joseph and Eva July 10 1906,.............18:317
Spalding John D of John D and Daisy D Aug 24 1901,17:203
Spalding Ruth M of C Eugene and Sarah L Dec 22 1907.....19:116
Spalding —— d of Herbert J and Mary E Aug 20 1910......20:99
Sparks Alfred C of Alfred C and Grace Feb 6 1902......17:263
Sparks —— s of Alfred and Grace Feb 6 1901,17:184
Sparr Alfred H of Albert and Lena May 11 1906,...........18:325
Sparr Charlotte of Albert and Lena Jan 18 1901,........17:130
Sparr Helen J of Charles M and Hulda C Dec 28 1902.....17:372
Sparr Ray M of James and Annie Jan 31 1903,............17:391
Sparr Ray M of John and Winifred B July 4 1903,...........17:147
Sparr Ray M of John and Winifred B Mar 19 1906,........18:397
Spaulding Cecilia of John and Catherine Aug 17 1901.....19:204
Spaziani Emilia A of Umberto and Antonetta Nov 14 1909.....19:410
Spaziani Giulia of Umberto and Antonetta Sept 14 1908.....19:265
Spaziano Adolfo of Davide and Maria Jan 23 1904,.........18:9
Spaziano Alfredo E of Mariano and Maria Oct 13 1904.....18:108
Spaziano Antonetta of Davide and Maria Aug 21 1904.....17:202
Spaziano Antonetta of Carlo and Pasquala Jan 10 1906.....18:283
Spaziano Antonetta of Agostino and Angela June 16 1907.....19:65
Spaziano Davide of Davide and Maria Feb 17 1905,.........18:157
Spaziano Elisa of Mariano and Maria Nov 24 1902,.........17:361
Spaziano Gaetana of Carlo and Anna Aug 5 1909,..........19:102
Spaziano Guida of Davide and Maria Sept 2 1908,..........19:269
Spaziano Giacomo of Davide and Maria Mar 17 1906,........18:306
Spaziano Giulio of Carlo and Anna June 27 1905,.........18:205
Spaziano Giuseppina of Crastese and Angelina Feb 18 1910,20:19
Spaziano Lucia of Davide and Maria July 17 1902,..........17:320
Spaziano Lucia of Ferdinando and Carmine June 18 1907.....19:66
Spaziano Maria C of Umberto and Antonia Feb 4 1903,.......19:50
Spaziano Maria A of Mariano and Maria Apr 7 1910,.........20:39
Spaziano Onilda of Crastese and Angela Apr 9 1908,.......19:197
Spaziano Pasquale of Angelo and Elisabetta Mar 8 1905.....18:164
Spaziano Pasquale of Angelo and Lisabetta Oct 10 1906.....18:383
Spaziano —— s of Carlo and Anna June 27 1907,............19:69
Spaziano —— s of Mariano and Maria May 3 1908,...........19:234
Speakman Charles E of Charles E and Mary L Mar 24 1903,17:140
Speakman Ruth H of William F and Hattie R Apr 17 1906,18:317
Speaks Alice J (c) of Sylvester and Margaret July 12 1905...18:214
Speaks James S (c) of Sylvester and Margaret Dec 3 1908...19:294
Speaks Mary G (c) of Sylvester and Mary M Nov 18 1906...18:397
Spellman Florence L of Jesse G and Annie E Oct 30 1909...19:459
Spears Grace M of Jesse G and Annie E Jan 7 1907.................19:72
Spearman John J of Martin and Bridget Aug 6 1908..........19:249
Spearman John P of James J and Bridget M Jan 20 1901...17:130
Spearman Leonard L of James J and Bridget M Sept 4 1904...18:94
Spearman Letitia M of James J and Bridget M Nov 20 1907...19:135
Spearman Mary E of Martin and Bridget Apr 12 1907.......
Spearman Mary L of James J and Bridget M Sept 18 1906...18:374
Spearman —— s of James J and Bridget M Dec 31 1902......17:373
Spear Catherine M (c) of Alonzo P and Mary A Mar 3 1909...19:338
Spear Ellis E (c) of Ellis G and Augusta Oct 21 1901......17:222
Spear Harold J of James and Hattie B Apr 8 1910.......20:39
Spear Manuel (c) of Jim and Maria May 25 1905........18:190
Specht Anna M of Frederick G and Louise E June 13 1905...18:198
Specht Christina F of Frederick G and Louise E Feb 15 1907....19:19
Specht Minnie L of Frederick G and Louise E Jan 30 1903...17:390
Spector Bennett of Morris and Annie Feb 10 1910..............20:16
Speight Dora of Arthur and Lena May 7 1909.................19:361
Speight Mildred E of Thomas and Annie Sept 1 1906......18:368
Spellman Alfred W (c) of George R and Phoebe E Aug 4 1904...18:83
Spellman Alice B (c) of George R and Phoebe E Feb 17 1906...18:296
Spellman Berenice F of Daniel J and Minnie Jan 1 1908....19:158
Spellman Christina of Martin and Catherine E Mar 6 1901....17:143
Spellman Frederick K of Daniel J and Minnie E Oct 8 1904...18:106
Spellman Hazel A (c) of George R and Phoebe E Sept 1 1903...17:407
Spellman Lucy H (c) of George R and Phoebe E Apr 21 1909...19:356
Spellman Marion M of Daniel J and Minnie E Oct 23 1902...17:351
Spellman Martin H of Martin H and Catharine E Feb 23 1903...17:399
Spellman Paul L (c) of George R and Phoebe E Aug 3 1907...19:92
Spellman Reginald (c) of George R and Phoebe E Feb 3 1902...17:262
Spellman William of Daniel and Minnie Dec 23 1901.......
Spellman —— s of Daniel J and Miptie Nov 28 1906.........18:400
Spellman Catharine H of Martin H and Catherine H June 18
1904. ..................................................18:59
Spellman —— d of John L and Grace Aug 19 1906..............18:129
Spence Antonio of Francesco and Edevigia Dec 29 1906...18:410
Spencer Edmund of Ovila and Margaret V July 7 1901.....17:187
Spencer Herbert of Frederick and Emeline Jan 1 1903...17:381
Spence —— d of Jennie June 11 1908.........................19:222
Spencer Alice M of John W and Maud M Apr 2 1910.........20:37
Spencer Amey T of Wilton H and Annie C July 13 1903...17:450
Spencer Anna L of Charles E and Anna E Jan 2 1901....17:238
Spencer Annie E of Richard A and Lottie June 7 1909......19:373
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Spencer Arthur F of George A and Geneva P Mar 26 1909... 19:346
Spencer Clarice V of Chester R and Alice L Mar 11 1909... 19:344
Spencer Colin of George and Zillah Mar 3 1901... 17:142
Spencer Donald S of Clarence H and Mabel Feb 7 1905... 18:153
Spencer Dorothy of Frederick W and Grace O June 8 1909... 19:336
Spencer Edwin of Edwin H and Maye J Jan 21 1907... 19:8
Spencer Francis of George and Zilla Oct 22 1902... 17:351
Spencer George R of Frank C and Nancy B Apr 13 1902... 17:284
Spencer Grace of George and Zillah Apr 15 1906... 18:317
Spencer Joseph R of Robert J and Elizabeth Aug 22 1903... 17:163
Spencer Lillian of George and Zilla July 30 1907... 19:90
Spencer Lillian M of Augustus V and Mary E June 21 1905... 18:200
Spencer Lloyd of Bertha M Apr 5 1903... 17:140
Spencer Lydia R of Loren G and Etta Oct 20 1907... 19:122
Spencer Mabel G of George E and Clara M Feb 26 1902... 17:270
Spencer Mary M of Robert J and Elizabeth A June 16 1907... 19:63
Spencer Sidney C of Samuel and Ellen A Oct 26 1903... 17:185
Spencer Thomas G of Thomas and Christina July 3 1908... 19:236
Spencer William E of Frank C and Annie E Mar 19 1903... 17:107
Spencer William J of Edwin H and Manue Dec 31 1907... 19:150
Spencer — d of Isabell Apr 25 1901... 17:158
Spencer — (c) d of Mathias and Daisy Nov 22 1901... 17:232
Spencer — d of Richard and Lottie Feb 6 1904... 18:14
Spencer — s of Albert and Mary July 23 1906... 18:120
Spencer — s of Charles and Faith Feb 20 1909... 19:323
Spendolini Ersilia of Alfredo and Maria Sept 6 1907... 19:106
Spendolini Giovanni of Alfredo and Maria Aug 21 1908... 19:255
Spendolini Guerrino A D of Alfredo and Maria May 5 1910... 19:49
Sperber Adolph B of Hugo and Hattie M May 20 1906... 18:328
Sperber Mannie of Joseph and Fannie Feb 11 1907... 19:17
Sperber Perry of Hugo and Hattie Oct 11 1907... 19:119
Speztrini Rosa O of Giuseppe and Antonia Sept 8 1906... 18:371
Speztrini Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Antonia Mar 7 1908... 19:183
Speztrini Celesta of Giuseppe and Antonetta Oct 6 1910... 20:115
Speztrini Giuseppina A of Ferdinand and Izza Nov 1 1910... 20:126
Spicer Arthur E of Arthur E and Mary L Apr 30 1901... 17:159
Spicer Christopher C (c) of Christopher C and Hattie Oct 5 1902... 17:346

Spicer Dorothy M (c) of Christopher C and Harriet Sept 15 1904... 18:99
Spicer Eleanor of George T and Harriet H Dec 27 1910... 20:115
Spicer Lorenzo M (c) of Christopher C and Harriet Mar 24 1901... 17:119
Spicola Alberto of Giovanni and Clotilda Mar 11 1903... 17:405
Spiegel Jennie G of Nathan and Clara Mar 11 1906... 18:305
Spiegel Selma of Nathan and Rachel Sept 1 1907... 19:104
Spigal Jacob of Arthur and Lena June 28 1910..........................20: 69
Spigal Mary of Harris and Gussie Jan 12 1910.........................20: 72
Spigell Francis of Fred and Maria Sept 27 1901.......................17: 214
Spillman Emil of Alex E and Ellen June 13 1907......................19: 64
Spinac Genaro of Francesco and Luigia Feb 27 1908....................19: 180
Spinac Maria D of Francesco and Luigia Oct 2 1909...................19: 425
Spinard Bertha of Arthur and Bertha A Aug 29 1905...................18: 230
Spinard Margaret L of Arthur and Bertha A Mar 14 1904..............18: 27
Spinard Mary C of Arthur and Bertha Oct 21 1908.....................19: 278
Spinard Mary L of Arthur and Bertha A Sept 21 1906..................18: 415
Spinard Ruth M of Frederick and Emma M Mar 13 1908...............19: 306
Spindle Alice of Antone and Rosa Sept 22 1906.......................18: 376
Spindle Willie of Antone and Rose Aug 26 1905.......................18: 229
Spinella Domenico of Giacomo and Giuseppa Apr 25 1904............18: 41
Spinella Enrichetta of Giacomo and Emilia Sept 15 1908............19: 265
Spinella Francesco A of Silvestro and Maria June 13 1903...........17: 433
Spinella Giuseppe of Gaspara and Floia Oct 27 1901.................17: 223
Spingo Raymond A of Raymond A and Minnie Jan 18 1905..............18: 146
Spinik Gladys D of Russell and Sarah J Dec 6 1902...................17: 366
Spinik Russell C of Russell and Sarah J Dec 30 1904.................18: 132
Spinik Ruth E of William W and Agatha E July 17 1908..............19: 241
Spiniks Gladys E of Henry M and Clara G June 19 1901..............17: 173
Spiniks Hazel R of Henry M and Clara G Sept 17 1905..............18: 257
Spiniks Henry of Henry M and Clara G July 10 1907..................19: 82
Spirtigliozi Ludovico of Vincenzo and Maria G Sept 28 1906........18: 378
Spirtigliozi Maria G of Vincenzo and Maria G Sept 23 1910...........20: 111
Spirtigliozi —— s of Vincenzo and Maria G Oct 30 1905..............18: 277
Spiriti Elisa C of Antonio and Maria G Aug 25 1910................20: 101
Spiritigliozi Giovanni of Vincenzo and Maria Aug 8 1904............18: 85
Spiritigliozi Giovanni of Vincenzo and Maria G Aug 13 1908........19: 252
Spinto Antonio of Attilio and Giulia May 1 1903........................17: 421
Spinto Eliseo C M of Antonio and Silvia M G Jan 16 1909............19: 320
Spírito Ermenigilda A R of Antonio and Silvia M G Aug 29 1907........19: 102
Spírito Michele A D of Attilio and Giulia Oct 16 1906..............18: 384
Spírito Rocco of Attilio and Giulia Aug 15 1909.....................19: 105
Spírito Vincenzo of Antonio and Silvia M G Feb 22 1906.............18: 298
Spittelman Adam of Christopher and Demeumer Sept 6 1908............19: 271
Spittle Gladys M of Leslie and Mary Aug 11 1901....................17: 199
Spízzano Carmine of Giuseppe and Angelina Apr 9 1902..............17: 283
Spízzirri Adolfo of Carmine and Giuseppina Mar 17 1910............20: 39
Spízzirri Dora of Carmine and Giuseppina Dec 6 1908.................19: 296
Spízzirri Eduardo of Carmine and Giuseppina Nov 4 1906..............18: 392
Spízzirri Maria A of Carmine and Giuseppina Dec 4 1903.............17: 498
SURNAME, NAME OF FATHER AND MOTHER, PLACE AND DATE OF BIRTH, PAGE

Spizzirri Michele of Carmine and Giuseppina Feb 25 1905, 18:160
Spitzdorf — s of Charles F and Emma J Aug 2 1903, 17:510
Spooford — d of Grace Jan 23 1905, 18:148
Spolidoro Antonio of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 10 1909, 19:330
Spolidoro Ernesto of Antonio and Maria Nov 29 1906, 18:140
Spolidoro Francesco D of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 2 1906, 18:357
Spolidoro Giovanni of Giuseppe and Maria C Feb 16 1905, 18:157
Spooner Ethel F of Frank and Ida Aug 21 1910, 20:100
Spooner Howard W of Frank W and Ida May 18 1905, 18:188
Spooner Marjorie C of Henry J and Helen N Oct 20 1906, 18:1386
Spooner — s of Frank N and Ida Nov 26 1903, 17:513
Spooner — d of Charles and Mary May 1 1907, 19:76
Spooner — d of Henry J and Helen N Feb 10 1908, 19:232
Sprague Albert G 3rd of Albert G Jr and Addie F Apr 5 1905, 18:174
Sprague Edna M of Albert G and Addie F May 14 1902, 17:293
Sprague Florence A of Frank E and Margaret J Sept 16 1905, 18:237
Sprague Hazel G of Frank E and Margaret J Sept 9 1908, 19:263
Sprague Hope L of George A and Harriett P Jan 15 1910, 20:6
Sprague Leander A of Albert G and Addie F Mar 20 1910, 20:31
Sprague Mabel of Albert and Annie May 28 1904, 18:51
Sprague Marjorie R of Ernest LeG and Magdalene Aug 14
1908, 19:192
Sprague Muriel of George A and Harriett P June 30 1905, 18:203
Sprague Ruth of George A and Harriett P June 30 1905, 18:203
Sprague — d of George A and Harriett P Nov 13 1903, 17:491
Spratt Irving W of Charles W and Ethel L Apr 18 1908, 19:200
Spratt — d of Charles and Ethel Feb 22 1903, 17:398
Sprucecenere Antonio C P of Vito A and Maria June 12 1905, 18:197
Sprucecenere Clara of Guido and Crucifissa Apr 6 1902, 17:282
Sprucecenere Felgra T of Guido and Crucifissa Apr 7 1907, 19:38
Spruyer Barbara G of George and Magdelene W Oct 24 1910, 20:122
Spring Florence M of George F and Cora Jan 16 1908, 19:164
Sprout William W of Vernon and Mabel A July 27 1904, 18:133
Spruinkel Adolph W of Herman G and Clara F Apr 26 1908, 19:203
Spruinkel Walter H of Herman G and Clara F Apr 16 1910, 20:42
Spunzo Antonetta of Antonio and Giacomina Jan 20 1908, 19:165
Spunzo Giuseppe of Antonio and Giacomina Sept 5 1909, 19:441
Squier Edward R of Edward S and Alice L July 2 1909, 19:388
Spaulding Mary of Pasquale and Josephine July 27 1907, 19:39
Squilanti Andrea of Pasquale and Maria Feb 22 1906, 18:298
Squilanti Filomena of Pasquale and Giuseppina Mar 16 1909, 19:343
Squilanti — s of Pasquale and Giuseppina Dec 22 1910, 20:143
Squires Grace A of Richard N and Grace L Oct 17 1901, 17:220
Staack Elfrida M of Louis C and Lucy Oct 26 1910, 20:123
Stabile Antonio of Giuseppe and Anna Mar 30 1907, 19:35
Stabile Catarina of Giuseppe and Anna May 30 1906............. 18: 332
Stack Minnie R of John P and Emma P Dec 16 1905............. 18: 267
Stack William H of John P and Emma F Dec 16 1905............. 18: 267
Stackpole Anna M O of John F and Anna M Sept 25 1907........ 19: 113
Stackpole Catherine of Thomas F and Mary Dec 8 1907........... 19: 141
Stackpole Rachel B of John F and Anna M June 11 1902........... 17: 302
Stackpole —— s of Thomas and Margaret Jan 24 1901.............. 17: 132
Stackpole —— s of Thomas F and Mary May 21 1910............. 20: 76
Stacy —— s of Henry and Wilhelmina July 23 1910............. 20: 87
Staf Louise E of Axel H and Hulda A Jan 23 1906............. 18: 288
Stafford Carlton L of William A and Florence B Nov 7 1905, 18: 254
Stafford Constance E of Rogers T and Annie E June 2 1910... 20: 60
Stafford Corinne A of Archie C and Corinne A Aug 8 1907... 19: 94
Stafford Daniel F of Daniel H and Margaret Mar 15 1905... 18: 167
Stafford Edward F of Joseph H and Agnes Sept 26 1904... 18: 102
Stafford Elizabeth T of Arthur E and Evangeline K Apr 25
1902, ........................................ 17: 288
Stafford Gilbert S of James C and Grace July 27 1909... 19: 397
Stafford Gladys E of Patrick and Mary E Feb 15 1903........... 17: 396
Stafford Harvey C of Arthur E and Evangeline K Jan 6 1906... 18: 281
Stafford Joseph H of Patrick and Mary E Jan 20 1905... 18: 147
Stafford Raymond of Charles W and Minnie T Jan 28 1903... 17: 390
Stafford Stuart W of Arthur E and Evangeline K Jan 16 1904... 18: 6
Stafford —— s of Charles L and Mabel Sept 23 1906... 18: 376
Stafford —— s of William A and Florence B Sept 4 1909... 19: 402
Stahelik Stanislus of Matteos and Rosalia Dec 18 1905... 18: 268
Stahl John M of Marcus K and Ivy M Sept 7 1908... 19: 263
Stahl Max H of Bennie and Bessie Oct 3 1904... 18: 105
Stahoviak Frances of Walter and Rosa July 10 1910... 20: 82
Stainman Sadie R of Hyman and Annie Sept 18 1903... 17: 473
Staiti Maria of Michele and Benedetta Dec 5 1908... 19: 295
Stakelich Josephine of Matteos and Rosa June 26 1908... 19: 228
Stalker Clifton E of Edwin J and Maud P Mar 27 1902... 17: 279
Stalker Edwin J of Edwin J and Maud P Dec 6 1903... 17: 498
Stallman Alice E of William G and Alice G Nov 6 1907... 19: 130
Stallman William G of William H G and Alice G May 31 1910... 59
Stanbele Antonia of Giuseppe and Anna Feb 26 1905... 18: 160
Stambough —— twin s of William P and Lillian B Dec 24
1905, ........................................ 18: 270
StAmour Dorothy L of Louis A and Fannie M Jan 12 1903... 17: 384
Stamp Anna C of John C and Susanna Sept 9 1909... 19: 416
Stamp Anna K of Martin and Anna Nov 14 1908... 19: 287
Stamp Martin J of Martin and Annie Aug 25 1907... 19: 101
Stamp William M of Martin and Annie Apr 25 1910... 20: 45
Stanage Reita C of Charles S and Mabel G June 17 1906... 18: 338
Stanage —— s of Charles S and Maybell G Nov 24 1908... 19: 291
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Stanait Briona S of George and Gussie Jan 21 1901............17:131
Stanberg Rebecca of Louis and Jennie Dec 29 1903............17:506
Standanger — d of Louise Jan 20 1907......................19:8
Standish Charles E of John H and Mary E Dec 5 1902........17:365
Standish Dorris L of John H and Mary E June 12 1908........19:222
Standish Helen M of Miles and Segred Mar 2 1908.............19:184
Standring Edith A L of James and Edith E June 29 1908.....19:229
Standring James of James and Edith E Mar 14 1905............18:166
Standring Royal C of James and Edith E Sept 2 1906.........18:368
Staneflin Walter of Mazy and Amelia Feb 10 1903.............17:391
Stanelum Joseph of Joseph and Josephine July 21 1909........19:395
StAngelo Antonetta of Giuseppe and Teresa Oct 1 1908......19:271
StAngelo Augustus R of Augustus and Susan Sept 21 1907...19:112
StAngelo Ernesto of Rocco and Lucia Feb 28 1906.............18:301
StAngelo Mary C of Augustus and Susan Nov 23 1902........17:362
StAngelo Matilda of Rocco and Lucia Aug 28 1908.............19:258
StAngelo Richard D of Augustus and Susan Oct 6 1904......18:106
Stanich Brenda of George and Kesta May 12 1902..............17:293
Stanich Veldtli of George and Casta Sept 15 1904.............18:99
Stanich William of George and Konstanza July 19 1908....19:242
Staniela Joseph of Michael and Amelia Apr 10 1910.........20:40
Staniels Violet E of Frank A and Cora J Jan 29 1905.......18:150
Stanilaf Mary of Adam and Eva Mar 15 1910...................20:30
Stanilaw Vanda of Michael and Amelia Sept 30 1906.........18:379
Stanish Boniface S of George and Kesta June 14 1906......18:337
Stanislaw Wondzia of Martyn and Amelia Sept 21 1906......18:377
Stanislaw Yusa of Michael and Amelia Mar 17 1908.........19:187
Stanikos Eva of Joseph and Lena June 22 1907..............19:68
Stanley Anna M of Charles S and Mary C Dec 19 1908.......19:301
Stanley Edith M of Frederick W and Florence A Jan 23 1904.18:9
Stanley Edward of Richard and Maud July 14 1908............19:307
Stanley Elizabeth of William Jr and Annie Mar 28 1901....17:150
Stanley George W of George W and Elsa M Jan 26 1907......19:11
Stanley Irene M of Blanche Oct 5 1904.......................18:106
Stanley Marion E of Charles S and Mary C Dec 19 1908.....19:301
Stanley Regnener F of Charles S and Mary C Sept 16 1910...20:108
Stanley Richard T of Henry and Hilda Mar 15 1910.........20:29
Stanley Russell W of Charles W and Mary C Feb 23 1905....18:159
Stanley — s of Cornelius and Jennie Feb 26 1906............18:300
Stanley — s of Annie Aug 4 1909.........................19:101
Stanton Everett W of George E and Grace M Mar 29 1909.....19:347
Stanton Herbert E of George E and Grace M Jan 13 1908....19:163
Stanton Katie of Michael and Mary Aug 31 1902...............17:334
Stanton Nellie of Michael and Mary Aug 31 1902..............17:334
Stanton Richard J of Michael J and Mary Apr 4 1901.......17:152
Stanton Ruth M of George E M and Grace M June 4 1910.....20:60
Stanzio Rosa of Michele and Mary July 5 1906. 
Stanzio Vincenzo of Michele and Maria July 15 1906. 
Stapko Mary of Antonio and Anna June 11 1906. 
Stapleton Agnes B of John F and Agnes J June 2 1907. 
Stapleton Alice of Michael J and Alice B Nov 25 1902. 
Stapleton Claire of Michael J and Alice B Nov 25 1902. 
Stapleton Margaret J of William J and Sadie Apr 26 1910. 
Stapleton Sarah E of William J and Sarah E Apr 26 1908. 
Stappas Banajot of Andrus and Annie E Sept 20 1905. 
Stappas —— s of Andrus and Anna E Oct 5 1907. 
Star Mary of Manuell and Marie Mar 10 1901. 
Starach Joseph of Adam and Eliza Apr 16 1906. 
Stark Alice of Herman and Matilda Oct 23 1903. 
Stark Alice V of Herman and Matilda July 27 1909. 
Stark Charles R 3rd of Charles R Jr and Dorothy B Apr 25 1910. 
Stark Howard G of Asher A and Nellie G Mar 7 1905. 
Stark Jennie L of Hermann and Tilda June 12 1901. 
Stark Margaret S of James W and Sybil L Jan 18 1903. 
Stark Oscar P of Herman and Matilda May — 1907. 
Stark —— d of Herbert and Marie J June 27 1901. 
Starke Herbert F of William and Ida July 6 1902. 
Starkey Joseph of Joseph and Sarah E Mar 4 1904. 
Starkins —— d of Benjamin and Louise Nov 29 1904. 
Starweather —— s of William C and Jennie M Mar 2 1909. 
StArmand Joseph E of Ernest and Amelia June 17 1910. 
Starnino Enrichetta of Aquilino and Maria A Mar 4 1910. 
Starnino Giuseppe of Acollino and Angela May 6 1902. 
Starnino Humberto of Raffaele and Maria Aug 21 1906. 
Starnino Vincenza of Aquilino and Maria A Oct 21 1906. 
Starnino Virgilio of Raffaele and Maria Dec 8 1904. 
Starnino —— s of Acollino and Maria A June 19 1905. 
Starnino —— s of Aquilino and Maria A Nov 15 1908. 
Starro Vincenzo of Salvatore and Concetta P Aug 9 1908. 
Starsjik Marie of Peter and Sophie June 1 1905. 
Start Charles E of George M and Bena Mar 28 1901. 
Stauffen Louise of Ralph M and Jessie Jan 1 1900. 
Stavropulos Alexios G of George A and Helen Mar 24 1910. 
Stayner Laura E of Edwin R and Elizabeth L Oct 30 1906.
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Stayer Mary E of Theodore H and Nellie Feb 24 1907........ 19: 22
Stayer Richard J of Theodore H and Nellie May 28 1905.... 18: 192
Staystork Irene B of John and Albena Sept 7 1910.......... 20: 105
Stazione Rosa of Michele and Maria June 5 1906............ 18: 334
St David Giuseppe of Giovanni and Maria Mar 19 1907..... 19: 31
St Denis Irene Y G of Emilian and Lydia June 8 1907..... 19: 62
St Denis Marie E Y of Emilian and Lydia Aug 14 1908..... 19: 233
Stead Arthur of Arthur and Emma Jan 9 1903............... 17: 384
Stead Mabel H of Arthur and Mary July 28 1901............. 17: 194
Stearn Rosa of Hyman and Gertie Feb 23 1901............... 17: 140
Stearns Arthur D of Arthur D and Bertha M Oct 4 1908..... 19: 272
Stearns Bettie A of Charles F and Amelia Apr 17 1909..... 19: 354
Stearns Charles N of Frank N and Maria L Apr 15 1906.... 18: 317
Stearns Henry E of Henry and Bridget Oct 14 1903........ 17: 481
Stearns Martin F of Frank N Jr and Maria L June 18 1902.. 17: 304
Stearns Walter J of Frank J and Amelia A Sept 26 1906.... 18: 377
Stearns — s of Maurice H and Maida Dec 24 1908............ 19: 363
Stevens Beatrice M of Fred A and Mabel June 29 1904...... 18: 62
Stecharmer George of Joseph P and Eva M June 4 1906..... 18: 233
Steed Perico A P of Alberto and Carmina May 8 1903...... 17: 422
Steele Beatrice V of Alexander and Sarah D June 19 1905... 18: 199
Steele Raymond of Lucy V Feb 10 1902..................... 17: 265
Steenberge Artemas W of Mervyn S and Sarah V Feb 3 1906.. 18: 112
Steele Earl M S of Wallace S and Adlyn E Nov 10 1906.... 18: 394
Steele Edmund G of Harry II and Leah Nov 2 1904........ 18: 134
Steele Florence H of Robert J and Emma Mar 29 1902....... 17: 279
Steele Frederick C of Frederick and Roselyn Oct 27 1904.. 18: 112
Steele Melton M of Frederick M and Roselyn June 27 1906.. 18: 312
Steele Priscilla C of Frederick and Mandie Dec 13 1906... 18: 405
Steele Ronald S of Edwin W and Fannie L Oct 3 1901...... 18: 105
Steele — s of Frederick L and Mandie Dec 13 1906........ 18: 405
Steele — s of Edmund J and Mary Oct 1 1904.............. 18: 104
Steele — d of Mary April 2 1908.......................... 19: 194
Steele — s of Margaret July 6 1908....................... 19: 238
Steeves Manuel of Manuel and Maria June 5 1903........... 17: 431
Stefano Filippo D of Giuseppe and Angelina June 5 1904... 18: 54
Stefano Maria C of Giuseppe and Angelina Feb 7 1906...... 18: 292
Stefano Pietro of Giuseppe and Angelina Apr 29 1908...... 19: 204
Steffel Frederick C of Frederick and Alzaida T Apr 15 1901, 17: 155
Stelfy George W of Francis X and Frances T Apr 8 1908.... 19: 196
Stepett John of Martin and Valaria Apr 29 1908............ 19: 201
Stein Aaron of David and Elizabeth Aug 1 1908............. 19: 307
Stein Charlotte M of Ernest and Gertrude O Aug 3 1904.... 18: 83
Stein Ida S of Samuel and Rhuma Apr 21 1909.............. 19: 356
Stein Louis of David and Elizabeth Apr 4 1908............. 19: 307
Stein Margaret of Louis and Rosa Nov 8 1901.............. 17: 228
Stein Marie of Charles and Grace June 6 1910..................20: 61
Stein Robert of Ernest and Gertrude Apr 8 1907..................19: 39
Stein —— s of Ernest and Gertrude Dec 14 1908..................19: 300
Steinberg Bessie of Louis and Jennie Dec 30 1903..................17: 506
Steinberg Harry of Louis and Jennie Nov 9 1901..................17: 228
Steiner Abraham D of Morris and Bessie Apr 19 1910..................20: 43
Steiner Anna R of David H and Harriet Nov 19 1909..................19: 442
Steiner Barnet of Harry and Harriet Apr 19 1909..................19: 355
Steiner Blanche H of Morris and Elizabeth Aug 25 1907..................19: 104
Steiner David of Harry and Rosa Mar 18 1907..................19: 31
Steiner Dorettta of David and Hattie Apr 10 1901..................17: 154
Steiner Dorothy of Otto and Ellen F July 28 1908..................19: 246
Steiner Helen of Benjamin and Hattie L May 28 1905..................18: 192
Steiner Marie of Harry and Rosa Aug 22 1905..................18: 227
Steiner Milton S of David H and Harriet Nov 20 1907..................19: 135
Steiner Morris S of Harry and Minnie Mar 1 1910..................20: 24
Steiner Ruth of David H and Harriet June 5 1906..................18: 334
Steiner Sylvia of Benjamin and Hattie L Aug 22 1902..................17: 332
Steiner —— d of Eugene and Catherine Apr 14 1903..................17: 415
Steiner —— s of Benjamin and Emily July 25 1904..................18: 136
Steiner —— d of Harry and Minnie Mar 1 1907..................19: 24
Steinert Kathryn L of Albert M and Marie A July 21 1907..................19: 86
Steinhauer Mildred V of Erich and Matilda A Mar 29 1908..................19: 192
Steinhoff Clara B of John M and Margaret V June 7 1903..................17: 431
Steinhoff Hope C of Lawrence and Frances Sept 26 1909..................19: 359
Steinhoff —— s of John and Margaret Jan 17 1901..................17: 129
Steinkamp Alvin J of George and Susie T Apr 21 1905..................18: 180
Steinkamp August H of George and Susie Sept 8 1909..................19: 415
Steinkamp George E of George and Susan T Aug 22 1906..................18: 364
Steinmetz —— s of Joseph and Eva Dec 8 1907..................19: 141
Steler Barnet of Mike and Rose Mar 27 1910..................20: 34
Stella Carlo of Antonio and Maria A June 28 1909..................19: 380
Stella Carlo of Antonio and Maria June 26 1910..................20: 69
Stella Carolina of Antonio and Anna M Feb 4 1905..................18: 152
Stella Maria C of Donato and Maria July 31 1902..................17: 324
Stellato Annina R of Tomaso and Palmira June 19 1905..................18: 290
Stellato Tomaso of Tomaso and Palmira Oct 23 1908..................19: 279
Stellato Tommaso of Tommaso and Anna Nov 2 1901..................17: 226
Stelley Edna of George W and Marion May 6 1902..................17: 291
Stelli Angelina of Antonio and Maria Dec 10 1907..................19: 142
Stelmach Olka of Nikolaus and Antonio Apr 21 1910..................20: 44
Stelmach Ralph of Nicholas and Antonia May 26 1906..................18: 330
Stelmah Annie of Nicholas and Antonia Nov 8 1907..................19: 130
Steinberg Ray W of Ray F and Grace E May 18 1909..................19: 365
Stendel Fannie of Reuben and Tillie June 4 1907..................19: 60
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Stender Amos W of Frank C and Elizabeth J Apr 21 1905... 18: 180
Stender Frank T of Frank C and Elizabeth J Apr 17 1901... 17: 156
Stender —— s of Frank C and Elizabeth June 1 1903... 17: 130
Stender —— d of Frank C and Elizabeth J June 24 1907... 19: 68
Stephenson Michael of William and Ludwike Sept 1 1903... 17: 147
Stephens George E of Carl F and Mary Aug 25 1909... 19: 109
Stephens Oatina of Lorenzo and Francesca Oct 14 1910... 20: 118
Steinmarck Lawrence W of Frank and Mina Jan 21 1901... 17: 131
Steunam Mildred D B of Theodore and Emma Sept 15 1908... 19: 265
Stepak Morris of Lewis and Bessie Apr 3 1909... 19: 349
Stephen Doris M of William and Elizabeth July 25 1910... 20: 88
Stephens Arnold G of Arnold B and Lillian Nov 6 1903... 17: 189
Stephens Charles F of George W and Helen C Oct 6 1907... 19: 117
Stephens Charles S of Thomas and Mary Jan 9 1904... 18: 3
Stephens Frederick K of William H and Daisy M Dec 24 1906... 18: 109
Stephens Margaret E of George W and Helen C Nov 19 1909... 19: 442
Stephens Myron X of Bradford and Annie Jan 13 1908... 19: 163
Stephenson Ethel L of James and Adeline Feb 13 1903... 18: 156
Stephenson Lester L of Willie and Teresa A May 25 1910... 20: 56
Stephenson Thomas (c) of Sam and Emma Sept 6 1907... 19: 106
Stephenson —— s of Thomas Jr and Ella L July 25 1902... 17: 322
Stepka Alexandra of Stanislaw and Annie June 20 1904... 18: 60
Stepka John of Stanislaus and Anna Dec 30 1905... 18: 273
Stepka Joseph of Stanislaus and Anna Dec 13 1910... 20: 140
Stepka Peter of Stanislaus and Annie Mar 3 1907... 19: 25
Sterne Sydney C of Herman M and Jennie Aug 24 1910... 20: 100
Sternberg Esther L of Adolph and Bertha June 1 1907... 19: 59
Sternberg Jennie of Hyman and Etta May 15 1907... 19: 52
Sternscher Sarah of Samuel and Jeannette Dec 21 1905... 17: 504
Sternlicht Julius J of Harry I and Celina Jan 5 1908... 19: 159
Sternscher Dorothy of Samuel and Jeannette Mar 9 1908... 19: 184
Sternscher Leonard of Samuel and Jeannette Apr 12 1905... 18: 176
Sternscher Lillie of Israel and Nettie July 7 1901... 17: 186
Sterritt Brenda M of Henry and Bertha Sept 2 1902... 17: 435
Stetson Beatrice L of George A and Gertrude E Sept 22 1906... 18: 376
Stetson Catherine G L of James A and Emma C Apr 26 1908... 19: 293
Stetzovitch Yedoviga of Lawrence and Maria Sept 9 1909... 19: 416
Stevan John of John and Marie May 4 1905... 18: 184
Stevan Anna A B of Jose and Maria Oct 6 1905... 18: 243
Stevens Agnes M of James and Mary Feb 5 1909... 19: 328
Stevens Albert E of George F and Lily Mar 13 1909... 19: 342
Stevens Beatrice C of George F and Lily Apr 22 1907... 19: 44
Stevens Beatrice M of George F and Celia T July 29 1902... 17: 323
Stevens Carl G of Henry G and Alice M Nov 11 1905... 18: 255
Stevens Caswell of David A and Annie G Dec 12 1905... 18: 266
Stevens Charles C of Harry and Elizabeth Sept 19 1906... 18: 375
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Stevens Claire F of Frederick A and Claire F Sept 18 1910........... 20: 109
Stevens Dana R of Dana R and Jennie Feb 18 1909................. 19: 333
Stevens Dorothy M of Olin W and Edith K Mar 19 1901........... 17: 147
Stevens Frank (c) of Elijah and Elizabeth Dec 24 1908........... 19: 303
Stevens Gordon K of Henry G and Alice M Sept 9 1908........... 19: 254
Stevens Henry H of Henry A and Cornelia Nov 9 1903........... 17: 490
Stevens Herbert M of George F and Celia F Jan 28 1907........... 19: 11
Stevens Irene M of Henry G and Alice M C June 15 1902........... 17: 303
Stevens John E of ——— ——— Jan 21 1907......................... 19: 72
Stevens Julian K of Olin W and Edith S Jan 25 1905........... 18: 149
Stevens Justus B of Herbert A and Teresa C Mar 10 1910........ 20: 27
Stevens Lloyd A of Henry A and Cornelia Oct 9 1902........... 17: 347
Stevens Louise H of James E and Annie E Mar 27 1905........... 18: 171
Stevens Mary of Michael and Sultana Jan 1 1909................. 19: 315
Stevens Mary N of Nicholas and Evelyn Apr 7 1909........... 19: 351
Stevens Mildred A of Albert H and Eva L June 11 1901........... 17: 170
Stevens Mildred I of Jessie H and Mary Dec 1 1901........... 17: 235
Stevens Ralph C of Henry G and Alice M May 5 1904........... 18: 44
Stevens Ruth C of David A and Annie G Oct 5 1909........... 19: 436
Stevens Walter (c) of Welcome and Lillie Sept 25 1909........ 19: 422
Stevens —— s of Charles B and Mary E Dec 26 1901........... 17: 251
Stevens —— d of Charles B and Mary E May 19 1906........... 17: 444
Stevens —— s of Grace Aug 27 1903.............................. 17: 465
Stevens —— s of Charles B and Mary E Nov 13 1907........... 19: 156
Stevenson Marie of James and Elizabeth Sept 20 1902........... 17: 341
Stevenson Marion E of Charles and Marion May 23 1905........ 18: 190
Stevenson Thomas (c) of Emma Sept 15 1908.................. 19: 265
Stevenson Walter J H of Charles H and Marion J Aug 30 1903. 17: 466
Steves Maria of Joe and Maria June 2 1907.................. 19: 59
Stewart Andrew C of James C and Mary July 27 1902........... 17: 323
Stewart Annie E of John and Sarah Feb 9 1910........... 20: 16
Stewart Arthur C (c) of William W and Henrietta Jan 7 1902. 17: 254
Stewart Charles W (c) of William W and Henrietta Jan 7 1902. 17: 254
Stewart Clifford R of George R and Caroline Sept 24 1906...... 18: 415
Stewart Elsie of Thomas and Delta Nov 19 1909................. 19: 442
Stewart Evelyn of James E and Mabel E Dec 10 1908........... 19: 312
Stewart Freda E B of George H and Martha M Nov 29 1908.... 19: 293
Stewart George E of George and Isabel May 23 1910........... 20: 56
Stewart James W of William and Julia Sept 13 1902........... 17: 338
Stewart John DeW of John and Grace Aug 15 1903........... 17: 461
Stewart Joseph W of William E and Gertrude V Sept 29 1907. 19: 114
Stewart Margaret M of William E and Gertrude V May 31 1904...................... 18: 53
Stewart Marion A of George E and Isabelle Aug 29 1906...... 18: 367
Stewart Marion M of John and Sarah H Dec 29 1908.19.305
Stewart Mary F of George and Jessie A July 29 1902.17.034
Stewart Mildred of George E and Isabelle June 20 1901.18.60
Stewart Oswell E of William and Julia Feb 19 1907.19.20
Stewart Robert L of Robert and Mary M Sept 27 1903.17.475
Stewart Ruth E of Robert and Mary M Dec 12 1908.19.299
Stewart Saidi E of George H and Martha M Dec 6 1907.19.140
Stewart William F of George R and Caroline F July 15 1905.18.215
Stewart —— s of Tenia June 10 1903.17.432
StGeorge Rosella of David and Mary 4 Aug 26 1903.17.465
StGeorge Roy of Elwin and Gertrude Jan 9 1909.19.382
StGermain Anes W of Amos L and Ejania H Jan 5 1903.17.382
StGermain Charlotte G of Joseph P and Mary June 9 1908.19.309
StGermain Eleanor M of Joseph P and Mary Feb 8 1910.20.16
StGermain Henry H of Emil L and Kate E Oct 17 1903.17.182
StGermain Herbert J of Amos L and Ejania H Sept 11 1906.18.372
StGermain Lottie A of Emil L and Kate Aug 18 1902.17.390
StGermain Marie H of Nazarise and Clara M Oct 6 1909.19.427
StGermain William P of Adelard and Mary E June 29 1910.20.70
StGermain —— s of Mary Aug 26 1901.17.264
StGermain James E of William F and Jennie Aug 22 1910.20.100
StGermain Mary of Adelard and Mary June 17 1907.19.65
StGermain Raymond A of Adelard and Mary Apr 4 1905.18.173
Stiegel Jacob of Max and Freida May 3 1910.20.48
Stiegel Lillian of Max and Freida 1 Dec 18 1907.19.145
Stieger August C T of Carl A and Emily E June 5 1907.19.60
Stieger Dora E of Carl A and Emily E Apr 28 1910.20.46
Stieger Martha A of Carl A and Emily E June 8 1908.19.220
Stiegl —— d of Alfred and Lena Aug 19 1910.20.98
Stigatt Annie of Martin and Julia Feb 19 1906.18.296
Stiles Martha M of George J and Elizabeth Aug 3 1908.19.248
Stiles Raymond A of Charles W and Lucy May 23 1907.19.55
Still Madaline E of Charles A and Mary A June 6 1904.18.55
Stillman Dorothy A of Clarence and Margaret July 19 1906.18.354
Stillman Dorsey E of Dorsey J and Elizabeth F Apr 16 1906.18.317
Stillman Edward C of Dorsey and Elizabeth Aug 16 1902.17.330
Stillman Liston of Heman D and Metta Feb 25 1905.18.160
Stillman Mildred L of Dorsey J and Elizabeth F Aug 27 1908.19.258
Stillman Morris of Samuel and Lillie June 29 1908.19.225
Stillman Viola I of William T and Clara V Feb 24 1907.19.22
Stillman William F of William G and Alice G Oct 28 1908.19.250
Stillman Mary P of Nikolaj and Antonia Jan 27 1909.19.324
Stinson Dorothy H of Edward and Eva D Apr 21 1908.19.202
Stineford Mandy E of Sewell E and Edna L July 23 1903.17.508
Stiner Abraham of Harry and Rose Sept 29 1904.18.104
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Stiness Avice W of Henry W and Inez Nov 30 1908.............. 19:309
Stinson —— s of John and Rose Oct 30 1901...................... 17:225
Stireman Benjamin of Abraham and Rebecca Apr 16 1908..... 19:199
Stites Arthur I of Irwin B and Helen W July 22 1904........ 18: 78
St-Jacques Beatrice M of Joseph F and Eugenie M Jan 29 1907, 19: 8
St-Jacques Bertha C of Joseph and Cedelisse Feb 20 1904.... 18: 19
St-Jacques Blanche O of Hilaire and Maloina Aug 23 1906... 18:304
St-Jacques Eva F of Joseph and Cedelisse M Aug 29 1906.... 18:307
St-Jacques Hervey W of Joseph F and Eugenie M June 18 1902, 17:304
St-Jacques Joseph E of Joseph F and Eugenie M Apr 17 1904.. 18: 38
St-Jacques Joseph W of Hilaire H and Maloina June 25 1908, 19:227
St-Jacques Marie B M of Joseph and Cedelise Sept 25 1901.... 17:213
St-Jacques Marie F of Joseph F and Eugenie M Feb 24 1909... 19:335
St-Jacques Vincent B of Wilfred and Mary L May 4 1906..... 18:323
St-James Mary C of George W and Mary C Mar 8 1903........ 17:404
St John Clarence E of Henry and Mary May 19 1905......... 18:189
St John Earl F of Felix and Mabel N Aug 30 1907............. 19:103
St John Felix W of Felix and Mabel N June 3 1905............ 18:194
St John Francis E of Henry E and Mary A Nov 8 1902........ 17:357
St John Gertrude of Oscar and Mary G Feb 5 1903............. 17:393
St John Lula M of Felix and Mabel N Mar 13 1910............. 20: 29
St John Mary of John N and Mary F Nov 18 1908.............. 19:289
St John Mary L of Wilfred and Mary L Feb 19 1903.......... 17:397
St-Laurent Andrew of Daniel and Selvina Sept 11 1907..... 19:107
St-Laurent Blanche M of Ernest and Anna May 17 1907..... 19: 53
St-Laurent Edmund of Daniel and Selvina Jan 31 1906...... 18:290
St-Laurent Fabiola M of Daniel and Selvina Jan 24 1909.... 19:323
St-Laurent Joseph A of Daniel and Selvina June 29 1902.... 17:307
St Laurent Wilfred of Adelard and Addie June 6 1910....... 20: 61
St-Laurent —— d of Daniel and Selvina Sept 15 1903........ 17:511
St-Laurence Dorothy S of Doria and Marion S Sept 30 1910.. 29:113
St-Laurence Joseph E A of Ernest and Anna Oct 8 1905.... 18:244
St-Louis Marie R C of Firmin and Marie Oct 24 1908........ 19:279
Stochus John of Michael and Katie July 12 1908............ 19:240
Stockard Mildred E of Claude H and Elvira E Feb 20 1907... 19: 21
Stocking Valeria S of Roderick E and Nellie E June 28 1906.. 18:342
Stocking —— d of Roderick E and Nellie E Mar 25 1910....... 20: 75
Stoddard Mary E of Albert A and Mabel A May 3 1905........ 18:184
Stoebel Gladys L of John L and Jennie L Sept 1 1902........ 17:335
Stoeffler Elsie M of Charles and Louise S May 7 1904....... 18: 44
Stokes Elizabeth (e) of William and Henrietta Oct 29 1901... 17:322
Stokes Lester T of Benjamin and Maria Nov 5 1901........... 17:227
Stokes Winifred L of Alfred E and Winifred Mar 4 1910...... 20: 25
Stol Andorino of Michele and Filomena Feb 6 1910........... 20: 15
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Stolgon Sadie A of Anthony and Sadie Nov 15 1907.............. 19:133
Stone Annie of Abraham and Rosie Mar 2 1910................. 20:25
Stone Arthur of Michael and Annie Mar 16 1901.............. 17:116
Stone Benjamin L of Benjamin and Jennie July 12 1905...... 18:214
Stone Catherine M of Michael A and Annie C Dec 21 1904..... 18:130
Stone Charles H of Arthur and May Oct 25 1903........... 17:485
Stone Charlotte E R of Frank C and Inzie L July 19 1903... 17:508
Stone Dorothy L of Charles H and Sophie Jan 8 1910...... 20:3
Stone Edith B of Herbert A and Clara M Mar 16 1902...... 17:276
Stone Edward of Michael A and Annie C Dec 15 1902...... 17:368
Stone Elizabeth R of Samuel S and Edith Nov 25 1909...... 19:444
Stone Esther B of Arthur and May Oct 8 1901.............. 17:218
Stone Etta of Abraham and Rosa June 15 1907.............. 18:198
Stone Evelyn of George H and Margaret A Mar 13 1901..... 17:146
Stone Florence L A of Charles and Celia May 7 1909........ 19:361
Stone Florence M of Frank and Inzie L May 10 1908...... 19:209
Stone Gertrude M L of Hector J L and Hattie Feb 4 1909... 19:328
Stone Harold A of George F and Charlotte Apr 13 1902... 17:310
Stone Helen of Abraham and Rosa Jan 11 1902.............. 17:256
Stone Howard J LeR of Hector J and Harriet 1 June 23 1906,18:311
Stone James C of Charles and Mary Aug 15 1905............ 18:226
Stone Jennie of Abraham and Rosa Feb 11 1903.............. 17:395
Stone Mabel E of James A and Grace C Aug 9 1903........ 17:439
Stone Margaret of Mardions M and Eloise O Dec 17 1906.... 18:407
Stone Margaret A of Benjamin and Janet Aug 9 1902...... 17:327
Stone Mary A of Veria June 2 1908...................... 19:218
Stone Mary E of Joseph P and Elizabeth Z Dec 22 1901...... 17:242
Stone Mildred A of Carl O and Ada O Nov 6 1901........... 17:250
Stone Mildred E of Clarence E and Amanda C Sept 6 1901... 17:207
Stone Mildred F of Richmond J and Faith T Dec 13 1906.... 18:405
Stone Nellie M of Earl P and Mary Aug 30 1904............. 18:93
Stone Raymond LeR of William T and Clara V Dec 6 1905... 18:261
Stone Ruth of George and Margaret July 11 1908........... 19:239
Stone s of Mardions M and Eloise June 5 1905.............. 18:208
Stone d of Arthur E and Ada B Jan 27 1906................. 18:289
Stone d of Hector and Hattie Aug 18 1910................ 20:98
Stonelmar William of Martin and Christoppa Aug 25 1901.... 17:204
Stoneman Vernon C of Michael S and Isabel Mar 29 1905..... 18:171
Stonesto Domenica of Peter and Alianna Jan 18 1910........ 20:7
StOnge John L of Peter M and Johanna Sept 17 1901........ 18:99
StOnge Joseph A of Joseph and Angeline Oct 20 1909........ 19:432
StOnge Mary M of Peter and Johanna J Sept 20 1902........ 17:311
StOnge Nora A of Peter M and Johanna Mar 13 1907......... 19:29
Stooller Jose of Augusto and Maria Nov 2 1907............. 19:128
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Stoppan — d of George and Saradilla July 12 1909 ....... 19: 461
Stoppes Thomas of Harris and Eva Jan 26 1910 .......... 20: 11
Storey Everts D of Walter E and Elizabeth S Apr 6 1906 .. 18: 344
Støren Stinnie of Antony and Sadie Dec 7 1909 .......... 19: 449
Storm Harriet N of David S and Edna D Sept 27 1903 .... 71: 475
Storm Hazel E of George D and Ellen Mar 19 1907 ...... 19: 31
Storm — d of George A and Elizabeth Apr 15 1902 ...... 17: 285
Storovitsky Frank of John and Carolune Apr 3 1902 ...... 17: 281
Storti Adelina of Michele and Angiola Apr 1 1907 ....... A: 1: 59
Storti Assunta of Michele and Angela Jan 24 1901 ... ... 17: 132
Storti Carmela E of Pietro D and Maria C July 15 1908 .. 19: 241
Storti Eleonora B of Pietro and Maria C Apr 3 1903 ...... 17: 412
Storti Elena of Francesco and Maddalena Apr 17 1901 ... 17: 156
Storti Elizabeth of Michele and Angela Mar 29 1903 ..... 17: 410
Storti Gaetano F of Gaetano and Sabatina Mar 9 1901 .. 17: 144
Storti Giovannina of Vincenzo and Amedea Aug 31 1904 . 18: 93
Storti Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Infinita Aug 17 1903 ... 17: 462
Storti Ida T of Peter D and Maria C Mar 28 1905 ....... 18: 171
Storti Maria G of Pietro and Maria C July 2 1901 ...... 17: 185
Storti — d of Giuseppe and Fannie May 12 1901 ...... 17: 163
Storti — s of Michele and Angela June 1 1909 ....... 19: 370
Storti Luigi of Antonio and Giuseppina Apr 10 1905 .... 18: 176
Story Florence of Walter E and Elizabeth S June 22 1904 ... 18: 60
Story Willis of John R and Hannah Feb 18 1908 ....... 19: 177
Story — s of Walter and Elizabeth July 20 1903 ....... 17: 510
Stoss John E of John and Agnes Feb 4 1907 ....... 19: 14
Stott Annis W of Richard T and Annis Dec 24 1903 ... ... 17: 503
Stott Ella F of Thomas and Catharine Sept 27 1904 ...... 18: 103
Stott George W of Richard T and Annis Oct 2 1901 ...... 17: 216
Stott Irene of Harry and Mary S June 7 1903 ....... 17: 431 and 449
Stott Mildred F of William E and Elizabeth Apr 24 1910 ... 20: 45
Stott Wallace of Richard T and Annis May 19 1908 ...... 19: 212
Stott — d of Richard T and Annis May 24 1907 ...... 19: 76
StOurs Joseph L A of Joseph G and Mary Mar 12 1903 .. 17: 405
Stowell Alfred D of Leon and Florence Apr 14 1907 ...... 19: 40
Stowell Beatrice M of Charles O and Gertrude Aug 6 1904 .. 18: 84
Stowell Cora E of Charles O and Gertrude Mar 20 1906 ... 18: 307
Stowell Lyman C of Eugene M and Laurilla A Nov 18 1903 ... 17: 193
Stowell Ralph S of Clarence and Grace Dec 24 1910 ...... 20: 144
Stowell William E of Eugene M and Laurilla A Feb 4 1902 ... 17: 263
StPeter George J of Israel and Denelda Sept 27 1907 ... ... 19: 114
StPeter Lora L of Alexander and Malvina Mar 21 1909 .... 19: 345
StPeter Mary L of Joseph and Oberlin Feb 12 1905 ...... 18: 204
StPeter — d of Dennis and Mary May 22 1901 ....... 17: 165
StPierre Antonio J of Israel and Donalda Apr 15 1905 ... 18: 177
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

StPierre Beatrice of Joseph and Oberline Mar 30 1908........... 19: 192
StPierre Bella of Edouard and Amelia Apr 22 1908........... 19: 201
St Pierre Edward of Alexander and Malvina Mar 31 1905........... 18: 172
StPierre Florence of John and Marie Ang 30 1903........... 17: 166
StPierre Gladys A of John J and Mary Sept 1 1902........... 17: 335
StPierre Jean of William and Virginie June 19 1902........... 17: 301
StPierre Joseph of Louis and Leonalda June 11 1903........... 17: 432
StPierre Joseph of Israel and Donalda Nov 28 1901........... 17: 231
StPierre Joseph of Israel and Donalda Sept 5 1909........... 19: 144
StPierre Joseph A of Arthur and Obeline Oct 11 1902........... 17: 348
StPierre Joseph G A of Joseph and Obeline July 3 1906........... 18: 345
StPierre Marie A of Joseph and Oberlin Sept 17 1909........... 19: 419
StPierre Mary E M of Alexander and Malvina Oct 14 1906........... 18: 384
StPierre s of Louis and Marie Jan 10 1902........... 17: 255
Strack John P of Eli A and Emma J Feb 17 1909........... 19: 332
Stradone Maria V of Clemente and Felicetta Nov 3 1910........... 20: 125
Straight Florence M of John LeR and Lena Mar 5 1906........... 18: 302
Straight Gertrude of Thomas J and Ellen E Nov 1 1909........... 19: 436
Strand Herbert E of Ernest W and Anna Oct 4 1905........... 18: 212
Strange George A of George A and Mary F May 21 1908........... 19: 213
Strange d of Frank and Lenore Feb 25 1903........... 17: 399
Stranger May H of David C and Susan B Feb 21 1904........... 18: 19
Stranger Walter F of David C and Susan Oct 17 1902........... 17: 350
Strasneck Joe of Saul and Dora Aug 4 1910........... 20: 93
Strasnick Mary of Abram and Sarah Feb 20 1901........... 17: 139
Strasnick Lillian of Abraham and Sarah Feb 5 1903........... 17: 393
Strasnitska Mary of John and Agnes Jan 7 1905........... 18: 143
Strass Norman X of Nicholas P and Lillias A July 21 1901........... 17: 194
Stratone Maria V of Clemente and Felicia May 1 1908........... 19: 205
Strass Abraham of Samuel and Sadie Aug 7 1905........... 18: 223
Strass Bertha of Samuel and Dora Sept 24 1908........... 19: 263
Strass Besie of Samuel and Dora Aug 17 1904........... 17: 201
Strass Conrad of Samuel and Dora Aug 27 1906........... 18: 366
Strass Conrad of Simon and Sadie May 30 1907........... 19: 58
Strass Ida of Samuel and Dora Mar 2 1904........... 18: 23
Strass Ida of Louis and Annie Mar 10 1904........... 18: 25
Strass Israel S of Frank B and Fannie Nov 25 1907........... 19: 436
Strass John of Bernard and Esther Sept 15 1909........... 19: 419
Strass Joseph of Louis and Annie Mar 11 1909........... 19: 341
Strass Conrad of Louis and Annie Sept 13 1907........... 19: 108
Strass Lizzy of Otto and Frieda July 15 1906........... 18: 319
Strass Rosa of Louis and Annie Feb 15 1906........... 18: 265
Strass s of Charles and Lavinia Nov 4 1902........... 17: 356
Strawzock Max of Jake and Anna D Apr 30 1908........... 19: 205
Streaker John of Charles H and Catherine Oct 14 1903........... 17: 480
Streehac Frances of Frank and Sophia July 29 1909........... 19: 398
Streep —— d of Clarence and Dorothea Aug 3 1910 ........... 20: 92
Street Austin W of George and Sarah Aug 29 1901 ......... 17: 205
Streeter Howard S of Myrtle C July 29 1903 ............. 17: 453
Streibniz Heinrick C of Christopher and Katarina Jan 29 1908, 19: 168
Strejcek Edward of Frank and Josephine Oct 4 1908, ....... 19: 273
Strejcek Elia B of Frank and Josephine M Nov 9 1910 .... 20: 127
Strejcek Emma H of Frank and Josephine M Aug 31 1905, ... 18: 234
Strejcek Josephine M of Frank and Josephine M Aug 22 1907, 19: 99
Strekler Edward of Charles H and Catherine M Apr 10 1901, 17: 354
Streyjeeck Edward K of Frank and Josephine M Sept 6 1903, 17: 469
Striano Rosina of Filippo and Catarina July 19 1907 ...... 19: 86
Striano Rosina of Filippo and Catarina July 21 1909 ...... 19: 395
Strickland Beatrice A of Harry and Clara L Mar 5 1902, .... 17: 272
Strickland Dorothy I of Frank and Emily June 11 1904 .... 18: 56
Strickland Emily M of Frank and Emily May 15 1901 ....... 17: 463
Strickland Frank of Frank and Emily Aug 10 1902 ......... 17: 328
Strickland Fred H of Frank and Emily Mar 3 1906 ......... 18: 302
Strickland Harry L of Harry and Clara L July 24 1910 .... 20: 87
Strickland Leslie K of Harry and Clara L Sept 3 1907 .... 19: 105
Strickland Olive M of Dwight A and Celia July 16 1902 .... 17: 319
Strickland Ruth E of Harry and Clara L Nov 1 1905 ....... 18: 252
Strickland —— s of Edwin B and Effie Feb 24 1907 ......... 19: 22
Stringer Langdon C (c) of Samuel and Harriet L Sept 30 1909, 19: 424
Strobeck Agnes L C of Charles W A and Natalie Oct 7 1906, 18: 382
Strobeck Arthur W of Charles and Natalie Nov 12 1902 .... 17: 358
Strobeck Carl F of Charles W and Natalie Feb 13 1905 .... 18: 156
Strobel Arthur E of Edward and Annie Sept 28 1902 ....... 17: 343
Strober Harry of Edward A and Annie Apr 21 1901 ......... 17: 178
Strobi Bertha M of Frank J and Effie M Oct 21 1908 ....... 19: 278
Strobi Charles of John and Albina Nov 24 1907 ......... 19: 136
Strobi Dorothy of Frank J and Effie M Oct 21 1908 ....... 19: 278
Strobi Henry of John and Albina Jan 16 1903 ......... 17: 386
Stroger Sarah of Jacob and Annie May 12 1910 ........... 20: 52
Stroffen Harold I of August J and Annie E June 10 1909, .... 19: 374
Strom Dorothy V J of Emil F and Frieda M May 7 1908 .... 19: 297
Strom Gladys V of Emil and Frieda Aug 24 1910 ....... 20: 100
Stromalo Mathilda of Aniello and Irene Oct 10 1906 ....... 18: 383
Stromberg Alice E of Ludwig and Selma Aug 31 1903 .... 17: 467
Stromberg Anna M I of Ludwig J and Selma Mar 31 1906 .... 18: 311
Stromberg Anna V of Charles and Alma Aug 26 1902 ....... 17: 333
Stromberg Emma W L of John L and Selma Feb 10 1909 .... 19: 329
Stromberg Harriet M of John L and Sadie R Sept 14 1906 .... 18: 373
Stromberg Hilda E of Carl G and Alma Jan 10 1906 ....... 18: 283
Stromberg Ruth V of Charles G and Alma Aug 16 1908 ....... 19: 254
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last Name</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Additional Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stultz</td>
<td>Virginia A</td>
<td>Nov 7 1905</td>
<td>18: 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stultz</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>July 20 1909</td>
<td>19: 438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuntzner</td>
<td>Helen E</td>
<td>Feb 13 1904</td>
<td>18: 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuppelli</td>
<td>Luigi Emilia</td>
<td>Nov 23 1908</td>
<td>19: 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturdevant</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>July 23 1909</td>
<td>19: 461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturges</td>
<td>Benjamin R</td>
<td>Dec 4 1908</td>
<td>19: 295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturges</td>
<td>Elizabeth P</td>
<td>May 11 1910</td>
<td>20: 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturges</td>
<td>Hayes W</td>
<td>Oct 7 1905</td>
<td>18: 244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturges</td>
<td>Thomas K</td>
<td>Sept 27 1904</td>
<td>18: 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturiale</td>
<td>Pasquale</td>
<td>Nov 3 1907</td>
<td>19: 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturioli</td>
<td>Caterina</td>
<td>Apr 15 1905</td>
<td>18: 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stursberg</td>
<td>Edward E</td>
<td>Oct 30 1905</td>
<td>18: 251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stursberg</td>
<td>Eileen</td>
<td>July 24 1901</td>
<td>17: 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stursberg</td>
<td>Jeanette</td>
<td>July 24 1901</td>
<td>17: 193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttard</td>
<td>Albert W</td>
<td>Jan 14 1904</td>
<td>18: 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttard</td>
<td>Ernest</td>
<td>Mar 18 1902</td>
<td>17: 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuve</td>
<td>Agnes</td>
<td>Feb 26 1908</td>
<td>19: 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuve</td>
<td>Edward</td>
<td>Apr 11 1910</td>
<td>29: 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuve</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>May 8 1903</td>
<td>17: 422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stystock</td>
<td>Anastasia</td>
<td>Dec 16 1908</td>
<td>19: 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succi</td>
<td>Anna M</td>
<td>June 8 1903</td>
<td>71: 432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succi</td>
<td>Domenico</td>
<td>May 14 1904</td>
<td>18: 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succi</td>
<td>Michele</td>
<td>Mar 15 1906</td>
<td>18: 306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suciluf</td>
<td>Benjamin</td>
<td>Feb 29 1908</td>
<td>19: 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suddard</td>
<td>Herbert</td>
<td>Dec 13 1908</td>
<td>19: 299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sues</td>
<td>Emma F</td>
<td>Mar 31 1902</td>
<td>17: 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggen</td>
<td>Minnie A</td>
<td>June 10 1904</td>
<td>18: 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugru</td>
<td>Dennis P</td>
<td>Jun 6 1908</td>
<td>19: 249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugru</td>
<td>Catherine T</td>
<td>Sep 30 1902</td>
<td>17: 344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugru</td>
<td>Dennis P</td>
<td>Mar 2 1906</td>
<td>18: 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugru</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>Apr 12 1901</td>
<td>17: 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugru</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>Apr 4 1904</td>
<td>18: 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugru</td>
<td>Mildred</td>
<td>Oct 3 1909</td>
<td>19: 426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugru</td>
<td>Rosanna</td>
<td>Apr 3 1904</td>
<td>18: 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugru</td>
<td>Timothy J</td>
<td>Aug 21 1902</td>
<td>17: 332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugru</td>
<td>Timothy J</td>
<td>Nor 28 1906</td>
<td>18: 331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitor</td>
<td>David W</td>
<td>Feb 2 1910</td>
<td>20: 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitor</td>
<td>Robert T</td>
<td>Mar 8 1904</td>
<td>19: 248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sujale</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Dec 5 1904</td>
<td>18: 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukosky</td>
<td>Adela</td>
<td>Feb 7 1904</td>
<td>18: 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulis</td>
<td>Alden W</td>
<td>July 6 1910</td>
<td>20: 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulkis</td>
<td>Allie</td>
<td>July 30 1909</td>
<td>19: 399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulkis</td>
<td>Bertha</td>
<td>Mar 6 1907</td>
<td>19: 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullaway</td>
<td>Frederick E</td>
<td>Mar 26 1910</td>
<td>20: 34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Sulli Santarella of Massi and Maria Nov 1 1907............. 19: 127
Sullivan Agnes G of Joseph H and Mary Apr 10 1907............. 19: 30
Sullivan Agnes M of Thomas F and Catharine M Jan 3 1901...... 17: 125
Sullivan Alice of Daniel M and Susan V Nov 15 1908............. 19: 287
Sullivan Alice of William and Julia Aug 11 1910............. 20: 96
Sullivan Alice G of John J and Ellen F Feb 4 1904............. 18: 13
Sullivan Alice M of Dennis and Catherine Sept 17 1902...... 17: 340
Sullivan Alice M of William E and Sarah May 7 1909.......... 19: 361
Sullivan Ambrose J of John J and Belinda M Nov 6 1909...... 19: 438
Sullivan Anastasia A of Michael and Margaret T June 29 1901 17: 175
Sullivan Andrew of Daniel and Mary A Mar 3 1901............. 17: 142
Sullivan Ann of Michael and Bridget Feb 2 1909.............. 19: 327
Sullivan Ann E of William F and Ann E May 22 1901........... 17: 165
Sullivan Anna of Dennis and Hannah Apr 27 1901............. 18: 41
Sullivan Anna of Michael E and Annie Mar 9 1906............. 18: 304
Sullivan Anna B of Patrick and Anna J July 16 1901........... 17: 190
Sullivan Anna C of John F and Xana Dec 18 1908............. 19: 304
Sullivan Annie of Dennis and Martha Sept 2 1901.............. 17: 206
Sullivan Annie of Michael J and Mary C Oct 30 1906........... 18: 390
Sullivan Annie M of Dennis S and Maria May 16 1902.......... 17: 294
Sullivan Anthony J of John H and Mary A July 21 1903....... 17: 153
Sullivan Arthur K of Jeremiah and Rose B Oct 23 1907........ 19: 124
Sullivan Arthur M of Eugene J and Mary A Apr 7 1910.......... 20: 39
Sullivan Bertha M of John F and Rosa May 8 1901.............. 17: 161
Sullivan Bertha M of Frederick T and Catherine July 1 1905 18: 211
Sullivan Bridget T of Timothy F and Margaret Mar 27 1906... 18: 309
Sullivan Carleton E of Frank J and Mary Apr 11 1905.......... 18: 176
Sullivan Catharine of Peter J and Nellie Aug 31 1903........ 17: 167
Sullivan Catherine E of Michael F and Nellie June 14 1907... 19: 61
Sullivan Catherine F of James F and Annie M June 26 1909... 19: 380
Sullivan Catherine J of John J and Mary J June 29 1909....... 19: 381
Sullivan Catherine L of Michael and Margaret T Aug 31 1902 17: 335
Sullivan Catherine M of Florence M and Helena T July 12 1910.............. 20: 82
Sullivan Catherine R of Timothy and Mary Oct 10 1906....... 18: 383
Sullivan Charles of Patrick H and Bridget July 13 1901...... 17: 189
Sullivan Charles of John and Nellie Nov 8 1905.............. 18: 254
Sullivan Charles F of John F and Rosa W Jan 22 1903........ 17: 388
Sullivan Christina of James S and Catherine L Dec 25 1903.. 17: 505
Sullivan Christopher J of James D and Catherine E Dec 14 1907.............. 19: 143
Sullivan Christopher M of Clement N and Mary J Oct 27 1907. 19:125
Sullivan Clara J of Bartholomew and Mary Sept 22 1908. 19:268
Sullivan Cornelius L of Michael and Annie July 25 1901. 17:193
Sullivan Cornelius P of Cornelius P and Mary A Feb 22 1910. 20:21
Sullivan Daniel of Daniel J and Mary E Mar 22 1908. 19:189
Sullivan Daniel F of John L and Susannah A Apr 2 1908. 19:193
Sullivan Denison J of Dennis J and Mary E Aug 17 1908. 19:254
Sullivan Dennis H of William E and Sarah Apr 1 1907. 19:36
Sullivan Dora K of James E and Elizabeth F Dec 25 1907. 19:147
Sullivan Dorothy H of John E and Mary E June 28 1907. 19:70
Sullivan Dorothy M of Stephen P and Hannah T Mar 12 1909. 19:341
Sullivan Dorothy M of William H and Anna F Nov 7 1910. 20:127
Sullivan Edith M of —— and Nellie Apr 3 1906. 18:313
Sullivan Edward of John F and Mary J Mar 6 1903. 17:403
Sullivan Edward of Timothy J and Mary A Nov 28 1904. 18:122
Sullivan Edward C of Timothy and Ellen A Dec 11 1908. 19:298
Sullivan Edward L of Dennis F and Maria A Mar 21 1901. 17:148
Sullivan Edward L of William H and Lena M Apr 12 1910. 20:41
Sullivan Edward M of Michael and Margaret T Aug 31 1902. 17:335
Sullivan Edward P of James E and Mary A Jan 10 1904. 18:4
Sullivan Elizabeth of John J and Ellen F Dec 8 1902. 17:366
Sullivan Elizabeth of Michael J and Mary C Dec 6 1904. 18:125
Sullivan Elizabeth J of John W and Mary E Dec 18 1907. 19:144
Sullivan Ellen A of Timothy and Ellen A Aug 21 1902. 17:331
Sullivan Ellen A of Patrick J and Mary A Nov 12 1910. 20:129
Sullivan Ellen T of John J and Ellen F Jan 18 1901. 17:130
Sullivan Esther L of Timothy and Bessie Mar 13 1902. 17:275
Sullivan Ethel V of Joseph H and Mary E Jan 13 1906. 18:284
Sullivan Eugene of Eugene D and Emma June 16 1901. 17:172
Sullivan Eugene B of Eugene E and Inez E Mar 3 1908. 19:182
Sullivan Eugene C of James J and Mary A Nov 3 1910. 20:125
Sullivan Eugene J of Michael E and Annie May 29 1902. 17:298
Sullivan Eugene J of Eugene J and Mary A Sept 12 1904. 18:98
Sullivan Florence of Jeremiah and Rose B Jan 19 1906. 18:286
Sullivan Florence E of Joseph F and Annie M Sept 28 1910. 20:113
Sullivan Frances M of John E and Mary E June 28 1907. 19:70
Sullivan Francis of Michael J and Theresa E Mar 14 1901. 17:146
Sullivan Francis of Dennis F and Maria A Dec 29 1903. 17:503
Sullivan Francis A of Jeremiah and Mary F July 28 1909. 19:398
Sullivan Francis H of Timothy and Mary A May 21 1909. 19:366
Sullivan Frank J of Michael and Margaret Nov 7 1901. 17:227
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Frederick</td>
<td>of Daniel and Hannah</td>
<td>Sept 16 1906</td>
<td>18:373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Frederick F</td>
<td>of Frederick L and Helen G</td>
<td>Dec 3 1905</td>
<td>18:263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Frederick J</td>
<td>of John F and Xanna</td>
<td>July 11 1903</td>
<td>17:451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Frederick J</td>
<td>of Frederick T and Catherine</td>
<td>Sept 10</td>
<td>17:470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Frederick J</td>
<td>of John J and Madeline</td>
<td>Oct 14 1908</td>
<td>19:276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan George C</td>
<td>of James and Mary A</td>
<td>June 28 1908</td>
<td>19:228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Gertrude</td>
<td>of John F and Bridget M</td>
<td>Sept 19 1904</td>
<td>18:134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Gertrude T</td>
<td>of Thomas F and Catharine M</td>
<td>Dec 10</td>
<td>17:500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Helen G</td>
<td>of John F and Nora</td>
<td>Dec 20 1908</td>
<td>19:392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Henry F</td>
<td>of Henry X and Agnes C</td>
<td>July 3 1906</td>
<td>18:114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Henry J</td>
<td>of Charles M and Catherine</td>
<td>Sept 7 1905</td>
<td>18:233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Ida L</td>
<td>of Patrick J and Mary L</td>
<td>Jan 5 1907</td>
<td>19: 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan James of</td>
<td>James and Catharine</td>
<td>July 26 1904</td>
<td>18: 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan James A</td>
<td>of John and Nora</td>
<td>Jan 7 1907</td>
<td>19:  3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan James D</td>
<td>of James and Katherine</td>
<td>Mar 24 1907</td>
<td>19: 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan James E</td>
<td>of James and Rosanna Aug</td>
<td>Aug 29 1905</td>
<td>18:230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan James E</td>
<td>of James and Elizabeth F</td>
<td>Sept 30 1906</td>
<td>18:379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan James F</td>
<td>of William V and Mary J</td>
<td>Jan 21 1906</td>
<td>18:287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan James F</td>
<td>of Timothy and Ellen A</td>
<td>Sept 26 1907</td>
<td>19:113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan James P</td>
<td>of Michael J and Bridget</td>
<td>Sept 18 1902</td>
<td>17:341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan James P</td>
<td>of Michael and Annie</td>
<td>Nov 29 1902</td>
<td>17:363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan James R</td>
<td>of John J and Belfina M</td>
<td>Aug 16 1903</td>
<td>17:461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Jeremiah</td>
<td>of Timothy and Nora</td>
<td>July 23 1902</td>
<td>17:321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Jeremiah</td>
<td>of Dennis and Annie</td>
<td>Oct 6 1902</td>
<td>17:346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Jeremiah C</td>
<td>of John and Julia</td>
<td>Oct 9 1906</td>
<td>18:382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Jeremiah F</td>
<td>of Timothy F and Margaret</td>
<td>Nov 6 1902</td>
<td>17:356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Jeremiah J</td>
<td>of Timothy and Ellen A</td>
<td>Dec 6 1901</td>
<td>18: 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John of</td>
<td>John F and Mary J</td>
<td>Jan 18 1901</td>
<td>17:130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John of</td>
<td>John E and Joanna</td>
<td>Nov 3 1902</td>
<td>17:355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John of</td>
<td>Patrick J and Mary E</td>
<td>Jan 6 1904</td>
<td>18:  3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Birth Details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of John J and Mary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June 30 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of Michael and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Margaret July 24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of John and Mary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 9 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of Joseph II and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary E Mar 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of Patrick J and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary A Jan 18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of Eugene J and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary A Dec 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of John H and Mary A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 8 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of Timothy and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary July 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of Michael and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Nov 29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of John T and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lillian J July 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of Michael E and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annie Apr 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of John and Nellie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 10 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of Joseph A and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agnes K Mar 18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of Michael J and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ellen F Apr 20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of John J and Ellen F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 17 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of Dennis and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary M Mar 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of John J and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julia Feb 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of Frederick T and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catherine Jan 28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of John L and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madeline C Mar 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of John P and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nora Aug 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan John</td>
<td>of John R and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridget Apr 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Joseph</td>
<td>of Patrick J and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jennette S Feb 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Joseph</td>
<td>of Dennis and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hannah Mar 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Joseph</td>
<td>of Patrick J and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marcella M Mar 27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1903</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Joseph</td>
<td>of P Joseph and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marsella Aug 27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Joseph</td>
<td>of Joseph H and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary E Aug 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Joseph</td>
<td>of Mortimer and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary May 13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Joseph</td>
<td>of James J and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catharine Jan 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Joseph</td>
<td>of Patrick J and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary A June 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Josephine A</td>
<td>of William and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julia Sept 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Julia</td>
<td>of James and Katherine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M June 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Julia</td>
<td>of John and Julia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 7 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1903</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Kathleen</td>
<td>of Frederick T and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catherine Sept 26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Lawrence V</td>
<td>of Michael J and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridget Feb 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Leo</td>
<td>of Francis J and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah V Sept 20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Leo</td>
<td>of Patrick H and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridget Sept 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1903</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Lillian</td>
<td>of John and Nana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 9 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Loretta</td>
<td>of William H and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julia A Nov 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Louisa</td>
<td>of William H and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rose A June 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Louise</td>
<td>of Timothy D and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary T Feb 17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mabel</td>
<td>of Walter and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Jan 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Marcella</td>
<td>of Joseph J and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marcella M Dec 26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Margaret</td>
<td>of Cornelius P and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary A Jan 25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Margaret</td>
<td>of Dennis R and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Margaret R July 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Margaret</td>
<td>of John and Nellie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 22 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sullivan Margaret of John P and Margaret Oct 18 1901............17: 221
Sullivan Margaret of William F and Margaret J May 5 1903., 17: 421
Sullivan Margaret of William H and Jane G Nov 15 1909........19: 459
Sullivan Margaret of Stephen F and Mary P Aug 10 1910........20: 95
Sullivan Margaret A of John M and Margaret Feb 1 1903........17: 391
Sullivan Margaret C of Francis J and Nora Mar 3 1907...........19: 25
Sullivan Margaret E of James M and Margaret M Aug 7 1901, 17: 197
Sullivan Margaret E of James J and Catherine Oct 21 1910.....20: 121
Sullivan Margaret L of John and Nora Aug 19 1902..............17: 333
Sullivan Margaret L of Cornelius and Hannah Jan 28 1902.....17: 261
Sullivan Margaret L of Dennis H and Leona L Apr 5 1902......17: 222
Sullivan Margaret M of John F and Nanna Mar 25 1905.........18: 170
Sullivan Marguerite of Dennis and Catherine A Aug 1 1904...18: 82
Sullivan Marion L of William F and Mary E Dec 9 1901........18: 126
Sullivan Mary of Peter and Nellie Mar 10 1902................17: 271
Sullivan Mary of Timothy J and Mary A Oct 16 1906...........18: 324
Sullivan Mary of Cornelius P and Mary A Dec 23 1906.........18: 409
Sullivan Mary of Daniel and Annie Aug 8 1908................19: 250
Sullivan Mary of John and Susan Sept 23 1909...............19: 422
Sullivan Mary A of Joseph H and Mary A Aug 29 1903.........17: 466
Sullivan Mary A of Frederick D and Catherine Jan 27 1909...19: 324
Sullivan Mary A of Timothy and Mary July 19 1904............18: 77
Sullivan Mary C of James E A and Mary E Mar 19 1906........18: 307
Sullivan Mary C of James J and Catharine June 17 1909......19: 376
Sullivan Mary D of Joseph H and Mary E Sept 20 1910.......20: 110
Sullivan Mary E of John and Ellen Jan 3 1901...............17: 125
Sullivan Mary E of Edward and Sarah Mar 27 1901.............17: 150
Sullivan Mary E of Michael and Bridget July 31 1906.......18: 356
Sullivan Mary E of Patrick J and Mary A Aug 16 1907.......19: 97
Sullivan Mary E of John J and Sarah H Sept 10 1908.........19: 246
Sullivan Mary E of Thomas and Hannah Nov 5 1908............19: 283
Sullivan Mary E of Jeremiah and Mary Aug 11 1909..........19: 404
Sullivan Mary J of James and Mary A Jan 8 1904.............17: 127
Sullivan Mary L of Patrick H and Bridget Sept 8 1903......17: 170
Sullivan Mary M of Charles M and Katherine Feb 11 1907....19: 17
Sullivan Mary M of Stephen T and Mary A May 30 1908.......19: 216
Sullivan Mary T of William V and Mary J Dec 11 1901......18: 126
Sullivan Michael F of Michael J and Teresa May 1 1902......17: 290
Sullivan Michael H of Dennis F and Maria A July 30 1906....18: 355
Sullivan Mildred A of John J and Sarah H June 1 1905......18: 191
Sullivan Mildred G of John P and Margaret Feb 8 1904.......18: 15
Sullivan Mortimer of John F and Margaret E Apr 2 1910......20: 36
Sullivan Mortimer J of Mortimer and Mary F Apr 29 1902....17: 289
Sullivan Nora of Timothy F and Margaret June 22 1907......19: 67
Sullivan Norman H of John J and Sarah H July 17 1910..... 20: 84
Sullivan Patrick of Patrick and Mary J July 28 1907........ 19: 89
Sullivan Patrick H of James J and Mary A Aug 17 1905..... 18: 226
Sullivan Patrick L of James M and Margaret M Dec 2 1903.... 17: 497
Sullivan Philip F of James J and Anna F Oct 2 1910......... 20: 114
Sullivan Ralph V of John F and Mary E Mar 29 1908....... 19: 192
Sullivan Raymond of John F and Anna May 16 1907......... 19: 52
Sullivan Raymond F of Frank J and Mary L Nov 22 1902..... 17: 361
Sullivan Richard of Timothy S and Margaret M Oct 8 1908... 19: 274
Sullivan Richard G of Daniel M and Susan V June 19 1907... 19: 67
Sullivan Richard J of Michael J and Theresa E Mar 20 1904.. 18: 29
Sullivan Richard M of James E and Elizabeth T June 30 1909.. 19: 381
Sullivan Robert D of John H and Mary A Aug 11 1906....... 18: 360
Sullivan Robert H of Sarah A July 6 1902.................. 17: 316
Sullivan Rose of James and Rose Feb 20 1904............... 18: 19
Sullivan Rose E of Patrick J and Mary L Apr 5 1902....... 17: 282
Sullivan Rose M of Michael and Elizabeth Aug 30 1909....... 19: 411
Sullivan Rose M of Michael and Margaret T July 27 1910.... 20: 89
Sullivan Russell J of Julia May 8 1901.................... 17: 161
Sullivan Sarah A of John and Norah Sept 18 1903........ 17: 473
Sullivan Sarah B of Joseph H and Mary E June 17 1901..... 17: 172
Sullivan Stephen A of Michael F and Nellie S July 1 1910... 19: 388
Sullivan Stephen N of Jeremiah and Rose B Dec 11 1909.... 19: 450
Sullivan Stephen P of Timothy and Nellie Jan 2 1907....... 19: 72
Sullivan Susanne of Michael and Elizabeth Feb 21 1903..... 17: 398
Sullivan Thomas of Thomas and Hannah July 16 1910....... 20: 84
Sullivan Thomas A of Timothy and Mary Sept 5 1902........ 17: 336
Sullivan Thomas E of Michael and Elizabeth Jan 21 1907.... 19: 8
Sullivan Thomas J of John T and Lillian J Dec 12 1905..... 18: 266
Sullivan Thomas P of John and Belinda Mar 21 1908......... 19: 189
Sullivan Timothy of Timothy J and Mary A Sept 6 1903..... 17: 469
Sullivan Timothy of Timothy and Margaret Feb 5 1910....... 20: 15
Sullivan Timothy A of John and Julia Aug 24 1908.......... 19: 257
Sullivan Ursula of John F and Mary J June 23 1908.......... 19: 226
Sullivan Walter of Eugene D and Emma L Nov 29 1904....... 18: 123
Sullivan Walter of Patrick and Mary Apr 15 1905........... 18: 177
Sullivan Walter E of Daniel A and Edith A May 11 1910..... 20: 51
Sullivan Walter F of John F and Mary J May 21 1906........ 18: 328
Sullivan William of William and Julia Apr 18 1907......... 19: 43
Sullivan William of William F and Mary A Jan 24 1909...... 19: 323
Sullivan William of Daniel and Margaret July 15 1900....... 19: 393
Sullivan William B of Patrick A and Anna Dec 11 1904...... 18: 126
Sullivan William E of William H and Anna F Dec 6 1903..... 17: 498
Sullivan William E of William E and Sarah Nov 8 1905...... 18: 254
Sullivan William J of Patrick J and Mary L July 10 1904.... 18: 74
Sullivan William J of John and Belinda Oct 4 1901.......... 17: 217
Sullivan William R of Timothy F and Margaret Dec 10 1904 18: 126
Sullivan — d of John P and Margaret Jan 1 1901 17: 179
Sullivan — s of William and Julia Sept 1 1901 17: 249
Sullivan — d of Edward and Mary Nov 21 1901 17: 231
Sullivan — s of William E and Jennie M Apr 6 1902 17: 282
Sullivan — d of John J and Ellen June 21 1902 17: 313
Sullivan — d of Patrick J and Marcella M Mar 27 1903 17: 143
Sullivan — d of Helena Aug 14 1903 17: 161
Sullivan — d of Mary Aug 30 1904 18: 93
Sullivan — (c) d of Mary Mar 2 1905 18: 162
Sullivan — s of William and Julia Jan 31 1906 18: 117
Sullivan — d of William H and Rose L Dec 4 1906 18: 121
Sullivan — s of Hannah Jan 2 1907 19: 1
Sullivan — d of James J and Catherine Jan 2 1907 19: 71
Sullivan — s of John and Nora Jan 7 1907 19: 3
Sullivan — d of John J and Nellie July 8 1907 19: 154
Sullivan — s of Rose Aug 1 1907 19: 91
Sullivan — s of Patrick and Mary Mar 5 1909 19: 385
Sullivan — d of Charles W and Edith A June 28 1909 19: 387
Sullivan — d of Veronica June 25 1910 20: 68
Sullivan — s of John and Mary June 27 1910 20: 69
Sullivan — d of Bessie Sept 5 1910 20: 101
Sullivan — s of Daniel and Margaret Nov 21 1910 20: 132
Sully Greenville P of Daniel J and Emma F June 4 1902 17: 300
Sully Margaret G of Paul P and Elizabeth Apr 23 1901 18: 40
Sulmonese Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 10 1902 17: 284
Summer Bella of Joseph and Annie June 13 1901 17: 171
Summer Jacob of Joseph and Annie Jan 7 1910 20: 3
Summer Morris of Joseph and Annie July 11 1903 17: 150
Summer Sadie of Charles and Ida Mar 13 1904 18: 25
Summerfield Raymond of Florence Mar 21 1908 19: 189
Summer Frances of Robert O and Fannie W June 24 1905 18: 201
Summer Russell I of Nelson W and Marion A Aug 31 1907 19: 103
Sundberg Edith W of Wilhelm and Martha C Sept 27 1908 19: 270
Sundberg Evelyn M of William and Martha C July 8 1905 18: 212
Sundell Herbert F of Carl F and Annie Sept 8 1902 17: 337
Sundelovitz Ruth of Maurice and Eva Mar 28 1903 17: 110
Sunderland Daniel W of Daniel W and Carrie P Nov 14 1905 18: 256
Sündgren Arthur W of Henry F and Ida M Jan 2 1907 19: 1
Sundin Bertha H of Gustaf L and Ellen M Oct 3 1909 19: 425
Sundin — s of Andrew and Anna June 18 1902 17: 314
Sunez Lizzie of Antone and Louisa June 29 1901 17: 175
Suparia Giulia G of Carlos and Amnetta Mar 25 1907 19: 52
Supernean Arthur of Carl H and Alice Feb 9 1902 17: 309
Supernean Clarence A of Carl H and Alice May 5 1906 18: 323
Supernean Edward E of Carl H and Alice Jan 20 1908........19: 165
Supernean Emma F of Frank and Emma F July 30 1905........18: 220
Supernean Fannie E of Frank and Emma F Apr 8 1907........19: 39
Supernean Jennie A of Adeline Sept 7 1907..................19: 106
Supinska Wladislava of Antonio and Leonora Apr 22 1909...19: 356
Supinski John of Anthony and Laura Aug 2 1905.................18: 221
Supenant Charles A of Carl H and Alice Nov 23 1903.........17: 494
Surman Ethel M of Edward and Ellen Oct 26 1909.............19: 434
Surman —— s of Edward and Ellen A May 8 1908..............19: 208
Susana Charlie A of Frank A and Marie A Apr 24 1902......17: 287
Susanne Giorgio of Giorgio and Margarita Feb 16 1908......19: 176
Susanski Julia of Peter and Jennie July 12 1904...........18: 133
Susi Concetta of Paolino and Maria D July 15 1909.........19: 393
Susi Rosina of Giuseppe and Maria June 20 1909.............19: 377
Susitz Hyman A of Moritz and Rose Apr 21 1903..............17: 417
Suslovitz Abraham of John and Fannie Oct 23 1907.........19: 124
Susman David S of Harry and Annie Aug 16 1901.............17: 290
Susman Florence of Morris H and Enetta R Oct 12 1902......17: 318
Susman Hyman I of Morris and Baccie Oct 7 1902............17: 342
Susssman —— s of Harry and Annie Aug 2 1901..............17: 195
Sutcliffe Edmund A of Herbert and Jessie Jan 19 1910.....20: 8
Sutcliffe Edward T of Samuel and Amelia Apr 22 1909.......19: 356
Sutcliffe Helen L of George W and Hattie E Nov 1 1905.....18: 252
Sutcliffe Norman L of Herbert and Elizabeth Apr 22 1907...19: 44
Suter Albert H of Albert and Annie Sept 17 1907...........19: 110
Suter Frederick of Frederick and Barbara Jan 26 1902.....17: 260
Suter Gertrude M of Albert and Annie June 30 1905.........18: 203
Suter Harold of Adolf and Anne Sept 11 1909..............19: 417
Suter Helen L of Adolf and Anne Aug 15 1910...............20: 97
Suter Louise E of Albert and Annie Nov 23 1902...........17: 362
Sutherland Fritz J O of Oscar A and Lydia M May 12 1902...17: 293
Sutherland Hilda I of Henry R and Ida B Feb 5 1906.......18: 292
Sutherland Kenneth R of Henry R and Ida B June 8 1908....18: 220
Sutherland Mary T of John and Mary Jan 29 1903.............17: 390
Sutherland Robert of Leslie H and Marion Dec 15 1907......19: 153
Sutcliffe Helena F of George and Mary Aug 27 1910.........20: 101
Sutnick Theresa of John and Annie Feb 18 1903.............17: 397
Suttell Clarice H of Priestly and Elizabeth J Oct 14 1907...19: 120
Sutter Rose M of Emil and Rose Mar 27 1903.................17: 410
Suttill Allyn K of John D and Mabel Oct 22 1907...........19: 123
Suttill John D of John D and Mabel R Feb 18 1904.......18: 18
Suttill Vivienne of Priestley and Elizabeth Apr 28 1904....18: 42
Sutton Casper of Abraham L and Rosie G Dec 14 1905........18: 267
Sutton Elizabeth L of George E and Rose E Oct 25 1908.....19: 280
Sutton Francis X of John T and Margaret T Sept 2 1907.....19: 104
Sutton Helen M of John T and Margaret T Feb 7 1909........19: 329
Sutton Louis of Charles and Sarah Dec 26 1908 .................. 19: 304
Suzz Emma of Giuseppe and Filomena Aug 11 1901 ........... 17: 139
Suzzi Anna M of Enrico and Lucia Dec 24 1901 ............... 18: 130
Suzzi Carlo of Enrico and Lucia Feb 7 1902 ..................... 17: 264
Suzzi Elizabetha of Enrico and Lucia Aug 20 1906 ........... 18: 363
Suzzi Fiorindo of Enrico and Lucia Jan 13 1908 ............... 19: 163
Suzzi Francesco of Enrico and Lucia Aug 17 1903 ............. 17: 162
Suzzi Lucia of Enrico and Lucia Feb 7 1909 ..................... 19: 329
Suzzi Olindo of Enrico and Lucia Dec 30 1910 ................. 20: 146
Svendsen Alfred of Mimiie M Dec 5 1903 ................. 17: 498
Svenson Vera A L of Charles L and Hannah Oct 13 1902 .... 17: 293
Swala John of John and Mary Sept 14 1906 ................... 18: 375
Swala Stanislans of John and Mary June 14 1903 ............ 17: 433
Svitofsky — s of Towel and Julia Aug 27 1906 ............... 17: 465
Swadel Jessie of Morris and Annie Feb 2 1906 ............... 18: 412
Swails George of George and Elizabeth July 24 1902 ....... 17: 321
Swain Audry Mc K of Forrest J and Bertha E Sept 4 1907 ... 19: 105
Swain Howard G of Forrest J and Bertha E Sept 8 1909 ... 19: 149
Swain — s of John F and Lillian Mar 1 1908 .................. 19: 233
Swales John of Joe and Lizzie Aug 2 1902 ...................... 17: 325
Swales — d of Joseph and Lizzie May 31 1906 ............... 18: 419
Swales — s of Joe and Lizzie Sept 3 1909 .................... 19: 413
Swallow Anna of George W and Annie F May 6 1910 ......... 20: 49
Swallow Donald M of Lewis G and Ethelyn Nov 5 1908 .... 19: 283
Swallow Elise of Stuart H and Ermengarde A Aug 27 1907 ... 19: 102
Swallow Eva M of George W and Rose July 10 1906 ....... 17: 449
Swallow Walter of George W and Rose Jan 7 1906 ......... 18: 282
Swallow William S of Herbert and Mary A June 24 1908 ... 19: 227
Swan Dana M of Frank H and Hannah Feb 26 1908 .......... 19: 179
Swan Dorothy A of Gustaf R and Amalia G Jan 8 1908 .... 19: 161
Swan Elizabeth D of Frank H and Hannah Apr 2 1905 ....... 18: 173
Swan Evelyn M of Willis A and Mary E Oct 1 1904 .......... 17: 215
Swan Francis A of Chester and Mamie Apr 4 1907 ......... 19: 37
Swan Francis E of Joseph A and Nellie Oct 18 1908 ....... 19: 277
Swan Jean of Charles R and Jean Jan 3 1905 ............... 17: 142
Swan Joseph L of Joseph A and Nellie July 18 1907 ....... 19: 85
Swan Ruth C of Gustaf R and Amalia Sept 9 1909 ........... 19: 416
Swan Ruth L of Walter and Mabel P June 1 1906 .......... 18: 332
Swan Vera I of Herbert L and Lila T July 3 1903 .......... 17: 416
Swan Vincent A of Joseph A and Nellie Mar 22 1910 ....... 20: 32
Swan — s of James D and Lavinia Oct 14 1901 .............. 17: 219
Swanson Alfred H of Oscar and Frances H Jan 22 1902 ..... 17: 259
Swanson Alfred R of Charles and Marie Mar 9 1901 ....... 17: 144
Swanson Alice D of August G and Klara M Sept 21 1908 .... 19: 267
Swanson Alma E of Carl and Louise Oct 12 1909...........19: 429
Swanson Alma S of John S and Alma A Dec 6 1907...........19: 140
Swanson Anna M of Alfred and Minnie July 19 1909...........19: 395
Swanson Carl M of Carl and Clara Apr 4 1904..............18: 173
Swanson Carl R of Charles and Marie Mar 9 1901.............17: 144
Swanson Carl W of Charles O and Louise June 19 1907......19: 67
Swanson Clarence A of Claus and Josephine Sept 9 1904.....18: 96
Swanson Earl V of John and Alma May 17 1904..............18: 48
Swanson Edith A of Claus and Josephine Sept 9 1904........18: 96
Swanson Edward of Amanda June 27 1902....................17: 307
Swanson Edwin H of Mathilda Jan 2 1902.....................17: 253
Swanson Emma M of Carl O and Louise Dec 25 1903.........18: 271
Swanson Ernest B of Andrew and Amelia June 24 1905......18: 201
Swanson Ernest L of Joel L and Lucy J July 14 1909.......19: 458
Swanson Eskil E W of Charles and Hildah Apr 24 1906......18: 320
Swanson Esther D of August and Matilda Sept 12 1910.......20: 107
Swanson Ethel of Emil and Elma Jan 27 1907.................19: 11
Swanson Ethel K of Carl H and Hannah J Feb 11 1908......19: 174
Swanson Eva R of Charles G and Ellen Apr 22 1904........18: 40
Swanson Evelyn M of Ernest and Blanch E Aug 14 1910......20: 96
Swanson George A of Emil and Alma Aug 16 1902.............17: 330
Swanson George G R of Gustave and Hilda E May 23 1906....18: 329
Swanson Georgiana P M of Thulin L and Harriet A Oct 3 1906.18: 380
Swanson Gilbert J of Claus and Josephine Sept 18 1909.....19: 419
Swanson Gladys E of Walter B and Myra L Nov 23 1909.....19: 444
Swanson Harold B of Nils and Edith Jan 8 1909.............19: 318
Swanson Harold W of Claus and Josephine Oct 19 1906......18: 386
Swanson Hazel of Joel L and Lucy J Sept 24 1910............20: 110
Swanson Hazel M of Charles and Marie Feb 26 1902.........17: 270
Swanson Howard E of Claus and Josephine Oct 3 1902.......17: 345
Swanson Hugh H of Oscar C and Frances H Mar 3 1907......19: 25
Swanson Hulda E of Anton and Tilda Aug 3 1901............17: 196
Swanson John A H of Sven J and Albertina L Apr 1 1906....18: 311
Swanson Mildred I of John A and Bertha Jan 8 1903.........17: 383
Swanson Nils H of Nils and Ingrid Aug 4 1907..............19: 92
Swanson Philip E of Charles O and Louise Dec 11 1903.....17: 500
Swanson Raymond G of Gustaf and Elizabeth H Sept 21 1907.19: 112
Swanson Robert of Matilda Sept 16 1909....................19: 419
Swanson Roland V of Andrew and Amelia Jan 29 1907........19: 12
Swanson — — s of Thulin and Hannah Jan 28 1904............18: 66
Swanson — — d of Victoria May 30 1904......................18: 52
Swanson — — d of Carl and Caroline July 24 1908...........19: 310
Swanson — — s of John and Albertina Dec 3 1909............19: 448
Swand Carl O of Carl W and Emma Mar 9 1908................19: 184
Swarts Maria A of Jose and Adelaide Jan 14 1905...........18: 145
Swartz Charley of Harry and Bessie Feb 12 1906.............18: 294
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Swartz Elveda (c) of Antone and Albans Jan 24 1901................18: 8
Swartz Emelia of Jose and Maria Apr 24 1907.........................19: 45
Swartz Evelyn of Frederick and Rose Nov 19 1901....................18: 119
Swartz Jacob of Samuel and Jennie Feb 1 1905.......................18: 151
Swartz John of Manuel and Mary 8 Mar 13 1907.......................19: 29
Swartz Lillie of Morris and Minnie Sept 18 1901.....................17: 211
Swartz Maniz of Morris and Mamie May 10 1903.......................17: 123
Swartz Maria of Jose and Maria Nov 20 1901.........................18: 120
Swartz Rachel of Samuel and Ester Feb 22 1909.......................19: 331
Swartz Samuel of Harry and Berrie Jan 26 1904......................18: 65
Swasey Louise B of C Batesman and Mary P May 21 1908...............19: 213
Swasey Mary W of C Batesman and Mary P May 21 1908...............19: 213
Swasey —— s of Xellie Sept 18 1901.................................17: 211
Swayze —— s of John J and Mary T Jan 6 1903.......................17: 142
Sweetman LeRoy F of Roy C and Katherine Oct 7 1910..............20: 116
Sweetman Madeline G of Roy C and Catherine June 2 1908...........19: 218
Sweeney Alice T of Peter J and Margaret T June 7 1905..............18: 196
Sweeney Anastasia of John and Anastasia Mar 26 1901...............18: 34
Sweeney Catherine G of Eugene F and Mary Dec 21 1905..............18: 269
Sweeney Charles E of Charles E and Margaret F Nov 26 1905.......18: 261
Sweeney Charles P of Peter J and Margaret T Dec 23 1906.........18: 169
Sweeney Earle J of Edward J and Ellen T Nov 23 1902..............17: 362
Sweeney Edward E of Jeremiah and Margaret C Mar 27 1907...........19: 34
Sweeney Elizabeth of Matthew and Mary J Jan 28 1902..............17: 261
Sweeney Ellen of John J and Anastasia Apr 16 1901...............17: 156
Sweeney Esther M of Peter J and Margaret T Apr 7 1901............17: 153
Sweeney Ethel L of Peter J and Margaret T May 18 1909............19: 365
Sweeney Eugene of Eugene F and Mary Feb 13 1902..................17: 265
Sweeney Florence H of John and Annie Apr 18 1909.................19: 355
Sweeney Francis A of James H and Eliza M Aug 21 1901.............17: 292
Sweeney Francis H of William J and Margaret E Feb 15 1907,19.....19: 19
Sweeney George of George P and Julia Nov 16 1905..................18: 257
Sweeney George of William J and Margaret L Dec 2 1909............19: 141
Sweeney Helen of Terence J and Bridget A Mar 7 1902..............17: 273
Sweeney Helen R of James H and Eliza M Dec 31 1905...............18: 273
Sweeney Helen Z of David and Ellen Aug 29 1901............17: 295
Sweeney Hugh of Hugh and Edith M May 27 1906.....................18: 330
Sweeney James T of Thomas and Mary Jan 2 1902....................17: 253
Sweeney John H of George P and Julia May 31 1904.................18: 52
Sweeney John J of James H and Eliza M Mar 31 1903.................17: 141
Sweeney John P of John J and Abbie T Nov 29 1902.................17: 363
Sweeney John P of John J and Anastasia J Mar 10 1906............18: 301
Sweeney Joseph of Hugh and Edith M Sept 27 1902.................17: 343
Sweeney Leroy W of Albert P and Josephine M Nov 16 1901........17: 230
Sweeney Lydia M of John J and Sophie M July 5 1906..............18: 315
BIRTHS

Sweeney Margaret T of Michael H and Margaret June 15 1907. 19: 65
Sweeney Marion of Eugene F and Mary Mar 22 1910. 19: 20: 32
Sweeney Martin F of Charles E and Margaret June 4 1907. 19: 19: 60
Sweeney Mary of Eugene F and Mary Feb 11 1904. 18: 15
Sweeney Mary C of Jeremiah and Margaret C Feb 23 1906. 18: 299
Sweeney Mary E of Terrence J and Bridget A Mar 5 1904. 18: 24
Sweeney Patrick of Patrick and Alice Oct 13 1906. 18: 384
Sweeney Patrick J of John J and Anastasia J Apr 7 1908. 19: 196
Sweeney Robert A of William J and Margaret E Sept 4 1903. 17: 368
Sweeney Sarah of Eugene F and Mary Apr 6 1908. 19: 195
Sweeney Thomas J of Terrence J and Bridget Apr 15 1909. 19: 354
Sweeney Walter of Hugh and Edith M Aug 11 1909. 19: 404
Sweeney William of George and Julia Feb 15 1902. 17: 266
Sweeney William of Arthur A and Grace V Mar 1 1909. 19: 337
Sweeney William E of William J and Margaret Aug 22 1901. 17: 292
Sweeney William H of Hugh and Edith M Sept 11 1901. 17: 299
Sweeney Winifred of Matthew and Mary J Jan 28 1902. 17: 264
Sweeney --- s of Alexander and Helen Apr 23 1902. 17: 312
Sweeney --- s of Peter J and Margaret T Mar 16 1903. 17: 143
Sweeney --- s of Michael H and Margaret F June 26 1903. 17: 436
Sweeney --- s of Loretta E Jan 27 1904. 18: 10
Sweeney --- d of Peter J and Margaret T Apr 13 1904. 18: 67
Sweeney --- d of Julia Sept 26 1905. 18: 249
Sweeney --- s of William J and Margaret L Feb 17 1906. 18: 296
Sweeney --- d of Terrance J and Bridget E Dec 5 1907. 19: 156
Sweet Benjamin S of Benjamin L and Margaret L Jan 4 1909. 19: 316
Sweet Carolin of George W and Annie O May 7 1905. 18: 185
Sweet Charles of Edward and Sarah Apr 17 1906. 18: 318
Sweet Dorothy of Harold A and Anna G Aug 30 1908. 19: 259
Sweet Earl A of Andrew R and Lizzie July 16 1907. 19: 84
Sweet Elsie H of Joseph A and Florence A Apr 24 1904. 18: 40
Sweet Emma L of Howard and Sophia Mar 20 1903. 17: 107
Sweet Everett S of Fred P and Dora E June 19 1904. 18: 59
Sweet George J of Andrew R and Elizabeth May 7 1903. 17: 422
Sweet Gladys B of Clarence P and Carrie E June 27 1909. 19: 380
Sweet Harold D of Jacob and Bella Apr 1 1910. 20: 36
Sweet Harold H of Harold H and Sadie O June 29 1902. 17: 307
Sweet Hattie of Henry B and Grace E Mar 2 1901. 17: 142
Sweet Helen of Eugene and Elizabeth Sept 3 1905. 18: 232
Sweet Irving W of Irving M and Ida M July 7 1908. 19: 307
Sweet James of John and Anna Dec 16 1902. 17: 399
Sweet Jennie of Anton and Mary Mar 1 1908. 19: 181
Sweet Joseph of Andrew and Elizabeth Sept 9 1910. 20: 106
Sweet Louis of Jacob and Bella Dec 11 1906. 18: 465
Sweet Margaret M of Mary H June 20 1910............................20: 66
Sweet Mildred C of Clarence P and Carrie E Apr 18 1905........18: 178
Sweet Mildred E of Henry B and Grace E Dec 9 1902..............17: 366
Sweet Miriam of George E and Jennie Jan 14 1910..................20: 6
Sweet Perry H of Perry W and Clarissa P Aug 15 1904..............18: 87
Sweet Raymond R of Andrew R and Elizabeth June 25 1904........18: 64
Sweet Richmond H of George W and Annie O Sept 29 1903...........17: 476
Sweet Robert P of Charles C and Jennie Apr 23 1904..............18: 10
Sweet William R of Henry R and Grace E Apr 16 1908..............19: 199
Sweet —— s of Ernest and Mary May 6 1910..........................20: 49
Sweet —— s of Charles C and Annie E Aug 31 1901..................17: 249
Sweetland Earle S of Charles and Lena Aug 10 1910................20: 95
Sweetland Emily M of William F and Sarah H Nov 6 1908.........19: 283
Sweetland —— s of Thomas and Lottie Jan 23 1908...................19: 167
Swetlovic Ludvica of Edward and Agatha Jan 18 1910..............20: 7
Swenson Bernice of John and Amelia H Oct 1 1901..................17: 215
Swenson Carl I of John A and Hilda M July 27 1905................18: 219
Swenson Evelyn T of John A and Valborg July 25 1910............20: 88
Swenson George C of John C and Millie Oct 3 1902................17: 316
Swenson Helen G of Bernt A and Anna July 16 1903..................17: 451
Swenson Martha E of Olaf and Gerda Aug 20 1909...................19: 407
Swenson —— s of John A and Sophie E Dec 19 1904................18: 157
Swenson —— d of Charles and Alma Jan 31 1907.....................19: 12
Swenson —— s of John C and Amelia H May 11 1907.................19: 50
Swenson —— d of John C and Amelia H May 22 1909................19: 367
Swider Annie of Michael and Barbara S Dec 21 1910..............20: 113
Swift Alice G of Walter R and Evelina Mar 4 1902..................17: 272
Swift Anna J of James J and Mary E Mar 8 1909.....................19: 310
Swift Catherine B of Arthur E and Mande Nov 20 1905..............18: 258
Swift Evelyn H of Walter R and Evelena June 4 1910..............20: 61
Swift Hattie of Walter R and Evelena Dec 18 1907................19: 144
Swift Ida of Walter R and Evelena Dec 22 1905.....................18: 270
Swift James J of James J and Mary E Jan 1 1907....................19: 1
Swift Joseph E of Arthur A and Ellen E May 31 1908..............19: 217
Swift Mabel F of George and Esther Apr 6 1901....................17: 153
Swift Margaret E of James A and Margaret Sept 12 1901...........17: 210
Swift Mary P of Walter G and Della A Aug 20 1910.................20: 99
Swift Stacey G of John C and Lillie I Mar 31 1906................18: 311
Swift Thomas of Walter R and Evelina June 13 1904................18: 54
Swift Walter B of Lewis Jr and Anna Nov 15 1903..................17: 192
Swift Walter G of Walter G and Delorey A June 19 1909............19: 377
Swindell Edith L of Loren L and Emma F Jan 9 1909..............19: 318
Swiradl Wanda of Frank and Mary Jan 20 1903......................18: 147
Swinnell Tina of Harry M and Annie Mar 27 1901....................17: 150
Swirsky Rose of Isaac M and Dora Sept 19 1908................. 19: 267
Syдель Rebecca of Max and Sadie Feb 27 1909................... 19: 382
Syдель —— d of Max and Sadie Nov 17 1909................... 19: 463
Sydney Aaron J of William and Ray Oct 7 1907................... 19: 117
Sydney Harold of Albert H and Anna Sept 30 1908................. 19: 271
Sydney Laura of Albert A and Anna Oct 2 1905................... 18: 242
Sydney Lena of Louis and Rose Sept 18 1907................... 19: 110
Sydney Manuel G of William and Rachel Mar 3 1903................. 17: 402
Sydney May of Albert and Annie Mar 24 1907................... 19: 33
Sydney Milton of William and Ray Oct 3 1905................... 18: 242
Sydney Munroe of William and Rachel Feb 6 1910................. 20: 15
Sydney Naomi of William and Rachel Jan 26 1901................... 17: 132
Sykes Bertha E of James E and Clara M Aug 12 1902................. 17: 328
Sykes Clarence T of Albert and Lillie E Oct 29 1904................. 18: 112
Sykes Harold A of Albert and Lillie Nov 17 1903................. 17: 492
Sykes Louis W of Arthur and Mary J Feb 8 1904................... 18: 15
Sykes Phyllis E of John M and Annie E Apr 29 1908................. 19: 204
Sylibestri Luigi of Antonio and Anna Nov 3 1907................... 19: 128
Sylvia Viola H of William E and Henrietta June 8 1907................. 19: 61
Sylvestre Joseph A of Wilfrid and Ida Feb 18 1908................. 19: 177
Sylvestre Joseph P R of Joseph A and Loretta July 29 1910........... 20: 90
Sylvestre Joseph T of Joseph and Rose A Feb 1 1909................. 19: 327
Sylvestre Lillian I of Arthur and Loretta Sept 10 1907............. 19: 107
Sylvestre Marie B of Wilfrid and Ida Sept 11 1909................. 19: 417
Sylvestre Marie R I of Joseph O and Rose A May 24 1910........... 20: 56
Sylvia Angelina E of Frank B and Perpetua Aug 15 1906........... 18: 362
Sylvia Anthony L of Charles A and Palmira S Feb 14 1908........... 19: 175
Sylvia Catharine A of Charles A and Palmira S July 21 1909........ 19: 395
Sylvia Chester R of Erwin B and Lydia F Aug 14 1904.............. 18: 87
Sylvia Ernesto of Francesco and Vergilia Oct 13 1907.............. 19: 120
Sylvia Florence E of Chester M and Cora E Jan 19 1902.............. 17: 259
Sylvia Lois of Erwin B and Lydia F Jan 8 1907................. 19: 3
Sylvia Mamie of Antoine and Delphina Aug 19 1902................. 17: 331
Sylvia Mary A of Charles A and Palmira Oct 1 1906................. 18: 380
Sylvia Olive M of John C and Mary 1 July 15 1904................. 18: 76
Sylvia —— s of Joseph and Jennie Dec 21 1908................. 19: 302
Sylvia —— (c) d of James and Catherine Jan 25 1909.............. 19: 323
Symmons —— s of Grace Jan 14 1902......................... 17: 257
Symonds Emanuel of Henry and Sarah Jan 5 1906................. 18: 281
Symns Clayton M of George A and Clara E Nov 9 1909.............. 19: 439
Sysner Ernest A of Ernest E and Frances H Mar 2 1901.............. 17: 142
Sysner Harold L of Ernest E and Harriet F July 2 1906.............. 18: 314
Sysner Marion K of Ernest E and Frances H May 13 1902.............. 17: 293
Sysner Mildred L of Ernest E and Frances H June 21 1904.............. 18: 60
Syska Michael of Vincent and Annie Sept 2 1907................. 19: 104
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Syverson Albert of Ingeborg S Feb 21 1910
Syverson Sigrid M of John and Augusta Nov 16 1912
Szewcyk Heinrich of Stanislaw and Catharine Apr 9 1907
Szlatenyi John S of Stephen and Mary Aug 30 1910
Szpak Malwina of Josef and Eva Sept 12 1903
Szylowsky Helena M of Joseph and Margaret Feb 27 1908
Szymak Sophia of Alexander and Stanislaya Dec 14 1910
Tabellarien Vincento of Francesco and Angelina May 3 1910
Taber Abraham of Barney H and Fanny July 4 1906
Taber Abraham of Abraham and Pauline May 28 1909
Taber Lawrence of Frank D and Elizabeth A May 18 1909
Taber Leonard S of Leonard S and Nellie F Aug 4 1910
Taber Madeline of Bernard H and Fannie Mar 1 1905
Taber Mary of Louis and Harriet L May 26 1905
Taber Ruth F of Leonard S and Nellie F Dec 12 1907
Taber Sadie of Louis and Hattie May 18 1909
Taber —— s of Frank D and Elizabeth A June 18 1904
Tabersky —— s of Morris and Rachel July 12 1910
Taberovsky Abraham of Myer and Ida Feb 25 1904
Taberovsky Marshall of Myer and Ida Apr 3 1904
Tabiniowski Sophic of Josef and Victora Sept 27 1908
Tabor Dean C of Edgar F and Jessie E July 26 1905
Tabor Osborne B of Edgar F and Jessie Mar 16 1903
Taborelli Pietro F of Luigi and Margherita Aug 30 1903
Tabrisky —— s of Oscar and Ethel Mar 23 1910
Taechei Antonetta P of Lauderio and Rosina Feb 22 1910
Taechei Giuseppe of Nicola and Maria Feb 3 1910
Taceone Carmelina of Giacomo and Cristina Feb 5 1901
Taceone Erminia of Vito and Maria C Aug 28 1902
Taceone Giuseppe of Vito and Maria C Jan 26 1910
Taceone Ida of Vito and Maria C Feb 7 1908
Taceone Maria of Vito and Maria C Mar 30 1901
Taceone Vincenzina of Vito and Maria C Mar 31 1906
Tacelli Concetta C of Antonio and Domenica Dec 8 1904
Tacelli Genoveffa of Antonio and Domenica Feb 8 1909
Tacelli Giacolinda of Antonio and Domenica Jan 20 1907
Tacelli Lizzie of Domenico and Rosa May 29 1905
Tacelli Maria of Domenico and Rosa Oct 1 1909
Tacelli Maria E of Antonio and Domenica Mar 14 1903
Tacelli —— d of Domenico and Rosa Nov 5 1902
Tachackjian Yesapet of Astoor and Mary Jan 21 1903
Tachaskjian —— d of Astoor and Mary Aug 2 1904
Tadunian —— d of Solomon and Sara Oct 27 1906
Tacinski Annie of Joseph and Rose July 21 1908
Taft Beatrice E of Herbert and Hattie Jan 7 1909
Taft Bertha A of Herbert A and Hattie B May 21 1907
Taft Dorothy of Katherine Nov 6 1909..................19: 438
Taft Irene of Peter J and Ellen K Nov 19 1902...........17: 360
Taft John W of George and Delia Sept 7 1906.............18: 370
Taft Mabel J of James M and Josephine July 8 1903.......17: 448
Taft Mary E of Robert W and Alice Sept 15 1904........18: 99
Taft Orray of Orray and Mary M Feb 21 1909..............19: 457
Taft Rosalyn V W of James W and Ada M Oct 8 1905......18: 244
Taft Royal C of Royal C Jr and Marianna F July 17 1907.19: 85
Taft Veronica of George and Bridget Nov 6 1901.........17: 227
Taft Viola A of William E and Mary E Dec 20 1906......18: 407
Taft — s of Annie Mar 12 1901..........................17: 145
Taft — d of Herbert A and Hattie Dec 7 1908............19: 297
Tahakjian Elvina of Alessandro and Carmina June 4 1903..17: 431
Tagline Elvira of Gaetano and Giovanna Aug 22 1908.....19: 256
Tagline Pasqualina of Gaetano and Giovanna Sept 26 1909.19: 423
Tague Margaret of Edward and Sarah Sept 14 1902........17: 339
Tague Walter of Edward and Sarah June 6 1905...........18: 195
Tahakjian Karakin of Asadoor and Marion Sept 11 1906...18: 372
Tahakjian Mardiro L of Leo and Toquie May 31 1910......20: 59
Tahakjian Sarah of Asdoor and Mary Aug 4 1905..........18: 222
Tahakjian Servart of Asdoor and Mary Sept 9 1908........19: 263
Tahakjian Yesapeter of Asdoor and Mary Sept 23 1904....18: 101
Tainter Angelo of Bernardo and Maria Dec 27 1909........19: 456
Taillon Lillian S of Ernest P and Edith Oct 29 1909.....19: 434
Tainsh Agnes E of Daniel M I and Minnie H Nov 9 1907...19: 131
Tainsh Dinah of William and Elizabeth A May 9 1904......18: 45
Tainsh George W of William and Elizabeth A Oct 20 1906...18: 386
Tainsh Thomas of Alexander and Elizabeth C Nov 8 1902...17: 357
Taintor — d of Carlton B and Georgia A Feb 1 1910.......20: 74
Taipe George H of Joseph H and Lizzie B Aug 10 1904.....18: 85
Takakjian Maritza of Levon and Takouhi Mar 24 1909.....19: 346
Takvorian Nevaerte M of Maksood and Araxi Apr 21 1908...19: 201
Talianian Keham K of Patirose and Soultan Aug 21 1907....19: 99
Talbert Alma of Elmer G and Letitia May 31 1901..........17: 167
Talbot Catherine of William and Catherine Feb 19 1908....19: 177
Talbot Catherine L of Laurie H and Margaret T Sept 20 1903.17: 474
Talbot Charles I of John C and Harriet July 7 1904.......18: 73
Talbot Frances of Arnold G and Katherine Feb 18 1906.....18: 296
Talbot John of John C and Harriet Mar 23 1901............17: 149
Talbot Marion of John H and Mary R July 9 1909...........19: 391
Talbot Peter of Laurie H and Margaret Jan 9 1909..........19: 318
Talbot William R 2nd of Arnold G and Catherine S Mar 2 1902.17: 274
Talbot — d of John C and Harriet June 5 1902.............17: 300
Talbot — s of Ernest DeW and Dorothy P Nov 15 1909.......19: 463
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Talcofsky Benjamin of Philip and Sophia Oct 12 1902...........17: 348
Talcenda Estaffa of Joseph and Theophila Jan 20 1904...........18: 7
Talernia Joe of Peter and Mary Mar 25 1910.......................20: 33
Talham Emma M of Alfred A and Annie G July 16 1903...........17: 451
Talino Gisardo of Gilardo and Carmela Dec 29 1901.............18: 132
Talman Helen R of Curtis B and Ethel Jan 23 1910..............20: 10
Tallman Juanita B of Harry C and Clara E Jan 11 1908........19: 162
Tallman Nelson C of Harry C and Clara E Mar 7 1910...........20: 27
Tallone Elvira of Gaetano and Giovanna Aug 29 1908............19: 255
Tally Joseph of Joseph M and Sarah T May 16 1903.............17: 144
Tally Joseph Y of Joseph M and Sarah Sept 30 1905.............18: 241
Talmaige Fannie of Frank and Sarah Sept 1 1902..............17: 335
Talty Catherine J of William H and Rose E Mar 13 1902........17: 275
Talty David M of Patrick J and Mary T May 8 1909.............19: 362
Talty John T of William H and Rose Mar 31 1905..............18: 172
Talty Mildred R of William H and Rose June 7 1908...........19: 220
Talty Nora T of Patrick J and Mary T Oct 13 1903.............17: 181
Talty William P of Patrick J and Mary T June 29 1902........17: 307
Talun Bertha of Max and Rose Jan 26 1909.....................19: 324
Talun Bertha R of Bunny M and Rose Aug 26 1908.............19: 257
Talun Frances M of Max and Rosie Nov 8 1909.................19: 439
Tahman Karekin of Menzik and Tarque May 1 1904..............18: 13
Tamalleo Giuseppe of Paolo and Angelica Nov 5 1901.........17: 226
Tamashafsky Bessie of Louis and Mary June 27 1904...........18: 62
Tambaro Antonietta of Carlo and Angelina Oct 10 1903........17: 480
Tamberi Antonietta of Carlo and Angelina Aug 13 1901........17: 199
Tamblino Luigi F of Francesco and Delia July 24 1908........19: 244
Tambo Joseph W of James F and Ella A Apr 9 1910.............20: 39
Tamboe Cathleen E of John A and Elizabeth L Mar 24 1903....17: 109
Tamboe Ernest J of John and Elizabeth Jan 25 1909...........19: 323
Tamboe James A of John A and Elizabeth July 12 1907........19: 83
Tamboe John P of John A and Elizabeth July 12 1907........19: 83
Tambarino Alfredo A of Francesco and Delia Jan 19 1910.......20: 8
Tambarrelli Filomena of Michele and Anna M Aug 11 1906.......18: 360
Tambarrelli Luigi of Michele and Anna Oct 4 1909..............19: 426
Tambarrelli Margherita of Michele and Anna Oct 4 1909.......19: 426
Tambarrelli Marianna of Michele and Anna Sept 13 1902.......17: 339
Tambarini Edouardo of Adolfo and Ernesta Apr 9 1908.........19: 197
Tambarino —— s of Filippo and Francesca Sept 28 1908........19: 311
Tambarrelli Giovanni of Michele A and Anna M Apr 28 1904....18: 42
Tamishafsky Bessie of Leo and Mary July 4 1904..............18: 72
Tamishafsky Sarah of Leo and Mary July 4 1904...............18: 72
Tamlin Chester T of Fred T and Oveline Oct 16 1904........17: 220
Tammaleo Antonio of Eugenio and Filomena Feb 26 1908.......19: 179
Tannemarle Giuseppe of Paolo and Angelica Jan 10 1903........ 17:384
Tannemarle Alberico G of Salvatore and Emilia May 11 1905... 18:186
Tannemarle Alfonso of Salvatore and Amelia Aug 2 1902...... 17:325
Tannemarle Antonio F of Salvatore and Emilia May 11 1905... 18:186
Tannemarle Letizia of Giuseppe and Rosina May 7 1905...... 18:185
Tannemarle Luise of Carlo and Angelina May 2 1909......... 19:360
Tannemarle Luigi of Carlo and Angelina Apr 7 1907........ 19:38
Tannemarle Fiorenza of Eugenio and Filomena Mar 15 1910... 20:29
Tannemarle Giovanni of Eugenio and Filomena Jan 27 1909.... 19:324
Tannemarle Antonio of Saverio and Maria June 20 1905...... 18:200
Tannemarle Carmine of Saverio and Maria July 17 1907...... 19:35
Tannemarle Enrico of Saverio and Maria July 12 1901...... 17:188
Tannemarle Maria of Saverio and Maria May 2 1903......... 17:421
Tannemarla Angelina of Vincenzo and Catarina Jan 9 1903.... 17:384
Tannulewicz Josie of Dominik and Alena Aug 15 1906........ 18:302
Tannulewicz Stanley of Adolph and Josie Dec 11 1908....... 19:298
Tannuliewicz Galiena of Dominic and Gallena Nov 16 1903.... 17:422
Tanerewski Stanislaw of Marianna Nov 4 1907........ 19:129
Tangray — s of Nelson P and Margaret J May 13 1908........ 19:234
Tanarino — d of Giuseppe and Nina Jan 28 1903........ 17:390
Tanner Agnes of William J and Alice J May 9 1903........ 18:185
Tanner Bernard W of Warren W and Louise Sept 18 1910...... 20:409
Tanner Charles S of Charles M and Florence Aug 6 1908....... 19:249
Tanner Coral E of Warren W and Louise Jan 21 1909......... 19:322
Tanner Dorothy S of Hugh L and Estella M June 11 1910....... 20:433
Tanner Edith L of Artemus W and Ella L Aug 13 1906........ 18:361
Tanner Florence L of Lincoln B and Elizabeth A Jan 24 1901. 17:132
Tanner Francis J of James K and Emma E Nov 24 1903........ 17:494
Tanner Freeman of John F and Ellen M Nov 8 1907........ 19:130
Tanner George A of Artemus W and Ella L July 20 1909........ 19:335
Tanner Gerard of James K and Emma E Sept 28 1908........ 19:270
Tanner Gladys E of Hugh L and Estella May 23 1902........ 17:296
Tanner Harry W of Robert A and Hannah May 27 1906......... 18:330
Tanner Hazel C of Charles E and Mary C Feb 24 1909......... 19:335
Tanner Helen A of John F and Ellen M Apr 1 1906........ 18:312
Tanner Helen L of Waldo E and Louise E June 14 1910......... 20:64
Tanner James K of James K and Emma E Sept 28 1908......... 19:270
Tanner John L of Artemus W and Ella L Feb 4 1902........ 17:283
Tanner Leon S of Robert A and Hannah J Oct 24 1910......... 20:422
Tanner Lillian L of Olney B and Mary A Sept 7 1904......... 18:96
Tanner Lillian L of Albert E and Marion L July 17 1908....... 19:241
Tanner Louise of William J and Alice J Feb 26 1903........ 17:400
Tanner Marian E of Louis E and Mabel T Aug 22 1909........ 19:408
Tanner Mary C of James K and Emma E Dec 9 1901........ 17:238
Tanner Melvin B of Edwin F and Alice M Dec 14 1906......... 18:406
Tanner Milton E of Louis E and Mabel T Sept 18 1905........ 18:237
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Tanner Ruth L. of Joseph A and Marion Nov 1 1901............. 17: 226
Tanner Walter D of Artemus W and Ella L Sept 25 1903.... 17: 475
Tanner William J of Olney B and Mary A Nov 1 1901.... 17: 225
Tanner — d of Lincoln B and Elizabeth A Nov 19 1902... 17: 378
Tanner — d of Lizzie Apr 28 1904........................... 18: 42
Tanous Victoria of Youseph and Salanay May 28 1905... 18: 191
Tansey Michael J of Bernard and Bridget Nov 5 1901... 17: 226
Tanzella Antonio of Michele and Maria Nov 15 1903... 17: 191
Tanzella Nicola of Michele and Maria Oct 23 1905......... 18: 248
Tapera Enrico of Cherubino and Emilia June 18 1905... 18: 199
Tapero Esther of Harris and Rosa Sept 1 1901............. 17: 206
Tapner Alton E of Fred P and Cora E Aug 26 1901......... 18: 91
Tapner Irene 2 R of Fred P and Cora E Dec 10 1902..... 17: 365
Taraborelli Lena of Luigi and Margherita Oct 16 1903... 18: 246
Taraborrelli Filomena of Luigi and Margherita Nov 27 1907... 19: 153
Tarsantino Margherita of Francesco and Grazia Nov 23 1907... 19: 158
Tarasiwiez Luzian of Teofil and Czeslava Dec 13 1908... 19: 299
Taraszka Jusep of Jusep and Maria Dec 8 1902............. 17: 366
Tarbox — s of Harry and Margaret Dec 21 1909........... 19: 473
Tardi Pietro A of Vincenzo and Rose June 24 1904........ 18: 60
Tardiif Edward E of Henry J and Amanda Feb 14 1908... 19: 176
Tardiif Wilfrid of Honore and Amanda Feb 6 1904......... 18: 14
Tardiif Alice L of Henry and Amanda Aug 12 1906...... 18: 364
Tardiif Joseph G of Frank and Eugenia June 28 1902.... 17: 307
Tardiif Louis N of Henry and Amanda Aug 23 1902....... 17: 332
Tarrio — d of Alfred and Delia Jan 30 1907............. 19: 12
Tarlian Osana of Sarkis and Sirpoobi Feb 10 1910...... 20: 16
Tarnay Anna I of James H and Mary E Jan 10 1907..... 19: 4
Tarnay Madeline V of James H and Mary E May 9 1904... 18: 45
Tarnay Mary T of James H and Mary E May 26 1903.... 17: 428
Tarapolsky Sophie of Louis and Zena Dec 30 1903..... 17: 504
Tarapol Milton S of Morris and Sadie Dec 9 1910...... 20: 138
Tarapolsky Sarah of Louis and Zena Mar 18 1902......... 17: 276
Taro Antonio of Michele and Rachaela Sept 27 1901.... 18: 102
Tarr Dorcas M of Robert C and May B Sept 23 1907..... 19: 112
Tarr Lorenz of Halli and Annie Apr 19 1907........... 19: 43
Tarr Robert C of Robert C and May B Dec 8 1908...... 19: 297
Tarr — s of Charles R and May B July 18 1910........ 20: 85
Tarro Angelo of Michele and Rachaela Oct 5 1909....... 19: 426
Tarro Michele of Michele and Rachaela May 23 1907..... 19: 55
Tarinsky Joseph of Abraham and Gnesia July 3 1910.... 20: 78
Tartaglia Antonio F of Vincenzo and Assunta Jan 30 1909... 19: 326
Tartaglia Benedetta L of Vincenzo and Assunta Feb 15 1906... 18: 285
Tartaglia Carmela of Vincenzo and Assunta Nov 6 1907... 19: 130
Tartaglia Ida of Salvatore and Concetta June 1 1910..... 20: 59
Tartaglia Mafalda G of Salvatore and Concetta Dec 4 1908... 19: 295
Tartaglia Maria of Salvatore and Concetta May 31 1907........19: 58
Tartaglia Nicandro of Giulio and Oleria June 7 1906.........18: 335
Tartaglia Salvatore of Antonino and Antonina June 4 1908.....19: 218
Tartaglione Alfredo of Nicola and Maria J Apr 13 1908.......19: 198
Tartaglione Angelina of Nicola and Maria J Jan 8 1910.......20: 3
Tartaglione Giovanni of Nicola and Maria G Mar 3 1905.......18: 162
Tartaglione Guglielmo P of Nicola and Maria G Apr 13 1906.18: 316
Tartarian — s of Michel and Ezequiar Dec 11 1908............19: 312
Tarter — twin s of Sam and Mamie Dec 12 1904...............18: 127
Tarzian Anna of Kachadoor and Yeghsa Apr 24 1909...........19: 357
Tasca Adelina M L of Michele and Margherita Oct 27 1908...19: 280
Tasca Alberto of Michele and Margherita Nov 5 1906........18: 392
Tasca Amedeo G of Giulio and Filomena Aug 10 1909............19: 403
Tasca Anna of Nicola and Caterina June 24 1906..............18: 341
Tasca Gilda ? of Nicola and Caterina Nov 30 1903............17: 497
Tasca Iolanda M of Giulio and Filomena July 1 1908.........19: 236
Tasca Letizia of Michele and Margherita Apr 25 1903..........17: 418
Tasca Maria D of Nicola and Caterina Nov 17 1901.............17: 230
Tasca Maria X of Nicola and Caterina Nov 20 1908............19: 289
Tasca Riccardo E of Attilio E and Ida M A Jan 24 1910......20: 10
Tasca Tiberio of Pietro and Giuseppa Feb 2 1901..............17: 134
Tasca Viola M of Giulio and Filomena June 21 1908..........19: 225
Tasca — s of Michele and Margherita Oct 13 1904.............17: 219
Tasca — s of Pietro and Giovanna May 25 1904.................18: 68
Tasca — s of Michele and Margherita Nov 21 1904..............18: 120
Tashjian Hovhannes of Hovhannes and Marion Sept 22 1909...19: 421
Tassone Bruno of Domenico and Teresa Aug 12 1905..........19: 58
Tassone Concetta of Giovanni and Raffaela Jan 10 1903....17: 384
Tassone Maria C of Domenico and Maria Nov 27 1901..........17: 233
Tassone Maria R of Giuseppe and Michelina Oct 17 1909.....19: 431
Tassone — s of Domenico and Teresa June 24 1903...........17: 436
Tassoni Maria of Giovanni and Raffaela June 4 1904.........18: 54
Tate Maria M of Vincenzo and Maria R Sept 21 1902........17: 344
Tata Orsighia of Vincenzo and Maria R Sept 21 1902........17: 344
Tataglia Giulia of Giulio and Uleria June 17 1906...........18: 338
Tatarian Kocsrof of Manoog and Yeghnar Feb 28 1910.......20: 23
Tatarian — s of Manoog and Yeghnar Dec 10 1908............19: 298
Tate Clara W of William and Hattie F Feb 6 1901.............17: 135
Tate Ellen H of James W and Ellen G Jan 4 1902.............17: 254
Tate Minnie W of James W and Ellen G Apr 14 1904.........18: 38
Tate William W of Thomas H and Marie H C Mar 2 1904.....18: 23
Tatelbaum Israel of Louis and Annie May 18 1908............19: 212
Tatelbaum Rosa of Louis and Annie July 8 1905..............18: 212
Tatelbaum Vera of Louis and Annie June 9 1910..............20: 62
Tateosian Hurant of Kiragose and Arabi Apr 13 1907.......19: 41
Tateosian Kiragos of Kiragos and Arabi Feb 26 1906 ........ 18: 300
Tatro James of Lorena B Feb 6 1910 ........ 20: 15
Tatro Ralph D of Joseph A and Ella Dec 22 1909 .... 19: 454
Tattlebaum Abraham of Rebecca July 23 1908 .... 19: 314
Tatz Alfred I of Sam L and Annie Oct 22 1907 .... 19: 123
Tatz Celia E of Samuel L and Annie May 6 1905 .... 18: 185
Tatz Elsie of Sam L and Annie D Aug 18 1903 .... 17: 462
Taubert Dorothy H J of Carl G and Emily M July 13 1908 .... 19: 240
Taubert Louise E M of Carl G and Emily M Sept 13 1909 .... 19: 447
Taudvin Esther I of John and Mary E Oct 13 1903 .... 17: 481
Taudvin Joseph T of Joseph T and Ruth A Mar 21 1910 .... 20: 32
Taudvin Mildred M of John and Mary E Mar 9 1901 .... 17: 144
Tannelli Antonio E of Angelo and Sofia Oct 15 1901 .... 17: 220
Tavano Celestino of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Feb 2 1907 ... 19: 13
Tavano Celestino of Luigi and Anna Dec 4 1909 .... 19: 448
Tavano Colomba of Celestino and Giuseppina Mar 20 1902 .... 17: 247
Tavano Colomba of Luigi and Anna July 30 1908 .... 19: 246
Tavano Colomba of Luigi and Anna Aug 30 1909 .... 19: 441
Tavano Fiore of Carmine and Antonio May 20 1903 .... 17: 436
Tavano Maria of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Nov 9 1903 .... 17: 490
Tavano Paolo F of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Nov 22 1908 .... 19: 290
Tavano — d of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Feb 19 1906 .... 18: 117
Tavares Antonio of Jose and Maria May 21 1908 .... 19: 241
Tavares Christina (e) of Bernardo and Maria Dec 16 1901 .... 17: 210
Tavares Francisco of Jose and Maria Aug 16 1909 .... 19: 106
Tavares Guillermina of Jose and Maria Feb 5 1908 .... 19: 171
Tavares James (e) of Antone and Maria May 14 1903 .... 17: 145
Tavares Jose J of Jose J and Maria July 30 1903 .... 17: 156
Tavares Laura of Jana G and Maria Apr 16 1910 .... 20: 12
Tavares Manuel (e) of John and Jessie Oct 30 1907 .... 19: 126
Tavares Maria of Joseph and Maria Jan 12 1902 .... 17: 256
Tavares Urbana of Jose and Maria Dec 12 1909 .... 19: 450
Tavares Virginia C of Manuel C and Virginia Aug 1 1910 .... 20: 91
Tavares — s of Antone and Mary July 7 1901 .... 18: 73
Tavash Maria of Marion and Maria Dec 25 1906 .... 18: 416
Taveras Joseph A of Manuel A and Edovedas Dec 21 1907 .... 19: 147
Taveris Jose of Jose J and Maria Sept 19 1904 .... 18: 100
Tavolarelli Aguesa of Savino and Carolina Dec 20 1910 .... 20: 143
Tavone Domenico of Giovanni and Maria Sept 9 1910 .... 20: 106
Taylor Albert F of William and Margaret Dec 9 1902 .... 17: 367
Taylor Alice M of Frederick C and Anna E Oct 5 1905 .... 18: 213
Taylor Annie E of Edwin W and Annie M Mar 22 1906 .... 18: 308
Taylor Annie V of Howarth and Mande Mar 19 1902 .... 17: 277
Taylor Antoinette M of Walter E and Helen M July 15 1908 .... 19: 241
Taylor Bernardine L of William and Mary June 22 1907 .... 19: 67
Taylor Charles E of Frank and Clara J Aug 10 1904 .... 18: 85
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Taylor Charles E of William and Sarah Mar 12 1908...........19:185
Taylor Charles H of Robert H and Edith A Apr 1 1902........17:281
Taylor Claire of Joseph J and Grace Jan 9 1906.............18:283
Taylor Clarence E of Fred and Mary May 7 1902.............17:291
Taylor Donald R of William F Jr and Lillian G Apr 20 1903.17:417
Taylor Edward of Thomas and Mary J Nov 28 1904...........18:122
Taylor Edward T of Edward E and Mabel F June 16 1907.....19:65
Taylor Ellen of Henry A and Rose June 5 1906..............18:334
Taylor Elsie of John and Edith Sept 14 1901............17:210
Taylor Ernest of Ernest L and May E Oct 29 1903..........17:486
Taylor Ernest T of Ernest and Ida Dec 20 1905...........18:269
Taylor Esther of William and Margaret Apr 7 1901......17:153
Taylor Ethel of William and Margaret Mar 26 1904.......18:31
Taylor Ethel M of Albert and Sarah May 7 1901.............17:161
Taylor Eva L of Louis A and Harriett Sept 19 1907......19:111
Taylor Evelyn M of Louis A and Harriet Feb 29 1904......18:22
Taylor Florence of James E and Rose M Dec 2 1903.........17:497
Taylor Florence E of David W and Jane C July 9 1905.....18:213
Taylor Francis M of Mortimer S and Teresa A July 10 1903.17:449
Taylor Frank A of Theodore V and Alice Oct 18 1907......19:122
Taylor George A of Lawrence H and Maud E Mar 14 1910.....20:29
Taylor George G of George G and Margaret G Dec 6 1910.....20:137
Taylor George H of George G and Margaret G Nov 29 1908...19:292
Taylor Gerald (c) of Harriet F Feb 7 1905...............18:153
Taylor Grace of George F and Margaret E Jan 22 1907....19:9
Taylor Grace E of Louis A and Harriet Aug 2 1905.........18:221
Taylor Harold D of David W and Jane Aug 21 1907........19:99
Taylor Harry of Harry and Minnie P Nov 29 1908...........19:293
Taylor Harry E of Harry and Eliza May 23 1908...........19:214
Taylor Helena I of Henry A and Rose July 5 1906.........18:345
Taylor Henry of Albert and Lena Oct 28 1908............19:308
Taylor Henry V of Louis V and Esther July 21 1906.......18:352
Taylor Herbert J of David R and Mary Sept 10 1902.......17:338
Taylor Howard G of George H and Annie Aug 9 1907.......19:94
Taylor Isabelle of John and Maria Aug 28 1908...........19:258
Taylor Jesse C of William J and Mary Jan 11 1908.......19:162
Taylor Joan of James and Elizabeth Mar 23 1904.......18:30
Taylor John C of John and Rose June 18 1904.............18:59
Taylor John E (c) of John B and Ada A Nov 24 1902......17:362
Taylor Joseph L of Oliver and Eliza Jan 8 1901............17:127
Taylor Joseph McC of Harry and Minnie Mar 13 1910....20:29
Taylor Katherine J Y of Edward F and Maud M June 24 1910.20:68
Taylor Kenneth C of William J and Winifred Oct 6 1907...19:117
Taylor Kenneth R of William R and Mary A Jan 16 1910.....20:7
Taylor Lillian of Thomas and Annie T Mar 27 1906 18:310
Taylor Louis E of Louis and Harriet May 30 1910 20:58
Taylor Manton F of William H and Jessie V Apr 13 1908 19:198
Taylor Margaret of George G and Margaret Oct 8 1902 17:341
Taylor Marion E of Milan R and Nellie E Apr 6 1910 20:38
Taylor Marion F of Joseph W and Florence M Nov 7 1908 19:281
Taylor Marjorie of Joseph J and Grace May 12 1901 18:46
Taylor Mary of William S and Maud E Jan 15 1909 19:320
Taylor Mary A of Oliver E and Eliza Sept 24 1902 17:342
Taylor Mary E of William and Mary E May 1 1905 18:185
Taylor Melvin E of Charles F and Edith A Dec 27 1909 19:156
Taylor Mildred E of Charles T and Mary May 31 1906 18:332
Taylor Mildred E of William and Margaret Apr 27 1908 19:203
Taylor Ned of Alfred W and Florence A Aug 1 1901 18:133
Taylor Philip G of Frederick W and Martha G Nov 10 1905 18:255
Taylor Ralph A of Alfred W and Florence A Apr 18 1907 19:43
Taylor Raymond of Fred and Mary Apr 14 1904 18:37
Taylor Raymond H of Robert H and Edith Sept 12 1904 18:98
Taylor Reginald J of George G and Margaret Oct 8 1902 17:347
Taylor Richard S of Frederick W and Martha G June 9 1903 17:432
Taylor Richard W A of Richard and Mary A Mar 25 1906 19:33
Taylor Russell E of Hiram H and Ethel M July 28 1906 18:354
Taylor Theodora M of George H and Ellen Feb 25 1908 19:179
Taylor Thomas of Thomas and Annie J Mar 9 1902 17:255
Taylor Thomas E of Thomas and Annie T July 14 1908 19:240
Taylor Viola M of Richard and Mary A Feb 23 1904 18:20
Taylor Wilfred of Joseph and Lucy Apr 19 1903 17:417
Taylor Wilfred H of Oliver E and Eliza Feb 21 1905 18:159
Taylor William C (c) of William C and Desdemona Oct 25 1903 17:485
Taylor William W of William and Annie Aug 30 1910 20:102
Taylor (c) s of Atchinson S and Lena June 24 1903 17:436
Taylor (c) s of Jennie Dec 10 1903 17:500
Taylor s of Frederick M and Ethel Apr 18 1904 18:67
Taylor d of Ernest and Mary Jan 2 1905 18:296
Taylor d of William M and Jessie M Feb 13 1905 18:156
Taylor d of Mortimer S and Annie T July 29 1906 18:355
Taylor s of James and Elizabeth Mar 7 1907 19:75
Taylor (c) d of Harriet Apr 27 1907 19:76
Taylor s of William and Mary Oct 24 1908 19:311
Taylor d of Margaret E Nov 10 1908 19:285
Taylor s of Elsie Apr 19 1910 20:43
Taylor s of Peter and Jessie June 15 1910 20:61
Taylor Joseph of William and Barbarian Mar 1 1910 20:24
Taylor Sarah of Morris H and Jennie Sept 8 1901 17:208
Taylor d of Mary Dec 4 1909 19:418
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Tebario Filippo of Giovanni and Filomena Aug 23 1907...... 19:100
Tebbetts John E of Ward P and Anna Aug 10 1910............ 20: 95
Tebbetts Ward P of Ward P and Grace A Mar 19 1901........... 17:147
Tecktonics Eugenia C of George C and Delia Dec 25 1901..... 17:243
Tedesche Domenico of Pietro and Maria C Oct 6 1909....... 19:427
Tedeschi Annunziata of Luigi and Angelina Jan 1 1905....... 18:141
Tedeschi Armando of Pietro and Francesca Jan 17 1901...... 17:129
Tedeschi Carolina of Francesco and Chiara Aug 20 1904...... 18: 89
Tedeschi Giuseppe of Francesco and Chiara Feb 5 1908...... 19:171
Tedeschi Jennie of Pietro and Francesca Dec 29 1902......... 17:373
Tedeschi Joseph of William and Jennie Oct 2 1901............ 17:216
Tedesco Cristina of Francesco and Chiara July 24 1910...... 20: 87
Tedesco Gianna of Pietro and Maria Aug 20 1908.............. 19:255
Tedesco Maria of Francesco and Chiara Jan 18 1903........... 17:387
Tee Ethel of Walter and Harriet Oct 13 1904.................. 18:108
Tee Iris of Walter P and Harriette J Feb 21 1902............ 17:268
Teed Ernest E of Ernest and Martha V Mar 26 1910............ 20: 34
Teefit Francis A of Ernest and Margaret July 1 1910......... 20: 78
Tegar Edward S of Peter and Annie Oct 9 1903............... 17:480
Tegino Giuseppe of Caliste and Raffaela May 18 1904........ 18: 48
Teixeira Antonio (c) of Miguel and Lucia June 13 1901.... 17:184
Teicher Morris of Samuel and Sadie Aug 14 1909.............. 19:405
Teichore Gussie of Samuel and Sarah Aug 18 1905............ 18:227
Teichore Max of Samuel and Sarah May 1 1907............... 19: 47
Teixeira Antonio of Manuel G and Maria Nov 28 1909......... 19:445
Teixeira Manuel of Manuel and Maria May 12 1908............ 19:210
Telendar Stanislas of Peter and Mary June 14 1903.......... 17:433
Tella Alfredo of Giuseppe and Petrina June 18 1903........ 18:199
Tella Alfredo G of Agostino and Maria Aug 29 1909........... 19:411
Tella Alvina C of Giuseppe and Petrina Oct 6 1909........... 19:427
Tella Carmine of Antonio and Vincenza July 13 1904....... 18: 75
Tella Elvina G of Giuseppe and Petrina June 24 1906....... 18:341
Tella Emilia of John and Mary Jan 24 1902.................. 17:260
Tella Ernesto G of Giuseppe and Petrina Sept 24 1907...... 19:143
Tella Filomena of Antonio and Vincenza Mar 31 1903........ 17:411
Tella Leopoldo of Nicola and Erminia Jan 20 1904............ 18: 7
Tella Maria of Nicola and Erminia May 29 1909.............. 19:369
Tella Maria of Antonio and Raffaela Oct 20 1910............. 20:121
Tella Michelina of Antonio and Vincenza Mar 31 1903..... 17:411
Tella Nicola of Nicola and Erminia Aug 22 1905.............. 18:228
Tella Pasquale of Antonio and Filippa July 15 1907........ 19: 84
Tella Peppina of Antonio and Filippa July 15 1907......... 19: 84
Tella Teresa of Antonio and Vincenza Sept 10 1906......... 18:371
Tella —— d of Nicola and Erminia Sept 18 1902............ 17:341
Tella —— s of Nicola and Erminia Oct 26 1905............... 18:249
Teller Dora A of Stephen A and Esther H Mar 26 1906....... 18:309
Teller Stephen A of Stephen A and Esther H Aug 15 1907 19 96
Teller Alfrede J of Albert and Melina E Oct 22 1902 17 351
Teller Anna of Joseph and Elodie Nov 12 1905 18 256
Teller Annette of Thomas and Armandine Aug 11 1903 17 460
Teller Blanche I of Thomas and Armandine May 19 1905 18 168
Teller Emilie of Thomas and Armandine Dec 11 1901 17 238
Teller Marie F of Joseph and Elodie Apr 27 1904 18 41
Teller Wilfred of Joseph and Elodie May 12 1902 17 293
Temken Samuel J of Nathan and Bessie Sept 22 1905 18 238
Temple Edward of Frank E and Anna E Feb 28 1909 19 336
Temple Francis E of Frank E and Anna E Sept 19 1906 18 375
Tenaglia Entinio D P of Ernesto and Giacinta Feb 10 1901 17 137
Tenaglia Francesco E of Ernesto and Giacinta V X Apr 21
1905 18 180
Tenaglia Guglielmo E B of Ernesto and Giacinta Jan 29 1903 17 439
Tenaglia Maria of Angelo and Ernestina Oct 18 1907 19 122
Tenaglia Vittina M of Ernesto and Giacinta Dec 1 1908 19 291
Tenbrink Rosa M of William A and Ludwina C Feb 21 1907 19 21
Tencebaum Celia of Rubin and Rosa July 2 1909 19 388
Tenerella Maria C of Pietro and Maria Apr 6 1908 19 195
Tennant Henry of William S and Helen A Dec 9 1905 18 265
Tennett Walter A of William S and Helen A May 26 1903 17 428
Tennett Norman E of George E and Nancy Nov 21 1907 19 135
Tennett Russell F of Johnson and Ellen Oct 14 1901 17 249
Tennett Ruth J of George E and Nancy Aug 23 1909 19 469
Tensfeldt Mildred E of Joe and Mary July 26 1904 18 79
Teoli Vincenza P of Filippo and Rosina July 23 1905 18 247
Teoli Clotilda V of Paride and Giovanna June 19 1901 17 172
Teoli Elvira of Paride and Giovanna July 8 1906 18 346
Teoli Ersilia of Paride and Giovanna Nov 16 1906 17 492
Teoli Evelina of Giovanni and Ersilia Feb 14 1907 19 18
Teoli Teresa of Paride and Giovanna Sept 13 1908 19 265
Teolis Clementina of Antonio and Lucia June 20 1902 17 391
Teolis Elisa of Giuseppe and Giustina Nov 25 1907 19 137
Teolis Ermelinda of Antonio and Lucia Jan 3 1904 18 1
Teolis Guglielmo of Giuseppe and Giustina Dec 1 1909 19 447
Teolis Raffaela of Antonio and Lucia Jan 1 1901 17 125
Teolisi Angelo of Antonio and Lucia Apr 28 1905 18 182
Teolisi Ermelinda of Antonio and Lucia Dec 31 1903 17 576
Teolo Clementina of Antonio and Lucia Oct 20 1902 17 351
Teper Louis of Abraham and Clara Feb 21 1908 19 178
Teper Sadie of Abraham and Clara Aug 18 1905 18 226
Teper Yette of Abraham and Clara Oct 8 1903 17 479
Teriere Santina of Antonio and Giovanna Oct 31 1901 18 113
Terkel — d of Hyman and Rosa July 25 1902 17 322
BIRTHS

Termini - — s of Irieneo and Giovannina July 4 1906.... 18:141
Terra Maria of Jacque and Marianna July 10 1908........... 19:239
Terragrossa Giuseppe of Salvatore and Antonia Sept 4 1905, 18:233
Terranova Giovanni of Lorenzo and Filomena Oct 15 1904.... 18:108
Terranova Giovanni of Lorenzo and Filomena Sept 7 1907.... 19:106
Terranova Pasquale P of Lorenzo and Filomena Nov 13 1905, 18:256
Terranova — s of Lorenzo and Filomena Nov 13 1905.... 18:277
Terranova — s of Lorenzo and Filomena Dec 13 1908.... 19:299
Terranova Alberto of Giacomo and Maria A July 16 1905... 18:245
Terranova Genoella of Giacomo and Marianna July 27 1907... 19:89
Terriën Albert R of William J and Delia E May 11 1906.... 18:325
Terriën Ernest A of William J and Delia E Dec 30 1909.... 19:454
Terriën Gladys E of William J and Delia E Dec 2 1902.... 17:364
Terriën Herbert F E of Eli and Mary Dec 29 1907........... 19:149
Terriën Irene C of Eli and Mary J Apr 13 1904.............. 18:37
Terriën Lillian E of William J and Delia E July 20 1904.... 18:78
Terriën Oyilard of Arthur and Christine Apr 7 1908... 19:195
Terriën Romeo of Leana Aug 7 1908........... 19:250
Terry Lillian M of Frank and Ellen Aug 24 1901............ 17:203
Terry William P of William F and Edith L June 16 1907.... 19:65
Tersky Sophie of Dave and Annie Mar 6 1910................. 20:26
Tertuga John of Peter and Sophia June 9 1901.............. 17:170
Tersiö — d of Noe and Antonia May 4 1908................. 19:234
Terwelliger — d of E — J and — Oct 22 1901............. 17:222
Terzian Garabed K of Kachador and Egsef Oct 14 1906.... 18:384
Tessaglia Iolanta of Angelo and Ernestina Dec 10 1909... 19:450
Tessicioli Francesco of Pietro and Potenza Apr 2 1908.... 19:194
Tesserier Alfred of Alfred and Emma Sept 7 1908........... 19:262
Tesserier Joseph A of Alfred and Emma Apr 7 1910........... 20:39
Tesserier Joseph E A of Joseph E and Melina July 13 1910... 20:83
Tessmer Alice A of John A and Clara E M Sept 5 1909.... 19:444
Testa Angelina of Nicola and Luisa Feb 13 1910........... 20:17
Testa Antonio of Nicola and Luisa Jan 25 1905............. 18:149
Testa Antonio of Nicola and Luisa June 1 1908............ 19:217
Testa Betulia of Antonio and Maria Jan 13 1910............ 20:6
Testa Carmine of Alfonso and Maria July 16 1904........... 18:76
Testa Carmine of Antonio and Filomena Apr 22 1909........ 19:356
Testa Emma of Alfonso and Maria G July 20 1901........... 17:191
Testa Felice M A of Antonio and Amaullra May 29 1909..... 19:383
Testa Immacolata of Biagio and nicolina Dec 9 1902...... 17:307
Testa Iolande of Antonio and Assunta June 12 1907........ 19:63
Testa Maria E of Antonio and Assunta Sept 22 1909........ 19:421
Testa Michele of Nicola and Luisa Aug 2 1906............. 18:557
Testa Nicola of Alfonso and Maria G July 20 1901............ 17:191
Testa Raymond G of Tomaso and Adelina C Feb 24 1910...... 20:22
Testa Rosina of Alfonso and Maria Jan 24 1907............ 19:10
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Testa Vincenza of Antonio and Maria Aug 5 1907.............. 19: 93
Tesiu Moy (ch) of Moy Chew and Wong Sin Mar 10 1908..... 19: 185
Tether Dorothy L. of Sol A and Ada B Feb 20 1910......... 20: 20
Tetley Beatrice M of John and Margaret Aug 14 1906..... 18: 361
Tetley Edward J of Roland and Mary M June 20 1908..... 19: 225
Tetley Ellen C of Roland and Mary July 25 1910......... 20: 88
Tetley Mildred L of John Jr and Margaret June 12 1908... 19: 222
Tetley —— d of John and Margaret May 21 1904........... 18: 68
Tetlow Clifford J of Frank and Ellen Dec 16 1905....... 18: 268
Tetlow Robert J of Frank and Ellen May 10 1902....... 17: 292
Tetraault —— s of Charles and Georgiana Apr 12 1906..... 18: 118
Tetraault Arthur of Alphonse and Marie Sept 5 1902.... 17: 375
Tetraault Diana of Alphonse and Marie Sept 5 1902....... 17: 375
Tetraault Ernest of Charles and Georgiana Sept 6 1907... 19: 106
Tetraault Eugène J of Eugene J and Elizabeth I Dec 23 1909... 19: 154
Tetraault George of George and Margaret June 5 1909..... 19: 372
Tetraault Georges P M of Gérimie and Exilda Feb 9 1910... 20: 16
Tetraault Ada of Andre and Matilda Aug 26 1902........ 17: 335
Tetraault Irving T of Eugene and Elizabeth I June 26 1905... 18: 202
Tetraault Jeremiah Z of Jeremiah and Exilda Aug 23 1904... 17: 203
Tetraault Joseph A P of Alfred C and Marie E June 27 1907... 19: 69
Tetraault Joseph E W of Elzeard and Olive Jan 11 1905.... 18: 144
Tetraault Lovetta M B of Jeremiah and Exilda May 1 1904... 18: 43
Tetraault Ludger of Eugene and Elizabeth Nov 22 1902..... 17: 378
Tetraault Ludovic of Charles and Georgiana June 5 1905... 18: 195
Tetraault Marie B C of Alfred Jr and Marie E Nov 19 1901... 17: 231
Tetraault Marie F A of Alfred and Marie E Dec 31 1905.... 18: 273
Tetraault Marie K of Elzeard and Olive Aug 25 1903........ 17: 464
Tetraault Martha of George and Margaret July 29 1910..... 20: 90
Tetraault Mary of George and Margaret Sept 14 1907...... 19: 109
Tetraault René A of Jerome and Exilda Nov 13 1906....... 18: 335
Tetraault Théo A W of Alfred A and Célia Apr 23 1908..... 19: 202
Tetraault Vincent W of Eugene and Elizabeth Apr 3 1907... 19: 37
Tetraault Walter C of Fred W and Leontine L Jan 3 1904... 18: 4
Tetraault —— d of Alfred C and Marie E Oct 31 1908..... 19: 341
Tetraault —— s of Charles and Georgiana Oct 28 1909...... 19: 162
Tetley Henry J of Albert and Rose A May 7 1907......... 19: 49
Tetzlaff Edwin F of Frederick J and Angelina May 20 1901... 18: 49
Tetzlaff Ethel E of William H and Annie M Aug 2 1910..... 20: 92
Tetzlaff Irene of Frederick J and Angelina June 29 1907.... 19: 70
Teubert Albert of Richard A and Nora B May 18 1905..... 18: 188
Teubert Anna P of Richard A and Nora Jan 27 1904....... 18: 10
Teubert Bernard of Richard A and Nora B Oct 5 1908....... 19: 273
Teubert Marguerite of Richard and Norah Sept 1 1910...... 20: 103
Tentonico Antonio of Luigi and Antonetta Mar 1 1910...... 20: 24
Tenntanco Saverio of Luigi and Autonetta Oct 3 1908. ....... 19: 272
Tevenstrop Louisa C of Christian and Christinia L June 29
1901. ....... 17: 175
Thacker Alice H of James and Helen M Nov 14 1904. ....... 18: 118
Thacker Bartholomew of Thomas and Margaret A Aug 8 1905. 18: 223
Thacker Ethel M of James and Helen M June 7 1901. ....... 17: 169
Thacker Francis of Thomas and Margaret A Mar 28 1907. ....... 19: 34
Thacker Frederick L of James and Helen C M Oct 7 1908. ....... 19: 274
Thacker George I of James and Helen C M Jan 26 1910. ....... 20: 11
Thacker James of James and Helen Dec 11 1902. ....... 17: 367
Thacker Thomas J of Thomas and Margaret Nov 10 1901. ....... 17: 228
Thackery Ruth of Louis G and Lillian M June 24 1904. ....... 18: 61
Thalmann Joseph F of Francis J and Mary J May 26 1906. ....... 18: 330
Thalmann Mary E of Francis J and Mary J Sept 16 1907. ....... 19: 109
Thatcher Alfred K of Leander Z and R Isabelle Jan 27 1908. 19: 168
Thatcher Earl W of Charles L and Ida R Mar 16 1909. ....... 19: 343
Thatcher Norman R of Victor E and Philomena Feb 14 1910. ....... 20: 18
Thatcher — — s of Leander Z and Rhoda 1 Dec 1909. ....... 19: 463
Thayer Bertha G of Henry O and Florence M Mar 4 1908. ....... 19: 183
Thayer Bessie V of Walter T and Annie E Oct 17 1904. ....... 18: 109
Thayer Blanch M of Fred H and Blanche Nov 5 1907. ....... 19: 129
Thayer Doris R of Anchor L and Margaret E Aug 17 1905. ....... 18: 226
Thayer Dorothy of Edwin E and Mabel May 1 1907. ....... 19: 47
Thayer Dorothy M of James W and Cora S Feb 12 1906. ....... 18: 294
Thayer George D of John T and Lillian M Apr 15 1904. ....... 18: 64
Thayer Harold of Elmer J and Rose R May 18 1902. ....... 17: 294
Thayer Hazel M of Henry C and Florence M May 8 1909. ....... 19: 362
Thayer Mary C of Granville F and Eleanor E Feb 28 1910. ....... 20: 72
Thayer Mildred M of Walter T and Annie E May 13 1903. ....... 17: 424
Theall Marion C of Ernest E and Ida M Apr 16 1907. ....... 19: 42
Theall Ruth M of Ernest E and Ida M Jan 7 1905. ....... 18: 143
Theberge Louise A of Elzeard and Leado May 6 1905. ....... 18: 185
Theinert Annie of Edward W and Louisa M Dec 16 1901. ....... 17: 240
Then — — s of Fred and May July 2 1907. ....... 19: 78
Theodore Alexander E of Frederick G and Mary I Jan 23 1909. 19: 323
Therault Evelyn A of Adelard and Mary July 10 1905. ....... 18: 213
Therault Irene H of Adelard and Marie Jan 21 1909. ....... 19: 322
Therault Blanche B of Adelard and Marie Apr 25 1903. ....... 17: 418
Therault Corinne L of Adolphe and Elmira Jan 27 1907. ....... 19: 11
Therault Flore C of Adolphe and Elmira July 16 1904. ....... 18: 76
Therault George of G Adolphe and Elmira Feb 23 1903. ....... 17: 399
Therault Ida of Alfred and Delia Mar 28 1908. ....... 19: 191
Therault Joseph W of Adolphe and Elmira July 23 1901. ....... 17: 192
Therault Louis of Adolphe and Elmira Sept 4 1908. ....... 19: 261
Therault — — s of Eugenie Nov 25 1908. ....... 19: 291
Therault Lina of Polydor and Delia Jan 29 1907. ....... 19: 12
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Therianult Mary L of Alfred and Delia May 3 1909;.........19: 350
Therianult Enclid of Edmond and Margaretite Dec 22 1901;......17: 242
Throux Arthur H of Arthur and Adiana Apr 20 1901;........18: 61
Throux Leonore of Leonore Feb 29 1908;....................19: 180
Therien Agnes of Teleseph and Regina Nov 1 1904;........18: 114
Therien Louise of Pierre and Ellen Apr 21 1905;...........18: 180
Therien Mary M of Patrick and Katherine Nov 3 1908;.......19: 282
Thiesen George A of George and Mary R June 29 1909;.....19: 384
Theyer Eric G of Conyard and Erine Oct 17 1909;..........19: 431
Thibault Marceline A of Joseph T and Melinda Mar 3 1909;...19: 327
Thibault Marguerite E of Joseph T and Melinda Mar 21 1906;....18: 308
Thibault Marie A of Joseph and Alida May 26 1901;.........17: 166
Thibault Marie E A of Francois and Delina July 3 1909;......19: 389
Thibault Adrien A of Albert and Cleofil July 4 1908;.......19: 237
Thibault Francesca of Zephyrin and Henriette June 24 1901;..17: 174
Thibault Marie G of Charles A and Marie R Mar 30 1910;....20: 35
Thibault Pierre E of Zephyrin and Henriette July 30 1903;...17: 436
Thibodeau Ernest X-J of Ferdinand and Rosanna Aug 29 1908;19: 258
Thibodeau Felix of Arthur and Leonia Nov 24 1901;.........17: 232
Thibodeau George of William and Marie Mar 22 1905;........18: 169
Thibodeau George of Ferdinand and Rosanna Feb 12 1907;.....19: 17
Thibodeau Gustave of Gustave and Annie July 12 1907;.......19: 83
Thibodeau Herve of Fardina and Rosanne Dec 20 1900;......20: 142
Thibodeau Joseph of Joseph and Alda Jan 6 1901;...........17: 126
Thibodeau Joseph G of Arthur and Leonie July 23 1906;......18: 335
Thibodeau Joseph O of Joseph ? and Alden Mar 27 1904;.....18: 31
Thibodeau Leonie A M of Gustave and Annie Nov 19 1908;...19: 289
Thibodeau Lilianna of Gustave and Annie Feb 11 1910;.......20: 17
Thibodeau Loretta of Ferdinand and Rosanna Mar 21 1905;....18: 169
Thibodeau Loretta of Pierre and Marie Jan 25 1909;..........19: 323
Thibodeau Marie A of Pierre V and Marie Mar 7 1907;......19: 27
Thibodeau Pierre F of Jean and Marie July 4 1903;...........18: 211
Thibodeau Romuald of Jean and Marie Apr 5 1903;...........17: 112
Thibodeau Virginie of Josithée and Virginie Oct 15 1901;....17: 229
Thibodeau Vital of Arthur and Leonia July 31 1907;.........19: 90
Thibodeaux Gustave of Arthur and Leonora May 3 1903;......17: 421
Thilley Earl C of Frederick and Josephine May 30 1906;......18: 392
Thilley Esther D of Frederick and Josephine Apr 17 1903;....17: 416
Thilley Florence of Frederick and Gerda J Apr 20 1901;......17: 157
Thomae Charles G of Charles and Margaret L Oct 1 1901;.....17: 216
Thomas Alphonso (e) of John H and Kate June 20 1901;......17: 173
Thomas Alton B of William A and Annie G Apr 27 1908;......19: 203
Thomas Caroline L of Eugene A and Alma June 4 1909;......19: 372
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Charles H</td>
<td>June 9, 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Charles W</td>
<td>May 19, 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas David D</td>
<td>Nov 27, 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Dorothy E</td>
<td>July 29, 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Dorothy E</td>
<td>Sept 25, 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Edith C</td>
<td>Nov 26, 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Edith C</td>
<td>July 4, 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas George of J</td>
<td>May 8, 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas George of J</td>
<td>May 20, 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas George of J</td>
<td>March 3, 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Gladys</td>
<td>Feb 28, 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Helen</td>
<td>May 18, 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Ida M</td>
<td>Nov 23, 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas James L</td>
<td>Jan 29, 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas James L</td>
<td>Aug 1, 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Joan</td>
<td>Oct 23, 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas John of J</td>
<td>Apr 15, 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Kenneth E</td>
<td>July 9, 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Lloyd C</td>
<td>Apr 29, 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Lovena</td>
<td>July 1, 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Luella</td>
<td>Jan 22, 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Manuel</td>
<td>Sept 9, 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Margaret E</td>
<td>Feb 1, 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Maria of J</td>
<td>Mar 20, 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Marion V</td>
<td>June 24, 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Mary of M</td>
<td>Apr 3, 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Muriel M</td>
<td>Jan 15, 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Ralph C</td>
<td>Apr 27, 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Samuel W</td>
<td>Feb 2nd, 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vera L</td>
<td>June 1, 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Warren E</td>
<td>Aug 29, 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Willard I</td>
<td>Aug 25, 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas William H</td>
<td>Feb 1, 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas William H</td>
<td>Dec 26, 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas d</td>
<td>Nov 24, 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas s</td>
<td>June 28, 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas s</td>
<td>Mar 2, 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas (c) s</td>
<td>Jan 10, 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas James E</td>
<td>Feb 6, 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Ada F</td>
<td>Aug 22, 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson Ada F</td>
<td>Jan 28, 1905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thompson Anna L of Eben G and Mary T Mar 12 1908............ 19: 185
Thompson Annie of Fred and Jane Sept 16 1902............ 17: 310
Thompson Arthur of John J and Elizabeth Dec 1 1907............ 19: 139
Thompson Barbara of Fred D and Lucy June 16 1909............ 19: 376
Thompson Charles (c) of Charles and Catherine Mar 7 1907............ 19: 26
Thompson Charles J of Alfred M and Annie R Jan 2 1903............ 18: 142
Thompson Charles W of Charles P and Nettie E Oct 19 1910............ 18: 120
Thompson Dorothy A of Jerome and Edith M Jan 21 1904............ 18: 8
Thompson Edmund P of Patrick B and Julia Nov 3 1903............ 17: 488
Thompson Elizabeth A M of Robert A and Elizabeth A E May 4 1903............ 17: 121
Thompson Ernest D of Edwin G and Harriet Aug 2 1904............ 18: 82
Thompson Ernest J of Patrick B and Julia Jan 21 1908............ 19: 166
Thompson Esther M of Michael and Elizabeth Oct 28 1901............ 17: 221
Thompson Ethel M of Robert A and Mary E Aug 9 1903............ 17: 159
Thompson Frank of John and Annie E Mar 26 1909............ 19: 346
Thompson Frederick A of Frederick W and Cora M June 3 1908............ 19: 218
Thompson George of John F and Mary E Aug 27 1909............ 19: 410
Thompson George A of George A and Mary J Feb 21 1909............ 19: 331
Thompson George B of George L and Mary E Aug 11 1905............ 18: 224
Thompson George E of Thomas and Annie G Apr 28 1909............ 19: 338
Thompson Gerald F of Patrick and Julia Jan 7 1906............ 18: 282
Thompson Gertrude C of John F and Mary E Apr 21 1901............ 17: 157
Thompson Gertrude I of Michael and Elizabeth Nov 6 1903............ 17: 489
Thompson Harold R of Theodore G and Elsa D Sept 13 1907............ 19: 108
Thompson Harold W of Frank W and Annie M Dec 25 1907............ 19: 117
Thompson Harriette H of Charlotte Mar 19 1905............ 18: 168
Thompson Harry T of Harry E and Jessie Sept 6 1901............ 17: 207
Thompson Hazel D of Thomas H and Ellen Apr 25 1910............ 20: 45
Thompson Helen of Edwin G and Harriet A Dec 28 1909............ 19: 436
Thompson Helen G of Thomas F and Margaret E July 26 1904............ 18: 79
Thompson Helen V of Ernest L and Bertha Nov 16 1901............ 17: 230
Thompson Henry E of William and Mary A July 28 1910............ 20: 89
Thompson Howard of Daniel and Catherine Jan 10 1908............ 19: 162
Thompson Irene C of Daniel J and Catherine Mar 19 1906............ 18: 337
Thompson James F of John and Mary A Nov 23 1904............ 18: 121
Thompson Janet L of George D Jr and Florence E Dec 19 1902............ 17: 370
Thompson Johanna of William E and Delia T Dec 4 1906............ 18: 402
Thompson John of John J and Elizabeth G Oct 19 1906............ 18: 386
Thompson John F of John F and Mary E Jan 13 1903............ 17: 385
Thompson John H of Daniel J and Catherine E Jan 3 1904............ 18: 1
Thompson John J of John and Mary A Dec 9 1909............ 19: 149
Thompson Joseph B of John F and Mary E Nov 30 1906............ 18: 400
Thompson Kathleen D (c) of James R and Emma S July 8 1909............ 19: 390
Thompson Leslie F of John D and Emma L Apr 13 1905., 18: 176
Thompson Leslie G of George D Jr and Florence E Feb 22 1904., 18: 20
Thompson Lillian E of Robert A and Mary E July 27 1902., 17: 323
Thompson Louisa I of Edwin C and Harriet A Nov 6 1902., 17: 356
Thompson Madeline G (c) of James R and Emma S Jan 30 1904., 18: 11
Thompson Mildred of Frederick D and Lucy A Nov 30 1905., 18: 262
Thompson Mildred W of Edwin G and Harriet A May 6 1906., 18: 323
Thompson Robert M of Edward A and Beatrice Aug 7 1910., 20: 94
Thompson William J of William and Mary A Sept 26 1902., 17: 343
Thompson William J of James and Margaret July 23 1910., 20: 87
Thompson William M of John and Annie Nov 29 1907., 19: 135
Thompson Winthrop E of George D Jr and Florence E May 11 1905., 18: 186
Thompson — d of Fred and Jane June 11 1901., 17: 181
Thompson — d of John S and Mary A Sept 28 1902., 17: 378
Thompson — s of Daniel and Catherine Jan 21 1903., 17: 442
Thompson — d of William E and Gertrude L May 6 1904., 18: 41
Thompson — s of Albert and Anna July 11 1906., 18: 348
Thompson — d of John and Jennie Feb 17 1908., 19: 176
Thompson — s of Gertrude Aug 12 1908., 19: 310
Thompson Alfred E of William P and Annie M June 2 1901., 17: 167
Thompson Ethel J of James and Ethel Jan 30 1910., 20: 12
Thomason Arousiag of Hagop and Arax Nov 7 1909., 19: 438
Thoreson Albert of Nels O and Amanda Mar 24 1901., 17: 149
Thoreson Harold F of Nels O and Amanda C Apr 14 1904., 18: 37
Thoreson John C of Nels O and Amanda C Oct 19 1905., 18: 247
Thorndike Richard of Justus P and Mabel G Aug 21 1901., 17: 202
Thorngren — d of William E and Ethel Dec 23 1909., 19: 141
Thorngren — d of William E and Ethel Dec 23 1909., 19: 141
Thornley Ira F of Fred and Gretchen July 10 1910., 20: 81
Thornley John M of James W and Aney July 11 1909., 19: 391
Thornley Mabel T of Henry and Mabel E July 11 1904., 18: 133
Thornley Norman W (c) of Hilton E and Ida S Dec 8 1901., 17: 237
Thornburn Edmund F of Ernest F and Erika Nov 5 1905., 18: 253
Thornburn Ernest T of Ernest F and Erika Feb 20 1904., 18: 64
Thornburn Esther L S of Ernest F and Erika S Sept 28 1908., 19: 270
Thornquist Astrid M of Gustaf and Hulda E Aug 21 1905., 18: 227
Thornquist Victor H of Andrew G and Huldah Jan 24 1904., 18: 9
Thornton Alfred of George A and Mary E Dec 13 1904., 18: 127
Thornton Amy S of Joseph and Annie Mar 16 1904., 18: 27
Thornton Anna M of George A and Mary E Dec 17 1909., 19: 452
Thornton Arnold L of John L and Irene P July 1 1908., 19: 397
Thornton Edna V of Albert J and Anna M Oct 16 1905., 18: 246
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Thornton Elsie H of Albert F and Laura July 20 1909... ... 19:395
Thornton Ethel M of Albert J and Anna M Jan 31 1908... ... 19:169
Thornton George E of George A and Mary E June 11 1903... ... 17:432
Thornton Gladys E of Robert W and Ellen May 10 1904... ... 18: 46
Thornton Grace R of Herbert and Elizabeth M Mar 27 1909... ... 19:347
Thornton Helen F of John W and Helen Oct 31 1910... ... 20:124
Thornton Herbert of Thomas J and Mary E Nov 18 1909... ... 19:442
Thornton Howard T of George A and Mary E Mar 10 1901... ... 17:145
Thornton James of John W and Helen Apr 29 1909... ... 19:358
Thornton John of John W and Helen Apr 29 1909... ... 19:358
Thornton John L of John L and Irene P Aug 21 1905... ... 18:274
Thornton Marian L of George A and Mary E Mar 3 1907... ... 19: 25
Thornton Mildred L of George H and Eugenia Apr 7 1902... ... 17:283
Thornton Richard A of Arnold W and Jennie M Sept 14 1908... ... 19:265
Thornton Richard M of Richard M and Alice E Feb 3 1903... ... 17:392
Thornton Robert A of James J and Annie F May 8 1906... ... 18:324
Thornton Theodore E (e) of Edward and Mildred E Aug 28
1908... ... 19:258
Thornton Thomas F of James J and Annie May 3 1907... ... 19: 48
Thornton Walter E of James J and Annie F July 30 1908... ... 19:246
Thornton William H of Christopher and Mary A Aug 6 1905... ... 18:222
Thornton —— s of Charles S and Lottie H Jan 5 1904... ... 18: 66
Thornton —— s of Alice Aug 26 1906... ... 18:366
Thornton —— s of Frank L and Inez Aug 30 1909... ... 19:411
Thornton —— d of Obey and Mary Oct 28 1910... ... 20:123
Thornton —— s of Frank and Inez Dec 25 1910... ... 20:144
Thorpe Barbara R of James and Barbara May 10 1903... ... 17:423
Thorpe Caroline M of William and Ann Mar 10 1901... ... 17:162
Thorpe Elizabeth B of Hugh and Agnes B Sept 18 1902... ... 17:341
Thorpe Frances E of James and Barbara Jan 8 1907... ... 19: 3
Thorpe George L of Robert C and Letitia Dec 6 1906... ... 18:403
Thorpe Helen V of Harry W and Catherine A Sept 25 1909... ... 19:423
Thorpe —— d of William and Ann Apr 22 1903... ... 17:443
Thorpe —— d of William and Ann Nov 15 1904... ... 18:137
Thorson Beule E of Alva and Selma M Mar 20 1903... ... 17:407
Thorson Thorsten T of Ivar T and Selma M Mar 15 1905... ... 18:166
Thrasher Mildred E of Frederick V and Nellie M Sept 2 1903... ... 17:467
Thrasher Winston S of Frederick V and Nellie M Jan 18 1909... ... 19:321
Thnotte Marion R of Isai and Rosilda Apr 12 1901... ... 17:155
Thnotte Theodore of Amanda July 6 1910... ... 20: 80
Thurber Catharine O'B of Charles F and Minnie M May 5 1906... ... 18:323
Thurber Edward M of Edward M and Alice R Apr 18 1905... ... 18:178
Thurber Elizabeth H of Eugene A and Margaret L Dec 27 1907... ... 19:148
Thurber Elsie M of Walter and Almira L Aug 4 1904... ... 18: 83
Thurber Francis W of John F and Rosalie 2 E Jan 2 1904... ... 18: 1

147
Thurber Margaret L of Eugene A and Margaret Jan 28 1910 .20: 12
Thurber Russell G of George R and Sue Sept 7 1904 .18: 96
Thurber Violet G of Francis and Rosena E Dec 27 1905 .18: 272
Thurber Wallace X of George R and Sue C Feb 6 1901 .17: 135
Thurber Walter P of Charles F and Minnie M Feb 23 1903 .17: 399
Thurber — d of Edward M and Alice R Apr 18 1905 .18: 178
Thurngate Dorothy M of Harry C and Josie Mar 19 1910 .20: 31
Thurley Charles F of William J and Bridget Aug 25 1901 .17: 204
Thurley George O of William J and Bridget Apr 14 1904 .18: 38
Thurley John E of William J and Bridget A Nov 17 1908 .19: 288
Thurley Mildred A of William J and Bridget A July 28 1906 .18: 354
Thurn Dorothy M of Albin and Alma F Mar 8 1907 .19: 27
Thurn Harold W of Albin and Alma F July 2 1908 .19: 236
Thurn — d of Gustaf A and Anna A Apr 13 1909 .19: 353
Thurrott James A of Angus E and Annie S Jan 28 1909 .19: 325
Thurston Benjamin L of Benjamin R and Martha June 2 1903 .17: 430
Thurston Edward C of George H and Margaret Aug 2 1902 .17: 325
Thurston George A of George A and Anastasia Mar 21 1904 .18: 29
Thurston Gertrude M of Clarence and Edith July 28 1907 .19: 89
Thurston Leland M of Leland W and Florence Dec 15 1910 .20: 140
Thurston Margaret of Frank G and Elizabeth G Dec 27 1906 .18: 410
Thurston Virginia H of Bertram E and Agnes H Sept 7 1902 .17: 337
Tiano Maria C of Vincenzo and Maria Jan 5 1901 .17: 126
Tibbetts Joseph J of Frank A and Hattie J June 27 1903 .17: 437
Tibbetts Kenneth F of Frank A and Harriet J May 31 1906 .18: 332
Tibbetts Otis of Wm and Signey E Oct 13 1909 .19: 429
Tiberio Maria of Giovanni and Filomena July 19 1908 .19: 242
Tiberio Maria of Giovanni and Filomena Dec 15 1909 .19: 451
Tichler Ida of Sam and Sada Nov 26 1903 .17: 495
Tidd Harriet D of Charles B and Elizabeth A Apr 12 1904 .18: 36
Tiderman Gota L of Gustaf A and Beda E May 11 1907 .19: 50
Tiderman Gustaf R of Gustaf A and Beda C Feb 7 1910 .20: 10
Tiemann Herbert of Michael and Ellen Mar 19 1906 .18: 307
Tiemann Agnes of Edward J and Mary E Sept 12 1903 .17: 471
Tiemann Edward F of William E and Sarah C Nov 16 1909 .19: 441
Tiemann Esther of John E and Catharine Apr 28 1905 .18: 182
Tiemann Evelyn A of Charles P and Anna A Sept 27 1903 .17: 509
Tiemann Evelyn M of William E and Sarah C Sept 17 1908 .19: 266
Tiemann Genevieve of Luke and Mary Feb 17 1910 .20: 19
Tiemann Gertrude of John E and Catharine Apr 21 1902 .17: 286
Tiemann James B of Bartholomew J and Winifred S Dec 11 1909 .19: 450
Tiemann James P of Edward J and Mary E Sept 29 1907 .19: 114
Tiemann John P of Patrick and Mary Dec 20 1901 .17: 241
Tiemann Madeline A of Patrick and Mary June 1 1908 .19: 218
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Tiernan Margaret A of Edward J and Mary E Aug 5 1901... 17:196
Tiernan Martha L of James E and Anna J July 14 1903... 17:451
Tiernan Mary of Luke and Mary July 6 1908... 19:238
Tiernan Sarah H of Patrick and Mary M Feb 5 1906... 18:292
Tiernan Thomas H of Edward J and Mary E Apr 1 1905... 18:172
Tiernan — d of Elizabeth May 13 1910... 20:52
Tiernan — s of James E and Anna J Nov 5 1905... 18:277
Tiernan — d of Patrick and Margaret Feb 16 1904... 18:66
Tiernen — d of Luke and Mary June 8 1907... 19:76
Tierney Alice of Owen and Annie Sept 9 1902... 17:337
Tierney Annie T of John and Bridget Nov 22 1904... 18:121
Tierney Cecelia G of Thomas E and Louise Nov 22 1904... 18:121
Tierney Edward A of Augustine A and Anne A Feb 4 1910... 20:14
Tierney Edward C of Thomas E and Louise Nov 6 1901... 17:227
Tierney Elizabeth F of John F and Sarah L July 14 1902... 17:319
Tierney Ellen L of James and Bridget July 3 1901... 17:185
Tierney Helen of John A and Mary M Nov 25 1908... 19:291
Tierney Irene M of John A and Mary M Nov 22 1910... 20:132
Tierney John F of Owen J and Annie Aug 3 1904... 18:83
Tierney John J of John and Johanna Mar 24 1903... 17:409
Tierney Joseph of Michael and Rose June 20 1902... 17:304
Tierney Joseph P of Patrick J and Rose Sept 11 1901... 17:209
Tierney Leo F of Philip P and Catherine T Nov 1 1901... 17:225
Tierney Marguerite L of James and Bridget Dec 3 1903... 17:497
Tierney Maria of Dominick and Emily Jan 11 1907... 19:72
Tierney Mary of Philip F and Catherine T May 9 1904... 18:45
Tierney Mary G of John A and Mary M May 21 1903... 17:426
Tierney Mary M of John and Joanna May 12 1905... 18:186
Tierney Muriel T of Michael J and Theresa Aug 22 1902... 17:332
Tierney Oswald of John and Johanna C May 7 1909... 19:361
Tierney Owen of Owen and Annie May 13 1908... 19:210
Tierney Peter of John and Bridget Dec 22 1902... 17:370
Tierney Robert of Owen and Annie June 13 1906... 18:337
Tierney Rose E of John and Bridget Apr 11 1907... 19:41
Tierney Rowena C of Augustine and Anna A Aug 3 1908... 19:248
Tierney Thomas F of Thomas J and Rose A Nov 26 1910... 20:134
Tierney Walter of Owen and Annie Sept 29 1910... 20:113
Tierney Walter F of John A and Mary M Mar 9 1906... 18:304
Tierney William J of John and Johanna May 13 1901... 17:163
Tierney William J of James and Bridget Mar 9 1907... 19:27
Tierney William McD of John J and Lucy T June 24 1902... 17:306
Tierney — s of Martin and Catherine Jan 10 1901... 17:179
Tierney — d of John E and Catherine Apr 22 1902... 17:287
Tierney — d of Elizabeth Apr 4 1904... 18:65
Tierstein Benny of Ike and Esther Sept 19 1906... 18:375
Tierstein Bessie of Isaac and Esther Mar 15 1903... 17:440
Tierstein Sylvia of David and Lillian Mar 26 1908............ 19: 190
Tierstein — s of David and Lilly Jan 12 1910............. 20: 5
Tiff Ruth I of Raymond F and Edith F May 24 1910........ 20: 56
Tiggle Alfred A (c) of William and Annie W Apr 30 1907 . 19: 47
Tiggle Malcolm O (c) of William and Annie W Aug 1 1908... 19: 247
Tiggle Muriel L (c) of William and Annie W July 4 1910.... 20: 79
Tighe Arthur H of Thomas J and Elizabeth T Aug 28 1909... 19: 410
Tighe Evelyn A of Hugh and Elizabeth Mar 2 1908.......... 19: 182
Tighe Francis A of Patrick J and Mary J Jan 4 1901...... 17: 125
Tighe Hugh A of Hugh and Elizabeth Dec 2 1902............ 17: 364
Tighe Mary A of Hugh and Elizabeth July 11 1906........... 18: 348
Tighe John J of Patrick J and Mary J Jan 4 1901......... 17: 125
Tighe Thomas of Thomas J and Elizabeth J Oct 31 1906..... 18: 390
Tigminas Mary of Steven and Mary Aug 1 1908.............. 19: 247
Tilenda Brunis of Peter and Mary Sept 12 1904............. 18: 98
Tilenda Sophia of Joseph and Tofila Jan 18 1904.......... 18: 7
Tilley Frank of Frank E and Margaret Feb 15 1906........ 18: 295
Tilley Winthrop S of Charles E and Laura E July 7 1902... 17: 317
Tillinghast Byron C of Byron C and Mabel E Aug 27 1909... 19: 458
Tillinghast Donald F of Daniel W and Alice T Aug 21 1905. 18: 227
Tillinghast Earl A of Byron C and Mabel E July 9 1906.... 18: 347
Tillinghast Earl P of William E and Mary Apr 30 1904..... 18: 42
Tillinghast Earl S of William S and Catherine July 1 1903.. 17: 446
Tillinghast Fred E of Clarence E and Lucy Mar 30 1901.... 17: 150
Tillinghast Frederick H of Frederick H and Helene July 28 1902. .......................... 17: 323
Tillinghast Harold C of Daniel W and Alice T June 11 1903.. 17: 432
Tillinghast Julia F of William S and Katherine June 2 1901. 17: 167
Tillinghast Katherine of John A and Grace H Dec 15 1904.. 18: 128
Tillinghast Lillian E of William E and Mary E Nov 30 1909.. 19: 446
Tillinghast Phebe A of William E and Mary E Jan 17 1907... 19: 7
Tillinghast Ralph H of William E and Mary E June 30 1902.. 17: 308
Tillinghast Roger P of Thomas P and Lola E Feb 22 1910.... 20: 21
Tillinghast — d of Edwin H and Alma M July 31 1906....... 18: 420
Tillison Ethel M of Richard D and Maude Oct 27 1902...... 17: 553
Tillman Forest W of John E and Hildegarde Apr 23 1905.... 18: 180
Tillman Grace H of Nils T and Victoria C Apr 7 1903...... 17: 413
Tillman John H of John E and Hildergard Sept 9 1902....... 17: 337
Tillman Lilly C of Nils T and Victoria C Apr 7 1903...... 17: 413
Tillman Mildred C of Nils T and Victoria June 9 1904..... 18: 55
Tillman Violet V C of Nils T and Alma V C Apr 8 1901.... 17: 154
Tilton Leslie R of Robert L and Madeleine Mar 28 1906.... 18: 310
Timbano Alfredo of Giuseppe and Maria June 23 1902....... 17: 305
Timbano Antonetta of Giuseppe and Maria Jan 1 1904..... 18: 1
Timbano Antonio of Giuseppe and Maria June 22 1902...... 17: 305
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Timberlake Antonio of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 6 1906. 18:303
Timberlake Charles F of Daniel and Rose Jan 31 1909. 19:326
Timberlake Harrriet R of Daniel and Rosanna July 24 1907. 19:88
Timberlake William H of Daniel and Rosanna Jan 22 1910. 20:9
Timberlake —— (c) d of Margaret Feb 6 1904. 18:66
Timmann Louis H of Thomas H and Betsy A Nov 4 1902. 17:356
Timmins Ellen T of James and Mary Jan 9 1904. 18:4
Timmins Francis of John and Annie July 13 1906. 18:348
Timmins —— s of James and Mary E Feb 6 1903. 17:442
Tine Salvatore of Sebastian and Paolina Sept 2 1910. 20:104
Tinerelli Michele of Pietro and Maria May 30 1905. 18:192
Tingley —— d of George H and Alfretta June 27 1903. 17:437
Tingley —— s of George H and Alfretta June 27 1903. 17:437
Tinker Aileen E F of Charles W and Florence A June 18 1902. 17:304
Tinkham John J of Albert and Louise M July 26 1904. 18:80
Tinkham Niles W of Stephen S and Edith F J Jan 17 1902. 17:258
Tinkham Rita of James and Louise Feb 19 1907. 19:20
Tinkham Ruth P of Winthrop K and Jessie H May 29 1904. 17:166
Tipple Marion E of William V R and Georgia A Aug 21 1903. 17:463
Tirrell Ruth of Prince H Jr and Mary G Apr 4 1907. 19:37
Tischler Max of Morris and Esther Sept 26 1905. 18:240
Tischler Sara of Morris and Esther Oct 14 1903. 17:481
Tiscione Nicolina of Stefano and Maria Dec 6 1908. 19:296
Tisdale —— s of Howard and Helen Nov 25 1901. 17:233
Tishler Max of George and Sarah Aug 13 1901. 17:199
Tissenbaum Henry of Hyman and Ida Oct 3 1904. 17:216
Tissenbaum Sidney J of Hyman and Irene Feb 7 1903. 17:394
Titano Maria E of Giuseppe and Rosa Oct 10 1904. 18:107
Titchner Alice M D of Albert A E and Margaret May 4 1902. 17:290
Titchko Maria C of Raffaele and Concetta Feb 23 1907. 19:22
Titunic Jeanette of Harry and Celia July 22 1910. 20:86
Titus Bertha F of Francis A and Bertha L Dec 17 1909. 19:452
Titus Blanche F of Earl D F and Edith Sept 26 1901. 17:213
Titus Elsie M of Ida M Dec 12 1910. 20:139
Titus Ethel of Frank A and Bertha L Apr 27 1906. 18:320
Titus Frederick W of Earl D F and Edith L July 9 1908. 19:239
Titus Grace E of Walter A and Bertha E June 7 1902. 17:300
Titus Mildred C of Willis H and Eva M Sept 29 1909. 19:424
Titus Myrtle L of Walter A and Bertha E May 13 1905. 18:186
Titus Walter T of Walter A and Bertha E Oct 6 1906. 18:381
Titus Willard L of Willis H and Eva M June 8 1906. 18:335
Titus Willis L of Willis H and Eva M Sept 2 1904. 18:94
Tiviani Rose of Vincenzo and Maria Jan 27 1902. 17:260
Toal Elmer F of Patrick and Lena Mar 8 1904. 18:25
Toal Lillian of Patrick and Lena Mar 11 1902. 17:274
Tobin Rosa of Peter and Katie Dec 12 1907 ................. 19: 143
Tobin Ellen M of Joseph and Annie Aug 18 1909 ......... 19: 406
Tobin Harry of Samuel H and Annie June 26 1906 ...... 18: 342
Tobin Jacob of Samuel and Annie July 1 1903 ......... 17: 446
Tobin John R of James and Ellen Aug 21 1907 ......... 19: 99
Tobin Julia J of James J and Julia Nov 6 1905 ......... 18: 254
Tobin Maironia of Moyle and Delfa July 26 1905 ......... 18: 218
Tobin Marguerite A of James and Ellen June 25 1910 ...... 20: 68
Tobin Mary C of James J and Julia July 24 1903 ...... 17: 534
Tobin Mary C of James and Julia July 24 1904 ...... 18: 79
Tobin —— s of James J and Julia J Dec 24 1907 ...... 19: 136
Tobrofsky Blanche of Joseph and Annie Oct 6 1909 ...... 19: 427
Toby Henry G of Joel H and Mary Oct 20 1910 ...... 20: 121
Tochkus Uligana of Mathew and Enelia May 25 1907 ...... 19: 56
Todd Catherine M of John J and Mary E July 14 1909 ...... 19: 393
Todd Charles R of Robert E and Emma M June 24 1910 ...... 20: 68
Todd John J of John J and Mary E Jan 26 1908 ...... 19: 107
Todd Robert N of William S and Bertha M Dec 3 1902 ...... 17: 305
Tod Giuseppe of Domenico and Assunta Feb 20 1909 ...... 19: 333
Todisco Ernesto of Giovanni and Filomena Mar 3 1907 ...... 19: 25
Todisco Petrino of Luigi and Angela June 12 1906 ...... 18: 337
Todisco Vito A of Francesco and Chiara Apr 22 1906 ...... 18: 319
Todisco —— s of Giovanni and Filomena Nov 16 1908 ...... 19: 288
Toher Francis of Stephen J and Elizabeth Sept 30 1909 ...... 19: 424
Toher James A of Adam A and Margaret M May 23 1907 ...... 19: 55
Toher John J of Adam A and Margaret M May 1 1906 ...... 18: 322
Toher Joseph of Stephen J and Elizabeth Aug 6 1901 ...... 17: 197
Toher Margaret V of Adam A and Margaret M May 16 1903 ...... 17: 425
Toher Mary A of Adam I and Margaret M Dec 25 1901 ...... 17: 243
Toletti Jose (c) of Joao and Maria Nov 16 1910 ...... 20: 130
Tolentino Antonio (c) of Joao and Maria June 21 1909 ...... 19: 378
Tolhurst Helen A of William E and Ella A Mar 16 1908 ...... 19: 187
Tolhurst Raymond A of William E and Ella A May 22 1906 ...... 18: 329
Tolhurst Willbur E of William E and Ella A Dec 7 1910 ...... 20: 138
Toliver Ethelyn M (c) of Joseph C and Martha A Nov 24 1903 17: 495
Tolledo Maria M of Jose M and Julia A May 23 1908 ...... 19: 213
Toliver —— (c) s of Joseph C and Martha A Apr 3 1902 ...... 17: 312
Tomai Isabella of Charles and Annie May 5 1903 ...... 17: 421
Tomajian Boofin of Thomas and Mary Nov 22 1907 ...... 19: 135
Tomajian Ruffina of Thomas and Mary Jan 22 1908 ...... 19: 166
Tomao Adelina F of Antonio and Vittoria Sept 28 1907 ...... 19: 114
Tomao Alcina of Francesco and Antonia July 24 1906 ...... 18: 353
Tomao Filomena of Antonio and Vittoria July 10 1906 ...... 18: 347
Tomao Lucia of Francesco and Antonia Jan 30 1901 ...... 17: 134
Tomao Maria of Joao and Maria Sept 16 1903 ...... 17: 472
Tomaso Cleria of Benedetto and Maria A Oct 22 1910 ...... 20: 121
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Tomaso Filomena of Pierino and Giuseppina May 6 1910...... 20:  50
Tomaso Giovanni of Antonio and Luigia Feb 10 1910........... 20:  16
Tomaso Grazia of Santo and Costanza Apr 28 1906.......... 18:  321
Tomaso Mariagiuseppa of Francesco and Antonia May 11 1904.18:  46
Tomaso Michele of Antonio and Vittoria Feb 17 1909........... 19:  322
Tomaso Vittoria of Salvatore and Emilia Sept 11 1909....... 19:  417
Tomaso Antonio of Angelo and Rosa Jan — 1904................. 18:  12
Tomaso Fortunato of Antonio and Giuseppina Apr 7 1908.... 19:  195
Tomaso Gabriela of Antonio and Giuseppa Mar 31 1904...... 18:  33
Tomaso Giovanni of Antonio and Giuseppa Mar 31 1904...... 18:  33
Tomaso Giovanni of Antonio and Giuseppa Mar 25 1905..... 18:  170
Tomassone Pasqua R of Antonio and Giulia Apr 22 1903.... 18:  180
Tomei Assunta of Carlo and Anna Sept 1 1901............... 17:  296
Tomeo Enrico of Charles and Annie July 29 1905............ 18:  219
Tomeshevsky Annie of Louis and Mary Nov 8 1902............ 17:  357
Tomkins George H of Albert V and Florence June 11 1901... 17:  170
Tommaso Eduardo of Gabriele and Rosaria Sept 27 1903... 17:  476
Tommaso Giuseppa of Santo and Costanza Mar 19 1905...... 18:  168
Tommassian Edith of Bohos and Narvart June 15 1908...... 19:  223
Tomolillo Giuditta of Michele and Angela Mar 26 1906...... 18:  309
Tomolillo Luigi of Michele and Angela Sept 12 1902...... 17:  338
Tomolillo Santina of Michele and Angelina Nov 1 1904.... 18:  114
Tomkins — s of Fred and Maude Jan 13 1902................. 17:  256
Tondreau Henri A of Joseph A and Edith M May 2 1910... 20:  48
Toner George of Charles W and Margaret M Jan 29 1902.... 17:  261
Toner Henry of James and Alice A Aug 2 1903............... 17:  457
Toner John of James and Alice A Dec 30 1904................. 17:  245
Toner Josephine L of Charles W and Annie A June 19 1910.. 20:  66
Toner Margaret M of Luke and Catherine Jan 25 1905..... 18:  149
Tonkonogy Walter of Israel and Eva May 3 1901............. 18:  43
Tomneligew Eya of Dominick and Helena Mar 8 1901.... 17:  144
Tomneligew Tofil of Dominick and Helena Mar 8 1901.... 17:  144
Tomobrelli Giuseppe of Luigi and Margherita Jan 11 1910... 20:  5
Tomns Tomins S of Simon and Salaiia July 7 1904......... 18:  133
Tomus — d of Lahoward and — Mar 5 1907............... 19:  26
Tomus — s of Eblem and Zahia Oct 17 1905........... 18:  246
Tooher Mary J of William H and Annie T Mar 17 1905.... 18:  168
Tooher Ella B of William L and Margaret Jan 1 1903..... 17:  381
Toolet Andrew A of James and Mary Jan 2 1910............ 20:  1
Toolet Anna of John F and Anna M July 4 1907.......... 19:  79
Toolet Annie E of James and Mary Jan 26 1903............. 17:  389
Toolet Annie E of Francis and Catharine Aug 29 1910.... 20: 102
Toolet Bertha of John F and Annie M Mar 3 1905........... 18:  162
Toolet Catherine E of Francis and Catherine Apr 16 1908.. 19: 199
Toolet Catherine E of James and Mary July 27 1908........ 19: 245
Toolet Charles E of Patrick H and Sarah J May 9 1904..... 18:  45
Toolan Ellen I of James and Mary July 27 1908. 19: 245
Toolan Francis of John F and Annie Oct 7 1901. 17: 217
Toolan Joseph P of James and Mary Jan 24 1901. 17: 132
Toolan Mary M of Francis and Catherine Aug 9 1904. 18: 85
Toole Catherine A of John J and Sarah T Nov 11 1901. 17: 228
Toole Harry M of Patrick F and Lena June 29 1906. 18: 343
Toole James G of James and Elsie M Aug 21 1908. 19: 908
Toole Margaret T of John J and Sarah T Apr 9 1905. 18: 175
Toolen Margaret C of James and Mary June 30 1905. 18: 203
Toolin Francis J of Francis and Catherine M May 28 1906. 18: 331
Toolin George B of Bartholomew and Catherine T July 24 1905. 18: 218
Toolin John P of Frank and Catherine June 15 1902. 17: 303
Toombs — m of Alfred O and Eva L Mar 24 1907. 19: 33
Toombs — d of Alfred O and Eva L Dec 9 1910. 20: 138
Toomey Cecilia of Thomas F and Cecilia G Aug 5 1910. 20: 148
Toomey Edward C of James F and Frances A July 8 1904. 18: 73
Toomey Gertrude C of Edward J and Lena M July 28 1904. 18: 80
Toomey Helen of — and Margaret Jan 24 1906. 18: 288
Toomey James A of Thomas F and Cecilia Jan 23 1903. 17: 388
Toomey Mary C of James F and Fannie A June 20 1906. 18: 339
Toomey Michael J of Patrick and Catherine May 26 1909. 19: 368
Toomey Raymond W of Thomas F and Celia A Oct 8 1906. 18: 382
Toomey Thomas F of Thomas F and Cecilia G Feb 16 1905. 18: 157
Tootell — d of Enoch and Helena M May 3 1910. 20: 76
Topalian Leon of Olah and Christine Feb 24 1909. 19: 335
Topliff Ruth A of Arthur C and Ida J Oct 18 1907. 19: 122
Toplitsky Hyman M of Hyman M and Bessie July 10 1908. 19: 239
Toplitzky Jacob of Max and Clara Sept 1 1909. 19: 412
Topp Clara M of Panfilo and Mariana Sept 13 1910. 20: 107
Topp Eduardo F of Giuseppe and Annina Mar 2 1907. 19: 24
Topp Lilia of Panfilo and Mariana Apr 28 1905. 18: 182
Topp Loretta A of Giuseppe and Anna Mar 16 1905. 18: 167
Topp Loreto M of Panfilo and Marianna May 16 1901. 17: 163
Topp Maria E of Panfilo and Maria A Dec 23 1903. 17: 504
Topp Oreste G of Panfilo and Mariannina July 3 1907. 19: 73
Topp — s of Leonardo and Angelina Sept 8 1904. 18: 138
Torchetti Francesco of Antonio and Rosaria Dec 8 1908. 19: 297
Torchetti Maria G of Antonio and Rosaria Dec 8 1908. 19: 297
Tordoff Marion E of Alfred and Margaret A June 15 1902. 17: 303
Tordoff — s of Mark and Melissa Oct 22 1901. 17: 222
Torelli — s of Michele and Carmela Oct 31 1905. 18: 251
Toreska Peter of Joseph and Rosalia Feb 26 1907. 19: 23
Torgan Esther of Louis and Fannie Jan 30 1905. 18: 151
Torgan Isadore of Nathan and Etta May 8 1903. 17: 422
Torghen Abraham of Samuel and Goldey Mar 24 1905. 18: 170
Torghen Abraham of Nathan and Ida June 22 1909. 19: 378
Torgsen Naomi of Louis and Fannie Mar 27 1910..................20: 34
Torgsen Rosa of Louis and Fannie May 28 1907..................19: 57
Torgsen Sarah of Nathan and Annie May 17 1906................18: 327
Torgin William of Louis and Fannie July 8 1902................17: 317
Torney George A of George J and Mary A July 19 1902........17: 320
Torney James F of James F and Frances Feb 8 1903.............17: 391
Torney Mary E of George J and Mary A June 10 1905...........18: 197
Torney Rose of George J and Mary A June 27 1907..............19: 69
Tornaro Ida of Benedetto and Maria C Oct 24 1910.............20: 122
Tornquist John of William and Selma Aug 2 1903..............17: 454
Toro Angela of Luigi and Maria A May 16 1904................17: 164
Toro Maria L of Luigi and Maria A Aug 19 1904..............18: 89
Tormo — s of Giuliano and Brigida Feb 1 1910.................20: 74
Torroni Toney of Thomas and Augustinia Sept 19 1907........19: 141
Torr Emma E of Henry F and Euphenia Nov 17 1906............18: 396
Torr Laura W of Henry and Euphenie Sept 3 1908..............19: 261
Torrre Lucia B of Domenico and Fortuna July 1 1908.........19: 236
Torrregosa Pasquale of Salvatore and Antonina Feb 20 1902...17: 268
Torrregossa Rosina of Salvatore and Antonia Nov 23 1903....17: 491
Torrregossa Antonina of Salvatore and Antonina May 28 1909...19: 369
Torrregossa Antonio of Salvatore and Elena Aug 8 1907......19: 91
Torrregossa Giuseppe of Salvatore and Lena Oct 4 1905.......18: 243
Torrregossa Maria N of Salvatore and Antonina Dec 25 1910...20: 144
Torres Carlos P of George P and Phoebe Nov 4 1906..........18: 392
Torrey Burleigh of Burleigh and Bessie Dec 4 1906....18: 402
Torro Pietro of Michele and Rachela Sept 17 1902...........17: 310
Torrmeo Anna M G of Giuliano and Brigida Dec 30 1906......18: 441
Torrmeo Anna M G of Giuliano and Brigida Aug 21 1908......19: 256
Torrmeo Filomena of Andrea and Maria Nov 6 1907...........19: 130
Torrmeo Francesca of Ferdinando and Anna Nov 16 1908......19: 288
Torrmeo Giovannina of Giuliano and Brigida Aug 4 1904....18: 83
Torrmeo Liberina of Ferdinando and Anna June 4 1910......20: 60
Torrmeo Maria of Ferdinando and Anna June 10 1907........19: 62
Torrmeo Saverio of Ferdinando and Anna June 24 1906......18: 341
Torrmeo Teresina of Andrea and Maria Oct 15 1909...........19: 430
Torsi Maria G of Paolo and Maria Oct 28 1904..............18: 112
Tortaliani Oreste of Giustine and Assunta May 29 1907......19: 57
Torti Carlo of Domenico and Assunta Dec 18 1903............17: 502
Torti Rachela of Salvatore and Delphina Feb 4 1910.........20: 14
Torti — s of Antonio and Giuseppa Sept 27 1902............17: 358
Torti Ermiria A of Gaetano and Donata Nov 4 1907...........19: 129
Torti Francesca of Antonio and Giuseppa Aug 28 1903.......19: 465
Torti Francesco of Gaetano and Donata Jan 12 1910...........20: 5
Torti Italia F of Antonio and Giuseppina Oct 29 1906......18: 389
Torti — s of Antonio and Giuseppa Oct 26 1905.............18: 277
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Tortis — s of Antonio and Giuseppina July 10 1910.....20: 150
Tortolani Carmela of Giustino and Assunta May 25 1909.....19: 368
Tortolani Elsa P C of Raffaele and Giovannina Sept 2 1905.....18: 282
Tortolani Ferdinando P V and Raffaele and Giovannina Nov 17
1901. .............................................................17: 230
Tortolani Gilberto of Alfonso and Erminia Sept 29 1908.....19: 270
Tortolani — d of Raffaele and Giovannina Oct 21 1902.....17: 351
Tortolani — d of Giustino and Assunta Jan 1 1905.....18: 206
Tortolani — d of Raffaele and Giovannina A Apr 9 1910.....20: 75
Tortolano Virginia E of Alfonso and Erminia May 5 1909.....19: 438
Tourani Angelo of Vetaldo and Maria June 25 1907.....19: 69
Tosea Stanislav of William and Veronica June 29 1904.....18: 63
Toscani — s of Domenico and Mariateresa Aug 17 1905.....18: 226
Toscano Clara Z of Carmine and Maria G Dec 20 1902.....17: 370
Toscano — d of Carmine and Maria G Oct 25 1903.....17: 512
Toscano — s of Carmine and Maria July 21 1906.....18: 420
Toscano — s of Carmine and Maria May 14 1908.....19: 234
Toska Joseph of William and Veronica Jan 8 1906.....18: 282
Tosti — d of Giorgio and Emilia Feb 7 1909.....19: 381
Toteanu Alexandru of George and Helen Nov 30 1907.....19: 138
Toteorian George of Bedros and Mary Mar 4 1908.....19: 182
Tuth Eleanor of Julius and Wilhelmine Jan 1 1905.....18: 141
Tuth Elizabeth of Julius and Wilhelmine June 7 1909.....19: 373
Tuth Mary of Julius and Wilhelmine Mar 3 1907.....19: 72
Tuth William of Julius and Wilhelmine Apr 5 1908.....19: 195
Toti Giovannina of Domenico and Assunta Nov 29 1907.....19: 138
Totsisco Carolina of Francesco and Chiara Sept 2 1904.....18: 94
Totman Doris of Howard E and Blanche E Sept 5 1906.....18: 309
Totman Dorothy of Howard E and Blanche E May 28 1908.....19: 215
Toto Carolina of Vincenzo and Emma Feb 4 1909.....19: 328
Tote Rosaria of Antonio and Catarina Oct 14 1910.....20: 118
Tetolo Costanza of Antonino and Catarina Feb 1 1907.....19: 13
Totolo Salvatore of Antonio and Catarina Aug 24 1905.....18: 228
Touchette Mary E L of Alphonse and Eva July 14 1907.....19: 84
Touchon Nellie of Paul and Victoria June 4 1907.....19: 60
Tougas George of Noel and Alfontine Aug 1 1902.....17: 325
Tougas Raymond L of Newell F and Elizabeth Oct 26 1910.....20: 123
Touhey Francis H of Francis H and Lina Jan 11 1906.....18: 284
Touhey Grace E of Francis H and Lina L Nov 25 1906.....18: 398
Toumian Ashtol of Hagop and Araxi Aug 15 1907.....19: 96
Toungee Everett C of Benjamin F and Grace E Oct 27 1908.....19: 280
Tourtellott Clarence S of Anthony M and Edna C June 23 1905.....18: 201
Tourtellott Cora E of Edward A and Ida B Apr 10 1902.....17: 284
Tourtellott Ellen of Anthony M and Edna C Sept 1 1901.....17: 206
Tourtellott Esther L of Walter R and Ethel M May 2 1910.....20: 48
Tourtellott Ethel F of Edward A and Ida B Apr 4 1901.....17: 152
Tourtellot Helen of Jesse H and Bessie Sept 17 1909...........19: 1179
Tourtellot Ruth M of Edward A and Ida B Oct 6 1905........18: 243
Tourtellot Stephen W of Stephen W G and Emilie B Feb 1
1903..................17: 394
Tourtellotte Albert F of George A and Grace F Jan 15 1903..17: 385
Tourtellotte Dorothy E of George A and Grace F Apr 25 1908.19: 263
Tourtellotte Genevieve E of George A and Grace F July 3 1906.18: 345
Tourtellotte William H of George A and Grace F Mar 30 1901.17: 151
Tovorosky Abraham B of Myer and Ida Feb 21 1901............18: 19
Tower Arthur F of Frank O and Annie C Jan 7 1910............20: 3
Tower Julia B of Louis P and Grace B Feb 3 1901..............18: 13
Tower Mary C of John W and Hamora E Feb 22 1901...........17: 110
Tower Robert W of John W and Xora E Dec 1 1901............18: 123
Towey Hugh F of Thomas A and Anastasia Feb 28 1901........17: 111
Towey John J of Dominick and Annie May 31 1901............17: 167
Towey Lilian A of Thomas A and Anastasia T Nov 22 1905...18: 259
Towey Margaret H of Thomas A and Anastasia Mar 12 1908..19: 185
Towey Mary H of Dominick and Annie June 28 1905............18: 202
Towey Mary V of Thomas A and Anastasia May 25 1903........17: 427
Towle Arthur H of William H and Lizzie A Apr 21 1907.....19: 44
Towle Elizabeth R of Albert L and Mabel C Aug 22 1902....17: 375
Towle Ernest W of Albert C and Martha A Dec 15 1909......19: 151
Towle Frederick E of William H and Elizabeth A Apr 10 1902.17: 284
Towle George C of Albert C and Martha A May 29 1902......17: 205
Towle Thomas R of Albert L and Mabel C Nov 10 1903......18: 190
Towle William H of William H and Elizabeth A June 21 1905.18: 200
Towle —— s of William H and Elizabeth May 9 1901...........18: 67
Townend Ira B of Percy and Bertha L Apr 11 1903...........17: 444
Townsend Dorothy O of George and Eliza Mar 21 1903.......17: 108
Townsend George C of John H 2nd and Eva F Sept 10 1901...17: 209
Townsend Elma H of Percy and Bertha Feb 22 1909...........19: 334
Townsend John H of John H 2nd and Eva F Apr 3 1906......18: 313
Townsend Yvonne E of Frank W and Perina D May 26 1910...20: 57
Townsend —— s of Sidney and Amy E Jan 19 1901.............17: 130
Townsend —— s of Herbert and Victoria R Aug 22 1901......17: 202
Townsend —— d of John H 2nd and Eva F Dec 25 1903.......17: 505
Townson Frank W of Percy and Georgiana Apr 12 1909......19: 353
Townson Jennie of Percy and Georgia Aug 5 1907............19: 93
Toye Dorothy L of Ernest S and Mabel A Dec 22 1907.......19: 146
Toye Ernest S of Ernest S and Mabel Feb 12 1910............20: 17
Toye Francis L of Joseph and Margaret A Feb 6 1909.......19: 328
Toye James T of Joseph and Margaret Jan 20 1907............19: 8
Toye John T of Joseph and Margaret Mar 6 1905.............18: 163
Tra Mathilda of Jack and Mary A Dec 26 1910..............20: 141
Trabucco Anna of Lorenzo and Assunta July 1 1909........19: 388
Trabucco Carmela of Lorenzo and Assunta June 1 1907....19: 60
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship to Other(s)</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tracado</td>
<td>s of Joao M and Maria</td>
<td>May 1 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Catherine of James and</td>
<td>May 11 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Edmund of James and</td>
<td>June 22 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Edna of William F and</td>
<td>Dec 27 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Genevieve of William P</td>
<td>Sept 20 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>James H of William P</td>
<td>Jan 9 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Margaret of William and</td>
<td>June 18 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Patrick F of Thomas J</td>
<td>Feb 20 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Agnes of Daniel J and</td>
<td>Nov 16 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Annie of Daniel J and</td>
<td>Sept 7 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Dorothy A of Arthur M</td>
<td>Nov 26 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Edward L of Edward L and</td>
<td>Feb 29 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Ellen E of John L and</td>
<td>Oct 17 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Florence E of William C</td>
<td>Nov 19 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>George E of John and</td>
<td>May 22 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Harry E of William F and</td>
<td>June 23 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Harry E of William F and</td>
<td>June 25 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Helen C of William P and</td>
<td>Dec 25 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Helen R of Michael J and</td>
<td>July 16 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Ida E of John F and</td>
<td>July 2 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>John L of John L and</td>
<td>Apr 30 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Joseph L of William P</td>
<td>June 19 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Leo of John F and</td>
<td>Aug 25 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Leslie L of Edward L and</td>
<td>July 24 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Lewis J of John L and</td>
<td>June 27 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Margaret of James and</td>
<td>Apr 1 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Margaret of Daniel J and</td>
<td>June 28 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Mary of Patrick J and</td>
<td>Jan 12 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Michael J of William J</td>
<td>Aug 3 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Olive M of Peter H and</td>
<td>Mar 29 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Russell L of John and</td>
<td>Apr 4 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Stephen F of John L and</td>
<td>Apr 30 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>Thomas F of William J</td>
<td>Sept 1 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>William E of Peter and</td>
<td>Feb 3 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>s of Katie Aug 29 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>s of James and Ellen</td>
<td>Dec 19 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>s of John A and Letitia</td>
<td>July 8 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>s of Daniel and</td>
<td>Nov 16 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey</td>
<td>s of Daniel J and</td>
<td>Nov 17 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trafford</td>
<td>Marion F of Jefferson K</td>
<td>June 21 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trafford</td>
<td>s of Flora Sept 12</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trafford</td>
<td>George R of James G and</td>
<td>Dec 6 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trager</td>
<td>Harry of Frank and</td>
<td>July 12 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traill</td>
<td>Raymond of Alexander and</td>
<td>Oct 23 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor</td>
<td>Alice C of Patrick F and</td>
<td>Oct 5 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainor</td>
<td>Anna of Patrick J and</td>
<td>Apr 24 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Trainor  Beatrice of John J and Annie July 9 1910. .............. 20: 81
Trainor  Catherine E of William J and Elizabeth May 3 1909. 19: 360
Trainor  Edward A of James and Mary A Aug 21 1901 ............ 17: 292
Trainor  Edward J of John J and Annie Mar 5 1907 .............. 19: 26
Trainor  Frances M M of Bernard and Frances Nov 27 1901 ... 18: 122
Trainor  Francis J of Owen A and Catherine Aug 1 1902 ....... 17: 325
Trainor  Frank B of Charles and Jennie Aug 5 1902 .......... 17: 326
Trainor  Frederick C of Patrick F and Alice Aug 29 1901 ... 17: 205
Trainor  Hannah M of William J and Bridget E May 28 1907 19: 57
Trainor  Helen of James J and Ellen Mar 9 1902 ............... 17: 273
Trainor  Helen of Michael A and Mary Nov 21 1907 .......... 19: 135
Trainor  James of Emmett G and Ellen Feb 10 1904 ......... 18: 15
Trainor  James of John and Sarah Apr 21 1906 .......... 18: 319
Trainor  John F of John J and Annie Jan 14 1901 ......... 17: 128
Trainor  John P of Patrick J and Mary June 27 1908 ....... 17: 437
Trainor  John R of John J and Annie May 24 1903 ......... 17: 247
Trainor  Joseph of Patrick J and Mary Aug 26 1908 ....... 19: 297
Trainor  Joseph P of Patrick and Annie June 7 1901 .. 17: 169
Trainor  Lawrence C of Lawrence J and Rose A Jan 15 1902 17: 257
Trainor  Leo of Emmett G and Ellen G Apr 20 1909 ....... 19: 355
Trainor  Leonard of Emmett G and Ellen G Apr 20 1909 ... 19: 355
Trainor  Lillian M of Owen F and Alice Aug 14 1909 ....... 19: 405
Trainor  Madeline A of John F and Margaret Feb 28 1910 20: 23
Trainor  Marie of Daniel and Sarah July 5 1907 .......... 19: 80
Trainor  Mary of John J and Annie Feb 11 1902 ......... 17: 265
Trainor  Mary W of John J and Ellen June 5 1901 ......... 17: 169
Trainor  Matthew E of Francis and Ellen Oct 20 1906 .... 18: 386
Trainor  Raymond of Owen A and Catharine Sept 27 1906 .. 18: 378
Trainor  Robert of John and Sarah Apr 1 1909 ......... 19: 349
Trainor  Rosanna of John and Mary Jan 1 1905 ......... 18: 111
Trainor  Rose of John and Sarah Aug 8 1904 ............. 18: 85
Trainor  Stephen of Daniel and Sarah Feb 13 1902 ....... 17: 265
Trainor  Susan M of Bernard and Frances Apr 10 1906 .. 18: 315
Trainor  Thomas J of Bernard and Frances Aug 20 1910 .... 20: 99
Trainor  Vincent of John J and Annie May 10 1909 ....... 19: 363
Trainor  William J of William J and Bridget E Oct 22 1904 18: 110
Trainor  d of John F and Ellen G Mar 29 1902 ....... 17: 279
Trainor  s of Emmett G and Ellen G Nov 24 1902 ....... 17: 378
Trainor  s of Emmett G and Ellen G Apr 6 1906 ....... 18: 418
Trainor  d of John and Mary Feb 18 1909 ......... 19: 385
Trainor  s of Ada Oct 3 1910 .......... 20: 114
Trainor  d of Emmett G and Ellen G Dec 24 1910 ....... 20: 152
Trainor  Frances M of Frances A and Bessie F Aug 27 1903 17: 465
Trainor  Maria L of Francesco and Maria F June 29 1901 18: 59
Trainor  Guglielmo C N of Francesco and Maria F Sept 29 1901 ......... 17: 215
Tramonti Matilda of Francesco and Maria Jan 22 1906........ 18: 287
Tramonti — d of Francesco and Maria July 10 1908........ 19: 310
Tramonty Bernardo of Francesco and Maria May 20 1903........ 17: 426
Tranesky Frank of Ludvik and Katy Jan 21 1903........ 17: 387
Tranter Olive M of Thomas II and Olive Sept 20 1906........ 18: 375
Tranter — d of Ezekiel and Julia June 26 1901........ 17: 181
Trask Ethel M of Fred A and Edith A Aug 8 1909........ 19: 403
Trask Frances McG of Catherine A Jan 22 1902........ 17: 259
Traviskukc Antony of Antony and Agnes Sept 25 1910........ 20: 112
Travers Ida A of Frank and Ida May 26 1904........ 18: 51
Travers Marie R of Jose M and Marie Oct 6 1906........ 18: 381
Travers Warren J of Hugh F and Emma Sept 1 1905........ 18: 223
Travers William R of Archibald G and Annie July 30 1907........ 19: 90
Traverse Celestina of Anthony and Marion Sept 25 1907........ 19: 113
Traverse Elizabeth H of Anthony A and Mary A E Apr 27 1910........ 20: 148
Traverse Jose of Jose and Maria Feb 12 1904........ 18: 16
Travis Antone of Jose and Marie May 12 1906........ 18: 326
Travis Eleanor A of Lashley F and Calla A Aug 10 1907........ 19: 94
Travisino Fioravanti of Alessandro and Giuseppina Aug 11 1909........ 19: 404
Travisino Dusolina I M of Alessandro and Giuseppina Nov 19 1910........ 20: 131
Travisino Alberto of Alessandro and Giuseppa Jan 7 1907........ 19: 3
Travisino Lucia of Alessandro and Giuseppa June 12 1905........ 18: 197
Traynor Ruth A of Francis and Ida M I Feb 21 1906........ 18: 412
Traynor Earl W of George L and Ella L Jan 7 1904........ 18: 3
Traynor Ella L of George L and Ella L Jan 2 1902........ 17: 253
Traynor Francis of George L and Ella L Nov 18 1909........ 19: 442
Traynor George L of George L and Ella L Mar 16 1908........ 19: 187
Traynor John of John and Sarah J May 8 1902........ 17: 292
Traynor Margaret A of George L and Ella L Jan 18 1906........ 18: 286
Treacy William of Patrick J and Kathleen M Aug 1 1908........ 19: 247
Treger Sarah of Samuel and Fannie Mar 29 1910........ 20: 35
Treger — d of Samuel and Fannie Mar 29 1910........ 20: 35
Treger Idoria of Sam and Betsy July 11 1902........ 17: 318
Treistman Sam of Louis and Susie May 27 1905........ 18: 191
Trelli Alfredo of Michele and Carmina Nov 14 1906........ 18: 395
Tremblay Ada of Joseph and Bernadette July 11 1904........ 18: 74
Tremblay Marie B A of Joseph and Bernadette Feb 10 1906........ 18: 294
Trembley Joseph A of Joseph and Bernadette Mar 7 1902........ 17: 273
Trembley — d of Edith Feb 2 1910........ 20: 14
Tremendozzi Angelo of Giuseppe and Carmela Nov 28 1908........ 19: 292
Tremendozzi Antonetta C of Giuseppe and Carmilla June 13 1901........ 17: 171
Tremendozzi Carolina L of Giuseppe and Carmela Apr 28 1910.20: 46
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Tremendozzi Edda of Giuseppe and Camilla Feb 17 1906 ......... 18:296
Tremendozzi Luigi of Giuseppe and Camilla Dec 19 1902 ......... 17:370
Tremendozzi Luisa of Giuseppe and Carmela Feb 12 1904 ......... 18: 16
Tremmel George W of Joseph and Myra V Feb 12 1907 ......... 19: 17
Tremmel Margaret V of Joseph and Myra V July 17 1910 ......... 19: 18
Tremmel —— d of Joseph and Myra Oct 27 1908 ......... 19: 11
Tremnell Helen of Peter R and Barbara Sept 10 1901 ......... 17:209
Tremondozzi Giuseppe F of Giuseppe and Camilla Sept 2 1907,19:104
Treun Anna R of Samuel and Georgiana Jan 8 1909 ......... 19: 318
Treun Charles E of Samuel A and Georgiana Nov 6 1907 ......... 19: 130
Treun Ethel M of George F and Maude E Aug 21 1907 ......... 19: 99
Treun George G of Samuel A and Georgiana Nov 27 1902 ......... 17:362
Treun Helen M of Philip A and Annie A June 26 1910 ......... 20: 69
Treun Mary E of Samuel A and Georgiana A Nov 18 1901 ......... 17:231
Treun Philip A of Samuel J and Georgiana A Jan 16 1904 ......... 18: 6
Treun Walter F of Samuel A and Georgiana A Nov 14 1905 ......... 18:256
Tresilska Mariana of Alexander and Annie July 28 1908 ......... 19: 246
Trevor Agnes I of Frank and Ida M 1 June 8 1907 ......... 19: 62
Trevor Ethel P of Frank and Ida M Mar 31 1903 ......... 17:411
Trevor Grace E of Frank and Ida M May 26 1905 ......... 18:191
Trevor John F of Francis and Ida M E Oct 1 1909 ......... 19:125
Triangolo Alessandro of Giovanni and Lucia Mar 9 1902 ......... 17:273
Triangolo Amedeo of Catello and Anna Mar 1 1910 ......... 20: 25
Triangolo Daniele of Andrea and Adelina Apr 24 1901 ......... 17:158
Triangolo Elisabetta of Giuseppe and Lucia Feb 12 1901 ......... 18: 16
Triangolo Eliseo of Giovanni and Lucia Apr 24 1905 ......... 18:180
Triangolo Francesco of Giovanni and Lucia Nov 2 1906 ......... 18:391
Triangolo Gemma of Andrea and Adelina May 31 1902 ......... 17:298
Triangolo Giovanni of Andrea and Lucia Nov 2 1902 ......... 19:136
Triangolo Matilda of Andrea and Adelina Jan 14 1907 ......... 19: 4
Triangolo Vincenzina of Andrea and Adelina Nov 22 1903 ......... 17:494
Trice Harley N of Charles M and Selma Nov 23 1908 ......... 19:290
Tridenti Antonio of Matteo and Antilia July 2 1906 ......... 18:344
Tridenti Michele of Matteo and Antilia May 8 1910 ......... 20: 50
Tridenti Rosaria of Matteo and Antilia Aug 21 1907 ......... 19: 99
Trieski Caroline of Louis and Kate Dec 14 1901 ......... 18:127
Triger Jacob of Isaac and Fannie Feb 27 1908 ......... 19:180
Triggs Helen M of Jeremiah J and Elizabeth J Sept 12 1903 ......... 17:471
Trillo Bernardo of Amato and Assunta June 9 1905 ......... 18:196
Trillo Giuseppe of Amato and Assunta Aug 1 1907 ......... 19: 91
Trillo Giuseppina of Amato and Assunta Apr 1 1904 ......... 18: 34
Trillo Rosa of Amato and Assunta Dec 21 1910 ......... 20:143
Trillo Vincenzo of Amato and Assunta Sept 15 1909 ......... 19:418
Trim William H of Horace S and Harriet May 11 1905 ......... 18:186
Trina Americo of Lorenzo and Maria A Jan 4 1908 ......... 19:179
Trimmer Helen D of Davenport E and Elizabeth A Dec 28 1904,17:244
BIRTHS

Trinidad Manuel S of John S and Frisca May 22 1904........... 18: 50
Trinque Joseph A R of Deus and Albina Aug 26 1909........... 19: 410
Trione Antonetta of Domenico and Rosa Sept 11 1908........... 19: 264
Tripp Ada M of Lewis E and Nellie A May 3 1905.............. 18: 205
Tripp Elmer C of Louis and Nellie Oct 13 1902.............. 17: 349
Tripp Giles K G of B Wilson and Margaret E Apr 18 1907..... 19: 43
Tristano Ermulia of Rocco and Estella Mar 6 1905........... 18: 163
Tristano Giuseppe of Michele and Giulia May 26 1909........... 19: 368
Tristano Leonora of Rocco and Stella July 12 1909........... 19: 392
Tristano Lucia of Rocco and Stella Feb 9 1908.............. 19: 173
Tristano Nicola of Rocco and Stella May 2 1906............. 18: 322
Tristano — s of Rocco and Stella Feb 16 1903.............. 17: 396
Tristano — s of Michele and Giulia Aug 17 1910........... 20: 150
Troberman Annie of Wolf and Ida July 18 1910........... 20: 85
Trobie Michele of Pasquale and Caterina July 27 1903........ 17: 455
Troiana Antonetta of Domenico and Rosina Sept 7 1908........ 19: 271
Troiane Vincent of Raffaele and Caterina Aug 31 1906........ 18: 367
Troiani Alveda of Vincenzo and Maria Nov 20 1907........... 19: 135
Troiani Vincenzo of Raffaele and Caterina Mar 18 1905........ 18: 168
Troiani — d of Vincenzo and Maria Nov 16 1905........... 18: 257
Troiani — d of Vincenzo and Maria June 6 1910........... 20: 61
Troiano Anna F of Vincenzo and Maria D Oct 8 1909........... 19: 427
Troiano Maria A of Domenico and Rosa Apr 2 1906........... 18: 312
Troiano — s of Domenico and Elisa Oct 4 1903........... 17: 478
Troianowicz Wladislaw of Wladislaw and Amelia Dec 20 1909................... 19: 453
Troino Rocco of Giovanni and Teresa May 7 1909........... 19: 361
Troino Vincenzo of Giovanni and Teresa Aug 22 1907........... 19: 99
Troisi Pasquale of Paolo and Rosa Apr 15 1906.............. A-1: 51
Trombetta Maria of Vincenzo and Giulia Feb 24 1906........... 18: 299
Trombetti Assunta D of Lorenzo and Emilia May 31 1908........... 19: 216
Trombetti Domenica of Vincenzo and Giulia Nov 8 1908........... 19: 284
Trombetti Fiorinda A of Lorenzo and Emilia Nov 3 1909........... 19: 437
Trombetti Rosalia M of Lorenzo and Emilia Nov 27 1906........... 18: 399
Trombly Virginia of Charles F and Malvina May 13 1903........... 17: 424
Troppola Donato of Pasquale and Caterina Oct 25 1901........... 17: 223
Troppoli Alberto of Pasquale and Caterina Apr 22 1906........... 18: 319
Troppoli Giovanni of Pasquale and Caterina July 25 1903........... 17: 455
Trotta Raffaele of Francesco and Maria Sept 14 1908........... 19: 265
Trotta — s of Francesco and Giuseppa Jan 24 1910........... 20: 74
Trotti Michele of Francesco and Maria Apr 26 1907........... 19: 46
Tronit Florence H (c) of Charles W and Mary Feb 10 1907........... 19: 17
Trupiansky Joseph of David and Dora June 7 1908........... 19: 220
Trupiansky Mary of David and Dora June 5 1903........... 17: 431
Trupiansky William S of David and Dora Apr 7 1906........... 18: 314
Trouppiansky Benjamin of David and Dora Nov 17 1901........... 17: 230
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Trouve Emily J of Emile and Florence L Aug 12 1907......... 19: 95
Trouve Henry V of Leon and Sarah Jan 30 1902............ 17: 261
Trovin Emilio G L of Giovanni and Teresa Jan 13 1906.... 18: 284
Trovic Pasquale of Paolo and Rosina May 11 1906........ 18: 326
Trovico Antonio of Angiolo and Rosaria Jan 20 1904.... 18:  8
Trovico Giuseppina of Paolo and Rosa Mar 20 1908...... 19: 188
Troy George F of George F and Alice May 8 1909......... 19: 362
Troy Martha of George F and Alice L Nov 3 1910....... 20: 125
Truchan Annie of Paul and Victoria Oct 14 1910........ 20: 151
Truchan —— d of Paul and Victoria Oct 14 1910.......... 20: 118
Truchin William of Paul and Victoria July 29 1909...... 19: 338
Trudeau Adrienne of Napoleon and Regina July 28 1909... 19: 238
Trudeau George E of Joseph S and Anna Aug 25 1906.... 18: 365
Trudeau Janet of Roland and Cordelia M Apr 6 1902.... 17: 309
Trudeau John H of Henry and Julia Aug 23 1903...... 17: 164
Trudeau Joseph G E of Joseph and Annie Oct 24 1904... 18: 111
Trudeau Joseph O E of Joseph L and Anna Mar 17 1908... 19: 187
Trudeau —— s of Louis and Zelia Feb 4 1904............. 18:  69
Trudel Albert of Elio and Diana July 9 1910............. 20:  81
Trudel Azealas of Joseph and Maria Jan 20 1901....... 17: 130
Trudel Henri of Elie and Dina Oct 13 1904.......... .... 18: 108
Trudel Joseph of Elie and Lena June 21 1902........... 17: 305
Trudel Joseph of Joseph and Emma Jan 2 1903......... 17: 384
Trudel Joseph A of Helia and Dina Oct 18 1903.... 17: 483
Trudel Joseph A of Edmund and Laura Aug 14 1910.... 20:  96
Trudel Joseph E of Heliadore and Dina Apr 30 1906..... 18: 321
Trudel Marie A of Joseph and Maria Oct 8 1906....... 18: 382
Trudel Maria B of Eli and Dina Sept 3 1908.......... 19: 261
Trudel Harry of Henry and Blanche July 13 1904..... 18: 135
Trudel Joseph of Heliadore and Dina June 5 1907..... 19:  60
Trudon Alma of Patrick L and Ellen Feb 13 1910..... 20:  17
Trudon James of Patrick L and Ellen M June 28 1908... 19: 228
True Florence L of Irving J and Mary S Oct 28 1907... 19: 126
Truelove Earl W of Edmund A and Annie May 6 1903... 17: 122
Truesdale Inez H of James A and Edith Feb 22 1910... 20:  24
Truski Giosina of Angelo and Rosaria Oct 26 1905...... 18: 219
Truman Anna L of Nathan H and Marion R Aug 28 1907... 19: 102
Truman Charlotte W of Nathan H and Marion R Nov 7 1903. 17: 189
Truppa Maria T of Gaetano and Maria C July 17 1910.... 20:  84
Truppi Ernestina A M of Lorenzo and Maria F Feb 23 1902. 17: 239
Truppi Ernesto A of Lorenzo and Maria Sept 16 1903... 17: 172
Trusdale Gordon C of James A and Edith M Aug 1 1908... 19: 307
Trusdale Hope of William H and Jessie A July 10 1903... 17: 149
Trusdale Howard W of James A and Edith M Apr 2 1907... 19:  36
Trusdale Lillian E of James A and Edith M Feb 27 1905... 18: 160
Trusdale Mildred E of James A and Edith M Mar 27 1903..... 17:410
Truslow Mildred P of Walter G and Mary E Sept 1 1902..... 17:335
Tryon Dorothy B of George M and Lula B Feb 22 1909..... 19:334
Tryon --- s of George M E and Lula B Dec 17 1907..... 19:144
Tubin David of Joseph and Henriett Sept 18 1901..... 17:211
Tubin Louise of Sam and Annie Mar 27 1909..... 19:347
Tubman Saul of Samuel and Annie Jan 31 1902..... 17:261
Tubman Abraham of Samuel and Sarah Jan 21 1908..... 19:166
Tucci Angelo L of Giovanni and Carmela Apr 1 1910..... 20:36
Tucci Bruno of Giovanni and Carmela July 22 1904..... 18:78
Tucci Domenico of Giovanni and Carmela Jan 25 1908..... 19:167
Tuccio Teresa M of Giovanni and Carmela Feb 17 1906..... 18:296
Tucker Albert C of Albert F and Josephine F May 4 1904..... 18:44
Tucker Arthur X of Arthur X and Lucy W B Apr 10 1907..... 19:39
Tucker Byron A of Byron J and Ellen V July 14 1907..... 19:84
Tucker Charles F of Andrew C and Harriet F July 3 1909..... 19:458
Tucker Doris L of Lynn A and Emma M Nov 12 1902..... 17:358
Tucker Edith A (c) of William T and Elizabeth B Aug 2 1905..... 18:221
Tucker Ernest E of Albert F and Josephine Aug 9 1909..... 19:403
Tucker Ernest L of Leroy E and Mabel Mar 5 1907..... 19:26
Tucker Franklin of George W and Elizabeth May 22 1907..... 19:54
Tucker Frederick C of Arthur X and Lucy Nov 27 1902..... 17:363
Tucker Georgia M of Ernest L and Mabel Apr 20 1910..... 20:43
Tucker Harold V of Albert F and Josephine F July 18 1907..... 19:85
Tucker Harold V of George W and Lizzie Nov 5 1908..... 19:283
Tucker Joseph H of Joseph H and Annie Jan 14 1909..... 19:320
Tucker Lucy M of Arthur and Lucy N B Mar 29 1905..... 18:171
Tucker Madeleine I of Florence Aug 9 1901..... 17:198
Tucker Margaret I of Byron J and Ellen V Jan 31 1904..... 18:11
Tucker Raymond of Byron J and Ellen V Feb 16 1903..... 17:396
Tucker Raymond A of Berton W and Marietta July 14 1907..... 19:84
Tucker Russell of George W and Lizzie Oct 5 1904..... 18:105
Tucker Ruth M of Arthur X and Lucy Mar 28 1908..... 19:191
Tucker Sadie (c) of William and Elizabeth B Sept 26 1910..... 20:112
Tucker Thomas C of Ernest L and Mabel Apr 7 1908..... 19:195
Tucker Walter R of Arthur X and Lucy Mar 5 1910..... 20:26
Tucker Warren F of Albert F and Josephine F Sept 9 1905..... 18:234
Tucker William H (c) of William T and Elizabeth Jan 20 1901.17:130
Tuckerman Inez L of Frank E and Lillian B June 30 1910..... 20:70
Tuckerman Vivian A of Frank E and Lillian B July 19 1908..... 19:242
Tudone Romilda of Crecenzo and Antonetta Nov 20 1906..... 18:398
Tucy —— s of John and Mary Aug 11 1901..... 18:37
Tufano Pasquale of Tomaso and Benedetta Oct 23 1909..... 19:433
Tufts Edward J of Joseph F and Grace I Dec 10 1907..... 19:142
Tufwesson Oscar W of Mans and Hulma Mar 15 1909..... 19:342
Tuktukian Armenian of Kirkor and Takouhi May 22 1905..... 18:190
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Tulla Louisa M of Oliver W and Lizzie E Apr 21 1902.............17: 287
Tulla Maria of Pasquale and Teresa Sept 28 1903................17: 476
Tulla Maria of Pasquale and Teresa Sept 26 1903................17: 475
Tulla Michele of Pasquale and Teresa Dec 23 1901..............17: 242
Tullo Cosimo of Pasquale and Teresa Nov 16 1905..............18: 257
Tullo Giovannina of Carmine and Maria Sept 8 1907............19: 196
Tullo Lucia of Carmine and Maria Dec 12 1908..................19: 299
Tullo Lucia P of Carmine and Maria Apr 26 1910.................20: 43
Tullo Michele of Carmine and Maria Dec 12 1908..............19: 299
Tullo Rosa of Ropie 2 and Cora July 1 1907...................19: 78
Tullo Rosina of Pasquale and Teresa Jan 7 1908..............19: 160
Tully Benjamin S of William J and Grace C May 31 1905.......18: 193
Tully Irene A of Thomas A and Mary E July 22 1906..........18: 352
Tully John of Joseph and Annie E May 10 1902...............17: 292
Tully Margaret of Joseph and Annie E Feb 8 1910..............20: 15
Tully Margaret E of Thomas A and Mary E Nov 17 1907......19: 133
Tully Mary of Joseph and Annie E May 10 1902...............17: 292
Tully Michael of Joseph and Annie E July 15 1904...........18: 76
Tully Raymond A of Thomas and Mary Nov 7 1901..............17: 227
Tully Virginia P of Frederick and — Apr 27 1908............19: 203
Tully — d of Joseph and Annie E Apr 4 1906.................18: 313
Tully — s of Joseph and Annie E Feb 8 1910...............20: 15
Tumao Enrico of Antonio and Vittoria Dec 2 1910............20: 136
Tumara Donata of Carl and Angelina Aug 3 1901..............17: 196
Tuppa Ersilia of Michele and Maria Sept 29 1905...........18: 241
Turano Anna of Santo and Francesca July 1 1901.............17: 185
Turbett — s of Daniel E and Mary E May 17 1906............18: 119
Turbett Albert A of Francis J and Margaret E Dec 1 1905.....18: 262
Turbett Anna of Joseph and Anna T Sept 20 1902.............17: 341
Turbett Catherine of John F and Rose Aug 2 1901............18: 82
Turbett Edna of James F and Mary A Oct 8 1903..............17: 180
Turbett Edward J of Joseph and Anna June 23 1905.........18: 201
Turbett Eleanor of Patrick F and Martha A Sept 28 1901....18: 103
Turbett Elizabeth of Daniel E and Mary E Dec 7 1904.......18: 125
Turbett Everett J of John C and Ellen May 28 1907.........19: 57
Turbett Franc A of Robert and Mary A Dec 20 1910........20: 142
Turbett George O of Robert and Mary A Aug 27 1909........19: 110
Turbett Helen of Joseph F and Annie E Aug 5 1909...........19: 101
Turbett Henry of William and Catherine J Feb 2 1902.......17: 262
Turbett Henry J of Henry and Mary Dec 18 1908..............19: 301
Turbett James of William and Catherine J Sept 20 1906......18: 375
Turbett John F of John C and Ellen May 11 1909............19: 363
Turbett Joseph of James F and Mary A Dec 18 1905.........18: 268
Turbett Joseph T of William and Catherine J Mar 26 1904.....18: 31
Turbett Kathryn E of Francis J and Margaret E Feb 11 1904..18: 17
Turbett Leo of John C and Ellen May 10 1904...............18: 46
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Mother Mother</th>
<th>Father Father</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Place of Birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turbitt</td>
<td>Loretta of James</td>
<td>Mary A</td>
<td>June 6 1901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbitt</td>
<td>Margaret of Joseph</td>
<td>Annie T</td>
<td>Sept 3 1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbitt</td>
<td>Marian of Frank</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>May 13 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbitt</td>
<td>Mary H of John</td>
<td>Ellen</td>
<td>Aug 15 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbitt</td>
<td>Robert A of Robert</td>
<td>Mary A</td>
<td>Dec 28 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbitt</td>
<td>Robert H of Francis</td>
<td>Margaret E</td>
<td>Jan 31 1901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbitt</td>
<td>Thomas M of William</td>
<td>Catharine</td>
<td>May 31 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbitt</td>
<td>William of James</td>
<td>Mary A</td>
<td>June 17 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbitt</td>
<td>s of John and</td>
<td>May 8 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbitt</td>
<td>d of Daniel E</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>May 6 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbudy</td>
<td>Joseph F of Michael</td>
<td>Lillie J</td>
<td>Mar 28 1906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turcette</td>
<td>Maria of Antonio</td>
<td>Rosario</td>
<td>Sept 7 1910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turck</td>
<td>Marjory L of Joseph</td>
<td>and Florence</td>
<td>July 5 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turco</td>
<td>Concetta of Antonio</td>
<td>and Consiglia</td>
<td>Dec 6 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turco</td>
<td>Raffaelle of Antonio</td>
<td>and Consiglia</td>
<td>Mar 4 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turcone</td>
<td>Anna of Gennaro</td>
<td>and Margherita</td>
<td>Oct 17 1910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turcot</td>
<td>Jacob of Samuel</td>
<td>and Bessie</td>
<td>July 27 1906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turcotte</td>
<td>Mary L of Joseph</td>
<td>and Angelina</td>
<td>Oct 4 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turcotte</td>
<td>Arthur L of Arthur</td>
<td>McD</td>
<td>Nov 27 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turcotte</td>
<td>Blanche B of Trelle</td>
<td>and Carolina</td>
<td>May 10 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turcotte</td>
<td>Marie J of L Henry</td>
<td>and Selina</td>
<td>Aug 3 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turcotte</td>
<td>Thomas of Adelard</td>
<td>and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Sept 19 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turcotte</td>
<td>Wilfrid of Adéard</td>
<td>and Elise</td>
<td>July 15 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turcotte</td>
<td>s of Joseph and Marie</td>
<td>Aug 12 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turculli</td>
<td>Almando of Donato</td>
<td>and Angolina</td>
<td>Oct 22 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Bertha R of Joseph</td>
<td>and Albertina</td>
<td>Aug 7 1906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Edouard P of Evangeliste</td>
<td>and Delphine</td>
<td>Oct 23 1901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Emile J of Arthur</td>
<td>and Georgiana</td>
<td>Nov 30 1901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>George A of Evangeliste</td>
<td>and Delphina</td>
<td>June 11 1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Joseph A of Arthur</td>
<td>and Georgiana</td>
<td>June 4 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Joseph A of Evangeliste</td>
<td>and Delphina</td>
<td>May 12 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Joseph E A of Arthur</td>
<td>and Julie</td>
<td>Mar 30 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Joseph L of Arthur</td>
<td>and Marie G</td>
<td>Mar 8 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Joseph R N of Alfred</td>
<td>and Delina</td>
<td>Feb 23 1904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Marie B of Arthur</td>
<td>and Marie G</td>
<td>Apr 27 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Marie E of Arthur</td>
<td>and Marie G</td>
<td>Dec 4 1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Marie F H of Arthur</td>
<td>and Julie</td>
<td>Dec 4 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Marie G of Joseph</td>
<td>and Albertina</td>
<td>Feb 21 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Marie J V of Arthur</td>
<td>and Julie</td>
<td>Dec 4 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Marie R E of Arthur</td>
<td>and Julie</td>
<td>Jan 24 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Mariegeat 2 of Albert</td>
<td>and Marie L</td>
<td>Mar 21 1906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turgeon</td>
<td>Real of Alfred and Delina</td>
<td>Mar 26 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turglewicz</td>
<td>Adelia of Anton</td>
<td>and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 24 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turlock</td>
<td>Nellie of Samuel</td>
<td>and Dora</td>
<td>Dec 26 1906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turmelle</td>
<td>Euclide J A of Adelard</td>
<td>and Felixine</td>
<td>Feb 20 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>Married To</td>
<td>Married Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Ellen D P</td>
<td>John V</td>
<td>Carolina</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Florence T I</td>
<td>George V</td>
<td>Carolina</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Edna M</td>
<td>Harry X</td>
<td>Susan</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Elizabeth H</td>
<td>Lottie</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Ernest A</td>
<td>Harry X</td>
<td>Susan</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Jane</td>
<td>Robert D</td>
<td>Margaret A</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Robert D</td>
<td>Robert D</td>
<td>Margaret A</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner William R</td>
<td>Robert D</td>
<td>Margaret A</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner ——</td>
<td>Ada</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Chester E</td>
<td>Herbert F</td>
<td>Viola A</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Walter G</td>
<td>John G</td>
<td>Hattie</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Agnes E</td>
<td>Joseph F</td>
<td>Agnes</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Agnes W</td>
<td>Forest F</td>
<td>Ona M</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Alice M</td>
<td>William B</td>
<td>Annie L</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Alice M</td>
<td>George A</td>
<td>Ida M</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Calvin E</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Christina M</td>
<td>Leroy H</td>
<td>Anna E</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner David F</td>
<td>Leroy H</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Doris M</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Agnes</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Dorothy L</td>
<td>Harry A</td>
<td>Caroline R</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Edward D</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Margaret J</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Elizabeth</td>
<td>Nathaniel</td>
<td>Emma</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Emily</td>
<td>George F</td>
<td>Edith</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Everett M</td>
<td>Leroy H</td>
<td>Anna E</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Francis V</td>
<td>William J</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner George</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Haslet C</td>
<td>Leroy H</td>
<td>Annie E</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Helen J</td>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Henry G</td>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Henry G</td>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Herman B</td>
<td>Leroy H</td>
<td>Annie E</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Irving W</td>
<td>John T</td>
<td>Christina</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Joseph W</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Marie</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Lawrence A</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Rosa</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Leo F</td>
<td>Hollis</td>
<td>Elizabeth J</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Leroy J</td>
<td>Leroy H</td>
<td>Annie E</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Mabel E</td>
<td>William J</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Margaret</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Margaret J</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Marie R</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Marie L</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Mary E</td>
<td>Jennie</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Mary E</td>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Mary F</td>
<td>George F</td>
<td>Edith</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Mary I</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Agnes W</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Mary R</td>
<td>William J</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Mary S</td>
<td>Leroy H</td>
<td>Annie E</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner Muriel J</td>
<td>Duncan</td>
<td>Etta F</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Turner Myra E (c) of Joseph T and Harriett E Apr 20 1910 . . 20: 43
Turner Olive M of Joseph T and Olive Dec 3 1905 . . . . . . 18: 263
Turner Robert C of Robert C and Aliene M Jan 14 1910 . . 20: 6
Turner Ruth B of Edward B and Cora J Mar 6 1903 . . . . . 17: 403
Turner Thomas F of John and Sophia H July 3 1909 . . . . . 19: 389
Turner Thomas H (c) of LeRoy H and Annie E May 16 1910 . . 20: 53
Turner Walter of William and Margaret J Dec 19 1906 . . . . 18: 407
Turner William R of William A and Margaret Mar 3 1903 . . 17: 402
Turner s of Joseph T and Olive June 30 1901 . . . . . . . . . 17: 176
Turner s of Nathaniel and Emma Jan 26 1904 . . . . . . . . 18: 63
Turner s of John and Sophia H Feb 15 1906 . . . . . . . . . 18: 417
Turner d of Anna May 10 1907 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19: 50
Turner d of Robert C and Alleen Oct 20 1907 . . . . . . . . 19: 153
Turner s of William R and Ida Dec 16 1910 . . . . . . . . 20: 152
Turchochetta Maria C F of Antonio and Rosaria Oct 1 1906 . . 18: 380
Turciski Edward of John and Stasia Feb 16 1907 . . . . . . . 19: 19
Turricino Giovanni of Giuliano and Brigida Aug 18 1904 . . 18: 88
Turtelelive Rosie of Louie and Annie July 28 1905 . . . . . . 18: 219
Turzak Stasha # of John and Annie Sept 24 1903 . . . . . . 17: 475
Turzik John F of John and Anna Aug 30 1908 . . . . . . . . . 19: 259
Turzik Mary of John and Annie Dec 11 1904 . . . . . . . . . 18: 126
Turzik Mary of John and Anna Oct 5 1906 . . . . . . . . . . 18: 381
Tusvawskal William of John and Ludwica Nov 20 1908 . . . 19: 289
Tutalo Clelia M M of Giovanni and Elvira June 3 1901 . . . 17: 108
Tutalo Costanzo of Antonio and Caterina Nov 14 1908 . . . 19: 287
Tutalo Giuseppe of Giovanni and Elvira Oct 5 1909 . . . . . 19: 436
Tutalo Maria of Giovanni and Elvira Oct 17 1905 . . . . . . 18: 216
Tutalo Pietro of Francesco and Amedea Dec 23 1910 . . . . . 20: 443
Tutalo Rosa of Francesco and Maria Jan 2 1908 . . . . . . . . 19: 158
Tutalo Salvatore of Francesco and Amadea Dec 30 1906 . . . 18: 411
Tutalo Salvatore of Francesco and Amadea Aug 28 1909 . . . 19: 410
Tutalo Salvatore of Giovanni and Elvira Nov 4 1907 . . . . 19: 129
Tutino Mattia of Vincenzo and Thalia June 22 1905 . . . . 18: 201
Tuttig Francis of John and Mary Mar 15 1902 . . . . . . . . 17: 275
Tuttis Mary of John and Mary Aug 4 1904 . . . . . . . . . . 18: 83
Tutino Angelina of Giovanni and Elvira May 24 1903 . . . . 17: 427
Tuttle Elizabeth K of Walter J and Alice Apr 7 1908 . . . . 19: 195
Tuttle Frederick E of Elhum S and Mattie Oct 15 1907 . . . 19: 152
Tuzeich Helen of John and Annie Aug 13 1910 . . . . . . . . 20: 96
Tversky Abie of David and Annie Nov 9 1906 . . . . . . . . 18: 393
Tweedale Irene of Arthur and Mary A Aug 27 1908 . . . . . 19: 310
Tweiards Edith of Harry and Tillie Mar 9 1904 . . . . . . . . 18: 25
Twigg Isabel M J of William F and Mary L Mar 26 1903 . . . 17: 410
Twigg John W F of William F and Mary E Dec 9 1905 . . . 18: 263
Twiss Viola L of Edward and Lillie E Apr 29 1902 . . . . . . 17: 289
Twist Albert E of Frederick W and Elizabeth Sept 13 1905 . . 18: 235
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Twist Idal of Frederick W and Elizabeth A June 10 1902 .......... 17:304
Twitcheill Althea of Albert E and Jennie L June 28 1907 .......... 19:70
Twitcheill Vehna L of Albert E and Jennie L Jan 13 1903 .......... 17:385
Twohig Helen E of David J and Helen Aug 9 1905 ............. 18:225
Twombly Harold C of John G and Annie E Apr 20 1907 .......... 19:43
Twombly Millie of Charles P and Malvina Aug 11 1905 ........ 18:225
Tyas Beulah E of Benjamin and May Mar 21 1906 .......... 18:397
Tyas Gertrude L of Benjamin and May Mar 25 1902 .......... 17:278
Tyas John A of Benjamin and May Sept 23 1910 .......... 20:111
Tyas Mabel G of Benjamin and May Dec 18 1907 ........ 19:145
Tyczkowski Anna of Peter and Victoria July 23 1903 .......... 17:508
Tyler Beatrice K of Clarence H and Kathleen E Sept 11 1901 .......... 18:97
Tyler Catherine M of Clarence and Catherine Oct 18 1907 .......... 19:122
Tyler Claud N of Alphonzo and Cora 1 Nov 26 1910 .......... 20:134
Tyler Earl (e) of James H and Matilda J Oct 23 1907 .......... 19:124
Tyler Ella J of George W and Mary Aug 31 1906 .......... 18:415
Tyler Ethel L of George W and Mary Dec 25 1902 .......... 17:371
Tyler John of John and Annie Apr 4 1907 .......... 19:57
Tyler John E of Clarence and Catherine Aug 17 1906 .......... 18:362
Tyler Leonard A of Charles E and Rhea F May 3 1907 .......... 19:48
Tyler Madeline M of George W and Mary Nov 13 1904 .......... 18:118
Tyler Pearl N (e) of James H and Matilda J June 6 1906 .......... 18:325
Tyler Thomas D of Thomas D and Flora J Dec 29 1904 .......... 18:132
Tyler —— d of Charles and Marguerite Mar 7 1907 .......... 19:26
Tyler —— d of George F and Clara M Jan 18 1908 .......... 19:165
Tyler —— s of George W and Mary Jan 9 1910 .......... 20:4
Tyman Ambrose L of Dennis J and Annie A Feb 1 1910 .......... 20:13
Tyman Charles G of Dennis J and Annie A Mar 3 1905 .......... 18:162
Tyman James of Dennis J and Annie A Apr 18 1901 .......... 17:182
Tyman Catharine V of John L and Annie A Aug 15 1907 .......... 19:96
Tyrell George R of Ezra A and Louise July 14 1902 .......... 17:318
Tyrell Alice of Dennis A and Annie M June 25 1906 .......... 18:341
Tyrell Joseph of Dennis A and Annie M Jan 6 1901 .......... 17:126
Tyrell Madeline A of Dennis A and Annie M Feb 12 1902 .......... 17:265
Tyrell Mary M of Dennis A and Annie M Sept 23 1904 .......... 18:104
Ualitier Anna M of Giovanni and Lucia May 29 1908 .......... 19:216
Uballica Domenico A of Salvatore and Rosina Feb 8 1905 .......... 18:154
Ucci Gervina of Tomaso and Maria C May 24 1910 .......... 20:56
Ucci Maria of Battisto and Paolina Dec 3 1909 .......... 19:418
Ucci Pasqualina of Tomaso and Maria C Apr 27 1903 .......... 17:439
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Uluefsky Usefa of John and Ustimia Apr 14 1909..........................19:353
Udin Yale of Max and Bessie May 1 1908.................................19:205
Uditsky Dasha of Harry and Lena Apr 3 1907............................19: 37
Uditsky Eleanor of Harry and Lena Aug 2 1909..........................19:401
Uditzky David of Harry and Lena Aug 4 1905............................18:222
Uhrbich Mary of George and Mary Nov 16 1906..........................18:396
Uhringer Mildred J of Jacob and Minnie June 15 1908.................19:223
Ulewicz Bronisława of Alfonso and Stephanie Apr 24 1906...........18:320
Ulin Annie of William and Nastaryon July 26 1908.....................19:245
Ulrich Emanuel of Otto and Susanna Apr 26 1909........................18:465
Ulrich Henry O of Otto and Susanna Apr 26 1909........................19:357
Ulrich Olga of Otto and Susanna Dec 16 1910.........................20:141
Underda Mary L of Manuel and Maria July 6 1910......................20: 80
Underwood Bertha L of Walter H and Theresa June 24 1908 ,19:227
Underwood Doris A of William E and Amanda Aug 24 1907..............19:100
Underwood Edith M of Jesse G and Viola B Aug 15 1902..............17:329
Underwood Ethel M of William E and Amanda Oct 22 1902..............17:351
Underwood Evelyn L of Jesse G and Viola B Dec 18 1907..............19:145
Underwood Frank M of Frank H and Sarah G Oct 3 1909..............19:426
Underwood Frederick W of William E and Amanda Mar 14 1905...........18:166
Underwood Jesse S of Jesse G and Viola B Apr 23 1904..............18: 40
Underwood Sarah J of Jesse G and Viola B Feb 10 1906..............18:294
Underwood Viola E of Jesse G and Viola B Apr 25 1910..............20: 45
Underwood Walter J of Walter H and Theresa Nov 19 1909.............19:442
Underwood — d of Cora Dec 13 1910....................................20:140
Unger John P H of Paul R and Mildred Nov 19 1905.................18:258
Unknown — s of —— April 8 1904.......................................18: 67
Unknown — s of —— May 9 1904.......................................18: 67
Unknown — d of —— May 23 1904.......................................18: 68
Unknown — d of —— May 15? 1910....................................20: 59
Unsworth Anna F of Joseph and Gertrude July 12 1907...............19: 83
Unsworth Frederick of Joseph and Gertrude Aug 7 1909...............19:402
Unsworth Gertrude of Joseph and Gertrude M Dec 6 1910.............20:137
Unsworth Joseph D of Joseph and Gertrude Aug 19 1905..............18:227
Unsworth Vera G of James and Elizabeth Nov 5 1909..................19:438
Upham Barbara D of Clark D and Ada E II Mar 23 1910..............20: 33
Upham Kent of Conrad T and Mary E Sept 19 1901.....................17:212
Upritchard Barbara of Robert H and Cynthia A Mar 8 1910..........20: 27
Urban Dominick of Michael and Victoria Nov 12 1901.................17:229
Urbanowicz Wladysława of Stanisław and Agata Apr 30 1904,18: 42
Urban Emick of Michael and Victoria July 4 1903.....................17:447
Urhin Staca of Suslin and Agnes June 13 1902.........................17:302
Urciolli Maria of Antonio and Antonietta May 15 1906................18:326
Urciolli Maria of Antonio and Antonetta Aug 10 1907.................19: 95
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Urciuli Generoso of Pasquale and Luisa Mar 7 1909............. 19: 339
Urglwich Gabriel of Antonio and Maria Mar 28 1908........... 19: 191
Urgolo Anedeeo of Vincenzo and Maria G May 19 1910.......... 20: 54
Urgolo Antonetta of Vincenzo and Maria G Sept 28 1906........ 18: 378
Urgolo Marianna of Vincenzo and Maria G June 20 1908......... 19: 225
Urgolo — s of Vincenzo and Maria Dec 1 1904.................. 18: 137
Urguolo Maria P of Antonio and Antonetta Apr 17 1906........ 18: 317
Urguolo Vincenzo of Antonio and Antonetta June 28 1909........ 19: 380
Urquhart Doris E of James A and Margaret Apr 13 1905........ 18: 176
Urquhart Helen of James A and Margaret Apr 20 1901........... 17: 157
Urquhart Lilian of Allen and Mary E Oct 12 1901.............. 17: 218
Urquhart — d of James A and Margaret Apr 24 1904............. 18: 49
Urscello Martha of Ernesto and Martha F Nov 24 1908......... 19: 291
Urnsillo Antonio of Alberto and Giacondina July 8 1905....... 18: 212
Urnsillo Armando of Genmaro and Maria A Nov 1 1910......... 20: 125
Urnsillo Arturo G of Giacomio and Genovela July 28 1903....... 17: 456
Urnsillo Concetta of Genmaro and Marianna Dec 7 1908......... 19: 297
Urnsillo Ernesta of Alberto and Gioconda May 11 1904......... 18: 46
Urnsillo Filomena of Carmine and Concetta June 19 1910....... 20: 66
Urnsillo Ida of Alberto and Gioconda Feb 8 1907............... 19: 16
Urnsillo Ida of Antonio and Concetta Oct 28 1910.............. 20: 123
Urnsillo Iola of Alberto and Giacontina Apr 13 1909.......... 19: 353
Urnsillo Nanina of Antonio and Concetta Feb 28 1903......... 17: 400
Urnsillo Olinio of Genmaro and Maria A Apr 12 1909.......... 19: 353
Urnsillo Oreste S of Antonio and Concetta June 2 1907....... 19: 59
Urnsillo Pasquale of Francesco and Liberata Aug 11 1910...... 20: 96
Urnsillo Raffaele of Giovanni and Emilia May 16 1910........ 20: 53
Urnsillo Raffaele R of Giacomo and Genovefa Mar 4 1902....... 17: 314
Urnsillo — d of Giovanni and Carmela Mar 18 1902............. 17: 258
Urnsillo — d of Alberto and Gaconda June 3 1902.............. 17: 299
Urnsini Raffaele of Vincenzo and Annunziata Sept 30 1907.... 19: 115
Urnsolo Giovanni of Vincenzo and Mariagrazia Aug 7 1903...... 17: 459
Urwin Esther of Bennett and Mary McA Feb 26 1907........... 19: 28
Urwin Robert of Bennett and Mary McA Dec 9 1902............ 17: 367
Utley Elizabeth E of Fred and Nellie May 22 1906............ 18: 308
Utley Frederick E of Fred and Nellie June 21 1909.......... 19: 378
Uvdanowska Julius of Miji and Victoria June 21 1906......... 18: 340
Vaccaro Alberto of Donato and Teresa T Dec 19 1907.......... 19: 145
Vaccaro Maria L of Donato and Teresa Jan 20 1910........... 20: 8
Vaccaro Maria M of Donato and Maria T May 17 1903.......... 17: 425
Vaccaro Nicola A of Donato and Maria T Sept 15 1905........ 18: 236
Vaccola Anita of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 18 1909............. 19: 355
Vachon Ernest A of Alfred and Exelina Nov 4 1908........... 19: 283
Vachon Esther L of Joseph and Rosanna Mar 27 1910......... 20: 34
Vachon Eva of Frederick and Annie Oct 31 1908.................19: 281
Vadeboncoeur Emil of Henri and Rose Aug 27 1903..............17: 465
Vadillo Antonio of Orlando and Cardarina July 14 1910.......20: 83
Valley Mary H of Katheryne Nov 7 1909.......................19: 438
Vallace — d of Tomaso and Vetrogiana Aug 30 1907.......19: 103
Valandi Angelina of Domenico and Celeste Apr 26 1903......17: 419
Valandi Anna M of Raffael and Adelaide Sept 15 1905.......18: 236
Valcarenchi Guglielmo of Luigi and Eugenia Mar 30 1908...19: 192
Valcarenchi Rosita of Luigi and Eugenia Oct 2 1909.......19: 425
Valchinse Pasquale of Petito and Giovanna Mar 6 1907......19: 26
Vale Chester H of Alfred G and Fanny B Feb 23 1903........17: 440
Vale Russell A of Robert H and Annie Nov 5 1904..............18: 115
Valedo — s of Joseph and Alice Aug 20 1907.................19: 98
Valedofsky Harry of Abram and Mary Apr 6 1902..............17: 282
Valente Amadina of Carlo and Elaena Jan 6 1908..............19: 230
Valente Antonio of Emilio and Vincenza May 17 1906........18: 327
Valente Filomena of Vittorio and Maria F May 7 1910.....20: 49
Valente Giuseppe of Emilio and Vincenza M Mar 6 1905......18: 163
Valenti Alessandro of Achille and Dolorosa Nov 12 1903....18: 256
Valenti Angelina of Achille and Dolorosa Mar 13 1903.....17: 405
Valenti Pasquale of Ernesto and Felicia May 22 1910.......20: 35
Valenti Pietro of Ernesto and Felicia June 29 1908.........19: 229
Valentine Francisco of Manuel and Maria A Sept 16 1909...19: 419
Valentine — (c) d of William D and Clora M Dec 22 1908...19: 392
Valentine — (c) s of William D and Clora M May 23 1910...20: 56
Valentino Antonia of Vito and Carolina Mar 2 1910.........20: 25
Valentino Dolorata of Francesco and Albina Sept 29 1904....18: 103
Valentino Domenica of Vito and Carolina Mar 30 1908.......19: 192
Valentino Giuseppe of Vito and Carolina Mar 19 1906.......18: 307
Valentino Manne S of Francesco and Albina Oct 24 1902...17: 552
Valentino Pasquale of Desiderio and Anna Jan 7 1908......19: 160
Valentino Rosalia of Francesco and Albina Sept 7 1901.....17: 208
Valentino Rosina of Luigi and Emilia Feb 21 1905.........18: 159
Valento Armanolo of Rocco and Giovannina July 5 1910....20: 79
Valento — s of Domenico and Maria Apr 27 1910..............20: 46
Valeri Nicola of Pietro and Anna Feb 14 1910...............20: 18
Valeria Carmina A of Giovanni and Filomena July 15 1901..17: 167
Valeses Anna of Jose J and Maria June 2 1901.................18: 295
Valeses Vessena of Jose J and Maria Feb 13 1906..............18: 295
Valese — d of Emidio and Maria May 28 1909.................19: 386
Vallesio Elisabetta of Emilio and Maria May 6 1910........20: 49
Valeska Edward of August and Eva July 26 1905..............18: 218
Vallett Irving A of Fred M and Mary J Sept 29 1903.......17: 477
Valetta Angelina of Tomaso and Virginia Mar 23 1909....19: 436
Valfredo Giuseppe of Angelo and Angelica Oct 11 1907......19: 119
Valfredo Marietta of Angelo and Angelica Sept 15 1909.....19: 418
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Vallaka Stanislava of Peter and Josefa Feb 24 1909. 19: 335
Vallancourt Joseph M of Joseph O and Marietta A Oct 5 1907. 19: 117
Vallandi Carmela of Domenico and Celestina Mar 15 1910. 20: 29
Vallandi Edmondo P of Pietro and Rosina June 1 1910. 20: 60
Vallando —— s of Domenico and Celesta Nov 8 1901. 18: 137
Vallante Amalio of Raffaele and Adelaide Sept 2 1903. 17: 167
Vallante Amedeo V of Michele and Maria Aug 1 1901. 17: 195
Vallante Federico of Raffaele and Idia Apr 20 1907. 19: 43
Vallante Francesco of Alessandro and Rosa May 5 1902. 17: 291
Vallante Maria C of Raffaele and Adelaide Apr 27 1910. 20: 46
Vallante Michelangelo A of Raffaele and Davida Nov 25 1901. 17: 233
Vallavo Dominick of Carlo and Bessie Sept 21 1902. 17: 341
Valleca Luigi of Giacomo and Antonia Feb 13 1904. 19: 49
Vallee Joseph G of Emile and Mary S Apr 2 1904. 18: 33
Vallee Joseph H of Octave and Emma Mar 21 1909. 19: 345
Vallela Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Antonetta Apr 22 1909. 19: 356
Vallely Terrence of Terrence and Rose Sept 24 1901. 17: 213
Valles Manuel of Jose and Maria May 31 1903. 17: 429
Valles Maria C of Jose and Maria May 28 1902. 17: 297
Valles Maria R of Patrick and Bridget May 28 1902. 17: 297
Vallese Alberto of Carmine and Anna R May 14 1908. 19: 210
Vallese Anna of Domenico and Vincenza Aug 30 1907. 19: 103
Vallese Anm of Domenico and Vincenza Nov 20 1909. 19: 443
Vallese Arturo of Emidio and Marietta July 17 1907. 19: 85
Vallese Enrichetta M of Carmine and Rosina Nov 6 1910. 20: 426
Vallese Giuseppe of Domenico and Vincenza Apr 27 1903. 17: 419
Vallese Lena of Domenico and Vincenza Feb 9 1902. 17: 264
Vallese Norina of Emilio and Maria Feb 5 1906. 18: 292
Vallese Susena of Domenico and Vincenza Apr 12 1905. 18: 176
Vallett Arleen M of William L and Mary E Mar 1 1910. 20: 24
Vallett Mabel C of Frederick M and Mary J Sept 30 1901. 17: 215
Vallevona Ernesto of Giuseppe and Luisa July 28 1910. 20: 89
Valleco Carlo of Giovanni and Antonia July 15 1902. 17: 319
Valloii Annie of John and Florence Jan 31 1901. 17: 134
Valton Thomas S of Thomas and Mary May 18 1903. 17: 425
Vallone Maria of Francesco and Lucia Mar 6 1905. 18: 163
Vallone Maria of Gennaro and Rosina Jan 12 1908. 19: 412
Vallone Maria L of Francesco and Lucia Dec 28 1909. 17: 372
Valonte Maria of Domenico and Celesta Dec 17 1907. 19: 144
Valoska —— d of Cyprian and Argot Oct — 1904. 18: 143
Valoti —— d of Agostino and Rachelle Jan 7 1901. 17: 126
Vals John of Joseph J and Maria Sept 9 1904. 18: 97
Vals Louise of Jose and Maria July 9 1909. 19: 391
Valvo Lucietta of Giovanni and Sebastiana Feb 14 1909. 19: 331
Valvo Marianna of Giovanni and Sebastiana Mar 24 1910. 20: 33
Valvo Ofelia C of Giovanni and Sebastiana Sept 16 1907. 19: 109
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Birthplace</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Father</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vambell Costantino</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Athena</td>
<td>Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanAnken Anthony H</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Marion E</td>
<td>George W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanBenschoten Arnold W</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Marion E</td>
<td>George W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanBenschoten Charles W</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Marion E</td>
<td>George W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanDine Arthur of Funis</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Hannah</td>
<td>Palmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanDine Arthur of Funis</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Hannah</td>
<td>Bertha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandonabeele Joche E</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Omer</td>
<td>Annie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanMeter Alice of Walter W</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Walter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanMeter Calvin D (c)</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Calvin</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanMeter Martha of Walter W</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Walter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Meter Marie of Walter W</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Walter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Meter Robert F</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Jennie</td>
<td>Robert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Meter William of Walter W</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Walter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanMeter Alice of Walter W</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Walter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanMeter Calvin D (c)</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Calvin</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vano Oreste F of Luigi</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Assunta</td>
<td>Luigi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanRosenbergh Joseph H</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Esther</td>
<td>Isaac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanTyn David H of David</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>Grace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanTyn Dorothy of David</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>David</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanTyn Elizabeth A of</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>David</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanTyn Joseph H of David</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>David</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanTyne Louis J of</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Benjamin</td>
<td>Hattie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanWestendorp Cornelia J</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Johanna</td>
<td>Anna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vargas Maria of Joseph</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Rosaline</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varette Rose C of Louis</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Valida</td>
<td>Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varette Alfredo D of</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>Margherita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vargas Antonie of Jose</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Marie</td>
<td>Jose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vargas Antonio of Francisco</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vargas Maria of Francisco</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vargas Marie of Jose</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Marie</td>
<td>Jose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vargas Marie of John</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>John</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Births Recorded in Providence**

- Births recorded in Providence include various individuals and their birth dates, mother's and father's names, and places of birth. The records span from 1901 to 1910...

---

**Note:** The table above represents a partial list of births recorded in Providence from 1901 to 1910, including full names, birth dates, and places of birth where available. This list is not exhaustive and may have been compiled for statistical or genealogical records.
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Vargas — s of Manoel and Jennie Mar 17 1907
Varieur Edouard of Henri and Marie May 24 1901
Varin Beatrice L of Ernest E and Grace F Jan 11 1910
Varin Elizabeth M of George J and Gertrude F Jan 15 1908
Varin Gertrude F of George J and Gertrude F Dec 23 1909
Varlarque Samuel of Victor and Fannie Jan 18 1906
Varley — s of Annie Mar 29 1910
Varnavato Severino of Michele and Luisa Dec 21 1908
Varruma Sarah of George E and Mary X Jan 26 1908
Varone Adele of Antonio and Giuseppina Sept 30 1902
Varone Giovanni of Antonio and Giuseppina Feb 4 1908
Varone Maria M of Antonio and Giuseppina Dec 29 1910
Varone Rosa of Antonio and Giuseppina July 11 1906
Varone Ursilla of Antonio and Giuseppina Sept 29 1904
Vars Edward T of Edward and Julia Feb 19 1909
Vartanian Hasmig F of Arpiar and Surphooche Oct 18 1906
Vartanian Sirpart X of Arpiar and Surphooche Mar 14 1908
Vartanian Vahram of Yeqhig and Azniv Jan 23 1909
Vasconcellos Albert of Joseph C and Mary July 3 1910
Vasconcellos Joseph of Joseph C and Mary S Feb 21 1907
Vasconcellos — s of Antone and Maria July 18 1910
Vastano Alessandro of Giovanni and Luisa Dec 9 1904
Vastano Antonetta of Giovanni and Luisa Mar 12 1910
Vastano Elvira of Giovanni and Luisa Oct 14 1906
Vastano Giusepppe of Luigi and Margherita R Oct 20 1910
Vastiano — d of Carlo E and Maria A July 17 1907
Vatto Miralda of Giuseppe and Teresa May 22 1906
Vatti Concetta of Nicandro and Antonia Nov 1 1904
Vaudrenuil Joseph E of Leger and Lena June 1 1905
Vaudrenuil Onmere of Leger and Lena Jan 11 1907
Vaudrenuil Ovila of Leger and Lena Jan 11 1907
Vaughn Emma G of Tobias and Catherine Dec 22 1907
Vaughn James C of Tobias and Catherine Oct 6 1905
Vaughn Reginald W B of Adelbert and Lola Sept 9 1902
Vaughn — d of Anna Mar 7 1905
Vaughn Ada J of William P and Josephine Jan 17 1902
Vaughn Annie M of Arthur S and Lizzie Dec 8 1901
Vaughn Arthur H of Arthur and Grace L June 26 1909
Vaughn Benjamin F 2nd of Benjamin R and Margaret Feb 5 1904
Vaughn Earl of Lee and Stella J Nov 7 1902
Vaughn Eugene H of Eugene H and Mary July 31 1909
Vaughn Hope E of Arthur G and Alice C Dec 30 1904
Vaughn Iva M of William J and Iva M Jan 9 1905
Vaughn James W of William J and Iva M Dec 23 1903
Vaughn John H of William J and Iva M Apr 30 1908
BIRTHS

Vaughn Lillian M (c) of Lee and Stella J Jan 31 1901. 17:134
Vaughn Mercy L of Arthur 8 and Lizzie Feb 15 1903. 17:396
Vaughn Raymond of William J and Iva June 24 1910. 20:68
Vaughn — s of Alonzo and Angela Oct 13 1901. 17:219
Vaughn — d of Charles E and Mary F Dec 8 1908. 19:312
Vaughn — d of Clarence and Cora Aug 23 1909. 19:461
Vazac William of William and Lillian Mar 2 1906. 18:302
Vazac Lillian of William and Lillian Sept 24 1904. 18:102
Vazinska Genovetta of Wladislaw and Bronislawa July 10 1910. 20:81
Vedana Cena M (c) of Charles and Marie Dec 20 1902. 17:380
Vearia Maria of Louis and Delfina Mar 9 1907. 19:27
Veseay Catharine of Joseph I and Lola T Oct 17 1907. 19:121
Veseay Mary of Michael and Margaret Mar 11 1902. 17:274
Veseay Mary A of Joseph I and Lola T Mar 24 1905. 18:170
Vecchione — s of Francesco and Maria May 2 1903. 17:443
Vedela Carlo of Joseph and Emma Oct 25 1906. 18:388
Vedello Pasquale of Giuseppe and Rosa June 4 1903. 17:431
Vedere Pasquale of Raffaele and Maria A Apr — 1902. 17:310
Veech Helen of Thomas F and Mary E Sept 19 1907. 19:111
Veech Virginia M of Thomas F and Mary E May 23 1904. 18:50
Veggianna Giuseppina of Paolo and Assunta Aug 8 1908. 19:250
Veira — (c) d of Manuel and Lucy Jan 8 1907. 19:3
Veiria Palmela of Francisco and Maria S Nov 26 1907. 19:137
Velandr Ellen V of Gustaf and Ellen July 22 1905. 18:217
Velardi Maria of Leo and Concetta Dec 15 1910. 20:140
Velarì Antonio of Francesco and Giovannina Jan 7 1909. 19:317
Velcoveredige Joseph of Francis and Katie Feb 22 1907. 19:21
Veldikis Michael of Nicholis and Anna Nov 12 1909. 19:440
Veleno Antonetta of Francesco and Angela Dec 14 1907. 19:143
Veleno Donato of Francesco and Angela Oct 1 1905. 18:242
Veleno Maria G of Francesco and Angela Nov 19 1909. 19:142
Vellantonio Paolo of Francesco and Grazia June 2 1907. 19:59
Velleca Fortunata of Giacomo and Antonia Feb 2 1908. 19:171
Velleco Giuseppe P of Giacomo and Antonetta Feb 20 1910. 20:20
Velletri Orlando of Onorato and Teresa Dec 12 1910. 20:149
Vellucci Antonio of Francesco and Letovina Jan 3 1908. 19:158
Vellucci Benedetta C of Luigi and Ersilia July 3 1909. 19:389
Vellucci Carlo of Pasquale and Angiolina Oct 6 1909. 19:427
Vellucci Maria of Francesco and Lidovina Aug 7 1909. 19:402
Vellucci — d of Francesco and Lidovina Aug 7 1909. 19:402
Velluccio Antonio of Pietro and Filomena Sept 2 1903. 17:467
Velnuci Francesco P of Luigi and Arsilia Jan 1 1906. 18:280
Venaco Grazzella A of Leonildo and Maria A Oct 22 1906. 18:387
Vencinvera Giovanna of Clemente and Catrina May 12 1907. 19:73
Venderloski William of Julius and Alexandria Nov 29 1908. 19:292
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Vendotto Maria M of Domenico and Maria G Apr 19 1903... 17: 117
Vendetto s of Giovanni and Michelangela Dec 12 1901... 17: 251
Vendetto d of Giovanni and Michelangela Aug 19 1903... 17: 510
Venditelli Antonio of Felice and Teresa July 8 1907... 19: 81
Venditelli Luigi of Arturo and Anna June 13 1906... 18: 337
Venditelli Maria G A of Felice and Teresa July 30 1905... 18: 220
Venditelli Maria L of Arturo and Anna Oct 1 1907... 19: 116
Venditelli Antonio of Felice and Teresa Oct 4 1903... 17: 178
Venditelli Flora of Ercole and Emilia Dec 27 1907... A-1: 59
Venditelli d of Arturo and Annina Jan 15 1905... 18: 206
Venditti Agostino of Pietro and Letizia July 24 1910... 20: 87
Venditti Annunziata of Felice and Domenica Nov 16 1907... 19: 133
Venditti Domenico of Felice and Domenica Oct 4 1906... 18: 380
Venditti Giovannina of Pietro and Letizia Dec 29 1908... 19: 305
Venditti Maria S of Angelo and Maria Apr 24 1904... 18: 40
Venditti Nunziata of Felice and Domenica May 31 1909... 19: 370
Venditti s of Francesco and Dora Mar 16 1910... 20: 75
Venditto Concetta of Giovanni and Annina Dec 17 1909... 19: 152
Venditto Elvira A G of Salvatore and Gelsomina June 2 1906... 18: 233
Venditto Elvira of Salvatore and Gelsomina Feb 9 1902... 17: 264
Venditto Emilia of Francesco and Dora May 24 1909... 19: 367
Venditto Giovanni of Salvatore and Gelsomina Apr 27 1904... 18: 41
Venditto Giuseppe of Giovanni and Margherita Mar 3 1905... 18: 162
Venditto Michelina of Giovanni and Michelina Sept 11 1907... 19: 109
Venditto d of Giovanni and Michelina Sept 14 1907... 19: 155
Venezia Tammia of Carmine and Filomena June 20 1903... 17: 435
Venier Frank R of Frank and Kate Aug 29 1901... 17: 205
Vennacco Mary P of Joseph and Marie S Mar 11 1905... 18: 165
Venning Edith of Frank A and Anna L Oct 31 1908... 19: 281
Venning William E of Frank A and Anna July 14 1910... 20: 83
Veno Gertrude H of Fred and Sarah J Apr 28 1903... 17: 119
Veno John F M of Wilfred D and Sarah J Apr 22 1908... 19: 201
Veno Marion J of Wilfred D and Sarah J 27 1904... 18: 112
Vente Estelle (c) of Charles T and Ailene Mar 5 1906... 18: 392
Venter Ardele (c) of Charles T and Aline A Jan 12 1903... 17: 384
Venter Armand S (c) of Charles T and Aline A Apr 13 1910... 20: 41
Venter Nelson F (c) of Charles T and Ailene A May 20 1904... 18: 49
Venter William S (c) of Charles T and Ailene A Aug 16 1908... 19: 254
Ventisconque Bettina of Domenico and Filomena Feb 19 1908... 19: 177
Ventisconque Tomas of Domenico and Carmela Oct 16 1909... 19: 139
Vento Salvatore of Gioacchino and Antonia Oct 9 1903... 17: 180
Vento Salvatore of Gioacchino and Antonia Dec 29 1905... 18: 272
Vento Vincenzo of Stanislao and Ida May 24 1910... 20: 56
Vento s of Stanislao and Ida May 24 1910... 20: 76
Ventreglia Marianna of Luigi and Maria G Oct 18 1906... 18: 385
Ventriglia Angelo of Alfonso and Filomena Sept 3 1908... 19: 261
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Ventriglia Angelo of Giuseppe and Luigiaella July 30 1910...20: 90
Ventriglia Paolo of Luigi and Maria Nov 15 1909...........19: 441
Ventriglia Rosa of Giuseppe and Luigiaella Oct 5 1908........19: 273
Ventriglia Silvia of Luigi and Maria Dec 23 1907...........19: 147
Ventriglio Mariana of Pasquale and Rosa Apr 30 1905.......18: 183
Ventriglio Mariana of Pasquale and Rosina Sept 7 1908......19: 262
Ventriglio Paolo of Pasquale and Rosina Dec 8 1910.......20: 138
Ventrone Adelina of Francesco P and Emilia Mar 10 1902....17: 312
Ventrone Andrea of Raffaele and Anna Aug 6 1904...........18: 84
Ventrone Carlo A of Francesco P and Amelia L Feb 8 1908....19: 173
Ventrone Clementina of Raffaele and Anna Apr 27 1907......19: 46
Ventrone Edmund of Francesco P and Emilia L July 25 1903,17: 454
Ventrone Flora D of Michele and Diletta May 26 1909......19: 368
Ventrone Francesco of Michele and Diletta Dec 13 1903....17: 500
Ventrone Francesco P of Francesco P and Emilia Feb 20 1906,18: 297
Ventrone Michelle of Michele and Diletta June 21 1902.....17: 305
Ventrone — s of Michele and Deletta Dec 29 1906.........18: 422
Ventrone — d of Francesco P and Emilia L Nov 19 1909.....19: 463
Ventrero Antonio of Agostino and Anna July 18 1907.......19: 85
Ventrero Augusto of Francesco and Luisa Nov 2 1904......18: 114
Ventrero Fortunata of Antonio and Carmela Jan 10 1910....20: 4
Ventrero Fortunatina of Antonio and Carmela Dec 29 1909...19: 456
Ventrero Girolamo of Francesco and Luisa June 26 1903....17: 436
Ventrero Mary of Frank and Maria A Nov 21 1909..........19: 443
Ventrero Leonardo of Antonio and Carmela Apr 21 1908.....19: 201
Ventrero Michele of Agostino and Anna Sept 16 1905.......18: 236
Ventrero Vittoria D of Agostino D and Annina Jan 24 1904..18: 9
Ventruroni Davide of Raffaele and Anna Dec 20 1905.......18: 269
Vera Frank (c) of Manuel and Luiza Feb 7 1903............17: 393
Verbeck Yantje of Folkert and Femmigje Nov 29 1910......20: 134
Verbitske Annie of Adam and Mary July 2 1904..........18: 71
Verde Francesco of Tommaso and Loreta Apr 7 1906........18: 314
Verde Geremino of Michele and Emilia Apr 27 1910.........20: 46
Verde Giro of Tomaso and Loreta May 1 1909............19: 359
Verde Giuseppina of Antonio and Bernardina Apr 15 1908....19: 175
Verde Luisa of Tomaso and Loreta May 24 1904...........18: 50
Verde Rosina of Tommaso and Loreta Apr 28 1907.........19: 46
Verde Tomaso of Antonio and Bernardina Jan 12 1906.......18: 284
Verde William McK of Tommaso and Loreta Nov 5 1901......17: 227
Verde — s of Filomeno and Pasquale Jan 12 1907........19: 74
Verdelotti Angelo of Antonio and Angela Apr 3 1902........17: 281
Verdelotti Domenico of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 22 1910....20: 100
Verdelotti Maria of Antonio and Angela May 9 1903.........17: 423
Verdelotti Orsola of Antonio and Angela June 28 1908......19: 228
Verdelotti Rosina of Antonio and Angela Feb 27 1905......18: 160
Verdelotti — d of Antonio and Angela June 27 1906.......18: 342
Verdelotto Orzola of Antonio and Angela Mar 3 1910........ 20: 25
Verdi Adelina M of Filomeno and Pasqualina May 15 1902... 17: 293
Verdi Arturo of Filomena and Lena July 26 1908........... 19: 245
Verdi Elvira of Antonio and Bernardina Mar 27 1910..... 20: 34
Verdi Maria of Michele and Emilia Apr 6 1909............. 19: 351
Verdi Maria T of Antonio and Bernardina Aug 21 1904.... 18: 89
Verdinielli -- s of Pasquale and Maria July 7 1907...... 19: 154
Verdinielli -- d of Pasquale and Maria Apr 24 1908..... 19: 234
Verdinielli -- d of Pasquale and Marietta July 24 1909... 19: 461
Verdolinielli -- s of Pasquale and Marietta Aug 28 1910.. 20: 151
Verdolotto Antonia of Pasquale and Carmela Mar 11 1908.. 19: 185
Verdolotto Edmardo of Pasquale and Carmela July 12 1909... 19: 392
Verdone Giacomo A of Mariano and Diodata Nov 19 1902... 17: 361
Verdone Innocenza of Mariano and Diodata Aug 1 1905.... 18: 220
Verdone Merlino f Erminio and Paola Aug 28 1910...... 20: 102
Verdoni Ennio A of Vincenzo and Bice Apr 22 1910...... 20: 44
Vernucci Antonio of Pasquale and Anna June 20 1903..... 17: 435
Vernucci Giacomo of Pasco and Anna Jan 22 1910....... 20: 9
Vernucci Giuseppina of Pasquale and Anna Mar 19 1908.... 19: 188
Vernucci Kattie of Pasquale and Anna Mar 30 1906...... 18: 310
Vernucci -- d of Pasquale and Annunciata June 18 1901... 17: 172
Verley Clyde E L of Vincent E L and Eliza O July 7 1906.. 18: 414
Verley Frances L of Frank L and Adele Nov 18 1901.... 17: 231
Verme Fannie of Harry and Sarah July 23 1906........ 18: 353
Verme Rosa of Harris and Sarah Oct 18 1909..... 19: 431
Verne Emilio di Enrico and Anna July 27 1910........ 20: 89
Verna Nicola of Enrico and Annina Apr 25 1905......... 18: 181
Verner Rose F of Harry and Sarah Aug 13 1908........ 19: 252
Vernet Charles of Lawrence and Sarah V Aug 24 1904..... 18: 90
Vernet Henry V of Henry V and Julia Nov 2 1905........ 18: 252
Vernet Mary D of Lawrence and Sarah V May 6 1902...... 17: 291
Vernet Harold S of Henry and Julia M Dec 28 1907...... 19: 149
Verno Filidea of Enrico and Anna Mar 14 1908......... 19: 186
Verno Maria of Erico and Anna Aug 16 1906........ 18: 362
Vernokoff Leo of Louis and Lena Feb 8 1909........ 19: 329
Vernokoff Norma of Louis and Lena Jan 20 1908......... 19: 165
Verrecchia Alfredo di Giuseppe and Filomena Jan 30 1908.. 19: 169
Verrecchia Anna A of Andrea and Maria Nov 2 1903....... 17: 488
Verrecchia Amministra di Pietro and Pasqualina Mar 11 1906... 18: 304
Verrecchia Antonetta of Andrea and Maria June 4 1906..... 18: 334
Verrecchia Giovannina di Michele e Giacontina Nov 11 1909... 19: 440
Verrecchia Rosina di Loreto and Nicoletta Aug 26 1909.... 19: 410
Verrecchia Stella di Andrea and Maria Mar 10 1905........ 18: 165
Verrett Florence of Eva July 27 1905................ 18: 219
Verrico Antonio of Potito and Carmela Mar 15 1906...........18: 306
Verrico Giuseppe of Potito and Carmela May 31 1910.........20: 76
Verrico Michele of Potito and Carmela Sept 16 1907..........19: 109
Verrier John B of John and Aurore Aug 11 1910.............20: 96
Verrier Ruth A of Joseph and Maria A Sept 25 1905.........18: 240
Verronneau Gédéon O R of Arthur and Lucinda May 13 1900,19: 364
Verry Daniel E of Charles A and Mary R Apr 7 1904..........18: 35
Vervena Luisa G A of Mariano and Caterina Aug 27 1901.....17: 247
Vervena Rachele S E of Mariano and Catarina Nov 20 1902...17: 376
Vesibitsky Joseph of Vincent and Ludovica Apr 12 1908....19: 198
Vescuso Emilia M of Francesco and Angiola June 1 1910....20: 59
Vescuso Marina of Francesco and Angelina May 14 1909......19: 364
Vesella Angelina of Francesco and Maria Sept 6 1909.......19: 415
Vesella Annina of Antonio and Maria Feb 19 1906..........18: 297
Vesey Eleanor of Joseph I and Lola Dec 27 1901..........17: 243
Vesey Margaret of Michael J and Annie Oct 20 1909.........19: 432
Vesey Mary of Michael J and Annie Oct 20 1909..........19: 432
Vespasiano Teresa of Agostino and Angelamaria June 3 1905.18: 194
Vespaziano Maria G S of Ferdinando and Maria C June 4 1904.18: 54
Vespaziano Pasqualina of Ferdinando and Maria Apr 4 1906.18: 313
Vespi Tommaso of Domenico and Domenica Dec 24 1906.....18: 409
Vespiia Francesco of Pasquale A and Maria R Feb 24 1910...20: 22
Vespiia Luisa of Domenico and Domenica Nov 23 1908......19: 290
Vessella Antonetta of Antonio and Lena Jan 30 1907........19: 12
Vessella Antonio of Francesco and Cristina July 26 1908....19: 307
Vessella Antonio of Antonio and Maria Oct 3 1910...........20: 115
Vessella Cecilia E of Giuseppe and Rachela July 4 1905....18: 211
Vessella Elisabetta S A of Antonio and Lena Sept 27 1903...17: 476
Vessella Gilda C C of Sabatino and Vincenza Oct 16 1907...19: 121
Vessella Ida E M of Sabatino and Vincenza Aug 12 1905...A-1: 48
Vessella Pietro of Antonio and Maria Jan 2 1905............18: 141
Vessella Pietro of Antonio and Maria June 1 1907.........19: 59
Vessella Raffaele of Antonio and Anna Aug 11 1909..........19: 404
Vessella Verna of Antonio and Lena Apr 23 1902............17: 287
Vestano Alessandro of Giovanni and Luisa July 14 1908....19: 240
Vestri Angelina F A of Domenico and Giuseppina Oct 4 1910.20: 115
Vetal John of John and Mary Feb 22 1910.............20: 21
Vete Marianna of Jose and Margarete Nov 28 1907..........19: 138
Vetro Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Teresa Apr 28 1910........20: 46
Vetter Ruth A of Albert O and Margaret A Jan 18 1902....17: 258
Vetters Mary L of George S and Lena Nov 17 1907.........19: 133
Vettese Giovanni A of Vincenzo and Assunta Jan 12 1901...17: 184
Vettese Raffaele of Antonio and Daria Aug 29 1904.........18: 92
Vettesi Benedetto of Antonio and Dalila Feb 21 1903.......17: 398
Veuillernier George E of Charles and Estelle Apr 17 1903...17: 416
Veuillennier Martha L of Charles and Estelle Aug 25 1901...17: 204
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Vieira Francisco of Jose and Mary Sept 5 1907 ............... 19: 105
Vieira Laura of Jose and Maria July 21 1907 ............... 19: 86
Vialardofsky Rosie of Ackel and Minnie Dec 21 1906 ........... 18: 408
Viall John S of John S and Cora L Nov 3 1906 ............... 18: 391
Viall Lucy A of Samuel B and Catherine Jan 3 1901 ............ 17: 125
Viall Samuel B of Samuel B and Catherine Apr 3 1901 ........... 18: 34
Viall —— d of Albert M and Sadie M Jan 6 1906 ............... 18: 281
Vian Abbie M of Leo and Eva B Jan 7 1906 ............... 18: 412
Vicario Bianca of Vincenzo and Adelina Apr 14 1901 ........... 17: 155
Vicario Olga V G of Vincenzo and Adelina Aug 10 1905 ........... 18: 224
Vieca Maria of Agostino and Elisa May 21 1908 ............... 19: 213
Vieca Ortemia A of Agostino and Elisa Sept 25 1909 ............ 19: 422
Viccione Alvina of Domenico and Rosina May 14 1908 ........ 19: 210
Viccione Ameldeo G of Domenico and Angelarosa Apr 1 1910 .... 20: 36
Viccione Antonio of Domenico and Angelarosa Feb 19 1906 .... 18: 297
Viccione Carmine M of Daniele and Maria Aug 21 1907 ........ 19: 99
Viccione Carmino of Domenico and Angela Mar 30 1904 ....... 18: 32
Viccione Maria A of Daniele and Maria Dec 6 1909 ........... 19: 448
Viccione Maria D of Domenico and Angela Jan 14 1902 ....... 17: 257
Vicente Alice of Manuel M and Sebalbina July 17 1910 ....... 20: 84
Vicente Maria C of Jose and Maria Dec 12 1903 ............ 17: 500
Vick Elise L of Alfred J and Carrie L Nov 28 1901 ........ 17: 234
Vick Matilda E of Arthur W and Emma Jan 4 1903 ............ 17: 382
Vick Sarah A B C of Alfred J and Carrie L Sept 6 1908 ....... 19: 262
Vickers Hilda A of Edward and Mary E Feb 14 1908 ....... 19: 175
Vickers —— d of William G and Alice M Dec 11 1908 ....... 19: 298
Vickery Mary G of Frank H and Annie Aug 28 1905 ....... 18: 230
Vickery —— d of Donald R and Esther J Aug 3 1909 ....... 19: 461
Victor Bella of Morris and Rosa Aug 7 1902 ............ 17: 327
Victor Mollie of Morris and Rosa Mar 14 1905 .......... 18: 166
Vida Annie of John and Josephine May 16 1906 .......... 18: 327
Vidello Ferdinando of Orlando and Caterina Jan 1 1909 ....... 19: 315
Videto Kenneth B of Charles T and Caroline A July 10 1907 .... 19: 82
Vieira Alfred of Jose and Maria Apr 26 1905 .......... 18: 181
Vieira Alfred of Jose E and Maria Aug 6 1908 .......... 19: 249
Vieira Alice of Harry and Maria Dec 14 1905 .......... 18: 267
Vieira Emelia of Jose and Laura Dec 7 1906 .......... 18: 403
Vieira Emelia (e) of Antone and Virginia May 16 1910 .... 20: 53
Vieira Francisco C of Luiz C and Delfina Jan 16 1909 ....... 19: 320
Vieira Francisco J of Manuel J and Maria X Aug 9 1901 .... 17: 198
Vieira Frederico A of Jose and Maria 1 Nov 15 1910 ....... 20: 130
Vieira George of Antonio J and Emma V Nov 11 1908 ....... 19: 312
Vieira Irmina of Luiz C and Delfina Jan 16 1909 ....... 19: 320
Vieira Joao of Joao and Maria Mar 12 1908 .......... 19: 185
Vieira John of Harry and Maria Jan 1 1904 .......... 18: 1
Vieira John of Joseph and Laura July 4 1905. .......... 18: 211
Vieira Jose of Harry and Maria Aug 18 1902. .......... 17: 330
Vieira Jose of Jose and Laura Sept 23 1903. .......... 17: 509
Vieira Jose of Lewis and Thalfena Mar 21 1905. ....... 18: 169
Vieira Jose of Joao and Maria Oct 18 1910. .......... 20: 120
Vieira Manoel of Antonio M and Izabel July 22 1901. .... 17: 192
Vieira Manuel of Jose and Maria Jan 23 1906. .......... 18: 287
Vieira Manuell of Joao and Maria May 15 1909. ....... 19: 364
Vieira Maria of Jose and Laura Jan 4 1906. .......... 18: 281
Vieira Maria of Manuell and Maria Dec 28 1906. ....... 18: 410
Vieira Sylvester (c) of Benjamin and Jennie Oct 22 1906. .... 18: 387
Vieira — d of Marie Apr 10 1901. ............... 17: 154
Vieira — (c) d of Manuel and Lucy Apr 8 1903. ....... 18: 175
Vieira — d of Antonio and Igacenia June 12 1909. ....... 19: 387
Viells Joseph B (c) of Ventura and Jessie June 10 1901. ....... 17: 170
Vient Marie A of Louis J and Mary F Dec 2 1903. ....... 17: 197
Vient Noel G of Louis J and Mary F Apr 29 1906. ....... 18: 321
Vient — d of Louis J and Mary F May 24 1909. ....... 19: 386
Vieira Maria of Harry and Maria Oct 22 1907. ....... 19: 123
Viella Maria (c) of Antonio and Justa G Oct 3 1908. ....... 19: 272
Viers Jose of Joao and Maria Nov 18 1910. .......... 20: 131
Vieth Dorothy L of Henry and Johanna Apr 6 1906. ....... 18: 313
Viebru Maria of Bartolomeo and Madalena Feb 11 1901. ....... 17: 137
Vietro Celia of Bartolomeo and Maria G Aug 1 1906. ....... 18: 356
Vietro Giuseppe of Bartolomeo and Maria G Dec 16 1908. ....... 19: 300
Vieweg Christine of Richard C and Clara C May 28 1907. ....... 19: 57
Vieweg George H of Charles R and Clara C Jan 19 1903. ....... 17: 387
Vieweg Mary of Richard C and Clara C May 3 1904. ....... 18: 43
Vigneau Bertha A of Robert and Regina Mar 25 1910. ....... 20: 33
Vigneau Charles W of Robert and Regina E Apr 17 1906. ....... 18: 318
Vigneau Emilia A of Francois S and Emelie June 17 1907. ....... 19: 65
Vigneau Emelie A of Francois F and Emilie Mar 16 1905. ....... 18: 167
Vigneau Margaret M of Robert E and Regina E Nov 21 1907. ....... 19: 135
Vigneau Marie R B of Francois and Emelie Feb 23 1910. ....... 20: 21
Vigneau Robert W of Robert and Regina E Nov 6 1903. ....... 17: 489
Vigneault Marie J of Ulric and Adelia Mar 13 1910. ....... 20: 29
Vigee Edna M of Thomas and Mary T Sept 25 1909. ....... 19: 422
Vigurs Daisy W of George E and Jennie Sept 9 1904. ....... 18: 97
Vilandry Mary Y of Calixte and Mabel Oct 31 1909. ....... 19: 435
Vilar Dora of Morris and Pepe Dec 30 1901. ....... 17: 245
Vilardofsky Morris of Ackel and Mary Apr 4 1909. ....... 19: 350
Vilardofsky Norman of Michael and Mary July 25 1904. ....... 18: 79
Vilardofsky Rose of Ackel and Mary Jan 21 1907. ....... 19: 8
Villick — s of John and Teresa July 15 1906. ....... 18: 349
Vilena Carmela of Francesco and Angela Mar 26 1904. ....... 18: 31
Viletro Antonio of Antonio and Angela Mar 13 1907............. 19: 29
Viletro Maria of Antonio and Angela Mar 13 1907............. 19: 29
Villis Eddie of Abraham and Becky June 20 1906............... 18: 339
Villa Archimede of Catone and Pasqualina Jan 5 1905....... 18: 142
Villa Giovanni B of Catone and Pasqualina May 24 1901..... 17: 165
Villa Margherita of Catone and Pasqualina Mar 10 1903..... 17: 405
Villa Margherita of Catone and Pasqualina July 27 1907..... 19: 89
Villagae Carlo of John and Antonietta May 15 1902......... 17: 294
Villaggio Rafaele of Giuseppe and Antonetta Feb 4 1906..... 18: 291
Villandré Viola A of Louis O and Florida Aug 26 1910..... 20: 101
Villandry Irene M of Joseph and Emma Aug 19 1908....... 19: 255
Villandry Joseph F of Joseph H and Emma R Aug 11 1907.... 19: 96
Villano Luigi of Salvatore and Rose Nov 8 1901............. 17: 228
Villanova Antonio of Raimondo and Giovannina May 1 1910.. 20: 48
Villanova Filomena of Raimondo and Giovannina Dec 16 1905.. 18: 267
Villanova Giuseppe of Raimond and Giovannina Feb 29 1907.. 19: 20
Villanova Giuseppe of Raimondo and Giovannina July 17 1908.. 19: 241
Villari Antonio of Francesco and Genoveffa July 11 1910..... 20: 82
Villari Francesco G of Francesco A and Genoveffa Oct 20 1907.. 19: 122
Villela Fannie of Pasquale and Carmela July 21 1904......... 18: 78
Villella Elisabetta of Pasquale and Carmela June 3 1902...... 17: 299
Villella Elisabetta of Pietro and Nicolina Aug 26 1909..... 19: 410
Villella Guglielmo M of Pasquale and Carmela Jan 20 1907.... 19: 9
Villella Santina of Pietro and Ticinella Jan 4 1908......... 19: 159
Villeneuve Joseph A of Joseph and Alice O Dec 19 1907..... 19: 145
Villucci Antonio of Vincenzo and Delia Dec 17 1909......... 19: 452
Villucci Luigi of Vincenzo and Dalila Aug 13 1908......... 19: 252
Vilucci Luigi of Pasquale and Palma Feb 10 1907......... 19: 17
Vinaccio Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Speranza Apr 3 1901..... 17: 152
Vinaccio Alberto of Nicola and Cruelisa June 30 1909.... 19: 381
Vinaccio Luigi A of Leonildo and Maria X Dec 12 1910..... 20: 139
Vincent Consua of Jose and Maria Nov 9 1907............. 19: 131
Vincent Ermelinda P X of Antonio and Adelina A Jan 28 1909.. 19: 157
Vincent Lawrence of Henry E and Annie July 3 1902........ 17: 315
Vincent Manuel of Antonio and Rosa July 24 1903........... 17: 454
Vincent Raymond P of George W and Jennie Dec 15 1901..... 17: 239
Vincento Teresa of Cosimo and Maria Oct 8 1908........... 19: 274
Vine Herbert of John and Harriet A Aug 13 1902........... 17: 329
Vine Walter of John J and Harriet A Nov 9 1905........... 18: 255
Vine — s of John J and Harriet A Feb 4 1908........... 19: 232
Vincant Arthur of Louis and Rose A Jan 15 1902........... 17: 257
Viner Helen M of George H and Rosa L Apr 14 1910........ 20: 41
Viner Lena of Charles and Sophia Jan 31 1904........... 18: 12
Vine — s of Robert and Elizabeth A Oct 14 1904........ 18: 134
Vining Helen L of Samuel A and Mary Jan 31 1906........ 18: 220
Vining Ruth G of Samuel A and Mary G July 11 1902...... 17: 375
BIRTHS

Vinter Esther (c) of Charles and Aline Sept 2 1901. ..... 17: 206
Viola Emilio of Saverio and Maria Aug 8 1905. ..... 18: 223
Viola Maria of Saverio and Maria Mar 25 1907. ..... 19: 33
Violet Patrick J of Gustave and Annie Oct 5 1903. ..... 17: 478
Violette Ernest J of Bruno and Rose July 24 1909. ..... 19: 396
Viquiert Gladys I of George I and Helen G Sept 14 1910. ..... 20: 108
Virge — s of Jennie Apr 4 1901. ..... 17: 152
Virgin Julia L of William M and Eleanor May 25 1906. ..... 18: 230
Virgin Margaret E of William M and Eleanor Feb 17 1904. ..... 18: 18
Virian George H of Charles E and Catherine T Feb 10 1901. ..... 17: 137
Virian Walter A of Charles E and Catharine T July 2 1904. ..... 18: 71
Visheneau Evelyn C of James and Sarah June 19 1907. ..... 19: 67
Visheneu James of James and Sarah Jan 6 1905. ..... 18: 143
Visheneau Myrtle M of James A and Sarah L Apr 27 1906. ..... 18: 320
Visheneu Sarah of James and Sarah Jan 6 1905. ..... 18: 143
Vital Jose of Jose S and Rosa P Dec 13 1901. ..... 17: 252
Vital Jose of Joao and Maria Sept 14 1909. ..... 19: 418
Vitale Antonia of Ettore and Maria L Apr 29 1901. ..... 17: 159
Vitale Augusta L C of Agostino and Filomena Oct 22 1905. ..... 18: 248
Vitale Ena A I of Augustino and Filomena Jan 31 1907. ..... 19: 13
Vitale Giuseppe of Ettore and Loreta Dec 30 1902. ..... 17: 373
Vitale Laura E H of Agostino and Maria G Apr 7 1901. ..... 17: 184
Vitassio Emilio of Benedetto and Carmela Sept 8 1909. ..... 19: 459
Vitessio Giovanna of Vincenzo and Assunta Jan 12 1901. ..... 17: 128
Viti Amalia of Francesco and Maria Oct 24 1902. ..... 17: 352
Viti Amalia of Francesco and Maria Nov 4 1903. ..... 17: 488
Viti Antonio of Luigi and Restituta Mar 3 1907. ..... 19: 25
Viti Attilio of Carmine and Maria June 11 1908. ..... 19: 292
Viti Ederado of Francesco and Maria Feb 1 1908. ..... 19: 170
Viti Eliseo of Carmine and Maria D Jan 16 1905. ..... 18: 146
Viti Elvira of Francesco and Donata June 21 1909. ..... 19: 378
Viti Eracio of Francesco and Filomena Aug 6 1903. ..... 17: 458
Viti Eremigio of Francesco and Filomena Aug 8 1907. ..... 19: 94
Viti Genoveva of Francesco and Donata June 21 1909. ..... 19: 578
Viti Giovanni of Francesco and Maria Oct 11 1903. ..... 18: 245
Viti Giulia of Carmine and Domenica Oct 21 1903. ..... 17: 483
Viti Lodovica of Carmine and Maria Aug 20 1906. ..... 18: 363
Viti Luisa of Carmine and Maria Sept 13 1909. ..... 19: 417
Viti Maria of Francesco and Donata Dec 25 1907. ..... 19: 147
Viti Michele of Carmine and Maria D Sept 13 1902. ..... 17: 239
Viti Tomaso of Francesco and Filomena Sept 21 1905. ..... 18: 238
Viti Vincenzina of Francesco and Filomena May 6 1910. ..... 20: 49
Vitiello Carlo di Giuseppe and Emma Sept 30 1906. ..... A-1: 49
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Vito Antonio of Luigi and Restituta Mar 29 1910 .............. 20: 35
Vito Marianna of Luigi and Restituta July 1 1908 .............. 19: 236
Vitola Antonio of Orlando and Catarina July 22 1910 ........... 20: 86
Vitri Maria C of Bartolomeo and Catara G Apr 4 1902 ......... 17: 282
Vitri Silvia of Bartolomeo and Maria G July 29 1906 .......... 18: 355
Vitro Bianca of Giuseppe and Teresa Apr 10 1908 .......... 19: 197
Vitucci Isabella of Pasquale and Anna Apr 4 1910 .......... 20: 38
Vitucci Vincenzo of Pasquale and Lavora Sept 4 1903 ....... 17: 468
Vitulli Camilla of Michele and Maria Aug 24 1904 .......... 18: 90
Vitulli Francesca E of Giovanni and Maria G Mar 23 1905 .. 18: 169
Vitulli Giovanni of Giovanni and Maria Feb 19 1903 ........... 17: 397
Vitulli —— d of Giovanni and Maria Mar 23 1905 ............ 18: 207
Vitullo Assunta of Michelangelo and Maria Mar 5 1907 ....... 19: 26
Vitullo Elvira of Michele A and Maria Sept 26 1905 ......... 18: 240
Vitullo Michele of Giovanni and Maria Feb 2 1901 ........... 17: 134
Vivada Lillian G of Albert and Sarah L Jan 8 1902 ......... 17: 253
Viveiros Jose of Jose and Margarida June 3 1910 .......... 20: 60
Viveiros Jose P of Jose P and Marianna Oct 27 1906 ......... 18: 389
Viveiros Maria S of Jose C and Maria dosA Oct 24 1910 .... 20: 122
Vivian Edwin of Edwin and Charlotte Aug 9 1904 .......... 18: 133
Vivian George E of Edmund G and Charlotte M Nov 1 1905 .. 18: 252
Vivian Kenneth S of Edmund G and Charlotte M Feb 21 1907 19: 21
Vivier Alicia A of David and Lizzie Dec 12 1906 .......... 18: 405
Vivier Blanche of Victor and Clarina Sept 19 1907 ......... 19: 111
Vivier Blanche H of Louis F and Josephine May 13 1905 ... 18: 186
Vivier Charles P of Louis F and Josephine Oct 1 1909 .... 19: 425
Vivier Doriver M of Armedos and Rose A Oct 5 1907 ....... 19: 117
Vivier Evelyn C of David and Elizabeth L Mar 31 1910 ...... 20: 35
Vivier Fred of Philip and Claudia Mar 28 1906 .......... 18: 310
Vivier Henri of Philippe and Claudia Aug 7 1901 ....... 17: 197
Vivier Henry G of Louis F and Josephine Nov 15 1906 ....... 18: 396
Vivier Joseph A of Victor and Clarinda July 6 1903 ...... 17: 448
Vivier Joseph E E of Emery and Alma Feb 9 1907 .......... 19: 16
Vivier Joseph O of Hormisdas and Rosanna June 14 1904 .... 18: 57
Vivier Joseph P of Philius and Josephine Jan 17 1908 ...... 19: 164
Vivier Marie of Victor and Claravina Jan 11 1910 .......... 20: 5
Vivier Marie A D of Victor and Clarina Dec 5 1903 ....... 18: 263
Vivier Marie C of Philippe and Claudia July 5 1904 ....... 18: 72
Vivier Marie E A of Philip and Clodia Dec 13 1907 ...... 19: 143
Vivier Marie F of Henry and Alma Nov 28 1908 .......... 19: 292
Vivier Marie H of Philippe and Claudia Sept 22 1902 ....... 17: 342
Vivier Marie I of Emery and Alma Jan 28 1906 .......... 18: 289
Vivier Rose A of Armand and Rose A Oct 14 1902 .......... 17: 349
Vivier Winifred L of David and Elizabeth Feb 5 1903 ....... 17: 393
Vocci Fortunata of Carmine and Angiolina June 17 1910 .... 20: 65
Voccio Pasquale of Carmine and Angiolina May 27 1909 ........ 19: 368
Vocola Elvira of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 13 1910 ............. 20: 129
Vocola Giovanni of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 7 1907 ............ 19: 93
Voelker Philip L of Frederick A and Mary Sept 14 1907 ....... 19: 152
Vogel Edith M of Carl and Erna Nov 3 1908 ................. 19: 282
Vogel Ernest of Carl D and Erna F June 2 1910 .............. 20: 60
Vogel James H of Frank H and Catherine M Dec 6 1903 ...... 17: 498
Vogel Thomas F of Frank H and Catherine M Nov 17 1906 ... 18: 297
Vogt Conrad E of Henry C and Isabel T Mar 4 1909 ........... 19: 338
Volande Carmine of Giulio and Giovanna Aug 17 1903 ...... 17: 462
Volande Giovanni of Giulio and Giovanna Sept 25 1905 ...... 18: 240
Volante Maria of Giulio and Giovanna Dec 8 1909 ............ 19: 449
Volanti Elmondo of Pietro and Rosina July 3 1910 .......... 20: 78
Volanti Maria E of Pietro and Rosina Jan 9 1909 .......... 19: 318
Volente Ambrosio of Vincenzo and Anna M A July 25 1909 .... 19: 397
Volente Elvina of Achille and Giannina Dec 30 1909 ......... 19: 457
Volini Alberto of Michele and Raducia Apr 4 1905 .......... 18: 174
Volini Antonetta of Giacomo and Angela Dec 10 1904 ......... 18: 126
Volino Domenico of Michele and Lauretta Apr 16 1909 ....... 19: 354
Volino Giovanni of Giacomo and Angelina Feb 25 1907 ....... 19: 22
Volino Giovannina of Giacomo and Angelina Sept 5 1909 .... 19: 414
Vollucci Eugenio A of Vincenzo and Lucia July 24 1909 .... 19: 296
Volodofsky Nathan of Ike and Mary July 15 1904 ............ 18: 76
Volodsky Etta of Morris and Ida Dec 21 1907 ................. 19: 146
Volonde Michele of Giulio and Giovanna Nov 16 1901 ......... 17: 230
Volonte Maria T of Dometico and Celesta Jan 17 1908 ....... 19: 164
Volpa Giuseppe of Raffaele and Maria T Aug 24 1904 ........ 18: 90
Volpe Anita of Elviro and Antonetta Feb 2 1905 ............ 18: 152
Volpe Antonio of Ermilindo and Henrietta Sept 16 1905 .... 18: 237
Volpe Arturo of Giuseppe and Maria Jan 25 1908 .......... 19: 167
Volpe Attilio of Loreto and Felicida Sept 19 1902 ............ 17: 376
Volpe Elia of Ermilindo and Annie Jan 31 1907 .............. 19: 12
Volpe Filomena of Annibale and Maria F Feb 16 1907 ......... 19: 19
Volpe Giovanni of Vincenzo and Clotilda Aug 10 1907 ....... 19: 95
Volpe Giovanni of Elviro and Antonetta Aug 15 1908 ....... 19: 258
Volpe Giovanni of Vincenzo and Clotilda Sept 2 1909 ...... 19: 413
Volpe Giuseppina of Annibale and Maria F Dec 13 1908 .... 19: 299
Volpe Irwin G of Samuel and Ray Dec 5 1910 .............. 20: 149
Volpe Louisa of Ermelindo and Enrichetta Mar 6 1904 ...... 18: 24
Volpe Maria of Ermelindo and Enrichetta Nov 23 1910 ....... 20: 133
Volpe Oswaldo of Elviro and Antonetta July 16 1910 ......... 20: 84
Volpe Vincenzo of Ermilindo and Henrietta Sept 8 1908 ...... 19: 263
Volpe Zaccario of Elviro and Antonetta July 23 1906 ......... 18: 353
Vona Carlo of Romeo and Elena Oct 7 1909 ................. 19: 427
Vona Giovanni of Romeo and Elena Mar 3 1905 ............. 18: 162
Vona Giulia of Romeo and Elena Sept 16 1903 ............ 17: 472
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Vona Luisa of Giuseppe and Lucia Sept 6 1909 ............... 19: 414
Vona Nisa of Romeo and Elena May 15 1907 ............... 19: 52
Vonbank Madaline of George and Mary Oct 10 1910 ............ 20: 117
Voncoiviich Joseph of Kate Feb 15 1907 ..................... 19: 19
Vondell Roy E of William and Cornelia A May 14 1907 .......... 19: 51
Vondell William E of Henry W and Mary A May 2 1904 .......... 18: 43
Vondell —— s of Henry and Mary Aug 5 1905 ............... 18: 222
Vone Umberto G of Giuseppe and Lucia Dec 8 1904 ............ 17: 237
Voni Carmela of Giuseppe and Lucia Oct 27 1903 ............... 19: 456
VonStooch Frank R of Frank and Grace E Oct 1 1909 ........... 17: 425
Voorsanger Morris of Nathan and Nona Nov 15 1901 ............ 17: 229
Vorelo —— s of Michele and Carminella Oct 24 1905 ............ 18: 249
Vose Dorothy C of Nathaniel and Helen Nov 6 1910 .......... 20: 136
Vose Hazel K of Stephen S and Caroline C Feb 4 1902 .......... 17: 263
Votta Amadeo of Pasquale and Maria G Mar 30 1906 .......... 18: 311
Votta Angiolina of Pasquale and Maria G Aug 2 1902 .......... 17: 325
Votta Domenico of Raffaele and Pasquale July 12 1907 .......... 19: 154
Votta Gaetano of Antonio and Angela June 4 1901 ............. 17: 168
Votta Henrietta A of Antonio and Amelia Dec 8 1904 .......... 18: 126
Votta Laurenzo of Vincenzo and Antonetta Dec 1 1905 .......... 18: 262
Votta Leonella of Domenico and Maria Mar 19 1903 .......... 17: 407
Votta Lorenzo D of Vincenzo and Antonetta Dec 1 1907 .......... 19: 139
Votta Maria of Vincenzo and Antonetta Nov 9 1906 .......... 18: 393
Votta Michelina of Raffaele and Pasqualema Sept 5 1909 .......... 19: 414
Votta —— s of Antonio and Maria June 16 1901 ............. 17: 172
Votto —— d of Domenico and Maria Aug 27 1906 .......... 18: 420
Vowles George H of George W and Alice A June 10 1904 .......... 18: 56
Vowles Ruth A of George W and Alice Sept 1 1907 .......... 19: 104
Vroblishki Stanislava of Jan and Josephine Sept 22 1905 .......... 18: 239
Vrobliski Joseph of John and Josie May 10 1904 .......... 18: 45
Vucci Filomena of Luigi and Enrichetta Jan 9 1910 ............ 20: 4
Vucci Francesco of Luigi and Enrichetta Jan 1 1909 .......... 19: 315
Vurgolo Carmina of Vincenzo and Maria Apr 21 1902 .......... 17: 287
Vurgolo Ninto of Vincenzo and Maria Apr 21 1902 .......... 17: 287
Vyse Francis of Frederick and Isabelle July 27 1901 .......... 17: 194
Vyse Theodore of Frederick H and Isabelle Dec 27 1904 .......... 18: 131
Wach Bronislaw of Michael and Annie June 21 1903 .......... 17: 435
Wachayofsky Necodam of Necodam and Valeria Feb 25 1906 .......... 18: 209
Wache Hilda of John and Paula Apr 19 1907 ............... 18: 179
Waddell George of Hugh and Mary June 15 1901 .......... 17: 171
Waddell —— d of Nellie Feb 17 1907 .......... 19: 19
Waddington James H of Frederick J and Rosean June 29 1910.20: 76
Waddington —— s of Joseph P and Susannah Apr 21 1901 ....... 17: 157
Wade Albert L of John M and Josephine Nov 7 1902 .......... 17: 355
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Wade Alberta M of Elmer A and Rena Nov 15 1903............. 17: 492
Wade Arthur of Herbert and Mary 1 Oct 22 1908............ 19: 279
Wade Charles of John M and Joanna Feb 10 1906.......... 18: 293
Wade Edith M of Arthur W and Jessie L Dec 25 1904........ 18: 131
Wade Ernest E of Harry and Annie R May 20 1910............ 20: 54
Wade Ervin S of Elmer A and Rena S May 8 1907 ............ 19: 49
Wade Harold W of Walter and Ida M Feb 24 1906 .......... 18: 299
Wade James W of James O and Catherine A Nov 2 1902.... 17: 355
Wade Kenneth D of Elmer A and Rena S Jan 11 1906 ...... 18: 284
Wade Mildred C of James O and Catherine A Apr 5 1905.... 18: 174
Wade Ruth V of Walter H and Ida M Oct 6 1910............ 20: 115
Wade Thomas D of James O and Catherine A June 14 1907.... 19: 64
Wade —— d of John M and Johanna May 20 1904.......... 17: 180
Wadler Renben of Harris and Rose May 19 1902 ......... 17: 295
Wadler Tilly of Harry and Rose Feb 11 1901 ............. 17: 177
Wadsworth Gertrude of Edward and Lena Feb 15 1903 .. 17: 396
Wagner Bella of Charles H and Ida Oct 29 1909 ......... 19: 434
Wagner Marion K of Albert and Lydia E Feb 17 1909 .... 19: 332
Wagner Mary C of Martin and Mary Nov 20 1906 ....... 18: 398
Wagner Mary E of Henry J and Rose E July 24 1908 .... 19: 244
Wagner Michael of William and Victoria Jan 22 1902 .... 17: 259
Wagner —— d of Joseph and Rose W May 25 1910 ...... 20: 76
Wahl Albert A of Henry H and Margaret T Mar 12 1902 .. 17: 275
Wahl Bertha M of George W and Ellen Jan 19 1908 ...... 19: 306
Wahl Estella E J G of Henry H and Margaret T Feb 2 1908 .. 19: 171
Wahl Mabel L of George W and Nellie Jan 8 1910 ..... 20: 3
Wahl Nellie E of George W and Nellie E Feb 1 1902 ... 17: 262
Wahl Walter C of Henry H and Margaret Nov 8 1909 .... 19: 439
Wahl William H of Henry H and Margaret T Dec 14 1905 .. 18: 267
Wahlberg Carl G of Carl S and Emily C Feb 19 1904 ..... 18: 18
Wahlberg —— d of Sven and Elizabeth Dec 20 1902 ... 17: 370
Wahlberg —— s of August F and Theresa Apr 7 1906 ... 18: 314
Wahlburg —— s of August and Anna Feb 12 1908 ... 19: 233
Wainwright Edward G of Albert C and Amey H Sept 8 1906 .. 18: 371
Wainwright —— d of George and Louise Aug 4 1901 ... 17: 196
Waite Evelyn P of William E and Ethel P Apr 10 1908 .... 19: 197
Waiters Naomi A (c) of James W and Eliza Nov 25 1903 .. 17: 495
Waitkun Annie of Dominic and Agata Apr 15 1908 .... 19: 199
 Wakeling Dorothy P of Edward A and Jennie Sept 24 1907 .. 19: 113
Wakling Dorothy of Edward and Jennie Oct 1908 .. 19: 281
Waksler Morris E of Philip and Esther Jan 20 1910 ........ 20: 8
Waldsky Harry of Eli and Mary Apr 1 1902 .......... 17: 281
Walbard Askal of Jacob and Rose July 28 1905 .... 18: 219
Walasher Richard of Boleslav and Victoria Nov 20 1906 .. 18: 397
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Walberg — s of Carl V and Augusta May 5 1903 ............ 17:421
Walch Clara L of James H and Maria Aug 27 1903 ............ 17:465
Walch Elizabeth A of Clinton E and Helena A Jan 5 1907 .... 19:2
Walch Willis I of Charles L and Jennie E May 31 1904 .... 18:53
Walcott Marion D of William H L and Ray Apr 21 1903 .... 17:418
Walcott Mary L of Charles E and Mattie A Jan 23 1906 ... 18:288
Walcott Ralph A of Nelson H and Nellie L Jan 16 1902 ... 17:257
Walczak Edward W of Thomas and Mary Feb 11 1909 .... 19:330
Walczak Joseph H of Thomas and Mary July 20 1907 .... 19:86
Walden Warren S of Job A and Nellie I Aug 8 1903 .... 17:459
Waldman Edmund I of Samuel and Jennie Dec 20 1905 .... 18:269
Waldman Henry W of Samuel and Jennie Mar 7 1903 .... 17:403
Waldman Mildred J of Samuel and Jennie A Sept 25 1908 ... 19:269
Waldman Morris W of Isaac and Sarah Apr 27 1910 .... 20:46
Waldron Charles of Henry and Johanna Aug 10 1905 .... 18:224
Waldron Frederick F of Francis and Della Nov 20 1906 ... 18:398
Waldron George F of Frederick W and Hannah July 22 1908 ... 19:243
Waldron — d of Francis and Della T Jan 13 1902 .... 17:256
Waldruff Ernest of Frederick J and Annie A Aug 30 1908 ... 19:259
Waldruff Frederick of Frederick J and Annie A Mar 16 1907 ... 19:30
Waldrum Edith A of Harry A and Adelaide W Mar 25 1910 .... 20:33
Waldrum George H of Harry A and Adelaide Feb 28 1909 .... 19:336
Waldrum Joseph T of John and Mary Sept 27 1910 .... 20:112
Waldrum Mary J of Patrick F and Catherine June 16 1906 ... 18:358
Walczko Josephine of Joseph and Mary July 1 1907 ..., 19:79
Walczko Bronisława of Piota and Josefa Feb 28 1906 .... 18:301
Walick Peter of Viktor and Fanny June 9 1902 .... 17:301
Walke Albert E of Albert D and Susan 1 Jan 17 1901 .... 17:130
Waltes Dorothy C of Alfred A and Bessie L Dec 2 1904 .... 18:124
Walford Claudine C of Herbert L and Claudine Nov 3 1904 ... 18:114
Walker Alfred of James and Sarah Sept 6 1907 .... 19:106
Walker Alfred J of James H and Alice June 1 1906 .... 18:322
Walker Bernice A of William and Ethel M Aug 11 1907 ... 19:95
Walker Bertha M of William E and Elenora M Mar 25 1908 ... 19:190
Walker Charlotte M of John and Mary E Nov 24 1902 .... 17:362
Walker Clinton K of Robert E and Grace A Sept 15 1909 .... 19:448
Walker David of William F and Margaret M Jan 11 1905 .... 18:144
Walker Dorothy M of David and Sarah E Jan 3 1910 .... 20:4
Walker Earle T of Earl T and Kate Dec 26 1906 .... 18:409
Walker Eileen of Edward J and Elga C Nov 7 1908 .... 19:284
Walker Emma V of James H and Alice June 26 1903 .... 17:436
Walker Evelyn of Edward J and Olga C Nov 1 1909 .... 19:436
Walker Evelyn A (c) of William and Mary A Aug 23 1905 .... 18:228
Walker Frank R (c) of Frank R and Annie A May 1 1906 .... 18:322
Walker Frederick C of Thomas and Mary J Nov 29 1901 .... 17:234
Walker George of Robert and Delia Dec 17 1901 .... 17:240
Walker George H (c) of Frank R and Annie A Feb 29 1908...19: 181
Walker Gladys H of William W and Fannie E A Sept 19 1908...19: 267
Walker Irene of John W and Catherine Apr 5 1901...17: 153
Walker John H of William F and Margaret May 21 1901...17: 165
Walker Lillian M of William H and Clara A Aug 11 1906...18: 360
Walker Margaret of William F and Margaret Jan 5 1910...20: 2
Walker Marion E of William W and Fannie E A Sept 8 1910...20: 106
Walker Marion G of Hugh A and Alice M Jan 5 1907...19: 2
Walker Marion W of Arthur H and Linda G Aug 21 1908...19: 256
Walker Marjorie of George W and Minnie H Feb 16 1902...17: 266
Walker Mary A of Thomas F and Mary J Nov 3 1905...18: 252
Walker Mary E of William F and Margaret M July 20 1907...19: 86
Walker Melvin L (c) of Frank R and Annie A Dec 30 1910...20: 146
Walker Mildred C (c) of Effie C Jan 22 1902...17: 259
Walker Norman of H Albert and Alice Jan 7 1909...19: 317
Walker Raymond E of John E and Ellen S Apr 15 1906...18: 316
Walker Ruth of James and Sarah July 29 1910...20: 90
Walker Thelma H of William and Ethel M May 18 1905...18: 188
Walker Thomas W of Thomas W and Mary M July 26 1907...19: 151
Walker William of John and Mary E Aug 28 1901...17: 205
Walker William A of Thomas and Mary J Oct 18 1903...17: 483
Walker William C of James G Jr and Elizabeth M Feb 7 ? 1907...19: 72
Walker William E of William E and Elhora M Mar 2 1910...20: 25
Walker William W of William W and Fanny E A Aug 16 1906...18: 362
Walker Zita E of David P and Maria Nov 30 1902...17: 364
Walker (c) d of John P and Eliza Apr 9 1901...17: 154
Walker (c) d of John T and Eliza S Oct 10 1902...17: 348
Walker (c) s of Florence Feb 6 1904...18: 14
Walker (c) s of John P and Eliza S Aug 30 1905...18: 231
Walker d of ... and Mary E Apr 16 1906...18: 317
Walker d of Peledge P and Lizzie M Dec 29 1906...18: 410
Walker (c) s of Thomas and Fannie Sept 19 1908...19: 311
Walker d of William E and Eleanor M Dec 18 1908...19: 301
Walker s of Edwin and Dorothea Nov 30 1909...19: 446
Walker d of Raymond and Nellie Feb 23 1910...20: 21
Walker d of Hugh A and Alice M May 23 1910...20: 56
Wall Alice R of James A and Mary A Nov 30 1902...17: 364
Wall Bridget M of John and Ellen Nov 1 1901...17: 225
Wall Eleanor R of Clarence H and Edith M Nov 2 1905...18: 252
Wall Gardiner H of Clarence H and Edith M Nov 4 1903...17: 488
Wall Gertrude H of George and Mabel Jan 12 1910...20: 5
Wall Grace A of George W and Nellie Jan 14 1906...18: 412
Wall James J of William E and Ann Aug 12 1909...19: 404
Wall John C of William J and Margaret Aug 26 1902...17: 333
Wall John G of John F and Charlotte M May 8 1907...19: 49
Wall John J of Edwin S and Mary E Mar 3 1903...17: 402
Wall Julia A of William J and Margaret Dec 16 1906. 18:406
Wall Julia O of John F and Charlotte M Oct 23 1908. 19:279
Wall Margaret C of Thomas and Martha Jan 3 1901. 17:125
Wall Mildred M of Thomas and Martha May 9 1903. 17:423
Wallace Alice G of Thomas A and Margaret E Feb 1 1907. 19:13
Wallace Barbara W of Robert C and Annie M Feb 6 1904. 18:14
Wallace Catherine of Thomas A and Margaret E Dec 11 1904. 18:126
Wallace Frederic A of Fred A and Ethel M Feb 10 1905. 18:155
Wallace George M of Fred H and Martha L July 25 1906. 18:354
Wallace Harriet V of Thomas A and Margaret E Aug 7 1909. 19:492
Wallace Irene A of Frederick A and Ethel M Mar 25 1903. 17:409
Wallace James E of Ida Feb 5 1905. 18:153
Wallace Joseph of Abram and Rebecca June 1 1902. 17:299
Wallace Joseph of Abram and Becky July 8 1904. 18:75
Wallace Lavinia M of Sherman E and Julia C May 10 1901. 17:162
Wallace Lucy V of Patrick J and Margaret E Jan 25 1907. 19:10
Wallace Margaret H of Patrick J and Margaret E Apr 24 1905. 18:180
Wallace Margaret P of Sherman E and Julia C May 30 1905. 18:192
Wallace Marjorie MeV of Robert C and Annie M Sept 6 1910. 20:105
Wallace Mary E of Sherman E and Julia C May 30 1905. 18:192
Wallace Mary W of Patrick J and Margaret E Nov 23 1902. 17:362
Wallace Rudell L of Sherman E and Julia C Aug 24 1902. 17:332
Wallace Samuel of Abraham and Rebecca June 23 1904. 18:60
Wallace Samuel of Abraham and Rebecca June 29 1906. 18:342
Wallace Thomas J of Patrick J and Margaret E Sept 24 1901. 17:213
Wallace Vincent C of Frank S and Emma C June 7 1910. 20:62
Wallace William B of Frederick A and Ethel M July 27 1909. 19:397
Wallace William B of Hugh C and Mary Nov 8 1910. 20:127
Wallace William W of Sherman E and Julia C Aug 17 1903. 17:462
Wallace s of Thomas A and Margaret E Aug 15 1901. 17:249
Wallace of Mary A Apr 17 1903. 17:443
Wallace of James E and Alice L May 25 1903. 17:428
Wallace ct d of Charles and Clara Jan 13 1908. 19:232
Wallack Ida S of Victor and Fanny Sept 1 1910. 20:103
Wallack d of Victor and Fanny Sept 1 1910. 20:103
Wallack d of Victor and Fanny Sept 1 1910. 20:103
Wallarch Etta of Victor and Fanny Aug 6 1904. 18:84
Wallberg Mildred C of Carl S and Emily M Jan 22 1903. 17:440
Wallberg Walter R of Carl S and Emily M Feb 2 1905. 18:152
Wallen s of Carl and Mia Feb 4 1902. 17:263
Wallenthin Olga of Nels and Hilda May 14 1905. 18:186
Waller Ruth F of Anthony A and Ida M Apr 16 1903. 17:416
Waller Ruth M of Jerdine and Mary A Aug 29 1909. 19:411
Waller d of Jardin and Mary A Dec 31 1905. 18:273
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship to Parents</th>
<th>Parents</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waller</td>
<td>d of Jerdine and Mary</td>
<td>Jan 1 1906</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waller</td>
<td>s of Jerdine and Mary</td>
<td>Jan 28 1907</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walling</td>
<td>Edward of John and Rosa</td>
<td>June 26 1908</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walling</td>
<td>Mamie of John and Rosa</td>
<td>Nov 26 1910</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walling</td>
<td>Phyllis I (c) of Marshall</td>
<td>M and Mary L</td>
<td>Apr 18 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallin</td>
<td>Roy E C of Eric A and</td>
<td>Annie C</td>
<td>Feb 13 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallin</td>
<td>Walter W of Eric A and</td>
<td>Annie Aug</td>
<td>11 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallis</td>
<td>Edward W of Frederick W</td>
<td>and Mary A</td>
<td>Nov 1 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallis</td>
<td>Samuel of Abraham and</td>
<td>Rebecca July</td>
<td>18 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallster</td>
<td>Everett V of Olaf and</td>
<td>Louise Apr</td>
<td>18 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmsley</td>
<td>Lillian J of Henry R</td>
<td>and Maud E May</td>
<td>4 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmsley</td>
<td>Anna L of Charles E and</td>
<td>Sarah J June</td>
<td>24 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmsley</td>
<td>Cora E of Charles E and</td>
<td>Sarah J Apr</td>
<td>19 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmsley</td>
<td>George H of Charles E</td>
<td>and Sarah J Apr</td>
<td>3 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmsley</td>
<td>Hattie (c) of Emma</td>
<td>June 29 1902</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmsley</td>
<td>Harold (c) of Harold</td>
<td>and Lillie Apr</td>
<td>7 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmsley</td>
<td>— s of James H and</td>
<td>Elizabeth Feb</td>
<td>11 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmsley</td>
<td>— d of Charles E and</td>
<td>Sarah J Apr</td>
<td>19 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walpole</td>
<td>Beverly K of Benjamin</td>
<td>M and Jo W</td>
<td>Aug 2 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walpole</td>
<td>Kinlock of Benjamin M</td>
<td>and Jo W</td>
<td>Nov 4 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Adna M of Thomas H and</td>
<td>Margaret E Oct</td>
<td>20 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Agnes M of James and</td>
<td>Alicia Jan</td>
<td>21 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Albert J of Walter J</td>
<td>and Elizabeth H</td>
<td>Sept 5 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Alice M of Thomas and</td>
<td>Frances Mar</td>
<td>11 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Anna L of John and</td>
<td>Mary June</td>
<td>22 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Anna T of Thomas and</td>
<td>Annie T Oct</td>
<td>19 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Arietta of William E</td>
<td>and Elizabeth</td>
<td>July 8 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Arthur of William and</td>
<td>Mary Feb</td>
<td>5 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Austin of James H and</td>
<td>Margaret A Dec</td>
<td>9 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Beatrice of Joseph L</td>
<td>and Anastasia</td>
<td>V Jan 5 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Blanche J of Thomas J</td>
<td>and Margaret</td>
<td>Sept 7 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Catharine of Edward A</td>
<td>and Christina</td>
<td>June 11 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Catharine J of Richard</td>
<td>J and Sophia</td>
<td>Oct 21 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Catherine E of Thomas L</td>
<td>and Elizabeth M</td>
<td>Mar 19 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Catherine G of James R</td>
<td>and Ellen F</td>
<td>Sept 19 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Clair of James H and</td>
<td>Margaret A Nov</td>
<td>18 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>David F of David F and</td>
<td>Margaret J</td>
<td>Jan 14 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Dorothy A of John P and</td>
<td>Alice C</td>
<td>May 6 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Dorothy J of Charles A</td>
<td>and Mary J</td>
<td>Mar 2 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Edna J of William P</td>
<td>and Sarah J</td>
<td>Sept 29 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Edward of Edward A and</td>
<td>Christina</td>
<td>June 11 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Edward V of Michael J</td>
<td>and Theresa</td>
<td>Jan 1 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Elizabeth of John and</td>
<td>Margaret J</td>
<td>June 3 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Elizabeth G of James</td>
<td>and Katie</td>
<td>Aug 17 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Elizabeth T of Richard</td>
<td>A and Elizabeth</td>
<td>T Aug 15 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh</td>
<td>Ellen M of Richard J</td>
<td>and Sophia</td>
<td>Feb 22 1908</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Walsh Elsie A of Stephen M and Elsie M July 2 1908............ 19:236
Walsh Evaleen of Joseph E and Annie A June 23 1907............ 19:680
Walsh Evelyn of John P and Alice C July 4 1907............ 19:790
Walsh Evelyn L of Charles E and Lizzelle J July 23 1906........ 18:353
Walsh Evelyn M of George H Jr and Bessie B July 11 1909........ 18:458
Walsh Francis D of John F and Catherine M Oct 31 1903........... 17:487
Walsh Francis M of John and Julia Feb 12 1904.................. 18:16
Walsh Frank E of John F and Louise A Sept 23 1909............ 19:421
Walsh Frederick H of James M and Mary E Sept 22 1902........ 17:342
Walsh Frederick L of James H and Margaret July 24 1906........ 18:353
Walsh George A of John and Julia P Aug 25 1908............ 19:257
Walsh George E of John F and Bridget June 29 1902........... 17:307
Walsh George E of Thomas S and Mary Mar 18 1910........... 20:31
Walsh George R of Thomas J and Margaret Dec 17 1906........... 18:407
Walsh George W of Daniel P and Mary F Sept 27 1907............ 19:114
Walsh Gerald E of Edward J and Mary C Feb 27 1907............ 19:23
Walsh Gerald L of Thomas L and Elizabeth M Feb 7 1902........ 17:264
Walsh Gladys V of Richard A and Elizabeth T Sept 14 1908........ 19:265
Walsh Helen of James and Ellen F Apr 24 1901.................. 17:184
Walsh Helen D of James J and Mary A Feb 5 1904............. 18:13
Walsh Henry D of Michael J and Margaret M June 15 1909........ 19:375
Walsh Honora M of John T and Mary E Aug 31 1902............ 17:335
Walsh Howard A of Thomas W and Eliza July 27 1904............ 17:194
Walsh James of Edward J and Catherine E June 16 1906........ 18:338
Walsh James F of Thomas L and Rosanna June 1 1905........... 18:193
Walsh James F of Christopher E and Isabel A Oct 29 1905........ 18:250
Walsh James H of Patrick and Margaret M Feb 26 1901........ 17:141
Walsh James H of James H and Maria Mar 12 1905............ 18:165
Walsh James P of Richard and Jennie Aug 7 1903................ 17:459
Walsh James R (c) of James T and Mary E July 20 1904........... 18:78
Walsh James T of Lawrence F and Mary C July 19 1910........... 20:85
Walsh James V of Thomas and Fanny Feb 9 1905................ 18:154
Walsh John B of John T and Elizabeth M Aug 20 1906........... 18:363
Walsh John C of William E and Elizabeth July 7 1902........... 17:317
Walsh John D of Frederick F and Evelyn M Apr 7 1907............ 19:38
Walsh John F of Joseph E and Annie A Apr 2 1901............ 17:152
Walsh John H of Richard and Sophia Aug 7 1902................ 17:327
Walsh John H of Thomas H and Annie Dec 26 1908............ 19:309
Walsh John M of John P and Alice C Nov 22 1908............ 19:290
Walsh John W of John F and Louise A Sept 23 1909............ 19:421
Walsh Joseph of William and Elizabeth Mar 7 1903............ 17:403
Walsh Joseph C of James R and Ellen F Oct 26 1902............ 17:353
Walsh Joseph L of Joseph L and Anastasia V May 20 1906........ 18:328
Walsh Joseph V of James J and Mary A Dec 22 1909............ 19:454
Walsh Julia E of John T and Elizabeth M Nov 9 1904........ 18:117
Walsh Lawrence F of Lawrence F and Mary G Oct 28 1906...18:389
Walsh Lawrence W of Thomas L and Rosanna M Jan 21 1903.17: 388
Walsh Lee A of Richard and Elizabeth Oct 3 1901............17: 216
Walsh Louise A of John F and Louise A Apr 14 1908........ 19:198
Walsh Louise M of James F and M Genevieve May 9 1905. ...18:185
Walsh Luke H of James H and Maria Apr 14 1908............. 19:198
Walsh Margaret of Thomas and Annie Dec 29 1909.............19:156
Walsh Margaret M of James H and Maria Oct 21 1901....... 17: 222
Walsh Margaret M of John and Julia Apr 10 1906........... 18:315
Walsh Margaret M of Robert A and Annie July 30 1909......19: 399
Walsh Margaret T of Thomas H and Margaret E Feb 20 1904.18: 19
Walsh Mary of Richard A and Elizabeth T Mar 5 1904........18: 24
Walsh Mary of Thomas and Anastasia Oct 7 1902............ 17:479
Walsh Mary of Thomas L and Elizabeth Feb 6 1910........... 20: 15
Walsh Mary A of John F and Norah T Feb 14 1903.............17:395
Walsh Mary G of John T and Mary E Aug 25 1906........... 18:365
Walsh Mary L of Thomas and Annie T July 25 1908......... 19:245
Walsh Mary M of John F and Mary E May 18 1906........... 18:328
Walsh Mary M of John and Mary E Dec 2 1906............ 18:401
Walsh Matthew J of John and Delia Apr 29 1901.............17:159
Walsh Mildred of Thomas H and Margaret E Sept 3 1907..... 19:104
Walsh Mildred A of Patrick C and Mary A Apr 20 1907..... 19: 43
Walsh Mortimer H of Michael J and Margaret M Mar 7 1907..19: 27
Walsh Quentin P of Edward J and Mary Feb 3 1909........ 19:327
Walsh Raymond of John T and Elizabeth M May 8 1909...... 19:362
Walsh Raymond F of Joseph E and Annie A Nov 13 1910... 20:129
Walsh Richard A of John T and Elizabeth M Oct 29 1902....17:354
Walsh Richard D of Thomas P and Frances M Feb 8 1903...17:394
Walsh Robert A of William P and Alice E Apr 6 1902..... 17:282
Walsh Ruth A of Patrick C and Annie M Mar 15 1901...... 17:146
Walsh Sarah A of William P and Sarah J Oct 2 1905........ 18:242
Walsh Stephen F of John F and Nora T Mar 29 1901........ 17:150
Walsh Thomas of William and Martha Nov 10 1910........ 20:128
Walsh Thomas P of Thomas F and Mary T July 25 1908..... 19:245
Walsh Thomas J of Michael and Margaret M Dec 7 1904... 18:125
Walsh Thomas L of Thomas P and Fannie Sept 28 1907...... 19:114
Walsh Thomas M of Michael and Catherine Nov 10 1901....17:228
Walsh Thomas M of James J and Mary A Jan 11 1906....... 18:284
Walsh Vera G of Robert J and Lenore E June 28 1901...... 17:182
Walsh Walter J of David F and Margaret J Oct 11 1910.....20:117
Walsh Wilbur R of Wilbur R and Rachael B July 17 1910... 20: 84
Walsh Wilhelmina of John E and Wilhelmina Jan 30 1902..17:261
Walsh William J of Edward J and Catherine E May 22 1901..17:165
Walsh William J of David F and Margaret J June 5 1904....18: 54
Walsh William J of William J and Margaret A June 24 1910.20: 68
Walsh William L of Frederick F A and Evelyn Apr 17 1909  19:354
Walsh William S of John and Julia Dec 22 1901  17:242
Walsh William S of John F and Mary E Oct 25 1903  17:485
Walsh — d of Patrick J and Mary Dec 15 1901  A-1: 37
Walsh — d of Edward J and Catherine E Feb 14 1903  17:442
Walsh — s of Joseph L and Anastasia V Oct 22 1904  18:137
Walsh — d of John and Nora T Jan 3 1905  18:206
Walsh — d of Joseph E and Annie A Jan 4 1906  18:417
Walsh — s of William H and Sarah Aug 2 1907  19:91
Walsh — s of William and Helen Dec 5 1908  19:296
Walsh — d of James and Julia Apr 10 1909  19:352
Walsh — s of Katherine Jan 31 1910  20:12
Walsh — s of Michael and Charlotte July 4 1910  20:79
Walter Clinton W of Frank W and Edith M Sept 3 1908  19:261
Walter Russell of Frank W and Edith Feb 22 1906  18:298
Walters Alberta F (c) of Viola M Feb 2 1909  19:327
Walters Clifford of Frank E and Carrie F Aug 30 1901  17:205
Walters Gladys E of Frank E and Carrie F Dec 10 1908  19:298
Walters Helen L of Frank E and Carrie F Dec 31 1903  17:507
Walters Margaret M (c) of Dora E June 17 1902  17:304
Walters Napoleon of Herman and Ellen K July 14 1901  17:189
Walters Raymond P of Frank E and Carrie Apr 4 1907  19:37
Walther Howard F of Herman G and Amelia C Aug 13 1905  18:224
Walton Thomas S of Richard and Alice D Feb 10 1908  19:173
Walton — s of William and Margaret Dec 19 1901  17:251
Walwood Henry H of Henry R and Maud E Feb 15 1909  19:331
Walwood Mildred E of Henry R and Maud E May 13 1907  19:51
Wandlers ? Frances of Gertrude Dec 4 1901  17:236
Wandulowski Stanislav of John and Antonina Dec 10 1910  20:139
Wapinski Victoria of Powell and Rodwicke Dec 29 1907  19:149
Warburton Doris E of George S and Ada J Dec 13 1910  20:140
Warburton Florence of Stacy R and Edith June 5 1907  19:61
Warburton William R of William R and Mary C Jan 11 1910 20:5
Wareup Margaret F of Walter W and Evelyn G June 26 1910 20:69
Ward Alice C of Michael and Alice Feb 13 1905  18:155
Ward Alice E of John and Delia Aug 20 1901  17:202
Ward Annie K of Harry G and Ida K K Feb 6 1910  20:15
Ward Annie M of John and Mary Aug 26 1904  18:91
Ward Annie M of John J and Mary Sept 7 1910  20:105
Ward Anthony F of Frank W and Mary E Dec 30 1905  18:272
Ward Cecilia of Michael J and Mary Feb 9 1903  17:394
Ward Charles of John H and Sarah F Jan 8 1904  18:3
Ward Chester W of Henry B and Clara E Aug 6 1903  17:459
Ward Clarence P of John and Delia Dec 4 1907  19:140
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Ward Dorothy of John E and Hazel July 7 1908..............19: 238
Ward Dorothy A of Henry B and Clara E Mar 21 1905........18: 169
Ward Edith C of Harry G and Ida June 17 1908...............19: 224
Ward Ethel C of John J and Annie May 15 1904.............18: 47
Ward Eugene I of Frank W and Mary E Feb 18 1907.........19: 20
Ward Everett E of George and Lizzie Feb 18 1901...........17: 139
Ward Florence of Edward and Eva Sept 15 1909.............19: 418
Ward Francis of Theresa July 19 1904......................18: 77
Ward Francis E of John and Delia June 1 1903.............17: 430
Ward Francis E of Theresa J Feb 19 1904...................18: 19
Ward Frank W of Frank W and Mary E Mar 13 1908..........19: 186
Ward Gertrude of John and Delia Dec 30 1910..............20: 146
Ward Gertrude L of James A and Margaret E Mar 9 1901...17: 144
Ward Gilbert H (c) of William and Dorothea L Aug 29 1909,19: 411
Ward Harriet of William J and Harriet M Apr 5 1908.......19: 195
Ward Harry J of Harry W and Bertha A May 4 1902........17: 291
Ward Herbert L of William J and Harriet M Mar 9 1903....17: 404
Ward Herbert M (c) of William and Dorothea L June 30 1907,19: 70
Ward Ida E (c) of William and Dorothea L Aug 1 1901......17: 195
Ward Irvine S of George and Lizzie Aug 31 1902...........17: 335
Ward James A of James A and Margaret E Nov 10 1909....19: 439
Ward James E of William P and Annie J Dec 17 1909.......19: 452
Ward Jessie M E of Joseph M and Malvina O June 30 1904...18: 63
Ward John of Charles F and Annie May 27 1908............19: 215
Ward John of James and Helen X Dec 6 1908..............19: 296
Ward John H of John and Delia Feb 11 1909..............19: 330
Ward John J of Michael F and Alice T Nov 21 1906.......18: 398
Ward John T of John T and Harriet V Oct 16 1907........19: 121
Ward Joseph H of William H and Rosella July 31 1905....18: 220
Ward Kathleen M of William A and Mary E June 7 1906....18: 335
Ward Margaret E of John and Mary A Feb 5 1906...........18: 292
Ward Margherita of John and Delia Sept 22 1904...........18: 101
Word Marjory of John E and Hazel June 5 1910.............20: 61
Word Mary of Frank W and Mary E May 1 1909..............19: 359
Word Mary E of Thomas B and Catherine E Nov 10 1906....18: 394
Word Mary L E (c) of William and Dorothea L Nov 17 1903,17: 492
Word Mary M of John T and Harriet V Oct 4 1905...........18: 243
Word Mary T of Michael J and Mary Mar 10 1901.........17: 145
Word Mildred M (c) of William H and Etta M Sept 23 1905,18: 239
Word Pansy M of Harry W and Bertha Feb 21 1905...........18: 158
Word Ralph (c) of Frank C and Laura Jan 27 1910.........20: 11
Word Raymond N of Joseph M and Melvina Nov 8 1908.....19: 284
Word Raymond P of John and Delia May 14 1906...........18: 326
Word Rose M of John H and Sarah F Aug 18 1901...........17: 201
Word Teresa of Michael and Theresa Dec 16 1910.........20: 141
WARREN

FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Ward Thomas D of Michael and Alice T Aug 30 1908........... 19: 259
Ward Violet M of William M and Jenina A Mar 26 1908........ 19: 190
Ward Walter E of Michael J and Mary Nov 15 1904........... 18: 118
Ward —— d of John H and Sarah F July 12 1902............. 17: 377
Ward —— of John H and Mary Jan 8 1903.................... 17: 442
Warden Edith M of Samuel M and Bertha M Nov 13 1907...... 19: 332
Warden Edith M of Samuel M and Bertha M Nov 3 1910...... 20: 125
Warden Elliot M of Samuel M and Bertha M July 12 1909.... 19: 392
Warden George W of Samuel M and Bertha M May 12 1906.... 18: 326
Warden Harry R of Harry and Minnie June 26 1907.......... 19: 69
Warden John W of Samuel M and Bertha M Sept 29 1904..... 18: 163
Wardick Ellen V of Patrick and Mary Feb 27 1903......... 17: 400
Wardick James F of Patrick and Mary A Oct 18 1903........ 18: 245
Wardle Edith of Elijah and Clara Nov 14 1902............. 17: 359
Wardle Ethel M of Elijah and Clara July 23 1906......... 18: 353
Wardle George G of Paul and Florida May 31 1906......... 18: 352
Wardle Kenneth of Elijah and Clara Mar 4 1909........... 19: 338
Wardle Walter of Elijah and Clara May 21 1901............ 17: 165
Ware Alice I of Robert L and Josephine E Apr 26 1909...... 19: 357
Ware George L of Robert L and Josephine E Dec 5 1907.... 19: 140
Ware Gladys of Powell and Mary Feb 24 1905.............. 18: 159
Ware Wilfred H of William F and Bridget Dec 24 1902..... 17: 371
Wareing Harriet R of James and Annie F Feb 4 1906....... 18: 291
Wareing Thomas T of Elizabeth A June 26 1908........... 19: 227
Waring John F of William C and Annie T Feb 1 1906...... 18: 291
Waring Leon E of James and Annie Feb 8 1901............ 17: 183
Waring William C of William C and Annie T July 16 1904... 18: 133
Wark Raymond H of William H and Annie July 10 1907..... 19: 82
Warner Alton F of Charles A and Annie July 8 1904..... 18: 73
Warner Andrey H of Charles A and Annie Apr 2 1909....... 19: 349
Warner Charles A of Charles A and Anna M June 22 1901.... 17: 173
Warner Charles K of Charles H and Evelyn V Jan 26 1905... 18: 204
Warner Elbert I (c) of Israel O and Josephine June 13 1901.17: 171
Warner Ellen L of George H and Caroline A Oct 24 1902.... 17: 352
Warner Ethel F of Daniel and Ida M Nov 9 1904........... 18: 116
Warner Eugene F of Charles A and Annie M May 23 1910.... 20: 56
Warner Eugene I (c) of Israel O and Josephine Jan 14 1904.18: 5
Warner Florence of Frank and Charlotte July 9 1910....... 20: 81
Warner Frank of Wicenty and Bronislai May 28 1909....... 19: 369
Warner James E of Edward G and Mary A Dec 17 1905...... 18: 208
Warner Laurence A (c) of Alden B and Gertrude M Jan 9 1902.17: 285
Warner Mary H of George H and Caroline Nov 9 1905...... 18: 255
Warner Olive E of Charles A and Anna M June 29 1905...... 18: 203
Warner Robert E (c?) of Gertrude M Dec 10 1904.......... 18: 135
Warner Thomas E of Charles A and Anna M Aug 18 1903.... 17: 462
Warner Virginia M of Charles A and Annie M May 23 1910... 20: 56
Warren —— s of Daniel and Ida M Apr 24 1901...17:184
Warner —— (c) s of Israel and Josephine July 18 1901...17:190
Warner —— s of Levy and Mary Feb 9 1902...17:313
Warnock Charles S of Samuel J and Nora July 14 1902...17:319
Warren Charles R of John A and Cora M Mar 5 1906...18:302
Warren Chester M of Albert W and Minnie Jan 22 1903...17:388
Warren Doris H of Albert and Minnie June 7 1905...18:196
Warren Doris W of George A and Mattie M B Aug 8 1906...18:359
Warren Earl J of William and Mabel Dec 27 1901...17:244
Warren Edward of Edward E and Elsie E June 7 1910...20:62
Warren Emma M of John A and Cora M Nov 2 1903...17:488
Warren Ernest F B of George and Katherine Dec 12 1905...18:266
Warren Ethel I of Henry W and May Feb 19 1905...18:158
Warren Francis of Francis A and Agnes Dec 30 1910...20:146
Warren Helen of John A and Cora M Jan 10 1908...19:162
Warren James L of Paul B and Harriet M May 6 1906...18:413
Warren John W of John A and Cora M July 9 1902...17:317
Warren Katherine of William W and Katherine M Feb 14 1908;19:175
Warren Lloyd A of Albert W and Minnie C Aug 28 1901...17:205
Warren Mabel E of Horace J and Bertha T Nov 2 1906...18:391
Warren Mabel F of William and Mabel Aug 2 1905...18:221
Warren Mabel L of William and Mary J Mar 12 1901...17:145
Warren Murwin J of John H and Annie R Mar 27 1904...18:31
Warren William E of Albert W and Minnie Aug 31 1908...19:259
Warren —— s of George W and Catherine Apr 3 1904...18:67
Warschofsky Frank of Sigmund and augustina Aug 13 1902...17:329
Warshaw Felina of Charles and Sahra M Oct 15 1910...20:119
Warson Portia E of Walter I and Lucy P July 19 1907...19:86
Warszawsky Brown of Sigmund and Justina Feb 1 1910...20:13
Warwick Margaret of Willard J and Margaret S Feb 24 1905...18:204
Warwick Thomas of Willard J and Margaret S Mar 6 1901...17:144
Washburn Clifton of Roscoe C and Sara R Jan 13 1903...17:385
Washburn Mary F of Roscoe C and Sarah R May 24 1906...18:329
Washburn Minnie D of William M and Nettie Mar 2 1908...19:181
Washburn Robert F of Everett L and Maud M Nov 18 1905...18:258
Washburn Russell of Harry O and Florence M Dec 4 1907...19:140
Washburn Thelma S of William E and Carrie July 5 1908...19:237
Washburne Stanley C of Ernest C and Lucy L Nov 22 1906...18:398
Washedman William of Max and Minnie Apr 6 1901...17:153
Washington Arline M (c) of Cornelius and Rosa Aug 16 1910;20:97
Washington Charles A (c) of Charles A and Agnes Oct 17 1909;19:431
Washington Charlotte M (c) of Charles O and Mary F Jan 18 1909...19:321
Washington George (c) of George and Mary Sept 13 1909...19:417
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Washington Harry T (c) of Cornelius and Rosa Aug 27 1905.18:229
Washington Helen R E (c) of Cornelius and Rosa E Jan 16
1906. .................................................17:386
Washington James A (c) of Cornelius and Rosa W Dec 9 1907.19:142
Washington Joseph P of Joseph P and Margaret Mar 2 1901.17:142
Washington Mabel F (c) of George D and Martha J Dec 12
1906. .................................................18:405
Washington Marion L (c) of Adam and Sarah Nov 12 1901.17:229
Washington Milton M (c) of George A and Mary O Nov 26
1910. .................................................20:134
Washington Robert (c) of Charles O and Mary F June 12 1906.18:413
Washington Willetta M (c) of George H and Fanny E Jan 17
1901. .................................................17:129
Washington (c) d of Andrew and Clara F July 23 1902.17:377
Washington (c) s of Andrew and Clara Sept 6 1903.17:511
Washington (c) s of George and Martha Sept 8 1903.17:511
Washington (c) d of Charles and Mary E July 13 1904.18:136
Washington (c) s of George A and Mary O Sept 25 1904.18:138
Washington (c) d of Charles A and Mary E Mar 4 1905.18:207
Washington (c) s of George A and Mary Aug 17 1905.18:276
Washington (c) s of Charles A and Mary Mar 28 1906.18:418
Washington (c) d of George A and Mary O Aug 22 1906.18:420
Washington (c) s of Andrew W and Clara F June 6 1907.19:76
Washington (c) s of George C and Mary O July 19 1908.19:310
Wasilewski Bernislava of Victor and Steflka Mar 5 1910.20:26
Wasikas Henry of Henry and — Sept 1 1901.17:206
Waskel (c) s of Jan and Ludwyka June 24 1905.18:204
Waskil Antola of John and Ludvica Apr 26 1910.20:45
Wasserman Israel of Max and Minna May 7 1903.17:422
Wasserman Lillie of Max and Minnie Aug 5 1905.18:222
Wasserman Louis of Nathan and Tillie Sept 2 1909.19:413
Wasserman Louis W of Max and Mary Dec 23 1907.19:146
Wasserman Sarah of Nathan and Tillie Aug 14 1910.20:96
Wasserman (c) s of Sophia July 23 1908.19:244
Wassermun (c) d of Max and Mary Aug 14 1910.20:96
Watela Anna M of Angelo and Carmela Apr 10 1906.18:315
Waterfield Howard E of Charles E and Sadie H May 7 1903.17:422
Waterfield Leland H of Charles E and Sadie H Feb 9 1902.17:264
Waterhouse Carl V of Valentine W and Evelyn Apr 2 1904.18:23
Waterman Daniel B of Stephen and Gertrude Feb 3 1902.17:341
Waterman Dorothy R of Clinton and Mildred Jan 17 1909.19:321
Waterman Flora of Fred V and Flora Apr 1 1907.19:36
Waterman Frank M of Frank E and Annie L Jan 8 1904.18:3
Waterman Frederick V of Frederick V and Flora Apr 23 1908.19:202
Waterman Granville W of Granville C and Esther M Apr 16
1910. .................................................20:42
BIRTHS.

Waters

Waterman Helen of Charles and Helen C Oct 1 1907 .......... 19: 116
Waterman John F of Lewis A and Catherine M Nov 30 1903 .. 17: 497
Waterman Josiah H of Josiah H and Agnes M Jan 5 1902 .. 17: 254
Waterman Lillie M of Albert and Lillie R July 10 1902 .... 17: 374
Waterman Louise of George H and Louise Aug 9 1905 .... 18: 223
Waterman Margaret of Lewis A and Catherine July 24 1905 .. 18: 218
Waterman Marion B of Frank E and Annie L Jan 21 1902 .... 17: 259
Waterman Mary E of Thomas W and Delia A Apr 13 1907 ... 19: 41
Waterman Priscilla of George H and Louise Aug 9 1905 ... 18: 223
Waterman Robert H of Benjamin F and Susie F Mar 20 1908.. 19: 188
Waters Catharine of Thomas J and Ellen Dec 11 1903 ..... 17: 500
Waters Catherine T of John and Mary Aug 9 1901 ....... 17: 198
Waters Ella E of Michael J and Joseplhine Dec 23 1906 .. 18: 409
Waters Ellen H of Thomas J and Ellen Aug 29 1901 .... 17: 205
Waters Ethel O of William M and Ebba E July 2 1906 .... 18: 344
Waters George H of Bernard J and Mary A May 10 1903 .. 17: 423
Waters George H of Patrick and May Mary May 15 1908 .. 19: 211
Waters James E of Patrick J and Mary A Dec 19 1905 ... 18: 269
Waters James H of John and Mary Oct 25 1903 ......... 18: 249
Waters John A of John and Mary Aug 24 1903 ........ 17: 464
Waters Joseph F of Michael J and Joseplhine June 8 1905 .. 18: 196
Waters Louise V of John and Mary May 7 1908 .......... 19: 207
Waters Margaret F of Thomas J and Ellen Mar 15 1906 ... 18: 306
Waters Marshall L of William M and Ebba E June 12 1910 .. 20: 63
Waters Mary T of Michael and Delia J Nov 30 1903 ...... 17: 497
Waters Mildred E of William M and Ebba E Jan 29 1908 .. 19: 168
Waters Owen V of Patrick J and Mary Nov 2 1903 ....... 17: 488
Waters Raymond J of Thomas J and Marietta July 14 1910 .. 20: 83
Waters Richard of Edward and Agnes Oct 22 1908 .... 19: 308
Waters Thomas of James and Margaret Oct 26 1905 .... 18: 249
Waters William R of Thomas J and Ellen July 9 1909 ... 19: 391
Waters — (c) s of Bertha Sept 24 1906 ......... 18: 421
Waters — d of Sarah Nov 5 1901 ........ 17: 227
Wathey Dora C of Charles and Theodora Nov 16 1905 .... 18: 257
Wathey Edith J of Charles and Theodora July 2 1908 .. 19: 236
Wathey — s of Charles and Hannah Oct 25 1901 ....... 17: 250
Watkins Frederick M of David M and Velena W Mar 26 1910.. 20: 34
Watkins Genevieve G of Harbour C and Gertrude J Mar 24 1907 .... 19: 33
Watkins George R (c) of Robert and Harriet X Mar 16 1909 .. 19: 343
Watkins Rawlston W of Harbor C and Gertrude Apr 26 1910 .. 20: 46
Watkins Russell E of Claude E and Ethel L July 25 1905 ... 18: 218
Watkins — (c) s of Rachel June 29 1902 ........ 17: 304
Watkins — s of David M and Velena W Dec 31 1907 .... 19: 157
Watkinson Ethel J of William and Mary Jan 28 1907 .... 19: 11
Watmuff Lillian of William and Sarah C Sept 30 1902 ... 17: 344
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Arthur of William and Grace</td>
<td>Apr 13</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Charlotte of William A</td>
<td>Mar 15</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Dorothy F of Hezekiah</td>
<td>Aug 8</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Earl (c) of Mabel</td>
<td>Jun 2</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Edward of William and Grace</td>
<td>Feb 9</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Edward J of Edward J and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 2</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Elsie M of Alfred D and Martha</td>
<td>Mar 22</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Ethel I of Henry J and Mary</td>
<td>May 8</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Francis of Charles and Mary</td>
<td>Aug 20</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>George H of William J and Louise</td>
<td>Feb 19</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>George J of Harry J and Mary A</td>
<td>Oct 16</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Gertrude E of Frank E and Margaret</td>
<td>Jan 12</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Grace M of William H and Grace</td>
<td>July 18</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Harold (c) of Lena</td>
<td>Sep 4</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Henry J of Harry J and Mary</td>
<td>June 27</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Henry W of Henry B and Caroline</td>
<td>Feb 6</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Hope of Byron S and Isabell</td>
<td>Dec 29</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Hunter F of Henry J and Mary A</td>
<td>July 28</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Ida M of Eliza F and Sarah</td>
<td>Apr 12</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Isabel L of Byron S and Isabell</td>
<td>Dec 9</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Latham T of Henry B and Caroline</td>
<td>May 30</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Lloyd F of Frank E and Margaret</td>
<td>July 10</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Mabel F of Edward J and Mary</td>
<td>May 26</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Marion B of Henry B and Sarah</td>
<td>May 13</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Mary of Charles R and Mary A</td>
<td>Sep 23</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Philip S of Philip S and Jennie</td>
<td>May 28</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Ralph G of Henry B and Sarah</td>
<td>Feb 21</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Robert E of Philip S and Jennie</td>
<td>July 4</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Russell E of Henry B and Caroline</td>
<td>Apr 21</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Sarah E of Robert H and Ellen</td>
<td>Apr 2</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Thelma of Marion</td>
<td>Nov 19</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>William B of William F and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 2</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>William R of John and Isabel</td>
<td>Aug 21</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>d of Ernest and Mary Oct 12</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>s of Hezekiah and Jessie</td>
<td>Dec 23</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>s of Hezekiah H and Jessie B</td>
<td>Nov 25</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watt</td>
<td>Albert of Andrew R DeW and Xelie</td>
<td>Dec 14</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watt</td>
<td>Albert B of Andrew and Annie</td>
<td>July 16</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watt</td>
<td>Clyde DeW of Andrew and Annie</td>
<td>Sep 15</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watt</td>
<td>James D of Andrew and Annie</td>
<td>Aug 25</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts</td>
<td>Alfred E of Alfred E and Annie</td>
<td>July 28</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts</td>
<td>Allan H of Herbert H and Pauline</td>
<td>Apr 6</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts</td>
<td>Annabelle H (c) of Archibald C and</td>
<td>Apr 3</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts</td>
<td>Carlyle E (c) of Archibald C and</td>
<td>Sep 13</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watts Clifford H</td>
<td>John H</td>
<td>Sarah L</td>
<td>Oct 26 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts Doris E</td>
<td>Frederick W</td>
<td>Louise</td>
<td>Feb 25 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts Doris E</td>
<td>George W</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Dec 4 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts Elsie E</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Nov 8 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts George F</td>
<td>George W Jr</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Feb 24 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts Grace V</td>
<td>Frank C</td>
<td>Sarah A</td>
<td>Feb 27 1901</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts Hazel</td>
<td>Horace G</td>
<td>Caroline</td>
<td>Nov 22 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts Helen R</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>Jun 23 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts Hope C</td>
<td>George W</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Nov 2 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts Marion C</td>
<td>George W</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Feb 7 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts Ruth M</td>
<td>Horace G</td>
<td>Caroline W</td>
<td>Aug 11 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts Stuart W</td>
<td>Frederick W</td>
<td>Louise A</td>
<td>Sept 15 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts William E</td>
<td>Archibald C</td>
<td>Clara L</td>
<td>Sept 7 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts ——</td>
<td>Herbert H</td>
<td>Pauline R</td>
<td>Apr 3 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waugh ——</td>
<td>Julius E</td>
<td>Alice S</td>
<td>May 15 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax Abraham</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>Nov 20 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax Balor</td>
<td>Pineas</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Feb 29 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax Bennie</td>
<td>Saul</td>
<td>Berta</td>
<td>Oct 19 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax Bessie</td>
<td>Fred</td>
<td>Jennie Apr</td>
<td>22 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax Fauny</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Rosa</td>
<td>Oct 11 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax Samuel</td>
<td>Pineus</td>
<td>Annie Oct</td>
<td>8 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax ——</td>
<td>Tillie</td>
<td>Pina</td>
<td>July 21 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waxler Morris</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>July 1 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way Arthur A</td>
<td>Arthur F</td>
<td>Mary M</td>
<td>Apr 14 1910</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way Elizabeth</td>
<td>Allan</td>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>July 21 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way Henry C</td>
<td>Henry C</td>
<td>Agnes</td>
<td>B Oct 11 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way Julia C</td>
<td>Henry C</td>
<td>Agnes</td>
<td>B June 28 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way Olive M</td>
<td>Arthur</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>May 5 1907</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way Russell E</td>
<td>Austin H</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>July 20 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne ——</td>
<td>Edward</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>July 13 1909</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayss Gertrude M</td>
<td>Christian</td>
<td>Bertha</td>
<td>Aug 2 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayss Josephine L</td>
<td>M of Christian</td>
<td>Bertha</td>
<td>Dec 10 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayss Paul C</td>
<td>Augusti</td>
<td>Rosa M</td>
<td>Jan 15 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayte Albert E</td>
<td>Arthur G</td>
<td>Sarah A</td>
<td>Feb 11 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayte ——</td>
<td>d of Arthur G</td>
<td>Sarah A</td>
<td>Dec 29 1903</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wazjuskj Stanislaw</td>
<td>Wladislaw</td>
<td>Bronisslava</td>
<td>Jan 23 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weagle Arbutus E</td>
<td>Angus</td>
<td>Annie I</td>
<td>Apr 18 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weagle Doris L</td>
<td>Angus</td>
<td>Annie I</td>
<td>Feb 1 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weagle Ruth V</td>
<td>Angus</td>
<td>Annie I</td>
<td>Dec 11 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakley Anna F</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>Oct 17 1904</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakley Charles A</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>Kate</td>
<td>Dec 23 1902</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakley Edward A</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>Catherine T</td>
<td>Dec 18 1908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakley Francis S</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>Katie T</td>
<td>Oct 3 1906</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakple Marcella A</td>
<td>Joseph F</td>
<td>Marcella A</td>
<td>Apr 3 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weatherbee Donald</td>
<td>O of Clarence</td>
<td>P and Emma</td>
<td>Mar 1 1905</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weathers</td>
<td>Donald</td>
<td>Alice H</td>
<td>of Bernard W</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Weathers Lawrence B of Bernard W and Margaret A July 21
1909.................................................. 19:395
Weaver Beatrice of Benjamin and Anna Oct 23 1904.............. 18:134
Weaver Gwendolyn F of Henry F and Edith July 9 1904.......... 18: 74
Weaver Horton B of Harold E and Anna E Nov 9 1905............ 18:255
Weaver John D of John H and Grace Jan 25 1908................. 19:165
Weaver Lloyd F of Erner H and Bertha M Apr 14 1909............ 19:353
Weaver Sarah A of Frank W and Lucy M Oct 15 1905.............. 18:246
Weaver Wallace of Edward and Lillian Apr 1 1904................. 17:184
Weaver —— d of Harold E and Anna E Dec 18 1906................. 18:307
Webb Albert C of Harry C and Catherine G Apr 28 1910...... 20: 47
Webb Edith M of Harry and Catherine Dec 15 1908............ 19:300
Webb Flora M of Thomas P and Laura Sept 10 1909.............. 19:416
Webb —— d of Albert and Ada P June 12 1901................. 17:170
Webber Alma E of George H and Alma U Mar 21 1907............. 19: 32
Webber Clifton H of Warden B and Mattie B Dec 1 1909...... 19:447
Webber Cornelius W of Cornelius W and Elizabeth July 21
1902.................................................. 17:321
Webber Louis of Ludwig and Gertrude June 16 1902.............. 17:363
Webber — s of Charles and Mabel G Jan 26 1903........... 17:389
Weber William M of Max and Ida L Aug 28 1904............. 18: 92
Weber —— s of Anna Aug 1 1901............................. 17:195
Webster Albert E of Edward and Lydia June 11 1902............ 17:362
Webster Alvah J of Alvah J and Flora I June 26 1902............ 17:366
Webster David H of David H and Sarah Apr 15 1910............ 20: 41
Webster Doris M of Oscar A and Clara Nov 12 1909........... 19:440
Webster Earl of Joseph and Violet Sept 11 1903................. 17:308
Webster Eugene W (c) of Henry and Elizabeth 1 Dec 5 1908.... 19:296
Webster Hartley of Edmund and Emily Aug 19 1904............ 18: 89
Webster Howard E of Elwyn M and Harriet A Sept 19 1909..... 19:420
Webster Irene G of Thomas and Ada Mar 21 1907................. 19: 32
Webster Joseph of Joseph and Violet Aug 17 1901............ 17:291
Webster Olive of Alvah J and Flora I Mar 22 1906.............. 18:308
Webster Olive Z of David H and Sarah Nov 4 1903........... 17:188
Webster Phyllis E of Thomas and Ada Nov 7 1908............. 19:284
Webster William of Joseph and Violet Jan 29 1907............. 19: 12
Webster —— d of Alfred and Emelie Aug 6 1904............. 18: 81
Webster —— d of Leo and Alice June 28 1908................. 19:228
Webster —— s of Joseph and Violet Mar 17 1910............ 20: 75
Wecker David of Reuben and Mary Apr 19 1902................. 17:286
Weeden Alvin H (c) of Frank E and Annie B July 26 1901...... 17:193
Weeden Amos P of William H and Annie June 27 1903........... 17:437
Weeden Amos P of William H and Annie Apr 27 1904.......... 18: 67
Weeden Blanche A of Charles T and Ernestine Aug 5 1905..... 18:222
Weeden Charles M of William W and Sarah May 6 1905........ 18:185
Weeden Charles R of Charles T and Ernestine Oct 31 1908......19:281
Weeden Clarence O (c) of Otis E and Mary J May 31 1904......18: 53
Weeden Ethel of M— A and Mary E Sept 1 1902.............17:335
Weeden Ethel M of William A and Mary E June 15 1902.....17:303
Weeden John R of Charles T and Ernestine Aug 22 1907.....19: 99
Weeden Nicholas L (c) of Otis E and Mary J June 6 1906....18:335
Weeden Ruth M (c) of Otis E and Mary J Mar 22 1902.....17:278
Weeden Warren C of Edwin C and Annie L Dec 16 1907....19:144
Weeden William W of William W and Sarah P July 12 1901.17:188
Weeden — d of Edwin C and Annie L June 4 1901.............17:168
Weeden — s of William H and Annie Aug 4 1905.............18:276
Weeks David of Edward H and Mary Oct 16 1901..............17:220
Weeks Dorothy M of Frank A and Edith M Sept 4 1903.....17:509
Weeks Elizabeth G of William B and Mabel E Feb 10 1902..17:265
Weeks Emily M of Edward H and Edith June 15 1906.......18:338
Weeks Genevieve C of William B and Mabel E Aug 16 1903...17:461
Weeks Mary F of Jasper H and Minnie F Dec 11 1908.....19:298
Weeks Mary V of Edward H and Edith Sept 25 1910........20:112
Weeks Oscar DeF of Harold and Byah Mar 15 1904........18: 27
Weeks Ralph R of Lillian R Dec 31 1910....................20:147
Weeks — d of Edward and Edith Dec 27 1907..............19:148
Weeman Lois M of Alfred L and Edith M Aug 4 1905........18:222
Weeman — d of Alfred L and Edith Jan 27 1909............19:324
Weener Arthur B of George A and Cecilia M Dec 30 1906...18:411
Weigand Gustav of Joseph J and Annie L July 20 1905.....18:216
Weihrik John of John and Sophia May 29 1908............19:216
Weinbaum Abraham of Isaac and Minnie Sept 25 1902....17:343
Weinbaum Celia of Isador and Bessie Aug 19 1907........19: 98
Weinbaum Henrietta of Barnet and Annie Feb 29 1908.....19:181
Weinbaum Jacob P of Isaac and Bessie May 21 1902........17:296
Weinbaum Lena of Barnet and Annie Jan 21 1903...........17:387
Weinbaum Max of Isaac and Minnie July 20 1904...........18: 78
Weinbaum Morris of Barnet and Annie Nov 30 1905....18:262
Weinbaum Samuel of Isaac and Bessie Oct 25 1903........17:485
Weinbaum Sarah of Barnet and Hannah May 11 1904..18: 25
Weinbaum Silvia of Isaac and Bessie Oct 10 1905........18:244
Weiner Aaron E of Abraham and Libbie Nov 9 1909.......19:439
Weiner Banney ? of Harry and Annie July 5 1905........18:211
Weiner Benjamin of Abraham and Libbie June 2 1908.....19:218
Weiner David S of Max and Ida Sept 27 1901..............17:214
Weiner Elsie of Albert and Ester Apr 8 1909.............19:351
Weiner Joseph D of Peter and Lena Nov 5 1905............18:115
Weiner — d of Peter and Hinda Oct 3 1903..............................17:478
Weiner — d of Peter and Hinda Oct 3 1903..............................17:478
Weinmann Edith of Philip and Emma F Dec 4 1901..................17:236
Weinstein Becky of Morris and Fannie Dec 18 1909...................19:452
Weinstein Goldie of Sam and Lena July 22 1904........................18:78
Weinstein Harry of Jacob and Fannie Sept 1 1901......................17:296
Weinstein Harry of Samuel and Lena May 26 1906......................18:330
Weinstein Henry of Philip and Rosy May 8 1909.........................19:362
Weinstein Rubin of Jacob and Bessie Sept 16 1905.....................18:237
Weinstein — d of Philip and Rosa Apr 20 1903..........................17:417
Weinstock Benjamin of Philip and Rosa Mar 18 1907...................19:73
Weinstock Flora of Morris and Fannie Nov 30 1904....................18:123
Weinstock Israel of Morris and Fannie Nov 28 1901...................17:234
Weinstock Ozius of Morris and Fannie Apr 7 1907......................19:38
Weintraub Israel of Samuel and Dora May 4 1909.......................19:360
Weintraub Martin of Solomon and Dora Aug 21 1902....................17:331
Weintraub Reuben of Samuel and Dora Apr 26 1905......................18:181
Weintraub Sadie of Solomon and Dora Apr 26 1904.....................18:441
Weirbisky Joseph of William and Lucy Apr 26 1908....................19:263
Weis Eva L of J P Carl and Georgiana June 6 1902.....................17:300
Weise Gustave A F of Gustave A F and Beatrice A Feb 8 1905.18:154
Weise Theodosia W of Gustave A F and Beatrice A Mar 27 1906......................18:310
Weise Virginia M H of Gustave A F and Beatrice A Mar 29 1903......................17:410
Weise — s of Gustave A and Beatrice A Oct 26 1901....................17:223
Weisel Isabelle of Nathan and Jennie Dec 30 1905....................18:272
Weisel Victor L of Nathan and Jennie Nov 28 1901....................17:234
Weiser Eva of Isy and Sarrah Sept 4 1909..............................19:413
Weisinger Harry S of Jacob and Ida Nov 5 1909.......................19:438
Weisinger Max of Nathan and Lena Apr 21 1906.........................18:322
Weisman Fanny of Abraham and Mary Sept 24 1908.....................19:268
Weisman Jacob of Abraham and Mary Sept 16 1901.....................17:241
Weisman Pauline of Harris and Jennie Jan 29 1901....................17:133
Weisner Florence M E of Paul and Annie May 8 1909..................19:362
Weiss Elen of Harry and Minna June 3 1907............................19:60
Weiss Frederick W E of Frederick W and Ellen E Feb 15 1901.17:138
Weiss Helen of Harry and Minna June 1 1908..........................19:217
Weiss Israel of Herman and Bertha Jan 5 1901.........................17:126
Weiss Israel P of Abraham and Minnie Oct 19 1909....................19:431
Weiss Leo of Ignatz and Sarah Aug 9 1903..............................17:459
Weiss Morris of Harry and Anna June 1 1908.........................19:247
Weiss Morris J of Ignatz and Sarah July 2 1906......................18:344
Weiss William F of William B and Clara M Nov 4 1907..............19:129
Weissenborn Julius of Julins and Freda June 27 1904.................18:62
Weissman Dave of Hyman and Minnie Oct 20 1910......................20:121
Weissmiller Philomena of John and Jennie July 30 1909...19:399
Weissmiller Raymond of John and Jennie Nov 9 1907...19:131
Weissmiller Walter T of John and Jennie Mar 30 1904...18:32
Weissmiller Clara of John F and Genevieve Oct 7 1905...18:243
Weitman Frederick S of Aaron and Annie June 6 1906...18:335
Weinmann Bertha of David and Fannie Aug 31 1908...19:259
Weitz Joseph of Mendel and Pauline Mar 14 1910...20:29
Weitz Louis of Max and Paulina July 7 1908...19:238
Weixler Isador of William and Rosa July 11 1906...18:348
Welch Anita of John E and Anita I Dec 20 1907...19:146
Welch David K of David and Mary E Jan 24 1908...19:167
Welch Dorothy M of John A and Grace I Apr 24 1907...19:45
Welch Evelyn M of David and Mary E Sept 20 1905...18:238
Welch Farell of James and Ellen Feb 27 1901...17:141
Welch Francis of William and Margaret Dec 21 1903...17:504
Welch James B of James and Ella July 26 1902...17:323
Welch John of James and Ellen July 19 1909...19:395
Welch John A of John A and Catherine Feb 21 1903...17:398
Welch Kenneth E of Harry and Bertha Sept 10 1904...18:97
Welch Lloyd J of John and Minnie June 29 1902...17:307
Welch Madeline of David and Mary E July 3 1909...19:359
Welch Mary of Thomas D and Margaret Nov 20 1908...19:289
Welch Mary of William J and Charlotte R May 31 1909...19:370
Welch Mary A of John and Julia F Aug 26 1910...20:101
Welch Olive E of John A and Catherine E Feb 19 1901...17:139
Welch Philip A of Stephen A and Harriet May 3 1902...17:290
Welch Raymond F of John A and Catherine E June 18 1905...18:199
Welch Rosella of James and Ellen June 9 1903...18:196
Welch Ruth H of Stephen A and Harriet S Oct 19 1903...17:483
Welch William of Richard and Mary June 26 1901...17:175
Welch William H of William J and Charlotte R Jan 12 1906...18:284
Weldon Francis W of Francis W and Edna B Jan 12 1901...17:128
Welfare Walter of Patrick J and Margaret Oct 25 1907...19:125
Welfare John of Patrick and Margaret Dec 30 1909...19:457
Wellington Marian W of George R and Christine W Apr 11
1908...19:197
Wellman Hazel of George A and Lillian M July 22 1905...18:217
Wellman Mary H of George A and Lillie M Dec 18 1902...17:369
Wells Catherine E of James D and Daisy Aug 8 1908...19:250
Wells Cyril J of Cyril and Catherine Apr 3 1910...20:37
Wells Edvard of Joseph and Kate A June 16 1902...17:303
Wells Eva M of George T and Mary G Sept 16 1907...19:109
Wells Evelyn A of Cyril L and Catherine A June 7 1907...19:61
Wells Faith of Edna Jan 12 1902...17:256
Wells Florence L of Leon L and Lillian F Mar 21 1903...17:408
Wells Glena of Everett C and Gertrude June 17 1906...18:338
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Wells Jacqueline B (c) of Edward and Jennie L Mar 1 1909. 19:337
Wells Lawrence A of William A F and Estelle L Dec 21 1903. 17:504
Wells Lester E of Frederick E and Isabella J July 11 1903. 17:508
Wells Marguerite C (c) of Edward and Jennie L Nov 8 1905. 18:254
Wells Marjorie L of Alfred and Estelle L Mar 14 1906. 18:305
Wells Mary G F of William B and Mary G W Jan 20 ? 1903. 17:387
Wells Mildred L of George T and Mary G Nov 8 1901. 17:228
Wells Olive E of Leon L and Lillian F June 4 1906. 18:334
Wells Roland E of Alfred and Estelle Mar 11 1902. 17:274 and 375
Wells Winifred of Everett C and Gertrude May 10 1908. 19:299
Wells (s) of Joseph and Catherine Sept 3 1903. 17:468
Wells (c) s of Edward and Jennie L May 28 1904. 18:68
Wellwood LeRoy C of John and Margaret Apr 24 1907. 19:45
Wels Paul R of Felix P and Anna C H Jan 23 1908. 19:166
Welsh Agnes of Richard and Mary July 3 1902. 17:315
Welsh Evelyn of Martin and Annie Aug 22 1905. 18:228
Welsh John T of John and Mary E Dec 10 1904. 18:126
Welsh Margaret of James F and Margaret May 25 1902. 17:297
Welsh Martha of Thomas and Annie Dec 4 1901. 17:236
Welsh d of Thomas and Bessie Apr 25 1901. 17:180
Wenner Mildred L of Frank A and Alida M Jan 21 1909. 19:322
Wenburg Eric L of Frank A L and Alida M Dec 28 1910. 20:145
Wendelschaefer Etta M of Eugene F and Annie C Aug 23 1904. 18:90
Wendolowski Wladyslaw of Julian and Alexandra Dec 27 1907. 19:148
Weidkowska Josepha of Raymond and Bronislawa June 14 1907. 19:64
Werbecksky Helen of William and Lucia Nov 20 1909. 19:443
Werfein Ernst G of John and Alma Aug 5 1904. 18:83
Wele Doris of Calvin and Flora L Aug 13 1902. 17:329
Werneccoff Israel of Hyman and Mary Apr 9 1905. 18:175
Werneccoff William of Hyman and Mary Jan 26 1903. 17:440
Werner Herman O of Herman O and Amy B Sept 7 1909. 19:415
Wertenstein Bella of Sam and Minna Jan 7 1904. 18:3
Weserman d of Nathan and Tsaba June 17 1908. 19:235
Wesley Frederick R of Frederick A and Corinne M Jan 6 1910. 29:2
Wesley s of Warren B and Martha A Nov 4 1901. 17:250
West Bessie M of Roland W and Mildred J May 7 1902. 17:291
West Clifford S of Raymond S and Bessie Aug 31 1910. 20:103
West Edward C of Alice H May 7 1910. 20:50
West Edward J of James and Jennie G Jan 2 1902. 17:253
West Frank E of Frank and Mary Apr 3 1904. 18:3
West Hazel I of William M and Ellen L Sept 22 1902. 17:342
West Herman L of John A and Charlotte Oct 25 1910. 20:123
West Madeline C of Charles F and Bertha W May 6 1907. 19:49
West Norman D of Percy X and Agnes June 30 1901. 17:176
West Vera D of Thomas M and Leila M June 16 1904. 18:58
West Virginia C of Percy N and Agnes Feb 26 1904 .......... 18:21
West — s of Charles and Nellie June 6 1910 .......... 20:76
Westberg Arthur O of Oscar and Agnes V Feb 15 1902 .. 17:266
Westberg Carl of Carl O and Adolfin Feb 19 1909 .... 19:333
Westberg Chester R of Oscar and Agnes V May 9 1905 ... 18:185
Westberg Gertrude I of Carl A and Olga M Nov 19 1903 .. 17:493
Westberg Mildred E of Oscar and Agnes F Dec 10 1908 ... 19:298
Westberg Violet C of Frederick H and Amy M Aug 1 1908 ... 19:307
Westcott Allan R of Harry R and Eleanor J May 25 1908 ... 19:231
Westcott Benjamin S of Charles S and Henrietta E Mar 30
1906 .......... 18:311
Westcott Clarence R of Clarence L and Alida July 14 1910 .. 20:83
Westcott David of Charles S and H Elizabeth C Oct 13 1904 .. 18:108
Westcott Florence M of Ernest W and May D Apr 1 1901 .... 17:151
Westcott George W of Ernest W and May D Apr 23 1904 .... 18:40
Westcott — d of Harrison R and Eileen S Jan 15 1905 .... 18:206
Westerberg — s of George and Segunig Feb 12 1908 .......... 19:174
Westerman Ada of Harry A and Hattie Jan 26 1906 .......... 18:289
Westerman Ellen of Harry and Hattie Feb 13 1908 .......... 19:174
Westerman Frederick W of Henry F W and Matilda E Feb 2
1906 .......... 17:262
Westerman Robert H of Henry F W and Matilda E Nov 16
1906 .......... 18:396
Westerman William of Charles and Rebecca Aug 25 1906 .. 18:365
Western Frederick J of Henry C and Marion Oct 13 1907 .... 19:129
Westin Lawrence R of Charles J and Wallborg Apr 18 1904 .. 18:38
Westin — s of Charles J and Louisa Apr 14 1903 .......... 17:443
Westlake Irene of John F and Mary E Aug 2 1910 .......... 20:92
Westland Ethel I C of John R and Christine Sept 24 1901 .. 17:213
Westland Theodore D of Frank D and Ellen Dec 8 1906 .... 18:404
Weston Joseph of Patrick J and Bridget Jan 7 1905 .......... 18:143
Weston Mary of William and Mary A Jan 5 1908 .......... 18:159
Weston Thomas F of Patrick J and Bridget Nov 7 1906 .. 18:393
Weston William C of Henry C and Marian Jan 22 1910 .... 20:9
Weston William E of Patrick J and Bridget Sept 4 1910 .... 20:104
Weston — d of Winifred Feb 12 1904 .......... 18:16
Weston — d of William and Mary A May 21 1909 .......... 19:386
Wetherald Arthur H of Thomas C and Mary H Sept 6 1906 .. 18:370
Wetherald Harry H of Thomas C and Mary H Apr 3 1903 .. 17:412
Wetherbee Edgar B of Fred K and Grace Sept 14 1901 ... 17:210
Wetherell Dorothy C of Hazard J and Mary Mar 12 1904 .. 18:26
Wetherell Laura E of John W and Addie L May 10 1902 ... 17:292
Wetzel Herbert R of Albert J and Antelia J Nov 22 1907 ... 19:135
Wetzel Irene F of Albert J and Antelia Oct 4 1902 .......... 17:346
Wetzel William J of William B and Margaret Oct 24 1909 ... 19:433
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Wetzstein Doris of Louis and Linda Sept 8 1906............. 18: 371
Wetzstein Elsie of Louis and Linda Sept 2 1903............. 17: 467
Wexler Helen of Ruben and May May 20 1909............. 19: 366
Wexler Ida of William and Rose July 1 1909............. 19: 388
Wexler Ida of William and Rosie June 30 1909............. 19: 381
Wexler Paul of Max and Sarah Feb 21 1907............. 19: 22
Wexler Clementina L of Michael and Lena Dec 20 1906...... 18: 407
Whelan Frederick F of John P and Rose J Mar 18 1908...... 19: 188
Whelan Marguerite of Patrick and Alma Feb 24 1907........ 19: 22
Whelan Walter J of John P and Rose J Apr 25 1906........ 18: 320
Whale Doris M of Ernest H and Keziah Sept 21 1906........ 18: 376
Whalen Andrew of John and Sarah Nov 28 1901............. 17: 234
Whalen Anna F of Daniel and Mary C Aug 27 1901............. 18: 134
Whalen Anna L of Martin F and Elizabeth A Aug 4 1901..... 17: 196
Whalen Annie M of James and Mary T Apr 24 1901............. 17: 158
Whalen Annie V of John F and Mary Dec 18 1901............. 17: 240
Whalen Catherine of Thomas and Mary Sept 20 1903............. 17: 474
Whalen Francis of Francis and Bridget G Dec 12 1909........ 19: 450
Whalen Francis A of Thomas A and Theresa Sept 29 1905..... 18: 275
Whalen Helen of Thomas F and Mary Sept 29 1902............. 17: 344
Whalen Irving F of John H and Mary May 18 1903............. 17: 425
Whalen James of James and Belinda Mar 9 1905............. 18: 172
Whalen James of John F and Mary Dec 12 1905............. 18: 266
Whalen James N of James J and Mary L Mar 8 1906............. 18: 304
Whalen John C of John E and Florence L Mar 4 1901............. 17: 143
Whalen John E of John E and Florence L Mar 5 1901............. 17: 143
Whalen John J of James J and Mary C Feb 19 1902............. 17: 207
Whalen Joseph C of Joseph and Elizabeth Mar 9 1905............. 18: 172
Whalen Josephine of William H and Mary G Oct 24 1903..... 17: 484
Whalen Kerns of Kerns J and Mary A Apr 23 1905............. 18: 180
Whalen Lena of Frank and Mary Dec 23 1901............. 17: 212
Whalen Lillian B of William H and Mary G July 15 1901...... 17: 189
Whalen Margaret of Francis and Bridget G June 24 1907..... 19: 68
Whalen Mary A of John H and Mary May 17 1901............. 17: 164
Whalen Myrtle X of Robert and Martha B July 26 1901...... 17: 216
Whalen Richard of Patrick J and Alma L Apr 20 1904....... 18: 39
Whalen Richard of Patrick and Alma Sept 9 1908............. 19: 263
Whalen Sarah A of John F and Mary May 7 1907............. 17: 49
Whalen Thomas of John F and Mary Jan 31 1904............. 18: 11
Whalen Thomas of Thomas F and Mary Dec 8 1905............. 18: 264
Whalen William of Kerns J and Mary A May 24 1907............. 19: 55
Whalen William V of Thomas P and Nora Aug 7 1908............. 19: 250
Whalen —— d of John T and Mary W Jan 31 1902............. 17: 311
Whalen —— s of Margaret V Jan 26 1903............. 17: 389
Whalen —— s of Nicholas A and Annie L July 12 1903............. 17: 310
Whalen —— d of John B and Theresa E Feb 5 1909............. 19: 384
Whaley Adelina of John and Rose May 2 1907..................19: 48
Whaley Kenneth A of George E and Mary L Oct 6 1907........19: 117
Wharton Dorothy L of William B and Grace L June 5 1910 ....20: 61
Whatley Alice C of Alfred H and Edith A Oct 15 1904.........18: 108
Whatley Merton L of Alfred H and Edith A May 16 1907.......19: 52
Whit —— s of George H and Essie M Feb 3 1903..............17: 442
Whit —— d of George H and Esther M June 2 1907 ...........19: 59
Whit —— d of George H and Esther M Oct 4 1909 ............19: 426
Wheelley Edith G of Joseph H and Margaret E Nov 16 1910 .20: 130
Wheelley —— d of Harry and Margaret Oct 5 1908 ............19: 273
Wheelen Childs J of Childs S and Cora J Feb 8 1906 .......18: 292
Wheelen Henry J of Childs S and Cora J Nov 12 1908 .......19: 286
Wheelen Lillian M of Childs S and Cora J Aug 8 1904 .......18: 85
Wheelen Everett A of Charles A and Nora D May 31 1910 ....20: 59
Wheeler Bertha A of Howard L and Grace Oct 23 1902 .......17: 351
Wheeler Clarence M of Arthur D and Rhoda R Oct 30 1902 ....17: 354
Wheeler Dorothy D of George W and Ruth C May 27 1902 .....17: 297
Wheeler Dorothy M of George E and Carrie A Apr 26 1903 ...17: 419
Wheeler Dorothy W of Roy B and Winifred V July 10 1908 ...19: 239
Wheeler Frances H of Frank W and Susan F Aug 5 1908 .....19: 249
Wheeler George F of Arthur L and Dorothy F Feb 23 1906 ...18: 298
Wheeler Hazel M of Arthur D and Rhoda R Jan 12 1904 .......18: 4
Wheeler James H of Truman P and Bertha June 13 1901 .......17: 171
Wheeler Margaret M of Frederick and Margaret Sept 29 1910 .20: 113
Wheeler Margaret R of Harry O and Mary L Oct 17 1903 ....17: 482
Wheeler Mary O of Harry O and Mary L Sept 7 1906 ......18: 370
Wheeler Stirling R of Harry R and Alice H May 10 1909 ....19: 363
Wheeler Thomas W (c) of Thomas P and Caroline E Mar 20 1902..........................................................17: 277
Wheelwright Dorothy M of George F and Edith M Aug 30 1909..........................................................19: 411
Wheelwright Elizabeth A of Franklyn R and Alice W Oct 18 1904...........................................................18: 109
Wheelwright Franklin R of Franklyn R and Alice C July 25 1902..........................................................17: 322
Wheelan Helen F of Francis M and Catherine Feb 26 1905 ...18: 160
Wheelan Robert P of Paul J and Rose J Dec 13 1904 .......18: 127
Wheelan Stephen E of Stephen and Mary Feb 3 1904 .......18: 13
Wheelden Calista F of S——— P Jr and Sadie July 22 1902 ...17: 321
Wheelden Charlotte of Clarence A and Mabel Sept 21 1904 ...18: 101
Wheelden Earl C of Earl C and Mabel E Apr 3 1906 .......18: 313
Wheelen Anne T of Stephen and Mary Dec 7 1905 ..........18: 264
Whillans Doris M of John W and Mabel W Aug 3 1906 ......18: 414
Whillans Richard D of John W and Mabel W Nov 25 1903 ...17: 495
Whillans Walter J of John W and Mabel W Sept 19 1909 ....19: 420
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Whipple Barbara of Eugene B and Edith A Dec 30 1904  18:132
Whipple Charles C of Walter A and Lena M Aug 7 1906  18:359
Whipple Clifton R of Edwin E and Maud A Feb 23 1910  20: 21
Whipple Deborah of Eugene B and A Edith Oct 3 1902  17:346
Whipple Edith E of George F and Grace R Sept 14 1906  18:373
Whipple Francis E of Francis E and Clara E Nov 10 1902  17:358
Whipple Gertrude G of George F and Grace Aug 3 1901  17:196
Whipple Hazel A of George F and Grace R Dec 23 1908  19:303
Whipple Helen B of Edwin and Maud Aug 1 1908  19:247
Whipple Hope E of Charles X and Mabel A Apr 5 1907  19: 38
Whipple Kenneth Y of Walter A and Lena M July 2 1902  17:315
Whipple Marjorie R of George F and Grace Nov 6 1910  20:126
Whipple Samuel L of Oscar E and Myrta T Sept 25 1904  18:102
Whipple Susie of Edward and Annie J Oct 16 1901  17:220
Whipple Thomas of Edward and Annie Apr 11 1904  18: 36
Whipple —— s of John D and Margaret A Apr 27 1902  17:312
Whipple —— s of Charles X and Mabel A Mar 2 1904  18: 66
Whipple —— s of Charles X and Mabel A Jan 2 1905  18:206
Whipple —— d of Charles X and Mabel A Nov 29 1905  18:277
Whipple —— s of Cecil E and Nettie M Sept 9 1907  19:107
Whitaker Albert H of Ernest H and Annie May 4 1902  17:291
Whitaker Arthur of Samuel and Eliza A Apr 30 1904  18: 42
Whitaker Caleb E of Caleb E and Julia A July 11 1905  18:213
Whitaker Catherine E of Caleb R and Julia A July 22 1901  17:192
Whitaker Dorothy of Wharton and Lena M Apr 12 1908  19:198
Whitaker Earl of Edward S and Margaret J Dec 5 1910  20:137
Whitaker Edith R of Charles H and Mary I Feb 18 1901  17:139
Whitaker Edna L of Percy and Sarah Aug 19 1906  18:363
Whitaker Emma M of Ernest X and Emma M Nov 9 1904  18:117
Whitaker Florence M of Sam and Eliza A Sept 9 1901  17:209
Whitaker Frederick M of Fred C and Etta M Dec 5 1904  18:124
Whitaker Gladys of Ernest H and Annie A Dec 9 1904  18:126
Whitaker Herbert J of Walter H and Emma F Sept 28 1902  17:343
Whitaker Lillian M of William S and Caroline Sept 8 1910  20:105
Whitaker Loretta of Thomas and Elizabeth Oct 31 1901  17:225
Whitaker Madeline R of William S and Caroline Sept 3 1908 19:261
Whitaker Wharten O of Wharton and Lulu M Dec 13 1905  18:267
Whitaker —— s of Gertrude Jan 27 1903  17:389
Whitaker —— d of Ernest H and Annie Feb 24 1907  19: 75
Whitaker —— s of Elmer and Mildred Feb 28 1910  20: 23
Whitcher William K of William F and Della July 26 1908  19:245
White Agnes G of James R and Mary G Aug 21 1901  17:202
White Albert C 3d of Albert C 2d and May B Apr 10 1907  19: 73
White Albert E of Nathan and Jennie Feb 23 1906  18:299
White Albert F of George B and Grace Aug 28 1909  19:410
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

White Albert F of Albert F and Ina E Sept 2 1910 ..........................20: 103
White Alice H of Frederick W and Mary A Dec 11 1902..............17: 367
White Alice L of James R and Mary G Aug 20 1901..................17: 202
White Alice L of James E and Mary A Feb 26 1910..................20: 22
White Alice M of Harry A and Rose A Sept 4 1908..................19: 261
White Almon T of Almon T and Carrie F Mar 17 1909...............19: 343
White Althea M E of Joseph W and Elizabeth July 18 1909....19: 394
White Amos B of Burdett and Ona B May 19 1906.................18: 328
White Andrew H (c) of Andrew H and Rosie Feb 20 1910........10: 20
White Angela of Antonio and Mary Feb 25 1909..................19: 335
White Annie of William and Elizabeth L Oct 8 1906.............18: 382
White Beatrice M of William E and Emily July 1 1904.........18: 71
White Catharine F of Thomas and Catharine Dec 3 1905........18: 263
White Charles A of James S and Mary S Sept 29 1902........17: 344
White Charles DeW of Charles DeW and Florence A Aug 2
1906..................18: 357
White Charles L of Daniel J and Mary Nov 14 1908.............19: 287
White Chester F of Charles F and M Gertrude May 15 1907..19: 52
White Chester G of John D and Annie Jan 20 1907..............19: 8
White Clarissa of Francis A and Clara M July 1 1907.........19: 78
White Doris A of John A and Bridget July 31 1907.............19: 90
White Doris L of William E and Minnie E April 7 1908.......19: 193
White Dorothy R of James and Rose A Sept 8 1907..............19: 106
White Dorothy R of Nathan and Jennetta Dec 29 1909........19: 456
White Edward S of Charles E and Esther M Jan 24 1910......20: 10
White Emerson D of Samuel and Minnie B Mar 24 1909.........19: 346
White Emily of John P and Emily May 1 1909..................19: 359
White Esther L of Daniel and Elizabeth A Apr 5 1906.......18: 313
White Ethel E of Albert W and Emma E May 11 1910..........20: 51
White Eva R of Frank and Teresa Sept 30 1905.................18: 241
White Everett B of Edward and Rose M Jan 20 1904.........18: 8
White Everett F of Thomas F and Mary Dec 30 1906........18: 411
White Florence of Michael and Sarah J Aug 23 1906.........18: 364
White Florence of Herbert and Florence Apr 18 1908........19: 200
White Florence G of Joseph O and Alice G Jan 3 1905.......18: 142
White Frank J of William H and Winifred Mar 26 1905.......18: 170
White Frank M of Frank M and Lucy L Sept 11 1906.........18: 372
White Franklin M of Benjamin I and Ethel B June 4 1902....17: 300
White Frederick of Abraham and Lilian Dec 24 1909........19: 454
White George E of Samuel E and Mabel C Feb 15 1907........19: 19
White George H of Henry and Johanna Sept 28 1910........20: 113
White Georgina of William and Elizabeth June 20 1904......18: 59
White Gladys A of Joseph O and Alice G July 27 1902......17: 323
White Gladys C of William E and Emily Sept 15 1908.......19: 266
White Grace E of William E and Minnie E July 14 1906......18: 349
White Harold of John and Mary Mar 7 1902................17: 273
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White Hazel E of John D and Annie Oct 10 1902..............17: 348
White Hazel F of Chester A and Lillie M Nov 6 1905...........18: 254
White Hazel S of Walbridge R and Hattie J Apr 9 1901...........17: 178
White Helen F of John J and Sabina G June 7 1905..............18: 196
White Henry of Harry A and Rose A Nov 28 1906.................18: 400
White Henry G of Henry G and Mary E Apr 15 1906..............18: 317
White Herman E of Charles H and Emilie Feb 14 1905...........18: 204
White Howard S of Samuel E and Mabel C Sept 10 1905.........18: 234
White Hugh D of James and Rose Feb 3 1910....................20: 14
White Ira R of Kegham and Marion May 24 1909..................19: 367
White James of Thomas and Catharine Feb 3 1910.................20: 14
White James C of James R and Mary G Jan 24 1904..............18: 9
White James F of Isaac R and Margaret C Jan 5 1910............20: 2
White James H of James E and Mary A Nov 30 1907..............19: 138
White Jeanie F H of John and Janie Mar 13 1904.................18: 27
White Jennie of Myer and Bessie June 13 1902...................17: 302
White John (c) of Marie F Dec 20 1910.........................20: 142
White John F of James E and Rose A Mar 25 1902.................17: 278
White John F of John D and Annie Nov 4 1904...................18: 115
White John F of John P and Emily Jan 21 1906..................18: 287
White John F of Patrick J and Hannah May 12 1906..............18: 325
White John H of Roscoe E and Lucy June 3 1902..................17: 299
White John J of Frank and Sarah E Mar 14 1903..................17: 406
White John R of Patrick and Catherine T Sept 5 1901...........17: 207
White Joseph E of John D and Annie July 10 1909.................19: 391
White Joseph H of Joseph W and Lizzie D July 16 1906.........18: 350
White Leroy of Abraham and Lillian July 29 1905.................18: 219
White Louis of William E and Mary A July 21 1904..............18: 78
White Louis of Nathan and Jennie Mar 12 1907...................19: 28
White Lucy of William and Elizabeth L Dec 5 1907..............19: 140
White Mabel of Thomas and Catherine Oct 20 1902..............17: 351
White Mae E of Ezekiel C and Ada B May 28 1906.................18: 330
White Margaret E of Herbert O and Mary D Oct 23 1907........19: 124
White Margaret M of Peter D and Georgiana Apr 28 1902........17: 288
White Margaret E of Henry E and Lillian M July 20 1906........18: 352
White Marion D (c) of Alexander H and Minnie M May 25 1907........19: 56

White Marion G of James E and Rosa A Mar 14 1905..............18: 166
White Marion I of Edna H Dec 16 1909............................19: 452
White Marion L of Lee H and Abby L Mar 12 1910.................20: 28
White Mary of Patrick and Hannah Apr 25 1910..................20: 45
White Mary A of Michael and Margaret M Sept 7 1901...........17: 208
White Mary A of John P and Emily Aug 15 1907...................19: 96
White Mary E of William H and Winifred Mar 14 1901............17: 146
White Mary E of Daniel and Elizabeth A Nov 21 1903............17: 494
White Mary R of John F and Bridget T May 14 1903 ..........17: 424
White Mildred S of Welcome and Bertha M Dec 4 1906 ..........18: 402
White Morris L of Thomas and Catharine April 3 1908 ..........19: 194
White Noel R of Vivian A and Clara F Dec 25 1901 ..........17: 243
White Ralph R of Charles and Emelie Mar 15 1910 ..........20: 29
White Raymond L (c) of Alexander and Minnie M Jan 30 1903 17: 390
White Russell of John A and Mary Nov 21 1904 ..........18: 120
White Ruth E of Fauldine D and Mary W Dec 5 1906 ..........18: 402
White Samuel M of Merwin and Elizabeth Aug 15 1908 ..........19: 253
White Sarah of Michael and Sarah J Dec 3 1908 ..........19: 295
White Silvia D of Abraham and Ethel Nov 2 1910 ..........20: 125
White Thomas of Patrick J and Hannah Apr 13 1908 ..........19: 198
White Thomas F of Thomas and Catherine Jan 6 1901 ..........17: 126
White Thomas N of Merwin and Elizabeth Nov 30 1910 ..........20: 135
White Walter E of James E and Mary M Dec 7 1905 ..........18: 264
White Walter P of Thomas and Catharine Mar 12 1907 ..........19: 28
White Walter V (c) of Alexander H and Minnie M Mar 10 1910 ..........20: 27
White William of William and Elizabeth Feb 23 1903 ..........17: 399
White William H of William H and Winifred Nov 15 1902 ..........17: 359
White s of Ezekiel C and Ada B Feb 11 1901 ..........17: 179
White s of Moseley and Rose Mar 12 1901 ..........17: 180
White d of Ethel Mar 15 1902 ..........17: 275
White s of Elmer E and Elizabeth Oct 11 1903 ..........17: 511
White s of Ezekiel C and Ada B Nov 17 1903 ..........17: 512
White d of Fauldine D and Mary W Dec 9 1904 ..........18: 137
White s of s and Lillie Jan 26 1906 ..........18: 289
White (c) s of Annie Oct 23 1906 ..........18: 387
White d of Moseley T and Rosetta June 7 1907 ..........19: 76
White d of Burdette and Ona B Jan 26 1908 ..........19: 167
White s of William O and Nellie B Feb 29 1908 ..........19: 181
White s of William and Annie Aug 18 1908 ..........19: 254
White (c) d of Andrew and Rose Aug 29 1908 ..........19: 259
White d of Hattie May 3 1909 ..........19: 360
White s of William O and Sarah E June 6 1909 ..........19: 372
White s of Benjamin and May Aug 14 1910 ..........20: 96
Whitehead Agnes I of Thomas H and Ella Feb 14 1903 ..........17: 395
Whitehead Beatrice M of Henry and Elizabeth A Apr 10 1902 ..........17: 284
Whitehead Edna of George M and Catherine L Mar 29 1904 ..........18: 32
Whitehead Emma of Emma Dec 23 1904 ..........18: 130
Whitehead George E of James T and Nellie Apr 24 1906...... 18:320
Whitehead Gladys M of Thomas H and Ella F Mar 25 1908...... 19:190
Whitehead James T of James and Nellie Aug 27 1910...... 20:101
Whitehead Luther E of Edward J and Lillian V May 7 1909...... 19:361
Whitehead Margaret T of Thomas H and Ella F Mar 6 1901...... 17:135
Whitehead Peter A of Thomas H and Ella F Mar 23 1910...... 20:32
Whitehead Richard of John and Bridget June 13 1901...... 17:171
Whitehead Robert I of Robert and Margaret June 17 1910...... 20:65
Whitehead — d of Thomas and Margaret Dec 30 1901...... 17:245
Whitehead — d of Henry and Elizabeth A Feb 14 1903...... 17:442
Whiteland — d of Arthur and Adia L June 21 1908...... 19:235
Whitehill Elizabeth G of Alfred P and Sarah E Oct 3 1902...... 17:346
Whitehill Helen B of Alfred P and Sarah E Nov 17 1910...... 20:131
Whitehouse — d of Harry E and Mary A May 24 1904...... 18:350
Whiteland Kenneth W of William E and Charlotte L Mar 7 1908...... 19:184
Whitelad — s of William E and Charlotte L Feb 2 1904...... 18:66
Whitelad — s of William E and Charlotte L Feb 2 1904...... 18:12
Whiteland — s of Charles W and Elizabeth Aug 31 1908...... 19:310
Whitley Gilbert S of Thomas and Fannie B June 3 1906...... 18:334
Whitley Thomas C of Thomas and Fannie B Nov 10 1907...... 19:131
Whitley Gertrude H of Mary Jan 31 1910...... 20:12
Whiteman Alice N of Louis and Rose Nov 27 1907...... 19:137
Whiteman Ernest of Louis and Rose Feb 3 1910...... 20:14
Whiteman Ernest of Abe and Sadie Sept 9 1910...... 20:106
Whiteman Newton of Max and Annie Jan 29 1904...... 18:11
Whiteman — d of Harry E and Bessie Mar 17 1902...... 17:312
Whiteside Clifford W of Fred H and Christina R Aug 11 1910...... 20:95
Whitfield Beatrice of Samuel and Grace Feb 4 1903...... 17:392
Whitfield Ethel M of Samuel and Grace June 4 1905...... 18:194
Whitfield George M of Samuel and Grace Feb 19 1908...... 19:177
Whitford John M of John W and Altima M 9 1908...... 19:285
Whitford Russell E of J Walter and Altima M June 3 1906...... 18:334
Whitford — s of John W and Altima M Jan 7 1903...... 17:442
Whiteford — s of Bradford H and Florence L Aug 2 1906...... 18:420
Whiteford — s of Bradford H and Florence L Nov 14 1908...... 19:287
Whiteford — d of Charles and Annie June 10 1909...... 19:374
Whitting Catherine L of Frank G and Catherine F Sept 10 1906...... 18:371
Whitting Cecil W of John M and Nellie B Nov 18 1908...... 19:289
Whitting Frederick A of Frederick A and Mary B Dec 20 1903...... 17:503
Whitting Horace K of John N and Nellie B Dec 25 1909...... 19:455
Whitting Mary of Frederic A and Mary B Dec 8 1908...... 19:297
Whitting Norman S of Walter S and Iva Aug 16 1908...... 19:253
Whiting — s of Flora July 8 1910...... 20:80
Whitlock Francis E of Maurice H and Ellen F July 4 1907...19: 79
Whitlock Henry C of Maurice H and Ellen F Aug 30 1908...19: 259
Whitman Andrew H of Andrew C and Lillian Aug 27 1909...19: 410
Whitman Constance E of Chester W and Myra Aug 4 1910...20: 92
Whitman Fannie O of Harris O Jr and Jessie Feb 3 1909...19: 327
Whitman Harriet E of Chester W and Myra B Jan 22 1909...19: 322
Whitman Harris O of Harris O Jr and Jessie McN Feb 9 1906...18: 293
Whitman Herbert of Herbert and Margaret Dec 28 1901...17: 244
Whitman John S of Harold C and Georgia Nov 23 1908...19: 290
Whitman Kenneth A of Joseph G and Ellen J Aug 28 1910...20: 102
Whitman Martha of Chester W and Myra B Mar 21 1907...19: 32
Whitman Olive C of Charles E and Jessie Mar 16 1910...20: 39
Whitmarsh Dorothy L of Arthur M and Ethel L Jan 31 1908...19: 169
Whitney Annie E of John and Annie Jan 7 1902...17: 254
Whitney Basil J of John M and Nellie B Sept 23 1905...18: 239
Whitney Etta L of Henry G and Mary A Aug 19 1907...19: 98
Whitney Forest E of Charles A and Mary E May 17 1905...18: 188
Whitney Irene A of Harry and Annie J Apr 11 1910...20: 72
Whitney Mildred A of Frank H and Cora Jan 11 1903...17: 384
Whitney Ralph E of Allen E and Elizabeth M Sept 10 1906...18: 371
Whitney — d of Frederick E and Bertha M Jan 12 1905...18: 145
Whittaker Alice of Benjamin and Mary E Aug 16 1903...17: 461
Whittaker Arthur of Benjamin and Mary E June 13 1906...18: 337
Whittaker Arthur H of Arthur and Alice Feb 29 1908...19: 181
Whittaker Caroline of William S and Caroline June 12 1902...17: 302
Whittaker Clarence J of Edmund S and Joanna J Apr 10 1903...17: 414
Whittaker Edith of Benjamin and Mary E Apr 19 1905...18: 178
Whittaker Edwin S of Edwin and Margaret J June 20 1909...19: 377
Whittaker Ernest W of George E and Emma Sept 13 1907...19: 108
Whittaker Florence E of William and Florence A June 27 1906...18: 342
Whittaker Francis of Benjamin and Mary E Apr 27 1910...20: 46
Whittaker George L of Edmund S and Johanna Sept 4 1904...18: 94
Whittaker Grace M of Albert E and Mary May 25 1909...19: 368
Whittaker Helen M of Thomas and Elizabeth Oct 3 1908...19: 272
Whittaker Lois H M of Arthur and Alice Sept 13 1904...18: 98
Whittaker Raymond M of William and Margaret H Oct 26 1902...17: 353
Whittaker Roswell LeB of James H and Grace M Aug 18 1905...18: 226
Whittaker Viola M of George E and Emma M Feb 6 1910...20: 15
Whittaker William F of Thomas and Elizabeth Aug 14 1904...18: 87
Whittaker — s of Albert and Mary Sept 23 1907...19: 112
Whittemore Ethel L of William G and Jennie L Feb 25 1905...18: 160
Whittemore Evelyn G of Edward L and Carrie E Apr 13 1901...17: 155
Whitten Albert N of Cyrus and Jennie Aug 10 1910...20: 95
Whitten Arthur H of Cyrus E and Jennie E May 15 1908...19: 211
Whitten Joseph F of James C and Sarah M Oct 7 1903...17: 509
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Whitten Raymond C of James C and Sarah M July 12 1901........ 17: 246
Whitten — s of Cyrus E and Geneva Jan 24 1907.............. 19: 74
Whittet Agnes A of John D and Agnes C July 9 1901........... 17: 187
Whittig Johanna G of Henry C and Johanna Nov 21 1906....... 18: 308
Whitting Beatrice of Mawson and Sarah July 8 1901............ 17: 187
Whittingham George of Manson and Sarah Feb 27 1905......... 18: 160
Whittingham Joseph H of Edgar H and Marie May 15 1910...... 29: 53
Whittle Robert of George and Mary June 8 1907................. 19: 62
Whittum Arthur of Thomas and Cecelia Dec 16 1906............ 18: 406
Whittum Walter of Thomas and Celia V May 11 1905............ 18: 205
Whittum Clarence of Herbert and Margaret Feb 17 1903........ 17: 356
Whittum Francis of Herbert and Margaret May 25 1905........ 18: 190
Whittum Florence of James and Elizabeth A Feb 5 1903........ 17: 393
Whittum Florence M of Frank and Ellen J Apr 29 1908........ 19: 204
Whittum Mary A of Frank and Ellen J July 3 1904............. 18: 72
Whittum — s of Frank and Ellen Sept 10 1905................. 18: 276
Whittum — s of James H and Elizabeth A Apr 17 1909........ 19: 386
Wholehouse Ethel M of Edwin and Ida July 30 1903............ 17: 456
Wholehouse Irene of Edwin and Ida M Feb 7 1905.............. 18: 154
Wholehouse Mary A of John and Margaret Feb 27 1905........ 18: 204
Wholey Alice M of William F and Christina G Jan 15 1908..... 19: 163
Wholey Stella M of William F and Christina G Mar 12 1906.... 18: 305
Whytock Everett W of William F and Mary F Nov 30 1907..... 19: 138
Whytock Roland of William and Mary May 6 1909.............. 19: 361
Wiberg Albert C of Carl G and Mary A Aug 31 1904......... 18: 93
Wiberg Charles H of Carl G and Mary A Aug 31 1904......... 18: 93
Wiberg Dagney A M of Arvid F and Alfild C Apr 6 1909....... 19: 351
Wiberg Ruth V of Charles G and Mary Oct 1 1902............. 17: 348
Wibeto Hjordis of William H and Rachel July 4 1907....... 19: 79
Wickert — d of Albert and Henrietta Sept 16 1909........... 19: 419
Wickes Edward I of William S and Annie R Mar 8 1910....... 20: 27
Wickes Harriet A of William S and Annie R June 1 1908...... 19: 306
Wicklund Carl E M of Carl A and Hilmar Jan 28 1910......... 20: 12
Wicklund Esther C of Axel L and Margaret Jan 10 1910....... 20: 4
Wicklund Helen M of Axel L and Margaret Feb 16 1906........ 18: 296
Wicks Dorris L of James F and Mary E Mar 10 1901.......... 17: 144
Wicks Harry C M of George F and Gertrude Mar 22 1907...... 19: 32
Wicks Helen of James F and Mary E Oct 28 1907.............. 19: 126
Wicks James F of James F and Mary E Aug 19 1903............ 17: 462
Wicks Ruth M of Frederick and Mary E Dec 5 1901............ 17: 236
Wicks — s of Frederick and Mary E Jan 6 1901.............. 17: 179
Wickstrom Edith C of Oscar and Catherine June 29 1906..... 17: 438
Wickstrom Leonard L of Lohs and Christine Aug 29 1909.... 19: 411
Widdig Joseph C of Henry and Johanna Feb 15 1902........ 17: 266
Widek Victor of August and Josephine Oct 18 1906........... 18: 385
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Widess Dora P of Coleman M and Mary B Nov 1 1908.......

Widess Ida S of Coleman M and Mary B Dec 28 1909.......

Widman Philip of Max and Annie Dec 22 1909.............

Widman Samuel of Max and Anna Jan 7 1908..............

Widmayer Raymond O of Harry and Louise Jan 11 1909....

Widock Willie of John and Julia Aug 12 1906.............

Wiegri Ethel I of John and Alma July 1 1906.............

Wielan Elsie O of Otto and Barbara A Nov 2 1908..........

Wielan Emma B M of Otto and Barbara A Jan 5 1905..........

Wielan —— d of Otto and Barbara A Dec 23 1903.............

Wielan —— d of Otto and Barbara Apr 7 1906..............

Wielen Margarethe G of Otto P and Barbara A June 18 1907.

Wielicka Sophia of Frank and Catherine July 25 1901......

Wienert Edward C of Stroe and May J Oct 9 1910...........

Wiesner Charles of Charles and Minnie Feb 18 1910........

Wiess Lena of Hyman and Minnie Mar 10 1907..............

Wigforss Martha of Neil A and Susan A Apr 6 1904..........

Wigg Mildred B M of Augustus C and Beatrice M Dec 30 1903.

Wiggins George E of William J and Agnes Nov 24 1907....

Wiggin LeRoy F of LeRoy S and Annie L Feb 1 1910.......

Wiggins Barbara L of John E and Mary L Aug 18 1910.....

Wiggins Edmond J of John E and Mary L Nov 12 1907.......

Wiggins Henrietta of John and Jean H Aug 24 1904........

Wiggins Henry A of William J and Agnes P Nov 15 1902.....

Wiggins James A of William J and Agnes P Dec 20 1909.....

Wiggins Jean L of John H and Jean H Sept 6 1908.........

Wiggins John W of William J and Agnes May 4 1904.......

Wiggins Mary E of John H and Jean H Sept 18 1903........

Wiggins —— s of John and Jean H July 11 1902.............


Wight Dorothy A of Eugene M and Mary Feb 13 1906..........

Wight —— s of Henry E and Delia M Dec 31 1902............


Wightman Hazel M of George L and Mary A Mar 14 1902....


Wightman Tillie of David and Fannie Jan 5 1904.............

Wilderek Andre of Jan and Sofia Nov 16 1905.............

Wilderek Joseph of Jan and Sophie Feb 27 1910............

Wilderek —— s of Jan and Sofia Mar 25 1907...............}

Wilke Bertha H of George and Elizabeth M Sept 20 1902....

Wilke Irene of James and Elveria M Aug 26 1902.............

Wilke James O of James and Elveria M June 22 1901......

Wilkeykas Placida A of Frank and Lena Nov 23 1908......

Wiklund Carl L of Nils and Catherine E June 10 1905.....

Wikstrom —— d of Oscar and Catherine Mar 16 1906..........

Wilber Charles F of Charles F and Elizabeth V Sept 26 1907.
Wilber Dorothy I of Charles F and Elizabeth V Mar 1 1905...18:161
Wilber —— s of Fred and Anna Sept 11 1906.................18:372
Wilbur William of John and Mary Sept 13 1906.............18:372
Wilbur —— s of Ethel M June 7 1905.........................18:196
Wilburn Henry C of John H and Sarah Aug 31 1904............18:93
Wilbur Charles J of William J and Mary C Mar 25 1906.......18:413
Wilbur Florence of George H Jr and Florence M Apr 14 1906...18:316
Wilbur Gladys E of Everett D and Corine Aug 21 1908.......19:256
Wilbur Louise M A of Sinclair and Annette J Nov 19 1908...19:289
Wilbur Ruth E of Charles F and Elizabeth Aug 6 1909.......19:402
Wilbur —— s of Charles W and Emma J Mar 8 1903...............17:404
Wilburn Antonio of Antonio and Rose Sept 11 1910............20:106
Wilcock Gladys W of Finch and Sarah J May 15 1901..........17:163
Wilcox Alice T of Howard D and Anna S Aug 15 1905.........18:226
Wilcox Arline M of Robert F and Harriet Sept 23 1906.......18:376
Wilcox Catherine C of Joseph and Catherine T Sept 20 1910...20:110
Wilcox Charles F of Frederick R and Lucy A Sept 21 1904.....18:101
Wilcox Dorothy R of Frederick R and Lucy Nov 9 1907.......19:131
Wilcox Eileen M of Harold and Elizabeth July 19 1908.......19:242
Wilcox Elsie M of Harold C and Nesta E Apr 8 1907............19:39
Wilcox Francis W (c) of Harry G and Viola R Oct 20 1906....18:386
Wilcox Frederick G of Frederick B and Elizabeth Jan 26 1905.18:149
Wilcox George F of Alvin L and Mary A Nov 23 1906..........18:398
Wilcox Helen S of Henry L and Florence P Nov 2 1902.........17:355
Wilcox John G of John A and Annie E May 9 1907............19:50
Wilcox Lauriston A of Charles L and Sarah E Apr 19 1909.....19:382
Wilcox Mary V of Benjamin and Rosanna Nov 24 1906........18:399
Wilcox Mary W of Joseph and Kathryn May 22 1908............19:243
Wilcox Perry A of Perry X and Willena R June 10 1910.......20:63
Wilcox Riley A of Alvin L and Mary A June 9 1901............17:170
Wilcox Robert A of Frederick R and Lucy A Apr 27 1903.......17:419
Wilcox —— s of Martin E and Edith E Feb 21 1904.............17:140
Wilcox —— d of Martin E and Edith E Nov 5 1902..............17:356
Wilcox —— s of William H and Mary A June 20 1909............19:387
Wilcox —— s of Frank and Lena Jan 29 1907...................19:74
Wild George E of Edgar and Jennie Mar 28 1905.................18:171
Wild James H of James and Elizabeth Aug 15 1909............19:405
Wild —— d of Edgar and Jennie Dec 7 1906....................18:403
Wild —— s of James H and Elizabeth Mar 28 1908..............19:233
Wilde Raymond C of Frank D and Alice Jan 23 1901............17:131
Wildenhain Louise A of William L Jr and Hazel R Sept 1 1910.20:103
Wildor Clinton E of Harry C and Emma Feb 9 1907............19:16
Wildor Emma E of Harry C and Emma Mar 16 1909..............19:343
Wildor Esther M of Harry C and Emma Dec 15 1910............20:140
Wildes Frank H of Frank H and Annie V Feb 20 1905..........18:158
Wildman John of David and Annie Sept 15 1905. . . . . . . . . . 18: 236
Wile Violet of Frederick and Rose Dec 10 1905. . . . . . . . . 18: 265
Wiler Dora of Morris and Pepita Jan 3 1902. . . . . . . . . . . 17: 253
Wiley Lulu C (c) of Sophie L Nov 26 1906. . . . . . . . . . . . 18: 399
Wilhelm Frank W of Frank H and Martha M Aug 30 1901. . 17: 247
Wilhelm Frederick L of Frederick K and Annie M June 9 1903. 17: 432
Wilhelm Frederick P of Frank H and Martha M Oct 3 1908. . 19: 272
Wilkey Elizabeth G of Frank K and Emma M Mar 16 1907. . 19: 30
Wilkey Emma M of Frank K and Emma M Sept 3 1908. . . . . 19: 261
Wilkey Frank K of Frank K and Emma M Oct 25 1903. . . . . 17: 485
Wilkey Henry P of Frank K and Emma M Feb 19 1906. . . . . 18: 297
Wilkins Beatrice I of Herbert J and Bertha W Feb 1 1905. . 18: 151
Wilkins Gladys M of Edward O and Armenia M Apr 15 1907. 19: 42
Wilkins Lillie M of William and Annie M Jan 13 1908. . . . . 19: 163
Wilkins Ralph W of William and Annie M Jan 31 1901. . . . . 17: 134
Wilkins Ruth M L of William and Annie M Jan 27 1903. . . . 17: 390
Wilkins Samuel E of Samuel E and Ida M Sept 29 1903. . . . 17: 476
Wilkins Walter H of Lafayette and Mary Oct 28 1902. . . . . 17: 333
Wilkinson Alice H of Charles O and Clara Oct 15 1905. . . . 18: 246
Wilkinson Anna E of William H and Sarah E Feb 21 1903. . 18: 159
Wilkinson Anna M of Edmund B and Lillian M Dec 20 1901. 17: 241
Wilkinson Doris of William R and Isabella Oct 9 1902. . . . . 17: 347
Wilkinson Frank E of Harold and Miriam H Dec 28 1910. . 20: 145
Wilkinson Frederick of Edwin and Martha May 29 1907. . . . 19: 57
Wilkinson George D of John D and Janet M Feb 25 1907. . . 19: 22
Wilkinson Hazel M of Ernest E and Ella M Oct 24 1907. . . . 19: 124
Wilkinson John C L of John and Jeanette M Feb 17 1905. . 18: 157
Wilkinson John G of John D and Janet M June 24 1910. . . . 20: 68
Wilkinson John J of William H and Sarah Oct 7 1907. . . . . 19: 118
Wilkinson Joseph of Lister and Mary Jan 1 1903. . . . . . . . 17: 381
Wilkinson Margaret E of Margaret E Mar 18 1903. . . . . . . . 17: 407
Wilkinson Mary J of Lester and Mary E Apr 27 1904. . . . . 18: 41
Wilkinson Mildred E of Nelson A and Rosa May 9 1904. . . . 18: 45
Wilkinson Paul McK of Victoria Nov 13 1907. . . . . . . . . . 19: 132
Wilkinson Robert E of Robert and Susan Nov 17 1901. . . . 17: 230
Wilkinson Sadie of Nelson A and Rose June 9 1907. . . . . . . 19: 62
Wilkinson Virginia of Howard H and Harriet Mar 3 1909. . 19: 337
Wilkinson William H of William H and Sarah E Nov 3 1906. 18: 391
Wilkinson William J of William R and Isabel Jan 14 1905. . 18: 145
Wilkinson —— s of Ernest and Eva Jan 22 1901. . . . . . . . . 17: 179
Wilkinson —— s of William H and Sarah E July 6 1909. . . . . 19: 461
Willard Donald R of Robert C and Laura D Sept 24 1907. . 19: 113
Willard Doris E of Thomas R and Bertha M Nov 12 1903. . 17: 491
Willard Edna A of Herbert M and Susan I Sept 15 1903. . . 17: 472
Willard Howard L of Herbert O and Selfrid May 29 1907. . 19: 57
Willard Lila of Robert C and Lila D Sept 21 1904. . . . . . 18: 101
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Willer — d of Agnes July 31 1907..........................19: 90
Willett Henry E of Eugene and Martha F Feb 14 1902.......17: 266
Willett Joseph W G of Mary Jan 22 1909........................19: 322
Willette James E of Eugene and Martha F Sept 25 1904.....18: 102
William Autone (c) of John and Maria Mar 6 1905...........18: 163
William John W of John A and Elizabeth A Aug 4 1905.....18: 222
Williams Agnes of Michael and Maria Jan 22 1901.............17: 131
Williams Alfred H (c) of William H and Charlotte M Nov 27
1901...........................................................17: 233
Williams Alice (c) of Albert and Margaret Apr 10 1905.....18: 176
Williams Allan of Wade W and Edna Jan 26 1903...........18: 389
Williams Almenia of Herbert F and Almenia Jan 2 1901......17: 125
Williams Alonzo B of Alonzo R and Mary Aug 1 1904........18: 82
Williams Alonzo T (c) of Alonzo M and Minnie J Aug 26 1904.18: 91
Williams Amelia L of Frederick E and Georgiana Jan 25 1907.19: 10
Williams Ames B of Harry S and Minnie Aug 29 1909.........19: 411
Williams Anna of Dennis and Sofia Apr 10 1902.............17: 309
Williams Anna of Jose and Anna May 9 1909...................19: 362
Williams Annie of Frank J and Elizabeth Dec 30 1909........19: 457
Williams Annie H of James I and Jessie Apr 8 1907..........19: 39
Williams Arbury J (c) of Johnson and Mary V June 21 1902.17: 305
Williams Arthur F of Arthur L and Rose M Feb 6 1901.....17: 135
Williams Barney of Benjamin and Minnie Jan 10 1907........19: 4
Williams Berris of Bennie and Mamnie Feb 2 1907............19: 13
Williams Bertha of Archibald and Mary July 4 1907..........19: 79
Williams Carl M (c) of Frederick D and Emily A July 26 1907.19: 88
Williams Cathlene (c) of Arthur B and Rosa B Apr 7 1906.....18: 418
Williams Charles F (c) of C Frederick and Emma G Feb 1
1907..................................................................19: 13
Williams Charles R (c) of Hattie E Dec 10 1903.............17: 500
Williams Charles R of Frank J and Elizabeth Oct 30 1905...18: 254
Williams Chester A (c) of Emma M Sept 10 1909..............19: 416
Williams Clara F of Charles S and Kate L Jan 22 1907.......19: 9
Williams Constance A of John J and Elizabeth July 11 1910.20: 82
Williams Daniel of Daniel and Sophie Mar 9 1903............17: 104
Williams Daniel E (c) of Williams H and Mary E Feb 25 1902.17: 269
Williams Daniel E (c) of Emma M May 4 1905................18: 184
Williams Doris E of William H and Cornelia B Jan 12 1909.19: 319
Williams Dorothy M of Sydney and Alice R Jan 14 1904.......18: 5
Williams Dorris E of Owen and Ethel M July 31 1902.........17: 324
Williams Edgar R of Harry S and Minnie S Jan 7 1906........18: 282
Williams Edward of John T and Catherine Aug 20 1903.......17: 463
Williams Elizabeth of John F and Mary E Feb 13 1905........18: 156
Williams Elizabeth VanZ of Arthur O and Elizabeth C Feb 12
1909..................................................................19: 230
Williams Elsie E M of Fred M and Mary Aug 23 1901.........17: 203
Williams Elvin H of Eric F and Alvilda Oct 26 1904............ 18: 112
Williams Emma of Annie Mar 5 1910.......................... 20: 26
Williams Ernest V of Frederick E and Georgiana Jan 25 1907 19: 10
Williams Esther E of John T and Catherine E Sept 5 1909... 19: 414
Williams Eugene J (c) of Gerald T and Helen July 8 1901... 17: 187
Williams Francis of Frank J and Elizabeth Sept 25 1907.... 19: 113
Williams Francis J of John F and Annie L Apr 28 1906..... 18: 321
Williams Frank T of Valentine L and Margaret Feb 15 1904.. 18: 17
Williams Frederick M (c) of Frederick M and Mary Apr 10 1903.............................................. 17: 414
Williams Gabrielle of James L and Annie Feb 23 1902........ 17: 269
Williams Gardner M of Chester A and Estelle B Jan 10 1907 19: 4
Williams George of Francis J and Elizabeth Sept 29 1903.... 17: 476
Williams George (c) of David and Margaret July 24 1910.... 20: 87
Williams Gertrude R of John T and Catherine E Mar 19 1908 19: 188
Williams Gladys of Mary T Dec 5 1905......................... 18: 263
Williams Gladys O of John E and Elizabeth July 11 1903..... 17: 450
Williams Grace of Archibald and Mary July 3 1905.......... 18: 210
Williams Gracie M of Harry and Mary Mar 18 1903.......... 17: 440
Williams Harold B (c) of Clifford D and Bertha B Oct 8 1910 20: 116
Williams Helen of David and Martha A Oct 10 1903........... 17: 480
Williams Helen L (c) of William H and Mary E Feb 27 1910... 20: 23
Williams Henry F of Leonard W and Martha R Dec 11 1906... 18: 405
Williams Herman L of Phebe C June 29 1902..................... 17: 307
Williams Hope of Manuel F and Freda C Apr 1 1908.......... 19: 193
Williams Howard F of Archer F and Alice Sept 4 1901....... 17: 207
Williams Iovu C (c) of Harriet E Oct 29 1902................. 17: 353
Williams Irving M of Irving M and Ethel E July 31 1910..... 20: 148
Williams James of Valentine L and Margaret Apr 10 1909.... 19: 352
Williams James C of David H and Martha A Sept 24 1901..... 17: 213
Williams James F of James I and Jessie S Apr 7 1906........ 18: 314
Williams John A of John J and Elizabeth F Aug 29 1902.... 17: 334
Williams John A (c) of John A and Mary E Apr 20 1904...... 18: 39
Williams John A of John F and Mary E June 22 1907......... 19: 68
Williams John F of John F and Annie L May 22 1902......... 17: 296
Williams John H of John T and Catherine E Jan 30 1906..... 18: 290
Williams John R of Cornelius B and Elizabeth A July 25 1910 20: 88
Williams Joseph of Francis and Sarah J Dec 22 1905.......... 18: 270
Williams Joseph S of Joseph S and Catharine Nov 14 1908... 19: 308
Williams Katherine of George W and Mary W Dec 21 1903..... 17: 504
Williams Leroy (c) of William H and Mary E Feb 20 1904...... 18: 19
Williams Lillian of Manuel F and Freda C Aug 9 1901........ 17: 198
Williams Lillian of John W and Mary J Sept 6 1909........... 19: 459
Williams Lillian T (c) of John A and Mary E Apr 5 1902..... 17: 282
Williams Louise M of John F and Annie L Apr 20 1905........ 18: 179
Williams Lucy H of Charles W and Margaret Sept 29 1902..... 17: 344
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Williams Madeline P (c) of John and Etta Oct 23 1909... 19:433
Williams Madeline F of John J and Elizabeth F Apr 15 1901... 17:155
Williams Manuel J of Manuel F and Freda C May 6 1904... 18:44
Williams Marguerite E of Thomas and Ella Apr 1 1909... 19:349
Williams Marian of David H and Martha A Dec 29 1905... 18:272
Williams Marion of Joseph F and Annie G Feb 17 1909... 19:332
Williams Marion E of Cornelius R and Elizabeth A June 29
1907... 19:70
Williams Marion H of Archer F and Alice Aug 25 1903... 17:464
Williams Marjorie E of George C and Bessie Nov 20 1910... 20:149
Williams Marjorie E (c) of William P and Flora B Oct 24
1910... 20:122
Williams Martha of David H and Martha A Oct 19 1908... 19:278
Williams Mary of Archibald L and Mary Jan 25 1901... 17:132
Williams Mary of Frederick and Anna M Mar 29 1902... 17:279
Williams Mary (c) of John and Bertha Apr 8 1902... 17:283
Williams Mary of Benjamin and Minnie Oct 20 1908... 19:278
Williams Mary E of Frank J and Elizabeth Mar 23 1902... 17:278
Williams Mary E of Michael and Maria Sept 17 1902... 17:340
Williams Mary E of John and Elizabeth F Aug 12 1907... 19:95
Williams Mary F of Leonard W and Martha R Apr 26 1905... 18:299
Williams Mary L of James I and Jessie S Aug 24 1908... 19:257
Williams Maurice H of Albertus H and Mildred Mar 31 1904... 18:33
Williams Mildred F of Joseph F and Annie G June 27 1907... 19:69
Williams Myrtle I (c) of Gerald T and Helen Jan 4 1909... 19:316
Williams Nettie H of John W and Sarah E Dec 11 1906... 18:405
Williams Norine V (c) of Noel and Sarah J Nov 15 1909... 19:441
Williams Philip of John S and Josephine June 17 1908... 19:224
Williams Regina I of Archibald and Mary Aug 21 1903... 17:463
Williams Richard of John S and Josephine Apr 11 1910... 20:46
Williams Richard C of Valentine L and Mary Aug 13 1906... 18:361
Williams Robert E (c) of Johnson and Mary V Dec 29 1906... 18:410
Williams Robert J of Joseph and Jennie Sept 13 1901... 17:210
Williams Roger N of Harry and Mary F Mar 26 1909... 19:382
Williams Rose G (c) of William H and Mary E Feb 8 1906... 18:293
Williams Ruth O of Arthur O and Elizabeth C Feb 12 1909... 19:330
Williams Verena of George F and Verena R Jan 24 1901... 17:132
Williams Viola M (c) of James M and Annie J Oct 8 1901... 17:217
Williams Virginia of Wade W and Edna A Dec 30 1901... 17:245
Williams Virginia (c) of Joan and Belhena Aug 31 1907... 19:103
Williams Walter F (c) of John A and Mary E Sept 1 1906... 18:368
Williams William A (c) of William H and Charlotte M Feb 1
1903... 17:391
Williams William D (c) of Emma M Apr 15 1903... 17:415
Williams — d of Thomas and Annie Mar 18 1901... 17:147
Williams — s of George F and Verena B June 12 1902... 17:302
Williamson — twin d of Albertus H and Mildred G Nov 12 1902 ............................................. 17: 378
Williamson — s of James and Annie Mar 8 1904 ............................................. 18: 25
Williamson — (c) d of Arthur and Elizabeth Apr 20 1904 ............................................. 18: 39
Williamson — d of John W and Sarah E Feb 13 1905 ............................................. 18: 206
Williamson — (c) d of Hattie E Dec 23 1905 ............................................. 18: 270
Williamson — (c) d of — and Harriet O Mar 4 1906 ............................................. 18: 302
Williamson — (c) d of George W and Anna May 25 1906 ............................................. 18: 330
Williamson — d of Albertis and Millie June 29 1906 ............................................. 18: 343
Williamson — (c) d of Arthur B and Rosa Dec 15 1906 ............................................. 18: 422
Williamson — (c) d of John and Hattie May 3 1907 ............................................. 19: 76
Williamson — d of Margaret Oct 30 1909 ............................................. 19: 435
Williamson Alfred A of Alfred A and Agnes A Aug 18 1904 ............................................. 18: 88
Williamson Amelia of Gabriel and Lena Nov 3 1905 ............................................. 18: 253
Williamson Catherine of Conrad and Ida Sept 18 1905 ............................................. 18: 275
Williamson Eleanor M of Alfred A and Alice Nov 12 1902 ............................................. 17: 358
Williamson Gladys P of Alban and Jennie L June 2 1907 ............................................. 19: 59
Williamson Helen G of William and Ruth N Aug 1 1903 ............................................. 17: 457
Williamson Helen J of Otto W and Louise Dec 26 1905 ............................................. 18: 271
Williamson Henry A of Alfred A and Agnes A Feb 20 1908 ............................................. 19: 177
Williamson Lena of Gabriel and Lena July 23 1903 ............................................. 17: 454
Williamson Mildred E of Leonard and Florence M Aug 14 1907 ............................................. 19: 96
Williamson Yvonne M R of Joseph and Pamela Aug 14 1902 ............................................. 17: 329
Williamson — s of David and Margaret June 26 1906 ............................................. 18: 342
Willis Charles F of William H and Annie L Apr 13 1905 ............................................. 18: 177
Willis Dorothy of William H and Annie L Mar 6 1909 ............................................. 19: 339
Willis Edgar G of William H and Annie L Nov 5 1902 ............................................. 17: 356
Willis Fannie B of Gardner B and Melinda E May 2 1901 ............................................. 17: 160
Willis Frederick J of William H and Annie L Apr 19 1907 ............................................. 18: 43
Willis Hannah C of Harlen R and Elizabeth G June 30 1910 ............................................. 20: 70
Willis Henry B of Dunford L and Beatrice Nov 5 1910 ............................................. 20: 126
Willis Herbert F of Alfred F and Carrie A Sept 16 1902 ............................................. 17: 340
Willis Hope M of Gardner B and Melinda E Sept 8 1908 ............................................. 19: 263
Willis Jediah G of Everett F and Eleanor A May 18 1910 ............................................. 20: 54
Willis Josephine M of Gardner B and Melinda E Feb 15 1907 ............................................. 19
Willis Raymond T of James F and Emma T Sept 28 1901 ............................................. 17: 214
Willis Theodore A of Charles L and Alice E Sept 18 1902 ............................................. 17: 341
Willis Violette C of Charles J and Ada C Sept 30 1906 ............................................. 18: 379
Willis — d of Emma Dec 5 1904 ............................................. 18: 125
Williston Mabel A of Frank B and Fanny M Aug 20 1901 ............................................. 17: 202
Willoughby Mary A of Matthew and Mary Nov 7 1902 ............................................. 17: 357
Willoughby Stephen of Matthew and Mary Oct 10 1905 ............................................. 18: 244
Willoughby Thomas P of Matthew C and Mary Mar 7 1901 ............................................. 17: 144
Wills Alfred L (c) of John F and Serena J Aug 28 1908 ............................................. 19: 258
Wills Blanche M (c) of Francis and Carrie Jan 20 1904 ............................................. 18: 8
Wills Dorothy E (c) of John F and Serena Sept 16 1910 ............................................. 20: 108
Wills Olivia A (c) of Frank and Carrie Apr 19 1901 ............ 17: 156
Wills Richard A (c) of James H and Grace B Aug 3 1909 .... 19: 401
Wilman Damon H of Frederick G and Lillian June 20 1908 .... 19: 225
Wilsh Raymond of Ludwig and Martha June 17 1907 .......... 19: 66
Wilsher Gladys L of Charles G and Maude O July 20 1910 ...... 20: 85
Wilsher Hazel M of Charles G and Maude O Dec 1 1902 ......... 17: 364
Wilson Alfred R of Alfred H and Abby Apr 17 1910 .......... 20: 42
Wilson Anna of Edmund J and Annie Feb 14 1906 ............. 18: 295
Wilson Benjamin F (c) of Benjamin F and Esther June 16 1904 ........................................ 18: 58
Wilson Bertha M of George and May Dec 23 1903 ............ 17: 504
Wilson Blanche E of Frank F and Mary E Feb 15 1910 ....... 20: 18
Wilson Charles A of James A and Sadie Aug 4 1903 ........... 17: 458
Wilson Clifton E of George S and Eva B July 8 1908 .......... 19: 238
Wilson Dorothy E of James and Nellie Aug 21 1902 ........... 17: 331
Wilson Dorothy M of Frank R and Ruth Mar 17 1909 .......... 19: 343
Wilson Earl H (c) of Benjamin F and Esther May 25 1908 ....... 19: 214
Wilson Edna M of Wallace and May A July 18 1907 .......... 18: 85
Wilson Edward S of Mary Feb 9 1905 .......................... 18: 154
Wilson Effie H of George C and Jennie H Sept 29 1907 ....... 19: 114
Wilson Elizabeth C of Nicholas and Mary Feb 11 1910 ....... 20: 17
Wilson Elizabeth M of Christopher and Elizabeth Aug 8 1908 19: 250
Wilson Ella of Allan and Minnie Mar 21 1901 ................... 17: 178
Wilson Eric J of Francis F and Mary E Oct 2 1907 ........... 19: 116
Wilson Ernest B (c) of Benjamin and Esther Feb 3 1903 ...... 17: 392
Wilson Evelyn A of Christopher and Elizabeth M Oct 17 1905 18: 247
Wilson Evelyn M of Joseph and Eva M Jan 19 1905 .......... 18: 204
Wilson Florence A of Fred M and Margaret Mar 3 1905 ....... 18: 162
Wilson Francis H of Francis F and Mary E Apr 2 1903 ....... 17: 412
Wilson Frank J of Frank J and Anastasia E June 6 1906 .... 18: 335
Wilson Frederick of Ralph and Elizabeth Oct 1 1906 .......... 18: 415
Wilson Frederick T of Charles and - Aug 29 1905 .......... 18: 274
Wilson George W of Walter E and Gertrude June 7 1905 ...... 18: 195
Wilson George W of John J and Mary H Feb 22 1907 ......... 19: 21
Wilson Gertrude of Nicholas and Mary J Feb 24 1902 ........ 17: 239
Wilson Gertrude of George and Mary A July 12 1908 ........ 19: 240
Wilson Gertrude L of William L and Beatrice Nov 1 1903 .... 17: 709
Wilson Hazel L of Charles W and Tillie M Aug 31 1907 ....... 19: 103
Wilson Hope F of Warren P and Ethel July 22 1907 .......... 19: 87
Wilson Hope J of Edwin E and Flora Nov 1 1907 .......... 19: 128
Wilson James of Ralph and Elizabeth Aug 28 1907 .......... 19: 102
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Wilson James A of James A and Sarah E June 3 1902 17 299
Wilson James A of Warren P and Ethel M Feb 19 1903 18 158
Wilson James A of James A and Sadie E May 2 1906 18 322
Wilson James S of George W and Mary Oct 3 1902 17 346
Wilson Jane of Nicholas and Mary J Dec 13 1908 19 299
Wilson John T of John A J and Mary L Sept 10 1903 17 470
Wilson Joseph M of Frank and Mary H Oct 5 1905 18 243
Wilson Kathleen of Rowland H and Emma May 18 1907 19 53
Wilson Lawrence of Nicholas and Mary J Apr 6 1905 18 174
Wilson Lawrence E of Nicholas and Mary J Sept 5 1906 18 369
Wilson Leota M of Clarence W and Ethel M May 17 1910 20 53
Wilson Lillian D of James F and Anna H Nov 1 1907 19 128
Wilson Lillian M of Alfred H and Abbie July 2 1903 17 446
Wilson Madeline of Frederick J and Louise July 28 1901 17 194
Wilson Margaret A of Walter E and Gertrude Nov 6 1903 17 489
Wilson Margaret E of James and Nellie Aug 21 1902 17 331
Wilson Maria E of Volney M Jr and Irene L Nov 3 1910 20 125
Wilson Marian (c) of Mary Feb 27 1904 18 64
Wilson Marion H of Warren P and Ethel M Dec 6 1908 19 296
Wilson Martin of Charles and Lena Aug 16 1907 19 151
Wilson Mildred R E of M Frank and Anna J Mar 20 1908 19 188
Wilson Miriam J of George H and Mary J May 3 1906 18 323
Wilson Nicholas of Nicholas and Mary J Dec 13 1908 19 299
Wilson Nicholas J of Nicholas and Mary J Apr 10 1903 17 414
Wilson Pauline F of M Frank and Anna J Jan 12 1910 20 5
Wilson Raymond M of Frank J and Emma A June 22 1905 18 201
Wilson Richard S of Roland H and Emma Sept 1 1908 19 269
Wilson Ruth E of James and Nellie C Sept 21 1905 18 238
Wilson Ruth E of Peter M and Ida L Apr 4 1909 19 350
Wilson Samuel J of John E and Jessie L Jan 9 1906 18 283
Wilson Sidney of Morris and Sarah L Mar 17 1905 18 168
Wilson Susan M of Charles A and Annie V May 17 1904 18 48
Wilson Sydney H of George and E Jennie Nov 8 1908 19 284
Wilson Thomas of Charles A and Annie V July 5 1905 18 211
Wilson Viola M of James F and A Hazel Nov 1 1905 18 251
Wilson Walter G of George and Lizzie J June 6 1906 18 335
Wilson Willard H of Alfred H and Abbie July 17 1906 18 350
Wilson William E of William L and Beatrice Aug 31 1907 19 152
Wilson s of Henrietta July 31 1901 17 195
Wilson s of Robert H and Lena Aug 3 1903 17 510
Wilson s of George H and Mary Sept 14 1904 18 138
Wilson d of Samuel C and Jennie F Dec 19 1904 18 157
Wilson (c) s of Andrew and Emily Aug 9 1905 18 223
Wilson s of Gross E and Ethel I Dec 21 1907 19 156
Wilson s of George W and Martha Feb 28 1909 19 385
Winchester Harold W of Henry W and Mary E July 30 1901 17 194
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Winder Thomas H of Thomas H and Jane G Feb 6 1904....... 18: 14
Wine Israel of Simon and Elsie Oct 10 1907.................. 19: 152
Wine Julia of Simon and Elsie Sept 20 1909.................. 19: 420
Wine Mildred of Harry and Lena Apr 10 1907.................. 19: 40
Wine Nathan J of Albert and Lena May 23 1910................. 20: 55
Winer Abraham of Harry and Annie Aug 21 1906............... 18: 365
Winer Max of David and Tillie Nov 21 1901................... 17: 231
Wineman Hannah of Hyman and Rosa Nov 2 1905................. 18: 252
Wineman Richard of Harry W and Rose Oct 13 1903.............. 17: 481
Wineman Tellia of Hyman and Rose Apr 21 1902............... 17: 287
Winestein Clara of Louis and Rose Apr 21 1902............... 17: 287
Winestein Fannie of Louis and Rosa July 14 1901............... 17: 189
Winestein Ruth of Louis and Rose May 27 1907.................. 19: 56
Winetrob Joseph of Samuel and Dora Jan 26 1907............... 19: 11
Winfield Frederick A of John A and Emily Feb 18 1908........ 19: 176
Winfield Herbert S of John A and Emily Aug 26 1905........... 18: 229
Winfield John E of John A and Emily Feb 18 1908.............. 19: 176
Winfield Raymond H (c) of William and Goldie V Jan 28 1909, 19: 325
Winfield Robert J of Henry A and Catherine Feb — 1904....... 18: 22
Winfield — (c) d of William and Goldie V Mar 4 1908........... 19: 182
Wing David of Frank A and Emma L July 18 1907............... 19: 85
Wing Elsie V of Frank A and Emma L Jan 21 1906............... 18: 287
Wing Gladys E of Adelbert F and Ewa Nov 21 1903.............. 17: 493
Wing Robert of Frank A and Emma L Apr 29 1904............... 18: 42
Wing Ruth M of Fred E and Ruth H June 25 1908............... 19: 227
Wing Thurza E of Benjamin F and Bertha E Feb 25 1902.......... 17: 269
Wing — s of Frank A and Emma L Mar 19 1903.................. 17: 443
Winiavski Kazimir of Stanislaw and Joanna Oct 12 1910........ 20: 117
Winkler Dorothy G of Roman and Blanche Dec 30 1908........... 19: 305
Winkler Eli of Morris and Adella Aug 11 1902............... 17: 328
Winkler Samuel of Morris and Adella July 21 1904.............. 18: 78
Winkler Solomon of Morris and Adella Nov 12 1907............. 19: 132
Winkler — s of Roman and Blanche June 10 1907................. 19: 63
Winkles Albert F of Wallace F and Mary Aug 2 1904........... 18: 82
Winn Francis of James L and Mary A Feb 15 1905.............. 18: 156
Winn Helen of James L and Mary A June 14 1903................. 17: 433
Winn Hortense of James L and Mary A Apr 3 1907................ 19: 37
Winn James of James L and Mary A May 20 1909............... 19: 366
Winn Joseph of James W and Mary July 28 1901............... 17: 194
Winn Marjorie of Thomas H and Margaret E Feb 17 1902........ 17: 267
Winn Thomas J of James and Ellen X Mar 3 1909............... 19: 337
Winn Thomas J of Henry M and Ellen M Feb 26 1910............... 20: 22
Winn — d of Emma Mar 4 1908.......................... 19: 182
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winograd</td>
<td>Etta of Louis and Rosa</td>
<td>Apr 13</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winograd</td>
<td>Fannie of Louis and Rose</td>
<td>Aug 20</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winograd</td>
<td>Florence of Leo and Dora</td>
<td>Oct 9</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winograd</td>
<td>Isidore of Leo and Dora</td>
<td>Dec 7</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winograd</td>
<td>Rosa of Leo and Dora</td>
<td>May 2</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winograd</td>
<td>Samuel of Louis and Rose</td>
<td>Sept 29</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winograd</td>
<td>Sarah of Leo and Dora</td>
<td>Oct 9</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winpenny</td>
<td>Guy of Walter and Annie</td>
<td>Apr 12</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winpenny</td>
<td>Ruth E of Walter and Annie</td>
<td>Apr 2</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winquist</td>
<td>Lily E I of Charles W and Anna G</td>
<td>Apr 15</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslade</td>
<td>— d of Taplin J and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Jan 9</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow</td>
<td>Alvah I of Walter I and Neva N</td>
<td>Dec 18</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow</td>
<td>Arlan E of Ernest L and Leonore E</td>
<td>Sept 6</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow</td>
<td>Harold B of Walter I and Neva N</td>
<td>June 17</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow</td>
<td>Helen L of Harold E and Bertha L</td>
<td>Dec 11</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow</td>
<td>Raymond P of Willard S and Elsie L</td>
<td>July 27</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>Albert W of Elmer and Eleanor M</td>
<td>Aug 13</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>Alice M of Arthur W and Mabel H</td>
<td>Sept 18</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>Calista A of Howard B and Mabel A</td>
<td>July 1</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>Elizabeth G of William G Jr and Grace G</td>
<td>Dec 29</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>Elmer DeW of Elmer and Eleanor M</td>
<td>Sept 30</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>Harriet E of Harry B and Hattie E</td>
<td>Nov 10</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>Irving M of Elmer and Eleanor M</td>
<td>Jan 31</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>Lois S of Frank E and Agnes F</td>
<td>Mar 20</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>Roland A of Alfred and Martha A</td>
<td>Apr 27</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>Vernon A of Philip J and Ina B</td>
<td>Aug 5</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>Virginia P of Allen A and Anna V</td>
<td>Oct 24</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>William R of William H and Elizabeth F</td>
<td>Sept 1</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>— s of William H and Elizabeth F</td>
<td>Sept 2</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsor</td>
<td>— d of Thomas K and Ella F</td>
<td>Oct 6</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston</td>
<td>Anderson J (c) of John and Bertha</td>
<td>Aug 1</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston</td>
<td>Ethel (c) of John H and Bertha</td>
<td>Jan 21</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston</td>
<td>Louise (c) of John and Birdie</td>
<td>Nov 18</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Ivy S of Henry S and Jennie June</td>
<td>17 1910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Mary E of Alfred F and Kate June</td>
<td>3 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Phyllis E of Francis B and Blanche L</td>
<td>July 1</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winterbottom</td>
<td>Ellis of Albert E and Esther A</td>
<td>Nov 14</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winterbottom</td>
<td>Ethel H of Samuel H and Janette</td>
<td>Jan 15</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winterbottom</td>
<td>Walter H B of Samuel H and Janette</td>
<td>W Apr 7</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Winters Lillian F of John and Sarah Jan 13 1909 .................. 19: 319
Winters Annie of Edwin and Lizzie Apr 28 1903 .................. 17: 419
Winters Martha of John and Margaret Jan 26 1901 .................. 17: 132
Winters Matthew of Michael and Eleanor Oct 30 1902 .................. 17: 254
Winters — s of John and Margaret Aug 14 1901 .................. 17: 249
Winthrop James F of Francis J and Mary June 16 1907 .................. 19: 65
Winthrop James J of Frank J and Mary G Aug 29 1908 .................. 19: 259
Wirsching Bessie D of Henry S and Anna Aug 19 1903 .................. 17: 464
Wirth Clara of Charles F and Annie M Sept 29 1901 .................. 17: 215
Wirth — of Catherine E Jan 26 1903 .................. 17: 442
Wischnowsky Louisa H of Richard and Ottillie Aug 2 1902 .................. 17: 325
Wischnowsky Clara H of Richard and Ottillie Oct 25 1907 .................. 19: 125
Wisdom Joseph F of John J and Catherine J Jan 13 1903 .................. 17: 385
Wise Earl F of Thomas B and Agnes F June 5 1904 .................. 18: 54
Wise James J of Thomas and Agnes Feb 16 1903 .................. 17: 396
Wise Margaret S of Arthur L and Margaret Dec 15 1909 .................. 19: 451
Wiseman — d of Louis and Pauline Jan 19 1907 .................. 17: 7
Wiseman — d of Louis and Pearl Sept 17 1907 .................. 19: 155
Wiseman — s of Louis and Pearl May 18 1908 .................. 19: 234
Wisnom Joseph of William J and Agnes T July 12 1902 .................. 17: 318
Wisnom Mary of William J and Agnes T Aug 3 1905 .................. 18: 221
Wisser Max of Harry and Etta July 16 1903 .................. 17: 508
Witchkiewicz Annie of Costanty and Rosa June 23 1908 .................. 19: 226
Witham Alice M M of Adelbert C and Alice M Mar 27 1901 .................. 17: 178
Witham William I of Eben C and Lyra G Oct 13 1903 .................. 17: 481
Witherell William J of William E and Sarah J Nov 28 1903 .................. 17: 496
Witsensas Annie of Dominic and Agatha May 15 1907 .................. 19: 52
Wittig Elizabeth of Henry and Johanna July 8 1905 .................. 18: 212
Wittig Walter F of Henry and Johanna Apr 23 1909 .................. 19: 356
Wixson Doris E of Edgar V and Nellie Aug 25 1901 .................. 17: 203
Wixson Edith M of Albert E and Cora W May 8 1905 .................. 18: 185
Wixson Edna L of Albert E and Cora J Oct 19 1907 .................. 19: 122
Wizbiz Emma of Abraham and Minnie Aug 2 1903 .................. 17: 457
Wizbiz — d of Abraham and Minnie Mar 9 1902 .................. 17: 280
Wladisky Marta of Wincenty and Valentyna July 27 1904 .................. 18: 80
Wladislaw Anthony of Fritman and Brinislara June 13 1903 .................. 17: 439
Wobinski Stanislaw of Payon and Ludwiga Jan 20 1904 .................. 18: 8
Woitkan Annie of Dominick and Agnes May 17 1907 .................. 19: 53
Woitkevich Sophia of Michael and Kate Jan 30 1903 .................. 17: 440
Wojciechowski Mieczystaw of Nikodem and Valeria May 1 1909 .................. 19: 359
Wojek Maxine P of Henry and Daphine Feb 7 1903 .................. 17: 393
BIRTHS

Wolat Goldie of Jacob and Rosa Apr 10 1904......................18: 36
Wold Catherine T of Martin P and Della T Aug 28 1907.........19: 102
Wold John J of Martin P and Della L July 1 1909.................19: 388
Wold Mary C of Martin P and Della T Nov 7 1905................18: 254
Wolefenson Louis of Ruben and Lincie Oct 9 1907.................19: 118
Wolf Emma of Henry B and Mollie July 8 1902...................17: 317
Wolf Ethel of Gustav and Mabel Dec 26 1902....................17: 372
Wolf Frederick E of Edward F and Bertha Dec 6 1907.............19: 141
Wolf Harold P of William L and Mary J Jan 8 1908..............19: 161
Wolf Leopold of John and Fannie Oct 13 1905....................18: 245
Wolf Robert A of Harriet D Aug 8 1910.........................20: 94
Wolf Rose of Samuel and Becca July 15 1905......................18: 215
Wolf Sarah of Jacob and Becca Mar 10 1907........................19: 27
Wolfge Grace V of William and Selma B July 30 1901.............17: 194
Wolfge Gwendolyn of Henry S and Amy E June 8 1903..............17: 432
Wolfge Joseph A E of Benjamin and Marie O June 27 1903.......17: 437
Wolfge Sarah of Samuel and Rebecca Mar 2 1907...................19: 24
Wolfge —— d of Thomas and Jeannie Jan 14 1903.................17: 442
Wolfge —— s of Elizabeth Dec 29 1909..........................19: 456
Wolfenson Rose of Ruben and Lina Apr 18 1909...................19: 355
Wolfger Lewis S of Richard E and Leah F Apr 26 1908..........19: 203
Wolfger Richard E of Richard E and Leah Jan 28 1910............20: 12
Wolk Ida C of Simon and Celia Feb 10 1901.....................17: 137
Wolk Lawrence of Simon and Celia Aug 8 1907......................19: 94
Wolfie Mary of Isaac and Sahra Nov 7 1910.......................20: 127
Wolosewicz Edward B of Boleslaw and Victoria Feb 17 1904....18: 18
Wolosewicz Wanda of Boleslaw and Victoria June 25 1908.......19: 227
Wolotwitz Louis of Samuel and Cecilia Oct 19 1910..............20: 149
Wolsteholme —— s of Charles and Martha M May 5 1906............18: 418
Wolithers Ester A of Herman and Emily Jan 29 1903..............17: 390
Wolithers Mildred E of Herman G and Emily K July 23 1910.....20: 86
Woluf Katie of Isaac and Sarah Jan 14 1907.......................19: 6
Wong Gladys (chi) of Bennie and Gladys Oct 14 1908.............19: 276
Wood Alexander A of Alexander A and Sarah June 12 1907.......19: 63
Wood Alice of Joseph R and Elizabeth Aug 25 1901..............17: 204
Wood Arthur E of Albert H and Ellen Sept 15 1901..............17: 211
Wood Arthur I of Charles E and Mary E Nov 2 1901..............17: 225
Wood Blanche H of Joseph R and Elizabeth R Mar 8 1903........17: 404
Wood Clara B of Eugene F and Clara E Aug 11 1902..............17: 328
Wood Clarence F of Eugene F and Clara E July 20 1908..........19: 242
Wood Daisy H of John A and Fannie M July 19 1901..............17: 191
Wood Deborah of Winthrop B and Annie C Apr 10 1906............18: 315
Wood Doris C of George and Annie M Dec 20 1904..............18: 129
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Wood Doris H of Edward F and Hattie Oct 8 1908. ....... 19: 274
Wood Dorothy L of Urban G and Daisy M Jan 6 1908. ....... 19: 160
Wood Edith M of John J and Helen July 11 1901. ........... 17: 188
Wood Edward R of Charles E and Jennie Nov 5 1909. ....... 19: 438
Wood Elizabeth X of Joseph R and Elizabeth R June 10 1904. 18: 56
Wood Ellen of Winthrop B and Annie C May 14 1907. ....... 19: 51
Wood Elsie A of Mattley and Annie E Oct 29 1905. ....... 18: 250
Wood Emily E of Arthur J and Mary L Nov 24 1909. ....... 19: 444
Wood Ervin V of Silas E and Sadie L Mar 6 1909. ....... 19: 239
Wood Eva M of Benjamin and Lottie July 25 1910. ....... 20: 88
Wood Evelyn E of Charles W and Sarah J July 6 1907. ....... 19: 80
Wood Frances I of William A and Minnie L Feb 21 1901. ....... 17: 177
Wood Frances E of Charles and Nellie July 1 1908. ....... 19: 236
Wood George E of Walter W and Margaret R Apr 16 1910. ....... 20: 42
Wood George H of Arthur J and Mary L July 15 1901. ....... 17: 189
Wood Harriet of Edgar A and Lydia July 20 1902. ....... 17: 304
Wood Harry L of Ernest W and Eleanor Z Aug 13 1910. ....... 20: 96
Wood Helen F of Alby and Emma F Jan 11 1902. ....... 17: 256
Wood Helena of John J and Nellie Aug 11 1902. ....... 17: 328
Wood Howard A of Horace A and Mary W Apr 1 1901. ....... 17: 151
Wood Isabelle E of Edward F and Hattie Sept 30 1906. ....... 18: 379
Wood Jennie A of Arthur J and Mary L Apr 3 1908. ....... 19: 194
Wood Jennie E of Alexander A and Sarah Sept 8 1905. ....... 18: 234
Wood John T of Arthur J and Mary L Feb 5 1906. ....... 18: 292
Wood Joseph H of Joseph and Esther Oct 13 1901. ....... 17: 219
Wood Leonard of Levi and Emma Feb 16 1906. ....... 18: 296
Wood LeRoy of Levi and Emma Mar 11 1908. ....... 19: 185
Wood Lewis A of Frederick E and Emma July 31 1908. ....... 19: 247
Wood Lucy S of George W and Annie S Aug 24 1906. ....... 18: 365
Wood Mary E of Arthur M and Mary E Oct 13 1907. ....... 19: 120
Wood Mildred L of Gains H and Emma Nov 29 1910. ....... 20: 135
Wood Mildred R of George and Annie M May 31 1906. ....... 18: 332
Wood Mildred R of Robert J and Emma June 7 1909. ....... 19: 373
Wood Peter of Henry and Annie Apr 29 1909. ....... 19: 158
Wood Richard J of Alexander A and Sarah Sept 26 1909. ....... 19: 423
Wood Russell E of Henry and Elsie M Dec 2 1909. ....... 19: 447
Wood Russell W of Henry B and Margaret E Nov 3 1908. ....... 19: 308
Wood Sarah F of Charles S and Mary E Jan 16 1902. ....... 17: 257
Wood Stephen B of William S and Elizabeth C Aug 19 1901. ....... 17: 202
Wood Virginia E of Frank H and Alice L Sept 22 1910. ....... 20: 110
Wood Walter of Sydney J and Bertha X Mar 4 1908. ....... 19: 182
Wood Walter S of Charles E and Jennie Feb 20 1904. ....... 18: 19
Wood Walter W (c) of Walter W and Lovis May 5 1908. ....... 19: 207
Wood William of William T and Manue E June 26 1902. ....... 17: 306
Wood William F (c) of William and Celia May 12 1901. ....... 17: 163
Wood William H of William and Josephine Feb 3 1908.. 19: 171
Wood — d of Charles W and Sarah J May 8 1901.. 17: 162
Wood — s of Robert J and Emma May 25 1901.. 17: 165
Wood — d of Mattley and Annie L July 16 1901.. 17: 190
Wood — d of Clarence and Temperance Feb 16 1902.. 17: 266
Wood — s of Charles W and Sarah J Jan 18 1903.. 17: 386
Wood — d of Charles S and Louise June 6 1905.. 18: 195
Wood — s of Charles and Jennie Aug 24 1906.. 18: 365
Wood — s of Ralph and Marion Sept 6 1908.. 19: 262
Wood — d of Henry E and Alice F June 18 1909.. 19: 387
Wood — d of Henry E and Alice F June 18 1909.. 19: 387
Wood — d of Henry and Alice June 22 1910.. 20: 77
Woodbin Antonia of Michael and Victoria Feb 26 1907.. 19: 23
Woodbin William of Michael and Victoria Feb 26 1907.. 19: 23
Woodbury Arthur E of Mabel S Mar 22 1907.. 19: 32
Woodcock Arthur LeR of William H and Sarah A Aug 23 1905.. 18: 228
Woodcock Clara of William H and Sarah A Sept 5 1901.. 17: 297
Woodcock Francis M of Joseph and Helen May 26 1904.. 18: 51
Woodcock Herbert F of George W and Mabel E F July 18 1901.. 17: 190
Woodcock James J of Franklin E and Lottie Mar 20 1901.. 17: 148
Woodcock Joseph of Joseph and Helen Jan 30 1902.. 17: 261
Woodcock Preston G of Franklin E and Lottie M Jan 17 1907.. 19: 7
Wooden Hazel M (c) of James X and Esta M Aug 4 1910.. 20: 92
Wooden LeRoy X (c) of James X and Esther M June 5 1909.. 19: 372
Woodhead Edna R of Frank and Alice G Apr 26 1907.. 19: 45
Woodhead Lawrence B of Charles and Grace Oct 30 1906.. 18: 390
Woodhead — s of Charles C and Grace L Dec 30 1902.. 17: 573
Woodley George F 3d of George F Jr and Alice L Jan 17 1901.. 17: 129
Woodley Mary of George F Jr and Alice L Oct 20 1904.. 18: 110
Woodley — s of George F Jr and Alice L Aug 30 1902.. 17: 334
Woodley — d of George F and Alice July 15 1910.. 20: 150
Woodlock Cora M of William V and Nora A Jan 27 1905.. 18: 150
Woodlock James H of William and Nora Mar 18 1903.. 17: 407
Woodlock Kathleen A of William and Nora Mar 10 1901.. 17: 145
Woodlock Raymond J of William and Nora July 19 1908.. 19: 242
Woodlock William F of William T and Nora Apr 23 1907.. 19: 44
Woodman George of Louis and Ida Jan 11 1907.. 19: 4
Woodman Sylvia M of Willis and Mattie June 10 1907.. 19: 62
Woodmancy Eva of Cora B Nov 20 1901.. 17: 231
Woodmancy Everett S of Everett S and Catherine C Dec 18 1907.. 19: 145
Woodmancy Isabel of Everett S and Katherine July 19 1903.. 17: 452
Woodmansee Hazel M of Bernice L and Clara J Dec 15 1904.. 18: 128
Woodrow Frederic L of Frederic L and Georgiana Apr 23 1905.. 18: 180
Woodruff Harry O (c) of John W and Annie W July 13 1904.. 18: 75
Woodruff — (c) d of John W and Annie W May 23 1903.. 17: 444
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE. 1255.

Woods Florence A of Timothy F and Mary J Apr 30 1910........20: 47
Woods Mary A of Daniel and Julia Aug 14 1903..................17: 508
Woods Ruth M of William and Mary Aug 17 1910...............20: 98
Woods Thomas H (c) of William and Celia July 16 1905.......18: 215
Woodward Alfred R of Joseph S and Annie A Oct 27 1910.....20: 123
Woodward Ann F of George M and Mary A Oct 4 1905.........18: 212
Woodward Carl E of Walter E and Sophia Sept 16 1903.......17: 472
Woodward Frank M of George R and Eugenia A Sept 9 1905,18: 234
Woodward Gladys C of George M and Mary A Feb 16 1907.....19: 19
Woodward Harold of Joseph S and Annie A Nov 23 1906........18: 398
Woodward Henry G of John A and Stella W July 29 1907.....19: 90
Woodward Herbert of George M and Mary Nov 13 1908.........19: 287
Woodward John of Joseph S and Annie A May 31 1903........17: 429
Woodward Katharine L of Elbert W and Blanche J May 17
1904..............................................18: 48
Woodward Kenneth F of Joseph S and Annie A Mar 20 1909,19: 344
Woodward Lillian of Joseph S and Annie A Oct 23 1901.......17: 222
Woodward Robert D of Elbert W and Blanche Feb 23 1908.....19: 178
Woodward Sophie G of Walter E and Sophie Oct 31 1909.......19: 435
Woodward William E of William H and Emily M Nov 1 1908,19: 282
Woodward — s of Avery E and Martha Sept 3 1903.............17: 468
Woodward — d of George E and Lucy Nov 14 1910.............20: 130
Woodworth Mildred M of Charles M and Mary E July 15 1909,19: 393
Woodworth Wade S of Clarence F and Marie L Aug 23 1905,18: 228
Woolf Abraham of Harry and Malka Feb 18 1909.................19: 393
Woolf Edith of Isaac and Batty Aug 24 1909....................19: 409
Woolf Israel of Morris and Mary Mar 10 1909..................19: 310
Woolf Marion G of John and Fanny May 9 1908................19: 208
Woolf Milly of Isaac and Betty Jan 4 1901.....................17: 125
Woolf Ruth L of Isaac and Betty Feb 21 1906..................18: 298
Woolfall Frederick J of Frederick J and Mary A Feb 16 1905,18: 157
Woolfall Henry F of Frederick J and Mary A Mar 5 1906.......18: 302
Woolfall — s of Fred J and Mary E Jan 23 1903...............17: 442
Woolhouse Alice A of Herbert and Sarah E Dec 28 1902.......17: 372
Woolley Ruth H of Samuel R and May Sept 6 1902..............17: 337
Woolley — s of Erving Y and Mary E Mar 16 1902.............17: 276
Wooten — (c) d of Matthew and Annie Sept 21 1902..........17: 342
Wootton John D (c) of John D and Hannah Feb 25 1903.......17: 442
Wootton Lillian D (c) of John D and Hannah Dec 12 1901....17: 239
Worden Chester S of Stephen F and Bertha M Apr 30 1905.....18: 182
Worden Doris F of James F and Bertha F May 1 1907..........19: 47
Worden Raymond A of William L and Emma S July 1 1905,18: 210
Workman Irving Y of Abraham P and Rosa L Mar 20 1909......19: 344
Worrall Philip of Henry and Gertrude E Apr 7 1902..........17: 283
Worrall Spencer E of Ernest E and Estelle F Aug 4 1907......19: 92
Worrell Lee A of Charles T and Atala L Nov 12 1907...........19:132
Worrell Roy W of Charles S and Atala L Mar 30 1909........19:348
Worszowatsky Henry of Sigmund and Justina Oct 30 1907...19:126
Worth Benjamin E F of Benjamin F and Annie A June 13 1907.19:64
Worth Benjamin F of Francis and Selina Aug 8 1901............17:197
Worth Everett of Edward F and Hedwig Dec 10 1904............18:426
Worth Florence E of Charles T and Mary E Apr 16 1908........19:199
Worth —— s of Charles T and Mary E Feb 1 1906................18:417
Worthy Elizabeth S of William J and Elizabeth J Dec 16 1904.18:128
Worthington Alice T of Thomas and Fannie H Sept 4 1904......18:94
Worthington Elsie M of Thomas and Sarah A June 8 1902......17:301
Worthington Esther of Thomas and Fannie H Sept 16 1906.....18:379
Worthington Isabel R of Ralph B and Carrie Jan 13 1908......19:163
Worthington Norman T of Thomas and Fannie June 9 1909.....19:373
Worthington Oliver J of Thomas and Fannie H Apr 17 1903...17:416
Worthington William S of Thomas and Mary E May 8 1903.....17:422
Wortman Annie of Harry and Lena Apr 30 1908.................19:231
Wosko Annie of Henry and Julia Oct 20 1908....................19:278
Wosko Genovefa of Henry and Saniphnia Oct 1 1903...........17:477
Wosko Mary of Michael and Annie Sept 6 1903..................17:469
Wosko Stanislaw of Michael and Annie Oct 20 1905.............18:247
Wotherspoon Alexander W M of John and Mary A Aug 6 1903.17:459
Wotton Regina C of Thomas J and Catherine Sept 23 1905....18:239
Woulfe Annie I of Patrick and Nellie May 27 1908.............19:215
Woulfe John R of Patrick and Nellie T June 7 1904............18:55
Woulfe Lillian H of Patrick and Nellie T May 11 1904........17:162
Woulfe Ralph P of Patrick and Nellie May 1 1903..............17:420
Woulfe Thomas B of Patrick and Ellen Aug 23 1909.............19:409
Woulfe Walter J of Patrick and Nellie May 1 1903.............17:420
Woulfe —— d of Patrick and Ellen Sept 13 1906...............18:420
Wrenn William C of John and Mary Dec 20 1908...............19:391
Wreschinsky Clara of —— and Gertrude Feb 3 1906.............18:291
Wreschinsky Lester of Simon and Carrie Aug 24 1902..........17:332
Wriebeska Wladystaw of Wicenty and Mary June 17 1904.......18:58
Wright Alzadia G of C M and Lina N June 4 1904..............18:54
Wright Angela of Russell N and Mary J May 16 1909..........19:364
Wright Barbara L of Russell and Gretchen Feb 23 1909.......19:335
Wright Charles H of William H and Annie E Mar 8 1902......17:309
Wright Clarence H of Clarence M and Lina N July 26 1907....19:88
Wright Edward of William and Mary Feb 1 1904.................18:12
Wright Edward W of Walter T and Evonne M May 3 1909.......19:360
Wright Harry M of Gerisen and Fannie June 16 1904...........18:58
Wright John E of Elmer A and Althea C Feb 16 1904.........18:17
Wright John W of Samuel V B and Milley May 14 1910........20:52
Wright Joseph R of Russell N and Mary J June 18 1907.......19:66
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Wright  Lester C of Lester C and Minnie June 4 1908..............19: 219
Wright  Lillian A of Walter C and Agnes T Oct 18 1903............17: 483
Wright  Malcolm W of James F and Susan W Dec 7 1907...........19: 141
Wright  Mary of Russell N and Mary J May 25 1905..............18: 190
Wright  Minnie K of Lester P and Minnie K Nov 6 1909..........19: 358
Wright  Priscilla E (+c) of Nathan E and Aurora E June 5 1901.17: 169
Wright  Robert F of Frederick and Ida M Apr 2 1905............18: 173
Wright  Russell L of William J and Mary E Feb 15 1902........17: 266
Wright  Susan E of Lucius F E and Alice A Sept 11 1908......19: 264
Wright  Thomas F of Russell N and Mary J Oct 18 1903...........17: 483
Wright  Thomas W of Thomas E and Mabel E Feb 4 1907...........19: 14
Wright  Walter C of Walter C and Agnes T June 12 1907........19: 63
Wright  Wellesley of Percy and Ethelynde R Nov 21 1905........18: 259
Wright — s of James and Virginia Feb 14 1901....................17: 138
Wright — s of Walter C and Agnes T Dec 31 1901...............17: 245
Wright — d of Elmer A and Alma C June 29 1905..............18: 203
Wright — d of Clarence M and Lina N June 18 1906............18: 419
Wright — s of Russell W and Gretchen C June 25 1907........19: 77
Wright — d of Charles A and Emma E June 21 1910............20: 77
Wright — s of Walter T and May E Oct 2 1910...............20: 151
Wrigley  Florence I of Fred and Margaret June 12 1909........19: 374
Wrigley  Olive L of Tom and Jane E May 26 1908...............19: 214
Wrium  James P of John and Mary Feb 7 1903....................17: 393
Wrium  John J of John J and Mary Aug 27 1906.............18: 366
Wrobleski  Henrik of John and Josephine Sept 26 1907......19: 113
Wroblewska  Stanisława A of Louis and Stephanie Aug 11   
1902..............................................17: 328
Wrong  Xellie of Philip and Mary July 23 1909................19: 396
Wrublowski  Thaddens of Vincent and Valentina Mar 24 1909.19: 346
Wryum  Loretta of William and Bridget Aug 13 1902.........17: 329
Wryum  William M of William and Bridget Mar 30 1907......19: 35
Wunsch  Eleanor A of Frank and Ida Dec 9 1909..............19: 449
Wunsch  Ethel M of Frank and Ida Nov 10 1908..............19: 285
Wunsch  Lester O of Oscar and Pauline Nov 19 1903........17: 493
Wnst  Louis G of Louis and Ida Mar 24 1908...............19: 190
Wyatt  Alice L of Frederick C and Florence E Jan 7 1901...17: 126
Wyatt  Andrew W of Fred C and Florence E May 19 1905......18: 189
Wyatt  Edith A of William I and Lola E Mar 21 1907.......19: 32
Wyatt  Fred C of Fred and Florence E Oct 28 1909..........19: 434
Wyatt  Frederick W of Isaac W and Mary E Mar 29 1907....19: 35
Wyatt  Joseph E of David and Helen Nov 4 1909.............19: 437
Wyatt  Otto C of Fred and Florence E May 18 1902.........17: 294
Wyatt  Russell C of Isaac W and Mary E Dec 4 1908........19: 295
Wyatt  William G of William I and Lola May 9 1910.......20: 76
Wyce  Charles A of Arthur C and Clara L Jan 6 1901........17: 126
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Wylie Margaret E of Joseph E and Margaret M Apr 2 1904........ 18:  33
Wylie Thomas F of Joseph E and Margaret M Oct 2 1905........ 18:  242
Wylie —— s of Joseph E and Margaret June 11 1901............. 17:  170
Wyllie Wallcott A of Fred and Amy L July 6 1904.............. 18:  73
Wyman —— d of Helen Nov 28 1906.......................... 18:  400
Wyinters Violet C of Harry W and Marion A Dec 28 1910...... 20: 149
Wyndo John G of Garry and Sophie Sept 28 1901............ 17:  214
Wyndoo —— s of Garry and Sophie June 11 1903.............. 17:  432
Wynn John F of James and Ellen Apr 28 1902................. 17:  288
Wynn Mary A of James and Ellen Apr 24 1906............... 18:  320
Wynee Catharine of James J and Mary J Nov 11 1901........ 17:  228
Wynee William E of Thomas J and Elizabeth J Jan 3 1909... 19: 316
Xavie Alfred of Manuel and Carrie May 13 1902............. 17:  293
Xavier Antone of Manuel and Anna May 16 1903.............. 17:  425
Xavier Frank of Manuel and Carrie May 29 1904............. 18:  52
Xavier See of Manuel and Anna Oct 25 1910................ 20: 122
Xavier Regina of Manoel F and Anna C May 8 1909........ 19:  362
Xavier Rosa of Manuel and Anna Jan 9 1901................. 17:  127
Yackubiac —— s of Nostasy and Josephine Aug 5 1909..... 19:  461
Yaeger Clara A of Frank and Anna I Mar 29 1904........... 18:  32
Yaeger George F of Francis C and Annie I Dec 15 1906...... 18: 406
Yafla Frank of Jacob and Esther Dec 11 1903............... 17:  509
Yaflie Willie of Abram and Bessie Feb 3 1906.............. 18:  291
Yaflie Annie S of Abraham and Bessie May 8 1902.......... 17:  292
Yaghjian Anaheid of Paul and Sarrah Apr 2 1910........... 20:  37
Yaghjian Floritza of Antar and Jonhar Nov 27 1909........ 19: 445
Yaghjian Haroutune of Soghomon and Sultan Oct 15 1908.... 19: 276
Yaghjian Minas of Antrias and Iehigne June 22 1907....... 19:  67
Yaghjian Parantzem of Soghomon and Soultan Feb 7 1910..... 20:  15
Yaghjian Sirvart of Paul and Sarah Oct 3 1907............ 19:  116
Yaghjian Vaghinag of Paul and Sara July 11 1906.......... 18: 348
Yaghjian Victor of Andrrias and Jouhar Aug 23 1908....... 19: 256
Yakubiak William W of Anastary and Josephine Sept 25 1907,19: 113
Yalibn Yeghjar of Toross and Tourvanda Nov 22 1909....... 19: 443
Yamne Matilda of Nikolas and Rosa Feb 10 ? 1906.......... 18: 294
Yan Moy P (chi) of Moy P Y and Fing Mar 2 1907......... 19:  24
Yanerewski Alexander of Stanis and Wanda Dec 29 1907.... 19: 149
Yanis Eva of Michael and Mary Feb 25 1910................ 20:  22
Yanitelli Angela of Domenico and Rosa July 17 1907........ 19:  85
Yankos Antonio of Joseph and Zackia Feb 10 1908........ 19: 173
Yankurskie —— d of Joseph and —— Apr 15 1901........... 17: 156
Yanyar Alice of Emile and Vanda Sept 9 1907............. 19: 107
Yargesky Antonio W of Wadislof and Brunnswava May 13 1903. 17: 424
Yarvorsky James of John and Annie Jan 28 1910........... 20:  12
Yasinov Philip of Solomon and Minnie May 13 1908......... 19: 210
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Yates Marion C of George L and Edna B Aug 18 1909......19: 406
Yattaw Fred T of Charles C and Lena E Jan 8 1910........20: 3
Yeger Lillie H H of William M and Margaret Nov 9 1902....17: 357
Yettman — d of William and Josephine Apr 11 1908.....19: 233
Yew John W of Dana B and Maude E Sept 25 1909............19: 462
Yew — s of Alvin and Catherine July 15 1906..............18: 349
Yeghsigian Annie of Garabed and Soultan Feb 19 1908.....19: 177
Yeghsigian Tukley of Garabed and Soultan Oct 27 1909....19: 434
Yenty Ault C of Axel and Rosie Sept 10 1904..............18: 97
Yeomans Gelson J of John W and Lillie L Feb 4 1907......19: 14
Yeomans John J of William T and Elizabeth S Oct 13 1910..20: 118
Yeranian — s of Stephen and Aghavni Apr 22 1910....20: 44
Yereck Alice M of Adolph and Jane Oct 14 1908...........19: 276
Yerrick Fred R of William R and Gertrude M Dec 4 1904..18: 124
Yerrington Preston D of Preston and Annie T May 25 1903..17: 427
Yessian Mirtad of Kachador and Diekramouhi Aug 29 1905.18: 230
Yektavich Julia of Charles and Victoria Sept 3 1909......19: 413
Yetman Ella of Patrick and Annie Jan 18 1904..............18: 7
Yetman Frances E of William J and Josephine A July 15 1906.18: 349
Yetman William A of William J and Josephine A Sept 12 1904.18: 97
Yettner Royal B of Frank and May Aug 28 1902............17: 334
Yentner Evelyn I of George A and Clara M Sept 1 1907...19: 104
Yockery Jane G of Philip J P and Hannah G Mar 29 1907..19: 35
Yokell Francis B of Adolph and Nellie G June 30 1907....19: 70
Yokell Raymond J of Adolph E and Nellie G Apr 5 1910....20: 38
Yokell — s of Adolph E and Nellie G Apr 5 1910............20: 75
Yorganjian Aram of Harry and Mary Nov 10 1904............18: 117
York Alice S of Frederick W and Elizabeth R Sept 3 1904...18: 94
York Elizabeth M of Alton M and Mary J Mar 4 1909......19: 238
York Frederick W of Frederick W and Elizabeth R Jan 2 1909.19: 315
York — s of Alice Apr 30 1904.............................18: 42
Yorkery William T of Philip J P and Hannah G Oct 14 1903..17: 481
Yosumon Gussie of Solomon and Mary May 7 1905...........18: 185
Yonde Herbert I of Samuel and Mary Aug 28 1902.........17: 334
Youhass Gertrude G of Frank J and Mary July 14 1902....17: 319
Youhess Bertha M of Frank J and Mary July 1 1906.......18: 344
Young Alice of Joseph E and Sarah Nov 7 1907..............19: 130
Young Alice A of Franklin J and Catherine J Aug 27 1906..18: 415
Young Alice M of Peter G and Louise Sept 23 1907........19: 112
Young Alvey A of Leonard A and Florence Oct 11 1906.....18: 383
Young Andrew W (c) of Andrew W and Bessie M Apr 20 1905.18: 179
Young Annie M of Charles H and Mary A Aug 22 1910.......20: 100
Young Bertha B of Charles W and Clara F Sept 11 1909..19: 417
Young Beverly R of Joseph H and Mary Apr 20 1908.......19: 201
Young Catherine L of Franklin J and Catherine Jan 2 1902..17: 253
BIRTHS

Young Charles H of Edwin R and Margaret E Dec 31 1907
Young Charles J and William and Margaret Dec 9 1903
Young Charles N of Charles M and Helen A Apr 20 1903
Young Doris of James J and Mary Feb 12 1908
Young Edith M of Edwin R and Margaret E Dec 10 1908
Young Edwin R of Edwin R and Margaret E Feb 14 1906
Young Elizabeth L of Herrick P and Suzan Nov 1 1902
Young Elmer W (c) of Samuel W and Mary L Aug 4 1909
Young Ethel V of Charles H and Mary N Jan 18 1901
Young Florence R of Arthur E and Millie H Jan 8 1910
Young Frederick of James J and Mary E Oct 23 1902
Young George of William and Margaret May 25 1905
Young George E of Franklin J and Catherine J Feb 12 1909
Young Harold W A of Peter G and Louisa June 13 1904
Young Helen P of Charles M and Helen A Apr 1 1907
Young Inez of James J and Mary Aug 19 1906
Young John A of Charles and Mary Aug 23 1902
Young John A of William J and Mary L May 19 1907
Young Joseph P of Joseph H and Mary Nov 5 1904
Young Lillian of James J and Mary E Mar 26 1901
Young Louis of Louis and Abbie Jan 15 1901
Young Louis of Louis and Lydia Oct 15 1902
Young Louisa A of Gilbert H and Mary A Oct 22 1903
Young Marion B of Franklin A and Caroline B July 24 1903
Young Mary A of William J and Mary L Nov 16 1910
Young Mary E of William and Margaret Nov 18 1901
Young Mary E (c) of Walter H and Georgiana E Sept 1 1906
Young May (c) of Pearlina A Feb 3 1907
Young Nicholas B of Rogers G and Harriet J Apr 15 1903
Young Nicholas B of Roger G Jr and Harriet Aug 3 1904
Young Robert L of Henry E and Sarah V May 16 1902
Young Ruth of James and Hattie Feb 28 1904
Young Ruth M of Edwin R and Margaret E June 25 1903
Young Thomas A of Franklin J and Catherine Mar 6 1905
Young Virginia L of Frederick A and Lida G Oct 11 1907
Young Walter W E (c) of Samuel W and Mary L Jan 7 1907
Young William H of William J and Mary L May 12 1904
Young — d of William M and Catherine Dec 11 1901
Young — d of Herrick and Suzy Nov 19 1906
Young — d of Philip and Fanny Dec 7 1907
Young — s of James J and Mary E Sept 18 1910
Yuettnner Charlotte O of Otto and Hattie Aug 22 1907
Yuettnner Clifford O of Otto J and Hattie C June 8 1910
Yuen Chester Moy (chi) of Moy and Ruth Sung See June 22
1910
Yuill Olga of John and Nannie Mar 1 1906
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.
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Yuill Olga E of John and Nana Feb 10 1906 18:411
Yuill Walter A of John and Nana Sept 18 1901 17:211
Yukerkewitz Mary of Tony and Totilia May 25 1910 20:56
Zakawka Mary of George and Paulina Dec 21 1908 19:302
Zabbate Franceschina of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 24 1910 20:111
Zabbate Lucia of Giuseppe and Maria Sept 27 1906 18:378
Zabbate Raffaela of Giuseppe and Maria May 14 1905 18:187
Zabb Maria of Antonio and Teresa Oct 12 1903 17:481
Zabbo Nuziata of Vincenzo and Loretha Apr 1 1903 17:112
Zabbo Rosa of Antonio and Teresa June 21 1902 17:305
Zacalone Alfonsina of Arcangelo and Antonia Oct 13 1902 17:319
Zacavich Bronis of Mary Oct 15 1906 18:384
Zaccaria Antonio of Bartolomeo and Antonetta Mar 11 1910 20:28
Zacena Antoine J of Charles A and Mary July 8 1904 18:133
Zachian — s of John and Jennie Apr 9 1905 18:175
Zaffari Rustillo of Vincenzo and Maria Aug 15 1902 17:329
Zah Arthur of Max C and Ida May 13 1906 18:326
Zakarian Aram of Capril and Tarvis Mar 15 1903 17:106
Zakarian Paul of Harry and Maria Jan 7 1903 17:383
Zakarian — s of Axedis and Margaret Dec 10 1906 18:404
Zakarish Antonina of John and Augusta Oct 14 1910 20:118
Zaker Henrietta of Simon and Harriet June 21 1902 17:305
Zakezesky Antonia V of Stefan and Antonia Feb 4 1905 18:152
Zakowska Stanishawa of William and Anna Dec 8 1906 18:404
Zakrzewsky William A of Piofo and Lena Jan 23 1909 19:323
Zalinsky — s of John and Veronica May 7 1908 19:207
Zahrenopski — s of Samuel and Lena Oct 28 1907 19:155
Zambano Bernard of Thomas and Anna Aug 25 1907 19:101
Zambarano Cesare G of Cesare and Rose Aug 5 1902 17:326
Zambarano Eleonora of Paolo and Francesca May 25 1901 17:166
Zambarano Elisabetta E E of Paolo and Francesca June 16 1904 18:58
Zambarano Ellen J of Frederick and Phyllis Oct 1 1907 19:116
Zambarano Enrico P of Giuseppe and Caterina June 7 1903 17:438
Zambarano Fred of Frederick and Phyllis Sept 30 1904 18:104
Zambarano Luigi of Carlo and Angeline Aug 23 1905 18:228
Zambarano Teresa of Giuseppe and Caterina Nov 11 1909 19:439
Zambarano William J of Joseph and Catherine May 7 1902 17:294
Zambarino Giuseppe A A of Giuseppe and Caterina Nov 16 1906 18:396
Zambini Concetta of Antonio and Lucia Dec 6 1908 19:296
Zambini — s of Domenico and Teresa June 5 1910 20:76
Zamin Anthony of Nicholas and Amelia Mar 14 1908 19:186
Zampa Lorenzo of Nicola and Angeline Sept 15 1902 17:339
Zampa Nannie of Raffaele and Carmela June 3 1905 18:194
Zampa Pasqualina of Raffaele and Filomena Mar 25 1910 20:33
BIRTHS

Zampagna Caterina of Pietro and Teresina Mar 9 1909........19:340
Zampini Anna of Conce;etta July 19 1909..........................19:395
Zampini Giovanni K of Antonio and Lucia Sept 17 1910......20:109
Zampini — d of Domenico and Teresa Dec 2 1908..............19:294
Zampolsky William of Israel and Lena June 26 1903...........17:437
Zanabria Amelia of Michele and Minnie Nov 5 1907............19:129
Zanfagna Leona of Michele and Minnie Apr 3 1909..............19:349
Zanfagna Carmela of Domenico and Antonetta June 10 1902....17:301
Zanini Maria of Francesco and Rosa July 19 1907..............19:86
Zanjo — s of Antonio S and Maria Feb 1 1908..................19:232
Zanna Angelina of Vincenzo and Catarina Feb 14 1908.........19:175
Zanna Carmina of Antonio and Maria July 12 1906...............18:348
Zannella Amadeo of Domenico and Agnese Jan 19 1907.........19:7
Zanni Pietro of Vincenzo and Caterina Sept 23 1909..........19:421
Zanunin Antonetta of Francesco and Rosa Feb 24 1909.........19:355
Zanunin Antonetta of Luigi and Angela Nov 28 1908..........19:292
Zanunin Costanza of Matteo and Angelina Nov 25 1909........19:444
Zannini — s of Luigi and Filomena May 22 1909................19:367
Zanninmigronino Filiiberto of Luigi and Filomena Aug 28 1907,19:102
Zanno Maddalena of Antonio and Maria Nov 25 1907............19:137
Zannotti Enrico of Giovanni and Melanie Aug 29 1909.........19:411
Zannski Leoprlilt of Andrew and Zephine Oct 23 1904.........18:111
Zanzari Maria C of Giovanni and Giovannina Jan 8 1910.......20:3
Zapka Agada of Antony and Anna Feb 5 1903....................17:333
Zappullo Santina of Giovanni and Fera Nov 29 1909............19:446
Zarafonitis Arthur of Nicholas and Flori Dec 12 1907........19:143
Zarambofsky Samuel of Jacob and Dora Mar 17 1905............18:167
Zarella Amletto of Nicola and Pasqualina July 17 1907........19:85
Zarella Elisabetta of Giuseppe and Adelina Dec 1 1907........19:139
Zarombafofsky Sadie of Jacob and Dora June 23 1902..........17:305
Zarsouski Fannie of John and Mary Apr 2 1907.................19:36
Zarowsky Watsloff of Joseph and Eva Jan 21 1907..............19:8
Zarr Walter I of Walter G and Eva E Aug 24 1909..............19:458
Zarrela Ausilia L E of Giuseppe and Adelina Nov 20 1903....17:493
Zarrela Olga of Nicola and Pasqualina July 11 1906............18:347
Zarrelli Giovanni A of Giuseppe and Adelina Dec 23 1901......17:242
Zarrelli Giuseppe B of Giuseppe and Adelina Nov 27 1909.....19:445
Zarrelli Lauretta of Giuseppe and Adelina Dec 2 1905........18:262
Zartarian Krikore of Arakel and Mariam Oct 26 1909...........19:434
Zarum Janet R of David and Lilly Jan 19 1909..................19:321
Zarzecki Joseph of Joseph and Elizabeth Mar 12 1909........19:341
Zaska Jennie of John and Theofilia Nov 1 1909................19:436
Zaslafsky Hannah of Peter and Sarah Aug 1 1908...............19:247
Zaugg Frederick W of Frederick and Caroline C Aug 22 1902,17:332
Zaumesil — d of Max C and Mabel E July 15 1908...............19:241
Zavile Yadislawa of Mary Nov 11 1903.........................17:491
FROM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE. 

Zawatsky Morris H of Mendel and Bessie June 26 1906........ 18:341
Zecowska Rose of William and Annie Aug 30 1910............. 20:102
Zedoski Gougin of Andrew and Sophie Feb 1 1903............. 17:391
Zefari Ausilio of Vincenzo and Costanza Oct 15 1902........ 17:349
Zefaro —— s of Vincenzo and Maria C Oct 20 1903............ 17:541
Zefiro Ausilia of Vincenzo and Maria C Feb 7 1905............ 18:153
Zeffro Gaetano of Francesco and Pepina Oct — 1903............ 17:487
Zeidel Emil of Emil and Martha Feb 12 1907................. 19:17
Zelidman Philip D of Louis L and Ethyl Mar 26 1908......... 19:190
Zeiler Pauline of Paul and Mary T June 16 1904.............. 18:58
Zelano Angela of Antonio and Santuccia Mar 25 1902........ 17:278
Zelano Antonio of Costanzo and Giovannina Nov 4 1905....... 18:253
Zelano Catarina of Costanzo and Giovannina Apr 24 1903..... 17:418
Zelano Catrina of Antonio and Santa Dec 17 1908............. 19:390
Zelano Filomena of Antonio and Carmela July 15 1902........ 17:319
Zelano Francesca of Costanzo and Giovanna Jan 25 1901...... 17:332
Zelano Luigi of Antonio and Santuccia May 17 1905........... 18:188
Zelano Luigi of Antonio and Santuccia July 15 1905........ 18:215
Zelano Vincenzo of Antonio and Santuccia Apr 20 1907....... 19:43
Zelano —— s of Antonio and Santuccia Apr 7 1904............ 18:67
Zelano —— d of Costanzo and Maria Sept 5 1910............... 20:151
Zelinker Gitel of Joseph and Liebe Dec 24 1910.............. 20:144
Zellungayer Rebecca of Abraham and Bertha Feb 5 1905........ 18:152
Zelinker Solomon of Louis and Harshi Dec 9 1907............. 19:142
Zelnik Joseph I of Joseph and Mary Aug 4 1908.............. 19:249
Zelniker Sarah of Joseph and Leba July 18 1909.............. 19:394
Zeltzer Abram of Joseph and Annie July 2 1908.............. 19:236
Zeltzer Yetta of Joseph and Annie Oct 17 1906.............. 18:385
Zenna Guido of Antonio and Sofia Mar 18 1909............... 19:314
Zendzian Agnes of Frank and Stephanie May 3 1902........... 17:290
Zendzian Franciszek of Franciszek and Stephanie June 15 1909.. 19:375
Zendzian Mieczyslaw of Franciszek and Stephanie Dec 28 1905,18:272
Zendzian Mieczsylaw of Frank and Stephanie Jan 28 1906..... 18:289
Zenjohn Julia of Frank and Stephanie Jan 6 1904............ 18:2
Zenowicz Joseph of Peter and Antonia Mar 31 1901.......... 17:252
Zeoli Angelina of Michele and Vittoria Mar 8 1906........... 18:303
Zeoli Giovanni of Michele and Vittoria June 27 1901......... 18:62
Zeoli Maria M of Michele and Vittoria June 23 1903......... 17:439
Zeoli —— s of Angelo and Angela Nov 8 1908................. 19:312
Zeppa Andrea of Giuseppe and Marta Mar 28 1905.............. 18:171
Zeppa Andrea of Giuseppe and Luigia June 9 1908............. 19:221
Zeppa Anna of Giuseppe and Luigia Dec 18 1903.............. 17:509
Zeppa Antonio of Pietro and Onesta June 28 1904............ 18:62
Zeppa Concetta of Pietro and Onesta Nov 25 1905............ 18:260
Zeppa Erminio A of Giuseppe and Luigia Jan 18 1910........ 20:7
Zeppa Liberina of Giuseppe and Laigia June 1 1907................. 19: 59
Zeppa Maria of Pietro and Onesta June 20 1906.................... 17: 435
Zetkin Rebecca of Morris and Annie Sept 28 1905................. 18: 241
Zetlin Arnold of Salkind and Lena Mar 6 1905..................... 18: 204
Zevoli Rosa of Michele and Vittoria Dec 19 1901.................. 17: 210
Ziegler Harriet L of Alvin R and Caroline M May 13 1906....... 18: 326
Ziegler Helen B of Bernhard and Dora Oct 16 1905................. 18: 246
Ziegler James G of Franz F and Mattie Dec 30 1906.............. 18: 411
Ziegler Virginia of Franz F and Mattie Jan 29 1905............. 18: 150
Zielinski David of Andrew and Sophie July 13 1906.............. 18: 348
Ziomek Bronislaw of John and Caterina July 13 1905............ 18: 214
Zigone Mariacatena of Antonio and Carmela May 20 1906......... 18: 328
Zillman Bertha of Harry and Rosie Oct 6 1908..................... 19: 273
Zincone Salvatore of Antonio and Carmela Sept 6 1901......... 17: 208
Zingone Carmela of Antonio and Giuseppina Nov 17 1909........ 19: 142
Zingone —— s of Antonio and Carmela Jan 19 1904.............. 18: 7
Zinn Alice of Edward and Molly Dec 5 1908....................... 19: 296
Zinna Domenico of Carmine and Maria Jan 12 1902................. 17: 256
Zinna Rosindo of Carmine and Maria Jan 12 1902.................. 17: 256
Zinni Americo of Giuseppe and Fiorinda June 8 1908............ 19: 220
Zinni Anna of Antonio and Lucia Nov 14 1908..................... 19: 287
Zinni Carmine of Gioacchino and Vincenza July 22 1908........ 19: 243
Zinni Donatella X of Benedetto and Vincenza June 10 1905..... 18: 196
Zinni Luigi of Antonio and Lucia June 20 1904................... 18: 60
Zinni Luigi of Antonio and Lucia Sept 16 1905................... 18: 236
Zinni Maria of Giuseppe and Fiorinda Oct 14 1904.............. 17: 219
Zinni Maria of Gioacchino and Vincenza Dec 6 1906............. 18: 103
Zinni Nicola of Giuseppe and Fiorinda June 14 1904............ 18: 57
Zinni Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Fiorinda Apr 2 1906.......... 18: 312
Zinno Alfredo of Giacomino and Vincenza July 4 1905........... 18: 211
Zinno Angelina of Benedetto and Vincenza Oct 7 1903........... 17: 479
Zinno Emilia of Marcellino and Giulia July 31 1909............ 19: 400
Zinno Emilia of Marcellino of Giuseppina Dec 10 1910......... 20: 139
Zinno Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Vincenza Jan 3 1910............ 20: 1
Zinno Nilda of Benedetto and Vincenza Oct 7 1903.............. 17: 479
Zinno —— d of Carmine and Amalia June 20 1903............... 17: 455
Zinos Maria of Rocco and Maria G Nov 28 1905.................. 18: 261
Zinsel Conrad A of Conrad and Katharin Aug 4 1904........... 18: 83
Ziopkie Frank of Antonio and Annie Mar 30 1904................. 18: 33
Ziopkie Stannie of Antonio and Annie Mar 30 1904.............. 18: 33
Zippa Ferdinando of Pietro and Onesta Oct 26 1906............. 18: 389
Zirilla —— s of Lucia July 6 1909.............................. 19: 390
Ziroli Anna of Clemento and Filomena Sept 24 1904............ 18: 101
Ziroli Cledolina of Clemente and Filomena Mar 18 1902........ 17: 276
Zisarson Theodor of Benny and Annie Nov 6 1910.............. 20: 126
ZFOM 1901 TO 1910 INCLUSIVE.

Ziskin Izy of Louis and Ida Nov 5 1909.......................... 19: 438
Zislienska Helena E of Stanislaus and Marcela Dec 17 1907.. 19: 144
Zisman Beatrice of Leonard and Lena Aug 24 1907........... 19: 100
Zisman Leona X of Leonard X and Lena Nov 5 1909........... 19: 138
Zisquit Ruth of Nathan and Rosa Nov 1 1902................... 17: 2356
Zisquit Selma of Nathan and Rosa Sept 21 1908................. 19: 267
Zitano Anna of Salvatore and Francesca Sept 2 1906......... 18: 308
Zitkin Samuel of Louis and Ida July 5 1907...................... 19: 80
Zitserman Esther of David and Sarah July 13 1903............ 17: 1450
Zitserman Peter of Jacob T and Sarah Oct 19 1910............ 20: 120
Zitszerman Bertha of Jacob and Sarah Oct 30 1907............. 19: 126
Zingone Maria of Antonio and Carmela May 21 1906............ 18: 329
Zloty Pauline of Wacclla and Elizabeth Jan 10 1909........... 19: 318
Zoborowska Flora of Joseph and Mary May 12 1909............ 19: 363
Zoglia Assunta of Agostino and Marianna Apr 20 1909........ 19: 336
Zoglia Rosina of Agostino and Marianna June 22 1906......... 18: 340
Zoglio Alberto of Raffaele and Giuseppa Dec 21 1907......... 19: 116
Zoglio Alfretta of Giuseppe and Alfreda June 1 1907........ 19: 59
Zoglio Annelia of Francesco and Laura May 3 1905............ 18: 184
Zoglio Angelina of Eracio and Filomena Jan 3 1902............ 17: 238
Zoglio Angelina of Luigi and Carolina Jan 3 1909............. 19: 316
Zoglio Angelina of Eracio and Filomena Dec 29 1901........... 17: 244
Zoglio Amina X of Enrico and Rosa Dec 25 1909............... 19: 455
Zoglio Antonio of Enrico and Rosina Feb 2 1908.............. 19: 170
Zoglio Carmela of Antonio and Silvia Feb 18 1908............. 19: 177
Zoglio Crescenza M of Giuseppe and Alfreda Mar 25 1906..... 18: 309
Zoglio Elisabetta of Agostino and Maria A Aug 11 1901....... 17: 188
Zoglio Enrico of Francesco and Laura Dec 25 1909............ 19: 455
Zoglio Eracio of Agostino and Maria A Oct 15 1903............ 17: 482
Zoglio Eracio of Raffaele and Eva M Jan 31 1909.............. 19: 326
Zoglio Francesco of Luigi and Carolina Sept 14 1910......... 20: 108
Zoglio Giuseppe of Francesco and Laura Mar 3 1904......... 18: 23
Zoglio Josephine of Giuseppe and Alfreda Mar 14 1910....... 20: 29
Zoglio Laureta G of Michele and Carmela Oct 29 1904........ 18: 113
Zoglio Madeline of Giuseppe and Alfreda July 22 1908....... 19: 243
Zoglio Maria of Luigi and Carolina Feb 1 1902.............. 17: 262
Zoglio Maria C of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Nov 5 1909....... 19: 438
Zoglio Rachela of Giuseppe Z and Giuseppina Sept 30 1907.... 19: 115
Zoglio William G of Giuseppe and Alfretta May 24 1904....... 18: 50
Zoglio — d of Pasquale and Vittoria Mar 7 1902.............. 17: 311
Zohn Mary of Max and Ida Dec 24 1907......................... 19: 147
Zohn Morris of Max and Ida Sept 13 1909...................... 19: 417
Zolas Benjamin of Morris and Rosa Nov 24 1908.............. 19: 291
Zolio Eracio of Antonio and Silvia Apr 6 1910.............. 20: 38
Zolio Giuseppe of Enrico and Rosina July 30 1906. 18:355
Zolio Giuseppe of Antonio and Silvia Aug 2 1906. 18:357
Zolio Rosa of Agostino and Maria A June 25 1906. 18:341
Zolkina Rubin of Max and Ida July 5 1904. 18:72
Zolkowski Wladyslaw of Stanislava Mar 29 1908. 19:192
Zoller Alice M of August F and Bessie G Oct 28 1909. 19:459
Zollti — d of Waclar and Alexandra May 28 1908. 19:215
Zolnies Josephine of Tdewus and Anna Mar 24 1910. 20:33
Zomfagna Amalia L of Domenico and Antonetta Feb 23 1905. 18:159
Zompa Assunta of Tomaso and Carmela Apr 6 1904. 18:35
Zompa Melinda of Raffaele and Carmela Aug 23 1902. 17:332
Zona Antonio of Antonio and Rosalia June 11 1907. 19:63
Zona Margherita C F of Antonio and Rosalia Sept 24 1910. 20:111
Zonni Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Catarina Oct 24 1909. 19:433
Zoorar Milton P of Abraham and Becky Jan 8 1904. 18:64
Zorabedian Gladys P of Boghos and Araxy Oct 5 1907. 19:117
Zotti Adelia D F of Michele and Teresa Mar 3 1904. 18:23
Zotti Ferdinando of Michele and Teresa Feb 23 1906. 18:299
Zotti Michele of Giovanni and Carmela Oct 21 1906. 18:387
Zotti Teresa of Michele and Teresa July 4 1907. 19:79
Zotti —— s of Giovanni and Carmella Oct 21 1906. 18:421
Zotto Anna of Giovanni and Carmela Dec 18 1904. 18:129
Zowalih Wladistawa of Mary Dec 11 1903. 17:500
Zwoj Wanda of Frank and Carolina Jan 19 1903. 17:387
Zozecki Isabelle of Joseph and Elizabeth Aug 21 1910. 20:99
Zozager John of Peter and Sophia June 19 1901. 17:173
Zrodowski John of Wadisifal and Pilagi June 10 1907. 19:62
Zschiedrich Helena of Payl and Frances Mar 27 1907. 19:34
Zschiedrich Paul A of Edward P and Helena May 19 1908. 19:212
Zschiedrich William of Paul and Helena Jan 28 1906. 18:289
Zubak Maryjanna of Stanislus and Helena Dec 12 1903. 17:500
Zublak Nachne of Stanislus and Helen June 16 1901. 17:172
Zubeck Jennie of Stanislas and Ellen Oct 19 1902. 17:350
Zuccolo Angelo of Elvezio and Maria G Nov 3 1908. 19:282
Zuchowski Edmund J of Konstanty and Josephine Oct 22 1904. 18:110
Zuchowski John of Konstanty and Josie Oct 21 1909. 19:432
Zuchowski Joseph of Konstanty and Josie Oct 21 1909. 19:432
Zuchowski Stephen F of Konstanty and Josephine Dec 19 1907. 19:145
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Parents</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zucker Anna</td>
<td>Samuel and Clara</td>
<td>Sept 5 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zucker Morris</td>
<td>Samuel and Clara</td>
<td>Dec 27 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuckerman Mary</td>
<td>Harry and Clara</td>
<td>Mar 21 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuckerman Rosie</td>
<td>Charles and Esther</td>
<td>Aug 4 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuckerman Samuel</td>
<td>Harry and Clara</td>
<td>Apr 2 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_Zuckorof Jennie</td>
<td>Barney and Fannie</td>
<td>Jan 27 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Znill Marion L</td>
<td>William E and Sarah E</td>
<td>Oct 30 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zukrow Etta</td>
<td>Barney and Fannie</td>
<td>Mar 12 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zukrow Etta</td>
<td>Bernard and Fannie</td>
<td>Mar 12 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuleger Edith V</td>
<td>Frederick and Edith</td>
<td>Mar 7 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuleger Frederick E</td>
<td>Frederick E and Edith</td>
<td>Mar 30 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuleger Mabel A</td>
<td>Frederick and Edith</td>
<td>June 18 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuleger Robert E</td>
<td>Robert E and Bertha</td>
<td>Mar 26 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuribowitz Bertha</td>
<td>Max and Ida</td>
<td>Oct 7 1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zurier Sam S</td>
<td>Abraham and Rebecca</td>
<td>Feb 27 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zusman Max</td>
<td>Harry and Annie</td>
<td>Oct 21 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zusman</td>
<td>s of Harry and Annie</td>
<td>Dec 20 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zyheicz Mike</td>
<td>John and Agnes</td>
<td>Nov 3 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zymnick</td>
<td>d of John and Agnes</td>
<td>Apr 13 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zymond</td>
<td>s of John and Katie</td>
<td>Nov 9 1907</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>